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INTRODUCTION.

Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary has always lieen considered as a

work of the highest importance for the civil and literary history of the Moslim

people. From its first appearance till the present day, its reputation has

continued undiminished, and the judgment of the author’s countrymen has

been confirmed by the unanimous voice of Oriental scholars. If the later

Arabic historians filled their pages with extracts drawn from it as from a

pure and abundant source,— if rhetoricians, grammarians, and compilers

of anecdotes have culled from it the choicest passages, — if learned men

essayed to complete it by supplements, or to condense it by abridgments

with the design of rendering its utility more general,— we find, nearer

home, an equally valid testimony borne to its merit by the suffrages of the

illustrious Pococke, Schultens, Reiske, and De Saey.

The variety of its subject might have alone sufficed to fix the attention of

every person who took an interest in Moslim history and Arabic literature,

but when that quality was combined with others which clearly indicated the

intelligence, learning, and abilities of the author, the work had an undoubted

right to general estimation. None felt this more deeply than Sir William

Jones, and none expressed their opinion in stronger terms. When that

accomplished scholar penned his Poeseos Asiaticce Commentariiun, he traced

these lint's, in which, notwithstanding the heightened tone of his colouring,

there is a degree of truth such as precludes me from adding any eulogy of

my own: “Scriptoris politissimi Ebni khallikan opus historicum non magis

“ verborum elegantiA et ubertate commendatur, quam illustrioruin poetarum
11
versibus quibus conspergitur. Ac nescio an hie omnibus vitarum scripto-
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“ ribus (non) sit anteponendus. Est certe copiosior Nepote, elegantior Plutar-

“ cho, Laertio jucundior : et dignus esl profecto liber, qui in omnes Eurnpu*

“ linguas conversus prodeal.”

Were the work of Lbn Khallikan not l)efore the reader, it might be neces-

sary to point out the sources which he consulted and the plan which he

adopted ; but the author here speaks for himself, he names the writers whose

works he has consulted, he or his translator gives their lives in nearly every

case, and he follows the natural system of noticing those persons only who

held a conspicuous place in the Moslim world. It is true that when he treats

of those men whose names figure in history, he prefers relating anecdotes

illustrative of their personal character to the less amusing duty of fully

sketching out their lives. For this, however, a reason subsists : the great

historical work of his friend and professor, lbn al-Alhir, contained all the

requisite information, and was then generally read; he did not think it ne-

cessary to repeat the tale more fully set forth in a book the well deserved po-

pularity of which he could not suppose would ever lie rivalled by the reputa-

tion of his own. We might even add that those very anecdotes with which

he (ills his articles are more precious to a European reader than the fullest

narrative of the series of events which mark the life of any individual, since

from them we acquire a clearer insight into the manners of the different

classes, and collect more useful hints on the civil organisation of the Moslim

people, than any indications which a notice exclusively biographical could

supply. It must also be observed that in judging a work of this kind, the

European reader may find faults where the Moslim sees only beauties, and

vice versa. The former will blame lbn KhallikAn's idea of giving the lives of

those persons only, the date of whose death was known ; of quoting poetry

too frequently, and of showing l>ad taste in the selection ; of giving too mauy

notices on doctors of the law. and loo few on historians, poets, and other

literary men. Yet we find that a native of Aleppo, the shaikh Ntir ad-din

Hasan lbn Habib, who died A. II. 779 (A. D. 1577-8), extracted from lbn khal-

likan’s work the lives of two hundred and thirty persons with the passages

from their books, and this selection he published under the title of Madni Ahi

il Haydn min Wafaydl lbn Khallikan, or Beauties of eminent writers ex-

tractedfrom lbn Khaliikon’s biographical work. It would appear from this
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that our author's taste iu his quotations was not considered as bad in the

country where his language was spoken and in which the writings of the

poets were read and understood. Ibn Habib composed also a history of

Egypt from A. II. 648 to A. II. 761. It is entitled Dturai al-/1sldkji Duwlat

al-Atrak; there is a copy of it in the Leyden library and another in the

Biblioi/ieque du Roi. We shall next allow Hajji Khalifa to speak : “ Some
** historians,” says he, meaning of course Muslim writers, “ have blamed Ibn

“ Khallikan for his concision iu the lives of men eminent for their learning

“ in the law; in some cases he coniines his notice of them to a few lines,

“ whilst he fills pages, nay sheets, with the life of a single poet or of a lite-

“ rary man. It happens also, in more than one case, that those to whom
“ he has allotted the longest articles were persons accused of laxity in their

“ religious belief, and yet he mentions them with praise and quotes passages

“ from their poems. Hut it may perhaps be offered in extenuation of this,

•“ that the history of the man learned in the law was already well known, and

“ that the lustre of his reputation, like the light of the sun, could not possi-

“ bly be hidden from any, whilst the renown of the poet was by no means

“ general.” Be the imperfections of his work what they may, we must yet

take into consideration that it was the first of its kind in the long series of

Arabic literature. Before him, none ever thought of combining in one trea-

tise and in alphabetical order, the lives of the most remarkable man of Isla-

mism, no matter to what class they' belonged. There existed, it is true,

a great number of biographical dictionaries composed anteriorly to his,

and some of them dating from a remote period, but they were works of a

special cast and limited in their subject: some treated of eminent juriscon-

sults, to the exclusion of every’ other profession ; others contained notices

on the learned men who inhabited a particular city ; some again gave the

lives of such persons as were mentioned in the Sunan
, or Collections of Tra-

ditions. The only book which bore any resemblance to his by the generality

of its contents was the Fihrist , composed in the fourth century of the Hijra,

but that curious biographical and bibliographical work is formed of six sec-

tions, each of which is devoted to one particular class of persons, to the total

neglect of alphabetical or chronological arrangement.

During many years my attention was directed towards Ibn Khallik&n’s

i

l
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VI INTRODUCTION.

work, knowing that from it, above all others, the clearest and most correct

ideas could lx? acquired of the rise and progress of Arabic literature, and

that it furnished many facts of the utmost importance for general history,

and not to be found in any other writer. A natural transition led me from

the work to the author, and in my endeavours to attain a fair appreciation

of the one, I was led to inquire into the life and times of the other. In pur-

suing this task, I collected from different sources a great number of notices

respecting him, bis masters, bis disciples, and his acquaintances; whilst the

indications furnished by his own work, enabled me to fix with precision the

dates of the principal -occurrences which marked his life. But the circum-

stances which influenced his character in youth, the relations which sub-

sisted at different periods between him and the masters of the empire, the

great political events which occurred during his career in the world and

always attracted his attention ;
— these were subjects which required long

study and extensive researches. The results which I have already obtained

encourage me to proceed yet farther, and for this reason 1 shall reserve my

notice on the Life and Times of Jbn Khallikan till the last volume of this

translation shall be given to the press. The materials collected by me will

be then better digested, and form an article more complete than any which

I could draw up at the present moment. But as the just curiosity of some

readers may require a more immediate satisfaction, I shall give here the text

and translation of a notice on Ibn KhallikAn by the celebrated historian Abu

1-MabAsin. It is extracted from the first volume of his al-Manhal as-Sdfi,

a work on which some observations will be found in a subsequent page.

Another life of the same writer by an anonymous author has been given in

Arabic and in Latin by Tydeman, in his Conspectus opens Jbn Challikani,

and a note on the same subject has l>een inserted by M. Quatrem&re in his

translation of al-Makrizi’s History of the Mainluk Sultans, vol. I. part 2, p. 180.

C* if fAV* if- ^ if

j—d L>hb3l el)L# ^p
sLaa jJyJl J

A-x~ pi wVjb ClJv*
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“ Abfi ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Abi Bakr lbn Khab

likAu lbn B&wak Ibn Sliakal Ibn al-Husain Ibn Malik Ibn Jaafar Ibn Yahya

lbn IvhAlid Ibn Barmak (1), surnamed Shams ad-din {sun of religion
),
drew

(1) This genealogy is incomplete; the descent of lbn Khallikin from the Barmekiilc family is a poir which

I shall etamine when treating of hit life and timet.
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his descent from a family of Balkh. This very eminent scholar and follower

of as-Shali’s doctrines was l>orn at Arbela, hut resided and died at Damascus,

where he had filled the place of chief kadi. By his talents and his writings

he merited the honourable title of the most learned man and the ablest

historian of that city. He was horn on Thursday, the 11th of the latter

Rabi, A. II. 008 (22nd Sept. A.D. 1211). Ilis mother descended from Khalaf

Ihn Aiyub, a disciple of Abu Hanifa. He passed the first years of his life

at Arbela and then proceeded to Mosul, where he studied jurisprudence, and

was still in the prime of youth when he went to Damascus. After a short

residence in that city he travelled to Egypt, where he resumed his studies

and acquired a competent knowledge of all the sciences, whilst he attained a

great pre-eminence as a jurisconsult, a theologian, and a grammarian. In

that country he acted in the capacities of a mufti and a public teacher, but

without neglecting to cultivate his talent as a prose-writer and a poet. Having

been appointed kadi of Damascus, he left Cairo on the 27th of Zu ’1-Hijja,

A. H. 6GG, and arrived at the former city on the third of Muharram, A. II.

6<>7 (1). During a period of ten years he fulfilled in person the duties of

his office ; at first he exercised his authority without a colleague, but he then

received information that a decree had been issued by order of the noble

prince al-Maiik az-Zaliir (Bibars), declaring that there should be four kadis

at Damascus. Three acts of investiture then arrived, drawn up in favour of

Shams ad-din Abd Allah Ihn Muhammad Ibn Ata the Ilanifite, Zain ad-din

AM as-Salam az-Zowawi the Malekite, and Shams ad-din Abd ar-Rahman

the Hanbalite. Before that time they were merely the deputies of the Shafite

kadi. It was remarked as an extraordinary circumstance by the shaikh Shi-

hab ad-din Abd Sama that there should be at the same time three kadis at

Damascus, all surnamed Shams ad-dtn {sun of religion). It was on this oc-

casion that the following lines were composed by one of the literary men in

the city:

The people of Damascus have witnessed a perfect miracle : the greater the number
of suns, the more the world was in the dark.

'1; Theic dates arc wrong. Ibn Khallikin was appointed kidi of Damascus. A. il. <139.

6
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Another poet said on the same subject

:

The men of Damascus are bewildered with the multitude of legal decisions ; their

kadis are all suns, and yet they aro in the dark.

‘‘ Ibn Khnllikan was afterwards removed from the kadiship of Damascus,

and proceeded to Cairo, where lie was nominated deputy to the chief kadi

Badr ad-din as-Sinjari. During his residence there ho pursued his literary

labours, and discharged the duties of a professor and mufti till his reappoint-

ment to the place of kadi at Damascus, as successor to Izz ad-din Ibn as-

Saigh. He then set out for that city, and at his approach the governor Izz

ad-din Aidmor went out in slate to receive him with the emirs and the per-

sons in office ; as for the principal inhabitants, they had already made a jour-

ney of some days to meet him on the road. Numerous kasidas were com-

posed by the poets, in which they congratulated him on his reinstatement

;

and one of these pieces, which was recited to him by the shaikh Rashid ad-

din Omar Ibn Ismail al-Fariki, contained the following passage:

Like Joseph in Egypt, you have now completed your probation, and in my opinion

all generous men form a race apart. They all have seven years of suffering to un-
dergo, but then comcth a year which sheds joy and abundance upon mankind.

“ In this he alludes to the length of time Ibn Khallikan was away from

them. The piece which follows was composed by Nur ad-din Ibn Musab:

Among all the people of Damascus, I did not find one displeased. After evil, good
has come unto them ; it is the time for joy unrestrained. The pleasure which he had
already inspired was succeeded by grief, but fortune acted justly in the end: after

protracted sadness they were restored to joy by the arrival of one kftdi and the dis-

missal of another. They are now all grateful for what is coming, and all complaining

of what is past.

“He continued to fill the post of kadi at Damascus till the year 680,when he

was dismissed, and from that period till the day of his death, he never went

out of doors. He died on Saturday the 20th of Rajab,— some say, the 10th,

—A.H. 081 (29th Oct. A. D. 1282), in the Najibiya College at Damascus, and

was interred at Mount KSsiytln. He was a man of the greatest reputation

for learning, versed in various sciences, and highly accomplished ; he was a

scholar, a poet, a compiler, and an historian. His celebrated biographical
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work, the fVafaydt, is ihe acme of perfection. The contemporary poets were

encouraged by his generous character to celebrate his praises in poems of

great beauty, certain of obtaining an ample recompense from his liberality.

His conduct was marked by prudence, moderation, and indulgence for the

failings of others. When residing in Egypt, subsequently to his (first) re-

moval from office, he was for a time much reduced in circumstances, and

the lord-treasurer Badr ad-din, who happened to be informed of his situa-

tion, ordered him a large sum of money as a present, with one hundred

ardebs of wheat besides; this gift however he would never consent to accept.

The hdfiz Kutb ad-din mentions him in his History, and styles him an imam
,

a learned scholar, a man of superior abilities, an equitable judge, an historian,

and a compiler. He is also spoken of by the hdfiz Abii Muhammad al-Ber-

zali in his Mojam , as “ one of the most illustrious scholars of his time, the

“ chief of the learned men of the age, even the most famous; master of a

“ great variety of sciences, such as law, grammar, history, philology, etc.

“ He compiled a valuable historical work, in which he gives the lives of those

“ persons only who had attained celebrity in the class to which they be-

“ longed. He filled for a time the place of Shafite k;kli and was also a pro-

“ fessor and a mufti. He learned the Traditions at Arbela from Ibn al-Karm

“ as-Silfi, who also explained to him the Sahth of al-Bukhari, after having

“ been taught it himself by Abfl ’1-Wakt. He received also Traditions from

“ at-Tawi and Ibn al-Jumaizi, and was licensed to teach Traditions bv al-

“ Muwaiyad al-Tiisi, Abtl Riih Ibn as-Saffar, al-Husain Ibn Ahmad al-

“ Kushairi, Ismail Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn as-Saiyid al-

“ Husaini, and others at NaisApiir.” The historian then gives the date of his

birth, and continues: “He was profoundly learned in the pure Arabic lan-

guage, and no person of that time was better acquainted with die poems

“ of al-Mutanabbi than he. When he received company, the conversation

“ was most instructive, being entirely devoted to learned investigations and

“ the elucidation of obscure points.” ShihAb ad-din Mahmild says in his

history : “ The second time that he fdled the place of kiidi, 1 used to visit him
<4 very often, that I might profit by his instructive conversation.” Many other

writers have spoken of him in equally favourable terms, but the details which

have been given on that subject are already sufficiently copious. It is now
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absolutely necessary that we should give some passages of his poetry ; such

are the following

:

I had your image before my eyes, though you dwelt in a distant land ; and it seemed

to me that my heart was your place of abode. Though absent and far away, my heart

held converse with you
;
you seemed to speak familiarly (with your lover), but in reality

you were still afflicting him with your aversion.

Maiden ! thou who dwellest near our tribe, can I dare to hope for thy return ? Then

perhaps, may thy lover, who now suffers from the intoxication of passion, recover his

reason. There is but one thing in the world which I desire: let me meet there and

all the cruelties of love shall be forgotten

!

O Lord! thy humble creature strives to conceal his faults; in thy kindness, cast a

veil over his faults when they appear. He has come unto thee, but has no friend to

intercede for him ; receive then the intercession of his hairs hoary with age.”

The well merited celebrity which Ibn Khallikan's work rapidly acquired,

and the esteem in which it was justly held for its exactness, induced many

learned men to undertake the task of rendering it still more complete.

1 shall here enumerate, those different essays as I find them indicated in the

Bibliography of Hajji Khalifa and other sources. “ Taj ad-din Abd al-

“ Baki Ibn Abd al-Hamid al-Makhzrtmi, a member of fhc sect of Malik, added

“ to it about thirty articles. This writer, who died A. II. 745 (A. D. 1542-3',

blames the poverty of Ibn Khallikan’s style, and gives the preference to

“ that of Ibn al-Atlur.’’— He cannot mean Ibn al-Athir the historian, whose

style is remarkably simple; but as there were three brothers who bore this

name and who are all noticed by our author, Taj ad-dln may perhaps have

had in view some work composed by one of the two others, and written in

the full dignity of what the Arabs consider a fine style, and which is always

the more admired the less it is intelligible to the ordinary reader. Indeed

many of their authors explained their own works to students, who ren-

dered the same service to others; but when this traditional exegesis was

interrupted, a consummation which happened sooner or later, no person

was tempted to take up a book which he could not hope to understand,

and the masterpiece of style reposed undisturbed on the shelf and finally

sank into oblivion.

“ A continuation of Ibn Khallikan’s work was written by Husain Ibn Aibek
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‘‘ who died in die year [no date given)." I suspect that Hajji Khalifa never

saw the work and that he knew nothing of die author. There was an Ibn

Aibek who wrote a supplement to Ibn khallikan, but of this more hereafter.

—“To this supplement a continuation of thirty articles was added by Zain

“ ad-din Abd ar-Rahnian Ibn al-llusain al-Iraki, who died A. II. 800 (A. D.

“ 1403-4).”—“ Another supplement, bearing the title of Oktid al-Jintin (buds

“ of the garden), and containing the lives of many persons mentioned inci-

“ dentally in Ibn Khollikan’s Biographical Dictionary, was drawn up by the

“ shaikh Badr ad-din az-Zarkashi, who died A. II. 904 (A. D. 1386).’*

—

“ Saiah ad-din Muhammad Ibn Shakir composed a work called Famil
“ al-Wafayat (omissions of the Wafavat).

” — Wafaydt al-Aiyan

,

or deaths

of eminent men , is the Arabic tide of Ibn Khalliktln s book.—“ Ibn Shakir

“ died A. II. 704 (A. D. 1302-3).'’—This is probably the work of whic h a

volume is described by Casiri in his liiblioth. Arab. Hisp. No. 1774.— Another

supplement, not noticed by Hajji khalifa, is the Tali Kitdb Wafaydt al-Aiydn

(continuation of Jbn Khallikan s biographical dictionary), by al-Muwaffak

Fadl Allah Ibn Abi Fakhr as-Sakkai This is a short work arranged al-

phabetically and accompanied with a supplement, which is arranged chrono-

logically and extends from A. II. 000, to A. II. 72o. A copy of the Tali is in

the Bib. du Boi, under the No. 752. It appears from an inscription on the

first page of this MS., dial it once belonged to Khalil Ibn Aibek, the author

of the following work: “ Wdji 7-Wafaydt (supplement to the Wafayat), by

“ Saiah ad-diu Khalil Ibn Aibek as-Safadi. This author died A. H. 704

“ (1562-5). In it he has collected the lives of all the illustrious and eminent

“ men who fixed his attention ; thus he gives notices of the principal compa-

“ nions of Muhammad and the next class (
Tdbis) of the early Moslims ; he

“ mentions also princes, emirs, kadis, governors, koran-readers, Tradition-

“ ists, jurisconsults, shaikhs
, holy men, saints, grammarians, literary men,

** poets, philosophers, physicians, followers of heretical sects, authors, etc.”

-Hajji Khalifa does not say expressly that this work was intended as a sup-

plement to that of Ibn Khallikan, but the title is a sufficient proof that it was

so. And what a supplement!— twenty-six large volumes ! This enormous

compilation had the usual fate of works too extensive ; it was seldom co-

pied, and remained almost unknown. Eleven detached volumes of it are
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preserved in the Bodleyan Library, another is in the possession of M. de

Hammer, and one, as I have been informed, was lately acquired by

M. Gayangos. This unwieldy supplement was not however sufficiently

complete in the opinion of a very learned Egyptian historian. “ The

“ emir Jamal ad-din Abfl 1-MahAsin Yusuf lhn Taghri Bardi”— or Tangri

Verdi—“who died A. H. 874(A.D. 1469-70), composed"— as a supplement to

this supplement— “three volumes, which he entitled al-Manhal as-Sdfi wa
' •

’

l-Mustawfi band al-W
dfi (the pure source and the full complement, after

“ the Wall). This work, forming three volumes, contains the lives of emi-

“ nent men, drawn up in alphabetical order."— The copy in the Bib. du

Roi is composed of five volumes, and yet the last two or three letters are

wanting. The same writer drew up the history of Egypt in the form of an-

nals, and entitled an-NUjum az-Zdhira

;

which, though very voluminous

(eight folio volumes), has survived; but his al-Rahr az-Zdkhir, or annals of

Islamism, was not so fortunate
; only one volume of it, the fifth, exists in the

Bib. du Roi; it contains a part of the reign of the khalif Othnian, the reign

of Ali, that of Moawia, and the first years of Yazid; a space of about thirty-

nine years ; and for this he has required a large quarto volume. If he

brought the history down to his own time, the work must have formed

twenty volumes at the lowest evaluation.

We now come to the abridgments: “ 41-Jinan (the garden) by Shams ad-

“ din Muhammad Ibn Ahmad at-Turkomani ; this writer died some time

“ after the year 750 (A.D. 1349-50), Another abridgment of it was made by

“ al-Malik al-Afdal Abbas Ibn al-Malik al-Afdal al-Mujahid Ali, sovereign of

“ Yemen ; he died A. II. 778 (A.D. 1376-7)."—See Johannsen’s Ilistoria Ye-

mentv. — • 4 A third was made by Shihab ad-din Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah, a

“ member of the sect of as-Shafi and a native of Ghazza
(
Gaza in Palestine);

“ he died A. H. 822 (A. D. 1-419).** A fourth was made subsequently to the

appearance of llajji Khalifa’s bibliographical dictionary. In the MS. of that

work, Bib. du Roi, fonds Schulz , the following additional article is found :

“ An abridgment of the original work was also made by Ibrahim lhn Mus-

“ tafa al-Faradi, who died A. H. 1126 (A. D. 1714). lie entitled it at-Taj-

lid (superfluities stripped off)."

AVe learn also from llajji Khalifa that the biographical dictionary was trans-
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lated into Persian by £
‘ Zahtr ad-ilin al-Ardebili, who died at Cairo, A. H.

,£ 950 (A.D. 1525-4). I have read,’’ says he, “ in a Persian epistle composed

“ by Karin Ibn Uwais Ibn Muhammad, but better known by the name of

“ Kazi Zada, who died A. H. 950, that the sultan Selim Khan the First”

—the son of Bayazid
;
he came to the throne A. II. 918 (A.D. 1512-15) and

died 926 (1520)—“ had been making searches for books on history, and

“ that he paid a particular degree of attention to the work of Ibn Khallikan.

“ This induced al-Ardebili to translate it into Persian for his use, but be had

“ only executed the half of his task when the sultan died. This is probably

“ the same person as the Zalu'r ad-din above-mentioned.”

The facts and observations here presented refer directly to Ibn Khallikan

or to his work, but some further remarks are requisite in order that a num-

ber of allusions peculiar to Arabic literature, and frequently occurring in the

course of these volumes, may be clearly understood. The points intended

to be elucidated are the manner in which learning was developed by the

influence of Islamism, the distinction between the sciences positively encou-

raged by it and those which it merely tolerated, the difference between Mos-

lim schools and Moslim colleges, the special cast of the sciences taught equally

in each, the character of Arabic poetry and the nature of the kasida. Had a

regular treatise on the history of Arabian literature existed in that lan-

guage, these particularities could not have long escaped notice ; but as they

are only mentioned incidentally by native writers, they have been usually

passed over without receiving that attention which they deserved. These

points, however, are of such material importance for the literary history of

the Arabs that I felt it my duty to investigate them ; the extreme difficulty of

discovering the scattered facts serving to establish them was amply repaid by

occasional success, and the results to which I have been led shall be confided

to the following pages, with other observations which, though familiar to

Orientalists, are not on that account less requisite for most readers. And yet

it must be acknowledged that much more remains to lie done ; the founda-

tions are indeed laid out, but the edifice is yet to lie reared ; a task which

no doubt will sooner or later be accomplished by the zeal and learning of

European scholars.

The oldest monuments of Arabic literature which we still possess were
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composed within the century which preceded the birth of Muhammad (1).

They consist in short pieces of verse uttered on the spur of the moment (2\

narrations of combats between hostile tribes, passages in rhythmical prose (3),

and kasidas, or elegies. The study of these remains reveals the existence of

a language perfect in its form and application, admirably suited to express the

various ideas which the aspect of nature could suggest to a pastoral people.

(I) M. deSacy, in his Mtmoire sur let ancient monument de la liltSralurt arabe, has fully esUb'ished this

point in refuting Albert Schullen's extravagant opinions on the antiquity of Arabic literature. The cele-

brated poem attributed to Ab it A lina, or Odaina (see Schullen's .Hnnumenta vetuttiora Arabier, p.87l, is

one of the few pieces which M. de Saey considers as of genuine antiquity, and according to him it was com-

posed towards A. D. 4(10. I am by no means ineliued to admit this opinion ; the language and style of the

piece arc comparatively modern and such as denote an author who lived in the second century after the Hijra,

a period in which many literary forgeries of a similar kind were committed. The real author was perhaps

Khalaf al-Ahmar. whose character as a fabricator of ancient poems was notorious (see page 871 of this

volume'. The poems of Amro ‘l-Kais, or, as the name should be properly pronounced. Imro T-Kaii, are the

sole pieces extant of an undeniable antiquity : they were composed at least fifty years before the birth of

Muhammad, as l have shown in my preface to his Divdn. and my deduction is fully confirmed by the fol-

lowing passage, which the learned author of the History of Aleppo, KatnAI ad-dtn Omar Ibn al-Adlm. has

inserted in his biographical dictionary of the remarkable men who lived in or visited that city iBugbyat at-

Talab fi TdrlJtA Ualab, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, ancicn fonds, No. 720, fol. 104 verso): “ The Ad/ix Ahfl

“ Amr Olhman Ibn Bakr estimated that Amro 'l-Kais was anterior to Muhammad by one hundred and fifty

“ or two hundred years; but al-Waiir al-Maghribi observes that by estimation and approximation it has been

“ established that the interval between the death of Amro 'l-Kais and the birth of the Prophet was really

“ fifty or fifty-five years."

(8) These pieces of verse are almost always of the measure called raja:, one of the simplest and also the

very earliest of the systems of versification employed in Arabic poglry. The old raja-, verses were consi-

dered by Arabic phiiolagcrs and grammarians as of the highest importance for their favourite study, on ac-

count of the rare words, ripressions, and constructions with which they abound. To a person familiar

with the Arabic of the Moslim writers, these productions of the old pagan Arabs seem to belong to another

language, as it frequently happens that in a fragment of five or six lines he will not meet a single word

with the meaning of which he is acquainted. They are the remains of the different dialects once spoken in

the Arabian peninsula and in the plains which separate Syria from Mesopotamia, before the period in which

the Koran, that great monument of tho Koraish dialect, had Died the Arabic language.

(3) When the Arabs of the desert wished to express themselves with elegance, they adopted a rhythmical

arrangement of words and that parallelism of phrase which 1s the characteristic or good Arabic prose. This

peculiarity Is evident in all the pieces which have been handed down to us as specimens of the idiom spoken in

the Desert, and is by no means an innovation of Moslim writers ; the llamdta. the Kltdb al-Aghdni, and the

Amdli of AbO Ali 'l-K4li furnish a copious supply of ciamples which prove (hat the art of composing in

rhythmical prose not only existed before .Muhammad's time, but was even then generally practised and had

been brought to a high degree of perfection.
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;ind as equally adapted to portray the fiercer passions of the mind. The

variety of its inflections, the regularity of its syntax, and the harmony of

its prosody are not less striking, and they furnish in themselves a sufficient

proof of the high degree of culture which the language of the Arabic nation

had already attained (1). The superior merit of this early literature was ever

afterwards acknowledged by the Arabs themselves ;
it furnished them not

only with models but ideas for their poetical productions ;
and its influence

has always continued perceptible in the ka-itda (2), which still contains the

same thoughts, the same allusions as of old, and drags its slow length

along in monotonous dignity.

A great change came over the spirit of Arabic literature on the appearance

of the Koran, an extraordinary compound of falsehood and truth, which

moulded a people of shepherds and robbers into a nation and launched them

forth to the conquest of the world. It is considered by Muslims as the word

of God, —his eternal, uncreated word, — revealed to mankind in the language

of Paradise, to remain a standing miracle by its admirable style. This opi-

nion deterred nearly every attempt at imitation (5) ; the book stood apart in

the majesty of its supposed excellence, but the study of its contents, combined

with that of the Traditions relative to its author, gave rise to almost all the

branches of Arabian learning. The mode by which this was effected shall

be here briefly explained, but it is requisite to make some previous observa-

tions on the Traditions.

The sayings of Muhammad were considered by his followers as the result

of divine inspiration, and they therefore treasured them up in their memory

with the same care which they had taken in learning by heart the chapters

(1) This is in some degree attributable to the annual meetings of the poets at the fair of 0*ds, but the

poems of Amro 't-Kais are a proof that the language had acquired Its regularity and flexibility from some

other source, as he never attended these assemblies. His was the dialect of the llimyarite Arabs, and it was

most probably at the court of bis ancestors, the kings of the tribe of Kinda, that it received its polish.

{2) Sec Introduction, pagexxxiv.

(3) ibn al-Mukafla, al-Mutanabbi, AbO I-A14 al-Maarri, and a few others who like them did not hold very

orthodox opinions, essayed in some of their writings to surpass the style of the Koran, but their attempt was

naturally considered as a failure. Were we to examine the Koran by the rules of rhetoric and criticism as

they are taught in Moslim schools, we should be obliged to acknowledge that it is the perfection of thought

aud expression; an inevitable result, as the Hoslims drew their principles of rhetoric from that very book.
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of the Koran. They recorded also his behaviour under particular circum-

stances, the acts of his daily life, even the most trilling, and they related

them to the rising generation as examples of conduct for every Moslitn (1).

It may be easily imagined that the mass of these Traditions increased rapidly

:

the different accounts of the same event, the same thoughts expressed in

other terms, and even fabricated statements were received with equal avidity

by the followers of Islamism, and soon became so numerous that no single

man could recollect them all. It was therefore necessary to pul them down

in writing, and the first essay of this kind was made by Ibn Shihab az-Zuhri

during the reign of the khalif Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz (2). Other doctors in

different cities of the Moslim empire, and between the years 140 and loO of

the Hijra, classed the Traditions according to the subjects which they served

to illustrate (5), and towards the beginning of the third century, al-Bukhari

undertook to reduce their number by selecting those only which were sup-

ported by the best authority. In discriminating between the true and the

false, he was guided by the character of the persons through whom they had

passed down, and he rejected those which could not be traced up through

an unbroken series of Traditionists, all men of unimpeached veracity and

acknowledged piety. His example was followed by other doctors, and the

united contents of the six Saliihs, or genuine collections, form to the present

day one of the four columns which support the edifice of Moslim law.

These Traditions serve to explain points of doctrine not set forth with suf-

ficient clearness in the Koran, and they are therefore considered as the indis-

pensable supplement to that book. Their style is concise and elliptic, but

pure and elegant; alxmnding with idiomatic expressions peculiar to the

Arabs of the desert, and not to be perfectly understood without a com-

mentary. The perusal of these documents is however most instructive, and

the European scholar who makes it his task to study them will acquire not

<1} The distinction between tlie UadUh (sayings) and the Sunan doings It not attended to by doctor*

of the Mo>lim law; both arc equally authoritative.

(3) The author of the JtfuAddirat at- Au dit mention* this fart on the authority of at-Soyftli. moat probably

from the Audit, one of the numerous treatises by that writer.

(3) Of this further notice will be taken ; tec page xxiv.
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only a profound knowledge of pure Arabic, bui a deep insight into the man-

ners and character of every Muslim people.

The necessity of distinguishing the genuine Traditions from the false gave

rise to new branches of literature. A just appreciation of the credit to which

each Traditionist was entitled could only be formed from a knowledge of his

moral character, and this could i>c best estimated from an examination of his

life. Hence the numerous biographical works arranged in chronological

order and containing short accounts of the principal Tradilionists and doc-

tors of the law, with the indication of their tutors and their pupils, the places

of their birth and residence, the race from which they sprung, and the year

of their death. This again led Muslim critics to the study of genealogy and

geography.

The use of writing existed in Arabia before the promulgation of Islamism,

but grammar was not known as an art till the dilliculty of reciting the Koran

correctly induced the khalif Ali to make it an object of his attention. He

imposed on Abu ’1-Aswad ad-Duwali the task of drawing up such instructions

as would enable the Muslims to read their sacred book and speak their lan-

guage without making gross faults (1).

The sense of the Koran was felt to be obscure in many places, and this

was justly attributed to two causes: indirect allusions to circumstances of

which no further notice was taken, and the use of many words and phrases

borrowed from the tribes of the Desert. The allusions were explained by

the companions of Muhammad, and these explanations, handed down by

tradition, are still preserved in the commentaries on the Koran ; but the

meaning of its obscure expressions could only l>e obtained from a compa-

rison of the passages in which they are found with similar passages pre-

served in the early monuments of the Arabic language. It was this reason

which induced Ibn Abbas, soon after the death of his cousin Muhammad,

to encourage the study of poetry, and from that time it became an indispen-

sable branch of education. But the poems of the ancient Arabs were usu-

ally made on some particular occasion, and to understand them well it was

necessary to know the motive which led the author to compose them; and

(I) See ibe life of Abb 'l-Atwtd in this roiutne, page 662.
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as it generally happened that he was not only a poet, but a warrior, they

often contained allusions to the battle-days wherein he himself had fought.

This led the Moslirn scholar to study the history of the old Arabic tribes,

and here again he could not sec his way without the help of genealogy.

The duty of pilgrimage contributed to turn their attention to geography.

The believers who dwell in distant lands required to know’ the towns and

countries through which they had to pass before arriving at Mekka : lists

and itineraries were drawn up for this purpose, and hence all their geographical

works received the general title of Masdlik wa Mamdlik (Roads and Realms).

Every mosque in the Moslirn empire must l>e turned towards Mekka, and

the founder had therefore to ascertain previously the latitude and longitude

of the place where the edifice was to lx? erected. This required some know-

ledge of astronomy, a science of foreign growth, hut which had been en-

couraged from the earliest period of Islamism, since some knowledge of it

was requisite to ascertain the hours of prayer, which could only be deter-

mined by means of the altitude of the sun. In the latitude of Mekka the

daily variation of the hours, caused by the sun’s movement in the ecliptic, was

so slight, that it produced very little change in the times of prayer through-

out the year ; but in higher latitudes the difference became perceptible, anil

it was only by tables or almanacs that the muicazzin was enabled to know

the precise moment at which he should call the faithful to public wor-

ship (1). The Moslirn Lent begins on the Crst appearance of the new moon

in the month of Ramadan. The sunniie doctors require that the moon

should be seen before the fast can commence; but in Egypt, under the

Fatimides, and in the countries where the shiite doctrines prevailed, the

day of the new moon was fixed beforehand by calculations to which lunar

tables served as a basis, and these tables were gradually improved by the

assiduity of astronomers, encouraged in their labours by the patronage of

government.

In their arithmetical calculations the Arabs employed certain letters of the

alphabet with a numerical value, but they afterwards adopted the Indian

(1) The worki sming to point out the precise hours of prayer were celled StawAiii and their

authors were entitled Muwakkii vjuiy* ;
the muirassint of mosques were sometimes mvtrakkiis.
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ciphers (1). The arithmetic of fractions was cultivated by them very early

;

the Koran, in fixing the shares of inheritance to which the nearer and the

more distant heirs are entitled, rendered it indispensable (2). The first

principles of algebra seem to have been known to them even in tbe lifetime

of Muhammad (5).

General history was not at first considered by Moslims as a lawful science,

and many doctors were led by religious scruples to condemn its study. But

the history of literary men, that is, of doctors of the law, poets, philologers,

and grammarians, received their approval, inasmuch as the writings of such

persons were connected with those branches of learning, the germs of which

had expanded under the influence of the Koran and the Traditions. All the

great cities had their literary history, into which the patriotism of the author,

anxious to exalt the glory of his native place, sometimes introduced the lives

of great princes, generals, vizirs, and other public officers (4). It was only

when pious Moslims had been led to believe that political history was in-

structive and edifying, since it marks the ways of God towards man, that

writings of this cast obtained at length a hesitating approval.

The documents relative to Muhammadan history were transmitted during

the first centuries by oral tradition from one Itajiz to another, and these per-

sons made it an object of their particular care not to alter, in the least degree,

(1) In their astronomical works the; employ both systems of notation, but in the tables they generally

make use of letters, as by their means they can eipress all numbers below two thousand.

(2) The art of reckoning fractions was known to Zaid Ibn Thftbit. one of Muhammad's companions, and

be applied it, with the approbation of bis master, to tbe division of inheritances. Tbe im4m as-Sh&n im-

proved on Zaid's principles, and his system was taken by the author of the Sirdjiya as tbe basis of bis work.

(3) Though the history of algebra was not the immediate object of my studies, I met in Arabic writers

some particular circumstances relative to It which hare fixed my attention and led me to the conclusion which

I here announce; but more extensive researches must be made before I can furnish the complete proofs of my

assertion.

(4) Some of these histories with their continuations formed collections of from eighty to one hundred large

volumes, a few of which arc yet to be found in European libraries. The Bibliothique du Hoi possesses a

folio volume closely written and containing a very small part of the h'h/Uib's Uistory of Baghdad— a portion

only of the letter otn. Another large volume on the History of Aleppo contains only a small part of the

first letter of the alphabet. The extent of some of these collections may be best appreciated from Hajji

Khalifa's account of them in his Bibliographical Dictionary ; see the articles Tarlkh Baghddd. Tarikh Haleb.

Taicdrlkk Dimetch, etc.
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the narrations which they had received. The pieces thus preserved were

generally furnished by eye-witnesses of the facts which are related in them,

and are therefore of the highest importance not only for the history of the

Muslim people, but for licit of the Arabic language. The hdfn who commu-

nicated a narration of this kind to his scholar, never neglected indicating

beforehand the series of persons through whom it had successively passed

before it came down to him, and this introduction, or support , hndd as the

Arabs call it, is the surest proof that what follows is authentic. The in-

creasing number of these narrations became at length a burden to the best

memory,and it was found necessary to write down the more ancient of them lest

they should be forgotten. One of the first and most important of these collec-

tions was Ibn Ishak’s History of the Moslim wars, a work of w'hich we possess

but a small portion, containing the life of Muhammad, with notes and addi-

tions by a later editor, Ibn Hisham ; this is a book of the highest authority

and deservedly so, but it is unfortunately of great rareness. The History of

Islamism by at-Tabari was formed also in a similar manner ; being merely a

collection of individual narrations preceded by their isndds

:

many of them

relate to the same event, and from their mutual comparison a very complete

idea can be acquired of the history of that early period. These collections of

original documents were consulted by later historians, such as Ibn al-Jawzi,

Ibn al-Atlur, and others, and it was from these sources that they drew the

facts set forth in their respective works. It may be laid down as a general

principle that Islamic history assumed at first the form of a collection of state-

ments, each of them authenticated by an isndd

;

then came a writer who

combined these accounts, but suppressed the isndds and the repetitions; he

was followed by the maker of abridgments, who condensed the work of his

predecessor and furnished a less expensive book on the same subject. The

greater work then Lay buried in some public library ; none were inclined to go

to the expense of having it copied for their own use when an abridgment of

it could be procured at a cheap rale ; and there it remained till time, worms,

and war accomplished its destruction. Abti ’1-Keda and as-Soyiiti did nearly

as much harm to Ibn al-Athir and at-Tabari as Justin and Florus did to

Livy and Tacitus.

In all the Moslim cities, the sciences connected with Islamism were ac-
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lively cultivated, but Basra and Kufa attained, at an early period, a high pre-

eminence for learning. A great rivalry prevailed between the schools of

these two cities, but the utmost difference which we can now discover in

their systems of doctrine is not very material; they each transmitted, with

some variations, the works of the older poets, each had a particular man-

ner of explaining the obscure passages contained in these pieces, and each

solved certain grammatical difficulties in a way peculiar to itself. The

study of grammar and philology reached a high degree of perfection in these

schools, and through them the early literature of the Arabs was handed

down by oral transmission, with the same exactness as others delivered the

Koran and the Traditions. The idiom spoken by the Arabs of the desert was

the great object of their studies, and its copious phraseology was preserved

from oblivion by their labours. The number of their compilations, consist-

ing in passages of prose and verse which they had received from the differ-

ent tribes, would be hardly credible, were the fact not supported by the united

testimony of all the Arabian biographers. The articles contained in these

philological collections were generally classed under different heads, each of

which formed a separate treatise. Some were on camels, some on horses,

others on plants, .tents, arms, hunting, hospitality, etc.; in a word, on

every subject furnished by nomadic life. These documents served later as

the groundwork of dictionaries, and it was probably from them that al-Fai-

rrtzabadi drew the quantity of extracts which swelled out his Grst Arabic

lexicon, the Ldmi, to sixty volumes (1).

During a considerable period all the knowledge of the Moslims was trans-

mitted by tradition
;
nay, doctors of the law composed works and taught them

to their pupils, without having written them down, so great was the preju-

dice against learning acquired from books. Religious scruples long hin-

dered them from putting them on paper ; they said also, and very justly when

we consider the nature of their written character, that what was confided to

paper could not be perfectly understood without a master ; and they observed

besides that it was more exposed to alterations and destruction than when it

was engraved on the mind. Information of all sorts continued to accumu-

(1) See his preface to the Afdmds.
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late in this manner, till at length it obliged them to put it in some order and

have recourse to the pen. “ In the year of the Hijra 145,” says ad-Dahabi (1),

“ the learned men of Islamism began to draw up (2) the Traditions, juris-

“ prudence, and the interpretation of the Koran, lbn Juraij composed his

“books at Mekka; Said lbn Abi Oruka (5), Ilammad lbn Maslama, and

“ others composed theirs at Basra; Abii Hanifa and Rahiat ar-Rai drew up

“ their works on jurisprudence at Kufa, and al-Auzai in Spain; Malik com-

“ posed his Mmcatta at Medina ; lbn Ishak then drew up his Maijlidzi (IVars of
“ Islamism) ; Mamar (4) composed in Yemen, and Sofyan ath-Thauri wrote

“ his book the Jdmi. Very soon after, lbn Hisham, Laith lbn Saad, and Abd
“ Allah lbn Labia composed their works ; then followed lbn al-Mubarak

“ and the kadi Abu Yusuf, at which period the classification and registering

“ of knowledge was carried to a great length. The treatises on grammar and

(1) Abd Abd Allah Muhammad lbn Ahmad lbn Olhmin lbn KAimAz ad-Dahabi, a doctor of the sect of

as-ShAfl and surnamed Shams ad -din (the sun of religion ), was born in the month ofRajab, A. H. 673 (January,

A. D. 1278) at Damascus; but hit ancestors, who were of the Turcoman nation, inhabited MaiyAfirikln.

He was the chief hdfiz and Kordn-reader of Syria. Having receired the first principles of learning at the

place of his birth, be visited successively Baalbek, Cairo, NAhlbs, Aleppo, Mekka, Medina, Jerusalem, and

Tripolis, that he might complete his studies under the eminent teachers who then inhabited these cities, lie

died at Damascus, A. H. 748 (A. D. 1347-8). His works were very numerous and eonsisted in compilations,

abridgments, and original treatises; the titles of sixty-seven are given by Abb 'I-MabAsin, who acknow-

ledges however that he did not notice the whole of ad-Dahabi’s productions. The most important of them arc

the Annals of Islamism, of which a broken set is preserved in the Bibliotliigue du Wot; this work was com-

posed of twenty-one volumes. An abridged history of eminent men. forming a number of volumes. An

abridged history of the Mosiim kingdoms. An examination into the credibility of Tradilionists. A chrono-

logical biography of those who bore ihe title of hdfiz [TabaktU of al-Hu/fdz) in two volumes. A biography

of koran-readers ( Tabakdt al-h'urrd,, a copy of w hich work is in the Bib. du Roi. An abridgment of the

Khallb's History of Baghdad and of asSamAnis. An abridgment in ten volumes of Ihe history of Damas-

cus; another of the UAkim's History of NaisApbr. The history of al-HallAj ; an abridgment of Abb T-PedA's

Geography, etc.-lJI-.f/anhal as-*Sdfi, vol. V. fol. 86 verso.)

(2) In the original text, the word employed is tadicln jjJ,

(3) Abb ’n-IN'adr Said lbn Abi Orbba MarwAn. a native of Basra and a matcla to the tribe of Adi, learned

the Traditions from Nadr lbn Anas lbn MAlik and KutAda ; lbn MubArak was one of his disciples. According

to al-BukhArl, be died A. II. 186 (A. D. 772-3) —(Tabakdt al-Xuhaddithln, MS. No. 736.)

(4) Abb Orwa Mamar lbn Abi Orwa RAshid was a maicla to ihe tribe of Aid and a native of Basra, but

he settled in Yemen. He learned the Traditions from az-Zuhri, and among hit own pupils he had atb-Tbauri.

lbn Oyaina, and lbn MubArak. He died in tbe month of RamadAn. A. H. 183 (September, A. D. 770), or, by

another statement, in 188.- (Tab. al-JUuhad.)
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“ on the language were then drawn up (i), as also history and the adventures

“ of the desert Arabs. Before this, all the learned spoke from memory, and
“ the information which they communicated to their pupils was devoid of

“ order, hut from that lime the acquisition of learning was rendered easy

“ and its preservation by the memory became gradually less frequent (2).”

The task of tracing the progress of the Muslims in legal studies would be

extremely difficult for a European pen, and the labour of many years would

hardly suffice for its accomplishment. The observations which follow are

therefore to lie considered in no other light than as a very imperfect sketch.

On the first establishment of Islamism, the text of the Koran and the ex-

ample given by Muhammad sufficed to guide the first doctors of the law to

the solution of the different questions to which the theocratieal organisation

of the Mosliin empire gave rise; but soon after the death of their lawgiver,

the stale of the Arab people underwent an immense alteration ; a great por-

tion of the nomadic tribes having abandoned their former inode of life on set-

tling in the countries which they had subdued (3). The possession of

power and riches gave rise to new feelings, new ideas, and new manners

;

they had entered into a new sphere of existence and found themselves un-

der the necessity of establishing a system of rules and regulations calculated

to ensure the uniformity of their religious rites, and give a more compre-

hensive action to the principles of their civil law. Thus their general code,

the main points of which had been previously fixed, received its develop-

ment from the progress of the people in civilisation.

Mosliin law flows from four sources: the Koran, the Surma, or Traditions,

the general practice or common consent of the ancient imams, and the prin-

ciples deduced from the comparison of these three. The imperfection of the

(1) Ibn KhallikSn and the author of the Fikritt appear. Id a number of cases, to designate unwritten

work* by the term kulub (books), and written one* bj the word* kutub musannafa (composed books). Thi*

i* however a point which requires further examination, for kulub may perhaps signify compilations and kutub

musannafa, original iforks.

(2) This citation is copied from Abb T-Mabkstu’s NujQm under the year 143.

(3) In Ibn al-Jawzi's Talkth MS. No. 631, will be found the names of the principal tdbls w ho settled in the

following places : Tklf, Yemen, Yamlma, Bahrain, Khfa, Basra, Madkin, Khorasan, W&sil, Baghdkd. Syria.

Mesopotamia, the frontiers of Syria, and Egypt.

d
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legal regulations contained in the Koran obliged the first Moslims to consult

Muhammad on those difficulties which the text of that work was inadequate

to solve ;
his opinion was scrupulously followed, and the validity of his

decisions was considered as incontrovertible. The ancient imams, that is,

the principal jurisconsults of the first, second, and third centuries after the

Hijia, founded their general practice on that of their predecessors, but some

of them presumed to decide on cases hitherto unforeseen, by means of ana-

logical deductions from the three first sources of the law. These were called

the mujiahid imams because they employed the utmost efforts of their mind

to attain the right solution of such questions as were submitted to their

judgment (1). Among those irnans Abu Hanifa, as-Shafl, Malik, and Ibn Han-

bal stood pre-eminent not only for their abilities, but for the number of points

which each settled of his own authority and formed into a body of supple-

mentary doctrines. It naturally happened that these four held different opi-

nions in some cases, but as all the dogmas and leading principles of the law

had l>een already immutably fixed, their decisions related to questions of mere

secondary importance, and their doctrine, in the main, was perfectly ortho-

dox. At the present day, the difference which subsists between the

practice of their respective followers lies in some particular modifications

of the general form of prayer, and in the solution of some legal ques-

tions relating principally to property. Of these four sects, the Ilanba-

Iite and Malekite may be considered as the most rigid, the Shafite as the

most conformable to the spirit of Islamism, and the Hanifite as the mildest

and most philosophical of them all (2). Two other imams, Abu I)awud az-

(1} Mujiahid is derived from jahd (effort'. This title has long ceased to be in use among the Sunnitei.

but it is still borne in Persia by the chief jurisconsult of each province. Some of the older travellers write

this name Mushtahed and derive it from thahad (to bear witness to the truth). The derivation of the word

kdid jthief from kada [to judge] is a mistake of a similar kind.

(2) The following passage, extracted from Ibn Khaldftn’s Prolegomena to his Universal History, merits a

place here: "The science of jurisprudence forms two systems, that of the followers of private judgment and

analogy (ahl ar-rdt tea ‘l-A'tds), who were natives of Irak, and that of the followers of Tradition, who were

natives of Hijtz. As the people of Irak possessed hut few Traditions, they had often recourse to analogical

deductions and attained great proficiency therein, for w hich reason they were called the followers of private

judgment: the imkm Ahfl Hanifa, who was their chief and bad acquired a perfect knowledge of this system,

taught it to his disciples. The people of Hijiz had for irnim Mdlik Ibn Anas and then as-Sbifl. Some time
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Z&hiri and Sofvan at-Thauri, were also chiefs of orthodox sects, but their opi-

nions had not many followers, and after some time were totally abandoned.

Ibn Jarir at-Tabari, whose reputation as an historian is so familiar to Euro-

peans, founded also a particular sect, which disappeared soon after his death.

The heretical doctrines of the sliiites, who, under the name of lidjidites

or Ismailians, hold so prominent a place in Muslim history, had little in-

fluence on Arabic literature; but the science of scholastic theology, a Mota-

zelite innovation, gave to the language a scientific precision which it liad

not hitherto possessed, and which was still more deeply impressed on its

style by the translations of Aristotle’s works and those of other Greek

philosophers. The art of medicine was received from foreigners ; the early

physicians were natives of India, the next were tributary subjects, and al-

Kindi was one of the first Moslims (1) by whom it was practised. The

influence of medical writings on general literature was necessarily very

slight. Alchemy, an art cultivated from the most ancient times, was always

a favourite study with the Moslims, and in this pursuit they made many

discoveries which served later to form the basis of chemistry'. Astrology,

like alchemy, was one of the oldest delusions of the human mind, and,

although reproved by the Sunna, it has always continued to flourish in every

Moslim country, but what they considered as its parasitical branch, astro-

nomy, has long since faded and shrunk away.

It is generally mentioned by Arabic historians that the first madrasa (place

of study) was founded at Baghdad in the year 459 of the Hijra (A. D. 10G6),

by the celebrated Nizam al-Mulk. This statement has led some European

writers to assert that the first Arabiau Academy , or College, was established

after, a portion of the learned men disapproved of analogical deductions and rejected that mode of proceed-

ing : these were the Zdhiritet
(
follotcert of AbA DdwAd Sulaimdn), and they laid down as a principle that

all points of law should be taken from the iVusOi (text of the Koran and Traditiont) and the IjmA tsnsfoer-

tal accord of the ancient imdmi)."

(1) It was once supposed that al-Kindi was a Jew, but this is now well known to be false. He belonged

to one of the most noble Arabian tribes, that of Kinds, his father and grandfather were Moslims and his

great-grandfather was one of Muhammad's companions. It might be said that he was a convert to the

Jewish religion, but how then did he contrive to escape the punishment of death indicted by the law of

Muhammad upon apostates, and why should he hare borne the title of the Philotopher of the Motiims '!

M. de Sacy has already remarked and refuted this error in bis Abdallatif, p. 487.
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by that vizir. The idea which they attach to these words is not, however,

very clear : if they mean that an academy or college is an institution which

students must frequent that they may obtain their degrees, then they are

mistaken in supposing madrasas to lx; the first establishments of the kind

;

and if they add that the academies were civil foundations endowed with real

estates, and containing chambers or cells in which the students lodged, they

are still wrong in the date, for, according to a very good authority, a madrasa

was founded at Naisapur for Abtl Ishak al-IsfarAini, the celebrated Shafite

doctor and professor, who, we know, died A. H. 418 (1). A fact of this

nature could not escape the attention of the celebrated annalist and biogra-

pher ad-Dahabi, and his observations on the subject are deserving of a place

here. He says in his Annals of hlamism (2): “ Those who pretend that

“ Nizam al-Mutk was the first founder of madrasas are mistaken. Before

“ his birth the Baihakian tnadrasa existed at Naisaptir as also the Saidian

“ madrasa; the latter was built by the emir Nasr Ibn Subuklikin, a brother of

“ the sultan Malimud, when governor of that city. The third was founded

“ at the same place by the SAfi preacher Abtl Saad Ismail Ibn Ali Ibn al-

“ Muthanna of AslarabAd, one of the khdtib al-Baghdadi’s masters. The
“ fourth was in the same city, and had been erected for the master Abu

“Ishak.” As-Soyuthi, who cites the foregoing passage in his Ilusn al-

Muluidira (3) ,
then subjoins some extracts from other writers which also

merit insertion :
“ The Hdkim (4) says in his article on the master Abu

“ Ishak : Before this madrasa there was no other like it in Naisaptir, front

“ which it is manifest that others had been founded there previously. Taj

“ ad-din as-Subki says in liis work, entitled at-Tabakat al-Kubra (5): * Upon

(1) His life is given in page 8 of this volume.

(2 Cited by as-Soyflti in his Ilusn al-Muhddira, MS. Ko. 682, fol. 238.

(3) As-SoyAli died A. H. Oil (A. D. 1808). A full arcount of his life and a complete list of his writings

w ill be found in the work entitled Soi'utf liber de inlerprelibut Korani. by Meursinge, Leyden, 1839.

(4} This is the celebrated Abft Abd Allah Muhammad Ibnal-Bali. His life is given by Ibn KhallikAn.

(8) A bit Xasr Abd al-Wahbib Ibn Takl ad-dln Ali Ibn Dii ad-d In Abd nl-Klfl, a doctor of the sect of

as-ShMl and chief kddi (ltddi '1-KuddO of Damascus, drew his descent from one or those members of the

tribe of KhairAj who took up arms Tor Muhammad. He bore the surnames of T4j ad-dln (croton of religion)

and as-Subki {native of Subk, a village in Egypt;. Tbis celebrated imdm was equally illustrious as a juris-
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“
‘ reflection I am strongly inclined to think that Nizam al-Mulk was the

“ 4
first who established in them a fixed allowance for the support of stu-

“ 4 dents for I have not been able to ascertain that such was

“‘previously the case.’ ” In corroboration of the preceding remarks,

other similar facts might be adduced, and without specifying the existence

of a dar al-ilm or house of science opened at Baghdad under the patronage

of the vizir S&ptir Ibn Ardaslnr, who died A. H. -416(1), we might refer,

as M. de Hammer has already done, to the dar al-Hikma (2) or house of wis -

consult, a theologian, and a professor. One of his masters was the well-known historian Shams ad-dln ad-

Dahalii. He filled four times the place of kAdi at Damascus, and officiated as a khatlb or preacher in the great

mosque founded hr the Omaiyides in that city. Among the numerous works which he composed, the most

remarkable are-an abridgment of Ibn HAjib's (grammatical

)

work {the Kdfia ; the chronological history of

the SbAfile doctors, in three edilious designated as the at-Tabakdt at-Kubra (the greater), at-Tabakilt al-H'usta

(the medium), and at-Tabakdt as-Sughra {the lest). He left different pieces in prose and verse. Born at

Cairo, A. H. 728 fA-D. 1327-8) ; died of the plague at Damascus. A. H. 771 (A.D. 1369-70). -(Al-Hanhal as-

Sdfi. Tab. at-Shdf.)—Ilis father Abtk 'l-Uusan Ali. surnamed Takl ad-dln, was a doctor of the sect of as-

ShAfi and eminent as a jurisconsult, a hdfiz, an interpreter, a reader of the Koran, a theologian, a teacher

of scholastic divinity, a grammarian, and a philologcr. He was born at Subk in Sharkiya, a province of

Lower Egypt, A. H. 673 (A. D. 1274-5;. In 731 he was appointed kldl of Damascus, where he acted also as

a professor. He died A. H. 756 {A. D. 1355), leaving after him a high reputation for learning and virtue.

He wrote some works, of which the principal is a commentary on the Koran, entitled ad-Durr au-.XazUn in

three volumes. For further details, see the Tabakdt as-Shdfiyin, MS. No. 861.

(1) See page 555 of Ibis volume.

(2) The Ddr al-Hikma differed from every other school and madraia by the sciences taught in it and by

the peculiar object of its institution, which was to propagate the Batinitc doctrines. Sec M. de Sacy's Ex-

pose de I'histoire det Druses, vie de Hakem, p. cccvii. Al-Makrlzi, in his Khitdt, gives the following

account of this establishment:—The Ddr or house of science, called also the Ddr al-IItkma or

houte of philosophy, was opened by the khalif al-H4kim in the month of the latter JumAda, A. H. 395.

The public of all classes were admitted and had permission to read or copy, as they pleased, the works which

the khalif had sent to it from his ow n libraries. The quantity of books which it contained was immense, and

consisted of treatises on all the sciences and on general literature; amoug these volumes were some written

by the most celebrated penmen. The interior of the establishment was carpeted, gilt, aud hung with curtains

over the windows and the doors, and a number of guardians, slaves, and farrdshes kept the whole in order.

Lessons were given in it by jurisconsults, koran-reailers. astronomers, grammarians, philologers, and physi-

cians, who ail received salaries for their services. Paper, pens, and ink were always ready for the public. In

the year 403, al-IIAkiro sent for a number of arithmeticians, logicians, jurisconsults, and physicians employed

in the Ddr al-llm; each class was introduced separately and discussed questions in his presence, after which

he clothed them in robes of honour and made them rich presents. This establishment possessed an annual

revenue of two thousand five hundred and seventy dinars for its support, of which sum a part was employed

in the following manner: for mats, 10 dinars; salary of the kdtib or copyist, 00 dinars; salary of the librarian.
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dotn established at Cairo by the Fatimide khalif al-Hakim in the year 395

of the Ilijra, and to another college founded by the same prince for stu-

dents of the sect of Malik, A. H. 400 (1). It is therefore manifest that

Nizam al-Mulk was not the lirst who founded a madrasa or college, and it

is easy to prove that academies existed long before his lime ; that they were

held in the mosques, as is still the case at Cairo, Ispahan, Bokhara, Kairawan,

and Fez. The Egyptian historians remark that under the reign of al-Aziz

NizAr, public lectures on different branches of knowledge were opened in the

mosque al-Azhar at Old Cairo and that the professors were paid by govern-

ment. Still earlier Ibrahfm Ibn HishSm al-Makhzumi (2) caused regular lessons

to lie given in the great mosque of Damascus
;

in the time of Bilal Ibn Abi

Burda, who died A. 11. 126, grammar was taught publicly in the mosques,

and Abil Alxl ar-Rahman as-Sulami, who died A. H. 74, taught the readings

of the Koran in the mosque of Kufa; it has been even handed down on good

authority that the first who taught in a mosque and instructed a circle of

pupils in the reading of the Koran was Abu ’d-Darda, and he died A. 11. 32 (3).

We know moreover that the first school for Arabic literature was established

by Ibn AbbAs, and that he himself gave regular lectures to an immense multi-

tude who assembled in a valley near Mekka. A great number of passages

might also be adduced, if necessary, to prove that from the time of the

Ttibis (4), the regular academies or upper schools were held in the mosques ;

and that the sciences taught therein were such as related to the Koran and

48 dinars ; for water, 12 dinars; for the farrdsh. 15 dinars; for paper. Ink, and pens, 12 dinars; for the

mending of the curtains, 1 dinar; reparation of books and replacing lost leaTes. 12 dinars ; a carpet for win-

ter, 5 dinars; for palm-leaves, to strew the door in winter, 8 dinars.—When Salih ad-din re-established the

Sunnite doctrines in Egypt, he founded the college called after him at-Sfadrasa at-Saldhiya, and nominated

the shaikh Najm ad-dln Muhammad al-Khubushini as its president, with a monthly salary of forty dinars

sabout 20 pounds) as chief professor, and another of ten as administrator of the wakft. or property granted

to the establishment for its support. He allow ed him besides sixty Egyptian rath ( pounds' weight ) of

bread daily and two skins of Nile water.—(Hum al-Muhddira, fol.235 )

(1) See M. de Sacy’s Druses, tom. I. pages cccxli and cecxlvl.

(2) Ibrahim Ibn Hisbim al-Makhzhmi was one or Htshim Ibn Abd al-Malik’s provincial governors : that

khalif died in the year 125 of the Ilijra

(3) Al-Y4fl's Miraat al-Jandn.

\4) Sec note (2!, page 4.
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the Traditions (i). The names of all the great doctors who professed in

the different cities of the Moslira empire are still known to us, and from

the Tabakal nl-Folaha alone a chronological list of teachers might be drawn

up, commencing with the Ttibts and descending to the latest limes. Mathe-

matics, astronomy, medicine, and metaphysics were excluded from the course

of usual instruction, even in the madrasas (2), and could only be learned

from private masters, as was still the case till very lately. From the pre-

ceding observations it may be concluded that Nizam al-Mulk founded nei-

ther the first madrasa nor the first academy, and that the institution called

after him the Nizdmiya was merely one of the earliest civil establishments

for the propagation of learning; the talent of its professors shed, it is true,

a brilliant lustre upon its reputation, but the mosques continued neverthe-

less to lie the only regular academies acknowledged by the law (5).

It appears from a number of passages in the different TabakAts and in the

work of Ibn Khallikan, that the young student commenced his labours by

learning the Koran by heart, and also as many of the Traditions as he was

able to acquire at his native place; to this he joined a slight acquaintance with

grammar and some knowledge of poetry; on attaining the age of from four-

teen to sixteen, he began his travels and visited die great cities,wherehe learned

Traditions and received certificates of licence (-4) from eminent Traditionists.

He then followed the different courses of lectures which were held in the

mosques or in the madrasas, and in some cases he attached himself to one

of the professors and lived with him not only as a pupil, but as a menial

servant. He there learned by heart the approved works on the dogmas of

(1) During llie first centuries of Itlamiim, professors received no other remuneration from their scholars

than the presents which it was customer} for the latter to give on passing to a higher class.

(2) The only exception 1 have hitherto remarked is offered by al-IIAkim’s Dir al-llikma.

(3) These observations will account for a singular statement made by al-Makkari in his Distory of Spain,

where be says, MS. No. 704. fol. 00 recto : “ Though learning was highly valued by the inhabitants of Spain.

“ gentle and common, they bad no madrdtas specially established for the propagation of learning; but alt

*' the sciences were taught in the mosques for payment." M. Gayangos has omitted this curious passage in

his abridged translation of that work.

(4) See a note on the subject of Ijaids. or certificates of capacity, in M. Hamaker's Specimen Catalogi

MSS. Bib. Lugil. Bat. See also M. de Sacy's Chrtitomathie, tom. I. p. 123.
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religion, and studied the commentaries on the same works under the tuition

of his master; he acquired a correct knowledge of the different readings of

the Koran and of its orthodox interpretation, whilst he pursued the study of

ancient poetry and philology', grammar and rhetoric, in order to attain the

faculty of appreciating perfectly the admirable style which characterises the

Koran. The secondary points of jurisprudence, forming the doctrines of the

sect to which he belonged, then became the object of his particular study, and

an acquaintance with logic and dialectics completed his education. Having

obtained from his professors certificates of capacity and licence to leach the

works which he had mastered, he found the career open to the places of kha-

tib or preacher, imam, kadi, mufti, and professor. Such was the usual course

of education, and its beneficial influence on the mind and character cannot

be doubled (1).

It is much more difficult to mark out the line of study followed by those

who were destined to fill places in the public administration. The kdtib

should be not only, as his name implies, a good penman, but also a master

of the beauties of the. Arabic language, well acquainted with grammar and

the writings of the poets, a skilful accountant and gifted with a capacity for

business (2). Some kdtibs were employed to draw up state papers ; others,

to keep the public accounts and registers, or to receive the tithes and

the revenues of the state; every governor of a province had his kdtib

whose duty was to keep the correspondence, and to receive the taxes of

the district, the rents of the government farms, etc. Out of this money a fixed

sum was yearly remitted to the sovereign ; the governor reserving the rest for

his own use and the payment of the troops, and persons entitled to salaries,

such as the kddis, the jurisconsults, the imams of the great mosques, the

clerks in the public offices, etc. Part of it was absorbed also by works of

public utility, and in defraying the expenses of his court. He was obliged

besides to maintain the post-horse establishment, but the postmaster, who

acted also as a spy over the governor, was nominated by the sovereign.

(1) II may be remarked (hat nearly all the Moslim authors with whose works we are acquainted, were

either doctors of the law, or had followed the course of studies necessary to become one.

(2) The title of kdtib was sometimes given to copyists of the Koran.
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The great quantity of verses quoted by llm khaliikan, and of which it may

with justice be said, Sunt bona
,
sunt mediocria, sunt mala plura, requires from

the translator some observations. The decline of Arabic poetry can l>e easily

traced dow n from the accession of the Abbasides to the time of the Aivubites

;

for many centuries the patrons of the belles-lettres were of foreign extraction,

and writers who sought their favour were obliged to conform their own

judgment to that of persons who were in general unable to appreciate the

true beauties of literary compositions. Works which had obtained the pa-

tronage of the prince could not fail to fix the attention of other poets who

took them as models which they strove to imiLate and to surpass. The opi-

nion held in the schools that the ancient kasuias were masterpieces of art

contributed also to the perversion of good taste; their plan and ideas

were servilely copied, and it was by refinement of expression alone that

writers could display their talent ; verbal quibbles, far-fetched allusions,

thoughts borrowed from the old writers and strained so as to be hardly

recognisable, such were the means by which they strove to attain origin-

ality; sense was sacrificed to sound, the most discordant ideas were linked

together for the futile advantage of obtaining a recurrence of words having a

similar written form or a similar pronunciation
;
poets wrote for the ear and

the eye, not for the mind, and yet the high estimation in which their pro-

ductions were held may be judged from the readiness of Ibn khaliikan to

quote them. His taste was that of the age in which he lived, and the ex-

tracts which he gives enable the reader to form an idea of the Arab mind

at the period of the Crusades. The same feeling of impartiality which in-

duces me to express so severe a censure on the generality of the islamic

poets, obliges me also to make some exceptions. The kastdas of al-Muti-

nabbi are full of fire, daring originality, and depth of thought; he often

reaches the sublime, and his style, though blemished by occasional faults, is

very fine-; al-Bohtori is remarkable for grace and elegance ; Abu ’1-Ala for

dignity and beauty, but Ibn al-F&rid seems superior to them all; his pieces

teem with sentiment and poetry; in his mystic reveries he soars towards the

confines of another world pervaded with spiritual beauty ; and glides with

the reader from one enchanting scene to another ; the judgment is capti-

e
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vated by the genius of the poet, and can hardly perceive the traits of false

taste which disfigure, from time to time, his admirable style.

Having pointed out the influence of the kasida or elegy, it may not be

amiss to sketch the plan generally followed in this species of composition.

The poet, accompanied by two friends, approaches, after a long journey

through the desert, to the place where he saw his mistress the year

before, and where he hopes to meet her again. At his request they direct

the camels on which they are mounted towards the spot, but the ruins of

the rustic dwellings, the withered moss, brushwood, and branches of trees

with which were formed the frail abodes where the tribe had passed the

summer, the hearthstones blackened by the fire, the solitary raven hovering

around in search of a scanty nourishment—every object he perceives slrikes

him with the conviction that his beloved and her family have removed to some

other region in the desert. Overcome with grief, heedless of the consolations

of his friends who exhort him to be firm, he long remains plunged in silent

affliction ; at length he finds relief in a torrent of tears, and raising up his

head, he extemporizes a mournful elegy. He commences by mentioning the

places which he had already visited in hopes of finding her whom he loved,

and calls to mind the dangers which he had encountered in the desert. He

describes the camel which, though fatigued still full of ardour, had borne

him into the depths of the wilderness ; he vaunts his own courage and extols

the glory of his tribe. An adventure which happened on the previous night

then comes to his memory
; a fire blazing on a lofty hill had attracted their

attention and guided them to the tent of a generous Arab, where they found

shelter and hospitality. He then praises the charms of his mistress, and

complains of the pains of love and absence, whilst his companions hurry him

away. He casts a parting look towards the place where she had resided,

and lo! a dark cloud, fringed with rain and rent w'ith lightnings, overhangs

the spot. This sight fills his heart with joy: an abundant shower is about

to shed new life upon the parched soil, and thus ensure a rich herbage for

the flocks : the family of his beloved will then soon return and settle again

in their former habitation.

Such may be considered as the outline of the pastoral kasida; in these

productions, the same ideas almost constantly recur, and the same words
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frequently serve to express them. The eulogistic kasida , or poem in praise

of some great man, assumes also the same form, with the sole difference

that, in place of a mistress, it is a generous patron whom the poet goes to

visit, or else, after praising the object of his passion, he celebrates the noble

qualities of the man who is always ready, with abundant gifts, to bestow con-

solation on the afflicted lover.

It results from this that a person familiar with the mode of composition

followed in the kasida, can often, from a single word in a verse, perceive the

drift of the poet and discover, almost intuitively, the thoughts which are to

follow. He has thus a means of determining the true readings amidst the

mass of errors with which copyists usually disfigure Arabic poetry; knowing

what the poet intends to say, he feels no longer any difficulty in disengaging

the author’s words from the faults of a corrupted text. The same pecu-

liarity is frequently perceptible in pieces of a few verses ; these generally

reproduce some of the ideas contained in the kasida, and for this reason they

arc justly styled fragments by Arabic w'riters.

There exist also some compositions of an original form ; such are the

dubait or distich, and the mawdlia, both borrowed from the Persians, and

the muwashshalia, invented in Spain by Ibn Abd Rabbih (1). Pieces of

this kind became general favourites by the novelty of their form and matter

:

the mawdlia was adopted by the dervishes, and the muwashshaha was culti-

vated with passion and attained its perfection in Andalusia, whence it was

transported to the East. It cannot be denied that the Moorish poets, with

all their extravagance of thought and expression, were lar superior in their

perception of the beauties of nature and the delicacies of sentiment to their

brethren of the East, and the European reader will often discover in their

poems, with some surprise, the same ideas, metaphors, and systems of ver-

sification which characterise the works of the troubadours and the early

Italian poets.

(l'j Consult on the Muwashshaha Mr. de Hammer's memoir in the Journal Asiatique for August 1839:

and Freytag’s Arabisehe VertkuHtl, page 417. In the printed edition of Abft 'I-Fed*'s Geography, preface,

page xii. wilt be found a muwashshaha by that author. The distich and mawdlia are spoken of also by

Mr. de Hammer in the memoir just mentioned, page* 187 et 188. In page 186 of the tame memoir the word

llaghriflis is a mistake of the printer for Maghribins.
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An idea borrowed from the anle-islamic poets and of frequent recurrence in

the kasidas of later authors is the taif al-kliidl or phantom. The lover jour-

neys with a caravan through the desert ;
for many nights his grief at being

separated from his beloved prevents him from sleeping, but at length he

yields to fatigue and closes his eyes. A phantom then approaches towards

him, unseen by all but himself, and in it he recognises the image of his mis-

tress, come to visit and console him. It was sent to him by the beloved,

or rather it is herself in spirit, who has crossed the dreary waste and Heeled

towards his couch : she too had slept, but it was to go and see her lover in

her dreams (1). They thus meet in spite of the foes and spies who always

surround the poet, ready to betray him if he obtain an interview with the

beloved, and who are so jealous that they hinder him from sleeping, lest he

should sec her image in his dreams : it is only when they slumber that he

dare close his eyes.

The figurative language of the Moslim poets is often dillicult to be under-

stood. The narcissus is the eye; the feeble stem of that plant bends lanyuidty

under its flower, and thus recals to mind the languor of the eyes. Pearls

signify both tears and teeth

;

the latter are sometimes called hailstones, from

their whiteness and moisture; the lips are cornelians or rubies; the gums, a

pomegranate flower; the dark foliage of the myrtle is synonymous with the

black hair of the beloved, or with the first down which appears on the cheeks

of youths at the period of puberty. The down itself is called the izdr, or

head-siall of the bridle , and the curve of the izdr is compared to the letters

him J and nun Ringlets trace on the cheek or neck the letter wdw i ; they

are also called scorpions, either for their dark colour or their agitated move-

ments (2); the eye is a sword; the eyelids, scabbards; the whiteness of the

complexion, camphor; and a mole or beautyspot , musk, which term denotes

also dark hair (3). A mole is sometimes compared also to an ant creeping

(i) Fuller information on this subject will be found in a memoir inserted by me in the Journal Atia-

Oque for April, 1838.

tS) The author of the Srholla on Thucydides, A, § 6, remarks that the word mopn'm was employed to de-

signate boys’ curls.

(3) In a second memoir, w hich I have inserted in the Journal Atialique for February, 1830, will be found

a number of observations relative to these metaphors, with examples.
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on the cheek towards the honey of the mouth : a handsome face is l>oth a

full-moon and day; black hair is niyht

;

the waist is a toillow-branch or a lance;

the teater of the face is self-respect

;

a poet sells the water of his face when

he bestows mercenary praises on a rich patron devoid of every noble qua-

lity.

Some of the verses quoted by Ibn Khallikan are of a nature such as pre-

cludes translation. Had they been composed by a female on a youth whom
she loved, they would seldom offer any thing objectionable; but as the case is

not so, they are utterly repugnant to European readers. Propriety sug-

gested their suppression, but as it was requisite to give an idea of what they

are, a few of them have been arrayed, and rather awkwardly, in a Latin

garb. It must not, however, be supposed that they are always the produce

of a degraded passion ; in many cases they were the usual expression of sim-

ple friendship and affection, or of those platonic attachments which the trans-

lated works of some Greek philosophers first taught the Moslims. Indeed,

love and friendship are so closely confounded by them, that they designate

both feelings by the same word, and it is not uncommon to meet epistles

addressed by one aged doctor to another, and containing sentiments of the

strongest kind, but which are the expression of friendship only. It often

happens also that a poet describes his mistress under the attributes of the

other sex, lest he should offend that excessive prudery of oriental feelings

which, since the fourth century of Islamism, scarcely allows an allusion to

women, and more particularly in poetry ; and this rigidness is still carried so

far, that at Cairo public singers dare not amuse their auditors with a song

in which the beloved is indicated as a female. Some of those pieces have also

a mystic import, as the commentators of Hafiz, Saadi, and Shebisteri have

not (ailed to observe. In the Journal Asialique for February, 1859, will be

found a note on this subject inserted by the writer, and Buckingham’s Tra-

vels in Assyria, vol. I. p. 159 of the 8vo edition, offer some pages in accord-

ance with the opinion there advanced. It cannot however be denied that the

feelings which inspired poetry of this kind w'ere not always pure, and that

polygamy and jealousy have infected the morels of some eastern nations with

the foulest corruption.

Ibn Khallikan drew up his work, A. H. 654 (A. I). 1256), but during the
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remainder of his life he continued lo improve it by additions and corrections.

These alterations are frequently perceptible, even in the translation, their

insertion in the text having been effected with so little attention, that in

many places they interrupt the primitive narration ;
this, however, is not

considered by Orientals as a defect, their custom being to place all notes and

illustrations in the body of the work. The author published new editions

of his Biographical Dictionary at different periods, and the latest was fol-

lowed by the writer in preparing for the press the edition of the Arabic text

from which the following translation is made.

The difficulty of rendering a work of this nature into a European language

can be appreciated by those only who have made similar essays ; the writer

had at first the intention of giving it in a French translation, and a portion

of his task was already executed when he offered his work to the Oriental

Translation Committee; in compliance with their wishes he recommenced it

in English, and endeavoured to make it as literal as he possibly could. It is

true that the idiomatic expressions peculiar to the Arabic longue, the scho-

lastic terms and technicalities, the learned allusions and pieces of poetry do

not always admit of a close translation ; to render them fully, clearly, and

exactly is incompatible with conciseness, and it was by paraphrases only that

such a task could be accomplished. In some cases, where the text itself

required elucidation, the translator has given the necessary information un-

der the form of notes, and he made it his particular care to cope with every

difficulty and clear up, if possible, every obscurity. He may not have been

always fortunate in his efforts; in some cases he has acknowledged his ina-

bility, and perhaps in many more he may have been mistaken ; but his constant

endeavours lo attain correctness will, he hopes, entitle him to the indulgence

of Orientalists when they detect his errors.

A number of biographical notices, drawn from original and authentic

sources, have been added in the notes, but there still remain in this volume

the names of many persons whose lives are not given. For this, three rea-

sons are to be assigned ; the first, that in the text of the following volumes,

these lives are to be found ; the second, that the translator was unable to dis-

cover who they were; and the third, that the information which he had ob-

tained respecting them was too slight to merit mention, and he preferred
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waiting some time longer, in hopes that further researches might be more

successful and lead to results worthy of insertion in an ensuing volume.

The work itself is arranged in alphabetical order, but as the great majority

of the persons whose lives it contains are usually designated by a particular

surname, it was absolutely necessary that a general index of such appellations

should be given ; who but an Oriental scholar could know that the life of

the poet AIni Tammam is to lie found under the name of I labib ; that of al-

Mutanakbi under Ahmad; and that of at-Tabari, the historian, under Mu-

hammad? It is hardly necessary to observe that the Arabic nomenclature

of persons is composed - first, of the surname, as Abu Bakr (the father of

Bakr); then, of the real name, as Ahmad
; next, of the patronymic, as Ibn

Jarir (the son of Jarir); and then the ethnic name, as al-Azdi
(
belonging to

the tribe of Axd), al-Misri (native of Misr, or Egypt), etc., to which must

be added nicknames derived from some particular circumstance.

The genealogies are sometimes extended to a great length, but it will be

perceived, upon examination, that in this the author’s design was to point

out correctly the descent of the individual from an ancestor who was well

known, and these lists will lie sometimes found useful for tracing the rela-

tionship and affiliation of the Arabic tribes. For the pronunciation of pro-

per names the translator has followed the authority of the Kdmi

U

and ad-

Dahabi, and for the names of places the Mardsid of as-SoyAli and the

Takwhn al-Bulddn of Abil ’l-FedH. The autograph manuscript of Ibn

Khallik&n, in which every word of doubtful pronunciation is accompanied

with the vowel points, was also of the greatest service to the translator, but

a portion of this volume had been already printed before he was aware that

a document so precious was in existence. On receiving it from the pro-

prietor, Dr. Cureton, to whom he acknowledges himself deeply indebted for

so great a favour, he reviewed his translation from the beginning and veri-

fied all the points respecting which some doubts were still remaining on

his mind; the results have been inserted in the additional notes. Whilst

the last part of the volume was in the course of translation, the autograph

was constantly consulted, and for the second volume it will be equally

useful.

The transcription of Arabic proper names by means of the Roman alphabet
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uiTers great difficulties, and in this part of his task the translator aimed sim-

ply at representing the pronunciation of the word as it would strike a Euro-

pean ear : a system liable to many objections had the original text not been

published. The kh represents the gli as pronounced by the Scotch in daugh-

ter, the Spanish j, or the German ch pronounced with emphasis. The gh

is an r deprived of its rattling sound; the a is to be pronounced as in man;

the d as in father; the t as in pin; the fas the ee in been; the u as in but: and

the A as the oo in soon. The circumflex, serving to mark the long vowels,

has been sometimes omitted, either by inadvertence or because the name was

so familiar that the presence of such a sign was needless. The names of

some places are given according to the corrupt pronunciation current in Eu-

rope; thus Mausil is written Mosul; al-Kdhira, Cairo; Halab, Aleppo, etc.

END OF THE INTRODUCTION.



im KHALLIKAN’S

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

THE AUTHORS PREFACE.

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Clement (1)! Thus sailh the needy Arabic t«*t,

suppliant for the mercy of the Most High, Shams ad-din AM ’l-Abbas Ahmad Pago 2.

lf)n Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibu Abi-Bakr Ibn Khallikan, follower of the sect

of as-Shaft:

Praise be to God, to whom alone belongeth the attribute of eternal exist-

ence ; who hath passed on his creatures the doom of death, and presented to

all living beings a certain term, beyond which they cannot pass when once it

is expired
; who, in this sentence, hath dealt equally between the noble and

the lowly-born* the powerful and the weak : to him do I give praise for his

abundant favours and his gifts pure ( from ill ) ; such praise as a man can

offer who avoweth his inability to reach even the lowest strain of [fitting)

eulogy : I bear witness that there is no god but the only God, who hath no

partner ( in his power)

;

such witness as a man can bear who showcth at all

times a sincere heart, and who hopeth in the mercy of his Lord, morning and

evening: I bear witness that Muhammad, his servant and apostle, is the most

excellent of the prophets, the most noble of the saints
;
and that it is he

1
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who invitetb. td.-w&lk" in the white path (of salvation)

:

Cod grant to him and

to his.&mily of illustrious princes such blessings as may endure while heaven

arfulrftarfh do last; God be gracious to his wives, and to his holy and pious

companions.

The motive which induced me to compose this work, forming an historical

compendium, was this: I had always been intent on studying the history of

those men of renown who lived before my time ; I was desirous of knowing

the dates of their birth and death, and of learning who among them lived

within the limits of each separate century. The results which I obtained

incited me to increase the stock which I had acquired, and to redouble my
researches ; I applied my mind therefore to the study of works written spe-

cially on the subject, and gathered, from the mouths of the masters versed in

this science, that information which 1 could not lind in books ; I persevered in

this pursuit till I had amassed a large quantity of documents roughly drawn

up, which contained the events of a great number of years; 1 liad also another

portion of these facts impressed on my memory. It so happened, however,

that when I had to recur to my notes, I could not find what I sought unless

with some difficulty, l>ecausc they were not regularly arranged ; I was there-

fore obliged to class them, and I adopted the alphaltetical order, judging it

more convenient than the chronological. In this I made it a rule to give the

first place to those names which begin with a hamza, and the next to those in

which the second letter is a hamza, or the nearest to it in order ; thus, I put the

word Ibrahim before Ahmad, because the letter b stands nearer to the hamza

than the letter h. This plan I followed up to the last, so that my work might

be more easily consulted ; it led , however , to the necessity of placing (m some

mstances, the life of) a modern before that of an ancient, and of inserting the

name of one person between those of two others who belong to a different

class; but the convenience (I aimed at) rendered this unavoidable.

1 have not assigned a place in this compendium to the companions of Mu-

hammad, or to the Tabis (2) ; a few only excepted, whose history many persons

require to know ; neither have I given the lives of the Khalifs, because the

numerous works on the subject rendered it unnecessary for me to do so ; but
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I liave made mention of a great number of talented individuals with whom I

was acquainted, and who supplied me with some of the information trans-

mitted in this book ; or else who lived in my time, but whom I never saw :

(my object in this was) to make known to the future generation the circum-

stances of their life.

I

I

I have not limited my work to the history of any one particular class of per-

sons, as learned men, princes, emirs, vizirs, or poets ; but I have spoken of

all those whose names are familiar to the public, and alxrnt whom questions are

frequently asked ; 1 have, however, related the facts I could ascertain respect-

ing them in a concise manner, lest my work should become loo voluminous

;

1 have fixed, with all possible exactness, the dates of their birth and death ; 1

have traced up their genealogy as high as I could ; I have marked down the

orthography of those names which are liable to be written incorrectly ; and I

have cited the traits which may best serve to characterize each individual,

such as noble actions, singular anecdotes, verses, and letters, so that the reader

may derive amusement from my work, and find it not exclusively of such a

uniform cast as would prove tiresome; for the most effectual inducement to

reading a book arises from the variety of its style.

My work thus formed, it was incumbent on me to begin it with a short invo-

cation, intended to conciliate Divine favour; this, joined to the rest, made up

the present volume, which I designed as a help to my memory, and which 1

intitled : Book of the Deaths ofeminent Men, and History of the Sons of the

5 epoch ; drawn from written sources and oral traditions, or ascertained by per-

sonal observation; by this I intended that the contents of the work should be

denoted by the title alone. If any person possessing information on the sub-

ject I have treated; perceive faults in this book, he will do a meritorious action

in correcting them after due verification (5); for I myself have spared no

pains in drawing from works of established repute for accuracy, and have

never, through carelessness, cited extracts from doubtful authorities ; on the

contrary, I have done all that lay in my power to attain correctness.

1 put this work in order in the year 654 (A. I). 1256), at Cairo, though

i
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taken up by other avocations, and living under circumstances unfavourable to

such a task. The reader ought therefore to excuse me, and consider that it

was the motive I stated which induced me to undertake it, and that no

vain fancy could ever have inspired my mind with the absurd idea of

ranking among authors : a current proverb says, There are men for each

business

;

and how could such an honour happen to me, who have hut a

limited share of information in this science f Besides, he who boasts of a

talent with which he is not gifted, is like one who arrays himself in the

garb (4) of falsehood. God preserve us from falling into the gulfs of error,

and grant us, through his grace and bounty, that surest safeguard, the know-

ledge of our real abilities. Amen.

(1) In translating this well known eipreasion, which the Muslims place at the beginning of all their books,

I bare taken ai-Zamakhshari for my guide ; in his commentary on the Koran, this writer makes the following

remark :
** The word Rahrndn denotes a more eitensire idea than Rahim ; for this reason, people say (in

speaking of (iod): " the Merciful ( ar-Rahmdn

)

in (Air world and in the next;" and “ the Clement ( ar-

Rah\m) in this world/"

(2> The word Tdbi means a follower; it is employed especially to denote a Muslim who had met with

some of tbr. companions of Muhammad, but had never seen Muhammad himseir.

(3) This inconsiderate authorization of changing and correcting, is the main cause of the numerous discre-

pancies between the manuscripts of Ibn KhallikAn's work.

(4) The word dual of wui (garment), is employed, here and elsewhere, to signify a suit

of clothet — See de Sacv’s Hariri, p. (US, i. 15. As the clothing of the ancient Arabs consisted of an ,!j!

(iidr, tied round the waist! and a >G, fridd. thrown over the shoulders!, the dual number is very natu-

rally made use of to denote the entire dress.
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IBRAHIM AN-NAKHAI.

i

Abu Imran, surnamed also Abu Ammar, Ibrahim Ibn Yazid Ibn al-Aswad llui

Amr Ibn Rabia Ibnliaritha Ibn Saad Ibn Malik Ibn an-Nakha an Nakhal, native of

Kufa, and a celebrated imam and doctor, was one of the Tdbis. Though he had

seen and visited Aaisha (widow of Muhammad), there exist no authentic tradi-

tions received by him from her : he died A. H. 95 or 96 (A. D. 7 13-4), aged 49,

some say 58, hut the first number is correct. When the death ofan-Nakhai drew

near, he was sorely troubled in spirit, and being spoken to about it, said : “What
peril can be greater than mine? I must expect a messenger from my Lord, stmt

to announce to me either paradise or hell ! I declare solemnly I would rather

remain as I am now, with (my soul (1)) struggling in my throat, till the day of

resurrection (than undergo such a hazard)". His mother, Mulaika, daughter of

Yazid Ibn Kais, was sister to al-Aswad Ibn Yazid an-Nakhai (2), who was there-

fore maternal uncle to Ibrahim.

—

Nakhai means belonging to an-Nakha, which is

a great branch of the tribe of Madhij, in Yamen; an-Nakha’s name was Jasr Ibn Amr

Ibn 011a Ibn Khalid Ibn Malik Ibn Odad; he was surnamed an-Nakha, because he

had removed far away, intakhaa, from his people : this tribe has produced a

great number of remarkable men. Others have given a different genealogy of

an-Nakha, but the one here given is correct; it is taken from Ibn al-Kalbi's Jam-

harat an-Nisab (Universal Genealogist).

(1) In the original Arabic, the word my mul. ia understood ; two similar cases occur in the Koran :

SeoFlogel’s edition; Surat, LVJ, verse 82; and s., LXXV, v. 2C.

(2) AbO Amr al-Aswad Ibn Yazid Ibn Kais an-Nakbat, one of the Titbit: in his youth, he saw theKbalifs A bn
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Bakraud Omar, and learned the traditions from the KhalifAIi; Ibn Masftd (fee deSacy's Anthologie Grommo-

lieole, p. 38); Moad (deSacy's Chrestomathie Arabe. t. Ill, p. 1491 ; and Alisha. His exactitude and authority

as a traditionist were universally admitted ; he died A. U. 73 (A. I). 694;. Another celebrated Idbi of the

same family, Alkama Ibn Kais an-Nakltni, native of Kdfa and uncle to al-Aswad. was one of the greatest doctors

of his time ; he learned the traditions from Omar, Othinan, Ali, Ibn Masild and Alisha. His merit was held

in such high estimation, that the companions of Muhammad themselves consulted him on questions touching

the law. He died A. H. 03 i A.1). 683-3 )—(OthmAni’s Tabaidt al-Fokahd. manuscript of the Mbliothrqw du

Hot. No. 785.;

AttU THAUR IBRAHIM AUKALBI.

The doctor Abu Thaur Ibrahim Ibn Khalid Ibn Abi ’1-Yaman al-Kalbi was a

disciple of the imam as-Shafi, who taught him those ancient sayings (1 ) which he

has transmitted to posterity. This eminent doctor and trust-worthy traditionist

on religious affairs wrote some works on the Ahkdm (2), and he evinced in these

treatises an equal knowledge of the traditions and jurisprudence. His first

studies were taken up with the doctrinesoftheRationalists(3), but as-Shafi having

come to Irak, he went often to see him, became his follower, and renounced the

opinions of his former sect. He persevered in his adhesion to as-Shafi’$ principles,

and died the 26th Safar, A. II. 246 (A. D. 860), at Baghdad, where he was

buried in the cemetery by the gate of Kenas. Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said of him :

“ I look on him as a second Sofyian at-Thauri (4) ;
1 have known him as a zealous

“ Sonnite for the last fifty years.”

(1) Tkcso ancient sayings were probably old proverbial ei pressions used by the Arabs of the Desert, who

aloue were supposed to know jterfecUy the pure Arabic. As-Shlfl had passed twenty years of bis life in the

desert, studying the language; he had. besides, a profound knowledge of the ancient history of the Arabs.

( Othmlnl’s Tahakdt. f. 24, verso. '

(2) The Akhdm. or Sentences, arc the articles which compose the code of Muslim la* : they have been

drawn from four sources: the Koran; the sonna. or traditions; the general consent of the ancient imams, and

analogical deductions obtained from the comparison of these three. ( D'Ohhson's Tableau tie I'empire Olho-

man, 1. 1, p. 5 of the Introduction; FlQgel's Hajji Khalifa, t. I. pp. 177. 332.

}

(3; The followers of Abft Manila's doctrines were called Rationalists, by the members of the other three

orthodox sects, because they preferred, in certain cases, the guidance of reason to that of tradition, in deciding

legal questions. ! Shahrastani ; Pocock’s .Specimen Hitt. At., p. 292.'-

(4) Literally thus: “ life is la me as if he aere in the skin of Sofyian at-Thauri." This passage is to be

found also in Otbmini's Tabakeil (fol. 49. r.), where the word rendered by skin is w ritten misUIkh: the vowel-

points having been added by the author himself : this circumstance leaves no doubt of the correctness of the

reading given in the printed Arabic text.
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ABU ISHAK AL-MARWAZI.

Abu lshak Ibrahim Ibn Ahmad Ibn lshak al-Marwazi, doctor of the sect of 4

as-Shafi, was the greatest mufti and professor of his time. He learned the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence from Abu ’1-Abbas Ibn Soraij
;
and having attained great

excellence in this science, he succeeded Ibn Soraij as chief of the Shafites in Irak.

He composed many works, and commented the Mokhtasar, or Abridgment of the

Doctrine of as-Shafi, by al-Muzani. He was for a long time professor and mufti at

Baghdad, and a great number of his pupils attained eminence. It was after him

that the street of Marwazi, in that quarter of Baghdad called the Grant of

ar-Rabi (1), received its name. Towards the end ofhis life, he set out for Egypt,

where he finished his days the 9th Radjab, A. H. 340 (A. D. 951), and was

interred near the tomb of the imam as-Shafi
;
some say he died a little before mid-

night, on Sunday, 11th Ra jah of the same year.

—

Marwazi means belonging to

Manv as-Shdhjdn, one of the four capitals of Khorasan, the others being Naisa-

pur, Herat, and Balkh. This city was so named in order to distinguish it

from Marw ar-Rud : Shdh-jdn is a Persian word, which signifies the soul ofthe

king ; for shah means king, and jan soul ;
the custom of the Persians being to

place the consequent before the antecedent, when in the relation of annexion (2).

This city was founded by Alexander Zu ’1-Karnain (3), and is the seat of the

government of Khorasan. In forming the relative adjective from Marw, a z is

added, as in Razi, derived from Rai, and Istakharzi, from Istakhar; this is one

way of its formation
;
but according to the opinion of those who have studied the

subject, such relatives are only used when speaking of human beings ; in all

other cases, the z must not lie added. Therefore one may say of a man, he is a

Marwazi; and of a garment or other thing, it is Mara i; some say, however, that

the s may be added in all cases, and that the difference in the form of the rela-

tive makes no difference in its signification. The remainder of our observations

concerning these two cities will be found in the Life of the kadi Abu Hamid

Ahmad Ibn Aamir al-Marwamtdi.

(t) Some particulars respecting (he Grant of Rabi will be found in the Life of ar-Rabl Ibn Vhnus.

(2) See de Sack's Grammatre Arabe. vol. II, p. 47, for the explanation of these terms.

(3) Marw as-ShAbjtn is probably the ancient Antiocba Margianc, founded by Alexander the Great, and then

called Alexandria ; having been ruined afterwards, ft was rebuilt by Anliochus, son of Scleurus, who gavr it

his owu name.
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ABU ISHAK AL-1SFARAIN1.

The master Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad lbn Ibrahim Ibn Mihran al-

IsfaraTni, surnamed Rokn ad-din {column of,religion)&oclor of the sectofas-Shafi,

was an able divine in scholastic aud dogmatic theology. The hakim Abu Abd

Allah (1) has spoken of him in these terms : “ The generality of the shaikhs of

“ Naisapur took lessons from him in theology, and his learning was acknow-

“ ledged by the people of Irak and Khorasan; he is the author of some impor-

“ tant works
;
among others that great one entitled : Jdmi 'l-Juli, a treatise

“ on the dogmas of religion, and a refutation of the impious, which I have

“ seen in five volumes. The kadi Abu t-Tayib at-Tabari, being at Isfarain, took

“ lessons from him in the principles of jurisprudence, and it was for him that

“ the celebrated college of Naisapur was founded (2).” Abu ’l-tlasan Abd al-

Ghahr al-Farisi cites his name in his continuation of the History of Naisapur, and

speaks of him thus : “ He was one of those learned men who attained the rank

“ of Mujtabid (3) by reason of his profound knowledge in the sciences, and of

“ his possessing all the necessary qualifications for being an imam (or chief of a

“ sect). This doctor, the ornament of the East, used to say : * I wish 1 may
“ die at Naisapur, so that all its inhabitants may pray over me:’ and it was

“ there he died, on the 10th Muharram, A. H. 418 (A. D. 1027). His body was

“ afterwards removed to Isfarain, where it was buried in the chapel which bears

“ his name.” The shaikh Abu ’1-Kasim al-Koshairi frequented his lessons,

and the hafiz Abu Bakr al-Baihaki, and other writers, quote frequently in their

works traditions derived from him. He had heard the lectures of Abu Bakr al-

Ismaili (4), in Khorasan ; those of Abu Muhammad Dalaj Ibn Ahmad as-Saja/.i (5),

in Irak; and also those of their contemporaries. We shall speak of Isfarain in

the article on the shaikh Abu Hamid Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Isfaralni.

(1; The Life of the liAkmi Abb Abd Allah nil! be found among*! I hove of the Muhammads.

(4: This I* an important fact for the literary history of the Muslim*; It being generally supposed that their

tint college was founded at Baghdad, by NiiAm al-Mulk, A. II. 489 (A. D. lofifli.

3i Those doctors who followed the opinions of no other sect, but judged for themselves, were called Muj-

lahui. v De Sary's Chratomathie Arabe, l. I, p. 169).

(4; Abb Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Ismad Ibn al-Abbas at-ismalli, one of the great doctors of the sect of

as-Sh&fl. wo* highly celebrated for his writings and hi* knowledge of the law and the traditions, a great quan-

tity of which he picked up in his travels. He composed : 1, A Commentary on the Jdmi Sahlh, or Collection
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of authentic Traditions, by Termed i ; 2, a Mojam. which treated probably of the traditionists, and

tbe right orthography of their names ; 3, a Musnad, or Collection of Traditions traced up to the Kbalif Omar

j*s. Jlw ; a correct and excellent work, but voluminous. Ismaili had for pupils his son, Abb Saad, and

all the doctors of Jorjin; he died in Rajab, A. II. 371 (A. D. 082). aged 94 years, \ Tabakdt as-Shdfyln.

Tab. al-Fokahd. Abulfedet Annates, tom. II, p. 881.)

(8)The imam Abb Muhammad Dalaj Ibn Ahmad as-Sajazi of Sejestan }, celebrated muni and lirstfrodifionuf

of his day. This doctor was also an extensive trader, and became the richest merchant of his lime by his

commercial expeditions. Part of bis wealth was employed in founding annuities for deserving persons in

Mekka, Irak, and Sejestan: he was particularly liberal to ruen of Icarniug. lie died A. H. 381 (A. D. 662).

aged 01. DArakulni, a celebrated doctor, relates that Dalaj bought the house in Mekka which belonged to

al-AbbAs, Uncle of Muhammad, for thirty thousand dinars. (YAll's MiraAt al-jandn ; Man., No. 037,

fbl. 284. verso.}.

ABU 1SHAK AS-SHIRAZl.

The shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Ali Ibn Yusuf as-ShiraziaI-Firuzabadi,sur- 8

named Jamal ad-din
(
beauty of religion), dwelt in Baghdad, and studied juris-

prudence under many eminent men
;
he was an assiduous pupil of Abu ’t-Tayib

at-Tabari, and profited by his lessons, he then acted as his substitute, and was ap-

pointed by him director of repetitions (or under-tutor) of the class ; after which he

became the first imam of his time in Baghdad. Nizam al-Mulk, having founded

the college (called Nizdmirah) in that city, offered its direction to Abtl Ishak

;

and, on his refusal, appointed to that place Abu Nasr Ibn as-Sabbagh, author of

the Shamil

;

this doctor filled the situation for a short period
; then Abu Ishak

consented to accept it, and held it till his death : I have given the details relating

to this in the life of Ibn as-Sabbagh, to which I therefore refer the reader. Abu

Ishak wrote a number of instructive and useful books, such as the Muhaddab,

a treatise on the doctrines of his sect; the Tanbih, or Call, a work on jurispru-

dence; the Loma, or Glimpses, with a commentary, wherein the dogmas of

religion are treated of
;
the Nokat, or shrewd Devices on controversial subjects

;

the Tabsirah, or Monitor; the Maunah, or Succour; the Talkhls, or Summary,

a Treatise on Dialectics, etc. The number of those who profited by his instruc-

tion was very great. He composed some good poetry, of which 1 shall give the

follow ing verses:

2
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I asked of men: Where is a true friend to lie found? Their answer was: To such
there is no way;— cling, if thou canst, to the robe of the noble-minded; for the man
of noble mind is seldom met with in the world.

It is related by the shaikh Abu Bakr Muhammad at-Tortusi (whose life shall he

given later), that a clever poet of Baghdad, called Aasim, made the following

pretty verses in praise of Abu Ishak (to whom God be merciful)

:

Thou seest his body worn away by his active mind ; it bears the marks of that

ardour which fires his soul ; when the human mind is great with lofty thoughts, a body
lean and worn is no disgrace.

Abu Ishak was a man of the utmost devotion, and rigidly attentive to his

religious duties: his merits were countless. He was horn at Firiizahad, A. H. 393

(A. I). 1003), and died in Baghdad on the eve of Sunday, 21st of the second

Jtimada (according to as-Samani in his Zail, hut others say the first Jumada),

A. H. 476 (A. I). 1083), and was buried the next morning iu the cemetery at the

gate of Abrez. The following elegy was made on his death by Ibn Nakiya, whose

life will be found among those of the Abd Allahs :

A fatal event hath struck our eyes with consternation (1) and hath caused our tears to

flow mingled with blood! What hath happened to fortune? She cannot collect her

strength, since the loss of her favoured son, AbA Ishak. Say: 11c is dead! but his

memory hath not died; it will live and endure while Time doth run his course.

.Muhihb ad-din Ibn an-Na jjar (2) mentions Abu Ishak in his History of Baghdad

,

and speaks of him in these terms :
“ He was the imam of the sectofas-Shafi, and

* ! one of those men of merit whose reputation spread abroad
; in learning and

u self-denial he excelled every person of his lime ; and most of the learned in the

“ great cities were his pupils. Born and bred at the town of Firuzabad, in the

“ province of Faris, he went to Shiraz, where he studied under Abu AM Allah

“ al-Baidawi (3) and Ibn Ramin (4); from thence he proceeded to Basrah, where

“ he had al-Jawzi (5) for master ; in the month of Shawwal, A. II. 415, he en-

“ tered Baghdad to study under Abu ’t-Tayib at-Tabari. He was born A. H. 393.”

0 “ I asked him,” said Abu Alxl Allah al-IIumaidi, “ the date of his birth, and

“ he mentioned to me some circumstances which point out the year 396 (A. D.

“ 1006), as he said that he set out to travel in search of learning in the year

“ 410(6), and went to Shiraz : others however place his birth in 395, hut God

“ knows it best.” On his death, his pupils sat in solemn mourning in the

Nizdmiyah college, and after that ceremony, Muwyvad al-Mulk, son of Nizam
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al-Mulk, appointed Abu Saad al-Mutawaili to tlie vacant place, but when Nizam

al-Mulk heard of it, he wrote to disapprove of that nomination, adding that the

college should lx: shut up during a year, on account of Abu Ishak’s death
;
he

then blamed the person who had undertaken to fill his place, and ordered the

sheikh Ibn as-Sabbagh to profess in his stead. — “ Firuzabdd is a town in the

“ province of Faris, and it is believed by some to be the same city which is

called Jur so says Abu Saad as-Samani in his work the Ansab

:

some per-

sons pronounce the name of this town Fairuzabad.

(l! The expression sjUU? is very frequently used by Inter writers ; it signifies literally: the day of his

resurrection is come; which means that his trouble and consternation are as great as if the day of judgment

were already present. / See other examples in Marrizi’s Uisloire ties Mamlouks. t. I, p. 95}. The Persians

use the word in a similar sense.

(2 The hAfiz A Ini Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mahmhd Ibn al-llasan Ibn Ilibnt Allah Ibn al-MuhAsin, sut-

named Ibn an-XajjAr,was bom at Haghdad A. H. 578 (A. D. 11831; althejngeof ten he began to learn the traditions,

and when be had reached bis fifteenth year, he was able to continue his studies without assistance Zu-LL> -U.

After hating learned a great number of traditions aud mastered the seven different manners of reading the

Koran ^ ....H » \y^ he undertook a long journey, and spent twenty-seven years in visiting Syria, Egypt.

HijAz, and the cities of Ispahan, HarrAn, Her.1l, and Naisapftr; during his travels he carefully noted down

whatever information he could collect from the illustrious and the obscure, from the high aud the low _
. V (

— wjJ ^y> ^y. He was a man of deep and extensive knowledge, humble and pious,

remarkable for his self-denial and holy life, lie died, A. H. 643 (A. D. 1245’, at Baghdad, and was interred

in the cemetery of the Martyrs, ‘Iju^iJIy It* by the gale of Harh. The best known of bis works is the

Supplement, in sixteen volumes, to the History of Baghdad by the Ehattb Abd Bakr Ahmad oI-BaghdAdi. Ibn

KAdi Sbohba, who has furnished us with most of the above details, gives a list of sixteen other works by the

same author. (Tabakdt as-Shdfyin. See also Uamaker's Specimen Calalogi, etc., p. 247 ; and Bibliothit/uc

Orient.. Naogub.)

(3} Abd Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-BaidAwi, doctor of the sect of as-ShMI. was born at al-BaidA,

a large town in the district of Istakhar, eight parasangs from ShlrAz. Hr studied jurisprudence in the city of

Arnol, and then went to Baghdad, where hr received lessons from Abd HAniid al-IsfcrAiui and other celebrated

doctors, and became himself professor and mufti. He was well learned in the doctrines of his sect, aud skilled

in controversy, logic, and dogmatic theology. He died suddenly at Baghdad, A. II. 424 (A. D. 1033).— Among

other celebrated men born at al-Baid.1, was the kAdi Nosr ad-din Abd '1-Khair Abd Allah Ibn Omar al-

BaidAwi, author of the well known Commentary on the Koran: he died at ShlrAz, A. II. 691 ^A. D. 1292/.

{ Tab. at-Shdfyin, Tab. al-Fnkdhd ).

(4) The shaikh Abd Ahmad Abd al-WnhhAh Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad Ibn BAmln, native

of Baghdad, and pupil of the celebrated ad-DAraki; he was deeply learned in jurisprudence and dogmatic

theology, on which latter subject be wrote some esteemed works. Died A. U. 430 ( A. I). 1039)

.

(5) I have as yet met with no information respecting this doctor.

(6) It appears by this that students began to travel at the age of fourteen or fifteen : after having

acquired whatever instruction their native place could afford, they went to different countries, studying suc-

cessively in each, under doctors aud professors uf repute: they sometimes continued this wandering life for

many years.
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THE KHATIB ABU ISHAK AL-IftAKI.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Mansur Ibn Musallam, native of Egypt and doctor

ofthe sect of as-Shafi, known also by the name ofal-Iraki {native ofIrak), was a

' preacher ( khatib ) of (he great mosque (of Amr) in Old Cairo, and a talented

jurisconsult; he wrote a good commentary in ten volumes on the Muhaddab by

Abu Ishak Shirazi. Though not a native of Irak, he was called so, because he

had travelled to Baghdad, and studied there for some time : when in that city,

he took lessons in jurisprudence from Abd Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Hosain al-

Ormawi (1), one of Abu Ishak Shirazi’s disciples, and from Abu '1-Hasan Mu-

hammad Ibn al-Muharik, surnamed Ibn al-Khall, native of Baghdad. In his

own country, he studied jurisprudence under the kadi Abu ’l-Maali al-Mujalli

Ibn Jumaiya ( whose life shall be given later); when in Baghdad, he was called

al-Misri (the Egyptian), but he got the name of al-Iraki on his return to Egypt.

He is said to have related that his master, Ibn al-Khall, recited to him, in Bagh-

dad, the following verses, but without naming their author

:

Falsehood is rendered pleasing if clothed in gilded terras; and Truth may some-
times assume a repulsive form : in praising honey, you may say : This is the saliva {2}

of the bee ; in blaming, call it : the ejection of the wasp. Describe it with such blame

and praise as this, and you do not exaggerate : elegant language can make darkness

appear like light.

Al—IrAki was born at Old Cairo, A. H. 510 (A. D. 1 1 16) ;
he died in that city

on Thursday, 21st of the first Jumada, A. II. 596 (A. D. 1200), and was buried

at the foot of mount Mukattam. He had a son of great talent and merit, named

Abu Muhammed AM al-Hukm, who became preacher of the mosque on the

death of his father, and composed some good sermons and pleasing poetry, of

which the following verses may be cited
;
they were written on Imad ad-din Ibn

Jibril, commonly called Ibn Akhi ’Him, chief of the treasury-office in Cairo,

who had shattered his hand by a fall

:

Imad Ibn Jibril has a hand which bears an evil mark; though given to thieving, it

had as yet escaped a tardy amputation ; but a fracture has happened to it now which

will not be readily healed.

He wrote other verses in the same style of originality as the preceding, which

7 1 have, however, since met with in the poetical works of Jaafar Ibn Sliams al-

Khilafa ( whose life shall be given later)
;
so that I cannot decide to which author
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they belong. Abd al-Hukm composed the following verses on a man condemned

to death [for murder), and who was shot dead by the person authorized to take

blood-revenge; the arrow striking him in the heart
: (3)

From the heart [the middle
)
of the bow you expelled its son

(
the arrow

) ; and the

bow sighed ; for a mother will sigh when separated from her child : but the bow was

not aware that the arrow you shot off would merely pass from one heart to another.

The idea expressed in the first of these verses was taken from the following

lines, composed by a native of Maghreb :

No doubt of my affliction when my friends depart; on that day of separation when I

and sadness shall be [inseparable) brothers! The very bow, though formed of wood,

utters a sigh when forced to send away its arrow*.

The idea in Abd al-Hukm’s second verse is taken from a poem rhyming in m,

by Omarat al-Yamani, and of which we shall speak hereafter in that person’s

life: al-Yamani, having come from Mekka to Egypt, composed this poem in

praise of the reigning prince, al-Faiz Isa Ibn Zafir al-Obaidi, and of his vizir,

Salih Talaiya Ibn Ruzzik ( whose Lives will lie found in this work ) ; in the

course of the poem, he lauds in these terms the camels which had borne him

to Egypt

:

They went forth at eve from the Kaaba of al-Bnlhd and the Harem (4-), to visit the

Kaaba of generosity and nobleness. Did the temple know that, on leaving it, I should

only pass from one harem
(
sanctuary

)
to another?

The following verses are also by Alxl al-Hukm :

When my beloved perceived my eyes pour forth their tears, she pressed me to restore

the pearls which had adorned her neck: astonished .( then at her mistake) she smiled;

and I said to my friend : That which she thought lost is in her mouth.

This idea is taken from the following piece of verse, composed by Abu ’I-Hasan

Ali Ibn Atiya, better known as Ibn az-Zakkak, native of Valentia, in Spain :

A fawn [-like nymph) passed round the cups at dawn; the morning brightened up,

and still she pushed them round ; the flowery mead offered us its anemones, and the

scented myrtles now began to breathe. “Where,” said I, “are the white blossoms

of the anthemis?” My companion answered: “I deposed them in the mouth of her

who fills my cup.” She who poured out the wine denied the charge; but her smiles

betrayed her, and she blushed with confusion.

Safi ad-din Abd Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ali, commonly called Ibn Shukr,

vizir of al-Malik al-Aadil Ibn Aiydb, having taken from Abd al-Hukm the

place of preacher in the mosque of Old Cairo, this poet wrote him the fol-

lowing lines :

1

i
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To what door shall 1 repair for refuge, if not to thine? from whom can I expect libe-

rality, if not from thee? All paths and ways are closed up against me, except that

which leads towards thee; direct me then how to act. It seems as if the ( hosjyitable)

doors of other men had become [one single door,) ihy door! It seems as if thou alone

wert all the human race!

B The thought in this last verse is borrowed from the poet as-Salami, who says

:

I encouraged my hopes with the prospect of dominion, (and) all mankind (my
subjects); the world was to be my palace; and eternity, one day of my reign!

We shall speak of the poem from which this verse is taken, in the Life of

Adad ad-1law 1a t
(
FenndJchosru) Ibn Buwaih, under the letter/'’.—The following

verses were pronounced by Abd al-Hokm when he first unveiled his bride

:

When the charms of the bride were disclosed to my eyes, she hid her face with her

hand, on which was graven a net-work tracery (5) .
“ Your efforts to hide your

countenance will not now avail,” said I; “ when has a net hid the light of the sun?”

By the same

:

At the feast, where we spent the night in pleasure, it seemed as if we were borne

asleep upon the waters ; over us were the constellations ; under us, the boat ; in those,

stars : in this, full-moons (6)

.

By the same

:

Proceed gently! all affairs admit delay : do you, who are a lion, fear to be insulted?

If you dwelt in Egypt, you would be a Nile
(
spreading abundance) ! If you went to

Syria, you would be a fertilizing shower!

This author was born on Sunday eve, 19th of the first Jumada, A. II. 563

(A. 1). 1168); he died at Old Cairo, on the morning of the 28th Shaaban, A. H.

613 (A. D. 1216), and was buried at the foot of mount Mukattam. A great deal

of his poetry, and all of an agreeable cast, was recited to me by his son. The

Imad ad-din, above-mentioned, bore the name of Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

Ahi ’1-Amana Jibril Ibn al-Moghaira Ibn Sultan Ibn Nima ; he was a worthy-

man, and celebrated for his great integrity in the fulfilment of his duty ; he had

been employed most part of his life in different government-offices at Old Cairo

and Alexandria. Born A. H. 558 (A. D. 1163) ;
died at Cairo, the 5th of Shaa-

ban. A. H. 637 (A. I). 1240).

(1) The imam and jurisconsult AbA Bakr Muhammad al-Ormawi t native of Ormiya in Aderbljan was a

pupil of the celebrated AbO Ishak as-ShlrAii. Died A. It. 537 (A. D. 1112). ( Tab. al-Fokeh/l.

(2 It may appear strange that such a word as this should be thought compatible with au elegant style: the

fact is. however, that it is often employed by Arabic writers; and the Moslim poet, in describing the pleasures

of love, never fails vaunting the intoxicating draughts imbibed from the honeyed lips of his mistress.
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(3) Literally : in the liver. The Arabic word signifies also that part of the bow which is equally distant

from the two extremities: there is a play upon this double meaning in the verses immediately following.

(<• AI-BathA, the gravelly, is the name of the valley in which Mckka is built; the Harem is the sacred

territory of Mckka ; the Kaaba is the temple of that city, towards which all the Muslims turn when saying their

prayers; a Kaaba of generotily means a noble and liberal palrou, on whom all eyes are Gied with hope.

(Si Among the Arab women it is still customary to tattoo the hands and arms.

(6 In this verse, the poet plays upon the double meaning of the word Aflak, which signifies the constel-

lations of the sodiae and ships

;

by the full moons, he designates his fair companions, the |winners in bis

pleasures.

ABU ISHAK ZAUIR AD-DIN.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Nasr lbn Askar, surnamed Zahir ad-din [support of

religion), doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, kadi of Sallamiya, and native of Mosul, is

thus sjroken of by Ibn ad-Dobaithi in his History (1 ) ;
“ Abu Ishak, native ofMosul,

“ studied jurisprudence in that city under the kadi Abu Abd Allah al-Hosain lbn

* 1 Nasr lbn Khamis, native of the same place, from whom he learned the traditions

:

“ having then travelled to Baghdad, he took lessons from a number of masters,

“ and returned to his native place. He became kadi of Sallamiya, a town in ihe

“ dependency of Mosul, and he taught, when in Irbil ( Arbela), a portion of the

“ works of Abu ’1-Barakat Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Muhammad al-Anliari, the gram-
“ inarian, under whom he had studied at Baghdad, along with many natives of

“ that city.” This talented jurisconsult was originally from Sindiya, in Irak ;

he studied law at the Nizami va college in Baghdad
;
he learned and taught the

traditions, and filled, fora longtime, the place of kadi in Sallamiya. His reigning

passion was poetry, and his verses, the following for instance, are very pleasing

:

Oh, my friends! call me not a man of perfidy; no perfidy is in my character. I 0

swear—by the days of my life which have passed away, and by those joys which have

departed—that I have been always constant in my promised friendship, and that the

ties of my attachment have never yet been broken.

By the same

:

The bounty of a generous man, promised but long delayed, is never pure from alloy.

Vain and useless are the lightnings from the cloud, if it withholds its promised showers.

He who defers fulfilling his promise merits blame, though his hands should lavish

riches after the long delay . Oh, tree of bounty I the man must not be blamed who
shakes thy branches when he needs thy fruit.
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In a village called al-Bawazij, near Sallamiya, was a convent inhabited by a

fraternity of dervishes, under a sheikh named Mekki, upon whom the following

verses were made by Abu Ishak :

Go bear to Mekki this word of good counsel; for good counsel merits attention: when
was it taught, as a point of religion, that the

{
pursuit of) riches is a precept inculcated

by Muhammad, and therefore to be followed?
(
When was it taught) that a man should

eat with the voracity of a camel, and leap about in the conventicle till he fall Were
he hungry, were his stomach empty, he would neither whirl round for joy nor listen to

musicians. They say: We are intoxicated with the love of the Divinity! But that

which intoxicates the fraternity is draughts [of the wine cup). The ass in a rich pasture

acts as they; when its thirst and hunger are satisfied, it skips about.

Abu T-Barakat Ibn al-Mastawfi mentions his name with eulogium in the

History of Arbela, and cites numerous extracts from his works, and from the

letters he received from him : the katib Imad ad-din also speaks of him in the

Kharida (2), as a young man of talent. The following veraes are his

:

I said to her : Unite me to thee in the bonds of love! but she turned away her head

as if I had asked her to commit a crime. If she reject my love through fear of sinning

(she should reflect) that it is a grievous sin to cause (by a cruel refusal
)
the death of a

Moslim

This writer died at Sallamiya, on Thursday, the 3rd of the second Rabi,

A. H. 610 (A. D. 1213) : he had a son whom I met at Aleppo, and who recited to

me a great deal of his own and of his father's poetry : he wrote verses well, and

hit upon fine ideas. Sallamiya was a village on the east bank of the Tigris, a

day’s journey lower down than Mosul, which stands on the west bank : the town

of Sallamiya, in which Zahir ad-din was kadi, is now in ruins, and a new village

of the same name has been founded in the neighbourhood.

(t) This work of a»-IbnDobaithils a continuation of the History of Baghdad by Abb Saad ad-Samlni, which is

itself a Supplement to the celebrated work composed by Abb Bakr Ahmad, surnantcd al-Khattb al-Bnghdlkdi

:

the lives of these writers will be found in this work.

(2i gee MS. of tbo Bibliotheque du Hoi, No. HU, fol. 1M, verso.

IBRAHIM IBN AL-MAHDI.

Abd Ishak Ibrahim Ibn al-Mahdi Ibn Abi Jaafar al-Mansur Ibn Muhammad Ibn

*0 Ali Ibn Abd-Allah Ibn al- Abbas Ibn Alxl al-Muttalib al-Hashimi(cfcw<vifferffrom
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Hashim
,
grandfather to Muhammad), brother to Ilarun ar-Raslud. This prince

had great talent as a singer, and an able hand on musical instruments ; he was

also an agreeable companion at parties of pleasure. Being of a dark complexion

which he inherited from his mother Shikla or Shakla (who was a negress), and

of a large frame ofbody, he received the namcof at-Tinnin (the dragon). He was a

man of great merit and a perfect scholar, possessed of an open heart and a

generous hand
;
his like had never before been seen among the sons of khalifs,

none of whom spoke with more propriety and elegance, or composed verses with

greater ability. He was proclaimed khalif at Baghdad some time after A. II. 200,

during the absence of al-Mamun ( the reigning khalif) in Khorasan
;
( the his-

tory of that event is well known
) (1); and he continued for two years khalif in

that city: at-Tabari says, in his Annals, that the reign of Ibrahim lasted one year,

eleven months, and twelve days. The cause which induced the jteople to

renounce allegiance to al-Mamun and proclaim Ibrahim khalif, was the conduct

of the former, who during his stay in Khorasan, appointed for his successor Ali Ibn

Musa ar-Rida, whose life shall be given in the letter Ain. This choice being highly

displeasing to {the members of the reigning family) the Ahbasides (2), who

were in Baghdad, they proclaimed Ibrahim, uncle to al-Mamun, khalif, under

the title of al-Mubarak (the Blessed); this took place on Tuesday, 25th Zu ’1-

Hijja, A. H. 201 (June, A. D. 817). The Ahbasides of Baghdad began first by

making a secret promise of allegiance to Ibrahim, and the inhabitants of the city

look a similar engagement the 1st Muharram, 202 (July 20th, A. D. 817), pro-

nouncing at tire same time the deposition of al-Mam6n
; then, on Friday,

5th Muharram, they published their resolution, and Ihrahim mounted the pul-

pit (3). Al-Mamun, on appointing Ali Ibn Musa for his successor, had ordered

the public to cease wearing black, which was the distinctive colour of the Abba-

sides, and to put on green (which colour was appropriated to thefamily ofAli

and their partisans) : this gave also great dissatisfaction to the Ahbasides, and

was one of the motives which provoked their enmity towards al-Mamun : the

wearing of black was re-established on Thursday, 29th Zu ’1-Kaada, 207 (May,

A. D. 823); the reason which rendered this change necessary is given by al-Tabari

in his Annals (4). On al-Mamun’s setting out for Baghdad from Khorasan, Ibra-

him became apprehensive for his personal safety, and concealed himself; this was

on Wednesday, 16th Zu 'l-llijja, 203 (June, A. D. 819); before which took place

3
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many events long to relate, and which I have no space to record in this abridg-

ment (5). AI-MamAn made his entry into Baghdad on Sunday, 15th Safar, 204

(August, 819). At the time when Ibrahim concealed himself, the poet Dibit al-

Khozai made the following verses on him :

The son of Shakla and his gang raised tumults in Irak; then every fool and villain

flew to join him ! Were Ibrahim fit to reign, the empire had devolved by right to

Muhdrik, to Zulzul, and to Mftrik! Must it be?— but no! Tis impossible! Must the

patrimony of the khalifs pass from one reprobate to another ?

Muharik, Zulzul, and Marik, the persons mentioned in the foregoing verses,

were public singers of that time. The history of Ibrahim s adventures is long {to

relate
) and well known (6) (so we shall merely cite the following incident of

his life, and give it in his own words
)

: “ Al-Mamun said to me, on my going

“ to see him after having obtained pardon: ‘ Is it thou who art the negro

“ khalif?’ to which I replied : 'Commander of the Faithful I 1 am he whom
“ thou hast deigned to pardon

;
and it has been said by the slave of the

11 “ Band ’1-IIashas (7):

* When men extol their worth, the slave of the family of Hashes can supply, by
* his verses, the defect of birth and fortune.

* Though I be a slave, my soul, through its noble nature, is free ; though my body be
* dark, my mind is fair.

“ To this al-Mamun replied : ‘ Uncle! a jest of mine has put you in a serious

“ mood.* He then spoke these verses:

4 Blackness of skin cannot degrade an ingenious mind, or lessen the worth of the

‘scholar and the wit. Let darkness claim the colour of your body; I claim as mine
4 your fair and candid soul.’

"

A modern poet, Ibn Kalakis, whose life we shall give, has versified the same

thought, with some additions of his own, and expressed it most happily; his

words are

:

There are females dark in skin, but in conduct clear and pure; whose presence would

induce the {white) camphor to envy the [black] musk : ’tis thus with the pupil of the eye;

men think it black, though merely
(
concentrated

)
light.

The khalif al-Motasim, successor of al-Mamun, was one day seated on his

throne, having on his right al-Abbas, son to al-Mamun, and on his left Ibrahim

Ibn al-Mahdi, when the latter began playing with a ring he held in his hand ;

“ What ring is that?” said al-Abbas; “ It is a ring,” replied Ibrahim, “which
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“ I pledged during the reign of your father (8), but which I redeemed only in the

“ reign of the Commander of the Faithful ( here present)." ** By Allah!”

answered al-Abbas, “ since you are ungrateful to my father, who spared your

“ life notwithstanding the enormity of your crime, you will not be thankful to

“ the Commander of the Faithful for having redeemed your ring.” The other

was silenced by this retort. Ibrahim’s adventures form a very long narrative

which is related by historians, I, however, have abridged his history, and

indicated the leading points only; but at-Tabari and others havegiven it in full.

When al-Matnun got Ibrahim in his power, he consulted the vizir Ahmad Ibn

Abi Khalid al-Ahwal (9) as to what should lie done with the prisoner, and

received this answer: “ Commander of the Faithful! if you punish him with

“ death, you will have your like ( among sovereigns)

,

but if you forgive him,

“ you will be peerless.” Ibrahim was born about the first of Zu ’1-Kaada,

A. H. 162 (July, A. D. 779); and died at Sarr-man-raa, on Friday, 7th Ra-

madan, 224 (July, A. D. 839) ;
funeral prayers were read over him by his

nephew al-Motasim. Al-Jauhari (the lexicographer) mentions in his Sahah, under

the word raa, six different manners of writing Serr-men-raa, viz : Sorr-man-

raa, Sarr-man-raa, Sorr-min-rai, Sarr-min-rai, Saa-man-raa, and Samarra;

which last, with the final syllable lengthened, has been employed by al-Bohtori,

in this verse : “ And you placed it as a leading mark at Samarrai.” I know not,

however, if this pronunciation be in use, or if the poet only adopted it from

necessity (on account of the measure of the verse, which here requires a long

final syllable). This city, which is situated in Irak, was built by al-Motasim in

the year 220 (A. D. 835); in it is the cavern from which the Imamites expect

the coming forth of the twelfth Imam ( 1 0), whose life shall be given in the letter M.

(!) See Abulfeda Annalet, I. II. p. 117.

(21 U must be recollected that the number of persons descended from at-Abb&s amounted, in A. H. 200,

to 33,000, according to a census made by al-Mlmhn. (Ibn al-Atblr. Abft 'I-Fad4.

)

(3) During more than three centuries it was customary for the khalifs to pronounce, in person, the Kbotba,

or declaration of faith, from the pulpit every Friday; Ibrahim, in mounting the pulpit, had thus openly

assumed the functions of Ithalif. The details of this revolt are to be found in the Annals of A bit '1-FadA

;

see also. In the BibUothique Orientalt, the article Mamoc.v.

(4) The entire original tctlofat-Tabari is not to be found in the Bibliothtque du /tor . hut Ibn al-Alhtr, who

has often copied him verbatim in his Annals, furnishes us with the following passage: " In the year 207 took

“ place the revolt of Abd ar-Rahtnin Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abd-Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Ali Ibn Abi

•• T.'illb, in the country of the tribe of Akk. situated in the province of Yemen. He called on the people to
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“ adopt the Rida (the accepted of God) of the family of Muhammad." (Indeed every Abbaside who revolted

against the Omaivades, and every member of the family of Ali who revolted against the Abbaside*, repre-

sented himself as a lieutenant of that mysterious person the Rida, w ho was of course unknown to the unini-

tiated, and in some cases was the very individual who headed the insurrection). •• The cause of lists revolt

“ was the unjust conduct of the government agents in Yemen, which obliged the people to proclaim Abd
“ ar-Rahmin. When news of this came to AI-MAmdn, he sent against him DinAr Ibn Abd— Allah, with a

“ numerous army, and gave him also letters of pardon for the rebel. Dinir, after visiting the great fair of

" Mekka, and performing the pilgrimage, marched towards Yemen, and sent the pardon to Abd nr-Rahmin,

•• who accepted it, and submitted to the authority of al-.MAmftn, by placing his hand in that of IVinAr,

“ who brought him to al-Mamhn. On account of this (revolt) at-MtmOn forbid the members of the

“ family of All to enter into his presence, and ordered them to wear black: this took place the 28th Zfl'l-

* Kaada.” (Ibn al-Athir’s Kdmil, Arabic MS. of the Bib. du Roi, under the year 207.)

(S) Those events are related by Abo I'-FadA in his Annals.

\6) During the lime of Ibrahim's concealment, he had a number of hair-breadth escapes, and the history of

his disguises and adventures is very amusing; but it has not, as yet, been translated into any European lan-

guage : M Humbert, of Geneva, has given however the Arabic test of it in his Analecta Arabica

:

and

M. Caussin de Perceval Intends publishing a French translation of the Kitdb al-Aghdni, in which will lie

found many curious stories respecting Ibrahim.

(7) According to the author of the Masdlik al-Abtdr, (Arabic MS. of the Bib.du Roi, ancien fonds.

n* 1371, fol. 78;} this poet’s name was Sohaim . and the Band '1-HasbAs were a branch of the tribe

of Asad. I suspect him to have lived before the introduction of Islamism ; Tabriz) cites a verse of his in the

commentary on the Damdta. p. 492.

(8} AI-MAmOn was reputed avaricious, and to this Ibrahim alluded; for a khalif should not have suffered

any of his family to remain in want.

(9) The vizir Ahmad Ibn Abl Khilid al-Ahwal was a freedman, and had been employed as Kdtlb, or scribe

in the government offices before his nomination to the place of vizir. He was a man of great intelligence,

prudence, and foresight, and possessed, besides, the talent of expressing his ideas in an elegant and correct

style He died A. It. 210 (A. D. 823), according to Fakhr ad-dlu. (MS. of the Bib. duRoi. No. 893, fol. 218.)

D'Herbelot, in the Bibliolheque Orientate, article Aumed, relates an anecdote tending to prove the ignorance

of this vizir : In this be has committed a double mistake; the Arabic expression made use of by the khalif

Motasim is incorrectly translated t compare the note given by Reiske in the second volume of AbO T-FadA's

Annals, page 684, with M. de Sacy's observation in the Anthnlogie grammaticale. p. 138); the second error

of d’Hcrbclot consists in applying this anecdote to Ahmad Ibn Abi KhAlid, and not to Ahmad Ibn Ammar Ibn

ShAdi,
,
who was the ignorant vizir in question (compare Ibn Khallikln's Life of Muham-

mad Ibn az-ZaiyAt with Fakhr ad-dtn, fol. 218.)

(10) See Bib. Orient., Imam.

IBRAHIM AN-NADIM AL-MAUSIL1.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Mahan (or Maimun) Ibn Rahman Ibn Nusk

adopted member of the tribe of Tamim, and descended from a family of Arrajan

( a city in the province of Khuzestdn
) : he is generally known by the

title of an-Nadim al-Mausih ( the socittl companion or singer from Mosul
,

)
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though not horn in that city
;
but having gone to live there for some time, he

was called a Mosulite; (such is the observation made by Abu ’l-Faraj of Ispahan,

in his Kilab al~Aghdni) : he came of a noble Persian house, but his father had

emigrated and settled at Kufa. The first khalif in whose presence he sung was lit

al-Mahdi, son of al-Mansdr
;
he was unequalled as a singer, and he discovered

several new musical modes
;
when Ibrahim sung, with his wife’s brother, Man-

sur, called also Zulzul, to accompany him on the lute, the audience were trans-

ported with pleasure. His adventures and concerts are equally famous: it is

related that the khalif Harun ar-Raschid w'as passionately fond of a fair slave

named Marida, but they quarrelled, and their mutual displeasure continued for

some time. This induced Jaafar the Barmakide
(
Flarun’s vizir) to order ( the

poet ) al-Abbas 11m al-Ahnaf to compose something applicable to the circum-

stance, and the following verses were written by him in consequence :

Return to the friends you have abandoned ; the bondsman of love but seldom shuns

[his mistress): if your mutual estrangement long endure, indifference will glide (into

your hearts
)
and (lost affection

)

will hardly be retrieved.

In pursuance to Jaafar’s orders, Ibrahim sung these verses to ar-Raschid, who

immediately hastened to Marida, and got reconciled to her. She then asked him

what brought about this event; and being informed of what had passed, ordered

to Ibrahim and al-Abbas a present of 10,000 dirhems each, and ar-Raschid, on

her request, recompensed them with a reward of 40,000 dirhems (1) . Ibrahim

had l>een put into the Malbak or chief prison of Baghdad by ar -|Raschid
,
and

Salm al-Khasir (2) (t/iepoet ) related to Abu ’l-Atahiya what had happened; on

which the latter pronounced these verses :

Oh, Salmi Salmi without thee no joy remains : al-Mausili is in prison, and our life

has become bitter 1 Pleasures are no longer sweet, since their author—noblest of men 1

is hidden by the prison
(
from our sight)

.

Al-Mausili has been abandoned by all God’s

creatures ; but their life (note) feels harsh and irksome. Disport and joy arc in prison,

and nought remains on earth to disport and give joy.

Ibrahim was born at Kufa, A. II. 125 (A. D. 742), and he died in Baghdad

of a disorder in the intestines, A. H. 188 (A. D. 804); others say 213(A. D. 828),

but the first is the right date : we shall speak again of this event in the Life of

al-Abbas Ibn al-Ahnaf (which see) . It is said that Ibrahim al Mausili, Abu ’I-

Atahiya the poet, and Abu Amr as-Shaibani the grammarian, died at Baghdad, in

the year 213, and on the same day; it is also related that Ibrahim was yet a child
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when his father died,and that the tribe orramitn took charge ofhim,and broughthiiii

up; for which reason he was styled Tamimi. We shall make mention of his son Is-

hak. According to al-Jauhari (3) and al-IIazitni, the word Arrajdn is written with

a doubler: w'e shall speak again of this place in the Life of Ahmad al-Arrajani.

(1) The silver dirhems of ar-Buhtd’s coinage are nearly of the same weight as the Freneh franr. but they

are much broader and thinner.

(2) A hfi Amr Salm Ibn Amr ai-Khisir (the Inter; native ofBasra a poet notorious for hi* profligate life, lived

at Baghdad, and was cotemporarv wilh the k liatifs al-Mahdi, al-IUdi. and ar-Raschld ; he made verses in praise

of the khalifs and the Barmakides. The surname of the later, was given to biro, because he sold a copy of

the Koran to buy a book of poetry with the money, or else because he had squandered the riches he

inherited from his father; such are the explanations given in the Kamils; but the anonymous author of the

remodeled edition of Ibn KhallikJn s work (MS. of the Bibliothcque du Roi, No. 731) says that Sdfim, for

so he calls him erroneously, bought a lute with the money he got for his Koran ; the same writer gives the

year 186 as that of his death; but it must be remarked, that this author is very often mistaken, and shows

great ignorance in many of the alterations made by him in Ibn Khallikdn's work. The author of the Kitdb

al-Aglidni, mentions Salm in the Life of Abd T-Alahiva, but furnishes no information respecting him. Ibn

al-Abhftr, in his al-fluliat at-Siyari (Arabic MS belonging to the Astatic society of Paris' , stales that the

book of poetry bought by Salm was the diwAn of Amro’l-kais fol. 1 U, redo). The analysis of this work is

given by Casiri in his Bibliotheca Arabica under the number 1619.

(3) Ibn Khallik&n has omitted the Life of al-Jauhari In his work, hut some information may be obtained

on this subject from Hamaker’s Specimen Catalog! Cod. MSS., I.ugd. Bat., p. 18. This leiicographer died at

Naisipdr, A. H. 392 ( A. D. 1002). (Yafi s Kitdb al-Jandn, MS. No. 137.

)

IBRAHIM AS-SULI.

Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sul-Takin as-Suli was a

poet of reputation and talent; his works have been collected and form a small

volume of exquisite pieces; the following is a specimen of his tender style

:

Visits draw close the hearts which coolness had parted ; but my visit to {the capricious)

Laila has changed her affection to dislike! The maids that dwell in the {distant) valley

of al-Liwa are nearer to me than Laila, though her dwelling be here at hand (1)

.

The style of his prose writings is admirable
; as, for instance, in the following

threatening letter written by him in the name of the khalif to some rebels

:

13 “ Know that the Commander of the Faithful hath patience; to which, if useless,

“ threats succeed
; if they avail not, his resolutions shall. Adieu.” This

address is not only concise but also highly figurative
;
in fact, it has given rise to

the following verse

:

To useless delay threats succeed; if they avail not, resolution shall.
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This author used to say : “In composing my letters I relied merely on
“ those ideas which my mind might inspire, and on those sentiments which

“ might spring from my heart; I except, however, these two passages: * That
* * which guarded them exposed them ( to dauger ) ;

and their asylum became

“ their prison!’ and in another letter of mine: 1 They hurled himfrom hisfor-

“ tress to a prison, and they caused him to exchange hopefor death (2)!
’

In

“ the latter sentence, I imitated the following verse by Moslim Ibn al-Walid al-

“ Ansari, surnamed Saria ’UGhawdni ( the vanquished by thefair ) (3):

*
(
He appeared) standing on (mount) Mahaj, on the (fatal) day of ZA-Rohaj (4) : he

seemed the speedy death of all my hopes.’

“ In the former sentence, I imitated an expression used by Ahii Tanunam in

“ lltese verses

:

‘ If he enter the desert, he shall meet with sword and lance instead of hospitality ; and
4 he shall quench his thirst at the cistern of Death ! If he raise a wall around him, it

4 shall not be his fortress, but his prison 1 If not, let him know that you are angry
* with him, and fear alone shall doubtless cause his death.’

Ibrahim as-Suli was sister's son to al-Abbas Ibn al-Ahnaf, the famous poet; he

was called as-Suli, after his grandfather, Sul-Tekin, a prince of Jorjan, who made

profession of Islamism to Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab Ibn A hi (theMoslimconque-

ror ojKhorasdn ) . The haOz Abu '1-Kasim Ilamza IbnYusufas-Sahmi(5) says, in his

History ofJorjan: “As-Suli came of a family native of Jorjan; (Sul, or as it is some-

“ times pronounced, Jdl, is the name of a demesne situated in Jorjan); he was pa-

“ ternal uncle to the father of Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Abd Allah

“ Ibn al-Abbas as-Suli, author of the Book of Vizirs and other works
; so their

“ genealogies meet in one common progenitor, al-Ablws (as-Suli’sfather )
.

”

Abu Abd-Allah Muhammad Ibn Dawud Ibn al-Jarrah (6) mentions him in his

Kitah al-Warakat in these terms: “ Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad
“ Ibn Sul, surnamed Abu Ishak, native of Baghdad, drew his origin from Kho-

“ rasan ; he was a l>etler poet than the other Kdlibs (7) who were colemporary

“ with him, and his style was more graceful than theirs
;
his poems are short, con-

“ ta ining from three to ten verses only ;
but his descriptions of the vicissitudes of

“ fortune have not been outdone. He belonged to a highly respectable Turkish

“ family
;

the two brothers, Sul and Firuz were Turkish princes of Jorjan, who
“ had adopted the Magian religion, and become quite like Persians. When
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“ Yazid Ibn al-Muhallib came to Jorjan, they obtained from him their amnesty,

“ and Sill having made to him profession of Islamism, remained constantly with

“ him till they both fell in the battle of al-Akr (8). Abu Omara Muhammad
“ Ibn Sul was one of the principal ( Abbaside ) missionaries (9)

;

he was killed,

“ along with Muk&til Ibn Hakim al-Akki (10) and some others, by Abd Allah

“ Ibn Ali al-Abbasi, uncle to the Khalifs Saflah and al-Mansur, when he revolted

“ against his nephew (11). Ibrahim and his brother Abd-Allah became adhe-

“ rents to (the vizir) al Fadl Ibn Sabi, surnamed Z0 ’1-Riasatain (12) ;
Ibrahim

“ was then employed in the provinces, as agent for the Sultan, and filled succes-

“ sively different places in the government-offices, till he diedj he was then

“ director of the demesne and gratuity office (13) at Sarr-man-raa : his death

“ took place in the middle of Shaban, A. II. 243 (December, A. D. 857). The

“ poet Dibil al-Khozat said of him :
* If Ibrahim had sought to make out his

“ livelihood by his poetical talents, he would have (gained all and) left us

“ nothing.’ ” I read the collection of his poems and made the following ex-

tracts from it
;
but I suspect the first not to be his, as 1 found it also in the

poetical works of Moslim Ibn al-YValid al-Ansari

:

Let not the longing of your soul for family and home prevent your enjoying an

easy life in comfort: in every country where you choose to dwell, you will find a

family and
(
friendly

)

neighbours, in place of those you left behind.

The following verses are by as-Suli
;
and it is said that if they be frequently

repeated by a person under sudden misfortune, God will deliver him from it

:

A man meets with a disaster he cannot avert, and from which God alone can deliver

him. But often, when the evil is complete, with rings (and iron meshes) strongly

riven (14), it passes away whilo he thinks that nothing can dispel it.

By the same

:

The fittest sharer in your joy is he who has been partner (15) in your sorrow : when
generous

(
travellers

)
repose in the plain, they think of those who kept them company in

the rugged stations [left behind).

The next verses are said to have been written by him to Muhammad Ibn Abd

al-Malik az-Zaiyat, vizir to al-Motasim :

When Fortune treated me as a brother, you were also my brother ; but when she

rejected me, you became my rancorous foe. I once blamed Fortune for her rigour

towards you, but now I blame her
( for the treatment I experienced

)

from you. I counted

you (a* a protector) against misfortunes, and behold me now imploring your mercy!
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By the same

:

Thou wast dear to me as the apple of my eye ; for thee [alone) my eyes shed their

tears. Die now who may, since thou art gone ! Thou wast my only care.

AbuTammam cites in his Hamasa (16), in the chapter of amatory poetry, the

following verses by as-Suli

:

I am told that Laila has sent an intercessor to implore my favour; why is not Laila

herself that intercessor? Docs there then exist one whom I honour more than Laila?

(find such and challenge glory!) (17) or am I then a man that will not obey her?

This poet has written a great number of charming pieces, [which 1 cannot

cite here, oj) brevity suits best such an abridgement as this. We shall mention

his nephew Muhammad Ibn Yahya as-Suli among the Muhammads. Ibrahim as-Suli

died the 15th Shaban, A. II. 243 (December, A. D. 857) at Sarr-man-raa.

(1) The Arabic word which signifies to draic near,means also to be reconciled; and, by a similar analogy,

(he word which denotes separation or distance can be taken in the tense of alienation or mutual coolness:

such quibbles and conceits were highly in favour at the time when Ibn KhalllkAn wrote, though ancient

authors were very sparing of them. The valley of J.iwa, or the retired spot on the edge of the desert, is

frequently mentioned by the anle-lslamic poets; there it It that the mistress of the poet Is supposed to

reside. The Moslim poets make continual allusions to the works of their predecessors, the nomadic Arabs;

those works were for them what the Greek and Latin classics are for us.

(2) Here, in the Arabic text, some words of nearly a similar sound, but of different significations, are joined

together artfully enough; but the beauty, if any, of these expressions is quite lost in the translation.

(3) Muslim Ibn al-Waltd at-AnsAri was one of the galaxy of poets who shone at the court of the Ahbasidc

khalifs. In his verses he celebrated the praises of al-MAmbn, ar-Raschtd, the Barmakides, and other great

men; he was appointed Rtdressor of Grievances (see de Sacy's Chrestomathie, t I, p. 132) in JorjAn , through

the protection of the vizir al-Fadl Ibn Sahl Zb T-RIAsataln. He was surnamed the vanquished by the fair

on account of bis having composed the following verse

:

It'hal then is life, if tee spend not our evenings with (those we) love, and if tee fall not, towards

morning, vanquished by the wine-cup and by fair large eyes ?

(See Frey tag's Uamdsa, p. 428.

)

The author of the Mitdb al-Aghdni gives little information respeclihg this poet; be merely says that Ibn

Konbar (* poet of the liineof al-MAmfln. and Moslim Ibn al-Walld

composed virulent satires against each other, and that they sometimes came to blows. (Aghdni. t. Ill, p.232.

)

(4

)

Such, 1 believe, is the sense of the Arabic words, but 1 must acknowledge that I have still some doubts

(S' As-Sahmi died A H. 427, (A. D. 1036; : [Tab. ut-Ho/fdz) Besides the History of bis native place,

JorjAn, he composed some other works, such as the Arbain al-Boldaniya, which is mentioned by Hajji Khalifa

in his Bibliographical Lexicon; Fidget's edition, vol. I, page 233.

(6) Muhammad Ibn DawOd Ibn al-JarrAh, one of the most learned men of his time, had been brought up

under the tuition of the ablest masters in eloquence, poetry, and the sciences, He followed the profession of

copyist, and transcribed a great number of works, the copies of which he always read over after, in order to

correct whatever faults he might have made. When Abd-Allah, son to the khalif al-Motazs, usurped the

sovereign authority, A. H. 21*6 (A D. 908 ) , Ibn al-Jarriib became his vizir, and Glled that place till the fall

4
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or bis master, who reigned only one day; he then sought concealment in the house of the eunuch Munis, whom

he thought his friend, but MOnis caused him to be murdered, in order to gain the favour of the vizir Ibn al-

Furlt, who had advised him to commit this treacherous action. ( Kitdb al-Fihrest, No 874, fol. 174, verto.)

See also the life of Ibn al-Furit in this w ork.

(7) The Kdlibs, or teriters, were the persons employed in the public offices
; the directors, clerks, and

secretaries in government service were all railed Kdlibs.
(

(8) Some particulars about the battle of al-Akr will be found in the Life of Yazld Ibn al-Muhallab.

(91 During the first four centuries of Ulamism, every family which pretended to the throne employed agents

or missionaries to second their views; those men were sent to different provinces of the empire, where they

established secret dubs, or lodges, the members of which had to pass through different degrees of initiation;

each club was under a president, who received his orders from the provincial missionary, who was himself

under the orders of the grand-master, Dai' 'd-Dodt. The family of Ali, the Abbasides, the Edrisites, and

the Fatimites always kept up their missionary establishments, even when in the height of their power. (See

Ibn al-Athlr and Ibn Khatdiin, passim.) M. de Sacy has given a most interesting account of the Karmat

missions, which were established for the purpose of overturning the Abbasides, and destroying all religions

whatsoever. (See Expost de la lltligion des Druses, t. I, Introduction.

)

(10) MukStil, one of the most active abbaside missionaries, was then governor of Barren, which city was

taken by Abd Allah after a siege of forty days. His son Muhammad Ibn MukAtil was foster-brother to the

khalif ar-Rasbld, who appointed him governor of lfrikiya in A. H. 181. (Oi/dn al-Akhbar, MS. No. 7.16, fol.

137.—Ibn al-AbbAr's al-llutlat as-Siyard, f. 13, MS. belonging to the Astatic Society of Paris.)

(11) See Abulfedte Annates, l. II, p. 9.

(12) 7.(t 'l-Ri&satain, the possessor of the two authorities, namely, the civil and the military, .. > f f
v-"* C_

" *

JJlMj 1
surname of honour given to the vizir al-Fadl Ibn Sahl. (See his Life in this work.) This

title became afterwards very common, particularly in Spain.

(13) The government was then in possession of a great number of demesnes, mostly in the conquered pro-

vinces, and which were usually farmed out (their Arabic namcis Dina, farms). Fromthc passage of Ibn al-Jarrih

cited by ibn KhallikAn, I am induced to believe that the income of these lands was divided, as a gratuitous

donation, among the persons employed by government. We find very often the Jund, or paid troops, receiv-

ing gratuities or free gifts frum the khalifs and the governors of provinces ; it is probable that those farm-

rents were employed for the purpose.

(14) This metaphor is taken from the large and wide coats of mail, which were so highly prized and so loudly

celebrated by the anle-Islamic poets : as a coal of mail rovers the body of the warrior, so misfortunes surround

the wretched on every side.

(15) The verb is employed here for ^_1! which takes its signification from the word jj_| sharer.

See al-Tabrlzi's Commentary on the Hamdsa. page 696.)

(16) Sec Freytag's flamdsa, p. WO, with the Commentary of al-T.ibrizi.

(17) This reminds us of Virgil's *• Die quibus in terris, ct eris milii magnus Apollo.”

NIFTAWAIH.

Abu Abd Allah Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Orfa Ibn Solaiman Ibn al-Mo-

ghaira Ibn Ilabib Ibn al-Muhallab Ibn AbiSufra al-Azdi, silt named Niflawaih, the

grammarian, native of Wash, was a man of learning and talent, and author of
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some esteemed works on general literature. He was born at Wash, A. II. 244

(A. D. 858), though some say A. II. 250; he dwelt at Baghdad, where he died on

Wednesday, 6th Safar, about an hour after sunrise, A. II. 323 (A. D. 935);

others say, however, that lie and lbn Mujahid al-Mukri (1) died at Baghdad in

the year 324 : he was buried the next day at the gate of Kiifa. Ibn Khalawaih

remarks that Niftawaih was the only man among the learned who was named

Ibrahim and surnamed Abu Abd Allah. The following specimen of his poetry

is quoted by Abu Ali al—Kali in his Kitdb al-Amdli.

My heart (fixed) on thee, is more lender than thy checks (2); my strength is less

than the power of thine eyes (3) ! Why wilt thou not pity him whose soul is unjustly

tortured, and whom love inclineth towards thee with affection?

The following epigram was made on him by Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

Zaid Ibn Ali lbn al-llosain, native of Wasit, a celebrated metaphysician, and

author of the Jmdma and a treatise on the unattainable excellence of the style in

which the Koran is written, etc.

:

He that likes not the sight of a reprobate should avoid meeting Niftawaih! May
God burn him with one half of his name (3), and cause him to be denounced with

the other.

( The author of this charade
)
Abd Abd Allah Muhammad died A. H. 307

(A. D. 919) or 306. Abd al-AzIz Ibn al-Fadl relates this anecdote: u Ibn So-

“ raij, Ibn Dawud az-Zahiri, and Niftawaih went forth to a feast, whither they

“ were invited :. now the way lead them to a narrow passage, and each of them

“ wished his companions to pass liefore himself; so lbn Soraij said : * A strait

“ road begetteth evil manners.’ (‘ Yea !') said lbn Dawud, ‘but it teacheth

“ the true worth of men;’ to this Niftawaih rejoined: ‘When friendship is

“ solid
,
ceremony is done away.’ ” Niftawaih is sometimes pronounced, but

not so correctly, Naftawaih

;

Abu Mansur at-Thaalibi says, towards the liegin-

ning of his work, the Latdif al-MadriJ

\

that he received this name for his ugli-

ness and dark complexion, he being likened to the substance called nift
(
naph-

tha or bitumen): this name was given him in imitation of that of Sibawaih (the

famous grammarian), whose son he was called, on account of his grammatical

knowledge, and of his following the system, and teaching the work of that writer.

We shall treat of Niftawaih and the other names of this form in our life of

Sibawaih, whose name is Amr : consult that article.

it) Abtt Bckr Ahmad Ibn MOaa Ibn al-Abb&« Ibn Mujfthid al-Mukri < teacher of (he right reading of the
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Koran', and first man in Irak in that capacity, was born in Baghdad A. H. 215 (A I). 859). He read ihc

whole Koran over twenty times, under the tuition of Abd ar-Rahmin Ibn A lulus; his other matters

were Konbol and Abd-Allah Ibn Salima. The celebrated grammarian Thalab says: “ None in our time

“ know the Book of God (the Koran) better than Ibn Mujihid." Ibn al-Ahram relates that, on going to

Baghdad, he found Ibn Mojahid's course of leduret followed by nearly three hundred eminent men,
j

'
;

and Ali Ibn Omar al-Gbarzi slates that Ibn Mujihid had forty-four assistant teachers at his course aJ

IaJLA jjytu t'j Ito ( 1 tlLiila.. He used to say, whoever reads the Koran in the

manner taught by Abb Amr.and follows the doctrines of the sect of as-ShAfi, it in the right way of salvation.

Ibn MujAhid was also an elegant and accomplished scholar, and taught from memory the poems of Ibn al-

Molan; he died A. H. 321 f A. D. 936). (Tabakdt as-Shiifyin).— The persons whose names arc mentioned

in the preceding passage are spoken of by Ibn Khallikin ; so further observations arc postponed.

{S' The Arabic poets say of a fair lady, that the petal of a rose would hurl her check, and that a glance

from her lover's eye makes it bleed; that is bluth.

(3) To please Arabian taste, ladies' eyes should be languishing and tender; but languor and tenderness

are nearly synonymous with feebleneu, the Arabic equivalent of which is generally made use of in this case;

some poets go farther, and talk of their being vanquished by tiekly eyes.

(4) The first half of bis name is nift (naphtha or bitumen); the other half is traiA (woe)!

ABU ISHAK AZ-ZAJJAJ.

Abu lshak Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn as-Sarilbn Sabi az-Zajjaj, thegramma-

rian, was a man of solid information on philological and religious subjects
; he pub-

lished the following works : Treatise on the figurative expressions of the Koran
;

Book of Dictates (I ) ;
Extracts from his complete Treatise on Logic, with a com-

mentary by himself (2); different treatises on etymology, prosody, versification,

the Moslim sects, the nature of man, and of the horse
; an abridgement of gram-

mar ; a work on the relation between the first and fourth forms of Arabic verbs

;

Treatise on nouns which are cither of the first or second declension ; Explanation

of the Arabic verses cited as examples by Sihawaih in his grammar
;
Book of

16 Anecdotes; Treatise on the influence of the constellations upon the weather (3),

etc. Al-Mubarrad and Thalab gave him lessons in philology : he was originally

aglassgrinder,and was therefore named az-Zajjcij (the glassman),even after he had

quilled his trade to study philology. The vizir Obaid Allah Ibn Solaiman Ibn

Wabb (4) honoured him with his intimacy, and al-Kasim, son of Obaid

Allah, had him for master in belles-lettres
;
and when al-Kasim was appointed

vizir, az-Zajjaj gained considerable sums through his influence. The shaikh Abu

Ali ’1-Farisi, the grammarian, relates the following anecdote: “ I and my master,

“az-Zajjaj, went to visit the vizir al-Kasim; we had just entered when an
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“ eunuch came up, and whispered to him some secret information, on which the

“ vizir, who appeared highly pleased, rose and withdrew, but came hack almost

“ immediately, with marks of great dissatisfaction in his countenance. The

“ shaikh, who was on familiar terms with him, having asked what was the

“ matter, received from him this answer: ‘There came here occasionally a fair

“ slave belonging to one of our
(
public

)
singing women, who had refused to

“ sell her to me though I offered to purchase her : some person, however,

“ advised the mistress to make me a present of the slave , in hopes of ray giving

“ in return double the value. Just as you caine in, the eunuch informed me
“ of the circumstance, and I went out immediately to converse with her, hut

“ found her unwell : such was the cause of the dissatisfaction you remarked

“ in me. ’ On this, our shaikh look the inkstand placed before the vizir, and

“ wrote these lines :

(5) Eqties impetuosus, cum hastA suA promptus ad confossionem in tenebris, praedam

suam sanguine inficere voluit; sed cum prohibuit ilia, cum sanguine, a sanguine suo."

We shall speak again of these two verses in the life of Bunin, daughter to al-

Hasan Ibn Sahl ;
the story is there related in a dilTerent manner, as if this circum-

stance had hapjjened to her with al-Mamun : it is hard to say which relation is the

true one, but (hat concerning al-Mamun was perhaps the source whence az-Zaj-

jaj took the verses which he applied to the vizir’s case. Thisgrammarian died at

Baghdad, on Friday, 1 9th of the second Jumada, A. II. 31 0 (October, A. D. 922)

;

according to others, his death took place in A. H. 311 or 316; having then

passed his eightieth year. It was after him that Abu ’1-Kasim Abd ar-Rahman,

author of the Jomalji ’n-JHahwi, was called az-Zajjaji, having been one of his

pupils, as will be mentioned in his life;Abu Ali ’1-Farisi was another of his pupils.

(1) Dictates
;
consult M. de Sacy's Anthologie grammaticale, p. 137. and Flogel's Hajji Khalifa.

t. I, p. 427.
'

-.2: It must be observed that many professors taught from works written by themselves, and not published

till later, sometimes even not till after the death of the author. The extracts here mentioned were pro-

bably those portions of az-Zajjij’s treatise which he bad explained to his scholars. This seems to be the work

mentioned under the title of ^kl,l l in Hajji Khalifa's Bibliographical Dictionary.

l3) See Pocock's Specimen Uitl. Arabum, p. 168. Hajji Khalifa remarks that a considerable number of

works has been written on this subject.

(4) Obaid Allah, vizir to the khallf al-Motadid, and an able statesman, died A. H. 288 (A. D. 901). His

son al-Kasim was vizir to the khalif al-Motadid, and his successor al-Muktafi
; he died in the reign of the
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latter. He was equally conspicuous for his talents and Tor his skill as a politician. ( MS. No. 895. f. 236.'

(5) There are certain passages in this work which cannot. Tor obvious reasons, be giveu in English; this

for example.

AL-IFIJL1.

Abu ’1-Kasim Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ihn Zakariya Ibn Mufrij Ibn Yahya Ibn

Ziad Ibn A lxl Allah Ibn Khalid Ibn Saadlbn AbiWakkas al-Koraishi (>descended

from the tribe oJKoraish
)
az-Zahri (1), generally known by the name of al-Illili,

was a native of Cordova and a first-rate grammarian and philologer; he pos-

sessed also a perfect acquaintance with the explanations which have been given

of those
(
obscure

)

ideas which are met with in
(
ancient

)
poetry

;
he wrote a good

and well-known commentary on the poetical works of al-Mutanabbi, and he

taught from memory the Book of Dictates, by Abu Ali ’1-Kali, which work he

had learned from Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-llasan az-Zobaidi. As a teacher

of belles-lettres he held an eminent rank in Spain, where he also became vizir

to al-Muktafi Billah (2). lie knew by heart the poetry (of the ancient Arabs'),

and could relate their history and the traditional accounts of their combats ;
his

memory was also furnished with a considerable stock of poetry composed by his

own countrymen. lie was most particularly exact in his choice of words
;

his

tongue was veracious, his private conduct good, and his heart pure. Among a

number of works which he studied may be reckoned the Gharfb al-Musannaf

the al-Alfdz(3), etc. His birth took place in the month of Shawwal, 352 (A. D.

963), and his death happened towards the end of the eleventh hour, on Sunday,

13lh Zu ’1-Kaada, 441 (April, A. D. 1050): he was buried on Sunday, late in the

17 afternoon, in the court of a ruined mosque near the gate of Aamir at Cordova.

Al-IJlili signifies a native of al-Iflil, a village in Syria, from which his family

originally came.

(lJZoArt means belonging to Zahrd. or Medina! as-Zahrd, a palace and town founded by the Moorish

prince Abd ar-Rahman, in the year 32( (A. D. 936) at three leagues from Cordova. The Arabir historians

speak in the highest terms of the magnificence of this new city, of which not a single trace now remains.

(2' The MSS. of Ibn Khallik&n'g work agree in the orthography of the name al-Muktafi-Billah ; but Casiri.

in bis Bibliotheca Arabica. t. II. p. 207, Cond< and Ibn al-Abbir in his al-ttvllat at-Sigard write it
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al-Muitakfi Billah
; which liile was assumed by Muhammad Ibii Abd ar-Rahmin on his accession to the

ihroue or Cordova A. II. 415 (A. D. 1024).

(3) llnjji Khalifa says. In bis Bibliographical Dictionary, that the former of these works is by Abd Amr

as-Shaib4ui, and that al-Asmal, lbn al-Arabi, and Thalab, have each written a work called al-Alfdz ( voca-

bulary; .

ABU ISHAK AS-SABI

.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim lbn Ililal lbn Ibrahim ibn Zalirun lbn Uabbtin al-Har-

rani (1) as-Sabi (2), author of ihe celebrated epistles (3) and of some charming

poetry, was clerk of the Baghdad chancery oflice (4), in which he acted as secre-

lary to the khalif (5) and to Izz ad-Dawlat Bakluyar, of the family of Buwaih, the

Dailamite. In the year 349 (A. D. 900) he was appointed president of the board

of correspondence (6), and incurred the hatred of Adad ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, in

consequence of having addressed to that prince some letters hurtful to his feel-

ings. When I ?.7, ad-Dawlat was slain (7), Adad ad-Dawlat took possession of Bagh-

dad, and put Ahii Ishak in prison
;
this happened in the year 367 (April, A. D.

978). His intention was to have had Abu Isliak trodden to death by elephants,

but (a respite was granted him) through the intercession of his friends, and he

finally recovered his liberty in 371 (A.D.981); Adad ad-Dawlat having previously

required of him to write a history of the Dailamite dynasty. In consequence of

this order, Abu Ishak composed his work entitled al-Tdji ( the Imperial), but

( could not regain the favour of Adad ad-Dawlat), who had learned that a

friend of Abu Ishak 's, on going to see him, found him busily engaged in com-

posing notes and making rough and fair copies (ofsome work j and that this

Jriend) having asked him what he was doing, received this answer : “ I am
“ writing falsehoods and putting lies together." This story stirred up the then

appeased anger of Adad ad-Dawlat, and excited his hatred afresh ; so that,

during his life-time, Abu Ishak continued in disgrace. Abu Ishak as-Sabi was

very strict in the observance of his religion, and had refused to turn Moslim,

notwithstanding the pressing solicitations of Izz ad-Dawlat ; he kept the fast of

Ramadan the same as the Moslims ; he also knew the Koran by heart perfectly

well, and quoted it in his epistles. He had a black slave called Yumn, to whom
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he was much attached, and on whom he made some verses remarkable for their

originality of thought
;
the following, for instance, which are cited along with

others of his hy at-Thaalibi, in his Kitdb al-G/iilman :

The dark-skinned Yumn said to one whose colour equalled the whiteness of the

eye (8) : “ Why should your face boast its clear complexion? Do you think that, by
“ so clear a tint, it Rains additional merit ? Were a mole of my colour on that face, it

“ would adorn it (9); but one of your colour on my cheek would disfigure me.”

In this last verse is an allusion to the following lines, from a piece of verso

written by Ibn ar-Riimi on a black slave girl

:

One advantage of a dark complexion is (and truth can never be concealed 1) (10)

—

that a spot of deeper shade does not misbecome it; though a white speck on a fair skin

is considered as a blemish.

In these well known verses, the poet has attained to perfection (11). At-Thaalibi

gives also the following verses composed by Abu Ishak on his slave:

Your face is so
{
handsome

)
that my hand seems to have sketched its outline (12), but

your words {are false and) have fatigued my hopes. In that
(
countenance

)
is seen an

image of the full moon, over which night has, however, cast a tint of her darkness.

Black misbecomes you not ; nay, by it you are increased in beauty ; black is the only

colour princes wear. Were you not mine, 1 should purchase you with all my wealth

!

Did 1 not possess you, I should give my life to obtain you.

The prose and verse of Abu Ishak contain every species of beauty : he died at

Baghdad on Monday (or Thursday according to others) 12th Shawwal, A. H. 384

IB (November, A. D. 994), at the age of 71 years. Abu '1-Faraj Muhammad Ibn

Ishak al-Warrak, belter known by the name of Ibn Abi Yakub an-Nadim al-

Raghdadi, says, in his Kitdb ol-Fihrest (1 3), that Abu Ishak as-Sabi was born some

time after the year 320 (A. D. 932), and died before 380; he was huried in the

cemetery of Baghdad called Shunizi, and a well-known elegy, the rhyme of which

is in D, was written on his death by the Sharif ar-Rida
;

it begins thus :

Hast thou seen whom they bore aloft on the bier? Hast thou seen how the light of

our assemblies is extinguished ?

The public blamed ar-Rida for this poem, because he, who was a sharif(rfe.$cert-

rlant from Muhammad) had lamented the death of a Sabean, but he replied:

“ It was his merit alone the loss of which I lamented.” The word Sabi (Sa-

bean) is written with a final hamza

;

but many different derivations are given of

it ;
some say it comes from Sabi, son of Matushalah

(
Methuselah ), son of Idris

(Enoch), who was of the ancient orthodox religion (14); others derive it from as-
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Sabi, son of Mari, a contemporary of Abraham
;

others again say that the

word Sabi was used by the Arabs of the desert to denote a person who aban-

doned the religion of his people, and for this reason it was that Muhammad was

called Sabi by the tribe of Koraish : but God knows
(
that

)

best!

(1) Al-IJarrdni means, native of HarrQn in Mesopotamia, a city formerly inhabited by the Sabcans, and the

ehiefse.it of their religion: it was in ruins when AbO '1-FadA wrote his Geography.

(2) As-Sdbi fthe SabeanJ

;

see the Bibliathigue Orientate. Sam; Sale's Koran. Introduction, sect. 1; and

Prideaux's Connexion, yol. 1, p. 218; edition of 1820.

(3) The author of the Kitdb at-Fihrest (Arabic MS. of the Bill. du Hoi. No. 874, fol. 182' mentions two

collections of epistles written by ab-SAbi; one entitled Correspondence with the shartf ar Rida; the other:

Collection of Epistles; neither of which works I have met with.

(4) In the C.hancery-oflicc of the khalifs were drawn up the diplomas, letters patent and of provision, poli-

tical correspondence, etc. : as the style of those writings was, and has always been, elaborately elegant, the

clerks of this office were necessarily chosen among men of talent and instruction.

(5) This khalif, whose name Ihti Khallikan seems unwilling to mention, was al-Mutt Lillah, the 23rd of the

Abbaside dynasty, lie was a weak prince, completely governed by Moiiz ad-Dawlat. and In ad-Dawlat,

son of Moin.

(6) President of the Board of Correspondence, or Secretary of State, under the Abbasides; bis duty was to

read over and correct official letters, after which be sealed them with a sort of red clay kneaded with water,

on which he stamped the device of the khalif. See Von Hammer's work, entitled Veber die Ltrnder-verwal-

tung unter dem Khalifate; where will be found, in a small compass, much important information concerning

the organisation of the Moslim empire.

(7) See Abulfedtr Annates, t. II, p. 833, and the life of Dakhty&r in this work.

(8) The expression £*»*>». deceiving eyes, occurs in the Koran, sur. XL, eerie 20; this induces me

to suppose that the word in the verse cited by Ibn KhallikAn, Is employed to denote the eye alone,

without suggesting the idea of any quality whatsoever. Simple adjectives, serving as nouns, arc met with in

many languages, but this is more particularly the case in Arabic. Though not completely sure of the meaning

of this word, 1 am nevertheless inclined to think that I have expressed the idea of the poet.

(9) Black moles on the face were and arc considered by the Moslims as real beauty spots.

(10) This singularly-placed parenthesis signilics literally: and Truth possesses a ladder and a hole;

a strange expression, imitated from the Koran, sur. VI, ter. 38, which Sale renders thus: “ If their aversion

(to thy admonitions

)

be grievous unto thee, if thou canst, seek out a den (whereby thou mayesl penetrate

}

" into (the inmost parts

)

of the earth, or a ladder (by which thou mayesl ascend

}

unto heaven," etc. From

this the poet's meaning appears to be ; Truth must mate its way; it can mount to heaven, and penetrate into

the depths of the earth.

(11) These verses arc, however, by no means remarkable for their style in the original Arabic; their sense has

been just given; from which it will probably be inferred that our author did not possess a very correet taste or

judgment ; though it must be recollected that his taste was precisely that of the epoch in which he lived.

(12) This verse is quite sufficient to prove that its author was not a Moslim, for representations of the

human figure are expressly forbidden by MuhammAd ; see the Mishtdl al-SIasabih. vol. II, p. 368.

(13' See Kitdb al-fihrest, MS. No. 874, fol. 182. This work was composed A. 11. 337.

5
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(14) The ancient orthodoxy, according to llie Mosllm doctors, is the religion professed by all the patriarchs

and prophets anterior to Muhatnmld ; who himself taught that Islamism was only a continuation or revival of

the old and true religion.

ABU ISHAK AL-HUSRI.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Ali lbn Tamim, surnamed al-IIusri, native of Kaira-

wan and a celebrated poet, composed the following works : a Divan, or volume of

poetry
;
the Za/ir al-Addb ( Flower ofInstruction and Fruit of Hearts ), in

three volumes, filled with singularities of every sort ; the Kitdb al-Masun ( the

Secret or Mystery of hidden Love) in one volume, containing amusing anti

instructive anecdotes. Ibn Ilashik mentions him in his Anmudaj, and gives,

along with some particulars of his life, a quantity of his poetry. “The youth of

“ Kairawan,” adds this writer, “gathered to his house and took his lessons;

“ they looked on him as their chief, and felt for him deep respect; his works

“ got into circulation and gifts poured in upon him from all sides.” He dien

cites as his these verses

:

1 love you with a love which surpasses understanding, and which is far beyond the

reach of my powers of description. The utmost of my knowledge thereof is, that 1

feel my inability to acquire a just knowledge of it.

Ibn Bassam, author of the Dakhira or Treasury; containing l>eaulics (from

the writings) of the natives of the (Spanish) peninsula (1) relates a story in which

he gives two verses of al-flusri’s

:

The /dm of that i:dr (2) has caused my heart to drink of death. It is dark as night,

upon (a skin
)
clear as day.

Al-Husri was son of a maternal aunt to Abu ’1-Hasan Ali al-Husri,the life of

which poet we shall give in the letter Ain. Abu Ishak died at Kairawan, A. II.

413 (A. D. 1022); lbn Bassam says, however, in the Dakhira : “ I learned that

“ his death took place in 453” (A. D. 1061); but the first is the correct date,

though the kadi ar-Raschid Ibn Zobair states in bis Kitdb al-Janan, vol. 1, in

the life of Abu ’UHasan Ali lbn Abd al-Aziz al-Fakik(3), that the above-mentioned

10 al-IIusri composed bis work the Zahral-Addb, A. 11.450, which indicates that lbn

Bassam was correct in what he said (4); God, however, knows that best.

—

Al-
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Husri means a maker or seller of mats [husur). Kairamin is a city in Ifrikiva

(Africa propria), and was founded by Okha Ibn Aamir(5) as-Sahabi [companion of

Muhammad)
:
[Ifrtkiya was so called after Ifrikus or Ifrikin Ibn Kais Ibn Saifi,

tbe Himyarite, who subdued that country. Some say that Jarjir governed it at

that time, and that it was then the Berbers got their name; be having said to

them: “IIow great is your gibberish
(
berbera)!” but God knows it best (6). Al-

kdiramtn, when a common noun, signifies a caravan ; it is a Persian word intro-

duced into the Arabic language : it is related that a caravan bad halted on the

spot where the city was afterwards built, wherefore it was called Kairawan. This

word means also a troop of soldiers

;

Ibn al-Katla the philologer says, on some

competent authority, that kairawan signifies a troop, and kairuwdn a caravan.

<1! By the word Jazira ((tie) the Arabic writers designate both Mesopotamia and Spain: Hajji Khalifa, who

gives the title of Ibn BassAm's work in his Biographical Dictionary, says positively that the Jazira here men-

tioned is Andalus, or Spain.

(21 What is meant by the Mm of the izdr is explained in the Introduction to this volume, to which tbe

reader is referred; my reason for not translating this expression is there given. See also my article in the

Journal Miatique of Pari* for February 1830, page 174.

(3) In the A'Aarida of Im.itl ed-dln (Arabic manuscript of the Bib. du Boi. foods Ane/in, No.363, fol.7, verso)

are given some fragments of poetry by al-Faklk, who is there said to have bad great reputation as a satirist,

and to have died A. H. 500 (1106-7).

(4) It may he easily perceived that the passage containing the statement from the Klldb al-Jandn has been

inserted later; indeed it is not to be found in some MSS.

<5; Ahd T-FndS in his Annals, Ibn Khaldun in his Universal History, and other writers name the founder of

Kairawan OUba Ibn NAD; but Abd ar-Hahmanal-Korashi, historian of the conquest of Africa, calls him Okba

Ibn AAmir (see Arabic MSS. of the Bib. du Roi, No. 821, f. 2), and so also Ibn KhallikAn writes his name.

The follow ing passage from the llullal as-Siyaru (fol. 1381, militates strongly however against Ibn KhallikAn

:

“ Okba Ibn NAD al-Fibri was sent on an expedition by Bloawia Ibn Abi Sofyian, A. H. 43 (A. D. 663;, and

“ entered Ifrikiva at the head of ten thousand Moslims. He founded the city of KairawAn, and left after

“ him an honorable reputation; he was an excellent governor, and God granted all for which he prayed.

He was deprived of his place, and reinstated, A.U. 62 (A. D. 681-2), In the year 93 (A. D. 711-2} he and

“ some troops w hich accompanied him were slain by the Berbers at Tahfida, where his tomb is revered to

" this day." The author then enters into the details of his death.

(6) Ibn Khaldttn, in his Universal History, gives a similar relation with some details too curious to be omit-

ted here. He says: “ To Abraha Zu 'I-ManAr succeeded his son Ifrlkush ; Ibn al-Kalbi says that Ifrlkush was

“ the son of Kais Ibn Sail! and brother to al-HArilh ar-BAish, and that it was he who built, in the Gharb

•• (or Maghreb], the city named alter him Ifrtkiya, to which (effp) |ie sent the Berbers from the land of Ca-

•• naan, on his passing close by them when Josua had defeated them in Syria and slain (a number of) them.

“ (Ifrlkush

)

then took chnrgeof the few (teAo remained
)
and marched them before him to Ifrikiva, where be

'* settled them. It is said that Jirgls was king of that country, and that it was he (Ifrlkuth) who gave

“ tbe Berbers this name; for, on conquering .Maghreb he beard their strange language, and said: ‘How

i

I

I
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*•
" great is your gibberish (Berbtra]'.' for which reason they were called Berbers; this word, in the language

“ of the desert Arabs, signifies mingled and unintelligible noises; whence the roaring of the lion is called

“ berbera. When (Ifrlkush) returned from his expedition to Maghreb, he left there Sunhija and KulAmn,

“ [branches) of the tribe of Hlmyar, and these are still there, hut they are not of the same stock as the Bcr-

“ hers.—Thus say at-Tahcri, al-Jnrjani, al-Masiidi. Ihn al-Kalbi, al-Baihakl, and all the genealogists.”

This statement requires some observations: the Jirjts mentioned by Ihn Khaldftn and Ibn Khallikitn seems

to have been considered by them the same person as the prefect Gregorius, whose history is related in the

31st chapter of Gibbon's Decline and Fall : for Ihn Khalddn, in another part of his work, says positively that

he commanded in Magreh when Abd Allah Ibn Abi Sarh conquered that country in the khalifat of OthmAn.

The dubitative expression it is said, made use of here by both authors, proves that they had great doubts of

Jirgls being a contemporary with IfrlkAsh. But the most remarkable circumstance spoken of by Ibn Khalddn

is that of Josua'sdcslroying the Berbers in the land of Caanan, which coincides singularly with what Procopius

saysin his history of the Vandal war, part II, 10, p. 410; edition or Bonn. We find there also the Gergeter

i

riprioaiw, thcGirgashitcs of the Bible, Josuca, xxiv. It, which word has a most suspicious likeness to the Girgts

of our Arabic writers. Could Ibn al-Kelbi, whose authority is cited by Ibn Khalddn in this passage, have read

an incorrect Arabic translation of Procopius?

The preceding citation from Ibn Khaldhn is taken from the Arabic text of his history of the Arabs, p 48; this

work, which is now ;1839! in a forward state of publication at Paris, has been critically studied and trans-

lated by the learned editor, the Abate Arri of Turin, to whose friendship I am indebted for the communication

of the foregoing passage.

For further particulars 1 refer the reader to the note (3), page 99 of that gentleman’s Italian translation.

ABU ISHAK IBN KHAFAJA AL-ANDALUSI.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Abi ’l-Fath Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Kbalaja al-Andalusi

(native of Spain); a poet praised by Ibn Bassam in bis Dakhira: “ He lived,”

says this author, “ in the east of Spain and never essayed to court the favour

“ of the petty kings who ruled that country, notwithstanding the eagerness

“ which they shewed to patronise literary men.” He composed a volume of ex-

cellent poetry (1), from which are taken the following original and pleasing

verses on an evening party :

Ofl in social evenings lias ebriety borne me to the ground and made my couch feel

soft and even. The acacia clothed me with its shade, whilst the branches waved and the

doves held
(
mutual

) converse. The sun sunk feebly towards the west, the thunder

rose
{
from the horizon ) and the clouds breathed {coolness)

.

The following fine thought is by the same author

;

What means that izdr (2) which seems to have traced with the shades of night a

mihrdb on the kibla of thy face (3)? Therein I see thy youth (which before was not

submissive,) sink prostrate, lowly bent and turning
(
from its former state) (4). I well

knew by the lightning-flash of thy (
brilliant) teeth, that a cloud would soon be cast

upon thy cheeks (5).
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By the same

:

Thy youth hath deserted the mansion in which it dwelt, and I stopped to weep over
the time-worn vestiges of its former abode. In that face the izftr shows like the trench

which surrounds (/Ac Arab's lent), and the moles on thy face represent the
(blackened

)

stones of tho rustic hearth (6).

A poet of later times, named Imad ad-din Abu Ali Ibn Abd an-NAr (7)

al-Lazzi, who inhabited Mosul and who shall be mentioned again in the life of

Musa Ibn Ydnos, has taken hold of this idea and said :

I took the i:Ar on the darkened cheeks of that youth for the trench {which sur-

rounds the lent), and the moles on his face for the blackened stones of the hearth in the

midst of the ruined dwelling. So I stopped to lament (his youth note passed away; I

icept as) with the eyes of Orwa, and sighed as if I were GhailAn (8).

This Abu Ishak was born A. H. 450 (A. D. 1058), in the isle of Sukr

(Xucar), a dependency of Balansiya (Valencia),
t
a city of Spain; he died on

Sunday 25lh Shawwal, A, H. 533 (June, A. D. 1139).

—

Sufcr is a village

lying between Shatiba (Xativa) and Valencia; it is called an isle from its

being surrounded by the waters (of the river which bears the same name).

Andalus is an island (9) joined to the long land (or continent
) which reaches

to Constantinople the great; it is called an island because the sea encom-

passes it on all sides except the northern; its shape is triangular, the east-

ern angle being contiguous to the mountain (range) through which the way

leads to Ifranja (France)-, did this mountain not exist, the two seas had been

united. It is related that the first person who dwelt in that country after the

deluge was Andalus, son of Japhet, son of Noah, from whom it took its

name.

11) The poetical works of Ibn Khaftja al-Andalusi arc stilt extant: see No. 418, fond* Atselin in the

Ribliothique du Rot. .

2) The meaning of the word i:dr is given in the Introduction.

3 In this piece the poet fancies a resemblance between the face of the person whom he addresses and a

mosque in which a true believer worships. The Kibla is that part of the horizon, or of a mosque, which Is in

the direction of the temple ofMekka, towards which the Moslims turn w hen they say their prayers. TheAftArdb

is a niche or recess in the wall of the mosque, and serves to point out the Kibla. fur-fetched ideas like this

are frequently met with in the writings of the Moorish poets.

Hi This verse is a mere play upon words ; in place of saying simply, thy youth is gone, this fine writer repre-
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scn is il as prostrated to the ground like a man who prays ; so it is now humbled, though bcforefull of haughti-

ness; and it has quitted its former state, like a repouting sinner who abandons his former wavs.

1 5; By all the poets of the later school, handsome teeth arc said to (lash lightning; but lightning is accom-

panied by clouds, so here the cheeks arc shaded or clouded by the growth of the Isdr.

(6 All those ideas, trtfA the exception of the izdr, are borrowed from the ancient Arabic classics: that is to

say, from the works of the anteislamitc poets, which every well educated Arab learned hy heart. Later Arabic

poetry Is often an intentional imitation of these old authors ; the thoughts are generally the same, though e\-

pressed In a different manner. Such was the taste of Arab critics, who looked on the poems of the ancient

Arabs as perfect models in style and ideas : whence the key to all the obscure allusions met with in the Mos-

lim poets must be looked for in the Moallakas. the poems of Amr 't-Kais, M&bigha, etc.

(7) Abd an-Jiflr means the Servant of Light ; -Light is one of the ninety-nine names by which God had de-

signated himself in the Koran; sec Surat XXIV, terse 38, where il Is said; “God is the Light of the heavens

and the earth.”

(8} The Arabic poet generally begins his piece by describing the sorrow and regret he feels on arriving, after

a long absence and a fatiguing journey, at the station where the Iribcof his mistress was last encamped, and at

which he expected to Gnd her again ; but where nothing now remainscxrepl the nearly obliterated ruins of the

rustic dwellings. The poet Ortra died of a broken heart on hearing that his mistress had married another.

Hhaildn or Zu '1-Rumma excelled in painting the pains of love. His life is given in this w ork

{9} There is no word in the Arabic language for peninsula ; they make use of jaztra, isle, in its stead.

ABU ISIIAK AL-KALBI AL-GHAZZI.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Yahya Ibn Ollunan Ibn Muhammad al-Kalbi

[belonging to the tribe ofKalb) al-Ashhabi.'l ); or, according to Ibn an-ISajjar in

his History of Baghdad : Ibrahim Ibn Othman Ibn Abbas Ibn Muhammad lhn

Omar Ibn Abd Allah al-Ashhaki al-Kalbi al-Ghazzi ( native of Gaza); this

celebrated and talented jvoel is spoken of in these terms by Ibn Asakir in

his history of Damascus : “ He came to Damascus in the year 481 (A. D. 1088)

“ and attended the lectures of Piasr al-Makdisi (2) the jurisconsult
;
he then set

“ out for Baghdad and fixed his dwelling in the Nizamiya College for many

“ years; there he com|xiscd elegies and panegyrics on more than one professor

“ and also on other persons; from thence he travelled to Khorasan and made

“ euiogiums on a number of its princes, and his poetry got into circulation

“ there.” Ibn Asakir then gives a number of his pieces and finishes by speaking

highly of him : the volume of his poetical works, selected by himself, contains

one thousand verses, according to What he says in his preface. The katil) Imad

ad-din mentions him in the Kharida, and, after praising him, says : “ He tra-
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“ veiled over the provinces and journeyed abroad; he was repeatedly departing

“ and removing; he penetrated far into live regions of Khorasan and Kerman,

“ and met with the remarkable men (of the time).” Nasr ad-din Mokram Ibn

al-Ala, vizir of Kerman (3), was celebrated by him in a poem rhyming in h,

which contains this original idea :

Of (evil) fortune we have borne a load above our strength ; ’tis thus the fractured

limb bears its bandages.

The same poem contains this pretty thought on a short night:

It was a night over whose face we hoped the isdr (l) would slowly glide, but no

sooner had it traced its [dark) outline than it turned gray from the presence of

morning.

The poem ( from which these verses are taken) is a long one. The following

is a good and well known piece of his composition :

How I said they, you have abandoned poetry? Yes; through compulsion, I replied ;

the source of my inducements and of my motives {to it) is sealed up (5). The dwellings

(of hospitality

)

are deserted ; no generous man now lives whose bounty may be hoped

for; no fair beauty now exists deserving of love. 'Tis strange that poetry should find

no purchaser, and yet be adulterated and stolen though it clog the market.

The following verses, by the same author, are remarkable for the pleasing arti- 21

fice with which they are worded (6):

Biting sarcasms and base submission to a worthless ( guardian

)

are two things

which render prohibition bitter (to the tout). Reason (says)i Rather choose wounds
from the points of pliant (lances), than court (a mistress) and meet with those two bitter

(humiliations)

.

By the same

:

The only privilege granted to this vizir in the council-chamber is the right of

wagging his beard as a sign of consent. Such a pillar of the state (tcaztr) and sup-

porting nothing is like the waterless sea of prosody (7).

By the same :

(The hearts of) men are so dried up, that if they wept, a tear would hardly flow to

wet their eyes. The hand of (the patron

)

whom we praise no longer sheds the dew [of

liberality), and the forehead of him whom we satirize no longer grows moist (with

shame)

.
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This author composed a number of long poems full of original ideas; and

ihe following extract is considered by literary men as a beautiful passage and

elegantly turned :

A mark [of recognition) from you will suffice me; the best answer to a salutation, on

the morning lovers separate, is made by a rosy finger (8)
1”—

(

When u>e met again) her

mantle flew off in her confusion, and the knot which secured her collar of pearls was

broken during the darkness : she then smiled so as to illuminate the night, and she

gathered up her scattered pearls by die light of her well ranged [teeth).

In this last verse he alludes to the following thought, expressed by the Sharif

ar-Rida in one of his poems :

During that night, the lustre of her (smiling) teeth lighted up, amidst the gloom of

darkness, the spot on which to impress my kisses.
‘ •

A poet of Baghdad has come near the above idea in a Mawdlia (9), com-

posed according to their usual system of either omitting the final vowels, or

placing them at random :

I held I>aila in my arms with a wild embrace, and said : A propitious star has

risen upon my fortune. She smiled, and the hidden pearls shone forth ; the night seemed

day ; and the jealous spies awoke (10).

The original source of this idea is in one of the following verses composed by

Abu ’t-Tamahan al-Kaini

:

I spring from a race of which alone the men are men 1 when one of its princes dies,

another like him arises. So shift the stars of heaven ; when one sets, another appears,

followed by others.
(
The brightness of) their glory and their faces lighted up the night,

so that the artisan could string the pearls he drilled.

This last verse is said to be the most laudatory of any made in the Times

of Ignorance (II); it is also said to be the most lying. [The next verse after

it is : )

Wherever they were, they always had a noble chief ; wherever his squadrons went,

there also went Death

.

The author of these verses, Abd’ t-Tamahan Hanzala Ibn as-Sharki(I2) was one

of the poets who lived in the Times of Ignorance— Ghazzi was born A. H. 441

(A. D. 1049) in the town of Ghazza (Gaza), (where Hashim, grandfather to

Muhammad was buried); and died A. II, 524 (A. D. 1130), in Khorasan (on
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the road) between Manv and Balkh
; Co which latter place he was carried, and

cherc he was interred. It is related of him that he said on the approach of

death: “ I hope God will pardon me for three reasons: I am from the same

“ town as as-Shali ;
I am an old man, and am far from my family.” May God be.

merciful to him and justify his hope! As it is possible this book may fall into

the hands of some person living far off from our country, and who, not

knowing where Gaza is situated, may desire information on that subject ; I shall

state that Gaza is a town in the dependencies of Palestine and situated on the

Syrian Sea (or Mediterranean
)

near Askalan (dscalon); it is the first Syrian

town met with on passing the frontier of Egypt, and is one of those caravan'

stations which the Koran makes mention of in these terms: the caravan station

ofwinter and ofsummer (sur. CVI, verse 2), where all the commentators agree

inr explaining the winter station by the country of Yemen, and the summer sta-

tion by Syria; for the Koraishites, in their commercial expeditions, went to

Syria in summer on account of the healthiness of the country in that season
;

and they travelled to Yemen in winter, l>ecause it is a hot country to which it is

impossible to go in summer. Ibn Hisham says towards the beginning of his

Sirat ar-Hasiil (13) : “ The first who established for the Koraish the caravan

“ stations of winter and summer was Hashim, grandfather to the blessed pro-

“ phet:” a little farther on he writes: “ Ibn Ishak says :
‘ Then Hashim, son of

“ Abd Manaf, died at Gaza in the land of Palestine on a commercial expedi-

tion and a little farther on :
“ Matrud Ibn Kaab al-Khozai said in an

» •

“ elegy on the descendants of Abd Manaf—” he then gives a poem in which is

this verse :

And HAshim {«) in a grave over which the winds sweep (the sand), in the midst of

the desert between the Gazas.

•

On which he rtiakes this observation : “Those skilled in etymology say that

“ the Gazas mean here Gaza alone; it would seem that the poet had given to

“ each part of the town the name of the whole town, from his putting Gaza in

“ the plural number (14).” This place was known from that time by the name

of the Gaza of Hashim, for his grave is there, though not apparent or known : and

on passing through the town, I could obtain no information from the inha-

bitants respecting it. When the celebrated poet AbA Nawas went from Baghdad

to Old Cairo with the intention of reciting to al-Khasib Ibn Abd al-Hamid (15),

6
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president of the land-tax oflice at Old Cairo, a poem made by him in his praise, he

inserted in it the names of the different places he stopped at on the way; one of the

verses is

:

These (women) went with the caravan towards the Gaza of Ildshim, and serious

business [tshakur] awaited them at al-Farama.

There arc two words here which require explanation : al-Farama (Farina) is

the name of the great city which was capital of Egypt in the time of the patriarch

Abraham; and Hajir (Hagar), mother oflsmacl, was from Omni al-Arah (mother
of the Arabs), a village in its dependencies : al-Farama is that well known

23 station on the right hand of the traveller going from Egypt to Syria by the

shore way; it is situated on the edge of the desert lying between Saih (16) and

Kosair (on the Reel Sea)-, when 1 saw it, it was in ruins, nothing remaining hut

its vestiges; it was situated on a high hill. The Arabs are unanimous in

considering Ismael to he their progenitor, and in believing that his mother was a

native of Omm al-Arab, the village above-mentioned. The second word to lx*

explained is shakur, pronounced also shukur; it signifies things taken to heartand

causing serious reflexions; the singular hshakr.

(1) Al-Ashhabi means descended prom al-Ashhab, who was probably one of al-Ghazzi’s ancestors.

(2) The sheikh Nasr Ibn Ibrahim Ilm Nasr al-Makdisi (native pf Bail al-Makdis or Jerusalem,', an imam

of great authority and a pillar oftslamism, was equally learned and pious; he composed the following works: the

Tahdib - i the Slaktad jucitj 1, the Kdfi and a commentary on the Ishdra (sec Hajji Khalifa.*

1. 1, n’/GS) of Salim ar-RAzi, etc. He studied jurisprudence at Stir (Tyre) under Salim ar-RAzi for four years,

and then settled at Damascus, A. H. 480, where he spent his life in the practice of great austerities and mortifica-

tions; died in the month of Moharram. 490 (January, A.D. 1097;, and was buried at Damascus, where his

tomb continued to be highly venerated. (Tabakdt as-Shdpjin. Tab.al-yokahd.)

(3) The province of Kerman was at that time an independent state governed by SeljOk princes.

(4) See note (2), page 33. .

(3) Literally: The door of inducements and motives is larked. *
,

(6) This artilicc consists in bringing together words of different signilications. but all written and pronounced

nearly in the same manner: it is obvious thnt sense must, in such cases, be frequently sacrificed to sound.

(7) In the Arabic system of prosody, the different metres are called seas.

(8) The word .4 mini, here translated by rosy finger, is the name of a long and reddish fruit which grows

in liijaz; the poets compare their mistress's taper lingers, when dyed with Atnno. to this fruit. iScc de Sacy's

Chrtstomathie, t. II, p. 410; and Freytag's llamasa, p 288.)

(9) In the Arabische Verskunst, by professor Freytag, some notice is taken of the songs called MatcdUa ;

the derivation of this name is given by llic Baron von Hammer in the Journal Atiutique for August, 1839.

(10) The mistress of the Arabic poet is generally represented as closely guarded, so that lovers' meetings

could only take place by stealth

.
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ill/ The Timet of Ignorance; a term used by the Moslims to denote all that period of Arabic history

anterior to the preaching of Muhammad.

il2l A fragment of a poem by Abb 'l-TamaliJn will be found, along with hi» genealogy, in the ffamilta.

p. 838.

tl3> The Sirat ar-Ratal, or History of the Prophet Muhammad, was drawn up by Abd ai-Sfclik Ibn Hishim

from documents collected by Muhammad Ibn Isbak: lives of both these writers are given by Ibn Khallikin.

The passages here cited arc to be found in the MS. of the Vib. du Hoi, No 020, ff. 20, 21.

i!4t The Arabian commentators always endeavour to give grammatical explanations for every irregularilv

;

we have here an example of it : the true reason of this poet's writing Ghazsat for Ghazza was the necessity he

was under of making all the verses of his poem rhyme in at.

(15‘ Ibn Khallikin. In dilfcrent parts of his work, furnishes information about al-KhasIb.

(16) The canton named as-Siih is situated near Abb&sa ; which city, according to Abd '1-t'adA in his Geo-

graphy, lay at a day's journey to the north of Bilbais. In the Ktldb at-Suiak by Makrtii, and the Matdlik

nt-Abstlr. we find this name written Silnih |n place of Sdih
.

C C'

IBN KURKJJL.

Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Yusuf Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Badis Ibn

al-Kaid al-ilamzi, generally known by the name of Ibn Kurkiil, author of the

work called Matdli ’l-Anwdr {Rising of the Lights), which he comjtosed on the

plan of the Mushdrik al-Anwar by .the kadi lyad
;

he was a man of talent and'

had studied in Spain under a number of learned professors: such is the only

information I have been able to procure respecting him. lie was born in the

month of Safar, A. H. 505 (A- D, 1 1 1I) at al-Mariya (dimerid), a town in Spain,

and died at Fez early on Friday evening, Gth Shawwal 569 (May, A. D. 1174)

after having been to public prayers in the mosque. When his death drew near, he

began repeating frequently and quickly the Surat of the Koran entitled Ikhlds (i);

he (hen made the profession of faith thrice, and falling prostrate in adoration,

was dead on touching the ground. — Al-Mdriya is a large seaport city in Spain.

Fez is a great city in Maghreb, near Ceuta : al-ffamzi means belonging to

Hamzat Aashir
,
a village in North Africa lying between Bajaia

(
llugia) and

Kalat Beni Ilammad; so I have been informed by a number of natives of that

country : Aashir shall be again spoken of in the life of Ziri Ibn Manad (2).
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(1) The Sural entitled Ikhldt (sincere rtsignationyU alw called the Tatclild, or Declaration of God

-

* Daily ;

it is the one hundred and twelfth chapter or the Koran, and contains only four short verses; a tradition of

Muhammad has declared its recitation three times to be equivalent to that of the entire Koran.

(2) In the life of Zlri. the author merely refers back to what he says here; A1>0 l-Fadii, In bis Geographical

work 'see Arabic test, p. 124), mentions Aaslr as a fort in the province of Bugia.

THE IMAM AHMAD IBM HANBAL.

The imam Abu Abd Allah Ahmad as-Shaibani al-Marwazi (descendedfrom the

tribe of Shatbdn and native ofManv) was die son of Muhammad Ibn Hanbal

Ibn Ililal Ibn Asad Ibn Idris Ibn Abd Allah lbn Haiyan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ana

Ibn Auf Ibn Kasit lbn Mazin Ibn Shaitan Ibn Zolil Ibn Thalaha lbn Okaba Ibn

Saab Ibn Ali Ibn Bakr Ibn Wail Ibn Kasit Ibn Ilinb Ibn Afsa (1) Ibn Doma lbn

Jadila lbn Asad Ibn Rabia Ibn Nizar lbn Maadd lbn Adnan ;
this is his correct

genealogy, though some make him descend from Mazin Ibn Zohl Ibn Shaiban

lbn Tbalaba Ibn Okaba, which however is a mistake, for it must lie observed

that he came from Shaiban Ibn Zohl and not from Zohl Ibn ShaibAn, whose pa-

ternal uncle was the Zohl lbn Thalaha above mentioned. His mother left the city

of Marw during her pregnancy, and brought him forth at Baghdad in the month

of the first Rahi A. H. IG4 (A. D. 780); but some say he was born at Marw and

was a child at the breast when brought to Baghdad. Ibn Hanbal was a tradi-

tionist of die first class, and composed a Masnad or collection of authenticated

traditions more copious than those any other person had till then been able to

form; it is said that he knew by heart one million of.these traditions. He had

H 4 been a pupil and a favourite of as-Shafi’s, and continued constantly with him until

that imam set out for Egypt : as-Shafi in speaking of him said : “ 1 went forth from

“ Baghdad and left not liehind me a more pious man or a better jurisconsult

“ than Ibn Hanbal.” In the year 220 (A. 1). 835}, some time between the 20th

and 30th Ramadan, he was required to declare that the Koran was created (2), but

would not, and although beaten and imprisoned, persisted in Ids refusal. He was

a handsome man of middle size, having bis hair dyed of a light red colour with

hinna (3), and a few black hairs appearing in his (white) heard. He taught tra-

ditions to a number of eminent doctors, among whom were Muhammad al-Bo-
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khari and Muslim I bn al-llajjaj an-Naisapuri; and in the latter part of his life he had

not his equal for learning and piety (4): he diexl at Baghdad, A. H. 241 (A. D.

855), on Friday morning at sunrise, the 12lh of the first Rabi; others say the

17th, and some place his death in the second Rabi ; he was buried in the cemetery

without the Gale ofHarb, which is so called afterHarblbn Abd- Allah, a companion of

the khalif Abu Jaafar al-Mansur’s, from whom also the street called al-Harbijra

took its name. The tomb of Ahmad lbn llanbal is a well known object in that

burving-ground, and is visited {by pious persons). It was estimated that the

number of men present at his funeral was eight hundred thousand, and of

women sixty thousand ; and it is said that twenty thousand Christians, Jews, and

Magians became Moslims on the day of his death, Abu '1-Faraj lbn al-Jawzi

writes in the 46th chapter of the work in which he treats of the history of Bishr

al-IIafi :
“ Ibrahim al-IIarbi (5) relates as follows : l saw in a dream Bishr al-Hafi,

“ who seemed to come out of the Mosque of I\usafa(6) bearing something in his

“ sleeve which swung about, and 1 said : What hath God done with thee? he

“ replied : He hath pardoned me and honoured me. And I said : What is that in

“ thy sleeve? he replied : Yesterday the soul of Ahmad lbn llanbal came unto

“ us and pearls and rubies were scattered over it, and these are some I picked up.

“ 1 said : What were Yahya lbn Main and Ahmad lbn llanbal doing ? He

“ answered : They were gone to visit the Lord of all created tilings, and the table

“ was laid out for them. I said : Why didst thou not eat with them ? He replied :

“ He (the I-ord) knew that 1 had to abstain from eating, so he allowed me to look

“ on his sacred face (7).” In the genealogy of lbn llanbal, Haiyan is written

with a double Ya\ die names of his other ancestors are sufliciendy known and

common, for which reason I need not fix their orthography, which l should do

however, did I not apprehend being prolix (8). I have seen some differences in

the statement of his genealogy, but the series 1 give is the most exact of any I

have met with. He had two sons, bodi men of learning; their names were Salih

and Abd Allah
;
Salih was kadi of Ispahan and died diere at an early age in the

mondi of Ramadan 266_{A. D. 880); he was born in 203 (A. D. 818): his

brother Abd Allah lived till the year 290 (A. D. 903), and diet! at the age of

seventy-seven years, on Sunday 22nd of die first Jumada, some say die second

;

he was surnamed Abu Abd ar-Rahman, and it was after him that the imam

Ahmad was called Abu Abd Allah {father of Abd Allah).
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(1) Ibn kadi Shuhba and Hajji Khalifa call ibis work. Tabakdt al-Fokahd (classes ofjurisconsults,

;

that

is. Biographical notices of celebrated jurisconsult, classified in a particular order. It would appear, from an

observation madebral-Olhmini in his Thabakdt (fol. Ill, vertoj, when speaking ofAbfiSatd .Muhammad au-

N'aisApfiri, that in the work of A hit Ishak as-Shlrazi, the lives of the doctors are arranged according tothedegrec

of merit and learning of eachr individual,

i,2) Literally : till the hour (of final judgment) comet.

(3) This answer of Ibn Suraij means in other terms : “Though what I said to you appears quite irrelevant to

“ your question, it is notwithstanding precise and well applied, but you have not the sense to perceive it

:

•• you are like the ox who knows not that the greasing of Us horns will cure the soreness of its hoofs, which is

" nevertheless the fact." In comparing his adversary to an ox, he treats him as a heavy and stupid fellow

:

the Arabs call such aperson bakr(ox).- See M. Humbert's Anthologie Arabe. page 183.

(4) See note (7), page 48.

(9) Head with head; that is: without obtaining preeminence over others. This metaphor is taken from

horse-racing. See also Reiske's note in Abb 1-Fadl's Annals, t. II, p. 330.

(6) Ibn Khallikln appears here to have some doubts respecting the identity of this Suraij with Suraij grand-

father to Abft 'l-Abbis; YAH however says, in his Anuals, that be was so. (See JUiratlt al-Jandn, No. 837.

folio 187.)

(7) It has been already said, that dreams in which holy men appear are considered by the Moslims as true,

sec page 48, note (7); here then is a proof that Suraij was a traditionist of unquestioned authority, since

the series spoken of goes no farther tbau him. He was therefore an imam of traditions

;

a holy character in the

eyes of the Moslims; he must also have obtained eternal happiness, or Ibn KhaltikAn would not have seen him

with so sacred a book in his hand as a Collection of Traditions; for such is the conclusion which our author

wishes to be drawn from his dream.

IBN AL-KASS AT-TABARI.

Abu l-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abi Ahmad, Itetter known by the name of Ibn al-Kass

at-Tabari, was a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi and a native of Tabereslan, where he

was esteemed the highest authority of the time in religious matters. After learning

jurisprudence from Ibn Suraij (whose life has been just given), he composed a

great number of works, among others: the Talkhis
(Abridgment) (1), the Guide

for Kadis, the Mawa'kit, ihe. Miftah (2), etc. The Talkhis has been commented

by Abu Abd Allah al-Khatan and the shaikh Abu Ali as-Sinji (3) ;
it is a little book,

and is cited by the Imam (al-Haramain) in different parts of his Ni/uiya and

also by al-Ghazxali : all the works of Ibn al-Kass are short but very instructive.

He often addressed pious exhortations to the people, and having come, in‘ one of

his journeys, to Tarsus (where it is said he acted as kadi)
,
an assembly met to
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hear him preach, and he was there seized with such compunction and terror at

the thoughts of God's majesty, that he swooned away and died, A. H. 335 or 336

(A. D. 946-7). His father was called al-Kdss ((he Narrator), because he used

to relate (hassa) histories and anecdotes (4).— Taberestan is an extensive pro- 2(1

vince in Persia adjacent to Khorasan; it has two capitals, Saria (5) and Amol,

and is well defended by fortresses and defiles .—Tarsus is a city on the frontiers

of Rumiya (Asia Minor) near the towns of al-Massisa (the ancient Mopsuestia)

and Adana; al-Mamun, son of llarun ar-Rashid, was interred there: this place

is spoken of in the Muhaddab and the fVasit(6) in the chapter of waifs (7).

(1) This work is a (realise on the secondary points of jurisprudence; see Fidget's Hajji Khalifa. No. 3M3.

(2} Hajji Khalifa mentions the MaivrtkU (the prescribed rimes;, without giving any information as to its

contents ; the Mifirth, or Key to the legal doctrines of the Shaiite sect is also mentioned l>y him.

(3) In the Arabic text this name is incorrectly printed at-Shinji.

(i) In the early ages of Islamism. the narrator of histories was a person highly respected : at that time few

historical works had been composed, and it was from these persons alone that information could be obtained

;

they always began each of their relations by a statement of the persons through whom it was successively

handed down, and they were particularly careful not to change or suppress a single word in those ancient

traditions; it was with such documents that al-Tabari composed his celebrated history, merely arranging them

in chrouological order.

iS) This appears to be the same city which is now called Seri; Abd 'l-Fadi places it in Maienderan.

'6 Tbe Muhaddab w as written by Abd Ishak as-ShlrAii, and tbe tl’aslf by Abd H&mid Muhammad al-Ghaz-

rtli.

(7) The term 1Yakf, in the Muhainmedan law, designates any sort of property conceded in perpetuity to a

religious establishment ; many pious Moslims willed their estates to the support of strong places on the ene-

my's borders, wnr with infidels being a religious duly; Tarsds must therefore hare possessed much property of

this kind, on account of its importance as a frontier city, and it is probably for this reason that it is spoken of

in the treatise on n'ukfs.

ABU HAMID AL-MARWARRUDI.

Abtl Hamid Ahmad Ibn Aamir Ibn Bishr lbn Hamid al-Marwarrudi, doctor of

the sect of as-Shafi, studied jurisprudence under Abu Ishak al-Marwazi
;
he com-

posed the work called the Jdmi

,

a collection of doctrines special to his sect ;
a

commentary on the Mukhtasar by al-Muzani, and a treatise on the principles of

jurisprudence. This doctor, who was an imam of surpassing merit (I), set-

tled at Basra, where he gave public lessons and had among his auditors the

7
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jurisconsults of that city- Abu ’1-Haiyan at-Tawhidi (2) said of him :
“ 1 heard

“ Abu Hamid al-Marwarrudi say : ‘No man should he flattered on account of his

“ extraction, neither should he be blamed
;
for the tall man is not praised for his

“ stature, nor the ugly man blamed for his ill-favouredness.’” Died A. II. 362

(A.D. 972-3).

—

Marwarrudi means native ofMarwarrtid, a well-known city in

Khorasan, built on a river, in Persian ar-Riid
,
and situated at forty para-

sangs from Marw as-Shahjan; these are the two Marws so frequently mentioned

by poets : the word Shahjan is added to the name of the larger one, from which

also is derived the relative adjective Marwazi

;

the word rud {river) is joined to

that of the other city in order to distinguish between them : Marwarrtid has for

relative adjective Marwarrudi, and Marwazi also according to as-Samani : it was

one of the cities taken by al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais, and mention shall he made of it in

his life (3); he had been sent against it at the head of the van-guard by Abd

Allah Ibn Aamir, general of the army. Shahjan means the king's soul: my

reason for making these long observations is to prevent these places from being

taken one for the other.

(1) Literally, whose dust ieat not split or entered into; a strange expression, but frequently made use of

by w rllers who affect elegance of style ; the poet NAbigha ad-I)ubyAni seems to bare been the first who imagined

It, and It it still found in one of his poems : YOsuf as-Shantmari, author of an excellent commentary on the six

poets (tec the Dtwan d'Amro ’l-Kais, introduction,) gives the following explanation of its meaning: “ Thou

“ hast not split my dust, that is: I have surpassed thee, and the distance between us it so wide, that thou

“ hast not come up with me or sjilit my dust ; this expression originated in speaking of a good race-horse

which passed the others and got clear of them, so that they could not enter into the dust he raised."

(2) Abh’l-HaiyAn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-AbbAs at-Tawhtdi, native of Baghdad, was shaikh or superior

of the Softs, whose doctrines he treated of in the Treasures (DekhaXr), and other works. In the lire of Ibn

al-Omaid Muhammad, by Ibn KhallikAn, will be found more particulars respecting him; see also Tabakdt as-

Shafyin. fol. 21, verso.

(3) In the life of al-Ahnaf the author says little or nothing about these cities, and scarcely any information

on the subject is to be found In al-MAkin or Abb '1-FadA; the following details may not therefore be unin-

teresting. In the thirtieth year of the Hijra (A. D. 030-11, Tabarcstau was conquered by the Muslims under

the orders of Said Ibn al-AAs, and Abd Allah Ibn AAmr Ibn KarizJ^f subdued Fars, Scjcslan and Kho-

rasan. Tbc people of Herat offered some resistance, but were defeated ; the cities of NalsapOr and Sarakhs

surrendered peaceably, and Marw also obtained peace on condition of paying two millions of dir-

hems every year. Al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais was then sent by Abd Allah Ibn AAmir into Tokharcstan at the head

of four thousand horse, and defeated tbe forces Of that country, though seconded by those of JawxajAn and

other districts; he then, with four hundred thousand (t) men, laid siege to the dty of Balkh, and endeavoured

to penetrate into Khow arczin, but without success. Abd Allah ibn AAmir then set out from NaisApOr to perform
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the pilgrimage to Mekka, leaving as his lieutenant in Khorasan al-Ahnaf, who defeated the united forces of

that country. Abd Allah, ou his return from Mekka, went to Basra, where he Gied his residence, while his

lieutenants governed Khurasan, Sejistan, and Persian Irak JLarl, The quantity of tribute received by the

kliatif Othm&n was so great, that it became necessary to form a number of large treasuries at Medina on pur-

pose to contain it. It is said that the treasures or Khosroes taken by the Moslims amounted to one hun-

dred thousand badras of gold; each badra j, ju containing four thousand pieces. (Tdrlkh al-Khamit, Arabic

MS. of the Bib. rfu Roi, No. 635. fol. 315.;

IBN AL-KATTAN.

Abu '1-IIusain Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the

name of Ibn al-Kattan, was a native of Baghdad and a leading doctor in llte sect

of as-Shaft. He learned jurisprudence under Ibn Suraij and, after him, under

Abu Ishak al-Marwazi ; he then professed at Baghdad, and men of learning gained

information at his lectures; he wrote besides a great number of works; and the

students of that time all travelled to Irak that they might be instructed by him or by

Ain't ’l-Kasim ad-Daraki; when ad-Daraki died, Ibn al-Kattan became chief of the

ShaGte sect (in that country). Abu Ishak as-Shirazi mentions him in his Ta-

bakdt and says that he died A. II. 359 (A. D. 970); to which the Khatih
(Abd

Bakr Ahmad al-Baghdddi
)
adds : “ In the month of the first Jumada : he was

“ one of the chief ShaOtc doctors, and composed works on the principles of

“jurisprudence and its secondary points.” (Ibn al-Jawzi) author of. the

Shuziir al-Okiid says that Baghdad (the native place of Ibn al-Kattan) was

built in the year 146 (A. D. 763).

AT-TAHAW1.

Abu Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Salama Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Azdi

at-Tahawi was a doctor of the sect of Abu Hauifa and became head of the Haneiitcs

in Egypt. He had been a follower of as-Shafi’s sect, and taken lessons from

al-Muzani, who said to him one day :
“ By God! no good will ever come of 27

“ you.” Provoked by this remark, al-Tahawi passed over to Abu Jaafar Ibn
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Abi Imran the Hanefitc (1) and studied under him: he said afterwards, on com-

posing his Mukhtasar or Compendium of Jurisprudence: “ God Ik: merciful to

“ Abii Ibrahim!” (meaning al-Muzani), “were he living, he should have to

“ expiate his oatii (2).” Abu Yala al—Khalili says, in his Irshdd (3), in the life

of al-Muzani : “ At-Tahawi was sister’s son to al-Muzani; and Muhammad Ibn

“ Ahmad as-Shuruti relates having asked him why he differed in opinion from

“ his uncle, and preferred Abu Hanifa’s doctrine? to which at-Tahawi replied :

“ ‘ Because I saw my uncle pore over the works of Abii Hanifa.’” This doctor

wrote a number of instructive books, such as the Ahkam al-Kordn (4), Ikhtildf

al-Ulamd (Points oj doctrine on which the learned differ), Madni ’l-Athar

( The obscure ideas and allusions in the Traditions
), the Shurut (Treatise on

drawing up bonds), a great historical work, etc. Al-Kodai in his Khitat speaks

of him in these terms :
“ In his youth he met with al-Muzani and most of the

“ doctors contemporary with him, and became remarkably skilled in drawing

“ up bonds (5). The kadi Abu Obaid Allah Muhammad Ibn Abda (6) took him

“ for secretary; lie was then in a destitute condition, but was enriched by the

“ kindness of Abu Obaid, who was a very generous man. Then the kadi Abii

“ Obaid Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn Harb (7) appointed him scrivener (8) after the

“ circumstance which occurred between Mansur the doctor and himself (9); this

“ was in the year 306 (A. D. 918). The public notaries were averse through

“jealousy to his being nominated scrivener, as they did not wish the same

“ person to be Jjoth chief jurisconsult (10) and receiver of attestations; hut a

“ number of them having gone that year to Mekka to sojourn there some time

“ from religious motives, Abu Obaid took advantage of their absence and no-

“ minated Abu Jaafar on the attestations of Abii ’1-Kasim al-Mamun and Abu

“ Bakr Ibn Saklab (11).” At-Tahawi was born in 238 (A. D. 852), or 229

(A.D. 843), according to Abu Saad as-Samani, who is here right; another author

adds that his birth was on Sunday eve, 11th of the first Rahl
;
he died at Old

Cairo on Thursday, IstofZu ’1-Kaada 321 (A. D. 933), and was buried in the

Karafa (12) where his tomb is still remarked. In the life of the doctor Mansur

Ibn Ismail ad-Darlr, mention is again made of him, so the reader is referred

to it. His father died A. II. 264 (A. D. 877-8). Tahawi means native of

Taha, which is a town in Upper Egypt (Said): Azdi signifies sprung from

Azd, a great and renowned tribe in Yemen.
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(I) The hafix Abft Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Abi Imrln, native of Baghdad, was an imam of high authority in the

sect of AbO Hanlfa. He was a man of solid learning, and composed a work, entitled al-Rijaj
;

hr filled the place of kadi in Egypt, and lost his sight in that country. Died A. II. 280 (A. D. 893;. (Tab.

nl-Banafyin, fol. 110 verso.)

i2) At-Muiani had sworn by God, but his oath proved false; he should therefore have cipiated his perjury

had he lived. This expiation consisuin granting freedom to a slave, or in once feeding or clothing ten pau-

pers; if the person guilty of this crime have not the means of fulfilling either of the above conditions, be is

only obliged to fast for lbrecdays.-(D'Ohsson’s Tableau del’EmpIre Othoman, t. IV, p. Mfl.)

(3) This work is spoken of by Hajji Khalifa ; see FlQgel's edition. No. 520. The author. Abb Yala Khalil

Ibn Abd Allah, was a native of Kazwtn. He died A.H. 440 (A. D. 1054), and w as considered a tradilionist

of the first authority. (Yafi’s Annals.)

(4) See note (2), page 6.

tB) In Arabic SAurtM (conditions), the name given to that branch of jurisprudence Which treats of drawing

up legal acts and bonds in proper form. (See Hajji Khalifa.)

(6) Abd Obaid Allah Muhammad Ibn Abda al-AbbAd&ni, doctor of the Ilanefite sect, born at Basra, A. 11.

218 (A. D. 833); he studied under a number of celebrated masters, and then went to Egypt, where he was

appointed Inspector of Wrong

t

(seedeSacy's Chrestomathte, t, I, p. 132', and was afterwards nominated

kidi, in the year 278, by Khumlrawaib, son of Abmad Ibn TaulOn. He was a generous patron of men or

learning, and always ready to oblige those who applied to him. During the troubles which ensued in Egypt

on the death of Jaish, son of Khumlrawaih, Ibn Abda was obliged to lie concealed for a considerable period

;

he was restored to the place of kidi, A.H. 292, but he quitted It soon after and retired to Irak, where be

died, A. II. 312 (A. D. 924), aged 95 years. (AI-AskalAni’s History of the Kadis of Egypt, MS. of the Bib.

du Roi. No. 691.)

(7) Ali Ibn al-Uusain Ibn Harb, surnamed Ibn Harbawaib, was a doctor of the sect ofas-Sb&fl and native

of Baghdad. In A. H. 293 he went to Egypt and replaced Ibn Abda as k&di ; be was afterwards deposed in

the year 311, and died atBaghdad in 319 (AD. 931). {Al-Askal4ni. Al-OthmAni.)

(8) In Arabic, A<ll; see w hat Ibn Kbaldhn says of the duties of this public officer, in de Sacy’s Chrestoma-

thie. 1. 1, p. 40 ; consult also Von Hammer’s IJtndervertcaltung tinier dem Chalifate, p. 103.

(9) This occurrence it again spoken of in the life of Mansfir ; it was a quarrel between the two doctors.

(10) The jurisconsults called the law the science, to indicate its high importance; for the same reason, the

chief jurisconsult is called the chief of the science, which is the name given him berc.

(II) Those persons were probably notaries also.

(12)

There were two cemeteries at Old Cairo, called the Greater and the Lesser Kar&fa : al-Makrlzi, in his

Khitat. describes them both and gives copious information respecting the tombs, chapels, mosques, and Moslim

convents with which they were filled. Sec also M. de Secy's Chrestomathie, 1. 1, p. 238.

ABU HAMID AL-ISFARAIiNI.

The shaikh Abd Hamid Ahmad Ibn Abi Tahir Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Isfa-

raini, doctor of the sect of as-Shaii, became imam and professor (I), at Baghdad,
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where his lectures were attended by more than three hundred students in jurispru-

dence : (the subject of his lessons was) the Mufchtasar by al-Muzani, which he

explained with additional observations of his own; and {by his successful

instruction) he filled the earth with partisans {of as-Shdffs opinions). He ex-

plained the doctrines of his sect in two works, the Great and the Small Ta-

lika (2); another short work of his, the Bustdn or Garden, consists of singular

anecdotes, lie learned jurisprudence from Abd ’l-IIasan Ibn al-Marzuban and

then, from Abu ’1-Kasim ad-Daraki; contemporaries all acknowledged his superior

merit and discriminating judgment
;
and the Khatib (Abu Bakr Ahmad) speaks

of him, in his History of Baghdad, in these terms :
“ Abu Hamid taught a small

“ portion of traditions, which he himself had learned from Abd Allah Ibn Adi,

“ Abu Bakr al-Ismaili, Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abdal al-Isfaraini and others;

“ [as a traditionist) he is a sure authority. I saw him more than once and was

“ present at his lectures in the mosque of Abd Allah Ibn al-Mubarak which lies

“ at the upper end of the Grant ofar-Rabi (3), and I heard some persons mention

“ that seven hundred students of jurisprudence went to his lectures, and
( for that

“ reason) people used to say : If as-Shafi saw him , he would be delighted

The shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi, in his Tabakdt, relates as follows : “Abu
28 “ ’l-IIusain al-Kuduri thellanefite used to praise and extol Abu Hamid al-Isfaraini

“ above all others; and it was told to the vizir Abu ’1-Kasim Ali Ibn al-Husain (4)

“ that he had said :
‘ I consider Abu Hamid an abler doctor and divine than

“ ‘as-Shafi.’ On this, I remarked to the vizir that it was al-Kuduri’s confidence in

“ Abu Hamid's talents, and his zeal for the Hanefite sect, which led him to under-

“ value as-Shafi, so no attention should lie paid to what he had said
; for Abu

“ Hamid, and even more ancient and learned doctors than he, were far from the

“ rank of as-Shafi
;

to whom and to whose successors we might apply this verse

“ of the poet’s :

* They sojourned at Mekka among the tribes of Naufal.but thou hast settled at al-Haidd,

‘ the most distant station.'
”

It is related of Abd Hamid that he said : “ I never, in quitting the meetings for

“ discussing points of law (5) had to regret omitting a necessary observation.” It

is also related that, in one of those meetings, a doctor addressed him in an im-

proper manner, and then went to him that night to ask his pardon
;
on which Abu

Hamid repeated these verses

:
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A deliberate insult is offered before the public; then comes a private excuse which only

confirms the fault. Ho who thinks that a priratc excuse can efface a public insult is in

a great mistake.

This doctor was born in A. II. 344 (A. D. 955), and went to Baghdad in 363

(A.D. 973-4), or 364 according to the Khatib : he there taught jurisprudence from

the year 370 till his death, which happened Friday evening, 18th Shawwal, A. II.

406 (March,A. I). *1 016), at Baghdad ;
the next morning he was buried in [the court

of) his house. His body was afterwards transported to the (cemetery at the
) Gate

of Harb in the year 410. The Khatib says :
“ I prayed over his bier in the plain

“ (Sahrd) beyond the Bridge of Abu ’d-Dann
;
and the imam who lead the praver

“ was Abu Abd Allah, son to {the Khali/) al-Mahtadi, and preacher of the Mosque

“ of Al-Mansur, it was a day witnessed by crowds of people and filled with deep

“ sorrow and grievous lamentation.”

—

Isfardini means native of Is/ardin, a

town of Khorasan in the territory of Naisapur, half way between it and Jorjan.

—

The verse applied to as-Shafi by (he shaikh Abu Ishak has another belonging to it

which runs thus

:

For thou didst fear on her account (6) the evil talk of hidden foes with sharpened

tongue; who say, but never perform.

(I) The expression 'jojJI JuJjj, chieftainship of the world and of the religion is so obscure,

ihat its signification can only be found by comparing the different passages In whioh it occurs. Its real mean-

ing, deduced from an examination of six passages, appears to be that given here; namely, the places of imam

und chief professor; for it is to be observed that all the persons to whom this title is applied, were great

imams and famous professors, and nothing more. In al-Oihmini's TnbaktU we find that Muhammad as-SAIfiki

became the imam of the world in jurisprudence, exegesis, polite literature, philology, grammar, poetry,

and scholastic divinity; the same author says of Ibrahim al-Marwati, that he succeeded to the place of

JbJI Ll'
y

chieftainship of science or head-professorship, and that he filled the land with his pupils.

These two passages, selected from many others, appear decisive as to the sense of the Ui jJI L-'j j, chief-

tainship of the world. The chieftainship of the religion indicates, most probably, the place of the chief

imam.

(2) Taltka signifies an appendix or supplement; the Moslim schoolmen give this title to collections of

notes and observations on the system of doctrine followed by the sect; these notes were generally taken by

the scholars during the lectures of their professors. Hajji Khalifa mentions a number of works bearing this

title, and be remarks (hat al-Isfarkini’s Talikdt treats of the ShaGte doctrines. (See FlOgel’s edition, t. II.

No. 3120.)

(3; See page 7, note (l
1

. The Khatib could not then have been more than eleven or twelve yean of age.
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(4) Alt Ibn al-Husain, surnamed Rail ar-Ruaiii (chief of the chief!) was vizir to the khelif al-Kaim Biamr

Itlah : be was put to death by al-BasAsIri, A. U. 490 (A. D. 1058;. iSee AbO 'l-Fadi's Annals.)

(0y These debating societies were held by students under the presidence or their professor, or by doctors of

the different sects between themselves.

(6) The mistress of the Arabic poet is generally of a different tribe from his, and she is supposed to be always

guarded bv a number of jealous relations, ready to wreak vengeance on any lover who should dare to make

known the object of his passion.

AL-MAHAMILI.

Abu ’1-Hasan Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Kasim Ibn Ismail Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Said Ibn Aban ad-Dubbi al-Mahaniili, doctor of the

.sect of as-Shafl. He learned jurisprudence from Abu Hamid al-lsfaraini, and

put down in writing a Talika (1) which was taught him by Abt) llamid, and

whose name it bears. The penetration and intelligence with which he was gifted

enabled him to eclipse all his contemporaries ; in jurisprudence he became remark-

ably eminent, and professed it both in the lifetime of his master Abu Hamid and

after Ins decease, lie learned the Traditions from Muhammad Ibn at-Muzaflar (2)

and other traditionists of the same period, having been taken by his father on a

journey to Kiifa, in order that he might hear them from the lips of tliat teacher.

He composed on the doctrines of his sect a large book, entitled the Majnui (Col-

lection); another in one volume, called Mukni {sufficient)

;

a little work enti-

tled the Lobab (Marrow), and a fourth called the Ausat (Medium), besides a

great number of treatises on controversial subjects. He professed at Baghdad,

and his name is mentioned in the Chronicle of tliat city compiled by the Khatib.

29 Died on Wednesday, 20th of the second Rabi, 415 (A.D. 1024); bom A.H. 368

(A. D. 978-9).

—

Dubbi means belonging to Dubb, which is a great and well-

known tribe; Mahamili is derived from Mahdmil
,
which is the name of the lit-

ters in which travellers are carried.

(1) See page 58, note (2).

(2) AbA ‘l-Ilasan Muhammad Ibn al-Muzaffar was born at Baghdad, A. U. 286(A. D. 899;. He became the

first traditionisl of bis time in Irak, and had among his auditors the celebrated ad-Dirakutni. Died A. II 379

W. D. ysu;. It appears that he was a partisan of the Shiite doctrines. (Tab. al-Hu/fdz).
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AL-BA1HAKI.

Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibn al-llusain lbn Ali lbn Abd Allah Ibn Musa al-llaihaki al-

Khosrujerdi, doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, the great and illustrious hafiz (I),

who in his age stood alone without a rival for the variety of his attainments, was

one of the principal disciples of the hakim Abu Abd Allah Ibn al-Baiy, by whom

he was taught the traditions, but whom he soon surpassed in all the different

parts of knowledge. 11c learned jurisprudence from Abu T-I'ath Nasir Ibn

Muhammad al-Omari al-Marwazi (2), but the traditions were his favourite

study, and it was as a traditionist that he attained reputation. In this pursuit

he travelled to Irak, Jibal
(
Persian Irak), llijaz and Khonisan, in which coun-

try, as well as in all the others visited by him, he received the traditions from

the lips of the learned of that time; he then began to write on the subject, and

composed a great number of works, which, it is said, amount to one thousand

volumes. It was he who first collected the sentences (3) of as-Shafi, with which

he formed ten volumes : the best known of his works arc—the Great and the

Small Collections of Traditions; Proofs of the prophetic Mission
;
Acts and Tra-

ditions (of Muhammad); Path of Faith; Merits of as-Shafi, descendant of Abd al-

Muttalib; Merits of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, etc. Al-Baihaki was a man little solici-

tous about worldly goods, and the Imam al-Ilaramain said of him: “There was

“ no follower of the Shafite sect who was not under some obligation to as-Shafi,

“ al-Baihaki excepted; for as-Shafi was Under obligations to him.” Al-Bai-

haki was a most active defender of the doctrine instituted by as-Shafi, and was

invited to Naisapdr, in order to propagate the knowledge (of that doctrine); he

went there in consequence, and led a (simple and holy) life such as that of the

primitive Moslims; he taught traditions to a great number of eminent doctors,

among others, Zahir as-Shahami (4), Muhammad al-ForHwi and Abd al-Munim

al-Kushairi (5); he was born in the month of Shaban, 384 (A. D. 994); died

the 1 0th of the first Jumada, 458 (A. I). I0G6), at Naisapur, whence his body

was transported to Baihak (his native place), which is a collection of villages in

the dependency of Naisabur, at twenty parasangs from that city; Khosrujerd is

the name of one of those villages.

(1; The persons who know the Koran hr heart are called tM/ii ; but this title is given more especially to

8
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thone doctors who have learned by heart the contents of the six great collections of Traditions (see the Sfiskdt-

at-Xatdblh, vol. I, p. 3), who can cite the names of the persons by whom each tradition has been successively

handed down, and who ran point out those traditionists whose authority cannot be admitted without limita-

tion and those who merit full conlidence. The word hdfii is sometimes made use of to designate a narrator

of historical traditions.

(2) Abfl ‘t-Falh al-Omari was one of the most noted doctors who studied under al-KalTal and Abb 't-Taiyb

as-SilAki; he died A. II. 444 ;A.D. 1052}.—(Al-Olhmini's Tabakdt, fol. 85 verso.)

(3) Sentence*; that is, legal opinion* received as positive precepts by the followers of his sect. Al-

Olhroini remarks (
Tabakilt , fol. 22 verso), that among the numerous authors who wrote on the life and

virtues of as-Shlifl, the ablest and most exact was al-Baihaki, who, in two thick volumes, treated fully of his

merits, the circumstances of his life, etc. all on the best authority.

(4) Abfl ’l-K&sim 7.iihir lbn Tihir as-Shahimi and his brother Ahft Bakr Wajlh were two celebrated tradi-

tionisls of that time.

(5) AbO '1-MuzafTar Abd al-Munim al-Kushairi was son to Abd al-Karlm lbn Hawtiin, whose life is given

in this work.

AN-NASAI TllE HAFIZ.

The hafiz Abu Abd ar-Rahman Ahmad lbn Ali lbn Shoaib lbn Ali lbn Sinan

lbn Rahr an-Nasai, chief tradilionist of his age and author of a Sunan

,

or col-

lection of traditions, was an inhabitant of Old Cairo, in which city his works got

into circulation, and where he had also many pupils. Muhammad lbn Ishak al-

Isfahani gives the following account of his death :
“ I heard our elders in Old

“ Cairo relate that Abu Abd ar-Rahman left Misr towards the end of his life and

“ went to Damascus, where he was asked what he thought of Moawda and what

“ traditions he knew respecting the merits of that prince; to which he made this

“ reply: ‘It is not then enough for Moawia to enter (into salvation
)
on an equal

“ footing with others, but he must even surpass them by exclusive merits (1) I*

“ Rut some relate that his answer was: ‘I know not any tradition respecting his

“ special merit hut this : May God never satiate thy belly!' (2) Now this

“ doctor was an advocate for the rights of the khalif Ali; so the people began

“ to strike him on the sides, nor did they discontinue till they thrust him

“ out of U>e mosque. (In another account it is said that they struck him

“ on the testicles and trod him under foot.) He was then tame to Ramla,

“ where he expired.” The hafiz Abu '1-Hasan ad-Darakulni relates as fol-

30 lows: “An-Nasai, after the ill-treatment he underwent at Damascus, asked
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“ to be borne to Mecca, where he died on his arrival, and was buried be-

“ tween as-Safa and al-Marwa
;

his death happened in the month of Shaban,

“ A. H. 303” (February, A. D. 916). The hafiz Abu Noaim al-Isfahani

adds the following particulars : “ The people having trampled on an-Nasai at

“ Damascus, he died from the effects of that ill usage whilst he was bearing (to

“ Mekkd). He composed a work called al-Khasdis (Particularities), treating of

“ the merits of Alilbn Abi Talib and those of his family; the greater part of the

“ traditions contained therein are alleged on the authority of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.

“ Having l>een asked why he did not write a work on the merits of Muhammad's

“ companions, he answered :
* On entering Damascus, I found a great number of

“ persons holding Ali in aversion, for which reason I intended that God should

“ direct them by means of this book.’ He used to abstain from food every

“ second day, and was remarked for being of an ardent temperament.” The

hafiz Ibn Asakir of Damascus relates that he had four wives, to each of whom he

paid equal attentions, and that he possessed concubines besides. Ad-Darakutni de-

clares him a martyr, on account of the trials he underwent at Damascus, and says

that he died on Monday, 13lh Safar,303(August, A.D.915),atMekka; othersstate

that he died at Ramla, in Palestine. Abu Said Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Yunus, au-

thor of the Annals of Egypt, writes in that work: “An-Nasai came to Misr a

“ long time ago, he was a tradilionist of the first order; his word was held a sure

“ authority, his information was exact, and his memory retentive. He left Misr

“ in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, 302.” I find in my handwriting, in the rough

eopy of this work, that an-Nasai was born at Nasa, A. II. 214 or 215 (A. D.

829, 830).

—

Nasdi means native ofNasa ,
a city in Khorasan, which has pro-

duced a number of eminent men.

(t) The expression y U.1, has been already explained, page 48, now (8).

(S) MoAwia was so voracious that his greediness became proverbial. (See Frcytag's Provtrbia Meidanii,

1. 1, p. 138.) The imprecatiun cited by an-XasAi was probably uttered by one of MoAw ia's enemies, and parly

spirit prevented it from being forgotten.

AL-KUDURI.

Abu '1-Husain Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Jaafar Ibn Hamdan,
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surnamed al-Kuduri, was a doctor of the sect of Abu Hanifa, and became presi-

dent of the Hanefilcs in Irak. In treating speculative points he had the talent of

expressing his ideas with great precision; he was also versed in the traditions;, and

the khatib Abil Rakr, author of the History of Baghdad, who had learned them

from him, alleged his authority in citing them. He wrote several treatises on the

doctrines of his sect; among others, that celebrated work, the Mukhtasar (Abridg-

ment). He was accustomed to discuss controversial subjects with Abu Hamid

al-lsfaraini, the Shafile doctor; in whose life has already been given the high opi-

nion which he expressed of Abu Hamid's merits (1). Al-Kuduri was born A.H.

362 (A.D. 972-3); he died on Sunday, 5th of Rajah, 428 (April, A.D. 1037), at

Baghdad, and was buried the same day in (the court of) his dwelling, in the street

of Abu Khalf ; but his l>ody was afterwards transported to a tomb in the great street

of al-Mansur, where it was placed by the side of Abu Bakr al-Khowarezmi, the

Hanefitc doctor (2).

—

Kuduri is derived from kudur, plural of kidr (caldron) : I

know not for what reason he was so called
;
hut such is the derivation of that

appellation as given by as-Samani, in his work called al-Ansdb.

(!) Sec page M.

(2) The shaikh and imam Abd H.ikr Muhammad Ibn Musa Ihn Muhammad al-Khowtrczmi, a celebrated

professor, and mufti of the Hancflte sect; for Intelligence, learning, and integrity, he possessed a high repu-

tation : and his society was courted by persons of every rank. Died A.H. 403 (A. D. 1012-3;. {TabaktH ol-

Hanafyin; MS. of the Bib, du Roi, fonds St. Germain, No. 132, fol. 142 verso.)

AT-TIIALABI AN-NAISABUR1.

Abu Ishak Ahmad Ihn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim at-Thalahi, native of Nais&ptir,

and a well-known commentator on the Koran, was the most skilful man of his

time in explaining the difficulties of that book; and his work, entitled the Great

Commentary, surpassed all others on the subject. He is also author of the Kitab

al-Arats{BookofBrides), containing the history of the prophets, and ofother trea-

tises. As-Samani makes mention of him and .adds: “Some of the learned say

“ that the name of Thalabi, or Thaalibi, was given to him not as a patronymic,

“ but as a surname.” Abu ’1-Kasim al-Kushairi relates the following circum-
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stance concerning him : “I saw in a dream theLord of Glory (1), who was speak- Si

“ ing to me and I to him; during this it happened that the Lord (may his name be

“ exalted), said: ‘The holy man draweth near.’ 1 turned, and lo! Ahmad at-

“ Thalabi was drawing near.” AIkI al-Ghafirlbn Ismail al-Farisi, in his Sink,

or continuation of the history of Naisapur, speaks of him and praises him: “ He

“ was,” says he, “an exact and trust-worthy transmitter of traditions; he gave

“ them on the authority of Abu Tahir Ibn Khuzaima and the imam Abu Bakr

“ Ibn Mihran, teacher of the art of reading the Koran correctly. He taught

“ a great number of traditions, which he had learned from many masters.

“ He died in 427 (A. D. 1035-6).” Another writer states that his death took

place in the month of Muharram, 427
;
and a thin! that it happened on Wed-

nesday, 23rd Muharram, 437 (A. D. 1045).—Naisdbiiri means belonging to

Naisaptir, which is one of the fairest and greatest cities in Khorasan, abound-

ing, above others, in all the conveniencies of life; it was so called because Sabur

zu ’l-Aktaf, a Persian king of the last race, having come to the site of the place,

which was then overgrown with reeds, was pleased with it and said: “It were

“ well a city were here;” he then ordered the reeds to be cut down and the city

to l>e built; and it was named Naisabdr, because Nai in Persian means reed.

This is what as-Samani says in his Ansdb.

(1) See page 46. note t7), and Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol. I, p. 271, 338.

IBN ABI DUWAD.

The kadi Abu Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad Farah Ibn Jarir Ibn Malik Ibn

Abd Allah lhn Ahbadlbn Salam Ibn Malik Ibu Abd Ilind Ibn Lakhm(l) Ibn Ma-

lik Ibn Kanas Ibn Mana Ibn Borjan Ibn Daus Ibn ad-Dil Ibn Omaiya Ibn Hudaka

Ibn Zahr Ibn lyad Ibn Nizar Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnan al-Iyadi : this kadi was ce-

lebrated for his manly character and his zeal in serving his friends; and many

anecdotes of his humane interfcrencewilh the khalifal-Motasim are still preserved.

Abu Abd Allah (2) al-Marzobani makes the following mention of him in the

Murshid
,
where he treats of the Motazclitc divines: “It is said that Ahmad Ibn
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“ Abi Duwad’s family drew its origin from a village near Kinnisrin(3), but he

“ himself, when yet a boy, was taken to Damascus (4) by his father, who went

“ there on a commercial undertaking. Ahmad passed his youth in the pursuit

“ of learning (more particularly jurisprudence and scholastic theology), till he

“ attained that eminence he afterwards held. He studied under Haiyaj Ibn al-

“ Alii as-Sulmi, and had been a pupil of Wasil Ibn Ata’s (5); this rendered him

“ partial to the doctrines of the Motazelites,” “Never,” says Abu ’l-Aina, “ did

“ I meet a person invested with authority who spoke with more correctness and

“ precision than Ibn Abi Duwiid.” Ishak Ibn Ibrahim al-Mausili relates the fol-

lowing anecdote respecting him: “ I heard Ibn Abi Duwad say at the court of

“ al-Motasim: ‘I never speak first to a khalif about business in the presence of

“ the vizir Muhammad Ibn az—Zaiyat, lest he should learn
(from my example)

“ how to begin a conversation with the prince and how business is done (6).’

“ He was the first who ever opened a conversation with a khalif, for till that time

“ none spoke to the prince till he spoke first to them.” Abu ’1-Aina says that Ibn

Abi Duwad was a good poet, and that he expressed his thoughts with elegance

and precision. Al-Marzobani relates that his name is mentioned by Dibil Ibn

Ali 1-Khozai, in his book containing the list of poets, and that some fine verses of

his are quoted there.— Ibn Abi Duwad used to say: “There are three classes of

“ men who must be treated with honour and esteem: the learned, the magis-

“ trates, and our friends; whoever slights the learned, loses his religion; who-

“ ever slights the magistrates, loses his property; and whoever slights his

“ friends, loses his manliness.”—Ibrahim Ibn al-IIasan relates as follows

:

“ We were assembled in the presence of al-Mamikn, and the names of the people

“ of Medina who engaged their fidelity to Muhammad on the night ofal-Akaba(7),

“ were enumerated; there was some disagreement however on the subject,

“ when Ibn Abi Duwad came in, and counted them up one by one, names, sur-

“ names, and genealogies; on which al-Mamun said: ‘When men want a man
“ of talent for companion, let them take a person like Ahmad!’ ‘Nay,’ said

“ Ahmad, ‘but when a man of learning keeps company with a khalif, let him

“ find one like the Commander of the Faithful, from whom he may gain inform-

52 “ ation, and whose conversation is more learned than his own.’ ’’—One of Ah-

mad Ibn Abi Duwad’s maxims was : “ A man is not perfect unless he have abilities

“ sufficient for elevating to the pulpit his friend, though a simple soldier of po-
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“ lice, and for sending to the gibbet bis enemy, though a vizier (8).” Abu 1-

Aina relates of him the following anecdote: “ Al-Afshin (9) bore envy towards

“ Abu Dulaf al-Kasim Ibn Isa ’1-Ijli for his knowledge of the pure Arabic lan-

“ guage and for his bravery; he therefore plotted against him, and causal witness

“ to be borne that he had committed treason and murder; he then had him

“ arrested on a pretext he imagined, and, having held a sitting to try him,

“ he ordered him to he brought forth along with the headsman that was to put

“ him to death. When news of this reached Ibn Abi Duwad, he instantly

“ mounted his horse (1 0), set off with the notaries who happened to be present
(
at

“ his tribunal) (11), and came in on al-Afshin, before whom Abu Dulaf had

“just been led for execution. He then stopped and said: “I am a tnessen-

“ ger to dice from the Commander of the Faithful; he commands thee to do

“ no ill to al-Kasim Ibn Isa, and moreover to give him up to me.’ Turn-

“ ing then to the notaries, he said: ‘Rear witness that I have delivered him the

“ message sent by the Commander of the Faithful, and that al-Kasim is alive

“ and in health.’ The notaries answered: ‘We are witnesses thereof.’ So al-

“ Afshin could not do al-Kasim harm, and Ibn Abi Duwad went instantly to the

“ khalif al-Motasim and said: ‘Commander of the Faithful! I have fulfilled in

“ thy name a message which thou didst not give me, yet I count it for one of my
“ best deeds, and through it l hope for Paradise.’ He then told him what had

“ passed, and the khalif approved his conduct, and having sent for al-Kasim, he

“ set him at liberty and gave him a present; he then reprimanded severely al-

“ Afshin for having dared to act so.—Al-Motasim, being moved by violent anger

“ against Muhammad Ibn al-Jahm the Barmakide, ordered his head to be

“ struck off; the prisoner was already placed blindfolded on the executioner's

“ leather carpet (12), and the sword was just brandishing to strike him,when Ibn

“ Abi Duwad, conscious that no petty shift could save him, said to the khalif

:

“ ‘How canst thou take his wealth, if thou killest him?’—‘Who is to hinder

“ me?’ replial the khalif.— ‘God,’ answered the other, ‘doth not permit it, nei-

“ ther is it allowed by the Apostle of God, nor by the justice of the Commander of

“ the Faithful ! for his wealth belongeth to his heirs if thou slayest him, unless thou

“ givest legal proof of his guilt. It is much easier for thee to order him, while

“ he yet livelh, to refund what he liath embezzled.’ ‘ Keep him in custody,’ said

“ al-Motasim, ‘ till an inquest be held. ’ Then, after some delay, the affair ended
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“ by Muhammad's paying a sum of money and being set at liberty.”—The fol-

lowing anecdote is told by al-Jahiz : “ Al-Molasim was moved with wrath against

“ an inhabitant ol Mesopotamia, and bad the sword and executioner’s carpet

“ brought in
;
he then said to the prisoner: ‘Thou hast done so, and acted so(1 3);

“ strikcofT his head!’ ‘Commander of the Faithful,’ said Ibn Ahi Duwad, ‘ the

“ sword is going here before justice; make some delay in this business, for the

“ man is wrongly accused.’ The khalif kept silence for a short time here

“ we shall finish the narration in Ibn Ahi Duwad’s own words: *1 had then so

“ pressing a call to make water, that I could no longer retain, yet 1 knew that

“ if 1 went out, he should surely die; so I gathered my garments under me and

“ yielded to it, hut I succeeded in saving the man. When I stood up, al-

“ Motasim saw that my garments were wet, and said: ‘0 Abu Abd Allah, was

“ there any water under you?’ ‘No, Commander of the Faithful,’ 1 replied,

“ ‘but it happened so and so.’ On hearing the circumstance, the khalif laughed,

“ and prayed forme; saying: ‘Well done! may God bless thee!’—Al-Motasim

“ then clothed him in a robe of honour and ordered him a present of one hun-

“ dred thousand dirhems.”—Ahmad Ibn A bd ar-Rahman al-Kalbi says that

Ibn Ahi Duwad was all soul from his head to his foot, and Lizun Ibn Ismail

makes this remark: “I never saw one man more submissive to another than

“ al-Motasim was to Ibn Abi Duwad; when a trifle was asked of him, he would

“ refuse, hut lhn Ahi Duwad would then come in and speak to him in favour of

“ his [the khalif’s) family, of the people in the frontier garrisons, of the inha-

“ bitantsof Mekka and Medina, and of those who dwelt far ofl' in the countries

“ of the East and West, and al-Motasim would grant all he desired. One

“ day he spoke to the khalif to obtain a sum of one million of dirhems for dig-

“ ging a canal in the most distant part of Khorasan, and received this answer:

“ ‘ What have I to do with this canal?’ ‘Commander of the Faithful,’ said Ibn

“ Ahi Duwad, ‘ Got! will call you to an equal account of your superintendence

“ over the affairs of the most distant, and over those of the nearest of your sub-

“ jects.’ He then continued to manage adroitly the humour of the khalif till the

“ money was granted.” Ai-Husain Ilm ad-Dahhak, the celebrated poet, said to one

of the metaphysicians of that time: “ In the opinion of us [poets) Ibn Ahi Duwad

“ does not know the [pure Arabic) language; you look on him as not lading

“ a good metaphysician; the jurisconsults think him unskilled in the law;
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“ but al-Motasim considers him learned in all those sciences.” Ibn Abi Duwad

narrates in these terms the origin of his connection with the khalif al-Mamun

:

“ I used to go with the other doctors to Yahya Ibn al-Aklham’s assemblies (14), 53

“ and I was there one day when a messenger came from al-Mamun to slate that

“ the Commander of the Faithful desired Ibn al-Aktham to go to him with all his

“ company. Ibn al-Aktham was unwilling to take me with him, but he had

“ no means of leaving me behind; so I went with the others,and we held a conver-

“ sat ion in the presence of al-Mamun,who turned to look at me when I began to

“ speak, and listened to my words with attention and approbation. lie then

“ asked me who I was, and I told him my pedigree. ‘What,’ said he, ‘has delayed

“ you so long from coming to see us?’ Not wishing to do an ill office to Yahya,

“ I replied: ‘Destiny detained me, and it was necessary that the term of God's

“ written decree should arrive.’ * Let it lx: known to you (15),’ said he, ‘ that

“ in future we shall hold no assembly unless you come to it.’ I answered:

“ ‘Yes, Commander of the Faithful (/ shall obey your order).' After that,

our connection was gradually formed.” Others relate this affair in a different

manner: Yahya Ibn al-Aktham, they say, went to Basra from Khorasan to act as

kadi in the name of al-Mamun
;

this was towards the end of the year 202 (about

June. A. D. 818). Yahya was then a young man, somewhat more than twenty

years of age. lie there chose for companions a number of men remarkable

for their learning and honourable character, among whom was Ibn Abi Duwad.

When al-Mamun came to Bagdad in 204, he told Yahya to choose some from

among his companions to be admitted into the society of the khalif and to be

his frequent visitors. In consequence of this, Yahya selected twenty, and among

them Ibn Abi Duwad, but the khalif, on finding the number too great, ordered

Yahya to make a selection out of them, and ten persons were chosen, amongst

whom was Ibn Abi Duwad
;
but the khalif desired a fresh reduction to be made,

and Yahya chose five, one of whom was Ibn Abi Duwad : such was the origin of

his connexion with the khalif. When al-Mamdn was on his death-bed, he ad-

dressed to his brother al-Motasim his testament, which contained this recommen-

dation: “As for Abu Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad, let him never cease to

“ be the associate of your councils on every subject, for he is most worthy of

“ having such confidence placed in him (16); and I recommend you not to take

“ afvizir when 1 die.” Al-Motasim, on his accession to the khalifate, appointed

9
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Ibn Abi Duwad chief kadi (kadi 'l-kodat), and deposed Yahya Ibn al-Aktham

;

and Ibn Abi Duwad became so great a favourite with the kbalif, that neither his

public nor private business was done without his advice. In the month of Ra-

madan, A. H. 220 (September,A.D. 835), Ibn Abi Duwad cruelly persecuted Ahmad

Ibn Hanbal and tried to force him to admit that the Koran was created (17).

—

Al-Moiasim in dying was succeeded by his son al-Walhik Billah, under whom

Ibn Abi Duwad continued to enjoy high favour; when he died, his brother al-

Mutawakkil succeeded to the khalifate, and in the beginning of his reign Ibn

Abi Duwad lost the use of his right side from a paralytic stroke, in conse-

quence of which, al-Mutawakkil conferred the place of kadi on Muhammad, son

of Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad, who was afterwards, in 236 (A.D. 850), replaced as

Inspector of Grievances^18) by Yahya Ibn al-Aktham.—Al-Walhik had ordered

that every person should arise on seeing the vizir Muhammad Ibn Alxl al-Malik

az-Zaiyat, and Ibn Abn Duwad would stand up on seeing the vizir, but then

turn towards the kibla in order to say his prayers; for which reason Ibn az-

Zaiyat pronounced the following verses

:

He says his prayers since he had the advantage of bearing hatred against me ; I see

that from that time, he fulfils his pious duties and his fasts. May his heart be never

free from such envenomed hatred as may leave him no repose (19).

O

The praises of Ibn Abi Duwad were celebrated by a number of contemporary

poets, and Ali ar-Razi relates this anecdote on the subject: “I saw the poet

“ Abu Tammam with Ibn Abi Duwad, to whom he was making a man recite

“ for him a poem in which were these words:

* The generosity of Ahmad Ibn DuwAd has caused all the afflictions of evil Fortune to

' be forgotten I Never did 1 travel to distant regions without owing to his bounty
‘ my conveyance and my subsistence.’

“Ibn Abi Duwad here asked him if that thought was his own, or if he bad

“ borrowed it? To which Abii Tammam replied that it was his own, but that

“ he made in it an allusion to the following verse, composed hv Abu Nawas :

4
If our words seem to convey the praises of any other, it is thou alone on whom our

‘ thoughts are turned (20).’

Abu Tammam had passed a great number of days at the door of Ibn Abi
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Duwad without being admitted to see him, for which reason he complained bit-

terly of his conduct to one of his friends. Some time after, he was introduced,

and Ibn Abi Duwad said to him: “0 Abil Tammatn, have you reproached

“ enough?” To which he answered :
“ Reproaches are made to individuals only,

“ but thou art all mankind (21); and how can reproaches be made to them?”

“ Where did you come by that idea?” said the kadi. Abu Tammam replied:

“ I borrowed it from the knowing one” (meaning Abil Nawas), “who said of

“ al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rabi

:

4 God is not to be blamed if he unite ( the noble qualities of) all mankind in a sole

* individual.’

On the appointment of Ibn Abi Duwad as Inspector of Grievances, Abu Tam-

mam addressed his complaints to him in a poem, which contained the following

passage

:

Since your neglect causes the ruin of poetry and poets, we need not wonder if they

perish through the neglect of foreigners (22) ! Yet poetry [like the laden camel) stirs

from side to side, and strives to rise with the burden you put on it since you became

redresser of wrongs (23). Did poetry not give to facts a permanent form, men ambitious

of glory would never learn whence you obtained your honours.

The same poet made his culogium in a poem beginning thus

:

Didst thou see the [fair) faces which appeared to us between al-Liwa (2k) and ZarAd ?

And which contains this elegant thought

:

When God wishes to reveal (to the knowledge of the icorM)*tbat excellence which re-

mains
{
modestly

)
folded up, he allows an envious tongue to attack it. Did fire not

inflame whatever it approaches, the sweet odour of aloes-wood had remained un-

known (25).

The praises of Ibn Abi Duwad were celebrated also by Marwan Ibn Abi ’1-Ja-

nub in the following verses

:

The tribe of NizAr (26) possesses all glory and honour despite its foes 1 Tell those

who pretend to surpass that NizAr from whom spring the tribes of Khindif(27) and

lyftd—Tell them that the Apostle of God and the khalifs belong to that family which is

ours, and that Ahmad Ibn DuwAd comes from it also. Until the day of judgment (28),

no such persons will ever be found in any family but ours 1 [To it alone belong) a pro-

phet sent by God, the successors in his covenant, and he who is directed and who

directs to good.

i
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When Abi) Ili (Tan al-Muhazzami (29) heal'd these verses, he pronounced the

following

:

Tell those who pretend to surpass the tribe of Nizftr, princes in the earth ruling over

slaves! Tell them that the Apostle of God and the khalifs belong to that family which is

ours, but that we totally disclaim the pretended descendant of lyfld. IvAd itself shall

not be one of our tribes, if it admit the pretensions of Ahmad Ibn Abi DuwiUl.

When Ibn Abi Duw&d heard these verses, he said: “No one ever gave me so

“ severe a wound as that hoy al-Muhazzami has done: were I not unwilling to

“ show that I pay attention to him, I would inflict on him a punishment such

“ as none ever suffered before! He has gone up to one of my proudest honours

“ and utterly destroyed it (30).”— Ibn Abi Duwad used to recite frequently the

following verses, hut did not say whether they were his own or another's

:

Thou [O Lord!) art no feeble aid;—and success in all affairs is ensured by powerful

aid. To-day we stand in need of thy succour ; the physician is only called in when
the disease is violent.

Al-Marzobani has furnished us with some of the preceding anecdotes, but

another historian gives the following on the authority of Abu ’1-Aina : “The
“ khalif al-Motasim was displeased with Khalid Ibn Yazid Ibn Mazyad as-Shai-

“ bani” (whom we shall speak of again in the life of his father Yazid), “and

“ recalled him from his government (31), that he might appear Ik1fore him to

“ answer for his inability to make up a sum of money which he was called

“ upon to pay ; he had besides to answer other accusations. Al-Motasim

“ held therefore a sitting in order to condemn him to punishment, and would

“ not listen to the intercession of Ibn Abi Duwad, on whose generosity Khalid

“ had thrown himself. The khalif having taken his scat, the kadi Ahmad (Ibn

“ Abi Duwad) went to a place inferior to his own, on which al-Motasim said:

“ ‘Abu Abd Allah (32), you are silting out of your place.’ To this the kadi

“ replied: ‘It is meet I should not sit in my place, but in a lower.’ ‘Why
“ so?’ said the khalif. The kadi answered: ‘Because the public say that my
“ place is not the place of one who can intercede and whose intercession will

“ be heard.’ ‘Go back to your place,’ said al-Motasim. ‘Shall 1 go,’ said the

“ kadi, ‘as one whose intercession has been heard or as one whose intercession

“ has been rejected?’ ‘Nay,’ replied the khalif, ‘go as one whose intercession
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“ has been heard.’ Ibn Abi Duwad went up ihereforc to bis place, and, when

“ seated, said : ‘The public will not lx; aware that the Commander of the Faith-

“ ful has pardoned him, unless be receive a robe of honour.’ The kbalifordered

“ him to be clotlied in a robe of honour. Abu Duwad continued: ‘There is

44 due to him and bis people six months’ salary, which must be paid

4
• them, so if thou givest orders that they receive it now, it will serve instead of

“ the (customary) present.’ The khalif said: ‘1 shall order it to be done.' ”

—

(The historian continues to relate ) that when Khalid went forth in his robe of

honour with the money borne before him, the people were waiting in the streets

to witness his punishment, and one of them called out to him : “Praise be to

44 God for thy escape, 0 prince of Arabs !” to which Khalid replied : “Silence

!

“ by God! the prince of Arabs is truly Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad!”—Great jea-

lousy and mutual dislike existed between the kadi Ahmad and the vizir Ibn az-

Zaiyat; so much so, that the latter refused to receive the visits of a friend of the

kadi’s, specially commissioned by him to direct his affairs: the kadi, on hearing

of this, went to the vizir, and said : “I assure you that I do not come to you

“ (as others do), to obtain from you either augmentation of slender means or

“ exaltation from lowly rank; but the Commander of the Faithful has placed

“ you in a post which obliges me to visit you: when I do so, it is on his ac-

“ count; and when I remain absent, it is on yours.” He then rose up and

retired. He was indeed possessed of such noble and honourable qualities as sure

passed description. A poet composed a satire of seventy verses against the

vizir Ibn az-Zaivat; w'hen the kadi Ahmad heard of it, he pronounced these

verses

:

Belter than a satire of seventy verses, is their purport condensed into a single verse.

How much the state requires a shower of rain, to wash away that filthy stain of oil

!

(33)

When Ibn az-Zaiy&t heard of this epigram, he composed the following, in

which he alluded to the profession of one of the kadi Ahmad's ancestors, who

was reported to have lx'cn a seller of pitch:

O thou « ho vainly thinkest to satirize us, thou exposes! thyself to death in attacking

me. Our honour cannot be diminished by the mention of oil ; the reputation of our

family is too well known. ’Tis you who defiled the slate with your pitch, and no-
thing could clean it til! we washed it with our oil.

Ibn Abi Duwad lost the use of his side the 7th of the second Jutnada, 233 56
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(January, A. D. 848), a hundred and some days after the death of his enemy

the vizir; some say forty-nine or fifty days only: the date of the vizir’s death

shall be given in the letterM (3-4). When the kadi received his paralytic stroke,

he was replaced by his son Abu M-Walid Muhammad, who did not however fulfil

the duties of his place to general satisfaction, having incurred the hlameof many

and merited the praise of a few only ; so much so, that Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas

as-Suli, whose life has been already given, composed against him these lines:

The faults which appear in you so plainly have effaced [the memory of) the virtues

which your father left you as a legacy. By him you surpassed the sons of honourable

men, as by yourself you have surpassed the sons of the vile.

In which verses, I must say that the poet has gone to the extremes of eulo-

gium and blame: the idea is quite novel.— Muhammad continued to fill

the places of kadi and inspector of wrongs for the army till the year

23? (A. D. 851), when al-Motawakkil, being displeased with him and his

father Ahmad, ordered his lands to be sequestered
;

this happened on the

24th Safar of the above year; he then deprived him of his place as in-

spector of wrongs, and afterwards, on Thursday, 5lh of the first Rabi, he

dismissed him from his place of kadi and took from him a sum of one hun-

dred and twenty thousand dinars (35), with precious stones to the value of

forty thousand dinars, after which he sent him away from Baghdad to Sarr-

man-raa. The place of kadi was then entrusted to Yahya Ibn, Aktham as-Saifi

(whose life shall be given in the letter V). At the lime when Ibn Abi Duwad

incurred the displeasure of the khalif so far as to be deprived of his landed pro-

perty, witnesses had been examined to prove the crime he was accused of, and a

great number of them and other persons were present in court; there was one

of those witnesses in whom the kadi, during his administration, had placed little

confidence, and who now stood up and said : “ Call on us to witness in your be-

“ half(36) according to what is written in this instrument;” on which the kadi an-

swered: “ No! no! no! that is not your place;” and turning round to the other

witnesses, he said: “Bear ye witness for me;” on which the man sat down

abashed, and the public were filled with admiration for the firmness of the kadi

and his strength of mind (37). The kadi Ahmad Ibn Duwad died of his palsy

in the month of Muharram, A. II. 240 (June, A. D. 854), and it is stated on his
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own authority that he was horn at Basra in 160 (A.D. 776-7): he was, it is said,

about twenty years older than the kadi Yahya Ibn al-Aklham, but this is in

contradiction with what is mentioned by me in the life of Yahya; I have, how-

ever, written it down here as I found it given, and God knows licst whether it.

lie correct or not.—Muhammad, son of lbn Abi Duwad, died in the month of

Zu ’I-IIijja, twenty days before his father. Al-Marzobani, in his l>ook above-

mentioned (the Murshid), notices great variations in the dates of lbn Abi Du-

wad's and his son’s death ; so I prefer giving here all he says on the subject

:

*• Al-Mutawakkil appointed Muhammad, son of Ibn Abi Duwad, to act in the

“ place of his father as kadi and inspector of wrongs for the army; he then dis-

“ missed him from these places ou'Wedncsday, 1 9th Safar, 240, and sequestered

“ the landed property of the father and son, but this business was settled by a

“ fine of one million of dinars. Abu ’l-Walid Muhammad, son of Ahmad, died

“ at Baghdad in Zu ’1-Kada, 240, and his father died twenty days after. As-

“ Suli sUtles, however, that the anger of al-Mutawakkil against Ibn Abi Duwad
“ took place in 237.” Al-Marzobani says farther on: “The kadi Ahmad died

“ in Muharram, 240, and his son died twenty days before; some say that the

“ death of the son occurred towards the end of the year 239, and that they

“ both died at Baghdad; some again slate that the son died in Zu’ 1-Hijja, 239,

“ and the father on Saturday, 23rd Muharram of the year 240, at about a

“ month’s distance. God alone knows the truth in all that.”—Abu Bakr Ibn

“ Doraid says that Ibn Abi Duwad was full of afiabilily towards men of education,

no matter to what country they belonged, and that he had taken a great num- 57

her of them under his care, treating them as members of his family and defray-

ing their expenses. On his death a crowd of those clients went to the door of

his house and cried out: “He is to be buried, that man who was the pillar of

“ generosity and the ornament (38) of literature ! of whom it was never said

:

“ Here he has committed a fault ; there his talent has failed him." When
his bier was borne up, three of them went forward to it, and the first recited

these verses

:

To-day is dead the support of the state and of the language; he is dead, the protector

whose succour was ever implored in misfortune ! The paths of learning are dark since

the sun of generosity is hidden by the mist of the winding-sheet.

The second then advanced and said

:
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Through humble modesty he sought not the pulpit or the [vizir t) seat
;

yet, had he

wished, the pulpit and the (vizir’s) seat were his. Taxes are gathered for another, but

for him is gathered a harvest of praises and [heuvenly) rewards.

Then the third came forward and said :

It is not the powder of musk which has been used to perfume his corpse, but rather

the praises which he left behind. The noise you hear is not the creaking of the bier ; it is

the sound of hearts which are breaking.

Abu Bakr al-Jurjani relates having heal’d Abu ’l-Aina ad-Darir (the blind)

say: “I never met in the world with a man more polite than lbn Abi Duwad; he

“ would never say, on my leaving him: Page, take his hand (39); but, Page,

“ go out with him. I look on this expression as free from alloy, and (though

“ he uttered it), he will not be the poorer (40); and I never heard it from any

“ other.”—We may now conclude, for this article has become rather long, hut

the honourable actions of lbn Abi Duwad were so numerous!

—

Iyddi means

beldnging to the tribe of Jjdd, who was son to Nizar lbn Maadd lbn Adnan.

(1) This name and ihe preceding are uncertain; the MSS. all differ.

(2) In the Arabic text, this name is erroneously printed Obaid Allah.

(3) The town of Kinnisriu no longer exists, having been gradually abandoned by its inhabitants for the city

of Aleppo, from which it lay at the distance of ten miles in a southern direction. It was however one of the

most important places of Syria during the first centuries of Islamisin, having been one of the military colo-

nies or settlements established by the Arabs, when they conquered that country.

4) Damatcut; in the Arabic: at-Sham.

(5; WAsil lbn At* was the founder of the Motazelite sect. His life is given by lbn KhallikAn.

(6) The printed Arabic text and most of the MSS. have here LJ JWI but ^o*U! is the right reading.

(7) Abulftda Annalfs. I. 1, p. 31).

(8} The pulpit or minbar was in those times specialty reserved for the khalif or his deputy, who alone bad

the right of pronouncing the ktiolba. \Sccd’Obsson, 1 1. p.204.) The gibbet w as merely the trunk of a palm-tree

to which the bodies of executed persons were tied and exposed to public view. It sometimes happened that

living criminals were tied up in the same manner.

(0) Sec Elmukln, p. 141 tt ttq.—To what dTlerbelot says of this general, under the heads Afsuicv and

li.vsEk. I shall only add here, that lbn ShAkir.in his Oyiuu at-Taadrikh (MS. of the Bib. du /tot, So. 638.

fol.232o.),says that al-Afshin was descended from the ancient kings of Persia; and Sibt Ihnal-Jawii states in hi*

MiraAt az-Zamftn (MS. No. 640, fol. 117 11 .), (hat the real name of al-Afshin was Haidar lbn Kaus; and that the

governors of OsrOshana
,

a province in Transoxiana, bore the title of Afsbln. in the same way as

each king of Persia was called Chosroes, and of Greece, Catsar.

(10) lu the East, respectable persons never stir out but on horseback.

(11) Sec page S3, note (8).
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(12) As executions often took place in the audience-hall of the khalif, a skin was then spread under the con-

demned person to catch the blood.

(13! The rerbs Ui and «jLe have both a peculiar signification in certain cases, and mean to do some-
C

thing wrong or disagreeable: oj thou hast done (wrong) and committed (evil).—

/ shall do and act, i.e. I shall punish - Jj'jii a female who acts (wrong), a prostitute.

(U) The vbprs and kAdis held assemblies at their houses on stated days.

(15) In the Arabic text is printed for w hich is the right reading, though the MSS. give

the other; a similar error exists in good MSS. of the Koran, where jJjrf.il "iJ is written for jJ^iM In the

21st verse of the 27th Surat.

(16) Literally : lie is the place for that.

(17) Ibn Abi Dun Ail followed the Molnzelitc doctrine, and of course believed the Koran to have been created ;

orthodox Muslims arc bound to believe that it existed from all eternity. (See Pocock’s Specimen, 2nd edit,

p. 222 ; and d'Ohsson's Tableau de I'Empire Othoman, tom. I, p. 83 el seg.)

(18) The Inspector of Grievances wos.a judge tike the kidi, but he possessed moreover executive

power.

* (16) Literally: As may leavehim silling down and standing up. (SecDe Sacy's Chrestomathie, tom. 1, p. 811.

and t. Ill, p. 270.)—The vfrir had in view the double signification of this expression.

(20) lbn KhallikAn has certainly made a mistake here and given a w rong verse.

(21) Thouart alt mankind, because thou possesscsl all their good qualities.

(22) This appears to be an allusion to the Turkish officers in al-Motasim’s service.

(23) The burden you put on it is the obligation of celebrating your justice.

(24) Sec note (1), page 26.

(29)

Aloes-wood does not emit its perfume till burned.

(26 We have seen, by Ibn Abi Duwid's genealogy, that he descended from NiiAr.

(27) Khindifis the true orthography of the word, not khindik, as given in the Arabic text on the authority

of the MSS.

(28) Literally: The day itlrntnen shall call unto one another. (Sec Koran, surat 40, verse 34.)

(29) Abfi Hifliln Abd Allah lbn Ahmad Ibn Harb is supposed by the Khallb to have been born at Basra. He

dwelt at Baghdad, and was considered as possessing great literary acquirements: the celebrated al-Asmii

was one of his masters. ( History of Baghdad by the Khallb, Arabic MS. of the Bib. du Roi . fonds Asselin,

No. 941.) The date of his death is not given. .

(30) Literally: Vndid it button by button, r,^c- means a loop or button-hole.

(31) Kh&lid had obtained from al-MAmfln the government of Mosul. (Seethe life ofYazId.)

(32) The khalif here addresses him by his surname, w hich w as a mark of great friendship.

(33) lbn az-Zaiydt means: son of the oilman.

(34) Ibn az-Zaiyit died A. II. 233.

(39) The dinar of that time would now have an intrinsic value of about eleven shillings British.

(38) The verb signifies: bear witness against or for a person. It is used with the latter signifi-

cation in the Koran, surat 9, verse 48. As a legal term, it means: bear witness in respect to a person or

thing.

(37) lbn Abi HuwAd had so unfavourable an opinion of this person, that he would not allow- him to give

evidence even in favour of himself.

(38) Literally : The date.

10
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(36) That is: Take his hand and lead him out.

\40) The Arabian critics compare the pure ami genuine idiomatic expressions or their language to good coin

;

indeed the word JM which means to separate good coin from bad, is often used to Signify criticism.

THE HAFIZ ABU NOAIM AL-ISBAHANI.

The celebrated haliz Abu Noaim Ahmad lbn Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ishak

Ilm Musa Ibn Mihran al-Isbohani [native of Ispahan), author of the Hilyat

al-Awlid (1), and one of the principal tradilionists, was a hafiz of ihe highest

authority (2) : he had studied under men of the first merit, who themselves

received from him useful information. His Hilyat is a very fine book, and his

History of Ispahan has furnished me with the life of his father Abd Allah and the

genealogy here given. In ibis life he says that his anceslor Mihran became Mus-

lim, which indicates that he was the first of them who followed that religion; he

also adds that Mihran was freedman to Abd Allah lbn Moawia Ibn Abd Allah

lbn Jaafar lbn Abi Talib, of whom we shall again make mention (3). In the

same article, he states that his father Ahd Allah died in the month of Rajab,

A. II. 365 [A. D. 976), and was buried beside his maternal grandfather. Abu

Noaim was born in Rajab, 336 (beginning of A. D. 948), or 334 according to

some, and died at Ispahan in the month of Safar, 430 (November, A. 1). 1038);

others placed his death on Monday, 2tst Muharram of that year.—“ Isbaluin,

“ pronounced Asbahan aud Isfahan (4), is one of the most famous cities in the

“ province of al-Jibal [or Persian Irak), and was so called from its Persian

“ name Sibdhan, which means collection of troops. It was denominated thus

“ because the kings of Persia, the Khosroes, used to assemble their troops in

“ that place as in the encampments (askar) of Faris, Kerman, al-Ahwaz, etc. on

“ the occurrence of any serious event. Sibdhan, in Arabic Isbaluin, was

“ built by Alexander Zu ’1-Karnain.” Such arc the observations made by

“ as-Samani.

(1) The Itilyat al-Atclia, or Ornament of the Uoly Men, contains the live* of the principal Sloslim saints,

the relation of their miraculous gifts aud actions, etc.

(2; The meaning of the word hAtiz has already been explained ; see page S7, note (1).

:3' Sec d'Hcrbclol, Ann all*, fils de Mvavie.

(4) The Arabs, not having in their alphabet an equivalent for the letter p, are obliged to write Ispahan with

a 6 or au f.
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AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADI.

The hafiz Abii Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Thabit Ibn Ahmad Ibn Mahdi Ibn

Thabit, belter known by the name of al-Khatib (the preacher), native of Bagh-

dad, composed a history of that city, and other useful works, lie was a hafiz (I

)

of exact knowledge and a scholar of profound learning; had he written nothing

but his History, that production would be sufficient for his reputation, as it

shows him to have possessed vast information; and yet he is author of nearly one

hundred works, and his merit is too well known to require description. He

learned jurisprudence from Abu '1-Hasan al-Mahamili, the kadi Abu ’t-Tayib

at-Tabari and other masters, but though a doctor of the law, he made the Tra-

ditions and history his principal study. His birth took place on Thursday,

23rd of the latter Jumada, 392 (May, A.D. 1002), and his death occurred at

Baghdad on Monday, 7th Zu ’1-llijja, 463 (September, A. D. 1071): as-Samani

says that he died in the month of Shawwal. I am informed that Abu Ishak

as-Shirazi was one of those who carried his bier, through gratitude for the

great service rendered him by the Khatib, whom he had been accustomed to

consult on the difficulties in his works. It is a singular coincidence that

the death of the Khatib, who was the h&fiz of the East, took place on the

same day as that of Abii Omar Yusuf Ibn Abd al-Barr, author of the Kitdb

al-Islidb, who was at that period the hafiz of the West (2) : (see the life

of Ibn Abd al-Barr in the letter Y). Ibn an-Najjiir says in his History of

Baghdad that Abii ’1-Barakal Ismail Ibn Saad the Still (3) related the following

circumstance: “The shaikh Abu Bakr Ibn Zahra the Sufi had a tomb made

“ for himself by the side of Bishr al-Hafi’s, and went once a week to sleep in it

“ and read the Koran through; but the Khatib, in dying, had desired to be bu-

“ ried beside the grave of Bishr, for which reason the students of the Tradi-

“ tions went to Ibn Zahra and requested him to give the Khatib the preference,

“ and allow him to be interred in that tomb which he had got made for him-

“ self, but Ibn Zahra gave a most determined refusal, and said : ‘Must the place

“
1 prepared for myself since so many years lie taken from me?’ On seeing

“ him so resolute, they went to my father Abu Saad and told him what had

“ passed, on which he sent for Ibn Zahra and addressed him in these terms:
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“ * I will not ask you to give them up the tomb, but I will propose to you this

“ question: Were Bishr al-Hafi among the living and you sea ted by his side,

“ and if the Kliatib were then to enter and take a place lower than yours, would

“ it be becoming in you to remain seated above him?* ‘ Certainly not,’ replied

“ Ibn Zahra, ‘I should rise and give him up my place.’ ‘So you should do at

“ the present moment,’ said ray father; and on this the heart of the shaikh Ibn

“ Zahra relented, and he gave them permission to bury the Khatib in his tomb,

“ which was done.— The Khatib was interred by the gate of Harb (4); during

“ his illness he gave in alms all his riches, which amounted to two hundred

“ dinars, and which he distributed to the tradilionists, jurisconsults, and

“ fakirs; he also ordered that the clothes he wore should l>e given in charity,

“ and that all his books should be appropriated as a wakf (5) to the use of

“ Muslims. He left no posterity. The number of his works is upwards of sixty.

“ The shaikh Abu Isbak as-Shirazi was one of those who carried his bier.

“ Some say he was born in 391 (A. 1). 1001), but God knows best. There

“ exist relations of holy dreams (6) in which he appeared after his death.

“ He had become chief professor and hafiz of Traditions in that epoch.” End

of the extract from the work of Ibn an-Najjar.

(i) See page 57, notc(l).

'2; Northern Africa, Sicily, and Spain are the countries which the Muslims designated by the appellation of

the ll ejt (al-itaghrib).

;3) I-ower down the father of this Soft is named AbftSaad, instead of Saad as here given
;
but otic of the MSS.

has Abft Saad in both places, and this is probably tbc true reading.

(4) In the original test this word is incorrectly printed

(3) Sec page 49, note (7).

(6) Sec note (7), page 4(1.

ADU L-HUSAIN AR-RAWANM.

39 Abu ’l-Husain Ahmad Ibn Yahya Ibn Isbak ar-Rawandi, a celebrated scholar

and author of a discourse ou metaphysics, was one of the most talented men of

his time : the works he composed amount to about one hundred and fourteen

;

among them are the Ignominy of the Motazelites, the Crown, the Emerald, the
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Jewel (al-Kasab), etc.
;
he wrote also an account of his sittings and conversa-

tions with a number of learned metaphysicians. The doctrines he professed

were peculiarly his own, and are to be found stated in the writings of the school-

men. He died A. H. 245 (A.D. 859), at the place called the Hahaba of Malik

Ibn Tawk at-Thalabi (I); some say at Baghdad; he was then about forty years

of age. In the work called the Button (2) his death is placed in 250, hut God

knows best !—Rdwandi means native of Rawand
,,
a village in the dependen-

cies of Kasan near Ispahan; there is another place called Rawand outside Naisa-

pdr; this Kasan must not be confounded with Kashnn, situated in the neighbour-

hood of Ktimm. This Rawand is mentioned by Abu Tamilian at-Tai in his

Ilamasa, chapter of Elegies (3); he says : “They relate that two men of the

“ tribe of Asad went forth to Ispahan, and took there into fellowship as brother

“ a dihkan (4), who lived in a place called both Rawand and Khuzak
; they made

“ him their cup-companion, and one of them having died, the dihkan and the

“ other survivor took his tomb for cup-companion, inasmuch as they drank

“ two cups and poured out one upon the tomb; then the dikhdn died, and the

“ man of the tribe of Asad who remained drank to the graves of both, and sung

“ these words:

‘ O my two friends! awake; how long do you repose l Is it then true that your sleep
‘ shall have no end? Is it by reason of your lengthened slumber that you answer not
‘ him who calleth unto you?

—

[It would seem) as if a cup-bearer had steeped your senses
‘ in wine 1 Know ye not that in all RAwand and KhuzAk I have no other friends but you?
* I shall remain by your tombs, and never quit them during the long course of nights,

* unless a voice ( )
answer from your graves. I will weep over you till the hour

‘ of death, but what will give answer to the moans of the afflicted if he weeps your
* loss? Could one life be given to preserve another, I had offered mine as a ransom
‘ for yours. I now pour out wine upon your graves ; if it reach you not, it will at

‘ least moisten the earth by which you are covered.’

Khuzak is the name of another village in the neighbourhood of Rawand.

(1) See Abfl 'l-FatlA's Geography, Arabic leu, page 280.

(2) llajji Khalifa, in his Bibliographical Dictionary, notices sixteen works bearing the lille of fiiuhln ; the

one cited here by Ibn Khallikln is perhaps that composed by Abb IfAmid al-IsfarJini.

(3} See Freytag’s Bamdta, page 308.

(4) DikluUi is a Persian word, signifying both farmer and hiitorian; it is generally used to designate a

person of ancient Persian family, possessing hereditary landed properly. See Dr. Mold's translation of the

Shdh A'dmcA. 1. 1, page 8 of the Introduction.

(8) Seca curious note on this superstition in M. de Saey's Anthologie Grammatical p.211.
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AHMAD IBN MUHAMMAD AL-HARAWI.

Abu Ohaid Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi Obaid al-Abdi al-

Muwaddib
(
the schoolmaster) al-Harawi al-Fashani: such is the genealogy

usually given of the author of the Kitdb al-Ghartbain. I have however found

it stated thus on the title-page of a copy of his work : Ahmad Ibn Muhammad

Ibn Abd ar-Rahman. He was ranked among the men of profound learning, and

his book shows him to have possessed no inferior talent; bull have no know-

ledge of any circumstances of his life deserving mention, excepting the fact of

his having been pupil to Abu Mansur al-Azhari the philologist (whose life 1

intend to give); it was under him that al-Harawi studied and acquired his in-

formation. The work which I have mentioned contains the explanation of the

uncommon expressions jjeculiar to the Koran and the traditions of the Prophet;

it is a useful book, and copies of it have spread to every country. It is said that

the author was fond of loose conversation, that he look (wine) in private, and

40 kept company with men of wit in their parties of pleasure and debauch : God

pardon him (for doing so) and us (for mentioning it!). To something of

this kind also al-Bakharzi appears to allude in his biographical notice on some

learned men of Khorasan. Al-Harawi died in the month of Rajah, A. H.

401 (A. D. 1011): this patronymic is derived from Herat, the name of one of

the great cities in Khorasan which capitulated to Al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais, (general)

under the orders of Abd Allah Ibn Aamir (in the thirtieth year of the

Hijra) (1 ).—Fdshani is derived from Fashan, name of a village in the depen-

dencies of HerSt ; it is also called Bashan according to as-Samani
;
mention has

already been made of Kashan and Kasan (2). These four names are sometimes

confounded one with another, hut written as they are here, no mistake can

occur.

(1; See noie i.3), page 50. Al-Ahnaf had alieadr invaded Khorasan. A. H. 22. See Major Price's Retro-

xpttt of Muhammadan History.

;2) See page 77.
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AL-KHAWAFI.

Abu ’1-Muzaffar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Muzaffnr al-Khawafi, doctor

of the sect of as-Shafi, was the most able polemic divine of his time; he had

studied jurisprudence under the Imam al-Hararnain, and was one of his most

distinguished pupils. He was kadi of Tus and its environs, and obtained great

reputation among the learned by his skill in argument and his ability in silen-

cing an adversary. He was a fellow-student of Abu Hamid al-Ghazzali, and

both were equally gifted with great talents, which the former showed in argu-

ment, the latter in his writings. Al-Khawafi died at Tus, A. II. 500 (A. D.

HOti).

—

Khawdfi is derived from Khawaf, a canton of Naisaptir, containing

many villages.

ABU ’L-FUTUII AHMAD AL-GHAZZALI.

Ahu '1-Futuh Ahmad lhn Muhammad Ihn Muhammad Ihn Ahmad at-Tusi al-

Ghazzali, surnamed Majd ad-din {glory of religion), was a doctor of the sect

of as-Shafi, and brother to the imam Abu Hamid al-Ghazzali. He was a good

preacher, handsome in person, and endowed with the gift of miracles and

other signs of divine favour. His ruling passion was making public exhor-

tations, and for this he neglected the law of which he was a doctor; hut he gave

lectures on this science in the Nizdmiya College, when acting as substitute lor

his brother Ahu Hamid, who had ceased to profess from religious scruples.

The work written by his brother, and entitled Ihyd oliim ad-din {Revival of
Religious Sciences') was abridged by him into one volume with the title of Ix>bdb

ul-Ihyd {Pith ofthe Ihyd)
;
he was also author of another treatise, named Al-

Dakhlratji Ilm al-Basiral {the Treasure i, treating ofthe science of Tision) (I).

He had travelled over many countries, acting as a servant to the Sufis, and was

disposed to solitude and retirement from the world. Ibn an-Najjar relates this anec-

dote in his History of Baghdad : “A person in the presence of Ahmad al-Ghazzali

“ read out of the Koran this verse; O, my servants! who have transgressed
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“ against yourselves., etc. (2), on which al-Gazzali remarked that God had

“ ennobled them by calling them his servants
(
which had not been the case,

“ were the possessive pronoun omitted); and he then cited the following

“ verses (in support of his observation) :

‘The blame which I incur for loving Laila (3) bears lightly on me; it pains me
* little, that my enemies say : “He is an outcast.” When called by my name, I am deaf

;

* but I hear
(
and answer) when people say : “ 0 slave of Laila

!” '

It is thus another poet has said :

Call me by no other name than slave ofLaila, for that is the noblest of my names.

41 Ahmad al-Ghazzali died at Kazwin, A. H. 520 (A. D. 1 126). The patronymic

Tiisi is derived from Ties, the name of a place in Khorasan composed of two

towns, Tdberan andNawkan, to which appertain more than one thousand villages.

Ghazzali is a derivative from Ghazzdl (cotton spinner), formed after the system

generally followed by the people of Khowarezm and Jurjan, who from Kassdr (a

fuller) form Kassari, and from Attar (a druggist), Allan (4). Some pronounce

Ghazdli with a single z, deriving it from Ghazala, the name of a village in the

de|)endancies of Tits, but this pronunciation differs from the one in general use,

though as-Samani has adopted it in his Ansdb.—Kazwin
,
a large city in Per-

sian Irak, situated near the castles of the lsmailites(5).

(i) li is difficult lo say what the icitnce of vision may be, bui judging from the character of the author, I

am inclined to think that this work contains some mystic doctrine.

(2! Koran, sural 30, verse 54. .

(3) I have substituted here the proper name Laila tor the pronoun her, so as to be enabled to render into

English the idea which comes in the nest verse; as the words, 0 slave of her would be unintelligible, though

a literal translation of the Arabic.

(4) The people of Khowarcim, in so doing, committed a great barbarism, for kasstlri and allari, if they

had any meaning, would signify a fulLrman , a druggistman.

(5) The fullest account of the Ismallites is given by M. de Sacy in bis History of the Drum, 1. 1, intro-

duction.

IBN BAR1IAN AL-USULl.

Abu ’1-Fath Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad al-Wakil, generally known by the
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name of Ibn Barban, was a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, and profoundly learned

in the dogmas
(
Osul) of faith and the minor principles of doctrine, as also in

those points wherein the four orthodox sects agree or differ. He studied juris-

prudence under Abu Hamid al-Ghazzali, Abu Bakr as-Shdshi and Abu ’1-Hasan

al-Kiya al-IIarrasi
;

having become master of the subject, he composed the

tVajiz
, or Brief Exposition of the Principles of Jurisprudence, and professed

during less than a month (1) in the Nizamiya College at Baghdad, where he

died A. II. 520 (A. D. 1126.)

(1) In the Tabakdt at-Shafyin :
;

vfaicb fixes Ihe scn»e of an expression of

very doubtful import. The author of this Tabakdt says: Ibn Barhin wa9 born at Baghdad, A.H. 470; he

composed the Bthit or Detailed treatise on the Law, the U'aiU or treatise of Medium extent, and the Wa/lx,

or Brief exposition, as also other works. His talent for resolving legal difficulties became proverbial; and

though Ibn Khellik&n states that he died in B20, it is well known that 518 was the year of his death.

AN-NAHHAS THE GRAMMARIAN.

Abu Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Yunus al-Muradi, sur-

named an-Nahhas, was an eminent grammarian and native of Egypt. Among

the instructive works written by him may be reckoned his Commentary on the

Koran
; a Treatise on the grammatical analysis of the Koran

;
another on the

verses of the Koran which have been abrogated and those which abrogated them ;

a work on grammar, entitled al-TuJfdha (the Apple) ;
one on Etymology; an

Explanation of the verses given as examples by Sibawaih in his grammar, being

the first work on the subject ; the Secretary’s Guide
;

the Kdji (Sufficient'), a

treatise on grammar
; a treatise on the ideas usually met with in poetry

; the

works of ten poets edited and commented by himself; a greater and a less trea-

tise on the Pause and the Commencement of Phrases
; a Commen ta17 on the

seven Moallakas; Lives of the Poets ( Tabakdl as-Shuard); etc. His tradi-

tionary learning was obtained from Abu Abd ar-Rahman an-Nasai, whom he

he gave as his authority when communicating that species of information to

others; the grammar he learned from Abu 1-IIasan Ali al-Akhfash, Abu Ishak

11
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az-Zajjaj, lbn al-Anbari, Niftawaih, and the first literary men of Irak, hav-

ing travelled from Egypt to that country for the purpose of studying under

them. He was a man of sordid habits, parsimonious and niggardly towards

himself; on being given a turban-cloth, he would cut it into three, out of

avarice
;
what he required for his sustenance, he would buy himself, or else live

ujion bis acquaintances, to whom he became a burden
;
notwithstanding which,

he was ardently sought after by numbers, for the profit and instruction which

were to be obtained from his lessons. Died at Old Cairo, on Sunday, 5th of Zu

i-Hijja, 338 (May, A. D. 950); some say 337. He came by his death in the fol-

lowing manner: he had seated himself on the staircase of the Nilometer, by

the side of the river, which was then on the increase, and began to scan some

verses according to the rules of prosody, when a common fellow who heard

him, said: “This man is pronouncing a charm to prevent the overflow of the

“ Nile, so as to raise the price of provisions;” he then thrust him with his foot

42 into the river, and nothing more was heard of him .—Nahhds means a worker

in copper

;

in Egypt this name is given to him who makes vessels in brass.

IBN BAKIYA AL-ABDI THE GRAMMARIAN.

Abu Talib Ahmad lbn Bakr lbn Bakiya al-Abdi, an able and talented gram-

marian
; he wrote a good commentary on the grammatical treatise composed by

Abu Ali 'l-Farisi, and entitled the Iddh. The only circumstance of his life

which has come to my knowledge is the fact of his having studied grammar

under Abu Said as-SiraC, Abd ’1-Hasan ar-Rummani and Abu Ali ’l-Farisi.

Died on Thursday, 20th Ramadan, A. H. 40G (A. D. 1016). — Abdi means

descended from Abd Kais
,
who was the son of Afsa (1) lbn Doma and ancestor

of a great and famous tribe.

(1) See note (1). page 46.
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ABU L-ABBAS IBN SAHL T1IE KAT1B.
i

i

The katib Abu ’1 Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Karim Ibn Said,

author of the Kitdb al-Khardj (I). lie died A. H. 270 (A.D. 883). Being to-

tally ignorant of the circumstances of his life, I must pass it over in silence; my

only reason for mentioning him is on account of his celebrated work, as its read-
i

ers might wish to know at what time the author lived.

• i

1) This work appears to be a. treatise- on the revenue arising from the land tax; the author's having been

a kdtib or writer in oue of the government offices appears to confirm this conjecture.

I

I

!

TI1ALAB THE GRAMMARIAN,

Abd ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Yahya Ibn Zaid Ibn Saiyar the grammarian, gene-

rally known by the name of Tbalab, was an adopted member of the tribe of

Shaiban, wherein lie had for patron Maan Ibn Zaida, whose life we shall give in

the letter M. Thalab was oliief grammarian and philologist among the learned

men of Kufa(l); be had taken lessons from Ibn al-Aar&bi and az-Zobair Ibn

Bakkar, and his authority was cited by bis pupils al-Akbfash al-Asghar, Abu

Bakr Ibn al-Anbari, Abu Omar az-Zahid, and others. Complete confidence

was placed in the exactness of his traditional information; his opinion was de-

cisive in doubtful questions
; be was a man of virtue, noted for his retentive

memory, his veracity, his knowledge of the genius of the Arabic language, and

his correctness in reciting ancient poetry : even while a youth, he held a high

place among the masters in learning. When Ibn al-Aarabi had doubts on any

point, he would say to Thalab; “Abu ’1-Abbas ! what is your opinion on the

“ subject ?” such was the confidence he placed in his extensive information. Tha-

lab used to say : I began my travels for the purpose of studying Arabic and phi-

lology in the year 21 6 ;
at the age of eighteen I had read the Hudud by the

grammarian al-Farra, and on completing my twenty-fifth year, I knew by heart

{and mastered) every question without exception which al-Farra had treated.
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Abu Bakr Ibn Mujahid al-Mukri relates as follows: “Thalah said torae: '0

“ Abii Bakr! the koranisls were taken up with the Koran and obtained a happy

“ reward; the traditionists were taken up with the Traditions and obtained a

“ happy reward
;

the doctors were taken up with the law and obtained a happy

“ reward; 1 have been taken up with Zaid and Amr (2); 0, that 1 knew what

“ my state will be in the next world !’ After quitting him, I had a vision in my
“ sleep that very night, and I saw the blessed Prophet, who said to me: ‘ Give

“ my greeting to Abu Abbas and say : Thou art master of the superior sci-

“ ertce (3)-’ ” On this expression the holy servant Abu Abd Allah ar-Rudbari (4)

observes that the Prophet’s meaning was: By this (science) spoken language

is made perfect and discourse becomes connected; till other sciences also

stand in need of it.—Abu Omar az-Zahid, surnamed al-Mutarriz, relates the

following anecdote: “I was once at one of Abu ’1-Abbas Thalab’s literary

“ parties, when a person asked him a question, to which he answered: ‘I do

“ not know.’ ‘How!’ said the other, ‘you say I do not know, and yet it is

“ to reach you that the camels pant (in their hurried march); and towards you
‘ ‘ that travellers advance from every city (5).’ To this Abu ’1-Abbas replied :

‘ Did

43 “ your mother possess a date (6) for every thing I do not know, she would be a

“ rich woman.’ ”—Thalab is author of the Fasih (the Pure), a (philological)

work, small in size, but of great utility; he composed also some poetry: Abd

Bakr Ibn al-Anbari says, in one of his dictated lessons(7): “Thalab recited tome

“ the following verses, but I know not whether they are his or another’s:

‘Since thou, who art the food of my life, hast abandoned me; how long then will

‘ that life endure of which thou wast the food? It will last as long as the desert-lizard (8)

* can live in water; as long as the fish can live in a verdant plain.’

“ On this, Abu ’1-Hasan Ibn al-Bara (9) recited us these additional verses:

4 Wast thou then deceived in me, because 1 assumed affected patience, though that
4 soul of mine had received from thee a mortal wound? If what I suffer were inflicted
4 on the solid rocks, it would overthrow them ; if on the wind, the wind would cease to
4 blow, and would remain in a lengthened slumber I—But patience 1 God may cause us
4
to meet again ; and then I shall complain to thee of the woes which were caused by

4 thee and which I encountered for thy sake.’

Thalab was born in the third month of the year 200 (October, A. D. 81 5),

according to Ibn al-Karab(IO) in his History; but others place his birth in 201 or
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204 : a circumstance, however, which points out the year 200 is Furnished by

the following relation given by Thalab himself: “I saw the khalif al-Mamun

“ on his return from Khorasan in the year 204; he had just gone forth from

“ the Bab al-Hadid (Iron Gate) on his way to ar-Rusafa; the people were

“ drawn up in a double line, and my father liore me up in his arms and said

:

“ ‘That is al-Mamun, and this is the year four;’ which words I have kept in

“ mind up to the present moment; I was at that time four years of age.” He

died on Saturday, 17th (some say 10th) of the first Jumada, A. H. 291 (April,

A. D. 904) at Baghdad, and was buried in the cemetery at the Gate of Syria.

The accident which caused his death happened in the following manner: he had

left the mosque on Friday, when the afternoon-prayer was over; and some time

before he had got a deafness, which prevented him from hearing unless with great

difficulty; he was holding a book in his hand and reading it in the street, when

a horse knocked against him and threw him into a deep pit, out of which he was

taken nearly senseless. He was immediately borne to his house, complaining

of his head, and he died the next day.

—

Shaibani means belonging to Shai-

ban, which is a tribe sprung from Bakr Ibn Wail; there were two chiefs of this

name
; Shaiban son of Thalaba son of Okaba, and Shailian son of Duhl son of

Thalaba son of Okaba; so the former was uncle to the latter.—Thalab composed

the following works: the Masiin (Precious, a treatise on grammar); Points

on which Grammarians disagree; on the Idiomatic Expressions peculiar to the

Koran; on the faulty Expressions made use of by the Vulgar; the differences

which exist between the seven readings or editions of the Koran; on the usual

Ideas found in the poems of the ancient Arabs; on Diminutive Nouns; on Nouns

of the first and second Declension ; on those parts of Speech which can, or cannot

assume the functions of others; on anormal Words and Expressions; a Collec-

lcction of Proverbs; on the Confidence (to be placed in the ancients) (11); on the

final Pause and the commencement of Phrases
;
a Vocabulary

;
on the Alphabet

;

a Collection of Sittings, or Discourses; the Awsal
,
or Grammar of Medium

Extent; on the Parsing of the Koran; Questions discussed; Hadd an-Nahw

(the Limits of Grammar).

(1) In the earl; ages of Islamism, the grammarians and philologers who studied at KOfa differed on certain

questions from those of Basra. These two schools are often spoken of.
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frontier city of Alexandria on the morning, or, as some say, on the eve of Friday,

5th of the second Rabi, 576 (August, A. D. 1180). He was interred at Wala,

which burial-place lies within the city walls near the Green Gale (at-Bab al-

Akhdar), and contains the tombs of many holy men, such as at-Tortusi and

others. It is said that this cemetery lakes its name from Abd ar-Rahman

Ihn Wala as-Sabai
(
native of Saba in Yemen), who inhabited Egypt and had

studied under Ihn Abbas (3): .other derivations have also been given. The date

here assigned to his birth is the one I found given by the learned traditionists of

Egypt, and among the rest, the hafiz Abd al-Azim al-Mundiri (4), the first tra-

ditionist of his age; hut I have since found a different statement in the Zahr

ar-Ridd
,

etc, (Meadow Flowers, or Elucidator of the purport and scope (of

figurative Expressions and Allusions), by Jamal ad-din as-Safrawi (5), who

4 i$ says : “My master, the hafiz Abu Tahir as-Silafi has told me from conjecture, and

“ not from certain assurance, that lie was born in 478; this obliges me to con-

“ elude that he lived to llie age of 98 years.” I read also in the History of

Baghdad, by Muhibb ad-din Ihn an-Najjar, the following passage in confirmation

of as-Safr&wi's statement: “Abd al-Ghani al-Makdisi (6) relates having asked

“ die hafiz as-Silafi the date of his birth, and that he received diis answer from

“ him: ‘I remember die assassination of Nizam al-Mulk (7) in the year 485, and

“ I was then under ten years of age!” Now, if his birth was in 472, as the

people of Egypt state, as-Silafi would not have said : / remember the assassina-

tion ofNizam al-Mulk in the year 485 ;
for it must be concluded from what

they say diat as-Silafi was then diirteen or fourteen years of age; hut it is not

the custom for a person (mentioning a circumstance which happened
)
when

he was of that age, to say : / remember such and such an event; it could only be

said by one who was then four or Gve or six years of age. Whence it appears

that as-Safrawi's statement comes nearer to truth than the other; he was, besides,

a pupil of as Silafi’s and had heard him say : My birth was in 478. As-Safrawi is

also an author whose word cannot be called into question, and on whose exactness

no doubts can be thrown; to which I may add diat I have not heard of any person

within the last three hundred years, who lived for a century, much less of one

who lived for more, the kadi Abu ’t-Tayib at-Tabari excepted
;
for he lived to the

age of 102 years, as we shall again mention in his life.

—

As-Silafi was so named

after his grandfadier Ibrahim Silafa. Silafa is a Persian word, meaning three
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lips (seh leb); he received this appellation because one of his lips was split and

appeared double, without counting the other, which remained in its natural state.

This word was originally Silaba

,

but the b has been replaced byf

(t) In the original Arabic, these two verses are remarkable for the verbal artifice of their construction.

(2) See page 29, note (1).

(3) Ab(t ’1-AbbAs Abd Allah ton Abbdt (son to Abbis, uncle of Muhammad), was born at Mekka, A.D. 619.

three years before the Hijra. Immediately on his birth he was presented to Muhammad, who begged of God

to instruct him in the knowledge of the divine law and the interpretation of the Koran. The deep learning

and piety which Ibn Abb&s displayed in after-life were attributed by the Muslims to tbe efficacy of their Pro-

phet's prayers; and when yet a youth, his merit was so generally recognised, that the khalifs Abd Bakr, Omar

and Othman always yielded him the place of honour in their assemblies. He was considered as the ablest in-

terpreter of the Koran then in existence, and it was said of him that none knew better the traditions, the legal

decisions of the three first khalifs, tbe law, the interpretation of the Koran, and the sciences of poetry and

arithmetic. Crowds flocked to him from all parts to hear his lectures, and it is related on good authority

that he gave regularly public lessons, one day on the interpretation of tbe Koran ; the next, on tbe law; tbe

third, on grammar; the fourth, on tbe history of the Arabs ^l>j
;
and the fifth, on poetry. It was

to his efforts that tbe study of the poems composed before tbe introduction of Islamisro, became of such im-

portance to tbe Moslims; for be frequently quoted verses of the ancient poets in proof of the explanations he gave

of different passages of the Koran, and he used to say: “When you meet with a difficulty in the Koran, look

“for its solution in the poems of the Arabs, for these are the registers of tbe Arabic nation." On being asked

how be had acquired his extensive knowledge, he replied: “By meant of an enquiring tongue and an intelli-

“ gent heart." He was appointed governor of Basra by the khalif AU, and remained there for some lime; be

then returned to Hijax, and died at Tkif, A. H. 68 (A. D. 687), aged 70 years. The celebrated Muhammad

Ibn al-Hanafiya pronounced funeral prayers over him and said: “To-day it dead the doctor ^J'jj of this

“ people and the sea of learning." He was tall in stature, large bodied, of a clear complexion and remark-

able for the beanly of his countenance and his dignified appearance; his hair was dyed with binna. Towards

the end of hit life, he lost the use of his sight.—(Tab. al-Fubahd. Tab. al-Kurra. Siar at-Salaf. MSS. of

the Bib. du Rot.)

(4) The hlfit Zaki ad-dln AM Muhammad Abd al-Ailm Ibn Abd al-Kawi Ibn Abd Allah Ibn SaUmi al-

Mundlri was descended from a family which dwelt in Syria, but he himself was born in Egypt, in the month

of Shab&n, 581 (November, A. D. 1185). Having attained a profound knowledge of the Koran, Arabic

literature, jurisprudence, and traditions, and composed a Mojam and other important works, be became,

shaikh of the college for the study of tbe traditions (Ddr al-BadUh al-Kdmiiiya); this college was founded at

Cairo, A.H. 622 (A.D. 1225), by al-Mallk al-KAmil Nasr ad-dln Muhammad, son of al-Malik al-Aldil. This

was one of the only two colleges specially designed for teaching the Traditions; the other was founded ai

Damascus by al-Malik al-Aidil NOr ad-din MahmOd Ibn Zinki. During the twenty years of his administra-

tion, he led a most abstemious, pure, and boly life, and instructed nomerous pupils, who became later illus-

trious for their learning: Ibn Khallik&n was one of tbe number. He wrote alto an abridgement of the Imam

Moslim's Traditions; a summary of (be Traditions published by Abft Dlwftd; a collection of useful notes on

the same work; a valuable treatise entitled, At-Targhtb wa 't-Tarkib (incitement and Determent), the

first volume of this work, which contains a collection of Traditions, is in the Bib. du Roi, fonds St. Germain.

12
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No. 86), etc. He died in Egypt in 686 (A.D. 1288).-(sec Tabakat aj-Shdfyin.) It is worthy of remark that

the Bibliolhlque du Uni is in possession of a volume containing a portion of the work of Abft DAwOd (No.

381. ancitn fonda), in which is found a number of notes in the handwriting of Ahd al-Azlm nl-Mundiri.

(5) The imam Jam 81 ad-dtn AbO 'l-Kasim Abd nr-RahmAn Ibn Abi 'l-Fadl Abd al-Mujtd Ibn Ismail Ibn

Hafs as-SafrAwi, doctor of the sect of Malik, was born at Alexandria about the commencement of the year

844 (May, A. D. 1149), and died in 636 (A. D. 1238-9). Besides the Zahr ar-Bidd, he wrote a treatise ou the

seven editions of the Koran, the title of which is: al-lldn
fi
'l-Karaat ai-Sabi.—(Tabakdc al-Kond MS. of

the Bib. du Roi. aucicn fonds, No.742, fol.191.)

(6) The hAfii Abd al-Ghani Ibn Abd al-WAhid al-Makdisi, doctor of the sect of Ibn Haubal. learned the

Traditions at Damascus, Alexandria, Baghdad, and IspahAn, and became the highest authority on the sub-

ject. He composed a number of works, and was remarkable for his piety, his strict observation of the pre-

cepts contained in the Sunno, and the exhortations which he made to induce his hearers to do what was

right, and avoid what was forbidden. Died A. H. 600 (A D. 1203). His life has been written in two vo-

lumes by the hAGz DiA ad-DIn (light of religion). (Al-Ydft Annals).—The hAGz DiA ad-DIn AbCi Abd Allah

Muhammad al-Makdisi, doctor of the seclof Ibn Hanbal, was a Iraditionist of gTeal authority in Syria. The

hAliz as-Silafi was one of his masters. Died A. H. 643 (A. D. 1248.) (Tab. al-IIufdz.)

(7) This event is related in the Annals of Abft T-FadA.

SHARAF AD-DIN IBN MANA AL-IRBILI.

Abu ’l-Fadl Ahmad, son to the learned shaikh Kamal ad-din Abu ’1-Fath Musa

Ibn Rida ad-din Ahd ’1 Fadl Yiinus Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mana Ibn Malik Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn Said Ibn Aasim Ibn Aaid Ibn Kaab Ibn Kais Ibn Ibra-

him, doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, and surnamed Sharaf ad-din
(
nobleness of

religion), came of an eminent and powerful family, which was one of the first in

Arbela. This imam was possessed of great talent and judgment, and to an ex-

emplary conduct he joined a handsome person. He is author of a good com-

mentary on the Tanblh
,
a treatise on Moslim law (composed by Abu Ishaft as-

Shirdzi); two Abridgements of the Jhya Olum ad-Din by the imam Al-Ghazzali,

one of them concise, the other more detailed. In the course of his lectures (I)

he explained portions of the Jhya, which he cited from memory; his mind being

richly stored with traditional knowledge and extensive information. Ilis family

was noted for its learning, as may lie seen hereafter in the lives of his paternal

uncle and grandfather, as also of his father, whose plan of study he followed in

acquiring his varied information in the sciences. A great number of pupils finished

their education under him, and the professorship of the college founded at Arbela
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by the prince of that city, al-.Malik al-Muazzam MuzaiTar ad-din Ibn Zain ad-din,

was confided to him after the death of my father. It was towards the beginning of

the month of Shawwal, A. II. 610, that he arrived at Arbela from Musul; my

father having died on the eve of Monday, 22nd Shaban of the same year. When
a hoy, I followed his lessons, and I never yet heard any one who lectured so well;

lie did not cease to fill that place until he made his pilgrimage to Mekka
;
when

he returned, he made a short stay, and then went to Musul, A.H. 617 {A.D. 1220),

where he was appointed president of the Kdluriya College
;
he remained in this

place, constantly studying and teaching till his death, which took place on Mon-

day, 24th of the second Rabi, 622 (May, A. D. -1225): born at Musul, in the 40

year 575 (A. D. 1 179). He was the best of men, and when I think of him, the

world is of little value in my eyes.—On reflecting, I observe that the life of Sha-

raf ad-din began and ended with the reign of an-Nasir lidin Allah Abu ’1-Abbas

Ahmad, for this khalif was invested with authority A.H. 575, the Year in which

Sharaf ad-din was born, and they both died at one and the same period. It was

at Arbela that Sharaf ad-din began to comment the Tanbih
,
having borrowed a

copy of it from me, which contained useful notes written in the margin by a man

of considerable talent, and all which I afterwards perceived to have been inserted

by him in his commentary. The author of these notes was the shaikh Rida ad-

din Abu Dawud Sulaiman Ibn al-MuzafTar Ibn Ghanim lbn Abd al-Karim al-

Jili (native of Jildn), follower of the sect of as-Shafi and mufti in the Niza-

miya College of Baghdad. He was one of the most distinguished and talented

men of his age, and composed a work on jurisprudence, forming fifteen vo-

lumes
;

he was very religious and had refused to fill every honorable place

which was offered for his acceptance (2). His death took place on Wednesday,

3rd of the first Rdbi, A. H. 631 (A. D. 1 233), and he was interred in the Shuniziya

[a cemetery ofBaghdad), having lived upwards of sixty years : it was some time

after the year 580 that he left his country to study in Baghdad.—Let us return

to Sharaf ad-din: this doctor did not quit his native place in furtherance of his

studies, but made them at Musul under his father’s tuition, and for this reason

the jurisconsults used to express their astonishment at his being able to study at

his native place and in the midst of his family, holding, as he did, a high rank

and being taken up with temporal affairs. He produced, however, what we see;

and were 1 to undertake the description of his excellent qualities, I should be

long in finishing; so what has been already said must suffice.
•
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(1) The expression jJ I I
,
which, though of frequent occurrence, is not to be found in our Lex-

icons, mesns to make a course of lectures.

(3) He was offered the piece of kidi at Baghdad, and that of superior of the great monastery (ar-Ribdt al-

KabXr)

;

his work was entitled the Ikmdl {completion).—{Tab. ai-Shdfyin.)

IBN ABD RABBIH.

Abii Omar Ahmad Ibn Abd Rabbih (1) (son to the slave of his lord) Ibn Habib

Ibn Hudair Ibn Salim al-Kortubi (native of Cordova), was descended from an

enfranchised slave of the Spanish Omaiyide khalif Hisham Ibn Abd ar-Rahman

Ibn Moawia Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan Ibn al-Hakam. This

writer was deeply learned in traditional knowledge and possessed great histo-

rical information; his Ikd
,
or Necklace, is a work of much merit and contains

something on every subject, and the Diwan

,

or Collection of his poetical com-

positions, is very good ; the following are specimens of his poetry :

O thou, on whose face the txdr (2) hath traced two lines which excite (my mind to)

sadness and anguish 1 I was not convinced that thy looks were a cutting sword, till

thou placed on thy cheeks (the iz&r at) a baldrick.

He has repeated the same idea in the following lines (which have been attri-

buted, however, to Abu Tahir the katib (3), and to Abd ’1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn

Abd al-Wahid al-Baghdadi)

:

There was a youth on whose cheeks the ixdr had traced its outline with (dark) musk,
whilst they were dyed with the blood of hearts (tBounded by his beauty)

.

On feeling

convinced that the (languishing) narcissus of his eyes was a cutting sword, ho took the

violet (-like iiAr) for a baldrick.

This idea has been borrowed by Baha ad-din as-Sinjari, who says, in one of

his poems

:

0 sword of his eye, thou art now complete in beauty I Before his isdr appeared, thou
wast without a baldrick.

By Ibn Abd Rabbih :

She bid me adieu with sighs and embraces, and then asked when we were to moet
again : she appeared to me unveiled, and the dawn was lighted up (by that btauleous
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neck) which tunicks and collars encircled. “0 thou whose looks languish (but not 47
“ from sickness) ! whatever place is before thy eyes becomes the death-bed of lovers

.

“ The day of separation is indeed a dreadful day 1 0! that I had died before the day
“ of separation.”

*

By the same

:

If the fair see that the garment of thy youth is folded up [by approaching age), they

will fold up from thee their favours ; and when they call thee uncle (4), that name serves

only to increase thy disappointment

The next verses are taken from a long kastda addressed to al-Mundir Ibu

Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn al-Hakam Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd ar-Rahman

Ibn Moawia Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan al-Hakami the Omaiyide,

king of Spain

:

Spain is covered with glory through al-Mundir Ibn Muhammad 1 Its birds have be-

come tame, and its wild beasts accustomed to man.

On -which the vizir Ibn al-Maghribi makes the following observation in his

work entitled Adab al-Khawass

:

“It is related that this poem, on getting into

“ circulation, gave great pain to Abu Tamim Maadd al-Moizz lidin Allah, and

“ that he felt much mortified by the falsehoods and misrepresentations which it

“ contained, till an answer was composed to it by his own poet Abu ’1-Hasan Ali

“ Ibn Muhammad al-Iyadi of Tunis, who wrote, with that intention, a kasida in

“ the same rhyme and measure, beginning thus

:

* The rustic hut where Zainab passed the spring is in ruins; that dwelling, which
‘ before had a voice, is now become silent.’

By Ibn Abd Rabbih

:

The raven croaked and I said : That is the greatest liar among birds unless his fore-

bodings be confirmed by the cry of the camel (5).

In which verse is an allusion to these words of another poet

:

The feet of our camels were worn and wounded by their journey ; they could no
longer assist

(
their rider and bear him) towards (Me object of his) love: among camels

will always be found some lame and some broken-winded. The evil omen consists not
in the croaking and foreboding of the raven, the only evil omen is the camel, the male
and the female.

There is every abundance of fine ideas, besides the foregoing, in the poems

of this author. He was born the 1 0th of Ramadan, A. H. 246 ( November, A. D.
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860}; died on Sunday, 18th of the first Jumada, 328 (March, A. D. 940), and was

buried the next day in the cemetery of the Band ’1-Abbas at Cordova. Some years

ltcfore his death, he lost the use of his side from palsy .—Kortubi means native

of Cordova

,

which is a great city in Spain and capital of the empire.

(1) Ibn Abd Rabbih is now pronounced, according to the vulgar idiom, /bn Abd Rubbtih. In the

(Arabic MS. belonging to the Asiatic Society of Paris; consult on this work Casin'* Biblio-

theca Arahica, No. 1671), the author states that Abd Rabbih was grandfather of our poet and that his father's

name was Muhammad. Besides the Ikd or Collar, a work containing much important information on the

manners of the ancient Arabs, and of which some extracts have been given by M. Fresnel in his letters, Ibd

Abd Rabbih composed a great deal of poetry, which he collected iDto a work entitled al-Mahasdt; in

which every erotic piece was followed by another on morality and devotion ; his intention in this w as to purify

i.Hahat) the profane ideas of the one by the religious sentiments of the other.

(2) See page 38. note (2).

(3) Perhaps lbn Abi Tahir is the true reading. Ills life is given in the abridgement of the KhAlib's History

of Baghdad : it runs as follows:—The kblib Abd 'l-Fadl Ahmad Ibn Abi TAhir Taifour
,
JLda came of a family

which dwell at Marw; be was an eloquent man, a poet and a narrator of historical traditions; he possessed

also great intelligence, and was celebrated for his learning. He composed a history of the kbalifs and

their adventures, giving his facts after Omar Ihn Sliabha and others. His son stales (hat he died in 280

(A. D. 893); he was buried in the cemetery near the Gate of Syria {at Baghdad). Born at Baghdad. A. H.

204, the year of al-MAm6n‘s entry {to that city: tee page 18). (MS. No. 634, /of. 80 verso).

(4) Vncle and .4 uni were the terms made use of in addressing elderly persons; son ofmy uncle and daugh-

ter of my uncle were the titles used betw een persons of the same age, though strangers to each other.

(8) The nomadic poet Imagined that the raven foresaw the epoch in which a tribe was to change its quar-

ters; and that it then hastened, with ill-omened cry, towards the spot which was soon to be abandoned, and

in which he hoped to have found bis mistress still remaining. The Ghordb al-Bain, or raven of separation.

is often spoken of by poets. Some camels utter loud cries when loading for a journey.

ABU L-ALA AL-MAARR1.

Abu ’I- Ala (1) Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Suiaiman Ibn Muhammad lbn Sulai-

4» man Ibn Ahmad Ibn Suiaiman Ibn Dawud Ibn al-Mutahhar Ibn Ziyad lbn Rabia

Ibn al-Harith lbn Rabia Ibn Anwar Ibn Asham Ibn Arkam Ibn an-Noman lbn

Adi IbnGhatafan Ibn Antr Ibn Barili Ibn Khozaima (2) Ibn Taim Allah Ibn Asad

lbn Wabara Ibn Tbalab lbn Hulwan Ibn Imran Ibn Alhaf Ibn Kudaa at-Tanukhi

al-Maarri (native of Maarrat an-Noman) was a celebrated philologer and poet,

I

I

f
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profoundly learned in all the various branches of polite literature. He studied

grammar and philology under his father at Maarra, and Muhammad Ibn Abd

Allah Ibn Saad the grammarian at Aleppo; his numerous works are well kuown,

and his epistles have been carefully preserved
;
the Luzdm, or poetical pieces,

composed by him on a more strict principle than is required by the usual rules

of prosody (3), are numerous and fill nearly five books
;
he composed also the

Sikt az-Zand (Falling Spark of Tinder), with a commentary by himself, and

entitled by him, Dau as-Sikl (Light of the Spark which falls). I have been

told that he is also author of a book on belles-lettres, called al-Aik wa’l-

Ghusiin (the Forest and the Branches), and generally known by the title of

al-Hamza wa’r-Ridf(h), in about one hundred parts; and I have l>een informed

by a person who happened to read the one hundred and first, that he did not

know what could be wanting on the subject after the volume he had read. Abu

PAla was the most learned man of the age, and had, among other pupils, Abil

M-Kasim Ali at-Tanukhi and the khalib Abd Zakariya at-Tabrlzi. He was born

at Maarra about sunselon Friday the 27th of the first Rain, A. H. 363 (December,

A.D. 973); about the beginning of the year 367, he lost his sight from the small-

pox, a white film having covered his right eye, while the left had disappeared

completely. (Relative to this) the hafiz as-Silafi relates the following anecdote:

“ I was informed by Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn al-Walid Ibn Azib al-

lyadi that he went with his uncle to visit Abu ’1-Ala, whom he found sitting

“ on a felt rug, and that he was an old man. ‘He prayed a blessing on me,’

“ said he, ‘and stroked my head, for I was then a boy. At this moment I

“ think that l still see him and his two eyes, one of which was starling out of his

“ head (5) and the other deeply sunk in its orbit; his face was marked with

“ the small-pox; his body lean.’ ” When Abu '1-Ala had finished his al-Lami

al-Aztzi
,
which is a commentary on the poems of al-Mutanabbi, one of the

company happened to read to him some of the descriptive passages composed by

that poet, on which Abu ’1-Ala said: “One would think that al-Mutanabbi had

“ looked into futurity and seen me when he pronounced this verse

:

‘I am he whose learning is seen by the blind, and whose word causcth the deaf to

• hear.’

He made a commented abridgement of Abu Tamm&m’s poetical works, and

entitled it Zikra Habib (Recollections ofa Beloved) (6) ;
another, of the poems
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of al-Bohtori, which he named Abth al-fVaUd {Sport for Children) (7) ; and

a third of al-Mutanabbi's, to which he gave the title of Mojiz Ahmad (Miracle

of Muhammad) (8). In these three works he explained the obscure words and

allusions found in their poems, and indicated the ideas which they had borrowed

from others, or later poets from them
;
he also declared himself their cham-

pion, in criticizing, however, some passages of their writings, and, occasionally,

pointing out their faults. He went to Baghdad in the year 398 (A. D. 1007-8),

and a second time in 399, when he remained there a year and seven months

;

after which, he returned to Maarra and, confining himself to his house,

began to compose his works. Numbers then frequented his lessons; pupils

came to him from every region; and learned men, vizirs, and persons of rank

became his correspondents. He called himself the doubly imprisoned cap-

tive (9), in allusion to his voluntary confinement, and the loss of his sight.

During forty-five years he abstained from flesh through a religious motive, as he

followed the opinion of those ancient philosophers who refused to eat flesh, so as

to avoid causing the death of any animal; for in killing it, pain is inflicted; and

they held it as a positive principle, that no hurt should be done to any living

creature (1 0). At the age of eleven years he made verses, and we select the fol-

lowing from his Luzum

:

Seek not to attain superior rank by thy own efforts; unless Fortune favour the ele-

gant writer, his pen is as inefficient as a spindlo. Two SirnAks (11) have their dwell-

ing in the sky ; and though one bears a lance, the other is unarmed.

49 Abu ’1-Ala died on Friday, 3rd of the first Rabi, some say the 13th, A. H.

449 (May, A. D. 1057), and I halve been told that, in his will, he ordered the

following verse to be written on his tomb

:

I owe this to the fault of my father; none owe the like to mine.

This is also in accordance with the belief of those ancient philosophers who

taught that the engendering of a child and the bringing of it into the world is a

wrong done to it, for it is then exposed to accidents and injuries. His illness

lasted three days, and on the fourth he died, having none near him but his

nephews: on the third day, he told them to write down what he was going to

say, and they took paper and pens for that purpose, but he dictated to them
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observations which were quite incorrect; on which the kadi Abu Muliammad

Abd Allah at-Tanukhi said: “May God lighten your grief! the shaikh is

“ already dead!” The next day, Abu ’1-Ala expired, and his disciple Abd ’l-Ha-

san Ali Ibn Hammam deplored his death in these lines:

Though, from religious feelings, you never caused tears to flow, you now oblige our

eyes to shed tears of blood I You have sent abroad a
(
glorious

)

reputation, (spreading

around) like (the odour of) musk, and perfuming the listener and the mouth (of him
who speaks your praises) (12). When pilgrims wish to pass the night conversing on your
merit, I see the wearer of tho ihrdm pay

(
before-hand

)

a fine to expiate ((he sin of being

perfumed (13).

In the first of these verses the poet makes allusion to Abu ’1-Ala's religious

belief, which forbade the slaying of animals
;
of this we have already spoken.

His tomb is in the court of a house belonging to his family
; this court is en-

tered by a little old door
;

the whole is in extremely bad order from- neglect

and want of care, for the family do not pay the least attention to it,

—

Tarnikhi-

means belonging to Tanukh, which name was given to a number of tribes that

liad assembled together, in former times, in the province of Bahrain, where they

fixed their dwelling, after binding themselves by oath to afford each other mutual

assistance. The word tamich means todwell. This was one of the three Arabian

tribes which professed Christianity; the two others were Bahra and Taghlib.

—

Al-Maarri means belonging to Maurrdt an-Nomdn , a village of Syria near

Hamah and Shabtar; it was called after an-Noman, son of Bashir aUAnsari (14),

who took up his dwelling there. Maarrat an-Noman was taken by the Franks

from the Moslims in the month of Muharram, 492 (December, A. D. 1098),

and continued in their possession till the year 529 (A. D. 1134-5), when* it

was taken by Imad ad-din Zinki Ibn Ak Sunkur, wlio generously restored to

the
(
Muslim

)
inhabitants the properly (which the Franks had takenfrom them).

[1; The orientalists of the old school pronounced this name AbQ I’-Ola, but the true pronunciation is Abo

'l-AU: M. dc Sacy has published some of his |>ocms in the Chrestomathie. The text and Latin translation

of two other poems by the same author will be found iD M. Yullcr’s edition of Tarafa's Moallaka-

(i) This is the true reading ; sec KamOs under zr
(8) There arc some poems in which the filial foot of each verse is doubly or even triply rhymed. This is

what the Arabic prosodians call Lusilm ma la l’a/ium, Illizam or Iyndt.—See I>e Sacy's Commentary on

Uarlri. page 419.

. 13
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(4) This title induces me to think that at least a portion of the work was in verse, having for rhyme a

hamza w ith a letter of prolongation, which, in that case, is called the rid^ by Arabic prosodians.

(5) M.deSacy, in his Chretlomathie, tom. HI, page 89, reads in this place for ijiU ;
but all the

MSS., without eiception, and the context of Ibn Khalliktn's article are against bis opinion.

(6) Or Recollectiotii of Habib

;

Abb Tarnmim's name was Habib.

(7) Or Amusement afforded by Walld

;

the poet al-Bohtori was so called.

(8) Or iViraculout Excellence of Ahmad, which was the real Dame of al-Mutanabbi.

(9) Literally: The fledge of the tiro prisons. M. de Sacy has completely misunderstood this expression.—

Sec Chreitomathie. l. Ill, p. 90.

(10; The author of a marginal note In the BIS. of Ibn KballikBn, No. 93, fonds St. Germain, says: It

. might be concluded from the words of Ibn Khallikln, that Abft T-A14 continued in these heterodox opinions

till his death ; but, says be, more than one historian stale that he returned to the principles of Islamism.—

In the essay on the life and poetry of al-Mutanabbi (quoted page 110, note), it is stated that Aba T-A1B

composed a Koran which, as he imagined, was to surpass Muhammad's in influence as it did in style. A

short extract of it is then given.

(11) The star Aclurusls called by the Arabs the Simdk bearing a lance {at-Simdk ar-Rdmih); and Spica

Virginit bears the name of at-Simdk al-Aazal (the unarmed Simdk). The signification of the word Si'mdJr

is doubtful’; the Arabic commentator on Ulug Bek says that these stars were so called on account of their

altitude (the Arabic verb Samaka means to rite, to be exalted). M. Idcler, in his Untertuchungen fiber deft

Urtprung und fledeutung der Stemnamen, page til el teg., has treated this question,without obtaining,

however, a satisfactory solution.

(12) In interpreting this difficult verse, I have followed al-Ydfl, who explains it in his Annals (Arabic BIS.

No. 644, year 449.) This writer quotes the Koran, surat 37, verse1 47, to prove that J. takes sometimes the

signification of_j!j. AI-YAfi attributes to AbO '1-AU some eloquont epistles.

(13) The Ihrdm, or dress worn by pilgrims on entering the sacred territory of Blekka, consists in two pieces

of dean, white, woollen cloth, without seams. When wearing the IhrAm, pilgrims. are not allowed to make

use of pcrflimes.— See D’Ohsson's Tableau de rEmptre Othoman, tom. Ill, pp. 61, 68.

(14) See Mithkat al-Hasdblh, voi. 1, page 228 note. To what is there said of an-NomAn Ibn Bashir may

be added that his death took place A. H. 64.

ABU AAMIR IBN ABD AL-MALIK AL-ASHJAI AL-ANDALUSI.

Abu Aamir Ahmad Ibn Abi Marwan Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan Ibn Zi

’I-Wizaratain (1) al-Aala Ahmad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad

Ibn Isa Ibn Shuhaid al-Ashjai, native of Cordova in Spain, was descended from

al-Waddah Ibn Razah, who was a partisan of ad-Dahh&k Ibn Kais al-Fihri at

the battle of Marj Rahit(2). Ibn Bassam mentions al-Ashjai in the Kitdb ad~

DaJchiTa, and praises him in the highest terms ; he gives also copious extracts

from his epistles and poetical writings, with an account of the principal

t
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events of his life. He was one of the most learned men in Spain, versed in a

variety of sciences, and eminent in all the branches of literature; a written

correspondence in a playful style was carried on between him and Ibn Hazm

the Zahirite, and a number of works of singular merit and originality were

composed by him, amongst which the following may be specified : Kashf o(>
• *

ad-Dakk wa fyddh as-Shakk; at-Tawdbl iva ’z-Zawdbi; Hdniit Altar (3).

To his talents he joined a most noble character, and many anecdotes are re-

lated of his generosity. As a specimen of his poetry we give the following

beautiful passage from one of his Kasidas

:

* 1

The vultures know that his warriors are lions when they meet with a warrior’s prey

!

pinched with hunger, they hover above his head; but the points of his lances send them
to their nests, glutted with food.

Though this is a beaten thought, and one in which he was anticipated by a

number of poets both before and after the establishment of Islamism, yet he has%
expressed it most happily and turned it with much elegance. The following

verses are a specimen of his light and graceful style

(My mistress,) oppressed with inebriation, yielded to sleep, and the eyes of the [jealous
)

keepers who guarded her at night were closed in slumber. Though
(
her duelling) was

remote, I went towards it and drew near gently, as one in quest of an object which
ho well knows where to find. I glided towards her, as slumber glides towards (teeary

eyes), and I went up to her chamber, as a sigh mounts up (from the bosom) : And I

passed my night with her in delight, till the mouth of morning smiled: And I embraced
the fairness of her neck and sipped kisses from her dark red lips.

How prettily has the same idea been expressed in the following verses com-

posed by Abu ’1-Mansur Sarrdarr :

How often, during the shades of night, have we arrived, without previous notice, at
(the encampment of an Arab) tribe; but found not, by their fire, a person who could
direct us to our way(4). And yet their scouts were not remiss; but we fell in among
them [gently

)
as falls the dew.

A number of poets have employed the foregoing thought, but it takes its

source in this verse by Amro '1-Kais (5) :

And I mounted up [gently ) towards her, after her family had fallen asleep;- so
mount bubbles in water, oue after another.

Most of Abu Aamir’s poetry is of surpassing beauty : he was born, A. II. 382
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(A. D. 992), and died ai Cordova, on Friday morning, 30th of the first

Jumada, 426 (April, A. D. 1035): on the next day he was interred in the

cemetery of Omm Salma (6). Mention is made of his father Abd al-Malik in the

Kitdh as-Silat (by Ibn Bashkuwal.)
— Al-Jshjai means belonging to Ashja

which is a great tribe descended from Ashja son of Raith son of Ghatalan.

(1) Zu 'l-Wisdratain {possessing the double soizirat); a title given to those ministers who were at the

same time invested with civil and military authority.—(See Mr. Weyer’s work, entitled “Specimen ertUctnn

“ exhibens locos lbni Khacanis de Ibn Zeidouno," page 60, note.)

(2) The battle of Marj lUhil took place in the 64th year of the Hijra between the partisans of the khatif

Marw&n Ibn al-llakam and Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair. Ad-Dakkak fought for Ibn az-Zubair, and was slain

with a great number of his people. In the llamAsa arc some fragments of poetry relating to that event. Al-

Waddih was mado prisoner in that battle by tbc khalif Marwin, who spared his life. It was from him that

the family .of the Band WaddAh in Murcia were descended. [Ar-Bushdti

;

quoted by the author of the

Bughiat al-Multamis.)

(3) According to Ilajji Khalifa, the first of these three works is a treatise on legerdemain ; the title of the

second is rendered Genii etDarmones byMr.Flugcl (sec Lex. Biblog., Ho. 3711); and that of the third signifies

the Perfumer's or Druggist's Shop; according to the author of the Bughiat, this work treats of grammar.

(4) In the Koran, surat 27, verse 7, is found tbc following passage: “Remember when Moses said to his

” family: I see a fire from which I will bring you tidings [of your way)." The Arab tribes used to tight fires

by night on high places, to that travellers in the desert might be directed towards their hospitable dwellings,

and receive information to guide them on their way.

(6) Sec my edition of Le Diwan d’Amro ’l-hais, page 34.

(6) Abb Aamir, in his latter days, was the standard-bearer of poetry and eloquence in his country ; he left

none like him, and died childless. He was a man of a generous character, and a gay disposition ; he had con-

siderable knowledge in medicine. [Bughiat al-Multamis.)

IBN FA1US AR-RAZI THE P1IILOLOGER.

Abu ’1-liusain Ahmad Ibn Faris Ibn Zakariya Ibn Muhammad Ibn Habib

ar-Razi was a deeply learned man in various sciences and in philology espe-

cially, having acquired a most exact knowledge of that subject : his work the

Mujmil fi 'l-Loghal ,
or Collection of philological Observations, contains, notwith-

standing its concision, a great mass of information (1). He composed also the

Jlilyal al-Fukahd (Ornament of Doctors); some beautiful epistles and a treatise

on philological questions, which work jurisconsults studied with great atten-
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tion, and from which al-IIariri took the idea of his Makanfd^^oiitied al-Tai- ttl

biya (2), in which he proposes legal questions to the number 6f-' 'one-hundred.

Ibn Faris dwelt at Hamadan and had for pupil Badi az-Zaman al-IHonad&ni,

the author of the Makdmas (and whose life shall be given). He composed some

good poetry, of which we may give the following passages :

**

* •"

A (nymph) graceful and slender passed near us, she was a Turk by nature and by

name (3) . She looked with a tender, a tempting glance
;

(a glance) as languishing as a

grammarian’s proofs are slight (k).

By the same:

Hearken to the words of a true adviser: a man of good counsel and a friend: “Take
“ care; beware that you pass a single night with your confidence placed in those whose

word alone is an authority (3)

.

By the same

:

When you have to send a person on business which has engaged your mind, send

an agent who requires no prompting, and let that agent be—money.

By the same

:

Though the burning fire (of indigence) parches my entrails, I will still say : May a

shower (of abundance) fall upon Hamaddnl Why should I not offer a sincere prayer

for that city where I had the advantage of forgetting all that I learned (6). I have for-

gotten what I best knew except (the art of getting into debt)

;

for I am now in debt and

have not a dirhem in my house.

Ibn Faris has written a great deal of good poetry ; he died at Rai in the

year 390 (A. D. 1000), and was buried opposite to the chapel in which are

deposed the remains of the kadi Ali Ibn Abd al-Aziz al-Jorjdni
; some say

however that he died in the month of Safar, A. H. 375 (June, A D. 985), at

Muhammadiya, but the iirst is the more received opinion.

—

Rdzi means belonging

to Rai, a well known city in the province of Dailam : the derivative takes a z, in

the same manner as Marwazi derived from Marw (7).—Ibn Faris is also author

of these verses :

They asked me how I was ; I answered : “ Well ; some things succeed and some fail

:

“ when my heart is filled with cares, I say : One day, perhaps, they may be dispelled.

“ A cat is my companion; books, the friends of my heart; and a lamp, my beloved
“ consort.”
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(1) The style of ibp.Httjfiiil is concise, no doubt; but the work itself, which is an Arabic leiicon, forms

two rcspectable-fo>v>*totumcs. A cony of it is in the Bibliotheque du Roi, funds Si. Germain, Nos.194, 195
.* *• • *

,

(3) Talb-iyn i&derived from Ta\ba, oneof the names given to the city of Medina. The thirty-second MakAma

was str'eaTfpil because, towards the beginning of it, mention is made of Talba. In M. de Sacy's edition, this

BlakamV is entitled ai-ttarbiya. . •

.tVi The Turkoman tribes have always had the reputation of being great robbers ; this lady was of that race

,

and sustained the character of her nation by stealing -hearts.

(4) Literally: Weaker than the proofofa grammarian. It has been already observed (page 28, note, 3) ).

that, in Arabic, languishing and weakly arc expressed by the same word. The grammarian's proofs are

those passages cited by him in confirmation of some general rule.— It would seem that Ibn FAris, (he philo-

loger, had not a very profound respect for grammarians.

(5) This is manifestly directed against those relators of religious and historical traditions, who, for their

well-known veracity, were dispensed, by public opinion, from naming the persons through whom their in-

formation came. The Arabic name is Thikal, which means confidence, and is used to signify a man worthy

of confidence. The verse literally translated would run thus: Beware that you pass a night with confi-

dence in confidences; but this gives quite a different idea from that intended to be expressed by the author.

(6) The people of HaraadAn were proverbial for their ignorance, and Ibn FAris pretends that their com-

pany was contagious; be does not regret, however, the loss of his learning, which be probably prized as little

as the science of the grammarians and the veracity of the Thikdt. (See the two preceding notes.)

<7) See page 7.

ABU TAY1B AL-MUTANABBI.

Abu Tayib Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Abd as-Samad al-Jofi al-

Kindi, surnamed al-Mutanabbi, was a native of Kiifa : a different genealogy of

this celebrated poet has been given as follows : Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Murra

Ibn Abd al-Jabbar; but God alone knows which is exact. Al-Mutanabbi came

of a family which inhabited Kufa, but he went to Syria in his youth, and, tra-

velling over its provinces, studied and attained proficiency in various branches

of literature (1). He had acquired an extensive knowledge of pure Arabic, drawn

from the best sources and which he has handed down (in his poetical composi-

tions) (2); and he possessed so great information on the subject of its idio-

matic and obsolete expressions (3) that, when a question was proposed to him,

he never failed proving his opinion by citing analagous examples in prose and

verse composed by the Arabs of the desert (4). It is related that the learned
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Abu Ali ’l-Farisi, author of the Iyddh and the Takmila
,
once asked him how

many plural nouns there were of the form Jila, and received immediately for

answer Hijla and Zirba : and Abu Ali says that he passed three nights in con-

sulting philological works to find a third plural noun of a similar form, hut

without success. Such a remark, coming from Ab& Ali, is quite sufficient to

establish al-M\itanabbi’s proficiency (in philology). (Hijla is the plural of

Hajal (a cock-partridge), and Zirba is the plural of Zaribdn, a word pro-

nounced with the same vowels as Kalirdn, and which serves to designate a small

quadruped emitting a fetid smell). As to his poetry, it is the height of perfec-

tion, and it is needless to give specimens here, since it is so well known (5)

;

I shall merely notice two verses which the shaikh Taj ad-din al-Kindi has

attributed to him, and are not to be found in his works
;
the shaikh gives them

on the best traditional authority remounting to the author, so I insert them here

on account of their rarity :

Was it because you saw mo [look tip to you
)
with the eye of one who needs your

favour, that you treated me with contempt and hurled me down the precipice ? But 'tis I

who am to blame, not you ; for I had fixed my hopes upon another than the Creator.

When al-Mutanabbi was in Egypt, he fell sick and was visited, during his

illness, by a friend; who, after his recovery, abstained from going to sec him; our

poet, in consequence, wrote him this note :
“ You were a kind companion to

“ me (may God be kind to thee!), when I was unwell, and you have abandoned

“ me on my conva lescence ; it now depends upon you (with God’s assistance),

“ to prevent me from loving sickness, and preserve my health from suffer-

“ ing (6).”—The critics of al-Mutanabbi’s poetry may be divided into different

classes : some consider him superior to Abu Tamniam and his successors; whilst

others pronounce Abu Tammam superior to him ; and the poet an-Nami (whose

life comes immediately after) has said :
“ One single corner of poetry remained

“ unoccupied, but al-Mutanabbi took it up; and 1 often wished that I had anti-

“ cipated him in two ideas which he has versified, and which never occurred to

“ any poet before him ;
the one is contained in these verses :

‘ Misfortune shot at me with the arrows of calamity, till my heart was covered with

‘ them, so that the darts which struck it broke against those which were fixed in it

‘ already.’
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“ The other is in the following :

*(He marched
)
at the head of an array raising a cloud of dust which obscured the

* sight ; and (it seemed) as if the soldiers saw with their ears (7).’

The learned have taken much pains in explaining and commenting the poetical

works of al-Mulanabbi, and 1 have been informed by one of the masters under

whom I studied, that he met with upwards of forty commentaries, both great and

small, on these poems : a mark of popularity such as never was obtained by the

works of any other poet, lie was, without doubt, a highly-gifted man, favoured

with the happy talent of expressing perfectly his ideas in verse. The surname of

al-Mutanabbi {the pretended prophet) was given him because he had set up

for a prophet in the flat country near Samawa (8;, where he was followed by

a great multitude of the Banii Kalb and other tribes; hut Lulu, governor of

Hims
(
Emessa

)

and lieutenant to the Ikhslud family, having marched against

him, took him prisoner and dispersed his partisans; he kept al-Mutdnabbi in

confinement for a long period, and having at length brought him back to the

Moslim faith, he set him at liberty : other accounts have been given (of the

origin of this surname), but this is the most correct. Al-Mulanabbi then

became a follower of the emir Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn llamdan; this was in the year

337 (A. D. 948-9); lie afterwards left him and entered Egypt in 346 (A. D. 957),

where he celebrated the praises of Kafur al-lkhshidi and Anujur Ibn al-Ikh-

shid (9), and was permitted to stand in the presence of the (minister

)

Kafur,

with l)oo ts on his feet and the loins girded with a sword; when he rode out

he was accompanied with two ushers, mamliiks of the prince, wearing

swords and belts. Being afterwards dissatisGed with Kaffir, he composed

a satire against him and left him on the eve of the Feast of Sacrifice

(9th, Zfi ’l-Ilijja), A. II. 350 (January, A. D. 962). On this, Kafur dispatched

camel-riders to different quarters in pursuit of him, but without success. That

83 minister had promised him a government, but on seeing the liberties he took in

his poems and his haughty spirit, he became apprehensive of him (and refused to

keep his word). On being reproached with his conduct towards the poet, he

said :
** My (good) people ! would he who claimed the gift of prophecy after

“ Muhammad’s (having fulfilled his mission), not be capable of claiming (a

“ share in) the empire with Kafur? This reflection should suffice you.”—Ibn

Jinni the grammarian relates that he studied the poems of Mutanabbi under the
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author himself, and that he once read to him the kasida in praise of Kaffir,which

begins thus:

I combat my love for you, but love will vanquish; and I wonder at your aversion,

but your affection would be more worthy of wonder.

On coming to these lines :

01 that I knew if I shall ever pronounce a poem in which 1 shall have no complaint

to make and no reproach. I suffer from (afflictions), the least of which had driven

poetry away; but know, daughter of a [noble) race! that my heart preserves its vigour!

ibn Jinni said to him :
“ It is painful for me to think that such a poem could

“ have been made in praise of any other than Saif ad-Dawlat;” to which al-

Mutanabbi answered; “I cautioned him however and warned him (against

“ neglecting me), but it would not avail : did I not say :

‘Brother of Generosity 1 bestow what you possess; but bestow not on others that

which 1 pronounce (10).

“ Yet he gave me to Kafir through his bad management and defective judg-

“ ment.” — Saif ad-Dawlat held an assembly every night to which the men

of learning came, and.where they conversed together in his' presence: (in one of

these meetings) a discussion took place between al-Mutanabbi and Ibn Kha-

lawaih, the grammarian, who (at last

)

sprung upon al-Mutanabbi and, striking

him on the face with a key he had about him, inflicted a wound, from which

the blood flowed on al-Mutanabbi s garments : the poet, moved with anger, de-

parted for Egypt, where he composed poems in praise of Kafir: he then tra-

velled to Persia and composed panegyrics on Adad ad-Dawlat Ibn Biwaili

ad-Dailami, by whom he was generously rewarded (1 1); on leaving him, he went

to Baghdad, and thence to Kifa, where he arrived on the 8th Shaban (A. II. 354,

August, A. D. 965); he was then attacked by a chief of the tribe of Asad, named

Fatik Ibn Abi ’1-Jahl, at the bend of a troop of. partisans : al-Mutanabbi also had

with him a number of companions, so a combat took place, in which he was

killed along with his son al-Muhassad and his slave Muflih : this occurred near

an-Nomaniva, at a place called as-Safia, or the Mountains of as-Safia, in the

western part of the Sawad (or province
)
of Baghdad, at two miles’ distance from

Dair al-Aakil (12). Ibn Rashik mentions in that chapter of his Omda
,
which

14
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treats of the good and harm done by poetry, that Abu Tavib al-Mutanabbi, on

seeing himself vanquished, was taking to flight, when his slave addressed him in

these terms :
“ Let it never be said that you fled from combat; you, who are

“ the author of this verse :

‘ The horse, and the night, and the desert know me (well) ; the sword also, and the

‘ iance, and paper and the pen 1’

Upon this, al-Mutanabbi turned back and fought till he was slain ; so it was

this verse which caused his death. This event happened in the month of Ra-

madan, 354 (September, A. D. 9G5): some say, on Wednesday 24th, or 27th

or 28th of the month ; others, on Monday 22nd, or on the 25th. He was born

at Kufa in the year 303 (A. D. 915-6), in the quarter called Kinda; for which

reason only he was surnamed al-Kincli
,

as he did not belong to the tribe of

Kinda, but to that which sprung from Jofi 11m Saad al-Ashira Ibn Madhij Malik

iS4 Ibn Odad Ibn Zaid Ibn Yashhob Ibn Gharib Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan (1 3). The

Saad mentioned in the foregoing genealogy, was named Saad al-Ashira (
hap-

piness ofrelations), because he rode abroad accompanied with, it is said, three

hundred sons and grandsons ; and when asked who they were, answered, “ My
relations”

(
Ashirati); as he dreaded the influence of the evil eye (had he said:

They are my children) (14).—Some persons say that al-Mutanabbi’s father was

a water-carrier at Kufa, and that he afterwards emigrated to Syria with his son,

who was brought up there : allusion is made to this circumstance in the follow-

ing verse, by a poet who lampooned al-Mutanabbi

:

What merit {fail) is there in a poet who from mom to night seeks for reward (fadl)l

At one time he lived by selling water in KilfS; at another, by selling his prostituted

talent (15)

.

(In the life of Abu Tammam Habib, the celebrated poet, will be found some

verses {directed against him), by Ibn al-Moaddal, which contain a similar

thought).—The poet Abu 'I-Kasim al-Muzaflar Ibn Ali at-Tabasi (16) composed

the following elegy on the death of al-Mutanabbi :

Cursed be that fortune which has deprived ns unawares of so eloquent a tongue (17).

Never will a second al-.Mutanabbi be seen ; what second can be found to match that fault-

less pearl (18)? liis lofty mind was to him an army, and placed him in the pride of
power, In his poetry he was a prophet, and the ideas he has expressed show forth

his miraculous powers.
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Tabasi means native of Tubas , which is a city in the desert lying

between Naisapftr, Ispahan and Kerman.— It is related that al-Motamid Ibn

Abbad al-Lakhmi, prince of Cordova and Seville, recited one day the following

verse from a celebrated KasUia of al-Mutanabbi’s

:

Our camels, broken with fatigue, receive fresh strength when their eyes obtain a

sight of thee.

In his admiration, the prince continued repealing this verse, when Ibn Wall-

bun (19), who was one of the company, improvised the two following :

If the son of al-Husain was skilled in poetry, you also arc skilled in making generous

gifts! ’lis gifts which open the lips [of grateful poets). Proud of his poetic talent,

al-Mutanabbi declared himself a prophet; had he known that you would recite his

poems, he had thought himself a god.

Al-Iflili relates that al-Mutanabbi, being in the hippodrome (Maiddn) with

Saif ad-Uawlat Ibn Hamdan, recited to tlie prince his Kasida which begins thus:

Fortune grants to each man that to which he has been accustomed. When
Saif ad-Dawlat returned to his palace, he desired the poet to repeal the poem,

which he did without rising from his scat; one of the persons present, wishing

to deprive al-Mutanabbi, by stratagem (ofthe honour conferred on him in being

allowed to remain seated ), addressed him and said: “Abu ’t-Tayib! if you

“ repeat your poem standing, I will be able to hear it, for most of those present

“ do not.” To this Abu ’t-Tayib replied :
“ Have you not heard the beginning

“ of it : Fortune grants to each man that to which he has been accustomed?"

which wras an excellent repartee.—To sum up his character, we may only say

that he was a man of high soul and lofty thought; and that his history is long

and his adventures numerous
;
for which reason we have preferred being concise

on the subject (20).

ti) As it has already bean obsened, students, at the age of fifteen or sixteen, stent to travel for the pur-

pose of taking lessons from professors in different countries.

(2) 1 have here paraphrased the original passage, so as to give a clearer idea of its import.

(3) In the llistoire </es Sultans mamloukt, translated from the Arabic of at-Makrizi by M. Quatremerr.

that learned oriental scholar renders the word c"?3* by bat, rustique (see preface, paged, note): this, how-

ever, does not appear correct; it would have been no recommendation of al-Mutanabbi's instruction, to say

that he had great information in the lov> or vulgar expressions of the Arabic language. The word
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signifies obsolete, gone into disuse, and is used in opposition to J «••» in general use; sec an example in

the Arabic text of Ihn Khallikku, page 173, line 1.

(4) The inhabitants of the desert spoke the purest Arabic.

(8) Some information on the subject of al-Mutanahbi’s poetry will be found in M. de Sacy’a Chrettomathie,

tom. Ill, page 27 of the second edition.

(6) In the original, this note has a terseness and concision of which the translation can offer no idea.

(7) That is : The dust prevented them from seeing their wav, and they were directed only by the commands

of their chief; so, their car guided them on their march, not their eye.

(8) Santa*.1 is situated on the west bank of the Kuphrates, in about the latitude of 31* 20'.

(0) Some details respecting the life of AnOjitr will be found in the. llfe.of Kifftr.

(10) That is: Let not other princes obtain from mo those praises which arc yours by right.— In the Arabic

text,0^jl has been put by mistake for U! which is the reading of the best MSS., and confirmed by all the

copies of the Diwan of al-Mutanabbi which have been consulted.

(It) To form an idea of the great sums this poet must havo gained, we need only state that Adad ad-Dawlal

is said to have given him thirty thousand dinars, and the Tirir Ibn al-Omaid a like sum. ( Ydfi MS. No. 637,

fol. 266 verso.) This however appears to be an exaggeration.

(12) Dair al-Akftl was situated on tho Tigris, about 30 miles below Baghdad.

(13) This celebrated genealogy is certainly corrupt as here given. Ibn KhaldOn, in his History of the An-

cient Arabs, now publishing by Dr. Arri, has treated the subject with his usual learning and judgment.

(14) To have had so many male descendants must have excited jealousy, and a glance of a jealous eye

might have had a fatal effect upon them. The superstition of the eastern nations on that subject is well

known since the publication of Mr. Lane's Modern Egyptians.

(18) Literally. By selling the water of the face. The ingenuous blush of a modest and honorable man is

called by the Arabs the water of the face so-_y3! *L» or Ucc-*-' I «U
;

the poet w ho has lost all sense of

shame, and sells his praises to the most unworthy, has exchanged his honourable character, his modest dig-

nity, for money.

(16) This poet lived to be a contemporary of at-Thaalibi, who in his Yaitma gives some verses of Ab(l '1-

fiasr al-IIarthitni on his authority.

(17) Literally: Haud atnplius ad pastum ducat Dcus agmen temporis quod nobis incidit, lingua* tali

(silentium imponenst.

(18) Literally: The undrilled pearl of the age.

(19) Ab6 Muhammad Abd at-Jalll Ibn Wahbdn, a celebrated poet and man of learning was born at Murcia

in Spain. In the year 180 (A. D. 1087) he was killed by a troop of Christians as he was travelling from

Lorca to his native place. [Bughiat al-Multamis.)

1 20; Ai-IIusain, the father of Abft 't-Taylb al-BIutanabbi, was generally known by the name of Alddn as-

Saikd, or Aiddn the water-carrier, forwhich reason this poet is sometimes called Ibn Aiddn or Ibn as-Sokkd.

When yet a school-boy, al-Mulanabbi composed verses, which arc still eilant ; and these essays of his youth

announce already that superior talent which shines forth so brightly in the productions of his tnaturer age.

The early part of his life was spent in Syria and among the Bcdwln tribes which inhabited the desert to the

west of tho Euphrates. One of his contemporaries, AbiVl-Ilasan Muhammad Ibn Yahya al*Alawi relates that

al-Mutanabbi, when a boy, lived in bis neighbourhood at Kufa; that lie was fond of learning anil literature,

and that after living for some years with the Arabs of the desert, he came back a complete Bcdwln. He picked

up the greater part of bis learning at booksellers’ shops, his memory bciug so tenacious, that he had only to

read a book once, in order to leant it by heart. His intercourse with the nomadic Arabs had a powerful
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influence on bit character; from them he acquired that intrepidity which pervaded his future conduct, and

that loflv spirit which breathes in his poems ; he imbibed also, at the same source, that knowledge of the

pure Arabic tongue which excited the admiration of his countrymen and gained the greatest publicity for his

verses. It was some time after the three hundred and twentieth year of the Hijra, that Aba t-Taylb

asserted his apostolic mission ; and persuaded some of the inhabitants of al-I.atAkiya that he was a prophet

sent by God. “ 1 come,” said he, “ to this generation which erreth and leadeth into error; I come to fill the

world with justice, as it is now filled with wickedness; 1 shall reward those who obey God's commands, and

strike off the heads of the disobedient!” He pretended also to possess the gift of miracles, and one of the

signs which he gave to confirm bis veracity was, that when the rain fell around him in torrents, it did not

touch a certain hill on which he stood. This manifestation of his pow er (which the orthodox Mosllm historian

attributes to magic art; had the effect of seducing great numbers. Unfortunately for the prophet, the governor

of Bmessa caused him to be arrested and imprisoned ; and al-Mutauahbi in bis cell, with his head and arms

confined in a sort of pillory, and his feet in the stocks, had time to reflect on his situation, and renounce the

dangerous gift of prophecy. In one of his poetiral supplications to the governor, he reminds him that minors

should not he punished for schism or heresy, because by law they are not obliged to fulfil the duty of prayer.

Having at length obtained bis liberty, he remained for some lime neglected and in poverty ; but a poem which

he addressed to Aba ’1-AshJir y ! (an officer or Saif ad-Dawlat's, who commanded at Antioch),

revealed his superior talent. About that time, Saif ad-Dawlat himself came to Antioch, and was visited by

al-Mutanabbi, who recited to him a poem composed in bis honour; and the piece was of such remarkable

beauty, that the prince conceived the highest esteem for the author, and offered him his protection. The

poet, in accepting this favour, would not, however, sacrifice the feelings of honourable pride by which he

was always actuated: he required and obtained the authorisation of being seated in the presence of Saif

ad-Dawlat, when reciting to him the poems which he was to compose in his praise; and he insisted on being

dispensed front saluting the prince in the usual manner, which was by kissing the ground in his presence. At

the court of Saif ad-Dawlat he met ibe principal poets of the day, but he surpassed them all by his vigorous

and original talent. The celebrated Aba '1-A14 used to say, “ Abfl NawAs expresses himself thus; al-Bohlori,

thus; Abh Tamm&m, thus; and the poet (meaning al-Mulunabbit, thus." Avarice was the only fault with

which al-Mutanabbi was reproached; his moral conduct was the more exemplary, as most of bis associate*

were men of pleasure and debauch: and a rigid Mosliin remarked, that though he never fasted, nor prayed,

nor read the Koran, yet he never told a lie, uor committed fornication. When Saif ad-Dawlat went forth on his

military expeditions, he was accompanied by al-Mutanabbi, and on one occasion, the prince and the poet had

to cut their way through the ranks of the Greeks to avoid being taken prisoners. The fortune of Aba t-Tnytb

was now too great not to excite jealousy; bis rivals, and an-NAini among others, succeeded in alienating Saif

ad-Dawlat from his favorite poet. A number of learned men were one day conversing in the prince’s pre-

sence, and the grammarian lbn KhAtawaih was giving his opinion on some question relating to the Arabic

language, when al-Mutanabbi said to him: “Silence, fellow! what hast thou to do with Arabic, thou who

“ art a Persian from Khuaestan?" This rebuke was answered by a wound in the face, inflicted with a key

which lbn KhAlawaih carried in his sleeve. During this scene, Saif ad-Dawlat did not interfere either by

word or deed. Al-Mutanabbi continued to perceive other symptoms of his patron's indifference towards him;

he remonstrated with him in a noble poem, asserting his right to be respected, and vindicating his character

from the attacks of hi* enemies ; but his complaints were of no avail, his expostulations useless; disgusted at

length with a treatment he so little deserved, he abandoned the court of Aleppo and retired to Damascus.

This city was then in the possession of the lkhshld family; and its governor, lbn Malik, a Jew and a native

of Tadtnor (Palmyra), was uuder the immediate orders of KAfdr, the ruler of Egypt. The Jew wished al-
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Mutanabbi to compose a poem in his honour, but met with a prompt refusal, and the poet, finding his situa-

great honour and made him abundant presents, among which were a horse whose trappings were heavy with

gold, and a sword richly ornamented. He then passed into Egypt on the w ritten invitation of KAfrtr. This

able statesman was originally a slave, employed in the most menial duties, and treated with the greatest con-

tumely; but the poor negro eunuch, whose prominent belly, splay feet, and perforated lower lip bad furnished

such subjects for laughter to his fellow -slaves, had now become master of an empire. Such was the person

who claimed the praises of al-Mutanabbi ; and by means of rich presents, rather than intimidation, he wrung

from the poet those measured, and sometimes ambiguous culogiums w hich till the h'attdai called the Kdf<X~

riy&t. Another person whom al-Mutanabbi saw in Egypt was the celebrated Fitik al-MajnOn, and the noble

character of this emir obtained the ready and heartfelt encomiums of AbCi 't-TavIb. In return for the glory

which the verses of al-Mutanabbi conferred on KifOr, he demanded the government of Saida iSidon), but

met with a refusal: this, with the obligation of praising a negro, excited the indignation of tbe poet, and

though surrounded by spies, who informed Kifdr of all his actions, he succeeded, at length, in escaping

from Old Cairo, and after a variety of adventures ho arrived at Kiifa. He then visited Baghdad, where

al-Muhal)abi, vizir to Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn BOwah, received him with eager joy, in hopes of obtaining

the praises of so illustrious a poet, but al-Mutanahhi refused to gratify his wishes, on the pretext that

he was accustomed to celebrate princes only. This so provoked the vizir, that he encouraged all the

poetasters of Irak to attack al-Mutanabbi, who set out for Arraj&n. where he found a protector in AbO

1-Kadi Ibn al-Omaid. After spending some time with this vizir, he passed to the court of Adad ad-Dawlat

at Shlrtu, and was treated most generously by that prince, who gave him upwards of two hundred thousand

dirhems (about 8000 pounds sterling) as a testimony of the satisfaction he received from the praises of the

poet. It was on leaving Shlr&z to return to KOfa that he was assassinated. The details of this event are

preserved in a letter addressed by a contemporary to the ttco KhtUiditcs. who were poets at the court of Saif

ad-Dawlat. Tbe length of this note prevents me from giving a translation of this letter; I shall only observe

that F&lik al-Asadi, by whom be was slain, had a motive for his deed; al-Mutanabbi bad satirized his

family, and particularly his cousin Dahlia and Dabba's mother. FAtik had declared bis intention beforehand

to the writer of the letter, who informed al-Mutanabbi of his danger, and recommended him to take an escort

with him; but this advice was rejected-by the poet, who replied: "It shall never lie said that I sought any

other safeguard than my sword!” Persuasion and entreaty were employed to change his determination,

but he would not hearken to any advice: the result of his temerity and obslinaey was his death.

The above note is the summary of a number of passages contained In an interesting work, entitled

53 Nami, was one of the ablest and most talented poets of his time. As an encomiast

M. dc Sacy’s opinion of this work in the Antholonic Grammaticale, page 47(1.)

AN-NAM1.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad ad-Darinii al-Missisi, sumamed an-
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of Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Ilamdan, he enjoyed the special favour of that prince, who

considered him as second in talent and rank to al-Mutanabbi only. He was a

man of great merit and instruction
;
possessing superior abilities and well in-

formed in philology and literature. There exists a collection of observations

dictated by him (to his pupils) at Aleppo, and in which he cites as authorities

[his masters) Abu ’l-IIasan Ali al-Akfash, Ibn Durustuya, Abu Abd Allah al-

Kermani (1), Abu Bakr as-Suli, Ibrahim Ibn Abd ar-Rahman al-Orudi and

his own father Muhammad al-Misissi. lie himself is cited as authority by [his

disciples) Abu ’1-Kasim al-IIusain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Osama al-Ilalabi, Abd

’1-IIusain Ahmad brother to the proceeding, Abu ’1-Faraj al-Babbagha, Abu

1-Khatlab Ibn Aun al-Hariri, Abu Bakr al-Khalidi, and the kadi Abu Tahir

Salih Ibn Jaafar al-Hashimi. The following verses, taken from one of his

KasIdas} addressed to Saif ad-Dawlat, are among the finest which he composed :

Illustrious prince I thy lances gain thec glory in this world and in Paradise hereafter.

Every year which passes finds thee with thy sword in the necks of enemies, and thy

steed harnessed with bit and saddle. Time rolleth on, and still thy deeds are all for

glory"; thy words for piety, and thy hands for bestowing gifts.

By the same

:

Is it then true that [the cruel) Zurftd is the author of my death? The promises which

she mado me, arc they then come to this? I stopped (near her former abode), unable

to restrain my grief, and fixed to the spot, I seemed like one bereft of life. Seeing mo
thus, my censorious foes were perplexed with doubt, and they said to the ruined

mansion : Which of these two is the pillar (that sustained the rustic hut) ?

An-Nami had some encounters with al-Mutanabbi and sustained contests with

him in reciting extemporary verses. It is related by Abd ’1-Kliattab Ibn Aun al-

Ilariri, the poet and grammarian, that he went one day to visit an-Nami, and

found him seated; his head was white like the Thaghdma (2) when in flower,

but one single black hair still remained. “Sir!" said Ibn Aun, “there is a

“ black hair in your head."—“ Yes," replied an-Nami, “ it is the sole remnant

“ of my youth, and 1 am pleased with it; I have even written verses on it."

Then, at the request of Ibn Aun, he recited these lines :

In that head a single hair still appeared preserving its blackness ; 'twas a sight which

rejoiced the eyes [of my friends). I said to my white hairs, which had put it in fear:

“ I implore you! respect it as a stranger. A dark African spouse will not long remain
“ in the house where the second wife is white of skin.”
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He then said; “0 Abu Khattah! a single while hair spreads terror among a

“ thousand black
;
what then must lie the case with one black among a thousand

“ white?”—He is also author of the following verses, which have been er-

roneously attributed to the vizir Abu Muhammad al-Muhallabi :

An enemy whom I called my beloved hastened towards me, arrayed in a red summer

dress. The wine sported in her eyes and made her cheeks like a brilliant flame.

“How," said I, “hast thou obtained such beauty? Thou comcsl here in a strange

“ attire. Is it with the redness of your cheeks that thou art clothed, or is your gar-
“ ment dyed with the hearts’-blood (of lovers)V—“ It is the wine,” said she, “which
“ (by its reflexion) makes my tunic seem like the sky at sunset; it cometh near the colour

“ of the wine, which itself approaches to that of my cheeks (3).

An-Nami died at Aleppo, A. II. 39D (A.D. 1 008-9); others say 370 or 371 ;
aged

90 years.—Darimi means descendedfrom Darirn Jbn Malik , a great branch of

the tribe of Tamim.

—

Missisi signifies native of al-Misstsa (the ancient Mop-

sueslia), a city on the coast of the sea of Rum
(
the Levant), near Tarsus, Sis and

other places in the same region. It was built in the year 1 40 (A.D. 757), by Salih

Ibn Ali in pursuance of orders given by his nephew, the khalif al-Mansur.

(1) Aba Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mdta al-KcrtnSni (native of Aermdn;

bad a profound knowledge of philology and grammar; he wrote a beautiful hand and was a correct copier,

which caused his writings to be in great request. Re was a professional copyist, working for hire; he com-

posed also some books, the titles of which are given in the Fihrett, from which this notice is taken; the years

of his birth and death arc not mentioned, but we may conclude from what Ibn KhallikAn says, that he was still

living at the beginning of the fourth century.

(2! The IhagOma is in all probability a species of Artemisia: it must not be confounded with toogama,

mentioned by Rauwolf, after Kxmfer, as the Arabic name of the palma Christi.

(3) Literally : And thus my dress, the wine, and tile colour of my checks are a neighbour to a neighbour of

a neighbour.

RADI AZ-ZAMAN AL-IIAMADANI.

The hafiz Abu ’1-Fadl Ahmad Ibn al-IIusain Ibn Yahya Ibn Said al-Hama-

dani, surnamed Badi az-Zaman
(
prodigy of the Age), is author of some beau-

tiful epistles and excellent Makdnias (1), which al-IIarlri took as a model in the

composition of his; framing them on the same plan, and imitating the manner
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of iheir author, in whose footsteps he walked. In his preface, al-Hariri ac-

knowledges the merit of his predecessor, and admits that he was guided by

his example in the path he followed. Al-Haraadani was eminent for his know-

ledge of pure and correct Arabic, in which he cited as his masters Ibn Faris,

author of the Mujmil, and others : his epistles are admirable and his poetry

full of beauty. lie dwelt at Herat, a city in the province of Khorasan. The

following is a specimen of his epistolary style : “When water has long remained

“ at rest, its noxious qualities appear; and when its surface has continued tran-

“ quil, its foulness gets into motion : thus it is with a guest; his presence is dis-

“ pleasing when his stay has been protracted; and his shadow is oppressive

“ when the time for which he should sojourn is at an end. Adieu.” Another

of his letters runs thus : “ ( To him whose honourable
)
presence is a point

“ of union for the needy, not to say the Kaaba of pilgrims; the station of

“ honour, not to say the station or sanctity (at Mekka); the desire of guests,

“ not to say {the valley of) Mina near (the hill of) Khaif; the source of gifts,

“ not to say the Kibla of prayer (2):—to him let this be a consolation: death

“ is awful till (it comes, and then ) it is found light; its touch seems grating till

“ {felt,
and then) it is smooth; the world is so hostile and its injustice so great

“ that death is the lightest of its inflictions, the least of its wrongs. Look then

“ to the right; do you see ought but affliction? Look to the left; do you see

“ ought hut woe?”—The verses which follow are taken from a long poem of

his composition:

The gush of the
{
fertilising

)

shower were like thee (in thy liberality), did it, in smil-

ing, pour forth gold. Fortune were like thee, did it not deceive ; the sun, did he speak

;

the lion, were he not hunted; the sea, were its waters fresh.
*

The following satirical verses on the city of Hamadan are also attributed to

him, but l have since found that they were composed by Abu T-Ala Muhammad

lbn HusAl, a native of that place:

Uamad&n is my native place ; I must allow it that honour ; but it is the vilest of cities

.

Its children are, for ugliness, like old men ; and its old men, for reason, like children.

His prose and verse abound in beauties of every kind. He died of poison at

Herat, A. II. 398 (A. D. 1008). I have since found, however, the following

note written at the end of his epistles which have been collected by the hakim

15
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Abu Said AIkI ar-Rahraan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Dost : “ End of the Epistles.

H7 ,l The author died at Herat on Friday, 11th of the second Jumada, 398" (Feb-

ruary, A.D. 1008). On this the hakim observes: ‘‘1 have been assured by per-

sons of good authority that he fell into a lethargy and was buried with prcci-

“ pitation. He recovered when shut up in the tomb, and his cries having

“ been heard dial night, his grave was opened, and he was found dead from

“ fright, with his hand grasping his beard (3).”

\1) M. de Sacy has given six of these Makdmai in his Chrettomathie. and in the notes he has inserted a very

full notice on al-Hamadini and his writings.

(2) All this, in the original Arabic, is a mere play upon words, and has as little real meaning as (be trans-

lation here given. The valley of Mina if in the neighbourhood of Mckka.

(3) The bodies of Moslims arc not put into coffins; they are merely covered with a shroud, and placed In a

vault, or in a hollow excavated in one of the sides of the grave, sufficient space being left for the body to sit

up. as it must do, when questioned by the angels Muuklr and Naklr.

ABU ’L-KASIM IBN TABATABA.

Abu 'l-Kasim Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn Ibrahim Tabataba

Ibn Ismail Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Hasan Ibn Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib; this

sharif, who descended from Muhammad through Husain, belonged to the family

of ar-Rass and was a native of Egypt. The descendants of (lie khalif Ali who

inhabited that country were placed under his jurisdiction as their nakib or chief;

he was also one of the principal heads of that body. He composed some fine

poetry on ascetic and other subjects, fragments of which are given by at-Thaa-

libi in his Yalima

;

among the number, he quotes the following verses:

My friends (1) ! the Pleiades excite my envy, and the instability of Fortune grieves

me to the heart. They are six {stars), yet their union subsists unbroken, while 1 now
miss the sole person whom I love (2).

At-Thaalibi quotes also as his these lines, which he attributes however, at the

commencement of his Yatima, to Zu '1-Karnain Ibn Ilamdan :

She said to the fleeting image (3) which visited me (in a dream) and then returned

:

‘ 1 pray thee! tell me how he is; do not extenuate nor aggravate.’ The vision replied:
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‘I saw him nearly dead wilh thirst, and i said: Slop I avoid a source of which the

* waters are never drunk (A). * She answered :
4 Thou sayost true ; to love fully and

‘sincerely is his custom.'— 01 what refreshing coolness her words shed on my
heart (5).

Besides the above, he has composed oilier Gne passages. Among the verses

attributed to him are the following on a long night, and which contain quite a

novel thought

:

The Pleiades seem, this night, to have been travelling all the day, and to have arrived

at their evening station, fatigued with their journey. They have pitched their tents

that their caravan may repose ; for not a planet rollcth in its orbit, not a star speeds

in its nightly way.

I have since met, however, with these two verses, in a long kastda inserted

among the poetical works of Abu ’1-Hasan Ibn Tabataba
;
and i extracted from

a piece contained in that work, the lines which here follow:

They are gone, and, by their departure, they have left for ever in my heart the

anguish which first arose when their caravan went forth upon its way. O, the days of

joy now fled 1 they seem like a dream, so quick they passed away. If God, in his pity,

granted to the true lover a lengthened life, those joys would have long endured forme.
O my life gone by I take a year from my existence, and give me back some days of love.

I do not know who this Abu ’l-Hasan was, nor what degree of relationship

existed between him and Abu ’1-Kasim.—The emir al-Mukhlar, surnamed al-

Musabbihi (6), makes mention of Ibn Tabataba in his history of Egypt, and says

that he died A. H. 345 (A.D.956); another writer adds that his death took place*

on the eve of Tuesday, 24th Shaban : he was interred in the hurving-ground

reserved for the descendants of Ali, and which lies behind the New Musalla (7)

at Old Cairo: he was aged 64 years. His great-grandfather was surnamed

Tabataba from the circumstance of his pronouncing the gutteral k like (

:

its

desiring one day his clothes to lie brought to him, he was asked by his slave if

it was a durrd
,
or coat, which he wanted? “No,” said he, “a waistcoat, a

“ waistcoat (labd, labd);’* wishing to say kabd, kabd; and these words be-

came a nickname by which he was afterwards known.—Ar-Rass is, according

to as-Samani, the name borne by one of the branches of Ali's family.

(1) Literally : My ttco ftiends

!

in the dual ; a very common form of expression among poets, and the origin

of which is thus explained by ai-7.a«xani in his commentary on the Moaliaka of Amru *1-Kais, verse first

:

“The Arabs of the desert did so (that is, they employed the dual in addressing each other), because a man

i
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" could not have less than two persons to help him in tending his floclu; one lo take care of the camels, the

“ other of the sheep; so their tongues became accustomed to the dual form, and they made use of it when

“ speaking even lo a single individual."

(2) The sole person tchom I love ; that is, God.

{3; The Ta\f al-Khidl is often mentioned by Arabic poets: it is the image of the person beloved which

appears to the lover in his dreams. It is supposed not to visit the lover unless sent by the mistress during

her sleep. The lover also sends his image to visit the couch of his mistress, etc.—In the Journal Asiatigue

for April, 1838, will be found an article in which I have treated and explained this hitherto obscure subject.

(4) The «calert which are never drunk are tears.

(8) ify heart , in Arabic ^ J-iT my liver. Arabic poets suppose the liver to be the seat of love, and the

heart to be that of reason; this observation will be borne out by numerous examples. In European poetry,

love resides in the heart, not in the liver; and reason in the head, not in the heart.

(6j This is the historian whom some of our orientalists erroneously call Mesihi.

(7) The New Musalla was built in the Sahra or Little Karifa, by Anbasa governor of

Egypt. The Old Musalla, founded by Amr Ibn al-Aisi, not being sufficiently large, notw ithstanding addi-

tions made to it. the New Musalla was constructed during the reign of Al-Mutawakkil, A. H. 240 (A. D. 8SS).

- (Makrlii’s Khitat.)—'The use of the Musalla is explained in De Sacy's Chrettomathie, 1. 1, p. 191—The

Anbasa here mentioned was the last Egyptian governor of Arabic descent: his successors were Turks, chosen

among the slaves of the khalits. Anbasa was appointed to that situation, A. H. 238 (A.D. 882), and Oiled it

till A. H. 242 (A. D. 85C). His names were Abu Jaafar Anbasa Ibn Isbak Ibn Amr. (Makrtxi’s Khitat.)

ABU ’R-RAKAMAK.

Abu Hamid Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Antaki, surnaincd Abu ’r-Rakamak,

was a poet of repute; at-Thaalibi, in his Yatima, sj»eaks of him in these terms;

“He was the pearl of his age, the union of excellencies; one of those who
“ managed poetry in its gay and its serious moods, and who gained the prize of

“ excellence; he was a skilful eulogist, an able poet; and was for Syria what

“ Ibn Hajjaj (1) was for Irak.” Among the most brilliant of his productions

are the following verses, in which he extols Yakub Ibn Killis, vizir to the Fati-

mile khalif al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz al-Obaidi, prince of Egypt (the lives of both

shall be given) :

We have heard the excuse [of our beloved), and we have pardoned her fault and her

error.—The thoughts (tcAi'cA / here express) arc (intended )
for the person whom I mean

(to praise
) ; but l make allusion to thee, fair maid, that dwellest near ; so hearken to my

words. Him whom thy smiles seduce thou shall always see (absorbed in thought and)

unmindful of his attire (2) ; he knows that such
(
love as his) is the punishment which God
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has destined for those whose eyes contemplate (Aeou/y). God had rent the veil (which

concealed thy lover's feelings ); it is thine to tear off the veil from every dissembler.

—

The looks of her (I speak of) have fascinated my heart; Tis so with every beauty, their

looks have a magic power. Would it harm the [cruel fair)
who has chosen to show-

aversion and dislike, did she at length consent to be pleased and to receive (my)

visits? But I must avow my submission to her will, though she has inflicted tor-

ment when she avoided (my sight)

.

I have never ceased to hope for her love, and

suffer from her dislike; yet may I never be deprived of such a mistress 1

The verses which follow are taken from that portion of the same poem which

contains the panegyric

:

This vizir hath not left on earth an enemy to al-Azlz, whose ardour he hath not

quelled. He wages daily war against the vicissitudes of Fortune and the attacks of

adversity, by bestowing abundant gifts. His hand would be covered with dishonour

did avarice force it to withdraw; it is a hand accustomed to renew the charge in the

combat of liberality . By its munificence, the number of foes to al-Azlz has been dimi-

nished, and of friends, increased. It is thus that the hand of the superior man
worketh, day and night, good (to friends) and evil (to foes) (S). Choose then him for

patron; none are safe who seek not his benignant shade—his generous protection.

When you sec him reflect with downcast eyes, and thoughts directed towards some

(lofty) purpose; (Atioic that) his quick and discerning judgment will leave nought in

the bosom of futurity unscanned (k) 1 nut a single place upon the earth, of which his

mind will not embrace the confines. May God increase the extent of his (power) ; may 80
he preserve him from even the apprehension of misfortune, and exempt him from the

necessity of all precaution.

His poetry is in general good, and of the same cast as that composed by Sari

ad-Dila. lie was a long time resident in Egypt, and much of his poetry con-

sists in panegyrics on the princes and great men of that country. He composed

poems in praise of the Fatimile khalif al-Moizz Abu Tammain Maadd, of his sou

al-Aziz, and his grandson al-Hakim
;
he celebrated also the praises of al-Kaid

Jawhar, the vizir Ibn Killis, and other men of rank. (The lives of the persons

here named will be found in this work.) The emir al-Mukhtar al-Musabhihi

makes mention of this poet in his history of Egypt, and assigns the year 399

(A. D. 1008-9) as that of his death; another writer adds that he expired on

Friday, 22nd Ramadan of that year; while a third says that it was on the second

Rabi. I suppose that he died at Misr (Old Cairo). Antdki means native

of Antdkiya (Antioch), a city near Aleppo .—Rakamak is a nickname (5).

(1) The life of Ibn llajjij will be found in this work : bis name was al-Husain.

(2) Such I believe to be the meaning of the verse, which would be altered by rendering more closely the
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final word*; Shaktpeare has expressed the same idea, and given nearly a literal translation of the words to

which I allude, where he says: “Lord Hamlet, with hit doublet all unbraced."

(3) Such is the characteristic of a perfect man in the opinion of the Arabs, both before and since the esta-

blishment of Islamism.

(4) Literally : Will leave nought unturned in the interior of futurity.

(5) Raidmak is not an Arabic word, neither is It, 1 believe, Persian or Turkish ; and I am therefore in igno-

rance of its meaning.

JAHZAT AL-BARMAKI.

Abu ’l-Hasan Ahmad Ibn Jaafar lhn Musa Ihn Yahya lint Khalid I bn Ilarmak,

surnamed Jahza the cup-companion, was a man of talent and master of various

accomplishments; he possessed a knowledge of history and astrology; he

abounded in repartees, and was an amusing guest at social parties. Abu Nasr

Ibn al-Marzohan has composed the life and collected the poetry of this member

of the Barraakidc family, who was also one of the wittiest men of his time. The

following arc specimens of his poetry, which is very fine

:

1 am son to those men whose beneficence enriched mankind, and who have become

the talk [of the world) for their signal liberality. Thore was no historian but spoke of

their generous actions ; no book but contained their praise.

1 said to her (/ loved) : ‘Thou art sparing [of thy favours) towards me when (/ am)

•awake; be then kind to thy afflicted lover, (and let him see thee) in (hit) dreams
!’

She answered : ‘ Thou also canst sleep, and yet wishes! me to visit thee in thy

dreams 1’ (1)

I am among a race who fly from
(
committing an act op, liberality, and who have(fAerein)

inherited the character of their fathers. Fellows who would feel indignant (2) if I tried

to obtain from them a present.—Come, my girl, fill me up an ample (cup) and sing

(this air): The protectors are gone under tchose shelter one could live.

O thou troop (3), whose departure is an affliction 1 the lover left behind confides to

thee the surest pledge—his heart.

When she said to me: ‘How werl thou during my absence? Didst thou wear the

p,0
* raiment of the rich or of the poor?

1

I answered: ‘Ask me noil I lived morning and
* evening in the destitute slate of one deprived of all,’ (not having thee).

The poetical works of Jahza have been collected and form a Diwan, of which

the greater part is good: his adventures are well known. One of his verses

currently quoted is the following

:

I

!
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The sky was so clear that people said : There is a contest between Jahza and the

weather (A).

Jahza was an ugly man, and Ibn ar-Rumi {alluding to the circumstance)

said

:

I am told that Jahza borrowed his goggle eyes [JuhAx) from the elephant on the

chess-board (5), or from the crab. 0, how his audience aro to be pitied I To please

their ears, they must afflict their eyes.

He died at Wastl, A. II. 326 (A. D. 937-8) j or 324, according to some: and

it is said that his bier (6) was borne to Baghdad. — Jahza was a nickname

given to him by Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz ; the Khatib (7) says that he was born

in the month of Shaban, A. II. 224 (A. D. 839). The history of Baghdad and

the Kitrib al-Jghdni make mention of him (8).

(1) That is: Since thou canst sleep, why not send thy image to visit me. rather than require mine to visit

thee T— (Sec note (3), page 116).

(3} Literally : It were as if I wanted to pluck a hair from their noses.

(3) This is supposed to be addressed by a lover to the tribe of his mistress, on their setting out from their

last habitation to some new station in the desert.

(4) Such is the literal translation of the Arabic verse; but it must be observed that the verb which

signifies to be clear, means also to be of a good humour. By a similar analogy, they say in German : heiteres

Wetter (clear weather), and efn heiteres Gemuth (a serene or gay mind).

(5) In the Chinese, Hindfi, and Persian game of chess, that piece bears the name of the elephant, which

in the English game is called the bishop.

(6) When the bodies of the dead are transported to the cemetery, they are placed on a bier, off of which

they are removed on reaching the grave.—Sec Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol. II, page 302.

(7; See bis life, page 7B.

(8) The manuscript of the Aghdni, belonging to the Bib. du Roi, makes only incidental mention of Jahza.

bat there is reason to believe that this MS. is incomplete. The author of the Fihrest (fol. 196), informs us

that Jahza had studied under many learned men and rdtois, or narrators of historical traditions, and that he

played on the guitar; he was a man of dissolute life and of little or no religious principle, lie composed a

book on cookery, a history of celebrated players on the guitar^ju
1 ;

a treatise on the excellence of the

ragout called Sikblj _L_C_ ;
Recollections of the khalif al-Motasim ; Recollections of his own time ; on

t '

Astrologers whose predictions were accomplished. It appears from the same work that he acquired great

reputation by his wit and prompt repartees; in the abridgement of the Khallb's History of Baghdad (MS. of

the Bib. du Roi, No. 631. fol. 42, verso), it is stated that he was the first singer of his time. Both authors

abstain from speaking of bis adventures, on account, it would seem, of their uoloricty.
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IBN DARRAJ AL-ANDALUSI.

Abu Omar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Aasi lbn Alimad Ibn Sulaiman Ibn

Isa Ibn Darraj al-Kastalli al-Andalusi (native ofSpain), kalib and poet to al-Man-

sur Ibn Abi Aamir(I), is counted in Spain among the good poets and the men

eminent for their learning. At-Thaalibi makes mention of him in the Yatfma

and speaks of him in these terms: “He was for the country of Andalus, that

“ which al-Mutanabbi was for Syria, a poet of the highest order, and equally

“ elegant in what he said and wrote.” He then gives some fine passages from

his compositions. Ibn Bassam also, in his Dakhira
,
speaks of Ibn Darraj and

gives specimens of his epistles and poems. I learn from his collected poetical

works, which form two volumes, that al-Mansur Ibn Abi Aamir ordered him

to compose a poem in imitation of the katida made by Abu Nawas al-Hakami

in praise of al-Khasib Ibn Abd al-Hamid, chief of the land-tax ofiice in Egypt (2);

the poem by Abti Nawas begins thus

:

O maid that dwellest near our double tent (3)1 thou hast a jealous father; and the

least
(
favour

)
one can hope, can hardly be obtained from thee.

In consequence of this order, Ibn Darraj recited to him an elegant kasida,

which contains, among others, the following passage

:

Woman 1 knowest thou not to remain (Acre) is to die; and that the dwellings of the

indigent are tombs? Thou strives! to appal me with the terrors of a lengthened jour-

ney, but [know /) that (journey)
will be the means of (my) kissing Ibn A&mir's hand.

Let me then drink of the desert's waters, though stagnant; so that I arrive where the

waters of Generosity arc pure. Though the perils of the desert waste be reserved for

him who rides therein, the reward (of hit toil will be) great.

In the same poem is this description of his parting from his wife and child :

When she approached to say adieu—and already her sighs and lamentations had

shaken my fortitude—she conjured me to remember our mutual love ; and there, in

the cradle, lay an infant lisping a feeble cry: it was unable to reply when spoken to,

but its looks knew well how to touch the tender soul (i): lodged in the safe dwelling of

our hearts, soft arms and bosoms were its bed. She that gave it the breast was one

for whose neck and bosom a man would sacrifice his life; its nurse was one for the

preservation of whose charms prayers would be offered to God: I disobeyed (the smile

which was) its intercessor with my soul, and evening and morning led me on, till

accustomed to my nightly journeys. The wing of separation bore me away ; and her
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fluttering heart (5), dismayed at my departure, bore away her
(
senses in a siroon). If

she bade adieu to a jealous husband, he was only jealous of his fortitude
(
which nearly

yielded) to her grief.—Had she then seen me when the ardours of noon were shed

upon me, and the trembling mirage waved around; when I bared my face to the

meridian fires, and submitted to their force; (the evenings too were warm); when I

inhaled the life-giving breeze which flew across my path as I trod over the burning

sands
:
(and Death wears many shapes in the coward's eye, but Danger is a vain sound

to the ears of the brave 1)—(Z/ad she seen me then) she had clearly learned that I yield

not to the injustice [of Fortune), and that I can bear with firmness the biting of adver-

sity. He that is emir
(
master

)
over the terrors of the desert needs only his sword for

vizir, when threatened with danger. Had she seen me with my soul intent on speed-

ing the nightly journey, when my sounding steps held converse with the demons of

the waste—when I wandered over the desert during the shades of night, while the

roar of the lion was heard from his haunt among the reeds—when the brilliant Pleiades

circled
(
through the heavens), like dark-eyed maids

(
dancing

)

in the green woods; and

the polar stars were borne round like the wine-cups filled by a fair gazelle and circu-

lated by an assiduous attendant ;—when the milky way seemed like the gray hairs of

age upon the head of the gloomy night—when the ardour of my resolution and the

piercer of the darkness (6) were equally terrible—when languor closed tho eyelids of

the stars;—ahl then she had known that Fate itself obeyed my will, and that 1 was

worthy the favour of Ibn AAmir.

This poem is of considerable length, but the extract we have given is suilicient.

Since we have spoken of this kasida, we must cite also a portion of the one com-

posed by Abu Nawas, and imitated, in its rhyme and measure, by Abu Omar.

Abu Nawas, having set out from Baghdad for Egypt, with the intention of eulo-

gizing Abu Nasr al-Khasib, recited to him the poem we are now speaking of,

and in which he named the different places where he stopped on the way : one

verse of it has already been given in the life of Abu Ishak al-Ghazzi (7), and

there is no necessity for inserting the whole of it here; it is besides of consider-

able length
; we shall merely quote some select passages

:

When my active camel bore me from her tent, she said: ‘It is grievous for us to sec

‘ thee going away! Is there not some place nearer than Egypt where riches may be
* found? There are surely many means of gaining riches.’ I answered, whilst her fair

companions were hastening after, and complaining of her speed; and, as they ran,

perfumes dropped [from their hair) : ‘ Let me go, so that the number of those who 02
‘ envy thee may be increased by

(
the success of) my journey to the city in which al-

* Khastb is emir. If our camels visit not the country of al-Khasib, to what other ge-
* nerous man can they go? Beneficence went not beyond him, neither did it stop before
' it reached him; nol wherever he is. Beneficence is there. [He is) the man of noble
* soul ' he buyeth with his wealth a glorious reputation, for he knoweth how the vicis-

,
* situdes of Fortune revolve.'

Though others may remain in ignorance of my words, the Commander of the Faith-

ful (8) knoweth them well. Thou [0/ Khasib
}
hast nol ceased to serve him with good

16
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counsel, from the time of [thy] youth till the grey hairs appeared on ((Ay) cheeks.

When an unforeseen event occurred, your prudence released the khalif from all an-

xiety (9), or your advice guided him in the choice of a minister.

The poet then enters into the description of the places where he stopped to

rest, and he finishes thus

:

In the tumult of battle, al-KhasIb shed glory on the sword and the lance ; in peace,

he gave lustre to the pulpit and the throne (10). Profuse in his bounty when the

hands of others are contracted {by avarice) ;
jealously respectful of female honour 1

0, Khastb! if my {description) attain the height of thy [glory), I shall merit wealth,

and thou, that I place my hopes in thy bounty. If thou grantest me thy favour, {let it

be because) I deserve it; if you withhold (thy approbation), I shall ask [thy) excuse

(for my presumption) and be grateful.

Abu Nawas then celebrated the praises of al-Khasib in a numljer of other

poems, and on his return to Baghdad he made an eulogium on the khalif (11)

who said to him: “What can you say of us, after having said of our lieutenant:

“ If our camels visit not the country of al-Khasib?" (the khalif here repeated

this and the nest verse.) Abu Nawas remained for some time with his eyes

cast towards the ground, and then held up his head and recited these lines:

When wo praise you with sincerity, you aro what wo describe and even more; if

our words seem to convey the praises of any other, it is thou alone towards whom
our thoughts are turned

.

From another piece of Ahit Omar’s, we extract the following verse

:

If the valley where thou dwellest be inaccessible {to thy lover), let the place of our

meeting be the valley of sleep; there 1 may chance to find thee (12).

In this verse, he comes near the following thought of another poet's:

Is there means of meeting thee in the lonely valley, for the grounds reserved by thy

tribe arc full of spies (13)?

Abu Omar was horn in the month of Muharram, A. H. 347 (A. D. 958), and

died on the eve of Sunday, 15th of the second Jumada, 421 (A. D. 1030.)—

Darraj is the name of one of his ancestors. — Kastalli means native of Kas-

05 talla (14), a city in Spain, called also Kastalla Darraj (Kastalla ofDarraj); but

I know not if it he after the ancestor of Abu Omar or some other person that it

was so called.
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(I) AbO Aamir Muhammad Urn Abi AAtnir surnamcd al-Mansftr (Ae eiclortoui', was created hajib or

prime minister of the kingdom of Cordova, A. II. 366 (A. D. 976', on the accession of HishAm al-Muwaiyad

Biliah. After achieving successfully more than fifty campaigns against the Christiaus, he was defeated by

Sancbo, king of Navarre, in the year 392 (A. D. 1001 j, and died of gTief soon after. Though he made

regularly two expeditions every year against the enemy, he found sufficient leisure to patronize men of

learning. {Bughiat.— Condi— Abft T-I'adA.)

(2/ Al-Kbaslb was appointed to this place by the khalif Hartm al-Rashtd. A. II. 190 (A. 1). 803-6), and

removed A. H. 191.—{Al-Stakln, page 119.)

(3) The dual is here employed for probably the same reason as in the case already noticed, page 113, noic(l).

(4) Literally : The spot where affection touches, or lights on souls.

(8) Literally : ribs.

(6) The piercer of the darknett; the planet Saturn.

(7) See page 42.

(81 The poet means tho khalif Ilarftn ar-Rashld.

(9) Literally : You spared him the trouble of it.

(10) As governor, he had the right of pronouncing the khotba from the pulpit, and of giving public audi-

ence from the throne as representative of the khalif. It would appear from al-Maktn, page 114, and Abb

'l-Hahlsin, MS. of the Bib. du Hoi, No. 639, that in the time of ar-Rashld the governor of Egypt was some-

times authorised to collect the revenue. It is necessary to observe, however, that al-KhasIb could nut have

presided at public prayers in Egypt , as he never acted as governor of that province.

(II) Probably the khalif ar-Rashld.

(12) That is: let us dream of each other.

(13) Among the ancient Arabs, the shaikhs reserved for their own use a certain portion of ground near the

camp; this was called the Uima, or forbidden ipot, and no other dare feed his docks or hunt in it. Later poets

designate by tbis word the spot where the beloved is supposed to reside; and mystic writers call Heaven the

Uima, because nod, the object of love, dwells there.— (See Chrestomathie, tom. Ill, page 153.)

(14) Al-Idrlsi places Kastalla on the sea-coast, fourteen miles cast of Tavira: Condi says that it is now

called Castellar. ,

IBN ZAIDUN AL-ANDALUSI.

Abu l-Walid Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ghalib Ibn Zaidim al-

Makhzumi al-Andalusi al-Kortobi [descendedfrom the tribe of Makhzuni and

native of Cordova in Spain): this celebrated poet is spoken of in the following

terms by Ibn Bassam in the Dakhtra: “Abu ’l-Walid attained the height of

“ perfection in prose and poetry, and closed the scries of poets sprung from

“ Makhzuni
;
he had received from Fortune the best of her favours

; he sur-

“ passed (in abilities) every person (ofhis time), and wielded his authority (as

“ vizir) to the welfare (offriends) and the detriment (offoes): he was endowed
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“ with a great talent for aptly expressing his thoughts in prose and verse, joined

“ to such information in literature as surpassed the ocean by its overflow, and

“ the moon by its lustre; his poetry had a power which no magic ever pos-

“ sessed, and (an elevation) which the stars could not rival; and he had re-

“ ceived in portion (1) a prose style of a singular and original construction,

“ quite poetic in its terms and ideas. He was the son of one of the Grsl juris-

“ consults in Cordova, and when his learning had attained its height, when his

“ poetic talent had acquired its excellence, when his position (in the world)

“ became eminent and when his tongue was free (to give its mandates ancon-

“ trolled), he left his native place and went, in the year 441 (A. D. 1049-50), to

“ al-Motadid Abbad, prince of Seville, who adopted him as one of his privileged

“ friends, admitted him into his intimate society, hearkened to his counsels,

“ and treated him on the footing of a vizir.’L This author then gives a great

number of epistles and pieces of poetry composed by Ibn Zaiddn, among others,

the following:

Between me and thee subsists a feeling which, if pleasing to thee, shall never expire

—a secret which has remained undivulged, whilst other secrets were revealed. He
who would buy the share I hold in thy affections might offer me life itself

; I would

not sell my share in thy affections. Let it suffice thee that, although thou hast placed

on my heart a burden which the hearts of men could not sustain, my heart sustains

it. Be scornful, I shall suffer patiently ; be proud, I shall endure it; be haughty, I

shall be humble; return, I shall approach; speak, I shall hear; order, I shall obey.

By the same

:

He has bid adieu to fortitude, the lover who bade adieu to thee: it is now betrayed,

the secret [of his love which he had] confided to thee (atone). He gnashes his teeth

(with regret) that he went not onward some steps more, when he followed thee to say

farewell. Sister to the moon in exaltation and in lustre 1 may God reserve a time

when I shall see thee reappear 1 If my nights are long during thy absence, 'tis thou

who art the cause ; I pass them in lamenting the shortness of the nights I spent with

thee.

He is author also of some high-sounding poems, a portion of which I should

give, were I not afraid of being prolix. One of his most brilliant gems (2) is

the kasida which contains these verses :

Whilst our inmost thoughts conversed with thee (when memory recalled thy image),

grief had nearly killed us, did we not assume fortitude. Since thou art gone, our

days are become dark, though with thee our nights were bright. Yesterday our sepa-

ration was not apprehended ; to-day, our meeting again cannot be hoped for.
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The poem {from which this passage is taken
)

is of considerable length, and

each of its verses might be selected {for its beauty), but it would divert us from

our plan were we to enter into long details. Ibn Zaidun died- and was buried

at Seville on the 1st Rajab, A. H. 463 (A. D. 1071): mention is made of his father

by Ibn Bashkuwal, who speaks highly of him in his Silat, and says: “He was 04

“ surnamed Abu Bakr; he died in the year 405 (A. D. 1014-5), at al-Bira

“ {Elvira) (3), whence his body was taken to Cordova, where it was inter-

“ red on Monday, 7th of the second Rabi of that year: his birth was in A. H. 354

“ (A. D. 965) : he used to dye his hair black (4).” Ibn Zaidun had a son named

Abu Bakr, who acted as vizir to al-Motamid Ibn Abbad, and was slain on the day

in which Yusuf Ibn Tashifin took Cordova from Ibn Abbad and deprived him of

his kingdom; the particulars of which event we shall give in the lives of these

princes. Cordova was taken on Wednesday, 2nd Safar, 484 (March, A.D. 1 091 ),

and Abu Bakr was killed there. We have already given the true pronunciation

of Kortuba [Cordova); it is therefore unnecessary to repeat it here: it will be

found in the life of Ibn Abd Rabbih, author of the /Ay/ (5); the Franks took this

city from the Moslims in the month of Shawwal, 633 (about the 1st of July,

1236) (6)

(1) In the Arabic text, the word here translated by he had received in portion, is printed hi. conformably

to the MSS., but it is evident that the true reading is and as such it is here adopted.

(t) Literally : One of his admirable necklaces.

(3) See Casiri's Bibliotheca Arabics, t. II, page 217 et teq., and Biographic univertelle, Zamora.

(4) It was more usual to dye it red ; see note (3), page 46.

(5) See page 92.

(6) For further information respecting Ibn Zaidtln, sec M. deSacy's article in the Biographic Vnivertelle,

Zamora ; the date of the taking of Cordova, A. H. 434 (1042), as there given, is incorrect : consult also the

work of M. Wcyers, entitled Specimen criticum, etc. This gentleman informs me that he still intends to

publish the celebrated epistle of Ibn ZaidOn, with the commentary of Ibn Nublta.

IBN AL-ABBAR THE POET.

Abd Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Kliaulani, native of Seville in Spain,

and surnamed Ibn al-Abbar, was a poet of reputation, and, in the different
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branches of his art, one of the ablest among the poets patronised by the. prince

of Seville al-Motadid Abbad Ibn Muhammad al-Lakhmi. He was also a man of

learning, having made compilations and composed {some original treatises )

;

but he possessed an acknowledged talent, and showed unbounded abilities in his

poetical works, from which we extract the following beautiful passage

:

She knew not (he lasting passion with which her eyes inspired my soul, nor the

anguish which was borne by my heart (1).—I should lay down my life for that [fair)

visitor who sought, but could not approach the (lover) drowned in tears and consumed

(with love). Apprehensive of spies, she came to me with hurriod steps, her neck

adorned with no other jewels but its grace and beauty. I handed her the cup, and

tho wine which it contained blushed [with jealousy) at the fragrance of her lips and
the radiance of her teeth (2). (We drank) till her eyelids yielded to the blandishments

of slumber, and the strength of the purple
{
liquor

j
subdued her to my will. I wished

to give her my check for a pillow (3), but it was too small, and she said: Your arms
are for me the best of pillows. She passed the night in a safe retreat where no fear

assailed her ;
and 1 passed the night thirsting (fo taste her lips), but I abstained {4J.

When this [maid, beauteous as the) moon, approached, the full moon was effaced (by her

beauty), and all the horizon became dark with jealousy : the night was perplexed to

know where tho moon would rise, but tho night knew not that 1 held the moon in my
arms.

He has composed a number of pretty little pieces in the same style, and his

Diwan, or collected poetical works are spoken of by Ibn Bassam in the Da-

Ithira. Ibn al-Ablwr died A.H. 433 (A.D. '1041-2).

—

Khauldnimeans descended

from K/iauUin
,
son of Amr, father of a great tribe which settled in Syria.—

Jshbifya {Seville) is one of the largest cities of Spain.

(1) See note (8), page 116.

(2) Literally: The honeyed rote of teeth and the hailstones, to which white teeth are often compared by

Arabic poets.

(3) The softness of the cheeks, their tenderness and delicacy, are common topics with the poets.

(4) Literally: Without either returning from the source or going to it. This expression was originally used

by the nomadic Arabs in speaking of the power which their camels possessed of enduring thirst.

AL-MANAZI.

6d Abu Nasr Ahmad Ibn Yusuf as-Sulaiki al-Manazi, a man of superior talent

and distinguished as a poet, was vizir to Abu Nasr Ahmad Ibn Marwan al-Kurdi,
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prince of Maiyalarikin and Diar Bakr, whose life shall be given later. To his

eminent learning and his abilities as a poet, was joined great skill in the manage-

ment of affairs, and he went a number of t’.mes as ambassador to Constantinople.

He had collected a great quantity of books, which he made over as a wakf (1)

to the mosque of Maiyafarikin and the mosque of Amid, in the libraries of

which they are still to be found, and where they arc known by the designation

of al-Mandzi s Books. He had one time an interview, at Maarrat an-Noman,

with the poet Abu ’1-Ala, who complained to him of his position, isolated as he

was from mankind and badly treated by them ; to which al-Manazi replied :

“What can they have to say to you, since you have resigned to them both this

“ world and the next (2)
?” “Ah!” replied Abu ’1-Ala, “and the next also?”

repeating the words several times and much offended ; he then hung down his

head and did not utter another word till (his visitor) went away. In one of his

journeys, al-Manazi passed through the valley of Buzaa (3), and, charmed by

the beauty of the spot and the feelings it inspired, he made on it these verses:

A valley sheltered us from the heat of the burning sands, and a dense foliage gave to

it a double shelter. We took repose under a tree which soothed us with its sound, as

a nurse soothes her child just weaned. Fired with thirst, we drank of a pure spring

whose waters were sweeter [to us) than wine to a boon companion. This valley wards off

the sun on every point from which he can look towards it; him it excludes, but allows

the zephyr to enter. Its (brilliant )
pebbles cause the maids adorned with jewels to

tremble, and they feel if the knot of their necklaces [be unbroken).

These verses arc quite unique in their class, and have been cited, with others

by the same author, in the Zinat ad-Dahr, a work composed by Abu ’l-Mnali

al-Haziri; among those given by him are the following:

The boy I have is tall and slender; he is like Euclid’s line: without breadth! the

sense he possesses is extremely little : it is like the point—having no parts.

A number of his lesser pieces are to be found in the hands of the public, but

the collection of his poetical works is very rare : I have been told that the kadi

al-Fadil commissioned a man of learning, who was on his travels, to procure him

a copy ; this person, in consequence, made inquiries in every country to which he

went, but could gain no information about the book, and he then wrote a letter to

the kadi, informing him of his want of success; this letter contained some verses,

one of which had for second hemistich these words : And the dwellings are not
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inhabited by the poems of al-Manazi (4). Died A. II. 437 (A. D. 1045-6).

—

Mandzi means native ofMandzjird,
a city near Kliartabirt (5); it must not be

confounded with Manazkird
,

a castle in the dependencies of Khalat (6), of

which mention will be made in the life of Taki ad-din Omar, prince of llamah.

Khartabirt is the well-known Hisn Zidd (7). Burzda is a considerable town

half way between Aleppo and Manbij.

it) H'akf, a concession in perpetuity for pious purposes.

(2) This U a sarcastic allusion to Aba 1-Ali's heterodox principles ; sec his life, page 94.

(3) See Aba 'i-Fada's Geography, page 267 of the Arabic ten.

(4) This hemistich is remarkable only for haring the word al-Mandzi preceded by another of nearly the

same sound, al-Mandzil (the duellings).

(0) In Lapie's map of the Olhoman Empire, the name of this place Is written Charpud; it lies about 16

miles east of the Euphrates in 38" 23' latitude north —Sec St. Martin’s HUmoires sue r Arminie, t. I, p. 93.

(6) Ehalat, a city of Armenia, is situated towards the northern extremity of lake Van.—Idem, 1. 1, p. 103.

(7) See Abb '1-FadA's Geography ; Arabic text, page 52.

IBN AL-KHA1YAT THE POET.

Abu Abd Allah Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali lbn Yahva lbn Sadaka,

(J4J at-Taglibi
(
member ofthe tribeofTaglib) ,

surnamed Ibn al-Khaiyat (son of the

tailor), native of Damascus, was a katib (1 ) and poet of considerable merit. Hav-

ing gone to travel, he composed poems in praise of the (eminent) men (whom he

saw) in different countries; and went to Persia, where he also made verses in ho-

nour (of its princes). At Aleppo he met wilh the celebrated poet Abu ’1-Fityan

Ibn Haiyus, and presented him with his poetical works, on which Ibn Hayus said

:

“ This boy has announced to me my death, for it seldom happens in any pro-

“ fession, that a person of superior skill springs up, without its being an indi-

“ cation that the death of the oldest master in that profession is at hand.”

On coming to Aleppo in very low circumstances and utterly unable to support

himself, he appealed to the generosity of lbn Haiyiis in the following lines

:

What remains in my possession would not sell for a nut, and my aspect may dis-

pense thee from inquiring into my real state. But I have still some honour left (2); that

I have kept unsold
;
and where, where would a purchaser be found?
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On reading these verses, Ibn Ilaiyus exclaimed: “Had he said: And thou art

“ surely the purchaser! it would have been better.”—The collection of Ibn

al-Khaiyat’s poems is so common, that it is useless to quote any of them: most

of his kasidas arc of remarkable beauty, and had he composed no other than the

one which rhymes in b
,

that poem alone had sufficed for his reputation; it

begins thus

:

Obtain from the zephyrs of Najd (3), that they grant respite to his heart; for their

perfume has nearly borne his senses away. Beware of that zephyr, when it breathes;

the lightest evil it produces is the pains of love. 0, my friends (A) I if you have ever

loved, you must know what hold that passion takes of him whose heart is smitten and

enamoured: he reflects, and reflection augments desire; the lover longs, and love de-

prives of reason the victim to whom it clings. An anxious pain with passionate despair

and hope—intense desire, though far the place of rendezvous, or near. In our caravan

there is one who encloses in his breast a wasting fire ; and who says to the challenge of

love: “Here (is thy victim)!” When a breath (of the zephyr) comes tremblingly from

the desert (where his mistress dwells), it bears with it pain to (afflict) him, but (does)

not (bear) its cure (5). (In the caravan) is one whom protecting spears surround;

whose heart is turned away (from me), while in mine \I feet), from her aversion, (pains)

like those which her guardian (spears) would cause. If I hear in our encampment a

plaintive sigh, I am jealous from apprehension, fearing that it may proceed from love

of her.

The poem from which these lines are taken is of considerable length, but we

shall limit our extract to the foregoing citation. Another of his pieces is the

following

:

Ask the drawn sword of her glances if there still remains in my heart a drop of

blood to supply the sources of my tears. Ah 1 there is no protector, none to excuse or

sooth (the lover
} on the day desire torments (him). She has drawn against us the

sharp (sworiT) of her looks, that nymph with the slender waist. She is a Turk by

nation (6), and tho arrow she shoots off commits less ravage than the glances of her

eyes. And ( let me not forget) the night in which I went to meet her; when I held con-

verse with sleeplessness, and care was the companion of my couch. The dread of her

cruelty drove me for protection to her, yet how oflen do the most forward retreat (be-

fore serious danger). The wine-cup bad then subdued her native rigour, and ebriety

borne down her capriciousness; an embrace was lawfully due, and I then kissed a 07
charming mouth and neckl Throughout the night my thoughts were at work; was
it a false image which I had met,—the phantom of a nocturnal dream? How then

had her aversion ceased? how did we meet in love? My (soul so) proud and (so) hum-
ble is the slave of love; her (body so) full and (so) slight is (the throne) of beauty.

In the following, be reproaches bis family and friends:

0, you (tcAo dwell) at the junction of the two streams, if I have treated you with

rigour (7), my excuse has been already given; mistake not my
{
reason for) quitting the

place which you inhabit; the man of noble mind is impatient under injustice.

17
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By the same

:

Didst thou suppose that l could ever turn my love away from thee? (Be it known to

him) who thinks it should bo done, that a thousand reasons are against it (8).

I am much pleased with the two following verses from one of his kasidas

;

(hey arc extremely sentimental :

When 1 call to recollection the tribe which dwells in tho valley, love kills that

heart of mine and gives it life. When I was at Rakmatain (9), 1 longed after them,

but their tents were in the valley of GhadJya (10); 0, how distant were the objects of

my desire l (11) .

lbn al-Khaiyat was born .it Damascus, A. H. 450 (A. D. 1058); he died there

on the 11th Ramadan, 517 (A. D. 1128): another statement, which however is

not exact, places his death on the 17th Ramadan.

(1) See note (7), page 26: and note (4), page 33.

(2) Literati}". Some water of the face which l have kept from telling. That is:. I have still a feeling of

honour which prevents me from prostituting my talents for monev, and praising uoworlhy persons in hopes of

being rewarded.— Sec note (IB), page 108.

(3) The highland of Najd in Arabia is frequently celebrated for its flowers and their perfume; it is

the Arcadia of the Arabic poets.

(4) Literally: O my two friends. See note (1), page 115.

(6)

Literally: Its companion; the companion of pain or sickness ,|j
t
is tbc cure

(6) Compare this with the verses at page 101.

(7) Literally: If my storm has borne you away.

(8) In the Arabic, the relative pronoun in can be referred to two antecedents; the word Jo signifies

/light, and joined to the negative particle, necessity; the sense of the verse is consequently very difficult to

determine, and the studied obscurity of its construction induces me to apprehend that 1 have missed the au-

thor's real meaning.

t9) Ar-Rakmatain, a valley near Medina, mentioned by ancient poets; a number of other places in Ara-

bia bear this name.

(10) The valley of al-Gliad&ya is not noticed in the biographical dictionaries of as-SoyOli, ax-Zamakhshari

and YakOt.

(11) The meaning of the expression U jju is given by ax-Zawxani in his commentary on the 70lh verse of

Amro 'l-Kais’s lUoallaka.

AL-MAIDANI.

Abu ’1-Fadl Ahmad lbn Muhammad lbn Ahmad lbn Ibrahim al-Maidani,

native of Naisapur, was an eminent literary man and a learned philologer.
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He was the favourite pupil of Abu ’[-Hasan al-Wahidi, author of the commen-

tary on the Koran ; he then studied under other masters and acquired a solid

knowledge of the Arabic language, particularly philology and (the history of) the

proverbs current among the Arabs of the desert. He composed on the subject

a number of instructive works, amongst others the Book of Proverbs {1 ) which

bears his name, and to which no other similar work can be compared. He wrote

also the Kitdb as—Sami Ji ’l-Asdmi {Booh of him who aspires after the signi-

fication ofproper Names), a good treatise of its kind. He had learned by heart

and taught (a portion of) the Traditions ; and the following verses, which 1

believe are his own, were often recited by him:

A hoary dawn broke upon the night of my cheeks, and I said : “It may perhaps be
** satisfied with {turning white) my beard." But as it still spread, I reproached it and
it answered : “Hast thou ever seen a dawn which was not followed by day?”

He died at Naisapur, on Wednesday, 25lli Ramadan, A. H. 518 (A. D. 1124),

and was buried at the Gate of Maidan Ziad (
Hippodrome of Zidd). This

Maidan was named after Ziad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman, and is one of the quarters

of Naisapur: from it is derived the surname Maiddni.—Al-Maidani had a son 68

called Abu Saad Said, who was distinguished for bis talents and piety; he wrote

a work, entitled al-Jsma ji ’l-Asmd (Attainment of the signification ofproper

Names), and died A. II. 539 (A. D. 1144-5.)

(1) Professor FrcjrUg, of Bonn, has just published a Latin translation of this useful work.

IBN AL-KIIAZIN.

Abd ’1-Fadl Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn ai-Fadl Ibn Abd al-Khalik, sup-

named Ibn al-Khazin {son of the treasurer), came of a family which inhabited

Dainaur, but he himself was born and died at Baghdad. This kalib (1) and

poet was a man of merit, and wrote the fairest hand of any in his time; he was

father (2) to the celebrated katib Abu M-Fath Nasr Allah, who transcribed re-

peatedly the Makdmas (of Hariri), which copies are still extant, and who col-

lected his father’s poems into a Diwdn

:

those (toeins are good, the verses being
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well turned and the thoughts fine; as, for instance, the following, which contain

a very original idea :

He who acts uprightly is disappointed in his wishes, and he who acts crookedly is

successful (3) and attains his end. See the letter alif (1), it held itself up straight, and

missed gaining the diacritical point, which the noun (j) obtained by its crookedness.

By the same:

Who will bring me that brunette whom (fter jealous relations) have surrounded
with (/ances) like to her in colour (V, slenderness, and flexibility. Her lover should put

on a double breastplate of patience, so as to face the point of the spear and watch when
the eyes (of her guardians

)
yield to slumber. The wine of youth causes her to faulter

(«n her gait) ; it is not the breath of the zephyr (tohieh bends that flower) ; she is drunk
(with youth), and 1 am doubly drunk with love. My eyes are as a headstrong, spirited

courser; when I slack their bridle, they bear me into trouble.

By the same

:

O! thou who knowest all secrets; thou knowestwhat feeble resistance I can offer to

the deceitful blandishment of her beauty! Let thon my love for her
(
lose its force and

}

languish as her eyesl Let my consolation for her (loss) be as perfect as her beauty.

The weight of mountains is less than what I bear on my heart afflicted by the pains of

love.

The following verses were written by him to Abu ’l-Kasim al-Ahwazi, a phy-

sician who had hurt him in letting blood

:

God pity the overthrown I Those whom your hands wound are mangled by a lan-

cet (5). You come upon your bands (of patients) with bandages, which you spread out

and fold on one arm and another (6}. You bleed them? by Allah I you mangle them;

stabbing with the point of your well-aimed weapons. Is that a lancet-case or a quiver

of arrows? or is it (the sword
)

Ztl '1-Fakcir borne by the corpulent bald-head (A/i) (7)?

Woe be to me ! if I meet thee after this, ihou stern-faced Antar, unless I wear a cui-

rass (8)

.

Another day, this physician, having Abu ’1-Fad l for guest, treated him with

great attention and had him conducted to the garden and bath belonging to the

house; on this occasion, the poet composed these verses:

I visited a dwelling where I mol no door-keeper but received me with smiles.

The pleasure which appeared in the countenance of the servant was a harbinger of

the kindest reception from the master (9). I entered his garden and I visited his bath

;

and gave grateftil thanks to the kindness of their owner {10)

I have since found that the katih Imad ad-din, in his Kharida, attributes the
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preceding verses to a physician of Ispahan, named Abu '1-Kasim Hi bat Allah

Ibn al-IIusain Ibn Ali al-Ahwazi, who, he says, died some years later than A. II.

550 (A. U. 1155): he gives the same lines also in the life of Ibn al-Khazin, so it

is difficult to decide which is the author.—We extract also the following passage

from the poetry of Ibn al-Khazin

:

(/ loved) a slender-wnisted [nymph], whose language showed that she was an Arab,

but whose seducing looks were Indian (11). I sipped the cup of patience till I stole

from her guardians an hour of interview, sweeter than honey. I softened her paternal

and maternal uncles, a jealous one excepted, that was on her cheek (12), and resem-

bled a drop of (black) musk deposed on the (red) flower of the pomegranate ;
it seemed

to me as if a violet were growing in a rose.

By the same

:

Thy image came to visit me, and my eyes stole an instant of hurried slumber unper-

ceived by the spies who watched me (11). My lips had not as yet finished kissing the

yielding (Aeaufy); my hands had scarcely pressed the
(
charms

)
confided (to them), when

I fancied that (my enemies) perceived (me), and that they all said: Ho had not slept were

he not visited by her image (lk).—Then (the pleasing phantom) fled away and va-

nished ; and (tcAen present, the light of its beauty) made me think the morning risen,

though it had not yet appeared.

The greater portion of his poetry contains fine thoughts (15). He died in

the month of Safar, A. II. 518 (A.D. 1124), at the age of 47 years; the hafiz

Ibn al-Jawzi says, however, in his Muntazim, that his death took place in 512.

His son Abu ’1-Falh Nasr Allah was still alive in the year 575 (A. D. 1179),

but I have not been able to learn the date of his death.

(1) Sec page 28, note (7).

(2) In the printed Arabic text, the conjunction . is misplaced ; it should precede the ja
t
not folio* it.

(3; Read . jla—jb in the printed text.

£4) The spears of the ancient Arabs were made of a sort of yellow cane with knots at Interval* (bamboo? ,

and are frequently named the yellow or brown (aumr) in the metaphorical language of the poets.

(5) This verse and the follow ing contain some double meanings and puns which no translation can preserve.

(6) This verse has also the following meaning: 1'ou come upon the bands with bands which spread out

and surround (the enemy, attacking him) hand to hand.

(7) Sec the description of the khalif Ali's personal appearance in Abft 'l-Fadi's Annals, t. I, p. 339. Mu-

hammad gave him the celebrated sword Zu '1-Fakir.

(8) This physician, it would ap|iear, shed as much blood as the famous warrior Antara of the tribe of Abs

{Absi; which word seems also to mean here stern-looking ). In these burlesque verses is found the vulgar

pronunciation Anlar for Antara.
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(9) Literally: The advancet of politeness on the face of (he master.

(10) This Terse is designed to bear a double meaning, and may signify: I entered his paradise, and I visited

his hell; and thanked RidwAn (the anyel who guards heaven) and the kindness of MAlik
(
the angel whoguards

hell.)

(11) That is: They wounded like swords made of Indian steel.

(12) The same word which in Arabic means maternal uncle signifies also mole, beauty-spot; this offered

too fair an opportunity for quibbling to be neglected by the later Arabic poets.

(13) See note (3), page 1 16; it has been sakl that the lovers met in their dreams, and of course jealous spies

would endeavour to prevent the -lover from sleeping, when they had him iu their power.—What is here trans-

lated by hurried slumber, signifies literally the slumber of the fearful.

(14) A true lover should never sleep but to dream of his beloved.

(15) We may judge from the verses just translated what were considered as fine thoughts by Ibn Khatlikln

and bis contemporaries.

NASIH AD-DIN AL-ARRAJANI.

Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-llusain al-Arrajani, surnamed Nasih

ad-din [friend of religion), was kadi of Tustar and Askar Mukram, and com-

posed some extremely beautiful and charming poetry. Mention is made of him

by the katib Imad ad-din in his Khartda

:

“ In the prime of life,” says he,

“ al-Arragani was in the Nizamiya College at Ispahan
; (the flow of) his poetry

“ commenced some years later than A. H. 480 (A. D. 1087), about the period

“ of Nizam al-Mulk’s death, and continued till the end of his life, in the year

“ 544 (A. D. 1 149): he did not cease acting as deputy to the kadi of Askar Muk-

“ ram, and was highly honoured and respected. His poetry is great .in quan-

“ tity, and the collected portion is not the tenth part of what hq composed.

u Having gone to Askar Mukram in the year 549 (A. D. 1154), I met there his

“son Muhammad Rais ad-din, who read over with me several times a large

“ quire full of his father’s verses. Arrajan was the native soil of his family tree,

“ and Askar Mukram in Khuzestan tine dwelling place of his kindred: though a

70 “ Persian by birth, he drew his origin from the Arabs; the ancient stock from

“ which he sprung were the Ansars (1), (a noble extraction) the like of which

“ was never offered by past ages; and he was descended from the tribe of Aus
‘ ‘ and the branch of Khazraj

;
in speech he was a Koss (2) and an Iyad (3) ; in

“ writing, a Persian and [first) horseman in its hippodrome; in judgment, he
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“ was a Solomon, and one of those sons of Persia who reached the highest

“ point of knowledge (4); he united beauty, in external form, to sweetness in the

“ perfume (of good character).” I learn from his collected poetical works

that he was kadi’s deputy in Khuzestan
;
acting sometimes at Tustar, other times

at Askar Mukram, the kadi of which, Nasr ad-din Abu Muhammad Abd al-Kahir

Ibn Muhammad, he replaced at one period, and at another later, Imad ad-din

Abd T-Ala Raja ;
upon this he composed these lines

:

That I should act as deputy in such a profession is one of the turns of Fortune. H
is a wonder that I can have patience to endure such wondrous changes.

Being both jurisconsult and poet, he alluded to litis in the following verses:

1 am without contradiction the most poetic doctor of the ago, or (at least) the most

learned doctor among poets. When I utter verses, people inscribe them (in their me-
mory) with natural facility, without the trouble of repetition (5). Like a voice in the

shade of mountains, when (my poetry) strikes the ear, it awakens the answer of tho echo.

By the same:

Though you be a man of good counsel, ask advice from others on the day in which

evil fortune befals you. With the eye, you can distinguish far and near, but it you

cannot see without a mirror.

By the same

:

I never roamed through distant regions without making you (my generous patron!)

the special object of my search. My efforts to meet you were earnest, but the only

favour you procured me was tho persecutions of misfortune. I still draw towards you,

though I turn my face away, and my motions are as those of the stars (6). I go to-

wards the far East that I may find you, though my apparent direction is towards the

West.

The following verses were written by him to a man in authority, reproaching

him for not asking for him after a period of separation

:

0 my friend, I offer my life in ransom for thine 1 O thou whom it is my duty to lovel

why hast thou not reproached me for my neglect? To-day I complain of thy neglect

and reproach thee. A proof that thou art tired of me is that I have been absent for

some days and none came to inquire for me. When thou seest tho slave run away un-
pursued, (know) that it is the master who runs away from him.

By die same, containing a singularly original thought:

When none had pity on my sufferings, my fleeting image which visited the slumbers

of my mistress (7), and which I in my thinness resembled, had compassion on me. It
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71 yielded me secretly its place, and I went that night to visit my beloved, who thought

she saw roe in a dream
(
not in reality). So wc passed a night together unperceived

;

I being awake under her eyelids, and she, asleep.

In one of his kasidas is found the following verse

:

Look at that
(
charming

)
mole (8) below her neck, and learn how treasures are hid

in secret corners.

By the same :

Canesco et amicus pubescit
; reliqui ilium ot ille mo reliquit; quod in me niger erat

(scil. barba) album factum est, et quod in illo album (scil. gena) erat, nigrum

.

By the same

:

(The lover) asked the groves where was his beloved
; he hearkened to obtain an

answer from the echo, but it only repeated his words. “ Where,” said ho, “ does she
“ now sojourn?” It answered: “Where does she now sojourn (9)T”

By the same

:

If I knew not what I now know, my ignorance would give me as much happiness as

my knowledge gives me grief. Thus the sparrow ranges unconfined and feeds in tho

gardens, whilst the nightingale is imprisoued for its talent of song.

Another poet has thus expressed the same idea

:

The woes and evils of the world visit men of talent alone ; so the only birds deprived

of freedom are those which possess a tuneful voice.

The idea is similar to that which is contained in the following verse, taken

from a long poem of Ahu Ishak al-Ghazzi, whose life has been already given (see

page 38)

:

My talents, no doubt, have done me harm ; the aloes-wood is burned for its sweet

perfume.

We shall confine ourselves to the foregoing extracts, as the fear of being

prolix hinders us from giving one of his long kasidas.—By the same (1 0)

:

1 love the man whose face is fair towards his friend and whose heart is free from
guile: despite all dangers, his friendship will endure; and tell me, does every man’s

friendship endure ?

As this second verse, which can be read backwards (in the original Arabic),

is to be found in the poetical works of al-Ghazzi, we are unable to decide which
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of these two poets composed it.—Al-Arrajani’s verses abound in pretty thoughts,

and have been collected in a separate volume. He was born A, H. 460 (A. D.

1067-8); died in the month of the first Rabi, A. II. 544 (A. U. 1149), at the city

of Toslar, oral Askar Mukram according to another relation.

—

Arrajdni means 72

belonging to Arrajdn
,
which is one of the districts of al-Ahwaz in Khuzcstan

;

most persons say that the name of this place is written with a single r, and it is

thus that al-Mutanabbi gives it in the following verse :

To ArjAn, my rapid steeds! Such is my 6rm resolution, which leaves the hostile

spears broken behind it.

Al-Jawhari, however, in his dictionary the Sahdh
,
and al-Hazimi in his Syno-

nymes, state that this name takes a double r.

—

Toslar
,
called vulgarly Shushter,

is a well-known city in Khuzcstan.

—

Askar Mukram (the camp of Mukram);

people differ respecting this Mukram, but most of the well-informed say that

he was brother to Mutraf Ilm Sidan Ibn Akila Ibn Zikwan Ibn Habban Ibn

al-Kharzak Ibn Ghailan Ibn Hawa Ibn Maan Ibn Malik Ibn Aasar Ibn Saad Ibn

Kais Ibn Ghailan Ibn Mudar Ibn Nizar Ibn Maad Ibn Adnan : such is the genea-

logy which I have extracted from Ibn al-Kalbi’s Jam/iarat

;

the name of Rahila is

not, however, in this lisl(1 1), though the Mukram above-mentioned is said to be

descended from Rahila and from Hawa; God knows best the truth! Others say

that this Mukram was descended from Jouna al-Aamiri
;
and some again stale

that he was freedman to al—llajjaj Ibn Yusuf ai-Thakafi, who posted him in that

place for the purpose of waging war against Khurzad Ibn Raris (12), and for this

reason it was called after him.—Khuzeslan is an extensive region between Rasra

and [the province of) Faris.

(t) Ans&rs (aiders); name given to the people of Medina, who lent assistance to Muhammad when expelled

from Mekka.

(2) Koss was a bishop of Najrin in Arabia Felix ; he lived some years before the introduction of Islamism.

and was celebrated for bis eloquence.—Sec De Sacy’s /farin', page 276.

(3) lyad was the third in descent front Adnan, whose eloquence was proverbial; bis talent was inherited

by his descendants, of whom Koss was one.

(4) Literally : Who attained the knowledge suspended to the Pleiades.

(8) Such appears to be the meaning of the word .Ult in this versa. The expression
, jJI ^iJt (to

lecture) has been already noticed, page 92, note (1}.

<48} He alludes to the retrograde motion of the planets.

18
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(7) That the reader may understand this little piece, it is necessary to repeal here one of the observation'

already made on the whimsical idea held by Arabic poets respecting dreams. (See note (3), page 116). They

fancy that the lover sees the image of his mistress in a dream, because he is really visited by a phantom

which she herself sends to him. The lover too sends his image to glide under the eyelids of his beloved, who

then dreams of him. Here the lover was so eitenuatcd, that he look the place of his own image, which very

complacently gave it up to him.

(8) See note (8), page 33.

(9) Literally: Where it the place In which the hat taken the baggage off her camel.—The echo shows, by

its answer, that it was as equally desirous as the lover of knowing w here the beloved then resided, and conse-

quently could give him no information.

{10} It is evident that this has been inserted later, and in the wrong place also. Many examples of similar

inattention will be pointed out in the course of the work.

(11) In the life of Kutaiba Ibn Muslim, the author states for what reason the name of BAhila is suppressed

in the genealogical list remounting from Maan to Adnitn.

(12) Such also is the account given by Abb T-FadA in his Geography, page 316 of the Arabic text; the

adversary with whom Mukram had to contend is there called hhurddd. but Ibn KhallikAn writes the name in

the same manner as the excellent historian, at-Thabari. This campaign was made'A. H. 03. and an account

of it is given in Major Price's Betroipect of Muhammadan Uittory. vol. I, page 174.

IBN MUNIR AT-TARABOLUSI

.

Abu ’I-IIusain Ahmad Ibn Munir Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muflih at-Tarabolusi (native

of Tripoli in Syria), surnamed Muhaddih ad-din (Embellisher of Religion),

Ain az-Zaman (Eye of Time), was a poet of considerable celebrity, and his

collected poetical works are still extant: his father recited poetry and sung

in the market-places of Tripoli. The son, as he grew up, learned the

Koran by heart, and, after studying philology and literature, commenced

reciting verses of his own; he then went to Damascus and settled there; (in

religion) he was a Rafidi (I), The number of his satires and the causticity

of his language were so excessive, that Buri, son to the atabek Toghtikin and

prince of Damascus, imprisoned him for some time and intended to have his

tongue cut out, but being interceded with, he consented to banish him. Ibn

Munir held a correspondence with Ibn al-Kaisarani, in which these two poets

attacked each oilier; for they were both residents of Baghdad, and each jealous

of the oilier, as generally happens with persons who follow the same profession.

In one of Ibn Munir’s kasidas
,
are found these verses

:
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When a man of noble mind perceives that ho is neglccted(2), bis resolution should

be, to depart for another land. Thus the moon, when waned away, strives to attain to

its full, and succeeds by changing its place. Shamo on your wisdom (3)1 if you
consent to drink of a troubled source (4} when the bounty of God fills the very de-
serts. During the course of your life, you sat (its listless idleness) and rivalled your
camels in indolence; why not tako them, and pry into the secrets of the desert (5)?

Depart and you shall gain lustre, like the sword which, when drawn, shows on each
side of its blade the ornaments which wore hidden by the scabbard. When life for-

sakes the body, count it not death; the only death is to live in humiliation. Devote your

life to the deserts, not to poverty 1 As long as God permits you to live, let it suffice

you to deserve his favour. Despise the vileness of fortune's gifts, when they draw near 75
to you; (remain not in inglorious ease,) but be as the phantom of a vision which ap-
pears and departs. Fly, even during the noontide fires (6), from those on whom you

rained honey, and who reaped for you colocynlh. Fly the deceitful wretch in whose

(Aearf) the plantations of friendship arc badly rooted, and who, if you show him sin-

cerity, will misinterpret (your conduct). Ah, how well I know the world and its peo-

ple 1 with them it is a crime for merit to be perfect. They are formed in Nature’s basest

mould; the best of them, if I say a word, will repeat it; and if I keep silence, will re-

port to others what 1 never said. When Fortune thinks to cast me down, my haughty

spirit bears me op even to the stars. I impress upon my mind the discourse of grave

events, though it be darkly uttered; I tend my camels, but I fatigue them also on the

failure of herbage (7). (The) declaration
(
which I make is plain and clear) as the

light of morning; then follows a firm resolution which executes (my will), as the edge

of the sword slays the victim which it encounters.

One of his best pieces is the kasida which begins with these verses:

Who has placed the moon on the point of that spear? Who has imbued with subtle

magic the edge of that [sword] of Yemen (8)? Who has sent down the highest luminary

to a sphere circumscribed by the folds of a tunic from Khosrowan (9)? Is (hat a

glancing eye or a scabbard from which a sharp sword comes forth? Is that a young

beauty whose waist, as she walks, bends gracefully from side to side? or is it rather the

clastic motion of a pliant lance? She has subdued me, I who before was so proud;

love makes tho lion slave of the covert-seeking gazelle.

From the same poem :

Is it not liquid musk which drops from her locks upon the summit of that pliant reed

[her body)1 What intoxicating draughts of love, what pearl-like teeth are in the covert

formed by those lips of coral I Were the moon, when shining in full lustre, asked whom
she envied, she would reply: Such a one's daughter (10). She has vanquished me by

the variety of her perfections
; (

charms
)
which consist in the sound of her voice and

the aspect of her form, the haughty port of the Persian (11), the voluptuousness of

Syria, glances like those of the maids of Irak, and language (sweet as that) spoken in

Ilijftz. Wine is not more dangerous for the reason than is the pure eloquence of the

desert, uttered with a Turkish pronunciation.

Bv the same

:
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Her eyes denied having shed my
(
heart's

}
blood; but she held up her head (12), and

then they acknowledged their guilt. Do not suppose that the mole upon her check is

a tear of blood, shed by my eyes; it was a burning coal of the fire which consumed
my heart; and on being plunged into (the yielding substance of

)

her cheek, it was ex-

tinguished, and then rose to the surface.

In one of his kasidas are found these lines

:

Speak not harshly to me, for the marks of vour displeasure are already sufficiently

manifest. 0, my mistress! where are those smiles which are now replaced by frowns?

I found the anecdote which follows in the handwriting of the shaikh Abd

al-Azim al-Mundiri(l3): “I was told by Abu ’l-Majd, kadi of Suwaida(14), that

“ there were in Syria two poets, lbn Munir and Ibn al-Kaisar3mi, the former of

44 whom used to taunt the latter (with being so unlucky) that he never accom-

“ panied any one without that person's meeting with ill fortune; it happened,

“ however, that a musician sung these verses to the alabek Imad ad-din Zinki,

44 prince of Syria, who was then besieging the castle of Jabar (kalat Jabar) (1 5):

4 What woe I suffor from that coy and froward nymph, when vile informers repeat to
4 her tales completely false. 1 salute her, and she turns away; curving her arched
‘ eyebrows

(
into a frown), as if I were a wine-cup, and she still suffering from its

4
effects.’

‘‘Zinki applauded the verses and asked who was the author; and on learning

“ that they were composed by Ibn Munir, who was then at Aleppo, he wrote

44
to the governor of that place with orders to send him the poet with all speed.

“ The very night Ibn Munii4 arrived (at the camp), the atabek Zinki was mur-

“ dered”—(we shall give the details of this event in his life). “On his death,

“ Asad ad-din Shirkdh, prince of Emessa, took Nur ad-din Mahmud, son to

“ Zinki, and, putting himself at the head of the Syrian troops, returned to

44 Aleppo, while Zain ad-din Ali, father (1 6) to Muzaflar ad-din, prince of Arbela,

44 took the command of the troops belonging to the provinces east (of Syria),

“ and went back with them to Mosul, where he joined Saif ad-din Ghazi,

“ (another) son to Zinki, and made him master of Mosul. Ibn Munir went

“ back to Aleppo along with the army, and was accosted in these terms by Ibn

“ al-Kaisarani: ‘Take that for all with which you flouted me.’ ’’—This same

Ibn al-Kaisarani composed the following lines on Ibn Munir, who had reviled

him in a satire:
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Ibn Munir! in reviling me, you have insulted a man of learning, who, by the recti-

tude of his judgment, was beneficial to mankind. But my heart is not oppressed for

that; I have before me the model offered to the companions of Muhammad (17).

Ibn Munir's poetry is eminently refined; he was born at Tripoli, A. H. 473

(A. D. 1080-1); and died in the month of the latter Jumada, 548 (September,

A. D. 1153), and was buried near the chapel at Mount Jaushan (18). I visited

his tomb and found these verses inscribed on it

:

Let him who visits my tomb be assured that he shall meet with what I hare met

with. May God have mercy on him who visits me [here] and says to me: ‘May God
have mercy on thee 1’

His life is given by the hafiz Ibn Asakir in his History of Damascus, who there

says: “ Al-Khatib as-Sadid (the able preacher) Abu Muhammad Abd al-Kahir

“ Ibn Abd al-Aztz, preacher at Ilamah, relates as follows: “ After the death of

“ Ibn Munir the poet, I saw him in a dream(l9); I was on a lofty hill in a garden,

“ and I asked him how he was and told him to come up to me,' and he replied:

“ *1 cannot, by reason of my breath on which I said : ‘Hast thou drunk wine?’

“ ‘Something worse than wine, 0 khalib!’ he replied. ‘What is it?’ said I.

“ ‘Dost thou know?’ said he, ‘ what befel me on account of those poems in which

“ I reviled people?’ ‘ What befel thee?’ ‘My tongue,’ he replied, ‘swelled and

“ lengthened out as far as sight could reach, and each poem recited with it be-

“ came a dog which clung to it.’ I saw that he was barefooted and that his

“ clothes were completely worn out, and I heard a voice over him repeat these

“ words : Over them shall be coverings offire ,
and under them shall be floors

“ of fire (20). I then awoke in terror."

—

I have since found in the Diivdn of

Abu ’1-Hakam Obaid Allah (whose life I intend to give), that Ibn Munir died

at Damascus, A. H. 547 (A. D. 1152); Abd ’1-Hakam having composed some 7tf

elegiac verses on his death, which show that he died in that city. From

among those verses we shall quote the following, which are written in the usual

ludicrous style of the author

:

They bore him along upon the bier, and cashed his corpse on the bank of the river

KallAt; they warmed the water in a well-tinned cauldron, under which they lit sticks of

oak.

In admitting the exactness of the fact
(
mentioned in these verses), we shall be
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obliged to combine it wilh the statement already given, and suppose that he

died at Damascus and was then carried to Aleppo for burial (21 ).— Tripoli is a

city of Syria, situated on the sea-coast and lying near Balbek. In the year 503

(A. D. 1109), it was taken by the Franks from its possessor, Abd Ali Ammar Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Ammar, after a siege of seven years : the history of this event is

too long to relate.

(t) The word Bdfidi [heretic) is generally made use of by the Sunnites to designate a follower of Shiite

doctrines. The kitib Im&d ad-dln says, in bis Khartda, (MS. of the Bib. du Boi, No. 1414, fol. 1), that Ibn

Munir professed the most exaggerated Shiite principles, whilst his rival, Ibn al-Kaisarani, was a devout Sun-

nite.—For the origin of the R4fidis, sec De Sacv's Expost de la Beligion des Druses, tom. I, p. 48, introd.

(2) Literally : Perceives that obteureness is become the guest of his duelling.

(3) Literally: Folly to your wisdom

:

(4) To drink of a troubled source; that is, to live dependent on a mean patron, who troubles the pleasure

his gifts might create, by saying how ill they are deserved.

(B) These verses contain a number of verbal quibbles, to which the author in some cases has sacrificed good

taste; here, for instance, he has adopted a gross and ridiculous metaphor, pedievios venari (fala; fn juba

deserti (fata).

(6) Literally: Join to the ardent noon (light from those, etc.

(7) The meaning of the poet appears to be, that when his camels ran no longer find nonrishment, he re-

moves with them to some distant and more fertile spot. This, however, seems to be only a metaphor, by

which be wishes to imply that if his talents are neglected in one country, he travels to another.

(8) This verse signifies in plainer language: Who has united that beauteous countenance to a graceful

body pliant as a lancet Who has imbued wilh subtle magic the glances of that native of Yemen?

(9) The poet Is so danlcd by the beauty of his mistress, that he takes her for the sun.

(10) Daughter ^>1 ;
the reason for so translating the Arabic word may be learned from the observations

made in the introduction.

(11) The ancient poets sometimes allude to the proud and stately gait of the Persians; see Dlwdn d'Amro

’l-Kais, page 46, line S of the Arabic text.

(12) Literally: Her cheeks.

(13) See note (7), page 46.

(14) Suwaida is situated at the mouth of the Orontcs.

(16)

Sec the life of Imid ad-dln Zinki.

(16) In the Arabic text, the word jJU is incorrectly printed j)j.

(17) This alludes to the following passage of the Koran: "You have in the Apostle of God an excellent

" example, unto him who hopclh in God and the last day, and remembereth God frequently." Sec surat 33.

verse 21.

(18) According to the author of the Mardsid al-lttila, Jaush&n is a hill near Aleppo.

(19) See note (7), page 46.

(20) Sec Koran, surat 39, verse 18.

(21) The author has already slated that Ibn Munir was buried at Jausban, a hill near Aleppo, but he con-
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eludes Grom the ver»e$ just cited that he died *t Damascus, since the funeral ablutions were performed on the

body near the river KailAt: This river must then be close to Damascus, yet none of the Arabic geographers

bare mentioned it, nor is it noticed by any of the European travellers whose works 1 have consulted.

AL-KADI AR-RASHID ABU L-HUSAIN.

Al-Kadi ar-Rashid {the well-guided kadi) Abu ’I-Husain Ahmad, son of

al-Kadi ar-Rashid Abu ’i-Hasan Ali, son of al-Kadi ar-Rashid Abu Ishak Ibrahim

Ibn .Muhammad Ibnal-Husain lbn az-Zubair al-Ghassani {of the tribe ofGhas-

san) al-Oswani {native of Syene): this kadi belonged to an honourable and

influential family; he is author of a work called Kitab al-Jinan
,
etc., containing

notices on a number of eminent men of talent (1) ;
his poetical works form a vo-

lume, and those of his brother the kadi al-Muhaddib Abu Muhammad al-Hasan

have also been collected into a volume : they were both good writers in prose

and verse. The following lines, from a beautiful kasida by al-Mubaddib, con-

tain an elegant and original idea

:

See the milky way among the stars; it resembles a swollen stream watering mea-
dows. Were it not a river, the constellations of the Fish and the Crab had never swum
in it.

From another kasida by the same author

:

I have no thirst for any other water but the Nile’s,—not even—God pardon me!—for

that of Zamzam (2).

The writings of this poet abound in Gne thoughts; he commenced making

verses A. H. 526, and mention is made of him by the katib Imad ad-din in his

Sail wa 'z-Zail. lie possessed a greater talent for poetry than his brother

ar-Rashid, but was his inferior in all other sciences. He died at Cairo in the month

of Rajab, 561 (May, A. D. 1166). As for the kadi ar-Rashid, be is spoken of in

these terms by Abu ’t-Tahir as-Silafi in one of his lalikas (3): “In the year

“ 559 (A. D. 1163-4) he was named, against his will, inspector of the govem-

“ ment offices at Alexandria
;
and in the month of Muharram, 563 (October,

“ 1167), he was put to death unjustly through the malice of his enemies."
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The katib Imad ad-din speaks of him also in the Sail wa ’z-Zail
,
or supple-

ment to his Khartda: “This overflowing ocean,” says he, “this swollen sea

76 “ has been noticed by me in the Khartda
,
where 1 have also made mention of

“ his brother al-Muhaddib; in the year 563 he was put to death unjustly by

“ Shawir for leaning towards the party of Asad ad-din Shirkuh. He was black

“ in skin, and lord of the town(4); he was the pearl of the age for his knowledge

“ of geometry, of the exact sciences, and of those which are connected with the

“ study of the law and of poetry. The emir Adad ad-din Abu ’l-Fawaris Mur-

“ haf Ibn Osama Ibn Munkid (5) recited to me some j>oems by this author, and

“ among others, the following, which he says he heard from his own mouth:

“ 4 The woes which afflict me are groat, but my courage also is great; and what harm
4 can polishing cause to the cutting steel? (what harm can the rubs of adversity do met)
4 The vicissitudes of fortune, the changes it brings about may alter the noble character
4 of others, but cannot alter mine. Did fire consume the ruby, the ruby then were as
4 a common stone- I.et not the worthless rags which cover me deceive you; they are
4 the shell which encloses a pearl. Think not, when the stars are hidden, that their
4 smallness prevents them from being seen; the fault must be laid upon (the weakness
4
of) your sight.’

The idea in this last verse is taken from a long and well-known kasfda, com-

posed by Abu ’1-Ala ’1-Maarri, in which that poet says:

The eye secs the stars and thinks them small, but that smallness is the fault of the

eye, not of the star.

The katib Imad ad-din gives as this poet’s {6) the following verses, composed

on al-Kamil, son of
(
the vizir) Shawir :

If a man of honourable feelings does not quit the beloved spot in which he is no
longer welcome (7), that man has no resolution. Even did he love it to excess, he
should know that death will tear him from it in spite of his reluctance.

Imad ad-din relates also that he learned the following verses at Baghdad, in

the year 551, from Muhammad Ibn Isa al-Yamani (8), who said that they had

been recited to him by al-Kadi ar-Rashid, and that they were combed by him

on a person (who had deceived his expectations)

:

Though the hopes which I placed in thee were disappointed, when I thought to have

found in thee a just man; thou has!, however, conferred on me a service, which de-
serves my gratitude wherever I may dwell; for thou hast put me on my guard against

all my companions, and taught me that no sincere friend exists on earth.
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The lines which follow were written lo al-Kadi ar-Rashid by al-Jalis Ihu

al-Habab (9)

:

By your absence, our rich store of noble deeds has been impoverished, and the dwell-

ing-place of glory is abandoned. When you sojourned with us, the dark clouds {of

sorrow) were dispelled, and prosperity followed wherever you passed. In your de-
parture, fortune has committed a crime, which cannot be pardoned but by your

return.

Al-Kadi ar-Rashid was black in colour, and to this, allusion is made by the

poet and katib Abu ’1-Fath Mahmud lbn Kadiis in these satirical verses

:

O thou who resemblest Lokman, but not in wisdom (10) ; thou who hast lost thy

learning, not preserved it; thou hast stolen every one's verses, and mayest be called

the black thief (11).

1 am induced to dunk that the following lines were comjjoscd on al-Kadi 77

ar-Rashid also

:

If thou sayest : I was formed out of fire, and therefore surpass all men in intelligence,

we answer : Thou speakest truth ;
but what has wasted thee away to a cinder f

Ar-Rashid, having travelled to Yemen on an embassy, pronounced verses in

honour of some of the princes in that country, and amongst others, Ali lbn

Halim al-llamdani, of whom he said :

Though Upper Egypt be sterile and its people suffer dearth, I shall not feel dearth

in tho country of KahtAn Since the land of MArib supplies my wants, I have no

regret for Syene. If the vile sons of Khindif know not my worth, my merit is appre-

ciated by the princes sprung from IlamdAn.

These verses excited the hatred of the missionary residing at Aden, by whom

they were transmitted in writing to the prince of Egypt, who was so highly irri-

tated by them, that he caused die author to be arrested and delivered over to

them bound and naked, after seizing all his property (12). Ar-Rashid remained

some time in Yemen, and then returned to Egypt, where he was put to death

by Shawir as we have already mentioned.

—

Ghassani means belonging lo Ghas-

sdn, a great branch of the tribe of al-Azd, whose watering-place was at a foun-

tain in Yemen called Ghassan, and from which dicy took their name. Oswdni

means native of Oswdn (Syene), a town in Upper Egypt: as-Samani pronounces

this name Aswan
,
but the former is the correct pronunciation, according to

what I have been told by die hafiz of Egypt Abd al-Azim al-Mundiri.

19
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(1) The full title of this work Is Jindn al-Jandn v a ridd al-Adh&n ; that is, Gardens of the heart and

Meadoscs of the mind: it contains notices on (he poets of Egypt, and is intended as a supplement to the

Yatlma of at-ThaAlibi.

(2) Zamzam; the well In the precincts of the temple of Mekka ; its waters arc supposed, by the Moslims,

to possess extraordinary virtues.

(3) See note (2), page S3.

(4) It is difficult to guess at ImAd ad-dtn's meaning from these words; in his rhythmical prose he has

brought in the word balada (town) to rhyme with jatada skin). from which I am induced to think that here,

as in many other passages, be has sacrificed sense to sound. Perhaps he wishes to say that the kAdi ar-Rashld

was governor or proprietor of his native town fiyciie.

(S' This emir was probably son to the Osama whose life is given in this work; the kAtih I inAd ad-dln says,

in his Khartda (MS. No. 1411, fob 117 , that he met him at Damascus, A. H. 571 (A. D. 1175-6). He is

there called Adad ad-Dawlat. not Adad ad-din, as in the MSS. of Ibn KhallikAn.

tfi) In the Arabic text, a letter has been misplaced; the true reading is aJ .

(7) Literally: Which repels him.

(8) The kAtib ImAd ad-dln stales, in his Kharlda (MS. No. 1414, fol. 250 verso), that the poet Muhammad

Ibn Isa al-Yamaui (or al-\’an>Ani ns there written), came to Baghdad, A. II. 550, and lodged at the house of

a Christian physician belonging to the family called Bant) Tftma (the sons of Thomas) ; he was a man of great

talent and an able mathematician, and professed to understand the Almagest and the sciences of astronomy

and logic. ImAd ad-dln was at that time studying Euclid, nnd he profited by the opportunity to have the

difficulties of that author explained to him by al-Yamani, but was soon disgusted by the self-sufficiency and

arrogance of his master. In the year 580. al-YnmAui returned to Baghdad, after having been absent for some

time; ImAd ad-dlu had then some scientific discussions with him. after which he lost sight of him and never

saw him more.

(9) The kAdi Abfi '1-MaAli Ahd al-Azlx Ibn al-Husain Ibn al-HnbAb al-Aghlahi descendant of the Aghla-

hites) as-Saadi, was surnaracd al-Jalls (the companion) because be was admitted into the intimate society of

the prince of Egypt: he was a man of talent and a poet. Died A. II. 501 (A. D. 1105-6). (As-Soydli's Huso

al-Sfuhddira, MS. No. 632, fol. 150.}.

(10) Lokman, so celebrated by the Arabs for his wisdom, was a black.

(11) The black thief (in Arabic, al-Astead as-Sdliih) is the name of a species of venomous serpent.

(12) This adventure is not very intelligibly related, and indeed it cannot be perfectly understood without

taking into consideration the following circumstances: 1st, The sultan Ali Ibn HAtim, prince of SanaA (see

lobannsen's Histor ia lementr, p. 145), was descended from HamdAn, one of the posterity of KahlAn, brother

to Himyar; he was therefore of the purest Arabic race; 2dly, Khindif was a descendant from Ismail, and

consequently not of true Arabic blood; his sons were TAbikha, Kanina, and Mudrika, from which last sprung

Koraish and Muhammad, from whom were descended (according to their own account) the Fatimite princes of

Egypt; they were consequently sons of Khindif, and it is against them that the poet here aims his satire.

.Idly. The missionary here mentioned was the secret agent of the Fatimite government (sec note (9), page 26).

The persons to whom ar-Rashtd was given up were probably some enemies he had in Yemen.
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AN-NAFIS AL-LAKMI.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abi ’1-Kasim Alxl al-Ghani lbn Ahmad lbn Alxl

ar-Rahman lbn Khalf lbn Muslim al-Lakhmi al-Maliki (follower of the sect of

Malik
)
al-Kotrusi, surnamed an-Nafis, was a man of considerable literary at-

tainments. He. is author of some good poetical pieces, which have been col-

lected into a separate volume, from which I extract the poem composed by him

in praise of the emir Shuja ad-din (hero of religion
)
Jildak at-Takawi (client of

Taki ad-din ), and known by the title of Wali of Damietta; the commence-

ment of this kasida is as follows:

Say to my beloved: Thou hast prolonged thy aversion for me, and in that thou hadsl

in view my death. If thou dcsircst that I cease to love, restore me my heart which is

in thy possession. Thou hast broken thy promises, and hast not even kept that of

sending thy image to visit me in my dreams (1). Yet I still act towards thee according

to my compact, though thou hast transgressed that which thou madest to me. O mouth

of the beloved I thou didst consume my heart when I tasted of thy cool source: thou

didst declare mo a transgressor when I wished to obtain from thee thy honey. Dost

thou think that I can admire the (pliant) branch of the willow after having seen thy

(slender) waist? or that apples can charm my eyes after the sight of thy cheeks? Dost

thou think that thy fragrant locks can protect thee from the kisses of thy lover (2). It 70
shall not be 1 I swear it by Him who has made love my master, so that I have become

thy slave! 0, heart of her whose movements arc ftdl of
{
grace and

)
softness, how

hard thou art towards me! Dost thou think me insensible to love, or that I possess

such inflexible sternness as thou?

It is a beautiful poem from which this is taken, hut we shall confine ourselves

to the foregoing quotation, lest this article should become too long.—An-Nafis

travelled to many countries, visiting remarkable men and employing his poetic

talent as a means of obtaining donations from their liberality. The katib Imad

ad-din mentions him in the Kharida, and says that he was a doctor of the sect

of Malik, and had some acquaintance with the sciences of the ancients (3) and

general literature : he is author of these verses

:

The wealthy may rejoice on a day of festival, but the poor cannot. Can a festival

rejoice me whose garments are (ns) the people of Saba? Can it give pleasure to me
while (the covering) of my head is that of Ibn Jala's.
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He means the people of Saba whom we tore asunder and totally disunited

(Koran, sural 34, verse] 8); Ibn Jala had no turban, and it is to this the poet

Sohaim (4) alludes in the following verse:

I am Ibn Jala; I am the surmounter of obstacles; when I take off my turban, you

may know me (5).

The katib Imad ad-din speaks of an-Nafis in his Sail and says: “He was one

“ of the jurisconsults at Misr, and 1 heard his eulogium made by al-Kadi ’1-Fadil,

“ to whom he wrote a kaskla from Misr.”— I extract also the following verses

from the volume containing his jioetical works

:

O, fair traveller who scttest out, bearing away with thee all my fortitude! is there

any means of meeting thee again? My eyes, though tinged with tears of blood, have

not done justice to thy merits ; and my heart, though consumed {by its passion), hath not

borne thee sufficient love.

His grandfather was (also) called Kotrus.—An-Nafis died at Kus (in Upper

Egypt) on the 24th of the first Rabi, A. II. 603 (A. D. 1206); he was at that

time, upwards of seventy years of age.

—

Lakhmi signifies descendedfrom Lakhm ,

son of Adi
;
the real name of Lakhm was Malik, and Amr was that of his brother,

who was surnamcd Juddm

:

these two having quarrelled, Amr gave Malik a box

on the ear (lakham), and Malik struck Amr with a knife and cut oft' (jadam) his

hand, whence the origin of their surnames.— 1 made frequent researches to find

the origin of the word kotrusi, but could discover nothing certain, except that he

was a native of Misr; but I have been since informed by Baba ’d-din Zuhair the

poet (whose life we shall give), that this word was derived from Kotrus, the name

of an-Nafis’ grandfather : Baha ad-din had been his pupil and could repeat some of

his poetry.—Abu ’1-MuzafTar Jildnk was frcedman to Taki ad-din Omar, prince

of Hamah (whose: life shall be given later) : he was a man of piety and talent.

Died at Cairo the 28th Shabiin, 628 (A. D. 1231), aged upwards of eighty. He

bad composed some poetry, and related traditions on the authority of as-Silafi

the hafiz and others. Among the verses quoted as his by Balia ad-din Zuhair

were the following on a boy who studied geometry and astronomy:

70 I lie pucr mathematicus, facie venustA prxditus, mihi vitnm quotidie rapil et reddit.

Facies cjus genera varia pulchritudinis comprehendit, ct diceres Euclidem de eo disse-

ruisse; nam in maxilla ejus cst equator (6), nsevus ejus punctum refert, ct gena trian-

gulum.
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These lines have also l>een attributed to Abu Jaafar al-Alawi (7), a native of

Egypt.

(1) See note (7), page 138.

(2) Or more literally: Dost thou think that the myrtle of thy fragrant izdr can protect thee against the

approach of him who cornea to quench his thirst. See Introduction.

(3) The sciences of the ancient! ; the sciences of logic, philosophy, mathemalics, etc., borrowed from the

ancient Greeks.

(4) The pocfSuhaim tbn Walhll ar-Ri&hi was born forty years before the introduction of lslamism; he died

A. H. fit) (A. D. 080).—(/bn Duraid

:

quoted by as-SoyOti in his Shark Shatcdhid al-Mughni, MS. of the

Bib. du Hoi, No. 1238. fol. 105 verso.) This is perhaps the poet who was surnamed the slave of the Band

'l-Hashds

;

see note (7), page 20.

(5) This verse is quoted by Maidani in his Proverbs; sec Frey tag's edition, 1. 1. p. 46.

(6) The Arabs call the equinoctial line the line of equality ;'ll here means the dark line which the beard, on

its first appearance, forms round the face.

;7) This is probably the same person who is called Abd Jaafar Muslim al-Husaini in the life of lhn Ilinz&ba.

ABU L-ABBAS AS-SABTI.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Harun ar-Rashid Ibn al-Mahdi Ibn al-Mansur al-

Hashimi, generally known by the name of as-Sabti, was a devout and holy ascetic.

Though he had the means of attaining a high rank in the world, he renounced

it while his father was yet alive
;

lie detached his mind from all worldly affairs

and made choice of solitude and retirement, though his father was then a power-

ful khalif. He was surnamed as-Sabti because he gained every Sunday [Sabi),

by the labour of his hands, a sum sufficient for his weekly expenses, and during

the rest of the time he was exclusively occupied with the practice of devotion

:

he persevered in this mode of life till he expired, A. H. 184 (A. D. 800), some

time before the death of his father. His history is so well known, that it is

needless to say more on the subject ;
besides, he is spoken of by Ibn al-Jawzi

in the Shuziir al-Ofuid and the Safwal as-Safwat ; his name is mentioned

also in the Kit&b at-Tawyvabin (History of those who renounced the world),

and the Muntazim[ 1).
%

i.l) The is the title of a great historical work by Ibn al-Jawzi; the Shustir al-Ok&d and the

Saftcat as-Safwat are by the same ; the Kitab at-Tawwdbin was composed by the shaikh Muwaffik ad-dtn

Abfi Muhammad Abd Allah the Hanbalitc, native of Jerusalem. This author died A. II. 020 (A. D. 1223.)—
IBajjt Khalifa.)
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IBN AL-ARIF.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Musa Ibn Ata Allah as-Sunhaji
(
be-

longing to the tribe of Sunhdj) al-Mari (native ofAlmcria) in Spain, and sur-

named Ibn al-Arif, was a Sufi eminent for his sanctity and piety, and illustrious

by his spiritual gifts. He is author of the work entitled al-Majdlis (confer-

ences), and other treaties connected with Sufite doctrines ; he composed also

some good verses on the same subject, among them the following

:

They saddled their camels after accomplishing their wishes at Mina (1), and they all

disclosed the tormenting passion (of their souls which longed after Muhammad, the object

of their love). Their caravan journeyed forth, shedding a perfume around; for in that

band were holy men (tcho diffused an odour of sanctity). The zephyr which fanned

the grave of the selected prophet (Muhammad) brought joy to their hearts, as often as

they drank intoxication from tho recital of his virtues —O, you who arrive at (the tomb

of) the Chosen from (the tribe of} Modar
!
you visit (Aim) in body, but we visit (him) in

soul. We remained (tcAere ice teere), but we had an excuse, for force obliged us; and

he who remains from a good excuse is as he who makes the journey (2).

His correspondence with the kadi Iyad Ibn Musa is elegantly written. He had

a general knowledge of the sciences, and had studied the different systems of read-

ing the Koran (3); he formed also a collection of those traditions which are re-

lated differently, and made a particular study of the channels through which

each of them was handed down, and of the points in which they agree. The

society of Ibn al-Arif was much liked by men of holy life and persons who had

renounced the world
;
and an eminent shaikh relates that he saw in his hand-

writing a notice on Ibn Hazm az-Zahiri, in which he said: “The tongue of Ibn

“ Hazm and the sword of Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf were brothers.” His reason for

making that remark was, that Ibn Hazm frequently attacked the ancient and

modern imams, scarcely sparing a single one (4). Ibn al-Arif was born A. H.

481 (A. D. \ 088), on Sunday morning the 2nd of the first Jumada, some time after

daybreak, and he died at Morocco in 536 (A. D. \ 141), on the evening of Thurs-

00 day, 22nd Safar; he was buried the next day. He had been summoned to that

city by the reigning prince, in order to answer some accusation, and it was on his

arrival there that he died; crowds flocked to his funeral, and some miraculous signs

appeared, indicative of his great holiness; this caused the ruler of Morocco to
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repent of having cited so respectable a naan before him. The name of this

prince was Ali, and he shall be again spoken of in the life of his father YAsuf

Ibn Tashifin.

—

Al-Mariya (Almeria) is a great city in Spain.

\1) It is in the valley of Mina, near Mekka, that the Moslims terminate the rites of their pilgrimage.

12) By the Muhammadan law, the pilgrimage Is of general obligation; but it is dispensed with in some

particular cases, of which this is one.

(3) See note (i), page 182.

(4) A great number of Moslim doctors were put to death by al-IlajJAj.

IBN AL-HUTAYA AL-LAKHMI.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad 11m Alnl Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hisham lbn al-llutaya

al-Lakhmi (belonging to the tribe of LaJthm) al-Fasi (native of Fez), a great

and famous saint; and not only full of holiness, but gifted with eminent ta-

lents and acquainted with general literature. He was a consummate master of

the seven different systems followed in reading the Koran (1), and copied with

his own hand numerous works on literary and other subjects: his writing was

elegant, and his orthography good ;
and copies written by him are in high request,

for the blessings which they draw down on their owner and for their correctness.

He was born at Fez on the eighth hour (after sunrise) of Friday, 1 7th of the latter

Jumada, 478 (A. II. 1085). Having made the pilgrimage to Mecca and visited

Syria, he went to Egypt, where he obtained great credit among the people by

the holiness of his life. He dwelt outside the city of Old Cairo, at the Mosque

of Rashida (2), and would neither receive presents, nor take payment for the les-

sons he gave in the art of reading the Koran. A great famine happening in

Egypt, the principal inhabitants of Old Cairo went to him on foot, and asked

him to accept some relief, hut he refused
;
they then decided unanimously that

one of their number, al-Fadl Ibn Yahya at-Tawil (the tall), who was a notary (3)

and draper of Cairo, should ask his daughter in marriage; the marriage having

taken place, the husband asked permission for the mother of his wife to come and

live with her, which was granted : their object in this was to lighten Ibn al-Hu-

taya’s family expenses. After this, he dwelt alone and gained his livelihood by

copying books. He died at Old Cairo towards the end of Muharram, 560 (De-
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cember, A. D. 1164), and was buried in the cemetery called the lesser kardfa (4),

where his tomb is still visited by the pious; on the night I went to it, I found there

a great number of persons. He used to say that the good fortune of islamism

had been shrouded in the grave-clothes of Omar Ibn al-Khattab; meaning that

during the lifetime of that khalif, islamism had not ceased to flourish and increase,

but that it began, on his death, to fall into trouble and confusion. In the Kitdh

ad-Dual al-Munkatia{5), in the life of (
al-Hdjiz lidin Allah) Abu Maimun Abd

al-Majid, prince of Egypt, it is stated that, in the year 533, the people remained

three months without a kadi
;
then Ibn al-Hutaya was chosen in the month of

Zu ’1-Kaada, but he would only accept on condition of not judging according to

the religious law of the Fatimite dynasty (6); and as this could not be granted,

another person was appointed.

—

Fast means native of Faz (or Fez), a great

city in Maghrib near Ceuta, which has produced a number of learned men.

(1) As the Koran was originally written without points to mark the rowels or distinguish certain consonant

s

one from the other, it happened that a considerable number of words could be pronounced in different manners;

the absence of punctuation and the different manners of separating tbe verses contributed also to render the

meaning of the test uncertain. From these causes, combined with the use of peculiar intonations and ac-

cents founded on tradition, arose seven distinct systems of reading the text of the Koran, all of which are

considered as legitimate. Those seven readings, as the Arabs call them, may be looked on in the light of

seven different editions. The best commentators, such as al-Baidiwi and ai-Zamakbsbari are always atten-

tive to point out the words of doubtful pronunciation and mark how they arc read in each system.

(2) M. dc Sacy gives an account of this mosque in his life of al-HAkim Biamr lllab ; see Expose da la

Religion dtt Druzes. 1. 1, p. 301.

(3) See Chretlomathie, I. 1, p. 40.

(4) Sec page 33, note (421.

(8) The work called ad-Dual al-Munkatia (History of Independent Dynasties) forms four volumes,

according to llajji Khalifa, and possesses great merit. It was written by thevizir JomAl ad-dln Abfl 'l-Hasan

Ali Ibn Abi Mansur TAhir al-Azdl, who died A. If. 623 (A.D. 1126).

(6) The Fatimites were Shiites, and Ibn al-Uulaya appears, from what he says of Omar, to have been a

Sunnite.

IBN AR-RIFAI.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abi ’l-Hasan Ali Ibn Abi i-Abbas Ahmad, generally

known by the name of Ibn ar-Rifai, was a holy man and a doctor of the sect of

as-Shafi. He descended from an Arabian family and inhabited the Rataih, in a vil-

lage called Omm Abida : he was there joined by an immense number of fakirs, who
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placed the greatest faith in his words and became his disciples. The order of

dervishes called the Rifat, or the Batdiki, had him for founder; his followers

perform extraordinary actions, such as eating living serpents and going into

burning furnaces, of which they extinguish the fire (1). It is said that in their m
own country (the Batdih), they will ride on lions and do other similar feats;

they have fixed periods of general meeting, when innumerable fakirs flock to

them, and are then all sustained at their expense. Ar-Rifai died without, issue,

but his brother left posterity who have continued to inherit, till this day,

tiie presidency of the order and the government of that country: but it is

needless to expatiate on their history, as it is universally known. The shaikh

Ahmad Ibn ar-Rifai, though taken up with his devotional exercises, composed

some poetry, from which the following verses are said to lie taken :

When my night is dark, my heart is troubled by the recollection of you; 1 utter a

plaintive cry like that of the ring-dove. Over me are clouds which rain down care and
grief, and under me are seas which that grief swells to overflowing. Ask Omm Amr
how her captive (lover) has passed the night ; she frees other captives, but him she

leaves in bonds! He does not meet with doath, yet in death he would find repose; nor

docs he meet with pardon, and so obtain his freedom.

Ibn ar-Rifai persevered till the last in his holy mode of life: he died on Thurs-

day, 22nd of the first Jumada, 578 (September, A. D. 1182), at Omm Abida,

aged upwards of seventy years.— I found in the handwriting of a member of his

family that Rifat means descended from Rifda

,

who was an Arab by nation.

—

Al-Bataih is die name given to a collection of villages situated in the midst of

the waters between YVasit and Rasra : this region is well known in Irak (2).

(1) For an account of the extraordinary performance* of these dervishes, see Lane's Modern Egyptians.

(2) AI-BalAih (the low grounds or marMei) is the name of an extensive country at the junction of the

Euphrates and Tigris.

AIIMAD IBN TULUN.

The emir Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Tulun, lord of Egypt, Syria, and the

frontier provinces of Asia Minor, was appointed governor of Egypt by the khalif

20
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al-Mutazz Billah {A. II. 254, A. D. 868), and afterwards took possession of

Damascus, Antioch, the whole of Syria and the provinces on its northern fron-

tier, during the time that al-Muwaflik Abu Ahmad Talha, son of al-Mutawakki!

(and brother of the khalif al-Motamid, for whom he acted as lieutenant), was en-

gaged in war with the (
insurgent

)

chief of the Zanj. Ahmad was a generous

prince, just, brave, and pious; an able ruler, an unerring physiognomist; he

directed in person all public affairs, repeopled the provinces, and inquired dili-

gently into the condition of his subjects
;
he liked men of learning, and kept every

day an open table for his friends and the public
;
a monthly sum of one thousand

dinars (1 )
was employed by him in alms, and having been consulted one day by his

intendant, on the propriety of giving any thing to a woman who had come to

solicit his charity, though she was respectably dressed (2) and had a gold ring

on her finger, he returned this answer: “Give to every one who holds out his

“ hand to you.” But with all these qualities, he was too hasty in using the

sword, and al-Kudai relates that he counted the number of those whom lbn Tulun

put to death or who died in his prisons, and that they amounted to eighteen

thousand persons. He knew the Koran by heart and was gifted with a fine voice
;

no one read diat book more assiduously than he. “In the year 259 (A. D.

“ 872-3), he built the mosque which bears his name, and is situated between

“ Old and New Cairo.” (This additional note is taken from a statement made

by al-Farghani (3) in his History; but al-Kudai says in his Khitat that its con-

struction was commenced in the year 264 and finished in 266 : God alone

knows which is right!) The building of this edifice cost lbn Tulun one hun-

dred and twenty thousand dinars, according to Ahmad lbn Yusuf, who wrote

the histoiy of his life (4). Tulun, the father of Ahmad, was a slave who

had been sent with a number of others, by Null lbn Asad as-S&mani, governor

»2 of Bokhara, as a present to the khalif al-Mamun in the year 200.—Tulun died

A. H. 240 (A. D. 854-5); his son Ahmad was born at Samarra, the 23rd Rama-

dan, A. H. 220 (September, A. D. 835). Some say that he was only Tulun’s

adopted son: he entered Misr on the 21st or 23rd Ramadan, 254 (September,

A. D. 868); others say on Monday, 25th of the month; he died of diarrhea (5)

in that city, on Sunday eve, the 20lh, or, according to al-Farghani, the 10th

of Zu ’l-Kada, A. H. 270 (May, A. D. 884). I have visited his tomb, which is

in an ancient mausoleum, situated near the gate by the castle of Cairo, and on
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the road leading to the lesser Kara fa, at the foot of Mount Mukattam.

—

Tuliiri

is a Turkish name (6).

—

Sdmdni means descendedfrom Samoa, ancestor of the

Samanite kings who ruled Transoxiana and Khorasan.—The city of Samaira

was built by al-Motasim in the year 220 (A. D. 835); it is situated in the pro-

vince of Irak above Baghdad. In the lexicon called the SahdJi, under the word

rai, al-Jauhari indicates six different manners of pronouncing [and writing) the

name of this place, and the above is one of them ; but this is not the place for

giving all these names; and besides, we have already mentioned them in the life

of Ibrahim Ibn al-Mahdi (7).

(1) Aba 'l-Mahitin nits, fen thousand.

(2) Literally : Wearing a teil (itdr). See Lane's translation of the Arabian Nights, vol. I, page 82.

(3) Aba Muhanmi.nl Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Farginl is author of a supplement to the Chronicle of

Al-Tabari .-(Bajji Khalifa.)

(4) Ahmad Ibn Yfauf Ibn ad-DAia jut jJI, author of the History of Ahmad Ibn Thlhn, died, according to

Itajji Khalifa, in 334 (A. D. 945-6).

(8) Literally : of looseness in the bowels.

(0) This name is sometimes written Tallin .

;7) See page 19.

MOIZZ AD-DAWLAT IBN BUWAIH.

Abu ’1-IIusain Ahmad Ibn Abi Shuja Buwaih Ibn Fannakhosru Ibn Tamam
Ibn Kuhi Ibn Shirzil al-Asgliar (the less) Ibn Shirkuh Ibn Shirzil al-Akbar {the

greater) Ibn Shiran Shah Ibn Shirfannah Ibn Shistan Shah Ibn Sasan Farit Ibn

Sharuzil Ibn Sisnad Ibn Bahram Gur al-Malik {the king) Ibn Yazdegird Ibn Hor-

muz Kerman Shah Ibn Sapur al-Malik Ibn Sapur Zi *1—Aktaf (1 ); the rest of this

genealogical series is known, as it ascends through the Sasanite kings; so there is

no necessity for farther details.— Ahti 1-Husain, surnamed Moizz ad-Dawlat {the

exalter of the empire), was lord of Irak and al-Ahwaz
; he had two brothers,

whose lives shall be given later, and an uncle called Adad ad-Dawlat, sovereign

of Dailam. The name of al-Akla {the maimed) was also given to him from his

having lost his left hand and some of the fingers of his right under the follow-
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ing circumstances : While he was in the prime of life, he followed the party of

his brother Imad ad-Dawlat, and had gone to Kerman by his direction and that

of Rukn ad-Dawlat, his oilier brother. The prince who governed that, country,

on learning the approach of Moizz ad-Dawlat, retired to Sijistan without offering

any resistance, and left him master of the province. A tribe of Kurds was then

in possession of some districts in Kerman, and paid an annual tribute to the

ruler of that country, on condition that they should not be obliged to do

homage (2). When Moizz ad-Dawlat arrived, these people sent him their

chief, who obtained from him the promise and firm assurance that he would

allow them to act according to their accustomed habits; hut Moizz ad-Dawlat

having been advised by his secretary to surprise them in a nocturnal expedition

and seize on their flocks and their treasures, acted according to this counsel,

and marched towards them during the night by a rugged mountain-path;

but the Kurds, being aware of his approach, lay in wait for him at a defile, and

when he came up with his troops, they attacked him on all sides, killing

and making prisoners; a few only escaped, and Moizz ad-Dawlat had his left

hand and some fingers of the right struck off, and received so many wounds in

the head and body, that he fell stunned among the slain : he got off however

with his life, but this adventure is too long to lie related here. In the year 334

83 of the Hijra, during the khalifat of al-Mustakfi, Moizz ad-Dawlat set out from

al-Ahwaz and entered Baghdad on Saturday, 1 1th of the first Jumada, (Decem-

ber, A.D. 945), taking possession of that city without resistance.—Abil ’1-Faraj

Ibn al-Jawzi states in his Shudiir al-Okud, that Moizz ad-Dawlat began his life

by selling firewood, which he carried about upon his head; then he and his bro-

thers became masters of extensive provinces and their prosperity attained its

height. Moizz ad-Dawlat was the youngest of the three
;
he governed Irak twenty-

one years and eleven months, and died at Baghdad on Monday, 17th of the

latter Rabi, A.H. 356 (April, A. D. 967); he was interred in his palace, but

his body was afterwards transported to a mausoleum built for its reception in

the cemetery of the Koraish {near Baghdad) : he was born in the year 303 (A.D.

915-6). When on the point of death, he granted liberty to his mamluks, gave the

greater part of his property in alms, and corrected many abuses. Abil ’1-Husain

Ahmad al-Alawi (a descendant of the khalifAll) relates as follows : “I was one

“ night in my house, situated on the hank of the Tigris, at the passage called
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“ Mashraat al-Kasab, which leads down to the river; the sky was cloudy, and

“ there was thunder and lightning, and I heard a voice pronounce these words

:

‘When thou, 0 AM Husain! hadst attained the height of thy desires; when thou

‘ wast in safety from the strokes of fortune and hadst warded off its vicissitudes—then
4 the hand of death was stretched forth towards thee, and thou didst take gold from thy

‘ treasury [to fill that hand which seemed to thee to solicit thy generosity.)

“ And it was on that very night that Moizz ad-Dawlat died.” He was suc-

ceeded by his son Izz ad-Dawlat Bakhtyar, whose life we shall give. The

orthography of the names Buwaih, Fannakhosru and Tamam is that which we

have here indicated, and were we not unwilling to lengthen this notice, we should

mark the manner in which the names of his other ancestors should be pro-

nounced; but, as they are here written correctly, those who quote me have only

to follow my orthography (3).—We shall notice his brothers Imad ad-Dawlat

Ali and Rokn ad-Dawlat al-Hasan.

(1) The autograph MS. of Abh T-FadS's Annals, the TOrikh Guzida, and the BISS, of Ibn Kh.illik.in have

furnished me with seventeen copies of this genealogy ; but they all disagree, cither omitting some links of

the chain or writing the names differently: the list as here drawn up is probably erroneous, and it may not

correspond with that really given by Ibn Khalllkin ; but litis is a matter of trifling importance, as the descent

of the BOwaih family from the Sasanides appears very contestable.

(2) Literally : To tread his carpet.

(3) See note (8), page 48.— Ibn Khallikin could never have suspected the strange alterations made in this

very genealogy by the copyists of his work.

NASR AD-DAWLAT LBN MARWAN AL-KURDI.

Abu Nasr Ahmad Ibn Marwan Ibn Diistak al-Kurdi (the Kurd
)
al-Humaidi

{ofthe tribe ofHumaid), surnamed Nasr-ad-Dawlat {aid of the empire), became

possessor of Maiyafarikin and Diar Bakr on the death of his brother Abu Said

Mansur Ibn Marwan, who was assassinated in the fortress of al-Hattakh (I), on

the night of Wednesday, 5lh of the first Jumada, A. II. 401 (December, A. D.

1010). Nasr ad-Dawlat was a man highly favoured by fortune, and gifted with

a lofty spirit; his government was just and his character resolute; the prosperity
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to which he attained, and the pleasures in which he indulged are beyond the powers

of description. Ihn al-Azrak al-Fariki {native of Maiydfdrikin) says, in his His-

tory {ofthat city), that there is no instance of Nasr ad-Dawlat’s having exacted

money from any person excepting one
;
he then gives an account of the circum-

stance, but there is no necessity for repeating it here. He relates also that this

prince never missed the hour of morning prayer, notwithstanding his addiction to

sensual enjoyments; that he had three hundred and sixty concubines, with each

of whom he passed a night every year, and that it was only on the same night

of the following year it fell to the turn of die same person to meet him again.

This writer relates also that Nasr ad-Dawlat allotted a fixed time every day to the

examination of state affairs, to pleasure, and to the society of his family and

friends: he left a numerous posterity. The poets of that time went to see him

and celebrate his praises, and they immortalised his glory in their poems. It

may be remarked, as an example of the good fortune which attended him, that

he had for vizirs two persons who had served khalifs in the same capacity; the

04 one was Abu ’1-Kasim al-Husain, surnamed Ibn al-Magribi, author of the Divvan

containing poetical writings and prose epistles (2), and of other celebrated

works; he had acted as vizir to the khalif of Egypt, and, on leaving him, went

to the emir Nasr ad-Dawlat, and was vizir to him twice: the other was Abu Nasr

Ibn Jahir, who, on quitting his service, became vizir at Baghdad. (The lives of

these two persons shall be given.) Nasr ad-Dawlat continued in the enjoyment

of good fortune and every pleasure till his death, which occurred on the 29th

Shawwal, 453 (November, A. D. 1061): he was interred in the Mosque of al-

Muhdatha ; or, according to another account, in the castle of as-Sidilli, whence

his body was afterwards removed to the vault of the Banu Marwan adjoining the

Mosque of al-Muhdalha. He had lived 77 years, fifty-two of which (or by another

statement, forty-two) he passed as sovereign. Maiydfdrikin is so .well known

that it is unnecessary to fix the orthography of its name: al-Muhdatha is a

ribat (3) outside the city of Maiyafarikin ;
as-Sidilli is the name of a dome

situated in the castle [of the same city), and built upon three pillars ;
Sidilli is

a Persian word signifying three props (4).— Nasr ad-Dawlat was succeeded by

his son Abu ’l-Kasim Nasr, surnamed Nizam ad-Din.
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(1 : According to Abfi ’1-FtdA, in bit Geography, this place it situated in the province of Di&r Bakr.—The

rite of the Bend Marw 4n and the death of Mansfir, surnamed Mumahhid ad-Dawiat {regulator of the empire)

are related in the Annals of Abfi 'l-Fadi, vol. 2, page 569.

(2) Such it the meaning of the expression

(Si The ribdtt were fortified barracks tiluated along the frontier! of the Mostim empire. At an early pe-

riod, there were not lets than ten thousand in the province of Transoxiana alone. Travellers, on arriving at

a ribdt, found every accommodation gratis. These establishments were supported by government, and their

revenues were increased by the gifts of private individuals, and by wakfs (tee page 49, note 7) ) established in

their favour by pious Moelims. Military service in a ribdt was considered as an act of religion.— (For further

particulars on the subject, tee the eitracta from IbnHaukal, in the Geography of Abfi ’i-Fadl, pages 235 and

487 of the Arabic text.)

(4) In Persian tii aw.

AL-MUSTALI.

AbA ’l-Kasim Ahmad, surnamed al-Mustali (the aspiring), was son of al-

Mustansir Ibn az-Zahir Ibn al-Hakim Ibn al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz Ibn al-Mansur

Ibn al-Kaim Ibn al-Mahdi Obaid Allah : we shall give the rest of his genealogy

and state the nature of the disagreement respecting it when we relate the life of

al-Mahdi, in the letter ain. Al-Mustali succeeded his father al-Mustansir in

the government of Egypt and Syria : during his reign, the power of that

dynasty (1) was impaired and its authority weakened, their political influence (2)

having ceased in most of the Syrian cities, and the provinces of that country

having fallen into the possession of the Turkomans on one hand, and the Franks

on the other; (may God frustrate their projects!) This people entered Syria

and encamped before Antioch in the month of Zu ’l-Kaada, A.H. 490 (November,

A.D. 1097); they obtained possession of it the 16th Rajab, 491 (20th of June,

A. D. 1098); in the following year they took Maarrat an-Noinan, and in the

month of Shaban of the same year (July, A. D. 1099), they became masters of

Jerusalem, after a siege of more than forty days. This city was taken on a Fri-

day morning; during the ensuing week, a great multitude of Moslims perished,

and upwards of seventy thousand were slain in the Masjid al-Aksa (or Mosque of

Omar). An immense quantity of gold and silver vases were taken from the

Sakhra (3) [by the invaders). The fall of this city caused an extreme commotion

throughout all the land of Islamism. We shall again touch on this circumstance
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in the life of al-Afdal Shahanshah (see in the letter shin.) This al-Afdal, sur-

named (like his father (4) )
Amir al-Juyush (commander of the troops) had

taken Jerusalem from Sokman Ibn Ortuk (5) on Friday, 25th Ramadan, A. H.

491, or (as it is stated by some) in the month of Shaban, 489; he then ap-

pointed a governor to rule it in his name, but this person, being unable to resist

the Franks, yielded the city up to them: had it been in the possession of the

Ortuk family, it would have been better for the Moslim people! During the

administration of al-Afdal, the Franks became masters of many towns on the

Syrian coast; they took Caifa (6) in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 493, and Kai-

sariya (Cccsaria) in 494. Al-Mustali did not possess the jeast authority during

the vizirat of al-Afdal. It was in his reign that Nizar, his elder brother, fled to

Alexandria: this Nizar was the ancestor of the Ismailites, possessors of al-Alamut

and other castles : his adventures are well known, but too long to be related

OJShcre (7). Al-Mustali was born at Cairo on the 20th of Muharram, A. H. 469

(August, A. D. 1076); he was proclaimed khalif in the year 487 (A.D. 1094),

on llie festival of Ghadir Khumm (8), which is celebrated on the 18th of Zu

’1-Hijja
;
and he died at Misr on the 1 6th Safar, 495 (December, A. D. 1 101 ).

(1) Ibn KhallikAn meant here the Fatimile dynasty ; but at he doe* not admit their descent from FAtiraa,

daughter of Muhammad, he refuses them that title.

(2) Their political influence, or more exactly, their minion. See note (9), page 28, and M. de Sacy's

Export de la Religion del Druzet, tom. I.

(3) At-Sakhra (the ttone); the chapel situated near the mosque founded at Jerusalem by Omar on the site

of the ancient temple, is so called from its being built over what the Muslims suppose to be the identical ttone

which served the patriarch Jacob as a pillow, when he bad the vision of the Ladder.

(4) “He bore the same titles as his father:” jjul w-ai . (4n-/Vuwafri, MS. of the Bib. du

Roi. No. 702 A.)

(8) Jerusalem then belonged to Taj ad-Dawlal Tutush as-Saljflki, who bad granted it in fee jjdbil to the

emir Sokman. Al-Afdal empowered IfCkhAr ad-Dawlal to govern the city, as lieutenant to al-Mustali.

— (An-A'utcairf.Jj

6) Caifa is the European pronunciation of the name; in Arabic it is written and pronounced Haifa.

(7) An-Nuwairi gives the history of NiiAr in these terms:

" Al-Mustali was proclaimed khalif on Thursday morning, 18th of Zu ‘l-Hijja, A.H. 487 : it was al-Afdal Amir

al-Juydsh who brought this about; for, on the death of al-Mustansir Billab, he entered the Cattle {of Cairo)

in all haste and seated him (al-Mustali) on the throne of the empire, and sent to bis brothers NixAr, Abd

Allah, and Ismail, to inform them of tbeir father's death and desiring them to come quickly. On arriving,

they saw their youngest brother sealed on the throne of the khalifat, at which they were filled with indigna-

tion, when al-Afdal said to them :
11 Go forward and kiss the earth in the presence of God and of our lord
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«I-Muilali Dlllah ! Do him homage, for it is he whom the imim al-Muslansir Billali hath positively declared

as his successor to the khalifat." To this NizAr answered : “ I would rather be cut to pieces than do homage

to one younger than myself, and moreover I possess a document in the handwriting oT my father, by which

he names me his successor, and I shall go and bring it." He then withdrew in haste to get the paper, and

went to Alexandria: al-Afdal sent after him to bring him back, but no one knew whither he was gone or

how he went. So al-Afdal was in great trouble. Some relate however, that when al-Mustansir Billah died,

his son NixAr, who was the Walt 'l-Ahd'or khallf elect), took his seat on the throne and desired homage to

be done to himself; but al-Afdal refused (to permit this), through dislike to Nixir, and he had a meeting

with a number of emirs and men of rank, to w hom he said, that Nixir w as come to the age of manhood, and

they could not hope to escape his severity; so the best thing to be done was to do homage to his youngest

brother Abd '1-Kasim Ahmad. This plan was approved of by all except Mahmud \ Muhammad?) Urn

Massil JLo al-Maliki, who had received from Nixir the promise of being named vizir and gencral-in-

chief in place of al-Afdal ; in consequeuee, he iuformed Nixir of what w as doing ; but al-Afdal hastened to

proclaim Ahmad khalif under the name of al-Mustali Billah, and having placed him on the throne of the em-

pire, he himself sat down in the vixir's seat, and having introduced the imim Ali Ibn al-Kahhil, chief kidi

of Misr, with the shuhdd (legal witnesses), he caused all the leading men of the empire to take the oath

of allegiance to al-Mustali : he then went to Ismail and Abd Allah, who were under arrest in the mosque

at the Castle, and informed them that the oath of allegiance had been taken to the lord al-Mustali, and

that he bad sent his salutations to them, and given them the choice of swearing allegiance to him or not; to

which they replied that they acknowledged his authority, since God had preferred him to themselves. They

therefore look the oath, and a certificate to that effect having been drawn up, was read in the presence of

the emirs by the sharlf SanA al-Mulk Muhammad Ibn Muhammad al-Husaini, who was a writer in the

Chancery Office (sea note (4), page 33)- NizAr and his brother Abd Allah then fled to Alexandria with

Mahmfld Ibn MassAl; the governor of that city was NAsir ad-Dawlat Iftiktn al-Turki ((As Turk), one of the

the Mamluks of Amir al-Juydsh (tcAose life trill be found in Ibn Khallikdn's icork)

:

having been informed

by them of the circumstances, and obtaining the promise of the vixirat for himself, he took the oath of alle-

giance to him (NizAr), and the people of the city did the same; NizAr then received the surname of al-Mustafa

li-dln illah the chosen for GoSs religion'. Then, in the month of Muharram, A. H. 488, al-Afdal went

forth with troops to attack NizAr, Iffikln, and Ibn MassAl, who met him os he approached Alexandria,

and after a smart contest, put him and his men to flight, lie then relumed to Misr, and NizAr, assisted

by a parly of (Bedwin) Arabs, laid waste most of the country to the north of Misr. Al-Afdal marched

again to Alexandria, and continued to besiege it till the month of Z(1 'l-Kaada. When this unfavour-

able state of affairs was at its height, Ibn al-AIassAI had a dream, on which he consulted a foreign

(astrologer) the next morning: •* Aletbought," said he, “I was on horseback, and al-Afdal walking in my

train;" on which the foreigner remarktd, that he who walked on the earth was to possess it. On heariug this,

Ibn MassAl collected his wealth and fled to Lokk . _> O . a village near Barka, and from that time the power

of NizAr and Iffikln declined, and they were obliged to ask al-Afdal to spare their lives. On his making a

promise to that effect, the gates of Alexandria were opened to al-Afdal, who entered it, and having seized on

NizAr and Iffikln, he sent them to Misr, and NizAr was never seen after: H is even said that al-Afdal had him

shut up between two walls till he died. NizAr was born on the 10th of the first Rabl, A. II. 437. At for

Iffikln, it was afterwards declared to the public that he had been pul to death. Ibn al-MasiAl received a

letter from al-Afdal, inviting him to return to Misr, which he did, and was honourably received by him."

(Ak-Nuwairi, MS. of the Bib. du Boi, No. 702 A.)

Compare this passage with the extract of Mirkhond given by M. de Sacy in his M(moire sur Its Assassins.

IbnKhallikAn says that NizAr was the ancestor or grandfather of the Ismatlites, or masters of the mission;

21
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this is also accounted for by Mirkhoml (see the same Mtmolre\ w ho states that a chief of the Ismallitc dynasty,

called Hasan, son of Muhammad lbn Buiurk-Umld pretended to be descended from NizAr, son of al-Mu$tansir.

M. de Sacy’s Mtmoire tur let Attatsint and Expoti de VUittoirc do Druses furnish every information

respecting the Ismallites. These two works cannot be too highly praised.

(8) The only Muslim sect which celebrates the festival of Ghadlr Khumm (the pond of Khumm), is that of

the Sbtites. They relate that Ali and Muhammad being ala place of this name, lying half way between

Mekka and Medina, the prophet, by a solemn declaration, appointed All bis successor. (See De Sacy's Chret-

tomathie, t. 1, p. 193.—AbO i-Fadi, in bis Geography, Arabic text, p. 84, fixes the pronunciation of the

word Khnmm.)

IBN AL-MASHTUB.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad, son of the emir Saif ad-din Abu 'l-Iiasan Ali lbn

Ahmad lbn Abi 'I-Haija lbn Abd Allah lbn Abi '1—Halil lbn Marzuban al-Hak-

kari, surnamed Imad ad-din (support of religion), was generally known by the

appellation of lbn al-Mashtub (son of the scarred); his father being called al-

Mashtub from having a scar on his face. Ibn al-Mashtub was a powerful

emir, greatly respected by (contemporary) princes, and considered as their

equal (1); he was a high-minded man, extremely generous and noble in his

conduct, brave, and ]K>ssessing a lofty spirit, so that those princes stood in awe

of him. His enterprises against them are so well known that it is not necessary

to give a relation of them here (2). He was an emir of the empire founded by

Salah ad-din, who had conceded to him the revenue of Naplus, after allotting

one third of it to the support of Jerusalem; this happened on the death of

Mashtub, who held Naplus in fief. Abu '1-llaija, his grandfather, was lord of

al-Imadiya {Amadia

)

and a number of {other) castles in the country of the

llakkars (3). Ibn al-Mashtub continued in high power and honour till the

year in which the Franks arrived at Damietta (4); when he acted in the manner

which is publicly known, and which I shall give an account of in the life of al-

Malik al-Kamil (5). He then quitted Egypt, and was reduced to such a strait,

that in the month of the second Rabi, he was besieged in die casde of Tall

Yafur (6), situated between Musul and Sinjar : the history of this circumstance

is well known (7). Then the emir Badr ad-din Lulu, Atahek and lord of

Musul, entered into correspondence with him, and having succeeded in allaying
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his apprehensions by deceitful promises, prevailed on him to surrender, and

swore to observe the conditions which he had offered. In consequence of this,

Ibn al-Mashtub went to Mosul, but was not there long when Badr ad-din arrested

him; this was in the year 617 (A. D. 1220); he then sent him to al-Malik

al-Ashraf Muzaffar ad-din, hoping to gain his favour by this action, as, in the

last case, it was against him that Ibn al-Mashtub had revolted. Al-Malik

al-Ashraf sent his prisoner to the castle of Harran, where he was put into close

confinement in a narrow dungeon, and chained with heavy fetters and hand-

cuffs: it is reported that(m this wretched state) his beard and clothes swarmed

with vermin; so I was told when a boy, and he yet alive. I have been informed

that a person who had been in the service of Ibn Mash tub, wrote in his behalf

the following distich and sent it to al-Malik al-Ashraf

:

0 thou, whom tho revolving spheres favour with continued happiness ! thou art not

a king
(
malik}, but an angel (malak). Thy marnldk Ibn al-Mashtdb is dying in prison;

set him free, for thou alone canst do it, or God.

Ibn al-Mashtub continued in bondage till his death, which took place in the

month of the second Itabi, A. H. 619 (April, A. D. 1222). His daughter built

him a mausoleum at the gate of Ras Ain, to which city his corpse was transported

from Harran, and there buried : this tomb 1 have myself seen.—During his con-

finement, the following distich was addressed to him by a literary man

:

0 Ahmad! thou hast never ceased to be Imid ad-dln (fAc support of religion). O
bravest of those who ever wielded lance! Despair not ! though thou liest in their pri-

son; (the patriarch) Joseph remained in prison for years.

This thought is taken from the following verses, which form part of a poem BG

composed by al-Bohtori

:

Is not the example of God’s prophet, Joseph, a sufficient consolation for him who,

like thee, is imprisoned on an unjust and false accusation? He long remained in bon-
dage with patient resignation, and patient resignation made him master of an empire.

The emir Imad ad-din was born about the year 575 (A. I). 1179) ;
and I read

in a letter written by al-Kadi 1-Fadil, that al-Mashtub wrote to Salah ad-din,

informing him of the birth of this son, and that another of his wives was preg-

nant. The answer to this letter was drawn up by al-Kadi ’l-Fadil, who wrote as

follows: “ The Emir’s letter, announcing two children, has been received ; up to
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“ the present moment circumstances have been aided by divine favour, and as

“ for the {child) which cometh, may God write that it speed its way in safety!

“ We are rejoiced by the star which hath risen from behind its veil; and we

“ hope for joy from the fruit still remaining in the bud (8).” As for Saif

ad-din al-Mashtub, father of Imad ad-din, he and Baba ad-din Karakiish (whose

life shall be given later) were stationed in Acre by Salah ad-din, when the enter-

prises of the Franks excited his apprehensions for the safety of that city. Al-

Mashtub remained there till the Franks laid siege to it and took it. Having

escaped (9), he joined Salah ad-din at Jerusalem, on Thursday, 1st of the latter

Jumada, A. II. 588. Ibn Shaddad says {in his history (10)): “The sultan

“ was with his brother al-Malik al-Aadil, when al-Mashtub entered unexpecl-

“ edly; he rose up and embraced him with extreme joy, and, having caused

“ the others to withdraw, he continued in conversation with him for a long

“ period.” Al-Mashtub died at Napluson Thursday, 26th Shawwal, A. II. 588

(November, A. D. 1 192); such is the date given by Imad ad-din al-Ispahani in his

work entitled al-Bark as-Shdmi

;

but Ibn Shaddad says, in his history of Salah

ad-din, that his death took place at Jerusalem, on Sunday, 23rd Shawwal of that

year (11). He was interred in {the court of) his house, after funeral pravers

had been said over him in the Great Mosque (al-Masjid al-Aksa). None of

Salah ad-din’s emirs were on an equality with him, nor even approached him, in

rank and influence. They used to call him the grand emir, this being the title

by which he was known, and which was borne by no other. I found the fol-

lowing note in the handwriting of al-Kadi ’1-Fadil: “News has been received of

“ the death of Saif ad-din al-Mashtub, emir and prince of the Kurds; he died

“ on Sunday, 22nd Shawwal of this year, at Jerusalem. His pay (12), which

“ was furnished out of the revenues of Naplus and other places, amounted to

“ three hundred thousand dinars (13) at the epoch of his death: less tlian one

“ hundred days elapsed between his escape from captivity and the term of his

“ existence. Glory to Him who liveth and dieth not; who overthroweth the

“ edifices of man! Time is a judge exempt from blame!” 1 may observe that

the expression, who overthroweth the edifices ofman, is analogous to one which

occurs in a verse given in the Hamdsa (14):

The death of Kais is not the death of a single man ; it is the edifice of a people

which has been overthrown.
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This verse forms part of an elegy composed by Abda Ibn at-Tabib on the death

of Kais Ibn Aasim at-Tamimi ;
the same who came from the desert to the blessed

prophet with the embassy of the Barm Tamim, in the ninth year of the Hijra,

when he became a Moslim. The prophet then said of him : “This is the chief of

“ those who dwell in tents (‘15).” He was a man of intelligence, and celebrated

for his prudence and authority [among the tribes). The manner of parsing the 87

preceding verse is a subject of discussion for the learned in the Arabic language,

but this is not the proper place for entering into that subject (16). Abu Tam-

mam gives this verse along with two others in his
(
Ilamdsa,) chapter of elegies;

they run thus:

On thee be the blessing of God, O Kais, son of A&sim I On thee may his mercy alight,

as long as he may deign to show mercy 1 Such is the salutation of one who is the target

of adversity; of one who, coming from afar to visit thy country', salutes thee still.

The death of Kais is not the death of a single man ; it is the edifice of a people which

has been overthrown.

Kais Ibn Aasim was the first person who, anterior to tlie introduction of isla-

mism, buried alive his female children; [he was induced to do so) through jea-

lousy [for their honour ), and because pride would not allow him to give them in

marriage (17). This
(
inhuman practice

)

was followed by the rest of the nation,

till abolished by the Moslim religion. Tlie emir Badr ad-din Lulu died on Friday,

3rd Shaban, A. H. 657 (July, A. D. 1259), in the citadel of Musul, and was

buried there in a chapel ; he was then about eighty years of age.

(1) Syria was at that time in the hands of many feudatory and nearly independent princes.

(2) For the indication of the principal events of his life, I shall refer the reader to M. Hamaker's work,

entitled: Expeditionum a Grade Francitqut advereue Dimyatham narrntio, pp. 05 and 09. In the notes.

(3) The Turkoman tribe of Hakkir possessed the country to the north-east of Mosul.

(4) Literally: The year of Damielta, which was the 615th of the Illjra (A. D. 1218).

(5) Ibn al-Masht6b wished to depose ai-Malik al-KImil, sultan of Egypt, and place a brother of that

prince, al-Malik al-F4iz, on the throne. -(See the Annals of AbO ’1-FadJ.)

(6) The name of this castle Is also written Tall Tafar, fau. Tall Adfar, jia\, and al-Tall al-AAfar.

It lies between Mosul and Sinjar; is built on an isolated hill, and possesses a spring of unwholesome water.

(Maritid at-tttilA.)

(7) See AbO ’l-Fadi’s Annals, year 617.

(8) Literally : In lit epathe

;

a metaphor taken from the date-tree.

(9) AI-MashlOb and the troops which defended Acre had been made prisoners of war ; Richard Caur-de-

Lion caused the garrison to be put to death, but spared some of the chiefs in eipectation of obtaining from

them a rich ransom.
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(10) This is the history of Salih ad-dtn published by Sehulleus, in Arabic and Latin, under the title of

Saladini fita et res G ester: the passage riled here is to be found page 223.

till See Saladini Vita et res Geslai, page 268.

(12} Literally : Bit bread. The meaning of this word is perfectly certain, M. de Sacy has noticed it in the

Memnirrs de I'lnstitut. tom. 7, pp.79, 104.

(13 The Aiyubile dinar would now base an intrinsic value of from 13 to 14 shillings sterling.

(14) See Freytag's Ham&sa. page 367.

(15 Literally: Of the camels'-hair people. The Bedwlns still cover their tents with a sort of black cloth

made of camels' hair.

(16> At-Tabrtri, in his commentary on the Hamtsa. notices this point of discussion; it is simply this: the

word [death), is it in the nominative or accusative case?

(17) " Cats fils d'Acem issu de Mancar issu de Sa'd fils de Zcidmenat fils de Temlm, poete et guerrier illustre.

v#cut du temps dc l'idolalrie et de l'islamisroc. II dtait un de ceux qui enterraient leurs lilies vivantes. 11 se fit

musulman, el survdcul A Mahomet. Son prlnom <tait Abou Ali* Mouchamradj ,-^*i-JI
J
dela tribude Yechkor,

dans une incursion centre les banou Sa'd, enleva une femme nommde Ratnim j^a.1
ftfj* *lu i ^ta ' t

niece, par sa mere, dc Cals ben Arem. Celui-ci alia la redemander a Mouchamradj cn lui proposanl une

rancon. Mouchamradj slit a Ratnim de choisirsi ellc voulait rester aupres de lui ou rctourncr dans sa famille.

Elle prtffdra rester. Cais, indigntl centre les femmes, revint a sa tribu, et en arrivant il enterra vivantes ses

lilies, el t'imposa la loi de trailer de mime toute fllle qu'II aurait a 1'avenir. Les Arabes imiterent cel exemple;

les principaux et les plus nobles d'ontre eux enterraient leurs lilies, de peur qu’eltes ne fussent faites prison-

nitres et que leurs families ne furent deshonortes a cause d'elles.”

—

Aghani, t. Ill, pp. 235-6.—Une autre

version de cc fait se trouve dans MeidAni, au proverbe s'Xj

"Cats fils d'Acem a pit propager par son exemple cl rendre plus cornmun parmi les Arabes I’usage d'enlcr-

rer les fillcs vivantes, mais cct usage exislaii dija avant lui, ou du moms on tuait d'une maniere quelconque

des lilies au moment de leur naissance. Car on lit dans la vie du poete Amrou fils de Colthoum (AgbJkni,

II. 361', que Mohalhil, frere de Colalb, ordonna a sa femme Hind, lorsqu'ellc accoucha de Leila, de tuer

relte fille. Hind, au lieu d’exicuter ret ordre, cacha Lilia, qui depuis fut mere d'Amrou ben Colthoum.

Mohalhil est antirieur de 40 ou 50 ans a Cals ben Accm. Aprcs avoir embrassi I'islamisme, Cals entrant un

jour cbez Mahomet le trouva tenant entre ses bras une petite fille qu'il baisait. II lui dil: Qu'cst-ce que cctie

petite brebis que tu flaircs?— C'cst ma fille, ripondit Mahomet.—Par Dieu
:
poursuivit Cals, j’en ai cu beau-

coup cornmc cela, el je les ai tomes enterries, sans en flafrer anemic.—II Taut que Dieu, ripliqua Mahomet,

ait privi ton cccur de tout sentiment d'humaniti." (AghAni, III. 236.)

•• Cals renia I'islamisme aprcs la morl de Mahomet, et erul a la prophilesse SedjAh et a Mossallama. Khalid

tils dc YVAlid, dans son expedition du YemAma, oil Mossallama fut lui. lit prisonnier Cals ben Acrm, qui n'i-

chappa a la morl qu'en juranl qu'il n'itail venu aupres de Mossallama que pour lui redemander un de ses fils

qu'il lui avail enlevi,” (AghAul, III. 239.)

“ Abda, ou Obda fils d'Altablb. donl le veritable nom ilait Yet id fils d'Amrou issu d'Abd Taim {designation

qui s'appliquait aux banou Ti'mlm parre qu'ils adoraient une idole miaint( Taim poete du temps de

l'ignorancc et dc I'islamisme. II ilait dan* l’armie dc IN'omau ben Moucrin ^y* qui combattit

les Persons a Medaln. Asmat disait que Ic plus beau vers iligiaque ^ qu'il connatt, ilait celut qui

faisait parlic de 1'iligie d'Ohda sur la mort dc Cals ben Accm."

For this note, I am indebted to the kindness of M. Caussin dc Perceval.
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SALAH AD-DIN AL-IRBILI.

Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abd as-Sayid Ibn Shaban Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jabir

Ibn Kahtan al-Irbili {native of Arbela), surnamed Salah ad-din {welfare of

religion), belonged to a great family of Arbela, and was hdjib {1) to Muzaffar

ad-din Ibn Zain ad-din, lord of that city. Having incurred the displeasure of

his master, be was imprisoned for some time; and on his liberation, in the year

603 (A. D. 1206-7), be left Arbela and proceeded to Syria in company with

al-Malik al-Kahir Raha ad-din Aiyub, son of al-Malik al-Aadil. He then entered

into the service of al-Malik al-Mughith, (another

)

son of al-Malik al-Aadil, who

had known him at Arbela, and now treated him with great kindness. On the

death of Muglnth, Salah ad-din passed into Egypt and was attached to the

service of al-Malik al-Kamil; the esteem in which he was held by this prince

became so great, that he entered into higher favour with him than any other

had hitherto been able to effect; he was specially chosen as the companion of

his private moments, and raised to the rank of emir. Salah ad-din was a

man of superior merit and possessed considerable information in different

sciences; I have been informed that he knew by heart {Abu Hamid) al-Gliaz-

zali’s treatise on jurisprudence, entitled Al-Kholdsa

;

he wrote also some good

poetry and composed elegant distichs, by which talent he gained the favour of

these princes. In the month of Muharram, 618 (March, A. D. 1221), when

al-Malik al-Kamil was at al-Mansura to oppose the progress of the Franks, his

favourable disi>osilions towards Salah ad-din were altered, and having caused

him to be arrested, he sent him to the castle of Cairo, where he remained in

close confinement till the month of the second Kahi, 623 ; having then composed

a distich and taught it to a musician, by whom it was sung in the presence of

al-Malik al-Kamil, the prince found it so beautiful, that he asked who was the

author ; and on learning that it was written by Salah ad-din, he ordered him to

he set at liberty. The distich is as follows

:

Thy wanton cruelty towards him who loves thee cannot remain hidden; thou hast

caused my life to pass away in sorrow and in suffering. Thy anger is not proportioned

to my fault; thou hast been too severe, and thy sole intention was to cause my death.
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Some state however that the distich which was the cause of his liberation ran

thus:

Do as thou wilt; thou, thou art mv beloved 1 I have not committed a fault, but, as

thou hast said, many faults. Wilt thou ever grant that we pass our nights together, so

shall my heart be freed from its rust; thou shall pardon and I return (to my love)

.

On coming out of confinement, he got into higher favour than l>efore.—Al-

88 Malik al-Kamil, having been displeased at one of his brothers, whose name was

al-Malik al-Faiz Sabik ad-din Ibrahim, the latter went to Salah ad-din and asked

him to effect a reconciliation; Salah in consequence wrote these lines to

al-Kamil:

It is an essential rule for him who is lord of Egypt, that he imitate Joseph in kindness

towards his brethren . They acted wrongly, and he met them with pardon ; when they

departed, he was bounteous towards them, and restored them his affection.

When the emperor (Frederic the Second,) lord of Sicily, landed in Syria,

A. H. 626 (A. D. 1229) (2), al-Malik al-Kamil sent him Sabah ad-din as his

ambassador; and the articles of a treaty having been adopted and confirmed by

the oath of the emperor, Salah wrote the following lines to al-Kamil

:

The emperor has taken an engagement and given his word that we shall have a last-

ing peace. He was obliged to confirm it by oath, and if he attempt to break it, may he

devour the flesh of his left hand (3).

The following verses are by the same :

When you look on your children, know that when they came to yon, they were
merely forerunners of death (h). Children arrive to the stations of their fathers, and the

fathers make preparations for departure.

One of my friends recited me these verses, and attributed them to the same

author

:

. The day of resurrection shall be full of terrors, as you have been told; be therefore

in dread of it. Lot it suffice you to know that you cannot conceive its terrors, till

you taste of death in your (earthly) journey.

The poet Ibn Onain wrote a letter from Damascus to Salah ad-din in Egypt
;

(I

have been informed by my master Afif ad-din Abu ’1-Hasan Ali Ibn Adlan the

grammarian and interpreter, native of Mosul, that this letter was in the hand-
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writing of lbn Onain himself and contained his dying injunctions); it began

thus:

I reveal to you the treatment which I received from Fortuno, whose vicissitudes have

already cut my wings ; how can a sick man, who is oppressed by afflictions, recover, as

long as he docs not sec tho face of health (or the face of SulAh ad-din)1

The poetical pieces of Salah ad-din and bis distichs have been collected into

separate volumes.—He continued in the enjoyment of high dignity and honour

under al-Malik al-Kamil and the other princes (of the family); but having

accompanied al-Kamil in an official capacity on his expedition to Asia Minor, he

fell sick at the army, near the town of Suwaida(5), and was therefore transported

to ar-Roha (Edessa), but died before his arrival
;
this took place on Saturday the

20th, or on the 25th of Zii ’1-Hijja, 631 (September, A. D. 1234); he was

buried without the walls of Edessa, in the cemetery at the Harran Gale. His

son had his body removed later to Egypt and interred in a mausoleum at the

lesser Karafa; this was towards the end of the month of Shaban, A. II. 637

(March, A. D. 1240); 1 was then at Cairo.—Salah ad-din was about sixty years

old when he died. Since (writing the above), I discovered the date of his

birth; it took place in the month of the second Rabi, 572 (October, A. D. 1176),

at Arbela .—Irbil (Arbela) is a large city near Mosul, and lying to the east of it. 89

(1) See Bibliothique Orientate, Hager.

(2) See Gibbon's Decline and Fall, chop. LtX, and M. Reinaud's Extraits det Historiens arabes relatifs

aux Croisades, page 42#; a very correct and useful work.

(3) This silly stuff could only be tolerated in the original language, as its quibbles and double meanings are

lost in the translation. The first verse may signify: The vaunting emperor has prefended, etc., or. The em-

peror prince has said. The second verse signifies literally : He has drunk the oath (or drunk his right hand),

and if he attempt to break it, may he eat the flesh of his left (through disappointment and rage). The ex-

pression to drink an oath has its equivalent in English, and might be rendered by to swallow an oath, that

is, to take it by compulsion. A verse of the Koran-, the 87(b of the second Surat, has given rise to this ex-

pression ; it Is there said that they (the children of Israel) were made to drink down the calf into their hearts

:

an allusion to Exodus, mil. 20. Sec also al-Harlri, page 99.

(4) That is: Children and death come to man, but children arrive first, having outrun, or cur the way of

death; as the original expresses it.

-,B) Suwaida is situated at the mouth of the Orontes.

22
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AZIZ AD-DIN AL-MASTAWFI.

Abii Nasr Ahmad Ibn Hamid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ihn Ali Ibn

Mahmud Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Aluh al-Isjiahani, surnamcd Aziz ad-din {great in

religion ), al-Maslawfi (1), was uncle to Imad ad-din al-Ispahani, whose life shall

be given in this work. Aziz ad-din filled several elevated and influential situ-

ations at the court of the Seljiik princes, and was always in high favour: the

needy flocked to him for assistance, and poets tame to praise him and were

richlv recompensed. The celebrated poet Abu Muhammad al-liasan Ibn

Ahmad Ibn Jakina of Baghdad, makes the following allusion to him in one of

his kasidas (2):

Let us then rein our camels towards Irak, and a rich meed shall be measured to us

front the wealth of al-Aztz.

His praises were celebrated also by the kadi Abu Bakr al-Arrajani, whose life has

been already given
; among other eulogiunts on him, he composed the long kasida

from which are extracted the verses there mentioned, and which rhyme in B (3).

His nephew Imad ad-din often expressed his pride in possessing such an uncle,

and he makes frequent mention of him in his works. Towards the end of his

life, Aziz ad-din was treasurer to Mahmud Ihn Muhammad lhn Malekshah ihn

Alp Arslan as-Saljuki ;
this Sultan had married the daughter of his uncle, the

sultan Sinjar Ihn Malakshah
; on her death, his uncle required him to deliver up

the marriage gift which she had received from her family, consisting of a variety

of precious and rare articles, such as were not to be found even in the treasuries

of kings: Mahmud refused acceding to this demand, and being apprehensive that

Aziz ad-din would give his testimony respecting the property she had brought

with her (and which was well known to him in his capacity of treasurer), he

caused him to be arrested and sent him to be confined in the castle ofTakrit,

which was at that time one of his possessions (4). He afterwards put him to

death, towards the beginning of the year 525 (A. D. 1 130-1). His nephew Imad

ad-din states in the Kharida
,
that he was born at Ispahan, A. H. 472 (A. D.

1079-80;, and was put to death at Takrit in 526 (A. D. 1131); it was at Bagli-
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dad that he was arrested. The same writer says that when his uncle was slain,

the emirs Najm ad-din Aiyub, father of the sultan Salah ad-din, and his bro-

ther Asad ad-din Shirkuh were both in the castle, of which they were then

governors; and that they endeavoured to save Aziz ad-din, but without success.

—Aluh is a Persian word, the Arabic equivalent of which is Okab [eagle).

—

Ispahan! has been already explained (5).

(1) At the court of Arbcla, under the government of Zain ad-dln and his son Abi'i ’1-MuzaITar Kdkuhhri

the Mastawfl, or secretary of slate, took rank immediately after the vizir.

(2) It appears from this, and from a passage in the life of al-Harlri. that Ibn Jaklna was living at the close

of the fifth century of the Hijra. Imid ad-dln al-Ispahiui gives some specimens of his poetry in the Kha-
rtda, and praises the author most highly, but does not furnish the least information respecting him. (See

Kharlda, MS. of the Bib. du Roi. ancien funds. No. 1447, fol. 30 verso).

(3) See page 139 The extract commences thus: I never roamed through distant regions, etc.

(4) The principal cities of Syria, Mesopotamia and the neighbouring states, were at that time held as fiefs

by a great number of nearly independent emirs, who were almost always embroiled in war with each other;

so that many of these cities, and Takrlt among the rest, were frequently changing masters.

(5) See page 74.

ORTUK IBN AKSAB.

Ortuk Ibn Aksab, ancestor of the Ortukide princes, was a Turkoman who had

got possession of Hulwan and al-Jahal (Persian Irak) ; he afterwards went to

Syria, having left the service of Fakhr ad-Dawlal Abu Nasr Muhammad Ibn

Jahir, through fear of the sultan Malakshah (1); this was in the year 478 or

479 (2). lie then governed Jerusalem in the name of Tutush (3), a prince

of the Seljuk family, whose life shall be given. Ortuk having died there in

the year which we shall mention further on, his two sons, Sokman and Il-Ghazi,

became governors of the city, and continued in the exercise of power till the

month of Shawwal, 491 (September, A. D. 1098); when al-Afdal Shahan-uo

shah Amir al-Juytish marched from Egypt with an army and took Jerusalem

from these two princes. They then retired to Mesopotamia and obtained the go-

vernment of Diar Bakr, and the present lord of the castle of Maridin is one of

their descendants. In the year 501 , Najm ad-din II Ghazi became lord of Mari-

I
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din; the sultan Muhammad had before that appointed him as his resident

agent (4) at Baghdad. Ortuk’s other son, Sokman,died of a quinzy in the year

498 (towards the end of A. D. 1 1 04), at a place between Tripoli and Jerusa-

lem (5). Ortuk possessed a penetrating mind; he was a man of resolution and

activity, and was highly fortunate in all his enterprises : died A. II. 484

(A. I). 1091).—The word Aksah is sometimes written Aksak.

(1) The printed ten, in conformity with the MSS., names this stillan Muhammad son of Malakshah. This

extraordinary mistake I have suffered to remain, the duty of an editor being to respect even the errors of bis

author.

(2) Such is the correct date; it is singular that Ibn Khallikin should assign this event to the year 448 or

449. which incredible error I have allowed to subsist in the Arabic text through respect for the unanimity of

my manuscripts. Ibn al-Athlr places this event in the year 479. It was in A.H. 477, that Fakhr ad-Dawtat,

general of Malakshah, having under bis orders Ortuk Ibn Aksab, marched against Sharaf ad-Dawlat

Muslim Ibn Koraish, and besieged him in Amid. Sharaf ad-Dawloi escaped however from the city, having

bribed Ortuk to let him pass. It was therefore for a good reason that Ortuk apprehended the anger of

Malakshah, and fled to Syria.

(3) In the Annals of Abb '1-Kadi, Rcixkc writes this name Tanush, but Ibn KhallikAn gives its true pronun-

ciation.

(4) Resident agent
,
which is a Persian word; the charge itself was called LcSjjjr—-. When the Seljflk

dynasty flourished, the khalifs of Baghdad exercised only a spiritual authority over the provinces of the Mos-

lim empire; even in that city, which was under their immediate government, they were frequently obliged to

submit to the Influence of the sultan, who usually resided at Ispahan or Hamadan. Those princes kept a

resident agent at the court of Baghdad, and were thus enabled to controul the khalifs In the very seal of their

dominioo. When the Moguls overrun Persia, Mesopotamia, and Syria, they abstained from placing garri-

sons in the cities which had surrendered, being averse to enfeebling the active force of their army: they

merely left resident agents in the places which had acknow ledged their authority, after making all the inha-

bitants responsible for their safely. (See Abft 'l-Fada's Anuals, year 0118; see also M. Reinaud’s Extraiti

d'Auteurt arabes relatives aux Croiiades, page 120.)

(B) Abt) 7-Fadit says, after Ibn al-Athlr, that he died at Kariataln on his way to Damascus, to which city he

was travelling in all haste, that he might defend it against the Franks. This induces me to think that the

word aljjJ! in the printed Arabic text is a fault, though it is so written in the manuscripts; Ihclnieread-

ing is probably gljjih, and the passage will then signify that he died between Tripoli and Jerusalem as he seas

journeying to war against the infidels.

AL-BASASIRI.

Abu '1-Harith Arslan Ibn Abd Allah al-Basasiri at-Turki (the Turk), general

of the Turkish troops at Baghdad (1), is said to have been a rnamluk belonging to
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Baha ad-Dawlat Ibn Adad ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih. It was he who revolted at

Baghdad against the khalif al-Kaim biamr illah, who had placed him at the head

of all the Turkish troops, invested him with sovereign authority, and ordered

his name to be mentioned in the khotba (2) from all the pulpits of Irak and Khu-

zistan. His power had thus become very great, and all the
(
neighbouring

)

princes stood in awe of him; bill he then revolted against the imam al-Kaim,

and having expelled him from Baghdad, caused the khotba to be said in the

name of the (Falinrite khalif) al-Mustansir al-Obaidi, lord of Egypt. Al-K&im

then fled for refuge to the emir of the Arabs (3), Muhi ad-din (reviver of reli-

gion) Shu ’1-IIarith Muharish Ibn al-Mujalli al-Okaili, lord of al-IIaditha and

Aana (4), from whom he obtained every thing necessary for his maintenance

during an entire year, when Togrulbek the Seljflkide came to his assistance,

and having attacked and slain al-Basasiri, reinstated al-Kaim in Baghdad. The

khalif made his entry to that city precisely one year after leaving it, and, by a

remarkable coincidence, on the anniversary of the day in which he had quitted

it: the history of this circumstance is well known (5). Al-Basasiri was killed

at Baghdad by the soldiers of the sultan Togrulbek, on Thursday, 1 5th of Zu

’1-Hijja, or, according to Ibn al-Azimi (6) in his history, on Tuesday, 11 th Zu

’l-Hijja, 451 (January, A. D. 1060). His head was borne in parade through

the city, and his body attached to a gibbet opposite to the gate of Nuba.

—

Basd-

siri means native of Basa, a town in the province of Fars; this name is pro-

nounced in Arabic Fasa
,
and, in that case, the relative adjective derived from

it is Fasaivi. The grammarian Abu Ali M-Farisi, author of the Idah, was a

native of this place; he was also surnamed al-Fasawi; but the Persians employ

Basdslri, a word of irregular formation. Arslan’s master was a native of Basa,

for which reason it was that he himself was named al-Basasiri. The preceding

observation is made by as-Samani, on the authority of the learned Abu ’1-Abbas

Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Baba al-Kabisi. This word contains additional letters to

those which form the root from which it is derived.—The emir MuhArish died

in the month of Safar, A.J). 499 (October, A. D. 1 1 05), aged upwards of eighty.

His genealogy is as follows : Muharish Ibn al-Mujalli Ibn Akith Ibn Kabban Ibn

Shaab Ibn al-Mukallad Ibn Jaafar Ibn Amr Ibn al-Muhanna
; the rest of the

series will be found in the life of al-Mukallad Ibn al-Musatyab.
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(1) It appoari from al-MaiOdl's Muruj ad- Dahab, that al-Uutatim was the first khalif who bad a body

of Turks in his service : their number was at first four thousand, and they were distinguished from the other

troops by their rich dress and accoutrements, which were of silk and gold.

(2) Khotba is the name given to the sermon pronounced on Fridays from the pulpits of the gTeat mosques

in all Muslim countries; it begins by a declaration of God’s attributes and unity, and an invocation of his

benedictions upon the prophet, his family, and successors ; then follows a prayer for the reigning khalif and

for the prince who exercises civil power in the state. The right of being named in the Khotba and that

of coining money are two of the principal privileges possessed by the temporal sovereign, and the special

marks of his legilimary. (See D'Ohssou's Empire Othoman. tom. 11. pag. 204 at teq.: and d'Herbelol’s

Bibliothique orientate'

.

(3} The emir of the Arabs under the khalifs appears to have filled the same functions as the Ghassanide

princes did under the Greeks of the Lower Empire, and the princes of Illra under the Persians ; they were

phylarrhs. or controllers of the nomadic tribes.

(4) These are the names of two cities in Mesopotamia.

(8) See Ain’t '1-FadA's Annals, year 430.

(6) Abh Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali al-Ailmi is author of a chronicle and a history of Aleppo, his

native place. [Hajji Khalifa, Nos. 2238, 2205.’,

NUR AD-DIN ARSLAN SHAH.

Abu ’l-Harilh Arslan Shah Ibn Izz ad-din Masud Ibn Kutb ad-din Maudiid

$)1 Ibn lmad ad-din Zinki Ibn Ak Sunkur, lord of Mosul, and generally known by

the appellation of Atabek(l), bore the title of al-Malik al-Aadil Nur ad-din

(the just prince, light of religion): (the lives of a number of persons belonging

to the same family shall be given under their respective letters.) Nur ad-din

obtained the government of Mosul on the death of his father, in whose life is

mentioned the date of that event(2). This prince was a man of acute mind and

skilled in the management of state affairs : he passed over to the sect of as-Shafi,

and was the first of his family who professed the doctrines of that imam (3)

:

a college of extraordinary beauty was founded by him at Mosul for the Shafitcs.

He died on Saturday evening, 28lh Rajab, 607 (January, A. D. 1211), (aj he was

making an excursion
) on the Tigris (4) in a shabbara or barge (5) outside of

Mosul. (The species of boat which the people of that country call shabbara

bears in Egypt the name of harraka (6). )
His death was kept secret till he was

borne to the palace at Mosul; he was buried in a mausoleum erected in the col-

lege just mentioned. He left two sons, al-Malik al-Kahir Izz ad-din Masud and
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al-Malik al-Mansur Imad ad-din Zinki; for information respecting these princes,

the reader is referred to the life of their grandfather Masud. As we have there

stated, it was his son al-Malik al-Kahir by whom he was succeeded. Al-Malik

al-Kahir was master of {the mamltik) Badr ad-din Abu ’l-Fad&il LAlu, who gained

possession of Mosul towards the end of Ramadan, A. H. 630 (July, A. D. 1233).

He had been lieutenant-governor of that city and then declared himself inde-

pendent. Mention has been already made of him in the life of Ibn al-Mash-

tub (7). .

(1) Se* d’Herbelot'; Bib. Orient. Atabkk.

(8) Ixi td-dln Masfld died A. H. 889 (A. D. 1103.) .

(3) l believe that his family were Hancfiles. It is certain that the celebrated NOr ad-dtn MahmOd. hi;

grandfather's brother, was of that sect. See M. Reinaud's Extrailt, etc., page 156.

(4) In the neighbourhood of Mosul, the Tigris bears the name of at-Shatl (the river); it is a word of fre-

quent occurrence with ibis signiQcalion.

(8) M. de Sacv, in his translation of Abdallaltf, page 309, hesitates respecting the right orthography of

this word ; but al-Yftfl, in his Annals, year 607, fixes it as it is here given.

(6) The word harrdka signifies a boat or barge. See M. Reinaud's Extraite, etc., page 415, note.

,7"; See page 163.

AZHAR IBN AS-SAMMAN.

AbA Bakr A/.har Ibn Saad as-Samman was a native of Basra {al-Basri) and

adopted member of the tribe of Rahila; he taught the Traditions on the autho-

rity of Hamid at-Tawil (1), and the people of Irak, who bad received them from

him, transmitted them on his authority. He was a companion of Abu Jaafar

al-Mansur before that prince obtained the khalifat, but having gone after-

wards to congratulate him on his accession, was refused admittance by al-Man-

sur’s orders; he therefore waited for a day of public audience, and then made

him his salutation, on which the khalif said to him, “What has brought

“you here?” He replied: ‘‘I come to congratulate you on your acces-

“ sion to the supreme authority.” On this, al-Mansur said : “ Give him one

“ thousand dinars and say to him : ‘ You have now fulfilled the duty of congra-

“ tulation, so come not to me any more.' ” Azhar then retired, but returned
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the ensuing year, and admittance having been denied to him, he entered on a

day of public audience as before, and saluted the khalif, who said: ‘‘What brings

“ you here?” The other answered: “I was told that you were sick, and there-

“ fore came to visit you.” “Give him a thousand dinars,” said al-Mansur,

“ and tell him that he has fulGIlcd the duty of visiting the sick, so he must not

“ return here again, for I am seldom sick.’’ On this Azhar went away, but re-

turned the following year at a similar audience. “What brings you?” said

the khalif. “I heard you utter an invocation,” replied Azhar, “ and am
“ come to know what you desire.” “ Know, fellow !” retorted al-Mansur, “that

“ my invocation has not been heard
;
every year 1 pray God to keep you away

“ from me, and yet you still come.” The adventures of Azhar and the sto-

ries told of him are well known (2): he was horn A. H. I l l (A. D. 729), and

died in 203 (A. D. 818-9), or, some say, 207.—Azhar is {here) a proper name

{not a surname.)—Samman means one who sells or carries butter {Samn).

—

Al-Basri or al-Bisri signifies native of Basra, which is one of the most

famous cities of Irak; it was founded after the promulgation of Islamism; {the

khalif) Omar Ibn al-Khattab having caused it to be built in the fourteenth year

of the Hijra by Otba Ibn Ghazwan (3). Ibn Kutaiba says, in that chapter of

the Secretary’s Guide, where he treats of the alterations which have taken

place in the names of countries, that hasrat (as the name of this city is written

in Arabic
)
means one soft stone, and on suppressing the final letter, it. must be

pronounced bisra, and for this sole reason it is that the word bisri is allowed to

be employed {with the signification of native of Basra). The word bisr also

means a soft stone according to (al-Jauhari) in his lexicon, the Sahah.

(t) Abfl Obaida Hamid Ibn Ahd nr-Ralnn.tit al-Basri, a Tabi uf the highest authority, was a client of the

celebrated Talhal at-TalliAt al-KhuzAi. He nan surnnnicd ni-Tnuil (the long or Urn tallj. because one of his

neighbours, who also bore the name of Hamid, was of a low stature and was called Hamid the short (al-Ka-

str). Some say that he received the appellation of the long, on account of the length of his arms; as with

one hand he could reach to the edge of the pulpit, whilst be touched the ground with the other. He expired

suddenly as he was saying his prayers. Hi# death look place towards A II. 143 (A. I). 7G0). (Al-Tdfi

Tab.al-h'ukalul )

(2) None of the historians whom 1 have consulted relate any anecdotes respecting Azhar except the one just

given. AI-YAfi, who places his dralh in the year 203. says that al-Mimiln's liberality in this rase was very

singular and his patience the more extraordinary, as he was of a violent character ; and that if the same thing

had happened to al-IIajjAj, lie would have put the author of it to death or inlliclcd on him a severe punish-

ment.

l3) Sec IbnKutaiba's account of the founding of Basra tn Ahfl'I-Kada's Annals, vol. I, notc9t.
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OSAMA IBN MURSHID.

Abu '1-Muzaffar Osama Ibn Murshid Ibn Ali Ibn al-Mukallad Ibn Nasr Ibn 92

Munkid (1) al-Kinani al-Kalbi as-Shaizari
(
member of the tribe of Kindna

which descends from that of Kalb ,
native of Shaizar), and surnained Muwai-

yad ad-DawIat Majd ad-din [strengthened in empire
,
glory of religion), was one

of the most powerful, learned, and intrepid members of the Munkid family, lords

of the castle ofShaizar. He composed a number of works on different branches

of general literature, and is highly spoken of by Ibn al-Mastawfi in his history of

Arbela, who mentions his name in the list of the remarkable men who visited

that city; he gives also some extracts from his poetry-

. The katib Imad ad-din

mentions him in the Kharida, and, after making his eulogium,says: “He dwelt at

“ Baghdad, but that city became repulsive to him, as the house (in which merit is

“ not acknowledged
) becomes repulsive to a man of a generous mind; he there-

“ fore passed into Egypt and remained there with the rank of emir and honoured

“ with public respect, till the period of Ibn Ruzzik’s administration, when he

“ returned to Syria and sojourned at Damascus. Then fortune cast him into

“ Hisn Haifa, where he remained till Salah ad-din, on gaining possession of

“ Damascus (in A. II. 570), called him (to his court): he was then upwards of

“ eighty years of age.” Another writer says that Osama went to Egypt in the

reign of az-Zafir, who had then for vizir al-Aadil Ibn as-Sallar: this visit- treated

him generously, but he was assassinated through his machinations, as shall be

related in the history of his life. Since (transcribing the foregoing pas-

sages) I found a note in the handwriting of Osama addressed to ar-Rashid Ibn

az-Zubair, that he might insert it in his Kitdb al-Jindn,- that note is dated,

Misr, in the year 541. This is a proof that he came to Egypt during the

administration of Ibn as-Sallar (2); and he remained there till the assassination

of that vizir, for no one contests that he was in Egypt when the murder was

committed. His collected poetical works form two volumes and are in every

person’s hands; I have seen a copy of them in his own handwriting and ex-

tracted from it the following passages :

Assume not a borrowed insensibility when abandoned by those you love; for your

force will fail under their protracted aversion. Know that thy heart will return to

them either of its own accord or despite its reluctance.

23
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On Ibn Talib of .Misr, whose house was burnt down :

See how the progress of time constrains us to acknowledge that there is a destiny

;

Ibn Talib never lit a fire in his house [through avarice), yet by fire it was destroyed.

A similar circumstance to this befcl al-Wajih Ibn Sura, a bookseller (3) at

Cairo : he bad in that city a house noted for its elegance, and which was burned

down; this gave rise to the following lines, composed by Nashw al-Mulk [rise of

the empire
)
Abu ’1 Hasan Ali Ibn Mufrij, surnamed Ibn al-Munajjim (son of

the astrologer), who was a native of Maarrat an-Noman, but lived and died in

Egypt r

On looking at Ibn Sitra’s house, in which the fire burned with a clear and ardent

flame, I said: “Thus it is with wealth gained by iniquity; in a little time it is hurled
“ to ruin This man was in fact a long-lived infidel; but Gehenna came upon him
“ whilst he imagined that it would yet be tardy in its progress towards him.”

The second of these verses is taken from an expression of the blessed pro-

phet’s, who said : “If a man gain wealth by iniquity (
mahawish ), God will send

“ it to ruin
(
nahdbir).” The word mahawish means whatever is forbidden, and

nahabir signifies precipices. As for al-Wajih (Wajih ad-din
,
respectable for

religion), generally known by the name of Ibn Sura, the following was his real

name: Abu ’1-Futuh NSsir Ibn Abi 1-Hasan Ali Ibn Khalf al-Ansari; he was a

hook-agent of extensive business in Misr, and used to sit in the vestibule of his

house for the purpose of exercising his profession, and offering books for sale to

95 men of rank and learning; as they were accustomed to assemble there every Sun-

day and Wednesday, and remain till the hours of sale were over. On the death

of as-Silafi, he travelled down to Alexandria for the purpose of buying his books.

He died at Misr on the 16th of the latter Rabi, GOT (October, A. D. 1210), and

was buried in the Karafa (4) near that city. A piece of Ibn Munkid’s contains

the following verse, in which he describes his enfeebled state :

Strange, that my hand should be loo weak to hold a pen I that hand which used to

break lances in the breasts of lions.

1 extract also from his collected poetical works the following lines, which he

wrote in answer to some verses addressed to him hy his father:

I complain not of the faithlessness of those whom I loved
;
yet, had complaints availed,

1 should have given them utterance. I was fatigued with reproaching them, and, in
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despair, 1 left them; never shall they be of those in whom I will place my hopes.

When their sarcasms cut me to the heart, I stifled my anguish and concealed the pain

they caused ; and I wont to meet them with smiles, as if I had nothing heard nor seen.

They accused me of crimes which my hands did not commit; which I had neither com-
manded nor forbidden. No, by Allah ! I have never harboured nor meant such perfidy

as they openly manifest. On the day of judgment we shall meet again ; and the volume

(in which are inscribed the actions of mankind) shall then reveal what crimes are theirs;

what, mine.

The two verses which follow are in the same rhyme and measure as the pre-

ceding, and were inserted by him in a letter to one of his relations; they are the

height of tenderness

:

Men before me have complained of the pains of separation; the living and the dead

(when in this world) have felt the affliction caused by the absence of friends; but (grief

)

such as fills my bosom, I never heard of nor witnessed.

One thing brings on another (5): Abu ’l-Hasan Yahya Ibn Abd al-Azim al-

Misri, surnamed al-Jazzar (6), recited to me the following verses, which he had

composed on another literary man at Cairo, far advanced in age, who being at-

tacked by a cutaneous eruption, anointed himself with sulphur;

0, learned master, (AenrAen to) the demand of a friend devoid of sarcasm: Thou

art old, and of course art near to the fire [of hell) ; why then anoint yourself with

sulphur?

I found the following verses in the handwriting of Osama Ibn Munkid; they

were composed by himself on having a tooth drawn, being then, as he relates,

under the walls of Khalat (7); the idea of the verses is original, and they might

pass as a riddle on the word tooth

:

I had a companion of whom 1 was never tired, who suffered in my service and laboured

with assiduity ; whilst we were together I never saw him ; and when he appeared be-
fore my eyes, we had parted for ever.

The kalib Imad ad -din said :
“ 1 was always longing to meet him, and I watched

“ from afar the lightning which foreboded the rain (ofhis liberality')’, at last I saw

“ him in the month of Safar, A. H. 571, when 1 asked him the date of his birth;

“ to which he replied: ‘Sunday, '27lh of the latter Jumada, 488 (July, A. D.

“ 1095).” He was born at the castle of Shaizar, and died at Damascus on Mon- 04

day night, the 23rd of Ramadan, 584 (November, A. D. 1188), and was interred

the next day at the east side of Mount Kasiun; I entered his mausoleum, which
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lies on the northern bank of the river Yazid, and read a portion of the Koran

over his grave, and prayed God to have mercy on him.—His father, Abu Osama

Murshid, died A. H. 531 (A. D. 1136).—Shaizar is the name of a castle near

Hamah (Epiphamia) ; it is also called the castle of the Afunkidfamily: mention

shall be again made of it in the life of his grandfather Ali Ibn al-Muknllad.

(1) This name it generally written in the MSS. (but, .xiu*, but the correct orthography it Aftl» with a

point on the letter dal.

\2) It it rather a proof that he came before the appointment of that vizir, whose nomination only took place

A. H. 513 or 514. The Arabic text says: In the days of Ibn as-Sall&r.

(3) Or rather a book-broker

;

his employment being to find purchasers for other people's books.

(4) See page 53, note (12).

(5) This anecdote is not in its place; it should follow that which relates to the burning of Ibn SOra's

house, page 178; the author must have written it in the margin of his own copy, and the transcriber of that

copy inserted it in the text, but in a wrong place.

(6) Al-JanAr was in gTcat reputation at that lime as a poet and a man of society. Ibn KhallikAn was one

of his protectors. Born A. H. 001 (A. D. 1204-5); died A. H. 070 (A. D. 1280).— {From the Supplement to

Ibn Khallikdn's Biographical Dictionary byas-SakM ^oliLsll MS. of the Bib. du Hoi, So. 732.)

(7) This was probably during Salih addin'* expedition there, A. H. 581. (See Schullen's Vita et res

gestae Saladini. p. 61.)

IBN RA11WAIH.

Abu Yakub lshak, native ofMarw as-Shahjan, and sumamed Ibn Rahwaih, was

descended from Hanzala by the following line : his father Abu ’l-Hasan Ibrahim

was son of Makhlad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Malar Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn

Ghalib Ibn al-Warilh Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Atiya Ibn Murra Ibn Kaablbn Ham-

mam Ibn Asad Ibn Murra Ibn Amr Ibn Hanzala Ibn Malik Ibn Zaid Manat Ibn Ta-

mim Ibn Moira.—Ibn Rahwaih was one of the great doctors of Islamism
;
he was

equally as learned in the Traditions and the law as distinguished for his piety

:

ad-Darakutni mentions him among those who related traditions on the authority

of as-Shafi, and al-Baihaki counts him among as-Shafi’s disciples. He had once

an argument with as-Shafi concerning the legality of the sale of such houses as

arc situated in Mekka (1), and this discussion has been fully stated by Fakhr ad-
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din ar-Razi, in his work entitled Merits ofthe imam as-Shdfi. When the supe-

rior talent of Ibn Rahwaih became generally known in Egypt, his works were

(frequently) transcribed and his treatises collected (with care): the imam lbn

Hanbal said of him: “We consider Ishak as an imam among the Moslims; an

“abler jurisconsult than Ishak never passed the bridge (2).” “I know by

“ heart,” said Ishak, “seventy thousand traditions; I have read one hundred

“ thousand, and can recollect in what work each is to be found (3). 1 never

“ heard any tiling once without learning it by heart, nor learned anything by

“ heart which I afterwards forgot.” He composed a well-known Musnad (4)

after travelling to Hijaz, Irak, Yemen, and Syria, and learning Traditions from

Sufyan Ibn Oyaina and others of the same period; Al-Bokhari, Muslim, and al-

Tirmidi were among his disciples. Ibn Rahwaih was born A. II. 161 (A. D.

777-8); some say 163 or 166 : in his latter days he inhabited Naisapur, where he

died on the eve of the 15th of Shaban (which was a Thursday, or, accoitling to

others, a Sunday or a Saturday), A. H. 238 (January, A. D. 853), or 237.

—

—Rahwaih was a surname given to his father Abu '1-IIasan Ibrahim because he

was bom on the road to Mckka (rah in Persian means road
,
and waih, found

;

as it might be said that he was found on the road). This word is also pro-

nounced Rahuya. Ishak himself relates that Abd Allah lbn Tahir, emir of Kho-

rasan, asked him why he was called lbn Rahwaih, what was the meaning of the

word, and if he did not dislike such an appellation? To which he answered:

“ Know, 0 emir! that my father was born on the road, and the people of Marw
“ named him Rahwaih for that reason; my father disliked being so called, but

“ I do not.”

—

Hanzala
,
son of Malik, gave his name to a great branch of the

tribe of Tamim.

(1) Ibrahim al-lialebi’s Muttaka l-Abhur, a celebrated treatise on Moslim law, contains the following

article in the chapter on sale: “The sale or lease of ground situated in the Sacred Territory of Mckka is

blamable." On which the commentator makes the following observations: “ Unless in a case of absolute

necessity. As for the buildings, they may be alienated without scruple, as is done with buildings on lauds

conceded in perpetuity to pious uses ,wakf).“ (Sec D'Obsson’a Tab. gin. da iEmpire Olhoman. t. VI. p. 82'.

A precisely similar doctrine is held by Kutb ad-dtn iu his history of Mckka.

(2) Probably the bridge which united the suburb of Karkh to Baghdad.

(3} Such is the signification of the verb j£\

i

joined to the preposition
.

Ad-Dahabi, in his Tabakdt

al-Uu/fdx, life of Ibn Rihwaih, relates the same saying in clearer terms, as in place of

he has ,1a;
t

^J! hie ^16 ; ,s 1.
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4) Mutnad means a collection of authenticated Traditions, each of them preceded by the names of those

Traditionists who had transmitted it successively one to another, and the last of whom taught it to the author

of the work.

ABU AMR AS-SHA1BANI.

> Abu Amr Ishak Ibn Mirar as-Shaihani, the grammarian and philologer, was

a native of Ramadat al-Kufa (1), but inhabited Baghdad. He was a mawla (2),

and had lived tinder the protection of the tribe of Shaihan, for the purpose of

acquiring a correct knowledge of the Arabic language, and it was for this reason

that he was surnamed as-Shaibani. Philology and (Arabic) poetrv were the

special objects of his studies, and in these two branches of science, his autho-

rity is of the highest order. He learned and transmitted a great number

of traditions; the utmost confidence was placed in his veracity; and his merit

is extolled by the higher class of learned men and narrators of traditional

information, though it is depreciated by the generality of them because he used

to drink wine
(
’nabid') openly. A number of eminent men got from him (a por-

tion of their knowledge); among them were the imam Ibn Hanbal, al-Kasim Ibn

Sallam, and Ibn as-Sikkit, the author of the Fsldh al-Mantik
,
who states

that Abu Amr lived one hundred and eighteen years, and wrote with his own

hand up to his death. “Sometimes,” says this author, “he would borrow mv
“ book from me when I was a boy studying under him and copying his works.”

Ibn Kamil (3) relates that Ishak Ibn Mirar died at Baghdad, A. 11.21 3 (A. D. 828),

and on the same day as Abu l-Atahiya and Ibrahim ad-Nadim al-Mausili
;
but

he is contradicted by another writer, who says that he died A. II. 206 (A. D.

821-2), aged one hundred and ten years; and the latter is certainly correct.

Abu Amr composed a number of works, amongst others, a treatise on the Horse;

one on the Dialects, generally known by the title of Kitdb al-Jim or Kitdb al-

Huruf

;

the Great Collection of Anecdotes, a work of which he made three edi-

tions; Explanation of obscure words occurring in the Traditions
;

a treatise on

Bees; another on Camels; and a work on the Nature of Man. lie read die

diwans
,
or collected works of the (ancient) poets, under the direction of al-Mu-

faddal
;
but the principal object of his studies were the anecdotes, rare expres-
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sions, and extemporary poetry of the nomadic Arabs. His son Amr relates of

him, that he collected and classed the poems of more than eighty Arabic tribes,

and on finishing with each tribe, he published the result, and made a copy of it,

which he deposited in the mosque of Kufa : he thus wrote with his own hand up-

wards of eighty volumes.—The meaning of the word Shaibani has been already

explained.—Some say that he died on Palm-Sunday (4), A. II. 21 0 (the beginning

of which year corresponds to the 24th April, A. D. 825).

(1) la the Marftsid al-lttihi and the Mushtarik, a number of places are noticed which bear the name of

Ramdda, but the RamSda of Ktifa is not mentioned by (hem; it is manifest, however, (hat this place was

near the city of KOfa.

(2) The word Maw la has different significations ; among others, those of enfranchited tlave and client:

the latter is probably the meaning it bears here.

.3) Abb Bakr Ahmad Ihn Kimil learned Traditions from at-Tabari. the celebrated historian (Hamakcr's

Specimen ental. etc. page 26, line 3); he wrote a history of those k.ldis who were also poets, and died A. H.

330 (A. D. U61). (FlOgel's Hajji Khalifa, So. 216.)

(4) Palm Sunday, (at-,SAadnln). See M lteinaud'j Erlrailt. etc. p. 402.

ISHAK IBN IBRAHIM AL-MAUSILI.

Abu Muhammad Ishak Ihn Ibrahim Ibn Mahan Ibn Rahman Ibn N'usk, a

memlier, by adoption, of the tribe of Tamirn, and bom at Arrajan, is generally

known by the name of Ibn an-Nadim al-Mausili (son of the social companion

from Mosul). As his father’s life has been already given (see page 20), with an

account of his family and the origin of his surname Tamlmi, it is unnecessary

to repeat what has been there said. Ibrahim was a consiant companion of the

khalifs in their parties of pleasure, and bore a high reputation for refiner! taste

;

his festive humour and talent as a singer were peculiarly his own. He was well

acquainted with pure Arabic, (ancient) poetry, the history of the pods, and the

adventures of the desert tribes. As a traditionist, bis authority is cited by

Musah Ibn Abd Allah az-Zubairi (1), Ibn Bakk&r, and others; he was
(
indeed

)

deeply learned in the Traditions, the law, and dogmatical theology.
(
Relative to
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this,) the following anecdote is narrated by the poet Muhammad Ibn Atiya al-

Atwi (2) :
“ I was present at one of the kadi Yahya Ibn Aktham’s assemblies (3),

when Ishak Ibn Ibrahim al-Mausili entered and commenced, with the theolo-

gians who were present, a discussion in which he was completely successful; he

then treated widi ability a point ofjurisprudence, maintaining it by direct proofs

and analogical cases; after which, he discoursed on poetry and the Arabic lan-

guage and excelled all the company
;
he then turned to the kadi Yahya and said

:

“ May God exalt the kadi! have I committed any faults in the discussion which

I have maintained and the passages which I have quoted, or can any objection

be made to them?” “ No," replied Yahya. “How then," said he,. “does it

happen that I, who treat all those sciences with as much ability as the persons

who profess them, should be only known as a master of one single art?” meaning

music. On this the kadi turned towards me and said: “It is for you to answer

that."—(Al-Atwi was an able dialectician.)—“Yr

es, kadi," 1 replied, “may God

exalt yon! it is for me to answer.” 1 then addressed Ishak and said: “0, Abu

!KJ Muhammad, as a grammarian are you equal to al-Farra and al-Akhfash ?"

—

“ No.”—“ In philology and acquaintance with poetry are you equal to al-

Asmai and Abu Obaida?"—“No.”—“In dogmatical theology are you equal to

Abu ’l-Hudail al-Allaf and an-Nazzam al-Balkhi(4)?”— “No.”—“In jurispru-

dence are you equal to this kadi?” (pointing to Yahya.)—“No.”—“In poetry

are you equal to Abu '1-Atahiya and Abu Nmvas ?”— “ No.”—“ It is for these

reasons, therefore, that you are known as a master of an art in which you stand

without a rival, for in the other sciences you are inferior to those who hold the

first rank in them.” Ishak laughed on hearing this, and rising from his place,

withdrew. The kadi then said to al-Atwi: “You have proved your point per-

fectly well, and yet done little wrong to Ishak, who is a man almost without a

rival.”'—My master, Ibn Ratish (5), says, in his work entitled at-Tamytz wa
!

l-Fasl (6), that Ishak al-Mausili's conversation was elegant and full of ori-

ginality, his taste refined, and his talents of a superior order. He wrote the

Traditions under the dictation of Sufyan Ibn Ovaina, Malik Ibn Ans, Hushaim

Ibn Bushair (7), and Abu Moawia ad-Darir (8); he studied philology under

al-Asmai and Abti Obaida, and attained the highest eminence as a musician. It

was to this art that he devoted his principal attention, and by it he acquired his

reputation. The khalifs treated him with honour and admitted him into their
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intimacy, and al-Mamun used to say: “ Were Ishak not so publicly known

“ and spoken of as a singer, 1 should have appointed him to the place of kadi;

“ he is more deserving of it than the kadis we now have, and he surpasses

“ them all in virtuous conduct, veracity, piety, and honesty; hut people know

“ him only as a singer, and that talent, though the least of those which he pos-

“ sesses, has eclipsed the rest.” As a singer he was without a rival, and as a

poet he possessed considerable abilities; his poems have been collected, and

form a diwdn, from which we extract the following verses addressed to liarun

ar-Rashid

:

When she told me to be thrifty, I replied: Cease your counsels, thy command is im-

possible; I see that all are friends to the generous man, but the miser has not a friend

in the world; I see that avarice is discreditable, and I respect myself too much to de-

serve the name of miser. Know, that the greatest pleasure a noble mind can feel, is

to give with liberality. From honourable pride, the presents which I make are such as

the rich bestow, though my means, as thou knowesl, are but small. Yet why should

I apprehend poverty or remain deprived of wealth, when the Commander of the

Faithful looks on me with favour?

Ishak wrote a great deal ; Thalab relates that he saw upwards of one thousand

quires in his handwriting, and containing expressions, all of which he had heard

from (he Arabs of the desert. “I never saw,” said he, “ in the house of any

“ person more philological works than in the house of Ishak and, after his, in

“ Ihn al-Aarabi’s.” From among the anecdotes which Ishak used to relate,

I shall select the following: “We had a neighbour called Abu Hafs and nick-

“ named al-Liiti; one of his neighbours having fallen sick, he went to see him

“ and said: ‘llow are you? do you not know me?’ To which the sick man
“ answered with a feeble voice: ‘Yes, I do; you are Abu Hafs al-Luti!’ ‘0,’

“ said the other, ‘you pass the hounds of civility; may God never raise you

“ from your bed!’” (9)

—

(The khalif) al-Motasim said of him: “ Ishak never

“ yet sung to me without my feeling as if my possessions were increased."—The

anecdotes related of him are numerous; he lost his sight two years before his

death. Born A. H. 150 (A. D. 767), the same year as llie imam as-Shafi; died

of diarrhea in the month of Ramadan, 235 (beginning of April, A. D. 850); hut

some say in the month ofShawwal, 236; the first is, however, the more general 07

opinion. According to another statement, his death took place on the afternoon

24
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of Thursday, 5th Zu ’l-llijja, 236. One of His friends composed the following

elegy on that event

:

It is now covered with the dust of the earth, that pleasure which had taken its resi-

dence in the dwelling of our {departed) friends !—{it is in mourning

)

since al-Mausili

is gone ; since social joy is ruined and the meetings of gaiety suppressed. The instru-

ments of music weep in sorrow for his loss; love also weeps and the clear liquor [of the

wine-cup). All the apparatus (10) of our pleasant parties is in grief, and the lute sym-
pathises with the dulcimer.

It has been slated, hut erroneously, that this elegy was composed on the death

of his father Ibrahim.

(1) AbA Abd Allah Musah Urn Abd Allah lbn Alusab I bn ThAbit Ibu Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair Ibn al-

AwwAm al-Asadi az-Zubairi (descended from (he celebrated Abd Allah lbn az-Zubair) and uncle to az-Zu-

bair Ibn BakkAr, was the genealogist of the tribe of Korpish ; he was also a hAfiz, a jurisconsult, and a histo-

rian
;
these talents, with bis noble birth and manly character, obtaiued for him the highest esteem and respect;

his only fault was hatred to the memory of the khalif Ali. Horn at Medina, A. H. ISO (A. D. 773} ; died

A. H. 230 (A. I). 830-1).— (Sec Ibnal-Athlr and al-Ydfi, in the year last mentioned.)

(2) Aba Abd ar-RahmAn Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn Atiya, an enfranchised stare of the tribe of

I.ailh lbn Bakr lbn Abd AlanAt, grew into eminence as a lyAtib and poet under the Abjiasidcs. Ue was born

and brought up at Basra, and had for protector the kAdi Ibn Abi DuwAd (see his life, page 61), whose death

he lamented in a number of elegies. - (AghAni. tom. IV. fol. 319-321.)—(Communicated by 51. Canssin de

Perceval.)

(3) See page 73, note (14).

(4) Aba isliak Ibrahim Ibn SaiyAr !not Basehur, as D'Herbelot has it in the Bib. Orient., arti-

cle Naddoak, nor yet Yesar, as SI.de Sacy writes it in the Histaire des Bruits, introduction, page 42;)

lbn HAni. native of Basra and sister's son to Aba 'l-liudail, was a celebrated scholastic theologian, and author

of a number of works and pieces of poetry on that subject, lie received the surname of mi-.Ya:rdm (the

stringer of pearls) because lie strung and sold pearls in the bazar at Basra, or, as some say, because he strung

brilliant ideas on the thread of his discourse. In his youth, he was suspected of partiality towards the doc-

trine of dualism, and at a later period he was known to have adopted the principles of the Greek philosophy.

His speculations on religious subjects were pushed so far, that pious Moslims looked on him as an infidel.

An offset of the Motazclilc sect, was named Nazi&miya after its founder an-NazzAm. Many learned men of

that time asserted that this doctor denied the divine mission of the prophets, and that dread of the sword was

the only motive which prevented him from openly professing his subversive opinions. The great majority of

the Motazclites accused him of infidelity, and as a proof of his corrupt morals, they mention his passion for

wine. He died A. II. 231 (A. D. 843-6). (lbn ShAkir's Oigiln al-Tawdrlkh. As-ShahraslAni. Al-Makrtzi's

h'hitat. The khAtib's History of Baghdad, fol. 648.) - It may be observed that lbn KhallikAn has mentioned

the name an-NazzAm al-Balkhi (notice of Balkh), who might therefore be thought a different person from him

who is here spoken of; but in another part of his work (see page 540 of the Arabic tcit) may be found the fol-

lowing passage, which decides the question :—“ Abrt IshAk Ibrahim lbn SaiyAr al-Balkhi. surnamed an-NazrAm,

the celebrated theologian.” His family was probably from Balkh, and he himself horn at Basra, which may
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account for the two patronymics. —The life of Abft ‘l-lludail is given by Ibn Kballikan. As-SbabraslAni

states the principal points of on-NanAm's doctrine.

(5) Abft 'l-M.vjd Ismail Ibn llibat Allah Ibn Said Ibn BAtlsh, surnamed ImAd ad-dln (column of religion }.

was a native of Mosul, and one of the most learned ShaGtes of that city. He w as born in the month of Mu-

harram, A. U. 578 (A. D. 1170) ; and in his youth travelled to Syria, that he might acquire information in the

Traditions and jurisprudence from the celebrated professors who taught at Baghdad, Damascus, and Aleppo,

lie then became professor and mufti in his turn, and composed a number of works, the most important of

which are said to be the following: Tabakdl. etc. or Ilit ofShofite doetort, Mushtabih an-Nisba, (doubtful Pa-

tronymics), al-Moghni, etc., or Explanation of the difficulties found in the Muhaddab (ofAbb Ithak as-Shl-

rd:i). It is stated that in this last work he is frequently mistaken in bis explanations. He died at Aleppo,

A. H. 635 ;A. D. 1257), aged eighty.—(Tab. os-Shaf.— Tab. al-Fukahd.—Uughiat at-Talab.) - This was one

of Ibn KhallikAn's professors.

(6) The Tamytz tra 'l-Fatl, or al-Faisal {Distinction and Discrimination), is cited as a geographical work

by Abft 'I FadA in his Geography, page i of the Arabic text. The same author mentions another work of Abft

'l-Majd. entitled Musll al-lrtiydb an Muihtabih al-Intisdb { The dispeller of the Incertituile • concerning

doubtful patronymics). This is probably the same as the A/iisAlafciA an-Nisba (see note >5) ). Those two

works treated probably of Traditionisls, their patronymics, and the countries to which they belonged.

(7) Abft Moawia Uushaim Ibn AbiKhAxim Bushair, native of WAsit, but descended from a family of Balkh,

was a member, by adoption, of the tribe of Sulnia . He had studied the Traditions under many eminent mas-

ters, and acquired a high reputation at BaghdAd by his knowledge of that subject. 11c knew by heart twenty

thousand of them. Died A. H. 183 (A. I>. 798), aged 79 years. (Tab. al-Muhaddithin, MS. No. 736. Al-

Ytfi.)

(8) Abft Moawia Muhammad Ibn KhAiim ( ’ ad-Darlr (the blind), adopted member of the tribe of

Minkar
),
which descends from that of Tammlm through the tribe of Saad. was born at Kufa,

A. H. 113 (A. D. 731); he studied the Traditions under Hishftm Ibn Orwa aud nl-Aamash Died A. II. 195

(A. D. 811). (Ta6. al-Muhaddithin.) - He was probably nephew to the ilftshaiin mentioned in the preceding

note.

(9)

Literally : Thou hast passed the limit of acquaintance, may Cod never raise your side. The point

in this anecdote depends on a certain double meaning contained in the last word, but which it it impossible

to explain. It can be only observed that the expression Abft Hafs made use of, proved sufficiently that he

deserved the nickname of al-f.dti pathicus i.

ilO) The apparatus of social parties: cushions, perfumes, (lowers, musical instruments, and wine.

ISIIAK IBN HUISAIN.

Abu Yakub lshak Ibn Hunain Ibn Ishnk al-Ibadi, a celebrated physician, was

the most eminent man of his time in the science of njedicine. As a translator,

he attained the same superiority as his father, and equalled him in the knowledge

of different languages, and the faculty of expressing his thoughts in them with

L Digitized by Google
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precision. He translated into Arabic (a number of) the philosophical works

written in the language of the Greeks; his father also had done the same, hut

there exist more translations by him (1) of philosophical writings (such as die

treatises of Aristotle and others (2) ), than of medical works. He was patronised

by the same khalifs and great men who had his father in their service, hut he

afterwards attached himself exclusively to al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah (3), vizir to

the khalif al-Motadid Billah, and became so intimate with him that this vizir

made him his confident and communicated to him the secrets which he con-

cealed from all others. Ibn Bullan (4) relates in his Dawat al-Atibbd (
requi-

site qualities for a physician (?) ), that the vizir al-Kasim, having heard that

Ishak had taken a laxative medicine, wrote him the following verses to rally him

on the subject

:

Tell me how you passed the night, and in what slate you were, and how often your

camel bore you towards the solitary mansion (5).

On which Ishak wrote him in answer:

I passed a good and pleasant night, my body and my mind at case; but as for jour-

neys, camels, and solitary mansions, my respect for you, who are the object of my
hopes, has caused me to forget them all.

I met with the same anecdote in the Kitdb al-Kindyat (6), but according to

that work, Ishak’s answer was as follows

:

1 write you this to avoid wearing out my shoes by a fatiguing walk. If you intend

to answer me, direct your letter to the closet.

Ishak and his father Hunain (whose life shall be given later) composed a num-

ber of useful treatises on medicine(7); towards the end of his life he lost the use

Oft of his side from palsy : he died in the month of the second Rabi, A. H. 298(L)ecem-

ber, A. D. 910) or 299.

—

lbddi means, related to the Ibad (8) of Hira, who

were a number of Christian families from different {Arabic) tribes which had

settled there; the surname of Ibadi was borne by many persons, amongst others

Adi Ibn Zaid al-Ihadi, the celebrated poet (9). Al-Thalabi(lO) says in his com-

mentary on the Koran, when explaining the following passage in the Surat al-

Muminin (1 1): Shall we believe in two men like to ourselves, and whose people

are servants (aahidun) to us? “The word adbidiin signifies obedient, sub-
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Ejected; and ihe Arabs of the desert call him who serves a king adbid (sub-

‘

‘
ject)

;

for this reason it was that the people of Hira were called Jbdd, because

“ they were obedient to the king of Persia.”—Hira is the name of an ancient

city which belonged to the Mundir family, and the other Arab princes, their

predecessors; AmrlbnAdi a1-Lakbmi for instance, the ancestor of theMundirs,

who was succeeded by his sons (1 2); before him, Hira was possessed bv his mater-

nal uncle Jadimal al-Abrash al-Azdi, him who had the adventure with az-Zab-

ba (1 3) . Hira having gone to ruin, the city of Kufa was founded outside of it after

the promulgation of Islamism ; it was Saad Ibn Abi Wakkas who built it in the

seventeenth year of the Hijra (A. D. 638), by order of Omar lbn al-Khattab.
/ i

(I) By him; that is, I believe, by Ihe ion. The same equivocalncss exists in the original.

;2) Consult on this subject Casiri's Bibliotheca Arabica, tom. I. png. 304 et seq.

[3) Ibn Khaltik&n mentions a number of particulars respecting this vizir in the life of Ibn ar-ROmi.

(4} Al-Mukht4r Ibn al-Ilasan Ibn Abditn, surnamed Ibn ButlAn, was a celebrated Christian physician of

Baghdid. He died in a convent at Antioch in A. H. 444 iA. D. 1032.) Some information wilt be found re-

specting him in the Hitloria Dynatlarum. His life is given also in the Tarlkh al-Hukamd.

(5} The vizir’s mcauiug is sufficiently obvious, but it may be observed that in the last line hr has given a

burlesque application to a very common poetical idea.—In the beginning of most kaiidat, the poet is repre-

sented as arriving, after a long journey, at the mansion of his mistress, w hich he finds desolate and solitary.

(6) This is apparently a treatise on metonymical expressions.

(7) Among the works composed by Isbak may be reckoned a treatise on Simples, a Kunndsh, or Pandects,

and a History of Physicians. (Tarlkh al-IIukamd, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, Supplement, No. 103.)

(8) The primitive signification of the word Ibdd Is lervanti; but in some rases this word is employed to

denote the Nestorian Christians.

(9) Adi Ibn Zaid lived before the promulgation of Islamism. His life, translated from the Arabic of the

kildb al-Aghdni, has been given in the Journal Atialique for November, 1838.

(10) See his life, page GO.

(II) Koran, sural 23, verso 49.

(12) See Pocock’s Specimen Hist. Ar. 2nd edn. page 68.

(13) The details of this adventure arc to be found in Schulten’s Meidanii Proverb. Arab. Part, page 83;

and Frcytag’s edition of the same work, 1. 1, p. 424.

ASAAD AL-MIHANI.

Abu ’l-Fath Asaad Ibn Abi Nasr Ibn Abi ’l-Fadl al-Mihani, surnamed Majd

ad-din (glory of religion), was a follower of the sect of as-Shali, and a doctor of

high eminence in the sciences of jurisprudence and eoniroversy, on which sub-
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ject he composed a well-known Talika (1). After studying the law in the city

of Marw, he went to Ghazna, where he acquired an extensive reputation by his

superior talents, and obtained the praises of al-Ghazzi {see his life
,
page 38).

From that he travelled to Baghdad, and was twice appointed professor at the

Nizamiya College in that city: he was nominated, the first time, in the year 507

(A. D. 1113-4), and was removed from his place on the 18th Shaitan, 513; he

was afterwards reinstated in Shaban, 517, and in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada in

the same year he set out to join the army (2), leaving his place to another.

A great number of pupils studied under him and profiled by his lessons and the

knowledge which they acquired of his system of controversial reasoning. The

hafiz Abu Saad as-Samani speaks of hint in the Zail and says: “When we were

“ at Marw, he came there as ambassador from the Selji'ik Sultan, Mahmud ;
he

“ afterwards went in the same capacity from Baghdad to Hamadan (3), and died

“ there A. H. 527 (A. 1). 1132-3).— I was told by Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn

“ Ali Ibn Omar al-Khatib that a jurisconsult of Cazwin (who took care of Asaad

“ at Hamadan, when he was drawing towards the end of his life) related to him

“ the following circumstance: * We were together in a room about the time in

“ which his ecstatic fit (4) usually took him, and he ordered us to retire, on

“ which we withdrew; but I stopped at the door to listen, and I heard him

“ strike his face with his hand and say: 0, what grief is mine for my negli-

“ gence in the service of God l (5)—He then wept and struck his face again,

“ and continued repeating these words till he expired.’—Abii Bakr told me the

“ above, or the substance of it, as I have written it down from memory (and not

“ from his dictation)."—Mthani means belonging to Mihana
,
a village in the

dependencies of Khabaran, which place is near the towns of Sarakhs and Abi-

ward in Khorasan.

(1) See note (2), page S3.

(2) This was probably the army sent by the kholif al-Mostarshid against Dubais Ibn Sadnki.

!3) The firs! embassy was probably in A. U. 813 (A. D. 1119-20), when the Sultan Sinj.tr was on ill

terms with his nephew, the Sultan Mabrmld. At the epoch of the second, MasOd was Sultan at Baghdad,

and his brother Togrul at ItamadAn.

(4) In Arabic Jlo. stale; which word is employed by the SO (is. in their technical language, to signify a

periodical fit of excitation or of mental abstraction, to which tbeir devotees arc subject, and which is produced

by a long continuance of their religious exercises. During its continuance, their souls arc supposed to be

absorbed in tho Divinity.— {Sec M. de Sacy’s Memoir on SOQsro in the Notices et Extraits, etc., tom. 12.)

8) Koran ; sural 39, verse 87.
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ABIJ L-FUTUH AL-IJLI.

Abu ’1-Fuliih Asaad Ibn Abi ’1—Fadail Mahmud Ibn Khalf Ibn Ahmad Ihn

Muhammad al-Ijli, surnamed Muntakhib ad-din
(
selected for religion), was a

native of Ispahan and a follower of the sect of as-Shafi. This preacher and emi-

nent jurisconsult was in high reputation for his learning, self-denial, piety, yy

devotion, and frugality; eating of nothing but what he had gained bv the labour

of his hands, and supporting himself by copying and selling (books). He learned

the Traditions in his native city from Umm Ibrahim Fatima al-Jtizd&niya (1),

daughter of Abd Allah, the hafiz Abu ’1-Kasim Ismail Ibn Muhammad Ibu

al-Fadl (2), Abu ’l-Wafa Ghanitn Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Ilasan al-Jaludi, Abu ’l-Fadl

Abd ar-Babim Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Baghdadi, Abi\ '1-Mutahhir al-

Kasim Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Abd al-Wahid as-Saidal&ni, and others. He then went

to Baghdad in the year 55? (A. 1). 1 162), and learned also Traditions from

Abu ’l-Fath Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Baki, surnamed Ibn al-Batti, and others; he

received also certificates from Zahir as-Shahami (3), Abu M-Fath Ismail Ibn

al-Fadl al-Ikhshidi (4), Abu ’l-Mubarak Abd al-Aziz Ibn Muhammad al-Azdi,

and others, autliorising him to leach in their name the Traditions which be

had learned from them. He then returned to his native city, and, after stu-

dying deeply, he Acquired surpassing jnformation and attained celebrity. A

number of works were composed by him, among others, an explanation of the

obscurities met with in the Wash and IVajiz of (Abu Hamid) al-Ghazzali,

containing, besides, extracts from the books in which the doctrines staled in

these two works are more fully staled. He wrote also a supplement to the Sup-

plement (5) composed by Abu Saatl al-Mutawalli. His legal decisions as a

mufti were considered of the first authority at Ispahan. He was born in that

city in one of the months of Rabi, A. H. 514 or 515 (A. D. 1121); he died in

the same city on Wednesday night, 22nd Safar, A. II. 600 (October, A. I).

1203).

—

Jjli means belonging to Tjl Ibn Lujaim, a famous branch of the tribe

of Rablat al-Faras. Ijl was son of Lujaim Ibn Saab Ibn Ali Ibn Bakr Ibn Wail.

Abu Obaida (6) says that this Ijl was counted by the Arabs among their cele-

brated idiots; he had an excellent horse, and some one said to him: "Every

courser has a name; what is the name of vours?" "I have not named him
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“ yel,” replied Ijl. “You should give him a name,” observed ihe other; on

which Ijl put out one of his horse’s eyes, and said: “I name him al-Aawar (7).”

On this a poet of the Desert composed the following verses:

The sons of Ijl reproached me with a defect w hich is, however, the very defect of

their father. Does there exist among men a person more foolish than Ijl? Did not

their father put out the eye of his courser, and become thus proverbial for his stupidity?

(t ' Jdzddn. according lo (he author of the Manlaid, is a large village near Ispahan ; the people of that city

call it Lfizd&n.

<2j Abh 'l-Kasim Ismail Ibu Muhammad Urn at-Fadl, one of the first Itadillonisls of his time, was born

at Ispahan, A. II. 437 (A. 1) 1003); died A. II 535 A. D. 1141). lie composed, among other works, a com-

mentary on the Koran, and an explanation of the Traditions of UokbAri and those of Moslim. The people of

Itaghdad said of him that since the time of Ahmad Ibn llanbal. hr was the most talented man and the most

learned traditionist that ever entered their city.— Hi* life tin Arabic) is given in Meursinge's .N'oyil/i Liber de

Interprelibut h'arani, Lugd Bat. 1839.

(3) According to Ibn al-Alhlr, in his Kdmil, Zkhir as-Shahkmi was born A. II. 440 (A. It 1054), and died

833 (A. D. 1138-9).

(4) Ikhihldi I believe to be the (rue reading, not Ikthld, as is printed in the Arabic test It is singular

that not one of the above-named tradition!*!* should be noticed in the Tabakdl al-Muhaddilbln; but Ibn

Khalliklu here supplies the most requisite information respecting them, namely, the lime and the place in

which they lived.

(S' Tatimmat al-Tatimmat ( Completion of (be Completion): sec FlUgcl's Ilajji Khalifa, Abahat, No. 3.

'0) The life of the celebrated grammarian and philologer, A bit Obaida Mainar Ibn al-Muthauna, is given

by Ibn Khallik&n.

|7) Al-Adicnr (blind of an eye); among the Arabs, surnames such as this, derived from a corporeal defect,

are still common. *

AL-ASAAD IBN MAMMATI.

Al-Kadi ’1-Asaad (the most fortunate kadi) Abu 1-Makarim Asaad Ibu

al-Khatir Ahi Said Muhaddib Ihn Mina Ibn Zakariya Ibn Abt Kudania Ibn Ahi

Malih Mammal i al-Misri (native of Egypt) : this poet, who was also a kdtib (I)

and inspector of the government offices in Egypt, was a man of merit and

author of a number of works. He versified the History of the sultan Salah

ad-din and the hook called Kalila and Dimna. His poetical compositions have

licen collected and form a diwdn
,
a copy of which I have seen in the handwriting
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of his son, and from which 1 extracted a number of pieces; the following,

among others

:

You reproach me, (my friendly monitor
!)

and you tell me to avoid the very objects

which people caution you to fly; do you know that these objects are as (dear to me at)

my eyes? Nay, I assure you, my eyes have been more fatal to me than they (2).

He composed the following verses on a heavy fellow whom he saw at Damas-

cus:

lie is like two rivers which none on earth ever resembled ; in body he is like Thaura, 100
and in mind like Barada (3).

Ibn Mammati has taken the idea expressed in the foregoing verses from these

lines composed by another poet

:

Ibn Bishrfln resembles the city of Jillik (i); when their qualities are set forth, both are

without a rival, llis words are (foul like) Barada, his body (slow like) Thaura, and

his feeble intelligence (languid like) Yaz1d(5).

In one of Ibn Mammati’s long kasidas are found the following verses:

How brightly his fires burn at night to attract the tardy guest (6) ! He who draweth

near to the light of his fire will not have reason to complain, provided he never re-

ceived hospitality from the family of Muhallab (7)

.

By the same, on a young grammarian

:

The gait of that slender youth raises my admiration and announces the elegance of

his mind. His pronunciation is soft as a female’s, and his eyes arc full of languor (8).

Three other verses of his will be found in the life of Yahya Ibn Nizar al-Man-

biji : there are some good thoughts in his poetry. The kdtib Imad ad-din makes

mention of him in the Kharfda, and quotes a number of passages composed by

him ; he then gives the life of al-Khatir, Ibn Mammati's father, with abundant

extracts from his poems
j,
the following excellent lines, among others, on keeping

a secret:

I conceal the secret with which I am entrusted, and do not repeat it even to him who
confided it to me ; but yet I forget it not For my ear never teaches my tongue the

secret of him who has conversed with me in private.

“I met him at Cairo,” says the katib; “he was chief of al-Malik an-Nasir’s

“ army-oflice ; he and his people (9) had been Christians, but they embraced

25
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“ Islamism towards the beginning of Salah ad-din’s reign.” Muhaddib ad-din

Ibn al-Lakhrni composed the following satirical verses on Ibn al-Mammati

:

The new converted Moslim is but a weak proselyte ; his smiles betray his fell intent.

Had {the grammarian) Sibawaih seen some of his verses, he would have counted him
among the signs of the feminine gender (10} -

When the liafiz Ibn Dihya Zu T-Nisbain (11) arrived at Arbela, and saw how

sedulously the sultan of that city, Muzaffar ad-din, was occupied in celebrating,

with great pomp, the anniversary of the Prophet’s birth (as shall be related in

his life under the letter K (1 2) ) ;
he composed a work entitled at-Tanwir, etc.

(.Illumination ,
in praise of the bright Flambeau), and finishing with a long

kasida in praise of Muzaffar ad-din, which commenced thus:

Were it not for our enemies, those base informers, {our friends
)
would never have

suspected us (of ill).

This book and poem were read to the prince, and I myself (afterwards) heard

the work read in his presence in the month of Shaban, A. H. 626 (A. D. 1229),

101 and (/ remarked that) the kasida was in it; some time after, however, I found

this very poem in a collection of pieces, and there attributed to Ibn Mammati,

on which I said to myself that the editor was probably mistaken. Then, still

later, I saw the entire poem in the Diwdn of Ibn Mammati’s poetical works, and

found there stated that it had been comjjosed by him in honour of the sultan

al-Malik al-Kamil. Tins confirmed my suspicions, and I then met with the

following passage in Ibn al-Mastawfi’s History of Arbela, where he speaks of

Ibn Dihya: “I asked him the meaning which he wished to convey by the fol-

“ lowing verse (of his poem)

:

“ We should give our lives for a present offered by one whose hand is Jomfida
“ and Muharram."

“ As he gave me no reply (13), I said :
‘ It is perhaps like the idea which a poet

“ has thus expressed:

“ He is called by the names of the months; thus his hand is Jum&da and its con-
“ tents Muharram (Ik).’’

“ On this, Ibn Dihya smiled and said: ‘That is what I meant.' ” On reading

this passage, I became strongly inclined to think that al-Asaad was the author of
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the poem ; for if Ibn Dihya had composed it, he would not have hesitated in re-

turning an answer {to Ibn al-Mastawfi’s question) ; it must, however, be ob-

served that litis hastda was recited {for the first time) to the prince of Arbela,

A. II . 606, and that al-Asaad died in that year; and moreover, he was then

dwelling at Aleppo, and had no connexion whatever with the Aadilite dynasty ( 1 5).

So, on the whole, God alone knows with certainty which of the two is the real

author. Al-Asaad had fled from Egypt secretly through fear of the vizir Ibn

Shukr (1 6), and retired to Aleppo, where he took refuge under the protection of

the sultan al-Malik az-Zahir; he remained in that city till he died, on Sunday

the 30th of the first Juinada, A. H. 606 (November, A. D. 1209), aged 62 years.

He was interred in the cemetery named al-Makam (17), by the road-side, near

the mausoleum of the shaikh Ali al-IIarawi (1 8). His father al-Khatir died on

Wednesday, 6th Ramadan, 577 (A. D. 1182).—His ancestor, Abu Malih, who

was a Christian, received the surname of Mammdti from the following circum-

stance : during a great dearth which happened in Egypt, he distributed alms and

provisions in abundance, and especially to the Moslim children ; and they, on

seeing him, used to cry out Mammdti

{

19), so that he came to be known by this

appellation. Such is the explanation which I received from Abd al-Azim al-

Mundari (20), (may God preserve him for our advantage!) who then recited to

me the following elegiac verses on Abu Malih's death, with the remark that

they were composed, as lie believed, by Ibn Miknasa al-Maghribi (21) :

The sky of generous actions and the sun of prniso have both disappeared. Where
shall my hopes and expectations be placed, after the death of AbtlT-Mallh?

1 then looked out for these verses, and found that they were really his, and

that other elegies by the same jioet on Ibn Malih were still extant (22).

• w

*

(1) See note (7), page 26.

(2) Such I suppose to be the meaning of these very obscure verses; the objects which he is cautioned to

avoid arc the cruel beauties who inflame his heart with love; and yet, says he, my eyes, in contemplating their

charms, have been more fatal to me than their cruelty.

(3) Sec note (8).

(4) The Mardsld says: “ Jillik , with a double / and two f’s, is a name given to the Ghdta (or valley of Da-

“ mascus;, or else to a village therein ; some say It is Damascus itself, and others that It is a statue of a female

spouting water from its mouth in one of the villages near Damascus."

(5) Or else: The feebleness of his intellect is on the increase.—In translating these verses, I have supposed
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that Barada, Thaura, and Yazld (three of the streams by which Damascus is watered), possessed certain qua-

lities to which allusion is made. It may be, however, that the poet only meant to pun upon the words, as

Bard signifies cold; Thaur, a hull; aud Yazld, increases.

(6) Sec page 100, note (4).

(7) All the members of the Muballab family were celebrated for their generosity and hospitality.

(8) Such is the real meaning of these verses; but persons conversant with Arabic grammar will perceive that

the author has ciprcssed his thoughts In words which the grammarians employ as technical terms. They are

all to be found in M. de Sacy’s Grammaire Arabs.

(9) Or: Hit band.

(10) This is perhaps intended as an attack on Ibn Mammlti's moral character: but the verses them-

selves are so full of quibbling, that it is not easy to guess the author's real meaning. Tbc first hemistich sig-

nifies literally: a new (or a tradition) of Itldm it a nets (ora tradition) weak (in authority).

(11) His life will be found among the Oman.

(12) The real name of MuzafTer ad-dln was Kbkobbri.

(13) It is some consolation to a European student, to find Arabic poets unable to understand verses in their

own language.

(14) iluharram, that it, taertd, none being allowed to touch them. Jumdda means dry month, which

name was giren to it when the Arabs used the solar year. It is well known that in the metaphorical lan-

guage of the Arabs, a moist hand means generality, and of course a dry one must denote avarice.

(18)

Al-Malik nl-KAmil was son to at-Matik al-Addil, the Aiybbile, brother of Salah ad-dln.

(10) Safi ad-dln Ibn Sbukr ad-Damlri ^ acted as vizir to al-Malik al-AAdil till A. H. 609; he

was agalu appointed vizir by al-Malik al-K4mil. (As-Soybti’s Ifutn al-IHuhddira, MS. of the Bib. du Boi.

No. 652, folio 223, two.)

(17) This cemetery lies probably outside the Damascus gale, called by the natives Bib al-Maklm.

(18) Ibn Khallikln gives an account of this mausoleum in the life of Abb 'l-Hassn Ali al-Harawi

(19) lUammdti was probably the children’s word for mother.

(20) Abd al-Aztm was one of Ibn KhallikAn's professors. See his life, page 89, note (4).

(21) Al-K4id Abb Tlhlr Ismail Ibn Muhammad, surnaraed Ibn Miknasa, bore in Egypt the reputation of an

eminent poet- Imld ad-dln has inserted in his Kharlda (MS. of the Bib. du Rot, No. 1374, fol. 188 at icq.)

a number of pieces composed by Ibn Miknasa, but does not furnish much information respecting the author.

It only appears that his attachment to Abb Hallh, and the elegies which he composed on his death, subjected

him to the displeasure of the vizir of Egypt, Badr al-Jamlli.—Now this vizir was nominated A. II. 467 ; con-

sequently Ibn Maknasa must have lived till some time later.

022) They are to be found in the Kharlda (see the preceding note); and this was probably the work which

Ibn Khallikln consulted.

BAHA AD-DIN AS-SINJARI.

Abu 's-Saadal Asaad Ibn Yahya

102 Wahb Ibn Habban Ibn Sawar Ibn

Ibn Musa Ibn Mansur Ibn Abd al-Aztz Ibn

Abd Allab Ibn Rafi Ibn Rabia Ibn Habban
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as-Sulami as-Sinjari (of the tribe of Sulaim and native of Sinjdr), surnamed

Baha ad-din (
splendour of religion), was a poet and a doctor of the sect of

as-Shafi. As a jurisconsult, he had treated controverted points; hut poetry was

his ruling passion, and he was indebted for liis celebrity to the ability which he

displayed in that art. He devoted his poetical talent to the service of princes and

obtained recompenses from them
;
he (therefore) travelled over many countries

for the purpose of celebrating the praises of the great. His poetical productions,

both kasidas and short pieces, arc in the hands of the public
;
but I have never

met with a complete collection of his works, nor do I know if his poems have

been gathered into a diwdn or not. Since (writing the above), I have found a

large volume containing his complete works in the library at the mausoleum of

al-Malik al-Ashraf (1) in Damascus, and 1 extracted from it the following verses

of a long kasida in praise of the kadi Kamal ad-din Ihn as-Shahruzuri (2)

:

1 swear by the love I bear thee that indifference has never entered the heart of thy

lover, and well thou knowest the state of love in which he is. If a delator tell thee that

thy lover has forgot thee, know that this delator is the very person who blamed him
for loving thee. The state of thy afflicted lover, does it not bear witness for itself?

Does it not suffice to dispense with thy asking how he feels? Thou hast renewed the

garment of his malady ; thou hast rent the veil which concealed his passion, and thou

hast broken the tie which bound thee to him. Has a fault escaped him by inadver-

tence ? or
(
hast thou rejected him for) the levity and presumption (3) to which thou hadst

accustomed him ? It is strange that a prisoner should lay down life and fortune for

one who is free
(
from lore). I should give my parents in ransom for that archer who

shoots with his eyes, and tho point of whoso arrows no armour can withstand ! He is

filled with the sap of youth ; his cheeks are saturated from the same pure source.

(Admiring) eyes embark in (the contemplation of) his charms, and risk being drowned
in the ocean of his beauty. Nothing is wanting to his perfection, and that extreme

perfection screens Kamdl ad-dln from the evil eye (4). The isdr traces the letter min

(jj) upon his face, and the mole on his check forms the diacritical point. Tho dark-

ness of his tresses is like the (gloomy) night of his aversion; and the brightness of his

forehead resembles the (clear) day of his friendship.

#
I

Were it not my desire to avoid prolixity, 1 should give the entire poem, hut

what is here inserted is the portion more generally remarked. Two verses

more are sometimes joined to the preceding, hut 1 have omitted them from my

inability to establish their authenticity. The following extract is taken from

or*e of his kasidas

:

• * i

And that nymph with the slender waist, so sweet in character and whose glances are

so tempting; who sometimes consents, sometimes refuses! Wine mantles on her lips (5),
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and is transuded by her (rosy) cheeks. Her charms have closed on lovers the path of

consolation; for them to consolation there is no approach.

From another kasida by the same :

The zephyrs awoke at dawn and perfumes (6) spread around them ; and I said, when
they passed through the valley of Ghada : “Whose sweet breath is that?”

When I was at my native place in the year 623 (A. D. 1226), we were visited

by Jamal ad-din Abii ’1-Muzaffar Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Muhammad, a native of

Wasit, and generally known by the name of Ibn as-Sunainira; he took up his

103 abode at the Muzaffarijra college (7) with us. This shaikh, who was one

of the first poets of the age, had travelled over many countries, reciting to

princes his eulogistic poems, and receiving from them gifts of great value.

When he received company (8), he was visited by all those who were occu-

pied in literary pursuits, and an agreeable conversation and discussion took place.

He was then advanced in years, and he related one day the following anecdote

:

“ I once had Baha ad-din as-Sinjari for companion in a journey which I made

“ from Sinjar to Ras Ain,” (or else “from Ras Ain to Sinjar,”) and we halted at

“ a spot on the way

;

Baha ad-din had with him a boy named Ibrahim, whom
“ he treated with affection, and who then happened to be at a distance from

“us; so his master rose up to look for him, and called out repeatedly, ‘Ibra-

“ him! Ibrahim!’ but the boy was too far off to hear him. Now there was an

“ echo in that place, and as often as he shouted out ‘Ibrahim,’ it answered by

“ repeating the word; on which he sat down for a moment, and then recited to

4 ‘ me these verses:
.

m

4 My life fora friend who is cruel, although attached to me! who is far from my sight,
4 though near {to my heart} ! The very rock which forms the echo of the valley answers
4 when I call him, but he answers not [although my friend).’

Baha ad-din as-Sinjari had an acquaintance to whom he was greatly attached,

and whom he met frequently ; but a dispute having one day occurred between

them, his friend discontinued seeing him. On this Baha ad-din sent to complain

of his absence, and the other wrote him in reply the two following lines of al-

Hariri’s, which he has inserted in his fifteenth Makdma (9)

:

Visit him whom you love but once each month, not oftencr. It is only for one day

in the month that the moon is looked at (10), and then eyes are no more turned to-

wards her.
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To tliis Baha ad-din answered by these verses in the same measure as the fore-

going:

When thou art sure of thy friend’s affection, visit him and fear not to be tiresome.

Act as the sun which appears daily ; not as the new moon which visits us only once each

month.

The following verses of his are frequently quoted

:

How happy the days I spent at Rama! how sweet the hours 1 passed at Hftjir(U).

They fled so quickly, that the first moments seemed to touch the last.

In one of his kasidas, containing the description of wine, is found the follow-

ing pretty thought

:

Wc nearly flew with gaiety, and the wine also had flown, were it not detained by the

net which the bubbles formed on its surface.

The kdtib Imad ad-din makes mention of him in the kitdb as-Sail wa 'z-Zail
,

and says, “ He reciter! me these verses of his own

:

•'Tis wonderful that I should sail on the ocean of wealth, and yet die of thirst; but

‘ the ways of the ocean are wonderful.’
”

He composed many fine pieces. His birth was in the year 533 (A. D. 11 38-9)

;

0

his death occurred at Sinjar about the beginning of the year G22 (A. D. 1225).

(1) AI-Malik al-Ashraf died at Damascus, A.H. 035. His life will be found in this work.

(2) It was at first my intention to modify the ideas contained in the singular extract which follows, but on

further consideration, 1 preferred giving the real sense of the verses, and referring the reader to what I have

said on the subject in cuy Introduction.

(3) Presumption This, although the ordinary signification of the word, is not given in the lexicons.

— See the Divcdn d'Amro ’l-kais, p. 11, note.

(4) JUOl ;
Oculus cujusdam Arabls Hemal diet!, qui homines aspectu nccabat. (Meninski's Lex.)

This expression is generally employed to denote the influence of the evil eye, which affects more particularly

those favoured by fortune or beauty.—The verse itself is a specimen of the taste for quibbling which has

pervaded Arabic poetry from the third century of the Hijra.

(8) See note (2), page 14.

(6) Perfumes; literally, grey ambergris.

(7) This college was founded by the prince of Arbela, Muiaflar ad-dtn KOkobtiri. His life is given in this

work-

'S) In Arabic JjtS means to sit, to hold a sitting, and to receive company.

[9) See U. deSacy's edition of al-Hariri, page 154.
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(10) This happens at the beginning of RamatUo. as the Jttoslim fast commences when the new moon of

that month make its appearance.

(11) lldma is situated, according to the MartJsid, on the road from Mekka to Basra, and Hdjir U a village

in HijAz (see Ibn KhallikJtn, Arabic test, page BS7); these two spots have been celebrated by some of the Ara-

bian poets. BabA ad-dln, in choosing these names, wished to show that be had made good classical studies.

AL-MUZANI.

MM Abu Ibrahim Ismail Ibn Yahya Ibn Ismail Ibn Amr Ibn Ishak al-Muzani, dis-

ciple of the imam as-Shafi and a native of Egypt, was a man of austere life and

great learning, a mujtahid (1), an able reasoner, and a profound thinker (2).

He was the imam of the Shafites, and the first among them by his acquaintance

with the legal system and juridical decisions of their founder, and by his know-

ledge of the Traditions, which he transmitted on the authority of his master.

He composed a great number of works, among others, a great and a small col-

lection (al-Jdmi

)

of Traditions, the Abridgment abridged (3), al-Manlhur
,

or loose Notes, ar-Rasail al-Motabira ( the esteemed Treatises), the Incita-

tion to Learning, and the Kilab al-Walhaik (4). As-Shafi said, in speaking of

al-Muzani, “He is the champion of my doctrine.” As often as al-Muzani de-

cided a question and inserted the result in his Abridgment (5), he would rise,

and, turning towards the Mihrdb (6), say a prayer composed of two rakas (7)

in thanksgiving to the Divinity. It was said by Ibn Suraij that the Abridgment

would go out of the world unblemished (8). This work is the basis of all the

treatises composed on as-Shafi’s system of legal doctrine, the authors either imi-

tating its arrangement, or explaining and developing its text. When Bakkar

Ibn Kutaiba, the Hanefite doctor (whose life shall be given later) went from Bagh-

dad to Egypt, where he had been appointed kadi, he hoped to meet al-Muzani

and continued for some time in fruitless expectation; one day, however, they

were both present at a funeral service, and Bakkar said to one of his disciples:

“ Ask al-Muzani some question, that I may hear him speak.” This person said

in consequence to al-Muzani: “O, Abu Ibrahim ! some of the Traditions con-

“ tain a prohibition of the liquor nabid (9), and others permit its use; why

“ therefore have you
(
doctors) preferred the prohibition to the permission?”

To this al-Muzani replied: “None of the learned have ever maintained that
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“ nabid was forbidden before tbe promulgation of Islamism, and authorised

“ after; and the unanimous opinion is, that it was lawful [in the former time);

“ this therefore confirms the authenticity of the Tradition which forbids its

“ use (10).” Ibn Bakkar approved bis reasoning, and it is, certainly, a decisive

argument. Al-Muzani was extremely careful in avoiding the least infringe-

ment of the law, and bis precaution went so far that, in every season of the

year, be drank out of a brass vessel (11), and he replied when spoken to on the

subject: “I am told that they make use of dung in the fabrication of pitchers,

and fire does not purify it (12).” It is related that when he missed being pre-

sent at public service in the mosque, he repeated bis prayers alone twenty-five

times, in order to regain the merits attached to those which are said with the

congregation: in this, he founded his opinion on the authority of the following

declaration made by Muhammad: “Prayers made with the congregation are

“ five and twenty times better than prayers said by one of you when alone (13).”

He lived in the practice of severe and rigid self-mortification, (Jus sanctity

was so great
,
that

) he. obtained the fulfilment of his prayers, and not one of

as-Shafi’s disciples ever hoped to surpass him in any point. It was he who

washed the corpse of as-Shafi
(
previous to its interment); some say, however,

dial he was aided in that office by ar-Rabi (al-Muradi). Ibn Yunus makes men-

tion of him in his History (of Egypt), and gives bis names in full, but his

ancestor Ishak is there called Muslim; he then says, “the disciple of as-Shafi,”

and mentions the date of his death, which accords with what is slated

above (14); he says also: “He had the talent of explaining the Traditions;

“ and he was eminently trustworthy in their transmission, as the most acute

“ doctors unanimously allow'; he led an austere life, and was one of the best of

“ God’s creation : his merits were abundant.” He died at Misr on the 24th

Ramadan, 264 (May, A. D. 878), and was buried near the mausoleum of

the imam as-Shafi, in the lesser Karafa(15), at the foot of Mount Mukattam,

where I visited his tomb. Ibn Zulak says, in his Lesser History, that he was

aged 89 years, and that funeral prayers were said over him by ar-Rabi al-Mu-

radi.

—

Muzani means belonging to Muzaina
, a great and well known tribe,

which was so named after Muzaina, daughter of Kalb.

(1) The term mujlaAid is employed in Moslim divinity to denote a doctor who exerts all his capacity for the

purpose of forming a right opinion upon a legal question. This title was very frequent in the first ages of

26
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Islamistn; but tbc principal points of law having been fixed by the doctors, and more particularly by the

founders of the four orthodot sects, the exercise of private judgment in legal questions ceased soon after to

be recognized. Some later doctors, as-Sovflti for instance, claimed the title and the right, but both were

refused to them by public opinion.—For further information, sec M. de Sacy's Chrcstomathie, tom. I, p. 189.

and the works there mentioned.

(2; Literally : A diver for subtle ideas.

(3) This is one of the most celebrated treatises on the legal doctrines of the Shafitc sect; Xlajji Khalifa

says that al-Muzani was tbc Grst who wrote on the subject, in which rase it is difficult to explain the title of

his work.

(4) This is perhaps a treatise on bonds.

(3) In the Arabic text, forr^aisr'’ read

(6) Sec note (3), page 37.

(7) The word raka. written incorrectly rika by European authors, designates a certain number of proster-

nations and prayers; the salrlt, or legal prayer, is composed of two, four, sit, or more rakas. Sec D'Ohsson’s

Empire Othom ., t. II, p. 82. Hamilton’s Iledaya, preliminary discourse, p. 83

(8) Literally: An unblemished virgin.

{9} Rabid, a sweet and slightly fermented liquor made with dates or raisins.—See the authorities cited by

M. de Sacy in bis ChreitomatMe, tom. I, p. 403; and MishktU at-ifasdbth, vol. 2, p. 339.

(10; The point of nl-Muzani's argument is this: it is unanimously allowed that Rabid was lawful before lsla-

mism, so an order of Muhammad to authorise its use would have been unnecessary and unmotived: the

tradition which contains such at> order Is therefore to be rejected, more especially as it is in contradiction

with another to which a similar objection cannot be made.

(11) Water contained in a brass vessel does not cool in summer, for which reason they prefer putting it

into a porous earthen decanter, in which it speedily acquires a lower temperature by evaporation.

(12) In the Muslim law, there is a section which treats specially of purification.—See D'Ohsson's Emp.

Othom., tom. I, and Hamilton's Iledaya, preliminary discourse, p. 53.

(13) See Matthew's Mishkdl al-SIatdbih, vol. I. p. 224. where the meaning of this tradition it, however,

totally misunderstood.

(14) It may easily be perceived that this passage has been added in the margin later, and afterwards inserted

in the wrong place; it should have been placed lower down.

(15) Sec page 53, note (12).

s

ABU ’L-ATAHIYA.

Abu Ishak Ismail- Ibn al-Kasim Ibn Suwaid Ibn Kaisan ai-Aini, member by

adoption of the tribe of Anaza, and surnamed Abti ’l-Alahiya, a celebrated

poet, was born at Ainat-Tamr, a village situated in the province of Hijaz, near

Medina, or, according to some, in the regions which are irrigated by the En-

!0tf phrates; Yakut al-llamawi says, however, in his Mushtarik, that it lies near

Anhar; but God knows best. He was brought up at Kufa, and then settled at
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Baghdad; ihc surname of al-Jarrdr was given to him because he sold earthen

jars (1). His passion for Otha, a slave belonging to the khalif al-Mahdi, is well

known, and it was to celebrate her charms that he composed the greater j>art of

his amatory pieces, such as the following

:

l informed Otba that for her sake I was on the brink of perdition : bathed in tears.

1 complained of the woes I underwent
(from my affection }

towards her. Fatigued at

length by my lamentations, doleful as those of a wretch reduced to penury, she said : “ Is

“ any one aware of what you tell me?” And I answered : “ Every person knows it (2).”

He wrote also to al-Mahdi these lines, in which he intimated his wish to

obtain her from him

:

There is one thing on earth to which my soul is attached, and the fulfilment of my
wishes depends upon God, and al-Mahdi the maintainor [of his orders). 1 despair of

success, and then your contempt for the world and worldly goods revives my hopes.

It is related by al-Mubarrad, in his Kamil, that Abu ’1-Alahiya, having ob-

tained permission to offer a present to the khalif on the festivals of the new year

and the autumnal equinox, brought him, on one of these anniversaries, an ample

porcelain vase, containing a perfumed garment of delicate texture, on the

border of which he had inscribed the verses just given. On this, the khalif

had some intention of bestowing Otba upon him, but she recoiled with dis-

like, and exclaimed: “Commander of the Faithful! treat me as becomes a

“ female and a member of your household (3). Will you give me up to a nasty

“ man who sells jars and gains his livelihood by verses?” By this appeal, the

khalif was induced to spare her such an affliction, and he ordered the vase to lie

filled with money and given to the poet. Abu ’l-Atahiya then said to the ac-

countants charged to pay him : “It was gold pieces which he ordered me;” but

they replied :
“ So much we shall not give you; but if you choose, you may have

“ it filled with silver pieces.” They then waited till he declared his choice,

and he balanced
(
between the two conditions

) during a year
(before coming to

a decision). Otba, on learning this, said: “Were he in love, as he pre-

“ tends, he would not have spent his time in balancing the difference between

“ pieces of gold and pieces of silver; he has totally ceased to think of me.”

—

The following is one of his eulogistic passages:

0, emir I I am sheltered from the vicissitudes of Fortune, when moored under thy

protection (4). Were it possible for men to pay thee fitting honour, they had given tho
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tender skin of their cheeks to make thee sandals. Our camels complain of thy cruelty

:

they cross desert wastes and sands to reach thee; and when they bear us to thee, they

arc lightly laden ;—but when they depart with us, their burden is heavy (5).

These verses were addressed by him to Omar Ibn al-Ala (6), who rewarded

him with 70,000
(
dirhims), and clothed him with so many robes of honour, that

he was unable to rise. This liberality having excited the jealousy of the other

poets, Omar assembled them and said: “It is strange that you poets should be

“ so jealous of each other. When one of you comes to us with a kastda com-

“ posed in our praise, he employs fifty verses to celebrate the charms of his

“ mistress, and he does not begin to mention us till the sweetness of his praises

“ is exhausted, and the brilliancy of his verses faded : but Abu ’1-Atahiya cele-

“ brutes his beloved in a few' verses and then says : O, emir! / am sheltered

“from the vicissitudes of Fortune —(Omar here repealed the lines which

have been just given.)— “ Why, then, are you jealous?”—This emir having

waited for a short time before giving to Abu ’1-Atahiya a mark of his generosity

in recompense for this eulogium, the poet wrote to him these lines complaining

of the delay

:

106 An evil eye has disappointed our hopes, O Omari by shedding its influence on thy

generosity; and we require amulets and charms to annul its effects. We shall exorcise

thee with verses till they weary out (and expel] thy illness; and if thou dost not recover,

we shall exorcise thee with surats (of the Koran) (7).

The celebrated poet Ashja as-Sulami (8) relates the following anecdote: “The
“ khalif al-Mahdi having given permission to the public to enter into his pre-

“ sence, we went in, and he told us to sit down, and it happened that Bashshar

“ Ibn Burd sat down beside me. The khalif then kept silence, and the public

“ also kept silence. Then Bashshar heard the sound of a voice, and he said to

“me: 'Who is that?’ I replied: ‘Abu ’1-Atahiya.’ 'Do you think,’ said he,

“ ‘ he will dare to recite in this assembly?’ ‘1 think he will,' said I. Then

“ al-Mahdi ordered him to recite, and he commenced thus:

* What is the matter with my mistress? what is the matter? she is haughty, and I

* support her disdain.’

“ Here Bashshar pushed me with his elbow and said: 'Did you ever see a

“ more audacious fellow, to dare to pronounce such a verse in such a place?’

“ The poet then came to these lines

:
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* The khalifat advanced to him in pomp (9) and submitted to his will. It alone was
‘ fitted for him, and he alone for it If any other aspired after it, the earth had shook

* (with horror) . If our inmost thoughts disobey him, our good deeds will not be ac-
* ccpled by God (10).’

“ IlercBashshar said :
‘ Look, Ashja! and see if the khalif do not spring (with

“ delight) from his cushion?
1

The fact was that Abu T-Atahiya was the only

“ man who retired from the assembly with a recompense.”—Abu ’1-AtShiya

composed many verses on ascetic subjects
;
he was one of the principal among

those poets who flourished in the first ages of islamism (1 1), and he ranked in the

same class with Bashshar, Abu Nuwas, and that party. He composed a great

deal of poetry
;
he was born A. H. 130 (A. D. 747-8), and died at Baghdad on

Monday, 3rd or 8th of the latter Jumada, 211 (September, A. D. 820), or 213

according to some. His tomb is on the bank of the river Isa (12), opposite the

bridge of the Oilmen
(
Kantarat az-Zaiydtin). When on the point of death,

he expressed the desire that Mukharik (13) the singer should come and sing,

close by him, the following verses, which belong to a poem composed by him-

self:

When the term of my existence expires, the grief of the females who mourn me will

be short. My friend will cease to think of me; he will forget my love, and -find a new
friend after losing me

.

By his last will, he ordered this verse to be inscribed on his tomb:

Life which ends in death is a life soon embittered.

It is related that he once met Abu Nuwas, and asked him how many verses

he composed in a day, to which the other answered. One or two. “But I,” said

Abd ’1-Atahiva, “can make one or two hundred in a day.” “ Yes,” replied Ahu

Nuwas, “ because you make verses such as this

:

* 0, Otba! what is the matter with thee and me? O, that 1 had never seen theel’

“ Now if I chose, I could make one or two thousand such. But I compose 107

“ verses like this:

* A manu mulieris in vestimentojiominis, cui duo sunt amatores, pacdico et scorta-

* tor (ik).’

“ If you tried to make a verse such as that, time would fail you.”—The fol-

lowing verses of his are elegantly expressed

:
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I loved thoe, and my passion was so excessive, that my companions, when they ap-

proached, smelled off my clothes the fire which consumed me.

Among the verses which he composed on Otba, the slave of al-Mahdi, are the

following

:

Brothers! love is causing my death: announce to the tomb (15} the approach of a

hastening traveller. Blame me not for submitting to love; know that my occupation is

most serious (16)

.

This piece also was written by him on Otba

:

For Otba my eyes shed floods of tears ; who has ever seen, before, a victim weep

like roe from excessive love for his assassin. I have held forth my hand to implore

your favour, what give you then to him who solicits? If you refuse him, grant him

a kind word instead. If you this year withhold from him (your love), encourage him

to expect it the next.

The philologerSaid relates, in his Kilab al-Fusiis, that Abu ’l-Atahiya visited

one day Bashshar Ibn Burd, and said to him: “I admire these verses of yours, in

“ which you give an excuse for shedding tears:

* How often has shame induced me to conceal my tears from a friend, who would

•perceive them, however, and blame my weakness, and then my answer was: “I am
‘ not weeping, but I struck my eye with my cloak as I was going to put it on.”

’

To which Bashshar replied: “It was from your sea, 0 shaikh ! that 1 drew

“ that idea, and from your quarry (17) that I shaped it out; did you not antici-

“ pate me when you composed these lines:

• They said, “Thou weepest," and I answered, “No; the man of firm mind never

• weeps under affliction ; but a sharp splinter of wood has struck the pupil of my eye I”

4 “ Why then do both eyes shed tears? did a splinter wound them both?”
’

On this, Said observes that they had been anticipated in this idea by al-Hu-

taiya (18), who says:

4 When a tear flows from my eye, I say : “ It is a mote which makes it weep.
” *

Abu ’l-Atahiya once renounced poetry (19), and he related the following cir-

cumstance (resulting from that determination): “As 1 persisted in my refusal

“ to compose verses, the khalif al-Mahdi ordered me to be put into prison (20).

108 “ On entering, I shuddered at the sight of an object which appalled me, and I

4 ‘ looked about for a place of refuge, when I found the cause of my terror to be

Digitised by Google
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“ an elderly man of respectable appearance, with goodness marked on his coun-

“ tenance. I therefore went over to him and sat down without saluting, for I

“ was troubled in mind, and confused and absorbed in thought. I remained

“ thus for some time, when the man pronounced these verses

:

* I accustomed myself to the touch of misfortune till it became familiar to me, and my
* resignation under grief conducted me to patience- My despair in mankind has made
* me confident that the bounty of God will come from some quarter which I know not.'

“ I admired these verses, and was consoled by them; my reason also returned

“ to me, and I said: ‘May God exalt you! have the kindness to repeat them.’

“ To this he answered: ‘Unfortunate Ismail! how little politeness you possess!

*• how weak your mind! how faint your courage! On entering, you did not

“ salute me as one Moslim should do to another, neither did you ask me the

“ question which one just arrived addresses to him who has sojourned for some

“ time; but when you heard two verses of poetry, (which is the sole good, and

“ accomplishment, and means of livelihood granted thee by God,) you begin by

r< asking me to recite, as if we were acquaintances, and united by friendship

“ sufficiently old to render reserve unnecessary; neither did you mention what

“ has happened to yourself, nor make an excuse for your unpoliteness at first.’

“ To this I replied :
* Have the kindness to excuse me, for less than what I un-

“ dergo would suffice to disorder the senses.’ * And for what reason,’ said he,

* ‘ ‘ have you renounced poetry, which was the cause of the high honour in which

“ those people (21) held you, and the means by which you acquired their favour ?

“ You must continue to make verses, if you wish to obtain your liberty. As

“ forme, I shall be soon called forth and questioned respecting Isa Ibn Zaid, son

“ of the blessed Prophet (22); and if I discover to them where he is, I shall have

“ to answer for his blood before God, and the Prophet will lie my accuser; and

“ if I refuse, I shall be put to death; so it is I, rather than you, who should lie

“ dejected, and yet you see myfirmness, resignation, and self command.’ These

“ reproaches put me to shame, and I said to him : ‘May God deliver you !’ He

“ replied : ‘I shall not join a refusal to my reprimand; listen to the verses.’

“ lie then recited them to me several times, till I got them by heart, and he

“ and I having been then called forth, I said to him: ‘May God exalt you ! who

“ are you?’ He answered : ‘lam Hadir, the friend of Isa Ibn Zaid.’ We were

“ then conducted into the presence of al-Mahdi, and as we stood before him,
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“he said to the man : ‘Where is Isa Ibn Zaid?’ The other answered: ‘How .

“ should I know where is Isa Ibn Zaid? You pursued him, and he fled from

“ you into some country, and you pul me in prison; how then could I hear

“ of him?’ ‘Where,’ said al-Mahdi, ‘was he concealed? where did you last

“ see him? in whose house did you meet him?’ ‘I did not meet him,’ an-

“ swered Iladir, ‘since his concealment, and I know nothing of him.’ ‘I swear

“ by Allah,’ said al-Mahdi, ' if you do not direct us where to find him, I shall

“ strike olf your head on the spot.’ ‘Do as you please,’ replied the prisoner;

“ ‘ I shall not direct you where to discover the son of the Apostle of God; as I

“ should then have to answer for his blood in the presence of God and his apos-

“ tie: were he even between my clothes and my skin, I should not discover him

“ to you.’ ‘Strike oft’ his head!’ said al-Mahdi; and it was done (23). He

“ then called me forward and said: ‘Choose either to make verses or to be sent

“ after him.’ ‘I shall make verses,’ I replied. ‘Let him go,’ said he; and I

“ went forth free.”—The kadi Abu Ali at-Tanukhi mentions a third verse,

besides the two given in the preceding narration
; it is as follows

:

Were I not resigned to bear with the afflictions which Fortune forces me to undergo,

my complaints against Fortune had long continued.

The anecdotes related of Abu ’1-Atahiva are very numerous. — Anazi

means descended from Anaza, who was son of Asad Ibn Rabia.

—

Aini means

belonging to Ain at-Tamr
,
the village before mentioned.

(1) Earthen jart, to Arabir jirar, ring.jarra; the French jam ii manifestly derived from the same source.

(2) The poet thus confesses his indiscretion in divulging the name of his mistress.

(3) Or more literally : Respect my rights as a member of your harem and a person in your service. In this

phrase, the word imperative of the verb^ , ,
to have consideration for, to retpect, is understood.

(4) Literally: When I have attached cords to the emir.

(5) By the presents you have made us.

(0) Omar Ibn al-AIA was governor of Tabcristan in A. 11. 107 (A. D. 783-4}.—{Ibn al-Alhlr.)

(7) See Lane's Modem Egyptians.

(8) AhO 'l-Wattd AslijJt Ibn Amr asSulami was bom at Rakka iij J ! fo Mesopotamia. Having termi-

nated his studies in belles-lettres, he went to Baghdad and gained admittance Into the society of the Barma-

kides, one of whom, Jaafar Ibn Yahya, favoured him with his peculiar patronage and introduced him to

HarOn ar-Raschld. The year of his death is not given in the Khatlb's abridged History of Baghdad, from

which the above particulars are taken. (Sec MS. No. 634, fol. 74 ) Some verses of Ashj&'s are to be found

in the HamAsa, and bis life, with copious extracts from his poetry, it given in the Bughiat at-Talab ; MS.

No. 726, fol. 143.
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(8) Or more literally: Sweeping the ground with its train.

ilO) Allusion to the maxim, that the act is to be judged after the intention.

(11)

Arabian critics divide poets into several classes: the JtUiili was one who lived before the promulgation

came nest in order, his birth having taken place after Muhammad had announced bis mission.

(12) The river or canal of Isa branrhed off the Euphrates, and (lowed into the Tigris at Baghdad.

(13) This MukhArik. whose name has been already given, but incorrectly, in the life of Ibrahim Ibn

al-Mahdi see page 18), was one of the first singers of his time. He once sung in the presence of the kbalif

ar-Rashtd, who was so delighted, that he caused the curtains usually placed between himself and the musicians

to be removed, and ordered him to draw near and sit on the throne by his side. MukhArik was afterwards

attached to the service of al-MAmdn and accompanied him to Damascus. He died A. H. 230 (A. D. 841-3),

at Sarra-man-raa. He was surnamed AbO '1-HinA (AbO '1-MabAsin’s jVuj’Um az-Zdhira, MS. No. 630.

fol. 191.)

(14) He probably cites this abominable verse on account of its citreme energy, which is here purposely

softened, even In the I.tuin translation. Its import I judge to be satirical.

(18) Literally : To the shrouds.

(16) That is: lam preparing for death, which is rendered inevitable by the cruelty of my mistress.

(17) Literally: Your undressed, or unfinished arrow.

(18) Lc nom dc Holaya, sous lequcl ce poete est devenu celebre, est un sobriquet qui lui fut donn< a cause

iel'niguite dc sa taille. Son veritable nom Atait Djarwal et son pidnom Abou Mnulalca _»jl.

Sa naissance Kail illAgitime et sa glmfalogic incertaine. II passeil pour Mre Ie fils d’un certain Aus, de la

tribu d'Abs. Au rote, quand il Kail fache contrc les banou Abs, II se disait issu des hanou Dhol ben ChaibAn,

et quand it se brouillait aver les banou Dhol, il rapportait son originc aui banou Ahs.

Holaya a veru dans le paganisme et I'islamisme. II se fit musulman, ensuite il abjura, puis il emhrassa de

nouveau In foi mahomtf lane. C'est un poete du premier mCrite ; mais il (flail avarc, laid, mdebant, impie, trCs-

hardi a demander, et lrt»>ardeni a satiriser ecus qui ne lui donnaienl ricn; ce qui le faisait bcaucoup redou-

ter. Plusieurs connoisseurs disaient: De tous les poAtes, Hotava est celul dont les vers offrent le moins dc prise

a la critique. On cite avec estime.comme renfermant une penslc vraieet bien eiprim<e, cevers dr Hotaya:

"Celui qui fait le bien estsflr d'en trouver la recompense: enlre Dieu et les homines le bienfait n'est jamais

perdu.”

Hotaya Kant devenu ennemi de ZibricAn fils de Badr, par suite d'une aventure qu’il serait trop long de

raconter, Gt une satire contre ce personnage. ZibricAn alia se plaindre au calife Omar, qui, pour punir

Hotaya, le fit jeler dans une basse-fosse. Hotaya y resta plusieurs jours: ensuite il adressa au califc une

piece de vers touchante qui fldchit sa colire. Omar le fit tirer de la fosse et amener en sa presence
:

puis U

luidil: “Garde-toi ddsormais de satiriser qui que re soil.— C'est pourtant la satire qui m’a fait vivre jus-

“ qu'a ee jour, dit Hotaya.— Garde-toi, ajouta Omar, de dire : Un tel vaut mieux qu'un tel, cette famille est

“ meilleurc que cette autre. -Cette defense, rCpliqua le poete, est une satire des bommes en general plus

“ piquante que je n'en pourrais faire (car la consequence qui en resulte est que tous les hommes sont egalc-

“ meat mauvals).- Si je ne craignais d'etablir un usage funeste, dit Omar. Irrite de ces repouses, je le cou-

“ penis la langue. Va, tu appartiens maintenant a colui que tu as insulte. ZibricAn! prends-le, et fais-en

“ ce que tu voudras.” ZibricAn passa son turban autour du col de Hotaya et I’emmcna. Des personnages de

la tribu de Bakr-wail le rencontrerent tratnant son captif et lui demanderent sa grAce. ZibricAn la leur ac-

cords. et remit Hotaya enlre leurs main*.

of Islamism ; the Muthadram sr’* lived both before and after that epoch, and the Mutuallad -vJy*

27
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Hotaya vivait encore sous le catifc Moawia ; il a compos# des vers a la louangc de Said ben Nassi, gouver-

neur de Mldine du terns de Moawia. Dana la suite, AyAr Ills de Hotaya rencontraiit un jour Khaiid fils dc

Said, lui dill “Mon pire eil mort apres avoir re?u du lien 20 mille piece* d'argenl, en recompense de cinq

“ pocrnea qu'il avail fails en I'honneur de Said. Ce que vous nous avci domu* eat diasip# aujourd’hui, el ce

“ que mon pere vous a donee reste cntier. - Cost vrai, rCpondit Khaiid, c'cat nous qui vous devons de la

“ reconnaissance."— (Agbaui, L f. 01 09. IT. f. 13.)

For this curious note, 1 am indebted to tbe friendship of M. Causain de Perceval.— Betake, in hi* edition

of Aba l-Fodi's Annals (tom. i, pag. 78 atlnnt.), gives some other anecdotes respecting the poet al-Huuiya.

(19) In the Arabic test, for read ,ju.M. Il would seem, from the Khatlb's History of Baghdad, that

he renounced poetry from religious motives.

(20) In the Arabic: To be put into the prison for crimes ^ae““. This place of confinement was

probably to called to distinguish it from the Malbak, or state prison of Baghdad.

.21; Those people, a disrespectful manner of alluding to the Abbiside family: the speaker was a partisan

of the descendants of Ali

(22) This is certainly a mistake, no such person as Isa, son of Zaid son of Muhammad, is noticed by histo-

rians, as having lived under the reign of al-Mahdi; and Zaid Ibn HAritha, the adopted son of .Muhammad,

could not have had a son living at the time of al-Mahdi's accession (A. H. 158), since he was slain at the battle

of Muta, in A. H. 8. It is true that among the descendants of Ali ami FAlima, daughter of Muhammad, there

was a Zaid son of al-Uasan son of Ali, who had two sons, Yahva and al-Haaan, the latter of whom was gover-

nor of Medina for al-Mansdr, and died A. II. 168. It is not, however, possible to suppose that the author was

mistaken in the name, and meant to say al-Uasan Ibn Zaid; for Ain't '1-MabAsiu stales, in his History ol

Egypt, that al-llasan Ibn Zaid, who was noted for his piety, had beeu deprived of his place by al-Manshr, and

was then imprisoned by his orders and deprived of his properly; but that al-Mahdi, on his accession to the

khalifat, set him at liberty, restored him his wealth, reinstated him in bis place, and continued invariably to

treat him with the greatest favour. Al-IIasan Ibn Zaid died A. II. 168 (A D. 784-5). The author of the

Genealogy of the descendants of Ali. BIS of the Bib. du Roi, No. 853, says that the death of ai-Hasan took

place at HAjlr a place situated between Mckka and Medina.

(23) The Arabic text runs thus: “ He. said : Strike off bis head! and he gave orders concerning him, and

“ his head was struck off." This tautology must be attributed to the. inattention of the author.

ABU ALI L-KALl.

*Ol> The philologer Abfl Ali Ismail al-Kali was son of al-Kasim Ibn Aidun Ibn

Ifardn Ibn Isa Ibn Muhammad Ibn Salman; his ancestor Salman was an en-

franchised slave of the Omaiyidc khalif Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan. Abu Ali sur-

passed all his contemporaries by his extensive acquaintance with philology’,

poetry, and the grammatical doctrines established by the learned of Basra. He

received his philological information from Abu Bakr Ibn Duraid, Abu Bakr Ibn
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al-Anbari, Niftawaih, Ibn Durustdya and other masters, and he had for pupil in

that science Abu Bakr az-Zubaidi ai-Andalusi, author of the Abridgment of

(
al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad's Arabic dictionary, entitled

)
the Am. Al—Kali is

author of a number of fine works, such as the kitab al-Amdli {book of dic-

tations) 1,1); the kitab al-Bari
,
which is a treatise on philology, arranged in alpha-

betical order, and filling five thousand leaves ; a treatise on the short and the

long Alif; another on camels and their pro|>agation
;
a treatise on the external

characteristics of man; one on the horse and his different colours; a comparative

essay on the first and fourth forms of the Arabic verb; a history of the combats

in which the {most celebrated ancient Arab) cavaliers met their death; and

an explanation of the Moallakas. In his travels through various countries, he

visited Baghdad in the year 303 (A. D. 915-6), and stopped at Mosul, to learn the

Traditions delivered by Abu Yala al Mausili (2); in 305 he returned to Bagh-

dad, and remained there till 328; when in that city he wrote down the Tradi-

tions. On leaving Baghdad, he went to Spain, and entered Cordova on the 26th

Shaban, 330. He continued to dwell in that capital till his death, and it was there

that he taught bv dictation his kitab al-Anuili, aud most of his other works. Yusuf

Ibn llarun ar-Ramadi, whose life shall be given in the letter Y, composed an elegant

kasida in praise of Abti Ali ’1-Kali, a portion of which the reader will there find

inserted. Al-Kali died al Cordova on Friday evening, 6lh of the second Rabi

(some say the first Jumada), A. H. 356 (March. A. I>. 967); he was buried in

the cemetery of Mata, outside Cordova, and funeral prayers were said over him

by Abti Abd Allah al-Jubairi. He was born in the second Jumada, A. H. 288

(June, A. D. 901), at Manazjird in Diar Bakr, of which place mention has

already been made in the life of al-Manazi (3). The reason of his being sur-

nanied Kali was, that in going to Baghdad, he travelled with people from Kali

Kala, in consequence of which he was called Kali (or native of Kali Kdla) ever

after. As-Samani says that this place is in the territory of Diar Bakr, but I read

in the katib Imad ad-din's History of the Seljfiks that Kali Kala is the same town

as Er/erum. Al-Baladori (4) says, in his kitab ul-Bulddn, or history of the

Victories of Islamism, in treating of the conquest of Armenia: “ At one time the

“ Greek empire was broken up, and several princes governed the provinces with

“ nearly absolute authority; one of them was called Arminiacos, and was suc-

“ ceeded on his death by his wife Kali ; it was she who built this city, and gave it

L
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“ the name of Kali Kalah, which means the goodness of Kali

;

this word lias

“ been altered by the Arabs to suit the genius of their language, and they say

“ Kali Kala. The image of this princess is engraved on one of the gales of the

“ city (5).”

(1) A ropy of the Amili ii in the Bib. du Roi, foods Asselin, No. 403. It contain! a number of Tradi-

tions relative to Muhammad ; an immense quantity of notes respecting the ancient Arabs, their proverbs,

language, and poetry; anecdotes of the poets who lived under the early khalifs; pieces In prose and verse

preserved by tradition, and which the author learned from the lips of his masters, etc. He says in his

preface, that he had long treasured up this precious information and concealed it from the profane; that he

had sought a person worthy of receiving it and capable of appreciating its value; and having heard of the

glorious reign of the Commander of the Faithful, Abd ar-Hahmkn Ibn Muhammad, he faced the dangers of

land and sea, and went to Spain, where he received the greatest encouragement from that khalif, and was

Induced to publish his work by dictating it from memory at Cordova, and in the great mosque of az-Zahri —

It is a curious book, and flirnishes much information on Arabim (lo jt.), or the philology of the ancient

Arabic language; it fills 338 folio pages very closely written.

;2) The hAfii Abh Yala Ahmad lbn Ali Ibn al-Mulhanna at-Tamlmi is the author of a well known Mus-

nad, or collection of authenticated Traditions, which he received from a great number of persons of the high-

est credibility: he composed also some works on ascetic devotion and oilier subjects, lie was remarkable for

his humility, ralldnessof temper, amenity of manners, and veracity. Born at Mosul, A. II. 210 (A. D. 826);

died A. H. 307 (A. D. 910-10).—(Ad-Dababls Tdrlkh al-hldm, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, No. 616.)

(3) See page 128.

(4) The life of Ahmad Ibn Yahya al-BaMdori has been given by M. Hamaker in his .Specimen Cataloyi

Cod., page 11.

(8) Or: “ Is over one of its gates.”

THE SAHIB IBN ABBAD.

The Sahib Abu ’1-Kasim Ismail Ibn Abi’l-Hasan Abbad lbn al-Abbas Ibn Abbad

Ibn Ahmad Ibn Idris at-Talakani, was the pearl of his time, and the wonder of

his age for his talents, his virtues, and his generosity. He acquired his know-

ledge of pure Arabic from Ibn Faris, author of the Mujmil
,
Abu '1-Fadl Ibn

liOal-Omaid and others. At-Thaalibi, in his Yaiima
,

speaks of him in these

terms : “lam unable to find expressions sufficiently strong to satisfy my wishes,

“ so that I may declare to what a height he attained in learning and philological

“ knowledge
;
how exalted a rank he held by his liberality and generosity

;
how
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“ far he was placed apart by the excellence of his qualities, and how completely

“ he united in himself all the various endowments which are a source of just

“pride to their possessor (1 ) ;
for my words aspire in vain to attain a height

“ which may accord with even the lowest degree of his merit and his glory, and

“ my powers of description are unequal to the task of portraying the least of his

“ noble deeds, the lowest of his exalted purposes.” He then cites examples cha-

racteristic of his noble mind, and gives some account of his life. —Abu Bakr

al-Khowarezmi (2) makes mention of the Sahib Ibn Abbad in the following terms:

“ He was brought up in the bosom of the vizirat; that was the nest in which he

“ crept and from which he sprung, - the nurse with whose milk he was suckled

“even to the last drop; he received the vjzirat as an inheritance from his

“ fathers." Such also has Abd Said ar-Rustami (3) said of him in these verses:

The vizirat passed as an inheritance from one ancestor to another, and was succes-

sively sustained by able pillars of the state [k). Abbftd received the vizirat from AbbAs,

{as a tradition is received), and Ismail then received it from AbbUd.

This was the first vizir who bore the title of Sahib (companion); he was so

denominated because he bad been the companion of lbn al-Omaid, and was then

known by (hat designation, which got into such general use, that on his accession

to the vizirat, it continued to be employed as bis real name. As-Sabi says, in

his kitab at- Tdji (5), that Ibn Abbad was intitlcd as-Sahib because he had

been the companion of Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih from his early youth,

and as this prince gave him that epithet, it continued to be the name by which

he wras known, and became the title of succeeding vizirs. Ibn Abbad was at first

vizir to Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat Ibn Rukn ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, having replaced

Abd ‘l-Fath Ali Ibn Abi '1-Fadl Ibn al-Omaid, of whom mention shall be made

in the life of his father Muhammad (6). On the death of Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat

at Jurjan, in the month of Shaban, A.H. 373 (January, A. D. 984), his brother

Fakhr ad-Dawlat Abu ’l-Hasan Ali got possession of the empire, and confirmed

Ibn Abbad as vizir. Under this prince, he enjoyed high favour, honour, and

authority. — Abu '1-Kasim az-Zafarani (7) recited to him one day a piece of

verse rhyming in n, and containing the following passage

:

0, thou whose gifts enrich the hands of him who is far away and him who is near!

You have clothed those who dwell by you and those who come to visit you, with rai-

ment which we thought unequalled; and all the slaves of thy palace go about in silks

except myself.
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On this, the Sahib said: ‘‘I have read in the life of Maan ibn Zaida as-

“ Shaibani, that a inan came to him and said: ‘Give me whereon to ride, 0
“ Emir!’ on which he ordered him a camel, a horse, a mule, and an ass (8), and

“ then said : ‘If 1 knew that God had created any other animal fit for riding, I

“ had given it to you.’ Now I order you silk enough for a coat, a shirt, a lur-

“ ban, a waistcoat, trowsers, a handkerchief, a vesl, a cloak, a robe, leggings,

“ and a purse; and if I knew of any other garment which could be made of

“silk, I should give it you.’’—The number of poets who flocked to him and

celebrated his praises in splendid kasldas, surpassed that which assembled at

the court of any other. His repartees were very good: the coiners of the mint

presented to him a memorial in which they complained of some injustice done

them, and which was headed by the words ad-Darrdbun

;

he wrote underneath

in form of decision, On cold iron (9). A person once addressed him a memo-

rial. in which he inserted some passages and expressions stolen from epistles

com|K>sed by himself, on which he wrote underneath in answer to the demand :

This our property hath been relumed unto us (10). He caused one of his reve-

nue collectors to l>e imprisoned in a narrow yard near his dwelling, and having

one day gone up to the {flat) roof of the house, his prisoner saw him and called

upon him with a loud voice, on which he looked down and perceiving him

111 suffering tortures like those of hell, he said: Back to hell! speak not unto

mej (11). Numerous anecdotes of the kind are related of him. —He wrote a phi-

lological work in seven volumes, entitled the Muhit (comprehensive), which he

arranged in alphabetical order, giving
(
the explanation of) a great number of

words, but citing very few examples; it contains a considerable portion of the

(words composing the) language; he is also author of the Kd.fi (sufficient), treat-

ing of epistolatory writing, the kitdh al-Aiydd (Book of Festivals), a treatise

on the excellence of new-year’s day; another on the rank of imam, in which he

states the merits of Ali Ibn Abi TAlib, and maintains that the (three khalifs) who

preceded him were legitimate imams (12); the Rook of Vizirs; a work entitled:

Exposure of the faults in al-Mutanabhi’s poetry, and a treatise on the names and

attributes of God. He composed also some elegant epistles and good poetry, of

which we shall give the following extracts:

My description cannot paint that nymph who is a very gazelle in beauty. She wished

to kiss my hand, and 1 said: “ Kiss my lips.”
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On clear-coloured wine:

The glass is clear, and the wine is clear; one is so like the other, that they can

hardly be distinguished. One you would think wine, not glass,—the other glass, not

wine.

He composed these elegiac verses on the death of the vizir Abu Ali Kathir Ibn

Ahmad (13):

They told me of Kathlr's death; it was a heavy loss for me, and I said: “Let
“ me and Glory weep together, for the like of Kathir

(
abundant

)

i» rare among man-
“ kind."

It is related by the grammarian Abu ’l-Husain al-Farisi (14) that Nuh lbn Man-

sur, one of the Samanide princes, wrote privately to the Sahib, inviting him to

become his vizir and direct the administration of his kingdom; but he refused

the offer, and one of the reasons which he gave in excuse was, that it would

require four hundred camels to transport his books only ; think then of the fur-

niture which he must have possessed in the same proportion! We shall limit the

account of his life to the foregoing particulars, which may suffice. He was

bom on the 16th of Zu ’l-Kada, 326 (September, A. D. !)38), at Istakhar, or,

according to another account, at Talakan, and died on Thursday evening, 24th

of Safar, 385 (March, A. D. 995), at Rai, from which city his body was trans-

ported to Ispahan, aud interred in a vault situated in the quarter of Bab Dazih :

his tomb is still kept in good order, and his daughter’s descendants have it

whitewashed regularly. The poet lbn Abi ’l- Ala (15) narrates as follows: “I

“ had a dream in which I heard a voice say: ‘ Why did not you, who possess such

“a talent for poetry, compose an elegy on his death?’ To which I replied:

“ ‘ The number of his good qualities forced me to refrain, for 1 did not know

“ with which to begin
;
and I was apprehensive of my inability to treat the. sub-

“ ject suitably, although people supposed me capable of doing it full justice
!’

“ The voice here said :
‘ Add a second hemistich to those I pronounce.'

“ ‘Speak !’ said 1; and the voice said :

‘Generosity and the best of patrons repose together in the same grave.’

“ And I rejoined:

‘ So that each of these brothers may kocp the other company
!’
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• They were inseparable when alive, and now they embrace
—

'

“ I:

• On a funeral couch near BAb Dazili I*

“ The voice:

• Whilst other inhabitants shall quit their dwellings
—

’

“I:

‘They shall remain in theirs till the day of resurrection.’

This piece is given by al-Baiynsi (16) in his Ham&sa.— I have read the fol-

lowing observation in the History of the Sahib Ibn Abbad : “None ever enjoyed

“ the same popufar favour after their death as during their life (17), the Sahib

• “ excepted ; for on his decease, the gates of the city of Rai were closed (in sign of
“ mourning), and the people assembled at the door of his palace, where they

12 “ wailed till his bier was brought out; and Fakhr ad-Dawlat, the prince whom
‘‘ he served,” (and whose name has been mentioned in the beginning of this

notice,) “ was present with all the officers of high rank in mourning dresses (18):

“ when the bier appeared, the people raised one simultaneous cry and pros-

“ trated themselves on the ground; Fakhr ad-Dawlat, and the rest marched in

“ procession before the corpse, and for some days after, he held public sit-

“ tings to receive visits of condolence (19).” His death was lamented in these

terms by Abti Said ar-Rustami

:

Now, that Ibn AbbAd is departed, shall ever the expectant traveller hasten to under-

take the nightly journey? shall ever liberality be solicited? God hath willed that the

hopes of the needy and the gifts of the generous should perish by the death of Ibn

AbbAd, and that they should never meet again till the day of resurrection.

His father, Abu l-Hasan Abbad died A. H. 334 or 335 (A. D. 946); he had

l>ecn vizir to Rukn ad-Dawlat, father of Fakhr ad-Dawlat and Adad ad-Dawlat

Fannakhosru, whom al-Mulanabhi has celebrated in his poems.—Fakhr ad-

Dawlat died in the month of Shaban, A. H. 387 (August, 997); he was born in

341 (A. D. 952).— Tdlakdni means native of Talakan: there are two cities of
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this name, one in Khorasan, and the other in the dependencies of Kazwin; the

latter was the native place of the Sahib.

(I) ) have been here obliged to paraphrase the original, in order to render its full sense

(2> The life of AhO Bakr .Muhammad al-KhowArezml is given by Ibn KhallikAn.

i3> Abd Said Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Rustam ar-Rustami, a native of Ispahan, was originally a

mason but he displayed such talent in the eompodtion of verse*, that he eame to b>-

ranked among the first poets of the time, and gained the favour of the SAhib Ibn AbbAd. who acted towards

him as a generous benefactor, and used to say. “ar-Rustami is the ablest poet of the day.” At the approach

of old age, ar-Rustami renounced poetry from conscientious motives. The date of his dealt) is uot given iu the

Fatima, but some of his poem* are preserved in that work, with a notice on their author, the summary of *

which is here given.—(See the Fatima, fot. 312.)

(4) In this verse the author had a double meaning in view: It signifies also that the viiirat was successively

transmitted Hike a tradition) from one good authority to another. The same idea is continued in the nest

verse.

(8) See page 31.

f(t Muhammad was Ibn al-Omald's real name.

(7' AbO 'l-Kasim Omar Ibn Ibrahim az-ZAfarAni was a native of Irak, and one of those literary men who

were admitted into the society of the SAhib ; he was also a favourite of Adad ad-Dawlat.— (Vatima. fol. 327.)

Some of his poems are to be found in that work.

(8; One article in the list I have omitted : decency requiring its suppression.

(9) The word ad-Darrdb&n signifies literally the beaters, and is used to designate the money-beaters or

coiners : by the addition which the vizir made, he gave them to understand that it was useless for them to

complain ; that they, the beaters, struck on cold iron, which is labour In vain. This is a common Arabic pro-

i

verb, somewhat analogous to the English one: Strike when the iron is hot.

(10) This is a passage of the Koran, taken from surat 12, verse 65.

(II) This is also a passage of the Koran : see surat 23. verse 110 —At-ThaAlibi did not probably know this

trail, wheu he made his pompous eulogium of the SAhib.

(12) Here the word imam means, the possessor of spiritual and temporal authority.

(13) It would appear from Khattndemir's Tdrlkh al-Jf'uzard, that Kathlr was vizir to one of the lSailamile

princes. — (De Hammer's Handsehriflen, No. 238.)

(14) Abif'l-Husain Muhammad Ibn al-Husain al-FArisi, a grammarian of considerable reputation and sitter's

sou to the celebrated Ahd Ali '1-FArisi, under whom he studied, was one of those literary men whom the

SAhib admitted into hit intimacy, lie possessed a talent for poetry, and some of his pieces are preserved in

the Yattma; the author of which work. at-ThaAlibi, says that at the lime he was writing, Abo 'l-Husain was

still alive and dwelling at JurjAn.—(Yattma. No. 1370, fol. 488.'

(15) Abtl ‘l-Kasim GhAnim Ibn Abi ‘l-AIA, a native of Ispahan, was another of the SAliib's favourite poets.

Some of his pieces are to be found in the Vatima, fol. 319.

(16) AbO ‘1-OajjAj Yftsuf Ibn Muhammad was a native of Baeza in Spain, whence his surname of llaiydsi.

His life is given by Ibn KhallikAn. - There are seven works in Arabic wbirh bear the title of Uamdsa.

(17) Literally: No one was ever favoured after his death as he had been during life.

(18> Literally: Having changed their dress.

(19) The Arabic says simply, that he sal for consolation.

‘28
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IBIS KHALF AS-SARAKUSTI.

Abu 'l-Tahir Ismail Ibn Kbalf Ibn Said Ibn Imran al-Ansari (1) ai-Andalusi

as-Sarakusfi
(
native of Saragossa in Spain

)
was a grammarian and teacher of

the reading of the Koran. He was master of the branches of general litera-

ture, and versed in the sciences connected with llie Koran (2). He is author of

die Qnwrin fi
’l-Karadt (3) (

Outlines of the different readings of the Koran),

which work is considered of the very first authority by those who cultivate that

branch of knowledge; he composed also an Abridgment of the Kitdbal-TIujja{4)

by Abu Ali '1-Farisi. Ibn Bashkawal praises him highly in the Silat, and

makes an enumeration of his merits. He continued to pursue his studies and

communicate his information to the public up to the day of his death; he expired

on Sunday, die first of Muharram, A. 11. 455 (January, A. D. 1 0G3.)

—

Sara-

kusti means native ofSarakusta (5), a very fine city in the eastern part of Spain,

which has produced a number of learned men. It was taken from the Moslims

by the Franks (under the orders of Alphonso, king of Arragon), in the year

512 (A. H. 1118).

1) Al-AusSri is ihc title given to descendants from the Ansdrt. See page 137. note (1).

(2l tlajji Kalita give* a lilt of these sciences in the introduction to his bibliographical dictionary.— See

page 37 of FlQgel's edition

(3) In the Arabic teit, this word is incorrectly printed ^ IysJ I

.

(4 This work treats of the different readings or editions of the Koran.

(O'. Sarakutta is an alteration of Cisar Augusta, the ancient name of the city of Saragossa.

AL-MANSUR IBN AL-KAIM IBN AL-MAHDI.

Abu t-Tahir Ismail, surnamed al-Mansiir (the victorious), was son of al-

Kaim Ibn al-.Mahdi, prince of Ifrikiya
(
Africa Propria): die remainder of his

genealogy will lie found in the life of his grandfather al-\Ialidi Obaid Allah:

the life of al-Mustali, one of his descendants, has been already given (1).

Al-iMansur received the oadi of fidelity from his subjects on die day wherein his
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father al-Kaim died
; fwe shall speak of this event under the letter M.) He

possessed the talent of expressing his ideas with precision and elegance, and he

pronounced his khotbas without previous preparation. Abu Jaafar al-Marwa-

rudi narrates the following anecdote [of his ready genius): “I sent forth with

“ al-Mansur on the day he defeated Abu Yazid (2), and, as I accompanied him,

“ he dropped from time to time one of the two lances which he bore in his hand;

“ so I ( picked it up and) wiped it, and gave it to him, pronouncing it to be a

“ good omen, and quoting to him the following verse:

• She threw away her staff, and a distant land became the place of her abode ;
(yet,

* she felt} as the traveller on his return, when his eyes are delighted (by the sight of
* home) (3).

“On which he replied : ‘Why did you not quote what is better and truer 113

“ than that: And we spake by revelation to Moses, saying, Throw down thy

“ rod. And behold, it swallowed up that which they had caused falsely to

“ appear. Wherefore the truth was confirmed, and that which they had

“ wrought vanished. And they were overcome there, and were rendered con-

“ temptible (4). To this I said :
4
0, my lord

!
you, who are the son of Gods

“ Apostle, utter that knowledge of which you are the [sole) possessor.’
”—One

of the best anecdotes of this kind is that which at-Taimi(5) thus relates in his

Life of al-Hajjaj: “ Abd al-Malik Ibn Marw&n ordered the construction of a gate

“ at Jerusalem, on which his name was to be inscribed, and al-Hajjaj obtained

“ from him permission to erect another; and it so happened that Abd al-Malik 's

“ was struck by lightning and burned, while that of al-Hajjaj remained uninjured.

“ Abd al-Malik was much troubled in consequence, but al-Hajjaj wrote him this

“ letter: 4
1 am informed that fire has come down from heaven and burned the

“gate of the Commander of the Faithful, without burning that of al-Hajjaj; in

“ this we resemble perfectly the two sons of Adam, when they each made an

“ offering, and it was acceptedfrom one and not from the other (6).’ Abd
“ al-Malik’s uneasiness was dispelled by the perusal of this letter."—Al-Mansur

was charged by his father (al-Kdim) to wage war against Abu Yazid, who had

revolted against his authority. Abu Yazid Makhlad Ibn KaidAd belonged to the

sect of Ibadites (7); he made an outward show of rigid devotion, but was in rea-

lity an enemy to God
;
he never rode but on an ass, nor wore any dress but

woollen. He had already fought al-Mansur’s father in many engagements, and got
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into his possession all the towns in the dependencies of Kairawan; al-Mahdiya

was the only city which remained in the hands of al-Kaim. Abu Yazid then

took up his position against al-Mahdiya and blockaded it; and al-K&im died

during the siege. Al-Mansur then assumed the direction of affairs, and continued

to maintain the contest, but concealed the death of his father; he j>ersevered in

his resistance till Abu Yazid retired, and went to blockade Susa. Then al-

Mansur left al-Mahdiya, and having given Abu Yazid battle at Susa, put him

to flight; he then defeated him in a number of successive combats, and at length

took him prisoner on Sunday, 25th Muharram, 336 (August, A. D. 947). Abu

Yazid died of his wounds after a captivity of forty days: his body was skin-

ned by al-Mansur's orders; the skin was then stuffed with cotton, and ex-

posed on a cross. It
a
was on the s|>ot in which this battle was fought, that

al-Mansur built the city which he named al-Mansuriya after himself, and in

which he fixed his residence. He was courageous, firm- hearted, and eloquent,

pronouncing the hhotba without previous preparation. In the month of Rama-

dan, 341 (A. D. 953), he went from al-Mansuriva to Jaldla on a party of plea-

sure, accompanied by his concubine Kadib, of whom he was passionately fond

;

when God poured down on them heavy showers of hail and gave a storm power

over them. Al-Mansdr turned back, therefore, to al-Mansuriya, but he suf-

fered so much from cold, that he last his strength, and most of those who ac-

companied him perished. On his arrival, he fell sick, and died on Friday,

29th Shawwal, A. H. 341 (March, A. D. 953). His illness originated in the

following manner: when he arrived at al-Mansuriya, he took a bath against the

orders of his physician, Ishak lbn Sulaiman al-Israili (8), the consequence of

which was, loss of natural heat, and inability to sleep; on which Ishak came and

treated him, but the sleeplessness continued. Al-Mansur at last grew impatient,

“ and said to one of his slaves: “Is there no physician in Kairawan who can

“ deliver me from this.” The answer was: “There is here a young man just

“ grown up, called Ibrahim.” He ordered him to be called and acquainted

with his stale, and complained to him of what he was suffering; on which

Ibrahim took some soporiferous drugs and put them in a glass phial on the fire,

prescribing to his patient to smell them. Al-Mansdr, after smelling them for

a considerable time, fell asleep; and Ibrahim retired, rejoicing in what he had

done. When Ishak returned, he went to enter the |>alient's chamber, but was
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told that he slept, on which he said :
“ If any thing has been done to him to

‘ make him sleep, he is now a dead man.” They then entered the room, and

having found that he was dead, they wanted to kill Ibrahim, but Ishak said:

“ He is not to be blamed, as he treated him in the manner which physicians

“ teach; but he was unacquainted with the cause of the disorder, and you did

“ not inform him. As for me, I treated him with the view of fortifying the

“ natural heat, so as to cause sleep, and on learning that he was treated in a

“ way to extinguish that heat, I knew he was dead.” He was interred at al- 114

Mahdiva; born at Kairawan, 302 (A. D. 914), or 301 ; his reign lasted seven

years and six days .—Ifriklya is the name of an exter\give country in Magh-

reb; it was conquered in the khalifat of Othman; Kairawan was then the capital,

as Tunis is now.

(1) Set page 189.

(2) The author relates this event farther on.

(3) The expression ’juc J signifies to refresh or delight the eye, to rejoice. - This verse is frequently met

with in Arabic writers, and Abb l-Ka<lJ says, in his Uiitoria Anteiilamica. page 187, that mention is made

of its author, Mokirr Ibn Uimftr al-fUriki, in the Kitdb al-Aghdni; this name Is not, however, to be found

in the manuscript of that work preserved al the Bib. du Roi. —The expression to throve ntcay one's staff is

quite proverbial in Arabic; It means to give up travelling.

(4 1 This is a passage from the Koran, sural 7, verses 114, 118, and ilfi.

(8) The historian al-Tatmi is better know n as Abb Ohaida Ibn al-Mulhanna.

(8) Koran, sur 8, v. 30.

>7) Abb 1-KadA, in his Annals, year 333. gives some account of Abb Yazld's revolt, defeat, and death The

MS. of that wrork in the Rib. du Roi, which has been corrected by the author himself, writes •M-XiS' kanddd.

with the vowel points, as the name of that rebel's father. Abb Yazld was surnamed the master of the ass

Sdhib al-Himdr, because he never rode anything else.—(Ibn al-Abbir.) The sect of the llsadites [Ibddiya)

had for author Abd Allah Ibn lb4d at-Tamlmi. who revolted atTabala In Yemen during the reign of Marwlu

Ibn Muhammad, the last of the Omaiyides who reigned in the East. It appears from an-Nuwairi, that this

sect existed in Ifrikiya at an early period, and gave some trouble to the Aghlabite princes.-- AI-JurjAni. in his

Taarifdt (Notices et ertraits des man. dr la fiib. du Roi, tom. 10, pag. 19f, says: These sectarians considered

as InGdels all those who did not believe as they ; they taught that the Moslirn who commits a grievous sin is a

unffartan, but not one of the faithful, because works are a part of faith ; and they declared Ali and a great

number of Muhammad’s companions to be infidels. A fuller account of their dortrines is given by as-Shah-

rast&ni. •

(8 The life of Ishak Ibn Sulaimkn will be found in M. de Sacy's Abd-Allatif, p. 43.

i

i
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AZ-ZAKIR AL-OBAIDI.

Abn l-Mansur Ismail, surnamed az-Zafir (1/te conqueror), son of al-H»fiz Ibn

Muhammad Ibn al-Muslansir Ibn az-Zahir Ibn al-HSkim Ibn al-Aziz Ibn al-

.Mni/.z Ibn al-Mansur Ibn al-Kaim Ibn al-Mahdi. In tbe article which precedes,

we have given tbe life of his ancestor al-Mansur. On the death of al-Iiafiz. his

youngest son az-Zafir was immediately proclaimed as bis successor, in conform-

ity to his father's last orders, and on the same-day be received tbe oath of fealty

from his subjects. This prince was addicted to pleasure and frivolous amuse-

ments, passing bis time with his concubines, or listening to vocal music. He

was assassinated by his favourite, Nasr, son of his vizir Abbas (of whom we shall

again speak in the life of al-Aadil Ibn as-Sallar), who having invited him one

night to come secretly to bis father's palace (which is now tbe llanelite College,

and is called the Surufiya) (1), murdered him there and concealed his death.

This well-known event look place on the 15th, or, according to some, on Wed-

nesday night, 30lh of Mubarram, A. H. 549 (April, A. D. 1 154). He was born

at Cairo, on Sunday, 15th of the second Rabi (some say the first), A. H. 527

(A. I). 1133); he was a very handsome man. On perpetrating this murder,

INasr went, the same night, to his father Abbas, and informed him of what he

bad done. It was by bis father's orders that he bad acted; for bis extreme

beauty bad induced the public to suspect that his intercourse with az-Zafir was

of an improper nature, and in consequence {of these rumours), his father bad

said to him: “You are ruining your reputation by keeping company with az-

“ Zalir; your familiarity with him is the subject of public talk; kill him then,

“ for it is thus flial you will vindicate your honour from these foul suspicions.”

The next morning, Abbas went to the door of the castle, and asked admission

to az-Zafir, saying that he had business of importance to transact with him.

Tbe slaves having sought their master in the places where he usually passed the

night, and not finding him, told Abbas that they did not know where he was.

On this the vizir dismounted, and entered the castle with some trusty attend-

ants ; he then ordered the slaves to bring forth Jibril and Yusuf, the two bro-

thers of his master; them he questioned respecting him; but they told him to

ask his own son, for he knew better than they. On this, he caused their heads
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to be struck off, suod said: “These two are his murderers.”—Such arc the

main circumstances of the event, which is related more fully in the life of al-

Faiz Isa, son of az-Z&fir.—The mosque az-Zafiri, which is inside the gate of

Zawila at Cairo, was so called after him, as he was its founder, and had settled

upon it wakfs (2) to a great amount.

(1 ) The SuyOflyt College al Cairo «a» 50 railed, because it was close to the Sword-culler’s Barer Suk at-

Snyti/t*).—(At-Uakriii).

(2) See page 49, note !7).

ASHHAB AL-KA1S1.

Abu Amr Ashhab Ibn Alxi al-Aziz Ibn Dawud Ibn Ibrahim al-Kaisi al-Jaadi

{number of the tribe of Kais and of the family ofJaad), a doetor of the sect

of Malik and native of Egypt, studied jurisprudence under the imam Malik, and

afterwards under the doctors of Medina and Misr. The imam as-Shafi said of

him: “I never saw an abler jurisconsult thau Ashhab, were he not so precipi-

“ tate.” A rivalry subsisted between him and Ibn al-Kasim (1), whom he af-

terwards replaced as chief of the Malikiles in Egypt. Ashhab was born in 115

Egypt, A. H. 150 (A. D. 767), or in A. H. 140, according to Abu Jaafar al-Jaz-

zar in his history ; he died in 204 (A. D. 820), a month (or, as some say, 1 8 days)

after as-Shafi, whose deaih occurred on the 30th Rajah of that year. Ashhab

died at Old Cairo, and was interred in the lesser Kara fa (2); I have visited his

tomb, which is near that of Ibn al-Kasim. Some state that his real name was

Maskin and Ashhab only a surname, but that is not exact. His veracity is un-

questionable in the Traditions, which he gives on the authority of the imam

Malik. Al-Kodai says, in his Khitat, that Ashhab was head of the Malikiles in

the city (of old Cairo)
; that he possessed great wealth; and that he was the

ablest divine among the Malikiles in resolving doubtful questions- As-Shafi

said that he never saw his equal among the natives of Egypt, but that he was

rather rash; and (we know) that the only doctors of the sect of MMik whom as-

Shafi saw in that country were Ashhab and Ibn Abd af-Hukm. It is related

by the latter that he heard Ashhab pray for the death of as-Shafi, who, on
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learning from him the circumstance, quoted the following verses, which he

applied to himself

:

Some men desire my death, and if I die, I shall not be the sole who travelled in that

path. Tell him who strives to obtain constant happiness (3), that he should lay in a

store for another, and a future life; then he shall have nearly
(
gained hi* tciaA) (4).

Ibn Abd al-Hukm relates also that as-Shafi, on his death, left, among other

property, a slave who was purchased by Ashhab, and that he himself purchased

that same slave when Ashhab died. Ibn Yunus speaks of Ashhab in his History,

and says: “Ashhab was descended from Kais through the tribe of Aainir, and

“ sprang from the family of Jaada; his surname was Abu Amr; he was one of

“ the lirst jurisconsults of Egypt, and a man of great judgment: born A. H. 140

“(A. D. 757); died on Saturday, 21st of Shaban; A. H. 204 (A.D. 820.) He

“ wore his beard dyed (m imitation of the primitive Moslinu)." Muhammad

Ibn Aasim al-Maafiri relates that he had a dream (5) in which he seemed to hear

a voice say :
“ 0, Muhammad !** to which he gave answer, and the voice then

pronounced this verse :

They are gone, those friends on whose departure we exclaim : O, that the earth and

those which inhabit it were dissolved I

“At that time,” says he, “ Ashhab was sick, and I said: ‘0, how greatly I

“ fear that he may die!' and he died of that illness.”

fl) The life of Ihn nl-KAsim is giten in this work: hi* full name it Aba Abd Allah Abd ar-Rahmin

al-Otaki.

-.2) See page S3, note (12).

13) Literally: The contrary of that which it trannitory.

(4l The signification of the words jJ ,,!$* is explained in 51. de Sacy’t commentary on the MakAma*

of al-tiarlri; see page 311 of that work.

IS) See page 4(1. note (7).

ASBAGH AL-MALIKI.

Abd Abd Allah Asbagh Ibn al-Faraj Ibn Said Ibn Nafi, a doctor of the sect

of Malik and a native of Egypl, studied jurisprudence under Ibn al-Kasim,
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Ibn Wahb, and Ashhab (1). It was said by Abd al-Malik lbu ul-Majishi'm

that Egypt never produced the like of Asbagh
; and when asked if he did not

make an exception in favour of Ibn al-Kasim, he replied: “Not even Ibn al-

“ Kasim." He was kdlib (2) to Ibn Wahb, and his ancestor Nafi, who was

an enfranchised slave of Abd al-Aziz Ibn Mai wan Ibn al-Hakam the Omaiyide,

was governor of Egypt (3). Asbagh died on Sunday, 25th of Shawwal, 225

(A. D. 840), some state, however, that his death took place in 226 or 220.

(1) For the life of Ashhab. see (he preceding article; the tires of Ibn al-Kltim and Ibn Wahb will be

found in the letter aln.

(2) Kdlib. copyist or secretary.

(3) Abd al-Aili was appointed governor or Hgypt by his father MarwAu Ibn al-Hakam m the year 65

(A. D. 685). and was authorised by him not only to preside at public prayers 'which was the prerogative of

the governor), but to collect the revenue, lie continued in the etercise of these functions till bis death,

which look place A. U. 85 (A. I). 704.)— (An-jYufOm uz-Zdhira.

,

AK SUNKUR THE HAJIB.

Abu Said Ak Sunkur (1) Ibn AM Allah, surnamed Kasim ad-Dawlat
(
part-

ner in the empire
), and generally known by the title of al-Hajib (the cham-

berlain), was the ancestor of the Atabeks of Mosul, and the father of lmad 116

ad-din Zinki. He and Buz5n (2), prince of Edessa, were mamluks of the Seljiik

Sultan, Malak Shah Ibn Alp Arslan. When Taj ad-Dawlat Tutush Ibn Alp

Arslan obtained possession of Aleppo (in the year 478) (A. D. 1085) (3), he left

Ak Sunkur as his lieutenant in that city, thinking that he could place every

reliance on one who was his brother’s raamluk. Ak Sunkur, however,

revolted, and Tutush, who was then master of Damascus, marched against

him and gave him battle, in the month of the first Jumada, A. H. 487 (A. D.

1094); both sides fought with great animosity, and the conflict terminated by

the death of Ak Sunkur (4). He was interred in the Zajjajiya College at

Aleppo. When I visited his tomb, I found it surrounded by a great number

of persons, who met there every Friday for the purpose of reading the Ko-

29
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ran (5) ;
and I was informed that (in recompense for their services), a large

sum, arising from the revenue of a wakf (0) founded for that purpose, was

distributed among them ;
but I do not know by whom that wakf was esta-

blished.— I have since discovered that it was established by Nur ad-din Mahntud,

grandson of ak-Sunkur; I shall give his life later, and shall narrate also, in

the life of Tutush, some particulars respecting Ak Sunkur, which are in contra-

diction to the foregoing statement (7). — The Zajjdjiya College was built by

Abu ’l-Rabi Sulaiman lbn Abd al-Jabbar Ihn Ortuk, prince of Aleppo (8).

Ak Sunkur was at first buried at (Mount) Karnehia, but his son Zinki, on

obtaining |>ossession of Aleppo, had his body transported to the Zajjajiya, and

introduced it into the city hy hoisting it over the wall (9). Ak Sunkur was slain

at a village called Ruyan, which is situated near Sabin (10) in the dependencies

of Alpppo, according to Yakut (in his Mushtarik).

(1) Ak-Sunkur is a Turkish name; it means irkite falcon.

(2) This Buzin assisted ak-Sunkur in bis rrroll against Tutush, and was taken and beheaded by that

prince, A. H. 487.— (Zubdal al-Balab.) The analysis of this work is given by professor Freytag in his

Selecla ex Bittoria Balebi.
*

3) It appears from a passage in the life of Tutush, that this date should have been inserted in the Arabic

test, it Is omitted in most of the manuscripts.

(4) A more full account of Ak Sunkur's revolt and death is given by Abb ‘l-Fadi In bis Annals. Kamil

ad-dln Omar lbn al-Adlm says, in his Zubdal al-Balab. that the troops of Ak Sunkur did not resist an

instant, and that he himself was taken after the battle and beheaded by Tutush.

(0) The merits and spiritual recompenses attached to the reading of the Koran are transferable to the dead,

when this act of piety is performed on their account and in their name.

(6) See note (7), page 49.

i.7) This is an oversighlof the author; nothing of the kind is to be found in the life of Tutush.

(8) Sulaiman lbn Abd al-Jabbir was lieutenant of II Ghiii in Aleppo. (Zubdal al-Balab.)

(8) When the Atibek Zinki transported the corpse of his father to the college situated in ifbe quarter of

Aleppo called )
al-Zajjdjtln (the glattblowert). he did not bring it through any of the city gates, but had il

hoisted over the wall; for il would have been considered as an unlucky omen to introduce a dead body into

the city.— (Bughiat at-Talab; MS. No. 726, fol. 180.) Kamil ad-dln, the author of this work, slates that

Ak Sunkur governed Aleppo with great justice, and that, under his excellent administration, the revenues of

the city amounted to fifteen hundred dinars per diem. (Fol. 178, v.)

(10) The author of the Mardtid at-lttild says that Sabin is a village at the gale of Aleppo, but Abb 'I-

Fadi in his Uistory, t. III. p. 290, places the field of battle at Tall at-Sulldn, on the river Sabin, at sis

parasangs from Aleppo.
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AK SUNKUR AL-BURSOKI.

Abu Said Ak Sunkur al-Bursoki al-Ghaw (the warrior), surnamed Kasim

ad-Dawlat. Saif ad-din (
partner in the empire and sword of religion), was

prince of Musul, Rahaba, and the neighbouring countries. He got possession

of these places on the death of the lspasalar (1) Maudud, who- governed them

and the Syrian provinces in the name of the Seljuk prince Muhammad Ibn

Malak Shah (whose life shall be given in this work). Maudud was murdered

on Friday., 12th. of, the second Rabi, A. II. 507 (September, A. D. 1113), by a

gang of Balinites (2), who attacked him in the great mosque of Damascus. Ak

Sunkur was then acting as shahna (3) at Baghdad, to which post he had been

appointed in the year 408 (A. D. 1004-5), by the sultan Muhammad, who had

liecome master of the empire by the death of his brother Barkyarilk. In the

year 499, Ak Sunkur was directed by the sultan Muhammad to lay siege to Tik-

rit, which was then in the possession of Kaikobad Ibn Hazarasb the Dailamite,

who was reported to he a partisan of the Batinite doctrines. In pursuance of his

orders, Ak Sunkur made preparations for the expedition, and having set out in

the month of Rajah of that year, he besieged Kaikobad till Muharram, A. H.

500. When on the point of taking the city, Saif ad-Dawlat Sadaka came up,

and was put in possession of it (4), and then returned to Hilla, accompanied

by Kaikobad, who took with him his treasures, but died on arriving. The

sultan Muhammad, on being informed of Maudud's assassination, ordered Ak

Sunkur to set out for Mosul, and make preparations for attacking the Franks in

Syria. On arriving at Mosul, he established his authority in the city, and then

made an expedition against the Franks, whom he ford'd to raise the siege of

Aleppo, which was closely pressed by them; he then returned to Mosul, and

continued to inhabit it till his death. He was one of the greatest and most cele-

brated emirs under the Seljukides. It was in the mosque of Mosul, on Fridav,

9th of Zu 'I-Kaada, A. II. 520 (November, A. D. 1 1 26), that he met with his

death by the bands of some Batiniles. Ibn al-Jawzi says, in his History, that he

was slain in the Afaksura{5) of the mosque of Mosul, A. H. 519, whilst the

katib Imad ad-din states that it happened in 520; the latter writer says: “The 117
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‘ 4 assassins, who were sitting in the mosque, in the dress of Siifis, sprang upon

“ him as he was retiring from prayers, and stabbed him in many places. This

“ was in the month of Zd' 1-Kaada. Their enmity had been excited against

“ him, because he had persecuted and slain them in great numbers, with the

“ intention of eradicating their power.” The government of Ak Sankur passed

to his son Izz ad-din Masud, whose death took place on Tuesday, 22nd of the

latter Jumada, 521 (July, A. D. 1127); Imad ad-din Zinki (son of the Ak Sun-

kur whose life is given in the preceding article) was his successor.—The deri-

vation of Bursoki was unknown to me, and as-Samani makes no mention of the

word; but L have since discovered that it comes from Bursok, the name of a

Mamluk belonging to the sultan Muhammad Toghrulbek, whose life we intend

to give. This Bursok held a high rank under the Seljuk dynasty, and was one

of their most remarkable and eminent emirs.

6

(1) ThU word, which is written ,jL~jL.l ami signifies commander of the traopi.

0} The BAlinitet arc the same as the Ismallians: they are better known in Europe as the Assassins

a.^»..'»T^l.— See M dc Sar.y's M(‘moire sur la dynaslie dee Attattine el sur I'dtymoloyie de letir nom ; and

his Uieloire dee Druzte.

3) See page 172. note (4).

(4 1 This was a roncerted plan between Sadaka and KaikobAd, and must have caused great disappointment

to Ak Sunkur. who bad the promise of the sultan to be allowed to retain Tikrlt as a fief after he had captured

it. (Ibn al-Alhlr's Kdmit.)

\8) In the great mosques, a railed enclosure, or pew, called the Mateara is reserved for the sultan or his

lieutenant.

0.MA1YA IBN ABI S-SALT.

Abu s-Salt Omaiya Ibn Abd al-A.rlz Ibn Abi ’s-Salt al-Andalusi ad-Dani (a

native of Denia in Spain), possessed superior information in the different

branches of general lilerature, and is author of a work entitled al-Hadika (the

Grove), which is composed on the plan of at-Thaalibi’s Yalima

;

being also

skilled in philosophy, he received the title of al-AdLib al-Hahim (the learned in

belles-lettres and philosophy)

:

he was besides deeply versed in the sciences of
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the ancients (4). Having left Spain, he took up his residence at Alexandria.

The katib Imad ad-din mentions him with commendation in the Kharida (2),

and cites the following, among other pieces of verse composed by him :

Formed as I am of earth, the earth is my country, and the human race my relations.

I must therefore impose on my camels a task of difficult accomplishment even for the

tallest and the strongest (3).

I have not, however, met with these verses in Ihn Abi ’s-Sall‘s poetical works.

The katib gives also as his, the following piece:

Sho said to me: “Why art thou living in obscurity? Is thy judgment weak or thy

talent inferior?” To which I answered :
“ My fault in the eyes of the public is to have

obtained glory such as they never possessed. It is in fortune alone that I am deficient,

but I am rich in honourable deeds.”

This piece also is not to be found in his diwan .

—

By the same:

She tormented and sported with my heart, and then returned unconcerned. How
intrepid is that gazelle whose magic charms prolong my sufferings (A); she kills with

her looks whom she pleases, and whom she pleases she revives. Where is the love

which she has not betrayed? Where are the promises which she does not break?

By the same

:

The iz&r crept along his cheek, but retreated from the smiling lips it did not dare 1 IB
to kiss. No wonder it should fear death from such a kiss; saliva is a deadly poison

for scorpions (5).

By the same

:

I have seen a graceful maid, whose beauty partook of tho qualities possessed by that

liquor which she poured from the ewer into the wine-cup ; its intoxicating power was

in her looks, its colour in her cheeks, its flavour in her kiss.

The author of the Kharida gives as his the following verses in his notice on

al-Hasan Ibn Abi ’l-Shakhna (6) :

I marvel how your looks, which are so languishing, can captivate the brave and

vigorous
;

your glances, though sheathed {in your eyelidsj, work the same effects as

the unsheathed sword.

The poetical compositions of Omaiya Ibn Abi ’s-Salt are numerous and good.

Towards the end of his life he removed to al-Mahdiya (7), where he died oir
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Monday, the first day of the year 5-29 (22nd October, A. Di 1134); some, how-

ever, place his death on the 10th of Mtiharram, 528, and Imad ad-din says in

(he Kharida that he found written at the end of a copy of the Hadiha given

him by al-kadi al-Fadil, that the author died on Monday, 12th of Muharram,

A. II. 546; hut the first is the true date, because most writers agree in giving

it, and it is mentioned also in the Jinan of the kadi ar-Rashid Ibn az-Zu-

hair (8). Ibn Abi 's-Sall died (as we have said) at al-Mahdiya, and was buried

at al-Monastir (9) (of which place we shall again speak in the life of Hibat Allah

al-Busiri). The last words pronounced by him were the following verses of his

own composition, which he ordered to be inscribed on his own tomb:

I have dwelt in thee, 0 transitory world! in the full certainty of passing to an eter-

nal abode ; and the most awful circumstance for me in that event, is the obligation of

appearing before one whose judgments are equitable, and who acts not unjustly. 0

1

that I knew what reception shall be mine on that day ; for ray stock (of merits
)
is small,

and my sins are many. If I be covered with confusion for my crimes (/ shall arete the

justice of my sentence',, for I deserve the severest punishment inflicted on a sinner. But

if mercy and forgiveness be shewn me, (tchat happiness!) for bliss shall be there, and

joy without end.

In the height of his last illness, he addressed bis son Abd al-Aziz in these

terms :

0, Abd al-Azfe 1 thou who art to replace me ! Let the fear of the Lord of Heaven be

before thee when I am gone. I thus do bind thee to fulfil a duty which thou knowest (to

he essential) : keep therefore thy agreement. If thou actest according to my recom-

mendation, the true direction and thou shall be inseparable; if thou breakest thy pro-

mise, thou shalt err from the right way- I have now advised thee to the best of my
power.

1 have since discovered, in a compilation written by a native of Maghreb, that

Abu ’s-Salt was born at Denia, a city in Spain, in the year 460 (A. D. 1067-8),

and that he studied under a number of persons in that country; among others,

110 Alu\ ’1-Walid al-Wakshi, kadi of Denia. He arrived at Alexandria with his

mother on the festival of Sacrifices (1 Oth Zu ’l-Hijja), 489 ; in the year 505 he

was banished from Egypt by al-Afdal Shahanshah, but he continued some

time at Alexandria, uncertain [to what country he should go); he de-

parted in the year 506 for al-Mahdiya, where He was honourably received

by the sovereign of that city, Ali Ibn Yahya Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn
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Badis (10). He there had a son born to him, whom he called Abd al-Aziz, and

who became a poet of superior ability and a skilful chess-player : Abd al-Aziz

died at Bugia (in the province of Algiers), A. H. 546 (A. D. 1151). 1 may

observe that Imad ad-din, in citing the authority of al-kadi al-Fadil, has made a

mistake and taken the date of the son’s death for that of the father's. When
Omaiya was imprisoned in Egypt, he composed, by al-Afdal's orders, a treatise

on the use of the astrolabe; a work on astronomy, entitled ul-ffajfs (the com-

pendium) \ a treatise on simple medicines; a work on logic, entitled Takwim

ad-Dihn (regulation of the mind)-, another, called the Intisdr (.Aid), con-

taining an answer to Ali Ibn Ridwan’s (11) refutation of Hunain Ibn Ishak's

Medical Questions. When he had composed the fVajiz by order of al-

Afdal, that vizir had it examined by his astronomer Abu Abd Allah of Aleppo,

who gave as his opinion that the work could not be made use of by beginners in

astronomy, and that those who were masters of that science had no occasion for

it. One of Omaiva’s verses is as follows

:

Why should his clothes not be worn out. since he is a full moon (in beauty), and
they are of linen.

His reason for enouncing so singular a thought is, that linen rots when ex-

posed to the light of the moon. The disease of which Omaiya died was dropsy.

(t) The sciences of the ancients; the philosophical doctrines of the Greeks.

(21 See MS. of the Bib. du Hoi, No. 1375, fol. 76. Numerous extracts from the poems of Aba ‘s-Salt arc

there given.

(3) That is, 1 must visits generous patron who lives in a distant land.

(4j Literally: Who bloweth on the knots of patience; see Sale's Koran, note on sural 113, in which a

similar eipression occurs.

(5) See Introduction.

(6) Abh Ali al-Hasan Ibn Abd as-Samad Ibn Abi 'a-ShakhnA, surnamed al-Mujld, was a native of Askalon

in Syria, and the greatest poet which that city produced. He was living A. U. 470 (A. D. 1077-8). ImAd

ad-din's Khartda furnishes little information respecting him, hut it contains numerous fragments of his

poetry. See MS. of the Bib. du Hoi, No. 1374, fol. 13 v. In this manuscript, the name of as-SbakhnA is

written as-Shajnd '-*3**^ I,

(7) Al-Mahdiya, a sea-port city lying to the south of Tunis, was founded A. H. 303, by al-Mahdi Obaid

Allah, the first of the Fallmite khalifs. For its description see al-Bakri’s geography of Northern Africa in

the Notice* et Entails, tom. 12, p. 47V.
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(8) Sec his life, page 143.

;9S It would appear from al-Bakri's description of Northern Africa, that Monastir, a sea-port town KO

miles S. E. of Tunis, was a sort of military consent, or ribdt: see notices et Extraits, tom. 12, p. 488.

(10) In the life of Yahya Ibn Tamlm will be found the requisite information respecting Ali Ibn Yahya:

mention is also made, in the same article, of Omaiya Ibn Abi s-Salt, and of some works composed by him,

which are not indicated here.

(11) AH Ibn Kidwin died. A. H. 400 (A. D. 1067-8). See AbO l-Faraj, p. 236, in which work will be

found several anecdotes respecting him : see also Bussell's Description of Aleppo, vol. 2, appendix, p. sis.

His life is given in the Tdrtkh al-IJukamd, MS. of the Bib. du Boi, supplement. No. 106, page 361.

1YAS AL-KAD1.

Abu Wathila lyas was son of Moawia Ibn Kurra Ibn lyas Ibn HilM Ibn

Kabbab Ibn Obaid Ibn Suat Ibn Saria Ibn Dubyan Ibn Thalaha Ibn Sulaim Ibn

Alls Ibn Muzaina, for which reason be was surnamed al-Muzani, or the descend-

ant of Muzaina. He was renowned for eloquence (1) and penetration, and the

acuteness of his mind was proverbial; the persons of merit who spoke their lan-

guage with elegance considered him as their chief; (his judgment was so sure

,

that) his conjectures were verified by the events, and in the management of

affairs he showed great dexterity. It is he to whom al-liariri alludes in the

following passage of his seventh makdma: In quickness of understanding, 1

resemble Ibn Abbas, and in the art of physiognomy I possess the talent of

lyas (2). He was appointed kadi of Basra by (the khalif) Omar Ibn Abd al-

Aziz, and his great-grandfather ly&s was one of the companions of Muhammad.

His father Moawia, having l>ccn asked how his son behaved towards him, re-

plied: “An excellent boy! (his filial piety) relieves me from the cares of

“ this world, so that 1 have leisure to think of the next.” lyas was cele-

brated for his talents and judgment ; he was equally remarkable for his

acuteness, instances of which arc thus related : Being at a place in which

something happened productive of alarm, and where three females whom he

did not know were present, he said: “One of these females is pregnant,

“ the other is nursing, and the third is a virgin.” On inquiry, it was found

that he had judged right; and on being asked how he had acquired that
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information, he replied: “In time of danger, persons lay their hands on what

“ they most prize; now I saw that the pregnant woman, in her fright, placed

“ her hand on her belly, which showed that she was with child; and I per-

“ ceived the nurse place her hand on her bosom, by which I knew that she was

“ suckling; and the movement of the virgin's arm (3) proved to me that she was

“ a maid.”—Hearing a Jew express his astonishment at the silliness of the Mos-

lims in imagining that the inhabitants of paradise are to cat food, and yet not be

subject to any natural evacuation, he asked him if all that he eat passed off in that

manner; and on the Jew’s replying, that God converted a portion of it into nou-

rishment, he said : “Why then dost thou deny the possibility of God's convcrt-

“ ing into nourishment the whole of the food eaten by the inhabitants of jiara-

“ dise?”— Being one day in the court-yard of a house at Wasit, he said that there

was an animal under one of the bricks (whichformed the pavement)’, and the 120

people having pulled it up, found a snake coiled under it. He was then asked

how he came to know it, and he answered : “ I saw that, among all the bricks in

“ the pavement, (here were only two between which any dampness appeared; so

“ I knew that there must have been something underneath which breathed.”

—

As he was one day passing by a place, he said that he heard the howl of a strange

dog, and on being asked how he knew that, he answered; “I know it from the

“ lowness of his howl, and the loudness of the other dogs in barking.” On

examination, it was found that a strange dog was tied up there, and that the

other dogs were barking at him.—Another day, he saw a fissure in the ground,

and said that some animal was beneath, which was found to Ik* true: being asked

how he knew it, he replied that a fissure in the ground could only be produced

by an animal or by a plant
{
underneath}. Al-Jahiz says that, on examining a

raised spot in an even soil, if the orifice be found of a regular form, and surrounded

with loose earth, it is a sign that a truffle is below (4); but if the opening lie irregu-

larly shaped, and the earth thrown up unevenly, it denotes the presence of an

animal. - Were I not apprehensive of being prolix, 1 should relate many singular

instances of his clear-sightedness, but one of our learned men has already com-

piled a large volume on that subject. When Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz was khalif,

he wrote to Adi Ibn Arta, who acted as his lieutenant in Irak, ordering him to

effect a meeting between lyfis Ibn Moawia and al-Kasim Ibn Bahia al-Harashi,

and authorising him to appoint the most acute-minded of the two kadi of Basra.

30
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The meeting having taken place, lyas said to Ihn Arta: “Oemir! ask the two

“ great doctors of Egypt, al-Hasan al-Basri and Muhammad Ibn Sirin, their

“ opinion of al-Kasim and me.” (His object in this was, to avoid the heavy-

responsibility which he should incur, were he to accept the office of kadi, and

he therejore wished that the choice of the emir should fall upon al-Kasim,

who would certainly be strongly recommended by these two doctors j) for al-

Kasim went often to see them, whilst he, lyas, did not. Al-Kasim (being equally

unwilling to fill the place of kadi, and) aware dial these, two doctors would ad-

vise the emir to name him, said :
“ Make no inquiries respecting me or him, for

“ I solemnly aver by the only true God, that lyas Ibn Moawia is an abler juris-

“ consult than I, and knows better the duties of a kadi
; ifwhat I say be false, you

“ cannot legally appoint me, liccause 1 am a liar; and if my declaration be true,

“ it is incumbent on you to receive it (and act by it).” On this lyas said : “ (0
“ emir!) you set a man on the brink of perdition, and he escapes the dangers

“ which he apprehends, by making a false oath, for which he will implore God’s

“forgiveness.” “Since you perceive that,” replied Adi Ibn Arta, “ you are

“ lit to fill the place;” and he appointed him accordingly (5). It is related of

lyas that he said: “I was never worsted (in penetration) but by one man; 1

“ had taken my seat in the court of judgment at Basra, when a person came be-

“ fore me and gave testimony that a certain garden, of which he mentioned the

“ boundaries, lielonged to a man whom he named. (As 1 had some doubts of
“ his veracity

,) I asked him how many trees were in that garden
;
and he said

“ to me, after a short silence, ‘How long is it since our lord the kadi has been

“giving judgment in this hall?’ I told him the time. ‘How many beams,'

“ said he, ‘are there in the roof?’ On which I acknowledged (hat he was in the

“ right, and I received his testimony.”— lyas was once in the desert, and the

water had run short, when he heal’d the bark of a dog: “ That fellow,” said he,

“ is at the mouth of a well." His companions, having gone to the place from

which the barking proceeded, found the fact as he had stated; on which they
t

asked him how he knew it, and he replied that the barking which he bad heard

seemed to issue from a well Many other extraordinary instances are related of

his sagaciousness. It is stated by Abu Ishak Ibn Ilafs that lyas dreamt that he

should live till the next Festival of Sacrifices (which lakes place each year on

the 10/A Zit
’

l-Hijja); he therefore retired to a farm which he had at Alnlasi
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(a village in the dependencies of Doshl Maisan, which place lies between Basra and

Khuzestan); and he died there in the year 122 (A. D. 739-40), or, hy another

account, in the year 121, at the age of 76. In the year of his death, he related

that he had a dream (6), in which it seemed to him that he and his father were

riding a race, and that one was unable to outstrip the other; he then mentioned

that his father had lived seventy-six years, and that he himself was in that year

of his age. On the night before he died, he said: “Do you know that in this

“ night I shall have reached my father’s age?” He then went to sleep, and

was found dead in the morning. His father Moawia died A. H. 80 (A. D. 699).

—(We shall conclude this article by another anecdote respecting /yds:) A

number of persons, amongst whom was Ans Ibn Malik (7), then nearly one hun- itil

dred years of age, were looking out for the new moon of the month of Rama-

dan (8); Ans said that he saw it, and he pointed to the place, hut the others

could not discern it. On this, Iyas went up to Ans. and perceived that a hair of

his eyebrow was bent, down (bejore the pupil of the eye, and thus produced an

optical delusion )

;

he therefore drew his finger over it, and smoothed it to his

brow, after which he said : “ O Abu Hamza! show us the moon and the other

looked again, but could not discover it.

(1! An Arab of the desert defined eloquence as the art of expressing one's ideas with precision and brcviljr.

Arabic eloquence is therefore quite different from European ; it is laconicism rather tban eloquence.

(25 See De Sacy's Hariri, page 72.

(3; The Arabic is here much more explicit.

(4) Truffles arc common in ihe Syrian Desert about the month of April. They are a favourite dish with the

Arabs. (Burckbardl's (Voter or* the Bedouim. voi. i, page (10.)

>8) In the early ages or Islamtsm, pious Muslims were deterred from exercising the fuuclioux of judge, by

consideration or the heavy responsibility they should incur, and the strict account they should give to God

of their administration. There were many instances of learned jurisconsults suffering persecution and

punishment rather tban consent to fill so dangerous an office. Their apprehensions were grounded on the

Surma, or Traditions, which furnish many positive declarations on the subject; according to one of these

traditions. Muhammad said; “There will come upon a judge, at the day of resurrection, such fear and hor-

“ ror, that he will wish: ‘Would to God 1 had not judged between two persons in a trial for the value of a

“ single date!'
" Muhammad said also: “ He who shall be judge and awards agreeably to justice, will nei-

“ tber gain nor loose." (See other traditions of similar import In Matthew's Hiskkdt al-Hasdblh, vol. 2,

page 221.)

(6) See note (7), page 46.

(7) Ans Ibn Mdlik, one of the last survivors among the companions of Mohammad, died at Basra, about
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the year 92, (A. D. 710-11), aged 102 yean. He had aerTcd ten ycara under the Prophet, to whose prayers

(*ay the Moilim writers,) he was indebted for his long life, his great wealth (fait palm-trees bearing fruit twice

every year), and upwards of eighty children.— (Sior tu-Salaf.)

{8} The Muslim Lent begins on the appearance of the new moon in the month of Ramadln.

IBN AL-KIRRIYA AL-HILALI.

Abti Sulaiman Aiyiib al-Hilali, suraamed Ibu al-Kirriya, was son of Zaid lbn

Kais lbn Zurara lbn Salama lbn Jnshain lbn Malik lbn Amr lbn Aamir lbn Zaid

Manat lbn Aamir lbn Saad lbn al-Khazraj lbn Taim Allah lbn an-Nimr lbn Kasit

lbn llimb (1) lbn Adnan. Al-Kirriya was the surname of one of his female

ancestors, whose real name was Jamaa, and who descended also from the Khaz-

raj of the above genealogy; hrr father, Jusham, being son to Rabia lbn Zaid

Manat lbn Auf lbn Saad lbn al-Khazraj. lbn al-Kirriya was an untutored Arab

of die Desert, but the elegance and precision of his language entitled him to the

reputation of being one of the first orators among dtal people. A season of severe

drought having obliged him to quit the Desert, he went to Ain at-Tamar(2), the

governor (3) of which was under the orders of al-Hajjaj lbn Ydsuf. This go-

vernor kept open table every day, morning and evening, and lbn al-Kirriya, who

had stopped at the door of the palace and saw the people enter, asked where they

were going; being informed that diey were going to dine with the emir, he went

in also, and dined along with them. He then asked if the emir did so every

day, and being answered in the affirmative, he went to the palace every day for

morning and evening meals. It happened, however, that the emir received a let-

ter from al-Hajjaj, written in the pure Arabic of the Desert, and full of uncom-

mon expressions, which he was unable to understand, and, for that reason, he

caused dinner to be delayed, lbn al-Kirriya, on his arrival, not seeing the

emir at table, asked why he did not dine, nor have dinner served for his guests

;

and he was informed that al-IIajjaj had sent him (the governor) a letter which

he could not understand, as it was in the language of the Desert Arabs, and

worded in terms of rare occurrence. On this, lbn al-Kirriya, who was an able

orator and spoke {the pure Arabic
)
with fluency and eloquence, said: “Let the
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“ emir have the letter read to me, and I shall explain it with the help of GodS
This being told to the emir, he called him in

;
and Ibn al-Kirriya, on hearing

the letter read, explained to him all the contents. “Could you answer it?”

said the emir. “I cannot read,” said Ibn al-Kirriya, “neither can 1 write;

“ but I may sit by a person who can write down what I dictate.” The answer

was drawn up accordingly, and sent to al-Hajjaj, who, on hearing it read, per- .

ceived that it was in the pure language of the Arabs, and that its expressions

were of uncommon elegance; and knowing that such was not the ordinary

style of writers in the tax office, he caused the letters of the governor of Ain

at-Tamar to be brought, and found that they were not like that which he had

just received. He therefore wrote to the governor in these terms: “Your letter

“ has come to hand
;

it is widely different from your (usual} answers, and is in a

“ language not your own: therefore, on the perusal of this, lay it not out of

“ your hand before you send me the man who dictated to you your letter.

“ Adieu.” The governor read this note to Ibn al-Kirriya, and told him to go

to al-Hajjaj
;
the other wished to be dispensed, but the governor insisted, and

having ordered him a dress, a supply of money, and a conveyance, he sent him

off. Ibn al-Kirriya, on arriving, went to al-Hajjaj, who said to him : “What is

“ your name!”—“Aiyub.”—“That,” said al-Hajjaj, “is the name of a pro-

“ phet, and yet I think that you are an untutored Arab of the Desert(4), one who

“ meddles with eloquence, and finds no difficulty in expressing his thoughts.”

He then gave him a hospitable reception, and his admiration for him increased to

such a height, that he intrusted him with a mission to
(
the khalif) Abd al-Malik

Ibn Marwan. On the revolt of Abd ar-Rahinan Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ashath

Ibn Kais al-Kindi (5) inSejestan, al-Hajjaj sent Ibn al-Kirriya on a mission to

that chieftain. When he entered, Ibn al-Ashath said to him: “You must

“ mount the pulpit, and say the kholba (6), and you must pronounce the

“deposition of Abd al-Malik, and revile al-Hajjaj; if not, I shall strike offt22

“ your head.” Ibn al-Kirriya represented that he was an ambassador
(and

ought to be respected ), but the other merely replied that he should do

what he had said. He was therefore obliged to mount the pulpit, pro-

nounce the deposition of Abd al-Malik and rail at al-IIajjaj. He then

remained at that place. On the defeat and repulse of Ibn al-Ashath (7),

al-Hajjaj wrote to his agents at Rai, Ispahan, and the neighbouring places.

L Digitized by Google
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ordering them to arrest all the partisans of lbn al-Ashath whom they might

meet, and send them to him prisoners. lbn al-Kirfiya was among the

number that were taken, and on being brought before al-Hajjaj, the foil-

lowing dialogue ensued (8):—Al-llajjaj : “Answer what I ask thee.”— lbn

al-Kirriya : “Ask what thou wilt.”—H.: “What sayest thou of the people of

“ Irak?”— K. : “They know the best of any the difference between true
(
rights

)

“and vain (pretensions)."— H.: “And what of the people of Hijaz?” — K.:

“ They are the most prompt of any to sedition, and the fpeblest when in it.”

—

H. : “What of the people of Syria ?”—K. : “The most submissive of any to their

“ khalifs.”—II.: “And the people of Egypt?”- K.: “They are the slaves of

“ him who conquers.”—H.: “Those of Bahrain?”—K.: “They are Nabateans

“ become Arabs.” — H.: “What sayest thou of the people of Amman?”—K.:

“They are Arabs become Nabateans (9).”—H. : “The people of Mosul?"—K.

:

“ The bravest of horsemen, and the most fatal to their foes.”— II. : “ And those

“ of Yemen?”— K. : “People who hear and obey, and cling to the strong side.”

— H. :
“ Those of Yemama?”—K. : “ They are rude and fickle, yet most firm in

“ fight.”— II.: “The people of Ears?”—K.: “They are mighty in their vio-

“ fence, and ready to work woe; their plains are extensive, their towns few.”

—

H.: “ Now tell me of the Arabs.”— K.: “Ask.”— II.: “The Koraish?”— K.

:

“The greatest in prudence, and the noblest in rank.”—H.: “The tribe of

“ Aamir lbn Sasaa?”—K. : “ They bear the longest spears, and are the bravest

“ in making inroads (10).”— H. : “The Banu Sulaim?”—K. : “The most socia-

“ hie, and also the most generous in their gifts for God’s service (1 1).”—H.

:

“The tribe of Thakif (12)?”— R. : “The noblest by their ancestry, and the

“ most frequent in their deputations.”—H. : “And the Banu Zubaid?”—K.

:

“ They are the most attached to their standards, and the most successful in

“ their vengeances.”—H.: “What sayest thou of the tribe of Kudaa?”— K.

:

“ The greatest in importance, the noblest in origin, and the widest in renown.”

H.: “What of the Ansars?”— K. : “The best established in rank, the most

“ sincere in their acceptance of Islamism, and the most illustrious in their

“ combats.” - H. : “The tribe, of Tamfm?”—K. : “The most conspicuous for

“ their fortitude, and the greatest by their numbers.”—H. : “Bakr lbn Wail?”

K. :“ The firmest in their ranks, the sharpest in their swords.”—H. : “And
“ Alxl al-Kais?”— K. :

“ The first to reach the goal, and the best swordsmen
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“ under .standards.’'—H. : “What of the Banu Asad?”- K.: “A people great

“ in number and fortitude; difficult to overcome, and firm in resisting.”—H.:

H. : “The tribe of Lakhm ?"—K. : “Princes, but some of them fools (13)."

—

H. : “And Judim ?”—K.; “They light up war, and fan it into a flame; they

“ make.it fruitful, and they reap the proiits (14).”—H. : “The Banu 1-Harilh?”

—K.: “ They are maintainers of their ancient glory, and protectors of female

“ honour.”— H. : “The tribe of Akk?”— K. : “Obstinate lions, with hearts

“ working evil.”—H. : “Taghlib?”—K.: “They strike home when they meet

“ the enemy, and they raise around him the flames of war."—II . : “ And Ghas-

“ sao?”—K. : “They of the Arabs possess the highest reputation, and the best

“ established genealogy.” — H. : “Which of the Arab tribes in the time of

“ paganism was the farthest above the reach of insult?” - K. : “Koraish; the

“ people of a hill {of glory] which is inaccessible, of a mount not to be shaken;

“ dwelling in a town of which God declared die rights sacred, and took under

“ his protection the clients who sought its shelter.’’— II. : “Tell me now of the

“ character of each Arabian tribe in the time of paganism.”—K. : “The Arabs

“ used to say: Hiniyar are lords of the kingdom; Kinda are the pure race of kings;

“ Madhij arc spearsmen; llamdan, horsemen (15); and Azd, the lions of (he hu-

“ man race.”—H. : “Tell me now about the countries of the earth.”—K.: “Ask.”

— H.: “What is India?"—K.: “Its seas are pearl
;
its mountains, rubies; its trees,

“ {sweet-smelling) aloes; their leaves, perfumes; its people, a vile multitude,

“ {fearful) as a flock of pigeons.”—H. : “The people of Khorasan?”— K.:

“ Their waters are frozen, and the enemy they must coutcnd with ohsti-

“ nate (16).”—H.: “What sayest thou of Oman ?”— K. : “Its heat is violent,

“ and its game ready at hand.”— H. : “And Bahrain (17)?”—K. : “It is a heap

“ of refuse between the two cities (18).”—II. :
“ What of Yemen ?”— K. : “It

“ is the stock from which the Arabs are sprung; the people come of noble

“ houses, and bear a high reputation.”—II.: “And Mekka?’’*—K. : “Its men
“ arc learned yet rude, and its women clothed yet naked.”—H. : “Medina?”

K. : “ It was there learning took root and sprang up.” — II. : ‘‘Basra?” — K.

‘ Its winters arc frosty, its heats violent ; its waters salt, and its wars peace.”

—

H. : “And Kufa?”—K. : “It is so high that it feels not the heat of the sea, and

“ so low that the cold of Syria does not reach it; its nights are pleasant, and its

“ good things abundant.”— II. ; “What savest thou of W’asit ?”—K. “It is a 125
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“ wife (19) planed between a inother-in-law and a sister-in-law.”— H. :
41 And

“ what are its mother-in-law and sister-in-law?”—K. : “Basra and Kilfa, which

“ are jealous of it; hut what harm can await it, since the Tigris and the Zah

“ shed, as they flow, prosperity upon it?”—H. :
44 What of Syria?”—K. : “It is

“ a fair bride, with females seated around her.”—H. : “Woe l>e to thee (20),

44 0 Ihn Kirrtya
;

(it had been better for thee) tliat thou hadst not followed the

44 people of Irak and adopted their hypocritical doctrines, after my telling

“ thee to avoid them.” He then called forth the executioner, to whom Ibn

al-Kirriya made a sign to wait, and then said : “May God prosjter the emir!

( let me say only
) three words, which shall become proverbs after my

44 death (21).”—II.: “Out with them.” -K.: “The best horse may stumble; the

best sword may rebound without cutting; and the man of prudence may com-
44 mil a fault.”—H.: “This is not a time for jesting. Slave, inflict his (death’s)

44 wound!” On these words, the executioner struck off his head. According

to another account, al-Hajjaj said, as he was about to put Ibn al-Kirriya to

death: “The Arabs pretend that for each thing there is a cause of ruin; what

“ then is the ruin of clemency?”—K.: “Anger.”—H.: “What is the ruin of a

44 bright understanding?”— K.: “Self-admiration.”- II.: “What is the ruin of

44 knowledge?” — K.: “Forgetfulness.” — II.: “What ruins a reputation for

44 liberality? ” — K.: 44 To bestow on those in affliction, and tell them tliat

“they are undeserving.” — II.: “What ruins the credit of the generous?”

— K. : “To keep company with the base.” — II.: “What is the ruin of

44 bravery?” — K.: “Tyranny.”— H.; “What is the ruin of piety?”— K.

:

“Lukewarmness.”—H.: “And of genius?”— K. : “Ambition.”—II.: “And
“ of tradition?”— K. : “Falsehood.”— II.: “What is the ruin of property?”

—K..- “Bad management.”—H.: “What is the ruin of the. perfect man?”

—

K. : “Privation (of life).”—H.: “What is the ruin of al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf?”

—K.: “May God prosper the emir! nothing can ruin one whose reputation

“ is noble, whose family is illustrious, and whose fortune is flourishing (22

—

H. : “Thou art full of schism; thou hast shown thyself a hypocrite! Strike

44 off his head.” When he saw him dead, he was sorry for it. 1 took the

above account from the work entitled Kitdb al-Lafif (23), and gave it in full, as

it was so connected that it was not possible to make an extract from it. To

the demand of a learned man, who asked him the definition of address (24), Ihn
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al-Kirriya replied : “To bear with vexations, and wail for opportunities.'’ The

following was his definition of embarrassment : Stammering not produced by a

natural infirmity, hesitation without motive (25), and stumbling without cause.

He was put to death A. H. 84 (A. U. 703). This is the person meant by

the grammarians when, in citing their examples, they say Ibn al-Kirriya in

the time of al-Hajjdj (26). Abu ’1-Faraj al-Ispahani says, in his Kitdb al-

ylghani, after giving a full account of Majnun, the lover of Laila (27): “It has

“ even been said that there are three persons who had never any real existence,

“ though their ( supposed) adventures arid names are well known; namely,

“ Majnun, the lover of Laila, Ibn al-Karrlya,” (he of whom we are now speak-

ing,) “and Yahya Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abi ’l;Akb, the putative author of the

“ Malahim (28).”

—

Ibn al-Kirriya was so named after al-Kirriya, mother of

Jusham Ibn Malik Ibn Amr, one of his ancestors; she had been first married

to Amr, and on his death she became the wife of his son Malik (20), by whom

she had Jusham. Kirrfya, as an appellative noun, signifies the crop of a bird
,

but it was given to this woman as her real name. Some learned genealogists

state, that al-Kirriva‘s true name was Jamaa
;

(as has been said towards the

commencement of this article;) and that she had two sons by Malik: Jusham,

ancestor of Ibn al-Kirriya, and Kulaib, maternal grandfather of al-Abbas lhn

Abd al-Muttalib, uncle of Muhammad
;
for iSutaila, or Natla, mother of al-Ab-

bas, was daughter of Hubab, son of Kulaib, son of Malik: from this it would

appear that al-Abbas was a descendant of al-Kirriya. Ibn Kutaiba says, in his

Kitdb al-Madrif that Ibn al-Kirriya was surnamed flildli because he sprung

from the tribe of Hilal Ibn Rabia Ibn' Zaid Manat Ibn Aamir; but Ibn al-Kalbi

states that he descended from Malik Ibn Amr Ibn Zaid Man&l; there is (hen no 121

Hilal in Ibn al-Kirriya’s genealogy (as given by Ibn al-Kalbi)/ and Hilal and

Malik are only related to each dther through Zaid Manat; God knows best!

—

—Hildli means descended from Hilal Ibn Rabia Ibn Zaid Manat, a branch

of the tribe of Nimr lhn Kasit: there is another Arabian tribe of the same name

descended from Aamir Ibn Sasaa. Ibn al-Kalbi has noticed these two tribes in

his Jamharat an-JYisab, and marked the relationship by marriage which ex-

isted between them
;

the reader is therefore referred to that work.

(1) I have here aupprened the intervening links of ibis genealogy, a* they have been already giren in the

life of Ahmad Ibn lianbal: page (4.
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(•V/ 1

(2) Ain al-Tantar is situated on the edge of the Desert to the weal of the Euphralea [Mardsid).

(3) The word J-.U (admif), which it here translated governor, aignifiea literally an agent: it was al»o the

name given to the resident officers who collected the revenue in the provinces.

(4) The names of patriarchs and prophets were more frequently borne by the Arabs who dwell in towns,

than by those who inhabited the Desert

(5) See Abulfeda Annulet, tom. I. p 423 ; and Prire’s Retrospect of Muhammadan Hittory, vol. I. p.435

This revolt took place A. U. 80 (A. D. 699>

(6) Sec note (21, page 174.

(7' A. H. 83 (A. D. 702 . Price's Retrospect, page 461.

(8) Ttils singular dialogue nr catechism is frequently oiled by Arabic historians and philnlogcrs: and is re-

markable as an eucyclopsidia of the knowledge possessed, at that period by the inhabitants of the Desert; it it

frequently obscure. Its style being singularly concise and ancient. Uul it may be doubted if such a conver-

sation as this really took place between al-HajjAj and Ibn al-Kirrlya.

<9; The contempt of the Arabs for the Nabateans Is well known.

(10) 1 have doubts respecting the real meaning of the expression

(11) I may be possibly mistaken here

(12) This is the tribe to which al-llajjAj belonged.

(13) It was to this tribe that the Mundirs of Hira belonged.

(14) laterally : They impregnate it and milk it.

(13) Literally: Saddle cloths; that is. always on hprsehack.

(16) Probably the Turkish tribes.

(17) Bahrain, as it is now written and pronounced, is a noun in the accusative case of the dual; it would

appear that in old times it was pronounced Bahrdn in the nominative, which is more correct. The province

of Bahrain Is to the south-west of the Persian Gulf.

(18) This I do not understand; but Kftfa and Basra were sometimes called (he tiro cities.

(19) I have followed the authority of the MSS. in printing ILo. (a garden) in the Arabic ten. but I am

inclined to think that X (a wifi) Is the true reading According to Abft T-FadA, Wasil lay between Kftfa

and Basra, at the distance of fifty parasangs from each. t

(20) Literally : May thy mother be bereft of thee!

(21 In the translation I have omitted rendering the expression
. a-i. a * 11 •* inifioa-

sible to make it understood Without a note. Ibn al-Kirrlya's words are: "May God prosper the emir!

three words like a troop of travellers when halted." This is most probably an allusion to the third verse of

Amro T-Kais's Mnallaka, in which the poet describes bis sorrow at the sight of the abandoned cottage where

his mistress dwelled, and relates that his two companions stopped their camels lij.. and endeavoured to

console him. Their troop was therefore composed of three persons, and it is to this number of three that

Ibn al-Kirrlya made allusion. He merely meant that the words which he had to say were three in number,

like the troop of Amro T-Kais. Al-llajjAj possessing, as he did, a great acquaintance with the language,

customs, and poems of the Desert Arabs, must have immediately understood the expression.

(22) Literally: Whose branches are growing

(23; This work is not noticed by Hujji Khalifa.

(24) Meaning address in the management of affairs.

(23) Literally: Not arising from doubtfulness (or mental incertitude).

'26' I take the words Ibn al-Kirrlya in the time of al-Uajjdj to be a grammatical example cited to prove
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that a noun gotcrued tu the genitive case by a preposition niay sometimes be pul iu (be accusative, and the

preposition suppressed, thus. fXj is for

|27 See M. dc Sacy's Anthologie grammatical, p. 150.

>28 The JfalOhim l prognostici) is a collection of prediction* and pretended prophecies. There were a

number of work* which bore this title. M. de Sacy has an eicelleiit note on the subject in his Chntiomalhie.

tom. II. pag. 208 ft tig.

(89) These Incestuous marriages were common before Islamism. Sec Pocock's Specimen, p. 323. 2nd edit.

tSAJM AD-DIN AIYUB.

• .
e

.

‘

Abu s-Shukr Aiytib lbn Shadi Ibn Manvan, surnamed al-Malik al-Afdal

Najm ad-din (the excellent prince, the star of religion), was father of the sul-

tan Salah ad-din Yusuf, to whose life the reader is referred for the rest of the

genealogy, and the nature of the uncertainty which prevails respecting it ; we

need not therefore repeat it here. An historian says: ‘‘Shadi Ibn Manvan be-

“ longed to one of the most eminent and respectable families of Duwin(l); he

“ had there a companion called Jamal ad-Dawlat al-Mujahid Bihruz,” (the same

who is mentioned in tlie life of Salah ad-din,) “who was a most engaging and

“ insinuating man, and gifted with superior abilities for the management of

“ affairs; they were like two brothers for their mutual attachment, hut an

“ adventure which happened to Bihruz at Duwin forced him to abandon that

“ city in shame and confusion. Having been suspected of improper familiarity

“ with the wife of an emir, he was seized and castrated by the husband
;

after

“ this cruel mutilation, he would remain no longer in the city, but departed

“ with the intention of entering the service of the sultan (of Irak), Ghiath ad-

“ din Masud, son of Muhammad Ibn Malakshah.” (The lives of these princes

will be found in this work.) “ He there became acquainted with the tutor of the

“ sultan's sons, and gained his favour and conlidence by the address and skill

“ which he displayed in all the affairs entrusted to his management; the tutor

“ even authorised him to ride out with the young princes, when business pre-

“ vented him from accompanying them himself. The sultan having perceived

“ him one day with his sons, rebuked the tutor, who informed him that the

“ person whom he had seen was a eunuch possessing great talents, and highly to
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“ be commended for his piety and morality. He then sent Bihruz occasionally on

“ business to the sultan, who at length took much pleasure in his company, and

“ chose him for his companion when he played at chess or draughts (2).

“ Bihruz got tints into such favour, that on the death of the tutor, he was chosen

“ to fill his place; and being also entrusted by the prince with every affair of

“ importance, his reputation spread over the empire. lie then sent to Shadi,

“ inviting him to cotne and witness the prosperity which he had attained, and par-

“ take of the good fortune with which God had favored him, ‘for,’ said he, ‘1

“ wish you to know that I do not forget you.’ On his arrival, Shadi met with the

“ greatest attention and kindness from his old friend, and he afterwards, with

“ his sons, accompanied Bihruz to Baghdad, whither he had been sent by the

“ sultan as governor; it. being the custom of the Scljiik sultans to have a lieute-

“ nant in that city. Bihruz haviug received the castle of Tikrit in gift from

“ his sovereign, appointed Shadi to the command of that place, finding that he,

“ above all others, was worthy of this mark of confidence. Shadi died at Tikrit,

“ and was succeeded by his son Najm ad-din Aiyub” (the subject of this article),

“ who obtained, for his able administration, the thanks and the rewards of Bih-

“ ruz. lie was older than his brother Asad ad-din Shirkuh (whose life we

intend to give). This relation differs in some points from that which is con-

tained in the life of Salah ad-din (given in this work); hut the facts may, no

doubt, be perfectly established by combining the two accounts. We have also

mentioned in that article by what means it was, that Iraad ad-din Zinki, lord of

H Musul, became -acquainted with Najin ad-din Aivub and Asad ad-din Shirkuh

;

there is therefore no necessity for repeating it here (3). It happened some lime after

this, that one of the females went out of the castle of Tikrit on some business,

and passed, on her return, by Najm ad-din Aivub and his brother Asad ad-din

Shirkuh, who remarked that she was weeping, and asked her the cause; on

which she told them that on entering the castle gate, she had been insulted by

the Islahsalar (4). Shirkuh, on hearing this, rose up, and seizing the hal-

berd which belonged to that officer, struck him with it and killed him. In

consequence of this, Najm ad-din imprisoned him and wrote to Bihruz, in-

forming him of the circumstance, and putting Shirkuh at his disposal. Bih-

ruz made answer in these terms: “I have been under obligations to your

“father, who was my intimate friend; it is not therefore possible for me to
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“ treat either of you with severity*; but it is my wish that you and your bro-

“ ther retire from my service, that you leave the city of Tikril, and seek your

“ livelihood where you will.” This letter having put it out of their power to

remain any longer at Tikrit, they went to Mosul, where they met with a fa-

vourable reception from the atabek Imad ad-din Zinki, who treated them with

great honour and kindness, on account of his former acquaintance with them,

and granted them a rich fief. When this atabek obtained afterwards pos-

session of the castle of Baalbek, he appointed Najm ad-din Aiyub as his lieute-

nant in that place. All these circumstances have been already related in the

life of Salah ad-din, but in different terms. When I was at Baalbek, I saw there

a convent of Sufis, founded by Najm ad-din during his stay in that city, and

called the Najmiya after him. He was a man of great holiness and piety, fond

of virtuous society and animated (in dll his actions
)
by the purest motives and

the best intentions. We have mentioned in the beginning of Salah ad-din’s

life some particulars respecting his father Najm ad-din, and have there re-

lated his appointment to the government of Baalbek by Zinki, and his removal

afterwards to Damascus; it is not therefore necessary to rejieat the same ac-

count here. When Shirkuh went to Egypt to assist Shawir, his brother

Aiytib remained at Damascus in* the service of Nur ad-din Mahmud, son of

Zinki: we shall speak of this expedition in the life of Shirkdh and in that

of Shawir. In the reign of al-Aadid, the [Fatimite khalifand) lord of Egypt,

Salah ad-din became vizir of that country, and sent to request the presence of

his. father Aiyub, who was still in Syria. In pursuance of his desire, Aivub

was authorised to set out for Egypt, and was accompanied by a guard of honour

furnished by Nur ad-din, who defrayed also all the expenses of die journey (5).

He arrived at Cairo on the 24Ui Rajah, 5Q5 (April, A. D. 1170); on approaching

the city, al-Aadid went out to meet him, in order to testify his esteem for Salah ad-

din, who, on his part, treated his father with all due honour and respect; he even

offered to resign the audiority over to him, but Aiyub replied: “0, my son!

“ God had not chosen thee to fill this place, hadst thou not been deserving of it

;

“ and it is not right to change the object of Fortune’s favours.” Aiyub conti-

nued to remain with his son till the latter obtained the sovereignty of Egypt,

particulars of which event shall he given in his life. On the departure of Salah

ad-din to lay siege to Karak (6), his father remained at Cairo, and as he was
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one day riding out to exercise, as was customary with the troop*, his horse

stumbled after passing through the Bab an-Nasr, which is one of the city gates,

and threw him in the middle of the road; this happened on Monday, 18th of

Zu
-

l-Hijja, A. H. 568 (end of July, A. D. 1173). Having been carried home,

he continued in greal suflering, till death took place on Wednesday, 27th of the

same month. Such is the statement of the generality of historians, the katih

Iraad ad-din amongst the rest; this author says, however, that Aiyub died on a

Tuesday, and 1 read in the historical work of Kamal ad-din Ibn al-Adim (7),

a passage extracted from a note written by Adad ad-din Murhif 11m Osama (8),

stating that Aiyub died on Monday, 18th of Zu 'l-Hijja; but it is manifest that

Adad ad-din fell into this mistake from supposing that he died the same day on

I IN).which he fell from bis horse. Aiyub was buried by the side of his brother Shir-

kuh in a chamber of the royal palace, and some years later, their bodies were

transported to Medina : 1 find the following passage in a diary, composed by the

kadi al-Fadil, and in his own handwriting, in which he mentions the occurrences

of each day: “On Thursday, 4th Safar, 580 (May, A. D. 1184), a letter writ-

“ ten by Badr ad-din, formerly mamluk of Asad ad-din Shirkfih, came from

“ Medina, with the information that the two coffins, containing the bodies of the

“ emirs Najm ad din Aiyub and Asad ad-din Shirkuh had arrived, and that

“ they had been deposited in the mausoleum prepared for their reception, and.

“ which is situated near the sacred tomb of the Prophet: may God grant to

“ them the
(
spiritual) advantages of that neighbourhood !” Salah ad-din was

on his way from Karak to Egypt, when he received the news of his father’s

death, and his affliction was the more poignant from his having been absent at

the time. The following is an extract from a letter of consolation written by

the kadi al-Fadil, in the name of Salah ad-din, to Izz ad-din Farukh Shah Ibn

Shahanshah lbu Aiyub, lord of Baalbek and a nephew of that prince: “The
“ fatality which has befallen our deceased lord (may God pardon him his sins

“ and shed mercy on his tomb!) is a cause of greal pain and extreme sorrow;

“ and our sadness was doubled by our absence from his death-bed; though

“ we invoke the aid of patience, it refuses to come, but tears obey our wishes.

“0, what a misfortune! to be deprived of him who has thus deprived us of

“consolation; whose death has made all other afflictions appear light, and
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“ sundered the bonds of our happiness, formerly so complete, and now, broken

“for ever (9)! •

' The hand of Death snatched him away in my absence ; and had 1 been present, what
* could I have donef " .. i

The doctor Omarat al-Yatnani (whose life. shall lie given) lamented his death

in a long kafida, the greater part of which is excellent; it begins thus.-

It is the greatest shock [which could happen) ! and a double reward shall be his, who
hath shown firmness in abiding its terrors.

The learned Ibn Abi’t-Tai of Aleppo (10) says in his greater history that Najm

ad-din Aiyub was bom in Sejestan, or, by another account, at Jabal Jur(ll), and

that he was brought up in the city of Mosul ; but in this he is in contradiction

with every other author, and my only reason for noticing his statement is to

prevent those who may read that passage, and who are unacquainted with his-

tory, from sup|>osing that it is exact, which is by no means the case
;

the true

circumstances being those which we have mentioned above.— Shdili is a Persian

word and means joyful (12).—Duwln is the name of a city in the most north-

ern extremity of Aderbijan, near 'Georgia. Duwini and Duni are relative ad-

jectives derived from it.—The mosque and cistern which are outside the Gate of

Victory (Bab an-Nasr) at Cairo, were constructed by Najm ad-din Aiyiih, and

it appears from an inscription on the stone placed over the cistern, and which

I have myself seen, that it was built by him, A. II. 566 (A. D. 1170-1).
v

(1) Duwln, or Dawln, it the Arabic name of the city of Tovin in Armenia. (St. Marlin'* Mem. hist, tur

rArmCnie, tom. I. p. 119.)

(2! Draughts, in Arabic, Sard. See Hyde's treatise de l.udii Oricutulii'ut.

(3) 1 suspect that what follows U a continuation of the preceding citrart.

(4) See page 228, note (I).
,

(3) I hare here been obliged to paraphrase, in order to render fully the ideas expressed by the original.

(6) This was In A. H. 568; sec Abb ‘l-Fad&'s Annals and M.Reinaud's ExtraiU, etc., page 151.

(7) The life of this historian has .bceu given by M.de Sacy, in the Biographic univertelU, article Kk>al-

addin; and by M. Freylag, In his Stleeta tx BittoriA tlalebi. He died A. H. 060 (A. D. 1262). The pas-

sage to which Ibn KhallikAn alludes, Is not to be found in the Zubdat al-Ilalub, MS. of the Bib. du Rni,

No. 728. On the contrary, that work places Aydb's death on the 28th ZO ’l-tlijja. It must therefore be

bis Bughiat at-Talab, or biographical dictionary of the illustrious men of Aleppo, which contains the note

here spoken of, but this I have been unable to verify, as the MS. of the Bughiat belonging to the Bib. du Roi

is incomplete ; it proceeds only as far as lx«l.
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(8) See |i»ge 146, note (3).

(0) Literally: By whole death the collected man of happinesi was scattered, to that, after its union,

it became fragments.

(10) Ibn Abi ‘t-Tat Yahya Ibn Humaida, a native of Aleppo, wrote a history of that city in the form of

Annals, which he entitled Maddin ad-Dohab fi Tdrlkh llalab (Goldmines , being a treatise on the history

of Aleppo). He died A. H. 630 (A. I>. 1232-3).-(Hajji Khalifa.)

(11) Jabal JOr (.Mount JOr) is the name of a region in Armenia, on the borders of Diar Bakr, containing a

number of castles and villages inhabited by Armenians.- (.Wardsid al-Iltild.)

1 12) It does not mean joyful, but joy.

RADIS IBN AL-MANSUR.

t'^7 Abu Manad Radis Ibn al-Manstir Ibn Rolukkin Ibn Ziri Ibn Manad (I) al-

Himvari as-Sunhaji (descended from the tribe of Himyar through that of

Sunhaj
)
was father of al-Moizz Ibn Radis (whose life shall be given later): the

rest of his genealogy will be mentioned in the life of bis grandson Tamim.

Radis governed the kingdom of Ifrikiya as lieutenant to nl-IIakini al-()haidi,

the pretended khalif of Egypt, who gave him the title of Nasr ad-DawIat {aid

of the empire)', he succeeded. to the government on the death of his father al-

Mnnsur, which happened on Thursday, 3rd of the first Rabi, A. H. 386

(March, A. D. 996), in the great castle which he possessed outside the city of

Sabra (2), and in which he was interred the next day. Bad is was a powerful

and resolute prince
;
he possessed great bodily strength, and could break a

spear by merely brandishing it: his birth took place on Saturday evening, 13th

of the first Rabi, A. II. 374 (August, A. D. 984), at Aashir, a place of which

mention has been made in the life of Ibn Kurkul (3). He continued to govern

with prosperity till A. H. 406: on Tuesday, 29ih Zu 'l-Kaada of that year, he

reviewed his army, which passed before the canopy under which he was sealed

to receive its salutations. He continued sitting till the afternoon, and then

returned to his palace, highly pleased with the beauty of his troops, the splen-

dour of their equipment, and their excellent condition. In the evening of the

same day, he rode out with a superb escort, and caused the soldiers to exercise

in bis presence; he then went back to his palace, delighted with the prosperous
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state of his affairs, and took his place at a feast with his favourites and the

other persons admitted to his table; during the repast he was animated with

joy to a degree never observed in him before; die company at length withdrew,

and about midnight he expired. His death was kept secret, and his brother

Karamat Ibn Mansur was established ostensibly as sovereign (4) (by the chief

officers of the kingdom), till they went to al-Moizz, son of Radis, and placed

him at the head of affairs. It is stated, in the work called ad-Duul al-Mun-

katia (5), that the death of Badis happened in the following manner: he had set

out for Tripoli, and remained near it for a considerable time with the intention

of attacking it
;
having sworn not to depart till he had rendered

(
the soil on

which) it (was built) as a field fit for grain. (To avoid prolixity, 1 abstain from

relating the motive which induced him to take this determination.) In conse-

quence of this, the inhabitants of the city went to a schoolmaster called Muhriz,

[who was in great reputation for sa/ictity,) and said to him : “O thou who art

“ God’s friend ! thou hast heard the declaration of Badis
; call therefore on God

“ to deliver us from his violence.” On this, Muhriz raised his hands to heaven

and said: “ 0 Lord of Badis! preserve us from Badis.” That very night,

Badis died of a quinsy.— Sunhdji means belonging to Sunhdj or Sinhdj, a

great and celebrated tribe in Maghreb, descended from Himvar. Ibn Iluraid

says that Sunhdja is the true pronunciation, and he admits of no other; but

some persons allow that Sinhdja also is correct. — The orthography of the

names of Badis’ ancestors shall be given hereafter.

(1) For JJie pronunciation of these names, I hive followed Ibn Kballikan. See the lives of Zlri and

Bolukktn.

(2) The city of Maghrib, called al-MansOriyo, after al-MansAr Ibn nl-KAim, bore previously the name of

Sabra. — (.Mardsid al-IUllC.) Al-Bakri has given a description of this city: see Notices el Emails.

tom. XII. pag. 473.

(8) See page 43. This city was built by Zlri Ibn Manid, A. H. 324 (A. D. 93IM1). It was a place of

such natural strength, that ten men were sufficient to defend it, and it contained within its walls two copi-

ous springs of excellent water. (An-A’utrafrf, MS. No. 702. fol. 28. Noliets el Emails, l. XII. p. 519 )

(4) On the death of Bidls, the chief officers of the empire met and agreed to appoint his brother

Karimat ostensibly l^aUa as sovereign till tranquillity would be re-established, and that he should then

place al-Moin, son of BAdls, at the head of affairs. As their design was not generally known, the parti-

sans of al-Moizx murmured at KarAmal's nomination, but were promptly appeased on learning for what

object be was appointed.— (An-jYutcairf; MS. No. 702. fol. 35 verso.)

(5) See note (5}, page 152.
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IZZ AD-DAWLAT BAKHTYAB.

Abu Mansur Bakhtyar, surnamed Izz ad-Dawlat (might of the empire), was

son of Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaib, whose life has been already given, with the

genealogy of the family (1). Izz ad-Dawlat succeeded to the government of

the kingdom the same day on which his father died {Monday

,

17th of the hid.

Rahi, A. H. 356.) In the year 364 (A. D. 974-5), the khalif al-Tai gave him

in marriage his daughter Shah Zaman (2), on whom a dowry of one hundred

thousand dinars was settled by her husband ; the marriage-sermon (3) was pro-

fits nounced by the kadi Muhammad Ibn Kuraya, whose life is given in this work.

Izz ad-Dawlat was a noble prince, and possessed such bodily strength, that he

would seize an enormous bull by the horns and throw him to the ground. He

was profuse in his expenses, in his grants, and in his allowances to the ofl'icers

of his court. It was related by a wax-chandler of Baghdad named Bishr, that

Adad ad-Dawlat (on entering that city after the death of his nephew Izz ad-

Dawlat,) asked him respecting the wax-light which was kept burning in the pre-

sence of the prince, and was informed that it was furnished out of a monthly

allowance of two thousand pounds weight of wax granted, for that object, to

the vizir Abu ’t-Tahir Ibn Bakiya: which allowance Adad ad-Dawlat found so

excessive, that he would not suffer the usage to be continued (4) in its full

extent. (The life of the vizir Ibn Bakiya will be given in the letter M).- A

contestation which arose between Izz ad-Dawlat and his uncle Adad ad-Dawlat

relative to their respective possessions, caused a breach between them which

led to a war; and on Wednesday, 18th Shawwal, 367 (May, A. 1). 988), they

met and fought a battle, in which Izz ad-Dawlat was slain, at the age of

thirty-six years. His head was placed on a tray, and presented to Adad ad-

Dawlat, who, on seeing it, covered his eyes with his handkerchief and wept.

—

(We shall give the life of Adad ad-Dawlat.)

(1) See page 158.

' (2) Shdh Zrmuln, or prince of the age; a singular title tor a female, but we have another eiample in Shah

Firend, the name of the Omaiyidc khalif Valid Ibn al-Walld’s mother.— (An-A’ujdm, A. H. 128. )

» (3) The marriage sermon; literally, the khotOa of the bond. See the description of the ceremony in Lane’s

.Ifodem Egyptians, vol. I. p. 200.

(4) One of my manuscripts has jyju in the singular; ibis reading appears preferable.
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BARKYARUK.

Abu '1-Muzafiar Barkyaruk, son of the sultan Malak Shah lhn Alp Arslan

Ibn Dawud Ibn Mikayil Ibn Saljuk lbn Dakak, and entitled Rukn ad-din
(
pillar

of religion), Sbihab ad-Dawlat (flambeau (1) of the empire), and Majd al-Mulk

(glory of the kingdom), was a prince of the Scljiik dynasty; (we shall give an’

account hereafter of a number of persons sprung from the same stock.) He

succeeded to the empire on tire death of his father, who, as we shall mention in

its proper place, possessed a more extensive kingdom than any other (sovereign

of that family), having entered Samarkand and Bokhara, and carried the war

into Transoxiana. Barkyaruk appointed his brother Sinjar (see his life in the

letter S) as his lieutenant in Khorasan, and in one of his wars he slew his uncle

Tutush (as shall 1m* related in the letter T). He was highly fortunate in his

enterprises, and was animated by a lofty spirit; the only fault he had was his

addiction to wine. He was born A. II. 474 (A. D. 1081-2), and died at Boru-

jird on the twelfth of the latter Rabi (some say of the first), A. H. 498 (A. D.

1104.) He had governed as Sultan during twelve years and some months (2).

—

Borujird is a town at eighteen parasangs from Hamadan.

(1) Ttie word sAi'ArtA, which is here translated flambeau, infant a 1A00lint/ star.

(2) A fuller account of this prince’s life will be found in Mirkhaund's history of the Seljbkidc*. edited and

translated into German by professor Vullers in 1838. A still more satisfactory notice on BarkyArtik will be

found in Von Hammer- Vuritstall's Gemcrldetaal, fOnftcr Hand.

ABU T-TAHIR AR-RAFFA AL-AN.MATI.

Abu ’t-Tahir Rarakat was son of the shaikh Abu Ishak Ibrahim, son of the

shaikh Abu 1-Fadl TahirMbn Rarakat Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn

Ahmad Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Hashitn: he was suruamed aUKhushui, ad-Ditnishki,

al-JirAni, al-Furshi and ar-RafTa al-Anmati. He drew his knowledge of the

Traditions from the highest sources, and he handed down some of them on the
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authority of certain Traditionists, from whom he alone, of all the persons of his

time, possessed certificates of licence to that effect (1 ). He was the link which

connected the jastand the rising generation of Traditionists (2); for in his latter

*29 days, he was the sole person who had heard Abu Muhammad Hibat Allah Ibn

Ahmad Ibu al-Akfani teach, and who was himself authorised to teach by al-Ak-

lani. He. was also the sole who possessed a similar certificate from al-Hariri, the

author of the Makdmas

,

which certificate was dated Basra, A. II. 512 (A. D.

1118) (3). Abu 't-Tahir al-Anmati belonged to a family of Traditionists, and

he, his father, and grandfather, were Traditionists themselves. His father hav-

ing been asked why they were called the Khushuiun (humble), replied that one

of their ancestors, when acting as imam to a congregation, died in the milirab (4),

and was named al-Khushiii, which word is formed from khushii (humility) (5).

Abu ’t-Tahir was born at Damascus, in the month of Rajab, 510 (A. B. 1116),

and died in the same city on the 27th Safar, 598 (November, A. D. 1201): he

was interred outside the Bab ab-Farddis (gate of the gardens) in the grave of

his father: he was the last person who bore a licence from al-Hariri, autho-

rizing him to teach what he had learned from him.

—

Furshi means a seller of

carpels (furush); Anmdti has the same signification : Baffa is well known (6).

— I met a number of Abu ’t-Tahir’s disciples, and learned Traditions from them,

for which 1 have their certificates: I met also his son in Egypt, who used to

visit me very often; he gave a certificate authorising me to teach all the Tra-

ditions which he had learned, and granted to me the privileges contained in the

certificates which he himself had received from his father.

it) I hive paraphrased the text here, so as to render intelligible the nature of the sort of certificate railed

tjdia

(2) In Arabic jcLeil! a technical eipression employed only in speaking of Traditionists.

(3) Abb ’t-Tihir was then only two yean of age. if the date of his birth, as given by Ibn Khalliktn. be

correct. •

(4) See page 37, note (3).

(It) It appears from this that Abb 'l-TMiir died in making one of the prostrations ordained by tbc Moslim

ritual as a sign of the worshipper’s humility and profound submission to the Deity.

(fll Ra/fa signifies a darner ;
Anmdti means a oarpet-merchant, it is derived from Anmdt, plural of Ifamat

fcorpef;.— Jlnlni means native of that quarter of Damascus which is near the gate of Jlrbn, and Dimithhi

signifies notice of Dumatcut.
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BARJAWAN.

The iistad (I) Abu ’l-Futuh Barjawan, whose name is borne bv one of the

streets of Cairo, was a eunuch in the service of al-Aziz, lord of Egypt, and

governed with unbounded authority as one of his ministers of state. In the

year 388 (A. D. 998), he was director of the affairs of Egypt, Hijaz, Syria, and

Maghreb, and intendant of the royal dem<*snes; this was in the reign of al-IIa-

kim. We shall give some further information respecting him in the life of

al-Aziz Niz&r. Barjawan was a black (2); he was slain in the castle of Kairo,

by order of al-IIakim, on Thursday evening, 26th of the latter Rabi (or, by

another account, on Thursday, 15th of the ill's! Jumada), A. II. 390 (A. D.

1000). He was killed by Abti ’1-Fadl Raidan as-Saklabi, the prince's umbrella-

bearer, who stabbed him in the belly with a knife. It is related by Ibn as-Sai-

rafi, in his History of Vizirs, that Barjawan had all the affairs of the state

under his control in the month of Ramadan, A. II. 387; and that, on his death,

his wardrobe contained one thousand pair of Dabik (3) trowsers, with one thou-

sand silk tikkas (4), and an immense quantity of clothes, furniture, musical

instruments (5), books and curiosities. The Raidan here mentioned is the

person after whom the Raidnniya (6), outside the Gate of Conquests {Bab al~

Futiih) at Cairo, was so called. On the death of Barjawan, al-IIakim trans-

ferred the entire direction of affairs to the kdid al-Kumvad (7) al-Husain, son

of the kdid Jawhar; (we shall make mention of him when giving the life of his

father.) Al-IIakim then caused Raidan to be put to death by Masud as-Saklabi

the sword-bearer, in the beginning of the year 393 (A. D. 1002). Saklabi

means one of the people called Sakdliba (Sclavonians), a race out of which

eunuchs are procured (8).

(1) ViltUl mean* mailer; it U a title frequently borne by eunuch* who were tutor* or minister* to a prince.

(2) Al-Makrlzi say*, on the contrary, that he wa* a white eunuch.

(3) The town of Dabik, situated between the cities of Farama and Bilbai*. was celebrated for the clothe*

made there. (Hardtid.)

(4) The tikka is the running siring or band by which the trowsers are fastened round the waist.

(5' Al-Makrlzi says that BarjawAn was very fond of music.

Digitized by Google
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(6} According to al-Makrtii, the Raid&niya was a garden.

(7) General-in-chief.

(8) In M. de Sacy's life of the khalif H&kim will be found a full account of Barjawkn's rise and fall.

See Export tit VlUtluire du Druztt, tom. 1.

BASHSHAR IBtf BURD.

150 Abu l-Mu&d Bashshar !bn Burd lbn Yarjukh, member by adoption of the tribe

of Okail, was a blind man and a poet of celebrity. Abu
’

1-Faraj al-Ispahani

gives, in his Kitab al-Aghdni, the names of twenty-six of bis ancestors, which

l do not insert here, as their number is too great; they belong also to a foreign

language, and may probably be altered in the transcription, this author not

having marked the right orthography of any of them ; it is therefore useless to

pay farther attention to them. Abu ’l-Faraj gives copious information respect-

ing bis life and adventures: be was a native of Basra, whence he removed to

Baghdad—be was surnamed al-Muraath —he was descended from one of the

natives of Tokharestan, who were led into captivity by al-Muhallab lbn Abi

Sufra (1 ). It is said that BashshSr was born in slavery and enfranchised by a

woman of the tribe of Okail, for which reason he received the surname of

Okaili. He was blind from his birth, and his eyeballs, which were prominent,

were covered with red flesh; he was a man of great bodily frame and corpu-

lence
;

his face was long and marked with the small-pox. He held the highest

rank among the eminent poets in the first period of Islamism, and the fol-

lowing verses, composed by him on good counsel, are among the best made on

the subject

:

When vour projects are so far advanced that counsel becomes necessary, have re-

course to the decision of a sincere counsellor, or to the counsel of a determined

man. Let not good advice be irksome to you, for the short feathers of a wing are close

to (and sustain) the long. Of what use is one hand when the other is confined in a

pillory? Of what use is the sword, if it have no handle to give it power?

He is also author of this verse, which is so current

:

I have attained the furthest bounds of love ; is there, beyond that, a station which 1

must reach in order to be nearer to thee ?
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He composed also the following verse, which is the most gallant of any made

by the poets of that epoch (2):

Yes, by Allah ! I l(>ve the magic of your eyes, and yet I dread the weapons by which

so many lovers fell

By the same

:

.
Yes, my friends! my ear is charmed by a person in that tribe; for the ear is some-

times enamoured sooner than the eye. You say that I am led by one whom I never

saw; know that the ear, as well as the eye, can inform the mind of facts.

The idea expressed in the first of these verses has been adopted by Abu Hafs

Omar al-Mausili, surnamed Ibn as-Shahna, and inserted by him in a kasida of

one hundred and thirty verses, in praise of the sultan Salah ad-din, from which

I extract if:

I am one who loves you on the report of your virtues; for the ear can be charmed

as well as the eye.

Bashshar composed a great quantity of poetry, which is in general circulation;

but we shall confine ourselves to the foregoing extracts. Happening one day to

celebrate the praises of al-Mahdi, son of the khalif al-Mansur, that prince, to

whom he had been denounced as an atheist (3), ordered him to receive seventy

strokes of a whip; this punishment had for result the death of Bashshar, who

expired in the Batiha (or swamp), near Basra, to which city his body was

transported by one of his relations, and there buried. This occurred in the year

167 or 168 (A. D. 783-4); he was aged upwards of 90. It is related that he

considered the element of fire superior to that of earth, and that he justified

Satan for refusing to fall prostrate before Adam (4). The following verse, on 131

die superiority of fire to earth, is attributed to him :

Earth is dark and fire is bright; fire has been worshipped ever since it was fire.

It is related, however, that on the examination of his works, nothing was dis-

covered in them to warrant the accusation; the following passage was found in

one of them :
**

I had the intention of satirizing the family of Sulaiman (5) Ibn

“ Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn aUAbbas; but I abstained on recollecting their near

“ relationship to the Prophet.” God alone knows what were his real" princi-
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pies. At-Tabari says, in his History: “The reason for which al-Mahdi pul

“ Bashshar to death was this: That khalif had conferred a government on Salih

“ Ibn Dawud, brother of his vizir Yakub (6), and the poet satirized him in

“ this verse addressed to Yakub:

’They have raised thy brother Sdlih to the pulpit (7), and the pulpit complains of the

* indignity.'

“ Yakub, on hearing of this satire, went to al-Mahdi and said: ‘Bashshar has

“ reviled you.’—‘How so?’ said al-Mahdi.— ‘The Commander of the Faithful

“ must dispense me from repealing the verses.’— ‘1 must hear them.’—So he

“ recited to him these lines:

‘ A khalif who commits fornication with his aunts, and plays at the game of dabbdk
• and mall ! May God give us another in his stead, and thrust Mtisa back into the

’ womb of al-Khaizurdn (8).

“ Al-Mahdi therefore caused him to be sought for, and Yakub, fearing that

“ Bashshar, when brought before the khalif, might obtain |>ardon by reciting a

“ panegyric on him, sent a person who threw him into the Batiha.” — Okaili

means belonging to Okail Ibn Kaah, which is a great (
Arabic

) tribe.—The

word Muraalh denotes one who wears riath in his ears; riath is the plural of

ratha, which means ear-ring; Bashshar received this surname from his wear-

ing ear-rings when a l>oy : the raihat of a cock are the wattles which hang

under his beak, and rath means to be suspended or hanging down; whence

the derivation of ratha for ear-ring. There are other reasons given for his

receiving this surname, but the one here stated is the truest.— Tokharustdn is

a great country containing the towns situated l>eyond the river of Balkh, which

river is called the Jaihun (9). This province has produced a number of

learned men.

(1) Sec hit lire in Ibis work. . <>fj i
T/,|vi • 1

sjl ^

(2) In Arabic (al-Muicalladin;. Sec note (It), page 20U.

(3) See d'llcrbclol's Bib. Orient. Zkkdik.

(4) God Mid to Iblia (or Satan): “What hindered thee from prostrating thyself before Adam?" He

answered: ‘‘I am more etccllenl than he: thou hast created me of fire, and hast created him of efap.' "—
[Korun, sural 7, verse 11.)
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(8) Sulaim&n Ihn Ali al-Abb.isi. was uncle lo the khalif nsSaffiib. who named hint governor of Basra and

the neighbouring provinces in A. 11. 133 (,A. D. 780-1). He dies! A. II. 142 (A. D. 739-tJO (AbO ’1-FadS.)

(8) Abd Abd Allah Yakbb lbn DAwild was son of an enfranchised slave. His brothers and father were in

the service of Nasr lbn S.iiyir, emir of Khorasan; and he himself was chosen by the khilif al-Mahdi for viiir.

He was afterwards imprisoned in the itatbak by that prince for having suffered a state-prisoner lo escape, w horn

he had confided to his custody. YakOb was liberated on the accession of ar-Rashld. and retired loMekka,

where hr died A. H. 18ti A. D. 802). During his ronflnemeut, he lost his sight. (Fakbr ad-dln. .MS. No.

888. fot. 171 el sequenlia.)

t7i The governors of provinces possessed the right of pronouncing the khntba from the pulpit.

(8) Musa was son. and al-Khaiiuran wife, of Al-Mahdi.

The MSS. and the printed test have but the true reading is certainly ,»j.

The whole passage is takeu from the Lubtlb of lbn al-Athlr. See the Arabic test of the Geography of Aha

'l-Fada, page 171. .

BISHR IBN AL-HARITH AL-HAFI.

Abu Nasr Bisbr al-Marwazi (native of Marw as-Shahjan), and surnamed

al—Hail (the barefooted), was son of al-IIarith lbn Abd ar-Rahman lbn Ala lbn

Hilal lbn Mahan lbn Abd Allah
;

(this Abd Allah, whose name was originally

Babur (1), was converted to islamism by Ali lbn Abi Talib (2)). Bishr was one

of the men of the path (3); he ranked among the greatest of the holy ascetics,

and was most eminent for bis piety and devotion. He was born in the village

of Matarsam (4), situated in the dependencies of Marw, and dwell at Baghdad. 132

His father was a katib and president of one of the government offices. Bishr

renounced the world from the following circumstance: Happening to find on

the public road a leaf of paper with the name of God written on it, and which

had been trampled under foot, be liought ghulia (5) with some dirhems which

he bad about him, and having perfumed the leaf with it, he deposited it in a

hole in a wall. He afterwards had a dream, in w'hich a voice seemed to say to

him: “0 Bishr! thou hast perfumed my name, and I shall surely cause thine to

“ be in sweet odour both in this world and the next.” When he awoke, he gave

up the world, and turned to God.—It is related that he once knocked at the

door (6) of al-Muafa lbn Imran (7), and on being asked who was there, he an-

33
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swered Bishr al-IIafi ; on which the girl inside the door said: “Go and buy a

“ pair of shoes for two ddnaks (8), and the name of al-llafi (the barefooted)

“ will leave you.” He was so surnamed for the following reason: the latchet of

one of liis shoes having broken, he went for another to a shoemaker’s, who said

to him: “How full you are of worldly consideration!” On this Bishr threw

away the shoe he held in his hand and kicked the other off his foot, making oath

never to wear shoes again.— Bishr being once asked with what sauce he eat his

bread, replied: “I think on good health, and I take that as my sauce.”—One

of his prayers was this: “0, my God! deprive me of notoriety, if thou hast

“ given it to me in this world for the purpose of putting me to shame in the

“ next.” One of his sayings was: “The punishment of the learned man in this

“ world is blindness of heart.” He used also to say : “He that seeks for worldly

“ goods should be prepared for humiliation.” It is related that Bishr said to the

Traditionists: “Pay the legal alms out of your Traditions;” and that on being

asked what was the mode of doing so, he replied: “Out of ever)' two hundred,

“ take five for rules of conduct (9).”— Sari as-Sakali and a number of holy

men cited Traditions on his authority. He was born A. II. 150 (A. D. 767),

aud died at Baghdad (or, by another account, at Marw), in the month of the

second Rabi, A. H. 226 (February, A. D. 841) or 227; some say, however, that

he died on a Wednesday, 10th of Muharram, and others again state that his

death took place in Ramadan. Bishr had three sisters named Mudgha, Mukh-

kha, and Zubda,who spent their lives in the practice of mortification and piety;

the eldest, Mudglia, died before her brother, who was deeply afflicted at her loss

and wept bitterly; on being asked why (he who was so resigned to the will of

God should give way to grief), he answered: “I have read in some book, that

“ when the creature is remiss in the Lord’s service, the Lord deprives him of

“ his companion, and my sister Mudgha was my companion in this world.”

The following is related by Abd Allah, son of Ahmad Ibn llanbal: “ A woman
“ came in to my father and said: ‘0 Abu Abd Allah ! I spin at night by can-

“ dle-light, and, as it sometimes happens that my candle goes out, I spin by

“ the light of the moon; is it incumbent on me to separate the portion spun by

“ the light of the candle from that spun by the light of the moon (10)?’ To this

“ my father answered: ‘If you think that there is a difference between them,

“ it is incuml>ent on you to separate them.' She then said: ‘0 Abu Abd Allah!
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“ are the groans of a sick person a repining against Providence?’ To which he

“answered: ‘1 hope not; it is rather a complaint addressed to God.’ The

“ woman then withdrew, and my father said : ‘I never heard such a question

“made; follow her.' I followed her therefore, till I saw her enter into the

“ house of Bishr al-Hafi, and I then returned and told my father that it was

“ Bishr’s sister. ‘You are right,’ said he, ‘it is impossible that this woman
“ could have been any other than Bishr’s sister!’ ” — The same Abd Allah re-

lated this anecdote: “Mukhkha, one of Bishr’s sisters, came to my father and

“ said: ‘0 Abu Abd Allah! 1 possess a capital of two danaks which i layout

“ in cotton wool; this 1 spin and sell for half a dirhem (11); and I spend one

“ danak each week : now it happened that the patrole passed one night with

“ their cresset, and 1 prolited by the opportunity to spin a double quantity

“ by that light: I know that God will question me on the subject (12); free me
“ then from this strait, and may God free thee.’ My father answered : ‘Thou 155

“ shall spend two danaks in alms, and remain without any capital till God

“gives thee something better.’ On this I said: ‘How is that? You tell her to

“ give her capital in alms?’ And my father replied: ‘0 my son ! her question

“ would not admit of any modification in its solution. Who is she?’ I answered :

“ * It is Mukhkha, a sister of Bishr al-lltifi.' To which my father said: ‘In

“making answer to her, 1 proceeded on that supposition.’”— Bishr al-Hafi

said: “ 1 learned devotion from my sister; for she was assiduous in abstinence

“ from whatever food had undergone preparation by a created being.”

(1) Neophytes received a new name on their conversion to Ulamism

(2.1 Literally : Professed lslaiuisin on the hand of Ali Ibn Abi TJlib; that is, he took a solemn engagement

to that effect, and ralilied it by placing bis hand in Ali's.

{3i .Won of the path: a title given to some of the eminent Sftlis; it means one who walks in the path of

atcetif.ni The word ajuy> (path) signifies also metaphorically doctrine and tyiltm of conduct, which,

with the SOfis. consisted In the continual practice of mystic devotion.

(4} In the .Vardtid this name is spelled Mdbartdm.

The ghdlia Ljli was indubitably a sort of perfiime. This word occurs also in a satirical verse given

in the HamAsa, page 668, line 3. the meaning of which is: *• Compared with Kalftda, son of Mughrib. the

•• odour of a swine's putrid carcass is musk and ghdlia."— Meniuski notices the word after WankOli.

{6) Literally: He knocked the door with the ring tor circular knocker).

(7) AhO MasOd al-MuAfa Ibn ImrAn. a member of the tribe of Aid and native of Mosul, learned the Tra-

ditions from a number of learned men, and studied jurisprudence under Sofyan at-Thauri; be was remark-
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able for hit learning, piely, liberality, and mortified life. Died A. H. 1M 'A. D. 800j. - (^n-A'ty'dm ai-Zd-

hint, MS. No. 658.)

(8) Two ilAnaks made one third of a dirhem.

(9) The legal alms consist in a yearly tai of 2 t,'2 per rent, on ealtle.money, corn, fruits, aud wares sold.

(10) lu spinning by moonlight, she had economised her candles, and being thus in some degree richer, she

thought herself obliged to increase her legal alms : this anecdote is given as an etample of her scrupulous

piety.

(ill Half a dirhem is equal to three dAnaks.

(12) As the cresset did not belong to her, she imagined that she bad no right to make use of its light, and

that the money which she gained in so doing was badly acquired

B1SI1R IBN GH1AT1I AL-MARISI.

AM AM ar-Rahman Bishr Ibn Ghialh Ibn Abi Karima al-Marisi, a theolo-

gian and jurisconsult of the sect of Abu Hanifa, was descended from a slave

belonging to Zaid Ibn al-Khattab (1). He was instructed in the law by the

kadi Abu Yusuf al-llaneft, but he was addicted to the study of dogmatic theo-

logy, and taught openly ibat the Koran was created (2); some abominable opi-

nions of his on this subject have been banded down. He belonged to that

sect of the Murjians (3) which is called after him the Marfsian, and he held that it

was not an act of infidelity to bow down to the sun and the moon, but only a

token of it. He had frequent discussions with the imam as-Shafi. He committed

the grossest faults in grammar, from his ignorance of that science : he transmitted

the Tradilions on the authority of Hammad Ibn Salama (4), Ibn Ovaina, the kadi

Abu Yusuf and others. It is said that his father was a Jewish goldsmilh of

Kufa. He died at Baghdad in the month of Zu '1-Hijja, A. H. 218 (A.D. 833-4)

or 219.

—

Mansi means native of Marts, a village in Egypt, according to the

statement of the vizir Abu Saad in his work entitled an-Nutaf wa 't-Turaf

( pickings and sweetmeats); but the inhabitants of Misr tell me that the Maris

are a people of negroes inhabiting the country between Nubia and Syene
;
they

appear to be of the Nubian race, and their country is contiguous to that of

Syene. In wipter they
{
the people of Cairo) arc visited by a cold south wind,

which they believe to come from that country, and name the Mansi in conse-

quence.—! have since found in the handwriting of a person who lias studied
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this branch (ofscience) (5), that (liishr al-Marisi) dwell in the street of Bagh-

dad which is called al-Marisi after him, and lies between the rivers ad-Dajaj

and al-Bazzazin.— I may add that the name of marts is given at Baghdad to flat

cakes kneaded with butter and dates; the people of Egypt make a similar sort

of cake, only substituting honey for dales, and they call il basisa.

(1) Abft Omar Zaid lbn al-KhatlAb, one of the companions of Muhammad, was an elder brother of the khaiif

Omar lbn al-Khattlb. and embraced UlamWm before him; he fought on Muhammad's side at the battle of

Badr. In the thirteenth year of the Hijra he was standard-bearer of the Moslims in their expedition against

the false prophet Musailama
; he led thrm to action, and was slain after displaying great gallantry. His bro-

ther Omar was deeply afflicted for his loss. — ’Al-Yifi- Star at-Salaf, MS. of the fiib.du Rot, fonds St. Ger-

main. No. 133, fol. 72 rerso.l—The details of his death will be found in professor Koscgarlen's edition of the

Annals of al-Tabari.

(2) A most heterodox doctrine {sec note (2). page 16) ; indeed all the doctors versed io dogmatic theology

were suspected of heretical principles.

{3J See Pocock's Specimen, etc. Morjiam

(4) Ahft Salama Ilarnmid lbn Salama was descended from an enfranchised slave belonging to the lianfi

Tamlra and sister's son of Hamid al-Tawtl (see note (1), page 176). He was noted for his learning, piety, and

holy life, and his authority as a traditionist was of the highest order. Born at Basra, and died A. H. 166

(A. D. 784-5).—(An-iYujOm as-Zdhira.)

(5 He means Biography.

BAKKAR IBN KUTA1BA.
' * t

The kadi Abu Bakr Bakkar was son of Kutaiba lbn Abi Bardaa lbn OI>aid

Allah lbn Bashir lbn Obaid Allah lbn Abi Bakra Nufai lbn al-Harith lbn Kalda

ath-ThakeG (member of the tribe of Thaktf); lbn Hilda was one of ihe

companions of Muhammad (1), Bakkar followed die doctrines of Abti I la—

nifa, and was appointed kadi of Misr in the year ‘248 (A. D. 862), or 249;

but it is stated in another account, that he arrived at Misr for the pur-

pose of acting as kadi on Itehalf of the khaiif al-Mulawakkil, on Friday 8th of

the latter Juniada, A. 11 . 246. The excellent manner in which he fulfilled

the duties of that office is well known, and the treatment which he expe-

rienced from Ahmad lbn Tdlun, lord of Egypt, has been mentioned by his-

torians : lbn Tultln used to give Bakkar every year one thousand dinars
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more than his salary
;
but the kadi made no use of (hat additional sum, nei-

ther did he break the seal placed on the purse which contained it. lbn Tuliin

having afterwards required of him to depose al-Muwaflak, the son of al-Muta-

wakkil and father of al-Motadid (who had been declared khalif-elect), impri-

soned him on his refusal, and then redemanded the amount of the money which

154 he had advanced him each year in addition to his salary. This sum, which

consisted in eighteen purses, was given up by Bakkar with the seals un-

broken, to the great confusion of lbn Tulun, who thought that the money

had been spent, and hoped to [have had a pretext to persecute the kadi for his

inability to pay. Bakkar, on being imprisoned, was obliged by lbn Tuldn to

appoint Muhammad IbnShadan al-Jauhari(2) as deputy, and he remained in con-

finement for a number of years; but as the students who were learning the

Traditions complained that they were deprived of his tuition, he was frequently

produced to the public by lbn Tulun, and then taught from a window of the

prison. The kadi Bakkar was one of that class of pious men who were called

the weepers and chanters of the Koran (3); (every day) on the termination of

his judicial duties, he retired into a private apartment, and then recalled to

mind the casts of all those who had come before him, and the judgments which

he had given; he would then weep and say to himself: “(), Bakkar! two per-

“ sons came before thee on such and such a case; two adverse parties appeared

“ before thee in such and such a cause, and thou hast judged so and so; how

“ wilt thou answer for it to-morrow (4)?” lie frequently made pious exhorta-

tions to the defendant when administering to him the oath (5), and would recite

to him this verse of the Koran: They who make merchandize of God's cove-

nant, and of their oaths, for a small price, shall have no portion in the

next life, etc. (6). He never ceased making his Amins (7) render an account

of their conduct, and constantly inquired into the character of witnesses. He

was born at Basra, A. II. 182 (A. D. 798), and died at Misr on Thursday, 6th of

Zu ’Mlijja, A. H. 270 (June, A. D. 884), being still in prison and invested with

the functions of a kadi. On his death, Misr remained without a kadi for three

years. His tomb is close to that of the sharif lbn Tabataba (8), and is a well-

known monument; it lies near the Musalla of the Banu Maskin (9); and is

situated between the Kaum (the mound) and the road below; it is famous for

the fulfilment of prayers offered up at it. His nomination as kadi is said to

have taken place A. H. 245, but the correct date is A. H. 246.
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(1) Nufal wit alto a companion of Muhammad, who named him Abti Bakra, or the pulley-man, became

he let himtelf down by a pulley from the cattle of Talf when it was attacked by the Moslims in A- H. 8.—
, A'ltmui, in the root

j
- i.)

(2) Abb Bakr Muhammad lbn Zakariya lbn Shfidin al-Jawhari possessed great reputation at a tradi-

lionial. He died A. H. 274 (A. I). 887), or by another account, 288, aged 73 years. (History of the kadis

of Egypt, by lbn Hajr al-AakalAni.J

(3) They wept fortbeir tint and recited the Koran assiduously through devotion.

<4, To-morro tc. that It. the day of judgment, when (iod should question him

(8) According to the Moslim law, oaths are not required before justice, except in certain cates; at for in-

stance, when a plaintiff it unable to furnish evidence in support of bis claim ; he hat then the right of requir-

ing the defendant to confirm hit uegatiou by oath In criminal causes oatbs are hot receivable.

(6) Koran; surat S, verse 71.

(7) Amin
,
anglice trustee or confidant. It is the name of an ofTcer in tbe kAd I 's court, in the man-

ner of a register. It alto signifies an inquisitor.— (Hamilton's ltedaya, vol. II. p. 618.)- They were entrusted

with the care of the documents in the kAdi’s office, and of all properly confided to him.

(8) lbn TabAlabA's life is given page 114.

(9; This Musalla was probably in the Lesser Kartfa.

ABU BAKR THE JURISCONSULT.

Abu Bakr lbn Abd ar-Rahman lbn al-Ilarith lbn Hisham lbn al-Mughaira

lbn Abd al—Allah lbn Omar lbn Makhzum al-Kurashi al-Makhzumi (member of

/he tribe of Koraish and descended from Makhzum), was one of the Seven

Jurisconsults of Medina. The surname dbu Bakr was his real name, and we

have placed him under ihe letter B, because it is customary with annalists, when

noticing a person who has no other name but a surname, to insert his life un-

der ihe letter which corresponds to the initial of the consequent in the geni-

tive^); some annalists, however, place names of this kind in a separate chap-

ter.—Abd Bakr was one of the chief Tabfs (2), and was called the monk of the

Koraish: his father al-Harilh, brother of AM Jahl, was an eminent companion

of Muhammad. The birth of Abu Bakr took place under the khalifat of Omar

lbn al-Khattab, and his death happened in A. H. 94 (A. D. 712-3); which year

was denominated the year of the jurisconsults, because a number of them died

therein. The Seven Jurisconsults lived at Medina in the same time, and it was

from them that the science (of law) and legal decisions spread over ihe world :
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we shall notice them under their respective letters. One of the learned has

united the names of them all in the two following verses :

v#

He who taketh not an imftm for guide shall receive a portion (in the next life) inade-

quate to his deserts. Learn here their names: Obaid Allah, Orwa, KUsim, Said, Su-

laimiln, Abtl Bakr, Khfirtja.

Were it not that it is very requisite for the jurisconsults of our epoch to have

information respecting these persons, I should not have made mention of them

in a work which, like this, aims at concision; for they are so well known, that

13d I might have passed them over in silence (3). They were designated by the

appellation of the Seven Jurisconsults, because the right of giving decisions on

points of law had passed to them from the companions of Muhammad, and they

became publicly known as muftis

;

it is true that there were some learned Tain's

still living, Salim Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Omar for instance
;
but these seven alone

were acknowledged as competent to give fatwas , or I (“gal decisions. Such is

the observation made by the hafiz as-Silali.

(1) In /46t) flair ( Paler BakrV. Bakr U governed in the genitive as consequent of the antecedent dirt.

(2) See page 4. note (2).

'3; It might be supposed that the author intended this passage as a sarcasm against the jurisconsults of his

time; hut such. I am inclined to think, was not his intention.

ABU OTHMAN AL-MAZINI THE GRAMMARIAN.

Abu Othman Bakr Ibn Muhammad Ibn Othman (named also Bakia and Adi)

Ibn Habib al-Mazini was a native of Basra and the first man of the age in gram-

mar and general literature. He learned philology from Abu Obaida, al-Asmai,

Abu Zaid al-Ansari and others, and had for pupil Abu ’1-Abbas al-Mubarrad,

who profited greatly by his tuition, and handed down many pieces of traditional

literature which he had learned from his master. The following works were

composed by al-Mazini: Observations on the Faults of Language committed by

the Vulgar; a Treatise ou the Arabic Article ; one on the Gmjugations
; one on
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Prosody; one on Rhyme; and the Kitdb ad-Dfbdj, written in opposition to a

work of the same title composed by Abu Obaida (1). It is related by Abu Jaafar

at-Tahawi that he heard Bakkar Ibn Kutaiha, the k&di of Egypt, say: “I ne-

“ ver saw any grammarian resemble a jurisconsult except Ilaiyan Ibn Harma

“ and al-Mazini meaning the present Abu Othman. Al-Mazini was scrupu-

lously pious, and among the anecdotes related by al-Mubarrad (on this sub-

ject) is the following: “A zimmi (2) went to Abu Othman, and offered him one

“ hundred dinars, on condition that he would explain to him the grammar of

“ Sibawaih. He refused however to do so, and I said to him : ‘ May I be your

“ ransom ! how can you reject so advantageous an offer, suffering, as you do,

“ from poverty and extreme distress?' On which he replied: ‘That work con-

“ tains three hundred and so many verses of the book of God (the Koran), and

“ I do not think it right to communicate them to a zimmi; (in this / am ac-

“ tuated) by zeal for the book of God, and by the desire of guarding it from

“ profanation.’—Some time after, a slave girl happening to sing, in the pre-

“ sence of the khalif al-Wathik, this verse of the poet al-Arji (3):

*0 [fair] tyrant I thy evil treatment of a man who made thee his salutation, is an in-

* justice 1

“ A contestation arose among the persons who were in the khalif's presence,

“ respecting the case of the word (man); some were of opinion that it should

“ be put in the accusative, as being the subject of a proposition governed by ^
“ (utique); and others, would have it in the nominative as being the attribute of

“ that proposition (4). The girl maintained, however, that her master, Abu

“ Othman al-Mazini had taught her to pronounce the word in the accusative.

“ Al-Walhik therefore sent for him: ‘When I came into his presence,’ said

“ Abu Othman, ‘ he asked, ‘Of what family are you (5)?' I answered: ‘Of

“the Banu Mazin.’ — ‘Which of the M&zins? Is it those of the tribe of

“ Tamim, those of the tribe of Kais, or those of the tribe of Rabia?'- ‘That

“ofRabia,’ I replied.— The khalif then addressed me in the dialect of my
4 ‘ tribe, saying, Da ’Smuk, in place of Ma 'Smuk (what is thy name?) for

“ they change the m into b and vice versa. Not wishing to answer him in the

“ same dialect, so as to avoid pronouncing before him the word Makr, 1

“ replied ‘Bakr (6);’ and he, having perceived my motive, was well pleased with

34
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“ that (mark ofrespect). He then repealed to me the verse of al-Arji, and asked

“ me if I put in the nominative or in the accusative; to which I answered:

“ * Commander of the Faithful! it must lie pul in the accusative.!—‘Why so?'

“ *—Because is a noun of action employed here with the sense of

•‘Then al-Yazidi commenced making me some objection, but 1 said: ‘The

phrase is similar to this |*^> f (ixtique actionem tuam percu-

“ tiendi Zeidum inj testilia est); the word is governed by sX'-e* and is

• “ therefore in the accusative; the proof is, that the sense of the phrase is sus-

“ pended till you pronounce which completes it (7).’ Al-Wathik approved

“ of my opinion, and asked me if l had any children. ‘Yes, Commander of

“ the Faithful; a little girl.’
— ‘And what did she say to you on leaving her!’

“ — ‘She recited to me these verses of the poet al-Aasha (8)

:

130 ‘Remain with us, dearest father 1 we shall be happy whilst you stay. If a distant

* region possess you, we foresee that harsh treatment will befal us, and that the ties of
‘ blood will be severed (6y our unjust relations).’

“‘And what answer?’ said he, ‘did you return her?’—*My answer,’ l re-

“ plied, ‘was in the words of the poet Jarir:

‘ My confidence is in God, whose power is shared by none; and my hopes of success
* are fixed upon the khalifl’

“ On this al-Wathik said : ‘I answer for your success ;’ and he dismissed me
“ with a present of one thousand dinars.’ Al-Mubarrad then relates that al-

Mazini, on his return to Basra, said to him : “ What think you of that, Abu *1-

“ Abbas? I refused one hundred dinars for God’s sake, and he has given me
“ a thousand instead.’’ Al-Mubarrad states also that he heard al-Mazini re-

late the following anecdote : “ There was a person who, for a long time, stu-

“ died under me the grammar of Sihawaih, and who said to me, when he got

“ to the end of the book, ‘May God requite you well! as for me, I have not

“ understood a letter of it.’
” Abu Othman al-Mazini died at Basra, A. H. 249

(A. D. 863); or, according to other accounts, in 248 or 236.

(I) Dibit/ mean* cloth made of (Ilk AbO Obaida’s work is noticed by llajji Khalifa, but be does not

mention its subject.

(S) Zimmi means client; it Is the legal denomination of the Christian. Jewish, and Sabcau subjects of a

Muslim power.
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(3) Abd Allah Ibn Amr al-Arji 'native of Arj near Tdtf) w«» grandson of the khalif Olhmlu. His life,

attracted from as-Soyitli's Shark Shaadhid al-.Vughni, if given by M. deSacy in bis Anthologie Grammati-

rale, page 453.

(4} This grammatical question can only lie understood by reference to the Arabic lest of the verse ; it is

necessary, however, to observe that espressions such as the following, Utique Dent est Justus, would stand

thus, Utique Ileum justus, if construed according to the genius of the Arabic language. 1 shall make another

remark on this anecdote; neither of the two parties understood the meaning of the verse, otherwise they

would not have given grammatical eiplanalions so totally inapplicable.

(8} Literally; Of whom Is the man? It was natural for the khalif to make use of the third person in ad-

dressing a stranger and one much beneath him.

(6) The word Make means wile or stratagem. In respectable society, terms of a disagreeable import arr

avoided in conversation, as the person spoken to might consider them as an offence to himself or as an evil

omen. - (See Lane's Arabian Nights, chap. 2. note 8.)

(7' Al-MAiiui's reasoning is perfectly just, but it ran be intelligible to those only who are acquainted with

the technicalities of the Arabic system of grammar.

,8) The life of al-Aasha is given by M. de Sacy in his Chrestomathie. tom. II. p. 471.

BOLUKKIN IBN ZIRI.

Abu ’1-FutAh Bolukkin (1) Ibn Ziri Ibn Manad al-Hitnyari as-Sunhaji
(
des-

cended from the tribe of Himyar through that of Sttnhdj) was grandfather of

the Badis, whose life has been given (2). He was also called YAsuf, but it is by

the name of Bolukkin that he is generally known. It was he whom al-Moizz

Ibn al-Mansur al-Ohaidi left as his lieutenant in Ifrikiva {Africa Propria) on

his departure for Egypt
;

this nomination look place on Wednesday the 22nd

ZA ’1-Hijja, A. II. 361 (October, A. D. 972), and the people were enjoined by

al-Moizz to obev Bolukkin, who was then placed in possession of the province,

and bad its revenues collected in his name. Al-Moizz (in departing
)
gave him

pressing injunctions respecting a number of things necessary to be done, and

finished by saying: “Though you forget my counsels, forget not {at least) these

“ three : never cease levying contributions on the nomadic Arabs, and keeping

“ the sword on (the necks of) the Berbers; never appoint any of your bro-

“ thers or cousins to a place of authority, for they imagine that they have a

“ belter right than you to the power with which you are invested; and treat

“ with favour the dwellers in towns.” He then departed, and Bolukkin, after
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bidding him adieu, returned to his government, and having taken the country

under his command, he ruled with ability, and gave unremitting attention to

the welfare of his empire and subjects. He died on Sunday the. 23rd of Zd I-

Hijja, A. H. 373 (May, A. D. 984), at a place called VVaraklan, on the con-

fines of Ifrikiya. His death was the result of an inflammation in the intestines;

or, as some say, of a tumour in his hand. He had four hundred concubines;

and it is even stated that on one single day, the births of seventeen sons were

successively announced to him. — His name must be pronounced Bolukktn,

and his father’s, Ztri. The remainder of his genealogy will be given in the life

of his descendant Tamim.

(1) All European authors hart written this name Belkin, or Bolkin: but its true pronunciation is given

by Ibn KhallikAn.

(2) See page 248.

BURAN.

Buran was daughter of al-Hasan Ibn Sahl, whose life shall be given
;

it is

173 said by some that her real name was Khadija and her surname Burdn; but the

first is the more general opinion. She became the wife of the khalif al-Mamdn,

who was induced to marry her by the high esteem he bore her father. The

marriage was celebrated at Fam as-Silh, with festivities and rejoicings the like oi

which were never witnessed for ages before : the expenses were defrayed by her

father (the vizir), whose liberality went so far that he showered 1tails of musk

upon the Hashimites (t), the commanders of the troops, the katibs (2), and

the persons who held an eminent rank at court ; each of these balls contained

a ticket, on which was inscribed the name of a landed property, or of a

slave girl, or of a set of horses, etc.; and the person into whose hands it fell,

having opened it and read its contents, proceeded to an agent specially ap-

pointed for the purpose, from whom he received the object inscribed on

the ticket, whether it was a farm, or other property, or a horse, or a slave

girl, or a mamluk. The vizir then scattered gold and silver coins, balls

of musk, and eggs of amber among the rest of the people. He defrayed all the
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expenses of al-MamAn, of his officers and companions, those of the troops which

accompanied him, and of the camp-followers, who were innumerable; he even

paid the camel-drivers, those who hired the camels out, the boatmen, and all

those who were in the camp; so that none of the latter were under die necessity

of buying any thing either for himself or his horse. At-Tabari relates, in his

History, that al-Mamun stopped nineteen days with al-Hasan (Bunin s father),

who furnished him and his suite, every day, with all they required; these ex-

penses amounted to fifty millions of dirhems (3). Al-Mamun, on his departure,

having ordered him ten millions of dirhems (4), and granted him Fam as-vSilh

in fief, al-IIasan gave a public audience, and distributed that sum to the khalifs

generals, companions, and domestics. The historian then says: “After this,

“ on the 8th of Ramadan, al-Mamun went forth to [visit) al-Hasan, and he set

“ out from Fam as-Silh on the 22nd Shawwal, A. H. 210. The death of

“ Hamid Ibn Abd al-Hamid (5) took place on the first of Shaww&l, the same

“year.” The following anecdote is told by auother historian: “ [At the

“ marriage ceremony) a mat interwoven with gold was spread out for al-Ma-

“ mun, who stood on it whilst pearls were showered down in abundance at his

“ feet; on perceiving the pearls thus scattered on the mat of gold, he said:

“ ‘God be merciful to Abu Nuwas (6) ! one would think that he had seen this,

“ when he described the bubbles which cover the surface of wine when mixed

“ with water:

‘ The little bubbles and the great resemble a gravel of pearls upon a ground of gold.’

(In this verse critics have remarked a fault, the nature of which cannot be

explained here.) (7)
—“Al-Mamun then granted al-Hasan one year's revenue

“ of Fars and of the province of al-Ahwaz. Poets and orators were profuse in

“ their praises on this occasion, and the following verses on the subject by

“ Muhammad Ibn Hazim al-Bahili, have been remarked for their ingenuity (8):

• God grant that Rtirftn and al-Hasan may be happy with the son-in-law I Thou hast

‘ triumphed, son of Hariln (9); and of whose daughter hast thou made the conquest?'

“ When these verses were mentioned to al-Mamun, he said :
‘ By Allah ! I know

“ not whether the author means good or ill.’ ” Al-Tabari says: “Al-Mamun

“ went in to Buran on the third night after his arrival at Fam as-Silh; and when
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“ he sat down by her side, a thousand pearls were showered upon them, out

“ of a golden tray, by her grandmother
;
he ordered them to be picked up, and

“ asked her how many there were, and she answered, one thousand; on which

“ he deposited them in her lap, saying: ‘Let this he the marriage gift, and ask

“ what thou requires!. ’ On this, her grandmother said to her: ‘Speak to thy

“ lord, who hath commanded thee.’ Buran then asked him to pardon Ibrahim

“ Ibn al-Mahdi (10).” (His life has been already given in page 16.) “To this

“ the khalif answered, saying: ‘ I grant his pardon.’ On that night they lit a

50 “ candle of ambergris weighing eighty pounds, which was placed in a candle-

“ stick (11) of gold; but al-MamOn blamed them, saying, that it was an excess

“of prodigality.” Another author says: “When al-MamAn sought to enter

“ in to Buran, he was refused admittance, on the pretext that she was indis-

“ posed, but he would not retire; and when his bride was brought forth to him,

“ he found her unwell, and left her. The next morning, when he gave public

“ audience, the kdtib Ahmad Ibn Yusuf (12) entered and said to him: ‘Com-

“ mander of the Faithful! may God accord you happiness and good fortune in

“ what you have undertaken
; may you be great in prowess and victorious in

“ combat!’ To this al-Mamun replied by reciting the following verses:

‘ Eques impetuosus, cum hastA suA promptus ad confnasionem in teuebris, pnrriam

'suam sanguine inficere voluit; sed eum prohibuit ilia, cuni sanguine, a sanguine

suo.’

"

In this, he made allusion to the nature of her indisposition, and the figure he

employed is perfectly appropriate. The foregoing anecdote is related by Abu ’1-

Abbas al-Jurjani (13) in his Kinaiydl or tropes; but I have found the story told

in a different manner; and God knows best the truth (14). All this occurred in

the month of Ramadan, A. H. 210 (A. D. 825-6), but al-Mamun had been (al-

ready)
|

betrothed to her in the year 202. She was with him in A. H. 218 when

he died; his death took place on Thursday, 17th Rajab (August, A. D. 833);

and hers, on Tuesday, 27th of the first Rabi, 271 (September, A. D. 884) She

was then eighty years of age, as she was born on Sunday evening, 2nd Safar,

A. H. 192 (December, A. D. 807), at Baghdad. It is said that she was buried

in a vault opposite to the maksura (15) in the mosque of the sultan, and that

her monument exists till this day.—According to as-Snmani, Fam as-Silh (the

mouth of the Silh) is a town on the Tigris near Wasit; hut the kdtib Imad ad-
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din says, in his Kharida
,
that as-Silh is a large canal branching off the Tigris

above Wasit, and that a great number of towns (16) were on its banks; but the

waters having overflowed, those places went to ruin. I must observe that Imad

ad-din was better informed on the subject than as-Samani, having made a long

residence at Wasit as director of the government office (17).

(1) The person* related to the Abbasidc kbalifs were designated by tbe title of Hasbimiles, as being des-

cended from one common ancestor, Hishim Ibn Abd Manbf.

(2) See page 26, note (7).

(3) This, on a very moderate evaluation, is about one million two hundred thousand pounds sterling

(4> About two hundred and fifty thousand pounds sterling.

(3) Hamid Ibn Abd al-Hamld died in the year 210 (A. D. 823;. He was a native of Tits, and one of

al-Mtmhn's principal generals. In his enterprises he displayed great vigour, courage, and promptitude.

—

(An-KujiXm as-Zdhira.)

(
6) Literally: May God ilay him. This imprecation is frequently employed to denote approbation.

(7) The fault consists in his having employed ^j*~o and ,
the feminines of yUol and

(which are adjectives in the comparative degree;, without their being preceded by the definite article, or fol-

lowed by a complement in the genitive case. (See 31. dc Sacy’s Grammaire Arabs, tom. II. p. 302.) An

Arabic grammarian, in noticing this fault, would say, in his technical language, Jixjl ^JL*j Js 2

. j)yii Yj aiLel yi. The word *3 jy signifies bubbles, but this meaning is not indicated by the

lexicons; it occurs again, however, In page 413, line 5, of the Arabic text, with the same signification.

(8

)

In the original Arabic, these verses are so turned, that they may be taken either as a compliment or a

sarcasm.

(0) The kbalif al-MJmrtn was son of Harhn ar-Rashld.

(10) In the Arabic text, the word ^>1 (/bn) has been omitted through inattention.

(11) Mr. Lane, in the second volume of his excellent translation of tbe Thailand and One Nights (p. 351),

refers to this passage, and supposes that the word^y , at given in my Arabic edition of Ibn Khallikln's

work, is an error of the press for lantern. The best manuscripts agree, however, in giving ^y t
and

the correctness of this reading is confirmed by the following passage from Kambl ad-dln's History of Aleppo:

lx>j\ ^3jm Oi’-aa-i. w—>jl •* four candles of ambergris in as many candlesticks of

silver." (See Freytag’s Selecta ex llistorid Balebi, p. 34.) Werejyi' the true reading in the first instance,

we should necessarily be obliged to suppose that, in the second, i* a mistake of the copyist for yuLi'

;

which is inadmissible. Tbe word jj is not to be found in the lexicons with the signification of candlestick,

bat this or lantern is certainly its meaning here. The same word occurs again in the next page of 31. Frey-

tag’s work, where it Is said that the princess Katr an-Kadt (deic-drop] went forth, preceded by four hun-

dred female slaves, each of whom bore in her hand a^y of gold and silver, containing a candle of ambergris.

(12)

Ahmad Ibn Yfisuf Ibn al-Kbsim was the son of an enfranchised slave. He filled the place of kdtib in

one of the government offices, and was distinguished by his talents, instruction, prudence, and skill in state

affairs; be was also a poet. On tbe death of thevisir Ahmad Ibn Abi Khblid, he was chosen to succeed
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him by the khnltf al-5Uinftn, to whom he had been recommended by ei-Huen Ibn Sahl. He died daring

the reign of nl-MAmun. MS No. 805, fol. 211.)

(13) Abh 'l-Abl>.U Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Jurjlni war a doctor of the sect of a»-Sh&fl.

He rtudied juritprudence under Aba Hhalt as-Shlriri, and became eminent for hi» Ulenta. He filled the

place of kidi at Baara, and wat the ahaikh of the Shafitea in that city. He waa learned in the Traditiona and

com pored both In verae and in proae. Among hit work* are the following: Kitib at-Shdfi [the heal-

ing). rare. In 4 volt. The Tajrld (the tlripped), a large volume of legal deriaiont without the

proofs. AI-Mudt/itU jUl**)! (the punier), being a collection of enigmas, Jeux d'eeprit, etc. He died

A. H. 482 (A. D. 1080).—{Tab. al-Fok. Tab. at-Shdf.)

(14) Thia tlory ia told differently in another part of the work. See page 28.

(15) See note (5), page 228-

(16 ' Literally: Places.

(17) An office existed in each province, for the administration of the government estates, recovery of

laies. and registry of all property liable to taxation.

BUR1 TAJ AL-MULUK.

Abu Said Bari, sumamed Taj al-Muluk (crown of kings) and Majd ad-din

(glory of religion
)
was the youngest son of Aiyub Ibn Shadi (whose life has

been already given), and brother to the sultan Salah ad-din. He was a man of

talent ; and his diw&n
,
or collected poetical works, though made up of pieces,

some feebly, and some well written (i), is yet good, if compared to those of
4

the epoch. I extract from it the following lines, written on one of his mam-

ldks, who came riding up from the west on a grey horse:

My friend approached from the west, riding on a grey horse, and 1 exclaimed :

“ Glory to the Almighty 1 the sun has risen in the west 1"

The following piece is given as his by the kdtib Imad ad-din, in the Kha-

ridci

:

0, thou who, when pleased, art my life; and when angry, my death 1 how beautiful

159 are the musk-spotted roses of thy cheeks (2) I Between thy eyelids is a (magic) power

which holdeth sway over my weakness. I strived to assume fortitude, though love

tormented me, and passed all bounds. Perhaps Fortune may one day grant, through

mistake, that I obtain from thee my cure.

He also quotes the following

:
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0, thou who bearcat a lance as slender as thy waist 1 O, thou who wieldest a sword

which wounds like thy glances! Quit the lance and sheath thy weapon, for sometimes,

undesignedly, thou givest mortal wounds (with thy eyes).

This prince composed some good poetry, and other specimens, I>esides the

foregoing, are given by Imad ad-din. Buri was born in the month of Zd '1-

Hijja, A. II. 556 (A. D. 1161), and died near Aleppo, on Thursday the 23rd of

Safar, A. II. 579 (June, A.D. 1 183), of a wound he received when that place

was besieged by his brother, the sultan Salah ad-din. They laid siege to it on

the 16th of Muharram, and on the same day, Buri received the wound in his

knee of which he died. The katib Imad ad-din says, in his al-Bark as-Shami

:

“ On the conclusion of the peace (3), the sultan, before his entry into the

“ city, had a feast prepared in the camp for Imad ad-din (Zinki), the lord of

“ Aleppo; he was sitting at table, with Zinki by his side, and we were in the

“ height of joy and pleasure, when the chamberlain entered and whispered to

“ the sultan that his brother was dead. On receiving this information, he be-

“ traved no emotion; and having given orders to bury him privately, he conti-

“ nued to do the honours of hospitality to the last moment.” It is related that

Salah ad-din used to say: “We did not gain Aleppo cheaply at the cost of Taj

“ al-Muluk’s life .”—Buri is a Turkish word and means wolf.

(1) Literally: Lean and fat; a metaphor taken from cattle.

(2) Mole* on the cheek are compared by the poets to spots of musk, which is of a black colour.

(3) Zinki offered some resistance at first, but he then made a secret treaty with Salih ad—din, and gave

Aleppo up to him.

TUTUSH.

Abu Said Tutush(l) Ibn Alb Arslan Ibn Dawud Ibn Mikail Ibn Saljuk lbn

Dakak as-Saljuki was lord of the countries to the cast of Syria. W hen Badr al-

Jainali held Damascus lxtsiegod by order of the lord of Egypt (the Fntimite khalif

al-Mustansir), the Turk Atsiz (2) Ibn Auk Ibn al-Khowareztni, who was then

in possession of the citv, sent to implore the aid of Tutush, who marched to his

35
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assistance. On arriving near Damascus, Tutush was met by Atsiz, whom he

caused to he arrested, and having put him to death, he took possession of his

kingdom: this was in the year 471, on the 11th of the second Rabi (October,

A. D. 1078). Atsiz had become master of the city in the month of Zi) ’l-Kaada,

468 {June, A. D. 1076); I have read, however, in some historical work, that it

was in 472. It has been already stated in the life of Ak-Sunkur (3), that Tu-

140 tush again took Aleppo in A. II. 478; he then conquered the provinces of Syria,

hut the dissensions which afterwards arose between him and his nephew Bark-

yaruk led to a war, and a battle was fought between them, near the city of

Raj, on Sunday the 17th of Safar, A. II. 488 (February, A. D. 1095), in which

the troops of Tutush were defeated, and he himself was slain : his birth was in

the month of Ramadan, 458 (August, A. I). 1066). He left two sons, Fakhr

al-Muluk Ridwan and Shams al-Muluk Abu Nasr Dakak, the former of whom

took possession of the principality of Aleppo, and the latter of that of Damascus.

Ridwan died on the last day of the first Jumada, A. II. 507 (November, A. D.

1113); it was from (one of) his lieutenants that the Franks took Antioch in

the year 492 (4). Dakak died on the 18lh of Ramadan, A. H. 497 (June, A. D.

1104), and was interred in the mosque situated in the Hakr al-Fahhadin (5),

on the bank of the river Barada outside Damascus. He died of a lingering

illness, but it has been said that he was poisoned by his mother with a bunch

of grapes. On his death, he was succeeded by his atabek, or guardian, Zahir

ad-din Abu Mansur Toghtikin, to whom his mother had been given in marriage

by his father Tutush. This Toghtikin was an enfranchised slave of Tutush.

Ridwan is the ancestor of the family called Aulad al-Malik Ridwan [prince

Ridwdn’s children), which resides outside of Aleppo. Toghtikin continued in

possession of the principality of Damascus till his death, which took place on

Saturday, 8th Safar, 522 (February, A. D. 1 1 28.) He was succeeded by his son

Taj al-Muluk Abu Said Buri(6), who died on Monday, 21st Rajab, A. II. 526

(June, A. D. 1132), of a wound he received from the Batinitcs (7). He had for

successor his son Shams al-Muluk Ismail, who reigned till Thursday, 14th of

the second Rabi, 529 (February, A. D. 1135), on which day he was put to

death by his mother Khatiln Zumurrud (princess Emerald
), daughter of Ja-

wili, and his brother Shihah ad-din Abu '1-Kasim Mahmud was placed by her on

the throne. Malunud governed Damascus till he was murdered by his page
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at-Tugush, the eunuch Yusuf, and the farrash (8) al-Kharkawi on the night of

Thursday, 23rd Shawwal, 533 (June, A. D. 1139). The next morning, his

brother Jamal ad-din Muhammad Ibn Buri arrived from his princijvality of Baal-

bek and took possession of Damascus, where he remained till his death, which

happened on the night of Thursday, 8th Shaban, 534 (March, A. D. 1140).

He was succeeded by his son Mujir ad-din AI>ek, who continued to govern Da-

mascus till besieged hv Nur ad-din Mahmud llm Zinki (A . //. 549, A. D. 1154),

when he delivered up the city and received Emessa in exchange. lie had not

been long in Emessa, when Nur ad-din sent him to Dalis, a town on the Eu-

phrates where he remained for some time, and then went to Baghdad, where

he was honourably received by the klialif al-Muktafi ( liamr Mali) ;
but I do

not know the epoch of his death (9). When he was at Damascus, he confided

the government to Muin ad-din Ancz Ibn Abd Allah, a mamltik of his grand-

father Toghtikin. The castle of Muin ad-din, in the canton of al-Ghaur, which

is in the dependencies of Damascus, was so named after him; he died on the

night of the 23rd of the latter Rabi, 544 (August, A. D. 1149). It was his

daughter whom Nur ad-din Mahmud married, and who became wife of the

sultan Salah ad-din on the death of her first husband. There is a college at

Damascus which was founded by Muin ad-din. — I have since discovered the date

of Mujir ad-din Abek’s death; it was [itt A. //. 564, A. D. 1168-9) as we

shall mention in the life of Nur ad-din Mahmud.

(t) Id Reiske's Annals or AbhT-Fadi ibis name is incorrectly written Tanath.

(2) Reiske erroneously writes this name Ansus.

(3) See page 228.

(4) This is a mistake; Antioch was taken by the crusaders A. D. 1098 (A. II. 491).

(5) Hakr al-Fahhddin title enclosure of the panther or ounce-keepers)

;

the word Itakr signifies on enclottd

ground; see Chrestomalhie, t. I. 239 It is well known that in the East, panthers and ounces were trained

for hunting. In the Arabic test I have printed eJI in conformity with all my MSS. except one, which has

wCJJi, the latter reading seems preferable.

(Oi These were also the uamc* and titles of a brother of Salih ad -din; his life has been given in the preced-

ing article.

(7) See note {2), page 228.

(8) The duly of tile farrdsh Is to pitch bis master's tent, spread his carpets, and keep bis furniture in

order.

(9) See however the last lines of this article.
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TAKIYA BINT GHAITH.

Omm Ali Takiya Bint Abi ’l-Faraj Ghaith
(
Takiya, mother oj Ali and

daughter of Abu ’L-Faraj Gaith) Ibn Ali Ibn Al>d as-Salam Ibn Muhammad

141 Ibn Jaafar as-Sulami al-Armanazi as-Suri was the mother of Abu 1-IIasan Ali

Ibn Fadil Ibn Samdun as-Suri. She was a woman of talent, and composed

some good kasidas and short pieces of poetry. The hdfiz as-Silafi, in whose

service she had been for a time when at Alexandria, s|>eaks of her favour-

ably in some of his works, and the following passage is found in his hand-

writing: “I stumbled in the place of my abode, and my foot was wounded

“ thereby; on which a girl in the house tore a piece olfher veil and bound it

“ up (1).” Takiya herself pronounced the following verses on the occasion :

Had I found means, I should have given my cheek (2) rather than a maiden's veil.

How happy should ! he to kiss a foot which has always trod in the laudable path

(the path of righteousness).

In expressing this idea, she had in view the following lines, which are by

Harun Ibn (Alt Ibn) Yahya al-Munajjim:

How should he stumble who hath always been upright under the gravest circum-

stances? How could a hurl happen to a foot which hath never swerved from the road

of honour (3)

.

I have been informed by the hdfiz Abd al-Azim al-Mundiri, dial Takiya

composed a kasida in praise of Taki ad-din Omar, nephew of Salah ad-din

;

its subject was wine, and in it she described all the apparatus of a convivial

party (4), and every thing respecting wine. When the prince read the poem,

he said, “ The old lady knows all those things from her youth.” Takiya having

been informed ol what he said, composed another kasida on war, in which she

descrilx-d it to perfection, and all its accompanying circumstances; she then sent it

to him, saying: “My acquaintance with that is like my acquaintance with this.”

In so doing, it was her intention to justify herself (5) from the imputation which

he cast upon her character. Takiya was born at Damascus in the month of

Safar, A. II. 505 (August, A. D. 1111); I have seen, however, a note in the

handwriting of as-Silali, slating that she was born in the month of Muharram of
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thal year: she died in the beginning of SbawwM, 579 (January, A. D. 1184).

Her father Abu ’l-Faraj died towards the end of A. H. 509, and, as some say,

in the month of Safar of that year: he was an authority as a traditionist (6).

Her grandfather Ali Ibn Abd as-Salam died at Sur {Tyre) on Sunday morning,

9th of the second Rabi, 478 (August, A. D. 1085). Her son Abfi ’1-IIasan Ali,

who was a native of Sur, but a denizen of Egypt, died at an advanced age in

the city of Alexandria, on the 15th Safar, A. II. 603 (September, A. D. 1206).

He was an able grammarian and master of the different readings of the Ko-

ran (7); his handwriting was elegant and his orthography correct: his father

Fadil was horn at Damascus in the month of Shawwal, 490 (September, 1097).

(This 1 have taken from a note written by the hdfiz as-Silafi.) I find in the

handwriting of Abu 'l-llasan that his father Fadil, who was surnamed Abu

Muhammad, died at Alexandria in the beginning of the first Rabi, 568

(October, A. D. 1172).— Armandzi means belonging to Armandz, which is

a village in the dependencies of Damascus; some say, however, that it is situ-

ated in the dependencies of Antioch, but the former statement is more correct;

As-Samani says that it is in the dependencies of Aleppo, and I have been in- 142

formed by a person who saw Armanaz, that it is in the dependencies of Aleppo,

and lies at less than a mile's distance to the west of Azaz (8).

—

Siiri means be-

longing to Sur (Tyre), a city on the coast of Syria, and now in the hands of the

Franks, may God frustrate their projects! it was taken by them in the year 518

(A. D. 1124). God render its conquest easy, to the Muslims ! (9)

(t) So Might a mention as this was yet highly honourable, coming, as it did, from so great and learned a

mau. See his life, page 86.

(2, See page 126, note (3).

(3) Literally : Which hath not ceased to tread towards an honourable station.

(4) See note (10), page 187.

(8) Literally: The justification of the court of her dwelling.

(6) Literally: he was a thikat ii>. Sec note (5), page 102.

(7) Sec note (1>. page 182.

(8) This is one of the additions, made by the author, and as it frequently happens with him in such

cases, he has neglected to modify what was previously said, and has thus fallen into a contradiction. -

Aihz jljp, written also jl^tl, lies to the north of Aleppo. The country was celebrated for its beauty

and fertility.

(9) Tyre was not retaken by the Moslims till A. D. 1289, seven years after Ibn KballikAn's death.
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ABU GHAL1B AT-TAIYANI.

Abu Ghalib Tarnmarn Ibn Ghalib Ibn Omar the philologer, surnamed at-

Taiyani, was a native of Cordova, but had settled at Murcia. He held the first

rank in the science of philology, and was considered as a sure authority in bis

doctrines on that subject (1). lie was cited also for his knowledge of jurispru-

dence, his observance of (he precepts of religion, and his piety. Ills celebrated

compilation of philological remarks is unequalled by any work of the kind both

for concision and extensive information. The following anecdote, related of

the author by Ibn al-Faradi, is a proof not only of his learning, but of his strict

religious principles: “When Abu ’l-Jaish Mujahid (2) took Murcia, he sent to

“ Abu Ghalib, who was then tesiding in that city, a present of one thousand

“ dinars, with the condition that he should add these words to the title of his

“work: Composed by Abu Ghalib for Abul-Jaish Mujahid. On this, he

“ returned the money, saying: 'Were the world offered to me on that con-

“dilion, 1 should refuse it, to avoid having a falsehood to answer for; it was

“ not for you that I composed the work, but for the public at large.’—-How

“admirable was the noble and lofty spirit of that aide master (3)! what an

“ honest pride, what integrity in that profound scholar!” ibn Ilaivan says

that Abu Ghalib was pre-eminent in hi- knowledge of the (Arabic) tongue,

and that all yielded to him in philology. He composed a most instructive

collection of philological observations, which he entitled Talkih al-Ain (4).

He died at Abneria, A. H. 436 (A. D. 1044-5), in one of (lie months of Ju-

mada. Among his masters in philology were his father and Abu Bakr az-

Zubaidi.— I suppose that Taiydni is derived from Tin
(
Jig ), and means a

seller of that fruit.

I ) Those philological doctrine* routined in Hit- explanation of the terms and expressions proper to the

language of the ancient Arabs These explanations could only be learned from tradition, and it is for this

reason that Ibn KbaHiUn. in speaking of al-Taiy/lni. mokes use of the »ord jju ’.thikal', ohich means a

sure authority in (be transmission of traditional information.

(2 AbO ‘l-Jaish MujAhid Ibn Abd Allah at-AAmiri. surnamed al-Munaffak, tvat an enfranchised slave of

Ahd ar-RahmAn Ilm al-Mansdr. the hdjib or prime minister of the Spanish bhalif HlshSm Ibn al-Hakato.
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In A. H. 400 (A. D. 1018) hr made an eipedilion to (he Balearic Isles and Sardinia, an account of which is

given by Conde. On hi* return to Spain, he succeeded, after many adventures, in obtaining possession of

Denia, Murcia, and the neighbouring towns. He died at Benia, of which he was trdff, or governor, in A. H.

436 (A. D. 1044-5), and left behind the reputation of a just and able ruler, and a generous patron of men of

learning. He was brought up at Cordova.—(Bughial al-Sfultamis.)

(3) Able master ; the Arabic word is flats (chief}

;

which was perhaps the title given him as chief phitnloger

of the age.

(4) This title signifies literally: Fructification of the Eye: it is perha|» a commentary on Khalil Ibn

Ahmad's celebrated Arabic dictionary the Atn, or a supplement to it.

TAMIM IBN AL-MOIZZ IBN AL-MANSUR.

Abu AH Tatnim was son of al-Moizz Ibn al-Mansur Ibn al-Kaim Ibn al-

Mahdi. His father was lord of Egypt and Maghrib, and the founder of the

city of Cairo (which is for that reason entitled
)
al-Moizziya. (We shall give

his life in the letter M
,
and have already made mention of a number of his

family; of the others we shall speak hereafter.) Tamim was a man of supe-

rior talent and a poet, gifted with a subtle wit and a refined taste; he did not,

however, obtain the supreme authority, as the throne devolved to his brother

nl-Aziz in virtue of the solemn covenant by which this prince had been recog-

nised, during his father's lifetime, as the legitimate successor to the empire.

Al-Aziz also composed some good poetry, and a great number of pieces by him

and by his brother are given in al-Thaalibi’s Yatirna. The following verses

are by Tamim

:

The love I bore her did not appear excusable till her hair spread a dark shade on

her cheek, and her beauty had attained its perfection (1). The locks which cn irclcd

her cheeks (2) aspired to kiss her lips, but she repelled them with the drawn sword of

her glances. Ry Allah 1 were i not apprehensive that people should say of me : “ His
“ head is deranged by love;” (and yet I am justified in loving 1)—on kissing those rosy

,
checks, I should think them a bunch of violets, and her shoulders of camphor {white-

ness) I should mistake for ambergris (3)

:

By the same

:

I swear by Him who alone possesses sovereign power, and who knows the most hid- H5
den secrets I that painful though it be to conceal one's sufferings, it would be, for me,

more grievous and painful to reveal them (4). 1 undergo tortures the least of which

would force the eyes to shed tears
{
from pain), and yet, for her sake, I always wear

a smiling face.
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The author of the Yalfma gives the following lines as being composed by

Tarnim .*

No 1 the mother of the tender fawn who passed days and nights in the desert suf-

fering from thirst,—who roamed unconscious and wandered in amaze through the

wilderness,—whom the noontide heat oppressed, and who found not a drop of cool

water to quench her thirst,—who drew near to her fawn, and, hanging fondly over

it, found its flanks parched and shrunk,—that mother felt not greater pain than I on the

day {of my friends' departure), when they girthed their camels, and a voice exclaimed

from the tribe :
* * Adieu for ever 1” (5)

The following [well-known) line is attributed to him also :

Evil Fortune was mortified
(
and frustrated', bv {the abundance of) his gifts ; such mor-

tification he also felt when forced to refuse (a solicitation).

All Tamim's poetry is good. The author of the Dual al-Munkatia (6) says

that he died in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, A. H. 374 (April, A.D. 985), in Misr;

and al-Olaki (7) states in his History, that his death took place on the afternoon of

Tuesday, 13th of the month, and that his brother al-Aziz Niz&r was present at

the funeral prayers, which were said over him in his garden : the kadi Muham-

mad Ibn an-Noman (8) washed the corpse, and having wrapped it up in sixty

robes, he brought it out of the garden towards sunset, and prayed over it at the

Kardfaf9); he then bore it to the castle of Cairo, and placed it in the vault

wherein the body of his father al-Moizz was deposited. Muhammad Ibn Abd al-

Malik al-IIamadani (10) says, in his work entitled aUMaarif al-Mutadkhira

(Sciences of later Times), that Tanilm died in the year 375; God knows best!

A third writer says that he was born in A. II. 337 (A. D. 948-9).

(1) The verb
j
-is In ihe second form signifies lo have the face encircled with the f:dr. which word is

explained in the Introduction. I have modified the idea for an obvious reason.

(!) Literally : The scorpions of her face. Sec Introduction.

(3) What I have here translated rosy cheeks, means literally, the apple of her cl.eeks; the similitude be-

tween the violet and the fair has been eiplained in the Introduction; camphor with Arabic poets is the

emblem of whiteness, as musk is of blackness, and ambergris is prised for its whiteness and perfume.

(4) Ilis affliction was love; but respect for his mistress obliged him to conceal it.

(5) Literally: “No meeting again!”

:'6j See page 132. note (5).

(7; Abd Abd ar-RahmAn .Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah al-Otaki is the author of the work entitled Tarikh

al-Maghdriba ( History of the natives of Maghrib). - (Ad-Dahabi's Mushtabih al-Asm/1, MS. No. 862.)
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Al-Olaki died A. H. 383 (A. D. 003). HU lire is given by Cosiri in the Bibliotheca Arabica, tom. I. p. 431,

•ifler the Tdrlkh al-tlukamd, or History of the Philosophers, by az-Zozeni. See Bib. Arab. No. 1773. 1 have

given an account of az-Zozeni's work in a noteon the life of ThAbil lbn Kurra
; see page 290. Casiri does not

seem to have known this author's name, although he cites his authority frequently.

(8; Muhammad lbn an-NomAn was born at KairawAn, A. II. 343 (A. D. 956). He accompanied his father

to Egypt, and was appointed. kAdi by al-Aztz in the year 374 (A. D. 984-3). Before him, this place was

lilted hy bis brother Ali lbn an-NoinAn, who died in that year. The death of the kAdi Muhammad look place

A. H. 380 (A. D. 090). The ceremony of his installation is thus related: ‘‘After receiving from al-AzIz a

pelisse of honour and a sword, he proceeded on the same day [from the cattle) to the city; as he was suffering

from illness, he was seated in a covered chair which was placed on the back of a mule. On entering the

great mosque, he found himself unable to preside at the meeting (held for hit installation), and be there-

fore went home and left his son Abd al-Aztz aud his nephews with the notaries; it was in their presence that

the diploma was read after Friday prayers. By it he was appointed kldi of Egypt, Alexandria, Mekka,

Medina, and the provinces of Syria; he was authorised also to preside at public prayers (which teas one of

the privileges granted to governors of provinces and visits), end was empowered to act as controller of the

mint, and inspector of w eights and measures (these were duties usually filled by the chief magistrate of po-

lice or Aluhtasib, . . .

' --» • In this document the names of his father and brothers were mentioned in terras

of high praise."— (Ibn Hojr's History of the kddis of Egypt, MS. No. 691.) \

(9) Sec note (12), page 83. * •

(10) According to Hajji Khalifa, this writer died A. II. 321 (A. D. 1127.)

TAMIM IBN AL-M01ZZ IBN BADIS,

Abu Yahya Tamim was son of al-Moizz (and a descendant of Kahtdn ; his

genealogy is thus given:) (1) Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Badis Ibn al-Manstir Ibn

Bolukkin Ibn Ztri lbn Manad Ibn Mankush Ibn Zanak (2) Ibn Zaid al-Asghar

(the less) Ibn Washlal Ibn Wazgbali Ibn Sari Ibn Watloki Ibn Sulaiman Ibn

aMlarilh lbn Adi ’1-Asghar al-Mathna (the less or the second) Ibn Miswar Ibn

Yahsub Ibn M&lik Ibn Zaid Ibn al-Ghaulh alrAsghar Ibn Saad
;
Saad, named

also Abd Allah, was son of Auf Ibn Adi Ibn Malik Ibn Zaid Ibn Sadad Ibn Zura

;

Zura, who was Himyar the less, was son of Saba the less, son of Kaab Ibn Zaid
» *

Ibn Sahl Ibn Amr Ibn Kais Ibn Moawia Ibn Jusham Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Wail (3)

Ibn al-Ghauth Ibn Haitian (4) Ibn Kitr (5) Ibn Auf Ibn Arib Ibn Zuhair Ibn

Aiman Ibn al-Hamaisa lbn Amr Ibn Himyar
;
-Himyar, named also al-Aranjaj,

was son of Saba the elder, son of Yashhob (6) lbn Yarub lbn Kahtan Ibn Aabir

36
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(
Heber); Aabir is the same person as the prophet Hud, who was son of Shalih

(,Saleh) son of Arfakhshad son of Sem son of Noah. Such is the statement made

hy Imad ad-din in the Kharida .- This Tamim, who was surnamed al-Himyari

144 as-Sunhaji (sprung from Sunhaj and Himyar), became sovereign -of Ifrikiva

and the neighbouring countries on the death of his father al-Moizz. His go-

vernment was just, and his conduct praiseworthy; he liked men of learning, and

honoured persons of talent; for litis reason, poets came, from the most distant

regions to celebrate his praise, and, amongst the rest, Ibn as-Sarraj as-Suri.

Tatnim's ancestor, al-Mathna Ibn al-Miswar, was the first of the family who

entered Ifrikiya (7). Ibn Rashik al-Kairawani composed a number of pieces in

honour of Tamim, and in one of them is this passage

:

The truest and most authentic history of liberality which has been transmitted from

ancient times, is that narrative made by the torrents, which learned it from the rain,

which received it from the sea, which held it from the hand of Tamim (8).

The emir Tamim himself composed some good poetry, of which the following

arc specimens

:

If my eyes looked at hers, she would know with whom 1 should wish a secret inter-

view. Her glances seem to reach the heart and discover its hidden contents.

Bv the same

:

J

Ask of the abundant rains which have watered all thy country, if they fell as copiously

as my tears! If it be thy character to show aversion and rigour [to thy lover), patience

should bo mine; but where shall I find it?

The katib lmad ad-din speaks of him in the Sail, and gives the following pas-

sages of his poetry

:

.
* (

1 thought of hell and its fires (and trhtn the tricked shall exclaim:) “Alas for usl

“ There is no time for escape (9)
."

I then invoked the Lord, foe my best recommenda-

tion to his mercy is to declare the sincerity of my faith.

By the same

:

How often have I drunk intoxication off faces which in beauty far surpassed descrip-

tion. The checks were like roses, the teeth like pearls, and the ringlets like myrtle (10).

The merits of Tamim were abundant like his poetry, and his gifts were be-

stowed with liberality. It was in bis reign that the Mahdi, Muhammad Ibn
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Tuniort, passed through HYikiya on his return from the East, and manifested his

disapproval of those whom he saw transgress the rules of the divine law; from

thence he went to Morocco, where he acquired celebrity by his proceedings. The

emir Tamim was born at al-Mansuriya (called also Sabra (11), a town in the

province of Ifrikiya), on Monday, 13th Rajab, A. H. 422 (July, A. D. 1031):

he was entrusted by his father with the government of al-Mahdiya, in the mouth

of Safar, A. H. 445, and he remained in command of that city till his father's

death, which took place in the month of Shaban, A.H. 454 (August, A. D. 1062),

when he became sole master of the kingdom. He continued in the exercise of

supreme authority till he died in A. H. 501, on Friday night, 15th Rajab (Feb-

ruary, A. D. 1108). He was buried in his palace, but his corpse was afterwards

removed to Kasr as-Sida at Monastir (12). He left after him upwards of one

hundred sons and sixty daughters, according to the account given by his grandson 14

Ibn Shaddad in his History of Kairawan (13).— I have already marked the maimer

in which the names of some of his ancestors are to lie pronounced, but it would

occupy loo much room, were I to fix the orthography of the remainder. I have

written them here, however, with the vowel points (14), so that any person who

wishes to quote the genealogy has only to follow what 1 have here given after a

note in the handwriting of a man of information .—Monastir shall be noticed in

the life of al-Busiri.

(1} This genealogical list has been drawn up after the MSS. of Ibn KhallikAn, and confronted with the

copies of it given by ImAd ad-dln in bis Kharlda (MS. No. 1373, fol. 39,. and an-Nuwalri in hU History of

the Zlrite dynasty (MS. No. 702. fol. 2f>'. The Utter writer says that he eitracled it from the ***•'!

LJ 'j or History of Maghrib and KairawAn, composed by a grandson of Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn BAdls,

whose name was itz ad-din Abil Muhammad Abd al-Aztz Ibn SbaddAd. I am inclined to suspect this genea-

logy to be a forgery, and that it was fabricated to flatter the Zlrite princes, who naturally desired to prove

their descent from an Arabian stock. A number of names in it appear to be Berber, and might be adduced

as a proof that the Arabic language was not then in general use in the tribe of SunliAj. Other lists besides

the present arc csunl, showing the descent of the Himyarites from KahtAn, but none or them is in perfect

accordance with the others. This is however a curious document, tracing, as it docs, the tribe of SunliAj up

to that of UimvAr; which point, if proved, would be important for the history of Northern Africa : the fact is

indeed,asserted by many Arabian historians, but I should not admit it were it founded merely on the au-

thority of suspicious gcnralogies. •

(2) There arc differences between the MSS. in the manner of pointing some names in this list. The

following various readings may not be undeserving of notice: Zaitjdk for Zandk; Wathfdk

.
» Cl !• *

( , foe Washfil, Wanghof! and Wa'.dft for Waighdfi. Wallki for Watlolci.
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(3) Or W&tMl JJIj.

(4) Perhaps Budddn.

(tt) Kotn -la} according to the Kharlda.

(6) Yashjub according to the Klmds.

(7) The historian [Ibn Shadddd, see note (4) J says that al-Matbni Ibn al-Miswar was the first of his

family who entered Maghrib. When the Abvssians took Yemen from the Himyarites, be emigrated to Magh-

rib, in consequence of a prediction made to him by a soothsayer, the import of which was, that some of his

posterity in that country were to obtain an empire.— (An-Nuwairi, MS. No. 702, fol. 27.)

(8) The Arabs compare liberality to a torrent or to the ocean, and frequently designate it by the emblem

of humidity. This poet therefore represents the waters of the torrent as proceeding from the hand of the

prince, and then transmitted by the sea to the rain, and by the rain to the torrent. This humidity or liberality

resembles therefore an ancient tradition, which is handed down from one generation to another. Such is the
I •

idea expressed in these rerses.

(9) Koran, sural 38, r. 2.

(10) Arabic poets frequently compare the hair to myrtle, on account of its dark colour. The word

^.1 (myrtle )
is often used metaphorically to designate tbe hair.

(11) See note (2), page 249.

(12) See note (9), page 232.

(13) See note (1).

(14) These vowel points haTe been omitted by the copyists.

SHAMS AD-DAWLAT TURAN SHAH.
'

Al-Malik al-Muazzam Shams ad-Dawlat (the exalted prince, sun of the em-

pire) Turan Shah Ibn Aiyub Ibn Shadi Ibn Marwan was surnamed Fakhr ad-din

(glory of religion). Mention has been already made of his father and his bro-

ther Taj al-Muluk (1). He was an elder brother of the sultan Salah ad-din,

who often expressed his high esteem of him, and treated him with deference.

In the month of Rajab, 569, the sultan having established his authority on a

solid basis and strengthened his army, sent his brother Turan Shah, with a

chosen body of troops, from Egypt to Yemen against Abd an-Nabi Ibn Mahdi.

This man pretended that his authority was to extend over all the land, and hav-

ing become master of the greater part of the- cities and fortresses in that pro-

vince, he caused the khotba (2) to lie said in his own name. Turan Shah, on

his arrival in Yemen, obtained the victory by God’s permission, and slew the

rebel. He then took possession of nearly all the country, and enriched great

numbers by his donations, for he was of a noble and generous disposition. He
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left Yemen when the sultan was besieging Aleppo, and arrived at Damascus in the

month ofZul-Hijja, A. H. 571 (June, A. D. 1 176). Salah ad-din, on raising the

siege, went back to Egypt, after appointing Turan Shah as his lieutenant in

Damascus, where he remained for some time and then returned to Misr. Ibn
* *

Shaddad says, in his History of Salah ad-din, that al-Malik ai-.Muaz7.am Turan

Shah died at Alexandria on Thursday, '1st of Safar, A. H. 576 (June, A. D.

1180) (3), but in another part of the work he states that his death took place oh

the 5th of Safar. His body was transported to Damascus by Silt as-Sham,

who was his sister by die father’s side, and was interred by her in the col-

lege which she had founded outside the city. That edifice contains also her

tomb, that of her son Ilus^m ad-din Omar son of Lajin, and that of her second

husband, Nasir ad-dtn Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Asad ad-din ShirkAh,

whom she had espoused on the death of Lajin. —Husain ad-din (the sword of

religion) died on the night of Thursday, 19th Ramadan, 587 (October, A. D.

1191); he was master of the eunuch Shibl ad-Dawlat (whelp of the empire
) Ka-

fur Ibn Abd Allah, who was therefore entitled al-JIusami, and who founded the

Shiblfa college and the Shiblfa convent outside of Damascus, on the road

leading to Mount KasiAn ; these two establishments have a certain celebrity at

Damascus. Shibl ad-Dawlat founded a great number of wakf's (4) and charita-

ble institutions useful (to others) in this life and (to himself) in the next. He

died in Rajab, 623 (July, A. D. 1226), and was interred near the Shiblfa Col-

lege, in the mausoleum which bears his name.—Mention shall be made of Nasir

ad-din Muhammad, son of ShirkAh, in the life of his father.—Sitt as-Sham (the

lady of Syria
)
died on the 16th Zu ’1-Kaada, 616 (January, A. D. 1220).—On

finishing this article, I found some further information in the handwriting of a

person of merit, who had cultivated the science of biography; this additional

note I shall give here, and let what I have already said stand as it is. His nar-

ration is as follows: — When Shams ad-Dawlat had reduced the province of
t *

Yemen to tranquillity, and submitted it to his authority, he felt a dislike to I1G

residing in that country, having been brought up in Syria, a land of abundance,

whilst Yemen was a sterile region, deprived of every advantage. He therefore

wrote to his brother, offering his resignation and demanding his authorisation to

return to Syria. (In this letter
)
he complained of his unpleasant situation, and

of the sufferings which he underwent in being deprived of the necessary con-
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veniencies of life. Salah ad-din sent a letter in reply, encouraging him to con-

tinue in a country possessed of so much wealth and forming so extensive an em-

pire. Shams ad-Dawlat, on hearing the contents of the letter, ordered his trea-

surer to bring him a thousand gold pieces, and, giving them to his major-domo

in the presence of the messenger who brought the letter, he ordered him to send

to the market and buy a lump of ice xvith that sum. To this the major-domo

answered: “My lord, this is Yemen, and how can ice be found in it?”— “Tell

“ them then,” said the prince, “to buy with it a tray of apricots (5).”—“How
“ could such a fruit be found here?” was the reply. He then named all the

different sorts of fruit peculiar to Damascus, and the major-domo manifested his

astonishment, and said, as each species was named: “How, my lord, could

“ such a thing lie found here?” Shams ad-Dawlat, having at length finished,

said to the messenger: “I should like to know what is to be done with these

“ riches, since they cannot procure me the pleasures of life, nor furnish me with

“ what 1 desire? Money cannot be eaten, and its sole use is, that it enables a

“ man to attain the object of his wishes.” The messenger, on his return, re-

lated the circumstance to Salah ad-din, who, in consequence, allowed his brother

to come hack. Al-Kadi al-Fadil used to write to Shams ad-Dawlat, and in his
» , *

letters, which were elegantly drawn up, he expressed the ardent desire he had

(of seeing him again); one of these letters contained this well-known piece of

verse

:

Be not offended at my conduct; for my bosom is (alas!) inclined to betray the secrets

ofJove. By thy departure 1 die. and by thy return 1 receive new life. Time swore to

separate us; when will it relent and break its oath? Thy letters are strewed around my
couch, and I seem to be a victim stung by thee, whilst they are the magicians which

strive to effect my cure (6). How long can the body exist deprived of life? How long,

when deprived of respiration?

Shams ad-Dawlat returned to Damascus in the year above-mentioned, and

Salah ad -din, on his departure for Egypt, A. H. 574 (A. D. 1178), appointed

hitu as his lieutenant. He had already sent him to subdue Nubia in the vear

568 (A. D. H72-.'l); this was before his expedition to Yemen. When he arrived

in Nubia, he found that its conquest would not repay the trouble, and be there-

fore left it and returned with a rich booty, consisting of slaves.! He held from his

brother a number of fiefs for his support, and the taxes of Yemen were collected

in his name by his lieutenants, yet he died indebted to the treasury-ofliee for a
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1

sum of two hundred thousand dinars (7), which were paid in by Salah ad-din.

My master, the learned and talented shaikh Ibn al-Khaimi al-llilli {native of
Hilla), who had settled in Egypt (8), relates that he had a dream, in which he

saw Shams ad-Dawlat Turan Shah dead in his tomb; and that he recited to the
%

prince some verses in his praise, on which he rolled up his shroud and threw it

to him [Ibn al-Khaimi), saying:

Think it not 'slight, the gift which I make when dead, for, in bestowing it, my body
remains naked. Imagine not that avarice could ever blemish the generosity of ono 147
who lavished the wealth of Syria and of Yemen. I left the world, and, df all which

my hands possessed, a winding-sheet alone remained with me.

When Shams ad-Dawlat was in Yemen, he appointed al-Mubarak Ibn Mun-

kid (whose life shall be given in the letter M,) as his lieutenant in the city of

Zahid.— Turan is a Persian word
;
Shall is also Persian and means king ; Turan

Shah signifies king af the East. The East was named Turan, because it is

the country of the Turks, who are called Turkan by the Persians, which word

has been altered into Turan.

(I) Sec pages 243 and 272.

<2) See note (2), page 174.

;3) See Saladinl vita et ret gesltr, p. 45. .

(4) See note (7), page 40. '

(5) Apricot*, literally, almond apricots : “a beautiful well-flavoured fruit with a sweet

" kernel."—(Rowell's Aleppo, vol. I. p. 87.)—See also DeSacy's Abdallatif, p. 132.

(6) Literally: There arc the magicians, the blowers This U a learned allusion of the kidi's to a super-

stitious practice prevalent among the ancient Arabs. When a person was stung by a scorpion, enchanters

were called in, who blew upon the wound and performed other ceremonies to effect a cure. Another ap-

proved receipt was, to prevent the patient from sleeping, and for this purpose a number of metal bracelets

and collars, such as are worn by females, were shaken at his ears all night; or else be performed this opera-

tion himself. It is thus that the poet an-NAbigha ad-Dubytni says

:

“ He that is wounded by its sting remains awake the entire night, and a rattling sound proceeds from the

“ women’s ornaments which he bolds in his hands.”
* ' *

(7) About 120.000 pounds sterling.

/ [8) See in the life of T4j ad-dln al-Kiudi Zaid Ibn al-Hasau.
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THABIT IBN KURRA.
v >

Abu ’l-IIasan Thabit Ibn Kurra Ibn Harun (or Zahrun) lbn Thabit lbn Ka-

raya Ibn Marines Ibn Malagerius [Melixypot) al-Harrani was a great arithmetician

and philosopher. He commenced his career as a money-changer at Harran,

and then removed to Baghdad, where he studied with success the sciences of the

ancients (1). He acquired a superior knowledge of medicine, but he devoted

himself principally to philosophy. About twenty treatises were composed by

him on different brandies of science, and the work of Euclid, which had been

translated into Arabic by Hunain Ibn Ishak al-Ibadi, received from him a better

order, its difficulties were removed, and its obscurities cleared up. He attained

by his talents an eminent rank among his .contemporaries; but having, in his

intercourse with the persons of his sect (2), advanced principles which they con-

sidered heterodox, he was cited by them before the chief of their religion, who

condemned his doctrines and forbid him to enter the church. On this, he re-

nounced his opinions and returned to his sect; hut relapsing, some time after, into

his former doctrines, he was excluded from the congregation. In consequence of

this, he retired from Harran and settled at Kafratutha, where he continued to

reside, and where he met with Muhammad lbn Musa (3), who was on his return

to Baghdad from the country of the Greeks. Muhammad, struck with his talent

and the elegance of his language, took him to Baghdad and lodged him in his

own house; he tliep presented him to the khalif (4), who placed him among

his astronomers. Thabit then settled at Baghdad, and his children and their

posterity have continued to inhabit it to the present day .—Kafratutha is a

town situated in Mesopotamia near Dara. — Thabit Ibn Kurra was born A. H.

221 (A. D. 836), and died on Thursday, 26th Safar, 288 (February, A. D. 901).

He belonged to the sect of the Sabeans, and had a son named Ibrahim, who

equalled him in merit, and was one of the greatest physicians of his time. The

poet Sari ar-Rafla having been cured of an illness by Ibrahim, composed in his

honour the following lines, which are the best ever made on the subject of

medicine

:

Who is there, after God, to heal the sick

—

who suffices, if not lbn Kurra? Philoso-

phy was dead, and he revived it among us ; the traces of medicine were effaced, and
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he restored them to light. He is like Jesus, the son of Mary, who by a simple word
bestowed life. I presented him a phial (5), and he saw therein that which was con- 148

cealed between my ribs and my heart. The hidden malady appeared to him as plainly

as pebbles at the bottom of a clear pond.

By the same on the same:

Ibrahim, by his surpassing knowledge, obtained the title of the heir of science. He
brought to light the path of medicine, the traces of which had long been effaced among
mankind. Prom the penetration of his mind, you would think that he passed between

the blood and the flesh {to discover diseases so tcell). When the soul quarrels with the

body, he effects a reconciliation.

—Abu ’1-Hasan Thabit Ibn Sanan was grandson of Thabit Ibn Kurra. He also

was a Sabean, and inhabited Baghdad during the government of Moizz ad-Daw-

lat Ibn Buwaih. This learned and skilful physician taught the works of Hippo-

crates and Galen ; he shewed great penetration in discovering the sense of ob-

scure passages, and he trod in the footsteps of his grandfather, cultivating, like

him, medicine, philosophy, geometry, and the exact sciences(6) of the ancients.

He wrote a very good work on history (7). Some sav that the first piece of verse

given altove was composed by as-Sari on him.—Harrdni means belonging to

Harran
,
a well-known city in Mesopotamia : at-Tabari says in his History that

it was built by Haran, uncle of the patriarch Abraham, whose name it bore;

and that this name was in Arabic converted into Harran (8). Haran was the

father of Sara, wife of Abraham
;
one of Abraham’s brothers was also called Haran;

this was the father of Lot.—Al-Jauhari says in his Lexicon, the Sahdh , that from

Harran, the name of a town, is derived the relative adjective IJarndni, which

is a word of irregular formation, and that the vulgar form Harrdni is regular.

(1) See page 1-49, note (3).

t2) He belonged to the sect of the Sabean*.

(3) The life of Muhammad Ibn MOsa ii given in thi* work. See alio Abulftda Annatet, tom. II. p. 241.

(4) According to az-Zoieni, it was the kbalif al-Moladid to whom Thibil Ibn Kurra was presented by

Muhammad Ibn Mflsa.

(5i Literally: My urinal. -Notwithstanding Ibn KhallikAn's admiration of these strange verses, I must

say that even in the original language they are very poor, and offer no excuse for a profane comparison and

a gross idea.

(6i The eiact sciences (which were comprehended under the term of Quadrivium by the schoolmen of the

middle ages.) are, according to Hajji Khalifa, geometry, astronomy, arithmetic, and music.

(7) "ThAbit Ibn SanAn Ibn TbAhit Ibn Kurra lived in the days of (fAe khatif, al-MOtl Lillab, and under

the government of al-AklA Ahmad Ibn Bhwaih (sea his lift, page 155). Before that, he was attached to the

service of [the khalif) sr-Rkdi, and held a great eminence by his knowledge of medicine; be was learned in its

37
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fundamental principles, highly skilful in resolving the difficulties {mel with) in the books {of (As Greeks

which treat on that science), and was charged with the direction of the hospital at Baghdad. The eloquent

kdtib HilAI Ibn al-Muhassan Ibn Ibrahim as-SAbi was his sister’s son. This ThAbit com|>osed the celebrated

history which surpasses in client all other works of the kind. It begins shortly after the year of the Hijra 290,

and proceeds to A. il. .103, in which year the author died. His nephew UilAI (Ibn) al-Muhassan Ibn Ibrahim

continued it, and were it not for them, much of (be history of that period had remained unknown. If you

want a good series of historical works, take that of al-Tabari, which extends from the creation to the year

309 (of the Hijra); and you would do well to join with it the work of Ahmad Ibn Abi TAhir and that of his

ton Obaid Allah (sea the end of this note', for they have given a perfect account of the Abbaside dynasty, and

have furnished details not to be found in al-Tabari; the works of these three finish nearly at the same epoch,

but al-Tabari's goes on a little farther than the others. After these, comes the work of ThAbit, for it com-

mences some years before the period to which at-Tabari’s history reaches, and il proceeds to the year 363. If

you join to that, al-FarghAni's continuation of at-Tabari, you will do well, for it is fuller, in some places, than

the work of ThAbit. Then comes the work of HilAI Ibn al Muhassan Ibn Ibrahim as-SAbi, which commences

where his uncle ThAbit’s history ends, and proceeds to the year 447: none of his contemporaries have under-

taken, like him, to judge events and discover the secrets of dynasties; this he learned from his grandfather,

who, being secretary of the chanrcry-office (see note (41, page 33), was acquainted with what occurred: ha

also was in the chancery-office, and the facts which came to his knowledge there, served to form his historical

compilation. Then follows the work of his son Ghars an-NIma Muhammad Ibn HilAI, which is very good till

it approaches the year 470, but is of inferior merit from that period to the end; the reason of which God

only knows. This history is then taken up by (Muhammad) Ibn {Abd al- Malik, al-UamadAni, who brings il

dow n to the year 312; It is also continued by Ibn ar-RAghdni (see at the end of this note,) to the

year 827 ;
he gives, however, but an unsatisfactory account of that period, as history was not his profession.

After him, Aflf ad-dln Sadaka al-HaddAd continues the history beyond the year 870; Ibn al-Jawzi brings it

down to BRO, and it is continued by Ibn al-KAdisi to the year 016.—HilAI Ibn al-Muhassan says: On

the ove of Wednesday, lllh Zu 'l-Kaada, 363 (July, A. D. 976), died Abd T- Hasan ThAbit Ibn SanAn Ibn

ThAbit Ibn Surra, the historian."— ( fandriAA al-llukamd, MS. of the Bib. dm Rot, Supplement, No. 103, p. 94.)

The work from which this extract is taken was composed by Muhammad Ibn Ali al-Khatthi az-

Zozeni ^uvtairl in the year of the Hijra, 617 (A. I). 1249). Il contains, in alphabetical order.

the lives of those Greeks, Syrians, Arabs, Indians, and Hebrews, who were eminent for their knowledge in

medicine, astronomy, and mathematics. A copy of it is in the library at the Esrurial, and is noticed hy

Casiri in his Bibliotheca Arabica, under the number 1773. He has also published some extracts from it in

his first volume, page 402 et teq. This work lias furnished Abo 'l-Faraj, in his History of Dynasties, with

most of the literary information there given, and though some glaring faults occur in it, its utility to the

student cannot be contested. It contains some long passages translated from Plato and Aristotle. The

Manuscript of the Bibliothique du Roi was copied, as it appears by a note at the end, in A. D. 1770. after

a SIS. belonging lo Doctor Russell, the author of the description of Aleppo. This circumstance is men-

tioned in the appendix to the second volume of Dr. Russell’s work, where he says: “Having accidentally

•• beard, at Aleppo, of a manuscript of this work, I with some difficulty obtained permission to have a

“copy taken; but I was not aware of its value till two years after, when the French consul, in conse-

“ quence of tetters from Paris, requested the favour that I would allow a copy to he made from my manu-

“ script for the king's library.” It did not. however, reach the Bib. du Roi till A. D. 1784, when it was left

lo it as a legacy, with five other manuscripts, by M. Lcgrand, sccrdlaire-interprete du Roi. It has there

remoined unnoticed, till lately, when it attracted my attention.
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Abfi '1-Fadl Ahmad Ibn Abi Tahir Taifdr was ton of a Khorasanite slave in (he service of the Abbatlde

kbalifs iJjjJI iVjl Aw! He was born at Baghdad, A H. 204 (A. D. 819-20). and

commenced bis career as a low schoolmaster and kdtib. He then rose to considerable eminence ^a-ear-’,

and opened a shop in the book-baiar on the west side of the Tigris <j (3_?~

-iyJI yjW*!, He compiled upwards of fifty works on different subjects, the lilies of which are

given in the Flhretl. Died A. H. 280 (A. D. 893). His son AbO 'l-Husain Obaid Allah trod in his footsteps

as a compiler, author, and transmitter of ancient narrations. He wrote a continuation of his father's History

of Baghdad ; taking it up at the end of the khalifat of al-Muhladi, and adding to it the lives of al-Molamid,

al-Motadid, al-Muktafi, and al-Mukladir.—

(

KiUlb al-Fihreil, MS. of the Bib. tin Itoi, No. 874, fol. 197.)

AbO 'l-Hasan Abd Alloh lbn ar-R&ghOni, a native of Baghdad and chief doctor [thaikh)nt the llanbalites.

died A. H. 527 (A. D. 1132-3). He taught the Traditions and the seven readings or the Koran, was versed In

theology and the doctrines of bis sect, and composed some works by which he gained reputation. -(al-Ytip.)

(8} Harrdn, in Arabic, is written with a hard A, and ffdrdn with a soft.

ZU ’N-NUN AL-MISRI.

Abu ’l-Faid Thauban Ibn Ibrahim (or al-Faid) Ibn Ibrahim al-Misri
(
native of

Egjpt), and surnamed Zu ’n-Nun (1), was a celebrated saint and one of the men

of the path (2). He was the first person ofthe age for his learning (3), devotion,

communion with the divinity (4), and acquaintance with literature, and is men-

tioned as one of those who taught from memory the Muwatta of the imam

Malik (5). Ibn Ydnus says in his History, that he was acquainted with philoso-

phy and spoke with elegance. His father, who was a native of Nubia, or of

Ikhmim (in Upper Egypt), was a slave enfranchised and adopted by the tribe of

Koraish. Zu n’-Ntin said, on being asked why he had renounced the world:

“ I went forth from Misr, journeying to a certain village, and I fell asleep in

“ one of the deserts on the way. And my eye was opened, and lo ! a little

“ bird (6), still blind, fell from its nest to the ground. Then the ground split

“ open and two trays came forth, one of gold and the other of silver; in one was

“ sesame, and in the other water; and the bird eat of that and drank of this.

“ ‘ That,’ said I, ‘ is a sufficient warning for me; I renounce the world!’ And I

lt then did not quit the door (of divine mercy) until I was let in.”—Having been

denounced by his enemies to al-Mutawakkil, he was cited from Egypt to appear

before him ; on entering into his presence, he addressed a pious exhortation to

the khalif, who shed tears and dismissed him honourably. (After this inter-
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view,) whenever men oC piety were spoken of liefore al-Mutawakkil, he would

149 weep and say: “Speaking of pious men, let me have Zu ’n-Nun.”— Zu ’n-NOu

was lean-bodied, of a sanguine complexion (7), and had not a gray hair in his

beard. His master in the path of devotion was Shukran al-Aabid (the de-

vout) (8). One of his sayings was : “ When hearts hold converse, the members

“ of the body are in repose (9).” It was related by Ishak Ibn Ibrahim as-Sarakh-

slii at Mekka, that lie saw Zu ’n-Nun dragged, handcuffed and fettered, to

the Matbak (10), whilst the people were weeping around him, and that he

heard him say: “This is one of the gifts and favours of God; all he does is

sweet, right, good.” He then recited these lines:

For thee, (my beloved!) is a reserved place in my heart : I despise all blame cast on

me for loving thee. For thy sake, 1 strive to fall thy victim ; to support thy absence is

(o fajA) not possible (11).

In a compilation containing some particulars concerning Zu ’n-Nun, I found

the following ]>assage: “A dervish, who was one of his disciples, quitted him in

“ Egypt and went to Baghdad. He there attended a religious concert (12), and

“ when the brethren were excited and fell into ecstacy, he stood up and whirled

“ about and hearkened (to the musi§) ; he then uttered a loud cry and fell, and

“ on being shaken by those present, he was found dead. News of this having

“ reached Zi) ’n-Nun, he said to his disciples: ‘Get ready, that we may walk to

“ Baghdad.’ So when they had finished their preparations, they set out for

“ Baghdad, and the shaikh said, the moment he arrived : ‘Bring me that musi-

“ cian.’ When the musician was brought before him, and questioned about

“ the dervish, he related the event. On this the shaikh said :
‘ Blessed (is he)

!’

“ Then he and his band of disciples commenced singing, and as they liegan, the

“ shaikh uttered a loud cry at that musician, who fell dead. ‘A slain fora

“ slain,' said the shaikh; ‘we have taken vengeance for our companion’s death.’

“ He then prepared to depart and go back to Egypt; and he stopped not at

‘.‘Baghdad, but returned immediately.” A circumstance (similar to this) oc-

curred in my time, and may be fitly related in this place. There was with us at

Arbela a musician renowned for his skill and talent, whose name was Shuja ad-

dlu Jibril Ibn al-Awani. Some time before the year 620 (A. D. 1223) he went

to a religious concert, (I was then a boy, but I remember the circumstance well(1 3);

my family and other persons having spoken of it at die time ;) and he diere
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sung the high-sounding and beautiful kasiila composed hy the grandson of Ibn

at-Taawizi (whose life will be found in the letter A/), and which begins thus

:

May a spring-tide shower descend upon thee by night, and may no evil eyes charm
the clouds which come to shed their rain upon thee in the mornings.

He then came to these verses

:

The willow of the sands, in the tribe’s reserved grounds, (teas once} my heart’s de-

sire (14.) ; but now the sands move me not, neither docs the willow. And how can the

lover obtain his heart’s desire when the cottage weeps (in its desoUition) and friends are

departed (15). It was they who animated the dwellings (16), but the mansions are dead

when deprived of inhabitants. 0, how many maids (17) were in thee, sweet region!

by whom my heart was dazzled ! how many nymphs whose blandishments awoke my
love (18)1 0, what a night I when the wine received (new) lustre from the

(
bright

)

hand of the cupbearer, who sung in joy and lightness of heart. She was free from

cares (19), but the ring of metal which adorned her ankles was tight; her heart was
void [of love

)
and mine was full. The cool source of her lips inflames with love, and 1;50

her languishing glances awake desire. If she be filled with the sap of youth, my heart

thirsts after the nectar of her lips. Her eyes and swords bear a relation to each

other, and for this reason scabbards are called AjfAn [eyelids).

When Shuja ad-din came to this verse, one of the audience rose up and re-

quested him to repeat it, which he did twice or thrice, during which that per-

son was ravished in ecstacy, and then uttered a loud cry and fell on the ground.

The people thought him in a swoon, but finding that his senses continued

suspended, they examined him and perceived that he was dead. Shuja relates

that the same thing occurred once before at one of his concerts. The poem

from which these verses are taken is splendid and of considerable length ; it was

recited in honour of the khalif an-Nasir li-dln Allah on the Festival of the

Breaking of the Fast (1st Shawwdf), A. II. 581 .—The merits of Zu 'n-Nun were

great in number; he died in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, A. H. 245 (February,

A. D. 860), or according to others, A. H. 246 or 248, in Misr; and was inter-

red in the lesser Karafa (20). A chapel has been built over his tomb, and in

this chapel arc the graves of a number of other holy men
;

I have visited it more

than once.

(t) Ztl 'n-lYtln, or he of the fish, is a surname given by (he Muslims to the prophet Jonas.

(2; Sec note (3), page 280.

(3' Jurisprudcnrc is probably meant here.
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(4) See the note on the signification of the word Ml J'o., page 160. .

(8) In the early ages of Istimism, many authors composed works, but did not put them in writing; those

works they taught from memory to their disciples, who either wrote them down or transmitted them orally.—

The Muwatta, or beaten path, is a celebrated treatise on jurisprudence.

ifl) A little Bird; kunbura, which, according to Dr. Russell in his History of Aleppo, is the Arabic

name of the crested lark. Larks, however, build on the ground, not on trees, so some other species must be

meant here.

(7) Literally: Rednett prevailed in him, which may also mean that his body was reddish or copper-

coloured.

(8; "ghukrAn al-Aibid was Zft ’n-NOn’s master, but I do not know the year of his death; bis tomb is near

“ that of his disciple."—(KAhir ShAh, in his Universal History ; MS. No. 618, fol. 182 )

(9) This means that the service of the tongue is not required to express the thoughts of the mind, neither

arc signs necessary for the purpose, when two hearts are In sympathetic communion.

(10) See page 21.

(11) The mystic import of these lines Is manifest; fAo beloved is here rAe Divinity.

(12) Literally: a hearing; which is something similar to the zikrs so well described by Mr. Lane in bis

modern Egyptians. Consult also D’Ohsson's Tab. Gin. t. IV. p. 680. M. de Sacy says, in the Notice* et

Extraits, l. XII. p. 369, that the or hearing, which be translates by concert, means the dances of the

turning dervishes.

(13) Ibn KhallikAn was not then twelve years of age.

(14) The willow means the maid with a slender and pliant waist.

(18) See note (8), page 38.

(16) Literally: They were the thoughts (or minds) of the dwellings.

(17) Literally : Moons.

(18) This verse runs literally thus : How often have moons in thy sky (or region) danled my heart, and

how many gaiclles in thee have blandished me!

(19) Literally: Loose from care, but in her anklets tightness. See Mr. Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol. II.

p. 364.

(20) See note (12), page S3.

JARIR THE POET.

Abu Hazra Jarir Ibn Aliya Ibn Kbudaifa (surnamed al-Khatafa) Ibn Badr Ibn

Salama Ibn Auf Ibn Kulaib Ibn Yarbd Ibn Hanzala Ibn Malik Ibn Zaid Manat

Ibn Tamim Ibn Murr at-Tamimi {descendedfrom Tamtm
)
was one of tbe great-

est and most celebrated Moslim poets. He was in the habit of making satires on

al-Farazdak, who retorted in the same manner, and they composed parodies on

each other’s poems. Most critics consider him as an abler poet than al-Farazdak,

and learned men agree unanimously that, among the poets of Islamic times,
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there were none equal to these three: Jarir, al-Farazdak, and al-Akhtal (1).

It is said that verses are of four kinds; boasting, laudatory, satirical, and ama-

tory (2), and that Jarir excelled in them all, since he was author of these pas-

sages, which are specimens of each style :

When the tribe of Tamtm are wroth against you, it seems to you as if all mankind
were in anger.

Are you not the best of those who ever rode on camels, and the most liberal of

men (3)?

Cast down thy eyes [with shame), for thou belongest to the tribe of Numair l You have

not even attained the rank of Kaab or of KilAb

!

Eyes, of which the glances were full of languor (4), slew us but revived not our Ittl

slain. These maids strike the man of courage prostrate and motionless, and yet they

are the feeblest of God’s creation.

Abu Obaida Maniar relates this anecdote: “ Jarir and al-Farazdak rode forth

“ on the same camel to visit (the khalif) Hisbam Ibn Abd al-Malik, who was

“ then at Rusafa (5). Jarir having got down on a certain occasion, the camel

“ turned its head round, on which al-Farazdak struck it and said:

‘ Why dost thou turn when I am on thee, and am going towards the noblest of men?
* On thy arrival at RusAfa, thou shall repose from the toils of the journey and the bleed-

ing wounds
{caused by the friction of the saddle).

“ He then said to himself : ‘When Jarir comes up and hears me recite these

“ lines, he will say

:

* She bears a blacksmith's son, and therefore turns to look after the bellows and the

‘dull-edged hatchet. But on arriving at RusAfa, she will meet with the (rough) treat-

* ment which her rider has experienced every year, at the assemblies of Arabs (6).’

“ Jarir, on coming up, saw al-Farazdak laugh, and said to him : ‘ What

“makes you laugh, Abu Faras (7)?’ Al-Farazdak then recited to him the

“ first lines, and Jarir answered with the last. On this, al-Farazdak said: ‘By

“ Allah! I have just pronounced the same lines;’ and Jarir replied: ‘Do you

“ not know that it is the same demon which inspires us both (8)?’ "—Al-

Mubarrad relates, in his Kamil
,

that the following verse of Jarir’s was re-

cited to al-Farazdak:

You will see the leprosy on her body (sAine) like the hoary beard of al-Farazdak (9);
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And that the latter, on hearing the beginning of the verse clapped his hand

to his chin, in expectation of what was to come after, in the second hemistich.

— Abii Ohaida relates also this anecdote: “Jarir’s mother, when in her preg-

“ nancy, dreamt that she was delivered of a rope made of black hair, and that it

“ began to spring about and seize a great number of people successively by the

“ neck, and strangle them. On this she awoke in affright, and having asked

“ the interpretation of her dream, was told that she would bring forth a male

“ child and a poet, full of acrimony and violence, who would be an afiniclion to

“ men. It was for this reason that, on his birth, she named him Jarir (halter)."

—Abu ’l-Faraj al-Ispahani gives the life of Jarir in the Kitab al-Aghani

,

and

relates there the following anecdote: “A man said to Jarir: ‘Who is the first

“ poet of the age?’ ‘Rise up,’ said Jarir, ‘and you shall learn.’ He then lead

“ him by the hand to his father Aliya, who had just seized and bound a she-

“ goat and was sucking its teat. On being called forth by Jarir, he appeared in

“ a squalid dress, with drops of the goat’s milk trickling down his heat'd. ‘ Do

“ you see that man?’ said Jarir.—‘Yes.*—‘Do you know him?’—‘No.’—‘That

“ is my father; and do you know why he was sucking the goat’s teat?’—‘No.’

“ —It was because he w'as afraid, that (if he milked her) some one might hear

“ the noise of the milk (falling into the pail), and ask him for some. Now,

“ the ablest poet is he who, in contests with eighty others, vaunted his descent

lost “ from such a father and vanquished them all.’
”— It is related, in the work en-

titled, al-Jails wa 'l-Aids (the companion andfriend) (10), that one of Jarir’s

descendants, named Muhammad Ibn Habib Ibn Omara Ibn Okail Ibn Bilal Ibn

Jarir, was asked what deed his ancestor intended to commit when he pronounced

this verse

:

Had I known that the day of their departure was the last day in which we were to

meet, I had done what I did not do.

To this question Muhammad answered: “He meant that he would have

“ plucked out his eyes, to avoid witnessing the departure of his friends 1”—It is

related in the Aghdni that Masud Ibn Bishr asked Ibn Manadir (1 1 ) when in

Mekka, who was the first poet of the time, and received from him this answer:

“He who is playful and serious at will; who in his playful style gives you

“ hopes to attain his level, but rises beyond your reach when you essay; and
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u in his serious mood aims at thoughts so lofty, that you must despair to rival

“him.”—“Who is it?” said Masud. - “Jarir," replied Ibn Munadir; “he
“ who in his sportive humour said :

i

‘The maidens, who in their morning departure bore my heart away, left me (12),

‘however, an abundant source, which ceases not yet to flow from my eyes! They
‘dried up their tears and said to me: “Think not that we resemble you in feeling the
‘ effects of love (13)

1"

'

“And who, in a graver style, pronounced words like these:

‘ He who has refused every honourable quality to the tribe of Taghlib, has placed
* the khalifat and the gift of prophecy in ours! Modar is my father and the father of

‘ princes! Say, Taghlib, purblind tribe! where have you a father like ours? Behold
* my cousin a khalif in Damascus; if I chose, he would drive you to me as slaves.’”

The narrator says that (
the khalif

)

Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan, on hearing

these verses, said : “What could induce Ibn al-Maragha (Jarir) to go so far as to

“ take me for his constable (14)? Had he said :
‘ If he chose, he would drive

you to me as slaves ,’ I should have done so.”—These verses are an attack on

the celebrated poet al-Akhtal, who was of the tribe of Taghlib (15); Jarir says in

them, that the khalifat and the gift of prophecy were in bis own family; for

the reason that the tribe of Tamim, to which he belonged, was sprung from

Modar, son of SNizar, son of Maadd, son of Adnan, and Adnan was an ancestor

of Muhammad's ; so that the khalifat and the gift of prophecy might be consi-

dered as In-longing to Modar, from whom also the tribe of Tamim was des-

cended. —The word khuzr (here translated Ay- purblind) is the plural of akhzar,

and is regularly formed like the other plural adjectives of the same class. Akh-

zar means narrow-eyed, and is an epithet given to the Persians; it is for this

» reason that Jarir employs it here, excluding thus the Taghlibites from the

Arabic nation, and pretending that they were Persians; a most grievous insult

to an Arab.— In saying, Behold my cousin a khalif in Damascus, he means

AIkI al-Malik Ibn Marw&n the. Omaiyide, who was then living. Abd al-Malik

calls Jarir Ibn al-Maragha (son of the Mardgha), because al-Akbtal bad made

a satire on him, and said that his mother was a mardgha (1 C) for men; God for-

give us for saying such a thing! but tbe explanation of tbe anecdote required it.

—Jarir once went into the presence of Al>d al-Malik Ibn Marwan, and recited

him a kasida, beginning thus:

38

%
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[My companions said to me) have you recovered, or is your heart still troubled (since)

1K3 the evening that your friends resolved to depart? Censorious females tell me that

gray hairs cover my head ; must gray hairs then prevent me from being gay ? fMy
wife) Omm Khazra was {at length) consoled

(
and consented to my leaving her: “ Go,”)

said she, “ I foresee that your servants will have a flock of sho-camels {the khalifs gift)

“ to drive to the watering place." My confidence is in God who has no partner in his

power, and my hopes for success are placed in the khalif. Thee {0 prince) shall I

thank, if thou restore to me my plumage, and caus; the pinions of my wing to grow

:

are you not the best of those who ever rode on camels, and the most liberal of men ?

Jarir said : “When I recited this poem to Abd al-Malik and came to this verse,

“ he sat up straight on his throne and exclaimed: ‘Those who praise us must

“ pronounce verses like that, or else be silent.’ He then turned towards me and

“ said : ‘0 Jarir, dost thou think that one hundred camels from the flocks of the

“ tribe of Kalb would suffice to quench the thirst of Omm llazra?’ To this I

“replied: ‘Commander of the Faithful! if they suflice not, may God never

“assuage her thirst!’ He then ordered them to be given to me, all of them

“ black-eyed (1 7); and I said : ‘Commander of the Faithful ! we are all old men

“ in our family, unable to go on foot (18), and camels are apt to stray; suppose

“ that you made me a present of some slaves to keep them T On this, he

“ ordered me eight, and as he had some dishes of gold before him and a rod in

“ his hand, I said, in pointing to one of them: ‘Commander of the Faithful!

“and the milkpail?’ On which he pushed it towards me with the rod, saying:

“ ‘Take it,- and much good may it do thee (19)!'” It is to this circumstance

that Jarir alludes in the following verse :

They gave a hunaida, which was tended by eight; their gifts are not granted with

ill-will, neither are they excessive.
*

The word hunaida
, which has the form of a diminutive noun, is a proper

name serving to designate one hundred (20), and most of the learned in philo-

logy do not allow it to take the definite article; some, however, permit it, and

the celebrated poet of Aleppo, Abd ’1-Fath Ibn Abi Husaina as-Sulami has said

in one of bis kasidas:

O, my heart 1 the half of al-Hunaida (i. e. fifty years) has left you no excuse for

love (21).

When Jarir learned the death of al-Farazdak, he wept and said: “By Allah!

“ I well know that I shall survive him but for a short time; we were born under

“ the same constellation, and each of us was taken up with ihe other; and it
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“ rarely happens that a rival or a friend dies without being followed by him

“ whose rival or friend he was!” And this was in fact the case, as he and al-Fa-

razdak died in the year 1 10 (A.D. 728-9); see the life of (Hammam Ibn Gbdlib
)

al-Farazdak, where some particulars of Jarir’s death are related. Abu ’l-Faraj

Ibn al-Jawzi places the death of Jarir in A. II. HI; and Ibn Kutaiba states, in

his Kitdb al-Madrif\ that Jarir s mother bore him in her womb seven months.

He died in al-Yamama (22), aged upwards of eighty years.

(1) The tires of these three poets, translated from the Kitdb al-Aghdni, have been given by M. Caussin dc

Perceval in the Journal Asiatique for the year 1834.

(2) It would seem that descriptive and didactic poetry were not acknowledges! as forming particular classes,

yet many examples are lobe found, especially of the former kind.

(3) Literally: The most liberal of creatures as to the palms of the hand.

(4) See page 28, note (3).

(5) The town of ar-llusAfa lay opposite to ar-Rakka, at one day's journey west of the Euphrates. Abfl

T-Fadi places it in lat. 3f>' N. It was called also the Husifa of IlishAm, after its founder fiishim Ibn Abd

al-Malik, who made it his summer residence and retired there to avoid the plague, which desolated Syria.—

[Mardtid.)

There were live places in Arabia at which annual fairs were held, and to which the poets resorted pre-

viously to the introduction of Islamism. See my Diudn d*Amro'l-Kait, preface, page 8.

(7^ Abd Paris was al-Farazdak's surname.

(8) Literally: That our demon is one and the same.

(9) Literally: Videbis lepram in imis pudendis hujus (mulirrO) similom esse barba ranescenti rev Farazdak.

(10) This work is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.

(11) Mohammad Ibn Mounidhir. (quelques-uns disent Ibn Manidhir, le fils des Moundhir, alldguant que

son pere, son ateul et son bisalcul sc nommaicnl Moundhir, voy. le Camous.) poele de Basra, a compose en di-

vers genres, mais surtoul dans le genre satyrique. Lcs rcssentimens excites par se» sa tyres le forcerent mime a

quitter Basra. II it retire alors 4 la Mekke. II a fait des vers a la louangc du ealife Flmahdi, des Barmecides

el de Haroun Arrachid. Ilaroun, apres avoir fait pCrir les Barmecides, partit pour le pllerinage de la Mekke,

accompagnd de son nouveau vizir Fadht Ills de Rabic. A i’arrivie du ealife a la Mekke, Ibn Mounidhir alia se

presenter devout lui cl demanda la permission dc lui reciter un panigyrique qu'il avail prepare. Fadhl Oil a

Ilaroun: "Cet homme a cilebr# les Barmecides, ordonnez-lui de vous reciter les vers qu'il a composes en

“ leur honneur." Ilaroun I'ordonna cn elfel, et apres avoir entendti cet iloge des Barmecides, il Bt douner

des soulBets au poctc ct le chassa de sa presence. Ibn Mounidhir mourul a la Mekke, sous le ralifatd’AI-

mamouu, en I'annce 198. II ilait alors devenu aveugle. (Aghini, vol. IV. fol. 70. 83. 88.) Quant a Massoud

ben Berhr, il est citi quclquefois dans Farticle d'lbn Mounidhir comroe ayant rapporti quelques anecdotes

relatives a ce poctc. mais je ne tronve point dans cet article la conversation dans Inquelle il lui demande quel

cst le meilleur des poites, etc. Je ne sais pas non plus quelle itait sa qualitt*.— (A Caussin de Perceval.)

(12) The pronoun is here in the second person : but as the poet addresses himself, it is necessary to trans-

late by the first in order to express the thought clearly. Arabic poetry abounds with that species of irregularity

which European grammarians call enallajt of ptrton.
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(13) Literally: What have yon felt from lore which we feel.—It i» needle** to obierve that they alto felt iu

effect, but dissembled their weakness.

(14) The word thorali is here translated constable, to avoid a periphrase. It means a soldier of

the police cavalry.

(13) Al-Akthal was a Christian; hit tribe also professed the same faith, and it is for this reason that the

Taghlibltes, although an Arab tribe, are specially excepted, by law, from paying the Zakdt, or lithe, of their

cattle. But this was merely a nominal advantage, as they were hound to pay tribute like the Christian sub-

jects in conquered countries.

(IQi M aright is thus explained in Froytag's Lexicon: Locvi ubi te volutat jumentum. Atina qua admillit

atMssarios.

(17) This was a proof of their good breed.

(18) More literally: And none of us can do without his riding-camel.

(19) Literally: May it do thee no good. It very frequently happens in Arabic that good wishes are ex-

pressed under the form of imprecations, as in this case.

(20) It is thus that an Arabic grammarian would say of the English words a dozen and a score, that they

are the proper names of twelve and twenty.

(21) More literally: For attachment to the person whose face is shaded by the izdr.— See Introduction.

(22) Al-Yamdma; a country and town lying to the east of Mekka, at four days' journey from al-Katlf on

the Persian Gulf. (Abo T-FadA.)

THE IMAM JAAFAR AS-SADIK.

Abu Abtl Allah Jaafar as-Sadik I bn Mulutmmad al-Rakir Ibn Ali Zain

li54 al-Aabidin Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib was one of the twelve persons

who, according to the religious doctrines of ihe Shiites, are considered as imams.

This illustrious descendant of Muhammad was surnamed as-Sadik (1) for his

veracity, and his merits are too well known to be mentioned here. He composed

a discourse (or treatise) on alchemy, augury, and omens, and the siifi Abu Musa

Jabir Ibn Haiyan of Tarsus (2) compiled a work of two thousand pages, in

which he inserted the problems of his master Jaafar as-Sadik, which formed five

hundred treatises. Jaafar was born A. H. 80 (A.D. 699), (which year is deno-

minated the year of the Torrent) (3): but according to another statement, his

birth happened before the daybreak of Tuesday 8th Ramadan, A. H. 83. He

died in the month of Shawwal, A. H. 148 (A.D. 765), and was buried in the

cemetery of al-Raki at Medina. The same tomb contains the bodies of his father

Muhammad al-Bakir, his grandfather Ali Zain al-Aabidin, and his grandfather’s

uncle, al-llasan son of Ali: how rich a tomb in generosity and nobility! His
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mother, Omm Farwa, was daughter of al-Kasim, son of Muhammad, son of

(the khalif) Abu Bakr as-Siddik. — The lives of the twelve imams shall be

given in their respective places. — It is related by Koshajim (4) in his Kitdb

aUMasdid wa ’l-Matdrid that Jaafar once asked Abu Hanifa his opinion

respecting a pilgrim wearing the Hiram who broke the canine teeth of a ga-

zelle (5); to which Abu Hanifa answered: ‘‘Son of the Prophet of God! I

“know not what to say on the subject.” On this, Jaafar said: “You, who

“ are a man of quick mind, do not know that gazelles have no canine teeth,

“ but only incisors (6).”

(1) As-Sddik; the veracious.

(2) JJbir Ibn HaiyAn is the name of the celebrated alchemist whom Europeans call Geber. Casiri gives

some account of him, after the TArikh al-HukamA, in the Bibliotheca Arabica ; vide tom. I. p. 423.

(3) In the eightieth year of the Hijra a torrent overwhelmed a numberof persons at Mckka. It was for this

reason that the above year was called the year of the impetuous torrent (as-Soil al-Juhdf).— (Ibn ShAkir’s

Oyidn at TatcArlkh.) »

(4) Abh T-Eath MahmOd Ibn al-IIusain, surnamed KoshAjim, was a celebrated poet and phiiologer, con-

temporary with al-Mutanabbi. He is author of the following works: A dab an-Madlm
(
the necessary qualities

for a boon-companion' ; Al-Masatd tea 'l-Matdrid (snares and game), which appears to be a collection of

sporting anecdotes; a Collection of Epistles, and a XHirdnof poems. .He died some lime after A. U. 330

(A. D. 961).- (Fihrest

;

ad-Dahabi's Tdrtkh al-tsldm, MS. No. 646. fol. 296. v.)

(5) The person who is making the pilgrimage to Mekka is not allowed to hunt, fowl, or Osh as long as he

wears the ihrdm, or pilgrim’s dress. The laws on this subject may be seen in D'Obsson’s Empire Othoman,

tom. III.

(6) Camels have incisors, canine teeth, and molars, but most of the other ruminating quadrupeds have

incisors and molars only. This peculiarity did not escape the notice of the nomadic Arabs, but was not

generally known to towns-peoplc.

JAAFAR THE BARMEKIDE.

Abu T-Fadl Jaafar Ibn Yahya Ibn Khalid Ibn Barmck Ibn Jamas Ibn Yash-

t4sf al-Barmaki was vizir lo Hartln ar-Rashid. In the high rank which he

attained and the great power which he wielded, in loftiness of spirit and in the

esteem and favour shown him by the khalif, he stood without a rival. His dis-

position was generous, his looks encouraging, his demeanour kind; but his libe-

rality and munificence, the richness and the prodigality of his donations, are too
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well known to require mention. He expressed his thoughts with great ele-

gance, and was remarkable for his eloquence and command of language: it is

staled that one night, he wrote, under the inspection of llarun ar-Rashid, up-

wards of one thousand decisions on as many memorials which had been pre-

sented to the khalif, and that not one of these decisions deviated in the least

from what was warranted by the law. He had been instructed in jurisprudence

by the kadi Ahu Yusuf the Hanefile, under whose tuition he had been placed

by his father Yahva. Ibn al-Kadisi relates, in his History of Vizirs, that Jaafar

said to a person who asked his excuse for some fault: “By the pardon which

“ we have already granted to you, God has dispensed you from the necessity of

“ making any excuses to us; and our friendship for you is too great to permit

“ that we should entertain an unfavourable opinion of your character.” — A

written complaint having been presented to him against one of the public men

under his orders, he wrote the following note on the back of the document and

sent it to him :
—“Those who complain of you are numerous, and those who

“ praise you arc few; be just, or resign.”—The following example is related of

his penetration: Having learned that ar-Rashid was much depressed in conse-

quence of a Jewish astrologer having predicted to him that he should die

within a year, he rode off to the khalif and found him deeply afflicted: the Jew

had been detained as a prisoner by the khalif's orders, and Jaafar addressed him

in these terms: “You pretend that the khalif is to die in the space of so many

“days?”—“Yes,” said the Jew.—“And how long are you yourself to live?”

said Jaafar.—“ So many years," replied the other, mentioning a great number.

Jaafar then said to the khalif: “Put him to death, and you will be thus assured

“ that he is equally mistaken respecting the length of your life and that of his

“ own.” This advice was followed by the khalif, who then thanked Jaafar for

having dispelled his sadness. The Jew's body was exposed on a gibbet, and on

this occasion the poet Ashja as-Sulami pronounced the following lines

:

Ask the horseman who is perched on the trunk of that palm-tree, if a favourable

lijij constellation ever appeared for such a rider? Were it possible that the stars could

teach the hour of death,' he had known the fate which awaited his own silly head,

lie announced to us tho im.Ws (1) death ; such a prediction he must have learned from

the sons of Khosroes and Caesar {(he enemies of Islamism). Ah, worst of diviners 1

you foretell the ill fortune of others, while your own constellation plainly foreboded

evil I
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The astrologer thus lost his life through his own folly.—The generous cha-

racter of Jaafar and the abundance of his donations are well known : it is related

that when he made the pilgrimage to Mckka, he passed through al-Akik (2),

which had greatly suffered that year from drought, and was met by a woman

belonging to the tribe of Kilab, who recited to him these lines:

I passed through al-Akik, and found its inhabitants complaining that the showers of

spring had fallen but scantily. But now, that Jaafar is their neighbour, a spring with-

out rain cannot injure them (3).

On hearing this, Jaafar made her a rich present.—The idea expressed in the

last verse is taken from a piece of poetry by ad-Dahhak Ibn Okail al-Khalaji,

in which he says:

Had we SamrA this year for neighbour, we should not (though drought afflicts us)

mind the absence of spring tide rains.

How well the poet has turned that verse, and how sweet the parenthesis

though drought ajflicts us

!

This parenthesis is an example of what the rhe-

toricians call Hashw al-Lawzinj (4).—

(

Hildl) Ihn as-Sabi gives the following

anecdote, in his Kitdh al-Amdthil wa ’l-Aiydn, on the authority of Ishak

{Ibn) an-Nadim al-Mausili, who had learned it from Ibrahim Ibn al-Mahdi

:

“Jaafar Ibn Yahya was one day in a private apartment of his house with

“ his boon companions, and I was one of the number; he had put on a silk

“ dress and anointed himself with perfumes, and he made us do the same; he

“ gave also orders not to admit any person except the intendant of his

“ demesnes, Abd al-Malik Ibn Bahran, but the chamberlain beard die

“ words Abd al-Malik only. Now it happened that Abd al-Malik Ibn Salih

“ the Hashimite (5) rode to Jaafar's house, knowing that he was at home,

“ and the chamberlain sent in to say that Abd al-Malik was come, on which

“ Jaafar said, ‘Let him enter;’ thinking that it was Ibn Rahran. Judge then

“ of our consternation at the sight of Abd al-Malik Ibn Salih in his black

“ dress (6) and a rusdftya (7) on his head! Jaafar himself changed colour. Ibn

“ S&lih never drank nabid (8), and had even refused to do so, though invited

“ by the khalif; but on seeing Jaafar's perplexity, he called his page, to whom
“ he gave his black robe and kalansua, and then advanced to the door of the

“ apartment where we were, and after saluting us, said: ‘ Allow me to be a par-
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“ taker in your pleasures, and treat me as one of yourselves.’ Having then

“ received a silk dress from a servant, he asked for something to eat, and when

“ he had done, he called for nabid and drank off a pint of it (9). He then said

“ to Jaafar: ‘Bv Allah! I never drank it till to-day, so I request your indul-

“ gence.’ On this Jaafar ordered a pitcher of nabtd to be set before him, so that

“ he might take what quantity he pleased. At>d al-Malik then anointed him-

“ self with perfumes, and joining in our conviviality, he proved himself a most

“ agreeable companion. The further he went on, the more Jaafar’s mind was

“set at ease, and he said to his guest when about to retire: ‘Inform me of

“ your business, for I cannot make a sufficient acknowledgment for your cour-

“ tesy.’--‘ You must know’ then,’ said Abd al-Malik, ‘that the Commander

“ of the Faithful is ill-disposed towards me, and 1 wish you to remove that un-

“ favourable feeling from his mind, and aid me to regain his good opinion.’

“To this Jaafar answered: ‘The Commander of the Faithful shall take you

“ into favour, and his prejmssessions against you shall cease.’—‘And I am also

“ in debt,’ said Abd al-Malik, ‘ to the amount of four millions of dirhems(1 0).’

—

“ * Your debts shall be paid,’ said Jaafar; ‘the money is ready, but it will be

more honourable for you to receive it from the khalif.himself, and it will serve

“ as a public token of his good feeling towards you.’— ‘ 1 should like also,’ said

“ the other, ‘to raise my son Ibrahim to an elevated rank, by obtaining for him

“ a princess of the khalif’s family in marriage.’—‘The Commander of the

“ Faithful,’ answered Jaafar, ‘shall give his daughter al-Aalia to him as a wife.’

“ ‘ Aud 1 should wish,’ said Abd al-Malik, ‘as a public mark of my son’s eleva-

4i»6 “ tion, that a standard be borne over his head (11).'—‘The Commander of the

“Faithful/ replied Jaafar, ‘shall give him the government of Egypt (12).’

“ Abd al-Malik then withdrew, and we yvere in great astonishment at Jaafar’s

“ answers, and his boldness in taking engagements of such a nature without the

“ authorisation of the khalif. The next morning we rode to the court of

“ ar-Rashid, where we awaited the return of Jaafar, who went in to the kha-

“ lifs apartment. Almost immediately on his entrance, the kadi Abu Jusuf

“ was called-in along with Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan (13) and Ibrahim Ibn Abd

“ al-Malik ; and a moment had scarcely elapsed when Ibrahim came forth

“ decked in a robe of honour, with a standard borne before him: he had also

“ been betrothed to al-Aalia, who was then brought to him in state, and
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“ carried, with (he money
(
which Jaafar had promised}, to Abd al-Malik's

“ house. Jaafar (hen came out and ordered us to follow him home, where he said

“ to us: *1 suppose that your minds are so taken up with Abd al-Malik’s affair,

that you would like to know the result?’—Our reply was: ‘That is precisely

“ what we desire;’ arid Jaafar made us the following narration :
‘ I stood in the

“ presence of the Commander of the faithful, and informed him of Abd al-Ma-

“ lik’s conduct from the beginning to the end, and the khalif exclaimed, “Ex-
“ cellent! excellent! And what did you do for him?” I here informed him of

“ the promise which I had made him; and the khalif approved of it and con-

“ firmed it. You saw the result.’ (In relating this anecdote,) Ibrahim Ibn

“ al-Malidi said: ‘By Allah! I know not which (of the three) to admire most :

“ Abd al-Malik’s drinking nabfd and putting on attire different from what he

“ usually wore; he who was a serious man, scrupulously devout, full of gra-

“ vity and sedateness; or the liberty which Jaafar took with ar-Rashid; or the

“ confirmation given by ar-Rashid to the promises made by Jaafar.’ ”— It is

related that one day, at Jaafar's, a beetle flew towards Abu Obaid the Thake-

fite, and that Jaafar ordered it to be driven away, when Abu Obaid said :

“ Let it alone; it may perhaps bring me good luck; such is at least the vulgar

“ opinion.” Jaafar on this ordered one thousand dinars to be given him, saying

:

“ The vulgar opinion is confirmed.” The beetle was then set at liberty, but it

“ flew towards Abu Obaid a second time, and Jaafar ordered him another

present to the same amount. — The following anecdote is given by Ibn al-

Kadisi (14) in his History of Vizirs: “A slave girl, whd was just sold to Jaafar

“ for forty thousand dinars, said to her former owner: ‘Remember the pro-

“ mise which you made me, never to sell me even from necessity (15);’ she

“ then wept, and he exclaimed, * Bear witness that I set her free and take her

“ for my wife.’ Jaafar (on hearing this) gave the money to her owner, with-

“ out accepting any thing in return." —Many are the examples related of his ge-

nerosity
;
he was also the most eloquent person of his family. The first of the

Barmckides who acted as vizir was Khaiid Ibn Barmak, who was raised to the

vizirat by (the khalif) as-Saflah after the assassination of llafs al-Khallal
;
(this

circumstance is related in the life of Hafs). Khaiid continued in the vizirat till

the death of as-Saflah, which event took place on Monday, 13th of Zu 1-llijja,

A.H. 136 (June, A.D. 754) ; and was confirmed in his post, the same day, by the

39
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new khalif, al-Mansur, brother to as-Saffah. One year and some months after

this, he was removed through the intrigues of Abu Aiyub al-Muriyani, who

had gained great influence over the mind of al-MansCkr, and represented to him

that the Kurds had taken possession of Fars, and that Khalid was the most pro-

per person to arrest their progress. Khalid was therefore sent off to that

country, and, in his absence, Abu Aiyub got all the authority into his hands.

Ibn al-Kadisi says that Khalid died A. H. 163 (A. D. 779-80), but Ibn Asakir

stales, in his History of Damascus, that he was born A. H. 90 (A. D. 709), and

died A. H. 165 (A. D. 781-2): God knows best!—Jaafar bad taken a solid hold

on the predilections of ar-Rashid, who yielded to his influence and granted him

his friendship; the degree of favour which he attained was unexampled, so much

so that the khalif caused a robe to be made with two separate collars, which he

and Jaafar wore at the same time. Ar-Rashid could not suffer being deprived

of Jaafar's company, neither could he bear being separated from his own sister

al-Abbdsa, daughter of al-Mahdi, whom he loved with an extreme affection
; his

pleasure was never complete in the absence of one or the other
;
he therefore

said to Jaafar: “My pleasure is never complete except when you and al-Abbasa

“ are with me; 1 shall therefore marry you together, in order that you may
“ legally keep company with her; but beware that you meet her and 1 not pre-

li»7 “ sent!” Jaafar accepted this condition and married her; but at last the favour-

able feelings of ar-Rashid towards him and the Barmekides underwent a total

change; he reduced that family to ruin, put Jaafar to death, threw his brother

ai-Fadl and his father Yahya into prison, and there left them to die (as will be

mentioned in their respective articles). Historians disagree respecting the mo-

tives which turned ar-Rashid against them ; some go so far as to say that when

Jaafar and al-Abbasa were married on the condition above-mentioned, and had

continued for a time to observe it, she conceived a )>assion for her husband,

who refused however, through fear, to accede to her desires: she then had

recourse to a stratagem, and sent to Altaba, Jaafar’s mother, requesting to be

offered to him as a slave, (for Jaafar's mother made him a present every Friday

. of a young virgin, with whom he passed the night, having previously taken

some nabid.) This proposal having been rejected, al-Abbasa said to Attaba:

“ If. you do not consent to what I desire, I shall tell my brother that you asked

“ me to act so and so; whereas, if I bear a son to Jaafar, it will be a source of
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“ honour to your family
;
and what could my brother do, were he to discover

“ the circumstance?’' Jaafar’s mother was induced by this to accede to al-Ab-

basa’s request, and she began by promising to her son that she would give him a

fair slave whom she then had in her possession, and whom she described as pos-

sessing great beauty. Jaafar asked her, time after time, to fulfil her promise,

and she, on perceiving that his desires were at length excited to possess the

slave, told al-Abl>asa to hold herself in readiness, and that night she intro-

duced her into Jaafar’s chamber. Her countenance was not known to Jaafar,

as he had never met her but in the khalif’s presence, and did not then dare to

cast his eyes on her. When they had been some time together, she said to him:

“What think you of the stratagems practised by princesses?”— “What princess

“ are you?” said Jaafar.—“I am thy sovereign mistress,” she replied; “I am
“ al-Abbasa !

” Immediately the fumes of the nabid were dispelled from his

head, and he sought his mother, to whom he said: “Mother, you have brought

“ me to ruin
(16)!” The pregnancy of al-Abbasa was the result of this inter-

view, and she gave birth to a son, whom, to avoid discovery, she sent off to

Mekka under the care of a slave called Raiyash, and a nurse whose name was

Barra. At that lime Yahya, the son of Khalid, was inspector of ar-Rashid’s palace

and harem, the doors of which he used to lock and then retire with the keys.

The strict confinement in which he kept the females of the harem induced at

length Zobaida to make complaints of him to
(
her husband') ar-Rashid, who

said to him: “Father,”—for so he used to call him— “Father, why does Zo-

“ baida complain of you?”—“Commander of the faithful,” said Yahya, “can

“ you suspect me of dishonouring your harem?”—“ No;” answered the khalif.

—“Then,” replied Yahya, “hearken not to what she says of me.” After

this, Yahya acted towards her with such increased rudeness and severity, that

she complained again to ar-Rashid, who said to her :
“ I cannot harbour any

“ suspicion against Yahya relative to my harem.”—“\Vrhy then,” replied she,

“ did he not prevent his son from acting as he has done?”—“W'hat has he done ?"

said he. She then informed him of al-Abbasa’s adventure. “ Is there any

“ proof of this?” said ar-Rashid.—“W’hat stronger proof than the child?”

—

“ W’here is it?”—“It was here, but fearing a discovery, she sent it to Mekka.”

—“Does any other but yourself know this?"—“There is not a slave-girl in

“ the palace but knows it.” Ar-Rashid then spoke no more to her on the
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subject, but manifested later his intention of making the pilgrimage to Mckka.

When he set out with Jaafar for that place, al-Ahhasa wrote to the slave and

the nurse, directing them to retire into Yemen with the child. Ar-Rashid, on

arriving at Mekka, commissioned a person of confidence to investigate the cir-

cumstance, and it was discovered that the child really existed (17). From that

lime, the khalif nourished in his bosom evil intentions against the Rarmekides.

—

Ibn Badrun speaks of Jaafar in his commentary on the elegiac poem composed hv

Ibn Abdun on the fall of the Banu 'l-Aftas (18) ;
this kaslda commences thus:

After (inflicting )
the reality [of misfortune), time torments (tw) still with the traces

[of it) ; why then weep for shadows and (unreal) images?

And the mention of Jaafar occurs in the commentary on the following verse

of the poem

:

(Fortune) made Jaafar to taste of death by the sword (19), whilst Fadl and the vene-

rable Yahya looked on.

1118—In the following verses, Abu Nuwas alludes to the circumstance mentioned

by Ibn Badrun

:

Say to the trusty servant of God, the offspring of princes and able rulers: “When
** you wish to make a traitor lose his head, slay him not with the sword, but marry him
“ to AbbAsa."

According to another statement,(a descendant ofj4U,)Yahya Ibn Abd Allah (20),

who had revolted against ar-Rashid, was given by him in charge to Jaafar,

who kept him prisoner in his house. This Yahya, having asked to see Jaafar,

said to him : “Fear God, 0 Jaafar! in your conduct towards me, and avoid the

“ risk of having my ancestor, the prophet Muhammad, for an adversary [on the

“ day of judgment)', fori solemnly aver that I never excited a revolt.” Jaafar

was touched with this appeal, and replied : “ Go to what country you list.” “ I

“ fear,” said Yahya, “lest I be arrested and brought back.” Jaafar therefore

sent with him a person who conducted him to a place of safety. When the news

of this reached ar-Rashid, he called Jaafar into his presence, and after a long

conversation, addressed him thus: “0 Jaafar! what is Yahya doing?” To which

Jaafar answered: “He is still as he was.”—“Swear by my life that it is so,”

said the khalif; but Jaafar, after some moments of silence and hesitation, said:

“No! I swear by your life that I have set him free; fori knew that no evil was
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“ in him.” -“It was well done,” said the khalif ; “you have not acted contrary

“ to my intentions." When Jaafar withdrew, ar-Rashid followed him with his

eyes and said: “May God slay me if Islay thee not!”— It is said that Said Ibn

Salim was asked what was the crime of the Barmekides which had merited the

wrath of ar-Rashid, and that he answered: “Of a verity! they committed no-

“ thing to warrant ar-Rashid’s conduct towards them
; but the day {of their

“ prosperity and power) had been long, and that which continues long becomes

“ irksome. There were persons, and those among the best of men, who were

“ fatigued with die length of die khalif Omar’s reign, although the like of it was

“ never seen for justice, security, wealth, and victories; they also liore with

“ impatience the sway of Olhman ; and both were murdered. Besides, ar-Rashid

“ saw that generosity had become their habitude; that the public were loud in

“ their praise, and dial men's hopes were fixed on them and not on him.

“ Less than this sufiices to excite the jealousy of princes; so ar-Rashid con-

“ ceived ill-will against them, wreaked his vengeance on them, and tried to find

“ out faults {with which he might reproach them). Besides this, a certain de-

“ gree of presumpdon was sometimes visible in the conduct of Jaafar and al-

“ Fadl, (although Yahva was exempt from it; for he had more solid experience

“ than the others and better skill in affairs.) This induced some of their ene-

“ mies, as al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rahi and others, to have recourse to ar-Rashid, from

“ whom they concealed the good done by the Barmekides, and only told him

“of their faults; {they persevered in this) till they brought about what took

“ place. After this, when any persons spoke ill of the Barmekides in ar-Ra-

“ shid’s presence, he would sav:

• Perdition to your fathers (21) ! blame them less, or fill the void which they have

‘ left.’”

It is also stated that the ruin of the Barmekides was caused by a memorial

which was presented to ar-Rashid by an unknown individual, and which con-

tained the following lines

:

Say to God’s trusty servant upon earth, him who has power to loose and to bind

:

“Behold, the son of Yahva has become a sovereign like yourself; there is no differ-

ence between youl Your orders must yield to his, and his orders dare not be re-

“ sisted. He has built a palace, of which the like was never erected by the Persian or
“ the Indian [king). Pearls and rubies form its pavement, and the floor is of amber
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“ and aloes-wood. We fear that ho will inherit the empire, when you are hidden in

“ the tomb. It is only the insolent slave who rivals his master in splendour.”

li$9 On reading this paper, ar-Rashid conceived a secret hatred for Jaafar.—Ibn

fiadrun relates that Olaiya, daughter of al-Mahdi (22), said to ar-Rashid, after

the fall of the Barmckidcs: “My lord, I have not seen you enjoy a day of per-

“ feet happiness since you put Jaafar to death. Why did you do so?” To

this ar-Rashid replied: “My dear life! if I thought that even my inmost gar-

“ merit knew the reason, 1 should tear it in pieces.”—Jaafar was executed by

ar-Rashid’s orders at a place calk'd al-Omr, in the province of al-Anbar, on

Sunday 30th of Muharram (or on the first of Safar), A. H. 187 (end of January,

A. D. 803.)—At-Tabari says in his History: “In the year 18fi, ar-Rashid made

“ the pilgrimage with the Barmckides, and arrived at Ilira from Mekka in the

“month of Muharram, 187; he stopped at the palace of Aun al-lbadi for

“ some days, and having then embarked, he descended the river to al-Omr

“ near al-Anbar. On the eve of Sunday, last of Muharram, he sent the eunuch

“ Abu Hashim Masrur with Abu Isma Hammad Ibn Salim and a troop of

“ soldiers to guard the issues of Jaafar’s house, and Masrur went in and found

“ him engaged in a party of pleasure with Ibn Bakhtvashu the phy-

“ sician (23) and Abu Zakkar ai-Kalwadani (24) the blind musician. Masrur

“ dragged him out violently and led him to ar-Rashid’s mansion, where he impri-

“ soned him and shackled him with an ass’s fetters. He then informed ar-Ra-

“ shid of his arrival, and was ordered by him to behead him.”—At-Tabari then

gives in full the history of Jaafar.—Al-Wakidi says: “Ar-Rashid stopped at

“ al-Omr, near al-Anbar, on his return from Mekka in the year 187; he then

“ wreaked his vengeance on the Barmckides and slew Jaafar on the first of Safar;

“his body he ordered to be gibbeted on one side of the bridge of Baghdad, and

“ the head he caused to be stuck up on the other.”—Another historian states

that Jaafar’s body was gibbeted on the bridge opposite to as -Sara t (25).—As-

Sindi Ibn Shahik (26) relates as follows: “I was one night asleep in the upper

“ room of the guard-house, which is on the western side (of the Tigris), and

“ I saw in a dream Jaafar, who stood before me in a robe dyed with saffron, and
*

“ recited these verses (27)

:

‘ ('27* note) as if not a soul had ever lived between al-Hajdn and as-Safa (28) 1 As
* if there had never been one friend in Mekka to hold evening converse with another

!
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* For we were its inhabitants, but we perished by the vicissitudes of time and the pre-
‘ cariousness of fortune (29).’

“ On this I awoke in terror, and related my vision to one of my friends,

“ who answered: ‘ They are confused dreams (30), and it is not all which a

“ man sees (in sleep) that will bear interpretation.’ I then returned to my
“ couch, but had scarcely closed my eyes when I heard the challenge of the

“ sentries and the guard, and the ringing of the bridles of post-horses (31),

“ and a knocking at the door of my chamber. I ordered it to be opened, and

“ the eunuch Saliam al-Abrash (whom ar-Rashid never sent out but on irnpor-

“ tanl business,) came up stairs. I shuddered at his sight, and my joints trem-

“ bled, for I imagined that he had got some orders concerning me; bill he sat

“ down by my side and handed me a letter, the seal of which I broke open, and

“ lo ! it contained these words : 0 Sindi ! this letter is written with our own hand

,

‘ * and sealed with the seal-ring which we wear on our fingers it will be pre-

“ senled lo you by Saildm al-Abrash ; and as soon asyou read it, even before

“ you lay it out of your hand, go with Saliam to the house of Yahja Ibn

“ Khd/id, (may God not protect him!) and having seized on him, put him in

*
‘ heavy irons and bear him to the prison in the city ofal-Mansur (32), which

“ is called Habs az-Zanadika (33). Order also your lieutenant Badam Ibn

“ Abd Allah to go to al-Fadl's, at the same time that you ride off lo the

“ house of his father Yahya, before the news spread abroad: tell him to do

“ with al-Fadl what you are ordered to do with Yahya, and let him lake him

“ lo the same prison. On finishing with these two, send some ofyour men

“ to seize on the children, brothers, and relations of Yahya (34).”— Ibn

Badrun also relates the fall of the Barmckides with some additional circum- 100

stances which I am induced to give here in an abridged manner. After the

passage relative to Jaafar which has been cited above (35), he says: “Then

“
(
ar-Rashid

)
called as-Sindi Ibn Shahik and ordered him lo proceed to Bagh-

“ dad and arrest secretly the Barmekides, their clerks and their relations, which

“ was done. Ar-Rashid was then with Jaafar at al-Omr, near al-Anbar. Jaafar

“ was in his lodgings at the time, and had called in Abu Zakkar and his slave

“ girls; the curtains {of the apartment) were closed, and Abd Zakkar had sung

“ to him this song:
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‘ What want they with us? They never cease to watch us (36)1 Their only thought
4
is to detect [the joys) which we conceal.’

“And ar-Rashid called his page Yasir and said to him: ‘I have chosen you

“ for a business which I do not dunk fit to confide to any other (37); justify

“ then the opinion which I have of you, and beware resisting me, or you die.'

“ —To this Yasir answered :
‘ Were you to order me to kill myself, I would do

“ it.’
—

‘ Go then,’ said ar-Rashid, * and bring me immediately the head of

“ Jaafar Ibn Yahya.’ Yasir was confounded, and gave no answer. 'Wretch'.’

“ exclaimed ar-Rashid, ‘do you hesitate?’— ‘It is a serious business;’ replied

“ the other; ‘would that 1 had died before this hour!’—‘Execute my orders!’

“ said the khalif. Yasir then went to Jaafar’s, and found him in com|>any with

“ Abu Zakkar, who wras singing these verses:

4 Leave us not, for every man must meet death either in the night or in the day.
4 Treasures, though well preserved, must one day be exhausted. Could you be pre-
* served from the attacks of misfortune, I should give my own wealth and that of my
4 fathers to secure your safety.’

' “ [Yasir then entered
)
and Jaafar said to him: ‘I am happy to receive your

“ visit, 0 Yasir; but am displeased at your entering without permission.’

—

“ ‘ My business,’ said Yasir, ‘ does not admit of ceremony (38).’ He then in-

“ formed him of the orders which he had received from the khalif. Jaafar, on

“ this, kissed Yasir’s feet and said : ‘Let me go in and make my will.'
—

‘ As for

“ going in,’ answered Yasir, ‘ it is impossible for me to grant it; but make your

“ will if you please.’—‘You are under obligations to me,’ said Jaafar, ‘and you

“ can repay them at the present moment only.’—‘You will find me prompt to

“ do any thing,’ said Yasir, ‘except to disobey the Commander of the faithful.’

“ —‘Return then,’ said Jaafar, ‘and tell him that you have put me to death; if

“ he express his regret, I shall owe you my life; and if not, you can fulfil your

“orders.’— ‘Impossible!’ said Yasir.— ‘Let me then go with you to his tent,

“ that I may hear the answer which he makes you, and if he persist in will-

“ ing my death, you can execute his commands.’—‘To that 1 consent,’ replied

“ the other. He then entered the tent of ar-Rashid, who, on hearing the

“ noise of his approach, said to him : ‘Have you done it (39)?’ Yasir told him

“ what Jaafar had said. ‘Vile wretch (40)!” exclaimed the khalif, ‘if you an-

“ swer me another word, 1 shall send you before him (to the next world).'
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“ Yasir llieu retired, and having put Jaafar to death, he carried in his head

“ and placed it before the khalif. He looked at it for some time, and then or-

“ dered Yasir to bring in two persons whom he named. When they came, he

“ said to them: ‘ Strike off Yasir''s head, for I cannot hear the sight of Jaa far’s

“ murderer.’ ”—In another part of the hook, Ibn Radrun relates this anecdote:

“ During the pilgrimage, Jaafar had remarked ar-Rashid’s estrangement, and

“ on arriving at Hira, he rode out on business to a church, in which he found a

“ stone with something written on it, which he did not understand. He sent

“ for interpreters to have it explained, with the intention of drawing from it

“ an omen relative to what he had to fear or hope from ar-Rashid. The

“ inscription was read, and it ran thus:

•In the year that the family of Mundir (41) perished, by the spot where the monk
• built the church, the hopes of the needy were fixed on them no longer, and the cri- 101
• minnl ceased to fear them. Their hair breathed the odour of musk and the perfume

.
• of ambergris, which caused the rose to frown (with jealousy). They became food for

• the worms of the earth ; the patron had ceased to exist, and those also who sought
• his favour.’

“Jaafar, on hearing this, was dejected and said: ‘Our fortune lias passed

“ away!’ ” Al-Asmai related this anecdote :
“ Ar-Rashid sent for me after he

“ had put Jaafar to death, and on my arrival, he said: ‘It is for some verses

“ which 1 wish you to hear.’ I answered: ‘If it pleases the Commander of the

“ faithful.’ He then repealed to me these lines:

• Had Jaafar apprehended death, a bridled courser had saved him; and precaution

‘ against
(
the stroke of) fate had placed him in an asylum which even the eagle would

• despair to reach. But when his day was come, no horoscope could repel misfortune
• from him.’

“ I perceived that the verses were his own, and said : ‘They are the best verses

“ on the subject;’ and he said to me: ‘Rejoin now your family, 0 Ibn Koraib!

“ if you like.”’— It is stated that Jaafar, some days before his death, intended

to ride to ar-Rashid’s, and called for an astrolabe that he might choose a {lucky)

hour for the purpose: he was then in his house situated on the Tigris, when a

boat passed by with a man in it, who, although he did not sec Jaafar or know

what he was doing, recited this verse.

In his ignorance he takes counsel of the stars, but the Lord of the stars does what He
wills.

40

X
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Jaafar, on tliis, threw down the astrolabe and rode out. -It is also related

that on the morning after the night in which Jaafar was pul to death, a bill was

found posted on the door of Ali lbn Isa (42) Ibn Mahan's palace at Khorasan,

containing the following lines written in a large hand

:

The unfortunate sons of Barmek have been overwhelmed by misfortune. Their fate

is an example for us, and let him who inhabits this palace take warning.

When Sofyan Ibn Oyaina heard the news of Jaafar’s death and the misfortune

of the Barmekides, he turned towards the kibla (43) and said: ‘‘0 my God! he

“ relieved me from the wants of this world; relieve him from the pains of the

“ next !”— On the death of Jaafar, a great number of elegies were composed on

him by the poets, in which they deplored his loss and llie misfortunes of his

family; the following verses on the subject were composed by ar-Kakashi (44):

Those whose hearts were free from anguish such as mine, onjoyed quiet and repose

;

but sleep is not suited for my eyes. The passionate lover is wakeful, but it is not love

which prevents my eyes from closing. Those sad events have awoken me; and when
others yield to slumber, sleeplessness is mine. It was a heavy blow for me to lose

those princely stars by whose generous showers we were watered when the skies

withheld their rain. Let beneficence and the world now say adieu to the glory of the

Barmekides! Before thy fall, 0 son of Yahyal I never saw one sword cut by an-
other (45). By Allah! were it not through fear of informers, and of the khalif's eye

which slccpcth not, we should walk around thy gibbet [as round the Kaaba), and kiss it

as men kiss the sacred stone (46).

102 The same poet said, in a lament on the death of Jaafar and of his brother

al-Fadl:

Behold how the cutting sword of the Barmekides has been broken by that of the

liashimites. Now that Fadl is dead, tell the camels that they may repose (47), and tell

misfortunes to come renewed each day.

Dibil Ibn Ali al-Khuzai said, on the same subject:

On seeing the sword fall upon Jaafar, and on hearing the khalifs herald cry ven-

geance on Yabva, 1 wept for the world [of which they were the ornament}, and I felt

how true it was that the goal of human life is the quitting of the world.

And Salih lbn Tarif said of them:

0 for the sons of Barmek and the happy days [of their power) ! with you the world

was [brilliant as) a bride ; but now it is widowed and bereft of its children.
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The apprehension of prolixity prevents me from giving numerous passages

from the eulogistic poems and the elegies composed on the Barmekides; the

present article has already attained a considerable length; but this, it is true,

was rendered unavoidable by the necessity of stating, in a connected manner, the

particulars of their rise and fall.—One of the most singular examples which his-

tory offers of the vicissitudes of fortune is thus related by Muhammad Ibn ar-

Rahman al-Ilashimi, chief of the prayer at Kufa(48): “On a certain day, which

“ was the Festival of Sacrifices (49), I went in to my mother’s, and found with

“ her a woman of respectable mien, but dressed in shabby clothes. * Do you

“ know who this is?’ said my mother.— * No,’ I replied.— ‘This,’ said she, ‘is

“ the mother of Jaafar the Barmckide.’ On this L turned towards her and sa-

“ luted her with respect; we then conversed together for some time after
*

“ which 1 said: ‘Madam (50), what is the strangest thing that you have seen?’

“ To which she answered : ‘There was a time when this anniversary found me
“ with four hundred female slaves standing behind me to await my orders, and

“ yet 1 thought that my son did not provide for me in a manner adequate to

“ my rank; but now my only wish is to have two sheep-skins, one to serve me
“ for a bed and the other for a covering.’ 1 gave her,” said the narrator, “ five

“ hundred dirhems, and she nearly died from excess of joy. She afterwards

“ continued to visit us till death placed a separation between us.”—I found the

word Omr
,
as here written, in a manuscript which had been read over and care-

fully corrected; Abu OI)aid al-Bakri (51) says, in his Mojam (or dictionary of

proper names), that in the expression killayat al-Omr (cell of an omr), the

word omr means convent.

{1} Tbc khalif was the spiritual chief or imam or the Moslitns.

(S) This place lies near Medina.

(3) For he wilt shower down on them the rain of his generosity.

(4) These words mean, the pulp or Huffing of almond comfits. - I hare nut been able to flud this term in

the Calcutta edition of tbc Mukhtasir. or abridged treatise on rhetoric, by at-TafUzAni.

(5; The liashimitcs were all members of the khalifa family, being descended, like him. from MAshim lbn

Abd ManAf.

i6i All the members of the Abbaside family and the chief oUlcers of their empire wore black.

(7J The rusdfiga was a tort of cap the precise form of which is not now known. A little farther on. this

species or cap is called a kalansOa, which name is now given to the coif worn by Christian priests in that

counl/y.
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(8! Kobtd is a fermented liquor made of dates, but in many eases, Ibis term is employed to denote wine

made of grapes. — Ibn Khaldoun is of opinion that in the present case the dale-liquor is meaol.—(See M. dr

Sacy’s Chrettomalhii, tom. I. p. 380.)

(9) A pint, in Arabic
,
[rati); which word our principal orientalists, with the eiception of M. dr

Hammer, pronounce incorrectly rotl.

(10) About ninety thousand pounds sterling.

(It) Governors of provinces were entitled to have a standard borne before them.

(t2) This is certainly a mistake; it was Ibrahim, brother of tbis AM al-Matik who was named governor

of Egypt.—As these two persons filled places of the highest importance under the Abbasidc kholifs, I shall

here give some account of them.

Abd al-Malik Ibn SSlib was descended from Iltshim, grandfather of Muhammad, and was consequently

related to ar-Rasbld. The following genealogy will render the degree of their relationship more appreciable;

UASDIM
I

AID AL—SIC T IAMB
I

\JL-ABRAS

I

ABD ALLAH
I

A LI

SALtit wniAwsiAn

I I

ABD AL-HAL1K AL-MASSUH

I

AL-MAUD1

I

AB-BASnlD.

The mother of Abd al-Malik was a concubine of Marwin Ibn Muhammad, the last Omaivide khalif. and

on the death of her master, she was bought by Sklih, to whom she bore a son named AM al-Malik, the sub-

ject of this uotice. Some even say that Abd al-Malik was son to Marwkn, for according to them his mother

was pregnant when she came into the possession of Silih. In A. II. 173 (A. I). 789-90;, Abd al-Malik com-

manded the Saifiya, or annual summer incursion made into the territory of the Greeks; in 175 (A. D. 791-2)

he defeated the Greeks and returned with seven thousand heads of enemies slain in battle. In 177 (A. D.

793-4; he was appointed governor of Damascus by ar-Rashld, and in 178 he was named governor of Egypt,

but did not proceed to that country. In 187 (A. D. 803), be was accused by his owu son, Abd ar-Rahmln,

of aspiring to the khalifat, and was arrested by order of ar-Rashld, who only spared his life from the

reluctance be felt to shed the hlood of a liashimite. Abd al-Malik was then kept in confinement by his

orders; it was only on the accession of the khalif Amin that he was restored to liberty. He received the

government of Syria from this pritieo, and died in 193 (A. D. 808-9), a short time before his protector lost his

life.—(Ibn al-Athlr's Kdmil. Abfl ’1-MahAsin s an-Xuj&m az-Zdhira. Al-Makrili’t Khitat

)

His brother Ibrahim Ibn Silih was appointed governor of Egypt by the khalif al-Mahdi in A. H. 163

(A. D. 781-2). Under his administration, a member of the Omaivide family, Dihya Ibn al-ttuassah

w—cjsJI lya. J Ibn AM al-Aztr Ibn Marwkn, revolted in Upper Egypt and had himself proclaimed

khalif. Ibrahim was extremely remiss in taking measures to suppress this insurrection, and he even seemed

to lake no notice of it. Al-Mahdi was so highly displeased at this conduct, that he deprived him of his place

in A. II. 167, and lined him in a sum of fifty thousand dinars (twenty-five thousand pounds sterling); but

he afterwards took him into favour and gave him another government. The khalif ar-Rashld re-appointed
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him to the province of Egypt in A. U. 176 {A. D. 792 v, and he died there in lew than three months after hi*

nomination.—(Abb '1-MabAsin's ,Yuji)m.)

(13) Muhaimnad Ibn al-Hasan was a jurisconsult of the sect of Abb Ilautfa. His life will be found in this

work.

(141 This is probably the same historian mentioned in the note, page 200.

(IS; Literally: Xol to eat the price obtained for me.

(16) Literally: You have sold me for a vile price.

(17) The Band Muhanna. an Arabian tribe settled in North Africa, pretended that they drew their descent

from this boy, whom they called Sami —(Ibn Khaldbn’s Hist, of the Muslajnmiie Arabs.)
C"

(18) The dynasty of the Band 'l-Aflas reigned for some time at Badajos in Spain, but was overthrown by

the al-Murabits under the command of YOsuf IbnTAshifln in A. H. 486 ;A. D. 1093). -The poem of Ibn

Abdbn w ith the commentary of Ibn Badrflu will be published under the direction of professor Wevers of

Leyden.

til) Literally : It choked Jaafar in making him swallow the saliva of the cutting steel.

|20) See Abulftda Annatei, t. II. pp. 60.80; and M. de Saey's ChretlomatMe, t. I. p. 4 of the Arabic test.

(21) Literally: No fathers to your fathers.

:22> Olaiya, daughter of the khalif al-Mahdi, was born A. II. 160 (A. D. 776-7). Her mother Makndna

LJiC* was a slave girl possessing every perfection of mind and person, who had been bought by al-Mahdi for

one huudred thousand dinars (upwards of fifty thousand pounds sterling). By her charms she gained

al-Malidi’s affections to such a degree, that his wife al-Khaiiurin could not repress her jealousy. Olaiya also

was extremely beautiful, but her forehead was rather high ; to conceal this defect, she wore a fillet or diadem

set with precious stones. She had an exquisite taste for music, and in that art she surpassed her half-brother

Ibrahim, whose talent was so eminent. The airs and verses of her composition excited the utmost admiration,

and are mentioned with high eulogium by Abb '1-Faraj al-IspahAni, who has inserted a portion of them in his

Kitib al-Agbdnl. It was ouly during those periods of delicate health in which females arc not allowed by

the Moslim law to fulfil the duly of prayer (see D'Ohsson’s Empire Ottoman, t. II. p. 39), that she indulged

her passion for music and conviviality; but on her convalescence, poetry and song were discontinued,

and she abstained from nabld (see note (8), page 316) : her occupation was then to read the Koran and other

books. She used to write poetical epistles to her friends and to a slave of ar-Rashld's, named Tall0* date).

Some of these pieces were act by her to music and arc still preserved ; they arc short, but respire an ardent

passion. Her brother ar-Rashld disapproved of her familiarity with Tall, but afterwards gave him to her and
A,

authorised her to do with him as she pleased. Another slave, called Rashd ^ , was alto honoured by her

affection and celebrated in ber verses. Her death look place A. II. 210(A. D. 825-6 : she was then wife to

Mbta Ibn Isa Ibn .Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn AbbAs, a member of the

imperial family.—(From the Kitdb al-Aghdni. which contains a long notice on Olaiya, interspersed w ith many <

curious anecdotes.)

(23) This was Gabriel Ibn Bakhtyashb. See also the Chrettomalhie, tom. I. pag. 83, and Russell's

Aleppo, vol. II. appendix, p. v. A long account of bis life may be found in the Tdrlkh al IIukamit.

(24) Abou ZakkAr t'avcuglo etait un chantcur dc BagdAd attache1 4 la famille des Barmekides. qui faisaient

grand cat dc lui et Ic comblaicnl dc biens. II etait aupres dc Djafar et lui chantait des vers cxpriuiant la

penile que la menace de la mort est incessamincnt suspendue sur I’lnuume, lorsque Mcsrour enlra charge des

ordres du calife Haroun, et fit tranchcr la tile a Djafar. Abou ZakkAr demands aver instanre qu'on lui doon.lt
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la mort a lui-mdnic; Djafar, disail-il. a (
1 ui mon bienfaiteur. II me serai! irop dur de lui survivre. Mesrour

rdpondit qu'il allait consulter A cet Agard la volonlA de Haroun. 11 porta au ralife la lAte de Djafar et lui

rdpAta ce qu'Abou Zakkar avail dit. Cet aveugle, dit Haroun, mdritc qu'on «e l'attachc; informe-ioi du traite-

ment qu’il reeevaitde Djafar; je veux qu'on lui en alloue un sembable.— (Aghdni. tom. IV. fol. 98.1—Commu-

nicated by M.Caussin de Perceval. Kalwdddni means native of h'alwddd, a town at two parasangs’ distance

from Baghdad. - (Abii 7-FadA’s Geography, p. 303.)

•;25) As-SuriU it the name of the canal on which Baghdad was built by al-Manshr.— (See M. de Bacy's note

in the first vol. of the ChrettomatMe, p. 08.)

f26 )
It appears from the sequel, that as-SIndi Ibn ShAhik w at ar-Rashld * Sdhib as-Shorta, or chief of the

armed police. Ibn Sh&hik was a native of India and an enfranchised slave of al-Mansilr. He tilled a number

of elevated posts under the Abbasidc khalifa : in the year 176 (A. D. 792), he was governor of Damascus; in

187, as appears by Ibn KhallikAn’s citation, he was SdAth as-Shorta, and at another period hr acted as

kAdi at Baghdad, where be died A. H. 204 (A. D. 819-20). - (.Hirdf a-.-Zamdn. MS. No. 640, fol. 41 verso.)

(27) These verses are taken from a well-known poem in which AArnlr Ibn al-Harilh deplores the misfortune

of his tribe, the Jorhamiles, who had been guardians of the h'anba at Mckka, but were no longer in possession

of that honourable office.— (Sec the Bxcerpta ex Abulfeda in the second edition of I’ocock's Specimen Hitt.

At. pag. 361; Fleischer’s Annulet Anleislamicee, p. 192, and Bchulten's Alonumenta fetusliora At., p. 1.)

(28} Hajtin and Safei are hills near Mekka. For Safa ice Burckhardfs Travels in Arabia, vol- 1. p. 174.

(29) Literally: But we were destroyed by the vicissitudes of nights and stumbling fortunes.

(30) Koran, sur 12, ver. 44.

i3t) It would appear from this that a number of small bells were fastened to the throat-band of the bridles,

as with the post-horse* on the continent.

(32) The city of al-MansOr; Baghdad, founded by that khalif.

(33) llabt az-Zanddika. the prison for Zendiks, or atheists.— See D'llerbelot; Zesluk.

{34; The manuscript* and the printed test have but I read iJjl.

(33) See page 308.

(36) Literally: They sleep not off us; that is. their v igilance is uever lulled so that their attention is drawn

off us.

(37) Literally : For which I judge not fit either Muhammad or Ahd Allah or al-KAsim.

(38; Literally: Is too grave for that.

(391 Literally: What is behind you ? An expression frequently used in the sense of “What have you

donct’’

(40) Literally: O tugtns pudenda malris luce! a foul imprecation, and very common in the mouths of the

ancient Arabs. See another example in my Dite&n d'Amrv'l-Bais, page 20, note.

(«> A sketch of the history of this family will he found in Pocock’s Specimen Hitt. Ar.

(42) This Ali Ibn Isa is spoken of in the lives of TAhir Ibn al-Husain and al-Fadl Ibn ar-Rabi.

(43) See page 37, note (3).

(44) The poet Aba T-Abba* al-Fadl Ibn Abd as-Samad ar-RakAshi was bom at Basra, but settled at Bagh-

dad. where be celehrated in bis verses the praises of Harhn ar-Rashld, al-Amlm and the Barmekides. He and

Abb Nuw As were constantly at enmity with each other, and his pretensions and pride exposed him to the at-

tack* of all the other poets of the day.—(The khallb's Tdrikh Baghdad. No. 634, foi. 148 ) The date of his

death is not given.

(43) There is here a play upon words ; means a stcord and metaphorically a prince.

(16) This is an allusion to the ceremony of the Tuicaf. which consists in walking a certain number of lime*
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round ibc kaaba, at Mekka, and kissing the black stone.— Sec Sale’s introduction to the Koran, and Burck-

hardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. I. p. 172.

(47i He means that there existed no longer a generous patron in the world ; and that the camels which had

borne him across the deserts to solicit Fadl's bounty, might now enjoy repose, as he should not require their

sendees again

(48) One of the privileges possessed by the governors of provinces was to preside at Friday prayers as the

representative of the kliatif, hut this oflice was often tilled by the kadi.

(49) The Festival of Sacrifices is held on the 10th of Zft 'l-Kaada.

(30) To avoid confusion, the Arabic words Fa Omma 0 mother 1) are here rendered by madam.

(31) AbO Obaid Abd Allah Ibn Abd al-Azlz al-llakri was a native of Cordova. Died A. H. 487. This is

the author of the geographical work, a portion of which has been translated and published in the .Yolices et

Extraits, tom. XII. For his life, sec Casiri's rUbliolhcca Arabica, tom. II. p. 40; and for specimens of his

poetry and the history of his ancestors and himself, see Ibn al-Abbir's al-Uullat at-Siyard, fol. 82 ct scq.

See also the translation of nl-Makkari by Mr. Gayangos, vol. I. p. 3t2.

JAAFAR IBN AL-FURAT, called also IBN HINZABA.

Abu ’l-Fadl Jaafar Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Jaafar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Musa Ibn

al-Hasau Ibn al-Furat, and generally known by the surname of Ibn Ilin-

zaba, was vi/.ir to the Ikhshid family in Egypt during the protectorship of

Kafur. "When Kafur took the sovereign authority into his own hands, he

served him in the same capacity, and he continued to act as vizir and direct the

administration of the Egyptian and Syrian provinces for Ahmad Ibn All Ibn

al-Ikshid, on the death of Kafur. He then seized on a number of the great

officers of the empire, and extorted sums of money from them ;
he arrested also

Yakub Ibn Killis, who was (afterwards

)

vizir to al-Aziz al-Obaidi, and forced

from him a sum of four thousand live hundred dinars. Ibn Killis was deliveml

out of his hands by the sharif Muslim al-IIusaini (I), in whose house he lay con-

cealed for a time, and then lied secretly to Maghrib. Ibn al-Furat was not, iu."

however, able to satisfy the exorbitant demands of the Kalurites, the Ikhshi-

dites (2), the Turkish mercenaries, and the other troops, as the persons who

had farmed out the different branches of the public revenue paid him nothing.

His authority was shaken to such a degree, that he was twice obliged to conceal

himself, whilst (a seditious multitude) pillaged his palace and the houses of

some of his partisans. About this lime Abu Muhammad al-Husain Ihn Alwl
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Allah Ibn Toghj, prince of Kamla (3), arrived at Misr, and, having arrested

Ibn al-Furat, he caused him to he put to torture and inflicted on him a heavy

fine. Al-Husain then appointed his own secretary al-llasan Ibn Jabir ar-

Riahi (4) to the place of vizir, but through the intercession of the sharif Mus-

lim, he set Ibn al-Furat at liberty, and retired to Syria after entrusting him

again with the government of Egypt. This happened at the beginning of the

month of the latter Rabi, A. II. 358 (February, A. D. 960). {Ibn al-Furat)

was learned himself, and loved learning in others
;
he taught the Traditions on

the authority of Muhammad Ibn Ilarun al-lladrami (native ofIladramaut

)

and

the Traditionists of Baghdad his contemporaries; he transmitted them also as

they had come down to him from Muhammad Ibn Said al-Burjumi, a native of

Emcssa, Muhammad Ibn Jaafar al-Kharaiti (5), al-llasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn

Rastam, al-llasan Ibn Ahmad ad-Daraki and Muhammad Ibn Omara Ibn Hamza

al-Ispahani. He related having heard read a Majlis, or conference, composed

hv Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad ai-Baghawi (6), and that he did not possess a

copy of it; “If any one brings it to me,” said he, “I will make him a rich

“ man.” When vizir of Egypt, he used to teach the Traditions by dictation,

and for that reason was visited by eminent persons from distant countries.

The same motive induced the hdfiz Abu ’1-Hasan ad-Darakutni to ntake the

journey from Irak to Egypt; and as the vizir had the intention of composing a

Musnad (7), he continued with him till the work was finished. Ihn al-Furat

wrote also a treatise on the proper and patronymic names of men (8), and some

other works. The khatib Abu Zakariya at-Tabrizi mentions, in his commen-

tary on the poems of al-Mutanabbi, that this poet, when he visited. Egypt, cele-

brated the praises of Kafur and the vizir Ibn al-Furat in the kasida of which

the verses rhyme in /?, and which begins thus

:

Your love will appear whether you resist it or not.

He named it the Jaafariya (after Jaafar Ibn al-Furat), having terminated

one of the verses with the word Jaafar, and inserted the words Ibn al-Furdt in

the following line:

I should have made a bracelet for the arm of him who announced the news of Ibn

al-FurAt’s approach, and have rewarded the servant who shouted with joy.

As the vizir did not satisfy his expectations, he abstained from reciting this
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poem to him
;
and on setting out for Arrajan with the intention of visiting Adad

ad-Dawlal, at whose court Ahu 'l-Fadl Ihn al-Amid, the vizir of Rokn ad-Daw-

lat, was then residing, he changed the address of the kasiila, and converted it

into a panegyric on Ihn al-Amid, whose name he inserted in place of Ibn al-

Furat’s. He composed some other pieces in praise of Ihn al-Amid, hut this is

a splendid production. We shall insert here another observation made bv the

same khatib, where he explains al-Mutanabbi's kasida rhyming in A

,

which

contains the account of his journey to Kufa and the description of the places

at which he stopped successively on the way; in this piece the poet attacks Kafur

in these terms:
# t

What arc the objects which raise the laughter of Egypt, laughter which nearly re-
sembles weeping? There is a Nabatean from as-SawAd (9), who gives lessons on the

genealogies of the desert tribes (10) ; and a negro w hose lip is half as large as himself,

and whom they style the moon of darkness. When I praised that hippopotamus, my
pieces were half poem, half incantation [to charm the brute

) ; and it was not so much to

praise him as to satirize the human race (11).

On this the khatib ol>serves, that hv the Nabatean he meant Ihn al-Furat, and

hv the negro Kafur; but, after all, such an attack does not detract from their

merit, for the noblest characters have always been subject both to blame and

praise. The vizir Abu ’1-Kasim al-Maghribi says in his Adab al-Khuwdss:

“In a conversation with the vizir Ibn al-Furat, I quoted to him passages from

“ the poems of al-Mutanabbi, and he betrayed, by the very excess of his appro-

“ bation, his concealed
(
hatred

)
for the poet; he was afraid of appearing like

“ one who was prevented by a feeling of private animosity from concurring

“ with the public opinion [respecting al-Mutanabbi’s eminent talent). He
“ had been satirized by the poet, and that was the motive of his enmity towards

“ him."—The birth of Ibn al-Furat took place on the 3rd of Zu ’1-lIijja, A. II.

308 (April, A.D. 921); he died in Egypt on Sunday, 1 3th of Sa far (or of the

first Rabi), A. II. 391 (January, A.D. 1001). Prayers were said over him by

the kadi Husain Ihn Muhammad Ihn an-Noman (12); and he was interred in the

lesser Karafa, where his tomb is still conspicuous.—Thabit Ihn Kurra says in

his History (13) that Hinuiba was the name of his father’s mother. This word,

when list'd as an appellative noun, means a short and corpulent female.—The

hafiz Ibn Asakir speaks of this vizir in his History of Damascus, and mentions

the following verses as composed by him :

41
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He who humbleth his soul, preservcth it in repose, and passeth his nights free from

anguish. The storm, in its violence, throwclh down only the loftiest trees.

The same writer says: “ He was very beneficent towards the inhabitants of

“ Mekka and Medina; he purchased a tiouse in the latter city, close to the

“ mosque, and separated by a wall only from the tomb of the Blessed Prophet.

“ He directed, by his will, that he should be buried in this house, and he en-

“ joined the sharifs (14) to carry that into effect. When he died, his bier was

“ borne from Egypt to those two cities, and (on its approach to Medina), the

“ sharifs went forth to meet it in acknowledgment of the benefits they had

“ received. They bore die body to Mekka and made the pilgrimage with it,

“ visiting the temple, walking round it, and stationing at Mount Arafa. They

“ then brought the corpse to Medina and interred it in die house of which we

“ have spoken.” This is in contradiction with what I said above, and God best

knows the truth ! I shall only observe that die tomb of which 1 have spoken, 1

myself have seen in the Karafa, bearing the following inscription: “This is the

“ tomb of Abii ’1-Fadl Jaafar Ibn al-Furat.” I have since found a note in the

h andwriting of Abii 1-Kasim Ibn as-Sufi, in which it is stated that the vizir was

buried in the audience-hall of his great palace, and that the body was afterwards

removed to Medina.

(1) The shartf AbO Jaafar Muslim Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn TAbir al-Husaini ‘descended from al-IIusain

grandson ofMuhammad), surnnmed also Muslim al-Alawi {descendant of AH' and AbO Jaafar al-Alawi, was

an emir of eminent talents and merit; be acted a conspicuous part at the capture of Misr by the troops of

the Falimite khalif al-Moizz (see the life of the kdid Jawharl, and was treated with great respect and fa-

rour by that prince. Al-Moizz having one day found in his palace, or on the pulpit of the mosque, a piece of

verse inviting him to prove the genuineness of his descent from the khalif Ali by obtaining the consent of the

Band TAhir, Muslim's family, to a matrimonial alliance with his own, he asked Muslim to give one of his

daughters in marriage to bis son al-AzIz. Muslim refused on the plea that they were already betrothed to

relatives of bis own family. Al-Moizz was so highly displeased at the rejection of bis Oder, that he im-

prisoned Muslim and seized on his property. From that period Muslim was never seen again; some say

that he was put to death by the orders of the khalif, and others state that he escaped from confinement, but

perished in one of the deserts of HijAz. His grandson al-Uasan became sultan of Mekka. (See Vmdat al-

Tdlib, MS. No. 636, fol.206.)

(2) The kaforties were mamldks of KAfflr, raised by him to places of bigb authority. The Ikhshtdiles

were the mamldks and partisans of the Ikhshtde family.

(3) Al-Husain Ibn Togbj had been elected regent by the troops, during the minority of his relation Abfl

T-FawAris Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn at-lkbshtd. The poet al-Mutanabbi composed some poems in his honour.— See

page 110.
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(4) la two manuscripts of AbO 'l-Mahisin's History of Egypt, this name is written (az-Zinjdni'.

(5 AbO Bakr Muhammad Ibn Jaafar al-KharAlti, author of the Makdrtm al-Akkldk and other works, died

at Jaffa or Askalon in A. H. 328 (A.D. 039-40). — (Ad-Dahabi’s Tdrlkh al-hldm; al-YMi.)

(6) AbO 'l-Kasim Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Baghawi was born at Baghdad, A.H. 214 (A.D. 820).

He was a hit'll of the highest reputation. Died A. II. 317 (A. D. 020). He composed a Mojam. or catalogue

of the companions of Muhammad .— {Tdrikh al-hldm. Hajji Khalifa.)

(7) Mutnad; a collection of Traditions, each of them accompanied w ith the names of Traditionists by whom

it bad been handed down.

(8) A branch of the science of the Traditions treats of the Traditionists, their names, country, credibility,

etc.

(9) As-Sairtld; Babylonian Irak

(10) That is; he taught the history and genealogy of the ancient Traditionists.

(11) In praising KAfhr he satirized all mankind, for so despicable a being as KAfftr was among the best of

them.

(12) Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn an-NomAn was grand kAdi of Egypt under the Fatimile khalif al-Ha-

kim, who put him to death A. II. 395 (A. D. 1003).— (Expose de illistoire del Druzet, tom. I. pages

298. 308. 314, 310.)

(13) See page 290.

(14) A family of ihartfi, or descendants of Muhammad, were then governors of Mckka and Medina.

IBN AS-SARRAJ AL-KARI AL-BAGHDADI.

Abu Muhammad Jaafar Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-llusain Ibn Ahmad Ibn Jaafar as-

Sarraj (the saddler), surnamed al-Kari al-Baghdadi (the Koran-reader of

Baghdad), was the chief hdfiz and the most learned man of the age. He

composed some admirable works, such as the Masari al~Osshdk (Death-

places of Lovers). He taught the Traditions on the authority of Abu Ali Ibn (I)

Shadan, Abu 'l-Kasim Ibn Shahin (2), al-Khallal (3), al-Rarmaki, al-Kazwini,

Ibn Ghailan (4), and others. His disciples were numerous, and among them was

the Hafiz as-Silali, who was proud of citing the authority of such a master,

although he himself had met and studied under the principal Traditionists of

the time. Ibn as-Sarraj has composed some good poetry, of which we may

give the following specimen :

The caravan departed, and, from affection towards them, my tears gushed forth.

The voice of separation incited them to abandon the place of their dwelling, and they

loaded their camels. Say to those travellers who have journeyed out of my sight,
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although they are lodged in my heart, that they spill my blood on the morning of de-

parture, although 1 committed no crime. What harm would it have done them, had

they suffered me to quench my thirst for their society with repeated draughts?

IGli By the same (to his mistress )

:

You promised to visit me every month ; visit me now ! the month is finished, visit me!
The space which separates us extends from the river al-Moalla to the town of Shah-
rozilr. The months of your forced absence are a reality, but the month of our reunion

is an illusion (5).

The kdtik Imatl ad-din gives the following lines, by the same author, in his

kharida

:

Tho hoary-headed pretender to youth dyes his beard with woad, to prevent it from

giving him the lie.

Ibn as-Sarraj was bom towards the end of the year 41 7, or the beginning of

418 (February, A. D. 1027); the sharif Abu ’l-Mamar al-Mubarak Ibn Ahmad

Ibn Abd a 1-Aziz al-Ansari says, in his Wafaydl as-Shuyukh (Obituary of the

Shaikhs'), that his birth took place at Baghdad, A. II. 41 6. He died at Baghdad

on the eve of Sunday, 21stofSafar, A. II. 500 (October, A.D. H06), and was

buried at the gate of Abrez.

(t) In the Arabic ten the word j! Ibn has been unintentionally omitted.V •

(2) The blGz Abft Hats Omar Ibn Ahmad al-Baghdidi, surnamed Ibn Shihln. composed a great number of

works; al-Husain, son of the khalif al-Muhtadi Billa, slates that they amounted to three hundred and thirty;

among the number was a commentary on the Koran in one thousand parts, or quires; a collection of authenti-

cated Tradition* still more voluminous; and a historical work in one hundred and fifty quires: this last is

mentioned by Hajji Khalifa under the title of fiothf al-lUamtUik (FlOgel’s edition, t. II. p. 148). Died A. H.

388 (A.D 995-41;.— (Al-Tifi.)

(3) The hftfiz Aba Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad al-Khallll was a preacher and Iraditionist of Bagh-

dad. Uc wrote some works and taught the Tradition* on the authority of the SaMbt of Bokhari and Muslim.

Died A. H. 439 (A. D. 1047.)-(Al-Y4fi.)

(4) The hitiz Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ghailan died A. M. 440 (A. D. 1048-9).—(AbO '1-FadA.i

(8) The original is remarkable for an ingenious play upon words, by which the poet is enabled to terminate

each of the three verses with the syllables ihahroztiri. In the second line, however, he has committed a

fault ; for Shahrox&r, the name of the tow n, is in the accusative case, and should be pronounced Shabroziira.

— (Al-YIfi.)
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ABU L-MAASHAR AL-BALKHI.

AM '1-Maashar (1) Jaafar Ihn Muhammad Ibn Omar al-Balkhi (native of

Balkh), the celebrated astrologer, was the great master of bis age in that art.

He composed a number of instructive works on the science of the stars, such as the

Mudkhil (introduction), the Za/y (astronomical tables
), the OUif(thousands') (2),

etc. He was singularly fortunate in bis divinations. I have read in a collection

of anecdotes, that be was in the service of a prince who wished to arrest one of

the great ollicers of bis kingdom, who bad committed some crime and then con-

cealed himself through fear of punishment. As this officer was aware that Abu

’1-Maashar would discover him by means of the operations which he employed

for finding out treasures and things hidden, he thought of doing something to

bewilder the astrologer and baffle his penetration; and he remained therefore

some days seated on a golden mortar which he had placed in a vessel containing

blood. The prince, being unable to discover him, notwithstanding the strictest

perquisitions, sent for Abu '1-Maashar and Ordered him to employ his usual pro-

cesses and find out in what place the officer was; the astrologer, after erecting

a scheme by which he might make the discovery", remained for a time in silent

amazement; and on the prince's asking him the cause, replied (hat what lie saw

was most extraordinary; the man whom they wished to discover was on a moun-

tain of gold, which mountain was in a sea of blood. “And 1 know not,” said

the astrologer, “of any place in the world such as that.” On this, the prince

ordered him to observe anew the aspect of the heavens, and examine again by

means of another scheme. The result was the same, and Abu 1-Maashar de-

clared that lie had never met with the like before. The prince, having lost all

hopes of discovering the offender by this means, declared by proclamation that

he would pardon the man and the person who harboured him
;
and he gave

public proofs of the sincerity of his intentions. The officer’s apprehensions

being thus allayed, he left his hiding-place and presented himself before the

prince, who, on learning from him where and in what manner he had been

concealed, was struck with admiration at the artifice he had employed and the

skill of Abu ’1-Maasbar in making the discovery.—Other anecdotes are related
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of his successful divinations. lie died A. II. 272 (A. D. 885-6).

—

Dalkhi

l <50 means native of Balkh ,
a large city in Khorasan, which was taken by al-Ahnaf

Ibn Kais al-Tamimi in the khalifat of Othman. Al-Ahnaf was proverbial for

his prudence: his life shall be given in the letter Dad.—(See ad-Da/ihdk.)

(1) This astrologer is better known in Europe by the eorrupled name of Albumatcr. Casiri has given the

list of his works in the Bibliotheca Arabica, tom. I. p. 331, after the TOrtkh al-Uukamd. A number of bis

astrological works arc to be found In the Bib. du Hoi.

(2) See Casiri, page 831.

JAAFAR IBN HAMDAN AL-ANDALUSI.

Abu Ali Jaafar Ibn Ali Ibn Ahntad Ibn Hamdan al-Andalusi, prince of

al-Masila and emir of the province of az-Zab in Ifrikiya, was a generous patron

and friend to men of learning; a number of admirable poems, beautiful beyond

description, were composed in his honour by Abu ’l-Kasim Ibn Hani. It was

this poet who made the following verses in his praise

:

There are two things of which the languor is unequalled in the world ; nty body

(consumed icith /ore) and tho dark enchanting (1) eyes (ofmy mistress). There are three

brilliant luminaries—the sun, the bright moon, and Jaafar.

As for the long kasidas (which Ibn Hdni made on him, they are so generally

known that) it is useless to give extracts. Al-MasSla was founded by Ali father

of Jaafar, and it is known to this day by the name of Mastla bani Hamdan (the

Mastla of the Hamdan family). The hatred which subsisted between him and

Ziri Ibn Manad, ancestor to al-Moizz Ibn Badis, and their mutual contestations

led to a war, and a terrible battle ensued in which Ziri was slain. Bolukkin,

whose life has been already given (page 267), succeeded his father Ziri, and

acquired such superiority that Jaafar, finding it impossible to resist him, aban-

doned his kingdom and fled to Spain, where he was killed A. II. 364 (A. D.

974-5). Such is the summary of his adventures, which are too long to lie re-

lated in detail.— Mastla is a city in the province of az-Zab, a region in Ifrikiya.

(1) Enchanting: literally Babylonian. An allusion to the angels HirOt and MArdl, who taught men

sorcery at Babel. - (See Koran, sural 2.}
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JAAFAR IBIS FALAH.

Abu Ali Jaafar Ibn Falah al-Kutami
(
belonging to the Berber tribe Kutdma)

was one of al-Moizz al-Obaidi's generals, and was sent by him with al-Kaid Jawhar

(whose life will be given later,) to make the conquest of Egypt. He was then

directed by Jawhar to proceed to Syria, and be took the town of Ramla in the

month of Zu ’1-Kaada, 358 (September, A. D. 969), and the city of Damascus

in Muharram, 359, after some resistance from the inhabitants. He then went

to ad-Dakka (1) on the river Yazid, outside of Damascus, and from that place he

marched, though unwell, to meet al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad al-Kirmiti (2), surnamed

al-Aasam, who was advancing to attack him. [In the combat which ensued)

Jaafar was taken prisoner and slain by al-Kirmiti
; a great number of his fol-

lowers fell in the action. This happened on Thursday, 6th Zu ’1-Kaada, 360

(September, A. D. 971). After his death, the following lines (it is said) were

found written on the door of Jaafar’s palace

:

Thy inhabitants, 0 mansion! have become the sport of Fortune; Fortune hath de-

stroyed them, and they are dispersed never to meet again. Where arc those whom we 1(57

once saw residing in thee, and by the hands of whom Fortuue inflicted evil and poured

forth benefits?

Jaafar was a chief of high authority, and his praises were often sung by the

poets; the lines which follow were composed on him by Ibn Ifani :

In questioning the [returning] caravans, I learned excellent news of Jaafar Ibn FalAh

;

and, by Allah ! when we met, my ears had not heard any thing superior to what I wit-

nessed with my eyes.

Those two verses are generally said to have been made by Abu Tammam on

the kadi Ahmad lhn Abi Duwad, and according to them the first verse ends thus :

/ learned excellent news of Ahmad Ibn Duwad

;

hut this is a mistake, for the

name is not ylhmad Ibn Duwad
,
hut Ahmad Ibn Abi Duwad, and the mea-

sure of the verse does admit of the latter reading.

(1) According to the Mardtid, ad-Dakka is a village near Damascus.

(2) Al-Kirmiti (IA« harmat or Aarmaliun); Ibn KhallikAn. In another part of his work, says that this

name is pronounced
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JAAFAR IBN SHAMS AL-KHILAFAT.

Abu ’1-FacU Jaafar Ibn Shams al-Khilafat {sun of the khalifat) Abi Alxl Allah

Muhammad Ibn Shams al-Khilafat al-Mukhlar al-Afdali, surnamed Majd

al-Mulk {glory of the kingdom), was a poet of talent and celebrity. He wrote

a great deal, and books transcribed by him are in high request for the elegance

of the handwriting and their correctness. Some of his works are compilations,

and contain pieces, the elegance of which proves the goodness of the {taste which

presided at their) selection. His collected poetical works are of considerable

merit; the following passage, composed by him, 1 found in his own hand-

writing :

Distress is followed by happiness, and soon perhaps may be heard the harbinger of

speedy bliss. Consider also that the evil which ceaseth is preferable to joy just passing

away.

The following lines were made by him on Ibn Shukr Abu Muhammad Abd

Allah Ibn Ali (1), vizir of al-Malik al-Aadil and of his son al-Malik al-Kamil

:

Fear induces people to praise thee with their tongues, and they pronounce in your

presence the highest eulogiums. I may yet live, however, to sec the time in which

those tongues shall be loosened (2) (and speak the truth).

One of our literary men at Cairo told me, in reciting these verses, that they

were by Ibn Shams al-Khilafat
;
but I met with them afterwards in an old book

containing a collection of different pieces, and there, the author is not named.

The peculiar cast of Ibn Shams al-Khilafal’s poetry merits approbation. He

was born in the month of Muharram, A. H. 543 (A. D. 1148), and died on the

12th Muharram, 622 (January, A.D. 1125), at a place called al-Kum al-Ahmar

(the red mound) outside Cairo.

—

Afdali is a title given to the persons who were

in the service of al-Afdal Amir al-Juyush, {the vizir) of Egypt. Shams al-Khi-

lafat, this poet’s father, was bom A. H. 520 (A. I). 1126), and died in Zu ’1-

Hijja, 569 (A. D. 1174).

(1) See page 196, note (16).

(2) Literally : Thinkest thou that time may delay the term of my life, to that 1 may live till the lootening

of the tongues ?
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Tire EMIR JAABAR.

The emir Jaabar Ibn Sabik al-Kushairi, Surnamed Sal>ik ad-din
(
the surpasser

in religion), is llie person afler whom the castle or Jaabar obtained its name; but

the sole information that I have been able to procure respecting him amounts

only to litis : he was advanced in age and blind
;
be bad two sons who robbed on

the highway and rendered the roads dangerous; the castle continued in bis iGB

possession till taken from him by the sultan Malak Shah son of Alp Arslan

(whose life shall lie given). Jaabar was killed afterwards in the beginning of

the year 464 (A. D. 1071-2). These particulars I found in a historical work,

hut some doubts remain on my mind as to their exactness; for the sultan

Malak Shah did not come to The throne till the death of his father Alp Arslan,

who was slain A. II. 465 (A. D. 1072); unless, indeed we suppose that he look

the castle in his father's lifetime, and was then acting as his lieutenant. The

date of Jaahar’s death may however he erroneous. — My object in noticing

this difficulty was to prevent the reader from supposing that the fault origi-

nated with me, or that I- passed over it without perceiving it; hut 1 have been

since enabled to verify the circumstance, and 1 find that Malak Shah, in his ex-

pedition to Aleppo, A. II. 470, took this castle, and pul Jaabar to death on

being informed of his evil conduct. It was also named ad-Dausariya after its

founder Dawsar, a page of an-Noman Ibn al-Mundir, king of Iiira, who had

placed him there to guard the Syrian frontier (1).—The word Jaabar signifies

in Arabic short and thick.

(I) See, however, Freyug's proverbs of il-Vtitttnl, p. 108.

NASIR AD-DIN JAKAR.

Abil Said Jakar Ibn Yakub al-Hamadani (native of Hamadan), and sur-

named Nasir ad-din [defender of religion), was governor of Mosul, having been

appointed by Imad ad-din Zinki, lord of Mosul, Mesopotamia, and Syria, as

his lieutenant in that city. He was tyrannic, unjust, a shedder of blood, and a

violator of property. Having strengthened the walls of Mosul, he was admiring

42
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the solidity of their construction, when a madman cried out to him in these

sensible terms: “Are you able to build a wall which may arrest the course of

“ approaching fate?”—During his government, Mosul was closely besieged for

a lime by the khalif al-Mustarshid; but Jakar, who had already fortified and

entrenched the city, resisted the attacks of the khalif, frustrated his efforts, and

forced him to retire. This was in the month of Ramadan, A. II. 527 (July,

A. D. 1133). Farrukh Shah (1) al-Khafaji, a son of the Seljuk Sultan Mahmud,

was then at Mosul
;
but it is staled by Ibn al- Athir, in his History of the Atiibcks,

that the Kliafaji who was at Mosul during these events, was Alp Arslan (<another)

son of (the sultan
)
Mahmud. This young prince had been confided to the care

of Zinki, who received, for that reason, the title of Atabek: this words means a

bringerup ofprinces; aid in Turkish signifyingfather, and bek, emir. As Jakar

was frequently in opposition to al-Khalaji and thwarted him in his projects, the

latter took the opportunity of Zinki’s departure for the siege of al-Bira, to

arrange, with some of his partisans, a plot for the death of Jakar. On the 8th,

or (according to some) on Thursday, 9th of Z6 1-Kaada, A. II. 539 (May, A. D.

1145), Jakar proceeded to the palace, that he might pay his salutations to the

prince; and was there attacked and slain by the conspirators. Zinki then ap-

pointed a new governor named Zain ad-din Ali Ibn Baktikin, who was father to

Muzaffar ad-din, lord of Arbela : Zain ad-din was an upright man, and governed

his subjects with justice. Zinki, on his return to Mosul, confiscated Jakar's

property, seized on his treasures, and extorted large sums from his relations and

the persons in his service. Jakar had nominated to a place of authority in

Mosul one al-Kazwini, a wicked wretch, whose tyrannical conduct excited

general complaint ; he was therefore obliged to appoint another, named Omar

169 Ibn Shikla, whose administration was also very lwd : on this, the following

lines were composed by a native of Mosul, Abu Alxl Allah al-IIusain Ibn Ahmad

Ibn Muhammad Ibn Shakaka, who died A. H. 533 (A. D. 1138-9).

O, Naslr ad-dln ! 0, Jakar! a thousand Kazwlnis rather than one Omar! If God
flung Omar down to hell, hell would complain of his wickedness.

I

—Jakar is a foreign name, and I believe that he himself was a matnluk.

(!) This name is tho written Fatftkh SliMi.
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.M JAMIL THE POET.
Mttjw vfoh«N>tui i ill * ;,vO. ..v tcniml.'oa • .lAnnitou-) orcd in Y

Abu Amr Jamil, the celebrated poet and the lover of Ruthaina, was son of

Abd Allah Ibn Mamar Ihn Suhah Ibn Zabvan Ibn Hunn I bn Kabia Ibn llaram

Ibn Dnbba Ibn Abd Ibn Katbir Ibn Ozra Ibn Saad Ibn lludaim Ibn Zaiddbn

Laith Ibn Sud Ibn Aslam Ibn Alliaf Ibn Kudaa. Jamil was one of the famous

Arabian lovers: his passion for Ruthaina commenced when he was a boy; on

attaining manhood he asked her in marriage, but met with a refusal, and be

then composed verses in her honour and visited her secretly at Wadi ’1-Kura (I),

where she resided. His poetical compositions are so well known, that it is

needless to quote any of them. Ibn Asakir relates, in bis history of Damascus,

that a person said to Jamil: “If you read the Koran, it would be more profil-

“ able for you than composing poetry;” to which Jamil replied: “There is

“ Ans Ibn Malik (2) who tells me that the Blessed Prophet said : ‘Wisdom is

“ certainly (to be extracted) from some poetry.’ ” Jamil and Ruthaina, who

was surnaraed Omm Abd al-Malik, both belonged to the tribe of Ozra ; beauty

and true love aliounded in that tribe : it was said to an Arab of the Desert,

a member of the tribe of Ozra :
“ What is the matter with your hearts? They

“ are as the hearts of birds, and dissolve away like salt in water. Why have

“ you not more firmness?” To this the other replied :
“ We sec eyes of which

“you do not sec the like.”— Another Arab being asked to what family he

belonged, made this answer: “I am of a people who, when they are in love,

“ die." A girl, who heard him say this, exclaimed : “ By the Lord of the

“ Kaaba! This man belongs to the tribe of Ozra.”— The author of the Kitdb

al-Aghdni says: “Kuthaiyr, the lover of Az/.a, handed down by tradition the

“poems of Jamil; Jamil banded down those of Iludba Ibn Khashram (3);

“ Iludba, those of Hutaiya; iiutaiya (4), those of Zubair Ibn Abi Salma (5), and

“ of his sdti Kaah Ibn Zubair.” The following verses are by Jamil

:

You told me, my two friends (6), that Taimft (7) was the abode of (my mistress] I.aila

when summer once set in (8). But now the months of summer have passed away from

us; why (hen does absence cast Laila into
(
distant

)
regions?

Some |K*rsons insert these verses in a kasidu by Majnun, the lover of Laila (9),
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but they arc not by him.—Taima was a station frequented solely by the tribe of

Ozra.—In the same poem from which these verses are taken, Jamil says:

You have continued, 0 Ituthaina! (to torment me,) so that the turtle-dove would

sympathize with me, were I, in the ardour of my passion, to awaken its complaints with

mine. The jealousy of spies only increased my love, and the prohibitions of my friends

only made me persevere. The distance which separates us has not rendered me indif-

ferent, and.weary nights have not forced me to renounce you. 0 thou whose lips are

a sweet source, knowest thou not that I languish with thirst on the day in which I see

not thy face. I often feared that death might surprize me whilst my soul needed thee,

as still it does.

170 Kulbaiyr, the lover of Azza, used to say: “By Allah! Jamil was the best poet

“ among the Arabs when he said : You told me, my two friends, etc. — The

following lines are by Jamil

:

I conceal the secret of my love (10), and should feel happy were you to know that you

arc (mr) remembered with sincere [affection], and that the day in which 1 meet you

not, nor see your messenger, seems to me like months. Were it impossible for us to

meet again one day, O then, may I meet a speedy death 1

From tlte same poem

:

Whilst I live, my heart shall love thee; and if I die, my ghost (11) shall flit after thine

among the tombs. I look towards thee for the fulfilment of thy promise, as the poor

looketh [imploringly) towards the rich. Other debts are paid, but there is a debtor

who keeps no engagement with us, and who yet is not pressed (by us). Thou and thy

promise arc as the lightning of a cloud which withholds its genial rains.

From another of Jamil’s kasidas:

When I said: “O Ruthaina! what is this passion which causeth my doath?" she

replied: “It is deeply rooted and will augment.” When I said: “Ruthaina! restore

“ to me a portion of my reason, so that I may live!” she replied: “ That (which, thou

desires! } is far beyond thy reach 1"

*

By the same

:

Did the jealous spy who observes my conduct know with how slight a favour Bu-
thaina could make me happy, his envious passions would repose. [A word from her,) a

no or an unless suffices to content me; vain desires, hopes long deferred and at last

deluding my expectations, the sight of her for an instant, the year which begins and
ends without my meeting her; (such are the enjoyments for which / am envied.)

By the same

:

I should blush with shame were I seen to love one whom another had already loved,
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or were another to be loved (by my mitlrett) after me. (I should recoil] from sipping

at thy lips, if love existed no longer; I should reject thy attachment, were it feeble.

I avoid a troubled source at which many have drunk before.

Rv the same

:

(Misgivings are
)
far from him who desirelh nothing, and near to him who has some-

thing to desire. “O Jamil,” said Ruthaina, “thou makest me doubt of thy fidelity;”

and I replied : “O Buthaina! each of us giveth the other cause of doubt; but of us two 171
“ the most to be doubted is the person who betrayeth confidence and keepeth not sc-

“ crcts when far from the beloved.”

Kuthaiyr, the lover of Azza, related the following anecdote: “I was once met

“ by Jamil, the lover of Buthaina, who said to me: ‘Where dost thou come
“ from ?’ and I answered : ‘,From the tent of the father of the beloved ”—mean-

ing Buthaina,— “ ‘And whither,' said he, ‘art thou going?’ I answered: ‘To
“ the beloved;’ ”— meaning Azza. “ ‘Thou must go hack again,' said Jamil,

“ ‘and obtain from Buthaina that she appoint a place where I may meet her.’

“ I answered : ‘I have just seen her this moment, and I should he ashamed to go

“ hack.'— ‘Thou must surely do it!’ said Jamil. ‘When,’ said I, ‘didst thou

“ last see Buthaina ?’—‘At the beginning of summer,’ he replied
;

* the lower

“ part of Wadi 'd-Daum
(
palm-tree valley) was watered by a shower, and she

“ went out with a servant-girl to wash clothes: she did not at first know me,

“ and seized a cloak out of the water to cover herself; hut the girl recognized

“ me, and Buthaina replaced the cloak in the water. We conversed for an

“ hour, till the sun had set, and I then asked her to appoint a place of meeting,

“ but she answered that her family was removing, and l have not met her

“since; nor found a trusty person whom I might send to her.’ — ‘Wouldst

“ thou that I go,’ said 1, ‘to the camp of her tribe, and recite, as if undesign-

“ edly, some verses in which 1 may hint at this circumstance, in case l find

“ it impossible to speak to her in private?’ — ‘ Yes,’ replied Jamil, ‘that is a

“good plan.’ I then set out and made my camel kneel down in their camp,

“ and her father said to me: ‘Son of my brother! what bringeth thee back ?’

—

“ ‘There arc some verses,’ I replied, ‘which 1 have just happened to compose,

“ and 1 wish to submit them to thee.’— ‘Let us have them,’ said he. I then

“ recited these verses in Buthaina’s hearing:

• I said to her : * 0 Azza 1 I send my companion to thee, (and he is a trusty messenger,)
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‘ so that thou mayest fix a place where we may meet, and that thou mayest tell me what
* 1 am to do. The last time I met thee was in WAdi ’d-Daum, when clothes were washing.’

“Then Buthaina struck the curtain behind which she was, and said: ‘Go

“ away! go away!’—‘What is the matter, Buthaina?’ said her father.—‘It is

“ a dog,’ replied she, ‘ which has come to me from behind the hill, now that

“ the people are asleep.' She then said to her girl: ‘Let us go to the palm-

“ trees
(
Daumdt) and gather wood to cook a sheep for Kuthaiyr.’—‘No,’ said I,

“ ‘I am in too much haste to wait.’ I then returned to Jamil and told him

“ what had passed, and he said: ‘The place of meeting is at the palm-trees.’

“ Then Buthaina went forth with her female companions to the palm-trees, and

“ I went to them with Jamil: the lovers did not separate till morning dawned,

“ and I never saw a more virtuous meeting, nor two persons who knew so well

“ what passed in each other’s hearts ; I know not which of the two was the more

“ discerning.”—The hdfiz Abu ’l-Kasim Ibn Asakir says in his great History:

“ Abu Bakr Ibn al-Anb&ri states that the following veises were recited to him

“ by his father as having been composed by Jamil Ibn Mamar, hut they are also

“attributed to other poets:

‘I ceased not my search to find the tribe [of my Moved), and I followed their scat-

‘ tcred bands till I rode (my camel

)

up to the inmate of the palanquin (12) . I approached
‘ her tent by stealth and entered by the secret passage ; her smooth finger-tips, stained

‘with hinna, were passed over mv head that she might recognize me, and she said:

‘ “By the life of my brother, and the kindness of my father 1 1 shall awake the family

* unless thou wilhdrawest." Struck with fear at her words, I was retiring, when she

‘ smiled, and 1 knew that her oath would not be kept. 1 then took her by the ringlets

‘ and kissed her lips, with the pleasure that the man whose throat is parched with in-

* loxication, drinks the cool water of a spring (13).’

172 The kadi Harun Ibn Abd Allah (14) says: “Jamil came to Egypt with the

“ intention of reciting to Abd al-Aziz Ibn Marwan (15) a poem composed by him

“ in his honour: this governor admitted him into bis presence, and, after hear-

“ ing Jamil’s eulogistic verses and rewarding him generously, asked him con-

“ cerning his love for Buthaina, and was told of his ardent and painful passion.

“ He, on this, promised to unite him to her, and bid him stop in Misr, where

“ he assigned him a habitation and furnished him with all he required. But Jamil

“ died there very shortly after, in A. II. 82 (A. D. 701).”—Az-Zubair Ibn al-Bak-

kar says that the following anecdote was related to him by Abbas Ibn Sabi as-
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Saidi : “When in Syria, I met one of my friends, -who said to me: ‘Would

“ you like to sec Jamil? he is sick
; let us go and visit him.’ On entering, \vc

“ found him near his last, and on seeing me he said: * 0 Ibn Sahl! what saves!

“ thou of a man who never drank wine, nor committed fornication nor murder;

“ who never stole, and who beareth witness that there is no god but the only

“ God.’ My answer was :
* I think that he has attained salvation, and hope that

“he will enter paradise; who is that man?’— ‘It is I ;’ replied Jamil.— ‘By

“ Allah!’ said I, ‘I do not think that thou wilt gain salvation after having cele-

“ brated, for the last twenty years, the charms of Bulhaina.’— ‘ May I lie de-

“ prived of the intercession of Muhammad (on the day ofjudgment),' said lie;

“ — I that am now entering into the first day of the life to come, and am in the

“ last day of my life in this world; —if I ever placed my hand on her with an

“ improper intention !’ We did not quit him till he expired.” It is stated,

however, by Muhammad Ibn Ahmad lbn Jaafar al-Ahwazi, that he fell sick and

died in Egypt

;

and that during his illness he was visited by Ibn Sahl as-Saidi

;

he then relates the anecdote just given : God knows which statement is correct.

The following relation is given in the Kitdb al~Aghdni on the authority of

al-Asniai: “A person who was present at the death of Jamil in Egypt relates

“ that the poet called him and said: ‘If I give you all I leave after me, will

“ you perform one thing which I shall enjoin you?’— ‘By Allah
!
yes,’ said llie

“ other.—‘When I am dead,’ said Jamil, ‘take this cloak of mine and put it

“ aside, but keep every thing else for yourself; then go to Bulhaina's tribe, and

“ when you are near them, saddle this camel of mine and mount her; then put

“ on my cloak and rend it, and, mounting on a hill, shout out these verses

:

‘ A messenger hath openly (16) proclaimed the death of Jamil ! He has now a dwell-
‘ ing in Egypt from which ho will never return. There was a time when, intoxicated

* with love, he trained his mantle proudly in the fields and palm-groves of Wftdi *J—

‘ Kura 1 Arise, Buthainal and lament aloud; weep for the best of all thy lovers!’

“ I did what Jamil ordered, and had scarcely finished the verses, when Bu-

“ thaina came forth, beautiful as the moon when it appears from behind a cloud

:

“she was muffled in a cloak, and, on coming up tome, she said: ‘Man! if

“ what thou sayesl be true, thou hast killed me; if false, thou hast dishonoured

“me!’ I replied: ‘By Allah! I only tell the truth;’ and I showed her the cloak

“ which Jamil had given me. On seeing it, she uttered a loud cry and beat
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“ her face, and the women of the tribe gathered around, weeping with her and

“ lamenting his death. Her force at length failed her, and she swooned away.

“ After some time she revived and said:

‘ Never for a single instant shall I feel consolation for the loss of Jamil ; that time

‘ shall never come. Since thou art dead, O Jamil, son of Mamar 1 the pains of life and
‘ its pleasures are the same to me.’

(These verses have been already given
(see page 87) in the life of the hafiz as-

Silafi.)—“I never saw man nor woman weep more than those I saw that day.”

»

(1) Wftdi '1-Kora is the name of a delirious valley near Medina, much celebrated by the poets.

(2) A celebrated companion of the Prophet. See page 233, note (7).

<3) Hudba lbn Khasliram belonged to the tribe of Aimir Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Dubyln. lie lived in the

Grst century of Islamism, and was celebrated as one of the greatest poets among the Arabs. In a pilgrimage

made by him to Mckka with some of hit family, he had a dispute with ZiAda Ibn Zaid, one of his relations,

and killed him. Said Ibn al-AAsi. the governor or Medina, caused bim to be arrested and sent before the

kbalif Moawia. Uis poetical reputation was so great that Moawia did all he could to save bim, but the family

of ZiAda would consent to no arrangement, and refused with disdain the legal ransom, though augmented to

ten times its amount: they insisted that Hudba should be kept in prison till the majority of Zi&da’s son.

al-Miswdr, to whom, as the nearest heir, pertained the right of avenging Zi&da's blood, liadba remained in

prison for some years, and eicited general sympathy by his conduct, but the family of bis victim was impla-

cable, and al-Misw &r, on coming of age, beheaded him in the presence of the inhabitants of Medina—A very

full and curious narrative of Ibis event is given in the IlamAsa, p. 233 el teq.

(4) See page 209. note (IS).

(5) This is one of the authors of the seven Moallakat

;

his ton Kaab was outlawed by. Muhammad, but re-

ceived his pardon in the ninth year of the Hijra, after reciting to the Prophet the celebrated poem called the

Borda. Aii account of bis life Is given by professor Frcytag in his edition of that poem.

{6) Sec page 113, note (1).

(7! TaimA is situated on the frontier between Arabia and Syria.

(8) Literally: When summer had cast anchor.— The nomadic tribes removed towards the north in summer,

and Laila's family, which probably frequented HijAz in the cool seasons, went to the neighbourhood of TaimA,

that they might feed their flocks In a more temperate region, when the heat bad dried up the herbage in tbo

station where they had passed the winter.

(0) See M dc Sacy's Anthalnqie grammatlcale, p. 130.

(10) Literally: I keep your secret; that is, the secret of my love for you.

(11) Literally: My owl. Sec Le ZMirdn ifAmro 'l-Kats, p. 8 ; and SI. de Sacy's Anthologie, p. 213.

(12) Literally: To the female brought up in the palanquin (haudaj',. This may mean that she was accus-

tomed, from her childhood, to travel in a haudaj, and that her parents were too careful of her to let her

walk or expose her to the sun. The haudaj is a sort of covered chair, closed In front by a curtain and borne

on a camel.

(13) Al-Yifl speaks of Jamil in his annals and gives these verses, but be suppresses the last for its inde-

cency, as he says.
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(14) HarOn Ibo Abd Allah lbn Muhammad, a descendant from the tribe of Koraish, and a native of Medina,

was a jurisconsult or the sect or Milik. He entered Egypt, A. H. 217 (A. D. 832), where be filled the func-

tions of ktdi till he was deposed, A. H. 227 (A. D. 841-2), after having administered for eight years and sit

months. He then retired to Irak, and settled at Sarr-man-raa, where be died in the month of ShtbAn, A.H.

232 (A. D. 847).—(Al-AskaUni's History of the kadis of Egypt, MS. No. 691 .)

(IB) Abh '1-Asb* Abd al-Aitz Ibu Man* in lbn al-Hakam succeeded Abd ar-Rabmin lbn Okbi as governor

of Egypt, A.H. 65 (A. D. 684-8.) He died in office, A. 11. 86 (A. I). 708), and had for successor Abd Allah

lbn Abd al-Malik.—(Al-Makrlzi's Khitat; Abo 'l-Mahisin’a fr'u/Om.)

(16) Openly, the Arabic says; without naming him by bis surname. The same surname was often borne

by many persons, and of course it would be dif ficult to know which of them was meant by it.

ABU OSAMA JUNADA.

Abu Osama Junada lbn Muhammad al-Azdi al-Haratvi
(
belonging to the

tribe oj Azd and a native ofHerat) : this philologer possessed a most extensive

acquaintance with pure Arabic, and transmitted much of that knowledge (to his

disciples )

;

he knew what terms of the language had become obsolete and those

which were still in general use, and during his lifetime he was without an equal

in that science. A close intimacy and friendship subsisted between him, the

hafiz Abd al-Ghani al-Misri, and Abu ’1-Hasan (1) Ali lbn Sulaiman al-Antaki

(native of Antioch), who was a grammarian and a teacher of the reading of the

Koran. They used to meet in the college (Dar aUIlm
) (2) and hold literary

discussions, till two of them, Abu Osama Junada and Abu '1-Hasan al-Antaki

were put to death by al-Hakim, lord of Egypt. They were executed in the

month of Zu T-Kaada, A. H. 399 (July, A. D. 1109), and on the same day.

The hdfiz Abd al-Ghani concealed himself to avoid a similar fate. This is the

account given by the emir al-Mukhtar al-Musabbihi in his history (of Egypt.)

—Herat is a large city in Khorasan.

(1) In another part of this work be it called Abb Ali. and in the Nujitm of Abb ’i-Mahksin hit name it

written Abb Bnkr al-AnUki.

(2) “ And be [al-Hdkim) founded a college (Dar al-llm), which he furnished, end to which be tent bookt

" of great value. In thit college he placed two sunnife shaikhs, one of whom was named Abb Bakr al-An-

“ tiki. He garc them pelisses of honour, treated them with favour, and ordered them to come to his court.

“ lie afterwards put them to death."— (An-PiujUm as-ZdMra, year 400. Erpoti de la religion its Druses,

t. I. p. 346.)

43
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AL-JUNAID.
/

> .

173 AbtA '1-Kasim al-Junaid Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Junaid al-Khazzaz al-Kawa-

rizi, the celebrated ascetic (1), was born and bred in Irak, but his family was

from Nahawcnd. He was the shaikh (2) of his time, the pearl of his age, and

his doctrine on the truth (3) is well known and carefully preserved (4). He stu-

died jurisprudence under AbA Thaur, the disciple of the imam as-Shafi, but it is

said by some that, as a doctor of the law, he followed the system of Sofyan

at-Thauri. He had for masters his maternal uncle as-Sari as-Sakati, al-Harilh

al-Muhasibi and other great shaikhs. The shafite doctor, Abu ’1-Abbas Ibn

Suraij, had been his disciple, and used to say to his auditors, when they were

in admiration at his discourses on the dogmatical and secondary points of the

law :
“ Do you know' from whom I had that? That is one of the blessed results

“of my intercourse with Abu T-Kasim al-Junaid.”—Al-Junaid being asked

who was he who knoweth, answered: “ He who can tell what thy secret is,

“ although thou keepest silence.” He used to say: “Our system of doctrine is

“ ffrraly bound with the dogmas of faith, and the Koran and the surma. ” He

was seen one day with a rosary (5) in his hand, and a person said to him

:

‘
* How ! you who have reached such an exalted degree of sanctity, you carry a

“ rosary?” To which he replied : “ I quit not the way which led me to my
“ Lord.” The following anecdote is related by al-Junaid: “My uncle, Sari

“ as-Sakati said to me: ‘Give lectures (6);’ but a feeling of diffidence prevented

“ me, for I had doubts whether I was worthy thereto; but one Friday eve, I

“ saw in a dream (7) the blessed Prophet, who said to me: ‘Give lectures.’ I

“ awoke immediately, and went to as-Sari’s door before he had risen, and

“ having knocked, (7 related to him what had passed). , He answered: ‘You

“ would not believe me till you were told to do so.’ That morning I sat in the

“ mosque to teach, and the news spread among the people that al-Junaid was

“ lecturing, and a young Christian in disguise stood up before me and said :
* 0

“ shaikh ! what did the holy Prophet mean by these words : Dread the physi-

“ ognomic talent of the true believer, for he seeth by means of Gods light ?

“ I reflected with downcast eyes, and, raising then my head, I said: ‘Become a

“ Moslim; the time of your conversion has arrived!’ and the youth made pro-
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“ fession of Islamism (8).”—The shaikh al-Junaid said: “There is nothing

“ from which I drew so much profit as from some verses which I once heard.”

On being asked what they were, he answered: “ As I passed through the Derh

“ al-Karatis (9), I listened to a slave-girl who was singing in a house, and I

“ heard her say

:

‘When I say to thee : “Departure hath given me the raiment of decay thou repliesl

:

‘“Were it not for departure, love had not been proved sincere." If I say: “This 174
* heart is burned by passion;" thou gayest: “The tires of passion ennoble the heart;'*

* and if I say : “ I am not in fault;’’ thou answerest :
“ Thy existence is a fault to which

* no fault can be compared 1” ’

“ On this I uttered a loud cry and swooned away (10). When I was in that

*' state, the master of the house came out and said: *Wrhat is this, sir?’ and 1

“ replied : * The effect of what I heard;’ on which he said :
* I take you to wit-

“ ness that 1 now make her a present to you;’ and I answered: ‘I accept her,

“ and declare her free before God.’ I afterwards gave her to one of our com-

“ panions in the convent (11), and she had by him a fine boy, who grew up

“ well.”—Al-Junaid made the pilgrimage [to Mekka) alone and on foot thirty

times: his (merits) are numerous and celebrated (1 2). He died at Baghdad,

A. H. 297 (A. D. 910), on a Sunday, which was the khalif’s Newrdz (13);

but some say that his death took place on a Friday, in the last hour of the day-

in A. II. 298: he was buried, on the Sunday following, in the Shdniziya ceme-

tery, near the grave of his maternal uncle Sari as-Sakati. Before his death he

had just read over the entire Koran, and recommenced the surat of the Cotv, of

which he had read the first seventy verses when he died.—lie was surnamed

al-Khazzaz because he spun silk (
khazz); and they gave him the name of al-

Kamirizi, because his father was a glass-blower
(
kawartzi).—Nahdwend

,
or,

according to as-Samani, Nuhawend, is a city in Persian Irak, said to have been

built by Nuh (Noah), and named for that reason Nuh awertd, that is, Noah has

built (1 4) ;
these words have been altered into Nahawend to suit the genius of the

Arabic language.—The Shunizi is a well-known (bury ing) place at Baghdad,

on the west side of the river; it contains the tombs of a number of shaikhs.

(1) In the KoUeet it Exlraitt, torn. XU., M. tie Sacy has given hi account ot the Soft doctrines and a trans-

lation of the life of al-Junaid by Jimi.

(S) The word ihaikh beari throughout this article the signification of S&fi doctor.
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(3; The word IaJux truth denotes that knowledge which can only be acquired by spiritual exercises, and

which is the object of SuGsm. In following that way the creature obtains, at last, a true knowledge

of the Creator; and this knowledge, in the technology of mystic divines, is styled emphatically the truth.

(4) Carefully preserved
;
this word may also signify—Put in writing and collected into a book.

(B) The Muslim rosary is composed of ninety-nine beads, which is the number of the names, or attributes

of God mentioned in the Koran.

(6) Literally: Speak In teaching the people.

(7) See note (7), page 46.

(8) According to al-TAIi, this answer contained two proofs of al-Jnnaid’s miraculous gifts; the first,' that

he discovered the religion of the youth notwithstanding bis disguise ; and the second, that he foretold bis im-

mediate conversion.

(9! Herb al-KaritU, the paper street or bazar.

(10) Al-Junaid perceived a mystic meaning in these verses; for him, the beloved was God, and his own

eiisleoce in this world was the fault or obstacle which prevented his union with the Divinity.

(11) The fraternities of SQBs. or dervishes, lived in convents. Abft Hafs Omar a»-Sahraurdi, in bis Awd-

rif al-Madrif, or treatise on Slifism, has three chapters on the monastic life. -
vSec MS. of the Bib. du Hot,

No. 375.)

(12) An eye-witness said that the kdtibs of Baghdad went to hear al-Junaid for his choice of words ; the

philosophers for the subtilly of his discourse; the poets for the elegance of his language, and the dogmatic

theologians for bis profound Ideas. When he was a hoy at play, bis uncle as-Sakati asked him what was

thankfulness (to God), and received this answer: " To act so that his favour may not conduce to disobedience

“ towards him."-(AI-Y4fl, A. H. 298.)

(13) The khaltfe Newrdi; this is another name for the JVetortlz Khaua (neir year's day proper ), in which

it was customary to visit the sovereign and offer him present*. This festival was held on the tilth day of the

month of Ferwardln (end of March). The old Persian custom of celebrating the JVeicrd* eiistcd at Baghdad

under the Ahbaside khalifa.- (Sec page 203 of this work. See also, in one of the following volumes, an anec-

dote of Ahmad Ibn YOsuf the kdtib, in the life of al-Muharrad.)

(14) It is scarcely necessary to say that this derivation is absurd in every point.

THE RAID JAWHAR.

Al-Kaid (1) Abti’l-Hasan (2) Jawhar Ibn Abd Allah, known also by the name

of al-Katib ar-Rtimi (the Greek scribe
) (3), was a client by enfranchisement of al-

Moizz Ibn al-Mansur Ibn al-Kaim Ibn al-Mahdi, lord of Ifrikiya, who sent him,

at the head of an army, to take possession of Egypt on the death of Kaftlr al-

Ikhshidi. He set out from Ifrikiya on Sunday, 1 4th of the first Rabi, A. II. 358

(February, A. D. 969), and got Misr into his power on Tuesday, 16th Shahan

(July) of the same year. On Friday 19tli Shaban he mounted the pulpit and
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pronounced the khotba with a prayer for his lord al-Moizz. In the middle of

the month of Ramadan (beginning of August), the news of this conquest reached

al-Moizz in Ifrikiya. Jawhar continued to govern Egypt with absolute power till

the arrival of his master; he preserved his high rank, dignity, and authority till

A. II. 364, when al-Moizz, on Friday 17th Muharram (October, 974), removed

him from the presidency of the government o(Tices, thecolleclorship of the reve-

nue, and the control of affairs. The beneficence of Jawhar ceased only on his

death; he expired at Misr on Thursday, 20lh Zu ’1-Kaada, A. II. 381 (January,

A. D. 992), and there was not a poet of the time but composed verses to deplore

his loss and celebrate his liberality.—The motive which induced al-Moizz to send

him to Egypt was this : On the death of the eunuch Kafur al-lkhshidi (whose life

shall be given), the oflicers of the empire agreed to confer the supreme authoritv

on Ahmad Ihn Aii Ibnal-lkhshid, who was still a boy, and that he should have for

lieutenant the son of his father's uncle, Abu Muhammad al-IIusain lbn Abd I7.»

Allah lbn Togbj (4); the great oflicers and the troops were to be under the orders

of Shamul al-lkhshidi, and the administration of the public revenue was to hr

confided to the vizir Jaafar lbn al-Furat. This arrangement took place on Tues-

day, the 20th of the first Jumada, A. H. 357 (April, A. D. 968). Prayers were

offered up for Ahmad Ihn Ali, and then for al-Husain lbn Abd Allah, from the

pulpits of Misr, of the Egyptian and Syrian provinces, and of the two holy

cities (Mekka and Medina). Then, as we have already related in the life of

Jaafar lbn al-Furat, the troops became turbulent from the diminution of their

pav and the cessation of the ordinary gratuities; this induced a number of per-

sons who held a high rank (in Misr), to write to al-Moizz, who was then in Ifri-

kiya, inviting him to send a body of troops to Egypt and take possession of the

capital. In consequence of this communication, he ordered the kdid Jawhar to

hold the army in readiness to march, but this general fell so dangerously ill,

that no hopes were entertained of his recovery. In this state, he was visited bv

his master al-Moizz, who declared that he would not only escape from death, but

make the conquest of Misr. During bis convalescence, the necessary supplies

of money, arms, and men were furnished to him, and he advanced with up-

wards of. one hundred thousand horse and more than twelve hundred chests of

money, to a place named ar-Rakkdda (5). He was visited every day by al-

Moizz, who conversed with him in private and gave him directions; he then
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received orders to set out, and the prince came to bid him adieu. During this

meeting, Jaafar stood before al-Moizz, who leant down on his horse’s neck and

spoke to him in secret for some time. The prince then ordered his sons to dis-

mount and give Jawhar the salutation of departure; this obliged the great officers

of the kingdom to dismount also; then Jawhar kissed the hand of al-Moizz and

the hoof of his horse
;
and having mounted on his own by order of his master,

he put the army in march. When al-Moizz returned to his palace, he sent to

Jawhar as a present all the clothes which he had on, retaining only his drawers

and seal-ring, and he wrote orders to his slave Aflah, governor of Barka, that he

should set out to meet Jawhar and kiss his hand. Aflah offered one hundred

thousand dinars to avoid performing that ceremony, but he was obliged to submit.

When the approach of Jawhar’s troops was known at Misr, great agitation was

caused by the news, and it was agreed on that the vizir Ibn al-Furat should write

to obtain peace, and security for the lives and property of the inhabitants; they

requested also Abti Jaafar Muslim Ibn Obaid Allah (6) al-Husaini to be their am-

bassador, and obtained his consent provided that a number of the citizens should

accompany him. The vizir furnished them his conditions in writing, and on

Monday, 18th Rajab, A. H. 358 (June, A. H. 969), they set out to meet Jawhar,

who had halted at a village called Taruja, near Alexandria. When the short/'

Muslim and his companions arrived, they delivered their message to Jawhar,

who granted every demand, and confirmed his promise by a written instrument;

but tl»e city of Misr (7) fell into the utmost agitation; the adherents of the Ikh-

shid family, the oflicers who had been in the service of Kafdr, and a portion of

the army prepared for battle
;
and after concealing the valuables which were in

their houses, they encamped outside the city and rejected the peace which had

been offered. When Jawhar was informed of their intentions, he marched

against them, but the sharif had already arrived there on the 7th Shaban with

the written promise of protection (aman), and the vizir with the inhabitants had

ridden to his house to meet him
;
the troops also had assembled around him. He

then read the document, and handed to every person who had written to Jawhar

for fiefs, money, or governments, a favorable answer to their demands; he deli-

vered also to the vizir a letter in reply to his, and addressed to him as vizir. A

considerable time elapsed in discussions and opposition, and the meeting sepa-

rated without acceding to the proposals. Nahrir as-Shoizani (8) was chosen
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by them as general, and llie troops, having prepared for battle, inarched to Jiza

(Gizeh), where they look up their position and placed guards on the bridges (9).

The kdid Jawhar arrived at Jiza and attacked them on the 1 1 th of Shabau
;

in

this combat he made some prisoners and took from them a number of horses,

after which he proceeded to Muniat as-Saiyadin (
Fishermen’s village) and seized

on the ford of Muniat Shalkan. A portion of the (Egyptian) tioops then

I
mssed over to him in boats and surrendered, but the people of Misr placed a

guard at the ford. Jawhar, on seeing this, said to Jaafar Ibu Falah: “This is

“ die day for which al-Moizz required your services!” He then stripped lo

his trowsers and passed over in a boat (10), whilst his men folded (the rivet)

and arrived at die other side, where they attacked and killed a great number of

i he Ikhshidiles and their partisans. The rest fled during the night and entered

Misr, which they evacuated in disorder after carrying off from dieir houses what-

ever they could. Their wives then went on foot to the sharif Abu Jaafar and

(implored him
)

to write to Jawhar, requesting him to ratify his former promise

of protection. The sharif wrote in consequence, and after congratulating him

on his victory, solicited the renewal of the aman. The people remained with

the sharif until an answer was returned, confirming the promise of pardon and

protection. An envoy arrived also from Jawhar, bearing a while flag and, dur-

ing two days, he circulated through the people, proclaiming an amnisty and for-

bidding pillage. This re-established tranquillity in the city, so that the bazars

were opened and all liecame as quiet as if no disturbance had taken place. To-

wards the latter part of the day, a messenger arrived with a letter from Jawhar

to Abu Jaafar, ordering him to be ready to receive him on Tuesday the 17th of

Shaban, with a body of the sharifs
,
learned men, and chief inhabitants of the

city. ( The persons who had assembled at the sharif Muslim's house
)
then

retired, and having made preparations for their visit to Jawhar, they set out

from the city with the vizir Jaafar and a number of men eminent for their rank,

and proceeded lo Jiza, where they met the (
Fatunite) general. Then by order

of a herald, every person, except the sharifand the vizir, dismounted and saluted

successively Jawhar, who had placed the vizir on his left hand and the sharifon

his right. When this ceremony was concluded, they set out for the city, and

the troops commenced making their entry, with arms and baggage, as the sun

was declining towards the west. About four o’clock (11), Jawhar entered the
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city, preceded by his drums and flags
;
he wore a silk dress heavily embroidered

with gold, and rode a creatn-colonrcd horse. He passed through Misr to the

place in which he designed to halt (12), and which is now the spot on which

Cairo is situated, lie then marked out the circumference of the new city, and

when the people of Misr came the next morning to congratulate him on his suc-

cess, they found that the foundations of the citadel had been dug during the

night.- He was at first displeased with some i rregularities in the outline of the

future city, hut then declared that as the trenches had been excavated in a for-

tunate hour, he would allow no alterations to be made. On the Tuesday above

mentioned and the six following days, his troops continued entering into Misr*

Jawhar hastened to write a despatch to his master al-Moizz, informing him o^

the conquest, and he sent to him also the heads of the Egyptians slain in the

action. He then ordered that the prayer for the Abbasides should cease to be

offered up from the pulpits throughout Egypt, and that their name should be

replaced on the coinage by these words : Bismi mulai 'l-Moizz (in the name of

my master al-Moizz.) He forbid also the black livery of the Abbasides to be worn

any longer (13), and directed the khattbs
(
preachers) to wearwhite vestments. He

then every Sunday held a court for the hearing of grievances (14); at which the

vizir, the kadi, and a number of the great doctors were present, whilst he him-

self gave judgment. On Friday, the 8th of Zu ’1-Kaada, he caused these words

to be added at the end of the kholba (1 5) : O my God l bless Muhammad the

chosen , Ali the accepted
,
Fatima the pure, and al-Hasain and al-Husain,

the two grandsons of the Apostle ; them whom thou hast freedfrom stain and

thoroughly purified. O my God I bless the pure imams, ancestors ofthe Com-

mander of the believers. On Friday, dSlh of the second Rabi, A. H. 359, the

kaid presided at public prayers in the mosque of Ibn Tulun; a great number of

the military were present, and the preacher, Abd as-Sami Ibn Omar al-Abbasi,

made mention in the kholba of the people of the house (1(>) and their excellent

merits; he prayed also for the kdid and pronounced aloud the Bismillah (17).

He then, during the prayer, read the surats of the Assembly (18) and the Hipo-

crites (19), and in the izan, or call to prayer, he introduced these words : Come

to the excellent work (20)1 He was the first who did so in Egypt. This form

was then adopted in the other mosques, and on Fridays the preacher pro-

nounced the komil (21). In the month of the first Jumada, the words Come to
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the excellent work were inserted in the izdn at the Old Mosque, and all this

gave the kdid Jawhar great satisfaction, and he wrote to al-Moizz with that

pleasing intelligence. Jawhar disapproved however of prayers being made for

himself, and said that such was not in the directions given him by his master.

He then commenced the construction of the mosque at Cairo, and finished it on

the 7th of Ramadan, A. II. 361 (June, A. I). 972); on the following Friday he

celebrated in it public prayers.— I believe that this is the mosque which is called

al-Azhnr
(the splendid) (22i; and lies between the gate of al-Rarkiya and that 177

of an-Nasr; for the other mosque of Cairo near the gate of an-Nasr is well known

to have been founded by al-Hakim (whose life we shall give).—Jawhar continued

in the government of Egypt for four years and twenty days; al-Moizz then ar-

rived at Cairo (as shall be related in his life), and Jawhar left the citadel to receive

him, taking nothing with him of all he possessed except the clothes he had on.

He did not afterwards return to the citadel, but look up his residence in his own

house: we shall give other particulars of bis history in the life of his master

al-Moizz.—Jawhar had a son named al Husain, who was kdid al-Kttwwdd, or

general in chief to al-Hakim, lord of Egypt: the conduct of this prince having

inspired him with apprehensions for bis personal safety, he fled with his son and

his sister's husband, Abd al-Aziz Ibn an-Noman; but al-IIakim sent after them

and brought them back
;
he then quieted their fears, and treated them with kind-

ness for some time; but one day, when they went to the citadel to pay him their

respects, he gave orders to Rashid al-IIakiki, the executioner (23), who look

with him ten of the Turkish pages and put al-Husain to death along with his

brother-in-law the kadi: their heads were then brought to al-Hakim. This

took place in A. II. 401 (A. I). 1010-1).—Mention has been made of al-Husain

in the life of Rarjawan (24).

(1) The »or<l MM signifies leader or chief.

i2; The circumstance of Jaw liar’s having hod a son named al-Hftsain, of whom mention is made at the end

or this article, induced me to suppose that, in place of A til ‘l-llatan Ifather of al-llatan), it would be more

correct to read Aba 'l-Uuiain. The best MSS. of Ibn Kballikln, #nd three MSS. of AbO ’l-Mahitin’s JVti-

jilm confirm, however, the reading which I had adopted in the Arabic text.

(3) He was called the Greek icribe, because his father was a native of the Grech empire, and he himself was

icribr, or secretary, to hit master nl-Moizx.

(4J Their relationship will be better understood from the Inspection of the following table:

44
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Toghj

Ikbsbld (Muhammad)
I

Ali

I

Ahmad.

Abd Allah

I

Al-IIusain

(8 Ar-Rakkikda lay at a *hort distance from Kairawan; it was the residence of the Aghlablte princes, and

was taken by Abft Abd Allah the Shiite in the month of Rajab, A. H. 296. - 'See M. dc Sect's £xyroti de

I'histoire dtt Druses, 1. 1. p. 271 )

(fl) In the Arabic teat, Abd AIM ; but It is • fault. Mention has been made of Abd Ja.if.ir. p. 323.

(7) In the Arabic teit, for read jJL)1.

(8) As-S'.ofzdnf ; in two manuscripts of Abft 't-Mahilsin's iViy'rtm, this name is written ^1,

without points; the third has
;

its true pronunciation Is therefore uncertain.

(9) The account of the conquest of Egypt given by Abft ‘l-Mahnsin in his .Vufftm, on the authority of more

than one author 11 nearly identical with Ibn Kballihiu's. This sole passage, however, offers a

remarkable difference, as it stands in the three MSS. of the.Yq/dm. We there read: "The troops marched

towards fAe itle" (JjdijJl, and not Jlza eVaPI) " to combat Jawhar. They placed guards on the bridges

|v--. _
and Jawhar. on arriving at the itle. attacked them: the combat continued for some time, and Jawhar

then went to Muniat as-SalyAdln."- If Ibis be correct, the itle is the isle of Rauda.in the Nile, between FoslAl

and Jlza. It was only in later times that it came to be known by the name of al-Rauda ; before that, it was

railed simply lAa iris. (See Chresiomathie. t. I. p.229.) A bridge of thirty boats united it to Postil, and

it communicated with Jlza by means of another bridge of thirty boats also. (Makrlzl's Khitat, MS. fonds St.

Germain, No. 106, fol. 218 v.) The word bridges, bears also in Egypt the signilicalion of dykes or

mounds

;

those dykes w ere raised to protect the edifices of the Inhabitants against the inundations of the Nile,

and during that period they served as roads; but they could have been of trifling importance as a means of

communication at the period or Jaw liar's combat w ith the Egyptians, as the Nile w as only beginning to rise

and did not overflow the country till six or seven weeks after. I am therefore inclined to believe that the word

,
. -..-v here means bridges (probably the two above-mentioned), and that Ibn KhallikAn's account is to be

preferred. For it is evident lliot the intention of Jawhar in marching to Jlza, was to gain possession of the

bridge of boats between Jlza and Misr (or FostAl); the resistance of the Egyptian troops frustrated this pro-

ject, and lie then look the bold determination of fording the Nile, which at that moment, the 8th of July, must

have been very low.

(10 The MSS. of the A'u/rtm have y ^(af Ike head of a troop), in place of y (fn a ves-

sel) ; it is probably the right reading.

(Ill Literally: After the asr. "The atr, or afternoon: i.e., about mid-lime between noon and nighl-

•• fall." (Lane's .Modern Egyptians, vol. I. p. 82.)

(12) Literally: To his halting-place. In the A'ujflm we read: "He stopped at al-ManAkh (fAe halt-

" ing-plare).” I am inclined, however, to give the preference throughout to Ibn Khallikin's account; Abft

'l-Mahlsin seems to have done nothing more than copy it; and In some cases, be appears to have misunder-

stood it.

13 The black dress was worn not only by members of the Abbasidc family, but by the public officers In

their service. m • ;

(14) In the court of Inspection of Grievances JLkjJ
I

jki

,

it was the sovereign or one of bis great

officers who presided as judge. The establishment of Ibis court was rendered necessary by the difficulty of
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executing the decrees of the kidi when the defendant was of high rank or employed in the service of govern-

ment. None dared to disobey a citation before this court, and none were powerful enough to escape its

severity.

(181 See page 174, note (2).

(10) The People of the House: Ali, Fatima, Hasan, and Uosain.—(See ,1fiil.kdt, vol. II. p.770.)

(17) The first surat of the Koran, entitled the Fdtiha. forms a portion of the Moslim canonical prayer: it

begins with the lUsmiHah (in the name of God the merciful, the clement), which the Hanifiles and Hanbaliles

pronounce in a low voice, because they do not consider it as a part of the Koran; but the Sbafites, Malikitcs.

and Shiites hold the contrary opiuion, and pronounce it aloud. (See Zamakbshari's commentary on the Fd-

tiha in his Kaththdf, and 51. de Sacy's Chreilomalhie. 1. 1. p.161.)

(18) Koran, surat 62.

(10) Ibid, sur. 03.

(20; Those words are peculiar to the Shiite form of the i:dn.

(21) The Ikomlr consists in these words Inna laka kdnililna 15 Ul. (See Chretlomathie. I. I.

p. 162, and Abft M-Fadi's Annals, t. III. p. 151 )

(22) AI-5Iakrlii says it positively.

(23; in Arabic Saiydf an-A'ikma (IAa eirordsman of the (sovereign's) t’aisgeanra). This seems to have been

a peculiar title at the Fatimitc court.

(24) See page 253.

JIHARKAS AS-SALAHI.

Abu '1-Mansiir Jiharkas lbn Abd Allah an-Nnsiri as-Salahi (
attached to the

tervice of aUMalik an-Ndsir Salah ad-din), anti surnamed Fakhr ad-din (
pride

of religion), held a high rank as an emir in the empire founded by Salah ad-din.

He was a man of noble character, high influence, and a lofty spirit. It was ho

who built the great Kaisdrija (I) of Jiharkas at Cairo, which, as I am told by a

number of merchants who visited different countries, is without an equal for

beauty, size, and solidity. On the summit of this edifice he erected a large

mosque and
(
near it) a rabd (2) supported by arcades. He died at Damascus in

the year 608 (A. D. 121 1-2), and was buried at Mount Salihiva, where his tomb

still attracts attention.

—

Jiharkas means Jour persons

;

it is a Persian word of

which the Arabic equivalent is Jstcir (four in number ). The word istdr

means also four ounces: he was also known by this appellation.

(1) Kaitariya. a bazar.—(Sec De Sacy's Abdallatif, p. 303.)

(2) The raba Is a large house or hotel, capable of lodging ten or fifteen families, and constructed over shops

or stores. (De Sacy's Abd-Allatif. pp. 303, 402; tine's Mo lern F.yyptinni, vol. I. p. 23.)
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ABU TAMMAM AT-TAI.

f

Abu Tammam Habib, the celebrated poet, was son of Aus llm al-IIarilh Ibu

Kais I bn al-Asbajj Ibn Yabva ibn Marwan Ibn Morr Ibn Saad 1 bn Kahil Ibn

Amr Ibn Adi Ibn Atnr Ibn al-Gbautb Ibn Tai (llie real name of Tai was Jul-

buma) Ibn Odad Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan Ibn Yasbhob (I) Ibn Yarob Ibn Kahlan.

But Abu ’l-Kasim al-IIasnn Ibn Bisbr Ibn Yahva al-Aniidi (2) says in his Mu-
wdzina, or Comparison between die two Taiites : “ The general opinion res-

“ peeling Abu Tammam's descent is, dial bis father was a Christian named

“ Tadiisal-Altar (Thaddceus the druggist
)
and native of a village near Damas-

17» “ cus called Jasim. This name of Tadils they changed into Aus, and fabricated

“ a genealogy for Abu Tammam, tracing up his descent to Tai. There is also

“ no Masud to be found in the list of ancestors which they give him, and this

“ was an oversight in die person who forged it; besides, were it true that he des-

“ cended from Tai, it would be impossible to admit that there were only ten

“ generations between diem (3).” Al-Amidi makes these remarks when speak-

ing of the following verse of Abu Tammam’s:

. n ,?- •

. *

^ .

Did Masud water their ruined dwellings with the torrents of his eyes, I should re-

nounce MasOd [h).

But it must be observed that six generations have been omitted between Kais

and Dafaka (5), aud dial Abu Tammam’s words, 1 should renounce Masud

,

are not a proof dial Masud was one of bis ancestors; this expression is analogous

to the following: I have nothing to do with such a one, such a one has nothing

to say to me, by which is expressed die idea of renunciation or contempt. Simi-

lar to this is the sentence uttered by the holy Prophet: The child offornica-

tion is not one of us, and Ali is one of us (6). In the History of Baghdad by

the Kliatib, Abu Tammam’s genealogy is given in full with some slight differ-

ences from that inserted here; and as-Suli relates that some say of Abu Tam-
mam Habib, that his father Tadus was a Christian, and that this name was

changed into Aus.—Abu Tammam surpassed all bis contemporaries in the pu-

rity of bis style, the merit of his poetry, and his excellent manner of treating a

subject (7). He is author of the Hutndsa, a compilation which is a standing

ft
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proof of his groat talents, solid information, and good taste in making a selection.

Another of his works is entitled JFu/uil as-Shuard (first-rate poets
),

and con-

tains
(
the history of) a great number of poets, some of whom flourished in the

times of paganism, and others when Islamism was introduced or at a later period.

The Ikhtiardt, a third work of his, contains (as its title implies) selections from

the poets. The number of pieces which he knew by heart was so great, that

none ever attained his rank in that branch of knowledge : it is slated that, with-

out counting kasfdas and fragments of poems, he knew by heart fourteen thou-

sand verses of that class of compositions called Rajaz (8). He used to compose

verses in honour of the khalifs, and was generously rewarded by them. In his

travels, he visited different countries and proceeded to Basra, where the poet

Abd as-Samad lbn al-Muaddal (9) happened to be at the time. The latter

was surrounded hv his scholars (10) and followers when he received intelligence

of Abu Tammam’s approach, and being apprehensive that the public would fa-

vour the new comer and neglect himself, he wrote these lines to Abu Tam-

mam, who had not yet entered the city:

You appear before the public in two characters, each of which requires a flatterer's

face (11). You are always soliciting the favour of a mistress or the gifts (of a patron).

Can a blush of generous shame ever mantle on your cheeks (12), after submitting to the

degraded state of a lover and a beggar?

When Abu Tammam read these verses, he changed his mind and turned

back, s,lying : “This man has drawn to himself the attention of all about him, so

“ they do not stand in need of me.” (1 ha've already mentioned some verses

similar to these in the life of al-Mutanabbi (13)). Abu Tammam and lbn al-

Muaddal not being personally acquainted, the latter, on composing these lines,

gave them to a copyist who was intimate with them both, and told him to deliver

them to Abu Tammam
;
the latter, having read them, wrote on the back of the

paper

:

Is it on me that you make verses filled with falsehood and calumny? you who are

less than zero! In your anger you have packed your heart full of hatred, (plainly to

be seen) as the palpitation of the soul is seen in the body. Wretched man
!
you have ex-

posed yourself to the danger of my satires, like the ass which from fear rushes towards

the lion.

Abd as-Samad having read the first verse, said: “What an excellent logi-
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“ cian, to assert that a non-existence is capable of increase and diminution
!”

Of ihe second verse he said, that packing was the business of Farrdshes (14),

and that such an idea could not be admitted in poetry; hut on reading the third

verse, he bit his lips. According to as-Suli, this anecdote is related by Kusha-

1 7» j'm bis Masaid wa ’l-Matdrid, after making the following observation :
•* Al-

“ Jahiz, in speaking of certain animals which deliver themselves up to certain

“ beasts of prey, has forgotten to mention the ass which rushes on the lion when

“ it perceives his scent.”—Abu Tammam recited to Abtl Dolaf al-Ijli the kasfda

which contains this verse:

At the sight of dwellings
{
abandoned) like these, and places of joyous meetings (now

deserted), our tears, long treasured up, were shed in torrents!

He admired the piece and gave the poet fifty thousand dirhems (15), saying :

“ By Allah ! it is less than your poem is worth; and that idea is only surpassed

“ in beauty by your elegy on the death of Muhammad ibn Hamid at-Ttlsi (16).”

—“ Which,” said Abd Tammain, ‘-‘docs the emir mean?”—“Why,” said Abu

Dolaf, “ your poem commencing thus : •

‘Now let misfortune do its worst, and time inflict its evils I There is no excuse for

' eyes which have not shed their tears.’

“ I wish, by Allah! that this elegy had been composed by you on me."

“ Nay!” said the poet, “may I and my family die to save the emir, and may I

“ leave the world before you!” To this Abft Dolaf replied: “He whose death

“ is deplored in verses like those, is immortal.”—The learned say that the tribe

of Tai produced three men, each of whom attained excellence in their speciality,

namely : Halim al-Tai (17), famous for his liberality
;
Dawud Ibn Nusair (18),

for his self-mortification
; and Abu Tammam, for poetry.—The number of anec-

dotes related of Abu Tammam is very great, and l find this one generally ac-

credited: He was reciting to the khalif a kasida composed in his praise and

rhyming in s; when he came to these words:

(In you I see) the prowess of Amr (19), the liberality of IIAtim, and the prudence of

Ahnaf, joined with the keenness of lyds (20) 1

The vizir said to him : “How ! do you compare the Commander of the faith-
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“ ful with vile Arabs of the desert?” On which the poet kept silence a mo-

ment, and then looked up and said (/« the same rhyme and measure)

:

Take not offence nt my comparing him with inferiors, persons whose names have

gone abroad and are proverbial for liberality and bravery; for God has compared his

light to a mean object, a candle in a niche (21).

The vizir then told the khalif to grant to Abu Tammam whatever he should

ask, as lie foresaw that the poet could not live more than forty days; “for,” said

he, “I perceive that his eyes arc suffused with blood from excessive thought,

“ and the person in whom such symptoms appear cannot survive longer than

“ that lime.” On this, the khalif asked Abu Tammam what he would like to

have, and being answered that he desired the government of Mosul, he appointed

him to that place; Abu Tammam proceeded thither and remained there till his

death.—This anecdote is however totally devoid of truth, and is related differ-

ently by Abu Bakr as-Suli in his History of Abu Tammam. ‘‘This poet,” says

he, “when reciting the above kasida to Ahmad, sou of the khalif al-Motasim,

“ came to these words; The prowess of Amr, etc.', on which the philosopher

“ Abu Yusuf Yakub Ibn as-Sabbah al-Kindi (22), who hap|>cncd to be present.

“ observed that the emir was much above the persons to whom the poet compared

“ him; and Abu Tammam, after a short silence, added the two other verses

;

“ but, when he gave [to the prince) the copy of the kasida
,

it was discovered

“ that these lines were not in it, and the audience were in admiration at the

“ promptitude of his genius and his presence of mind. When he withdrew,

“al-Kindi, who was the philosopher of the Arabs, said: ‘This youth will

“soon die.’ ” Farther on, as-Suli says: “This circumstance is related in a

“ different manner, but that account is totally ungrounded, and ours alone is

“ correct." I have examined into the reality of the fact that Abil Tammam was

governor of Mosul, and all 1 have found is, that al-Hasan Ibn Wahb (23) had

appointed him master of the post-horse establishment (24) at Mosul, in which

city he died. The exactness of the anecdote is also disproved by the fact that this

kasida was not composed in honour of any of the khalils, but that it was ad-

dressed to Ahmad son of al-Motasim, or Ahmad son of al-Mamun, neither of

w hom became khalif. In one of llie seven memorials in which
(
the poet) Hais I BO

Ilais solicited the government of Bakuha (25) from the khalif al-Muslarshid, he

Digitized by Google
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states that the government of Mosul had been granted to a poet of the tribe of

Tai. As for this assertion, Hais Bais must have either grounded it on hearsay,

without examining into its truth, or advanced it in the idea that it would serve

him as a means for obtaining the government of Bakuba. Ibn Dihya has fol-

lowed llais Bais in the same error, and inserted it in his work called the ]\
7

ib-

rds. It is related by as-Suli that Abu Tammam recited to the vizir lbn az-

Zaiyat a poem which he had composed in his honour, and containing these two

verses

:

(£Tis generosity is) a constant rain, rushing with slackened bridle, and of which the

Buccour is implored by the afflicted earth. Could a tract of country proceed towards

another to pay it honour, each barren spot had gone towards the [land which he inha-

bits).

\

(fallen) Ibn az-Zaiyat (
heard these verses, he) said: “0 Abu Tammam! your

“ poetry is adorned with the jewels of your words and the originality of vour

“ ideas; with beauty, moreover, which surpasses the splendour of jewels on the

“ necks of handsome females. The most abundant remuneration which could

“ be treasured up for you is unequal to the merit of your poetry.” A philoso-

pher who was present then observer! that the poet would die young, and being

asked what induced him to believe so, he answered: “I saw in him sharpness of

“ wit, and penetration and intelligence, united to a refined taste and prompt ge-

“ nius; from this I knew that the mind would consume the IkkIv, as a sword of

“ Indian steel eats through its scabbard. And such was the fact, for he diet! at

“ somewhat more than thirty years of age (26).” This, however, does not accord

with what we shall state lower down respecting the time of his birth and his

death. The poetry of Abu Tammam was put in order, for the first time, by

Abu Bakr as-Suli, who arranged it alphabetically (according to the rhymes
),

then Ali Ibn llamza al-Ispahani classed it according to the subjects. Abti Tam-

mam was born at Jasim, A. II. 190 (A. D. 805-6); other accounts say in A. H.

188, 172, or 192. Jasim is a village situated in al-Jaidur (27), a canton in the

de|»endcncies of Damascus, between that city and Tabariya {Tiberias). He

passed bis youth in Misr, where, it is said, he used to distribute water to the pub-

lic out of a pitcher in the mosque (28); but some say that tie worked in the ser-

vice of a tailor at Damascus, where his father sold wine (29). Abu Tammam was

a tall man of a tawny colour, he spoke his language with elegance and sweet-
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ness, but stammered in a slight degree. After studying and passing through

different situations of life, he attained that eminence by which he is illustrious.

His death took place at Mosul, as has been already said, in A. II. 231 (A. D.

845-6;; hut other dates are assigned to that event, such as the month of Zu ’1-

Kaada or that of the first Jumada, 228 or 229, and some say that he died in the

month of Muharram, A. II. 232. It is stated by al-IJohtori that a canopy was

built over his grave by Abu Nahshal Ibn llamid at-Tusi (30), and 1 myself saw

the tomb at Mosul, outside the Maidan Gate, on the edge of the ditch which sur-

rounds the city; the common people call it the tomb of Tammnm the poet. It

was related to me bv Afif ad-din Abu ’1 -Hasan Ali Ibn Adlan al-Mausili, the

grammarian and interpreter, that he asked Ibn Onain (whose life shall be given

later) what he meant by this verse

:

May God shed genial showers on the groves of Gh&tatain (31), but of barren Mosul,

may ho refresh the tombs alone!

“For what reason,” said Ibn Adlan, “when you exclude Mosul from the

“ benediction, do you except its tombs?” To which he replied, dial it was in

consideration of Abu Tammam’s. This verse belongs to a kasula composed by

Ibn Onain in praise of the sultan al-Malik al-.Moa/zam Sharaf ad-din Isa (whose 1BI

life shall be given later). It is a very fine poem and begins thus:

You long to see the palaces of Alia (32) at Damascus, and the youths and dark-
eyed maids in Nairabain (33).

The following lines were composed on the death of AbuTammam by al-IIasan

Ibn VVahb

:

Poetry was in affliction at the death of the last of the poets; him who was the lake

in the meadow of poetry—Habib at-Tai. He and it are now dead and sojourn toge-

ther in ono tomb ; it was thus also that they were
(
inseparable

)
when alive.

Some persons say, however, that these verses were composed on his death by

Dik al-Jinn.—The following lines are taken from a kasida in which his death

was lamented by al-llasan Ibn VVahb:

That precious tomb at Mosul has been watered by clouds which deplored his loss.

When they shed their dew upon it, that dew fell in copious showers (34). The light-

nings beat (the) checks {of the clouds in grief), and the thunders tore open (fAeir) bo-

soms. For the earth of that tomb contains Uablb (a friend}, who was called my friend.

45
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The verses which follow were made on his death by Ibn az-Zaiyat, who was

then vizir to al-Motasim; but they are attributed also to the kdtib Abu ’z-Zibri-

kan Abd Allah, son of az-Zibrikan, an enfranchised slave of the Omaiyidc

family:

It is roost dreadful news which has reached our agitated hearts. Habib, they say

is dead ; 0, 1 implore you I let it not be him of Tat.

The names of the persons mentioned in Abu Tammam’s genealogy are so well

known, that it is needless to mark their orthography.

—

Al-Jaidiir is a canton in

the province of Damascus, near al-Haulan (35).— At-Tai means belonging to

Tax, which is a famous tribe. This relative adjective is of irregular formation
;

analogy would have required it to be Tail (36); but the formation of relative ad-

jectives admits some variations; thus from dahr (lime) is derived duhri
(tempo-

ral), and from sahl(a plain), suhli (plain, level), etc.

(1) The KdmCts says, Yctthjob.

(2) Hajji Khalifa places Ihe death of Abh '1-K.lsim al-Amidi in A. H. 371 (A. D. 981-2}. His York, enti-

tled Comparison bchcetn the two TaUtet. is a treatise on the parallel passages in the poems of AbO Taromini

and al-Bohtori, who were both of the tribe of Tal.

(3) It is clear from this, that al-Amidi bad before bim a genealogical list different from that given by Ibn

Kballikin.

(4) Literally: I am not or Mashd.

(5) It would appear therefore that the name of DaAka was in the list given by Ibn Kballikin, yet nothing

like it is to be found in the MSS.

(6) The mistake committed by al-Amidi is singular enough; he does not understand a very common Arabic

expression, and he takes Masfid, who was a brother of the poet ZO ’r-Rumma, for an ancestor to Abd Tant-

m&m. Ibn Khallikln repeats his observations on this subject in his life of Vs 'r-Rumma.

(7} The original of this, ir literally translated, would run thus: “He was the unique of his time in the

,a silk stuff of his word, and the wares of his poetry, and the goodness of his manner.” In Arabic this is in

very good style and perfectly intelligible.

(8) Short poems, the verses of which consist of but a few feet, are termed Rajat. Each verse contains

generally six or epitrtti tirtU.

(9) Abdessamad 61s dc Moadhdbel 61s de Gballan avail le prenom d'Aboulcacem ; sa mere 4tait une femme

esclave nominee Zerca A*jp I . C'est un poele de mdrile qui Oorissail sous les Abbasides; son pore Moadhdbel

et son grand-p4re Ghatlan tlaienl poetes aussi. Moadhdbel et Abbin-cll&heki ,LI avaient fait

des salyres l'un eontre I’autre. Abdessamad tftsil n t et avait 414 41ev4 a Basra. Son frere Ahmad avail aussi

du talent pour la po4sie et y joignail un beau caractere, beaucoup de pi4t4 et diverses qualitfs qui lui don-

naiem un rang distingu4 parmi les motateil et dans le monde. Abdessamad, qui 4tait m4chant, satyrique et

tres-m4disant, portait envie 4 son frire et faisait eontre lui des 4pigrammes. II fut amoureux d'une femme
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nominee **d»v8 dun seigneur de Basra. Abdcssamad se truuva un jour dans une socir'td avec Abou

TammAm ; lls s’dcrivirent a I'instant I'un a I'autre des vers piquans. Abdcssamad, qui composait avec plus

de promptitude et avail la riposte plus vive qu'Abou TammAm, cut sur lul quelque avantage eo eeltc occa-

sion.—(AgfaAni, vol. III. f. 194 v*.— 200.) Note communicated by M. Caussin de Perceval.

(10) Scholars ; ( boys).

(11) In place of as given in most MSS., il appears more natural to read, with tbc Oiydn at-Tated-

rlkh (year 231, where these verses are cited,) J!_x> or c|se I

(12) Literally: What water remains for your face. See note (15), page 108.

(13) See page 100; they begin with these words: B’Aot merit, etc.

(14) See note (8), page 275.

(15) About twelve hundred pounds sterling.

(16) Muhammad Ibu llamld at-Tfisi, a son of one of al-MAmAn’s principal generals, was sent by that khalif

at the head of an army against BAbck al-Khurrami. who was desolating the province of Aderbijan. In tbc

action which ensued, the Moslim troops were totally defeated, and Ibn Hamid, abandoned by all except one

faithful ofBcer, fought till he fell. This occurred In A. II. 214 (A. D. 829-30). He was renowned for bis

liberality, and bis death gave great pain to al-AIAmdn.— (Ibn al-Atblr's Kdmil.)

(17) Sec D'Herbclol and Rasmussen's Addilamenta ad Hitt. Ar. p. 19.

(18) DAwbd Ibn Musair al-Tal, a doctor eminent for bis knowledge of the law ^JLx)l, his piety and

self-mortification, was one of Abd Haul fa's principal disciples : he was deeply learned in the Traditions. Died

A. U. 165 (A. D. 781-2).—(An-A'uj'ilm as-Zdhira.)

(19) The poet meant either Amr Ibn Madikarib, or Amr Ibn al-Mundir, surnnmed Ibn Hind; his prowess

was proverbial. (See Pocock's Specimen Uisi. Ar. p. 73, and Rasmussen's Additamenta ad Hist. Ar.

p.50,53.)

(20) See his life, page 232.

(21) See Koran, sural 24, verse 35.

(22) AbO YOsuf Yakoh Ibn Ishak Ibn a$-SabbAh al-Kindi, the philosopher of the Arabs, was descended

from the royal family of Kinda.—(See their genealogy and history in my Dftrdn <fAmro 'l-Kais.)—His father

Ishak was emir of KOfa under al-Mahdi and ar-Rashld ; his great grandfather al-AshAth was one of

Muhammad’s companions ; Kais, the father of nl-Ash&th and sovereign of all the tribe of Kinda, was celebrated

in four kastdas by the poet al-Asha.— (See M. de Sacy’s Chrestomathie, tom. II.)—MAdi Karib, father of

Kais, reigned in the province of Hadramnul over the Band ’1-Uarith al-Asghar, a branch of the tribe of Kinda.

Moawia and his other ancestors ruled the tribe or Maad at al-Musbakkar (a fortress in

Bahrain according to Abb ’1-FadA in his Geography), al-YemAma and Bahrain.— I give this extract from the

Tdrlkh al-fiakamd. because it serves to confirm, if necessary, 31. deSacy's opinion that the philosopher al-

Kindi was not of Jew ish, but of Arabian extraction.— (Sec Abd-Allalif, page 487.)— Casiri, in hit Bibliotheca

Arabica. 1. 1. p. 353, has given a short notice on al-Kindi aud a listof bis works, all of which he look from the

Tdrtkh al-llukamd. but he suppressed the passage cited above.

(23) See in the life of SulaimAn Ibn Wahb.

(24) Tbc postmaster kept horses for the special use of government officers and messengers ; he acted also

at a spy on the conduct of the provincial governor, and he Uten corresponded directly with the khalif or the

sultan.

(25) lldkdhn, a large town at two paratangs from Baghdad.—(Abd '1-FadA's Geography .)

(26) It it not easy to explain how as-Sdli, in relating this anecdote, did not perceive that il was only another
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version or the one which he had already given as the sole correct. Ibn Khallik&n has perhaps mistaken the

name of the author whom he cites.

(27) Al-Jaiddr is one of the dependencies of Damascus, to the north of al-Haurtn. It is said, however,

that al-Jaiddr and al-Haurin are the same place.— (Alardsid al-lttild.)

(28; See Lane's Modern Egyptians, vol. II. p. 18.

(20) This would prove that his father was not a .Muslim.

(301 This was probably the son or the Hamid al-TOsI mentioned in note (0). page 271.

(31) The ChOta, or cultivated grounds which surround Damascus, arc well known. The poets often call it

Ghdtatain [the two Ghdtas), although there is in reality but one place which bears the name.— [Uardsid,un-

der the word

(32) Alia; this is perhaps the river called al-Tawamal T-Alia UjJI J|, one of the streams which

water Damascus.—(See Oiydn at-Taadrlkh, No. f>38 fol. 03.)

l33) Kairabain, a delicious spot in the neighbourhood of Damascus. As Natrabain is the dual form of

A’afrafr, it might be supposed that there were two places of the name, but such was not the cate. It is by

the poets that the dual was employed. - (Slardsid.)

(31) Literally: When they shed their dew on it, they shed on it the full of the water-bag of the dark cloud,

which pours forth after theirs, another.

(33) Al-IIatilAn is the name of a village or of a hill near Damascus.— tAtardsid.)

(3G) The difference between the two forms can be best understood from the inspection of the original leu.

AL-UAJJAJ IBN YUSUF.

AM Muhammad al-IIajjaj was son of Yusuf Ibn al-llakam Ibn Okail Ibn Masud

Ibn Aamir Ibn Moaltib Ibn Malik Ibn Kaab Ibn Amr Ibn Saad Ibn Auf Ibn Kasi

(called also Thakif) : mention is made of Thakif in the following terms by Ibn

al-Kalbi in bis Jamharat an-Nisab :
“ Munahhih Ibn an-Nabil bad a son called

Kasi, who is said to lie the same person as Thakif. Such is the genealogy

“ given by those who state that Thakif was sprung front Iyad (I); but some say

“ that he descended from Kais, and that Kasi was son of Munabbih Ibn Bakr

“ Ibn Hawazin (2); and they state that Omaima, Kasi’s mother, and daughter of

“ Saad Ibn Iludail, lived («.v wife) with Munabbih Ibn Nabit, and being after-

“ wards married to Munabbih Ibn Bakr, she went to him, being then pregnant

“ with Kais by {Iterformer husband Ibn an-Nabit) the lyadite.”— [Al-IIajjaj)

ath-Thakefi (the descendant of Thakif) was governor of Irak and Khorasan

for Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan, and on bis death he was confirmed in bis autbo-

i»2 rity by the new kltalif al-Walid.—Al-Masudi, in bis Muruj ad-Dahab, narrates
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as follows:— “Al-Farigha, the mother of al-Hajjaj and daughter to Hammam
“ Ibn Orwa Ibn Masud of the tribe of Thakif, was wife to al-IIarilh Ibn Kalda, a

“ member of the same tribe and native of the town of Taif: this Haritb was judge

“ of the Arabs (3). Having gone into her apartment early one morning, he

“ found her picking her teeth, on which he sent her a sentence of divorce. And
“ she said to him : ‘Why have you sent me my divorce? has my conduct given

“ you any cause for suspicion.’ — ‘Yes,’ said he, ‘when I went in to you in

“ the morning, you were picking your teeth: if you had breakfasted before the

“ regular lime, you are a glutton; and if you have passed the night with parli-

“ cles of meat sticking between your teeth, you are sluttish.’ To this she re-

“ plied : ‘It was neither one nor the other; hut I was taking out a fragment of

“ the toothpick.’ She then married Yusuf Ibn Abi Okail ath-ThakeG, to whom
“ she bore al-Hajjaj, who came into the world incompletely formed, as he had an

“ imperforate anus. This defect was removed hv an operation; and the child

“ refused the breast of its mother and every other person, so that they were at u

loss what to do, till, as it is said, Satan appeared to them in the form of al-

“ 1 lari th Ibn Kalda and asked them what was the matter; they told him the cir-
JH,

/*', y
“ cumstance, and he said: ‘ Kill a black kid and give its blood to the child to

“ drink; the next day do the same thing; the third day slay a black hc-goatand

“ give the blood to be drunk by the child, then kill a snake and make the child

“ swallow the blood, and daub his face with some of it ;
if you do thus, the

“ child will take the breast on the fourth day.’ They followed these directions,

“ and the effect of this first nourishment which he received was such, that he

“ could not refrain from shedding blood. He even said of himself, that his

“ greatest enjoyment was to shed blood and commit actions which no other

“ could (4).” Ibn Abd Rabhih says, in his Ikd, that al-Farigha was wife to al-

Moghaira Ibn Shoba, and that it was he who divorced her on account of the

circumstance of the toothpick. He adds that al-Hajjaj and his father kept

school at Taif, and that the former attached himself to Ruh Ibn Zinba al-Juda-

mi (5), vizir of Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan, and entered into the Shorta
(
police

guards) (6), of which Ruh was commander. Abd al-Malik, having re-

marked the indiscipline of his army, and that the soldiers never set out nor

halted at the same lime with himself, complained of it to Ruh Ibn Zinha,

who told him that there was a man in the police guards, named al-Hajjaj
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Ibn Yusuf, who, if the Commander of the faithful gave him the command

of the troops, would oblige them to march and to halt in conformity to his (lhe

khalif’s) movements. Abd al-Malik adopted this counsel and nominated

al-Hajjaj commander of the army. The guards under Ibn Zinba’s orders were

the only troops dispensed with the obligation of marching and halting at the

same time as the khalif, and one day, after the departure of the rest of the

army, al-Hajjaj came upon them and found them at dinner: he asked them

what had prevented them from setting out with the Commander of the faith-

ful, and received this answer: “Dismount, you son of a slut (7)1 and dine

“ with us.” To this he gave a refusal, telling them that those times were gone

by; and he ordered them to be flogged and paraded before the army; by his di-

rections also, the tents belonging to Ruh Ibn Zinba were set on fire. Rdh com-

plained bitterly of this to the khalif, who sent immediately for al-llajjaj and said

to him : “What induced you to do as you have done?”—“ I have done nothing,”

replied al-llajjaj.—“Who did it then?” said the khalif.—“ You;” answered al-

Hajjaj; “ my hand is your hand ; my whip is your whip; and what prevents the

“Commander of the faithful from presenting Rdh with a double quantity of tents

“ and men (8), rather than break my commission after having given it vour-

“ self?” The khalif, on this, indemnified Ruh for his loss and treated al-Hajjaj

with increased favour. This was the first known proof which al-Hajjaj gave of

his abilities. It was unheard of, what slaughter he committed, how much blood

he shed, and what tortures he inflicted. It is said that Ziad Ibn Abih (9) wished

to resemble the khalif Omar in firm authority, resolution, decision, and severity

of administration, but that he carried this to an excess and passed bounds;

183 and al-IIajjaj, say they, took Ziad for his model, and killed and destroyed.

One day, he said in the course of a khotba (10) which he was pronouncing :

“ 0 men 1 God’s prohibitions are easier to be borne with than his punish-

“ ments!” On which a man rose up and said: “Woe be to thee, 0 Ilajjaj!

“ what an impudent face thou hast, and how little modesty !” Al-Hajjaj or-

dered him to sit down, and when he descended from the pulpit he called him

forth: “Thou hast been presumptuous towards me I” said he. — “How?”

replied the man, “ thou art presumptuous towards God and dost not disapprove

“of thine own conduct, and if we are presumptuous towards thee, thou disap-

“ provest of it!” Al-llajjaj, on receiving this answer, let the man go.—Ibn
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al-Jawsi says, in his Talkih
,
that al-Farigha, mother of al-liajjaj, was the per-

son who was surnamcd al-Muiamannia (the wish-maker); when she made the

wish, she was wife to al-Mughaira Ibn Shoba, and we shall here present an

abridgment of the anecdote as related by this writer. Omar lbn al-Khattab

happening to make his rounds one night in the city of Medina, heard a woman
sing, from behind the curtain of her apartment, the following verse :

Where shall I find wine that I may drink it ? or else where shall I find Nasr lbn
Hajj&j ?

On this, Omar said: “I shall not allow in the same city with mvself, a man
“ whose beauty is celebrated by young females in the privacy of their apari-

“ ments
; bring me Nasr lbn Hajjaj !” When he was brought he was found to

be ihe most beautiful of men in countenance and the handsomest in hair; and

Omar said to him: “The Commander of the faithful's determination is, that

“ you shorten your hair.” When this was done, his cheeks appeared (fair) as

half-moons. “Now, put on a turban,” said Omar. The turban was pul on,

and the youth still charmed the spectators with his eyes. Then Omar said

:

“Dwell not in any town where I may be."—“What is my crime, 0 Com-
“ mander of the faithful?” said Nasr. “It must be done as 1 told you,” re-

plied Omar; and he then sent him off to Basra. Such are the main points of

the narration, and I suppress the sequel. This Nasr was son of Ilajjaj Ibn Elat

al-Sulami, one of Muhammad's companions. Some say, however, that the Mu-
tamannia belonged to the tribe of Kinana, and that she was al-llajjaj’s paternal

grandmother.—It is related by Abu Ahmad al-Askari, in his Kitab al-Tashif,

that the people passed upwards of forty years reading the Koran from Olhman's

copy (H)» but, in the days of Abd al-Malik lbn Marwan, the erroneous readings

had become numerous and had spread through Irak; this obliged al-Hajjaj Ibn

Yusuf to have recourse to his kdlibs (12) for the purpose of putting distinctive

marks on the words of uncertain pronunciation (13); and it is said that Nasr Ibn

Aasim undertook that duty and imagined single and double points (nukat), which

he placed in different manners (14). The people then passed some time with-

out making any copies of the Koran hut with points, the usage of which did not,

however, prevent some false readings from taking place, and for this reason

they invented the ijam (points serving to distinguish the letters oj a similar
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form one from another), and they
(
the people

)
thus placed (he ijam posteriorly

to the nukat

;

but yet when, by neglect, a word {of the Koran) was not written

with its full accompaniment {of distinctive marks), and was thus deprived of

its requisites, erroneous readings occurred
; for this they endeavoured in vain to

find a remedy, and they were obliged to recur to oral tradition and learn {the true

readings) from the mouths of men (1 5). On the whole, the anecdotes concern-

ing al-Hajjaj are numerous and would take long to relate (16). It was he who

founded the city of Wasit; he commenced it A. II. 84 (A. D. 703) and finished

it in 86. He named it Wasit {intermediate,) because it lay between Basra and

Haifa, and might thus be said to lie between {tawassat) these two capitals. Ibn

al-Jawzi stales, however, in his historical annals, entitled Shuziir al-Okud
,

that al-Hajjaj began to build Wasit in the year 75, and terminated it in 78.

—

When al-Hajjaj felt his death approach, he called in an astrologer and asked him

if he knew of any prince who was to die {at that time), and the astrologer re-

plied: “Yes, I do; but you are not the person.”—“How know you that?” said

al-Hajjaj.—“Because the name of him who is to die is Kulaib.”—“It is I, by

“ Allah!” exclaimed al-IIajjaj; “for such was the name by which my mother

“ called me.” He then made his will.— One thing puts in mind of another (1 7).

This is like the words of the missionary (18) Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali as-

Sulaihi (of whom mention will be made hereafter). A simple missionary in

Yemen (19), he became sovereign of all that country, and held its princes in sub-

jection till the period which God had assigned to his life had expired, when he

<81 left Sanaa to make the pilgrimage to Mekka in A. II. 473 (A. D. 1081). On

arriving at al-Mahjam (20), he encamped without the town, at a farm called

Omm ad-Duhaim (21), or Bir Omm Mabad
(
the well of Mcibads mother), and

was there attacked unawares by Said al-Ahwal, son of Najah. This Najah

was lord of the province of Tahama, and had been deprived of his life and king-

dom by as-Sulaihi, but Said and his other sons had escaped. Said arrived with

a few partisans and entered the camp of as-Sulaihi, where they were mistaken

for followers of the army; none discovered their real character but Abd Allah

the brother of as-Sulaihi, who immediately got on horseback and said to

his brother : “To horse! for, by Allah! here is al-Ahwal with his men, of whose

“ coming we were warned yesterday by the letter which Asaad Ibn Shihah wrote

“ ns from Zabid.”—“ Calm your mind,” replied as-Sulaihi ;
“ it is only at
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“ ad-Duhaim and (he well of Omm Mabad that I am to die;” thinking that it

was of that Omm Mabad the Khnzaiite, at whose dwelling the blessed Prophet

and AbA Bakr stopped on their retreat from Mekka (22) : this place lies near

Mekka, on the road from it to Medina, and is in (he neighbourhood of al-

Juhfa (23) ). On this, some of as-Sulaihi's companions called to him, saving:

“ Defend your life! for, by Allah! this is the well of ad-I)uhaim Ibn Isa, and

“ this mosque is built on the spot where the tent of Omm Mabad lbn al-llarilii

“ al-Absi was situated.” On hearing these words, he was seized with terror,

and, despairing of his life, he remained fixed to the spot, where he was immedi-

ately slain with his brother and his family. Said al-Ahwal then brought the

armv of as-Sulaihi under his own command and took possession of his king-

dom. Said was brother of the illustrious and eminent prince Jaiyash
;

his fa-

ther, the prince Najah, had been a slave to the prince Marjan, who himself had

been a slave to Husain llm Saluma; Husain had been enfranchised by Kushd

al-Ustad (24) the Abyssinian. These two, Husain, and Rushd before him,

ruled the kingdom with absolute authority, although they were only ostensibly

vizirs in the service of the last prince of the Ziadile family, the sovereigns of

Yemen. Their pupil was son to Abu ’l-Jaish Ishak Ibn Ibrahim lbn Muham-

mad Ibn Ziad, and his name was Abd Allah; some say Ibrahim or Ziad. It was

in his reign that the Ziadile dynasty was overthrown hv Kais, who had been a

slave to the Marjan above-mentioned. On the death of Abu l-Jaish, his child

was confided to the care of its aunt and of Marjan, the enfranchised slave of

Abu ’l-Jaish : Marjan had two slaves, Abu Said Najah and Kais, both of whom

became independent of their master; Kais was governor of the capital (25),

and Najah ruled the provinces of al-Kadra, the town of al-Mahjam, and other

places. A jealousy sprung up between these two, for they both aspired to the

vizirat; Kais was a perverse and wicked man, Najah was mild and just. The

former, having suspected the aunt of the hoy to lx* more favourably inclined to

Najah than to him, made complaints against her and her nephew to his master

Marjan, who, in consequence, seized on them both and delivered them up to

their enemy Kais, and he, heedless of their supplications, immured them alive

and in an upright position. They thus perished in A. H. 407 (A. D. 1016-7).

Najah, on learning the circumstance, hastened to avenge their death. He waged

war against Kais, who was defeated, lost his capital Zabid, and subsequently his

46
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life in a combat at the gate of that city; this was in A. H. 412 (A. D. 1021-2).

Najah, having thus obtained possession of the metropolis, said to Marjan :

“What have you done with your and my master and mistress?’’—“They are

“ in that wall,” he replied. Najah then had their bodies taken out, and prayed

over them, and buried them in a chapel which he erected to receive them : as for

Marjan, he immured him in their place till lie died. Najah was poisoned at

al-Kadra in A. H. 452 (A. D. 1060), by the treachery of a female slave whom

he had received as a present from as-Sulaihi. After the death of Najah, as-

Sulaihi wrote, in the year 453, to al-Mustansir, the lord of Egypt, demanding

188 authorisation to preach openly in favour of the Fatimite dynasty, and having

received that permission, he proceeded (to assert al-Mustansir's authority).

llis subsequent adventures we may omit (26). Let us return to al-Hajjaj :

during his last illness he used to repeat the following verses, which were com-

posed by Obaid Ibn Sofyian al-Okli :

0 Lord! my enemies have sworn, nay sworn positively, that I am one of those who
shall dwell in the fire (of hell]

.

Is it (not) from blindness (of heart
)
that they swear?

Unfortunate wretches ! what opinion must they have of Him who has always shown
mercy and forgiveness ?

He wrote also a letter to al-Walid Ibn Abd al-.Malik, informing him of his ill-

ness, and concluded it with these lines

:

v

When I meet God and find favour with Him, therein shall be the joy of my soul.

Tho eternity of God sufficcth me, and I therefore place not my hopes on mortals.

Those who were before us have tasted of death, and after them we also shall taste it.

His malady was a cancer in die stomach, for which he called in a physician,

who, having examined into his case, tied a bit of meat to a string and passed it

down his throat
;
after a lapse of some time he drew it out, and found a swarm

of worms adhering to it : God gave also a cold ague power over him, and although

vases filled with lighted coals were placed around him so close as to scorch his

skin, he felt them not. He complained of his sufferings to al-Hasan al-llasri,

who made answer :
“ I forbade you to attack men of holiness, but you persisted

!”

“ 0 Hasan,” replied al-Hajjaj, “ I ask you not to pray to God that he may deli—

“ ver me from my pains; beg of him only that he hasten to take my soul from

“ my body and terminate my tortures.” Al-Hasan on this wept bitterly, and

al-Hajjaj continued to suffer under his malady for fifteen days; be then expired,
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in the month of Ramadan, A. II. 95 (Mayor June, A. D. 714), (some say in Shaw-

wal,) at the age of fifty-three, or (which is more correct) fifty-four years. Al-

Tabari says, in his great historical work, that al-Hajjaj died on Friday, 21 st

Ramadan, A. H. 95; and another historian relates that al-Hasan al-Basri, on

learning his death, made a prostration in thanksgiving to God, saying: “() my
“ God ! thou hast caused him to die; let also his example die from among us."

Al-Hajjnj was buried at Wasit, in which city he died; but his tomb was after-

wards levelled to the ground and a current of water turned over it. May God

pardon him!—lie once dreamt that his eyes had been plucked out, and he there-

fore divorced his wives, Hind the daughter of al-.Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra, and

Hind the daughter of Asma Ihn Kharija; he hoped by that to fulfil his dream;

in a short time, however, be received news that his brother Muhammad had

died in Yemen, and that, on the same day, his own son Muhammad had died

also, on which he said: “This, by Allah! is the fulfilment of my dream; Mu-
“ hammad and Muhammad! in the same davt We belong to God and to him

“ we must return!" He then asked if (here was any person who would recite

him verses to console him, and al-Farazdak pronounced the following:

This misfortune has no misfortune equal to itl to lose such persons as Muhammad
and Muhammad! princes who have left the pulpits (27) vacant [and detolalt) 1 Death

has seized upon them unawares.

His brother Muhammad died some days after the beginning of the month of

Rajab, A. H. 91 (May, A. D. 710); he was then governor of the province of

Yemen. Al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik sent a letter to al-IIajjaj, consoling him on

the loss of his brother, and al-Hajjaj wrote to him in reply : “Commander of the

“ faithful! 1 and Muhammad never met together during a long period but for u;g
“ one year; and in that absence I never had such hopes of seeing him soon, as I

“ now have of meeting him again in a mansion where two sincere Muslims shall

“ never be disunited . ”— Thakeji means belonging to Thakif, a great and well-

known tribe dwelling at Taif (28).

'It From this we must suppose tbit the descent of Munabbih from ly VI wss well established and generally

known.

(2) See the seventh genealogical list, drawn up by Eicbhor.i after Ibn Kutaiba, in the jromimenhi anlt-

quhsima Uittnrla Arabum.
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(3) Harilh Ihn Kalda was one of Muhammad's companions.— (Admits.)

(4) Some of the MSS. have
^
Juw in place of

, jJi> ;
if this reading be adopted, the sense is: which no other

dare to do.

(3) Abb ZarA (it
, \) Ruh Ibn ZinhA al-JudAmi, the Syrian, was one of the Tdbii (see note (2), page 4),

and highly respected by the people. Aloawia was so apprehensive of his influence, that be resolved to pul him

to death, and had him arrested, but he afterwards set him at liberty. Rbh was the grandee (^Jsc)of the

empire of Abd al-Malik Ibn HarwAn. lie was husband to (the celebrated poetett ) Hind, daughter of an-

N’omAn, and he died A. H. 73 (A. 1). 092-3;.— (An-.Vu/iJm ax-Zdhira.)—Al-Makln (papa 67) calls him Abd

al-Malik's kdlib. or secretary of slate.

(6) It may be observed that Ibn Khaldbn. as cited by M. de Hammer in his J.anderverecaltung writer dem

Khalifate (page 184), says that the post of commander of the police guards was first established under the

Abbasides: this seems in contradiction with Ibn Khallik&n’s statement.

(7) This form of compilation was very frequently used by the Arabs ; it indicated either anger or

familiarity.

(8) Men ; the Arabic word ghilmdn signifies boys. pages, inamtdks, etc.

(9) Ziid Ibn Ablh ; Zidd ton of his father, that is, the bastard. He was son of Abd Sofyian. His history

may be collected from D'Herbelot and Abd 'l-Fad& ; Annals, years 44 and 53.

(10) See page 174, note (2).

(11) See Abd 'i-FadA's Annals, year 30.

(13) See page 28, note (7).

(13) The word in the plural
. '* employed by the Horanists to designate a group of letters

(or word) which may be read in different manners. See, for instance, the marginal notes of the Koran printed

at Casan.

(14) It is necessary for me to observe that tbe vowel-signs and diacritical points now in use, were invented,

as is generally staled, by Khalil Ibn Ahmad, who died in the second century of the Hijra; and that they are

totally different from those imagined by Zalim ad-Huali (see his life), and by the secretaries of al-HajjAj. The

points introduced by tbe latter were similar to those of the specimens given by Af.de Sacy in his Arabic gram-

mar, plate lit. tom. I , and Dr. Pusey in the Catal. Bib. Bod., tom. II. lob. I.

(18)

At. de Sacy has given a translation of this passage in his AUmoire surla literature dee Arabes; it may

bo observed that I differ totally with him respecting the meaning of the words Aunt/, nukat. and ijdm.

(16) Consult D'Herbelot, Abb ’1-FadA, al-AIakln, and Price's Retrospect of Muhammadan History, vol. I.

(17) Ibn KhallikAn gives a second time the anecdote which follows; it will be found, with some slight

difference, in the life of All as-Sulaihi; and this induces me to think that the author intended to suppress it

here, where itis totally misplaced.

(18) Missionary ; sec page 20. note (9).

(19) Consult, on the events which follow. Abb ’I-FadA's Annals, years 203 and 412; Johannsen's Historic

Yematur. pp. 121, 128 et seq. In the three relations, a number of differences will be observed, which it is

needless to notice here.

(20) The town of al-Mahjam lay at the distance of three days' joumry to the north east of Zabid, and sis

days' journey from SanAa.—(Abb '1-FadA s Geography.)

(21) This name is sometimes written simply ad-Duhaim.

(22) Muhammad and Abb Bakr, on their hijra (departure, emigration) from Mekka to Medina, stopped at

the tent of Omm Mabad Aatika and asked for food, but she bad none to give them. On this, Mu-
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hammid went to a sheep which wai in the tent, and drew from it a great quantity of milk; this was the more

etlrtordlnary as that sheep was very old and had ceased to give any for some lime before.— (A n-ATuva/ri,

MS. of the Leyden library.)

(23) Al-Juhfa, a place situated to the north of Mecca, near the sea-coast, is the spot where the Syrian

pilgrims put on the fArdm.or pilgrim’s dress. —(Abh ‘l-Fadi's Geography; .Wishkdt al-Matdbth, vol. I. page

AM.

(24) Al-Vtldd (the master); a title given to eunuchs and tutors of young princes.

(28) The capital, or royal court f , ^
'

;

literally: The presence.

(26) Literally: Et fuit ex eo quod fuit, he became what he became.

(27) They were governors of provinces, and had therefore the right of saying the kholba from the pulpit.

(28) Tdif; a well-known town lying to the south-east of Mekka.

AL-MUHASIBI.

Abd Abd Allah al-Harilh Ibn Asad al-Muhasabi, ihe famous ascetic and one

of the men of the truth (I), drew bis origin from a family which inhabited

Basra. He was one of those who possessed both the science of the exterior and

the science of the interior (2); he composed some ascetic and dogmatic trea-

tises, and is author of the work (on Sufism) entitled ar-Bittya
(
contemplation).

Having inherited seventy thousand dirhems from his father, he refused, through

religious scruples, to accept them
;

it is reported that his reason for this was,

that his father professed the doctrine of man’s free will, and that he made this

observation : “The Tradition is authentic which informs us that Muhammad de-

“ dared: Persons of different religions cannot inherit, one from the other;”

and he died in want, not possessing a single dirhem. It is related that when he

stretched forth his hand to partake of food the purity of which was doubtful, he

would lie warned from touching it by a pulsation in his finger. Being asked

what was intelligence, he answered: “The light of the natural sentiment (<zc-

“ companied
)
with experience, and which is increased and fortified by science

“and prudence.” He used to say: “There are three things which we find

“ not; beauty with continence, fair words with honesty, and friendship with

“ sincerity.” He died A. H. 243 (A. D. 857-8).—As-Samani says that he was

named Muhdsibi
,
because he frequently called himself to an account for his

actions [yidiasib). He says also that Ahmad Ibn Hanbal disliked him, and
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banished him, on account of his spoliations in scholastic theology and his

works on that subject
,
he was therefore obliged to seek concealment from pub-

lic
(
indignation), and on his death, four persons only attended his funeral ser-

vice. The anecdotes related of what took place between him and al-Junaid are

well known (3).

(1) The men of the truth, tbe Sdfit : see note (3), page 3(0.

(2} Reiske, in his Annalt of Ah ft "l-Fadi. tom. It. p. G9R, has translated the tame passage; he renders it

thus : “ Qul simul conjuxiit et eilerni (cirilis) et intern! (spiriluatii) scientism." The science of the interior

means Sdfiim, and that of the exterior, the ordinary branches of learning.

(3) I bare not been able to find any of these anecdotes in the manuscripts which I have consulted. They

may probably be given in tbe Hilyat al-Avolia, but tbe copy of that work in the Bib. du Hoi is incomplete.

ABU FARAS AL-HAMDANI.

Abu Faras al-Harith Ibn Abi '1-Ala Said Ibn llamdan Ibn Hamdiin al-Ham-

dani was an uncle’s son to Nasir ad-Dawlat and Saif ad-Dawlat, the sons of Ham-

dan : in the lives of these two princes, we shall give the rest of the genealogy.

At-Thaalibi, in speaking of Abd Faras, says (1): “The pearl of his time, the

“ sun of his age in learning, talent, generosity, glory, eloquence, horsemanship,

“and bravery; his poetry is celebrated and current (throughout the world);

“ it combines beauty, merit, case, depth, softness, sublimity, and sweetness;

“ with him were the brightness of genius, the impress of elegant taste, and the

“ lustre of a princely race; qualities such as were never found before in any

“ poet except Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz, but Abu Faras is considered supe-

“ rior to him by persons of the profession and by critics. The Sahib Ibn

“ Abb.id used to say: ‘Poetry began with a prince and ended with one;’

“ meaning Amro '1-Kais and Abu Faras. Al-Mutanabbi bore testimony to

“ his superiority and pre-eminence; he avoided his contact (2), neither did he

“ proceed to cope with him nor dare to rival him; and his motive for omit-

“ ting his praises when he celebrated those of all the rest of the llamdin family

“ was, to testify his respect for him and to honour him ; his silence did not pro-
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“ cccd from forgetfulness or contempt. Saif ad-Dawlat highly admired theex-

“ cellent qualities of Abu Faras, and distinguislied him al>ove the rest of the

“ family by the honours he conferred on him, as he took him with him on

“ military expeditions, or left him as his lieutenant over his provinces.” - “In
“ one of his engagements with the Greeks, Abu Faras was wounded by an

“ arrow, the head of which remained in his thigh, and he was made prisoner.

“They conducted him to Kharshana, and front that to Constantinople; this |)17

“ occurred in A. II. 348 (A. D. 959-60), and in the year 355 he was redeemed

“ from captivity hv Saif ad-Dawlat.”-— Such arc the words of Ain't ’l-Hasan Ali

Ibn az-Zarrad ad-Dailami
;
hut in this, it is said, lie is mistaken, for Ain't

Faras was made a prisoner twice; the first time at Magharat al-Kohl in the vent-

348, hut he was then not taken farther than Kharshana, which is a fortress in

the country of the Greeks (Asia Minor) and situated on the Fit pit rates (3) : it is

said that, when in that fortress, he mounted his horse and spurred him from the

lop of the wall into the river
;
hut God knows best: the second time that he was

made a prisoner by the Greeks was at iManbrj in the month of Shawwal, 351

(November, A. I). 962); they then took him to Constantinople, where he re-

mained in captivity for four years. During his confinement, he composed a great

deal of poetry, which is still extant in the collection of his poems; he held the

town of Manbej in fief ( from his cousin Saifad-Dawlat). The following verses

are ofhis composition:

It was from your supply that I drew mv force; you were to me a helping hand and
an arm in the days of distress ! Rut I since received from you the reverse of my hopes,

and a man may be surfeited with fair promises (4).

By the same

:

She was cruel (5) ;
yet cruelty only increased my affection for that beloved object, who,

despite her conduct, shall always be beloved. Her calumniators summed up to me
her faults, but can a fair face ever be in fault?

By the same

:

I am inebriated with her looks, not with wine; the grace of her motions has removed
sleep from my eyes. I am not overcome by the pure liquor of the grape, but by the

charms of her neck ;
it is her perfections which subdued me, not wine. When she

turns her cheeks away, she makes my resolution yield, and that which her robes cover
has ravished away my heart (6).
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His poetry aliounds with lieauties. He was slain in a combat with some slaves

belonging to his own family, in the year 357 (A. D. 967-8). I read in his diwtin,

the following piece which he addressed to his daughter when he was on the

point of death :

Grieve not, my dear girl t all mankind must depart [thit life); lament me with sighs

(onfy), and remain behind thy veil and the curtain of the [harem). Say to me, when I

am too weak to answer: “The ornament of the youth, Abd FarAs, has not enjoyed

“ youth to the last 1”

From this it would appear that he was not slain, or else that he lingered for

some time of his wounds before he expired. It is related by lbn Khalawaih that

Abu Faras, on the death of Saif ad-Dawlat, resolved to take forcible possession of

Emessa; but Saif ad-Dawlal’s son, Abu ’1-Maali, and his slave Karghawaih re-

ceived information of his project and sent troops to oppose him
;
(in the action

which ensued} he was taken prisoner, after receiving a number of sabre wounds,

and he died on the way (when they were bearing him off.) I have read in a col-

lection of loose notes (7) that Abu Faras was slain on Wednesday, 8th of the latter

Rahi, A. H. 357 (March, A. D. 968), at a farm called Sadad; and Thabit lbn

I»y Sinan as-Sabi says in his history: *‘0n Sunday 2nd of the first Jumada, 357, a

“ combat took place between Abu Faras, who was then established at Emessa,

“ and Abu 'l-Maali, son of Saif ad-Dawlat. The latter was victorious, and slew

“ Abd Faras in the action
;

lie carried away his head and left his body exposed

“ in the plain, till a Desert Arab came, and shrouded it and buried it.” Abu

Faras was maternal uncle to Abu Maali; when Sakhina, the mother of Abu

Faras, was informed of his death, she tore out her eyes; by another account,
t

it is stated that she struck her face with her hands, and then tore out her eyes.

It is said that he was slain by Karghawaih without Abd Maali’s knowledge, and

that the latter was greatly shocked on learning his death. By one statement,

the birth of Abu Faras is placed in A. II. 320 (A. D. 932), and by another, in

321 (8). His father Said was murdered at Mosul in the month of Rajab, A. H.

323, by his nephew Nasir ad-Dawlat, who caused his testicles to be pressed till

death ensued. The history of this business would be long to relate, but the

main point of it is this : The government of Mosul and Diar Bakr had been farmed

out secretly to Said by the khnlif ar-Radi Rillah; Said proceeded thither with

fifty mamluks (GhuUim), but on arriving he was arrested and put to death by

U
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Nasir ad-Dawlal
;
and the khalif was highly displeased on learning the circum-

stance.— Kharshana is a city on the Syrian coast, belonging to the Greeks (9).

—Kostantiniya (Constantinople
) is one of the greatest cities belonging to the

Greeks; it was built by Kostantin (Constantine), the first king of that nation

who became a Christian.

. .'•'it .11 . i
‘

. / . i ' *l.(? lO'.'
1
'tv >. .

(1) See (he Fatima, No 1370. fol. 8.

(2> Lilt-rally : Hit tide. This seems to be aualogoug to the French eipression: II note frotta pat d lui.

(3) Kharshana, the Chartianum Cattrum or Ccdrcnus. A great portion of Cappadocia bore this name.—

(See St. Martin’s note in Lcbeau's llitloire du Hat-Empire, t. XIII. p. 107.)

(4) Literally: A man may be choked with cool, or refreshing water. These verses were addressed to Saif

ad-Dawlal; apparently from Constantinople, where the author was in prison.

(8) In this little piece and the one which follows, 1 have substituted the feminine pronoun for the masculine.

See my observations on this subject in the Introduction.

(6) In the original language this piece is full of jeux de molt; which, in Arabic poetry and prose, are con-

sidered by rhetoricians as a great beauty.

(7) In Arabic, Idllka. This word signifies notes taken during the lectures of a professor.

(8) Some of the circumstances of Ain’t FarAs's life may be found more fully related in Freytag’s Seleela

ex hittorid Ihtlebi. Some of his poems are given in the Yalima; the most remarkable are his hljc

or hunting piecet. and bis or pieces composed in the land of the /trim, or Greeks. The latter are full

of complaints -.like the Triilia of Ovid), and the author implores Saif ad-Dawlal, in the most pathetic terms,

to pay his ransom and free him from captivity. The latter was not very prompt in acceding to the entreaties

of Abb Faris, and for this the poet is continually upbraiding him.

9) This is not only in contradiction with what has been said above, but is also a gross mistake.

HARMALA.
<*-

Abu Abd Allah (1) Harmala I bn Yahya llm Abd Allah Ihu Harmala lbn Im-

ran Ibn Kurad al-Ttijibi az-Zumaili, was a native of Misr. His ancestor Kurad

was a slave to Salama lbn Makhrama, who enfranchised him. Harmala was

one of as-Shafi’s disciples, and the other disciples of that imam used to frequent

him and profit by his knowledge. He was well informed in the Traditions and

composed (on that subject) the works entitled the Mabsiit (extensive) and the

Mukhtasir (
abridgment). Muslim lbn al-llajjaj cites his name very often in

the SaMh (2), and gives some Traditions on his authority. Born A. 11. I GO
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(A. D. 782-.'$) : died at Misr on the eve of Thursday, 20lh ShawwM, 243 (Febru-

ary, A. D. 858), or, it is said, 244.— Tujibi is derived from Tujib, which is

the name of a woman: her children were sumamed Tujibi after her: Zumaili

means belonging to Zumail
,
a branch of the tribe of Tujib.—His great-grand-

father Harmala Ibn Imran was born A. II. 80 (A. D. 699), and died in the

month of Safar, A. II . 160 (A. D. 776).

(1) At-Yili surnames him AbO llnfa.

(2j This it * celebrated collection of Traditions.

AL-HASAN AL-RASRI.

Abu Said al-Hasan Ibn Abi ’1-Hasan Yasar al-Rasri (belonging to Basra) was

one of the most eminent Tabu (1) ;
he possessed all the branches of science and

was noted for self-mortification, fear of God, and devotion. His father was a

slave who bad been enfranchised by Zaid Ibn Thabit al-Ansari (2), and his mo-

ther Hira was also a slave belonging to Omni Salama, one of the Prophet’s wives.

(When he was a child) it happened occasionally that his mother was kept away

by some occupation, and Omni Salama would give him the breast to prevent him

189 crying and to quiet him till her return ; to the blessed influence of that milk are

attributed the wisdom and eloquence for which he was afterwards distinguished.

Abu Ainr Ibn al-AIa having said that he never heard persons speak with more

purity and elegance than al-Hasan al-Basri and al Ilajjaj Ibn Yusuf, he was asked

by some person which of the two was the better speaker, and replied that it was

al-Hasan. Al-Hasan was brought up at Wadi ’l-Kura (3), ami he was the hand-

somest person in Basra till the accident which happened to his nose by a fall

from a horse (4). Al-Asmai relates that he heard his father say :
u

1 never saw

“ a man with broader wrists than al-Hasan, their breadth was a span.” One of

al-Hasan al-Basri’s words was: “I never saw a certainty of which there is no

“ doubt, bear a greater resemblance to a doubtful thing of which there is no cer-

“ tainty, than death does." When Omar Ibn Hubaira (5) al-Fazari was ap-

pointed to the government of Irak in the reign of Yazid Ibn Abd al-.Malik, A. H.
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103 (A. D. 721-2), he called for al-IIasan al-Basri, Muhammad Ibn Sirin and as-

Shabi, to whom he said: “ Yazid is the khalif
(
lieutenant

)
of God, who has

“ chosen him as his lieutenant over his servants and has imposed on them the

“ obligation of obedience unto him; he has also received my promise that I will

“ hear and obey him; and he has now appointed me to what you see, and I

“ receive from him written orders : must I obey him in whatever order he lakes

“ upon himself to give ?” To this lbn Sirin and as-Shabi gave a cautious

reply, but al-llasan al-Basri, being asked his opinion, made this answer :

“ 0 lbn Hubaira ! God outweighs Yazid and Yazid cannot outweigh God
;

“ God can defend thee from Yazid and Yazid cannot defend thee from

“ God ! lie will soon send an angel to take thee from thy throne and send

“ thee from the width of thy palace into the narrowness of the tomb

!

“ then thy deeds alone can save thee. (Ite/lecl,) 0 lbn Huliaira ! if thou

“ever attest in disobedience to God, that he hath only established this

“ sultan {civil power) for the protection of his religion and his worship-

“ pers. Confound not then the civil power established by God with his

“ religion
; for no obedience is due to a creature which disobeys its cre-

“ ator.” lbn Hubaira then rewarded them, but bestowed a double recom-

pence on al-IIasan al-Basri; upon which as-Shabi said to Ibn Sirin: “We
“ gave him a poor answer, and he gave us a poor reward.*”—Al-IIasan saw one

day a handsome man of fine appearance, and on asking about him, was in-

formed that he was a jester to persons in high rank, and was favoured with their

friendship
; on which he observed that he was a clever fellow (6), and that he never

saw any one but him seek to obtain fortune by means of a thing which resem-

bled her (7)!—His mother was [by profession) a story-teller to the women; he

went into her house one day and found her eating an onion which she bad in her

hand: “Throw away that nasty weed, mother!” said he. “0 my son!” she

replied, “ you are old and advanced in years, and you dote sometimes." To

which he retorted: “Mother, which of us is die elder?”—Most of his phrases

were maxims of wisdom and models of elegance. His father was one of the pri-

soners taken at Maisan (8) in Irak. The birth of al-IIasan took place at Me-

dina two years before the death of the khalif Omar Ibn al-Khat(ab, and it is said

that he was born a slave; he died at Basra on the 1st llajab, 110 (October, A. D.

728). His funeral was most remarkable; Hamid at-Tawil (9) gives the follow-

* I
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ing account (of it) :
“ Al-IIasan died on a Thursday evening

;
the next morn-

“ ing, Friday, having 'finished the requisite ceremonies with the corpse, we
“ bore it off, after the Friday prayer, and we buried it. AH the people followed

“ the funeral and were so taken up with it, that no afternoon prayer was said

“ that day in the mosque, for none remained in it to pray; this, 1 believe, was

“ till then unexampled in Islaraism.”—When al-llasan was on the point of

death, he had a fainting fit, and he said, on coming to himself: “You have

“ awaked me out of gardens and fountains and an honourable place (1 0).”

Before the death of al-Hasan, a man related to lhn Sirin that he had a dream in

which he saw a bird carry away the finest pebble of the mosque. “ Your dream

“ is true,” said Ibn Sirin, “ it is al-Hasan who is to die;” and a very short time

afterwards his death did occur. Ibn Sirin was not present at his funeral, on

account of something which had passed between them
; and he survived him

one hundred days only. — As-Samani says that Maisan is a village below

Basra.

(t) See note (2*. page 4.

(2) Aba Saad Zaid Ibn ThAbit Ibn al-DahhAk al-AnsAri (one of .lIuAammad's AnsArs or alliet) belonged lo

tbe tribe of Khniraj and was a native of Medina. He died in that city, A. H. 94 (A. D. 673-4). Muhammad

•aid to his follower*: "The most learned among you in the laws of heritage is Zaid.” As-Shibi relates that

Ibn AbbAs once held tbe stirrup of Zaid Ibn ThAbit, who said to him: "Ilow
!
you, who arc the uncle of the

“ Blessed Prophet, hold my stirrup?"—“ Yes," replied the other, “ It is thus we do with the learned." The

khalifa Omar and OlbmAn considered him without an equal as a judge, a jurisconsult, a calculator in the di-

vision of inheritances, and a reader of the Koran. Some of the chief Titbit profited by his lessons. He was

was one of those who wrote down the |>ortions of the Koran dictated by Muhammad, and he acted afterwards

as secretary lo the khalifs Ain't Bakr and Omar. When Omar made the pilgrimage, he left Zaid Ibn ThAbit

as lieutenant, and OlhmAn did the same; he was guardian of the public treasury under OthmAn. Great num-

bers of the Companions and Titbit taught Traditions on his authority.— (Tab. al-Fuknhlt, f. 3.)

(3) Wadi T-Kura. a celebrated valley often mentioned by poets, lies at a short distance to the north of

Medina.

{4} Literally: From his beast ; so it may have been cither a horse, an ass, a mule, or a camel, which be was

riding when he met with the accident. The precise nature of this accident I have not discovered.

(8) Sec M. de Sacy’s Chreitomatbio, t. II. p. 293.

(61 Literally: His father belongs to Godt A common mode of expressing admiration.

(7} He meant a fair face, which deceives expectation.

(8) '* Sfuisdn ; an extensive tract of country covered with villages and dsle-lrees, lying between Basra and

” Wasit. Its chief town is MaisAn."

—

{Mardtid.]—MaisAn was taken by KhAlid Ibn al-WAltd, in the khalifat

of Abh Bakr, A. H. 12.—Ad-Dahabi says, in his Annals under the year 12: "On tbe termination of tbe war

“ with the apostate Arabs, Abft Bakr sent KhAlid Ibn al-Walld into the land of Basra, which was then called

“ the land of al-Hind (or India). KhAlid proceeded therefore with his troop* from ai-Yamftma, and having
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“ entered the land of Basra, he stormed al-Aika and then penetrated into MaisAn, where be plundered

“ and earned off prisoners the people of the Tillages; he then went towards as-Sawid, etc."— (SIS. No. 02f>.

fol. 117 verso.) -At-Tabari calls al-Uasan al-Basri's father, Habib, and notices the circumstance of his rap-

ture. Sec Koscgartcn's Annalt of at-Tabari, tom. II. p. 21.

i0< See note (1), page 176.

(10) Koran; sural 26. verses 97 and 98.

ABU ALI AZ-ZAFARAM.

Abu Ali al-IIasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn as-Sabbah az-Zafarani, was one of 15

as-Shafi's disciples. He attained an eminent rank as a doctor of the lawr and

the Traditions, on which subjects be composed some works, and he acquired an

extensive reputation. Having studied with assiduity under as-Shafi, he became

profoundly learned, and he used to say: “ The Traditionists were sleeping till

“ as-Shafi awoke them; and not a person wears an ink-horn but is under obli-

“ galions to as-Shafi (!)!*’ His duty was ( at the school) to read aloud the

works of as-Shafi in his presence (2). He learned Traditions from Sofyan llm

Ovaina and others of the same epoch, such as Waki Ibn al-Jarrah (3), Amr

Ibn al-Hailham, Yazid Ibn Harun(4), etc. He was one of the four persons

who handed down the ancient sayings (5) taught by as-Shafi
;
the others were

Abu Thaur, Ahmad Ibn Hanhul, and al-Karabisi. The traditionists of the

modern sayings were six, namely : al-Muzani, ar-Rabi Ibn Sulaiman al-Jizi,

ar-Rabi al-Muradi, al-Euwaiti, Harmala, and Yunus Ibn Ahd al-Ala; die lives of

some of these doctors have been already given, and mention shall lie made of ihe

others hereafter. Al-Bokhari, in his Sahih, gives some Traditions on the au-

thority of az-Zafarani, and he is quoted also by Abu Dawud as-Sijestani, at-

Tirmidi, and others. He died on the last day of the month of Shaban, A. H.

*2G0 (June, A. I). 874), or in the month of Bamadan, according lo Ibn Kani(6);

but as-Samani, in his Ansdb, places his death in the month of the latter Rabi,

269.

—

Zafiarani is derived from az-Zdfaraniya ( the saffron-field ), which is

the name of a village near Baghdad. The Zafarani street, in that city, was so

called Itecause this doctor had dwell in it: Abii Ishak as-Shirazi says, in his

Tabakdt al-Fukaha: “ And there, in the Zafarani street, is the mosque of as-

“ Shaft in which 1 formerly studied."
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<1) These last words were said not by ai-Zillriai, but by Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.

(2) This was very usual ; the student who had made the most progress, read the book aloud, and, as be

proceeded, the master made his observations and explained difficulties; these remarks were immediately writ-

ten down by the rest of the class, and formed tdltkas.

(3) Abb Sofydn Wakl Ibn al-Jarr&h Ibn Adi Ibn Mallh, a descendant from the tribe of Aimir Ibn Sa*4a, a

skilful jurisconsult, a Traditional. and a man of learning, was born in A. II. 129 (A. D. 746-7) at Kbfa,

where hit father was keeper of the public treasury. Abb lianlfa was one of the masters under whom he stu-

died ; he profited greatly by that im&m's tuition, and followed his doctrines in giving folicas, or opinions on

points of taw. He made the pilgrimage to Mekka seventy times, and on returning from the last, he died at

Paid, a town in Arabia, half-way between M>-kka and Kbfa. in A. n. 197 (A. D. 812-3). , He was remarkable

for his mildness and liberality .—ikfirdt as-Zamdn, MS. No. 640, fol. 18 vrrto )

(4) Abb Khklid Yarld Ibn Harbn Ibn Ddwbd Ibn Thkbit al-WAsiti [belonging to Wdsit) was descended

front a native or Bukhara, who had been a slave to the tribe of Sulaim and was afterwards enfranchised. Yarld

was a man of learning, merit, and piety ; a hdfii, a jurisconsult, and a Tradilionist. It was at Baghdad that

lie taught the Traditions, of which he knew by heart thirty thousand. The esteem in which he was hetd

nay be judged from the fact, that through dread of his opposition, the khatif al-Mambn hesitated for some

lime before asserting bis favourite opinion, that the Koran was created; this heretical doctrine was strenu-

ously opposed by Yarld. He was born A. H. 118 {A. D. 736), and died in 206 (A. D. 821-2).—{Mirdt as-

Zamdn, fol. 54.)

(5) Since writing the note on the ancient sayings taught by as-Shift (see page 6), I bave observed that

mention is made, in the Tabakdt al-Fukahd, of some works by bim, apparently on the same subject. Al-

Othmlni, the author of the Tabakdt, says; “ As-Shlfl composed In Irak his ancient book

“ which he entitled al-Hujja [the proof). He then went to Egypt, in A. H. 199, and composed there his item

“ or modern books." (MS. No. 753, fol. 24.) Of the latter, Hajji Khalifa does not speak, but from what

he says of the Hujja, it was probably a work of jurisprudence; it may be, therefore, that those ancient sayings

were decisions or sentences pronounced on points of law by the Companions of Muhammad, and the modern
</

ones were similar decisions given by the succeeding im&ms and muftis.— See the life of as-Shid io this

work.

(A) The hdfis Abb 'l-Husain Abd at-B&kt Ibn Ktnl Ibn Marrbk Ibn WAihik, a client by enfranchisement

of the Omaiytde family and a native of Baghdad, was bom in the year 263 (A. I). 878-9). He teamed the Tra-

ditions from the most eminent ousters of that age, and composed a Mojam as-Sohdbat, or biographical list

of Muhammad's companions. HU eiactitude was not, however, generally admitted, and ad-lMrakutni de-

clares that, as a Adfis.he committed frequent mistakes. In the last years of his life, his mental faculties were

deranged. Died in the month of SbawwM, A. H. 351 (Novem., A. D. 982 .—’Ad-Dahabi's Annals. MS. No.

646.) - Ibn Kballikln cites occasionally an historical work by Ibn K&nt, drawn up in the form of Annals.

AL-ISTAKilRI.

Abu Said al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yazid Ibn Isa Ibn al-Fadl al-Istakhri, a doc-

tor of the sect of as-Shafi, was a rival (in talent) to Abil '1-Abbas Ibn Suraij (I),
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and a contemporary (also) of Ibn Abi Huraira. He is author of some good

works on jurisprudence, among others, the Kildb al-Akdia (book of legal deci-

sions) (2). He was kadi at Kumm (3), and he fdled the ofTice of nuditasib (4)

at Baghdad. His piety and abstinence were great
;
having been appointed kadi of

Sijestan by (the khalif) al-Muktadir, he proceeded thither and examined into

the marriages contracted by the people of that province; and on finding that, in

most of them, the prohibited degrees of relationship bad been neglected, be

annulled them all. He was born A. II. 244 (A. I). 858-9), and died on Friday,

1 2th or 14th of the latter Jumada, A. II. 328 (March, A. I). 940); some say

that his death took place in the month of Shahan.

—

lstakhri means native of

Istakhar, a town in Persia which has produced a number of men eminent for

learning. It is staled also that the relative adjective derived from Istakhar

assumes sometimes a final z and becomes Jstakharzi/ this is analogous to the

formation of Manvazi and Rdzi
,
derived from Marw and Rai.

t)
11 Aba Ishak al-Marwari Mid :

1 When I entered Baghdad, there were none in that city worth studying

•• under, except Ibn Suraij and al-Istakhri."

—

(Tab. as-Shaf. fol. 9.)

(2) “ Abb Isbak as-Shtrttii says, in his Tabakilt, (bat al-lstakbri wrote a large volume on the duties of a

•* kAdi : a good work." - i Tab. at-Shaf.)

(3) Kumm. a town in Irak Ajami to the south of Teheran.

(4) The Muhiatib was the magistrate charged with the civil police of the city; he inspected the provisions,

weights and measures, suppressed nuisances, etc. In 31. dr Hammer's Lirnderverieallung, page 148, will be

found an excellent chapter on the subject.

IBN ABI HURAIRA.

Abu Ali al-ilasan Ibn al-lltisain Ibn Abi Huraira, a doctor of the sect of as-

Shafi, learned jurisprudence front Abu '1-Abbas Ibn Suraij and Abu Ishak

al-Marwazi. (In his lessons
)
be explained al-Muzani’s Mukhtasir, and this

explanation was taken down in writing (I) by Abu Ali 't-Tabari. He com-

posed some treatises on the secondary points of jurisprudence, and be gave les- 101

sons in Baghdad to a great number of students. He became the imam (or pre-

sident) of the Sbafites in Arabian and Persian Irak, and continued lobe highly

respected, both by princes and by subjects, till be died in the month of Rajah,

A. H. 345 (A. D. 956-7).

(1) Or else: Was taken down in the form of a tiilika, etc. Sec page 53, note (2); and page 374, note (2J.
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ABU ALI T-TABARI. *
‘

Abu Ali al-Hasan I bn al-Kasim at-Tabari, a doctor of tbe sect of as-Shafi,

learned jurisprudence from Ibn Abi lluraira (whose life has been just given),

and drew up, from the remarks made by that master during bis lessons, the

work which is entitled Talikat al-Tabari (1). He inhabited Baghdad, where

he became professor on the death of Ibn Abi lluraira, and wrote a number of

works, such as tbe Muharrar ft ’n-Nazar (the written treatise an disquisition),

which was tbe first work composed on the science of controversy in the abstract;

tbe Ifsdh (exposition), a treatise on law; a voluminous work on the iddat (2)

in ten parts
;

a treatise on dialectics, and one on tbe main points of the law.

He died at Baghdad, A. II. 305 (A. D. 917-8). — Tabari means native of Ta-

berestan, an extensive province containing a great number of towns, the largest

of which is Amol : this country has produced many learned men . As for Ta-

bardni
,

it means native of Tiberias, a town in Syria: of this we shall speak

again in its proper place.— I have found in some works containing lists of juris-

consults and their biographies, that the real name of Abu Ali 'l-Tabari was al-

ffasan,' as here given, hut I perceive that the Khalib, in his History of Bagh-

dad, places him among the Husains.

(1) The meaning of the word latlkn it explained in note (2), page S3, and note (2), page 374.

(2) Tbe iddat donotei a certain period of time which must elapse before a widow or a divorced woman can

legally contract a new marriage.—(See Hamilton*! Uedaya, tol. I. p. 339. and D'Ohison's Emp. Olhom.

tom. V. p. 238.|

ABU ALI L-FARIKI.

Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Ali Ibn Barb tin (I) al-Fariki (2) was a

doctor of the sect of as-Shafi. He commenced his studies at Maiyafarikin under

Abu Ahd Allah al-Kazrfini (1), on whose death he proceeded to Baghdad, where

he took lessons from Abti Ishak as-Shirazi, the author of the Muhaddab
,
and

Abu Nasr Ibn as-Sabbrgh, the author of the Shamil. He then filled the place
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of kadi in the city of Wasit, and it is related by the hdfn as-Silafi that when

he was at Wasit, he asked Khamis Ibn Ali al-Huzi (4) about a number of per-

sons, and among the rest, Abu Ali ’l-Fariki, and obtained this answer: “He is

“ pre-eminent as a jurisconsult and succeeded Abu Taglab as kadi; bis intelli-

“ gence, justice, and excellent administration surpassed every expectation.”

He learned Traditions from Abu Bakr the khatib and others of the same

period, and led a mortified and devout life. He is author of a work entitled

al-Fawdid, etc. {notes on the Muhaddab), and Ibn Abi Asritn was taught

Traditions by him. He gave his lessons out of the Shamil, and continued to

do so till his death, which took place at Wasit on Wednesday, 22nd Muhar-

ram, A.H. 528 (November, A.D. 1133). He was interred in the mosque where

he taught. Born at Maiyalarikin in the latter Rabi, A. II. 433 (December,

A.D. 1041).

(1) Not Burh&n, as marked by error in the Arabic text.

(2) Al-FAriki means native of MaiyafArikiu.

(3) The imAm Aba Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn BsiyAn nl-Kiirtni, a doctor of the sect of as-ShAfl, stu-

died under al-MahAmili, and had afterwards for pupils Nasr al-Makdisi, Abd Bakr as-ShAshi. Abd Ali

T-FAriki, Abd T-MabAsin ar-RuyiAni and others. He composed a work on jurisprudence, entitled al-tbdnal

and died A. II. 433 (A. D. 1063).— (Tab. at-SUAf. Tab. at-Fok.) In these works, his name is spelled al-Kai-

nlni, and not al-KairawAni as in the MSS. of Ibn KhallikAn.

(4) Abd T-Karam Khamis Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad, a celebrated hAfit and Traditionist of Wisil, was a man

of learning, veracity, and deep acquaintance with Arabic philology. Born A. II. 442 (A. 1) 1030-1) ; died

A. II. 801 (A. D. 1107-8).

—

[TabAkAt al-UuffAz.)

m

\

IBN AL-MARZUBAN AL-KADI AS-SIRAFI.

Abu Said al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Marzuban as-Sirafi, surnamed al-

Kadi (the kadi), was a grammarian and an inhabitant of Baghdad, where he acted

as deputy to the kadi Abu Muhammad Ibn Mardf (1). He possessed a superior ac- ism

quaintance with the system of grammar adopted by the learned men of Basra (2),

and he made a very good commentary on the grammar of Sibitwaih
;
he com-

posed also the following works: a treatise on the alif of union and the alif of
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separation (3) ; a history of the Basra grammarians ; a work on the final pause

and the commencement of phrases (4) j
a treatise on the art of poetry and elo-

quence; and a commentary on Ibn Duraid's Maksura. He learned the reading

of the Koran (5) from Abu Bakr Ibn Mujahid, philology from Ibn Duraid, and

grammar from Abu Bakr Ibn as-Sarraj. lie himself had many pupils and gave

lessons on a variety of subjects, such as the Koran and its readings, the sci-

ences connected with the Koran (6), grammar, philology, jurisprudence, the

rules for the sharing of inherited property, arithmetic, metaphysics, poetry,

prosody, and rhyme. He was retired and holy in his life, virtuous in his con-

duct, and gifted with the noblest qualities of mind. In his religious opinions

he was a Motazelite, but did not let it appear, and he supported himself wholly

by the labour of his hands, copying books for bis livelihood. His father was

a Magian and his real name was Bchzad, but the son changed it into AIkI Allah.

He used often to recite these lines in the presence of his assembled auditors:

Seek a calm retreat where you may taste of joy
;
time passes away, and you will re-

main companionless. You place your hopes on to-morrow, but to-morrow- is like an

animal in pregnancy; none know what it may bring forth.

He and Abu’l-Faraj al-Ispahani, the author of the Aghdni, were on ill terms

through jealousy, as is usually the case with men of talent; and Abu ’1-Faraj

composed on him the following verses

:

Yon hold not the first rank, neither did the masters under whom yon studied; and
useless is the stinted flow of your learning. May God curse such grammar, poetry,

and prosody as comes from Strdf.

He died at Baghdad on Monday, 2nd of Rajab, A.H. 3G8 (February, A. D. 979),

at the age of eighty-four years, and was buried in the cemetery of al-Khaizuran.

The following statement was made by his son Abu Muhammad Yusuf: “My fa-

“ ther’s family inhabited Siraf; he was born in that city, and it was there he

“ commenced his studies. ‘He was under twenty years of age when he went to

“Oman, where he applied his mind to jurisprudence. He then returned to

“ Siraf and afterwards proceeded to Askar Mukram, where he stopped with

“ Abu Muhammad Ibn Omar the (.Motazelite) metaphysician, who gave him an

“ honourable reception and showed him a marked preference above his other

“ disciples. He then went to Baghdad and acted as deputy to the kadi Abu
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“ Muhammad Ibn Maruf, first in that part of the city which lies on the east

“ bank of the Tigris, and afterwards in both divisions .”—Shaft is derived from

Straft, the name of a city on the sea-coast of Persia, near Kerman; this city has

produced a number of learned men. In the life of Yusuf, the son of as-Sirafi,

we shall give some additional information respecting Siraf.

(1) Abd Muhammad Obaid Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn M.lrOf was kiUli l-kuddt 'grand-kadi, of Baghdad,

lie died in the monlb ofSafar, A. H. 381 (A. D. 91M).-(MS. No. #34. fol.l2T.)

(2) On the conquest of Syria and Persia by the Moslims. a number of Muhammad’s companions settled at

KOfa, Basra, MadAin. and other cities in those countries : imbued with the doctrines of Islamism and accus-

tomed to the practical application of the law under the direction of tbe Prophet, they were considered as tbc

surest guides in the interpretation of the Koran. That book, composed avowedly in the purest Arabic, of-

fered many difficulties to those who were not acquainted with the idiom of the Desert Arabs, a race who alone

spoke tbe language in its perfection. The study of tbe ancieut poets was therefore considered as necessary

for the intelligence of the Koran ; and their poems, often obscure from the intricacy of their construction and

their obsolete terms, required the assistance of grammatical analysis and philology to render them com-

prehensible. It was particularly at Basra and Kltfa that the culture of these incidental branches of Isla-

mic knowledge was pursued with success, and led to tbe development, in each city, of a system of Koranic

reading and interpretation, and grammatical analysis, differing in some points from that taught in the other

They varied even in tbeir manner of reading the ancient poems, and tbc suppressions, additions, and vari-

ations peculiar to each school produced two distinct editions of all the anteislamic poets.

(3) Sec M. de Sacy's Grammuiri arabt, I. 1. p fid.

(4} See Grammaire, 1. 1. p. 74.

(8) Sec page 152, note (1).

<#) See FlOgel's Hajji Khalifa, 1 . 1, p. 37. . '"V*" .

•ptlt 'tit Ir.t *i it !;h* • <t i
• * * ’ * • *'

‘ * *

ABU AL1 L-FAIUSl.

Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ahntad Ibn Abd al-Ghaffar Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sulai-

man Ibn Aban al-Farisi, llte first grammarian of his lime, was born in the town

of Fasa and went, in the year 307 (A. D. 919-20), to Baghdad, where he made

his studies. He travelled over many countries and stopped for some time with

Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn TIamdan at Aleppo, to whom he had been presented in A.H. 341

(A.D. 952-3): he had there some conferences with al-Mutanabbi. From that,

he proceeded to Fars, where he was admitted into the society of Adad ad-

Duwlai Ibn Buwaih, and gained his favour and esteem to a high degree
;

so
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much so, that Adad ad-Dawlat said : “In grammar I am the humble servant of

“ Abd Ali ’l-Fasawi.” Abu Ali composed for that prince his grammatical

works, the Idah
(
illustration

) and the Takmila (supplement); the history of

this circumstance is well known (1). It is related that he was one day playing

at mall (2) with Adad ad-Dawlat in the Maidan (hippodrome

)

of Shiraz, and was

asked by him why the exception is put in the accusative in this expression : The

people came except Zaid (venil populus si non Zeidum)? To which he re-

plied :
“ It is governed in the accusative by a verb understood.”—“ IIow,” said

Adad ad-Dawlat, “ is the ellipsis to be filled up?”—“ Thus,” replied Abu Ali:

“ I except Zaid."—“Why not put it in the nominative,” observed the prince,

“ and fill the ellipsis thus : Zaid kept back [abstinuit Zeidus)l" Abu Ali was

silenced by this remark, and at last said : “ This is a game of give and take (3).”

When he returned home, he composed on this subject a treatise, which obtained

Adad ad-Dawlat’s approbation; and he mentions, in his Idah, that the exception

is governed in the accusative by the verb which precedes (by the verb came), in

consequence of its corroboration by the word except.— It is related by Abu

’l-Kasim lbn Ahmad al-Andalusi
(
native of Spain), that (at a society

)
where

he and Abu Ali were present, the conversation fell upon poetry, and Abu Ali

said: “I envy you the faculty of making verses; as for me, my genius is not

“ favourable to it, although I am well acquainted with all the sciences which

“ form the basis of poetry.” A person then asked him if he had never com-

“ posed verses, to which he replied : “I know of three verses only made by me
;

“ they were composed on gray hairs, and run thus:

I dyed my gray hairs because they were a subject of reproach ; but it is rather tho

dyeing of gray hairs which should deserve reproaches. I did it not through apprehen-

sion of being abandoned by my beloved, and it was not censure or reproaches which 1

dreaded ; but because gray hairs are blamable, I dyed them as a punishment

Abu Ali cites the following verse of Abd Taramam’s as an example of a rule

given by him in his Iddh, in the chapter which treats of the verb ^ (to be)

:

He, of whose resolutions and intentions the meadow of vain desire is the pasture-

ground, will ever remain poor.

On this it has been remarked that he did not cite the verse because Abu

Tamraam was an author whose compositions might be quoted as authorities, but
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because Adad ad-Dawlat liked it and was fond of repealing it. Abu Ali ’1-Fa-

risi is author of the following works: The Tazkira (remembrancer), a large

volume; a treatise on the short and the long Alif (4); the llujja
(proof

)

on

the readings of the Koran (5); the Aghfdl (negligences), treating of the omis-

sions made by az-Zajj&j in his Madni; the Hundred Agents (or governing parts

of speech); Questions discussed at Aleppo, Baghdad, Shiraz, and Basra, each

forming a separate work; Questions discussed at Conferences, etc.—In the year

648 (A. D. 1250-1), I was at Cairo, and 1 had a dream (6) in which, methought,

I went out to the village of KalyOb and there entered a funeral chapel. I found

it to be an old building discoloured with (the) dust (of age), and in it I met three

persons who were stopping there from religious motives (7). As I admired the

beauty of the edifice and the solidity of its construction, I said to them :
“ By

“ whom was this erected (8)?” but they could not inform me, and afterwards

one of them said that the shaikh Abu Ali ‘l-Farisi bad sojourned in that cha-

pel for many years
;
we then had a conversation about him, in the course of

which, the person with whom I was speaking said; u And with his other talents,

“ he possessed that of poetry;” to which I replied: I never met any of his

“ poetry.”—“ I shall recite you some of it;” said he, and he then, with a sweet

voice, pronounced three verses. When he had ended, I awoke, and the

charming sound of his voice still rung in my ears, but the last verse alone re-

mained in my recollection; it was as follows:

People in prosperity are pleased with no one ; what must they be when they suffer

affliction or afflict others?

To conclude, his merits are too well known to be mentioned or enumerated,

(but) he was suspected of being a Motazelite (9). He was born A. H. 288 ISM

(A. D. 901), and died at Baghdad on Sunday, the 17th of the latter Rabi

(some say of the first), A. H. 377 (August, A. D. 987): he was interred in

the cemetery called the Shiinizi.—Fasawi is derived from Fasa, which is the

name of a city in the province of Fars ;
we have already spoken of it in the

life of al-Basasiri (10).

—

Kalyub is a little village with numerous gardens, at

two or three parasangs’ distance from Cairo.

(1) 1 have not a* yet found any relation of it.

(2) Literally: Racing.
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(3) Literally : That answer is hippodromic. lie meant that, as the advantages of tarh adversary are alter-

nate in a well-played game of mall, so it was in this grammatical contest.

(4i See SI. dc Sacy's Grammuire orate, t. 1. pp. 60, 64.

(5) See page 152, note (I).

(6) See page 46, note (7).

ij) In Arabic, .tfufdieirdn; the Sfujdtcirat means a religious retreat or residence at a mosque ora chapel

built over the tomb of a holy man.

<8) Literally: Vide aut qutrto}, cujus conslructio (est) here?

(9) Sec Pocock's Specimen flirt. Arab.

(10) See page 173.

ABU AHMAD AL-ASKARI.

Alui Ahmad al-IIasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Said al-Askari, one of the great mas-

ters in general literature and a hdfiz (1) of the first rank, was a narrator of his-

torical facts and anecdotes
;
he taught also from memory a great quantity of

ancient poetry. Among the instructive works composed by him, is the volu-

minous compilation entitled the Kitdb at-Tashlf (book of logogriphes) (2).

The Sahib Ibn Abbad wished to see him, and not finding any other means of

meeting him, he represented to Muwaivad ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, the prince in

whose service he acted as vizir, that the affairs of Askar Mukram had got into

disorder, and that his {the vizirs
)
presence was necessary to set them right;

and by this statement, he obtained his sovereign’s authorisation to proceed to that

city. He had hoped that {on his arrival

)

Abu Ahmad would wait upon him,

but, being disappointed in this expectation, he wrote him the following lines:

When you refused to visit us and said : “lam weak and cannot bear the trot of the

“ camel;” we came from a distant land to visit you, and many were the nights we
halted, at stations of which some had been already frequentod, and others never be-
fore. We now ask you if there be good cheer for your guest: we mean not well-filled

dishes; we wish only to fill our eyes {with your presence).

To those verses were joined some lines in prose, and Abu Ahmad, in his

answer, replied to the prose with prose and to the poetry with this well-known

verse

:

I resolve on doing a determined act, had I force enough ; but the wild ass is pre-

vented from making his spring ;3).
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\Vhen the Sahib read the answer, he was astonished at the appropriateness

of the verse to his own case (4), and exclaimed :
“ By Allah ! had I known that he

“ would have thought of this verse, I should have written those I sent to him

“ in a different rhyme.”—The verse itself is by Sakhr lbn Amr Ibn as-Sharid,

brother of [the poetess) al-Khansa, and belongs to a celebrated piece composed

hv him under the following circumstances: He was present at a combat against

the tribe of Asad, and received a spear-wound from Kabia lbn Thaur al-Asadi,

and some of the rings which formed his coal of mail were driven into his side

by the force of the blow
;
during the space of a year he continued most danger-

ously ill, and was attended by his mother and his wife Sulaima. Sulaima,

however, got tired of him, and said to a woman who asked her how her luis-

liand was: “ He is not alive, so as to give hopes; neither is he dead, so as to he

“ forgotten.” These words were overheard by Sakhr, who said:

I see that the mother of Sakhr is not fatigued with attending me, but Sulaima dis-

likes my couch and my presence. I had never apprehended being irksome to thee.

(0 Sulaima!) but who has (not) been deceived by fortune 1 By my life! you have

awakened one that slept, and caused one to hear that had two ears. Is there a man who t

showed his wife the same affection which he showed his mother? that man must have

led a life of misery and contempt. I resolve on doing a determined act, had I force

enough: but the wild ass is prevented from making his spring (5). Death is belter

than a life of (of suffering), in which (he couch of the chieftain is (painful) as the point

of the spear (6).

Abu Ahmad al-Askari was born on Thursday, 16th Shawwal, 293 (August,

A. D. 906), and died on Friday, the 7(h of Zu ’l-llijja, 382 (February, A. D.

993). He studied under lbn Duraid, and composed the following works: al-

Mukhtalif wa '1-MutaJUf (the dissimilar and similar
) (7) ;

a treatise on the

the Science of Logic; Maxims, and Proverbs; on Auguries,' etc.— Askari is

derived from Askar

;

there arc a number of places bearing this name, but the

best known is Askar Mukram [Mukram’s camp), a city in the province of Ah-

waz : the Mukram whose name it bears is Mukram al-Bahili, its founder (8).

Abu Ahmad was a native of this place.—In another part of this work we shall

notice the relative adjective Askari with a different derivation.

(i; See page 57. note (I).

(2 Fidget'* Itajji Khalifa, l. II. p. 301.

(3) The poem from whirli this verse is taken, is in the same measure and rhyme as the lines written by

the Sdhib.
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(4) This verse was often cited sarcastically to persons who met with a disappointment when they least ex-

pected it.

(5) He intended to kill his wife, but was unable to rise. See Freytag's Meidani. vol. II. p. 251.

(6) Literally: Than a life like the bivouac of a chieftain on the head of a lance. A similar idea is expressed

by Amro 'l-Kais in one of his poems; see fHwdn d'Amro 'l-Kais, p. 28, line 7.

(7) This appears to be a sort of gaxelteer, in which are indicated the different places bearing the same

name.

(8) See page 137.

IBlN rashik al-kairawani.

Abil Ali al-Hasan Ibn Rashik, surnamed al-Kairawani (the native of Kaira-

wdn(i)
),

was a writer -distinguished for his talents and eloquence, and the au-

thor of the following fine works: The Omda
,
or column, on the art of poetry,

and poetical criticism ;
the Anmiidaj [specimen) (2), and a collection of elegant

epistles and poetry. Ibn Bassam says of him, in the Dakklra

:

“ I have been

“ informed that he was born at Masila, where he studied for a short time, and

“ then, in A. II. 406, removed to Kairawan.”—Another historian says that he

was born in 390 (A. D. 1000), at Mahdiya, and that his father was a Greek

mamluk [white slave), a client of the tribe of Azd. Ibn Rashik died A. H. 463

(A. D. 1070-1); his father was a goldsmith in the town of Muhammadiva (3),

and instructed him in the same art. After studying belles-lettres at Muham-

inadiya, he began to compose poetry, and conceived a strong desire to aug-

ment that talent and meet with literary men
;

he, in consequence, proceeded

to Kairawan, where he got into reputation, and composed poems in honour of

the ruling prince [al-Moizz Jbn Bddis), who attached him to his service. He

continued in that city till it was carried and destroyed by the Arabs, and its

inhabitants massacred (4) ;
on which he passed over to Sicily and settled at

Mazar [Mazzara), where he died. In a note written by one of the learned, I

find his death placed in 456 (A. D. 1064), but the date previously given is the

correct one.

—

Mazar is a town in the island of Sicily
; we shall mention it again

in the life of al-Mazari.—According to another statement, he died on the eve

of Sunday, the 1st of Zu 3-Kaada, 456, at Mazar.—The following are specimens

of his poetry

:
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I love my brother, though I turn away from him, and though my words rarely strike

his ear. At the sight of his face I frown with pleasure, as you frown at the aspect of

generous wine. Frowns do not always proceed from hatred, and secret hatred is often .]

concealed by smiles. i

O Lord ! I am not able to repel this evil, and to thee do 1 apply for succour against
j

this feeble worker of evil. Why hast thou sent against mo a thousand gnats, whilst IM
thou didst send only one against Nimrod (5)?

According to Ibn Bassam’s statement in the Dakhira, he is the author of

this piece

:

Love for your SulaimJn has delivered me up to a passion of which the slightest pains

arc mortal. When the host of his charms appears, they say to us in the words of the

ant: “Enter into your abodes, lest he crush you with [the magic puirer of\ his large

“ dark eyes i 6).’’

When he was advanced in age and fauhered in his gait, he composed the

following line?, which express an original thought

:

When I wish to be light and gay as in the days of my youth, five and forty [years)

refuse their consent. My steps faulter, not with age, but with the years which I train

after me.
*
By the same:

She said: “What means that melancholy and sickly air?" To which I returned the

answer which is made, by a captivated admirer: “ Love (for you) came to me; he was a

“ guest whom I cherished, and 1 gave him my flesh as nourishment and my blood as

“drink.”

Another of his productions is the Kurddat ad-Dahab (grains of gold), a

work small in compass, hut highly instructive (7) ;
he composed also a philolo-

gical treatise, entitled as-Shudild, containing a list of those words which arc

employed with a rare or exceptional signification. Were concision not our

object, we should give an account of his altercations and adventures with

Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abi Said Ilm Ahmad, surnamed Ibn Sharaf

al-Kairawani.— Mention has been already made of Masila (8).

;l> lit was probably to named to distinguish biin from Ibn Itashlk al-Kdtib, A till ’l-.Vbba, Abm.nl, who

studied al Cordova, and attained eminence by bis knowledge of general literature, jurisprudence, mid Tra-

ditions. Hu wav highly patronised by Abd T-Jaitdi MujMiid Ibn Abd Allah al-Aitmiri. who appointed him

governor of the isle of Majorca, in which place lie acted with exemplary justice, lie died at an advanced age,
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a ihon time posterior to A. H. 440 (A. D. 1049} Ui» epistles were collected and published. ~{Al-lUllal ««-

Styard, p. 09.)

(2) This is a philological work; see Fla gel's Hajji Khalifa, No. 4392. He composed also a history of

KairowSn, often quoted by historians; this work is also noticed by Hajji Khalifa, see No. 2283.

<3 The city of Maslla was rebuilt, A. II. 313 (A. D. 927-85, by al-Kiim Billah, the Filiinitc, who then

named it Muhammadiya. —(Abft 'l-Fedi’s tieography )

(4) This occurred in A. H. 449 (A. 1). 1037-85. See Abil T-Fedl's Annals, year 443.

(3) According to the Moslim tradition. Nimrod was killed by a gnat which entered into bis brain. See

Sale's note on the subject in the Koran, surat 21, v. 70.

(6) An allusion to the Koran, sural 27, v. 18: “0 ants! enter into your abodes, lest Sulaimftn (Solomon )

“ and his troops crush you, and perceive it not."

(7) This is a collection of ancient poetry.—[Uajji Khalifa.)

(85 See |>agc 320.

AL-MUJID AL-ASKALAN1.

Abu Ali al-llasan Ibn Abd as-Samad Ibn as-Shakhua al-Askalani [native of

Askalon) (1), surnamed as-Shaikh al-Mujid {the talented (2) shaikh), is author

of the khotbas (3) which are so celebrated, and of the epistles so remarkable

for their elegance. He was a most distinguished prose-writer, and displayed

superior talents in that species of composition (4). It is related that al-Kadi

al-Fadil exerted all his cfl'orls in acquiring a perfect knowledge of his phrase-

ology, and was able to recall nearly the whole of it to memory. The kdtib

imad ad-din speaks of him in the Kharida in these terms : Al-Mujid (the

“ talented
)
was really talented, as his surname implies ; and capable of com-

“
j
losing with originality, and shaping language (to the just expressing of his

“ thoughts) (5); he is the author of the admirable kholbas

,

and of the inge-

“ nious beauties (by which his compositions are adorned)." Ibn Bassam also

makes mention of him in the Dakhira, and cites the following verses of his

comjiosition, which are a fragment of a long poem :

Time ceases not to choose (and essay) the princes it produces, till at length it finds

the excellent, the chosen one. Bid those who governed mankind and held exalted

rank in days of old come forth and see the latest (of princes) ; they will find him no-

bler (6) in rnle than they were, and more fortunate in the results of his enterprises.

If advice be needed, let them take counsel from him, they will find him an Ahuaf (7);

if they meet him hand to hand, they will find him an Antar in bravery, lie fasts, yet
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the book of his actions is (already) filled with pious deeds ; even in the times he fasts

not, his abstemiousness) is like fasting. (Prince!) the enemy essayed to daunt thee; 107
he thought he could compel fate to withdraw its decrees. When you sent not against

him (coursers) sleek and fleet, you sent hidden policy to meet him. When your po-
licy goeth forth, your men bear not the sword, neither are your warriors shrouded in

coats of mail. The enemies hastened to you, but they hastened to their fate; and

you ordered your sword to vibrate among them. They wore amazed how your mild-

ness was changed into aggression, and how the sweetness of your nature had (for

them) become bitter. Tenderness joined to firmness should not, however, seem a sub-

ject of wonder; fire can be produced by a green reed (8).

Not to bo prolix, I shall confine myself to this citation. He was put to death

in the Khazdnat al-Buntid (9), a prison at Cairo, in the year 482 (A.D. 1089).

—The following verses are also attributed to him (10):

0 thou who art a sword to assist me when the sword (of the enemy) is red (with

fdood(ll) )1 thou who art a springtide-shower for my country when the rain-clouds are

withheld I why doth thy clear and exalted mind entertain the vile calumnies of (my)

traducers ? that mind which is so pure I No falsehood can lie concealed in thy thoughts,

for thou art pellucid as the crystal of the rock.

I found also, in the collection of his poetical works, these two well-known

verses

:

The curtain (of the audience-chamber which debars solicitors), the pride (of the pa-

tron), the excess of (h is) haughtiness, and the (humiliation of) stretching an eager hand

towards a superior (12), (
such are the pains which await him who courts the great).

Did these obstacles debar (us) from (« man of) talent, we should think lightly of

them (13), but (here) they are (placed) before (a man of) incapacity.

Askcddni is derived from Askaldn (Asection), a well-known city on the coast

(of Syria).

(1) A rather incomplete note on this poet has been given by inadvertence at page 231.

(2) The word Majid, here rendered by talented, means, more ciactly, one who executes well whatever he

undertakes.

(3) See page 174, note (2).

(4; Literally : He was a cavalier in praise, and in it he had ;icaj) an able hand.

(8) Literally: Capable of originality in language and of carving it out.—This is the usual style of Im4d ad-

din, who, in his works, seldom deigned to write a phrase of plain intelligible prose.

(6) Literally: Ampler in breast.

(7) Al-Abuaf was famed for his prudence; his life is given in this work.

(8) An allusion to the mode of producing fire by means of two pieces of wood, one hard and the other soft,

rubbed together. The poem from which these verses were taken, was probably composed in honour of the

Fatimitc khalif al-Muslansir.
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(9) The Shazdnat al-Bundd {magazine of ilandardt or flags) was founded by (be Fatimile khalif at-

Zihir. In this establishment, three thousand skilful workmen were employed in the fabrication of arms,

military machines, etc.— (Al-Makrlzi's Sbitat.)

(10) This is cridcntly a later addition.

(11) The word «j'j Is pointed differently in each of my manuscripts, but none of the readings is plausible.

C "

That adopted in the Arabic test is not satisfactory, and if conjecture* were permitted, I should be inclined to

replace it by blunted, broken.

(12) Literally: Towards exalted rank.

(13) Literally: We should excuse.

IBN ZULAK AL-M1SRI,

Abu Muhammad al-Hasan Urn Ibrahim Ibn al-Husain Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Aii

Ibn Khuld Ibn Rashid Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Zulak, a native of

Egypt, was descended from a slave affiliated, by enfranchisement, to the tribe of

Laith. He was eminent for his knowledge of history, on which subject he

composed an excellent work (1); he is also author of a Khitat, or topographical

description (of old Cairo), in which he fully treated the subject ; another of

his works is the history of the kadis of Misr, designed by him as a continuation

to a book of the same title composed by Abu Omar Muhammad Ibn Ytksuf Ibn

Yakilb al-Kindi (2), and which reaches to the year 246 of the Hijra. Ibn

Zulak completed the work (of al-Kindi) by a supplement, which commences

with the life of Bakkar Ibn Kutaiba, and finishes with that of Muhammad Ibn

an-Noman. lie gives the history of the latter down to the month of Rajab in

the year 386 (July, A. D. 996). Al-IIasan Ibn Ali, great-grandfather to Abu

Muhammad Ibn Zulak, was eminent for his learning. He died (I mean Abu

Muhammad) on Tuesday, 25th of ZA ’1-Kaada, A. H. 387 (November, A. D.

997). I have read in his history of the kadis of Egypt, in the life of Abu

Obaid (Ibn Harbawaih), that Mansur Ibn Ismail ad-Darir died in the month

of the first Jumada, A. H. 306 (October, A. D. 918), “ about three months,”

108 says he, “ before 1 was born." On admitting this as exact, Ibn ZAlaks birth

took place in the month of Shaban, 306 (January, A. D. 919). He gave some

Traditions on the authority of at-Tahawi .—Laith Ibn Kinana is the name of a
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great {Arabian) tribe. Ibn Yunus al-Misri says that Ibn Zulak belonged to

that tribe by enfranchisement.

(l; Moil probably the second continuation of Abd ar-Rabm&n as-SOfi's history of Egypt mentioned by

Hajji Khalifa, t. It. p. 148.

(2) According to as-Soyftti 'Hum al-MuhSdira, MS. No. 652, fol. 147 tierxo), al-Kindi who appears to

hare been a grandson of Yakilb al-Kindi. the celebrated philosopher.; composed also a work on the excellence

of Egypt, entitled Faddil Mitr, and was contemporary with Kifftr.— Hajji Khalifa, after al-Makrlii, places

his death in A. H. 246 (A. D. 860-1). • (FlOgel's edition. No. 2312.)

ABU NIZAR IBN SAFI MALIK AN-NUHAT.

Abu Nizar al-Hasan Ibn Abi ’1-Hasan Safi Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Nizar Ibn Abi

’1-IIasan, the grammarian, was surnamed Malik an-Nuhdl{lhe prince ofgram-

marians)-, the katib Imad ad-din speaks of him, in the Kharida, as a man of emi-

nent merit, and gives the correspondence which passed between AbA Nizar and

himself when at Damascus (1). He became the ablest grammarian of his time,

and was intelligent, eloquent, and acute, but vain and proud : he assumed the

title of prince of grammarians

,

and if any other name but this was given to

him when addressed, he would fly into a passion.’ At a period later than the

year 520 (A. D. 1126), he proceeded from Baghdad to Wasit, where he took

up his residence for a time, and communicated his copious philological inform-

ation to the people of that city, who profited greatly by his talents and learning.

Ibn al-Mustawfi savs of him in his History of Arbela : “ He visited Arbela and

“ then went to Baghdad, where he learned the Traditions and studied the imam

“ as-Shafi's system of jurisprudence and the science of dogmatic theology under

“ Abu Abd Allah al-Kairawani
;

in controversy he had for master Asaad al-

“ Mihani; in the fundamentals of jurisprudence, AbA '1-Fath Ibn Barhan, the

“ author of the fVajfz and the IVasii
,
works which treat on that subject

;
he

“ studied grammar under al-Fasihi, who himself had learned it from Abd al-

“ Kahir al-Jurjani (2), the author of the lesser Mujmil (3)." AbA Nizar then

travelled to Khorasan, Kerman, and Ghazna, whence he returned to Sy-
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ria, and settled at Damascus, where he died on Tuesday, 8th Shawwal, A. H.

568 (May, A. D. 1173), aged upwards of eighty years. He was interred the

next day, Wednesday, in the cemetery at the city-gate called Bab as-Saghir.

He is author of many works on jurisprudence and its fundamentals, on the

dogmas of religion and on grammar. He composed some poetry', which has

been collected into a diwdn ; one of his kashlas, made in honour of the Prophet,

contains these hues

:

*

Praise be to God! I am cured of my passion, and I think of her no more: love calls

me towards her, but I answer not to its seductions; and yet I rejoice not if an afflic-

tion bofal her, neither am I pleased with the traducer who defames her.

He composed many fine passages, and jtossessed the greatest talents (4).

(1) Arabic epistles generally contain some passages in verse; amt it l» a few eitracii of this kind which

Imid ad-dlu give*. See the Khartda, No. 1447, fol. 36.

(2) Aha Bakr Abd al-KAhir Ibn Ahd ar-Ruhinkn ai-Jurj&ni {native of Jurjdnl, a celebrated grammarian

and a doctor of the sect of **-Sb4fl, was eminent for hi* piety and talents, tie composed the following works:

the .Ifujmil (or collector), a philological work ; a commentary on it, entitled the Talkhlt [comprehensive

view'; the Kitdb al-Amil {the supporter), treating on grammatical inflexions ; the Sfiftdh {key), a

commentary on the tirst sural of Uic Koran; the Moghni (sufficient l, a commentary, in thirty volumes, on

the tddh of AbO Ali '1-FArisi. etc. He made bis grammatical studies at Jurjao, under AbO '1-Uusain

Muhammad abFarisi, sister's son to AbO Ali. In dogmatical theology, he followed the doctrine of al-Ashiri.

Died A. H. 4til (A. ». 106S-0), or 4BI.

13) The greater .Ifujmil was composed by Ibn Flris ar-IUzi.

14) Literally: lie was a collection of talents.

THE IMAM AL-HASAN AI^-ASKARI.

Abd Muhammad al-Hasan [bn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Aii ar-Rida Ibn

Musa Ibn Jaafar as-Sadik Ibn Muhammad al-IIakir Ibn Ali Zain al-Aabidin Ibn

al-llusain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib, was, as his father also, one of the twelve

jtersons who are considered as imams by the Im&mites (or Shiites). He

was the father of
(
Muhammad

)
al-Muntazir

(
the expected), called also Sahib

as-Sirddb (he of the cavern), and was sumamed al-Askari, which title

was borne also by his father Ali : we shall speak hereafter of him and the
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other imams. A I-Hasan was born on a Thursday in the year 231 (A. 1).

845-6); on the sixth of the month of the first Rabi, it is said; but, according

to another account, towards the end of the year 232. lie died at Sarr-man-

raa, on Friday (or Thursday), 8th of the first Rabi (or of the first Jumada),

A. H. 260 (January, A. D. 874), and was interred at the side of his father’s 190

tomb.

—

Askari means belonging to, or native of Sarr-man-rda, which place

was called al-Askar [the camp or the troops), when the khatif al-Motasim,

who built it, removed thither his troops [Askar). Al-IIasan and his father

Ali were both denominated al-Askari, because the latter had been sent to

Sarr-man-raa, by the khalif al-Mutawakkil, and resided there for twenty years

and nine months.

ABU NUWAS IBN HANI.

Abu Ali al-llasan Ibn Haiti Ihn Ahd al-Awwal lbn as-Sabah al-Ilakami, sor-

named Abu Nuwas, was a poet of great celebrity. His [great) grandfather was an

enfranchised slave and client of al-Jarrah Ihn Abd Allah al-Hakami, governor of

Khorasan, and for this reason he bore the title of al-Hakami. Muhammad Ihn

Dawud lbn al-Jarrah relates, in his Kitab al-Warakat
,

that A bit Nuwas was

horn and brought up at Basra, and that he accompanied Waliba lbn al-IIu-

bab(1) to Kufa, and from thence went to Baghdad. Another historian says that

he was born at al-Ahwaz, and was removed thence at the age of two years: his

mother Julaban was of that city ;
his father, who was a native of Damascus and

a soldier in the service of Marwan lbn Muhammad, the last of the Omaiyide dy-

nasty, had been sent to keep garrison at al-Ahwaz, and he there espoused Jula-

ban, hv whom he had many children and, amongst the rest, Abu Muad and Abu

Nuwas. The latter was confided by his mother to a druggist, and (when in

this employment) he was seen by Abu Osama Waliba, who was pleased with

his disposition, and said to him : “I see in you presages [of success) which, 1

“ am sure, you will not belie
;
you arc to cultivate poetry

; he therefore my dis-

“ ciple ; I w'ill conduct you to eminence.”—“And who are you?" said Abu

Nuwas.—“ 1 am Abu Osama Waliba Ihn al-Hubab;” replied he.—“ I accept,”
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said Abti Nuwas; “ and l had already the intention of going to Kufa, that I

“ might receive instruction from yon and learn from you your poetical works.”

He then accompanied him to Baghdad.— Abd Nuwas was a hoy when he com-

jmed these, his first and well-known verses

:

He who bears the weight of love is soon fatigued ; he is agitated with joy, but weep-

ing would be fitter for him; his occupation is not a trifling sport. And you (my fair

mislrets!) laugh in wantonness whilst your lover sighs; you marvel at my illness, but

my health would be a marvel.

Al-Khasib, the chief of the revenue-office in Egypt, once asked Abu Nuwas

from what family he came; “ My talents,” replied Abu Nuwas, “ stand me
“ in stead of noble birth.” Al-Khasib asked him no more questions after

that. Ismail Ibn Nubakht said :
“ I never saw a man of more extensive learning

“ than Abu Nuwas, nor one who, with a memory so richly furnished, pos-

“ sessed so few books; after his decease we searched his house, and could onlv

“ find one l>ook-cover, containing a quire of paper (2), in which was a collec-

“ tion of rare expressions and grammatical observations.” He was a muwal-

lad (3) of the first class, and in tire ten different species of poetry which he

composed, he displayed equal abilities. A number of eminent men have occu-

pied themselves with making a collection of his poetical works
;
amongst them

were Abu Bakr as-Suli, Ali Ibn Hamza, and. Ibrahim Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muham-

mad al-Tabari, surnamed Tuzun: it is for this reason that discrepancies are

observable in the collections of his poetry. His compositions arc sufficiently

known to preclude the necessity of citing any of them (4). I read in some

lx>ok that (the khalif) al-Mamun said; “Were Fortune to describe herself, she

“ could not produce a description equal to the following by Abu Nuwas:

‘ Is not each living creature mortal, 'and sprung from a mortal? Is not {the tree of

)

‘ its descent deeply rooted in the dead? When Fortune wishes to prove the sage, it

• appears to him as an enemy in the disguise of a friend.’

"

The first of these verses is a reminiscence of an idea thus expressed by Amro

M-Kais (5) :

200 Woman, reproach me less! my experience and the recollection of my ancestors are

for me admonitions sufficient. The roots of my [family-tree) are interwoven with

the root of the earth }6); but here comes death to strip me of the robe {of youth).

I

In the life of al-llasan al-Basri may be found an idea analogous to this (7).

—
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What a favourable opinion Abu INuwas must have entertained of his Creator’s

indulgence, may be learned from the following verses:

Multiply thy sins to the utmost, for thou art to meet an indulgent Lord. When thou

comest before Him, thou shalt behold mercy, and meet the great, the powerful King.

Then thou shalt gnaw thy hands with regret, for the pleasures which you avoided

through fear of hell.

It is a very fine and original thought (8).— The anecdotes related of Abu

Nuwas are numerous; one of bis best pieces is the hasida rhyming in m, which

excited Abu Tammam's jealousy to such a point, that he composed one in the

same rhyme and measure; Abu Tammam’s commences thus:

(The lover) approached
(
after a long journey, the abode of his mistress), and greeted

ruins (9)1 How often does such an approach break the firm knot of the lover’s en-

durance.

As for the poem of Abu Nuwas, it was in honour of al-Amin Muhammad Jbn

Ilarun ar-Rashid, and composed during his khalifat.—It begins with this verse:

0 (deserted

)

mansion I what has the lapse of days wrought upon thee? No longer

can we hope to find in thee a smiling face.

It contains also the following description of the camel mounted by the poet

:

She encountered with me the terrors of the desert,—a slender camel, ardent and

mettlesome. She outstrips her fellows, (and they follow her motions

)

as a row of wor-
shippers behind their imAm (follow his). When our camels shall have borne us to

Muhammad, let their backs be ever kept sacred from riders I

In the life of the celebrated poet ZA ’r-Rumma Ghailan, we shall mention an

observation which has been made on this last verse. ,The same verse reminds

me of a circumstance which passed between me and a talented friend of mine,

Jamal ad-din Mahmud Ibn A lxl, a native of Arbela, who was also a good scho-

lar and an excellent singer : I was at a sitting of the council of state at Cairo, in

I forget what month of the year 645, when lbn Abd came to look for me, and

he sat down near me for a while, there being a crowd of persons present on

account of the great quantity of business to be transacted at the time; he then

rose up and withdrew, nor was I aware of his absence, till his bov entered and

handed me a note, in which the following lines were inscribed :

O noble patron, by whose existence Fortune manifests to us her favour! I went on a

pilgrimage to thy (place of) station,—a pilgrimage of desire, not of obligation; and

50
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I left (he conveyance which bore me, near the noble sanctuary (ofjustice), but it went

astray and was carried off by the people. Whilst I looked for it, I recited this verse

of one who is a model in poetry : When our conveyances shall have borne us to Muham-
mad, let their backs be ever kept sacred from riders.

Having read the note, 1 asked the boy what was the matter, and he informed

me that his master, on leaving me, perceived that some person had stolen his

SOI shoes (10); on which I admired the aptness of the quotation, (as) the Arabs of the

Desert compare shoes to leasts of burden. Examples of this may he found in

the poetry both of the ancients and the moderns; the same idea has also been

employed by al-Mutanabbi in different places of his poems. Some time after,

1 was visited by Jamal ad-din Ibn Abd, and as we happened to speak of these

verses, I observed to him that my name was Ahmad, not Muhammad
; to which

he answered that he knew it, but Ahmad and Muhammad were equivalent (11).

Indeed, lie the name what it might, the introduction of the verse was skilfully

managed.—The khalif ai-Amin Muhammad, having been irritated against Abu

Nuwas on account of something which passed between them, threatened him

with dcJith and had him put in prison; the poet, in his confinement, wrote to

him these verses:

I seek shelter from death under your protection ; to you I fly for refuge to avoid

your vengeance. I swear by your life (12) that I shall never commit the like again 1

1 swear it by your life! If you, kill your Ab5 NuwAs, where will you find another?

f
*

He had numerous adventures with the khalif Amin. In the life of Ibn Darraj

al-Kastalli (see page 121), we have given an extract from a kasida by Abii

Nuwas, called the Haifa, because it rhymes in r. The khatib Abd Bakr makes

mention of bim in the history of Baghdad, and says that he was born in A. II.

145 -(A. D. 762-3), (some say 136), and that he died A. H. 195 (A. D. 810-1),

or 1 96, or 1 98, at Baghdad, where he was buried in the Shunlzi cemetery. He

was surnamed Abd Nuwas from two locks of hair which hung down (lands)

on his shoulders. — Hakaini means belonging to Hakani Ibn Saad al-

Ashfra, a great tribe of Yemen, from which al-Jarrah Ihn Abd Allah al-Ha-

kami was descended. Al-Jarrah was governor of Khorasan, and it has been

already said that Abu Nuwas was one of his mawlas (13), and was therefore

denominated after him.—We have spoken of Saad al-Ashira in the life of

al-Mutanabbi (see page 1 06). As for Suit, this name shall be noticed in the
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hfe of Abii Bakr Muhammad as-Suli (14). i have never met with a notice on

Ali Ibn Hamza (15). Ttizdn studied belles-lettres under Abu Omar az-Zahid

(al-Mutarriz), and became eminent in that branch ; he resided at Baghdad,

where he died A. H. 355, the month of the first Jumlda (May, A. D. 966).

(I) AbO OsAma Waliba Ibn al-UubAb. a native of KOfa and a celebrated port, was in great favour at the

court of al- Mansiir and other Abhisidc prinres ; in praiic and satire he displayed abilities of the highest or-

der. It was by him that AbO NuwAs was presented to the Barmekides, and these generous patrons of litera-

ture bestowed aiuplc.rewardson the rising poet, In the enjoyment of his good fortune, AbO NuwAs disdained

to recognise the friend to whom he had been indebted for his success in the world, and WAliba had often

reason to regret the service which he bad rendered to his ungrateful disciple. WAliba inhabited Baghdad,

and most of his poems are consecrated to the praises of wine and of beauty. He composed also some

satires against Bashshar Ibn Burd and AbO '1-AlAhiya. but being vanquished by them with the same wea-

pon, he withdrew from public life, and sought to conceal the confusion of his defeat by retiring to obscurity

iu his native lowu.—{Masdlik al-Absdr, MS. No. 1371. Kitdb al-Aghdni, t. IV. fol. 63 verso.)

(3)

The word is probably synonymous with .

(3) See note (11), page 209.

(4) The MS. of the Bib. tlu Boi, No. 1348. is called the Ditcdn of A 60 iVutcds, but this is inciact; the

compiler of the catalogue, a man of very little instruction in Arabic literature, was deceived by a false title

affixed to the work.

(5) See le Diicdn A'Amro 'l-Kait, page ISO.

(6) The root of the earth is supposed by the cummentators to mean Adam or Ismail; the poet means that

his descent could be traced up to Adam ; as for Ismail, it is well known that Amro ‘1-Kais’s family, the Kin-

dites, were not descended from him, but from KahtAn.

(7} The author alludes perhaps to the passage in page 370, line 26, of this volume.

(8) It is not, however, in strict accordance with Moslim morality.

(9) The word signifies the dung of camels and sheep. When a family of nomadic Arabs removed

their dwelling, the spot which they abandoned might be easily recognised afterwards by these marks. The

idea is of constant recurrence in the kaildas of the early Arabic poets.

(10) Which had been taken off on entering.

(II) AAmad means praiseworthy

,

and Muhammad, deserving of high praise, or highly praised.

(12) Literally : By the life of thy head.

(13) Mawla means a manumitted slave, or a person sprung from one. it might he translated client, and

the reciprocal duties of such clients and their patrons form an important chapter of Moslim law. Mavcla sig-

nifies also patron.

(14) This is an oversight of the author's: he has already given the derivation of Sail, in the lire of Ibrahim

as-S(lii (page 23); and in the life or Muhammad as-SOli he merely refers the reader to it.

(15) He must not of course be confounded with Ali Ibn Hamra al-KisAi, whose life is given by our author.
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IBN WAKI AT-TINNISI. •

Abu Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Ali lbn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Khalf lbn

Haiyan lbn Sadaka Ibn Ziad ad-Dubbi
(
member of the tribe ofDubb) al-Tinnisi,

surnamed Ibn Waki, a celebrated poet, came of a Baghdad family, but was l>om

at Tinnis. He is spoken of in the following terms by ath-Thalibi in the

Yatima

:

“ An eminent poet and a learned compiler ; he surpassed every per-

“ son of his time, and was outdone by none of his contemporaries
; his vast

“ originality of thought charmed the reader’s infnd and captivated bis ima-

“ gination.” He then mentions his poems in the form of four-hemistich coup-

lets, which certainly arc very good, and he quotes passages from his other pro-

ductions. llis diwdn is made up of excellent poetry, and another of his works,

the Munsif or impartial
,
contains an exposition of al-Mutanabbi’s plagiarisms.

He had an impediment in his speech, and was (for that reason) called al-Adtis

[the sneezer)j The following verses are by him:

My heart, once enamoured, is now delivered from thy love, and feels for thee neither

inclination nor desire. Thy cruelty reconciled me to thy loss; a parent can cease to

regret the death of a froward child

.

By the same:

Though the time of our meeting may be distant, our affection shall endure, and we
liOli shall be true lovers despite of absence. How many have broken the bonds of love,

and yet full confidence had been placed in the sincerity of their attachment ! How
many faithful lovers who have suffered from suspicion 1

By the same

:

I rejoiced at the sufferings of my heart;—may God never grant it relief 1 How
often have I blamed it for loving, and it replied : “ I cannot help it.”

Another poet has come near to this idea in the following verses :

# \

How inconsistent that resolution which inspired my heart with indifference and in-

sensibility towards my beloved. It came to me and, a moment after, it became like

my heart and said : “I must submit.
1 '

Similar to this are the verses of Osama Ibn Munkid :

Assume not a borrowed insensibility when abandoned by those you love
;

for your
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force will fail under Iheir protracted aversion. Know that thy heart will return to

them, either of its own accord or despite its reluctance.

/ It is related by a certain jurisconsult, that he repeated the following verses

of Ibn Waki’s to the shaikh Murtada ’d-din Abu ’l-Fath Nasr Ibn Muhammad

Ihn Mukallad al-Kudai, a native of Shaizar and professor at the chapel built

over the tomb of as-Shafi in the Karafa :

An obscure position satisfies my wishes, and they are turned away from exalted

rank. And yet they are not ignorant how sweet is the taste of greatness, but to that

they prefer health.

On this, Murtada 'd-din pronounced extempore these verses:
» .

The fall is in proportion to the ascent; avoid therefore exalted rank. Remain in a

place where, if you fall, your legs will escape uninjured (1).

By Ihn Waki

:

The censor of my conduct saw my beloved for the first time and said: “If you

“ loved one like her, no person would blame your passion. Say I towards whom is

“ your heart turned, that you neglect her, the sole creature worthy of love?” He con-

tinued thus, unwittingly, to incite to love, one whom he had commanded to abstain

from it.

1 once repeated the above verses to the doctor Shihah ad-din Muhammad,

father of Ibn al-Khaimi, and he immediately recited to me the following line of

his composition

:

Did my monitor sec the face of my beloved, he would quarrel with me for that

pretty face (2).

This verse forms part of a poem
;

it is well turned and the double meaning is

prettily imagined.—Every fine idea has been expressed by Ihn Waki : he died on

Tuesday, 23rd of the first Jumada, A.H. 393 (March, A.D. 1003), in the city of 20.%

Tinnis, and was interred in the chapel built to receive him in the Greater Ceme-

tery .—Waki was the surname given to his great-grandfather, Ahu Bakr Mu-

hammad Ihn Khalf, who was deputy to Ahdan al-Jawaliki, kadi of al-Ahwaz; he

was gifted with talents, capacity, and eloquence
;

learned in the reading of the

Koran, in jurisprudence, in grammar, and in history. He composed many

works, amongst others the Kitdb at-Tarik (book of the path)-, the Kitcib as-

Sharif (book of the noble) (3) ;
a treatise on the number of verses contained in
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the Koran and on the conflicting opinions held on the subject ; a treatise on

archery
;
another on weights and measures, etc. He is author of some poetry,

such as learned men generally compose. Died at Baghdad on Sunday, 23rd of

the lirst Rabi, 306 (September, A. D. 918). According to Ibn Kani, the death

of Abdan al-Ahwazi took place in 307 (A. D. 919-20), at Askar Mukram (4).

—

Tinnisi is derived from Tinnis, the name of a town in Egypt near Damietta; it

was so called after its founder, Tinnis, son of Ham, son of Noah.— Al-Murtada

’s-Shaizari died A. H. 598 (A. D. 1201-2), and was interred in the cemetery at

the foot of Mount Mukattam (near Cairo).

(1) In the original Arabic, these verses rhyme with the preceding, and are terminated by the same words.

This is the real meaning of the verse, but the last hemistich seems, at first sight, to siguify : We should

separate in an amicable manner.

(3} These titles are so vague, that it is impossible to say what were the subjects treated of in these two

works. Hajji Khalifa does not mention them.

(4) The Ad/ii Abd Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Mdsa Ibn ZlAd al-Ahwhii al-JawMtki, sur-

named Abdin (a contraction of Abd Allah), visited various countries and teamed the Traditions from a

great number of persons. As a Ad/t:, he was noted for bis eiactness. Ibn KAnl taught the Traditions on

his authority. He composed a number of works, and died A. H. 306 i.A. D. 918-9), aged ninety years and

some months. — (Ad-Dahabi's TdrlAA nl-hldm, MS. No. 640, fol. 28.)

ABU BAKR IBN AL-ALLAF.

Abu Bakr al-IIasan Ibn Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn Bashshar Ibn Ziad, surnamed Ibn

al-AUaf (son of the fodcler-seller) ad-Darir (the blind), a celebrated and able

poet, was a native of Nahrawan. * He learned the Traditions from Abd Omar

ad-Duri (1), the reader of the Koran, Humaid Ibn Masada al-Basri, Nasr Ibn Ali

al-Jahdami (2) and Muhammad Ibn Ismail al-Hisabi; and Traditions have been

given on his authority by Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan an-Nahhas, tike kadi Abu

’1-Hasan al-Khiraji, Hafs Ibn Shahin (3), and others. He was,one of the khalif

al-Motadid‘s social companions, and he relates (of him) the following anecdote:

“ I had passed a night at the palace of al-Motadid with a number of his other

** companions, when a eunuch came to us and said: ‘The Commander of the

“ faithful sends to tell you that, after you withdrew, he did not feel inclined

“ to sleep, and composed this verse:
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* "hen (he vision [of my mistreat), fleeting through the shades of night, awoke me.
‘ behold 1 my chamber was deserted, and far off was the place of (our) meeting

“ 1 He says also,’ continued the eunuch, * that he cannot complete the piece,

and will give a rich present to any one who adds to it a second couplet to his

“ satisfaction.’ Those who were present failed in accomplishing the task,

“ although they were all poets of talent, on which I hastened to pronounce the

“ following verse:

‘On this I said to my eyes: Sleep again; perhaps the vision, in its night visits, may
4 return to mcl'

“The eunuch then retired, and having come back, said: ‘The Commander
“ of the faithful declares that your verse is perfect, and he has ordered you a

44 present.’
’’— This Abu Bakr had a pel cal, which used to enter into the neigh-

bours’ pigeon-houses and eat the young. As this occurred frequently, the

owners of the pigeons caught the cat and killed it; and Abu Bakr lamented its

fate in the following poem. Some say, however, that the poem was composed on

the death of Abd Allah Ibn al-Motazz (of whom we shall give a biographical

notice), and that the [wet’s apprehension of the khalif al-Muktadir’s vengeance

prevented him from openly expressing his ideas in this kastda, and for that rea-

son, he pretended (hat it was made on his cat
;
and lie alludes to the cat in some

passages. He and Ibn al-Motazz were intimate friends. Muhammad Ibn Abd

al-Malik al-llamadani, in his lesser history, entitled al-Maorif al-Mutadk- 20-1

khira [later information), says in the life of the vizir Abu ’1-IIasan Ali

Ibn al-Furat : “The sahib Ahu ’l-Kasim Ibn Abbad said: ‘Abu ’1-Hasan the

“ son of Abu Bakr al-Allaf, (surnamed al-Akul (the great eater), because he

“ was remarkable for the quantity which he ate at the parties given by princes

“ and great men), incited to me the poems composed by his father on the cat,

“ and told me that by the cat, he meant al-Muhassin, son of the vizir Ibn

“ al-Furat, and that he did not dare, during the disasters of that family, to

“ lament al-Muhassin’s fate or pronounce his name.’
”—The history of this event

will be found in the life of Abu ’l-llasan Ali Ibn al-Furat.—The philologer Sited

says, in his Kitab al-Fusus : “It was related to me by Abu 'l-Hasan a1-Mar-

“ zobani, that a slave girl belonging to Ali Ibn Isa loved a youth in the service

“ of Abu Bakr Ibn al-Allaf; but having been discovered, they were both pul
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“ to death and their skins stuffed with straw; then Abu Bakr, the mdwla or

" patron of the youth, composed this poem to deplore his loss, and it is he

“ whom he meant by the cat.” God knows best the truth ! This fine and

original poem is composed of sixty-five verses, and its length prevents us

from giving the entire; but we shall cite the prettiest passages and the verses

containing moral reflexions (4) ;
it begins thus:

You have left us, Puss ! and will never return I You who were to me as a child ! How
can we cease to love you? you, who were for us a sure defence. You drove evil away
from us, and guardedus, in our absence, from serpent and from cricket You drove

the mice from their hiding-places, and pursued them from their hole to the hall-door.

In meeting them in the house, you found food, and without assistance you went

against them. Flocks of them could not escape from you, not even one of the flock.

You feared not the mid-day heat of summer, neither did you dread the frost of win-

ter. Vour order was uncontrolled in our house, and they could offer no resistance.

( Thus it was) till you devised evil against our neighbours and thought that you were

not working harm. To do them wrong, you turned around death; but the (Wrrf) which

hovers round a pond must drink thereof. My heart trembled for you, but you glided

forth without fear, and entered the pigeon-house with slow and stealthy step, but you

were not slow in eating the young. You threw about the feathers on the path (of the

masters), and you greedily swallowed the flesh. A wrong action fed you with their

flesh, but their masters judged that slaying you was a right action. They plotted long

against you and exerted their efforts ; success crowns the stratagems of him w ho exerts

his efforts. For a long time they used wiles against you, but you fell not (into the

snare); how often did you, without using any wiles, escape from theirs: but when,

with perfidious diligence, you went openly to steal, (and were then badly directed,)

they caught you, in their angry mood, and inflicted vengeance on you, adding: “He
aoi> “ that hunts is caught in his turn!" Then, with a sharp steel, they cured their ha-

tred towards thee, and hearkened to the intercession of none

.

* /

From the same piece:

You ceased not lurking for the pigeons till death surprised you with an ambus-
cade (5). They had no compassion on your plaintive cries, as you had none on

those of the pigeons. Their master made you taste of death as you made their young

ones to taste of it; it was simply retaliation (6). The cord which his kindness placed

round your neck (7), to strangle you, must have been made of the fibres of the palm-

tree. Methinks I see you struggling in the noose and foaming at the mouth. You
sought means to escape, but no stratagem could avail, neither could you find one.

Now that you are no more, we never heard of such a death, or of a life so fatal to

others. You lived like a glutton led away by his avidity, and you died a violent

death without an avenger (8). 0 you whom the love of young pigeons brought to your

fall 1 why were you not satisfied with a piece of camel's fat? Did you not fear that

fate would spring upon you, when you sprung like a lion into the pigeon-house? The
punishment due to crime sleeps not, though it delay for a time. Ah 1 you would eat

young birds and feared not that misfortune, like a ravenous beast, would eat you?
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That wore far from being just, and you were strangely mistaken ns to the nearness and
the distance (of punishment). May God refuse his blessing to meal, since the belly is

the destruction of lives I How often has a sweet bit entered a greedy stomach, and
expelled the soul from the body 1 The possession of Paradise would not have sufficed

to turn you from clambering up to the pigeon-house.

From the same kaslda:

The powerful Lord, the Giver of safety, the Eternal had granted you luxurious ease;

you ale at will of the mice in our house (but where are those who are grateful for the

comforts of life?)—you scattered their bands from time to lime, but they met after

their dispersion and spared neither cloth nor felled stuff in the house. They emptied
it to the bottom, and left not even what our hands had suspended to the walls with

hooks; they crumbled the bread in the baskets, and how often did they annoy the

family (9) I They tore our new dresses, and all of us were undergoing fresh misfor-

tunes.

We shall confine ourselves to these citations, which are the cream of the

piece.— Ibn al-Allaf died A. H. 318 (A. D. 930), or 319, aged one hundred

years (10).—Nahrawani means belonging to Nahrawan, an ancient village 200

near Baghdad
;
as-Samani pronounces it Nahrowdn, hut that is not exact.

« -

(1) AbO Omir Hafs Ibn al-Axlz Ibn SuhbAn o ad-DOri, a native of Baghdad and a member of the

tribe of Aid, was a grammarian and a Koranic reader of the first celebrity in Irak. He inhabited Sarr-man-

raa. It is stated that be was the first who collected together the different readings of the Koran (seepage 152,

note (1) ). Men of the first talent flocked from oil countries to his lectures, on account of his extensive

learning and the high authority of the traditionary Information which he transmitted to them, lie was a

good and pious man. Towards the end of his life, he lost his sight. Died in the month of Shaw wil. 246

(beginning of A. D. 861).—DM means belonging to ad-Dtir, a well known quarter of Baghdad on the east

bank of the Tigris.— (Abridged from the Tabakdt al-Kurrd, MS. No. 742, fol. 51.)

(2) Nasr Ibn Ali al-Jahdami died A. II. 250 (A. D.884).—(JVujdm.)

(3) Abft Hafs Omar Ibn Shfihln, a celebrated Ad/!:, preacher and commentator on the Koran, was a native

of Baghdad. Mention has been already made of him in page 324, note (2).

(4) This piece is remarkable for its verbal quibbles and far-fetched allusions ; the Utile merit it possesses

is lost in the translation. •

(5) Literally: Till you were made to drink of death by the liers in ambush.

(6) Literally : Hand for hand.

(7) This piece is full of puns and quibbles, impossible to be translated. To place i cord round the neck,

signifies figuratively, to lay a person under obligations. The word cord is often employed with the sense of

obligation or favour.

(8) Literally: By a murderer, or victimof an ojsosrin.

(9) Literally: How often did |hey break in pierej the liver of the family.

(10) That is, one hundred lunar years, equivalent to about ninety-six solar.

"V.
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ABU ’L JUWA1Z AL-WASITI.

Abu ’l-Juwaiz al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Bari al-Wasiti (native

ofWdsit) (he kdtib, was a man of eminent talent. He inhabited Baghdad for a

long period, and is spoken of by the Khatib in his history of that city. “ I

“ wrote under his dictation,” says this author, “ different historical relations,

anecdotes, pieces of verse, and philological observations, which, as he de-

“ dared, were taught to him by Ibn Sukkara al-Hashimi (1) and others; but
*

u his statements do not merit full confidence (2), for he told me that he heard

“ the lessons of Ibn Sukkara, which could not be, as he must have been then

“ too young. He was well informed in literature and composed some good

“ poetry, particularly eulogiums and descriptions. Among the verses of his

“ composition which he recited to me, were (he following:

‘Renounce all mankind and turn your friendship from them, if you cannot have
‘ indulgence for human nature.' The stream of time is evidently a troubled current;
* hope not then to find pureness and sincerity in (men,) the children of time; for their

‘ dispositions resist correction (3). Two things are not to be found on earth, a dir-

* hem gained honestly, and a friend really sincere.”’

Ahu 1-Jawaiz is author of some good works; his handwriting was elegant,

and his poetry charming; 1 have met with many of his pieces, but I never saw a

complete collection of them, neither do I know if such a collection was ever

formed. The following verses of his are currently cited

:

Love has worn me down as a piece of wood is thinned with a knife ; and your aversion

has melted me away, so that I am become a greater nonentity than the day which is gone

by. I am not visible till I see you, for atoms of dust do not appear but in the rays of

the sun. ' •

In the piece which follows he has subjected himself to certain rules of com-

position not at all necessary in poetry (4)

:

%

Oh I what sadness was mine when she said: “ He has been false in the promises he
“ made me, and has sported {with my ftelingt ) By the existence of Him who cre-

ated me to live for her alone (5) I when her image crosses my mind, I am plunged in

despair ;6)

.

He died A. H. 400 (A. D. ! 007-8). The Khalib says} “ I heard Abd ’1-Jawaiz

“ mention that he was born A. II. 382 (A. D. 992-3), and, after the year 460, I
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“ never heard more of him.” It is certain, however, that he died, as we have

said, in 460; the Khatib, it is true, does not declare it expressly; he only notices

the epoch at which he ceased to hear of him. >

(1) AhA 'l-H.vsan Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah, suruamrd Ibn Sukkara, a celebrated philologist and poet,

was descended from Ali, son of the Abbaside kbalif al-.Mahdi. tor .which reason he was entitled al-Abblsi.

lie w as also named al-U&shimi, being descended, as all the Abbasidcs. from Hishim. great-grandfather of Mu-

hammad. His collected poetical works form a mass of tidy thousand verses, the prevailing character of which

is gaiety and humhur. He and his contemporary Ibn llajj&j were, by their rivalry, the Jarir and Faraxdak

of the epoch. He died A. II. 383 (A. I) 996j.— (Al-YJfl's Annals. Yatlma, No. 1370, fol. 206. Specimens

of his poetry may be found in both works.)

(2) Literally: He was not a Ihikat ; sec note (5), pago 102.

(3) I have been obliged to paraphrase this verse, so as to render the author's idea.

(4) Literally: In this piece is strict observance of what is not obligatory: lu:t)m ma <a t/a(:um. See note (3),

page 97

'(5) Literally: Who made me a vakf settled) on her and for her (use). See note (7), page 49.

(6) Literally: It clothes me with despair. j

ALAM AD-DIN AS-SHATA3I.

Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Said Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Bundar Ibn Ibrahim as-Sha-

tani, surnamed AJam ad-din [the signal of religion), was a jurisconsult, but

the cultivation of poetry became his dominant passion, and by his compositions,

in which he displayed great talent, he became known as a poet: he then had al-

ready left his native town and settled at Mosul, from whence he went occasionally

to Baghdad. The vizir Abu 1-Muzafiar Ibn llubaira treated him with great

deference and favour. The kdtib Imad ad-din mentions him in the Kluirida,

and then gives some of his |>oetry. “ He celebrated,” says he, “the praises of

“ Salah ad-din in a poem which begins thus : <

( lj aKhiII '' VJifl

• I sec victory attached to your yellow standard; proceed then, and conquer the 207
‘ world, for you aro worthy of its possession.’

”

The same poem contains this verse

:

Fortune is in your right hand and wealth in your left; joy then to him who hopes

for their favours! joy be to him

!
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This poet was born A. H. 510 (A. D. 1 116-7); he died in the month of Sha-

ban, 599 (April, or May, A. D. 1203), at Mosul. Ibn ad-Dubailhi mentions

him with praise in his supplement (to the literary history of Baghdad

)

(1).-

—

Shdtdn is the name of a town (2) in Diar Bakr.

(t) Ibn ad-Dubaithi's literary history of liaghdad; MS. No. 745, fol. 163.

(2) Ibn ad-Dubailhi uyc, a rattle, adi.

NASIR AD-DAWLAT IBN HAMDAN.

Abu Muhammad al-IIasan, surnamcd Ndsir ad-Dawlat (champion of the

empire), was descended from Taghlib ( the progenitor oj dn ancient and illus-

trious Arabic tribe); his genealogy is as follows: Al-Hasan son of Abu *1—Haija

Abd Allah Ibn Hamdan Ibn Hamdtin Ibn al-Harilh Ibn Lokman Ibn Rashid Ibn

al-Mathna Ibn Raft Ibn al-Harith Ibn Ghatif Ibn Mihraba Ibn Haritha Ibn

Malik Ibn Obaid Ibn Adi Ibn Osama Ibn Malik Ibn Bakr Ibn Habib Ibn Amr

Ibn Ghanm Ibn Taghlib. • He acted as lieutenant to his father in the govern-

ment of Mosul, and after passing through many vicissitudes of fortune, he

became lord of that city and its dependencies. On this occasion he was honoured

with the title of Ndsir ad-Dawlat

,

by thekhalif al-Muttaki Lillah, who granted

also to his brother, on the same day, the title of Saif ad-Dawlat (sword of the

empire). This was on the first of the month of Shaban, A. H. 330 (April, A. D.

942). Their influence then became very great. Abd Allah Ibn Hamdan, their

father, had been appointed governor of Mosul and its dependencies, A. H. 292

(A. D. 904-5), by the khalif al-Muktafi Billah, and he made his entry into the

city towards the beginning of the year 293. N&sir ad-Dawlat was older than his

brother Saif ad-Dawlat and in higher favour with the khalifs. The two bro-

thers made the greater part of their literary studies together, and a coolness

having once taken place between them, Saif ad-Dawlat addressed these verses

to Nasir ad-Dawlat:

Though suffering from your harshness, I shall not act unkindly; neither shall I neg-

lect my duty, in whatever state I may be. You are [to me as) a parent, and a parent’s

severity is best repaid with patience and resignation.
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Another li^nc, he wrote to him these verses, which are mentioned by ath-Tha-

libi in his Yalima :

I concede to you exalted rank, although I am worthy of it; and 1 say to (my advisers):

“There is a difference between me and my brother.” I have no aversion for rank,

'tis true; but I forego my rights, so that you (my brother!) may enjoy the plenitude of

yours. [Hut yet in the race of honours) l must surely hold the second place, if I con-

sent to yield you up the first.

<

On the death of Saif ad-Dawlal (an event of which wc shall give the date in

his life), a great change was produced in the character and disposition of his

brother Nasir ad-Dawlal, who loved him dearly
;

his intellectual faculties be-

came so weak, that his children and domestics no longer retained for him anv

respect, and he was at length arrested at Mosul by his son Abu Taghlib Fad I

Allah, surnamed Oddat ad-Dawlat (strength of the empire), and commonly

called al-Ghadanfer (the lion). Fadl Allah, who in this action was seconded by

the approbation of his brothers, sent his father to the castle of as-Salama in the

fortress of Ardumusht(l). (My professor Ibn al-Athir says, in his History, that

this fortress is now called Kawashi.) This event took place on Tuesday, the

24th of the first Jumada, A. II. 356 (May, A. D. 967). Nasir ad-Dawlat remained

in confinement till his death, which happened on the afternoon of Friday, the

second of the first Rabi, 358 (January, A. D. 969). His corpse was borne to

Mosul, and interred at Tall Tauba (2), a hill on the east side of the city. Some

say that he died in 357. Muhammad Ibn Ahd al-Malik al-IIamadani (3) says,

in his Qnwdn as-Siar, towards the end of the life of Nasir ad-Dawlat: “He
• v/

“ continued to govern the provinces of Mosul and other places, till the- year

“ 356, when he was arrested by his son al-Ghadanfer; he had been emir over

“ those countries for thirty-two years. He died on Friday, 12th of the first

“ Rahi, 357 (February, A. I). 968).” His father Abu ’l-Haija Ahd Allah was

slain at Baghdad on the 17th Muharram, A. II. 317 (March, A. D. 929), whilst

protecting the khalif al-Kahir Rillah. The history of this event is well

known (4).— When Adad ad-Dawlat Ibn Ruwaih slew his cousin Bakhtyar

and took possession of Baghdad, Abu Taghlib al-Ghadanfer, who had fought on

the side of the latter, was embroiled in an affair with the conqueror, the cir-

cumstances of which would lie too long to relate; we shall only stale in a summary

manner, that Adad ad-Dawlal went to attack him at Mosul, from which al-Gha-
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daufcr retreated and encamped outside of Damascus, which was in the pos-

session of Kassam al-Aiyar (5). (Al-Ghadanfer) then wrote to the sovereign

of Egypt, al-Aziz Ibn al-Moizz, soliciting the government of Syria, to which

al-Aziz gave ostensibly his consent, but secretly opposed obstacles to the fulfil-

ment of his promise. After this, al-Ghadanfer proceeded to Kamla, in the

month of Muharram, A. H. 369 (August, A. 1). 979) (G); but as that place

was in the hands of al-Mufrij Ihn al-Jarrah al-Badwi al-Tai (7), he re-

treated from it, and collected fresh troops to attack the place. He then returned

and gave al-Mufrij battle, at the gate of the city, on Monday, 1st of Safar;

but his partisans having lieen defeated, he was made prisoner and put to" death

on Tuesday, 2nd of the month of Safar of that year (September, A. D. 979).

His birth took place on Tuesday, 11th of Zu ’1-Kaada, A. H. 328 (August,

A. D. 940).— I have given the genealogy of this family on the authority or

the vizir Abu ’l-K&sim Ibn al-Maghribi, who has inserted it in his work

entitled Adah al-Khawdss.—The genealogist Muhammad Ibn Asad al-Asadi

says: “ Taghlib (the progenitor of the tribe so called) was named Dithar, but

“ he obtained the surname of Taghlib for the following reason : Ilis father

“ Wftil was beset in his dwelling by (the tribes of) Yemen, who had the in-

“ tention of making his family prisoners, but he called aloud on his people and
• *

“ companions, and with their assistance he defeated them of Yemen. Taghlib

“ was then a child, and his father prognosticated well of him and said: “ ‘ This

“ is Taghlib,’ (thou shall conquer,) and such was the name by which he was

“ called ever after.”

’ • /
(1) "Ardumusht, a strong fortress near Jaztrnt Ibn Omar, on mount JOdi or Ararat, to the east of the Tigris.

“ Below the fortress lies another fortress. Uair ar-ZafarAn [saffron concent'', which is also called Lavcdshi

“
. It is one of the dependencies of Mosul.”—(.Uardstdi. In the MS. of Ibn al-AUitr, the name of

this place is written Kawdshi ; see t. II. f. 21, verso, and f. 23, e.

(2) “ Tall Tauba 2jy Jj Itbe hill of repentance) lies opposite to Mosul on the Ninevn side (of the river

“ Tigris); a chapel is there which it visiifd by the pious. This place was so named, it is said, because the

“ people of Jiineva went out to it and repented when Jonas threatened them with God's vengeance.”—

;.Mordsul.) ' • .

(3 This writer died A. U. 521 (A. D. 1127).— : Ibn al-Athtr; liajji Khalifa.)

<4' The fclialif al-Muktadir had been deposed by M finis the eunuch, NAzOk chief of the police

guards SdAt'6 as-ffhorta), and Abft T-HaljA Ibn lfamdAn, who had come from the province of al-Jahal with

a large body of troops to assist the conspirators. On the accession of the new khAtif, al-KAhlr, the imperial
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guards LsUe^l aJl&jJI came in arms to demand the customary donation and an additional year’s pay.

As they did not obtain immediately what tbey required, they reinstated nl-Muktadir on the throne, after mas-

sacring N'iiOk and Abfi '1-HaijA A full relation of this event is given by Ibn al-Athlr in bis Annals, from

which Abb 'l-Fedi has extracted bis abridged account of the same revolution.

(8) This KassAm had succeeded Iftiktn as governor of Damascus. He acknowledged the authority of the

Fatimite khalif al-Atlz, and had prayers said for him in the mosques or that city. -(Ibn al-Athlr, year 3(18.)

(8) The MSS. of Ibn KhallikAn have 367, for a—
» ;

but ibis is a fault, probably of an early copyist

The facts are fully related and the true dates given in Abb ’1-FcdA and Ibn al-Athlr.

(7) Thiswas the phylarch of the Bedwin Arabs. He and bis family resided at Ramla, and were devoted to

the Fatimite dynasty of Egypt. Ibn Khaldbn, in his nolire on the Arabian tribes which settled in Africa,

gives the history of this family.

RUKN AD-DAWLAT IBN BUWAIH.
,

1
v

Abu Aii al-Hasan Ibn Buwaih Ibn Fannakhosru ad-Dailami, surnamed Rukn

ad-Dawlat {pillar of the state): the rest of his genealogy has been already given

in (he life of his brother, Moizz ad-Dawlat Ahmad {page 155). He was lord

of Ispahan, Rai, Hamadan, and all Persian Irak, and father of the three princes,
%

Adad ad-Dawlat Fannakhosru, Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat Abu Mansur Buwaih, and

Fakhr ad-Dawlat Abu ’1-Hasan Ali. Rukn ad-Dawlat was a powerful and aspir-

ing prince ; he had for vizir Ibn al-Amid (1), on whose death he appointed Abu

’l-Fath Ali, the son of Ibn al-Amid, to the same situation. The Sahib Ibn Ahbad
* *

was vizir to his son Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat, and, on that sovereign’s death, to

Fakhr ad-Dawlat; this circumstance we have' already mentioned in the life of

the Sahib {page 213). Rukn ad-Dawlat reigned prosperously, and was favoured

by fortune in possessing three such sons ; it was lietween them that he shared

his possessions, and they governed with the greatest, ability. He had two bro-

thers; Abu ’l-Hasan Ali Imad ad-Dawlat, who was older than himself, and Abu

’1-Hnsain Ahmad Moizz ad-Dawlat, who was younger. The life of the latter has

been already given {page 155). Rukn ad-Dawlat died at Rai on Friday night, 5100

18th of the month of Muharram, A. II. 366 (September, A.D. 076), and was

buried in the mausoleum which bears his name. “ His birth is placed, hv con-

“ jecture, in the year 284 (A. D. 897);” such are the words of Abu Ishak as-

Sabi. He reigned forty-four years, one month, and nine days, and was suc-

ceeded by his son Muwaiyad ad-Dawlat.
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vi; Thf life of Ibn al-Amtd is given in ibis work. In the preceding pages I have written the name Omaid.

in consequence of having misunderstood a grammatical observation made bjr Ibn Khallikin.

\

AL-HASAN IBN SAHL THE VIZIR.

Abu Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn Sahl Ibn Abd Allah as-Sarakhsi succeeded his

brother al-Fadl Zu ’r-Riasatain as vizir to al-Mamun, whose favour he thencefor-

ward enjoyed to a high degree. We have already made mention (page 268) of

his daughter Buran, of her marriage with al-Mamun, and of the heavy expense

to which her father al-Hasan went on that occasion ; we shall therefore abstain

from repeating the same account here. Al-Mamun gave him the government of

all the provinces conquered by Tahir Ibn al-Husain, as we shall mention in the

life of the latter. Al-Hasan was of a noble disposition and very generous
,
in his

donations to poets and other {literary) men : a poet once went to bim and recited

in his presence these verses : • >

' When my wife (1) saw me saddle my camels, although 1 had just ungirthed them,

she said: “Can a distant journey await camels, now that al-Fadl (2) is no more?’—
“ Yes,” I replied, “ they must (bear me) to al-Hasan Ibn Sahl.”

A

For this piece the poet received a rich present.—He went forth, one day, to

accompany to some distance al-Mamun, who was setting out on a journey; and

when they were about separating, al-Mamun said to him: ‘‘Abu Muhammad!
“ do you desire any thing?”—“ Yes, Commander of the faithful;” replied al-

Hasan, “ that you preserve towards me those favourable feelings of your heart,
« »

“ the possession of which I cannot ensure to myself but with your concurrence.”

•—One of those (who knew him) relates the following anecdote: “I was present

“ at an' audience given by al-Hasan Ibn Sahl, and a person came to thank him

“ for a letter of recommendation which he had written in his favour ;.on this, the

“ vizir replied: ‘Why thank me? I consider (the duly oj
~)

intercession as the

“ legal alms {which render the capital) of my honourable feelings
(
acceptable

“ to God) (3).”—The same narrator says: “ l was present, one day, whilst he

“ dictated (to his secretary) a letter of recommendation, and he himself wrote at

“ the end of it these words : ‘I have been told that, on the day of judgment, a man
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“ will be questioned respecting the use he made of the influence given him by

“ his rank in the world, in the same manner as he will be questioned respect-

“ ing the use he made of the superfluity of his wealth (4V—He said to his sons:

“ * My sons! learn the use of language; it is by it that man holds his pre-emi-

“ nence over other animals; the higher the skill which you attain in the use of

“ language, the nearer you approach to the ideal of humau nature.’ ”—Al-

Hasan continued to act as vizir to al-Mamun till he had an attack of black bile

(melancholy), caused bv excessive grief on learning the murder of his brother

al-Fadl
;
(we shall narrate this event in the life of the latter.) His melancholy

overcame him so far, that he had to be confined to his house, and was unable

to fulfil the duties of his office. “ In the year 203 (A. D. 818-9),” says at-

Tabari in his History, “ Al-Hasan Ibn Sahl was overcome by black bile, occa-

“ sioned by a fit of sickness; this sickness impaired his reason to such a degree,

“ that it was necessary to chain him and confine him in a chamber. Al-Mamun

“ then took for his vizir Ahmad Ibn Abi Khalid.” Al-Hasan died at Sarakhs,

on the first of Zu ’1-IIijja, A. II. 236 (June, A. D. 851), (some say 235).—The

following verses were made in his praise by Yusuf al-Jawhari

:

Could Zohair see llasan and the manner in which his generosity employs his wealth,

Zohair would say, at the sight: “ It is he who is the liberal man despite of misfortunes,

“ and not Harim
!”

Towards the end of this work, in the life of Yahya Ibn Isa Ibn Matruh, we

shall give the anecdote of Zohair and Harim Ibn SinUn (5).—In the life of Abu

Hakr Muhammad al-Khowarezmi mention is made of al-Hasan Ibn Sahl.

—

Sa-

rakhsi means belonging to Sarakhs, which is a city in Khornsan. 210

(1) Notwithstanding the authority of the MSS. I read
, not

(2.> That it: Why undertake a long journey to solicit favours, now that the best oT patrons, the vizir al-

Fadl Ibn Sabi is no more?

(3) By the Moslim law, property is liable to a yearly taz of 2 1 2 per rent. This lax is railed Zakat (alms).

and the payment of it is necessary to render the possession and use of the remaining capital agreeable to God.

In Hamilton's Btdaya, vol. 1., w ill be found an account of ibis tax and its primitive object.

(4; This phrase in the original Arabic Is expressed with singular concision, and is yet perfectly clear.

(5) Some lime anterior to Islamism. a destructive warfare existed between the tribes of Abs and DubyAn.

but the feud was at length appeased by Harim Ibn SinAn and al-UArilh Ibn Adf, who generously paid the

price of blood to the relations of those who had fallen in the contest. For this. Zohair Ibn Abi Sulma praises

them both in his celebrated Moallajta.

52
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AL-WAZIR AL-MUIIALLADI

.

Abu Muhammad al-Hasan Hm Muhammad Ihn Ilarun Ihn Ibrahim Ihn Ahd

Allah Ihn Yazid Ihn Hatim Ihn Kabisa Ihn al-Muhallab Ihn Ahi Sufra al-Azdi

al-Muhallahi al-Wazir (the vizir descended from al-Muhallab and member of

the tribe cf Azdy) was appointed vizir by Moizz ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih (see his

life, page 155) on Monday, 27th of the first Jumnda, A. II. 339 (November,

A. D. 950); his powerful influence, generous disposition, lofty spirit, and firm

administration have rendered him celebrated, whilst his acquaintance with lite-

rature and his friendship for men of learning reached to an extreme. Previ-

ously to the period at which he was attached to the service of Moizz ad-Dawlat,

he had suffered greatly from want and distress : in one of his journeys, after

undergoing severe fatigue, he had a longing for flesh-meat, and not being able

to procure any, he recited extempore the following verses

:

Where is death sold, that I may buy it? for this life is devoid of good. Ohl let

death, whose taste {to me) is sweet, come and free me from a detested life ! When I see

a tomb from afar, I wish to be its inhabitant. May the Being who granteth tranquillity,

have compassion on the soul of the generous man who will bestow death, as a charity,

upon one of his brethren 1

These verses were heard hv a person, who was travelling (in the same cara-

van) with him, and whose name was Ahd Allah as-Sufi, or, by another account,

Abu ’l-IIasau al-Askalani; this man bought for him a dirhim's worth of meat,

and cooked it, and gave it to him to eat. They then separated, and al-.Muhal-

labi having experienced a change of fortune, became vizir to Moizz ad-Dawlat at

Baghdad, while (he person who had travelled with him and purchased the meat

for him, was reduced to poverty; having then learned that al-Muhallahi was

a vizir, he set out to find him and wrote to him these lines •

Repeat to the vizir, for whose life I would sacrifice my own—repeat to him the words

of one who reminds him of what he has forgotten. “Do you remember when, in a life

of misery, you said : Where is death sold, that I may buy it?”

The vizir, on reading the note, recollected the circumstance, and, moved

with the joy of doing a generous action, he ordered seven hundred dirhims to

be given to the writer, aud inscribed these words on the paper: The similitude
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of those who lay out their suBstance in the service of God, is as a grain oj

com which has produced seven ears and in every ear a hundred grains ; for

God giveth many-fold to whom he pleascth (I). He then prayed God’s bless-

ing on him and clothed him in a robe of honour, and appointed him to a place

under government, so that he might live in easy circumstances.—Al-Muhallahi,

on being raised from penury to the vizirat, composed these lines:

Fortune pitied (me) for my misery, and lamented the length of the sufferings which

consumed me; she has granted me what I hoped for, and delivered (me) from what I

apprehended. I shall therefore pardon her former wrongs, and even the crime of

turning my hair to gray.

By the same

:

In the haste of our separation, whilst my heart was enflamed (u>«»A angimh), the per-

son whom I loved said to me : “What will you do on the way after (leaving) me?" And
l replied: “ I shall weep for your (lots) the length of the way.”

Among the verses said to have been comjwsed by him in the lime of his po- 'ill

vertv and addressed to a person in high authority, are the following, which some,

however, attribute to Abu Nuwas:

If I asked yon to increase my afflictions, such an augmentation would be beyond

your power. Were a life such as I have led offered to the dead, they would refuse it.

Abd Ishak as-Sabi, the author of the epistles (2), says: “1 was one day with

“ the vizir al-Muhallabi, and he took a sheet of paper to write, on which I said

** extempore:

* He has a hand of surpassing liberality by its gifts, and a discourse of which he
' scatters the pearls upon the paper. HAtim is concealed in his hand (3), and Sah-
4 bAn in his fingers (V).’

"

IVIoizz ad-Dawlat had a Turkish mamluk of singular beauty, named Tikin al-

Jamdar (5); he was extremely fond of him and sent him as the commander of a

military expedition against one of the Hamdan family. On this, the following

lines were made by the vizir al-Muhallabi, who found the youth handsome

enough to adorn a court (6), but not suited to sustain the toils of war :

(Thtre is) a child with the waters (of youth) mantling in his face, and the wood of his

(My) yet tender; he is so like a girl, that his bosom might be expected soon to swell

;
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yet to his slender waist they have hung a sword, and tied aronnd it a belt which hurts

him; they have made him chief of an army, but the troop and the leader of it will

both perish.

And so it really was, the mamluk being unsuccessful in his expedition.—

A

singularly sentimental line of his is the following :

(itfy) eyelids parted when you parted with me, and they mot not again but over a

(lowing tear.

The traits of his generous character abound. He was bom at Basra on Mon-

day night, 26th Muharram, A. II. 201 (December, A. D. 903), and he died on

Saturday, 26th Shaban, A. II. 352 (September, A.D. 963), whilst making a jour-

ney to Wasit. His body was borne to Baghdad, where it arrived on Wednesday

night, 5th Ramadan of the same year, and was interred in that part of the Nii-

bakhtiya cemetery which is called the burial-ground of the Koraish.

—

Muhal-

labi means descended from al-Midiallab, of whom we shall give the life. On

the death of this vizir, the following elegy was composed by the poet al-Husain

Ihn al-llajj2ij (whose life will be found farther on):

People of poets! (Aear) the cry of one afflicted; of one for whom the joy of con-

solation can no more be hoped. Give solace to poetry for the loss of the vizir;

poetry weeps blood over him after [exhausting) its tears. He is dead I the man behind

whom praise toiled ineffectually, and before whom proceeded clemency [like] the cle-

mency of God. In his death, fortune has overthrown the fortress to which we retired

for protection against fortune’s wrongs. Let the sons of Buwaih know, that the days

{of their prosperity) are now crossed bv affliction.

(1) Korin, sunt 2, verse 2f>3.

(2) See page 31.

(3) The generosity of H4tim is welt known.

(4) Sahb&n was an ancient Arab celebrated for his eloquence.—[Al-Bartri, p. 42; Rasmussen's Addita-

menla, p. 74.)

(8) Jamddr; officer of the wardrobe.—(De Saey's Chrtstomathie, t. I. p. 133 ; t. H. p. 186.)

(6) The Arabic scholar will perceive that a modification is here made in the sense of the original test.
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THE VIZIR NIZAM AL-MULK.

The vizir Abu Ali al-IIasan Ibn Ali Ibn Ishak Ibn al-Abbas at-Tusi [native of 2 V2

Tus) was surnamcd Nizam al-Mulk, Kawwam ad-din
(
the regulator (1) of the

slate, upholder of religion). As-Samani says in his Kitdb al-Ansab

:

“Rad-

“kan: a small village near Tus; il is said that Nizam al-Mulk was from its

“ neighbourhood.” He was son to a dihkdn (2), and, after studying the Tra-

ditions and jurisprudence, he entered as kdtib (3) into the service of Ali Ibn

- Shadan, governor of the city of Balkh; but as heavy sums were extorted front

hint every year by his employer, he abandoned his post and fled to Dawud Ibn

Mikail as-Saljuki, the father of Alp Arslan. This prince received from him

such proofs of fidelity and attachment, that he gave him over to his son, Alp

Arslan, saying: “Consider him as a parent, and disobey not bis counsels.”

When Alp Arslan succeeded lo the empire, Nizam al-Mulk took the direction

of affairs, and administered with great talent; he remained in Alp Arslan’s ser-

vice ten years. On the death of that prince, bis sons pressed forward to seize

on the empire, but Nizam al-Mulk secured it to Malak Shah, son of Alp Arsl&n.

From that period and during twenty years, all the power was concentrated in the

bands of the vizir, whilst the sultan had nothing more to do than show himself on

the throne and enjoy the pleasures of the chase. The khalif al-Muktadi Billah,

having received a visit from Nizam al-Mulk, allowed him to he sealed in his pre-

sence, and addressed him in these terms: “0 Hasan! may God be pleased with

“ thee in as much as the Commander of the faithful is pleased with thee.” The

court of the vizir Nizam al-Mulk was greatly frequented by doctors of the law and

sufis, towards the latter of whom he was very beneficent. Being asked the rea-

son of the favour which he showed them, he answered :
“ I was in the service of a

“ certain emir, when a suit came to me and made me a pious exhortation, and

“ said : ‘Serve Him whose service will he useful to you, and he not taken up with

“one whom dogs will eat to-morrow.’ I did not understand his meaning;

“ hut the emir used to drink from morning to evening, and had some dogs

“ which were ferocious like beasts of prey, and devoured strangers at night;

“ now, it happened that being once overcome with intoxication, he went

“ out alone, and was torn to pieces hv the dogs, which did not recognize
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“ him. I then knew that this sAfi had received a revelation on the subject,

“ and 1 therefore treat these people with respect, in hopes that I may obtain a

“similar grace.” — On hearing the call to prayers, he immediately aban-

doned whatever occupation he might be engaged in; and when the Imam al-

Haramain Abu ’1-Maali, and the author of the Epistle (4), AbA ’1-Kasim al-

Kushairi, came to visit him, he treated them with the utmost respect and made

them sit down on the same sofa with himself. He built a number of colleges,

convents, and mosques in different provinces. He was the first who set the

example of founding a college (5), and he commenced, A. H. 457 (A. D. 1065),

the construction of that of Damascus; in the year 459, it was agreed on by every

class of persons that AbA Ishak as-Shirazi should teach therein; but he did not

present himself, and Abu Nasr Ibn as-Sabbagh, the author of the Sh&mil
,

taught for twenty days in his place, after which, Abu Ishak accepted (6). We
shall give the full details of this circumstance in the life of Ibn as-Sabbagh, which

see. At the hour of prayer, Abu Ishak used to quit the college and perform his

devotions in a mosque
;
“ Because,” said he, “ I have been informed that the

“ greater part of the materials employed in the construction of the college has

“ been procured illegally.”—Nizam al-Mulk learned and taught the Traditions,

and he used to say: I am conscions of not deserving that honour, but I

“ wish to establish myself in the series (7) or persons who have transmitted the

“ sayings of the Prophet.”—The following verses are declared to be his:

After four-score, streugth exists not; and the alacrity of youth is departed. With
staff in hand I resemble Moses, but have not the gift of prophecy.

Some persons say, however, that these verses are by Muhammad Ibn Abi

’s-Sakr, whose life shall be given farther on.—Nizam al-Mulk was born on

215 Friday, 21st of Zu’l-Kaada, A. H. 408 (April, A. D. 1018), at Nawkan, one of

the two cities of which TAs is composed (8). In A. H. 485, he set out with

Malak Shah lor Ispahan, and on Friday night, 10th of Ramadan (October, A. D.

1092), he broke his fast and mounted in his palanquin; on reaching a village

called Sahna, near Nahawend, he remarked that a great number of the Compa-

nions of the Prophet had been slain at that place in the time of the khalifOmar

Ibn al-KhattAb (9), “and happy,” said he, “is the man who is with them !” He

was then accosted by a boy of the province of Dailam, in the dress of a sAfi, who
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called to him to receive a memorial, and when the vizir reached out his hand to

take it, he stabbed him to the heart with a dagger. Nizam al-Mulk was borne to

his pavilion, where he expired, and the murderer took to flight, but having

stumbled over a tent-rope, he fell and was immediately taken and put to death.

The sultan rode forth without delay to tranquillize the army and console them.

The body of the vizir was transported to Ispahan, and there interred. It is

said that the assassin was suborned against him by Malak Shah, who was fatigued

to see him live so long, and coveted the numerous fiefs which he held in his

possession. The sultan survived him for thirty-five days only. This vizir was

the ornament of the age in which he lived; his son-in-law, Shibl ad-Dawlat

Mukatil al-Bakri, whose life will be found farther on, lamented his death in

an elegiac poem containing the following passage

:

N'izAm al-Mulk was a precious pearl, formed of pure nobleness by the merciful God

:

it was so fine that the age knew not its worth, and the Maker, jealous for its honour,

restored it to its shell.

The assassination of Nizam al-Mulk has been attributed also to Taj al-Mulk

Abu ’1-Ghanaim al-Marzuban lbn Khosrit Flruz, surnamed Ibn Darest; he was an

enemy of the vizir and in high favour with his sovereign Malak Shah, who, cm

the death of Nizam al-Mulk, appointed him to fill the place of vizir. Ibn Darest

was himself slain on Monday night, 12th Muharram, 48G (February, A. I).

1 093) ;
having been attacked and cut to pieces by the young mamluks belonging

to the household of Nizam al-Mulk. He was aged forty-seven years: the tomb

over the grave of the shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi was erected by him.

(1) The word m'xdm, here rendered by regulator, meant the thread or tiring of a pearl necklace. Tim

title indicated that the existence of the vixir was as necessary for the maintenance of order in the slate, as the

string of a necklace is, to hold the pearls together.

(St See page 77, note (4l.

(3) He appears to have been director of the revenue ollice, or collector of taxes.

.(4) This Epistle is a treatise on shiism.

(B\ This, as may be seen in the introduction, is not exact.

(6) Literally: Sat.

(7) In the Arabic text, for ,11=51 read
j
lk»;

(8i See page 80.

(9i The battle of Nahhwcnd was fought A. H. 21 'A . D. 642). See Price's Retrotpecl. vol. I.

Digitized by Google
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FAKHR AL-KUTTAB AL-JUWAIN1.

Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Ibrahim al-Juwaini, surnamed Fakhr al-Kuttab

{pride of the kdtibs), was a native of Juwain, but his family came from Bagh-

dad. This celebrated kdtib (scribe) wrote a great deal, and copied books which

are now found in the hands of the public, and for which a high price is asked,

on account of the beauty of the writing and the eagerness of purchasers. Imad

ad-din praises him highly in the Kharidn, and then says: “He was one of the

“ convivial companions of the aldbek Zinki when that prince was in Syria, and

“ afterwards remained under a shelter of honour near his son Nur ad-din Mah-

“ mud. He then travelled to Egypt during the administration of Ibn Ruzzik,

“ and he dwells there till this day. There is not at present, in Misr, a person

“ who writes like him.” Imad ad-din then cites some passages of a poem ad-

dressed by him to al-Kadi M-Fadil, which, were it not so long, we should give

here. Fakhr al-Kuttab died at Kairo, A. II. 584 (A. D. HI 8-9), or 586.

—

Juwaini means belonging to Juwain
,
which is a large region near Naisapur: a

great number of learned men bore this patronymic. - The following verses,

composed by a native of Irak, were often recited by Fakhr al-Kuttab

:

Men feel regret when unable to accomplish their desires, and you see them rejoice

\ and look gay when they succeed,
(
although their projects are then) as if they had never

been fulfilled (1). Projects and the dreams of sleep are, in my opinion, nearly related

.

(1) He means probably that when a projeri it executed, it ia no longer a project. Tbc verse ia very obscure,

and I may perhaps be mistaken.

AL-KARABIS1.

Abu Ali al-IIusain Ibn Ali Ibn Yazid al-Knrabisi was a native of Baghdad, and

one of the imam as-Shafi’s most distinguished disciples, having replaced him

occasionally at his course of lectures, and possessing a most extensive knowledge

of his doctrines. He composed many works on the main principles of jurispru-
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dence and its particular applications; he was skilled in dogmatic theology, and

learned in the Traditions. He wrote works on that branch of science which

is called al-Jarh wa 't-Tadil (impeachment and justification) (I), and on

other subjects. A great numljer of persons were instructed hv him in juris-

prudence. He died A. H. 245, or, according to a statement which appears

more correct, in 248 (A. D. 862-3).—Kardbfsi is formed from kardbts, which

word designates clothes made of a sort of coarse cloth ;
the singular is kirbas

:

it is a Persian word, altered in its pronunciation to suit the genius of the Arabic

language (2). This doctor sold cloth of that sort, and was therefore called al-

Knrdbisi (the clothier).

(1) The science of al-Jarh tea ’I- TAdU ireels of Ihe credibility of Tradltionisls.—See Hajjl Khalifa. No.

40o9. This term serves also to designate the inquest made by the tiili into the character of witnesses. See

Hoiuillon's Htdaya, vol. II. p. 672.— In the Arabic test of Ibn KhallikAn, for read I was

led into this mistake by a note of Reiske't, in the A nnals of AbO 'l-Fedil. vol. Il.p 691 , and .by a passage in

M. de Sacy’s Chrnlomathie, 1 .
1 p. 39. They are both in the wrong.

(2) The original Persian w ord is Kirpds

ABU AL1 IBN KHAIRAN.

I

Abu Ali al-Husain Ibn Salih Ibn Khairan was a jurisconsult of the sect of

as-Shafi and most eminent for his piety
;
he was also one of their most talented

teachers. The place of kadi at Baghdad was ofTcred to him in the khalifat of

al-Muktadir, and on his refusal to accept it, he was kept under arrest (I) in his

house by order of the vizir Ali Ibn Isa, who, when remonstrated with on the

subject, answered: “ My sole intention was to have it said of our epoch, fhat

“ there existed in it one who was kept under arrest in his house, in order that

“ he might be constrained to accept the place of kadi.” Ibn Khairan reproached

Ibn Suraij his acceptance of that oilice, and told him that such a thing was not

litled for persons of their sect, but for those of Abu Hanifa’s (2). According

to Abu ’1—Ala Ibn ai-Askari, this doctor died on Tuesday, 16th of Zu ’l-Hijja,

A. II. 320 (December, A. D. 932); but the hdfiz Abu 'I-Hasan ad-Darakutni

53
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places Ins death in the year 310; this statement is declared hy the Khatib to

l)e correct, and he pronounces Abu ’l-Ala’s erroneous.

(It The word *juyj signifies to put under arrest. Till* moaning, though perfectly certain, is not giren

in the dictionaries.

;2; The Shafllc doctors frequently reproached those of the sect of Abft Hantfa with meddling in worldly

matters and accepting places under government.

THE KADI HUSAIN.

Abu Ali al-liusain Ilm Muhammad Ihn Ahmad al-Marwarrudi, a jurisconsult

of the Shafite sect and known by the title of the kadi (1 ), was a doctor of high

authority and author of the treatise on law, entitled at-Tdlika (notes), lit

treating some points of doctrine, he followed a system peculiar to himself, and

when the Imam al-IIaramain and al-Ghazzali say (the former in his Nihdyat

al-Matlab, and the latter in his Basil and Tawsit), “ The kadi says,'' it is he

whom they mean and no other. He learned jurisprudence from al-Kaflal al-

Marwazi (whose life will be found among those of the Abd Allahs), and he com-

posed works on the main principles of jurisprudence, on its particular applica-

tions, and on controverted’ subjects. He continued
(
till his death) to act as

judge, professor, and mufti, and he taught the science of the law to a number of

eminent men, amongst whom were al-Farra al-Baghawi, the author of the Tah-

dih, the commentary on the Sunna, and other works. The kadi Husain died

A-. H. 462 (A. D. 1060-70), at MarwarrOd, of which place we have already

spoken (see page 50).

it) “ When the Shaflles speak nf the kddl, they mean the Husain hero mentioned, but in treating of the

•• principle* of jurisprudence this denomination its giren hy the learned in the Sunna to AbA Bakr

" al-BikiUni. When the two kddtt are spoken of, it is the latter and Abd nl-Jabbir al-Molaiili who are

“meant; and the thatkh it either AbA l-Hatan ai-Ath&rior AbA Muhammad al-Juwaini: the word imdm
“ designates either the Im&m al-Uaramain or Fakhr ad-dln ar-fUii."— (AI-TAfl.)
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ABU AUI AS-SINJI.

Abu Ali al—Husain Ibn Sboaib I bn Mubammad as-Sinji, a doctor of tin: sect

of as-Shafi and one of their most eminent imams, studied jurisprudence in Kho-

rasan under al-Kaflal al-Marwazi; he bad for condisciplcs the kadi Husain, (see BUS

the preceding article,) and Abu Mubammad al-Juwaini, the lather of the Imam

al-Haramain (whose lives we shall give later). He wrote a commentary on Abu

Baler Ibn al-lladdad al-Misri's Foru [or development of the Shafite doctrines);

this commentary has not been equalled, although many others have been com-

posed on the same work, one of which is by his own professor al-Kallal, and an-

other by the kadi Abu t-Taiyb at-Tabari. He is also author of a great com-

mentary on the Talkhis of Abu '1-Abbas Ibn al-Kass; this work is rare. An-

other of bis productions is the Majniti or collection (containing an exposition

of the Shafte doctrines (1) ). He is cited by Abu Hamid al-Ghazzali in the

/fasti. As-Sinji was the first who possessed an equal acquaintance with the

system of jurisprudence followed in Irak and that practised in Khorasan. The

people of Marw, al that period, considered him as their chief jurisconsult. He

died some time after the four hundred and thirtieth year of the Hijra (A. D
1038-9).

—

Sinji means belonging to Sinj, a large village near Marw.

(1) Hajji Klmlifa.

AI.-FAKRA AL-BAGIIAW1.

Abu Muhammad al-Ilusaiu Ibn Masud Ibn Mubammad, more generally known
by the title of al-Farrn al-Baghawi, was a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, a Tra-

dilionist and a commentator on the Koran : in the different sciences he was a sea

of knowledge. He learned jurisprudence from the kadi Husain (see his life,

page 418), and composed a commentary on the Word of God (the Koran), and

an explanation of the obscurities in the sayings of the Prophet (the Sanaa); he

taught the Traditions and professed
(
jurisprudence), in which he never gave les-

sons but in a state ol legal purity (I . He is author of mauv works, such as
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the Tahdib (arrangement) treating of jurisprudence; an explanation of the

Sunna or Traditions; the MaAlim at-Tanzfl (marks of revelation), which is a

commentary on the Koran

;

the MasAbih (lights

)

(2); the Jamil bain as-Sahi-

hain (the conjunction of the two Sahfhs) (3), etc. He died in the month of

Shawwal, A. H. 510 (February, A. D. 1117), at Marwarrud, and was interred

in the cemetery of Talakan, close by the grave of his master the kadi Husain.

His tomb is famous among the people of that country. I have read (however

)

in

a work compiled by the shaikh Abd al-Azim al-Mundiri, and entitled al-Fuw&id

as-Safariya (travelling notes?), that al-Farra al-Baghawi died A. H. 516 (A. D.

1122-3): this I found written in his own hand. He relates also: “A wife of

“ this doctor died, and he refused to accept any portion of the inheritance left

“ by her : he used also to live on dry bread, but having been blamed for this (as

“ an affectation of abstinence), he ate his bread with olive oil.”

—

Farrd means

a preparer or seller of furs.—As-Samani says in his Kitab al-Ans&b :
tlBaghawi

“ is the relative adjective derived from Bagh or Baghshdr, which is the name

“of a town in Khorasan, lying between Marw and Herat; this adjective is

“ formed irregularly.”U «*

(1) See the Tableau gintral dt iEmpire Othoman, lom. II. p. ?.

(2) This is the work which was remodelled by the shaikh Wall ad-dln Mahmfld, and entitled by him .VfsA-

luU at-Maniblh I the niche for the lighte). The Mithkdt has been translated into English by Capt. Matthews.

(3) That is: The union of the Traditions found in Sdhth of al-Bokhtri and in that of Muslim.

AL-HALIM1.

Abu Abd Allah al-Husain Ihn al-Hasan lbn Muhammad Ibn Halim, a doctor

of the sect of as-Shafi and known by the name of al-Halimi, was born in Jurjan,

A. H. 338 (A. D. 949-50), whence he was carried (when yet a child) to Bo-

khara. He wrote down the Traditions under the dictation of AbA Bakr Muham-

mad lbn Ahmad lbn Habib and other masters. - After studying jurisprudence

under Abu Bakr al-Udani and al-KaiTal as-Shashi, he became an imam of high

consideration and authority in Transoxiana. He had an excellent manner of
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treating points of the ShaOte doctrine. When at Naisapur, he taught the Tra-

ditions, and al-IIafiz al-Hakim (Ibn al-Baiji) and others gave Traditions on his

authority. His death took place on the first Jumada (some say on the first Rabi), '* *<»

A. H. 403 (end of A. D. 1012).—Halimi is derived from Halim

,

which was the

name of his great-grandfather.

v >

AL-WANM AL-FARADI.

r

Abu Abd Allah al-Husaiti Ibn Muhammad al-Wanni al-Faradi (1) was a skil-

ful accountant, a doctor of the highest authority in the science of partitions, and

a composer of many excellent works. He learned the Traditions from the dis-

ciples of Abu Ali as-Safiar and others, and taught them to the Khatib at-Tabrizi,

to Abu Hakim al-Khabri (2), the author of the Talkhis
fi.

’l-Hisdb (treatise on

arithmetic), and others. He was al-Khabri’s master in arithmetic and the sci-

ence of partitions. His instructions and his books were profitable to great nuni-

lx*rs. He died a martyr at Baghdad in the month of Zii ’1-Hijja, A. H. 451

(January, A. D. 1000), having been slain in the Doubles caused by al-Basasiri

(sfe page 173).—Wanni means belonging to fVann, a village in one of the

cantons of Kuhestan ; I imagine that it was his native place.

(1) Al-Faradi; learned in the trienee of Partitions (F'wrddi ; by which term it designated that branch of

knowledge which it requitile for the solution of questions relative to the partition of inherited properly

amongst heir*. Those nearest related to the deceased are entitled to a larger share than the others, and the

amount of each share depends upon the degree of relationship. As it therefore frequently happened that

such questions could not be resolved but by the aid of the arithmetic of fractions and the first principles of

algebra, there were then but few doctors capable of treating them, and when they possessed that talent, the

honourable title of al-Faradi was conferred on them by their contemporaries. The science of partitions is

coeval with Islamism.

(2) Abft Hakim Abd Allah Ibn Ibrahim al-Faradi al-Khabri (notice of Khabr, a place in or near A'ai-

sapor) studied jurisprudence under the shaikh Abft Isbak as-Shlrkii, but he became eminent as an arithme-

tician and a doctor in the science of partitions, on which he wrote some works. He was well acquainted with

pure Arabic and composed a commentary on the Uamdsa and another on the poems of al-Mutanabbi. He

had learned a great number of the Traditions, and was a man of holy life. His waiting was beautiful and

correct. He died suddenly, A. U. 476 (A. D. 1084) — (Tabdkat as-Shdftjin.)
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IBN KHAMIS ALJUHANI.
/

Abu Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Nasr Ibn Muhammad Ilm al-IIusain ibn al-Kasim

Ibn Khamis Ibn Aamir al-Kaabi al-Juhani was a native of Mosul, and is gene-

rally known by the name of Ibn Khamis. This doctor, who belonged to the sect

of as-Shafi and bore the titles of Taj al-lslam (crown of Islamtsm) and Majd

ad-din (glory of religion), studied jurisprudence at Baghdad under Abu Hamid

ul-Ghazzali and other masters; he (then) became kadi of Rahabat Malik Ibn

Tauk (I), and afterwards returned to Mosul, where he settled. He composed

many works, such as the Manakib al-Abrar (merits of the saints), written in

the style of al-Kushairi’s Epistle (2); the Mandsik al-IIajj (rites oj the pil-

grimage)i; and the Akhbar al-Mandmdt (accounts of dreams) . He is men-

tioned with commendation by Abtk Saad as-Samani in his History. He died in

the month of the second Ilabi, A. H. 552 (May, A. I). (157).

—

Khamis was the

name of his great-grandfather’s grandfather.—Juhani means belonging to Ju-

haina, a village near Mosul and in the proximity of that other village in which is

t he celebrated well called Ain al-Kaiyara, the waters of which, when taken in

baths, are salutary in cases of palsy and scrofula (3); it lies in the flat country

of Mosul, and lower down than that city, from which it is farther off than

Juhaina. Juhani is also the relative adjective derived from Juhaina, the name

of a great tribe descended from Kodaa.

—

Kaabi means belonging to Kaab ;

there are four tribes of this name, but I do not know to which Ibn Khamis

belonged

.

(1) This ton’ll, called aim ar-Rahaha. was situated on the Euphrates, between ar-Rakkaaud Anna. It is

mentioned in the Geography of Abft '1-Fed*.

(SI The Epistle (risdla) of Abd al-Karlm at-Kushairi treats of sftfism ; it it divided into three sections and

contains liny-four chapters. It is considered a work of the highest authority on the subject. A number of

doctors have composed commentaries upon it.—(Hajji Khalifa.)—A list of the chapters contained in this cele-

brated risdla is given by M. de Hammer, in the Catalogue of his oriental manuscripts, under th; No. 291
i

'

3) Scrofula, so 1 have translated by conjecture the words ar-rldh al-bdrida, which signify literally cold

winds, or perhaps cold humours.

I
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AL-HALLAJ.

Abu Mughith al-Husain lbn Mansur al—llalLaj, a celebrated ascetic, was a na-

tive of al-Baida, a town in the province of Fars, but he passed bis youll! in Wa-
sh and Irak. He was a disciple of Abu '1-Kasim ai-Junaid, and people are still

al variance respecting his true character; some extolling him to the utmost,

whilst others treat him as an inlidel. I read in Abu Ilamid al-Ghazzali's Mish-

ka! ab-Anwar a long chapter on him, justifying the singular expressions which

he uttered, such as I am the Truth; there is nought in Paradise but God, and

assertions of a similar nature, the very mention of which is shocking to tin-

ears (1). Al-Ghazzali places all these expressions in a good light, and gives

them an interpretation (by which their impiety is removed ); he says also that

he was led into them from excessive love (towards God) and extreme desjre (to

enjoy his presence), and that these expressions maybe assimilated to the fol-

lowing :

I am he whom I love, and he whom I love is I; we are two souls dwelling in one 21

body. When thou seest me, thou seest him; and when thou secst him, thou secst us.

Among the verses attributed to al-Hallaj, and containing allusions expressed in

the mystical style of the siiGs, are the following (which, however, are said to

have been written by Abd ’l-Kasim Samnun lbn Hamza the ascetic (2) to a

person who wrote to inquire from him how he was):

Thou didst send to ask how I was, and what care and sadness 1 felt in thy ab-

sence (3). I had not been, did I know how I was; and there wero no / had not bten,

did I know how I was not (fc).

»
,

. .
•

.
.

. , .

i

, , t
Such also is this verse in the same style:

lie threw him into the ocean with his hands tied behind his back, and said to him:
“ Beware! beware! lest thou geltest wet (5)!”

Other verses of the same cast have also been attributed to him. Abti Bakr

Ibn Thawaba al-Kasri relates that he heard al-Husain lbn Mansur al-Hallaj say,

when undergoing the torture of the rack (6)

:

I sought through every land a place of repose, but fonnd it not ; I obeyed my de-

sires, and they made of me a slave; had I been content (with my lot), I had been free.
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In a word, the history of al-Hallaj is long to relate, his fate is well known,

and God knoweth all secret tilings !—The grandfather of al-IIallaj was a Magian

;

he himself was a disciple of al-Junaid and others of that class, and most of the

learned doctors of the lime gave their formal opinion that it was lawful to put

him to death (7). It is said that Abu ’1-Abbas Ibn Suraij, on being asked what

he thought of him, returned this answer: “He is a man whose true character is

4 ‘ hidden from me, and l shall therefore abstain from giving any opinion re-

“ specting him.” At an assembly held by Hamid Ibn al-Abbas, vizir to al-Muk-

tadir, a discourse was held by al-Hallaj, and the kadi Ibn Omar, who was pre-

sent, gave a falwa (or judicial opinioti) that he merited death; this he wrote

down with his own hand, and the same declaration was signed by the other

doctors who were there. On this, al-IIallaj said to them: “You cannot Hog me,

“ neither can you spill my blood (8); and it is not lawful for you to take hold

“ of a pretext, against me so that you may authorize the shedding of my blow!

:

“ my belief is Islamism, founded on the Sunna ; I admit the pre-eminence of

“ the four imdms
,
of the well-directed khalifs (9), and of the rest of the ten

Companions (10); may the favour of God be upon thc.m ! I have besides com-

“ posed works on the Sunna, which are to be found at the booksellers'. So

“ on God—on God (do 1 call) that he protect my blood.” He continued re-

peating these words whilst they were writing down their opinions, and when

they had finished and withdrawn, al-Hallaj was taken to prison. The vizir

then informed al-Muktadir, by letter, of the result of the meeting, and sent

him the decisions of the doctors; to this, answer was made, that since the kadis

had given their opinion that he merited death, he should be handed over to the

chief of the police guards, who should inflict on him one thousand strokes of a

whip, and another thousand if his death did not ensue, and that he should theu

behead him. The vizir, in consequence, handed al-IIallaj over to the chief of

the police guards, whom he informed of the orders given by al-Muktadir; he

said to him also : “If al-Hallaj does not expire under the bastonnade, cut off one

“ of his hands, then one of his feet, then the other hand, then the other foot;

“ then strike off his head and burn his body. And if he try to beguile you, and

“ say to you that he will make the Euphrates and Tigris run gold and silver,

“ do not hearken to him nor suspend his punishment.” The chief of the po-

lice received the prisoner that night, and the next morning, which was Tuesday,

Digitized by Google
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23rd (or, as some say, 24th) of Zu 1-Kaada, A. H. 309 (March, A. D. 922),

lie brought him to the Bdb at-Tdk (the gate of the dome), where an im-2

mense multitude of people was assembled. The executioner inflicted one thou-

sand strokes on al-Hnllaj, who did not utter a groan, but said to the chief of

the police guards, towards the six hundredth: “Let me he brought near you,

“ for I have an advice to give you which will be worth the capture of Conslan-

“ tinople.”—“I have been already told,
-” replied the other, “that you would

“ say this and more; and it is not in my power to suspend your punishment."

After the infliction of the bastinado, his four limbs were cut off; he was then

beheaded, his body was consumed by fire, the ashes were cast into the Tigris,

and the head was stuck up at Baghdad, on the bridge. His disciples flattered

themselves with the hopes of his returning (on earth
) after forty days, and as a

great inundation of the Tigris occurred the same year, they pretended that it was

produced by the ashes of al-Ilallaj which had been thrown into the river. Some

of his partisans asserted that he bad not been put to death, but that his likeness

had been given to one of his enemies (who thus suffered in his stead). It

would be loo long to enter into a full account of his conduct, but what we have

here said may suflice.—lie received the surname of al-Halldj because he used

to sit hv the shop of a cotton-carder (halldj) whom he (one day) asked to do

some business for him ;
—“But I myself am busy carding;” answered the other.

—“Do my business," said al-Hall&j, “and I will card for you.” The man

then went oil, leaving him there, and on his return he found all his cotton

carded. —After finishing this notice, I found in a work on the principles of

religion, composed by the Imam al-Haramain Abii ’1-Maali al-Juwaini, and en-

titled as-Shdmil
,

a passage which it is necessary for me to mention, and in

which I am obliged to point out an error. That doctor says: “ Some of our

“ best and soundest authorities state that the three persons (named below) con-

“ spired to overthrow the (Moslini) empire, and undertook to disorganise the

“ state and gain over the hearts of the people to themselves. Each of them then

“ proceeded to a particular region: al-Jannabi went to the province of al-

“ Ahsa (11); Ibn al-Mukaffa penetrated into the country of the Turks; and

“ al-Hallaj repaired to Baghdad, the sovereign of which city condemned him

“ to death : the failure of the project was caused by the difficulty of seducing

the people of Irak.” Now, this statement cannot he received by any histo-

54
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rian ; for these three persons were not contemporaries ; as for al-IIallaj- and al-

Jannahi, they lived, it is true, at the same period, but 1 do not know that

they ever met (12). In the following article we shall relate who this al-

Jannabi was.

(1} The chief point of the sAfl doctrine seems to be that the human soul Is an emanation, or perhaps a por-

tion of the Divinity. On the death of the body, the soul is absorbed into tbo Creator ; and this sometimes hap-

- pens even in life during the slate of excitation called Adi by tbc sAfls. Most of the singular expressions

which shocked the orthodox Motlims, arc easily explained on this principle. One of the dearest accounts of

*Af)sm is given by M. dc Sacy in the jYollctt et Extratit, tom. XII

(2) SamnAn was a sAG and contemporary with al-Junaid. JAmi has given a short account of him in the

SafahAt a I- I’m.

(3) In the Arabic text, this verse and the foregoing parenthesis arc not given till some lines lower down.

(4) Such is the literal translation of this strange verse; its meaning is above my comprehension.

(8)

This is manifestly directed against the doctrine of predestination.

(6) Literally: When on the wood.

(7) Some doctors of very high authority have considered him as a great saint, and he was looked on as a

martyr by AbA IIAmid al-GhaziAli, Abd al-KAdir MAhi ad-dln, and SblhAb ad-dtn as-Sahraurdi.— (A I-

Yifl.)

(8) Literally: My back is under protection and my blood is prohibited.

(9) The well-directed kbalifs, at-KhulafA ar-RAihtclln, were AbA Bakr, Omar, Othman, and All.

(10) The others were Talba, Zubair, Saad Ibn Abi WakkAs, Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn Auf, AbA ObAida Ibn

al-JarrAh, and Said Ibn Zaid. Muhammad had declared to them that they should enter paradise.

(11) Al-Absa, called by Europeans Lahsa, is a town in Arabia, to the south-west of the Persian Gulf.

(12) The author now proceeds to give the lives of al-JannAbi and Ibn al-Mukafla, neglecting, in this case,

the alphabetical arrangement of his work. In his account of the latter, ho concludes his refutation of the

ImAm al-Haramain'a statement.

AL-JANNABI.

ALA Tahir Sulaiin&n Ibn Abi Said al-Hasan Ibn Bahram al-Kirmili was the

chief of the Karmals, whose wars and revolts against the kbalifs and (Muslim)

princes are sufficiently known to dispense with our lengthening this article by

giving an account of them (1 ) ;
but if God enable me to compose my great his-

tory (2), I shall give a detailed narrative of their proceedings. It is incumbent

on me, however, since I have spoken of them here, to stale briefly what they

were
;

(as it is my desire) that some mention of them should be found in this

( Digitised by Google
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work.—My professor Izz ad-din Ali, surnamed Ibn al-Alhir, gives in bis great

historical work, the Kamil, a long account of the origin of this sect, and, under

each year, be relates what happened to them during that period. It is this

source which supplies me with the following passages, in extracting which, I

was attentive to aim at concision, lie makes the first mention of them under

the year 278 (A.D. 891-2), where be savs: “In this year, some people of the

“ Sawad, or cultivated country, around Kufa, and who are called the Karinats,

became disorderly.” He then gives the particulars of the rise of this sect,

and the following is a summary extract from his relation :
“ There appeared a 219

“ man who made an outward show of devotion, self-mortification, and austerity

“ of life; he plaited [baskets and other objects) with palm-tree leaves, and sub-

“ sisted on the produce of their sale. For some time be invited the people to

“ Cjoin
)
an imam belonging to the blessed family of the Prophet, and his appeal

“was answered bv great numbers (3), who were induced, from different eir-

“ cumstances in his conduct, to place a perfect reliance on his sincerity. The

“ report of their proceedings spread throughout the territory of Kufa.” He

then says under the year 286 (A. D. 899): “In this year appeared, in (the

“ province of) al-Bahrain, a man of the Karma t sect, who bore the name of

“ Abu Said al-Jannabi, and who was joined by a number of Karmats and of

“ the Arabs of the Desert; his parly having thus liecome strong, he
(
attacked

“ and) slew the people of the neighbouring villages (4). This Abu Said used

“ to sell food, and he persuaded bis purchasers that in buying it, they did an

“ act agreeable to God (5). Their strength then became great and they ap-

“ proached the regions of Basra, on which the khalif al-Motadid Billah sent

“ qgainsl them an army under the command of al-Abbas Ibn Amr al-Ghanawi.

“ A vigorous action ensued, in which the troops of al-Abbas were routed and he

“ himself taken prisoner. This happened towards the end of the month of

“ Shaban, 287, between Basra and Bahrain. Abii Said put his: prisoners to

“ death and burned their bodies, but be spared the life of al-Abbas, and dis-

“ missed him after a lapse of some days; telling him to go to his master and

“ inform him of what he had witnessed. Al-Abbas arrived at Baghdad in the

“ month of Bamadan of that year and entered into the presence of the khalif,

“ who clothed him in a robe of honour. The Karmats then penetrated into

“ Syria in A. II. 289, and a number of combats, too long to be related, en-
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“ sued between the two parlies. In (he year 301 (A. D. 913-4), Abu Said

“ al-Jannabi was slain in a lialh by one of his eunuchs, and was succeeded by

“ his son Abu Tahir Sulaiinan. At the period of his death, Abu Said was in

“ possession of Hajar, al-Katif, at-Taif, and the rest of the province of Bah-

rain. In the month of the second Rabi, A. H. 311 (commencement of

“ August, A. I). 923), Abu Tahir inarched his army to Basra and occupied

“ that city without meeting any serious resistance. They scaled its walls

“ during the night by means of rope-ladders made of (camels') hair, and hav-

“ ing been attacked on the first alarm, they slew the governor of the city and

“ put a part of their adversaries to the sword; the rest took to flight. During

“ the seventeen days that Abu Tahir remained at Basra, he was occupied in

“ sending off the property taken from the inhabitants, after which he returned

“ to his own country. The Karmats continued, till the year 317 (A. I). 929),

“ to fill the provinces with devastation, and lay them waste with fire and sword,

“ captivity and pillage. In that year, the pilgrims arrived safely at Mekka, but

“ they were there attacked, on the day of Tarwiya (6) (8//t Zu ’l-Hijja), by

“ Abu Tahir the Karmat, who plundered their property and slew them even in

“ the precincts of the Sacred Mosque and in the House of God itself. They

“ tore the black stone out of the wall of the Kaaba and sent it to Hajar;

“ and they slew the emir of Mekka and a number of shartfs who bad sallied

“ out to attack them. They broke down the door of the Kaaba, and one of

“ them mounted up to pull away the water-spout (7), but he fell and was killed.

“ They threw some of the slain into the well Zamzam, and buried the others

“ in the Sacred Mosque, without winding sheets, or washing or prayers (8).

“ The cloth covering of the Kanha was taken off by their chief and shared

“ among his followers, and they plundered the houses of the people of Mekka.

When intelligence of this reached al-Mahdi Obaid Allah, lord of Ifrikiya (9),

“ he wrote to al-Jannabi, condemning his - conduct and reprehending him

“ most severely (10). By what you have committed, said he, you have jus-

“ lifted the accusation of infidelity brought against our sect, and the title

“ of impious given to the missionaries acting for our dynasty ; and ifyou
“ restore not that which you have taken from the inhabitants ofMekka, from
“ the pilgrims, and from others ,—ifyou replace not the black stone and

“ the covering of the Kaaba, we shall renounce you both in this world and in
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“ the next. On the receipt of tins letter, he replaced the stone, and reslpral

“ to the people of Mekka as much of their property as he could get back from

“ his followers. ‘We look it,’ said they, ‘by order, and by order we give it

“ back.’ ” Begkem (11) at-Turki, who was emir of Baghdad and Irak at that

lime, had offered them fifty thousand dinars to induce them to restore the black 220

stone, but they refused; now, however, they gave it back. Another historian

says : “They restored it to its place in the Kaaba on the 5th of Zu ’l-Kaada, or

“ Zu ’1-llijja, of that year (A.H. 339), in the khalifat of al-Muli Lillah. When
“ he {Abu Tahir) carried it off, three strong camels could scarcely bear its

“ weight, but when they restored it, one weak camel bore it back without suf-

“ fering
(
from fatigue) (12).”— I must (now) observe that the statement of mv

master {Jbn al-Athir) respecting al-Mahdi’s letter to al-Kirmiti on the subject of

the black stone and its restoration in consequence, cannot be correct; for al-

Mahdi died A. H. 322 (A. D. 934), and the stone was sent back A. H. 339

(A. D. 950-1), seventeen years after his death.—A little farther on, my master

says: “When they restored the stone, they first carried it to Kufa and hung it

“ up in the mosque, for public inspection
;
and they then bore it to Mekka, after

“ its having remained with them twenty-two years.”— It is said, however, by

another historian, that it was restored by Ibn Shabr, one of Abu Said
(
al-Jannd

-

hi’s) favourite partisans. My master then says, under the year 360 (A. D.

970-1) : “ The Karmats came to Damascus, took it and slew the Egyptian go-

“ vernor, Jaafar Ibn Falah.” (We have already made some mention of this

(page 327) in the life of Jaafar.) “Then the Karmat army reached Ain

“ Shams near the gates of Kairo and defeated the Egyptian troops, but it subse-

“ quenlly retired, having been vanquished in its turn by the people of Misr.”

—On the whole, no Moslims, either before or after them, committed such crimes

against Islamism as they : most of Irak, and of the land of the East (1 3), the pro-

vince of Hijaz, Syria, and the country up to the gales of Misr fell into their

power. When they took away the stone, they left it at Hajar, their head-

quarters.—Abu Tahir was killed A. II. 332 (A. D. 943-4).—Kirmili is a rela-

tive adjective; the word fcarmata, when employed as a noun common, signifies

the closeness of one part of a thing to another part ; thus they say of

writing and of a mode of walking that they are mukarmil

,

when the letters of

the writing are close to each other, and when a person takes short steps in
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walking (14) : the Abu Said of whom we are speaking was a short squat man,

of a tawny colour and ill-looking;; and for this reason he was called Kirmiti. A

long chapter on the proceedings of the Karmats is given by the kadi al-Bakilani

in his work
,
entitled Asrdr al-Bdtiniya (secrete of the Bdtiniles),—Janndbi

means belonging to Jannaba, which is a town in one of the cantons of Fars,

contiguous to Bahrain, and situated near Siraf; the Karmats came from this place,

and were therefore called Janndbites.—Al-Ahsd is a tract of country in the

same region, containing many towns such as Jannaba, Hajar,and al-Katif. AhsA

is the plural of flisi, which word denotes water absorbed by a sandy soil till it

reaches a hard stratum by which it is retained
; the Arabs dig away the sand

till they find the water and extract it. When a place contains much land of

this nature, it is called al-Ahsd and becomes known by no other name.— Rela-

tive to Bahrain, al-Jawhari says in his Sabah: “ Al-Bahrain is a town; the

“ adjective derived from it is Bahrdni.” {Abit Mansur Muhammad) al-Azhari

says: “ Al-Bahrain
(
the two seas) is in the dual number, and it was so named

“ for die reason that in the region where its towns are situated, and near the

“ gate of al-Ahsa and the villages of Hajar, lies a lake at ten parasangs’ distance

“ from the Great Green Ocean
(
the Persian Gulf); this lake is three miles

“ long and as many broad
;

it does not overflow, and its waters are tranquil and

“salt.” All the above-mentioned places are in that part of Arabia which is

behind Basra, and reaches to the confines of Hijaz
;
they lie on the coast of the

221 sea which touches Yemen and India, and are near the island of Kais Ibn Omairn,

called vulgarly Kaish : this island is situated between Oman and Fars. In the

same neighbourhood are Ramhormuz and other towns.—We shall now speak of

Ibn al-Mukaffa.

(1) For the history of the Karmats. the reader may consult the Annals of Abh 'l-Fedt; Price’s Retrospect

of Muhammadan History; and, above all, M. de Sacy's Expost de I'Histoire des Druses.

(2} This work was never completed.

(3) The Bxposi de I'Histoire des Druses is the best commentary that can be given on these proceedings.

(4} This was of course a most agreeable pastime for the nomadic Arabs, who detested, and detest still the

dwellers in towns.

(8) Compare this with a passage in the Expos*

,

introduction, page 187.

(6) Sec Reiske's Abtt T-Fed4, tom. II. p. 643.

(71 The celebrated water-spout, or A/tsdb, was of gold.

(8) All of which arc essential in a Moslim interment.
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(9) See Druses, introduction, page 218.

(10) Literally: He raised up the resurrection upon him. Sec note (1). page 11.

(11) Bcgkctn
;
such is the true orthography of the name, not Yahkom p-Cs?., as in the printed text,

nor Bahcam, as Rciske has it in the Annals of Abfl '1-Fcdi. The autograph MS. of that work, and which is

in the Bib. du Boi. writes this name correctly, and ad-Dahabi. in his Annals, year 391 (MS. >o. MO), places It

under the letter B, in his alphabetical list of the men or note wfho died in that year. The letter G £
is clearly marked in both MSS. - Bcgkem was grand emir of the khalifat. For his history, see Abrt ’i-FedA s

Annals, years 320, 327, 329. Consult also Price's Retrospect, vol. II. page 179 et seq.

(12) If this be true, they must hare broken off and kept a large portion of the stone, but the fact itself is

considered by the Muslims as miraculous.

(13) The laud ofthe East; that is. Mesopotamia: the land to the cast of Syria.

(14) I have here paraphrased Ihc original, which merely says when it is so.

IBN AL-MUKAFFA.

Abd Allah Ibn al-Mukafft, the kdlib so renowned for the elegance of his style, and

the author of the admirable Epistles (l), was a native of Fars and a Magian, but he

made his profession of lslamism to Isa Ibn Ali, the uncle of the two first Abbaside

khalifs, as-Saflah and al-Mansur. lie then became bis secretary and was admit-

ted into his. intimacy. One of his sayings was: “ I drank of misfortunes till I

“ was filled, but did not perceive any regularity in their arrival; they disap-

“ peared, then they overflowed, and although they are not uniform as are the

“ lines of poetry, it is they alone which are («n) instructive discourse (2)."

Al-IIaitham Ibn Adi relates of him this anecdote :
“ Ibn al-Mukafla came to Isa

“ Ibn Ali and said: ‘lslamism has entered into my heart, and I wish to make

“ profession of it to you.’ Isa answered: ‘Let it be done in the presence oi

“ the leaders, and of the chiefs of the people; come therefore to-morrow. On

“ the evening of that very day, he went to dine with Isa, and having sal down,

“ he began to cat and to mutter according to the custom of the Magians. ‘ IIow 1

•* said Isa, ‘ you mutter (like (he Magians), although resolved to embrace Isla-

“ mism ?’ To this Ibn al-Mukafla replied :
‘ I do not wish to pass a night with-

“ out being of some religion.’ The next morning he made to Isa his solemn

“ profession of lslamism.” Notwithstanding the eminent merit of Ibn al-Mu-

kafla, he was suspected of Zendikism (3), and al-Jahiz related that he, Muli Ibn
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lyas (4) and Yahya Ibn Ziad were persons the sincerity of whose religious senti-

ments was doubted; and one of the learned, on hearing this, said: “How is it

“ that al-Jahiz forgets to count himself?’’ The khalif al-Mahdi Ibn al-Mansur

sometimes said: “I never found a book on Zendikism which did not owe its

“ origin to Ibn al-Mukafia.” Al-Asmai mentions that Ibn al-Mukafft composed

some fine works, such as the ad-Durrat al-Yatima ( the precious pearl), a

production without a rival on the subject (5); he says also that Ibn al-Mukafia,

on being asked who was his instructor, answered: “I myself; w'hen I saw anv

“ thing good done by another, I did the same, and if I saw w'hat was bad, I

“ avoided it.” He and al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad, the inventor of the system of pro-

sody, once met together, and when they had separated, al-Khalil was asked how

be found him. “His learning,” replied al-Khalil, “is greater than his wit.”

The same question was then addressed to Ibn al-Mukafla respecting al-Khalil,

and he answered: “His wit is greater than his learning.” It was Ibn al-Mu-

kafla who composed the book entitled Kalila and Dimna, but some state that he

is not the author of it; this w'ork, they say, was in Pehlcvi (6), and he translated

it into Arabic and put it in an elegant style, but the discourse at the beginning of

the work is by him. He used to make free with Sofyan Ibn Moawia al-Muhallabi,

the governor of Basra, whom he very frequently addressed by the name of Ibn

al-Mughtalima (son of the lascivious female); an appellation injurious to the

honour of Sofy&n’s mother. About that time, Sulaiman and Isa, the sons of Ali,

and the uncles of the khalif al-Mansur, arrived at Basra, to have a pardon drawn up

for their brother Abd Allah. This Abd Allah had revolted against his nephew

al-Mansur and aspired to the khalifat, but being defeated by Abu Muslim al-Kho-

rasani, who had been sent against him at the head of an army, he took to flight,

and, dreading the vengeance of al-Mansdr, lay concealed at the house of his bro-

thers. Sulaiman and Isa then interceded for him with the khalif, who consented

to forgive what had passed
; and it wTas decided that a letter of pardon should be

granted by al-Mansur. (This is an event noticed in historical works (7) and

generally known,- but I shall give here some particulars of it, as they are neces-

sary for establishing a regular connexion in this relation.) On coming to Basra,

the two brothers told Ibn al-Mukafla, who, as we have stud, was secretary to Isa,

that he should draw up the letter of pardon and word it in the strongest terms, so

as to leave no pretext to al-Mansur for making an attempt against Abd Allah's life.
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Ibn al-Mukafla obeyed their directions and drew up the letter in the most bind-

ing terms, havirig even inserted in it the following clause, amongst others : And

ifat any time the Commander of thefaithful act perfidiously towards his uncle

Abd Allah Ibn Ali, his wives shall be divorcedfrom him, liis horses shall be

confiscatedfor the service'of God (iii war), his slaves shall become free, and

the Muslims loosed from their allegiance towards him. The other conditions 'iSJSt

of the deed were expressed in a manner equally strict. Al-Mansdr, having read

the paper, was highly displeased, and asked who wrote it, and on being informed

that, it was a person called Abd Allah Ibn al-Mukafla, who acted as. secretary to

his uncles, he sent a letter to Sofyan, the governor of Basra (him of whom we

have spoken above), ordering him to put Ibn al-Mukafla to death. Sofyan was

already Idled with rancour against Ibn al-Mukafla for the motive we have men-

tioned, and the latter having, some time after, asked to see him, he did not allow

hint to enter till every person present had withdrawn, lie then took him apart

into another room and put him to death. Ai-Madaini (8) says: “Ibn al-Mu- \

kafl’a, on appearing before Sofyan, was addressed by him in these terms: ‘ Do

“you remember what vou used to say of my mother?’ ‘Emir!’ exclaimed

“ Ibn al-Mukafla, * 1 implore you in the name of God to spare my life!’ ‘May

“ my mother,’ replied Sofyan, ‘be really mughtalima ( lascivious), if 1 do not

“ kill thee in a manner such as none were ever killed in- before!’ On this, he

“ ordered an oven to be healed, and the limbs of Ibn al-Mukafla to be cut oil

“ joint bv joint; these he cast into the oven before his eyes, and he then threw

“ him in bodilv, and closed the oven on him, saying: ‘It is not a crime in me to

“ punish you thus, for you are a Zindik who corrupted the people.’ Sulaiman

•‘and Isa having made inquiries about their secretary, were informed that he

“ had gone into the palace of Sofyan in good health, and that he had not come

“ out. They therefore cited Sofyan before al-Mansur, and brought him with

“ them in chains ;
witnesses were produced, who declared that they saw Ibn al-

“ Mukaila enter Sofyan’s palace and that he never came out after; and al-Man-

“ stir promised to examine into the matter. He then said to them : ‘Suppose

“ that I put Sofyan to death in retaliation for the death of Ibn al-Mukafla, and

“ that Ibn al-Mukafla himself then come forth from that door’ (pointing to one

“ which was behind him), ‘and speak to you
;
what should I do to you in that

“ ease? I should put vou to death in retaliation for the death of Sofyan.’ On this,
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“ the witnesses retracted their evidence, and Isa and Sulaiman ceased to sjteak

“ of their secretary, knowing that he had been killed with al-Mansur’s appro-

“ bation. Ibn al-Mukafla lived (it is said) thirty-six years.”— Al-Haitham Ibn

Adi says: “ Ibn al-Mukafla treated SofySn with great contempt, and as Sofyan

“ had a large nose, he used to say to him on going to see him: ‘How are .you

“ both?’ meaning him and his nose. One day lie-said to him: ‘ Your opinion is

“ requested respecting a person who died and left a husband and a wife (9);’

“ meaning to turn him into ridicule before the company. Sofyan once said :

“ ‘I had never reason to repent keeping silence;’ and Ibn al-Mukafla replied:

“ ‘Dumbness becomes you; why then should you repent of it?’—-Sofyan fre-

“ quently threatened .to cut him limb from limb whilst his eyes looked on (10),

“ and he had resolved to attack him by surprise, when he received the letter

“ from ai-Mansur with orders to put him to death, which he did.”— Al-Bala-

dori (11) says: “When Isa Ibn Ali came to Basra for the affair of his bre-

ather Abd Allah Ibn Ali, he said to 11m al-Mukafla: ‘ Go to Sofyan on such

“ and such a business.’—‘Send some other person,’ answered lie, ‘for I am
“ afraid of him!’—‘Go;’ replied Isa, ‘you are under my safeguard!’” Ibn

ai-Mukaffa then went, and Sofyan did with him what we have related. Accord-

ing to another account, he threw him into the well of the privy, and replaced

the flagstone which covered it; others again say that he sent him into the bath

and kept the door locked till lie was suffocated. My master Shams ad-din Abu

’l-Muzaflar Yusuf, the grandson of Abu ’1-Faraj Ibn al-Jawzi and the famous

preacher (12), relates the adventures and death of Ibn al-Mukafla in bis great his-

torical work, entitled Mirtft az-Zamdn (the mirror oftime), under the year 145

(A. D. 762-3); and it is his custom to mention each occurrence under the year

in which it happened; this would seem to indicate that Ibn al-Mukafla was put

to death in that year, but it appears from the expressions of Omar Ibn Shahba,

in his History of Basra, that this event look place A. II. 142 or 143: it is besides

unanimously admitted that the Sulaiman Ibn Ali above mentioned died A. II.

142; and we have already said that he joined his brother Isa in endeavouring

to avenge Ibn al-Mukufla's murder; this is a proof that the date of the latter’s

death must be A. H. 142 (A. D. 759-60); but God knows best!—Ibn al-Mu-

kafla is author of some poetry which is given in the Hamdsa (13), aud an elegy

of his composition, on the death of the koran-reader Abd Amr Ibn al-Ala, is
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inserted by us in the life of the latter, although some attribute it to his son

Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Mukafla, as shall be there noticed, with other 223

contradictory statements.—Be it as it may, his death could not have been poste-

rior to A. H. 1 45 ; it must have been either in that year or in one of the preceding

years; and this being the case, how can it be supposed that he, al-Hallaj and

al-Jannabi met together, as the Imam al-Iiaramain has stated (1 4)? To this

we may add another observation: Ibn al-Mukafla never left Irak; how then

could any person say that he penetrated into the country of the Turks? He

dwelt at Basra and visited occasionally different provinces of Irak (it is true,)

but Baghdad was not then in existence
(
although the words of the Imam al-

Haramain would denote that it was). This city was built by al-Mansur when

khalif; he laid out its foundations in the year 140 (A. I). 757-8), and finished its

construction A. II. 146(A.D. 763-4), in which year he took up his residence there.

In the year 149 all its edifices were completed. This was Old Baghdad, situ-

ated on the western bank of the Tigris, between that river and the Euphrates, as

it has been said by the blessed Prophet, according to a tradition related by the

Khatib in the beginning of his great History of Baghdad (15). The city which

now exists on the east bank of the Tigris is New Baghdad. It contains the pa-

laces of the khalifs and continues, till the present time, to be the seat of govern-

ment.
(
The khalif) as-Saflah and his brother al-Mansur at first fixed their

residence at Kufa, but as-Saflah then built a town near al-Anbar and called it

al-llashimiya. To this place he and his brother removed, but they left it for

al-Anbar, in which city as-Saffah died: his tomb is stiil to be seen there.

Al-Mansur remained at al-Anbar till Baghdad was built, and then removed

thither.—The real name of Ibn al-Mukafla's father was Daduyeh : at-Hajja
j
Ibn

Yusuf, when governor of Irak, appointed him as receiver of the revenue of Ears,

hut having discovered that he embezzled the public money, he put him to the

torture. Daduyeh’s hand was shrivelled up (from the tortures he underwent),

and he was then called al-Mukaffd (the shrivelled). Some say, however, that this

is not exact, but that he was appointed receiver by Khalid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri,

and punished by Yusuf Ibn Omar ath-Tbakefi when the latter succeeded Khalid

as governor of Irak : God knows best which statement is true. Ibn Makki says,

in his Talhkif al-Lisari (16) (rectification of the tongue): “People say Ibn

“ al-Mukaffd, but the right pronunciation is Ibn a\~Mukaffi

;

for he was a
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“ maker and seller of baskets (kifa), and mukaffi has that signification.”—

Kifd is the plural of kafd, which is a thing made of palm leaves, like a basket,

hut without a handle.—“But the pronunciation Mukaffd is that which is cur-

“ rent among the learned."—After reading the words of the Imam al-Hara-

main (17), and being convinced that Ibn al-Mukafia could not have been one of

the three persons of whom he there speaks, I said to myself that it might he

nl-Mukanna al-Khorasani whom he meant; that impostor who pretended to be

the Divinity and caused the moon to appear, as we shall relate in his life (which

will be found under the letter Ain, his name being Aid); and I thought that

the copyist might have altered the Imam’s words and written unintentionally

al-Mukaffd for al-Mukanna
;
hut on reflexion, I found that it could not he so,

for al-Mukanna al-Khorasani poisoned himself in the year 163 (A. D. 779-80),

as we shall mention in his life, and he could not therefore have been contempo-

rary with al-IIall&j and al-Jannabt. But if we are to admit as true what the

Imam says of three persons having met together and made the agreement of

which he speaks, the third person can he no other than Ibn as-Shalmaghani,

who lived at the same lime as al-llallaj and al-Jannabi, and whose whole conduct

was a tissue of deceptions. A number of historians speak of him, and our shaikh

Izz ad-din Ibn al-Athir has a long chapter on him in his great history (the

Kdmil ), under the year 322 (A. D. 934); this chapter we here give with some

224 abridgements: “ In this year was put to death Abu Jaafar Muhammad Ibn Ali

“ as-Shalmaghani, generally known by the name of Ibn Abi ’1-Azakir (18); the

“ reason of this was, that he introduced a doctrine in which the Shiite opinions

“ were carried to an excess (19), and taught the transmigration of souls and the

“ residence of the Divinity in himself,” (with other opinions which are stated hv

Ibn al-Athir.) “Abu ’l-Kasim al-IIusain Ibn Rub (20), who was called by the

“ Imamites al-Bdb (the door), manifested by his conduct that he held the same

“doctrines. Search was therefore made after Ibn as-Shalmaghani, who was

“ obliged to conceal himself; he then fled to Mosul, where he sojourned some

“ years, after which he descended (by the river) to Baghdad, where it was dis—

“ covered that he declared himself to l>e the. Divinity. It is said that he had

“ amongst his disciples al-Husaiu Ibn al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Sulaiman

“ Ibn Wahb (the same who was vizir to al-Muktadir), the two sons of Bislam,

“ and Ibrahim Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abi Aun. When Ibn Mokla was vizir toal-Muk-
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“ tadir, efforts were made to discover Ibn as-Shalmaghani, but without success;

“ however, in the month of ShawwAl, A. II. 322, he appeared in public, and

11 was seized on and imprisoned by Ibn Mokla. On making perquisitions in his

“ house, papers and letters were discovered, written by persons who staled that

“ they were believers in his doctrine, and in which they addressed him with

“ titles such as are not given by one mortal to another. Those letters were

“ produced to Ibn as-Shalmaghani, who admitted that they were in the haud-

“ writing of the persons, but denied that he held the doctrines of which he was

“ .accused, and he professed his belief in the Muslim faith. Ibn Abi Ann and

“ Ibn Abdus were then brought with him before the khalif, and these two per-

“ sons were ordered to strike Ibn as-Shalmaghani on the cheek, but they re-

-fused; being forced however to do so, Ibn Abdus stretched forth his hand

“ and struck him, but Ibn Abi Ann’s hand trembled violently as he reached it

“ forth towards Ibn as-Shalmaghani’s head and beard, on which he kissed them

“ and called him my God ! my Lord! thou who givest me sustenance! The

“ khalif ar-Radi Rillah then said: ‘You pretend that you did not pass yourself

“ for the Divinity; what then does this mean?’ Ibn as-Shalmaghani replied:

“ * 1 am not responsible for the words of Ibn Abi Aun; God knows that I never

“ told him l was a god!’ Here Ibn Abdus said: * He did not pass himself for

“ the Divinity; he only said that he was the door which led to al-Jmdm al-

“ Muntazir
(
the expected imam).' They were afterwards brought forth a

“ number of times, and examined in the presence of the doctors of the law and

“ the kadis: the result was that the doctors declared Ibn as-Shalmaghani worthv

“ of death, and he was burned by fire in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, A. H. 322

“ (October, A. D. 934).” Ibp an-Najjar makes mention of him in the History

of Baghdad, in the life of Ibn Abi Aun; he says: “llm Abi Aim was severely

“ scourged, and then beheaded for being a follower of Ibn as-Shalmaghani; his

“ body was exposed on a cross and afterwards burned: this was on Tuesday,

“ 1st of Zu ’1-Kaada” (of the above-mentioned year). This Ibn Abi Aun is

author of some fine works, such as the Tashhihdt (comparisons), al-Ajwibat

al-Muskitat (silencing answers), and some others : he was a kdtib of emi-

nence.—rShatmaghdni means belonging to Shalmagh&n
,
which is a town near

Wasit; the same remark is made also by as-Sainani in his hitab al-Ansdb.
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(t) These Epistles are not noticed by llajji Khalifa, bat tbc author of tbc Fihresl mentions a hitub al-

Yatlma
fi
'r-Rasdil by lbn al-MukafTa.

(2) Such seems to be the idea which lbn al-MukafTA wishes to express in an Arabic phrase of singular ob-

scurity. The word khutab signifies misfortune! ami pulpit discourses; rawiyan b., which I have

paraphrased by regularity in their arrival, means nlso rhyme: by which seems to be denoted that they come

not regularly like rhymes in poetry and elegant prose compositions, but without rhyme or reason. The same

sentence may, however, signify: ’*1 have been drenched with sermons, and yet have not been able to seize on

“ their rhyme

;

they came and they went, and if not regular in their composition, yet they, and no other, were

“ really discourses."

(3) See D’Hcrbclol's jBib. Orient. Zukdik, and Price's Retrospect, \ol. II. page 43.

1 1) Abb Salma Mull Ibu IjJs, a member of the tribe of Kinlkna and a native of Rdfa. His mother was the

celebrated Omm Khirija. whose hasty marriages became proverbial (see Freylag's Proverbs of al-Maidini,

tom 1. p. 636;. Accustomed to the favour of the last Omaiyide khalifs, he complained of the neglect w ith

which he was treated by the Abbasides. He was a Zindlk at heart, and it appears that his irreligion was

wcH known. He died A. II. 168 (A. D. 784), three months after the accession of the khalif al-Hadi.—(Kitdk

al-Aghdni.

(B} “The ad-Durrat al-Yattma has been condensed by one of the sdfis, and entitled hat al-Albdb wa

“ Dakhtrat al-lklisdb (admonition of hearts and treasure of acquired spiritual merits); which work is

“ arranged in twclre sections, containing the truths and essence of the spiritual life, and the history of the

“ principal saints.”— (Hajji Khalifa.)— M. dc Sacy speaks of lbn al-MukafTa iu the preface to his edition of

Kalllaand Dimna. In the tVotices et Extraits, t. I. he gives a list of bis works, taken from the Eihrest.

(6) I have rendered the word ,UJI by I'ehlevi, because the works translated bv lbn al-MukaOft were

written in that language. Had they been in Persian, lbn KhallikAn would have said

(7) Sec Abd '1-Fedi s Annals, A. H. 137; al-Makln, p. 100; Price’s Retrospect, vol. II. p. 7.

(8) Aba ’l-IIasau AH lbn Muhammad lbn Abd Allah al-MadAini (native of Aladdin
) was a client by en-

franchisement (Ifair/a) to the family of (Abd) Shams lbn Abd ManAf. He was born A. H. 133 (A. D.

752-3) and died at the residence of Ishak lbn Ibrahim al-Mnusili, to whom he was most particularly at-

tached. A. H. 223 (A. D. 830-40) or 228. He was a disciple of the Mntaxilite doctor Mamar lbn al-AshAlb.

lie wrote upwards of twenty works on Muhammad; nearly as many on the history of the tribe of Koraish;

a great number on the matrimonial alliances
_<r
AL» of the descendants of Muhammad ; a series of works

C
on the history of the Omaiyide and Abhassidc khalifs ; a miscellany of various treatises ; the victories and

conquests or the Muslims, in many volumes; and other works besides: the titles of them all arc given in the

Fihrest, from which this notice also has been extracted.— (MS. No. 874, fol. 139 et seq.)

(9> This is a parody on a very common form of question addressed to a mufti. For instance, a man dies

leaving a wife and collateral heir*; they disagree respecting the division of the property left by the deceased,

and they apply to the mufti for his opinion. This application is worded nearly as follows: Tour opinion is

requested respecting a man who died and left a wife and a certain number of collateral heirs, etc. How

is the inheritance to be shared between them ? See similar questions in the English translation of Moham-

mad lbn Musa's Algebra.

(10) That is: And he alive.

(11) "Abd Jaafar, or Abd ’l-Hasan, Ahmad lbn Yahya lbn JAbir al-BalAdori was a native of Baghdad.

“His grandfather JAbir was secretary to al-KliasIb, minister of the finances of Egypt (for the khalif ar-

*• Rashid). He himself was a poet and a transmitter of historical information h)\j. Towards the end of

“ his life be went deranged and was conGucd and chained in the hospital, and died there," in the khalifat
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or al-Motamid, between A. H. 256 (A. D. 870) and 279 (A. D. 892.)—"He composed many satires, and

" was one of those who translated (works) from the Pehlevi into Arabic." -(FfAres/, fol. 157. See

Hamakcr's Specimen cod. Ijtgd. Dal. for more ample details.)

(12) The learned professor, imam, preacher, and historian, Shams ad-dln (sun of religion) Abu ‘l-Musalfar

YOsuf Ibn Kizoglili _li was grandton by tlic mother’s side to the hdfiz Abii 'l-Faraj Ibn al-Jawzi (Stbt

Ibn at Jatczi . His father Kizoghli was a mamlAk belonging to the vizir AAn ad-dln l’ahya Ibn Hubaira,

by whom lie was treated like a ton and to whose affection he was indebted for bis liberty and education.

Shams ad-dln YAsuf was born at liaghdad, A. 11. 597 (A. D. 1200-1), and made his studies in that city. He

was a follower of the sect of AbA Ilanlfa. As a preacher, his talent, unction, and delivery gained him uni-

versal admiration. He began to preach in his native place, but removed later to Damascus, where he (lied

his residence. He there taught in the Isziya and Sl.ibliya colleges, and was treated with great favour by per-

sons of the highest rank, and especially by al-Malik al-Moanim Isa. He then travelled into different countries

to learn the Traditions and to preach. He died in ZA '1-Hijja, A. 11. 651 January, A. 1». 1257). Ills great

historical work, the Minlt as-Zam&n, extends to nearly forty volumes, and is highly esteemed. AbA 'l-.Ma-

hAsin acknowledges that he was much indebted to it when composing his an-KujAm ax-ZAbira, and he states

that, in his biographical dictionary, the al-Minbal as-Safi, he has given the life of Shams ad-dln YOsuf with

inony details; but it unfortunately happens that the last volume of this work, containing, no doubt, the arti-

cle of which he speaks, is wanting to complete the ropy of which live volumes are in the Bib. du Roi.—

(AbA '1-Mahksin‘s A'u/Ain ; Durrat al-Asldk ft Daivlat al-Alrdk. MS. No. 688. lfajji Khalifa.)

(13) I do not find them in Freytag's edition, unless they be those attributed there to al-MukaunA al-Kindi,

whose name may have been confounded w ith that of Ibu al-Mukafla.

(14) See page 425. I suppress the next words of the text, as they are evidently put of their place; they

are these: and from this the error bat arisen.

(15) This Tradition is not in the Misbkdt al-.Hasdbtb, neither Is it to be found in the Abridgement of the

Khallb's History of Baghdad, MS. No. 634.

(16) There is a work of this name by Ibn al-Kaltk. but that by Ibn Makki is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.

I have not yet been able to discover any thing respecting the author mentioned here by Ibn 'KballikAn.

(17) See page 425.

(18) This is also the orthography of ad-Dahabl's TdrtkA al-fslam, MS. No. 646.

(19) Sec Druses , introduction, page 241.

(20) AbA ‘1-Kksim al-Husain Ibn Ruh was a holy shaikh and one of the doors leading to the Sdbib

Zamdn (the lord of the time, or last grand Imkm, according to the Shiite doctrine; see Druses, intrnd.

p. 65). He was chosen by AbA Jaafar Muhammad Ibn OlhmAn al-Omari os his lieutenant, and when the

latter classed the Shiites according to their degrees (of initiation), AbA 'IKAsim was authorised to enter

into his presence the first of them all.— He then went to see lbu as-Shalmnghkni, and gained over so many

proselytes, that the vizirs, ex-vizirs, and other persons of high rank rode ( publicly ) to visit him. lie con-

tinued to be treated with the greatest deference till U&mid Ibn Alibis became vizir (to al-3fuktadir) and

ordered him to be arrested. He remained in prison for five years, but was liberated immediately after the

deposition of al-Mukladir, A. II. 317 (A. D. 929). From that lime till his death, which took place A. H.

326 (A. D. 937-8), he never ceased to be highly respected, but at the moment in which his iuOucncc had

attained its utmost pitch, and his plans were ripe for esecution, God preserved (the khalifat) from his

eril designs. He had been accused of inviting the Kormais by letter to lay siege to Baghdad, but he de-

fended himself with great ability, presence of mind, and learning. He was a benefactor to the Shiites,

and held a very high rank among them.—(Ad-Dahabi's Tdrlkh al-ltldm, No. 646, in anno.)
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AR-RAIS IBN SINA (AVICENA). (1)

Ar-Rais ( the chief) (2) Abu Ali ai-IIusain Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Sina, a cele-

brated physician : his father was a native of Balkh, but he removed from that

city to Bokhara
;
and having displayed great abilities as an udmil (3), he was

appointed to fill that oflice in a town called Kharmailhen, one of the government

estates (Did) in the dependencies of Bokhara, and a place of great antiquity (4).

It was there that Abd Ali and his brother were horn : their mother, Satlara,

was a native of Afshana, a village near Kharmaithen.- They afterwards went to

inhabit Bokhara, and Abu Ali then travelled abroad to study the sciences and

acquire a knowledge of their different branches. At the age of ten years, he

was a perfect master of the Koran and general literature, and had attained a

22i» certain degree of information in dogmatic theology, the Indian calculus

arithmetic), and algebra. The hakim (physician

)

Abu Abd Allah an-Natili (5)

having visited them about that time, Abu Ali’s father lodged him in his own

house, and Abu Ali studied, under his tuition, the Eiaecywyo of Porphyry,

and. mastered the art of logic, the Elements of Euclid, and the Almagest; he

even far surpassed his master, and explained to him difficulties and obscu-

rities in these works which he, an-Natili, had not comprehended. Besides

these studies, he frequented the lessons of Ismail the Sufi (6), from w-hom he

learned jurisprudence, and he exercised himself in acquiring the readings of

the Koran (7), making learned researches and holding discussions. On the de-

parture of an-Natili, who went to visit Khowarezm Shah Mamun Ibn Muham-

mad (8), Abu Ali laboured in the acquisition of natural philosophy, divinity,

and other sciences
; he read the texts with the commentaries, and God opened

for him the gates of knowledge. He then felt an inclination to learn medicine,

and studied the works composed on that subject; he also treated patients, not

for emolument but for instruction, and in a very short time he surpassed in that

art the ancients and moderns, and remained without a rival or an equal. In

the sixteenth year of his age, physicians of the highest eminence came to read,

under his tuition, the works which treat of the different branches of medicine,

and learn from him those modes of treatment which he had discovered by his

practice. During the period of his studies he never slept an entire night,
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nor passed a day in any other occupation but study; and when he met with

an obscure point, he used to perform a total ablution and proceed to the great

mosque, where he would pray Almighty God to facilitate its comprehension to

him and unlock the gate of the difficulty. The emir Null Ibn Mansur (9) as-

Samani, prince of Khorasan, having heard, during a fit of sickness, of Abu Ali

Avicena's talent, sent for him and was restored to health under his treatment.

Abu Ali was then received into the favour of that prince, and he frequented his

library, which was of incomparable richness (10), as it contained not only all the

celebrated works which are found in the hands of the public, but others not to be

met with any where else, and of which not only the titles hut the contents were

unknown. Here Abu Ali discovered treatises on the sciences of the ancients (11)

and other subjects, the essence of which he extracted, and with the greater part

of which sciences he became acquainted. It happened, some time afterwards,

that this library was consumed -by fire, and Abu Ali .remained the sole deposi-

tory of the knowledge which it contained. Some persons even said that it was

he who set fire to the library, l>eing induced to do so for the reason that lie

alone was acquainted with its contents, and Lhat he wished to pass ofi’ as his

own the information which he had there acquired. He had not reached his

eighteenth year when he had completely mastered all the sciences to the attain-

ment of which he had directed his studies. At the age of twenty-two, he lost

his father, in the vicissitudes of whose fortune he had partaken, and with whom

he acted as admil for the sultan. When the affairs of the Samanidc dynasty

fell into disorder, Abu Ali left Bokhara and proceeded to Korkanj, the capital

of Khowarezm, where he frequented the court of Khowarezm Shah Ali Ibn

MamAn Ibn Muhammad (12): he wore the dress of a jurisconsult with the tai-

lesAn (13), and obtained a monthly stipend for his support. He afterwards

departed from Korkanj and visited Nasa, Abiward, Tus, and other cities, dur-

ing which period he paid his court to the emir Shams al-Maali Kabiis Ibn

Washmakir. When Kabi'is was arrested and confined in the castle where

he died, (a circumstance of which we shall give the particulars in his life,) AbA

Ali went to Dihistan, where he had a severe illness, and then returned to

Jurjan, where he composed his Kildb al-Awsat (medium treatise
) (14), and

which is called for that reason al-Awsal al-Jurjdni (the Jurjanian Medium).

ll was there that the doctor Abu Obaid Abd al-Wahid al-Jurjani (15) made his
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acquaintance. From Jurjan, Abu Ali proceeded to Rai and was attached to the

court (of Majd ad-Dawlat, son of Fakhr ad-Dawfat)

;

he afterwards went

to Kazwin, and thence to Ilamadan, where he became vizir to Shams ad-Daw-

lat (16), but the troops having revolted against him, they pillaged his house,

arrested him, and required Shams ad-Dawlat to put him to death. This, how-

ever, the prince refused to do, and Abu Ali effected his escape and concealed

himself. Some time afterwards, a violent attack of colic obliged Shams ad-

Dawlat to have recourse to his medical skill, and therefore recalled him and

re-appointed him to the vizirat, after having made excuses to him for what had

happened. On the death of this prince, his son and successor Taj ad-Dawlat

220 (crown of the empire) refused Abu Ali’s services as vizir. He therefore went

to Ispahan, where he met with a kind reception from Ala ad-Dawlat Abu Jaafar

Ibn K&kuych (17). Avicena’s constitution was naturally strong, but he mined

and weakened it by his extreme addiction to sexual pleasure, and as he was never

careful of his health, he was seized with a colic, for which he took eight injec-

tions in a day : the result was an excoriation of the intestines and a dysentery.

It happened also that he had to make a journey with Ala ad-Dawlat, during

which he experienced that prostration (of strength

)

(18) which attends colic;

to relieve himself, he ordered the third of a drachm of parsley (or parsley seed)

to Im? put into the mixture which he employed for injections
;
but the physician

who attended him put in five drachms, and the result was that the dysentery

increased from the acrid nature of the parsley. A great quantity of opium was

also*thrown into one of his medicines by his boys (19) who had deceived him in

some manner (20), and were apprehensive of being punished by him if he reco-

vered. From the commencement of his illness he continued to support the bur-

den of business (21) and give public audiences from lime to time
;
he neglected

the necessary regimen, and did not even abstain from intercourse with the other

sex. One week, he was well; the next, ill. At this period, Ala ad-Dawlat left

Ispahan for Ilamadan and took Abu Ali with him; during the journey, the co-

lic Returned, and on arriving at the latter place, Abu Ali was in a state of ex-

treme weakness, and his strength was almost totally prostrated. He now dis-

continued every medical application, and said : “The director which is in my
“ body is unable to control it any longer, and no treatment can avail.” lie

then made his ablutions, turned himself to God, gave his wealth in alms
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to the poor, and redressed the grievances of all those whom he could recollect

;

he manumitted also his mamluks, and read the Koran through once every three

days till he expired. The date of this event we shall give at the end of this

article. By his learning, penetration, and writings, he was the prodigy of his

age : he composed a treatise on philosophy, entitled as-Shafd (the remedy) (22);

and is the author of the Najdt (or preservative) (23); the Ishdrdl (or indica-

tions) (24); the Kdruin (canon medicines), and other works, both short and long,

amounting to nearly one hundred; besides epistles (or short treatises) on different

subjects. Some of his epistles arc beautifully written, such as Hai lbn Yak-

zdn, Salomon and AbsCd (25), and the Risalat at-Tair (epistle ofthe bird) (2G).

Great profit has been derived from his writings. He was one of the philoso-

phers of the Moslims. There exists some poetry composed by him; among

the rest, the following piece on the soul (27):

It descended upon thee from the lofty station (heaven )
;—a dove rare and uncap-

tured, curtained from the eyes of every knowing (creature); yet 'tis it which is mani-

fest and never wore a veil (28). It came to thee unwillingly, and it may perhaps be

unwilling to abandon thee, although it complain of its sufferings. It resisted (at first)

and would not become familiar, but when it was in friendly union (with the body), it

grew accustomed to the desert waste {the world). Mcthinks it then forgot the recollec-

tions of the protected park
(
heaven

)

and of those abodes which it left with regret ; but

when, in its spiral descent, it arrived at the centre of its circle in the terrestrial

(world), it was united to the infirmity of the material [body] (29) and remained

amongst the monuments and prostrate ruins (30). It hath now forgotten the remem-
brance of the protected park, and weepeth with tears which flow and cease not, till

the time for setting out towards the protected park approacheth ; till the instant of de-
parture for the vast plain {the spiritual world) draweth nigh. It then cooeth on the

top of a lofty
(
pinnacle of heaven

} ;
(for knowledge can exalt all who were not exalted ;]

and it has come to the knowledge of every mystery in the universe, while yet her tat-

tered vest hath not been mended (31). Its descent was predestined, so that it might

hear what it had not heard; but why then did it descend from the high and lofty (hea- 227
wn) to the depth of the low and humble (earth) ? If God sent it down by a decision of

his will, his motive is concealed from the intelligence of man. (Why did it descend) to

be withheld from the spacious, exalted summit (heaven) by the course net (of the body),

and to be detained in a cage? It is like a flash of lightning shining over the meadow,
and disappearing as if it had never gleamed.

The following lines are attributed to him, but I am unable to verify their

origin

:

Take one meal each day, and avoid food till your food be digested. Preserve with

care the seminal liqnid; it is the water of life, to be poured into the womb.
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Two verses mentioned by as-Shahrastani in the beginning of the Nihayat nl~

Jkddm, and which we here give, are attributed to Avicena :

I have roamed through all these memorials, and glanced my eyes through these

monuments (32), and I have only seen wretches clasp their beards with the hand of

despair, or gnash their teeth with remorse.

The great merit of Avicena is well known; he was horn in the month of

Safar, A. H. 370 (August or September, A. D. 980), and lie died at Hamadan

on a Friday, in the month of Ramadan, 428 (June or July, A. D. 1037); he was

buried in that city. My shaikh Ibn al-Athir states, in his great historical work

(the Kamil), that he died at Ispahan; but the first is the more general opinion.

It is stated by the shaikh Kama! ad-din Ibn Yunus, that the prince in whose

service Avicena was employed, having been irritated against him, caused him to

be imprisoned till he died
;
and he recited the following verses in proof of his

statement

:

I
I saw Ibn S!n& take mankind in hatred and die miserably in a prison. His

• ShafA (33) could not cure the misfortune which befel him, neither could his Na-
' jdt (34) preserve him from death.’

(1) The life or Avicena is given in the Tilrlkh al-Uukamd. The commencement is in Avicena's own words,

and contain* hi* history up to the lime of hi* arrival at Jurjln. Ue there met with AbO Obahl Abd al-

IV .ibid, by whom the remainder of his life is related.

,2) This title was probably given to him in hi* official capacity as vitir, or as admil: see next note.

(3) The admit (agent ) was an officer to whom the governor of a province delegated the executive autho-

rity in one of the cantons under bis jurisdiction. Ills chief duty was to collect the poll-tax. the revenue*

arising from tithes, government lands and houses, etc.

(4) laterally: One of the mother* of in Jlokhdra't) towns. It is thus that Mckka, for its antiquity, is

called Omm al-Kura {mother of the toirns).

(5) The Tdrlkh ul-llukamd writes thi* uame JjUil an-Xaili

;

some of the MSS. of Ibn khallikin have

al-R4bili. I find in the Mardsitl: " N'dtita, a city in Tabcrtstan at five parasangs from Amul."

(6) The Sift {az-Zdhid j. Thi* ascetic it not noticed by 44ml in his lives of the Soils.

t7) See page 152, note (1).

(8) M4m0n Ibn Muhammad was prince of JurjAnia and N'asA, which latter city was given to him by NOh Ibn

MansOr the SAminide. In the year 380 (A.D. 980) be look prisoner AbO Abd Allah, prince of KhowArezm,

and having put him todesth, he united the province of Khowarezm to his empire. He died A. H. 387 ;A 1).

997).— [Kitdb Vomlnf, in the Notices tt Extraits, rot. IV.; Mirkhaund's History of the Samanides, by Wit-

kens; Price's Retrospect, vol. II. page 249.)

(9) Ibn Khallikin has NOh Ibu Nasr. but this is a mistake; as that prince died twenty-seren year* before

Aviccna's birth.
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(10; Here is Avkena’s own account of this library: “Having requested and obtained permission from

w N0h llm Manshr to visit his library, 1 went there and found a great number of rooms filled w ith books

" packed up in trunks. One room contained philological and poetical works; another, jurisprudence, and

“ so on, the books on each particular science being kept In a room by themselves. I then read the catalogue

“of the ancient (Greek) authors and found therein all 1 required: 1 saw many books, the very

“ titles of which were unknown to most persons, and others which I never met with before nor since."

—

(Tdrlkh al-llukamd.)—Avicena was not then eighteen years of age.

ill) Sec page 231 . note (1).

(12' KhowAreim Shah succeeded his father MAmftn as prince of KorkAnj or Jurjknia, and KhowAreim, in

the year 387 (A. D. 007;.

(13) The lailetdn seems to have been a short hooded cloak, or else a simple hood which was hung

down the back. It was generally worn by men of the learned professions.

(11) llajji Khalifa notices this work without specifying its contents. The author of Avircna’s life, given

in the Tdrlkh al-Hukamd, only mentions it incidentally, without any observation. It treated perhaps of

mathematics or philosophy.

(15) Abd al-Wiihid at-JawzjAni (not al-Jurjdni as Ibn KhAIlikAn has it' was Avicena’s disciple, and re-

mained with him for twenty-five years.—(Tdrlkh al-llukamd.

i

(Id) Shams ad-Dawlal Abd Tahir, emir of llamadAn, was son of Fakhr ad-Dawlat Ibn Duwaih. He be-

came master of RAi A. II. 405 (A. U. 1014-5). - (Ibn al-Atblr. Mirkbaund.)

(17) AI4 ad-Dawlat Abd Jaafar .and not Ibn Jaafar, as erroneously printed in the Arabic test) ShahriyAr.

and surnamed Ibn Kakuveh, because his father was maternal uncle to Majd ad-Dawlal, was appointed go-

vernor of Ispahan by the mother of that prince; hut during the dissensions which arose between her and her

son (see Price’s Retrospect, vol. II. page 200), he was obliged to lake refuge under the protection of llahA

ad-Dawlat. He afterwards conquered Hamadkn, A. H. 414 (A. D. 1023-4); he entered Rai in 420; in 421

he took possession of IspahAn and other cities; in 422 he was confirmed in the government of IspahAn by

the sultan Masddlbn Malimdd the Ghainevide; the nest year he revolted and was defeated by that prince;

he continued the war, and was again defeated by Abd ’l-Sahl al-Hamddni, the governor or Persian Irak,

who took IspahAn in 425; in 427 he made an unsuccessful attack against Abd Sahl at IspahAn ; he gained

possession of that city at a later period, and died A II. 433 (A. D. 1041-2).— (Ibn al-Atblr. Abd ’1-FedA.

Price s Retrospect. vol. 11. p. 208.) The following passage is cstracted from the life of Avicena given in the

Tdrlkh al-llukamd: “One evening, in AIA ad-Dawlal’s presence, the conversation turned on the errors

•• which had crept into the astronomical tables drawn up after ancient observations; and he ordered Avi-

“ cena to observe the stars, and provided him with the requisite funds. Avicena began by constructing in-

“ strumenls and hiring artists, and lie succeeded in clearing up many doubtful points, although the series of

“his observations was frequently interrupted by the journeys which he was obliged to undertglorr some of

" the instruments he employed were of bis own invention." The work which he composed at IspahAn, and

named the Kitdb al-Aldi in honour of his sovereign AIA ad-Dawlat, contained probably the results

of hit observations.

(18) Such is the true meaning of the word in this rase, and not epilepsy, as it has been rendered

bv some orientalists, Rciske among others in his Abb ’1-FcdA, tom. II. p, 95. It is singular enough that

Reiske, who was well acquainted with medicine, could have made such a blunder.

(10) Bovs; in Arabic ^1*1- ;
perhaps slaves.

(20) From the life given in the Tdrlkh al-llukamd, and which Ibn KballikAn has here abridged, it appears

that one of his servants cmbeizled a sum of money.
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(21) Such seems lo be Ihe meaning of the verb but it may perhaps signify: To be obliged to be

carried.

(225 The Shafd is a large work in eighteen volumes, on physics, metaphysics, and mathematics.— (See Cata-

logue of the Bodleyan Library, toI. II. p. SSI.)

(23) This medical treatise has been inserted at the end of the Arabic edition of the A'dmln, printed at

Rome, A. D. 11103.

(24! The Ishdrdt is a treatise on logic and philosophy. See Hajji Khalifa. No. 743.

(28) Pocock says in his edition of Ilai Ebn Yokdhan: Elenchus, p. 3: "Epistolas seu libellers quosdam

elegantes ab eo (AviccnnA) compositos rcccnset Ebn Chalecan: atquc inter eos Epistolam Hai Ebn Tok-

“ dhan et Epistolam Absal et Epistolam Salaman." (Pocock should have said Epistolam Salaman et Absdl

;

llajji Khalifa mentions a work bearing this title.) "Dubilo an ha Ires (ducr) cpistola: distinct* fuerint. an

“ una qua trium istorum historiam contineret, ut hcc noslri authoris ad ipsius imitalionem composite."

—

The doubt here expressed by Pocock I am unable to resolve.

(.26) This is probably the same work which is mentioned in the Tdrlkh al-Ilukamd under the title of ash-

Shabakat tca't-Tair (the net and the bird); it was perhaps a mystical treatise, descriptive of the bird (or

the soul' detained iu the net {the body).

,27i This little piece, of which only some ill-joined fragments are here given by Ibn Khallikftn, is founded

on the SOfi doctrine that the soul pre-existed in union with the Divinity, that it comes down reluctantly from

heaven to be united to the body, and that it returns after death to the happy seat it left. The poet represents

the soul metaphorically by a dove, and his images and expressions are borrowed from the pastoral poetry of

the ancient Arabs. It would require a long commentary to elucidate the allusions and mysticisms with which

it abounds, but such a task is inconsistent with the duty of a mere translator. An edition of this poem

with some additions, and the verses arranged in a different order, has been given with a translation by von

Hammer Purgstall in the Winter Zeitschrift for 1837, No. 1M.

(23) This probably means that the existence of the soul, although not to be perceived by the senses, is yet

too manifest to leave any doubt.

(20) This verso runs literally thus: So that when it was united by the ha of its hubitt
(descent1 with

the m * of its marknz (centre) in the terrestrial; then the th j of the thakil J.

i

(Army, material) was at-

tached to it, etc.—The spiral form of the * represents its descent, the form of the «, indicates the central

point to which it tended; the word *U signifies infirmity; it is also the name of the first letter (fA) in the

word JJL? (tAe material body}.—

I

have given the sense of the verse as I understand it; built may most

likely contain some mystic allusions above my comprehension.

(30) He means the world, 'which is a place of desolation.

(31) The tattered vest of the soul, or the body destroyed by death, is not mended till the day of resurrec-

tion; and ^et the soul is In heaven and in the enjoyment of all knowledge.

(32) He means probably the world; see the preceding piece on the soul.

(33) Or remedy; the book so called.

(34) Or preservatfea; another work of Avirena's.
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AL-HUSAIN IBN AD-DAIIHAK AL-KHALI.

The poet Abu Ali al-liusaiu Ibn ;id-Dahhak Ibn Yasir, generally known by the

appellation of al—Khali {the libertine), was horn at Basra
;
he descended from

a native of Khorasan, who was an enfranchised slave to Salman Ibn Ilahia al-

Bahili, one of the companions of Muhammad. This author had a natural talent

for pleasantry, hut he composed equally well in all the different styles of poetry.

He was admitted into the society of the khalifs, and enjoyed their intimacy to a

higher degree than any other poet, with the exception of Ishak Ibn Ibrahim an-

Nadim al-Mausili, and even by him he was hardly surpassed in favour. The first

of the khalifs whom he frequented was Muhammad al-Amin, son of Harun ar-

Rashid, with whom he became acquainted in the 198th year of the Hijra (A. D.

813-4), which was also the year of al-Amin’s death; he then attached himself to

the succeeding khalifs, and continued to he a favourite with them till the reign

of al-Mustain. He was an able poet of the first class, and had some diverting

adventures with Abu Nuwas al-Hakami. The surname of al-Khali was given

to him for his gay and licentious humour (
khaldat). Mention is made of him

by Ibn al-Munajjim in the work called al-Kit&b al-lldri
,
and by Abu ’l-Faraj

al-Ispahani in the Kitdb al-Aghdni

;

both these writers quote some line pas-

sages from his poetry, out of which we select the following lines:

Join thy cheek to mine, and thou wilt then understand a novel idea which per-

plexes intelligence: the vernal roses on thy cheeks render them a garden, and tears 228
render mine a lake.

By the same

:

0 thou whose looks arc magic and whose lips are wine I thou wert a tyrant to me;
and, when my patience was overcome, 1 revealed to the world that thou wert the ob-

ject of my love. It is however right that the veil which conceals thee should be torn

away; for if people blame my fondness, thv face will be my excuse.

By the same

:

1 swear by my love for thee, that I will not turn away my face, to conceal my tears.

Grief, however painful, is allayed by weeping. My heart, through love for thee, is too

enfeebled to be broken. The violence of my malady hath left no room in me for

sickness.
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It is slated in the Kilab al-Aghdni that Abu '1-Abbas Thalab, the grammarian,

(see bis life, page 83,) in reciting the preceding verses, attributed them to

al-Khali, observing that there was not then a person in existence capable of

expressing the thought so well.—By the same

:

Since you have been unfaithful during my absence, why act as the maid who, though

sincere in her attachment, treats her lover with affected scorn? Love me, and then

trifle with my affections i or else reject me, and then act as one who lovesjme not.

One of his kastdas contains this line .-

What a happy time (i) was that in which I never spent a night without expecting

from my beloved the fulfilment of her promise [to visit me).

This poet died A. H. 230 (A. 1). 864), having nearly attained his hundredth

year: the Khatib says, in his history of Baghdad, that he was born A. II. 162

(A. I). 778-9).

(1) Literally : Hay God shed his blessings on (he lime.

IBN AI -HAJJAJ THE POET.

Abu Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Ahmad lbn Muhammad Ibn Jaafar I bn Mu-

hammad lbn al-Hajjaj, the kdtib and poet, was noted for the licentiousness,

humour, and gaiety (1) of his poetical productions. In this branch he was

without a rival, and he had no predecessor in the style of composition which he

cultivated, embellished as it was by the beauty of the expressions and the easy

turn of the verses. He celebrated the praises of the khalif al-Mamun, the emirs,

vizirs, and men of rank ; the collection of his poetical works is so great, that it

is generally found in ten volumes. The prevailing character of his writings is

gaiety, but some good pieces of a grave cast have been composed by him. He

was for some time muhtasib or police-magistrate (2) at Baghdad, and was super-

seded, it is said, by Abu Said al-Istakhri, the Shafitc doctor. His ghazals, or

amatory pieces, are so well known that it is needless to insert any of them

here. As a poet, he has been pul on a rank with Amro ’l-Kais, for each of them
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introduced an original species of composition, and, in the intervening time, none

existed to equal them. The following verses arc a good specimen of his graver

style

:

Awake, my two friends (3), from your slumber ! slumber degrades the mind of the

sage and ingenious. There are the Milky Way and the Pleiades; it is like a rivulet

flowing through a garden of lilies. I perceive the zephyr (4) arriving as the shades

of night withdraw; why then should the wine-cup not arrive when darkness retires?

Arise, and pour me out a Grecian liquor drawn from a cask which has not been

touched since tho days of the Ctesar !—a pure liquor of which the powerful effect gives

death to the reason and life to the heart.

By the same:

People said (to me): “You pay constant court to Hamd, and neglect the other

“princes." And I answered in the words of a poet who, long before my time, has

well expressed my thought (5) : The bird alights where it can pick up the grain , and the

dwellings of the generous are vistted (by the needy)

.

The verse which he here inserts was composed by Bashshar lbn Burd.—Ihn

al-Hajjaj died on Tuesday, 27th of the latter Jumada, A. II. 391 (May, A. D.

1001), at the town of an-Nil, whence his body was transported to Baghdad.

He was interred near the sepulchral chapel of Musa Ihn Jaafar, and he had di-

rected bv his will that he should lx: buried at the feet of that imam, and that

the following words should be inscribed on his tomb : And their dog lay with

his fore legs stretched forth at the entrance of the cave. (6). He was one of

the greatest poets among the Shiites, and after his death, he appeared in a

dream to one of his companions, and recited these lines on being asked what

was his state in the other world :

The evil cast of my religious principles ruined the excellence of my poetry; my
Lord was displeased that I reviled the companions of his Prophet (7)

.

The sharlf ar-I\ida deplored his death in a kasida containing this passage

:

They brought tidings of his death when I had still good hopes; how excellent was

he whose death was announced by these two harbingers (8). He was my foster-bro-

ther by friendship, and he possessed a portion of my heart as if he were really my fos-

ter-brother (9). I did not think that time could blunt the edge of that (cutting) tongue.

I weep for thee and for those verses, fugitives throughout the world, in which the

words give immortality to the thoughts. Let time itself long deplore thy loss, for by

thee was enlivened the spirit of (thy) time.

An-Nil is a town on the Euphrates, between Baghdad and Kufa; it has pro-

57
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duced a number of learned and of eminent men. This place owes its origin to

a canal excavated by al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf from the Euphrates to this spot,

and called by him an-Nil
{
the Nile

)
after the river of Egypt. There were

numerous villages on its banks.

(1) TIip words and resemble each olher in Ibeir primitive and secondary significations : the

primitive is leanness, and the secondary gaiety.

(2) See page 379, note (4).

(3} See page 119, note ,1).

(4) The zephyr, literally the east wind; it is highly celebrated by Arabian poets for its mildness.

(9) Literally: Who obtained (that is, who attained) the thought.

(6) Koran, sural 18, verse 17. lie compares himself to the dog of the seven sleepers; the Muslims believe

that this faithful dog was admitted into paradise with his masters.

(7) ft was quite natural, however, for a Shiite to revile those companions of Muhammad who abandoned

and betrayed Ali.

(8) See page 119, note (1).

(9) Literally: Foster-brother by milk.

AL-WAZIR AL-MAGHRIBI.

Abu ’l-Kasim al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn

Yusuf Ibn Bahr Ibn Bahram Ibn al-Marzuban Ibn Mahan Ibn Badan Ibn Sasan

Ibn al-Harun Ibn Balash Ibn Jamas Ibn Firuz Ibn Yezdegerd Ibn Bahram Gur;

(such is the genealogy of the person generally
)
known by the appellation of al-

250 Wazir al-Maghribi (
the Maghribite vizir). I have heard it said by many per-

sons of erudition, that Abu Ali Harun Ibn Abd al-Aziz al-Awariji (1), he in

whose honour al-Mutanahbi composed the kashla beginning thus:

Maiden 1 the watchmen well know that thou canst not visit me by night, for where

ever thou art, in the darkness, light is there (2).

(
These persons, / say, pretend) that this Abd Ali was his maternal uncle,

but on examination, I discovered that he was a maternal uncle to al-Wazir al-

Maghribi’s father. As for al-Wazir al-Maghribi, he himself mentions, in his

Adab al-Khawdss (Instructionfor those intimate with princes
),

that his mother

was daughter to Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Jaafar an-INomani, and that the
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al-Awariji above-mentioned died in the month of the first. Jumada, A. H. 344

(September, A. D. 995).—Al-Wazir al-Maghribi is the author of a diwdn con-

taining pieces in verse and prose ; he composed also an abridgment of the Isldh

al-Mantih (3); the Kitdb al-Jnds (
familiar discourses), a small but very in-

structive work, and a proof of the extensive information of its author; the Adub

al-Khawass

}

the Kitab al-Maihtir Ji Mulah al-Khudur (4), etc. I read the

following passage in a collection of divers pieces: ‘‘These words were found

“ written in the handwriting of al-Wazir al-Maghribi’s father; on the cover of

“ the abridgment of the Jsldh al-Mantih

:

‘He (my son) (may God preserve him
“ ‘ and enable him to attain the rank of the Saints!) was horn at first dawn of

“ ‘ day, on Sunday, 1 3th Zu ’l-Hijja, A. H. 370 (June, A.D. 981). He learned

‘ by heart the Koran, a number of grammatical and philological text-books

“ ‘ without the comments, and about fifteen thousand verses selected from

“ * the compositions of the ancient Arabic poets. He composed poetry, was

“
‘ skilled in prose-writing, and surpassed all his contemporaries in pen-

“ ‘ manship, in the calculation of nativities, and in algebra, with other accora-

“
‘ plishmenls of which even an inferior portion would suffice for any hdtib;

1 '
‘ and all this was before he had completed his fourteenth year. He abridged

“
‘ this work with superior judgment; having given every explanation con-

“ ' lained in it, and not omitting a single word (ofthose which are therein ex-
“

* plained)', he changed also the order of the chapters as far as was necessary

“ ‘ to suit the plan of his abridgment, and classed the matters under their pro-

“
‘ per heads. When he had finished his abridgment, I proposed to him

“ ‘ that he should put it into verse, and he accordingly began that undertaking

“ ‘ and composed a number of sheets in a single night. All this was before

“‘the completion of his seventeenth year; and I beseech Almighty God 'to

“ * spare him and to prolong his health.’
”—The following is a specimen of the

vizir’s poetry :

Whilst the camels were saddling for their journey, I said to my mistress: “Prepare
“ all your firmness to support my absence. I shall spend, with unconcern, the best

“ of my youth and renounce the pursuit of rank and fortune. Ib it not a serious loss

“ that our days should pass away without profit, and yet be reckoned as a portion of

“ our lives?"

By the same:
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i look on man in this world as a shepherd by whom every pasture-ground is rejected,

and who at last finds none to feed his flock. Here is water, but no herbage; there,

herbage, but no water; and where thou seest water and herbage, that is the haunt of

beasts of prey.

On a handsome youth whose hair was eut off :

They cut off his hair to render him ugly
;
jealous as they were (to save him from

being admired). (In face) he was a morning covered by the dark night (of his hair
)

;

they dispelled the night, but left him the morning.

251 By the same:

I shall relate to you my adventure, and adventures are of various kinds—I one night

changed my bed and was abandoned by repose ; tell me then how 1 shall be on the

first night which I pass in the grave?

On the birth of Abu Yahya Abd al-Hamid, the son of al-Wazlr al-Maghribi, the

following lines were addressed to the father by Abd Abd Allah Muhammad lbn

Ahmad, chief of the army-oflice at Cairo:

In him appears an omen of which the meaning cannot escape the learned and intelli-

gent : seeing that the child’s grandfather
(
jadd

)

was Alt, I said : the fortune (jadd
)
of

the child shall be exalted
(
ali

.)

This vizir was a man of great shrewdness and abilities. When his father, un-

cle, and two brothers were put to death by al-Hakim, the sovereign of Egypt (5),

he fled to Ramla and joined Hassan lbn Mufrij lbn Daghfal lbn al-Jarrah of the

tribe of Tai,who, assisted by his sons and cousins, had seized on that city; these

be succeeded in inspiring with hostile designs against al-Hakim. lie then pro-

ceeded to Hijaz and excited the ambition of the governor of Mckka, giving bin)

hopes of overthrowing al-Hakim and conquering Egypt. These intrigues gave

great uneasiness to the prince of Egypt and awoke his apprehensions for the

safety of his empire. It would be too long to relate the conduct of al-Hakim

under these circumstances, but the result was, that, by a large donation of money,

he gained over the family of al-Jarr5h, who had already, by the management of

the vizir, drawn to Hamla Abd I-Futuh al-Hasan lbn Jaafar al-Alawi (6), the

sovereign of Mckka, and proclaimed him khalif under the title of ar-Rashid.

By bis unremitting efforts, al-Hakim succeeded in conciliating the family of

al-Jarrah; and Abu ’l-Futuh, being frustrated in his projects, fled to Mckka,
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whilst tlie vizir, to avoid al-Hakim’s vengeance, retired to Irak and broke off

his intercourse with the Jarrah family. Al-Wazir al-Maghribi then visited the

vizir Fakhr al-Mulk Abu Ghalib Ibn Khalf (T); hut the khalif al-Kadir Billah,

having received intelligence of the circumstance, and suspecting that he had

come to plot against the Abbaside dynasty, wrote to Fakhr al-Mulk, ordering

him to expel al-Wazir al-Maghribi from the states of the khalifat. Fakhr al-

Mulk did not, however, withdraw his support from al-Maghribi, and he suc-

ceeded in obtaining for him al-Kadir’s indulgence. Happening afterwards to

go down from Baghdad to Wasit, he took al-Wazir al-Maghribi in his suite;

during his stay at Wasit, he treated his guest with every attention, and did not

discontinue his protection (ill he himself was put to death. Al-Wazir al-

Maghribi then endeavoured to conciliate the. khalif al-Kadir Billah and disculpale

himself from the imputations cast upon him
;
in this he - succeeded to a certain

degree, and he returned to Baghdad. Having made a short stay in that city, he

proceeded to Mosul, where he was chosen by Abu ’1-Muni Kirwash Motamid
.

ad-Dawlat, prince of the Okailile dynasty (8), to fill the place of secretary of

state, which had liecome vacant by the death of Abu ’l-IIasan lbn Alii ’1-Wazir.

He afterwards directed his intrigues to obtain the post of vizir under live Daile-

mite sovereign Musharraf ad-Dawlat (9), and he did not cease his machinations

until that prince arrested his vizir Muwaiyad al-Mulk Abu Ali. Al-Maghribi

then received a letter from Musharraf ad-Dawlat, by which he was invited to

leave Mosul and come to court; {he in consequence proceeded to Baghdad,

where Musharraf ad-Dawlat was emir al-Umara,) and was installed in the

vizirat, but did not receive either the title of honour or the pelisse, neither was

he allowed to discontinue wearing the durrda (10). He continued to fill this

office till circumstances obliged Musharraf ad-Dawlat to quit Baghdad (11),

when they both went to Awana(12) and stopped with Abu Sanan Gharib Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Makn (13). Whilst things were in this state, al-Wazir al-

Maghribi was induced to quit the service of Musharraf ad-Dawlat by his appre-

hension of that prince’s dissatisfaction, and he went to reside with Abu ’1-Muni

Kirwash at Mosul. About this period, tbe dislike which al-Kadir had home a.tlt

towards him was again excited, and the letters written {by that khalif) to Kir-

wash and Gharib respecting him, put him under the necessity of quitting his

protector. He then went to Abu Nasr {Ahmad) lbn Marwan (14) at Maiya-
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farikin, and during the rest of his life, he remained with him as a guest.

Tiut according to another account, when he proceeded to Diar Bake, he he-

came vizir to Ahmad Ibn Marwan, the sultan of that province, and died

in office the 13th Ramadan, A. H. 418 (October, A. I). 1027). Some say

that his death happened 428 : but the first statement is more correct. He died

at Maiyafarikin, and his body was transported to Kufa in pursuance of an

injunction contained in his will. There is an anecdote on this subject which is

too long to be related here (15). He was interred in a tomb near the chapel of

Ali Ibn Alii Talib; and on it the following verses were inscribed by his own

directions

:

I had long travelled in the path of error and ignorance ; it was time for me to arrive

at my journey’s end. I have repented of all my sins, and this last part of my con-

duct may perhaps efface the former. After five and forty years, I had hoped for a

longer respite, did I not know that my creditor is generous.

His son, his uncle, and his two brothers were put to death on the 3rd of Zii

’1-Kaada, A. H. 400 (June, A. 1). 1010).— I have read in some compilation that

he was not a native of Maghrib [Maghribi), but that one of his ancestors, Abu 'I-

Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad, filled a place under government in that part of Bagh-

dad which lies on the west side of the Tigris (in Karkh
) ; and he was named

al-Maghribi (the Western) for that reason : this title then continued to be given

to his descendants. • I have also heard a great number of persons make the same

observation, but I since found the following passage at the beginning of the

work composed by the vizir, and entitled Adah al-Khawass : “ Al-Mulanabbi,

“ the poet whom our brothers ofMaghrib call al-Mutanabbih (the wide awake),

“ says with elegance:

‘ When Time was in his youth, his children came and ho made them happy, but we
‘ came to him in his old age.’

”

This seems to prove that he was in reality a native of Maghrib. Further on,

when speaking of an-Nabigha al-Jaadi (1 6) and his poetry, he makes use of the

very same expression, when quoting this verse of al-Mutanahbi’s:

• In my body is a soul which has not, like it, become decrepit ; although grayness has

ruined [the dark honours
}
of my face.

His genealogy, as given at the commencement of this notice, was taken by
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me from a note in the handwriting of Abu ’1-Kasim Ali Ibn Munjib Ibn Sulai-

man al-Misri, surnamed Ibn as-Sirafi, who mentions that he copied it from

the bandwriting of the vizir himself.

(1) The kdtib AbO Ali HarOn Jhn Abd al-Azlz al-Awiriji (the book-keeper) died A. H. 364 (A. D.

078), aged 66 year*. He was reteiver of the land-tax in some important district*. A written collection of

the traditions was made by him. He frequented the society of the Sails and of al-HalUj, but on discovering

the real religious opinions of the Utter, he informed the vizir Ali Ibn Isa and AbO Bakr Ibn Mujlhid (of hie

pernicious doctrines).— (Ad-Dababi's Tdrlkh al-lsldm.)

(2) That is: By thy presence, thou tumest darkness into light, and thou wilt then be surely discovered.

(3) According to Hajji Khalifa, this philological work was composed by Abd Hanlfa Ahmad Ibn 1)4wfld

ad-Dainauri, who died A. H. 290 (A. D. 903).

(4) This title signifies literally. The memorable, treating of curtain-anecdotes. Probably a philological

work : as fair ladies are always concealed by a curtain or a veil, so the beauties of Arabic style arc hidden

under the veil of allusion.

(5) See M. de Sacy's Expose de Vhistoiredes Drutes, tom. I. page 380.

(6) He returned to Mckka and, having made his submission to al-Ulkim, he was reinstated in bis govern-

ment, and died there A. II. 430 (A. D. 1038-9), the forty-sixth year otitis administration. — Ibn KbaldOn,

IIS. of the Bib. du Roi. No. d’enirte, 2402 C, fol. 44.)

(7) Abb GbAlib Fakhr al-Mulk Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Khalf was vizir to the Dailemite prince BahA ad-

Dawlat and to his son SulUn ad-Dawlat. His talents, liberality, and noble character entitled him to be

considered as the greatest vizir who over served the Buwaih dynasty, with the exception of Abb T-Fadl Ibn

al-Amtd and the SAbib Ibn Abb&d. His father was a money-changer, and he himself underwent many vicis-

situdes of fortune before he was raised to the vizirat. He was put to death A. H. 407 iA. D. 1016-7) by his

sovereign SulUn ad-Dawlat, for some reason or other (At-Y4fi's Mirdt

;

Abfl 'l-Mahlsin’s an-

.\uji\m az-Zdhira.)—Ibn al-Athlr says in his Admit: In the year 412 the khotba was said throughout Irak

with the substitution of Musharraf ad-Dawlal's name for Sultan ad-Dawlat's. The Dailemite troops (in the

service of the latter) then obtained permission from Musbarrif ad-Dawlat to return to their homes in Khu-

zcsUn. lie ordered bis vizir AbO GhAlib to accompany them; but on arriving at al-AhwAz, they murdered

him.— 1 should suppose this not to be the same person as the preceding.

(8) Kirwash Ibn al-Mukallad Ibn at-Musaiyib succeeded his father as sovereign of Mosul, A. H. 391 (A. D.

1000-1). He died A. H. 444 {A. D. 1052-3). His history may be traced in AbO 'l-Fedl; tom. II. p. 608,

and tom. III. pp. 8, 81, 83. 141.—For the pronunciation of his name, I have followed the MS. of Ibn al-

Athlr; it is found written with the vowel points in vol. III. fol. 24. Ibn KbaldOn has a long chapter on

the history of the Okailite dynasty.— (MS. No. 2402 C, fol. 116 verso.)

(9) See Price's Retrospect, vol. II. p 280, and AbO 'l-Fedi’s Annals, tom. III. pp. 81, 68, 69.

(10) According to al-Makrlri, the DurrAa was a sort of vest in woollen cloth worn by vizirs
(
Chrestoma

-

thie, 1. 1. p. 123). I do not understand, however, why al-Maghribi was obliged to wear it constantly.

(11) He left Baghdad through apprehension of the turbuleut spirit of the Turkish troop*, to whom large ar-

rears of pay were owing.

(12) AwAna lay at ten parasangs from Baghdad, higher up the river.— {Mardsid.)

(13) Ibn .Vakn

;

such is the orthography of the MSS. and of Ibn al-Albtr in the Kdmil. Mention is made

of this emir by AbO'l-FedA in his Annals, A. H. 411.
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(14) His life, p. 157 of ibis volume.

(18) When ol-Wmlr al-Maghribi felt that his death was inevitable, he wrote to all the emirs and chiefs of

his acquaintance who were (living) between MairafAriktn and Kbfa. In these letters, be informed them that

one of his concubines had died, and that be intended sending the coflln to the chapel of Ali ; he therefore

asked their protection for the persons who accompanied the body, and desired them, on no account, to stop it

or the escort. When be expired, his people proceeded with his body to the place of burial; the emirs

thought that it was the body of the concubine, and none attempted to stop it on Us progress. The truth was

not discovered till after his interment. - (Ibn at-Alhlr.)

(16) Hassin Ibn Kais, a descendant of Aamir Ibn Sisk, a member of the tribe of Jaad lbn Kaab, and ge-

nerally known by the name of an-NAbigha al-Jaadi, was one of the most celebrated of the poets contemporary

with Muhammad. He was born before the promulgation of Islamism, to which he became a convert, and

was a devoted partisan to Ali Ihn Abi TAlib, on whose side he fought at the battle of SiGfln. He died during

the period in which Abd Allah Ibn ax-Zubair, the anti-khalif, ruled at Mekka. It is to his songs that he is

chiefly indebted Tor his reputation. He did not give any proofs of possessing a talent for poetry, till after

his thirtieth year, and it was for this reason that he received the surname of an-NAbigha. (See CArestomu-

(Afe, torn. II. p. 410.) - [Et-SugOti ; Shark Shawdhid al-ifughni. MS. No. 1238, fol. 133.)

IBN KHALAWAIH.

Abil AM Allah al-Husain lbn Ahmad Ibn Khalawaih, the grammarian and

philologer, was a native of Hamadan, but
(
when still a youth) he went to Bagh-

dad and frequented some of the eminent scholars who then inhabited that city.

Among the number were Abu Bakr Ibn al-Anbari, Ibn Mujahid al-Mukri, Abu

Omar az-Zahid and Ibn Duraid. He also learned the readings of the Koran

from Abu Said as-Sirafi, and having removed to Syria, he took up his abode

at Aleppo. He then became unrivalled by his acquirements in every branch of

literature; (students) journeyed to him from all countries, and the members of

the Hamdan family (which then reigned at Aleppo), treated him with honour,

studied under his direction, and profited by his tuition. It was he who related

the following (well known) anecdote : I one day went to see Saif ad-Dawlat

“ Ibn Hamdan, and when I stood up before him (after making my salutation),

“ he said to me: Sit down, making use of the word ukod, and not ujlos: from

“ this l perceived that he was an amateur of philological studies (1), and well

** acquainted with the secrets of the language S|>oken by the desert Arabs.” Ibn

255 Khalawaih made this observation because philologers consider it preferable to
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say ukod to a person who is standing up, and ujlos to a person who is lying

down or making a prostration (2); and some of the learned give the following

reason for making the distinction : the verb kaad implies the idea of passing

from up to down (and it is for this reason that a person deprived of the use of

his limbs is called mukdd (seated)
), but the verb joins denotes the action of

passing from down to up, (for which reason it is that the high land of ]Najd is

called ul-Jnlsd (the seated up), and that they say of a person who goes to that

country: He is a jolt's (sitter up), or that he joins (sits up). It is thus that

Marwan Ibn al-Hakam, when governor of Medina, addressed the poet al-Faraz-

dak in these terms

:

Say to the idiot al-Farazdnk 3) : Proceed to Najd (Ujlos) if you obey not my orders.

This is taken from a piece of verse relative to which a long anecdote is re-

lated (4).—The foregoing observations are not here in their proper place, but

discourse will run into digression.—Ibn Khalawaih is author of a large philolo-

gical work, entitled Kitab lais (the book of lais (non est
) ), which is a proof of

his vast erudition; from the beginning to the end it is drawn up in this man-

ner : In the language of the pure Arabic race there is not (lais) such and such

an expression, etc.
;
whence its name. He composed also a little book which

he called al-Aol (5), and in the beginning of it he says: The Aal is of twenty-

five divisions (or sorts). This treatise is composed with no inferior talent, lie

mentions in it the twelve imams, the dates of (heir birth and death, and the

names of their mothers ;
what induced him to speak of them was, that in de-

scribing the different sorts of Aal (or mirage), he came to speak of the Aal

(orfamily) of Muhammad, the Banu Hashim. His other works are the Ktldb

al-Ishtikdk (book ofderivations), the Kitab ol-Joml Ji
*n-Nahwi (the gramma-

tical summary), a treatise on the readings of the Koran, the parsing of thirty

surats of the Koran, the Kitab al-Aziz (6), a treatise on the short and the long

final elif another on the two genders, one on the different kinds of elif a

commentary on Ibn Duraid's poem the Moksura; a work (containing pieces

descriptive) of the lion, etc. Ibn Khalawaih had some conferences and discus-

sions with al-Mutanabbi at the court of Saif ad-Dawlat, and were 1 not desirous

of avoiding prolixity, I should give an account of them. He composed some
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good poetry, and the following verses were written by him, as it appears by alh-

Thaalibi’s statement in the Yatima:

If the president of an assembly be not a man of family, ho whom the assembly have
chosen for president is good for nothing. How often has it been said to me: “Why
“ do I sec thee on foot?" And I replied : “ Because you are on horseback.”

Ibn Khtilawaih died at Aleppo, A. II. 370 (A. D. 980-1).

(1) Literally: 1 was aware of his attachment to the fringe [of the robe) of philology.

i2) From this it would appear that the verb Jjdi kaad signifies to tit doicn, and jalat, to tit up.

This distinction is now neglected in common discourse.

(3) Literally: Say to al-Farardak, (and fully is as hateful as its name). The espression between paren-

theses was used by the ancients to denote that the person of whom they were speaking was a blockhead. The

poet an-NAbigha ad-DubyAni has used it in this sense at the commencement of his fifth kasldo. — (See Yhsuf

os-Shanlmari's Commentary on the Zh'tcdn of the tix Poet*; MS. of the Bib. du Boi.)

(4) This anecdote is given by M. Caussin dc Perceval in bis life of al-Farardak, Journal Atiatique, t. X1U.

pp. 516, 917. and 918. Tho verse mentioned here by Ibn KhallikAn was composed by MarwAn in answer to

that recited by tho poet, and which is mentioned in page 918 of that periodical. Ibn KballikAn has omitted

the neit verse of the piece composed by MarwAn, and I give it here after the Kitdb ai-Aghdnt

:

I w«.y-0_j! w 8j « - -k ar* —
>1 JO

“ Quit Medina; it is for thee a forbidden city, and go to Mekka or Jerusalem.”

(9) This word signifies family, and mirage. I am inclined to think that the latter meaning is here in-

tended.

(6) This work it not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.

ABU ALI ’L-GHASSAM.

Abu Ali al-llusain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Ghassani
(descended, from

the tribe of Ghassan) al-Jaiyani (a native ofJaen in Spain) was a traditionist

of the first authority and a philologer. He is the author of the Takyid al-

MuJimai
(
fixation of doubtful orthographies), a book in which he gives the

right spelling of all the names of Traditiouists cited in the Sihdh of al-Bokhari

and that of Muslim, when these names are liable to be pronounced erroneously :

in this work, which forms two volumes, he has treated the subject with no infe-

rior talent. He was an able critic in judging of the authenticity of Traditions,
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and one of those great men of learning whose labours have been useful to the

public. Ilis handwriting was good, his orthography correct, and he was ac-

quainted with the rare and elegant expressions of the Arabic language, and with

poetry and genealogy. When teaching the Traditions, he used to sit in the

ruosque of Cordova, and he had the most eminent men of that city for auditors.

I have not met with the particulars of his life (1), or I should mention them.

He was born in the month of Muharram, A. H. 427 (A. D. 1035); in the year

444, he began his travels for the purpose of learning the Traditions, and he

died on Thursday night, the 12th of Shaban, 498 (April, A. D. 1 1 05). — Jaiyani 254

means belonging to Jaiydn (Jaen), a large city in Spain. There is another

place of this name in the dependencies of Ilai.

ID I hoped to have found tome further particular* respecting al-GhatsAni in the Sitat or gift, the celebrated

biographical dictionary composed by Urn Basbkuwtl. and of which a copy U preserved in the library of the

Asiatic Society of Paris. His life is iudeed given in that work, but I perceived that ibn Khallikkn bad

already extracted from it every interesting fact.

AL-BARI.

Abu Abd Allah al-IIusain was son to Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab Ibn

Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn al-Kasim IbnObaid

Allah Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Wahb al-Harillii; this Sulaiman Ibn Wahb was a vizir

and a descendant of Harith Ibn Kaab Ibn Amr (1).—This celebrated poet bore

the surnames of ad-Dabbas, al-Badri, al-Bari (the pre-eminent), and an-Nadim

al-Baghdadi {the boon-companion from Baghdad ) ;
he was also a learned

grammarian, a philologer, and a teacher of the koranic readings

;

he pos-

sessed besides a good acquaintance with the various branches of polite litera-

ture. Great numbers profited under his tuition, and particularly in the read-

ing of the Koran. He descended from a family conspicuous in the vizirat, as

his ancestor al-K.1sim was vizir to the khalif al-Motadid and to al-Muktafi his

successor
;

(this was the vizir who poisoned Ibn ar-Rumi, as we shall relate in

that poet’s life;) Obaid Allah, the father of al-Kasim, had been already vizir to
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al-Motadid
;

and as for Sulaiman Ibn Wahb, his celebrity is such that it is

needless to speak of him here; we shall merely refer the reader to his life in

this work. Al-Barl was gifted with diversified talents and is the author of

some good works, such as compositions in the lofty style (2) and poetical pieces.

He was an intimate companion and friend of the shartf Abu Yala Ibn al-Hab-

hariya, and the pleasantries which passed between them are most amusing.

It happened that al-Bari entered into the service of a certain emir and made the

pilgrimage to Mekka ; on his return, the shartf went, at different times, to see

him, but did not find him at home; he in consequence addressed to him a long

kastda

,

in which he repreached him for his conduct, and hinted that the place

which he had obtained caused him to disdain his old acquaintance. This poem

begins thus:

O son of my affection ! but alas, how far (estranged )
from me is the son of my affec-

tion ! This place of authority, obtained since my departure, has altered the [kind)

looks (with which he once received me)

.

I should give this piece here, were it not for the ribaldry and obscenity of some

passages. It was answered by al-BSri in a long epistle containing also some in-

delicate expressions, and beginning thus:

The sharif Abft Y41a’s letter has arrived, and it has met with as kind a reception as

would he given to himself. I received it with a hearty welcome, and I applied it to my
eyes and to my cheek (3). I broke the seal and found—what think you of honey mixed

with wormwood? Kind reproaches tinctured with bitterness, such as he better deserved

;

folly and seriousness :—false accusations against me who have committed no crime,

and blame such as nearly consumes my heart. He pretends that he came to visit mo
many times, and that I refused to admit him; may he never meet with a foul repulse 1

Cease then to accuse the place 1 fill, and lay not the fault on my pilgrimage; can a

person, [frank) like me, affect condescendence or disdain (4)? 1 implore you, by Allah

!

tell me how you can perceive that I forget you or that my affection is altered? Such as

you see me, whether acting as an admti (5) or a vizir to a prince, or passing troops in

review, I am still that libertine {khalt} whom you knew, and whom you yet might

23i> easily recognize (6). When a handsome [girl) is true to (her promise and visits) me.

that day is my holyday, (os if) the prince himself came to my house. Were I in the

garden of eternal happiness and you in the fire of hell with ll&mAn (7), do you think 1

could forget you? Were my head encircled with a diadem and you a prisoner in

chains, could I feel indifferent for you? I fulfil manifold my promised affection to you,

but you do not repay my friendship
.

[Do you reproach me) because I am solely de-

voted to one single person among men, the first among the generous ; one who has

spared my self-respect the humiliation of [soliciting succour from) the vile, and has
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loaded me with unbounded favours? I dcsiro no more; I let my days glide smoothly

away, and adopt the maxim of keeping within bounds. And yet I am not too proud

to beg ; but where are the generous men whose bounty I may implore?

We shall confine ourselves to the foregoing citation, as the kastda from which

it is taken contains obscene passages not fit to he given, and others unsuited to

our purpose.—The following piece is by the same author :

I have lost my self-respect (8) from having long solicited the favours of a man devoid

of self-respect. I sent to him a statement of my misery,—would that I had died before

I sent it. His gifts brought me no honour, and I could hardly recover from his contu-

melious treatment. Death is better than {to live in) an age when men of talent must

hold out their hands to blockheads.

Al-Bari was horn at Baghdad on the 10th of Safar, A. II. 443 (A. I). 1051),

and he died on Tuesday, 17th of the latter Jumada, (some say the first,) A. II.

524 (April, A. I). 1 130).—Dallas means a maker or seller of dils (9).—Badri

signifies lelonging to al-Badriya, a part of Baghdad so called, and in which

al-Bari resided ; for which reason he obtained this surname.

(1) This Amr was son of Oita lie Ibn Khald Ibn MAlik ibn Odad, the descendant of KahlAn.

(2) Compositions in the lofty style

;

this is not the literal translation, but it cipresses the sense tolerably

well : the original word is
,
which means rare or strange expressions, such as are used by the Arabs

of the desert, but unintelligible for towns-people.

(3) In sign of honour.

(4) Literally: An mihi estsolulio dedignationis aul conslrictio ejus?

(0) Sec note (3), page 444.

(6) Literally : Whose country you might know were it even by the manner in which his camels ruminate.

This seems to be a proverbial expression, but I have not been able to Ond it iu al-MaidAni. It may be, how-

ever, that I have misunderstood the words, as the last hemistich of the verse may very well signify: Who. as

thou knowest, is easily pleased, were it even with a flask of muddy wine.

(7) HAm&n was the chief minister of Pharaoh. The Koran says: “Verily Firaun and HAmAn were

“sinners."

(8) Literally: I have spent the water of my face: see note (13), page 108.

(9) The inspissated juice of the ripe grape is much used by the natives (of Aleppo). It is named dibs, and

has much the appearance of coarse honey, but is of a firmer consistence. It is brought to town in goat-skins

and retailed in small quantities in the bazars, serving for the common people instead of honey.—{Russell's

Aleppo, vol. I. p. 82, quarto edition.)
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,
AT-TOGHRAI.

Abu Ismail al-Husain lbn Ali Ibn Muhammad lbn Abd as-Sarnad, surnamed

al-Amid (or Amid ad-Dawlat
,
pillar of the state), Fakhr al-Kuttab (the glory

of the kdtibs (1 ) ), Muvvaiyad ad-Din (
sustained in religion), and generally

known by the name of at-Toghrai, was a celebrated munshi (2) and a native of

Ispahan. He possessed great talents, a subtle genius, and surpassed all his con-

temporaries in the art of composing in prose and verse. As-Samani speaks of

him in the Kitdh aUAnsdb under the article Munshi, and after making his

eulogium, he gives an extract from one of his poems descriptive of a wax-light,

and states that he was put to death in the year 515 (A. D. 1121-2). At-To-

ghrai has left behind him a diwdn (or collection) of good poetry, and one of

his finest pieces is the kusida entitled the Ldmiyat al-Ajani (3), which he com-

posed at Baghdad in the year 505 (A. D. 1111-2). In this poem he describes

his own situation and complains of the time in which he lived. It begins

thus :

My strength of mind has preserved me from frivolity, and I was adorned by my
talents, though decked with no other ornament.

This kasida, which consists of more than sixty verses (4), contains every

beauty of style (5) and is the very essence and excellence of poetry
;

it is too

long to be given here, but it is generally known and in the hands of the public.

—One of his sentimental pieces is as follows

:

0 my heart 1 what hast thou to do with love? It is long since indifferonce had set-

tled in thee, and since the lover’s ardour has been restrained. Dost thou not feel

pleasure in repose, now that those with whom you passed round the cup of burning

passion have recovered their reason? The zephyr fell into languor and revived again,

but from the malady of which thou complainest, no deliverance can be hoped. 1

behold the wavering of the lightning-flash, and the heart within my bosom wavers

and beats (6).

By the same:

Eyes 1 treasure up your tears ; it will surely come, the threatened moment of separa-

tion
(
from my beloved). If to-morrow unite (us) lovers, shame then be on the eyes which

have not been fatigued with weeping (7).

Abu ’1-Maali ’1-Haziri mentions at-Toghrai in his Zinat ad-Dahr and cites
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some fragments of his poetry; he is also spoken of by Ibn al-Mnstawfi, in his

History of Arbela, who says that he acted for some time as vizir in that city;

and the katib Imad ad-din states, in his history of the Scljukides, entitled Nus-

ral al-Falra wa Osral al-Fitra
,
that at-ToghrAi was styled al-Ustdd (the

master) and that he was vizir at Mosul to the Scljiik sultan Masud Ibn Muham-

mad; “ when this prince/' he continues, ‘‘gave battle to his brother the sul-

“ tan Mahmud near HamadAn, he was defeated, and among the first prisoners

“ taken, was the ustdd Abu Ismail, Masud's vizir. News of this circumstance

“ was brought to Kamal al-Mulk Nizam ad-din Abu Talib Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn

“ Harb as-Sumairmi, the vizir to Mahmud, on which Shihab ad-din Asaad

“ (who was then deputy toghra-writer to an-Nusair the katib), made the re-

“ mark lliat that man
, meaning the ustdd, was an atheist; and the vizir here

“ observed that atheists should be put to death. Al-Toghrai was thus slain

** unjustly; they dreaded his superior abilities, and put him to death on this

“ pretext, without having any regard for his personal merit. This was in A. H.

“ 513 (A. D. 1 1 19-20).” But other accounts assign his death to the years 514

and 518. He was then aged upwards of sixty years, and in his poetry are

found these two verses, composed on a new-born son who had been brought to

him, and which indicate that he had then attained his fifty-seventh year :

This little one has come in my old age ; it rejoices my sight, bat increases my pen-

siveness : a lapse of seven and fifty years would make impression even on a rock.

How long he lived after composing these verses, God knows best.—The vizir

al-Kamal as-Sumairmi was killed on Tuesday, the last day of the month of

Safar, A. H. 516 (May, A. D. 1122), in the Bazar (jm^) of Baghdad near the

Nizamiya college; it is said that he fell by the hand of a black slave who had

belonged to at-Toghrai, and who slew him to revenge his master’s death.

—

Toghrai means a toghra-writer; the toghra is the flourish written with a

broad-nibbed pen, at the beginning of {official) papers, over the Bismillah,

and containing the tides of the prince from whom the document emanates.

Toghra is a Persian word.

—

Sumairmi means belonging to Sumairm, a town

between Ispahan and Shiraz, on the extreme limit of the Ispahan district.

(1) See note (7), page 26.

(2) Munthi, « person employed by government to draw up state papers.
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(3) This poem Is well known lo European readers, having been repeatedly published, but the edition given

by the illustrious Pocock is decidedly the best.

(4S Fifty-nine in the printed editions.

(8) In Arabic 'Ljji
;
see note (21, page (401),

(0) In the poems of the ancient Arabs, the lover frequently describes his joy in watching the lightning,

which presages a fertilising shower to the plains where his mistress dwells. See the Ditcdn il’Amro ’

l-Eaii ,

p. 93, notes. At-Toghrli here reproduces that idea, which was quite classical ; and says that the lightning

makes him think of his mistress, and that this recollection causes his heart to beat.

(7) Because true lovers should be always weeping when separated.

(8) Ibn al-Alhlr, in his Annals, notices the death of at-ToghrAi, and says that he composed some alchemical

works which have been the ruin of many. One of these works, entitled Sfrr al-llikma [the secret of philo

-

tophi/), and containing a commentary on a treatise of JAbir Ibn IlaiyAn. entitled ar-Rahma [mercy), is in

the Bib. du Rot, fonds Asselin.

IBN AL-KHAZIN THE KAT1B.

257 Abu ’1-Fawaris al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn al-IIusain, generally known by the

appellation of Ibn al-Khazin the kdtib, was the first copyist of his time; he sur-

passed all others by the quantity of his transcriptions, having made five hun-

dred copies of the Koran, some of a compact form and some of a folio size. He

composed also some good poetry, of which we may cite the following specimen :

Fortune torments him who pursues her, but the man of prudence despises the world

and enjoys repose. The prince who obtains her delusive favours must at last be

contented with a shroud. He gathers wealth with pain, and with pain he leaves it

after him. My only wish is to feel assured that 1 shall meet God. I detest the world,

and why should 1 love it, since its gifts are lethargy ((o the soul) ? It has not endured

for any man before me; why then this care and sadness?

The historian Muhammad Ibn Abi ’1-Fadl (Abel al-Malik) al-llamadani says,

in his supplement lo the Tajdrib al-Umcim of (Ibn) Miskawaih (I), that Ibn

Ibn al-IIazin died suddenly in the month of Ztt ’1-Hijja, A. II. 502 (July, A. I).

1 109), and the sharif Abu Mamar al-Mubarak Ibn Ahmad al-Ansari states that

his death took place on Monday night, and that he was buried the next day,

Tuesday, the 26th of the above- month.

(1) According to llajji Khalifa, Ahft Ali Ahmad Ibn Miskawaih, the author of the Tajdrib al-Omam. or

experience of nationt, died A. II. 421 (A. D. 1030). Abd T-Faraj gives a short account of him in the Hit-

toria Dynatliarum, p. 216 of the translation.
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ABU ABO ALLAH THE SHIITE.

Abu Abd Allah al-llusain Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ilm Zakariya, sur-

named as-Shii (the Shiite), was the assertor of the rights (I) of Obaid Allah

al-Mahdi, the ancestor of the (Fatunite) sovereigns of Egypt. His revolt in

Maghrib is a celebrated event, and works have been specially composed on that

subject. We shall give an account of some of his proceedings in the life of

Obaid Allah al-Mahdi.—Abu Abd Allah the Shiite, a native of Sana in Yemen,

was one of those crafty men who know how to regulate their conduct so as to

obtain their ends; for he entered Ifrikiya alone, without money and without

men, yet by his unremitting efforts, he succeeded in obtaining possession of

that kingdom and expelling its sovereign Abd Modar Ziadat Allah, the last of

the Aghlabite princes, who fled to the East and there died. The history of these

events would be long to relate.—When he had established the affairs of al-Mahdi

on a solid foundation, and reduced the country under his authority and made it

ready for his reception, al-Mahdi set out from the East, but being unable to

join the Shiite, he proceeded to Sejclmtea, where he was discovered and thrown

into prison by the sovereign of that city, al-YasS, the last of the .Midrar dynasty.

Abu Abd Allah the Shiite, having marched thither, delivered him from con-

finement and placed the supreme authority in his hands. Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad,

the Shiite’s elder brother, then arrived and reproached him for what he had

done: “Howl” said he to the Shiite, “you were master of the country, and

“ uncontrolled arbiter of its affairs, yet you have delivered it over to another,

“ and consent to remain in the rank of an inferior !*’ -By a repetition of such

discourses, he induced his brother to repent of his conduct, and to meditate

treason, hut al-Mahdi’s apprehensions were awakened, and he suborned per-

sons who murdered them both at the same time. This event happened in the

middle of the latter Jumada, A. H. 298 (February, A. D. 911), at ar-Bakkada,

between the two castles (2).

—

Shfi is the denomination given to the partisans of

the imam Ali Ibn Abi Talib .—Bakkddu was a town in the dependencies of

Kairawan in Ifrikiya.—As for Ziadat Allah, mention is made of him in these

terms by Ibn Asakir, in his History of Damascus: “Abu Modar Ziadat Allah

“ Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Aghlab Ibn

59
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“ Ibrahim Ibn Salim Ibn Ikal Ibn Kbaiaja : this is Ziadat Allah the less, the

“ last of the princes descended from al-Aghlab al-Tamimi.—He came to Damas-

“ cus in the year 302 (A. D. 914-5), on his way to Baghdad, after his defeat in

“ Ifrikiya and the loss of his kingdom.” He then says at the end of the article:

“I have been informed that Ziadat Allah died at Ramla, in the month of the

“ first Jumada, A. H. 304 (November, A. D. 916); he was buried at Ramla,

“ and his grave having sunk in, it was covered over (with boards) and left so.

“ He was a descendant of al-Aghlab Ibn Amr al-Mazini al-Basri (3); Amr had

been appointed governor of Mogbrib by ar-Rashid, on the death of Idris Ibn

“ Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib. He continued

“ in Maghrib till his death, and had for successor his son al-Aghlab, who was

“ succeeded by his descendants, till at last the authority devolved to this Ziadat

“ Allah.”— His genealogy is again given in the life of Ali Ibn ai-Katla; there is

some slight difference between it and tha^t mentioned here by Ibn Asakir, and !

have set them down just as I found them. Another historian says: “Abu
“ Modar Ziadat Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Aghlab died at

“ Rakka; bis body was borne in a bier to Jerusalem and there interred in the

“ year 296 (A. I). 908-9). A space of five years, nine months, aud fifteen days

“ elapsed from the time of his accession till he abandoned Kairawan, when

“ (his general) Ibrahim Ibn al-Aghlab was defeated by Abd Abd Allah as-

“ Shii. On learning this event, he packed up his wealth, and taking with him

“ the principal ladies of his harem, he left Rakkada during the night. Ibrahim

“ Ibn al-Aghlab was then proclaimed sovereign. The Aghlahite dynasty reigned

two hundred and twelve years, five months, and fourteen days.” Such is

the summary of these events, which it would be too long to relate in full (4).

{it The interior of the riijhlt; literally : The establisher of the mission. Mention has been already made

of the missions established lor political purposes. See note ,9\ page 26 A full account of Abrt Abd Allah's

proceedings will be found in M. de Saey's I .rpoit do I'hitloire dot Tlruzet. t. I. p. 237

(2) Between the two enttlet

:

perhaps the author means the place called al-h arr al-Kadim (the old cattle)

and ar-RakkAda. Ibn Khalddn merely slates that he was slain at al-Kasr (the cattle'. The Ttco caitlet

are mentioned by an-.Nuwalri. MS. No. 702, f. 28 u, but he does say where tbey lay.

(3) This and what follows is quite erroneous; Iba Asikir must hare been very badly informed respecting

the origin and history of the Aghlabitrs.

(4) In my translation of an-Nuwairi's history of Maghrib, will be found a fuller account of tbc Aghlahite

dynasty.
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ABU SALAMA HAFS AL-KHALLAL.

Abu Salama Hafs Ibn Sulaiman al-Khallal al-Hamdani was a client, by en-

franchisement, lo as-Sabi (a branch of the great tribe of Hamddn), and vizir

to Abu '1-Abbas as-Saflah, the first of the Abbaside khalifs. Abu Salama was

the first person under die Abbasides who received the name of vizir and was

publicly addressed as such; for this appellation was not known before, either

under the Omaiyide dynasty or any other. Being versed in literature and skilled

in politics and government, his conversation was both amusing and instructive,

for which reason As-Safltih took pleasure in his society. He possessed a large

fortune, having followed the profession of money-changer at Ktifa ; and he spent

great sums in support of (the cause of) the Abbasides. lie went to Khorasan

for that object with Abu Moslim to second him, and he there called (f) the people

lo support the cause of Ibrahim, as-Saflah’s brother. When Ibrahim was put

to death at Harran by Marwan Ibn Muhammad the last of the Omaiyides, the

call was made in favour of as-Saflah, and Abu Salama became suspected of a

leaning towards the descendants of Ali. When as-Saflah, on his accession to

the khalifat, nominated Abii Salama as vizir, he still retained some doubts of his

fidelity; and it is said that be sent to Abu Muslim in Khorasan, informing him

of AhiY Salama’s evil intentions, and urging him lo put him to death. But ac-

cording to another account, it was Abu Moslim who discovered the vizir’s per-

fidy, and informed as-Saflah, by letter, of the circumstance, advising him at the

same time, not to let him live. This, however, the khalif refused to do, say-

ing: ** That man has spent his wealth in our service and has hitherto served us

“faithfully; wherefore we pardon him this slip.” On perceiving as-Saflah’s

unwillingness to tollow the counsel given him, AbiY Muslim sent a band of men astt

lo lie in wait, during the night, for Abii Salama, who used to pass the evening in

conversation with the khalif. When die vizir was retiring home unaccompa-

nied, the assassins set upon him and cut him down with their swords; (this was

at al-Anbar, the khaliTs capital;) the next morning the public said that he had

been murdered by the Kharijites. This event happened four months after the

accession of as-Saflah to the khalifat; he had been proclaimed khalif on the eve
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of Friday, 13th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 132 (November, A. D. 749). When
as-Saffah was informed of his death, he pronounced this verse:

To hell with him and those who resemble him ; we should regret that, in any point,

he escaped our vengeance (2).

It is slated in the History of the Vizirs (3), that Abil Salama was murdered in

the month of Rajab, A. H. 132 (February or March, A. D. 750). He was

styled the vizir of the family ofMuhammad. The following lines were com-

posed on his death by Sulaiman Ibn al-Muhajir al-Bajli:

Crimes are sometimes rejoiced at, but joy were fitter for that which you disliked.

The vizir has perished, the vizir of the family of Muhammad, and one who detests you
now tills his place (4).

Ahti Salama was not a Khallcil (vinegar-maker), hut his house in Kufa was

situated in the street of the vinegar-makers, and he used to sit with them as

neighbours : it was for this reason that he received the surname of al-Khallal.

— Hanuldni means belonging to Hamdan} a great tribe in Yemen. We shall

speak of Sabfin the life of Abd Ishak as-Sahii.—Philologers disagree respecting

the derivation of the word mzarat (vizirat) ;
some derive it from wizr, a bur-

den, because the vizir relieves the prince from the burden of affairs; this is also

the opinion of Ibn Kutaiba
;
but others say that it comes from wazr, a moun-

tain, to which people fly for refuge from danger. According to this, the vizir

is one to whom the spiritual or temporal prince has recourse, and to whom he

betakes himself for advice; this is the opinion of Abu Ishak az-Zajjaji.

(1) The datcat iy-i

,

or call, was an invitation to espouse the party of the person who pretended to be the

true imAm, and who, as such, claimed spiritual and civil authority over the Moslims. The call was made by

those agents or missionaries dot, of whom mention has been made in note (9), page 26.

(2) This verse is not reconcilable with what is staled above of as-SaAh's indulgence towards Abrt

Salama.

(3) Hajji Khalifa mentions several works bearing this title.

(4) This piece seems intended as a reproach to as Saffih : the poet gives him to understand that he should

not rejoice at the murder of AbO Salama, and that it had been belter for him to have allowed him to tire,

although be disliked him. A devoted friend to the family of Muhammad had perished, and was now re-

placed by a man wbo detests it; meaning Khllid Ibn Barmak, sprung from a race of lire-worsbippers.
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HAMMAD IBN AB1 HANIFA.

Abu Ismail Harnmad, son of the imam AbA llanifa an-Noman Ibn Thabit,

followed the sect established by his father, and was highly venerated for his

holy life. His father, in dying, had in his possession a great quantity of pre-

cious objects in gold, silver, etc., which had been confided to his care, and

the proprietors of which were, some absent, and the others, orphans under

age. All those objects were brought by Harnmad Id the kadi that he might re-

ceive them, but he refused to accept them, saying that they could not lie in

belter hands than those in which they then were. On this, Harnmad begged of

him to weigh them and set down the weight in writing, so as to disengage Abu

llanifa’s responsibility, “and then,” said he, “you may do as you please.”

The kadi consented, and passed some days in weighing these deposits; but when

he had done, Harnmad was not to be found, neither did he quit his place of

concealment till they had been given in care to another person.— His son Ismail

was kadi of Basra till replaced by Yahya Ibn Aklham. I have read in the His-

tory of Abu Hanifa, that when the kadi Yahya Ibn Aklham arrived at Basra,

Ismail Ibn Ilaminad left the city and was accompanied by him to some distance,

and the people implored blessings on Ismail, saying: “You abstained from our

wealth and from our blood to which Ismail rejoined : “and from your sons

making a sarcastic allusion to the suspicions which had been cast on Yahva’s

character. The following fact is related by Ismail: “One of our neighbours, a

“ heretic (1) miller, bad two mules, which he called Abu Bakr and Omar; a cer-

“ tain night he received a kick from one of these animals and died, and my

“ grandfather Abu Hanifa said, when he heard it: ‘See into it, for 1 suspect 240

“ that it was the mule he called Omar by which he was killed (2);’ and this

“ was found to be the case.”—Harnmad died in the month of Zu '1-Kaadu, A. II.

176 (February or March, A. D. 793). We shall give the life of his father.

(1) Literally: a Rafedite; a name given to all the Shiite seels.

(2) The severity of the khalif Omar against infidels is well known.
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HAMMAD AR-RAWIA.

Abu ’1-Kasiin Hammad Um Abi Laila Sapur (or Maisara) Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn

( )baid ad-Uailauii al-Kuli
(
descended from a native of Dailem and born at

A Ufa) was a client, by enfranchisement, to the tribe of Bakr Ibn Wail, and is

generally known by the surname of ar-Iidwia (the narrator). Ibn Kulaiba

mentions, in his Kitdb al-MadriJ and Tabakal as-Shoard, that Hammad was

client to Muknif, son of Zaid al-Khaii, of the tribe of Tai, the companion of the

Prophet. Hammad was one of the best-informed of men respecting the days, or

adventures of the desert Arabs, their history, poetry, genealogy, and idioms;

a ndaccording to Abu Jaafar Ibn (Muhammad) an-Nahhas, it was he who united

in one collection the seven long poems (or Moallakas). The princes of theOmai-

yide family treated him with marked preference and honour; they invited him to

visit them, and when he waited on them, they gave him tokens of their favour,

and questioned him respecting the adventures and sciences of the desert Arabs.

Being one day present at a public audience given by the khalif al-Walid Ibn

AIkI al-Malik, he was asked by that prince in what wav he merited the surname

of ar-Iidwia, and he returned this answer: “Because 1 can recite the poems of

“every poet whom you, 0 Commander of the faithful! have ever known or

“ heard of; and I can rehearse moreover the compositions of many poets whom

“ you will acknowledge that you did not know, neither did you hear of; and no

“ one can quote to me passages of ancient and modern poetry without my being

“ able to tell the ancient from the modern.” Al-Walid then asked him how

much poetry he knew by heart, and Hammad replied: “A great deal
(
more

“ than I can tell); but I can recite to you, for each letter of the alphabet,

“ one hundred long poems rhyming in that letter, without taking into count

“ the short pieces; and all that composed exclusively by poets who lived before

“ the promulgation of lslamism. ’ On this al-Walid told him that he intended

to make a trial of his talent, and he ordered him therefore to begin his reci-

tations. Hammad commenced, and continued till the khalif, having grown

fatigued, withdrew, after leaving a person in his place to verify the truth of

the assertion and hear him to the last. In that sitting, he recited two thou-

sand nine hundred kasidas by poets who nourished before Muhammad, and
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al-Walid, on being informed of the fact, ordered him a present of one hundred

thousand dirhems. The following anecdote is related in the Durrat ul-Ghaw-

was by Abu Muhammad al-Hariri, the author of the Makamas: “Hammad
“ ar-Rawia said (I): l attached myself exclusively to Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik

“ whilst be was khalif, and his brother Hisham used to treat me harshly for

“ that reason. On the accession of Hisham, 1 apprehended bis resentment, and

“ remained in my house during a year without stirring out, unless privately to

“ visit a trusty friend. Not hearing any one mention my name during that

“ year, I took confidence and went out one day to say my prayers in the mosque

“ at Rnsafa (2), when 1 was suddenly accosted by two soldiers of the police

“ guards, who said: ,* Hammad! answer the summons of the emir Yusuf Ibn

“ Omar ath-Thakafi.’ (Yusuf was then governor of Irak.) And I said to my-

“ self : ‘This is the very thing 1 dreaded P ! then asked (hem permission to go

“ home to my family and bid them an everlasting adieu, after which I should

'‘accompany them, hut to this they refused positively to accede; and 1 deli-

“ vered myself up into their hands. 1 was then brought before Y'usuf Ibn

“ Omar in his audience-hall, named al-Ahmar {the red)
f
and having made him

“ mv salutation, he returned it and handed me a letter, containing these words:

“ In the name of God, the Merciful, the Clement ! Hisham, the servant of

“ God and the Commander of thefaithful,
to Ydsnf Ibn Omar ath-Thakafi .

“ lChen you have read this, send a person to bring you Hammad without

“ putting him in fear, and give him Jive hundred dinars with a Mahra (3}

“ camel, so that he may arrive at Damascus in twelve days. I took the mo-

“ ney, and looking out, 1 saw a camel ready saddled, on which 1 mounted and

“ set off. Twelve nights afterwards 1 arrived at Damascus, and alighted at

“ the door of Hisham’s palace, w'here I asked admittance. I w’as let in, and I U41

“ found him in a large hall paved with marble, each flag of which was separated

“from the other by a band of gold: Hishim was seated on a red carpet,

“ dressed in red silk and perfumed with musk and amber I saluted him, and

“ he returned my salutation, and told me to draw near, on which 1 went up

“ and kissed his foot. I then remarked two slave-girls, the like of whom 1 had

“ never before seen ; each of them wore double ear-rings, and m each ear-ring

“were two effulgent pearls. ‘ How art thou, Hammad?’ said he, ‘and how

“ is thy health ?’— 4 Well
;
Commander of the faithful!’ 1 replied.— ‘Dost
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“ ihou know,' said he, ‘why I sent for thee?’— ‘No,
-

said 1.
—

‘1 sent for thee,'

“ said he, ‘on account of a verse which came to my mind, and the author of

“ which I do not know.’ I asked to hear it, and he recited to me this

“ line:

• One day, they called for their morning draught, and a maid came, bearing a

• ewer.’

“‘That verse,’ said I, ‘belongs to a kasida by Adi Ibn Zaid al-Ibadi (4).’

“ He then ordered me to recite it, and I began

:

* From the very dawn of morning, the friends who blame my conduct, say: Wilt
‘ thou never return to reason ? They blame me for the love 1 bear you, 0 daughter of
‘ Abd Allah 1 you who hold my heart enchained 1 They censure me so often on your

account, that I doubt whether those who reproach me be enemies or friends.

“ I continued then till I came to these verses

:

One day, they called for their morning draught, and a maid came, bearing an
‘ ewer. She held it out to be filled with wine bright as the eye of a cock, and clarified by
* the filter ; rough till mixed with water, but, when mixed, delicious to the taste of the
' drinker. On its surface floated bubbles like rubies, which, as it was poured out, re-

* ceived fresh lustre. With it was then mixed the water of the clouds, no stagnant,
• foul, nor troubled water.'

“ Here Hisham was in an eestacy of delight and said, 1 Bravo!' ” — Some

other circumstances arc now mentioned in the narration; for instance, that the

khalif told the slave-girl to pour out a drink (of wine) for Hammad, which she

did : this however is not true, for Hisham never drank wine; it is therefore un-

necessary to repeat them (5).
—“ The prince then told me,” continued Hammad,

“ to ask for what I liked.— ‘ May 1 ask for it,' said I, ‘ be it what it may?’

—

“ ‘Yes;’ he replied. I then asked for one of the slave-girls, and he gave them

“ both to me, with what they wore, and all that belonged to them.” Hisham

then lodged Hammad in his palace, and the next morning he sent him to a

dwelling which had been prepared for him, and in which lie found the two

slave-girls with all they possessed, and every tiling which he required. He then

prolonged his stay, and received one hundred thousand dirhems from the kha-

lif. Such is the story as related hv al-Hariri; hut the fact could not have hap-

pened with Yusuf Ibn Omar alh-Thakafi, for it was not he, but Khalid Ibn Abd

Allah al-Kasri (see his life, page 484), who governed Irak at the lime; this re-
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suits from the dates of Khalid’s appointment and removal, and the nomina-

tion of Yusuf. Hammad’s adventures and the anecdotes related of him are

very numerous. He was bom A. H. 95 (A. D. 713-4), and his death took

place in the year 1 55 (A. D. 772) : some say, however, that he died during

the khalifat of al-Mahdi, who was inaugurated on Sunday, 6th Zft ’1-Hijja,

A. H. 158 (October, A. D. 775), and who died on the eve of Thursday, the

23rd Muharram, A.H. 169 (August, A. D. 785), at a village called ar-Rad, in

the dependencies of Masabadan (6) ;
a fact to which Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa (7)

alludes in the following verses

:

The noblest tomb after that of Muhammad, the prophet of the true direction, is a 242
tomb at MAsabad&n. I wonder how the hand which filled it with earth did not lose

its fingers 1

The death of llammad was lamented in the following verses by the poet sur-

named Abu Yahya Muhammad Ibn Kunasa (8), but whose real name was Abd

al-Aali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Khalifa Ibn Nadia Ibn Onaif Ibn Mazin Ibn Duwaiba

Ibn Osama Ibn iSasr Ibn Koain :

Could precaution suffice against death, precaution had saved thee from what bcfel

thee. May God have mercy on thee, trusty friend 1 the sincerity of whose affection was

never sullied. It is thus that lime works ruin ; by it knowledge is destroyed and the

memorials of history are effaced

.

llammad possessed but a slight acquaintance with the true genius of the Ara-

bic language, and it is said, that having learned the Koran by heart from a

written copy, he mistook the pronunciation of upwards of thirty words

(harf) (9).

(1) This anecdote is given in the extract from the Durrai published by M. de Sary in his Anthologi«

Grammaiicale. See page 107.

(2) See DeSacy’s Anthologie, page 147.

.(3) Mahra, was a province in south Arabia, celebrated for it* breed of camels.

(41 The life of Adi Ibn Zaid, translated from the Arabic of the Eiutb al-Aghdni, will he found in the

Journal Atiatir/ue. ,

(8) The anecdote will be found entire in the Anthologie Grammaiicale.

(6) MAsahadAn or SirwAn, a town in Persian Irak.- (Abd '1-FedA.)

(7) M. dc Sacy has given a short account of this poet in the ChreitomatMe. tom. III. p. 818.

(8) The poet surnamed Ibn KunAsa, and respecting whose real names great uncertainty prevails, was a

member of the Arabic tribe of Asad, and born at Kdfa, A. H. 123 (A. D. 740-1). From that place he re-

60
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moved to Baghdad, where he settled. He had studied under the most eminent pbilologers of the school of

KOfi, and learned by heart the poems and pieces of eloquence composed by the tribe of Asad. He was a

207 (February, A. D. 823). The Fihreit gives the titles of three of his works; one treats of the influence of

the stars on the weather, KUdb al-Anted ; another on the ideas usually reproduced in poetry; and the third

on the poet al-Kumail’s plagiarisms from the Korau and other sources.—(FiArert, fol. 98.)

(9) Sec note (13), page 364.

AJRAD TIIE POET.

Abu Amr (or Abu Yahva) Hammad Ibn Amr Ibn Yunus Ibn Kulaib was a

native of Kufa (or of Wasit by some accounts), and a client by enfranchisement

to the family of Sdat, a descendant of Aamir Ibn Sasa (1). This Hammad, who

is better known by the surname of Ajrad, was a celebrated poet and one of those

(called Mukhadrams) who flourished under the Omaiyidc and the Abbaside

dynasties. He did not, however, attain his reputation till after the accession of

the Abbasides; before that, he had been a boon-companion to the Omaiyide

prince al-Walid Ibn Yazid, and it was only in the reign of al-Mahdi that he

went to Baghdad. Ali Ibn al-Jaad (2) relates as follows : “ In the reign of al-

“ Mahdi, the following persons came to Baghdad : Hammad Ajrad, Mull Ibn

“ Iyas al-Kinani (3), and Yahya Ibn Ziad. They stopped in our neighbour-

“ hood and were intolerable for their wickedness and profligacy.” Hammad

Ajrad was a poet of a superior order ; he and Bashshar Ibn Burd composed

satires of a flagitious nature one against the other; the pieces which he made

on Bashshar abound in originality of thought, but their indecency will not

allow me to insert any of them. Bashshar was so much annoyed by Hammad,

that he composed on him these lines:

On going to his tribe, you will find his door locked (4), and it is only by lying con-

cealed that you can meet him. Ask AbA Yahya how he can obtain glory', he who
has taken an oath against every generous deed.

The following verses also were made on him by Bashshar

:

An excellent man that Hammdd, did he but adore his Lord and say his prayers. His

face is pale (5) from drinking wine, but on the day of judgment, that whiteness shall

bocomc black (6).
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He was an arrow-maker by trade; some say, however, that he followed no

profession, and that it was his father who made arrows. Gav and wittv in

his humour, licentious in his conduct, he was suspected to be a Zindik (7) in

religion. It is related that an intimacy subsisted between him and an eminent

imam whose name it is not right to mention, and that they afterwards quar-

relled
;
he then learned that the imam spoke of him contemptuously, on which

he wrote him these lines:

If*you cannot complete your devotions without reviling me, go toil with restless ani-

mosity before friends and strangers. Yet for a long time you gave me a good charac- 5M5
ter, although I persisted in disobcdicnco to God's law; it was in those days when we
passed something about in leaden ewers (8).

By the same:

You swore, [my friendly monitor,) that if I again became love’s prisoner, you would

blame me no more, but strive to excuse me. But what annoys me in you is this: you

give counsel without being aware that you know not [the person whom 1 love).

The poetry and the adventures of llammad Ajrad arc well known. He died

A. II. 161 (A. I). 777-8). (Accounts vary as to the manner and time of his

death
;)
some say that he was a native of Wasit, and that he was put to death,

as a Zindik, outside the gate of Ktifa, by Muhammad Ibn Sulaiman I bn Ali, the

governor of Basra, in the year 155 (A. D. 772). Others state that as he was

going from al-Aliwaz to Basra, he died on the way, and was buried on a hill

near the spot. By another account, his death is placed in the year 168

(A. D. 784-5).—When Bashshar Ibn Burd, whose life has been already given

{page 254), was put to death in the Baliha, his body was removed and inter-

red in the tomb of llammad Ajrad
; and the following lines were inscribed - on

the grave-stone by Abu Hisham al-Bahili, who happened to pass that way :

The blind followed the naked [ajrad), and they therefore sojourn in the same abode.

They arc both in the hands of M&lik (9) and in hell ; infidels go to hell. The regions

of the earth said: How unwelcome to us is the neighbourhood of Hammftd and Bash-
shftr

!

He received the surname of Ajrad from the following circumstance:—When

a boy, he was playing on a very cold day, quite naked, with some oilier chil-

dren, and an Arab of the desert, who was passing by, said : “My boy
!
you are

“ ajrad." This word means naked.—Mukhadram, or mukhadrim
,

is a term
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generally employed to designate a poet who, like Lahid, an-Nabigha al-Jaadi,

and others, lived before and after the promulgation of Islamism. It is some-

times made use of in a more general sense, and applied to poets who flourished

under two different dynasties. {Arabs of the desert) have been heard to pro-

nounce this word muhadrani and muhadrim (and their example is a good

authority).

(1) See Eichhoru's Monumenta Hist. At. Tab. VII.

(2) Ali Ibn al-Jaad. a hafix, a iraditlonist. a matcla to the family of Htshim and a native of Baghdad,

died A. H. 230 (A. D. 844-8), aged ninety-six years. During tbc last sixty years of bis life, he fasted every

second day.—(Al-Yifl. Ad-Dahabi, Tab.al-IIu/fdz.)

(3) See note (4), page 438.

(4) He locked his door to avoid giving hospitality to the strangers who might arrive.

(8) Literally: white.

(6) That is: he will be punished as an infidel.—Sec Koran, surat 3, verse 102.

(7) Zindik, synonymous with atheist.

(8) That something was icina, and they drank it out of leaden ewers lest it should be seen.

(0) M&lik is the name of the angel who guards hell.

AUB SULAIMAN AL-KHATTABI.

Abu Sulaiman Hamd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Khattab al-Khattabi

al-Busti was a jurisconsult, a philologer, and a traditionist. lie is the author

of some clever works, such as the Gharib al-Hadith ( explanation of the

difficult expressions found in the Traditions of Muhammad) ;
Madlim as-

Sunan (the distinctive marks of the Traditions), being a commentary on the

Sunan, or body of Traditions compiled by Abil Dawud
;
the Aalam as-Sunan

(signs of the Traditions), containing an explanation of al-Bokhari’s collection

of Traditions; the kitab as-Shahdh (I); a treatise on the object of prayer; a

work in which he corrects the mistakes of Traditionists, etc. When in Irak,

he learned the Traditions from Abu Ali as-Saflar, Abu Jaafar ar-Razzaz, and

others, and his own authority was cited for Traditions by al-Hakim Ibn al-Baii,

Abd al-Ghaflar Ibn Muhammad al-Farisi, Abu ’1-Kasim Abd al-Wahhab Ibn

Abi Sahl al-Khattabi, etc. (Alh-Thadlibi ) mentions him in -the Yatima,

and gives the following verses of his composition :

Digitized by Google
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It is not the pains of absence, but the want of a sympathizing friend, which is the

greatest affliction man can suffer. I am as a stranger to Bust and its people, yet Bust 244
is my birthplace and the residence of my family.

He gives also as his, the Fragments which follow:

Man may find a refuge from the most ferocious beasts, but there is no refuge from
the wickedness of men. llow many have escaped the lion, and yet you will not see

one man uninjured by another.

Be indulgent, and exact not the whole amount of that which is your due. Spare the

unfortunate ; for the generous man never requires full payment. Avoid excess in every
thing and keep a medium ; efforts well directed, are fortunate in their commencement
and their end.

Other verses of his are quoted by the same author.—Abu Sulaiman al-Khat-

lAbi was the Ibn Sallam (2) of his time for learning, philology, rigid devotion,

and fear of God; he resembled him also as a professor and an author. He died

at the town of Bust, in the month of the first Rabi, A. II. 388 (March, A. D.

998).—Khattabi is derived from the name of his ancestor al-Khatlab; but -

some say that he was descended from Zaid Ibn al-KhaUab (3), for which rea-

son it was that he bore this surname .—Busti means belonging to Bust
,
a well-

watered and wooded city in Kabul, between Herat and Ghazua.—Some persons

haw !>een heard pronounce Abu Sulaiman’s name of Tlumd as if it were

Ahmad, hut in this they are wrong. Al-Ilakim Ibn al-Baii says: “I asked

“ a native of Bust, the doctor Aim 1-Kasim al-Mozaflar Ibn Tahir Ibn Muham-
“ mad whether Abu Sulaiman’s name was Ahmad or Haind, some persons

“ having said it was Ahmad; to which he replied that he heard Abu Sulaiman

“ himself say : ‘ Ilamd is the name by which I was called, but as people

‘'wrote it Ahmad, I gave it up.' Abu ’1-Kasim said also: ‘He recited to me
“ these verses of his own composition :

Whilst you live, flatter all men, for you are in the abode of decoit. He who knows
my dwelling, and he who knows it not, will soon be seen with repentance for their

companion (4).

(1) Thi» word is pointed differently in each manuscript, and the work iuclf ii not noticed by Hajji Khalifa.

I suspect that not being able to read the title, he omitted it. In the autograph MS. it is written

(2) The life of Aba Obaid al-K&sim Ibij Sall&m is given in this work.

(3) See page 2ftl, note (1).

(4; The sole merit of the original line* consists in alliteration.

U^l
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HAMZA IBN HABIB AZ-ZAIYAT.

AbA Omara Hamza Ibn Habib Ibn Omara Ibn Ismail, a native of Kufa, and a

client, by enfranchisement, to the tribe of Akrama Ibn Ribi at-Taimi, is

more generally known by the surname of az-Zaiyat. He was one of the seven

readers of the Koran, and had Abu ’1-Hasan al-Kisai for a pupil
;
he himself

had been taught to read the Koran by al-Aamash. The appellation of az-

Zaiyat (the oilman) was given to him because he used to transport oil from

Kiifa to Hulwan, and bring back cheese and walnuts. He died at Hulwan

A. II. 156 (A. D. 772-3), aged seventy-six years.— Hulwan is a city at the

farther extremity of Babylonian Irak, on the borders of Persian Irak.

HUNAIN IBN ISHAK AL-1BADI.

24rt Abil Zaid Hunain Ibn Ishak al-Ibadi, the celebrated physician, was the most

eminent man of his time in the art of medicine. He possessed a perfect acquaint-

ance with the language of the Yonanites
,
and it was by him that the work of Eu-

clid was translated into Arabic. Thabil Ibn Kurra, who came after him, cleared

up the difficulties of this work and put it into better order. This was also the

case with the Almagest and the greater part of those books, composed in Greek

by physicians and philosophers, which have been rendered into Arabic. Hunain

was the most laborious of all those who were engaged in this business of trans-

lating; some works (it is true) were executed by others. Were it not for

this, persons unacquainted with Greek could have derived no benefit from

such works, and it is certain that those which remain untranslated are useless

except to him who understands that language. Al-MamAn was particularly

anxious to have books of this kind turned into Arabic, written out and

corrected; before him, Jaafar and other members of the Barmek family had

encouraged the undertaking, but the efforts of al-Maraun were much more

successful than theirs. Hunain himself composed a great number of useful

treatises on medical subjects. The life of his son Ishak has been already given
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(
page 187). I have read in the History of the Physicians, that Ilunain went

to the bath every day after his ride, and had water poured on himself; he

would then come out, wrapped up in a bed-gown, and after taking a cup of

wine with a biscuit, lie down, and sometimes fail asleep, till such time as

perspiration should cease ; he would then gel up, burn perfumes to fumigate his

person, and have dinner brought in
;

this consisted in a large fattened pullet

stewed in its gravy and a cake of bread two hundred drachms in weight

:

after supping the gravy and eating the fowl and the bread, he took a sleep,

and on awaking he drank four pints (rail) of old wine; if he felt a desire for

fruit freshly gathered, he took Syrian apples and quinces. This was his habit

till the end of his life. He died on Tuesday, 7th Safar, A. H. 260 (December,

A. D. 873).—In the life of his son, the meaning of the word Jbadi has been

already given.—The Yonanites were physicians who lived before the lime of

Islamism
;
they were sons of Yonan (1 ), the son of Yaiitli {Japhet), the son of

Nuh (Noah).

(1) Fomin is most probably an altered form of lux; or Itnia.

LBN HAIYAN.

Abd Marwan Haiyan, a native of Cordova, was the son of Khalaf lhn Husain

Ibn Haiyan Ibn Muhammad lhn Haiyan Ibn Wahb Ibn Haiyan; this last was

a slave enfranchised by the emir
(
and Spanish Omaiyide prince), Abd ar-

Rahman Ibn Moawia Ibn Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan. This Ibn

Haiyan is the author of the work entitled Kitdb al-Muklabis Ji Tarikh al-

Andalos {the book of him who desires information respecting the history of

Spain), and forming ten volumes : he composed also, on the same subject, the

Kitdb al-Mubin (the discloser) (1) in sixty volumes. Abu Ali al-Ghassani

speaks of him in these terms : “ He was a man advanced in age, profound in

“ knowledge, eminent by his information in polite literature (wherein he was

“ deeply versed), the standard-bearer of history in Spain, the most elegant

,l writer, and the ablest composer on that subject. He was an assiduous dis-

(l ciplc of the shaikh Abd Amr Ibn Abi ’1-Hubab (2), (the grammarian and pupil
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“ of AbO Ali ’1-Kali,) and of Abu ’1-Ala SMd al-Baghdadi, whose work, the

44 Fusils, he got by heart under his tuition. He learned also the Traditions,

44 and I heard from him this one: To felicitate, three (days) after the occur-

“ rence of a fortunate event, is to make light offriendship ; and to offer

“ consolation, three (days) after a misfortune, is to encourage ill luck to come.

*‘ He died on Sunday, 27th of the first Rabi, A. H. 469 (October, A. D. 1076),

44 and was buried, on the same day after evening prayers (3), in the cemetery

“ of ar-Rabad (the suburb). He was born in 377 (A. D. 987-8).” Al-Gas-

sani calls him a faithful historian, and Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad

Ibn Aun (4) mentions him in these terms : ‘‘Ibn Haivan spoke with elegance and

24C 44 wrote with precision ; he never intentionally admitted a false statement or nar-

“ ration into his history.— After his death, I had a dream in which I saw him
44 come towards me

;
and I rose up and made him my salutation, which he re-

44 turned in smiling. I then said to him: ‘What has thy lord done to thee (5)7
44 To which he answered : ‘He has had mercy on me.’— ‘ And the history,’ said

44
I,

4

which you wrote
;
did you repent of it (6) 7— 4

It is true,’ he replied, * I

44 repented of it, but the Almighty received my excuses with kindness, and
44 pardoned me.’ ” Mention is made of Ibn Haiyan by Abu Abd Allah al-

Ilumaidi in his Jadwat al-Muktabis, and Ibn Bashkuwal in his silat.

(1) For the title of this work 1 followed the orthography of my manuscripts and of llajji Khalifa's

Bibliographical Dictionary, but the autograph manuscript writes it al-Malln.

(SI Abb Omar Ahmad Ibn Abd al-Aiti Ibn Faraj Ibn Abi 'l-llubfib, the grammarian and native of Cor-

dova, was the favourite pupil of Abb Ali i-K&li. Mis information in the sciences of philology, grammar, his-

tory and the Traditions placed him in the first rank among the most eminent ihaikhi. and he merited ge-

neral esteem by his piety and virtue. He died at Cordova on the eve of Friday the 30th of Muharram, A. H.

400 (September, A.D. 1000), aged nearly ninety years. He was buried the next day in the Hus&fa cemetery,

and the funeral service was said over him by the kftdi Ahmad Ibn Zikwln. He drew his origin from the

Berber tribe of Masmbda. -(Ibn Bashkuwll's Silat.)

(3) Literally: After the Air. See note (11), page 346.

(4) Abb Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abn al-Ma&firi, born at Cordova, A. H. 440 (A. D. 1048-9;,

was celebrated as a Tradilionist and a jurisconsult; pious and humble, he avoided society and passed most of

his time in prayer at the great mosque of Cordova ; and ardently devoted to the study of the different branches

of science, he spared no pains in augmenting bis library and searching for rare books. He died A. H. 512

(A. D. 1119) —(Ibn Bashkuwtrs Silat.)

(5) The usual question in such cases.

(6) His history was merely a worldly book, and such compositions might not be acceptable in the eyes of

God.

Digitized by Google
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KHARIJA THE JURISCONSULT.

Abu Zaid Kharija Ibn Zaid Ibn Thabit al-Ansari was one of the seven

jurisconsults of Medina
;

in the life of another of them, Abu Bakr Ibn Abd

ar-Rahman, we have given two verses which contain the names of all these doctors

[sec page 264). Kharija was a tab!
[ 1) of high eminence; he was a child in

the latter days of the khalif Olhman, and his father Zaid Ibn Thabit (2) was

one of the greatest among the companions of Muhammad. The Prophet said,

in speaking ol Zaid :
“ The most skilful among you in calculating the shares

“ of property to which heirs are entitled is Zaid
(Afraelukum Zaidu).” Kharija

died at Medina, A. II. 1)9 (A. D. 717-8), or 100. It is mentioned by Muham-

mad Ibn Saad al-Wakidi, in his Tabakdt
,

dial Kharija said : “ I had a

“ dream and melhought 1 built tip a flight of stairs containing seventy

“ steps, and when I had finished, it fell down, and I am now in my seventieth

11 year and that very year he died. Ez-Zuhri has given Traditions on his

authority (3).

(1) See note (21, page 4.

i2> See note (2), page 372.

(3) The Tabakut al-Fukahd gives a short notice on KhArija containing some facts not mentioned by Ibn

KhallikAn, for which reason it may find a place here; *• AbO /.aid KhArija Ibn Zaid Ibn ThAbit, one of

“ the seven jurisconsults of Medina, was an imAm whose authority and eminence were universally admitted.

" lie died at Medina, A. H. 100, aged seventy years. At a mufti he gave opinions on points of law ; he

“ drew up also bonds and conveyances, and was consulted on questions relative to the division of inherited

*• property, such as houses, date-trees, and money JL*!." This last word may perhaps here signify flocks.

KHALI!) IBN YAZID THE OMAIYIDE.

Abu Hashim Khalid Ibn Yazid Ibn Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan al-Omawi [member

of the Omaiyitle family), was the most learned of the tribe of Koraish in all the

different branches of knowledge. He wrote a discourse on chemistry and on

medicine, in which sciences he jiossessed great skill and solid information, and

61
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(on which) he composed some epistles which show his profound instruction

and superior talent. He learned the art (of chemistry) from a Greek monk

(ar-Rahib ar-Riinii), whose name was Marianos, and he treated of it in three

epistles, one of which contains the relation of what passed between Marianos and

himself, the manner in which he learned the science, and the enigmatical

allusions employed by his master. On this art he composed numerous pieces

of verse, both long and short, which testify his abilities (as a poet) and his capa-

city (as a chemist)
;

besides which he w rote some good poetry on other sub-

jects, as, for instance, the follow ing :

The bracelets which ornament the ancles of other females play loosely around the

leg; but I sec that the bracelets of Rnmla move not, neither doth her heart. I love the

family of al-AwwAm for the love I bear her, and for her sake. I love her maternal

uncles of the tribe of Kalb.

The poem from which these verses arc taken is of considerable length
;
there is

an anecdote told about Kamla and Abd al-Malik lbn Marwan, which is s6 well

known that 1 abstain from relating it (I). Khalid had a brother called AIkI

Allah, who came to him one day and complained that he had been treated with

contempt and insult by al-Walid, son of Abd al-Malik. Khalid went imme-

diately to Abd al-Malik and said: “ Commander of the faithful! al-Walid, the

“ Commander of the faithful’s son, has treated his cousin Abd Allah with con-

“ tempt and spoken disdainfully of him.” Abd al-Malik reflected a moment,

and then held up his head and said: “ I'erily kiitgs, when they enter a city

‘
* (by force), waste the same and abase the most powerful of the inhabitants

2A7 “ thereof and so will these do (2).” To this Khalid replied :
“ And when

“ we resolved to destroy a city, we commanded the inhabitants thereof, who
“ lived in affluence, (to obey our apostle); but they acted corruptly therein:

“ wherefore the sentence was justly pronounced against that (city)
;
and we

“ destroyed it with an utter destruction (3).”—“ Is it of Abd Allah that you

“ are speaking?" said Abd al-Malik
;
“ by Allah ! he came into my presence just

“ now, and he did not open his mouth to utter a single fault of language.”

—

“ Is it of al-Walid that you are speaking (4)?” retorted Khalid. - “If al-Walid

“ speak badly,” replied the khalif, “his brother Sulaiman does not.”—“ And
“ if Abd Allah sj>eak badly,” answered the other, “ his brother Khalid does

“not.” — Here al-Walid said: “Be silent, Khalid! for, by Allah! you are
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“ not counted as one of the caravan or one of the troop (5).”—“ Hearken,

“ 0 Commander of die faithful !” said Khalid
;
and turning then towards al-

Walid, he addressed him thus: “ Fie upon thee! and who more dian 1 is of

“ the caravan and the troop? My grandfather Abu Sofyan commanded the

“ caravan (6), and my grandfather Otba Ihn Bahia commanded the troop.

“ Hadst thou spoken of little sheep and little mountains

,

and Idif and said:

“ God have mercy on Othmdn ! (7) we had acknowledged that thou wast in the

right.”—This requires some explanation : the caravan was that of the Koraish,

which Abu Sofyan was conducting from Syria when the blessed Prophet marched

out with his companions to seize on it
;

the news of this reached the inhabitants

of Mekka, and they went forth to defend the caravan, having at their head Otba

ihn Kahia. On reaching the Moslims, the combat of Badr ensued. Abu So-

fyan and Otba were both ancestors to Khalid
;
Abu Sofyan by the father s side,

and Otba by the mother's; for Hind, Otba’s daughter, was the mother o( Moawia,

Khalid s grandfather. The words little sheep and little mountains, etc., are

an allusion to al-llakam lbn Abi l-Aasi, the grandfather of Abd al-Malik, who

had l>een banished to Taif by the blessed Prophet
;

he there kept a flock of

sheep and took refuge in a little mountain called al-Karma, where he remained,

till Othinan, on his accession to the khalifat, recalled him; for al-Hakam was

(Hitmans uncle. It is said that the blessed Prophet authorised Olhman to do

so as soon as he came to power.—Numerous anecdotes are related of Khalid,

but what is here given may suflice. lie died A. H. 85 (A. I). 704).

I) It.iinl .1 •‘toil Title dc Zotinvr lbn ElawwAnt lbn Khotiuavlid et d'Oumm ErrebAb, Temnic Kelbile; elle

elait strur-gcrmainc de Mossab lbn Zoboyr. Itaniln tut d'abord ('•pons<e par un C.oraychite nomm# OthmAii

fils d'Abdallah. dont elle cut un bis nommi1 Abdallah lbn OthmAn qui devint IV'poui de Soucayna Title de

Hossayn Ills d'Ali. Apres la dlfailc ct la mort d'Abdallah lbn Zobayr, qui dispulait le califal a Abdclmclik tils

de llterwan, Khalid Tils de Yezid aynnt tit en piMerinage a la Mekkc. dont Hadjadj etaii gouvemeur, y Cpousa

Kanila alors veuve. Soucayna se montrail Tort indoeile a son mari Abdallah tils de Ramla. Un jour Ramla se

prOseuta au cable Abdclmclik. se plaignit vivement de I'humeur de Soucayna el demanda au calife qu'il etn-

ployAt son autorite pour la rendre plus soumite a son mnri. Abdclmclik rcTusa cl dit: “ Que veui-tu y faire?

“ Cest Soucayna lillc dc Housayn.—

Q

iic c<- soil Sourayna. repliqua Ramla, jc la vaut blcn. Mn Tamillc (la

“ maison dc Khouwaylid) a doom* le jour a la plus noble Bile (FAtima', un mari (F.lawwAm) a la plus illustr

e

•' tcmine (SaGyya Bile d’AbdcImollalib), une femme (Khadidja) a Thomme le plus Eminent (Mahomet), que

•• la famillc de Soucayna (la maison dc liAchim) puisse se gloriTier d'avoir produils.” -Abdclmclik. surpris

de sa (lcrlt?. lui dll: “ Ramla. jc vois qu'Orwa Tils de Zobayr m'a irompe a ton 4gaid (en m'engageanl a per-
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“ mettre ton maritge aver Kh&lid). - II t'a donn# au rontraire un avia utile, reprit Ramis; car tu as [uc- men

“ frere-germain Mossab, el Orwa pensait avec raison que (sans le lien qui m’unit ni a in ten a n l a ta famille) je

“ saurais me venger dc toi."—(Aghftni IV. f. 35 v» et 36.)— Note communicated by M. Causain de Perceval.

(2) Koran, aural 27, verse 34.

(3) Ibid, surat 17, verse 17.

(4) Alluding to al-Walld’s well-known ignorance of pure Arabic. See Abft ‘1-FedVa Annals. A.H. 96.

(5) A proverbial expression, signifying. That is none of your business, you are not considered as one of us

or of our family.

(6) At Badr. in A. H. 2.

(7) This will be explained farther on.

KHALID IBN ABD ALLAH AL-KASRI.

Khalid al-Kasri, surnamed Abu Yazid and Abu ’i-Haitham also, was son of

Alxl Allah Ibn Yazid Ibn Asad Ibn Kurz, a descendant of the tribe of Bajila

through that of Kasr. Ibn al-Kalbi mentions him in the Jamharal an-

Nisab, (and traces up his genealogy
) thus : Khalid Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Yazid

Ibn Asad Ibn Kurz Ibn Aamir Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Ghamghama

Ibn Jarir Ibn Shikk Ibn Saab Ibn Yashkor Ibn Rulim Ibn Afrak Ibn Afsa Ibn

Nudair Ibn Kasr Malik Ibn Abkar Ibn Anmar Ibn A rash Ibn Amr Ibn al-

Ghauth Ibn Nabt Ibn Malik Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan Ibn Saba Ibn Yaslthob (I)

Ibn Yarub Ibn Kahlan.—Khalid was appointed governor of Arabian and Per-

sian Irak by Hisham Ibn Alxl al-Malik the Omaiyide; before that, in the year

89 (A. I). 707-8), he was governor of Mekka. His mother was a Christian, and

his grandfather Yazid was one of the companions of Muhammad. Khalid was

counted among the most elegant and correct pulpit-orators of the Arabian nation

:

he was also very beneficent and generous to profusion in his donations. On one

of the days in which he gave public audience to poets, a person who had com-

posed two verses in his praise entered the hall, but on hearing the long poems

which the others recited, he thought his own too trifling, and therefore re-

mained silent till they had withdrawn. Being then asked by Khalid what he

wanted, he replied :
“ I composed a piece in praise of the emir, but on hearing

“ those of the others, I considered my own two verses as an unworthy tri-

bute.” On tliis, Khalid asked to hear them, and the poet recited these lines:
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You showered gifts upon me till you restored me new life; you bestowed on me with

such abundance, that I thought you were in jest. But you are beneficence itself; you '-MB

are the son of beneficence and its father! Sworn brother to beneficence 1 that qua-

lity cannot abandon you.

Khalid then asked him what he required, and on learning from him that lie

was oppressed with debts, he ordered them to be paid and made him a present

to a similar amount.

—

(The khalif) Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik wrote to him a

letter, in which he said : “lam told that a man stood up in your presence

“ and spoke these words : God is beneficent, and so art thou! God is gene-

“ rous, and so art thou! and that he thus summed up ten qualities common
“ to you and God. Now, I swear by Allah! that if you do not exculpate

“ yourself, I shall declare it lawful to shed your blood.” To this Khalid wrote

in reply :
“ It is true, 0 Commander of the faithful ! that a man stood up

“ before me and said : God loves the generous, and 1 love thee for the love

“ God bears thee. But there is something worse than this : Ibn Shukai M-Ba-

“ jali (2) stood up before the Commander of the faithful and said :
* Which do

“ vou like best, your lieutenant ( khalif)
or your ambassador (apostle)'!' to

“ which you replied :
* My lieutenant, most certainly.’ And then that man

“ said: ‘ You are the khalif (lieutenant) of God, and Muhammad is his apostle

“ (ambassador) (3).’ Now the punishment of death, inflicted on a (poor) man

“ of the tribe of Bn jila (such as l am,) is a less grievous thing to the world at

“ large than that the Commander of the faithful should be an infidel.” It is

at-Tabari who relates this anecdote in his History. Doubts were cast on the

sincerity of Khalid's religious belief, as he had built a church for his mother to

prav in : it was alluding to this, that al-Farazdak said

:

God curse the camel which came with swinging trot, and bore to us kh&lid from

Damascus! How can he lie an imAm (4) to the people, he whose mother believes not

in the unity of God? He has built for his mother a convent, wherein is a cross; and

through hatred, he has destroyed the minarets of mosques.

In the month of the (irsl Jornada. A. II. 120 (May, A. D. 738), Hisham

deposed Khalid from the government of the two Iraks
; at-Tabari says in his

History: “ Hisham deposed Omar Ibn Hubaira, governor of Irak, and confided

“ the administration of that province to Khalid, in the month of Shawwal,

“ A. 11. 105 (March, A. I). 724); he afterwards replaced Khalid by Yusuf Ibn
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“ Omar alh-Thakali, cousin lo al-Hajjaj. He deprived Khalid of his office for

“ the following reason: A woman went to him (Khalid ) one day and said:

*• ‘ May God direct the emir! I am a Moslim woman, and your admit (5) such

“ and such a one, the Magian, seized upon me and forced me to the evil deed,

“ and has made me hateful to myself.’ To this Khalid said : ‘How did you

“ find his prepuce (6) 7 Ilassan an-Nabati (the Nabatean

)

wrote to Hisham in-

“ forming him of the circumstance, and at the moment (the letter came), Hisham

“ had with him an envoy sent to him on business by Yusuf Ibn Omar the

“ governor of Yemen: he detained him till night had set in, and then called

“ for him and gave him a writing, by which (his master) Yusuf was named

“ governor of Irak, empowered to exact from Khalid and his agents a strict ac-

“ countof their administration, and authorised to leave behind him his son as-Salt

“ lo govern the province of Yemen. On receipt of this document, Yusuf set

“ out from Sana, accompanied by a few persons, and proceeded, on the camels

“ (of the post establishment

)

to Kiifa, where he arrived on the morning of

“ the seventeenth day. He immediately seized on Khalid and his admits, cast

“ him into prison, examined into his conduct, tortured him, and finally put

“ him to death in the reign of al-Walid Ibn Yazid. It is said that he placed

“ the feel of his prisoner between two pieces of wood, which he then forced

“ together until the feet were crushed to pieces
;
he next placed the pieces of

“ wood on the legs, which he broke in the same manner; then on the thighs

;

“ and lastly on the hack; when the hack was broken, his victim died. Dur-

“ ing these tortures, Khalid neither uttered a groan nor spoke a word.” He

was put to death at Hira, in the month of Muharram, A. H. 126 (Octobcr-

November, A. D. 743); some say, however, in the month of Zit ’l-Kaada, 125

(September, A. D. 743). He was buried during die night somewhere in Hira.

This city lies at one prasang's distance from Kufa; and was the residence of the

Mundir family, the kings of the Arabs.—When Khalid was in Yusuf ath-Tha-

kafi’s prison, the poet Abu ’sh-Shaghb al-Absi composed in his praise the fol-

lowing verses, which are to be found in the Hamdsa (7) :

Lol the best of men, living or dead, is a prisoner to a Thakefite, and kept by them

249 in bonds ! By Allah ! though yon make KhAlid inhabit a prison, in which you allow

him to walk—but ns one oppressed with the burden (of his chains); yet ’twas he who
dispelled the misfortunes of the wretched, and poured forth his donations copious as

a torrent. He erected for his family an edifice of honourable deeds, and bestowed his
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gifts on the worthy and the undeserving. Though you imprison al-Kasri, you cannot

imprison his name; you cannot imprison the bounty which he shows towards the Ara-
bian tribes.

Yusuf required of Khiilid the daily payment of a fixed sum, and he put him

to the torture when he did not comply. Abu ’s-Shaghb having composed these

laudatory verses, transmitted them to Khalid, and received in return seventy

thousand dirhems, which sum the prisoner was holding in readiness for the

payment he had to make that day. At the same time, Khalid excused himself

for the inadequacy of the present, saying, “ You see what state I am in and

the jioet returned the gift, with these words : “ It is not for money that I ccle-

“ braled your praises whilst you were in this state, but through gratitude for

“ your kindness and your bounty.” Khalid sent it back to him, conjuring

him to accept of it, and Abu ’s-Shaghb at length consented to receive it.

When Yusuf was informed of this, he called in Khalid and said: “What
“ induced you to do so? are you not afraid of the torture?”—“ It is easier for

“me,” replied Khalid, “ to die under the torture, than to abstain from la-

“ vishing wealth, especially on those who celebrate my praise.”—Abu T-Faraj

al-Ispahani says that Khalid was a descendant of Shikk al-Kdhin {(he diviner),

and that he was the son of Abd Allah Ibn Asad Ibn Yazid Ibn Kurz. “ Kurz,"

says he, “ was a {mere) pretender {(o an Arabic descent); he was in reality a

Jew. but, on the commission of some crime, he fled to the tribe of Bajila, and

“ then entitled himself a Bajelile. Some say that he was a slave to the tribe

“ of Alxl al-Kais and a son of Aamir Zu ’r-Rukat {Aamir with the patch),

“ who was so called because he had lost the sight of one eye, and covered it

“ with a patch. Aamir was son to Abd Shams, the son of Juwain, the son of

“ Shikk the diviner, the son of Kaab.” Shikk was son to the aunt of Satih

the diviner, who foretold the coming of the Prophet : a full account of his

interpretation of the dream relative to that event is given in {Ibn Hishams)

Sirat ar-Rasiil {life of the Prophet) (8). Shikk and Salih were two of the

wonders of the world: Salih’s form was that of a human body deprived of its

members and lying prostrate on the ground
;
his face was in his breast, and

he had neither head nor neck (9). He could not sit up except when angry
;

he then swelled and took a sitting posture. .Shikk was half a man, for

which reason he was named Shikk {half); he had only one arm and one leg.
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Those two beings were empowered lo make the predictions which are so cele-

brated (10). They were both born on the day in which Tarija the divincress

died
;
Tarifa was the daughter of al-Khair al-Himyari and wife of Amr Muzai-

kia (tt) the son of al-Aamir Ma s-Sama (12). On their birth, she had them

brought lo her and spat in their mouths, pretending that she thus made them

the heirs of her knowledge and her art of divination. She died immediately

after, and was buried at al-Johfa (13). Shikk and Satih both lived six hundred

years (14).—Kasri means belonging to Kasr Ibn Abkar, a branch of the tribe

of Bajila.

(1) Arabian genealogists arc not agreed respecting the pronunciation of this name; tome say it is Yashjob.

(2) 1 Hare been unable to procure any information respecting this person; and I doubt if this be a proper

name. It may signify the eon of the wretched Hajelite, and that the writer of the letter meant bis own son.

(3) Consequently. God loves you belter than Muhammad.

4) The imSm presided at public prayers; and governors of provinces, such as Khilid was, acted as im&mt

by virtue of their office.

(5) See page -4*4, note (3).

(0/ It it neediest to call to the reader's recollection that Muslims arc circumcised.

(7) SeellainAsa, page 419.

(8) This most veracious narrative is reproduced by AbO ’l-Feda in his Annals, vol. I. p. 8 et teq.

(9) Ibn Kballik&n inserts these absurd fables, because they were currently believed by the Moslims. and

are gravely related by their ancient authors as circumstances corroborative of the divine mission of Muhammad.

10’ Those were predictions relative lo the coming of Muhammad, as has been already said, and the rup-

ture of the dike of Mareb. See M. dc Sacy's .tf^moire tur diver* tivinemens de I'Hietoire dee Arabes

avant Mahomet, page 108.

(11) See the extract from al-Misftdi given in the Memoir just cited, pages 181 and 208.

[12) Sec Rasmussen's Hist. arab. ante lelam. p. 43.

;13) This place is situated between Medina and Mekka.

(14) This could not be otherwise if they foretold the rupture of the dike of March, and were still living at

the lime of Muhammad's birth, as grave doctors say.

AL-KHIDR IBN AK1L AL-IRBALI.

Abu ’1-Abbas al-Khidr Ibn Nasr Ibn Akil Ibn Nasr al-lrbali (native of Ar-

bela) was a Shafite doctor, eminent for his knowledge of the law and of the

doctrines peculiar to his sect ; he was skilled in controversy and in the art of

calculating the shares of inherited properly lo which each heir is entitled.

He studied at Baghdad under al-Kia al-Harrasi {Alii 'l-Hasan AH') and Ibn
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as-Shashi
(Abu Bakr), and he there became acquainted with a number of the

chief doctors. He then returned to Arbela, where a college was built for him

to profess in by Abu Mansur Saraflikin az-Zaini, the lieutenant-governor of that

city. This college is the one called Madrastit ul-Kald
(
the college of the

fortress). It was founded in the year 533 (A. I). 1 138-9). He gave lessons in

it for some time, and was the first who ever professed at Arbela. A great num-

ber of excellent works were composed by him on the interpelralion of the 230

Koran, jurisprudence, and other sciences. One of his works contains six and

twenty sermons, slated to have been pronounced by the Apostle of God (Mu-

hammad), and all of them supported by good authorities (I). Great numbers

studied under him and derived profit from his tuition. He was a man of holi-

ness, mortified life, devotion, and piety; careless of worldly goods, and ani-

mated with a soul sanctified by God. Ihn Asakir mentions him with high

commendation in his History of Damascus ;
lie had visited that city and resided

in it for some time, but returned afterwards to Arbela. Amongst those who

finished their education under him was the doctor Dia ad-din Olhman al-Had-

bani (2), the expositor of {/Uni Ishak as-Shirdzi s work) the Mnhaddah. (His

life will be found in the letter afn). Another of his pupils who attained emi-

nence was his brother’s son, Izz ad-din Abu '1-Kasim Nasr Ibn Akil Ibn Nasr.

Al-Khidr was born A. II. 478 (A. D. 1085-6); he died at Arbela on the eve of

Friday, 14th of the latter Jumada, A. II. 567 (February, A D. 1 172), and was

buried in his own college situated in the suburb. His tomb stands there alone

and is an object of pilgrimage: 1 have visited it frequently. On his death,

the vacant professorships in the two colleges were filled by his nephew Izz ad-

din {glory of religion); a man of talent, born at Arbela in the year 534 (A. D.

1139-40). He was banished from that city by the sovereign al-Malik al-Muaz-

zam Muzaflar ad-din, whose displeasure he had incurred, and proceeded to

Mosul, where the following lines were addressed to him from Baghdad by his

friend Yakut ar-Hiimi (whose life shall be given later):

O son of Akll ! dread not the violence of thy enemies, though they betray that ha-

tred which was hidden in their bosoms. The day has come in which some men
oblige thee to depart thy land, because they sec in thee such merit as their own
land never possessed. It is thus that the ravens detest the presence of the white falcon,

whose plumage appears to advantage when contrasted with the darkness of their

own.

62
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In this he alluded to the persons who traduced him and turned the sovereign

against him. This occurred, as far as I know, in the year 602 or 603 (A. D.

1205-7), but Ibn Batish says that it look place in 606. That same year, the

Georgians sallied forth and took Merend, a city in the dependencies of Ader-

bijan, near Arbela ; they plundered it, massacred part of the inhabitants, and

led the rest into captivity. As this happened at the time of Izz ad-din’s ex-

pulsion from Arbela, his sonSharaf ad-din (nobleness of religion) Muhammad

was induced by the circumstance to compose the following verses

:

If ( those of Arbela) drive unjustly (our) females from their homes and act with an

excess of tyranny, we have before us a similar example, in those whom the Georgians

treated with cruelty and drove from Merend.

This Sharaf ad-din had a great talent for the Dtibail (or couplet); I should

give here some specimens of his composition, were I not afraid of lengthening

this notice too much.—Izz ad-din dwelt outside of Mosul in the convent of Ibn

as-Shahrozuri, and received a pension from the lord of that city. He remained

there till his death, which happened on Friday, 13th of the latter Rabi, or of

the latter Jumada, A. II. 619 (May or July, A. D. 1222), and was interred at

Tall Tauba (3). His mother was aunt to Imad ad-din Muhammad Ibn Yu-

nus (4); his son Sharaf ad-din died at Damascus on the eve of Sunday, 28th

Muharram, A. II. 633 (October, A. D. 1235), and was interred in the cemetery

of the Sufis ; he was born at Arbela, in the month of Rajah, A. H. 572 (Janu-

ary', A. D. 1177). He studied jurisprudence under his father and Imad ad-din

Ibn Yunus, and was taught belles-lettres by Abi) ’1-Harem Makki .—Saraftikln

SSI was a mamluk belonging to Zain ad-din Ali, the lord of Arbela and the father

of Muzaifar ad-din
; he was an Armenian by birth, and a virtuous man, for

which reason his master gave him his liberty, took him into favour, placed the

highest confidence in him, and made him his lieutenant in the government.

He built a number of mosques in Arbela and the neighbouring villages, and

founded the college of which we have spoken : he raised also the walls of the

town of Paid, situated on the road from Baghdad to Mekka (5), and left many

other monuments of his piety, all erected at his own expense. He died in the

month of Ramadan, A. H. 559 (August, A. D. 1164).
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(1) Supported by good authorities : that js, accompanied with the names of the Tradilionisu by whom they

bad been banded down.

(2) Hadbdni is correct, not Iladidni, as in the Arabic ten.

(3) See note (2), page 40ft.

(4) Hit life is given in this work.

,3; This place, which lies half-way between Kflfa anil Mckka. is noticed by AbO 'l-Feda in his (ieography.

IBN BASHKUWAL.

Abu ’l-Kasim Khalaf Ibn Abd ai-Malik Ibn Masud Ibn Bnshkuwal Ibn Yusuf

Ibn Daha Ibn Daka Ibn Nasr Ibn Abd al-Karim Ibn Wafid al-Khazraji al-Ansari

al-Korlubi {descended from the Ansars of the tribe of Khazraj and a native

of Cordova), was one of the great learned men of Spain. He composed a num-

ber of useful works, amongst others, the St/at {gift), intended by him as a con-

tinuation to Ibn al-Faradi's (1) history of the learned of Spain, and in which he

has collected
(
the lives of) a great many persons. He composed also a short

history of Spain, in which he displayed his usual ability, and a work called the

Kitdb al-Ghawdmid wa ’l-Mnbhamdt (book of obscure and doubtful allu-

sions), in which he mentions and specifies the names of the persons to whom

allusion is made in the Traditions : in ihis work he followed the plan adopted

by the Khatib of Baghdad in his treatise written on the same subject. He is

also the author of a little volume, in which he mentions those Traditionisls

who banded down the Muwatta (when yet unpublished), on the authority

of
(
their master) Malik {who composed it). He has classed their names in

alphabetical order, to the number of seventy-three. Another small volume of

bis is entitled : The suppliants for God’s assistance under tribulations and

trouble, those humbly resigned to him in their wishes and desires, and those

to whose prayers he hearkened , and whom he blessed with miraculous favours.

Besides the above, he composed other works Abu ’l-Khattah Ibn Dihva says:

“ I learned from a note in the handwriting of my master" meaning Ibn Bash-

knwal—“ that he finished his Si/at in the month of the first Jumada, A. II.

“ 534 (January, A. D. 1140), and that he came into the world on Monday, the

Digitized by Google
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“ 3rd (some say the 8th) of Zu ’1-IIijja, A. II. 494 (October, A. D. 1 101). He

“ died at Cordova on the eve of Wednesday, 8th Ramadan, A. II. 578 (January,

“ A. I). 1 183), and was buried on that Wednesday, when the afternoon prayers

“ were over, in the cemetery of Ihn Abbas, near the tomb of Yahya Ibn Yah-

“ ya (2).” — His father Abu Marwan Abd al-Malik Ibn Masud died on the

morning of Sunday, and was buried on the evening of the next day, Monday

25th of the latter Jumada, A. II. 533 (February, A. 1). 1139), at about the age

of eighty (3).

(1) Hit life is given by Ibn Khallikin.

(2) His life will be found in this work.

(3) Abd al-Malik was a Traditionist, a jurisconsult of the sect of Malik, and an assiduous reader of Ibe

Koran.— jlbn Bashkuwkt's Silal.)

KHALIFA IBIS IIAIYAT.

Abu Amr Khalifa Ibn Haiyat Ibn Abi llubaira Khalifa Ibn Haiyat al-Osfuri,

surnamed Shabdb
,
a member of the tribe of Shaiban, a native of Basra; and

the author of the Tabakdt (1), was a hdfiz versed in history, acquainted with

the adventures of the ancient Araks, and gifted with great talents. Al-Bokhari

gives traditions on his authority in the Sahih and in his historical work (2),

and he is cited also by Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Abu Yala of Mosul (3),

al-Hasan Ihn Sofyan an-Nasawi (4), and others
;
he himself quoted as his

authorities Sofyan Ibn Oyaina, Yazid Ibn Zurai (5), Abu Dawild at-Tayalisi (6),

232 Durust Ibn llamza, and others of the same class. He died in the month of Ra-

madan, A. II. 230 (May, A. D. 845). Ibn Asakir says, in his Mojam, or

alphabetical list of the great jurisconsults who followed the doctrines of the six

imams (7), that he died A. II. 240 (A. D. 854-5) or 246.—The relative ad-

jective Osfuri is derived from osfur (carlhamus tinctorum), a substance used

for dying cloth red.— It is not known with certainty for what reason he was

sbrnamed Shabdb .— Ilis grandfather Abu llubaira Khalifa Ihn Haiyat died in

the month of Rajab, A. II. 160 (April-May, A. D. 777). Abu Amr himself
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said that his grandfather Khalifa and Shoba Ibn al-Hajjaj (8) died in the same

month.

(1) This is probably the work mentioned by Ilajji Khalifa under the title of Tabakdt ar-Butcdl [Classifica-

tion of the historical Traditionists 1; a sort of biographical dictionary.

(2) Noticed by Ilajji Khalira In his Bibliography. See No. 2174.

(3) Sec note <2i. page 212.

(4) The Ad/!: AbA '1-Abbas al-llasan Ibn SofyAn Ibn AAmir as-ShaibAni an-Nasa»i [of the tribe of .VAaf-

bdn and native of A'o.ta in Khordsdn\ studied jurisprudence under Aba Thaur [see page 6], and learned

the Traditions from Ibn Hanbal and others. He was chief Traditionist of Khorasan while he lived, and hr

composed a celebrated dlusnad (sec p. .123, note (7) ). Died in RamadAn, 303 (March. A. H. 916), at BAfaux

a village situated at three miles from Nasa.— tAd-Dahabi’s Tdrlkh al-lsldm; MS. No. 610. —In the

printed Arabic tcit of Ibn KhallikAn. the hdfis Aba T-AbbAs is suniamcd an-Natri, not an-A’usaici; the

autograph manuscript has also an-Nasri, but ibis reading. I am inclined to think, is erroneous.

(8) Aba Moawia Yazld Ibn Zural al-Absi (member of the tribe of Abi) al-Basri (nalfea of Basra) was a

Traditionist of great ciaclitudc and information, learned, talented, and veracious. On the death of his fa-

ther. who was governor of Basra, he refused {through religious scruples

)

to accept any part of the inherit-

ance which devolved to him, and supported himself by making baskets. He died A. H. 172 (A. 1). 788-9).—

An-fiipjdm az-Zdhira.)

(6)

The Ad/S: Aba DAwad SulaimAn Ibn DAwad Ibn al-JArOd al-TaiAlisi was bom at Basra, A. II. 121

(A. D. 739). He possessed a high reputation as a Traditionist. Died A. H. 203 (A. D. 818-9). [Tabakdt

al-Bu/fdz.)

(7) The six iniAms, founders of the sis orthodox sects, were Aba Hanlfa, as-ShAfl, MAlik, Ibn Hanbal.

SofyAn at-Thauri, and Aba SulaimAn DAwad ax-ZAhiri.

(8) The imAm Aba BIslAm Shoba Ibn al-IIajjAj Ibn al-Ward. surnamed the Amtr al-dldminln (or

commander of the faithful) in the science of Traditions, was a Mawla to the tribe of Atlk o branch of

that of al-Azd; his patron AbdA al-Ataki ti-'-s. having been himself a Maicla to Valid Ibu al-

Muhallab Jhe Axdilc. He learned the Tradili from Moawia Ibn Kurra and a great number of the Tdbls.

As-Shafl said of him : Were it not Tor Sh.lba, the Traditions extant in Irak had remained unknow n. Al-Ma-

dlni stated that he knew two thousand of them, and SofyAn declared that the death of ShAha was fatal to

the Traditions, lie was a man of great learning, piety, self-denial, tenderness of heart, and holy life; a

master of the elegancies of pure Arabic, and a poet Died A. II. 160 (A. D. 776-7), aged 78 years.—,AI-

YAfl. Tabakdt al-Muhaddithin.)

AL-KHAL1L IBN AHMAD.

Abu AIkI ar-Kahman al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad Ibn Amr Ibn Tamim al-Farahidi

(or al-Forhudiy al-Azdi al-Vabmadi was one of the great masters in the art of

grammar, and the discoverer ol the rules ol prosody, which art owes to him
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its creation. These rules he included in five circles (or classes), from which

he deduced fifteen seas (or measures) (1) ; to these was added a sixteenth by

al-Akfash (Said Ibn Masada), who named it al-khabab. It is related that

al-Khalil, when at Mekka, prayed God to bestow on him a science hitherto

undiscovered, and which none were to learn but from him
;
and that on his

return from the pilgrimage, the science of prosody was revealed to him. The

knowledge which he possessed of musical rhythm and harmony must, however,

have led him to the discovery of prosody, in consequence of the close analogy

which exists between them. Hamza Ibn al-llasan al-lspahani (2) speaks of al-

Khalil Ibn Ahmad in his Tanbih ala Hudtith at-Tashif (3), and expresses his

opinion respecting him in these terms: “To enter now into the subject we

“ intend to treat, it must be observed that Islamism never produced a more

“ active spirit than al-Khalil for the discovery of sciences which were unknown,

“ even in their first principles, to the learned among the Arabs. Of this, no

“ clearer proof can he adduced than the science of prosody
; a science not

“ taught to him by any philosopher, nor drawn up by him on the model of

“ some other previously known, but invented as he walked past a coppersmith’s,

“ on hearing the strokes of a hammer upon a basin
;
two objects devoid of every

“quality which could serve as a proof and an illustration of any thing else

“ than their own form and shape, and incapable of leading to any other know-

“ ledge than that of their own nature. Had he lived in days of old, and were

“ the traces of his existence distant from observation, persons would have

“doubted that such a man had been: one who eflected what none had ever

“ done since God created the world; the production, namely, of the science just

“ mentioned ; the foundation laid by him for that structure, the Kitdb al-Ain,

“ which remains the language of a whole people, and the aid which he gave

“ to Sibawaih by furnishing him with that grammatical information out of

“ which he composed the celebrated Book (Kitdb) which is the ornament of

“ Islamism.” Al-Khalil was a holy, sagacious, sage, and grave man
; one of

his sayings was : “A man knoweth not wherein his preceptor is wrong, till he

“ taketh the lessons of another.” It is related by an-Nadr Ibn Shumail that

al-Khalil dwelt in one of the (common) reed-cabins of Basra without having

two pence at his command, whilst his scholars were gaining wealth by the sci-

ence he had taught them. He states also, that one day he heard him say : “ I
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“ lock the door upon myself, so that my thoughts wander not abroad.” He

used also to remark that a man’s reason and intelligence reach perfection, when
,

he attains the age of forty, the age of Muhammad when God sent him forth on

his mission ; but that they undergo alteration and diminution when the man

reaches sixty ; the age in which God took the Prophet’s soul to himself. He

said again, that the intelligence is clearest at the dawn of day. Sulaiman Ibn

Habib Ibn al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra, the governor of Pars and Ahwaz, settled

a pension on him and invited him by letter to come and see him, to which

al-Khalil wrote in reply :

Let SulaimAn know that I can dispense with his assistance; that I am rich, though ltd."

possessing no wealth: the treasure which I husband is my honest pride; believing,

as I do, that none ever die of mere poverty, and that no state of life can continno

unchanged. (True) wealth comes from a power subject to no weakness: and with all

the craft of the cunning, you cannot increase your store. Poverty consists not in [the

want of) money, but of soul ; that we well know : and riches are in the mind, not in

the purse.

Sulaiman having, on this, stopped al-Khalil’s pension, the latter said

:

He, who formed me with a mouth, engaged to give me nourishment till such lime as

he takes me to himself. Thou hast refused me a trifling sum, but that refusal will not

increase thy wealth.

These lines gave Sulaiman great uneasiness, and induced him to write an

apology to al-Khalil and double his pension
;

the poet then pronounced these

lines

:

Sulaimftn has committed a slip which would fill Satan with amazement, did he hear

it. Marvel not, if by chance a good deed comes from him; an inauspicious constella-

tion sometimes sheds on the earth a genial shower.

Al-Khalil and Abd al-Allah Ibn al-Mukafla once met together and passed the

night in conversation ; the next morning they separated, and al-Khalil was

asked what he thought of bis companion. “ His learning is greater than his

“ wit;” was the reply. A similar question was then addressed to Ibn al-.Mu-

kafla, who answered: “His wit is greater than his learning.”— Among the

works composed by al-Khalil must be noticed the celebrated Kitab al-Ain, of

which the subject is philology(4); the Kitab al-Arud (liis treatise on prosody);

the Kitab as-Shawdhid (examples of grammatical rules
)
the Kitab an-Nokat
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wa 's-Shakl (treatise on the diacritical points and the vowel-signs)-, the Kitah

an-Naghm (on musical intonation); and the Kiidb al-Awamil (treatise on

those parts ofspeech which govern others'). The great majority of the learned in

philology say that the Kiidb al-Ain was not composed by al-Khalil, although it

bears his name; he merely began it, and having drawn up a portion of the

commencement, he named it the Ain, but its completion was due to his pupils,

an-iSadr Ibn Shumail, al-Muwarrij as-Sadusi, Nasr Ibn Ali al-Jahdami (5),

and others of the same class ; but the learning of which they there made proof

was by no means proportionate to that displayed by al-Khalil in the l>eginning

of the work ; they in consequence suppressed that portion, and replaced it by

a new one of their own composition. To this must be attributed certain mis-

takes into which al-Khalil could hardly have fallen. This has been fully treated

of by Ibn Durustuya, in an instructive work which he wrote on the subject.

Al-Khalil had a son whose intellect was very backward; this boy went one day

into the room where his father was, and on finding him scanning a piece of verse

by the rules of prosody, he run out and told the people that his father had lost

his wits. They went in immediately and related to al-Khalil what they had

heard, on which he addressed his son in these terms

:

Had you known what I was saying, you would have excused me
;
and had you

known what you said, I should have blamed you. But you did not understand me, so

you blamed me ; and I knew that you were a fool, so I pardoned you.

It is said that he frequently recited the following verses, but without stating

whether they were his own or not

:

“The mansion of your friends is near;" said they, “how strange then that you
“ should be in sorrow!"—“What avail the mansion and their nearness,” l replied,

“ if the hearts themselves draw not near?"

%\\ The following anecdote, related by himself, has been handed down to us :

“ A person of a slow understanding came to me during some time to take

“ lessons in prosody, but I could not impress any portion of it on his mind;

“ so I said to him one day; ‘Scan this verse:

‘ If you cannot accomplish a thing, leave it and pass to another which you can
* accomplish.'
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“ And he began to scan it lo the best of his abilities, but he then went away,

“and never caine back. I was quite astonished that, with all his stupidity,

“ he perceived my drift in proposing to him that verse.” Numerous anecdotes

are related of al-Khalil
; it was from him that [Ann- lbn Oihman) Sibawaih,

whose life we shall give in the letter ain, received his knowledge of the different

branches of philology. It is said (hat al-Khalil’s father was the first person,

after the time of the Prophet, who bore the name of Ahmad ; al-Marzubani,

in his work called the Kitab al-Muktabis, makes a similar statement on the

authority of Ahmad lbn Abi Khaithama. Al-Khalil was born A. H. 100

(A. D. 718-9), and died at Basra, A. II. 170 (A. D. 786-7), or 175, at the age,

it is said, of seventy-four years. It is mentioned, however, by lbn Kani, in

his Annals, that he died in the year 1 GO
;
and lbn al-Jawsi, in his S/utzur al-

Okud
,

gives the year 130 as that of his death; this flagrant error has been

copied by al-Wakidi. He came by his death in the following manner: Having

resolved on inventing a method of calculation so simple, that any servant-

girl (who knew it) could go to a shopkeeper's without incurring the least pos-

sible risk of being deceived by him in the sum she would have lo pay, he en-

tered the mosque with his thoughts occupied on the subject, and he there

struck against a pillar, which his preoccupation hindered him from perceiv-

ing; the violence of the shock threw him on his back, and death was the

result. Some say, however, that he was scanning verses when the accident

happened.

—

Fardhidi means belonging lo Fardhid, a branch of the tribe of

Azd. Fardhid is the plural of firhud, a word which signifies a lion’s whelp

in the dialect of the Azd Shanuwa tribe (6). Some say that fardhid means

little sheep.—Yahmadi is derived from Yahmad, the name of another branch

of the tribe of Azd, from which great numbers have sprung.—Al-Khalil fre-

quently repeated this verse of al-Akhtal’s :

If thou wantest treasures, thou wilt find none equal to a virtuous conduct.

(1) These technicalities will be belter understood from a perusal of the chapter, page 147, of Freylag’s

Darslellung der Arabischen ferskurut, or Samuel Clarke's Prosodia Arabica.

(2) Hamza son of al-Hasan (or of al-Ilusain, according to Hajji Khalifa) was a native of Ispahan, as ap-

pears by his surname. The best known of his works, entitled Tdrtkh al-Omam (History of Peoples), was

composed, according to his own statement, in the year 330 of the Hijra (A. D. 061-2). His other works
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were, * History of Ispahan ( Tdrikh Isbahdn (see XSajji Khalifa, No. 2142), • History of great men (Tdrikh

Kibdr at-Omam }, and ihe Tanbih, here mentioned by Ibn Khallik&n. None of (he Arabic author* whom I

have consulted, furnish any additional information respecting him, the author of the Fibres! excepted. We
read in that work : ‘'Hamza Ibn al-Ha$an. a native of Ispahan, trot ,Y, a man of learning and an author."V
He then gives the list of his works, eight in number; three of which were collections of proverbs, the fourth

contained similes; the filth was a treatise on prayers or imprecations l*jJi pLjl y_>li3*
;

the sixth, a

collection of epistles ; the seventh, a History of Ispahan ; and the eighth, a treatise on (be word* in the Koran

which may be read in different manners: jac-0*^! . j iJI This last is probably

the work from which the passage on al-Khalll Ibn Ahmad is taken. It would appear, from what the author

of the Fihrest says, that at the period in which he composed bis work, Hamza was no longer living, and as

we know that tbe Fihrest was written A. H. 377, we must suppose that Hamza died before that year. H- de

Sacy, in the 10th volume of the Mimoiret de Vlnstitut, AcatUmie dts Inscriptions et Belles-lMlrtt. has in-

serted a memoir on tbe first of the works above-mentioned.

(3) This work it not mentioned by Hajji Khalifa. Its title signifies. The warning respecting the novelty

of the Tashtf. This last word bears the signification of logogriph, and false reading of the Koran. Tbe

three manuscripts which give this passage— for tbe autograph does not - all agree in the orthography of tbe

title, which seems, however, to be an alteration of that which is indicated in the preceding note.

(4| A copy of this celebrated lexicon Is in the Escurial library. It begins with the letter ofn, whence its

name.

(3) Abb Amr Nasr Ibn Ali at Jabdami, a celebrated Ad/5: and a ease of science, was a native of Basra. The

kbalif al-Musiain having sent for him with the intention of naming him kAdi, he obtained permission of the

governor to confer with God about it. Having withdrawn, he offered up a prayer of two rakas and said : “ O
" my God 1 if I have any value in thy sight, take me to thyself." He then went to sleep and never woke

again. This happened in the year 2S0 (A. D. 8841.— (AI-YAfl.)

(01 See M. de Sacy’s Mimoire tor I'Hisloire dts A robes avant Mahomet, p. 157.

KHUMARAWAIH.

Abu ’1-Jaish Khumarawaih was the son of Ahmad Ibn Tulun, whose life we

have already given
(page 1 53) with some account of his father TAldn. On

the death of Ahmad, he was unanimously chosen by the troops as his successor,

and he thus became governor (of Egypt) at the age of twenty years. His

appointment took place in the days of the khalif al-Motamid. In the year

276 (A. D. 889-90) al-Ifshin Muhammad Ibn Abi ’s-Saj Dtvdad Ibn Yusuf

marched a large army from Armenia and Persian Irak against Egypt (I); but

Khumarawaih gave him battle in ihe neighbourhood of Damascus and put

him lo flight. The greater part of the (invading)
army surrendered, and Khu-
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marawaih advanced to the Euphrates, (over which) some of his troops (passed

)

and took possession of Rakka. He then returned to Egypt, master of all that

tract of country which extends from the Euphrates to Nubia. On the death of

al-Motamid and the accession of al-Motadid, Khumarawaih hastened to con-

ciliate the new khalif by rich presents, and he thus obtained the confirmation of

his appointment as governor of Egypt. He then expressed the wish that his

daughter Katr an-Nada (dew-drop) should marry the klialif's son, al-Muktafi

Rill,ih, who was then khalif elect; but al-Motadid said that he would marry

her himself, and she became his wife in the year 281 (A. U. 894-5). Towards

the end of that year, or, as some say, in the next, he consummated his mar-

riage; the down-

settled on her by her father amounted to one million of dir-

hems (2). It is stated that she possessed wit and beauty to an extreme degree

:

one day, whilst al-Motadid was enjoying the pleasures of her society in a saloon

specially reserved for her use and into which no other dare enter, he handed

her the wine-cup and fell asleep on her lap. To relieve herself from his

weight, she placed a cushion under his head, and went into the court of the

palace, where she sat down. When he awoke and perceived her absence, he

got into a passion and called her bv name; her answer proved that she was not

far off, and (when she entered
)
he addressed her thus :

“ Have I not given you a

“ mark of honour in choosing you for the companion of my private moments?

“ Have I not given you the surest tokens of my affection and withheld it from

“ the other females of rnv harem ? and vet you place a pillow under my head

“ and leave me thus." To this she made answer: “ Commander of the faith—

“ ful ! I am fully sensible of the high favour you conferred on me; but one of

“ the lessons given me by my father was, not to sleep with those who sit, or

“ sit with those who sleep.” It is related that al-Motadid, in marrying her,

had the intention of reducing the Tiilun family to poverty, and such was in

fact the result, for her father made her a marriage-present the like of which

had never been given before ; it is said that (amongst other objects) she re-

ceived one thousand mortars of gold (3). Al-Motadid required of him also to

pay an annual tribute of two hundred thousand dinars (A) after defraying the

salaries of all the government officers in Egypt and the pay of the troops. He

continued to fulfil this obligation till the year 282. when his pages murdered

him in his bed at Damascus, on Saturday night, the 27th of Zii ’1-Kaada (Janu-
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ary, A. D. 896). He was then thirty-two years of age. The assassins were all

put to death, and his body was borne in a bier to Egypt and deposited in the

tomb of his father near the foot of mount Mukaltam. His penmanship was

most beautiful. He had for vizir Abu Bakr Muhammad lbn Ali Ibn Ahmad

al-Maridani, of whom we shall have again occasion to speak. When his

daughter Katr an-Nada was conducted to al-Motadid, she was accompanied as

far as the Syrian frontier by her aunt al-Abbasa, the daughter of Ahmad Ibn

Tulun. They made a halt there, and their tents having been set up, a town

was built on the same spot and received the name of al-Abbasa. It is still

inhabited and possesses a handsome mosque and a well-frequented market-

place. This statement is given on the authority of many well-informed persons.

—Katr an-Nada died on the 9th of Rajab, A. H. 287 (July, A. U. 900), and

was buried in the Rusafa palace at Raghdad.—Al-Ifshin, the son of Abu VSaj,

died in the month of the first Rabi, 288 (March, A. D. 901), at Bardaa, the

capital of one of the provinces of Aderbijan; Arran, it is said. His father,

Abu VSaj, after whom the Sdjite junds (or troops) were so called (5), died

A. H. 266 (A. D. 879-80), at Jundi Sabur, in the province of Khuzestan.

(1) For the history of al-Ffshln, see Frevlag's Stltcta ex BUtorid. p. 24 et teq.

(2) The manuscript* of Ibn KhallikAn and Abb 'l-Mahisin have dirhemt in tbia place, but dinart is pro-

bably the right reading.

(3) Mortars were an important article of the female toilet; they were used for pounding perfumes.

(4) The dinar of that period has an intrinsic Talue of about ten shillings British. *

(5) The historians whom I have consulted furnish no information respecting these troops. I learn only

from Ibn al-Alhlr that Abd 's-Sij was appointed by al-Mulawakkil to guard the road leading from Irak to

Mekka. A. II. 244 (A. D. 858-9). He was consequently protector of the pilgrim caravans. In 253 he received

the command of the province of KQfa ; in 26i that of al-Abw Az, where he was defeated by the Zenj (see Abd

T-Fedk's Annal's, A. H. 255); be then proceeded to Askar Mukram, and died at JundisApdr (A. H. 266 . on

bis return from the camp of Amr Ibn al-Lailh, to whom be had been probably sent by the kbalif with letters of

investiture.— (Ibn al-Atbtr.)
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ABU SULAIMAN DAWUD AZ-ZAH1RI.

Abu Sulaiman Dawud Ibn AH lbn Khalaf al-Isbahani
(
native of Ispa-

han), generally known by the surname of az-Zahiri (1), was a man of great

piety and self-mortification. He learned the science (of jurisprudence)

from Ishak lbn Kahwaih and Abu Tbaur, and was a most ardent partisan of

the imam as-Shafi, whose merits and praise he celebrated in two works. He 28G

was the founder of a particular sect (2), and had many followers, who received

the name of Zahirites: his son Abu Bakr Muhammad, whose life shall be given,

professed the same doctrines. Abu Sulaiman was nominated chief professor

at Baghdad (3), and it is said that he had among his auditors four hundred

wearers of green hoods (4). The following anecdote is related by himself:

“ There came one day to my public conferences a native of Basra, whose name

was Abu Yakub as-Shariti ; he was dressed in two ragged cloaks (5), and hav-

“ ing advanced of his own accord to the place of honour, without being

u invited to take it, he sat down by my side and said : ‘ Question me about what

“ you please.’ As 1 was almost provoked by his conduct, I told him, sneer-

“ ingly, to treat of cupping (6). He immediately invoked the benediction of

“ God, and related the mode in which this Tradition had been banded' down:

lie who cups and he who is cupped (in the month of Ramadan) have

“ broken the fast (7). He then gave the names of the Traditionists who traced

“ it up as far as the Tdbis(B)
;
of those who traced it up through an unintcr-

“ rupted succession of narrators to Muhammad himself, of those who explained

“ it, and of the jurisconsults who cited it as an authority for their doctrines.

“ He then staled the various channels through which the following Tra-

“ dition has passed down : The blessed Prophet was cupped
,
and he

“ gave the cupper his pays and were cupping a thing forbidden, he

“ had not given it to him (9). He next related the diflerent modes of trans-

“ mission by which this other Tradition was received: The Prophet was
“ cupped with a horn. He mentioned also other genuine Traditions respect-

“ ing cupping, and some of middling authenticity, such as these: I passed not

“ by any band of the angels without their saying : Order thy people to use

“ cupping (10).— The healing of my people is by three means: Cupping,
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“ drinking honey, and cauterizing with fire (11), and others of a like import.

“ He then gave the Traditions of feeble authenticity, as, for instance : Be
“ not cupped on such and such a day; at such and such an hour

;

after

“ which he mentioned the opinions expressed by physicians of every age on the

“ subject, and he concluded his discourse with the remark that the use of cup-

“ ping originated at Ispahan. I then said to him: ‘By Allah! I shall never

“ scorn any person again.’ ” Dawud was a man of a powerful mind, and it

was said of him by Abii ’1-Abbas Thalab, that his intellect was greater than

his learning. His birth took place at Kufa, A. H. 202 (A. D. 817-8); some

say, however, 201 or 200 ;
he was brought up at Baghdad, and died there in

the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, 270 (May, A. D. 884), or, by another account, in

Ramadan of that year. He was buried in the Shunizi cemetery; but some

state, however, that he was interred in (the court before
)
his house. His son

Abu Bakr Muhammad related that he saw his father in a dream, and asked

him what God had done to him, and that he replied: “He hath shown mercy

to me and indulgence.” He then asked him if God had shown him mercy for

the faults which he {God) had treated with indulgence? and his father an-

swered :
“ 0 my son ! the case of him who hath not obtained Gods indulgence

“ is terrible; it is the greatest of woes!”— His family was of Ispahan. We
have already spoken of this place and of the shunizi cemetery in some of the

preceding articles (see pages 74 and 339).

it) A'l-ZAhiri the exltrioritt)

;

he was so called because he founded his system of jurisprudence on the

exterior, or literal meaning of the Koranic test and the Traditions; he thus rejected the Jimd (general consent

of the ancient imims),and the Kids. or analogical deductions. Sec note (2), paged. In this, he and his

followers incurred the disapprobation of the most eminent doctors of the other orthodox sects.— (Tab. at-

llukumd, fol. 80. etc.)

.2) This was one of tbe six orthodox sects already mentioned in note (7). page 493.

(3) |JjJ I See note fl), page 55.

i t. Hoods were generally worn by doctors of the law. Ash-Sharlsi says however, in his commentary on

the MakAmat of al-Harlri. p. 200, that the green (at'iesdn, or hood, was worn by persons of respectability

(5) This was a proof of his being a S0G, and that two great thaikhs of that sect had left him their cloaki.

science, and authority as legacies. The transmission of the cloak by the master to the disciple is a custom

of great antiquity. Tbe cloak worn by the SOGs was called by them khirka trag).

0 He told him to treat of cupping, because he thought him mad
;
and a madman should know well wbat

that operation was.
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(7) The rest of the Tradition is as follows : The one, on account of weakness which will arise from lots of

blood ; and the cupper because he is not safe from some of it going into his mouth.—(Al-Bokh&ri's Sahlh.

MS. No. 244, fol. 78 verso.) — The ancient Arabs performed cupping by scarifying the part and sucking

uul the blood by means of a horn. This Tradition is given in Matthew's Mishkdt al-Masdblh, vol. I.

p. 474.

(8) See page 4, note (2).

(9) AI-BokhAri's Sahlh, fol. 78.

(10) I give here the whole Tradition, of which the lirtt words alone arc mentioned by Ibn KhalllkAn. It

was handed down by Ibn MasOd, who slated that the Prophet said so when relating bis night-journey to hea-

ven. See Masdblh. MS. fonds Oucaurroi. No. 5. fol. 201 c.

(11) Ibn KhallikAn gives the (irst words only of this Tradition. The Mastlblh enables me to complete it.

AL-MALIK AZ-ZAHIR MUJIR AD-DIN.

Abu Sulaiman Dawud, surnamed al-Malik az-Zahir Mujir ad-din (the bril-

liant prince, the protector of the Jaith), was a son of the sultan Salah ad-din

Ibn Aiyub, and lord of al-Bira, a fortress situated on the Euphrates (1). Men of

talents and learning travelled from all parts to visit him, in consequence of his

predilection for their company. He was the twelfth son of Salah ad-din, and

came into the world at Cairo. His father, who was then in Syria, was congra-

tulated by al-Kadi ’l-Fadil on the happy event, in a letter which contained the

following passage: “This child, whom the blessing of God has brought into the

“ world, completes the number of twelve sons, or rather twelve brilliant stars;

“ God has thus presented to you (2) one star more than to the patriarch Joseph
;

your majesty saw them and you awake, whilst Jacob only saw his in a dream

;

“ he saw them making obeisance unto him, hut your majesty saw them

“ making obeisance unto you, whilst the people bowed down before them.

“ And He, may he he extolled! has the power of augmenting your majesty's

“ happiness in making you live to see them fathers and grandfathers.” In

these last words, al-Kadi ’l-Fadil expresses a thought which coincides with

that contained in the following verse, taken from a poem composed by al-Boh-

tori in praise of al-Mulawakkil, just after the birth of al-Motazz, that kha-

lif’s son

:
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May yon live to obtain the light of his counsels, and see his children grey and

aged men.

It has been handed down by a number of persons that he used to say :

“If any one has a wish to see Salah ad-din, let him look at me, for I resemble

“ him more than any of his other sons.” Al-Malik az-Zahir was born on the

22nd of Zil ’I-Hijja, A. II. 573 (June, A. D. 1178), or, by another account, in

the month of Zu ’1-Kaada of that year. He and his brother, al-Malik az-Zahir

(3) (Ghazi), of whom we shall make mention under the letter ghain
,
were sons

of the same mother. He died at al-Bira on the eve of the ninth day of Safar,

A. H. 632 (November, A. D. 1234). I was at Aleppo when the news of his

death arrived, and al-Malik al-Aziz, the son of his brother al-Malik az-Zahir,

set out immediately and took possession of the castle of al-Bira. This place is

situated on the Mesopotamian side of the Euphrates, and lies near Somaisat, a

fortress on the Greek conGnes. Somaisat is on the Syrian side, between Kalat

ar-Rum and Malatiya; it is separated from al-Bira by the river.

(1) ThU forlreu lies (o the north-east of Aleppo.

<2) Literally: To him. The third person was generally used in addressing princes.

(3) GhAsl's surname is written and that of his brother, ^alpl. The pronunciation of both is

nearly the same ; it is only a practised ear which can perceive the difference between them.

DUBAIS IBN SADAKA.

Abu ’1-Aazz Duhais Ibn Saif ad-Dawlat Abi ’1-IIasan Sadaka Ibn Mansiir lbn

Dubais Ibn Ali Ibn Mazyad al-Asadi an-Nashiri, surnamed Nur ad-Dawlat

{light of the stale), was prince of the Arabs (1), and lord of the city called

al-Hilla al-Mazyadiya {the mansion of the Mazyad family) (2). Dubais was

distinguished for his muniGcence, generous character, and profound know-

ledge of belles-lettres and poetry. He consolidated his authority during the

khalifat of al-Mustarshid, and obtained possession of many cities in Irak. The

family to which he belonged was of the first rank, his father and his ancestors
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{having possessed great power, as) we shall mention hereafter under the letter

sad (see Sadaka). This is the person whom al-Ilariri meant, in his thirty-

ninth Makama, by the words: Or else Dubais of the tribe- of Asad (3).

They were contemporaries, and al-Hariri’s object was not only to gain his

favour by mentioning his name in the Makdmas, hut also to render homage to

his merit (4). Dubais composed some good poetry, and 1 have read in Imad

ad-din’s Kharida
,

in (he History of Arhela by Ihn al-Mustawfi, and in other

works besides, that he was the author of the piece of verse rhyming in e, which

contains this line:

The love ho bears your SulaimAn has made him the slave of a passion, the slightest

pains of which are mortal.

I have found, however, that Ihn Bassam, in his Dakhtra, attributes this

poem to Ihn Rashik, of Kairawan, and we have already spoken of it in that

person’s life
;

it also seems evident that it was composed by Ihn Rashik, for he

is stated in the Dakhtra to have written it in the year 502, and it is improbable

that Dubais, who was at that time a youth, could have produced verses of sufli-

cient merit to become known in Spain and to be attributed to so eminent an

author as Ihn Rashik: it is also to be observed (hat Ihn Bassam was perfectly

well acquainted with the j>octry of the western Arabs.—Ibn al-Mustawfi relates,

in his History, that Dubais received the following lines from his brother Ba-

dran, who was then far away from him :

Tell Mansilr(5), Musniynb (ti), and Dubais that I am a stranger in a distant land.

May they enjoy the Euphrates and the sweetuess of its waters, since a share of it is

withheld front me 1

To which he returned this answer:

Tell RadrAn, who now, in a distant country, sighs for his native land— (and the man
of noble soul is never disappointed in his wishes)— tell him to enjoy the pleasures of 2 ii0
the moment, for care turneth grey the dark ringlets of hope. God holdeth control

over the events which afflict mankind, and the
(
parched

)

earth itself obtains a libation

from the cup of the generous man.

Another historian informs us that Radi an, the son of Sadaka, bore the hono-
I

rary title of Taj al-Muluk (the diadem of princes), and that he left Baghdad

when his father was pul to death, and retired into Syria, where he resided for

64
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sometime; from thence he removed to Egypt, and died there in the year 502

(A. D. 4 108-9). He possessed a talent for poetry, and the kdtib Imad ad-din

has mentioned him in the Khartda. Duhais was in the service of the Seljuk

sultan, Masud Ihn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shah, when that sovereign was en-

camped outside of the town of al-Maragha in Adarbijan ; the khalif al-Mustarshid

Billah was then with tliem, having been obliged to accompany the sultan for

reasons which we shall explain in the life of al-Masud. On Thursday the 28lh,

or according to Ibn al-Musiawfi, the 14th of Zu ’l-Kaada, A. II. 529 (A. D.

1135), a band of assassins broke into the khalif ’s lent and murdered him. Apr-

prehensive of incurring the odium excited by this event, the sultan resolved on
m

representing Duhais as the author of the crime ; he therefore waited till the lat-

ter came to present his respects, and was seated at the entrance of the imperial

tent ; he then gave directions to one of his mamldks, who immediately slipped

up behind Duhais and struck off his head with a sword. After this execution,

the sultan endeavoured to persuade the public that Duhais was the author of

the khalif's death, and had therefore drawn on himself the just vengeance of his

sovereign. Duhais was murdered one month after the assassination of the kha-

lif. [Ahd Muhammad Hdriin Ibn al-Abbas) al-Mamuni says in his History:

‘‘ Duhais was put to death on the 14th of Zu ’l-Hijja of that year, at the Gate of

“ Khuwai (7). He had perceived a change in the sultan’s conduct towards him

“ since the murder of al-Mustarshid, and was frequently inclined to take to flight;

“ but bis destiny prevented him.” It is staled, however, by Ibn al-Azrak in his

History [of Mayafdrikin) that he was slain at the Tabriz Gate, and that his l»ody

was borne in a bier to his wife Kuhar Khatun, who was then at Maridin. This

princess had it interred close to the tomb of her father, Najra ad-din al-Ghazi,

sovereign of Maridin, in the funeral chapel erected over his remains in that city.

The sultan then married the daughter of Dubais
;
her mother, Sharaf Khatun,

was daughter to Amid ad-Dawlat Ibn Fakhr ad -din Muhammad Ibn Jahir by his

wife Zubaida, the daughter of the vizir Nizam al-Muik: of this we shall again

speak in the life of Ibn Jahir.

—

An-Ndthiri means descended from Nashira Ibn

Nasr, the chief of a branch sprung from the tribe of Asad Ibn Khnzaima.

(1) Sec page 174. note (3).

(2) The town of al-Uilla lies between Baghdad and Kftfa.
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(3 The following is Ibe passage from which these words are taken: "The crowd surrounded Alin Zaid

•• and ettollcd him; they kissed his hands and thought to gain a blessing by touching his tattered raiment;

“ this made it seem to me that I had Kwais al-Karani before my eyes, or else Oubais of the tribe of Asad."

—See M. de Sacy's Hariri, page 439. I'wais was one of the TAbls, and noted for his piety.

(4) It is related by as*Sbarlshi, that Dubais, ou hearing the compliment paid him by al-Harlri. sent to him

a great quantity of rich robes and presents to an immense value.—(De Sacy’s Hariri, page 440.)

(51 Mansur was grandfather to Dubais and BadrAn.

i6i Musaivab was probably a near relatire to BadrAn.

(7) This was one of the gates of MarAgha: the road from that city to the town of Khuwal passed through

it; whence its name.

DIBIL IBN ALI L-KHUZAI.

Abu Ali Dibit Ibn Ali lbn Razin Urn Sulaiman, ihe Celebrated poet, was a

member of the tribe of Khuzaa. The author of the Aghani gives bis genealogy

as follows: “Dibit, suroamed Abu Ali, was son to Ali Ibn Razin lbn Sulaiman

“ibn Tamim Ibn Nahshal, or Nahbas (I), Ibn Khuras lbn Khalid lbn Dibit

“ lbn Ans Ibn Khuzaima Ibn Salaman Ibn Aslam lbn Afsa lbn Harilha lbn Ann

“ Ibn Aamir Muzaikiya (2).” The k/iqlfb al-Baghdadi says, however, that he

was the son of Ali Ibn Razin Ibn Qthman Ibn Abd Allah lhn Budail Ibn Wark&

al-Khuzai. His family, which had settled at Baghdad, was originally from

Kiifa, or, by another account, from Karkisiya. It is again said that Dibil was a

nickname, his real name being al-IIasan, or, according to others, Abd ar-Rah-

man, or Muhammad, and that his surname was Abu Jaafar. It is stated also

that he was deaf and had a scrofulous swelling on the back of his neck.

Dibil was a good poet, but scurrilous and addicted to satire; always ready to

slander men of merit, and sparing none, not even the khalifs. lie lived (how-

ever) to an advanced age, and he used to say :
“ For fifty years past I have gone

“ about with my cross on my shoulder, but could find none to crucify me on

“ it.” When he composed on Ibrahim lbn al-Mahdi the piece of verse which

we have inserted in that prince’s life and which begins thus, The son oj Shikla

and his gang, etc. (seepage 18J; Ibrahim wailed on ai-Mamun and complained

to him, saying; “Commander of the faithful! Almighty God hath favoured

“ thee above me, and inspired thee to show compassion and mercy unto me;

230
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“ we are bolh of the same family, yet Dibil insults me in his satires; I therefore

“pray thee to avenge me.”—“And what has he said," replied al-Mamun;

“ perhaps The son ofShikla,
etc.?" repeating the verses.—“That is only part

“ of his aspersions,” answered Ibrahim; “ he has made on me worse than that."

—“Take example by me," replied al-Mamun; “ I have borne iu patience a

“ satire made by him against myself, in which he said

:

‘ Does al-Mamtin take me for a fool ? Did he not see, the other night, the head of

* Muhammad ? I belong to the same tribe as those whoso swords slew thy bro-
• ther and ennobled thee with the throne. They raised thy reputation long abased,

‘ and drew thee forth from the depth of thy abjeclness."
”

To this Ibrahim replied: “Commander of the faithful! God hath given thee

“ increase of forbearance and knowledge; none of us speak but out of the stiper-

“ abundance of thy knowledge, and it is in following thy example that we show

“ forbearance." - In the preceding verses, Dibil alludes to the conduct of Tahir

Ibn al-llusain, of the tribe of Khuzaa, in besieging liaghdad and killing al-Amin

Muhammad, the son of ar-Rashid, by which he secured the khalifat to al-Ma-

mun. The history of this event is well known. It must be recollected also

that Dibil himself belonged to the tribe of Khuzaa. When these verses came to

al-Mamun’s knowledge, he exclaimed :
1 ‘ May the curse of God fall on Dibil ! how

“ impudent he must be to say such a thing of me, who was born in the bosom

“ of the khalifat, suckled at its breast, and brought up in its cradle !”—A close

friendship subsisted between Dibil and Muslim Ibn al-Walid al-Ansari (3), under

whose instructions he had attained proficiency in the art of poetry; and it hap-

pened that al-Fadl Ibn Sahl (whose life we shall give), nominated Muslim to a

place under government in a certain town in Khorasan or in Fars, called Jurjau

:

Dibil went then to visit him, trusting to their mutual friendship for a good re-

ception ; but as Muslim took no notice of him, he left him and composed these

verses

:

You were false in your friendship and it fell to ruin
;
you exposed the lies of our

mutual attachment till they were broken asunder. Yet I had lodged between my bosom
and my heart a treasure of affection which long remained untouched. Spare me your

reproaches ; I expect nought of you 1 your honour is lost and can never be retrieved (4).

Consider yourself as a gangrened right hand, which 1 have cut off; I bear its loss with

firmness and my heart has taken courage.

He is the author of the following amatory piece
(
ghazal):
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Marvel not, [fair] Salina! at a man who weeps {[rom love), although grey hairs

cover his head (5). O my friends ! how will you sleep when once my blood is shed ?

Blame none then for the wrongs I suffered; it was my heart and my eyes which con-
spired against my life

!

A poem of his composition in honour of al-Multalib Ihn AIk) Allah Ibn Malik

al-Khuzai (6), the emir of Egypt, contains this passage :

O for the days I passed with al-Muttalib I days on which I pray heaven to shower

its blessings ! They were to me as a meadow and a paradise. All other favours but

yours were ungrateful to me; of all who existed, you alone were my delight. You
bettered me, or rather spoiled me, by your kindness; for you caused me to detest the

kindness of others.

One of his sayings was: “ If a man tell a lie, lie incurs public abhorrence;

“ but it is the advantage of poetry, that the more the poet lies, the more he is

“ praised: that is even not sufficient
;
the auditors swear : ‘By Allah! you have

“done well!’ so that each false witness borne in his favour is accompanied

“ with a solemn oath.” He related also the following anecdote: ‘‘Sahl Ihn

“ Harun (7), the eloquent kdtib, was excessively avaricious; we were one day

“ with him at his house, and we kept up the conversation so long, that hunger

“ forced him to call for his dinner. A dish was brought up, containing an old

“ dry cock, which no knife could carve and on which the teeth could make no

“ impression. He took a piece of bread, and dipped it in the gravy, and turned

“ over all the contents of the dish, hut the cock’s head was absent. He re-

“ fleeted some time; then, looking up, he said to the cook: ‘Where is the

“ head?'— * 1 threw it away,’ replied the other.—‘Why so?’— ‘Because I thought

“ that you would not cat it.'— ‘Thou didst think wrong, thou scoundrel!’ said

‘‘Sahl, ‘By Allah! 1 hate the man who would throw away the claws; judge

“ then how I must feel towards him who throwelh away the head. The head

“ is the chief part of the body; in it are four of the senses; by means of it the

“ animal croweth, and were it not for his crowing he would have no merit.

“The head beareth the comb on which the cock pridelh himself; it contained!

“ the two eyes which have given rise to the proverb: Wine bright as the eye

“ of the cock. Moreover the brain is a marvellous specific for pain in the

“ kidnies, and never was a softer bone seen than that of the head; didst

“ thou not know that it is better than the pinion of the wings, better than

“ the leg, better than the neck ? If it be the result of thy sapient judgment

200
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“ that thou hast not eaten it, go and look for it.’
—‘By Allah!’ exclaimed the

“ cook, ‘I know not where it is
;

I threw it away.’—‘But 1 know where it is,’

“ said Sahl
;
‘thou hast thrown it down thy throat; hut God shall call thee to

“ an account for it!’
”— Dibit was cousin to the celebrated poet Abu Jafar

Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Razin al-Khuzai, surnamed Abu ’sh-Slu’s (8),

who was one of those who celebrated the praises of ar-Rashid and composed

elegies on his death
;
he made also poems in honour of al-Amin, that khalif’s

son and successor. Dibil was born A. H. 148 (A. D. 705); he died A. H.

246 (A. D. 800-1), at Tib, a town situated between Wasit in Irak and the

provinces of al-Ahwaz.— His grandfather Razin was a rnawla belonging to

Obaid Allah (9) Ibn Khalaf al-Khuzai, the father of Talhat at-Talhat (10). Obaid

Allah was a katib in the service of the khalif Omar and chief of the government

ollice (11) at Kufa. Talha was governor of Sijistan and died in that province.

The death of Dibil was preceded by that of Abu Tammam
(
Habib

),
whose life

has been given [page 348); his friend, the poet al-Bohlori, lamented his loss in

an elegy which contains the following passage :

The abode of death, the dwelling of Habtb and of Dibil, has increased my sadness

and inflamed my grief. Dearest brothers ! may the heavens never withhold from your

tombs their genial rains; may they overshadow you with a dark cloud, shedding grate-

ful showers. Long was the journey of him who announced to me your death ; a tomb
is in distant AhwAz, and mouldering bones repose at Mosul.

attt Dibil means a tall camel. He used to relate that one day as he was passing

along, he saw a man in a lit of epilepsy; on which he went up and shouted in *

his ear, as loud as he could, the word Dibit

,

and that the man rose up and

walked away as if nothing had happened (12).

(It In the autograph MS. this name is written » .Yahnas.

(i) Amr MuzaikiyA was the ancestor of the tribe of KhuzAa.—(Dc Sacy's SUmoire tur VHistoire da Aruba

avant Muhammad, page 138; Rasmussen's fhst At. anleitlam. p. 42.)

(3} Sec note (3), page 23.

(4) Literally: Tou are torn to pieces, and I 6ee oo means of mending you.

(S> Literally: Whilst greyness smiles (or it bright) on bis head.—The Arabic poets associate with smiles

the idea of brightness, because the brightntts of the teeth appears in smiling.

(6) Al-Mullalib was appointed governor of Egypt by al-MamOn, A. H. 198 (A. D. 8134); he was deposed

seven months afterwards, but was reinstated in his office the same year. Nineteen months later he was

Digitized by Google
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driven out of Egypt by as-Sarl Ibn al-Hakaui. The country was then in a very unsettled state, in conse-

quence of the civil war between ai-Mamhn and his brother al-Amln.— (A'ujilm.)

(7) Sabi Ibn Harftn was born in DaslamlxAn an extensive province lying between W&sit,

al-Ahw&r, and Basra. He entered into the service of al-MAmhn and served him with fidelity as librarian

v__-o-Uc. By his wisdom and prudence, his talent for poetry, and his literary information,

he acquired great celebrity. He composed a number of works on different subjects, the titles of which are

given in the Fihrttl and the Oiydn at-Tawdrlt/i ; one of them was an imitation of Kallla and Dimna, and

another a treatise in praise of avarice, his ruling passion. He was of a Persian family and showed a strong

prejudice against Arabs. Died A. H. 245 (A. D. 831W50). He was equally remarkable for the elegance of

his style and the merit of his poetry.— [Mardtid; Fikrat ; Oiyiin al-Tatcdrikh, tom. VIII.)

(8) The printed text has al-Shh. not Alul 'sh-Shls The litter is the true reading. This poet died A. II.

196.— (jlftraol az-Zamdn.)

(9) Obaid Allah; not Abd Allah, as in the printed text.

(10) Sec in the life of Abd Allah Ibn Tihir.

(11) Sec note (17), page 272.

(12) This is not very intelligible ; it means, perhaps, that Dibit's satirical character rendered him an object

of general apprehension, and that the terror inspired by his name was sufficient to expel the evil spirit with

which the epileptic man was possessed.

ABU BAKR AS-vSHIBLI.

Abu Bakr Dolaf Ibn Jahdar (or Jaafar) Ibn Yunus, (his name is thus inscribed

on his tomb,) surnamed as-Shibli, a celebrated saint, was born and brought

up at Baghdad, but his family belonged to Khorasan. This highly-respected

sdfi followed the doctrines of the sect of Malik and had for masters (in the spi-

ritual life) al-Junaid and the other holy men of that epoch. He renounced the

world alone of Khair an-Nassaj’s (1) assemblies, and then proceeded to Dunba-

wend
(
Demavend ), of which he was governor at the lime, and asked of the

inhabitants immunity for bis past conduct; {he then gave in his dismission.)

The mortifications which he practised at the outset (of his religious career
)

surpassed all bounds : be used to apply a certain quantity of salt to his eyes in

place of kohl or antimony (2), so as to accustom himself to waking and to aid

in keeping away sleep. He held the pure and holy law (the Koran
)
in extreme

reverence, and at the beginning of the blessed month of Ramadan he renewed

his devotional practices with increased fervour. “This,” he would say, “is a

“ month which my Lord bath honoured
;
how much more therefore should I

honour it 1” Towards the close of his life, he frequently recited this verse;
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There are many stations in life, in which, had I filled them, my death would have

been considered by the (sdfi) brethren
{
not as a reward but) as a punishment (3).

He went in one day to al-Junaid and, standing before him, dapped his hands

(with grief) and spoke these verses :

The objects of my love accustomed me to union with them, and union is sweet; but

they have since repelled my advances, and a repulse is painful. When they resolved

(to reject me), they pretended that my crime was my extreme love for them; but that is

not a crime. No 1 as true as the submission (of the lover
)
when he meets his mistress!

No! the beloved can only repay
{
the lover's passion) by loving (Aim).

To this al-Junaid replied;

I longed to see thee, (0 my beloved
!)

but when I saw thee, sudden joy overcame me,

and I could not refrain from tears.

• *

The Khatih relates in his History that Abu '1-llasan at-Tamimi said: “I

“ went one day into the house of AbA Bakr as-Shibli and found him in a state

“ of excitation, reciting these verses:

‘ He who was accustomed to be near thee, cannot support thy absence. The slave

‘ of love cannot sustain thy estrangement. His heart sees thee, though his eye does

‘ not.’
”

In the life of the preacher AbA Saad Ismail Ibn Ali, the khaltb speaks as

follows: “AbA Saad repeated to me the following lines which, by his account,

“ he had heard from Tahir al-Khalhami, who mentioned that they had been

“ recited to him by their author, as-Shibli

:

* Youth abandoned me ; my beloved also departed ; and a double flow of tears

* gushed from my eyes. Fortune was unjust towards thee, (unfortunate lover) ! two
*

(
friends) bade thee farewell, but thou hadst only one heart (to support the pains).’

”

202 As-Shibli himself relates that, one Friday, he perceived a man out of his

senses standing naked in the mosque of ar-Rusafa(A) and crying out: “lam
“ mad through love of God !'’ On which he said to him : “Why dost thou

“ not'go into the mosque and keep out of sight and say thy prayers?” To which

the madman answered

:

“ They say to me : ‘ Visit us and pay us the homage to which we arc entillod.’ But

“my present state dispenses me from all such obligations. Those who see the state

“ in which I am, and feel for it neither desire (5) nor dislike ;— to love such persons
“ I should consent even to hate myself.”
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As-Sliibli died at Baghdad on Friday, the 27th of Zti ’1-IIijja, A. II. 334 (July,

A. D. 946), aged eighty-seven years, and was interred in the cemetery of al-

Kaizuran: some say, however, that his death took place in the year 335, hut

the former is the correct dale. It is stated also, that he was horn at Sarra-man-

Raa . — Shibli means belonging to Shibla, a village in the dependencies of

Osrushna, a large town heyond Samarkand, in Transoxiana .—Dunbdwend is a

place situated in the canton of Rai in Persian Irak : some call it Demavend

,

hut

the first orthography is more correct.

(1) The celebrated ascetic and great t&fi doctor. AbA 'l-Hasan Muhammad Ihu Ismail, more generally

known by the name of Khair An-XassAj, was a native of SamarrA and an inhabitant of Baghdad, ilc had

for masters in the spiritual life Sari 's-Saknli and the famous AbA Hamza Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim. Many
anecdotes are related of his miraculous gifts. He died A. It. 322 (A. D. 934j. aged upwards of one hundred

years.—(Ad-Dahahi ; Tdrtkh nl-hldm, MS. No.tiltl.) — Khair an-XatsOj, as ad-I)ahabi pronounces it, means

Khair, or Good, the wearer. This historian relates that he came by his name in the following manner. On
his return from a pilgrimage to Mckka, he passed through KAfa, where, as his complexion was very dark, a

man slopped him and said: •' Thou art my negro slave and thy name is Khair." He remained in capti-

vity for some years and worked as a silk weaver, whence his name. His master at length relented and gave

him his liberty, saying: "Thou wist not my slave." But JAml. in his Lives of theSAfls (MS. fonds Anque-

lil, No. IIS), gives a different account of the origin of this appellation: according to him. our doctor was

named Khair Xussdj
(excellent among ireavers), because he hid been obliged to take to weaving in order

to gain his livelihood, and his first essays proved him to be already—by a miraculous interference of Provi-

dence - an able workman at the trade. ”
.

-

(2) See Lane's 3/odern Egyptians, vol. I., p. 41.

(3) Death is considered by the SAfis as the greatest blessing which can happen to him who loves God. or,

as they express themselves, to the lover ; his soul is then delivered from the prison of the body, and obtains

at length its long-sought union
(
J*o. with the beloved. Had as-Shibli therefore filled an eminent place

in the world, his love for the Creator would have been less fervent, and hit recompense in after-life

less ample.— Such appears to me to be the meaning of this very obscure verse. I must observe also, for the

intelligence of the lines which follow, that the tups admit two modes of union with the beloved: the one

temporary, and the other eternal. The temporary union takes place during the ecstatic flu Jla. which the

lover experiences, from lime to time, in the practice of his devotional exercises; but these arc mere transient

favours, which the beloved sometimes grants and often withholds, whilst the union elfected by death remains

unbroken and eternal.

(4) Ar-RusAfa was the name of a quarter in the city of Baghdad.

(8> The expression l^J LiJls seems equivalent to I L4jl« tcho detest

not their own state through the desire of being in mine.
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ABU L-MUTA ZU ’L-KARNAIN IBIS HAMDAN.

Abu ’1-Mula Zu ’1-Karnain at-Taghlibi (belonging to the tribe of Taghlib)

was son to Abu ’1-Muzaffar Hamdan, the son of Nasir ad-Dawlat Abti Muham-

mad al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Hamden. He bore the surname of Wajih ad-

Dawlat (honourable in the empire). We have already given the genealogy of

the family in the life of his grandfather Nasir ad-Dawlat
(
page 404), and shall

not therefore repeat it here. As a poet, Abft ’l-Muta was distinguished by the

grace, expression and elegant turn of his ideas. The following verses are of

his composition

:

When 1 see the letters l and a entwined in a close embrace, the word la'i1 excites

my envy. To embrace so closely, they must have felt, methiuks, the pains of love (i).

Another of his pieces runs thus :

I am ready to sacrifice my life for her whom I visited {in private
) ; I was then armed

with iny sword (to protect me against jealous keepers), and her glances were sharper

than its. edge. I embraced her, and when my neck was encircled with her ringlets,

then only did I (dare to disarm and) free it from the sword-belt. In that moment, the

happiest of us two in the enjoyment of our wishes, was the one who had suffered the

greatest affliction from the cruelty of the other.

Ath-Thalabi, in his Yatima, attributes to him the piece which we have given

in the life of Ibn Tabataha (page 114), and which begins thus:

She said to the fleeting image which visited me, etc.

But in his notice on AM ’l-Muta, he states that these verses were composed

by Ibn Tabataba ; God knows best.— Abu ’l-Muta is the author of the fol-

lowing lines:

When we met together, and the hour of midnight cast over us a veil of obscurity

which shed ploasure when unfolded, none ever passed a chaster night than we; no
witnesses were there, except our eyes and our honour. No vile delator betrayed us to

our foes ; no traitor ran with active foot to denounce us.

Bv the same

:

When my mistress saw me as thin as a toothpick, she said: “This meeting is but a

“dream, and thou art merely a fleeting image.”— “Not so," I replied; “it is thy
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“ absence which altered my health so that Ihou.canst not distinguish the reality of

“ my appearance from a false illusion.”

The celebrated poet Abd al-Aziz Ibn Nubala composed a great number or

pieces in honour of (fJamddn) Abu ’l-Muta’s father. Abu 'l-Muta died in the

month of Safar, A. H. 428 (December, A. D. 1036). He visited Egypt, ac-

cording to al-i\Iusabbihi in his History, during the reign of az-Zahir al-Olwidi,

the son of al Hakim, and was appointed by him to the government of Alexan-

dria and its dependencies, in the month of Rajah, 414; he remained there a

year, and then returned to Damascus.

(1) 1 have read many couplets on this subjert, and must acknowledge that AhA l-Mul.Vs is decidedly the

wont.

RAIMA AL-ADAW1A.

Lmm al-Khair (1) Rabia, the daughter of Ismail, a woman celebrated for her

holy life, and a native of Basra, belonged to the tribe of Adi
(.
Adawia

), and

was allied by enfranchisement to the family of Alik. She was one of the mosl

eminent among the holy persons of the time, and the anecdotes related of her

sanctity and piety are generally known. Abu ’1-Kasim al-Kushairi says, in

his treatise [on Sufism
) (2): “She used to say, when holding converse with God :

“ * Consume with lire, 0 God, a (
presumptuous ) heart which loveth thee!’

“ and on one of these occasions, a voice spoke to her and said : * That we shall

“ not do! think not of us an ill thought.'— Sofyan ath-Thauri exclaimed one

“ day in her presence: ‘0, what anguish is mine!’ on which she said: ‘Speak

“ not a lie, hut rather say: (), how little anguish is mine! if thou wert reallv

“ in affliction, thou couldst not sigh.'—One of the silli brethren relates as fol-

“ lows: ‘ In my prayers I used to invoke Rabia al-Adawia, and she appeared to

“ me in a vision and spake: ‘Thy offerings were presented to us on trays of

“ light and covered with napkins of light.'—She often said : ‘ If my {good) works

“ appear {to the world), I count them as nought.' And one of her counsels
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“ was: ‘ Hide thy good deeds a» closely as thou wouldst hide thy sins.’
”—The

shaikh Shihab ad-din as-Suhrawardi quotes the following verses of hers in the

Awiirif al-Madrif:

1 reserve my heart for thy converse, (0 Isird !) and leave my body to keep company

with those who desire my society. My body is thus the companion of the visitor, but

my dearly beloved is the companion of my heart.

She died A. H. 135 (A. D. 752-3), according to Ibn al-Jawzi in the

Shuzur al-Okiid, but in A. If. 185 (A. D. 801), according to another autho-

rity. Her tomb, which is situated on the mount of Tor,ion the eastern side

Si64 of Jerusalem, is an object of pilgrimage. Ibn al-Jawzi has an article on Rabia

in his Safwat as-Safwat ,
and he there gives the following anecdotes respecting

her, the authenticity of which is certified by a list prefixed to them, in which

he enumerates the names of the persons through whom they passed down suc-

cessively from Abda the daughter of Abi Shawwal to himself. He says :

u (Abda), one of God’s excellent handmaids and the servant of Rabia relates

“ as follows: ‘Rabia used to pass the whole night in prayer, and at morning

“ dawn she took a slight sleep in her oratory till daylight; and I have heard

“ her say, when she sprang in dread from her couch: 0 my soul! how long

“ wilt thou sleep? When wilt thou awake? Soon thou shall sleep to rise

“ no more, till the call shall summon thee on the day of resurrection !'

—

“ This was her constant custom till the time of her death. On its approach

“ she called me and said: O Abda l inform none of my death and shroud

“ me in this gown. This was a gown of hair-cloth which she wore when

“ praying, at the time in which the eyes of others were closed in sleep.

“ I shrouded her in that gown, and in a woollen veil which she used to

“wear; and alxml a year afterwards, I saw her in a dream clothed in a

“ gown of green satin and a veil of green silk, the like of which for beauty I

“never beheld. And I said: ‘0 Rabia! what has become of the gown in

“ which I shrouded thee, and of the woollen veil?’ To which she answered :

“ ‘Bv Allah! it was taken off me and I received in exchange what thou seest

“ on me; my shroud was folded up, a seal was put upon it, and it was

“ taken up to the highest heaven, that by it my reward might be complete on

“the day of resurrection.’—‘It was for this,’ I observed, ‘(hat thou didst

“ work when in the world.’—‘And what is this,’ she rejoined, ‘compared with
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“ what 1 saw of Almighty God’s bounty to his saints!’ I then asked her in

“ what stale was Obaida (3), the daughter of Abu Kallab, and she replied : ‘It

“ cannot he described! by Allah! she has surpassed us, and reached the highest

“place in paradise.’— ‘And how so?’ said I, ‘when the people considered

“ dice far, far above her.’ To which she answered: ‘Because, when in the

“ world, she cared not what Her state might l>e on the next morning or the

“ next night.’ — ‘And what doelh Abu Malik Daigham ?’— ‘He visiteth Al-

“ mighty God when he pleaseth.’—‘And Bishr Ibn Mansur (4)?’— ‘Admira-

“ ble! admirable! he hath received a recompense far beyond his hopes.’ 1 then

“ said to her: ‘Tell me a means hv which I may approach nearer to Almighty

“ God.’ And she answered : ‘Think on him often, and by that thou wilt, after

“ a little while, l>e happy in thy tomb.’
”

t* ' , t . — |*| JV

(1) Omm al-Jihair means the mother of Khair or of good.

(21 See note (2), page 422.

(3) Obaida, the daughter of KnllAb. a celebrated saint, wept for her sins during forty years, and then lost

her sight.- [Star aj-Sdli/.dt MS. No. 858. f. 28.1

(4) AbO Muhammad Bishr Ihn MansOr as-Sulami [belonging to the tribe of Sulaim) was celebrated for

his intense application to the practice of devotion. As a Tradilionist he is considered a sure authority, and

is cited as such by Ahmad Ibn llanbal. He died A. U. 2(H) (A. D. 824-5). — [Mirdt az-Zamd n. No. *140.

fol. mi.)

( *

4
’

RABIA AR-BAI.

AbuOthman Bahia Ihn Abi Abd Rahman Farrukh, a mawla of the Munkadir

family which belongs to the tribe of Temim, and afterwards a mawla of the

tribe of Koraish, was the great jurisconsult of Medina (
in the second, century

of Islamism), and is generally known by the surname of Rabia ar-Rai (1).

In his youth he met a number of the Prophet’s companions (and received

instruction from them in Traditions and legal matters); and from him

Malik Ihn Ans drew some of his information. The following anecdote is

related of him by Bakr Ibn Abd Allah as-Sanani {a native of Sand): “ Malik

“ Ihn Ans came to our {town) and began to teach to us Traditions learned hv

“ him from Rabia ar-Rai; for we were desirous of obtaining front him as
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“ many as possible, founded on so good an authority as that of Rabia. One

“ day, he said to us: ‘Why {then) do you leave Rabia sleeping in that

“arcade over there?’ We immediately went to Rabia, and having awaked

“him, we said: ‘Art thou Rabia?’— ‘Yes;’ was the reply. — ‘Art thou the

“ person on whose authority Malik Ibn Ans gives Traditions?’—‘Yes.’—‘How

“ then does Malik enjoy (
public

)
favour through thy means, although thou

“ hast not acquired it for thyself?’— 'Know ye not,’ replied he, ‘that an ounce

“ of worldly W'it goes farther than a camel-load of learning?’ ”—Rabia was a

great talker, and he used to say that he who keeps silent should be classed

between him who is asleep and him who is dumb. Whilst he was one day-

speaking at one of his public conferences (2), an Arab, fresh from the desert,

came in and stood for a long time before him, listening to his words; Rabia,

who thought that the stranger was in admiration at what, he heard, said to him

:

“0 Arab! how do your people define eloquence?” The other answered : “Bre-

“ vity combined with precision.”—“And what is incorrection (3)?”—“That

“which thou hast been engaged in all day.” This answer covered Rabia

«83 with confusion. He died A. H. 136 (A. D. 753-4), some say 130, at al-IIashi-

miya, a city built in the province of al-Anbar by as-Saflah, who made it his

place of residence, but afterwards removed to al-Anbar. It was said by Malik

Ibn Ans, that the science of jurisprudence had lost its sweetness since the death

of Rabia ar-Rai.—1 must observe that it is impossible to conciliate the statement

made by some, that he died A. II. 130, with the fact of his burial at al-Hashimiya,

the city founded by ( the khalif)
as-Saflah; for that prince, as it is agreed by-

all historians, did not obtain the khalifat till Friday, 1 3th of the latter Rabi,

A. H. 132 (29lh November, A. D. 749).

(1) habta ar-RAi, or more regularly Rabtat ar-flai, means private judgment Rabia. He was so called

because he drew many of his legal decisions from the fourlh source of Muhammadan law, and which is enti-

tled RAi [view, private judgment i or KiAs (analogy). (See note (2), page 6.) The same system was fol-

lowed later by Abh Uanlfa, whence the followers of his sect were called the partiiant of private judgment

(Aihab ar-Rdi .

(2) Literally: At one of his sittings.

(3) The word here translated by incorreetion, is employed to denote the contrary of eloquence; it

consists in verbosity and ideas inadequately expressed.
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AR-RABI IBN SULAIMAN AL-MDRADI.

The muazzin Abu Muhammad ar-Rahi Ibn Sulaiman Ihu Abd al-Jabbarlbn

Kamil, a native of Basra, and allied by enfranchisement to the tribe of Murad

[Aluradi), was a disciple of as-Shafi, and through him, most of the works com-

posed by that imam were handed down by oral dictation (1). As-Shafi said of

him : “Ar-Rahi is the special traditionist of my words and works (2).” He said

again, that none ever served him (.«> dutifully) as ar-Rahi (3); and he sometimes

addressed him in these words: “0 Raid ! could 1 feed thee with science, I should

“ do it.’’ The following narration is attributed to ar-Rahi on good authority

:

“ When as—Shu II was near his death, I went in and found with him al-Buwaiti,

“al-Muzani and Ibn Abd al-Hukm (4). He looked at us and then said: ‘As

“ for thee, Abu Yakub! (meaning al-Buwaiti) thou shall die in chains (5) ;
thou,

“ Muzani! shall meet with various adventures in Egypt, and shall make the time

“ he remembered in which thou wert the ablest reasoncr of the age (G); thou, 0
“ Muhammad! (addressing himself to Ibn Abd al-Hukm) will pass over to the

“ sect of Malik; and thou, 0 Rabi ! shallbctome the most useful of all, in pro-

“ pagating the knowledge of the works which I have composed. Arise Abu
“ Yakub! and lake charge of my class.’ ” Ar-Rahi then relates that all which

as-Shali foretold to them came to pass, and that he might be said to have

looked, at that moment, through a transparent veil into futurity. In the His-

tory of Baghdad by the khatib
,
{the same anecdote) is thus related, in the life of

al-Buwaiti.- “Ar-Rahi Ibn Sulaiman said: YVe were sitting in the presence of

“ as-Shafi, I, al-Buwaiti and al-Muzani, when he looked alnl-Buwaiti and spoke

these words : ‘Observe this person; he will die in chains.’ He then east his

“ eyes on al-Muzani and said : * Look at this man ; the time will be wherein he

“ shall never explain a difficulty and he mistaken.’ Turning then to me, he

“ spoke thus: ‘By Allah! there is not one of the fraternity more useful to me

“than he. I should like to (ill him to the utmost with knowledge.’ ” This

Rabi was the last of those auditors of as-Shafi who handed down, in Egvpt, the

sayings of their master. I found in the handwriting of the lidjiz Abd al-Azim

al-Mundiri, the following verses, which he gives as ar-Babi’s:
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[Let thy) patience be exemplary {under misfortune), and how quick shall be thy deli-

verance 1 He shall be saved who, in all his actions, serveth God with a sincere heart.

He w ho feareth God shall not be afflicted, and he who hopeth in God shall go to that

place (heaven

)

for which he hoped.

Ar-Rabi died in Egypt on Monday, the 19th of Shawwal, A. H. 270 (April,

A. I). 884), and was interred in the Karafa, near the north side, hard by [the

mosque of) al-Fokkai (7). His tomb is surrounded by a railing, and at the head

of the grave there is a marble slab, bearing his name and the dale of his death.

—Murtidi means belonging to Murad, a great tribe in Yemen from which

many persons have sprung.

(1) This is an additional proof of a circumstance already known, that in the first ages of Isiamism. many

authors never put their works in writing, but taught them to their scholars vtid voce.

;2) Literally: Ar-Rabt is my rdtef (orTraditionist).

(3) The disciples of learned men frequently filled the duties of servants to them.

(4' The lives of these doctors are given by Ibn Khallikfin.

(3) Literally: In tby iron; that is, in the irons which shall bind thee.

(6) Or; the most skilful in making analogical deductions.

(7) The mosque of al-FokkM, a large edifice built by K4f0r, bears the name of Abb 'l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-

Hasan al-Fokkii (over whose tomb it was probably erected). His father al-llasan was a brewer (FokkOa).—

(Al-Makrlii)

AR-RABI AL-JIZI.

Abu Muhammad ar-Rabi Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Dawud Ibn al-Aaraj al-Jizi, a

native of Egypt and a member, by enfranchisement, of the tribe of Azd, was

5i«0 one of as-Shafi's disciples, but handed down very little of his master’s doc-

trines : numerous Traditions are given by him, however, on the authority of

Ibn Abd al-Hukm. His veracity as a Traditionist is universally admitted, and

he is quoted by Abu l)awud {the author of the Sunan) and by an-Nasai. “ He

“ died in the month of Zu ’1-IIijja, A. D. 256 (November, A. D. 870), at Jiza,

»* where his tomb is still to be seen.” Such are the words of al-Kudai in his

Khitat.—Jizi means belonging to Jiza

;

this is a village opposite to Cairo,

from which it is separated by the Nile. In the canton of Jiza, and near to the

village, are situated those stupendous erections, the pyramids.
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.AR-RABI IBN YUNUS.
•1 f •

•
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Abu ’1-Fadl ar-Rabi was the son of Yunus Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah

Ibn Abi Farwa al—Ilaffar.—This last, whose real name was Kaisan, bad been

a slave
(
mawla

)
to al-IIarith, by whom be was sold to [the khalif) Othman

Ibn Allan.— Ar-Rabi served {the khalif) Abu Jaafar al-Mansur in the capa-

city of a hdjib (I), and later, in that of a vizir, on the deposition of Abu

Aiyuh al-Muriani (whose life we shall give). Al-Mnnsur placed great confidence

in him and treated him with signal favour; he said to him one day: “Ask me,

“ Rabi ! whatever you please;” and ar-Rabi answered: “I should wish you to

“feel friendship for my son al-Fadl.”—“Alas!” replied al-Mansur, “know

“ you not that friendship must have motives?”—“But it depends on yourself,”

said ar-Rabi, “ to have motives for loving him.”—“ And how so?” asked the

khalif.—“ Treat him with kindness,” replied theolher, “and he will love you;

“and when he loves you, you will love him.”—“By Allah!” exclaimed the

prince, “I shall love him even before 1 have motives for doing so; hut tell me
“ why you asked for him my friendship rather than any thing else?”—“For

“ this reason ;” replied ar-Rabi, “ when you bear him friendship, the slightest

“ services he renders you will appear great in your eyes, and his greatest delin-

“ quencies will be looked on by you as slight errors: his faults will lie (consi-

“ clerecl by you) as the faults of a child, and your protection will lie for him as

“ the nuked intercessor.” In this last expression, he alluded to the words of

the poet al-Farazdak:

The intercessor who goclh to thee clothed is not like the one who goclh to thee

naked.

This verse belongs to a poem composed on Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair Ibn

al-Awwam, at the period in which he aspired to the khalifat and gained pos-

session of llijaz and Irak
;
this was in the reign of Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan the

Omaivide. Al-Farazdak had then quarrelled with his wife an-Nawar (2), and

they both set out from Basra and proceeded to Mekka, in order that Abd Allah

Ibn az-Zubair might decide between them. Al-Farazdak, on arriving, went to

stop with llamza, the son of Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair, and an-Nawar with Ibn

60
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az-Zubair's wife. The two hosts used their influence in favour of their guests,

hut Ibn az-Zuhair (
yielded to that of his wife and )

decided in favour of an-

Nawar against al-Farazdak. The poet then made the verses of which we have

spoken, and his words, the naked intercessor, became proverbial to denote any

person whose intercession cannot be withstood.—Al-Mansur said one day to ar-

Rabi :
“ How sweet would be the world, 0 Rabi ! were it not for death.”—“Say

“ rather,” replied ar-Rabi, “that the world had not been sweet were it not for

“ death.”—“And how so?”—“Because were it not for death, you would never

“ have been sitting on that throne.”— “You are. right;” replied the khalif.

—

On the approach of death, al-Mansur said to him -* “0 Rabi! we have sacrificed

“ the life to come for a mere dream!”—The following anecdote is related by ar-

Rabi: “ We were one day standing behind al-Mansur (who was seated in his

“ hall of audience), and a cushion had been placed on the floor for al-Maluli,

“ who had been nominated successor to the khalifat; at that moment entered

“ Salih, another of al-Mansur’s sons, who had been endeavouring to obtain from

“ his father the concession of some post of authority for himself. He advanced

“ between the double rank of courtiers which extended from the throne to the

“ entrance of the hall (3), and in which they all held places corresponding to the

“nobleness of their descent and the eminence of the posts they filled : he then

“ stopped and addressed the khalif in elegant terms. When he had finished,

“ al-Mansur held forth his hand and said: ‘Come to me, my dear son!’ He

“ then took him to his arms, and looked towards the principal persons present,

“ expecting to hear one of them celebrate the praises of his son and the high

“ favour which his parent had shown him, but this none of them dare to do

“ through dread of al-Mahdi. Then Shahba Ibn Ikal at-Tamimi rose up and

“ said :
‘ Admirable is the flow of words w'hich proceeded from the orator who

207 “ stood before thee, 0 Commander of the faithful! How eloquent a tongue!

“ What fine expression! What sharpness of intelligence! What copiousness of

“ language! and what an elegant turn of thought! But could it be otherwise

“ in one whose father is the Commander of the faithful, and who has al-Mahdi

“ for brother? We must say of him in the words of the poet

:

4 That noble courser may, by exertions, come up with his two competitors, for a steed
4 like him can keep pace with the best. Those two may outrun him if he abates his

‘speed; but the excellent [sAlih) horse such as they outrun, is able to distance all

4 other rivals.’
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“ Tlic company were filled with admiration at the address displayed by the

“ speaker in making simultaneously the eulogium ol’ the two brothers, and by

“ this means not only satisfying the desires of al-Mansur, but avoiding to oll'end

“ al-Mahdi. Then,” said ar-Rabi, “the khalif told me not to sutler al-Tamimi

“ to withdraw till he received a gift of thirty thousand dirhems, and this order

“ I obeyed.” It is said that none knew who ar-Ilabi’s father was, and that one

day, a member of the llashimite
(
imperial

)
family entered into the presence

of al-Mansur and said repeatedly, whilst conversing with him : “My father, may
“ God he merciful to him! did so and so." On which ar-Rabi said to him:

“ IIow often will thou implore God’s mercy on thv father ? Consider that thou

“ art in the presence of the Commander of the faithful (4).” To this the other

replied :
“ I can excuse thee, 0 Rabi ! for thou knowesl not the value of anccs-

“ tors.” This retort covered him with confusion.—

(

The khalif
)
Abu Jaafar al-

Mansur visited Medina and said to ar-Rabi on entering the city : “ Find me some

“ learned and intelligent person who can point out to me the (chief) mansions

“ of the place; it is now so long since I saw the dwellings of my family.” A

most intelligent and well-informed youth was discovered by ar-Rabi and pre-

sented to the khalif;
(
during their excursion,) the guide did not make any

observations unless asked by al-Mansur to do so; but he then proceeded, with

great precision and beautv of expression, to furnish every requisite information.

Al-Mansur was so highly pleased with him, that he ordered him a considerable

sum of money, but the payment was delayed so long, that the youth found him-

self under the necessity of asking for it, (and this he did in thefollowing man-

ner:) As they passed by the house which belonged to Aatika, the daughter of

Abd Allah and grand-daughter of Abu Sofyan, the young man said : “This, 0

“Commander of the faithful! is the house of that Aatika to whom Al-Ah-

“ was Ibn Muhammad al-Ansari (5) alluded in these lines:

‘ Duelling of AAtika ! mansion which I avoid through dread of foes, although my
* heart be fixed on thee! I turn away and fly thee; but yet unconsciously I turn lo-

4 wards thee again.’
’’

Those words caused al-MansAr to reflect, and he said to himself that the

vouth must have here some reason for giving his information, without being

asked for it. He therefore turned over the leaves of the poem from which tin-
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verses were taken, and examined it, passage by passage, till he came to the fol-

lowing line:

We see that you do what you promise, but there are persons, with deceitful tongue,

who promise, but never perform.

He immediately asked ar-Rabi if he had given the youth what had been

awarded him, and was informed by him, that a particular circumstance, which

he mentioned, had caused a delay in the payment. The khalif then ordered

him to give him immediately the double of what had been promised.

The youth had certainly taken a most delicate manner of hinting the circum-
*

stance, and al-Mansur showed great penetration in perceiving it.—The follow-

ing anecdote is related by Faika, tire daughter of Abd Allah and mother of

Abd al-Wahid lbn Jaafar Ibn Sulaiman :
“ We were one day with the khalif

“ al-Mahdi, who had just returned from al-Anbar, to which he had made an

“ excursion of pleasure, when ar-Rabi came in, holding a piece of leather, on

“ which some words were written in charcoal and to which was attached a seal

“ composed of clay mixed with ashes and bearing the impression of the khalif’s

“ signet-ring. ‘Commander of the faithful!’ said ar-Rabi, ‘I never saw any

“ thing more extraordinary than this document; I received it from an Arab of

“ the Desert who was crying out: This is the Commander of the faithful's

“ letter l shew me where to find the man who is called ar-Rabi, for it is to

“ him that he told me to deliver it

!

Al-Mahdi look the letter and laughed

;

“ he then said :
‘ It is true ; this is my writing and this is my seal; shall I relate

“ how it happened?’—To this we replied : ‘If it please the Commander of the

2(J8
“ faithful (6).’ And he spoke thus: ‘1 went out to hunt yesterday evening when

** the shower was over; the next morning a thick mist overwhelmed us and 1

“ lost sight of my companions; I then suffered such cold, hunger, and thirst as

“ God only knows, and I lost my way besides. At that moment came to my
“ mind a form of prayer which my father

(
al-Mansur) had taught me, saying

.
“ that his father

(
Muhammad

)
had learned it from his grandfather (.dli), who

•* had been taught it by (hisfather Abd Allah) the son of Abbas. It was this:

“ He who sayeth morning and evening : In the name of God

!

and : by the

“ might of God ! We have no power orforce but in God! Ifly to Godfor

“ protection ! I confide in God! God sufliceth me! FTe have no power or
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u force but in God, the High! the Mighty ! He protectelh, sufficelh, direct-

“ eth, and healeth—from fire andflood; from the fall of house and from evil

“ death! "When I had uttered these words, God raised up a light Ik-fore me,

“ and I went towards it, and lo! I found this very Aral) of the Desert in his

“ tent, with a fire which he had been just lighting up (7). ‘ Aral) of the Desert,’

“said I, ‘hast thou withal to treat a guest?’— ‘Dismount,’ said he. And

“ I dismounted, and he said to his wife: ‘Bring here that barley.’ And

“ she brought it. ‘Grind it,’ said he; and she began to grind it. 1 then said

“ to him: ‘Give me a drink of water;’ and lie brought me a skin in which

“ was a little milk, mixed with more water; and 1 drank thereof a drink

“ such as I had never drunk before, it was so sweet! and lie gave me one of

“ his saddle-cloths and 1 laid my head upon it, and never did I sleep a sounder

“ or a sweeter sleep. On awaking, 1 saw him seize on a poor miserable sheep,

“ and kill it, when his wife said lo him: ‘Beware, wretched man! thou hast

“ slain thyself and thy children; your nourishment came from this sheep and

“yet thou hast killed it! What then have we to live on?’ On this I said:

“ ‘ Do not mind! bring the sheep here;’ and I opened it with the knife I wore

“ in mv boot, and 1 took out the liver, and having split it oj>en, I placed it upon

“ the fire, and l eat thereof. I then said to him: ‘Dost thou want any thing?

“ I shall give thee a written order for it.’ On this, he brought me that piece

“ of leather, and I wrote on it with a bit of burnt wood which I picked up at

“ his feet, that very note; I then set this seal on it, and told him to go and ask

“ for one ar-Rabi, to whom he was lo give it.’ This note contained an order

“ for five hundred thousand dirhims (8), and al-Mahdi exclaimed, on learning

“ it; ‘By Allah! 1 meant only fifty thousand, but since five hundred thousand

“ are written in it, 1 shall not diminish the sum one single dirhim; and were

“ there no more in the treasury, he should have it. So give him beasts of bnr-

“ den and let him take it away.’ In a very short time, that Arab had nuine-

“ rous Hocks of camels and sheep, and his mansion became a halting-place for

“ those who were going on the pilgrimage, and it received the name of the

Dwelling of the host of al-Mahdi, the Commander of the faithful.”—Ar-Rabi

died towards the beginning of the year 170 (July, A.D. 78G), but al-Tabari

places his death in the year ICO. Some say that he was poisoned hv (the new

khalif) al-lladi
;
but, according to another statement, he was ill for eight days
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and then expired.— Ilis ancestor was called Abu Farwa because he wore a fur-

red cloak
(
J'arwa

)

when brought to Medina, where he was purchased by Oth-

naan
;
having received his liberty from that khalif, he turned grave-digger (haf

fdr). lie was one of the captives taken at Jabal al—Khalil {the mountain of

al-Khaltl) (9). As for al-Fadl, the son of ar-Rabi, we shall give his life.

—

The great and well-known quarter of Baghdad, the Grant of ar-Rabi, was so

called because the possession of it had been conceded to ar-Rabi by
(
the khalif)

al-Mansur.

(1) The hdjib wai one of the principal officers at the courts of princes. He sal at the door of the great

hall when bis master gave audience, and he might admit or exclude (hajab

)

whom he pleased. A curtain

(hij&b) was hung across the entrance of the hall, and the hitjib merely raised the comer of it up. when he

chose to let an applicant enter.

(2) See the life of al-Farazdak, inserted by M. Caussin de Perceval in the Journal Atiatique for 183t.

(3) It was here necessary, for the sake of dearness, to paraphrase the text.

(41 Politeness and court-etiquette required that no words should be uttered before the sovereign which

might call to his mind the idea of death.

(3) Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-An$4ri, surnamed nl-Ahwas and not al-Akhwat, as all the

MSS. of Ihn KhallikAn have it, was a descendant, as hit name indicates, of one of the Anskrs. He cultivated

poetry, and such was the virulence of his satires, that Omar Ibn Abd al-Azlx banished him to the island

of Dablak, in the Red Sea. On the death of Omar, his successor Yazld Ibn Abd al-Malik recalled him, and

he died A. II. 179 (A. D. 793-6).— Otydn at-Taudrlkh —I perceive that in the autograph MS. his name is

written correctly.

t6) Literally : The Commander of the faithful it predominant in opinion on the tubject.

(7) According to the old Arabic custom. The dwellers in the Desert lit fires at night to guide travellers

to their hospitable tents.

(8) Ten thousand pounds sterling, at the lowest estimation.

(9) According to Abd '1-FcdA, the river Abd Folros or Auji has its source in the mountain of al-Kballl,

w hich must therefore lie to the north of Jerusalem. The town of al-Khalll or Hebron is situated to the south

of that dly.

RAJA IBN HAIAT.

Abu Mikdam Raja Ibn Ilaiat Ibn Jarwal al-Kindi {of the tribe of Kinda) was

one of the learned [in the /mr), and the intimate companion of Omar Ibn Abd

al-Aziz. “I was one night with Omar," said he, “and the candle was just go-
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“ ing out, when I stood up to trim it
;
but the khalif insisted on my remaining

“ seated, and he himself rose up to put it in order. On this I said: ‘IIow,

“ Commander of the faithful! thou docsl it thyself?’ ‘I doit,’ replied he,

“
‘ ( not as the Commander of thefaithful hut) as Omar; and as Omar I return

“ to my place.’” He related also the following circumstance: “(One day,)VQM

“ when Omar was preaching from the pulpit, I estimated that his dress was not

“ worth more than twelve dirhims(l); and he had on a waistcoat, a turban, a

“ shirt, trowsees, a mantle, a pair of boots, and a scull-cap.” Many anecdotes

are related respecting his intimacy with Omar. He was once with Abd al-

Malik Ibn Marwan when a person was spoken ill of in that khalif’s presence;

“ By Allah!” said the prince, “if God deliver him up to me, 1 shall make him

“ feel the weight of my anger (2) !” When begot the man into his power, he

was about to wreak his vengeance on him, hut Raja Ibn Haiat rose up and

said to him :
“ Commander of the faithful ! God has done what was pleasing to

“ thee, so do thou what is pleasing to God and grant pardon.” On hearing

these words, the khalif not only pardoned the prisoner, but treated him with

particular favour. Raja Ibn Haiat died A. II. 112 (A. D. 730-1). The colour

of his hair was red and that of his beard white (3).

•
" k

it; About seven shillings.

-;2) Literally : I shall do and act. See note (13). page 73.

(3) Raj* Ibn Hail was one of the most eminent doctors of the law in the days of primitive Islamism. He

taught Traditions on the authority of some of the principal T6bis, and others, such as az-Zuhri and KatAda,

gave some Traditions on his authority. All the doctors are unanimous in eitolling his science and merits,

and it is quite sufficient to say in his praise, that fie was Iheeompauion, night 3Dd day, of the virtuous Omar

Ibn Abd al-AzIz. The family of Raj* inhabited Palestine, to which country they had removed from Maistn.

— (Tab. al-b'okahtl, fol. 29.)

RIJBA IBN AL-AJJAJ.

Abu Muhammad Rikba Ibn Abi 'sh-Shalha Abd Allah Ibn Ruba was a member

of the tribe of Saad
(
as-Saadi), which is a branch of that of Tamim

(
al-Ta

-

mimi), and a native of Basra. He and his father (who was surnamed al-Ajjaj)
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were belli celebrated for (heir poetical pieces in lhat style of composition called

rajaz (1) ;
the productions of each, forming two separate volumes, are all of tbe

rajnz class and testify the great abilities of their authors. Ruba was an able

critic in philology and possessed a perfect acquaintance with the rare and obso-

lete terms of the language. The following anecdote is related by the gramma-

rian Yunus Ibn Habib (2): “I was at Abu Amr lbn al-Ala’s, when Shubail Ibn

“ Orwa ad-Dabui entered. Abu Amr rose up to receive him, and having

“ placed on the floor the saddle-cloth of his mule that his visitor might sit down

“ on it, he entered into conversation with him. During their discourse, Shu-

“ bail said to Abu Amr: ‘I asked your friend Ruba the derivation of his name,

“ but be did not know it.’ On hearing Ruba spoken of in this manner, I could

“ not refrain from saying : ‘ You must («/ feast) suppose that Maad the son of

“ Adnan spoke belter Arabic than Ruba or his father (3): now, do you know

“ what four things are called riiba, and that I am the humble disciple of

“ Riiba?’ Shubail was unable to reply, and retired highly offended; on which

“ Abu Amr turned to me and said : ‘There is a respectable man who comes to

“ our conferences and shows us due deference, yet you have offended him by the

“manner in which you addressed him.’—‘Rut 1 could not contain myself,’

“ replied I, ‘ on hearing him speak of Ruba as he did.’—‘And are you autho-

“ rised,’ said Abu Amr, ‘to correct the faults of others?’” Yunus then gave

the four meanings of the word ruba, which are : 1 . Any substance employed as

rennet to coagulate milk ; 2. A portion of the night; 3. The wants of a person,

ex. He cannot supply the wants (ruba) of his family, that is, things of which

they stand in need and which they rely on him to procure; 4. Semen admissarii.

The same word, with a hamza on the second radical letter means, a patch put

on a skin for carrying water,— Riiba resided at Basra till the revolt of Ibrahim Ibn

Abd Allah, the descendant of Ali (4), against al-Mansur, an enterprise of which

the results are well known : having then conceived apprehensions for his own

safety, he withdrew into the Desert to avoid tbe scene of warfare, but died on

reaching the very place which he had chosen as a refuge. This was in the year

145 (A. D. 762-3); lie was then advanced in age.—When the word riiba

,

with

a hamza on the second radical, serves as an appellative noun, it means a wooden

plug used to stop up a hole in a water-pot (5); its plural is riiib. As a proper

name, it designates the poet whose life is here given.
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(I) “ Ce metre e*l de lous lei metres arabes celui qui offre le plus de facility et qui se rapproche le plus

•• de la prose."—(De Sacy's Traitt tur la Protodie arabe.) Its rules and divisions may be found in Freylag's

Arabitr.he Vertkuntt and Samuel Clarke's Protodia Arabiea.

His life is given in this work.

(3) Maad Ibn AdnAn was the progenitor of the tribes of Aid, Koraish, and Tamlm. None ever spoke or

understood Arabic better than he, and bis talent became proverbial. As Rftba descended from the tribe of

Tamlm, Maad was his ancestor.— It appears from tbe Admits that Sbubail Ibn Orwa was son-in-law to

KatAda Ibn DiAma.

(4) This revolt took place A. H. 148. Sec Abfli '1-Fed,Vs Annals ; Price's Retrospect
,
vol. I! page 16.

iS; It means also a wooden skewer employed to pin up a rent in a water-skin.

RUH IBN HATIM AL-MUHALLABI

.

Abu Hatim Ruh was the son of Hatim, the son of Kabisa, the son of al-Mu-

hallab, the son of Abu Sufra, of the tribe of Azd: the remainder of the genea-

logy shall be given in the life of his great grandfather ai-Muhallab. Rub was 270

renowned for his nobleness of soul and his generosity. He served under Gve

khalifs, namely : as-Sallah, al-MansOr, al-Mahdi, al-IIadi, and ar-Rashid.

There is no other example, it is said, of such a circumstance having occurred

except in the ease of Abu Musa 1-Ashari, who acted as governor for the

Prophet, Abu Bakr, Omar, Othman, and Ali., In the beginning of his reign,

al-Mahdi conferred the government of Kufa on Ruh Ibn Halim, and afterwards,

in the year 159 (A. 1). 77f)-6), be confided to him that of Sind. It is staled

however by some, that Rub was nominated to the government of Sind in the

year 160. Al-Mahdi recalled him in 161 and named him governor of Basra,

at the very time in which his brother Yazid Ibn Hatim was acting as that

khalifs lieutenant in Ifrikiva. Yazid died at Kairawan on Tuesday, the 18th

Ramadan, A. II. 170 (March, A. D. 787), after a government of fifteen years

and three months, and was interred outside Bab Salm, one of ibe city-gates.

The people of Ifrikiva then said : “How far apart will the tombs of these two

“ brothers lie! The one is now governor in Sind and tbe other is here.” It

so happened, however, that ar-Rashid removed Ruh from the government of

Sind and sent him to fill tbe place left vacant by the death of Yazid : he arrived

in Ifrikiva on the first of Rajah, A. II. 171, and continued to govern that pro-

67
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vince till his death, which took place on the 19th of Ramadan, A. H. 174 (end

of January, A. D. 791), He was interred in the same tomb with his brother,

and people were much struck with the singularity of their meeting at last, after

having been so far asunder. Rabia Ibn Thabit al-Asadi ar-Rakki (1) went to

Yazid and recited to him a poem in his honour, for which he was generously

rewarded; he had also celebrated the praises of Yazid Ibn Osaid as-Sulami (2),

by whom he was treated in a manner inadequate to his merits: this induced

him to compose a poem containing an eulogium on Yazid Ibn Ilatim and a

satire on Yazid Ibn as-Sulami
;

from (his poem we extract the following

passages :

How different in generosity are the two Yazlds—he of the tribe of Snlaim and the

illustrious son of H&tim. Profusion is the Azdite's only aim, but the Kaisite's (3)

passion is to gather up dirhims. Let him not think, the dunce! that I deign to make

a satire on him ; I am only extolling the men of generous deeds.

Son of Osaid 1 strive not to rivalizo with the son of Hdtim, or thou shalt gnash thy

teeth with repentance. His generosity is an ocean, and if you dare to enter it, thou

shalt be overwhelmed by its impetuous waves.—Fool that I was! I hoped to find honour

in the tribe of Sulaim! What an idle, what a visionary thought! Rut the family of

al-Muhallab is a brilliant constellation, and on the day of battle they lead them of Su-

laim (into captivity) as camels are led by the halter fixed in their nose.

We shall confine ourselves to these extracts, as the poem is of a considerable

length. — Yazid had at first paid little regard to this poet, and was therefore at-

tacked by him in a piece containing this verse

:

I render God due thanks ; but here I am returning with the boots of Hunain (4), as a

gift from the son of IIAtim.

On his second visit to Yazid, he was received with extreme favour and atten-

tion. This Yazid was the ancestor of al-Wazir al-Muhallabi (see his life, page

410).

(It 11 y a dans VAghAni. rot. III. fol. 427. un article sur_Rabia, fils de Thibit. Cc pocle etait appele com-

muntimcnl Jlabiat Errakki, parcc qu'il Otait ntf a Rakka
;
on Ic qunlific aussi d'Etonsdrf, comme ap-

parienanl a unc famille de MC-dinc. Rabia fat appeie par le kalife Mahdi a la cour; il recut beaucoup do pre-

sens de ce prince, qu’il loua dans un grand nombre de pieces de vers. Ensuile II quitla la cour, s’lloigna de

I'lrik, n'eut plus aucun commerce arec les autres poetes et tombs dans une sorte d'oubli. II i-uit aveugle.

Sous le califat de Haroun, Rabia fit un lloge d'AbbAs fils de Mohammad fils d'Aii fils d'Abdaliah fils d’Abbft,
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fils d'Abdelmollalib. Cet Alibis lui envoya deux dinars. Habia, irrile d'unc lollc parsimonlc, sen vengea par

deux vers salyriques. Abbis se plaignil au calife. qui fit venir Eabia devant lui. Instruit dc la bonteuse

USinerie d'Abbis, Haroun le blima vivement. renmifa a un projet qu'il avail alors d epouser sa fillc ct ren-

voya Rabia combfe dc prdsens.— A. Caussik de Perceval.

(2) This is probably the Ibn Osaid as-Sulami mentioned by lbn al-Athlr as having commanded an expedition

into Armenia in the year 102 A. It 778-9'.

3 The tribe of Sulaiin was descended from that of Kais.

( This is a common proverbial eipression; it means: to be disappointed in one's expectations. Its origin

and explanation are to be found in al-Maidini's Proverbs; Freytag's edition, tom. I. p. 339. See also

l>e Sacy's Hariri, p. 104.

AZ-ZUBAIR IBN BAKKAR.

Abu Abd Allah az-Zubair Ibn Abi Bakr Bakkar Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Musab27l

Ibn Tbabit Ibn Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair Ibn al-Awwam, sprung from Asad (a/-

Jsac/i) (I), a member of the tribe of Koraish, and a descendant of Abd Allah

Ibn az-Zubair, was one of the most learned men of his lime. He filled the place

of kadi at Mekka and composed some useful works, such as the Genealogies of

the tribe of Koraish; a most comprehensive treatise and a standing authority on

the subject. His other writings display the extensive information and superior

abilities of their author. He taught the Traditions which he had received

from (Sufydn) Ibn Oyaina and others of the same class, and his own authority

was cited for Traditions by Ibn Maja al-Kazwini, lbn Abi 'd-Dunya (2) and

others. He continued to act as kadi at Mekka till his death, which took place

nit the eve of Sunday the 23rd (or according to others, the 21 st) of Zti '1-Kaada,

A. 11. 256 (October, A. D. 870 ,
aged 84 years.—His father Bakkar Ibn Abd

Allah died A. II. 105 (A I). 810-1).

1 1 A 1x1 A Huh lilt lie Znbayr !il> d'F.llawwAm cst qualilic d'Aradi. parce qu'il appartenait, ainsi que Kha-

diiija. premiere femme tic Mahomet el s<cur d'KIawwAm, a la famille d'Arad fils d'Abdclozxa fils dc Cossai,

hranehe dc Coraych.—A. C. i>k Perceval.

02j Alio lt.ikr A l>d Allah llm Muhammad Ibn Obaid, a member by adoption of the tribe of Koraish, a client

(mania ) of the Omaiyidc family and surnained Ibn Abi 'd-Dunia, composed some works on ascetic and other

subjects, lie learned the Traditions from a great number of Traditionists, and taught them to others, lie

was preceptor to some of the young princes of the Abhaside family, and one of his pupils obtained later the

khalifat and was surnained al-Moladid. He received for his services a pension of fifteen dinars a month.

Died A. II. 281 A. 1>. 891 . — History of Ilaghdad by the Khatlh. MS. fonds Assclin, No. 311, fol. 72.)
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ABU ABD ALLAH AZ-ZUBAIR1.

Abu Abd Allah az-Zubair Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Abd Allah ibn Aasim

Ibn al-Mundir Ibn az-Zubair Ibn al-Awwam, surnamed az-Zubairi, was a juris-

consult of the sect of as-Shafi, and the chief imain and professor of that time at

Basra, his native city. Perfectly acquainted with the legal doctrines of his

sect, he possessed besides some knowledge of belles-lettres. Having removed to

Baghdad, he taught the Traditions on the authority of Dawud Ibn Sulaiman al-

Muwaddib, Muhammad Ibn Sinanal-Kazzaz(l), Ibrahim Ibn al-Walid, and others

of the same class; his veracity and exactitude were universally acknowledged,

and his own authority was given for Traditions by an-Nakkash the author of

the Commentary on the Koran, by Omar Ibn Bishran as-Sukkari, Ali Ibn

Harun as-Simsar, and others. This doctor, who was deprived of the sense

of sight, composed many works, such as the Kdfi (sufficient) on jurisprudence,

the Kitdb un-Naiyat (liber intentionis), the Kildb Satr il-Aura (liber de te-

gendis pudendis), the Hiddya (guide), the Kitdb al-Istishdra wa ’l-Jstikhdra

(on taking advice and gaining favour), the Kildb Riadat U-Mutaallim (in-

structions for a pupil), the Kitdb al-lmdrat (the signal), etc. (2) He

treated some points of doctrine in a manner peculiar to himself. His death

took place earlier than A. II. 320 (A. D. 932).

(1) Aba Bskr Muhammad Ibn Sinin, a Traditional and naihe of Baghdad, died A. H. 223 (A. D. 83S . —
{Tab. al-Muhaddithtn.)

(2) Those works treated, most probably, some of jurisprudence and others of Traditions.

ZUBAIDA THE WIFE OF AR-RASHID.

Zubaida, surnamed Omm Jaafar (mother of Jaafar), was daughter to Jaafar

the son of (the khalif) Abu Jaafar al-Mansur Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn

Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib Ibn Hashim. She was

the mother of Muhammad al-Amin, the son of Harun ar-Rashid. Her charity
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was ample, her conduct virtuous, and the history of her pilgrimage to Mekka

and of what she undertook to execute on the way is so well known, that it is

useless to repeat it (I). Abu ’1-Faraj Ibn al-Jawzi says in his Kitrib al-Alkrib

(book of surnames), that she furnished the city of Mekka with water, the

scarcity of which had been so great some time before, that the contents of a water-

skin cost a gold piece (dinar). She had it brought thither from a distance of ten

miles; this was effected by levelling hills and hewing through rocks, by which

means a stream, situated without the sacred territory, was led into the precincts

of it (2). She constructed also the Akahat al-Bustan (3), and when her inten-

dant observed to her that the expense would lx: very great, she replied that she

was decided to have it executed, were every stroke of a hatchet (given during

the work) to cost a dinar. The same writer says that she had one hundred

slave girls, who all knew the Koran by heart, and that each of them had the

task of repeating one tenth of it daily; so that her palace resounded with a

continual humming like that of bees. He states also that her name was Anuit

al-Aziz (handmaid of the Almighty), and that, on account of her plumpness

and freshness, the surname of Zuhaida was given her by her grandfather al-

Mansur (4). At-Tabari says, in his History, that llarun ar-Rashid espoused

her in the year 165 (A. 1). 781-2), and that she died at Baghdad in the month

of the first Jumada, A. II. 216 (June or July, A. D. 831). Her father Jaafar

died in the year 186 (A. I). 802).

tl) The historian Sibl Ibn al-Jawzi says, in bis Miradt az-Zamdn, year 210, that Zubaida spent one mil-

lion of dinars in her pilgrimage, and that her gifts to the learned in Mekka and Medina, and the expense of

the works executed by her orders in these two cities, amounted to two millions of dinars.

(2) Sec Burckhardt's Travels in Arabia, vol. p. 198.

(3) Akahat al-Bustdn means the ascent to the garden. It is not mentioned in any of the historical and

geographical works which 1 have consulted.

(4) Zubaida is the diminutive of zubda, cream, or fresh butter-

ZOFAR IBN AL-HUDAIL AL-HANAF1.

Abu ’l-lludail Zofar Ibn al-lludail Ibn Kais Ibn Sulaim Ibn Kais Ibn Mukam-

mal Ibn Dohl Ibn Dtiaib Ibn Jadima Ibn Amr Ibn Hunjur Ibn Jundub Ibn al-

J

272
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Anbar Ibn Amr Ibn Tamim Ibn Murr Ibn Udd Ibn Tabikha Ibn al-Yas Ibn

Modar Ibn INizar Ibn Maadd Ibn Adnan, surnamed al-Anbari (the descendant of

al-Anbar) was a doctor of the sect of Abu Ilanifa, and as pious as learned. He

is considered as one of the great Traditionists, but he devoted himself principally

to the solution of legal questions by means of private judgment (mV), which, with

the llanefites, holds the place of analogical deduction (kids) (1). His father

al-Hudail was governor of Ispahan. Zafar was born in the year 110 (A. D.

7*28-9), and died in the month of Shaban, A. H. 158 (June, A. D. 775).

;i) It hat boon already observed that the orlhodo* teett deduce the articles of the law from four tourers; the

Koran, the Sunna on Traditions of the Prophet, the common content (Ijmd) of the ancient imAms, and ana-

logical reasoningt {ftfdi} founded on the principles furnished by the first three sources. The doctors of the

school of Abtt Ilanifa had such a predilection for the kidi, and went to such lengths in Its application, that

those of the other three sects often accused them of sacrificing the authority of the Koran, of the Sunna, and

of the ancient imAms to that of their own private judgment (rdfj. We here find the Sh/ifile Ibn KhallikAo

declare positively that, in place of the kids, or analogical deductions, they substituted the principle of private

judgment, or as the word rdi may well signify, of mere speculation.

ABU DULAMA.

Abu Dulama Zand Ibn al-Jaun was a person celebrated for bis wit, his amusing

adventures, his acquaintance with general literature, and his talent for poetry.

The hrijiz Abu ’1-Faraj Ibn al-Jawzi says in his Tamvtr al-Ghabush (darkness

lighted up) (1): “Abu Dulama was a black slave from Abyssinia, and one of

“ his witty sayings is thus related: ( The khalif) Abu Jaafar al-Mansur had a

“ female cousin who died and whom he accompanied to the grave. He there

“ sat down to preside at her burial and showed deep affliction at her loss.

“ At that moment, Abu Dulama went forward and sat down near him : ‘Fellow!’

“ said al-Mansur, ‘what canstthou have suited for this place?’ {jointing to the

“ the grave. ‘The Commander of the faithful’s cousin;’ replied the other.

“ On this, the khalif was seized with such a fit of laughter that he fell back-

“ wards, and he said, on recovering: ‘Fellow! thou hast exposed us to shame

“ before the people!’ ’’ The Khatib says, in his history of Baghdad, that the
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deceased was Hammada, wife of al-Mansur, and daughter of Isa, one of al-Man-

sur's uncles.—Omar Ibn Shabba relates, in his History of Basra, that Abu Du-

lama sent one of his cousins with the following lines to Said lbn Dalaj who was

then employed as director of the y4hddth (2) at Basra •

When you meet the emir greet him with a salutation, and pray that the mercy of God
be upon him. Tell him then, that I have a creditor among the Arabs of the desert, a

detested wretch (3), who has an old receipt of mine for one thousand dirhims and the

half of a thousand and the half of that ; a sum which served not for my use, but for gifts

which I bestowed oil the shaikhs of the tribe of Tamim (A).

Ihn Dalaj (5) sent him immediately the sum for which he asked. When

Bull Ihn Halim al-Muhaliabi was governor of Basra, he marched out to attack

the Khorasanite troops (6), and was accompanied by Abu Dulama. (When

the two armies were in presence ofeach other,) a warrior sallied forth from the

ranks of the enemv and slew successively a number of Ruh’s soldiers in single

combat. Buh then ordered Abu Dulama to go and fight him; his refusals and

supplications were of no avail; Bull insisted, and Abtl Dulama then pronounced

these verses

:

I fly to Ruh for refuge; let him not send me to a combat in which I shall bring dis-

grace upon the tribe of Asad (7). Your father al-Muhallab left you as a legacy the 275

love of death, but such a legacy as that I have inherited from none. And this I know

well, that the act of drawing near to enemies produces a separation between souls and

bodies.

Bull positively declared, however, that he should go forth and fight. “Why,'

said he to Abu Dulama, “do you receive pay from the sultan?"—“To fight

“ for him.”—“And why not go forth and attack that enemy of God?”— “If I

“ go forth to him, 0 emir! I shall lie sent to join those who are
(
dead and)

“ gone ;
and the condition 1 made with the sultan was, to fight for him, hut

“ not to die for him.”—“By Allah! you shall go and kill him, or take him

“ prisoner, or be killed yourself!” Perceiving him to be in earnest, Abu Du-

lama said: “You know that this day will lie the first of {my) days in the next

“ world; 1 must therefore have a stock of provisions for so long a journey.'

Bull gave orders in consequence, and had him supplied with a jiasty containing

a fowl, with a piece of meat, a skin filled with wine, and some comfits for the

dessert. Being thus well provided, Abu Dulama sallied forth, sword in hand,
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on a noble charger; and being an excellent horseman in the hippodrome, he

wheeled him about in difTerent directions and brandished his lance with great

skill- His adversary watched him for some time, spying a favorable moment

to attack him, and then rushed in on him whilst a cloud of dust (dark) as night

(overshadowed the combatants). Abu Dulama then sheathed his sw’ord and

said to the man :
“ God forgive you ! be not too hasty, but hear what I have

“ to say; I come to you on important business.”—“Wbat business?” asked

the other, who now stopped facing him.—“I am Abu Dulama.”—“I have

“ heard speak of you ; but, God preserve you, what can have induced you to

“ come out against me? why hop to conquer me after seeing so many of your

“ people fall by my band?"—“ I come neither to kill you nor to fight with you,

“ but having observed your skill and activity, I longed to make you my friend ;

“and I shall now point out to you what is better than fighting.”—“Go on,

“ with the blessing of God!”—“I see that you are tired, and must be both

“ hungry and thirsty.”—“That is the fact.”—“ What are Khorasan and Irak

“ to us? 1 have here some bread, meat, wine, and a dessert such as a man

“ could desire, and there is not far off a pond of pure w'ater
;

let us go there and

“ breakfast, and I shall let you hear some of the songs which the Arabs of

“ the Desert sing to their camels.”— “I desire nothing better.”—“Here goes

“ then; I shall retreat, and do you pursue, till we get out of the crowd of com-

“ batants.” They both started off, and Ruh looked about for Abil Dulama,

but in vain; and the Khorasanites sought their valiant horseman, but found him

not. (JVhen the two worthies had taken their repast) Abu Dulama said to his

new friend, who had now got into the best humour possible :
“ You know that

“ Ruh is a most generous man ; it is enough to say that he is descended from

“ al-IMuhallab; now, he intends to give you a magnificent pelisse, a fine horse,

“ a saddle (8) plated with silver, a sword mounted with precious stones, a long

“ lance, a Berber girl, and oilier gifts in abundance; as a proof of what I say,

“ 1 here give you his signet-ring which he sends to you.”—“How can you

“ make me such a proposal? what am I to do with my family?”—“Let God’s

“ will be done, and come with me; leave your family there, and God will give

“you another in its stead.”— “Well, let us go, with the blessing of God.”

They then entered at the rear of the army, and gallopped up to Ruh, who

exclaimed: “Abu Dulama! and where were vou?”—“On business of vours.
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“ As for killing the man, I could not do it, and as for having my own blood

“ spilt, I felt no inclination for it, and yet I dared not return without doing

“ something : so I employed gentle means and have brought you the man (as

“ a prisoner), captivated by your generosity ; for l promised him, in your

“ name, such and such things.”—“ That promise shall he executed,” said

RAh, “provided he give me security for his fidelity”—“ In what manner?”
—“ Let him bring his family with him.” — On this the man said: “My family

“ are far away, and it is impossible for me to bring them here now; but stretch

“ forth your hand, I will place mine in it, and of my own free accord, make

“ an oath to divorce my wife if i prove a traitor to you. Now if 1 do not act

“ with good faith towards you, she is divorced by the very fact, and it would

then he useless for you to have her in your power.”—“ Your remark is true,”

said Rub; who immediately received his oath and entered into a pact with him,

after which he fulfilled the promises made to him by Abu Duliima, and conferred

on him, moreover, additional favours. The Khorasanitc then fought on their

side against his countrymen, and the extreme bravery which he displayed 274

mainly contributed to the success of Rub. Al-Mansur having once given

orders to demolish a number of houses, among which was (hat of Abu Dulama,

the latter addressed to him these lines:

Cousin of the Prophet
!

[hear) the prayer of one who is on the verge of death and

whose dwelling is on the point of being destroyed. As she suffers calmly whom re-

peated pregnancies have accustomed to the pains of parturition, so he is calm, but his

tranquillity is affected. The whole earth belongs to you ; lend then to your slave that

portion of it which is enclosed by the walls of his house.

AVhen al-Mahdi, the son of al-Mansur, returned to Baghdad from Rai (9), Abu

Dulama went to salute him and congratulate him on his arrival. Al-Mahdi

turned towards him and said: “How arc you, Abu Dulama?”—“Commander

“ of the faithful!" replied the other:

* I made an oath that if you returned in health and with riches to the abodes of Irak,

‘ you should implore God’s blessing on the Prophet and fill my lap with dirhims.’

“ For the first part, willingly,” answered al-Mahdi; “ but for the second, not

“ at all.”— “May 1 die to save you !” replied Abu Dulama, “ hut the two parts

“ cannot he separated."—“ Let AbA Dulama's lap Ik: filled with dirhims,” said

al-Mahdi. Abu Dulama then sat down and spread out his knees (ill his lap was

G8
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filled with dirhims. “Get up now,” said al-Mahdi.—“Commander of the

“ faithful!” answered the other, “my robe will be torn with the weight; allow

“ me first to replace the money in the bags; then I shall be able to rise.”—Abu

Dulama composed a great deal of poetry, and mention is made of him by

(Martin) Ibn (Alt) al-Munajjim, in his work entitled al-Bari, which con-

tains a selection of pieces composed by poets who lived subsequently to the intro-

duction of Islamism. He died A. H. 161 (A. D. 777-8); some say, however,

that he lived till the reign of ar-Rashid, who succeeded to the khalifat, A. II.

170.—It is said that his real name was Zabd, not Zand; but the latter is sup-

ported by better authority. The following is one of the numerous anec-

otes related of him: He once called in a physician to attend his son who had

fallen sick, and he agreed to pay him a certain sum of money in the event of the

patient’s recovery. When his son was restored to health, Abu Dulama said to

the physician : “ By Allah! we have nothing to give you, but cite the rich Jew”

(naming him) “ before the judge, for a sum equal to that which I promised you,

“ and I and my son will serve as witnesses to prove die debt.” The physician

immediately took the Jew before the kadi of Kufa, Ibn Ahi Laila (10), or, it is

said, Ibn Shuburma (11), and claimed of him that sum. As the Jew denied the

debt, his adversary said : “ I shall go and bring my proofs.” He then brought

Abu Dulama and his son into court. As Abu Dulama apprehended that the kadi

would make an inquest into his character as a witness (12), he recited the fol-

lowing verses when in the anteroom, and pronounced them loud enough to he

heard by the kadi:

If people wish to expose me, I shall expose them; if they search into my conduct, I

shall search into theirs. If they remove the rubbish out of my well, I shall do the

same to theirs, and let the public know what that rubbish is.

He then entered, and having given his evidence, the kadi said: “I have re-

“ ceived your declaration and admitted your evidence.” (Being convinced,

however, that they were false witnesses,) he paid the money out of his own

purse and dismissed the Jew
;
but he did not dare to refuse Abd Dulama’s tes-

timony through dread of his evil tongue. He thus quieted at the same time his

fears and his conscience.
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(1) According to Hajji Khalifa, the remainder or the title is as follows
: fi fail is-Suddn tea 'l-Habash {being

a treatise on the eminent merit of the Negro and Abyssinian races).

(2) The word wfj^.1 AhdAth is employed hv the Arabic historians of the crusades in the sense of new

levies, or recruits; but it seems to bear here a different signification. Ibn al-Alhlr says, under the year 287

lA. D. 870-1), that Said Ibn DAIaj was at that lime ]ojLJlj at Basra. As the

word means tribute, or capitation-tax, I am inclined to think that the viA-X&A and the jo r~-
were

some other species of revenue. Said was deposed from his place A. H. 289 (A. D. 872-3.)

i3 Literally: May he, as a creditor, be covered with ignominy.

(4) Ibn DAIaj was a member of that tribe by enfranchisement.— (Kitdb al-Aghdni.)

,0) All the manuscripts have here Ddlaj, not Ibn Ddlaj.

ft) According to Ibn al-Alhlr, Rdh Ibn HAlim was appointed governor of Basra, A. II. 1(18, and filled that

place till 107, and before that, in A. II. 101, according to Ibn KhallikAn ; but none of the historians whom I

have consulted, speak of this affair between Itfth and the Khorasanites. In the autograph MS. this anecdote

and the preceding one are not to be found.

|7) Abb DulAma was a mawla, or member by enfranchisement, of the tribe of Asad.— {Kitdb al-Aghdni.)

(8) This signification of the word s^Sy has been omitted in the dictionaries. Other examples of this

signification will be found in the course of the work. In Ibn KhaldOn's History of the Berbers, MS. No.

2402, fol. 63, we find this passage iLiijJ! sjIjy»
(9) This was perhaps in A. II. 166; Ibn al-Athlrsays that al-Mahdi visited JurjAn in that year.

(10) His life will be found in this work.

11) Abd Allah Ibn Shuburma Ibn at-Tufail J ad-Dubbi, a celebrated imAm and tdbt, was an eminent

jurisconsult of |K0fa. Hr learned the Traditions from Ans, as-Shabi. and Ibn Sirin, and bis own authority

was cited for Traditions by SofyAn alh-Thauri, SofyAn Ibn Oyaina, and others. His veracity and his eminence

as a doctor of the law were universally acknowledged, lie was an abstemious man, intelligent, devout, ge-

nerous, of a handsome countenance and possessing a talent for poetry. He acted under the khalif al-MAmOn,

as kAdi of the cultivated country (Sauidd) around Kflfa. Born A. 11.92 (A. 1). 710-1); died A. 11. 144 (A.I>.

761-2).

—

{Tab. al-Fok. AI-YAfl.)

: 12) The inquest into the character of witnesses is an important part of the Moslim trial. It is called Taz-

kiyat (purification , and is instituted by the kAdi when he has any doubts respecting the morality of the

person who gives evidence. See Hamilton's Iledaya, chapter on Evidence.

I.MAD AD-DIN ZINK1.

Abu 1-Jawd Zinki, surnamed al-Malik al-Mansur Irndd ad-din (the victo- 275;

rious prince, the column of religion), was son to Ak Sunkur Ibn Abd Allah,

generally known by the title of al-Hdjib, and lord of Musul. (The life of bis

father has been already given, page 225.) Zinki was one of the most eminent

emirs under the Seljukidcs, and bad been appointed governor of Baghdad in the
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year 521 (A. D. 1127), by Mahmud Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak Shah, (he reign-

ing sultan of that dynasty. {At a later period the city of Musul was granted

to him as a fief under the following circumstances.) After the assassination

of Ak Sunkur al-Bursoki and the death of his son Masud, which events we have

already noticed
(
page 228), a decree was issued by the. sultan Mahmud, who

was then in Khorasan, directing that the city of Mosul should he delivered over

toDubais Ibn Sadaka al-Asadi, the lord of al-Hilla, who immediately prepared

to proceed to his new government. (The life of Duhais will he found, page

504). The citadel of Mosul was then in the hands of a powerful emir, named

Jawili, who had been entrusted by al-Bursoki with the command of the place.

Prompted by the desire of obtaining the government of Mosul for himself, Ja-

wili dispatched to Baghdad two emissaries, Balia ad-din Abu ’l-Hasan Ali Ilm

al-Kasim as-Shahrozdri and Salah ad-din Muhammad al-Yaghisani (1), for the

purpose of effecting that arrangement. On their arrival, they found that the

khalif al-Mustarshid was decidedly adverse to the nomination of Duhais, and

would by no means give his consent to it; and a number of letters passed be-

tween him and the sultan Mahmud on the subject. He finally made choice of

Zinki as a proper candidate for that office, and having called in the two emissa-

ries sent from Mosul, he made an agreement with them that means should lie

taken to influence public opinion in favour of Zinki. To obtain this nomina-

tion, the khalif himself offered the sultan one hundred thousand dinars, and

the two deputies also engaged to pay him a certain sum of money. The conse-

quence was that the nomination of Duhais was annulled. Zinki then set out

and obtained possession of Mosul on the 10th of Muharram, A. II. 521 (27th

January, A. I). 1127). Such is the statement made by Ibn al-Okaimi in his

History (2), hut some say that Zinki proceeded to Mosul in the year 522 ;
this,

however, is not exact. When Zinki was established in his government, the

sultan Mahmud (whose life we shall give) confided to him his two sons Alp Ars-

lan and Farrukh Shah al-Khafaji (3) that they might he brought up under his

care, and it was for this reason that he received the title of Atabck, which, as we

have already observed in the life of Jakar
(
page 330), means a bringer up of

princes. Zinki then became master of all the country around Mosul, and look

Edessa from Joscelin the Armenian (4), on Saturday, 25th of the latter Jumada,

A. II. 539 (23rd December, A. D. 1144). He afterwards marched against Kalat

i
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Jaahar (5), which was then in the possession of Saif ad-Dawlal Abu ’l-llasan

Ali Ibn Malik, and having laid siege to it, he was on the point of taking it, when,

on the morning of Wednesday, the 1 5th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 541 (22nd

September, A. D. 1146), he was found dead in his bed; having been assassin-

ated that night in his sleep by one of his eunuchs (6). He was interred at Sif-

fin. My preceptor izx ad-din Ihn al-Atlur says, in his History of the Alaheks,

that Zinki was about ten years of age when his father was slain, and as this

event happened in the year 487, as we have already said (page 225), he must

have been horn about 477 (A. 1). 1084-5 .)—Sifftn is a tract of land on the bol-

der of the Euphrates, at the distance of a parasang, or less, from Kalat Jaahar;

it is situated on the Svrian side of the Euphrates, and Kalat Jaahar on the Meso-

potamian. At Silfiu is a chapel erected on the spot where the celebrated battle

was fought between Ali and Moawia (in the year 37 of the Hijra); it contains

also the tombs of a number of those Companions (of Muhammad) who fell in

the action; that of Ammar Ibn Yasir, for instance.— The kadi 15a ha ad-din 976

as-Shahrozuri died on Saturday, the 6th Ramadan, A. H. 532 (18th May, A. T).

1138), at Aleppo, whence his body was borne to Siflin and there interred.

(1; fuller details of (hose proceedings »rc given by Ibn nl-Athlr in bis Annals. This jmuion of Ibn nl-Alhtr's

work will Ik- found, text and translation, in the first volume of the collection published by the Acadtmie des

Inscriptions cl Belles-Lettres, ami entitled F.straits des llistoriens arabes relatifs aux Croiiadts.

*2} This work is nut noticed by llajjt Khalifa, and I hare not been able to procure any information respect-

ing its author.

(3) In the life of Ghtzi, the son of Zinki. Ilia Khallik.tn gives thn title of nl-Khafdji to Alp Arslin. In »»

doing he must have followed the authority of thn nl-Athlr. See page 3.10 of this volume.

HI It is singular that Ihn KhnllikAn should give the title of the Armenian to Josrelln count of tidessa.

;5) The castle, of Jaahar. Sen page 329.

(6) For a fuller account of Zinki aud his enterprises, see Jl. Ucinaud's Extrails des flistorltns arabes relit-

tifs anx Ouerres des Crnisades.

ZINKI IBN MAC DUD.

Abu ’l-Fath Zinki, the son of Kutb ad-din Mamhid and grandson of Zinki

(Ibn slk Sunkur), whose life has been just given, was surnamed (like him)
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Imad ad-din, and was usually entitled the Lord of Sinjar. He received the so-

vereignty of Aleppo on the death of his cousin at-Malik as-Salih Nur ad-din

Ismail Ibn Mahmud Ibn Zinki, in the year 577 (A. D. 1181-2). The sultan

Salah ad-din Yusuf Ibn Aiyub then laid siege to Aleppo, A. H. 579, and obtained

possession of it in the month of Safar of the same year (June, A. D. 1182); an

arrangement having been made between him and Zinki, who received in ex-

change the city of Sinjar and its dependencies (1 ). Zinki removed to Sinjar and

remained there till his death, which took place in the month of Muharram,

A.H. 594 (November, A. D. 1197).

{1} Some account of the conquest of Aleppo is given by M. Reinaud in his Exlraiti dei Auteurs arabes

rtlatift aux Croiiades.

BAHA AD-DIN ZUHAIR AL-MUHALLABI.

Abu ’1-Fadl Zuhair Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Hasan Ibn

Jaafar Ibn Mansur Ibn Aasim al-Muhallabi al-Ataki(l), surnamed the katib

Baha ad-din (splendour of religion) was one of the most eminent men of the

age for his talent in prose, verse, and penmanship, and the nobleness of bis cha-

racter. Having entered into the service of al-Malik as-Salih Najm addin Abu

’I-Fath Aivub, the son of al-Malik al-Kamil and (afterwards) sultan (of Egypt),

he accompanied him from Egypt to the Eastern Countries (Mesopotamia),

where he remained for some lime and then followed him to Damascus, of which

he had obtained possession. He continued to reside at Damascus till his master

lost that city under the circumstances which are so well known (2). Soon after,

when al-Malik as-Salih was at Nablus (Naplous), his troops treacherously de-

serted him, and he was taken prisoner by his cousin al-Malik an-Nasir Dawud,

prince of Karak, and imprisoned in the citadel of that place. As for Baha ad-

din Zohair, he remained at Nablus through respect for his patron, and abstained

from entering into the service of another. When al-Malik as-Salih obtained

possession of Egypt, Zuhair accompanied him to that kingdom in the same

capacity as before, and arrived there towards the end of the month of Zu '1-
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Kaada, A. II. 637 (June, A. D. 1240). We shall speak again of these events in

the life of his father al-Malik al-Kamil Muhammad, to which article we there-

fore refer the reader. I was then dwelling at Cairo, and having felt a strong

desire of meeting Balia ad-din from what I had heard respecting him, 1 obtained

an interview with him after his arrival, and I found that his noble character,

profound instruction, and mildness of manners far surpassed what I had lieen

told. He was in high favour with his master, by whom he was esteemed to

such a degree, that he became the sole confident of his secret thoughts, and

with all this, he never employed his influence but to do good: many were the

persons whom he obliged by his recommendations and protection. He often

recited to me fragments of his own poetry, one of which was as follows:

0 thou (icho art a) garden of beauty ! take me to thee ; thou shall suffer no wrong.

Didst thou ever see a garden w ithout a little flower (
Zuhair)?

He recited to me also this piece, as being of his own composition : 277

How can I be delivered from love, which is mixed and combined with my soul?

I strived tocontroul my passion for that fickle nymph, who never yielded me a favour.

Did the moon wish to equal her (in beauty), I should say to the moon :
“ Thy wish is

“ vain.” And thou, pliant branch waving over the sands of the desert!
(
think not to

rival the thinness of her waist;) between her and thee how wide a difference! When
my friends blamed the folly of my love, her face was for me an ample excuse. What
divine pen hath traced on that neck the letter waw j with her ringlets ! How express

my admiration for the dimples on those checks ! On passing by me, she turns round

her head—didst thou ever sec a gazelle (3)? There is nothing faulty in her but the

languor (4) of her eyes. O moon of happiness, at whose aspect my star has set ! 0
thou who refuses! me the sweetness of thy favour, and grantest me the bitterness of thy

dislike 1 O desire not my death ! and yet, if by chance thou showest me love, I die.

1 hoard also from him these lines, which he told me were his own:

1 am truly your Zuhair, for the Muzaina (5) to whom I owe my existence is the libe-

rality of your hand. I like to hear handsome (jamll) mention made of you ; that is for

me as a (beloved) Buthaina (6). Ask your recollection concerning my affection to-

wards you; for therein your recollection is a Juhaina (7).

He recited to me also another of his pieces, but 1 recollect only two lines of it;

they are as follows

:

Narcissus of his eyes (8)1 how long wilt thou drain my heart's blood? O, how thou

art languishing! In beauty nothing resembles thee; nought in the world can equal

thy perfection.
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All his poetry is remarkable for its delicate turn of thought, and the graceful

ease of its composition may be really called unattainable (9). He gave me a cer-

tificate declaring that I was perfectly master of the poems contained in his

diwdn

;

but as this collection is of frequent occurrence in the hands of the

public, 1 shall abstain from citing any further extracts.— I was informed by

an intimate friend of his, Jamal ad-din Yahya Ibn Malruh, (whose life shall lie

given in this work,) that he once addressed thekdtib in the following lines:

When the marks of your kindness and favour came to me in a constant succession, l

exclaimed : " Mayest thou live for ever to do good.” Speak no more of Harim’s gene-

rosity; Zuhair is more generous than he (10).

Baha ad-din Zuhair informed me that his master al-Malik as-Salih once sent

him from the East countries to Mosul on a mission, and that he there met with

278 my friend the emir Sharaf ad-din Abu Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abi

’1-Wafa Ibn Khattab, surnamed Ibn al-IIalawi, whose family were originally of

that city, but who himself was born and resided at Damascus. This emir hav-

ing gone to j>ay his respects to him, recited in his presence a long and most

beautiful poem, of which one of the verses was;

You compose in verse and you reward those who praise you in verse ; tell us then

whether you are Zuhair or Harim.

“ On my return from Mosul,” said Zuhair, “ I met Jamal ad-din Ibn Mat-

“ rtlh, to whom I gave the poem to read. He was much struck with this verse,

“ and he afterwards wrote to me these two lines, When the marks of your

“ kindness, etc."—Ibn al-IIalawi’s verse is an imitation of the following, which

were composed by Abd ’1-Kasim, an excellent poet, in honour of the missionary

and prince, of Yemen, Saba Ibn Ahmad as-Sulaihi (11) :

When I praise the noble chief Ibn Ahmad, he rewards me and gives me praise in

return. For my poetry he gives me his and presents besides ; so he repays me my
capital with interest.

I learned from Baha ad-din that his birth took place at Mekka on the full of

Zu ’1-Hijja, A. H. 581 (February, A. D. 1186); and he informed me, on ano-

ther occasion, that he was born at Wadi Nakhla, a valley near that city. It

was from his own mouth that 1 received the genealogy inserted above, and he

told me that he descended from al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra.— 1 had sketched
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out the foregoing notice whilst he was yet alive and confined to his house ( from

grief) after the death of his master {A. H. 647); but he was carried off later,

by the dreadful sickness which prevailed in Egypt and Cairo, A. H. 656, and

from which very few recovered. It began on Thursday, the ‘24th of Shaw-

wal, and Baha ad-din was one of those who were taken ill
;
he suffered a few

days and then expired towards the afternoon of Sunday, 4th of Zd ’l-Kaada of

that year (November, A. D. 1258). The next day, after the prayer of noon, his

corpse was borne to the Lesser Karafa and interred near the south side of the

chapel which covers the imam as-Shafi's tomb. I was not able to attend his

funeral service, being then confined with the epidemic; hut on my recovery,

1 visited his grave, on account of our mutual friendship, and I prayed to God

to have mercy on him; after which I read over him a portion of the Koran.

(1) Al-Auki means descended from al-Atlk, a member of the tribe of Aid.

(2) Sec the Annals of Abfl ’1-Fed* under the year 637 of the Hijra.

(3) By this apostrophe he means that his mistress turned round her head with the grace of a gazelle. This

is a very common image in Arabic poetry.

(*) Sec page 28. note (3).

(5' Zuhair the author of one of the Moallakas, descended from Muzaina Ibn Udd Ibn Tabikha.

(6) Bulhalna was the mistress of Jamil. See the life of the latter, page 331.

(7) An allusion to the ancient proverb JLxc Exact information may be bad from

Juhaina. See Pocock’s Specimen, p. 329.

(8) See Introduction.

(9) This seems to be the idea which the author meant to eipress by the words but some

doubts remain on the translator's mind.

(10> The poet Zubair celebrated in his Uoallaka the generosity of Baritn.—This is another play on the simi-

litude of names.

(11) A sketch of this prince’s history is given in Johannsen’s llistoria Yemantr, p. 131.

ZIAD IBN ABD ALLAH AL-BAKKAI.

Abu Muhammad Ziad al-Aamiri was the son of Abd Allah Urn Tufail Ibn

Aamir al-Absi (1), and descended from the family of al-Bakka, a branch of the

tribe of Aamir Ibn Sasa. Ziad knew by heart the Sirat ar-Rasul, or History of

the Prophet by Muhammad Ibn Ishak, and taught it with the permission of the

69
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author, and it is his authority which is cited by Abd al-Malik Ibn Hisham in the

remodelled edition of that work, entitled Sirat Ibn Hisham. Al-Bakkai was

born at Kufa
; his veracity and exactitude as a tradi tionist are well established,

having been cited by al-Bokhari, in that chapter of the Sahih which treats on

war with infidels, and by Muslim in different places of his work bearing the same

title. Al-Bokhari mentions in his History this saying of Waki {Ibn al-Jarrah) :

Zi&d is too eminent to have his veracity as a traditionist impeached

;

and at-

Tirmidi, having misunderstood it, wrote in his collection of Traditions :
“ Al-

“ Bokhari states that Waki said: Ziad Ibn Abd Allah, notwithstanding his

‘ ‘ eminence, has had his veracity as a Traditionist impeached." This is,

however, a mistake, as Waki said nothing more of him than what al-Bokhari

mentions, and had Waki impugned his veracity, neither al-Bokhari nor Muslim

would have cited a single Tradition on his authority
;
since they rejected that

270 of al-llarilh al-Aawar and Abban Ibn Aivash because as-Shabi accused them of

falsehood. Ziad received his Traditions from al-Aamash and transmitted them

to Ahmad Ibn Ilanbal and others, by whom his authority is cited. He died at

Kufa, A. H. 183 (A. D. 799).

—

Bakkdi is derived from Bakka {the weeper), a

surname given to his ancestor Rabia Ibn Aamir Ibn Sasa on account of a cir-

cumstance too improper to be mentioned (2).

(1) It is impossible that Zild could have belonged to the tribe of Abs, as the surname here given him seems

to indicate. There is every reason to think (bat, for Absi

from Fait Ghaildn). The latter, as I have since discovered, is the reading of the autograph MS.

(2) This circumstance is not mentioned in tho Fitdb al-Aghdni, the only work in which there was any pro-

bability of finding it. ,

jJ ! we must read h aisi 1 (descended

TAJ AD-DIN AL-KINDI.

Abu ’1-Yomn Zaid Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Zaid Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Said al-Kindi

(belonging to the tribe of Kinda), surnamed Tdj ad-din {the crown of reli-

gion ), was born and brought up at Baghdad, but he fixed his residence at

Damascus and died in that city. He was a koran-reader
,
a grammarian, and
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a man of letters
;

the first of his age in all the brandies of erudition, deeply

imbued with traditional information received from the best authorities, and so

illustrious by bis reputation that it is useless for us to expatiate on his merits.

Having studied under the most eminent masters, and among the rest, Abu ’s-

Saadat Ibn as-Shajari, Abu Muhammad Ibn al-Khashshab, and Abu Mansur

al-Jawaliki (1), be left Haghdad when yet a youth, and be revisited it for the last

time in the year 5G3 (A. D. 1 167-8). Having fixed his residence at Aleppo,

be traded in old clothes, which be took to sell in Asia Minor. He afterwards

removed to Damascus, where he gained the friendship and special favour of the

emir Izz ad-din Farrukh Shah, son to Shahan Shah and nephew to the sultan

Salah ad-din Yusuf Ibn Aiyub. Having accompanied his patron to Egypt, he

got into his possession the most valuable works preserved in the libraries of

that country, and then returned to Damascus, where he settled. He was visited by

numbers for the purpose of studying under his tuition, and the list of
(
his own)

masters, drawn up by himself in alphabetical order, forms a large volume. One

of his scholars related to me the following circumstance : “I was sitting at the

“ door of the grammarian Ahu Muhammad Ibn al-Khashshab, when the ccle-

“ brated imam, az-Zamakhshari, came out and advanced towards me. He

“ supported himself on a crutch in walking, (having lost one of his feet, which

“ had been frost-bitten
;)
and the people said : There is az-Zamakhshari.” The

same person furnished (me with a note copied by him) from (a paper in) the

handwriting of Taj ad-din, and which I here give: ‘‘Az-Zamakhshari was the

“ most learned Persian of his time in the Arabic language, having surpassed

“ them all by the. knowledge which he obtained of it (bjr practice) and by the

“ study of works treating on the subject. He was the last of their men of talent,

“ and was well known to he a Motazelite. He came to us at Ilaghdad in the

“ year 533 (A. D. 1138-9), and I saw him twice at the house of my master

“ Ahu ’1-Mansur al-Jawaliki, under whose tuition he was reading some intro-

“ ductory works on philology (2), with the design of procuring from him a

“ licence to teach them; for az-Zamakhshari, with all his learning, had never

i{ met (with masters of repute so as to study under them), neither had he re-

“ ceived any oral information
(
which he was authorised to communicate to

“ others).” When 1 was at Cairo, the shaikh Muhaddab ad-din Abu Talib

V
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Muhammad, surnamcd Ibn al-Khaimi, related to me this anecdote : “The shaikh

“ Taj ad-din al-Kindi wrote to me, from Damascus, a poem containing these

“ lines

:

* O my friend I you so sedulous to fulfil the duties of friendship 1 you have kept

‘ your promise towards us and laid upon us a heavy debt (of gratitude). We are here
‘ in Syria, possessed with the desire of seeing you (3) ; do you, in Egypt, feel desire
4 to see us? In withholding from you the respect due to your merit, there we held

‘ the first rank ; but you hold the first rank in the bestowing of favours upon us. It

‘ is out of our power that you should see us with you, and it is out of yours that we
‘ should see you with us. May God fulfil his promise towards those who keep theirs

;

4 may he grant (to our friend) as full a recompense as the fidelity we have shown.'

200 “ To this,” said Ibn al-Khaimi, “ I replied in a piece of verse which con-

“ tained these lines:

4 0 you, descendants of Kinda who inhabit Syria ! we have failed in our duty towards
4 you. To fulfil the obligations of friendship, we should have died on your departure
4 from us.’

”

Ibn al-Khaimi recited to me also the following verses as Taj ad-din’s

:

Let the astrologer grovel in his delusion, if he pretend to the knowledge of events

brought round by the revolution of the sphere. To God alone pertains eternal know-

ledge, and neither man nor angel shares with him therein. Astrologers make of their

impiety a net to catch wealth; what evil means they employ,—a net and infidelity 1

The following lines were written to Taj ad-din by Abu Shuja Ihn ad-Dah-

han al-Faradi, whose life shall be given later:

May the Lord in his bounty grant thee, Zeidl such additional favours as may sur-

pass thy utmost hopes 1 May God never work a change in thy happy state as long as

state and change shall be discussed by grammarians (4). It is to thee, abovo all men,

that a grammatical allusion should be addressed ;
have not grammatical examples been

formed with thy name (5) ?

When the shaikh Taj ad-dln was far advanced in years, he comjjosed these

lines

:

I see men desire long life, but length of life proves only the nothingness of the past,

and bringeth with it misery. In the season of youth I wishod that God might lengthen

iny days, and truly such a gift is a favour. But when I obtained my wish, that age

which 1 desired so much became an affliction. When alone, my imagination sets be-

fore my mind the image of myself borne on the shoulders of men who walk with rapid

pace (6). When tho Zephyr flits past me, its breath reminds mo (not of gardens, but)

of those excavations which are covered over with earth (7). Here I am now, exposed
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to the fearful thunders and lightnings (8) of one and ninety years. People say:

“ Medicine will do thee good,” but for me then; is one medicine only—the mercy of

God.

Taj ad-din was born at Baghdad on the morning of Wednesday, 25th Shahan,

A. H. f>20 (September, A. I). 1126); lie died at Damascus on Monday, the 6ih

of Shawwal, 613 (January, A. D. 1217), and was interred the same day at Mount

Kasiun. As for the shaikh Muh&ddab ad-din (Ihn al-Khainu), lie told me

himself that his genealogy was as follows : Abi‘i Tiilib Muhammad Ihn Abi M-

ilasan Ali Ihn Ali Ihn al-Mufadda) Ibn at-Tamaghaz. He recited to me a great

deal or poetry composed by himself and by others. I got acquainted with him

at our assemblies in Kairo, and was informed by him that he was born at al-Hilla

al-Mazyadiya (9) on the 28th of Shawwal, A. H. 549 (January, A. I). 1155).

He died (at Cairo) on Wednesday, 20th of. Zu 1-Hijja, 642 {May, A. D. 1245),

and was interred the next morning in the cemetery of the Lesser Karafa. I at-

tended his funeral service. He was considered to Ik; a perfect master of (the pure

Arabic) language, and a correct transmitter of poetical pieces and of (phrases

illustrative, of) philology.

—

Kasiiin is a mountain which overlooks Damascus ; 281

it contains the tombs and mausoleums of the inhabitants, with a mosque, a

number of colleges and of Mosiim monasteries. (Two ofthe rivers which water

Damascus ,} the Thaura anti the Ya/.id have their sources in this mountain.

(11 The live* of these three persons still he found in this work.

(2; The word, L^ar'hj ^ ire so vague in their meaning, that the phrase to which they belong may be

translated thus: Under Ithose tuition he was reading the introduction t of tome philological works, or under

whose tuition he tcat reading some philological works, from beginning to end.

(3) Literally: Pledges in the possession of desire towards thee.

(41 State and change, or, as the original words arc sometimes translated, the term of circumstance and the

exchange or permulatiee, are two subjects which the Arabian grammarians have treated with great ability.

(8; Alluding to the usual examples, Jjj ttetit Xcidus, ! Jj
j .

'yc. verberavit Xeidus Amrum,

etc.

(0) That it: The image of his own funeral. The rapid marrh of a Mosiim funeral procession is well

known.

(!} lie means the graves, hut is unwilling to pronounce a w ord of such sinister meaning.

(8) A metaphor for threats. It is employed in the Koran.

(9'i ftec page 504-
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ZIRI IBN MANAD.

The emir Ziri Ibn Manad, a member of the tribe of Sinhaja (1), and sprung

from Himyar, was the ancestor of al-Moizz Ibn Radis (whose life will be found

in another part of this work). Mention has been already made of his son Bo-

lukktn (page 267), of his great-grandson Badis (page 248), and of his des-

cendant Tamim
(
page 281 ) : in this last article, we have traced up, in the full-

est manner, the descent of the family ;
Ziri was the first of them who attained

supreme power. It was he who founded and fortified the city of Aashir ; he

commenced that undertaking during the revolt of Abu Yazid against al-Kaim Ibn

al-Mahdi and his son Ismail al-Mansur {see page 219). Ziri having esta-

blished his power at Aashir and subdued the surrounding country, received

from al-Mansur the gift of the town of Tahart and its dependencies. He was

an able ruler, brave and enterprising. The secret jealousy and hatred which

subsisted between him and Jaafar al-Andalusi (see page 326) led to a battle

which terminated by the death of Ziri. This event occurred in the month of

Ramadan, A. II. 360 (July, A. D. 971): it is said that his horse having stum-

bled, he was thrown to the ground and then killed. His reign lasted twenty-six

years. We have already spoken of Aashir in the life of Ibn Kurkul {page

43) (2). Tahart is a city in North Africa: there arc two places which bear

this name, one Ohl Tahart and the oilier New Tahart, but I do not know

which of them it was that came into the possession of Ziri (3).

(1) Ibn Khallikftn pronounces this word tunhdja, or tinhdja, but the manuscripts of the tlistory of the

Berbers by Ibn Khaldbn write it Sanbija. It is an Arabic corruption of the Berber name Zan<11 or

Sandk

(2) This is an oversight; the author merely refers back to the present article. In ay translation of the

Arabic historians who troat of the dynasties of North Africa, will be found a note on the precise situation of

Aashir, a point which bad not been hitherto ascertained. It is sufficient to state here that this city was built

on the range of those precipitous hills to the south of Algeria, which are named in modern maps Tillery Dock.

(3) New Tibart was founded by Abd ar-Rahman the Rustcmide, A. H. 144. It was this city which was

given to Ziri by al-MansOr.

Digitized by Google)
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ZAINAB THE DAUGHTER OF AS-SHARl.

Zainab, called also Hurra, and surnamed Omm al-Muwaiyad, was llic daugh-

ter of Abu ’1-Kasim Abd ar-Rahman Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn Sabi Ibn

Ahmad Ibn Abdus the Sufi, a native of Jurjan and an inhabitant of Naisapur,

who was generally known by the surname of as-Shari. His daughter Zainab

was a woman of great instruction, having met
(
and studied under) a number

of persons eminent for their learning, and from whom she obtained certificates

authorising her to teach that information and traditional knowledge which she

had acquired under their tuition. Among those from whom she took lessons

were Abu Muhammad Ismail Ibn Abi '1-Kasim Ibn Abi Bakr the koran-reader

and a native of Naisapur, Abu ’1-Kasim Zahir as-Shahhami and Abu Bakr

AVajih as-Shahhami the sons of Abu Tahir, Abd al-Munim al-Kushairi, and

Abu '1-Futuh Abd al-Wahhab Ibn Shah as-Shadivaji (native of Shddiydj near

Naisapur). She received also licences to teach from the hdfiz Abd al-Ghafir

al-Farisi, the very learned az-Zamakhshari, author of the Kashshdf, and other

masters of traditional learning. 1 possess a licence which she granted me in

the year G 1 0 [A. I). 1213-4. / was then little more than two years of age

,

as) my birth took place on Thursday afternoon, 1 1th of the latter Ilabi, A. II.

608 (22nd September, A. D. 1211) (1). 1 was born at Arbela, in the college

founded by the sultan of that city, al-Malik al-Moazzam Muzafiar ad-din, the son

of Zain ad-din. Zainab was born at Naisapur, A. II. 524 (A. D. 1 130), and died

in the same city, in the month of the latter Jumada, A. II. G15 (A.D. 1218-9).

—Shari means one who prepares or sells camel’s hair

;

1 do not know, how-

ever, which of her ancestors it was who, by following this profession, obtained

that surname.

(1) It is possible for a child of that age to learn by heart some of the shorter Traditions, some of which con-

sist only in a few words.
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SALIM IBN ABD ALLAH AL-ADAWI.

Salim, the son of Abd Allah and sumamed Abu Omar or Abu Abd Allah, was

grandson to the khalif Omar Ibn Khaltab (through whom he descendedfrom

Adi Jim Caah Ibn Luwai, for which reason he bore (he surname of) al-Adawi.

He was one of the chief jurisconsults of Medina and also one of the principal

Tdbfs by his birth, his learning, and his veracity as a Traditionist. He gave

the Traditions on the authority of his father and others, and his own authority

was cited by az-Zuliri and by Nafi. He died towards the end of Zu ’1-Hijja,

A. II. 106 (May, A. D. 725), or 108 according to another statement. The khalif

Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik had presided at the pilgrimage that year, and on his

return from Mckka, he entered Medina at the moment of Salim's death. It was

he who pronounced the funeral service over the body, and he proceeded to the

burving-ground of al-Baki for that purpose
; the crowd being so great (that il

was impossible to perform it at the house of the deceased ). Hisham, on see-

ing the multitude of people which had assembled there, said to Ibrahim Ibn

Hisham al-Makhzumi :
“ Make a levy of four thousand men from among these

“ people, to serve me as soldiers;” and for this reason it was, that the year of

Salim's death was called theyear of the four thousand. Muhammad Ibn Ishak,

the author of the work entitled al-Maghdzi wa 's-Siar, relates as follows :

“ I saw Salim the son of Abd Allah and the grandson of Omar Ibn al-Khattab;

“ he always wore woollen (1); he was a corpulent man and lived by the labour

“ of his own hands. (The khalif) Sulaiman Ibn Alxl al-Malik entered one

“ day into the Kaaba, and seeing Salim, told him to ask whatever he desired,

“ on which Salim answered : ‘By Allah ! I shall ask of God only, when 1 am in

“ God’s house.’
”

(1) This would seem lo prove that be belonged lo the fraternity of the Sdfis.
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ABU BAKR IBN AIYASH.

Abu Bakr Salim Ibn Aiyash Ibn Salim al-Kbaivat al-Asadi al-Kufi (a member

of the tribe of Asad, a native of Kufa), an eminent Tradilionist and cele-

brated for bis learning, was one of those who received from Aasim the readings

of the Koran, and banded them down. He had been enfranchised by Wasil

Ibn Haiyan al-Ahdab. The following anecdote respecting him is related by al-

Mubarrad in bis Kamil: Abu Bakr Ibn Aiyash said: ‘1 was suffering from an

“anxious desire [of meeting one whom I loved), when I called to mind the

“ verse of Zu ’r-Rumma’s :

‘ Perhaps a flow of tears will give me ease from pain
;
perhaps it may cure a heart

‘ whose sole companion is sad thoughts.’

“ On this I withdrew to a private place and wept, by which means my suffer-

“ ings were calmed.’ ” A number of other anecdotes are related concerning

him. Some say that Abu Bakr was his real name and not a surname, but

others mention that he was called Shoba. The following relation has lx:en

banded down in bis own words: “When a misfortune befel me in my youth, I

“ bore it with firmness and kept from weeping by strength of endurance (1); this

“ however was hurtful to me, and I suffered much from it ; but one day, being

“ at al-Konasa (2), I saw an Arab of the Desert mounted on a camel, who stoji-

“ ped and recited these lines:

“ My two friends (3) I (rein over your camels and) turn their breasts towards Hutwa,
“ that spot so long abandoned. There we shall weep over the abodes [of our friends,
“ now in ruins

)
I Perhaps a flow of tears may give me ease from pain

;
perhaps it

“ may cure a heart whose sole companion is sad thoughts.

“ I asked who be was, and they told me he was Zu 'r-Rumma. Some time 2ll.">

“ after, misfortunes fell upon me, and having wept, I obtained relief. On this

“ I said: ‘That scoundrel of a wild Arab! how knowing be was.’ ” Eighteen

days after the death of ar-Rashid, Ibn Aiyash died at Kufa, A. 11. 193 (April,

A. I). 809), at the age of ninety-eight years. Ar-Rashid died at Tus on the

eve of Saturday, the 3rd of the latter Jornada of that year (23rd March, A. I).

809). —It is also said that Ibn Aiyash was a maw/a to the tribe of Kahil Ibn

Asad Ibn Khuzaima.

70
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(1 1 Here the author relates, perhaps through inadvertence, another version of the same anecdote.

(2J Al-Konisa, a village near KOfa.—lKAmiis. Marhsid I

(3) See page 113, note (1).

SABUR IBN ARDASHIR THE VIZIR.

Abu Nasr Sabiir Ibn Ardashir, vizir to the Dailemite sultan Baba ad-Daw la t

Abu Nasr son of Adad ad-Dawlat Ibn Buwaih, was illustrious as a powerful

chief and eminent as a vizir, equally remarkable for his abilities and for his

learning. His palace was the constant resort of the poets of the day. Alh-

Thalibi mentions him in the Yaltma

,

and devotes a special chapter of that

work to the poets who celebrated his praise. Among the number was Abu ’1-

Faraj al-Rabhagha, who composed these lines in his honour :

1 blamed Fortune for withholding the accomplishment of my desires, and she an-

swered : “Your reproaches are unreasonable ; that which you ask cannot be granted.”

I replied: “ It depends on you that my hopes of riches bo not frustrated.”—“ You
“ are mistaken," said she, “it depends upon SibAr. Apply to the vizir AbA Nasr
“ and make an exorbitant demand ; the extravagance of your suit will be easily par-
“ doned.” I followed the advice which Fortune gave me ; and good advice, even from

an enemy, deserves thanks.

Another of those poets, Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Harun, addressed him in a

poem containing this passage

:

O thou who ensurest the repose of the empire in those days of trouble ! thou who
art Rrm in heart when fate itself trembles I Why does the world treat me so cruelly?

I cannot obtain therein a place of abode, and I [wander from one country to another)

like a novel thought when it passes into a proverb. Were fortune just, were she in-

dulgent, I should have possessed, under thy protection, horses and servants. For
how admirable arc the words which I have scattered abroad 1 those precious pearls !

—did maidens possess them, they would not consent to remain without necklaces;

—

and those brilliant thoughts !—did maidcnB read them, their eyes would require no
kohl to increase their brightness (1).

The vizir having been deposed and afterwards reinstated, Abu Ishak as-Sahi

wrote to him these lines:

Wedded to the vizirat, you divorced her (2) from you when she was in fault and
acted wrong. It was then necessary that she should belong to another before she

Digitized by Google^
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could legally return to you (3). She is now yours again, and she made an oath that

no bridegroom, excepting you, should pass a night with her and live.

He founded at Baghdad a house of learning (or college), and the poet Abu

'I—Ala al-Maarri alludes to it in this passage from one of his most celebrated

kasfdas

:

And in the house of SAbAr, a sprightly songstress enlivened our evenings with a

voice melodious as the dove’s.

Sahur died at Baghdad, A. 11. 416 (A. D. 1025-6); he was born at Shiraz on 1MM

the eve of Saturday, the 15th of Zu 'I-Kaada, A. 11. 336 (May, A. D. 948).

His sovereign Baha ad-din died at Arrajan in the month of the first Jumada,

A. 11. 403 (Novcmher-Decernber
,
A.D. 1012), aged forty-two years, nine months

and twenty days.

—

Sabur is an Arabic alteration of the Persian words shah

pur
,
the king's son. Here, according to the custom of the Persians, the noun

governed in the genitive is placed before the governing noun (which is not the

case in Arabic). The first who bore this name was Sapur Ibn Ardashir Ibn

Bahek Ibn Susan, one of the kings of Persia.—Ad-Darakutni says that we must

pronounce Ardashir

;

a second author states that this word means in Persian

flour, nnlk, hut another saysflour, sweet. Ard signifies flour, shir milk, and

shirin sweet.—Some pronounce this name Azdashir (4).

i J) Such is tin' real meaning of a verse containing a series of quibbles impossible to be translated. In the

Arabic test we And the word "id1 the seme of eyes, of excellent things, and of essence or constituent

substance; in the two last cases it is opposed to the word which means reality and thoughts.

<2) To maintain the propriety of the metaphor, it was necessary, in making the translation, to consider

visirat as of the feminine gender.

.3) It is well known that by the Moslim law, a man cannot take back his wife, when he has repudiated ber

by an absolute divorce, until she has been married and divorced by another.

I In Arabic manuscripts, this name is generally written in the last manner. See additions and corrections.

SARI AS-SAKATI.

Ain't ’1-llasan Sari Ibn al-Mughallis as-Sakali
(
the seller of cast clothes),

was one of the men of the path (1), and of the masters of the truth (2); the
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first person of his lime by his devotion and Ins acquaintance with the doc-

trines of Sfifism (3). He was maternal uncle to Abu ’1-Kasim al-Junaid and his

master (in Sufism); his own master was Maruf al-Karkhi. It is said that as-

Sakati was one day in his shop, when Maruf came to him with an orphan boy

and said : “Clothe this orphan.”—“ I clothed the boy,” said as-Sakaii, “and

“ Maruf was rejoiced thereat and said : ‘May God render the world hateful to

“ thee and grant thee repose from all thy cares !’— I immediately left my shop,

“ hating nothing so much as the world
; and 1 owe my present slate {of tjui-

“ etude) to the blessed merits of Maruf.”—The following anecdote is related on

good authority: Sari said that for thirty years he never ceased imploring divine

pardon for having once exclaimed : Praise be to God

l

and on being asked the

reason, he said :
“ A fire broke out in Baghdad, and a person came up to me and

“ told me that my shop had escaped, on which I uttered those words; and even

“ to this moment I repent of having said so, because it showed that I wished

“ belter to myself than to others.”—Al-Junaid relates as follows : “I went one

“ day to see my uncle as-Sakati and found him in tears. ‘What eauseth thee

“ to weep?’ said I.
—‘Yesterday,’ replied as-Sakati, ‘my little girl came and said

“ to me : Father! the night is warm and I have brought a pitcher {of water) to

“ hang it up here for thee (4).—A heaviness then came over my eyes and 1 fell

“ into a sleep, during which i saw the most beauteous maid of God’s creation

“ descend from heaven. ‘ For whom art thou destined?’ said I. ‘For him,’

“ she replied, ‘who drinketh not of water cooled in a pitcher.’ I immediately

“ took the pitcher and dashed it to the ground.” Al-Junaid said that he saw

the fragments lying about and that as-Sakati left them there till they were co-

vered by the accumulation of dust.— Sari as-Sakati died at Baghdad, A. H.

251 ;
or, by another account, on Wednesday, the 6th of Ramadan, after day-

break, A. H. 256 (August, A. D. 870); but some place his death in the year

257.—He was interred in the Shunizi cemetery. The Khatib says in his his-

tory of Baghdad : “ The Shunizi burying-ground is situated behind the place

“ called at-Tutha and near the canal made by Isa Ibn Ali the llashimite, and

“ called after him the river Isa. 1 heard one of my masters say that the Ko-

“ raish grave-yard (at Baghdad) was known in old times by the name of the

“ lesser Shunizi, and that the cemetery at the back of al-Tulha bore that of

“ the greater Shunizi. They were so called after two brothers, one of whom
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“ was buried in each." The tomb of Sari as-Sakali is a conspicuous and !i8t>

well-known object; close l>eside it is that of al-Junaid.— As-Sakati used fre-

quently to recite these lines:

•

When I complained of the pains of love, my mistress said : “Thou tellcst me a

“ falsehood; why do I see thy bones clothed with flesh? There can be no love (in a

“ man) unless his skin cleave to his entrails, and his mind be so greatly troubled, that

“ he answers not when called."

See page 25U, note (3).

2) See page 340, note (3).

(3) Literally: “With the sciences of the profession of the divine unity.” Every necessary information on

this abstruse subject will be found in M. do Sacy’s analysis of Jiml's Lives of the Sflfis; Motices tl Extrails,

tom. XII. page 345.

(4> Water placed in a porous earthen jar cools by evaporation.

AS-SARI AR-RAFA.

Abu 'l-Hasan as-Sari Ibn Ahmad Ihu as-Sari al-Kindi al-lNIausili (
member of

the tribe oj Kinda and native of Mosul), surnamed ar-Raffa [the darner), was

a poet of celebrity. In his youth, be wrought as a lace-maker at a shop in

Baghdad, hut at the same time, he composed poetry and cultivated belles-let-

tres with assiduity. By his perseverance he succeeded in attaining great pro-

ficiency as a poet, and having visited Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Hamdan at Aleppo,

he made poems in his honour and remained there for some time. After the

death of that prince, he proceeded to Baghdad and celebrated I he praises of al-

VVazir al-Muhallabi and other persons of eminence, hv whom his poetic talents

were highly appreciated and generously rewarded. The enmity which he lion*

towards the two Khalidiles, Abu Bakr Muhammad and Abu Olhman Said

was so great that he accused them of stealing his verses and those of others;

he even went so far that, in transcribing the diwan of Koshajim, the cele-

brated poet(l), who was then considered in those countries as the pink of ex-

cellence iu literature, and whose compositions as-Sari took as models for his
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own, he inserted, in the copies which he wrote out, the best of the poems made

by himself and by the Khalidites : in this, his object was not only to augment

the size of the bonk so as to get a higher price for it, but also to give value to

his own poetry and to cast discredit on the Khalidites, by making it appear

that what he had said of their plagiarisms was true. To this circumstance

must be attributed the interpolated pieces in Koshajim’s diwdn
,
and which arc

not to be found in the original copies. As-Sari was by nature a poet
;
his style is

sweet, his thoughts are elegant, and he is particularly copious in the variety of

his comparisons and descriptions. But he had neither a pleasing countenance

nor a graceful figure; he did not possess even a tolerable skill in any other sci-

ence hut poetry- Previously to his death, his poetical compositions filled nearly

three hundred leaves, but since that, the collection has increased, and a philo-

loger of later times has arranged it in alphabetical order. As-Sari mentions his

(former) profession in a piece of verse, from which we extract these lines:

By means of my needle I formerly preserved my self-respect, and avoided the pros-

tituting of my poetic talent. It furnished me with sustenance, so slight indeed, that

it seemed to come to me through the needle’s eye.

The following verses, taken from one of his kasldas, are among the best

specimens of his talent for eulogy .-

When he pours forth his liberality, his looks are mild and his face beams with plea-

sure, but in the shock of adverse hosts, they become stern. When ho halts, his dwell-

ing is spacious [for his guests are many), but when he marches to battle with his squa-

drons, he makes the plain (too) narrow for the enemy (2)

.

Ath-Thalibi, in the Muntakhil, cites these verses as by as-Sari :

Thou hast conferred on me such a favour, that thy beneficence makes the darkness

seem to me as light; to me who before found the brightness of day obscure (and cheer-

less). Now I am the envy of my friends ; and before, I was the pity of my enemies.

One of his finest passages on the beauty of his mistress is the following

:

28C I should lay down my life for her who costs me my life and yet refuses me a simple

salutation! The death which awaits me lies in ambush in those eyes! it is thus that

death lies hid in the sharp edge of the sword.

As-Sari’s collected poetry is all very good; he composed also the works enti-

tled : al- Muhibb wn 'l-Mahbdb (the lover and the beloved), al-Mashnulm wa
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L-Mashriib
(
perfumes and liquors ), and the Kitdb ad-Dira (3). He died at

Baghdad between the years 360 and 370, according to the Khatib in his History

of that city; and others state that the year of his death was A. II. 362 (A. I).

072-3), or A. II. 364. Ibn al-Athir says in his Annals that he died A. H. 366

(A. I). 076-7).

(1) See note (4), page 301.

<2: Thai is. he reduces his enemies to the Iasi extremity. This verse reproduces Ihe idea which is ex-

pressed in the Koran, surat 9. verse 119.

(3) The word Dtra 5^0 Is so uncertain in its signification that it is impossible, without having examined

the work itself, to explain its title. Hajji Khalifa does not mention it in his Bibliographical Dictionary.

HAIS-BAIS AS-SAIFI.

Abu '1-Fawaris Saad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Saad Ibn as-Saifi, a celebrated poet

and a member of the tribe of Tamim, Imre the surname of Sbibah ad-din

(
flambeau of religion ), and was generally known by the appellation of Hais-

Bais. He was a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi, having studied jurisprudence at

Bai under the kadi Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Karim al-Wa/zan and maintained

(the usual) discussions on points of controversy, lie yielded, however, to bis

passion for literature and composed verses of which the merit was enhanced by

a dignified style; he drew up also some epistles remarkable for their precision

and elegance of expression. The liafiz Abu Saad as-Samani mentions him with

high commendation in the Kitdb az-Zail and gives some of the pieces (or sen-

tences) which he, Hais-Bais, had learned by oral transmission; the same hdfiz

bad read the collected poetical works and the epistles of Hais-Bais under the di-

rection of their author. By his learning and talent Abu ’1-Fawaris contributed

to the instruction of many, and by his acquaintance with the poetry and the

various dialects of the desert Arabs, he held the first place amongst his contem-

poraries; hut it is said that he was full of arrogance and presumption. He never

addressed any person but in the purest Arabic (1): having once obtained an

order for a sum of money payable in the city of Hilla, lie proceeded thither to
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receive the amount of the bill, which was drawn on the farmer of the revenues

in that district. On his arrival he sent his hoy to this person, who not only

refused listening to his claim, but called his master a scoundrel. On this Hais-

Bais went to the governor of the town, Dia ad-din Muhalhil Ibn Abi
!

1-Askar

al-Jawani, an old and intimate friend of his, and the latter sent one of the

ushers of his court with Hais-Rais to enforce payment. Abd ’l-Fawaris was

not satisfied, however, with what his friend the governor had done for him, and

he reproached him with his conduct in the following letter : “ I did not ima-

“ gine that an acquaintance and a friendship of so many years could have left

*• on the heart that (
slight

)

degree of impression which I have here discovered
;

“ nay, I even thought that, were the mightiest army to bear a hostile design

“ against me, warriors in armour, thick-necked lions of the family of Abu '1-

“ Askar, had risen to my assistance; how then should it not be with an agent

“ who levies taxes on poor market-people ? with one who farms the revenues of

“ that miserable place Hilla and of its petty circumscription (2)? Yet the only

“ answer which I received to my complaint was this : he sent, forsooth, ahire-

“ ling to reprimand him and exact from him a payment which he was liound

“ to make !—So shall it not be, by Allah!

“ The lions, the lions of the forest think not of spoil in the day of battle, but of him
“ whose spoils they are to win.

“ And I swear by Allah, and by his Prophet, and by the Prophet's household

!

“ that if thou givest me not such a token of respect as shall be a subject of con-

“ versation for the females of Ililla at their weddings and assemblies, thy friend

“ shall not remain in this, thy Hilla, should he be even obliged to pass the

“ night on the causeway or on the bridges. Suppose that I did lose my mo-

“ ney (3); must I then lose my honest pride ! O what an insult ! what an in-

“ suit ! Adieu !” He always wore the Bedwin dress with a sword suspended

from his shoulder; this circumstance induced Abu i-Kasim
(
Hibat Allah)

Ibn al-Fadl, whose life shall he given later, to compose on him the lines which

follow
;
we must however observe that Imad ad-din, in his Kharida

,
attributes

them to the rats (4) Ali Ibn al-Aarabi, who died, according to him, in the year

547 (A. D. 1152-3):
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Affect as you may the manners of the desert Arabs and wear [like them) a high-peaked

cap, there is not in you a single hair of the tribe of Tamim. Eat the lizard which

burrows in the sands, cut up the dried fruit of the colocynth (5), and drink as you

please of the urine of the ostrich,—yours is not the face of one accustomed to give hos- 287

pitalitv, and ready to protect his honour from insult. '

When these verses came to the knowledge of Abu ’l-Fawaris, he composed

the following in reply:

Strive not to abase exalted worth, when you yourself are pointed at with respectful

admiration. The noble and generous man injures his character by hostility towards

one who is equally noble and generous. Wine [though it possesses good qualities)

was declared impure, and forbidden because it attacked the reason.

Al-Bujairi, the khatib , or public preacher at the town of al-Huwaira, ad-

dressed him in these lines:

It is true, Hais Bais! that we arc not of the true Arabic race, yet you belied the

family of Bujair as you have already belied the tribe of Tamim (6).

The following relation was made by the shaikh Nasr Allah lbn Mujalli, in-

sjjector of the arsenal (7) (
at Baghdad ), a man of unimpeachcd veracity and a

strict sunnite

:

“ I saw in a dream Ali lbn Abi Talib, and I said to him : ‘Com-

“ mandcr of the faithful
!
you (and Muhammad ) took Mckka and proclaimed

“ that whoever entered the house of Abu Sofvan should be-in safety, yet you

“ know' what happened to your son al-Husain (8) on the (fatal) day of at*

“ TafT (9).’ To this he replied: ‘ Did you hear lbn as-Saifi’s verses on this sub-

“ ject?’— ‘No,’ said I.— ‘ Go then,’ he rejoined, ‘and hear them from him!’

“ —On awaking, 1 hastened to the house of llais-Bais, and having called him

“ out, 1 told him my dream, on which he sobbed aloud and began to shed

“ tears: ‘Bv Allah!’ he exclaimed, ‘I never communicated these verses by word

“ or writing to any human being, and it was only this very night that I com-

“ posed them!’ He then recited them to me, and they were as follows:

• When we ruled, mercy was our very nature; but when you came to power, the

‘plains flowed with blood. You declared it lawful to massacre your prisoners; but
• we were always humane and pardoned ours. Therein lies the difference between
4 us ; but each vase can exude only the liquor it contains.’

Abd ’l-Fawaris having one day remarked a great commotion among the |>co-

ple, he asked what had brought them into such confusion (or hais-bais, as he

71
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called il), and [as this expression was considered most singular) it continued

ever after to be given him as a nickname. These two words (when thus united)

signify trouble or calamity: it is thus that the Arabs of the Desert say, in

speaking of persons under misfortune, that they have fallen into hais-bais.

He died at Baghdad on the eve of Wednesday, the Gth of Shaban, A. H. 574

(January, A. D. 1179), and was buried the next morning in the cemetery of the

Koraish, situated on the west side [of the Tigris). When asked concerning his

age, he would reply that he was living in the world at random ; the fact being,

that he did not know the date of his birth. He used to assert that he descended

from Aktliam Ibn Saifi at-Tamimi, the philosopher of the Arabs (10). He left

no posterity.

—

Al-Huwaira is a village in the province of Khuzestan, twelve

miles distant from al-Ahwaz.

(lj Literally : In the Arabic language

;

that is to tar. in the dialect of the desert Arabs.

(3) This passage it incorrectly given in all the copies. The true reading exists in the autograph alone; it

is as follows: sjuLvj llvLs. sJo

(3; The expression signifies literally: rubra delieiarvm, which, in Arabic, U equivalent to

delicia rubra or delicia aurea.

(4) The word rals {chief '< was the title usually given to persons holding a high rank in the civil service.—

See page 444. note (2).

(5) The colocynlb was much used as a medicine by the Arabs of the desert, but the poet here pretends

that they made it into soup.

;G) The author should have given a word of explanation relative to these verses of al-Bujairi, and stated

the reason which induced him to compose them; their drift would then be understood. It is necessary to

observe that the autograph writes {al-Bujairi) and^cf (Bujair).

(7) Literally; Inspector of the manufactory at the magazine.

(8) Literally: And was consummated on your ton al-Husain what was consummated.- He alluded to hit

murder, but did nolchoose to pronouure the word, lest he should hurt still more the parental feelings of Ali.

(9) “At-TArt, a region in the open country near Ktifa ; it was there that al-Husain was slain.”—

(Jfardsid.)

(10) Aklham Ibn Said, ihe philosopher or the judge of the Arabs, was one of tbe most Influential men of

the tribe of Tamlm. When Muhammad announced his doctrines, Akthain recommended his people to adopt

them, but he did not set them the example. He died at one of the stations of hia tribe in the desert, towards

A. H. 44.—See Rasmussen's Hittoria Anteiilamiea. p. 110.

a
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ABU ’L-MAALI ’L-HAZIRI.

. ' si III tfolk'l i|j r~
Abu ’1-Maali Saad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Kasim Ibn Ali Ibn al-Kasim al-Ansari al Khaz-

raji (descendedfrom the Ansars of the tribe of Khazraj) al-VVarrak al-Haziri

{the book-copyist of al-Hazira), and generally known by the appellation of 5MB

Dallal ul-Kutub {the book-broker
), was a man possessed of considerable in-

formation and a good talent for poetry. He compiled a number of works in

which he displayed no inferior abilities, particularly his Ziriat ad-Dahr, etc.

(ornament of the age, refuge of contemporaries, and citation of the beauties

contained in modern poetry). In this work, which he designed as a continu-

ation to Abu 1-Hasan al-Bakharzi’s Dumyat al-Kusr, be mentions a great

number of bis contemporaries and predecessors, with a sketch of their lives and

some extracts from their poetry. The kdtib Imad ad-din speaks of him in the

Kharida and gives numerous pieces of verse which he had learned front him
;

some of these were by Abu '1-Maali himself and the rest by other persons,

for he was particularly diligent in collecting the poetry of others and inquiring

into their history. His Lumah al-Mulah (flash ofanecdote, or ratherJlashes

of anecdotes
)
is a proof of his extensive acquirements (1). The following verses

are by Abu '1-Maali (2)

:

Saepe cvenit til juvenis, in cojus gena rosa fuit et in cujus on? vinum, hand mihi milcm
se prseberet donee super atirorant faciei ejus irrepuissent tenebrre. I’ulli equini ad instar

refractarius fuit donee eunt cnntpcscuisset frenum.

By the same :

Tencbne lanuginis circumdcdcrunt genas ejus el amore ejus captus suspiria duxi,

dicens: Aqua vita 1 in ore ejus dulci sita est; sinite nte in tenebras ingredi.

This idea bears some resemblance to that which Ibn Rashik has expressed in

the following piece :

Sscpo juvenis fuscus, aureo colore, ex oculis siceis imbres eliciens
(
crudelitatt swa),

frenum lanuginis sustincre nesciens, sicut pttllus equinus habenam adhuc insuctam re-

pellens, opinatus est lanuginent illant e corpore meo mgritudinem expellere posse, et

caput avertit me videos, prae molestia cl pudorc. Sed ncscivit illant (lanugirtem) viri-

daritint esse in corde meo cupidinent gerntinare faciens. Videsne genam ejus nil aliud

esse (|uam ballcum cui ensis appensus est?
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In the life of Ibn Abd Rabbih, the author of the Ikd
,
we have given a passage

which contains an idea similar to that expressed in this last verse (see page 92).

—The following lines are by al-Iiaziri

:

Pons lanuginis extcnsus super aquam juventutis qua; gcnas suas permeat, mihi viam
prsebuit ad obliviscendum amorem, cum jam csscm vinctus et captivus.

Bv the same:

I complained of the pains 1 suffered for the love of one whose absence tortured my
heart ;—{pains like) a glowing fire not to be extinguished! “My absence," replied

she, “ can best give you respite from your sufferings ; did the sun not retire, his light

“ would burn (the world).”

The compositions of this poet abound with graceful thoughts expressed with

great elegance. He died at Baghdad on Monday the 25th (some say the 15th) of

Safar, A. H. 568 (October, A. D. 1 -1 72), and was buried in the cemetery at the

*289 Gate of Harb .—Ilaziri means belonging to Haztra

,

a place higher up (the river)

than Baghdad; it has produced many learned men, who all bore this surname,

and it gives its name to the Haztra cloth.

(1) According la H»jji Khalifa, this work is a collection of pieces in prose and verse.

(2) The pieces which Ibn Khallikin has here inserted would not have been reproduced in this translation,

did they not serve to prove cither the extreme corruption of the age in which he lived, or the singular influ-

ence which the platonic fancies of (he Sufis exerted over the poetry of the period.

SAID IBN JUBAIR.

Abu Abd Allah (some say Abu Muhammad) Said Ibn Jubair Ibn Hisham,

surnamed al-Asadi, was a black and a client by enfranchisement to ihe tribe of

Waliba Ibn al-Harith, a branch of that of Asad Ibn Khuzaima. This eminent

Tdbl was a native of Kufa; he acquired his learning under the tuition of Ibn

Abbas and Abd Allah Ihn Omar(1), the former of whom told him one day to

teach the Traditions. “ I teach the Traditions ?” exclaimed Said, “and you

“ here!”—“Is it not a favour which God grants you,’’ replied Ibn Abbas, “in
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“ procuring you the opportunity of teaching them in my presence? For if

“ you do it right, it is well ; and if you make mistakes, I correct you.” When

Ibn Abbas lost his sights Said was inscribed on the list of the muftis, an honour

which he had always refused to accept, and which now gave him great dissa-

tisfaction. He learned the reading of the Koran from Ibn Abbas, not directly

(
from himself but from one of his disciples) (2); he received from him also

the explanation of the Koran and most of the Traditions which he transmitted

to others. His own authority was cited for the reading of the Koran by al-

Minhal Ibn Amr (3) and Abu Amr Ibn al-Ala, who had learned it from him,

but indirectly. Wafa Ibn Aiyas relates that Said once asked him, during the

month of Ramadan, to hold the Koran for him till he read it, and that he did

not rise from his place till he had read it through : Said himself mentioned that

he once recited the whole of it in one of the raids (4) which he made in the tem-

ple of Mekka. It is related by Ismail Ibn Abd al-Malik (5) that Said Ibn Jubair

once acted for them as imam in the month of Ramadan, and that one night he

recited the Koran according to the reading of Abd Allah Ibn Olba Ibn Masud (6);

another night, according to that of Zaid Ibn Thabit
;
following thus, each suc-

cessive night, a different mode of reading. A person having once asked Said to

put down for him in writing the explanation of the Koran, he flew into a passion

and exclaimed :
u i should rather be palsied in one half of my body than do so.”

It was said by Khasif that the best acquainted among the Tdbfs with the laws

of divorce was Said Ibn al-Musaiyab,—with the riles of the Pilgrimage, Ata (7),

—with the distinction between what was lawful and what was forbidden, Tawus,

—and with the interpretation of the Koran, Abu ’i-Hajjaj Mujahid Ibn Jubair (S),

but he observed that Said Ibn Jubair had a more general knowledge than them

all of the whole of these sciences. Said began the world as a secretary to Abd

Allah Ibn Otba Ibn Masud and then served Abu Borda Ibn Abi Musa al-

Ashari (9) in the same capacity. Abu Noaim (10) says, in his History of Ispa-

han : “ Said came to this city and sojourned in it for a time, after which he

“ went to Irak and look up his residence in the village of Sunbolan (11).” It is

related by Muhammad Ibn Habib that when Said Ibn Jubair was at Ispahan,

they asked to hear from him the Traditions, buthe would not communicate any

to them, yet when he returned to Kufa he taught them publicly
;
on this some

one said to him :
“ Abu Muhammad ! you would not teach the Traditions when
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“ at Ispahan, and here you are now, teaching them in Ktifa !” Said replied :

“ Set forth your wares where you are best known (12).’’ Said joined Abd ar-

Kahman Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Ashath Ibn Kais in his revolt against Abd al-

Malik Ibn Marwan (13). When Ibn al-Ashath lost his life after the defeat of his

partisans at Dair al-Jamajim (14), Said fled to Mekka, but was arrested by Khalid

Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri (15), the governor of that city, and sent to al-Hajjaj Ibn

Yusuf with Ismail Ibn Awsat al-Bajali (16). Al-Hajjaj, on seeing him, said:

“ Wretch, son of Wretched ! didst thou not come to Kufa when a vile Arab of

“ the desert was imam there (1 7), and did I not put thee in his place?”—“Yes."—
“ And did I not appoint thee kadi? and when the people of Kufa murmured and

“ said that none but an Arab of the desert was Dt for that oflicc, did I not replace

“ thee by Abu Borda Ibn Abi Musa, ordering him, however, not to decide any

“ question without consulting thee?”—“ Yes."—“Did I not admit thee to my
“ evening parlies as a companion, though the company were all Arab chieftains?"

“ —Yes.”—“The first lime I saw thee, did I not give thee one hundred thousand

“ dirhims to distribute among the needy, without questioning thee afterwards

“ about the manner in which the money was employed?”—“Yes.”—“What
“ then made thee revolt against me?”-—“ An oath which bound me to Ibn al-

21)0 “ Ashath.” Here al-Hajjaj grew angry and said, after a pause : “And before that,

“ wert thou not bound by an oath to the Commander of the faithiul, Abd al-

“ Malik? By Allah ! I shall put thee to death
;
guard, strike off his head.” This

passed in the month ofShaban, A.H.95 (April-Mav, A.D. 714), or 94, at Wash,

outside of which place Said was interred; his tomb is still visited by pilgrims.

He was forty-nine years of age at the time of his execution. On the day in

which he was arrested, he said : “An informer has denounced me in God’s holv

“ city, but I call him to an account for it before God !” The person whom he

meant was Khalid al-Kasri (18). Ahmad Ibn Hanbal said: “Al-Hajjaj killed

“ Said Ibn Juhair, yet there was not a man on the face of the earth who did not

“ stand in need of (Said and ) and his learning.” Al-Hajjaj died die same

year, in the month of Ramadan, or, by another account, six months after Said,

* and during that interval, God did not put it in his power to slay another human

being. When Said was decapitated, a great, quantitv of blood flowed from the

trunk, and al-Hajjaj called in physicians to consult them about it, and to know

why all the other persons whom he had executed before that, bled very little

;
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to this they made answer: “When you pnt this man to death, his soul was still

“ in his body, and the blood follows the soul; but as for the others, their soul

“ was gone with fright before you killed them, and therefore their blood was

“diminished.”

—

(The khalif) Abd al—Malik Ibn MarwSn having dreamt that

he made water four times in the mihrdb (19) of the mosque, he sent for Said and

having spoken to him about it, he received this answer : “ Four sons, sprung

“ from your loins, shall govern the empire.” This prediction was fulfilled by

the accession of his sons al-Walid, Sulaiman, Yazid, and Ilisham.—When
al-Hasan al-Basri was informed that Said Ibn Jubairhad been put to death by

al-IIajjaj, he exclaimed :
“ 0 God! be (turned) against this reprobate of (the

“ tribe of) Thakif! Almighty God ! if there lie any persons on earth, from

“ east to west, who were accessory to his death, lay them prostrate into the

“ fires of hell !” It is related that al-Hajjaj, when on the point of death, would

faint away, and on recovering, cry out: “ But what business has Said Ibn Jubair

“ with me?” The report was, that whenever he fell asleep during his last ill-

ness, he saw Said come up and seize him by the girdle, saying : “ Enemy of God,

“ arise ! why didst thou murder me?” On which he would awake in terror and

exclaim :
“ What business has Said Ibn Jubair with me?’ It is related1

also that

a person saw al-Hajjaj in a dream, after his death, and asked him what God

had done to him. “ He put me to death,” replied al-IIajjaj, “ once for each

“ person whom I put to death, and seventy times for Said Ibn Jubair.”—The

shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi mentions in his book, entitled al-Muhaddub
,
that

Said Ibn Jubair could play at chess with his back turned to the chess-board, and

in the chapter on evidence, he cites this fact under the head of chess-playing,

(it being questioned whether a chess-player’s evidence could be received in a

court of law).

fi) Aba Abd ar-Rahmin Abd Allah, son of Omar Ibn al-Khatt.ib, was one of the mort eminent among

the Companions of Muhammad by his piety, bis generosity, his contempt of the world, his learning, and his

irtues. Though entitled by birth to aspire to the highest places in the empire, he never hearkened to thedic-

lales of ambition; possessing a vast influence over the Moslims hy bis rank, his instruction, and bis holy life,

he neither employed nor abused it in favour of any parly, and during the civil wars which raged among the

followers of Islamisnt, he remained neuter, solely occupied with the duties of religion. For a period of sitly

years, persons came from all parts to consult him and learn from him the Traditions. Ilis generosity was

equal to his piety, and It is slated that he would frequently distribute thirty thousand dirhims in charity on

the days in which be gave audience. His slaves well knew the ettent of his kindness, and many of them-aA
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fecied in extreme devotion with ihe well-grounded hopes of obuioing their liberty. When his friends remon-

strated with him on this subject, telling him that his slaves were only deceiving him, he used to answer:

1 let myself be deceived by him who essays to do it in pretexting God’s name.” Be died at Mekka, A. H.

73 (A.D. 692-3), aged 84 years. Al-BokhAri says : "The most authentic Traditions are those given by Malik,

alter NAfl, on the authority of ibn Omar.- [Tab. al FokahA, fol. 5.)

(2) In the style of the Traditionisls and Koran-readers. the word is opposed to

(3) The author of the Tabakdt al-Mubaddilbln gives a short account of al-MinhAl Ibn Amr. According

to his statement, al-MinhAl was a client by enfranchisement to the tribe of Asad Ibn Khuzaiiua and a native

or Kdfa. He then mentions the names of the doctors under whom he studied and those of his pupils, but he

does not give the date of his death.

(4) For the pronunciation of this word I follow the Kdm&s.

(Si This Ismail was probably a son of Abd al-Malik Ibn MarwAn, the fifth Omaiyide khalif.

(6) This was a nephew of the celebrated Koran reader Abd Allah Ibn Masdd. His father, Otba. was one

of the Ansars. —[Talklh.)

(7) There were two celebrated TAbl* who bore this name; the most eminent was AlA Ibn Abi RabAb, whose

life is given in this work. The other, named AtA Ibn YasAr, is noticed in the life of his brother SulaimAn;

see pago 586 of this volume. •

(8! The celebrated imAm and TAbl Abd '1-HajjAj MujAbid Ibn Jubair was a doctor of the highest autho-

rity in jurisprudence and the explanation of the Koran. He received bis instruction from some of the prin-

cipal Companions of Muhammad. Abd Allah Ibn Omar respected him to such a degree that he held his

stirrup when he was getting on horseback and arranged his clothes. He died A. U. 101 (A. D. 719-20) or 111.

—{Tab. al-FokahA.)

1 0) The life of Abd Borda is given in ibis work.

(10) The life or Abd Noaim has been already given, page 74.

(11) ScnaoLan.a place at Ispahan.—[MarAsid.)

(12) Literally: Spread open your cloth where you are known.—This is evidently a proverbial expression,

but I do not find it in al-MaidAni.

(13) See Price’s Relrotpeet, tom. I. p. 455: Abd ’1-FcdA, year 77; Al-Makln. p.65, etc.

14) Dair al-Jamajxx lies at seven parasangs from Kdfa, on the road leading to Basra. This convent, or

dair, received its name from the wooden cups, or drinking-vessels (jamdjim), which were made there.—

{MarAtid.)

(15) His life has been already given, page 484.

(16) This Ismail was probably sent with the prisoner tb guard him.

(17) AI-HajjAj alluded to Shabtb Ibn Yaxld ; see his life in this volume

(18) See the account of KhAlid’s death, page 486.

(19) See page 37, note (3).

SAID IBN AL-MUSAIYAB.

Abu Muhammad Said Ibn at-Musaiyab Ibn Hazn Ibn Abi Wahb Ibn Amr

Ibn Aaiz Ibn Imran Ibn Makhzum, a member of the tribe of Koraish and a native
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of Medina, was one of the seven great jurisconsults of that city. We have already

given the lives of two; that of Abu Bakr
(
page 263) and that of Kharija ( page

481). This Said was the chief of the first series of the Tabis, and united to the

knowledge of the Traditions and of jurisprudence, the fear of God, profound

piety, and contempt for worldly goods, lie received instruction from the lips of

Saad Ibn Ahi Wakkas(l) and AbA lluraira (2). Ahd Allah lhn Omar (3) once

said to a person who questioned him (on a point of religion) : “ Go and ask

“ that man about it,” meaning Said, “ and then come and relate to me his an-

“ swer.” The other obeyed bis orders and Ibn Omar said : “Did I not tell thee

“ that he was one of the learned?” Another time, when speaking of him, be

observed to his disciples that if the Prophet were to see Said, he would feel joy

at the sight. This doctor met a number of Muhammad’s companions and

learned (Traditions

)

from them; be visited also the Prophet's widows and ga-

thered from them information. The greater part of the authenticated Tradi-

tions given on his authority were received by him from Abu Huraira, whose

daughter he bad married. Az-Zuhri and Mak hul being asked who was the 801

ablest jurisconsult they had ever met, they replied that it was Said Ibn al-Mu-

saiyab. By his own declaration, he performed the pilgrimage forty times, and

it is stated that he said: “For the last fifty years 1 have not missed the first

“ Takhir (4) nor seen the back of a man during the public prayer;” such was

his punctuality in arriving sufficiently early to obtain a place in the first rank

of the congregation. It is related also that during the space of fifty years he

said the morning prayer without making any ablution since that of the pre-

ceding evening (when he said the last prayer of the day
) (5). Said was bom

in the third year of the khalifat of Omar (A.H. 15-16, A. D. 636-7); he came

to manhood during the khalifat of Othman, and died at Medina, A. II. 91 (A.D.

709-10), or, by other accounts, A. H. 95, or one of the intervening years:

some even say that his death did not take place till the year 105. His father’s

name must he pronounced Musaiyab (as being the passive participle of the

verb Saiyab), but it is related that Said himself pronounced it Masaiyib (as the

active participle), because he had said: “May God reward (saiyab) him who

“ pronounces my father’s name Musaiyib (6).” i

1

72
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(1) AbO Ishak Said Ibn Abi Wakk&s Malik Jim Wahlb, a descendant of Abd Man.il. was, by his own

account, tbe third person whom Muhammad converted to Jslamism, being then seventeen years of age. He

fought in all the Prophet's battles, and was employed as governor by Omar and by Olhman. He died at his

castle in Aklk, «,!>«' I a town ten miles from Medina, and was Interred at the Bakl, or cemetery of this latter

city. His death occurred between A. H. SO and S8. {MajmA al-Ahbdb, MS. fbnds St. (iermain. No. 131.)

(2) Abd ar-Rahm&n Ibn Sakhr ad-Dawsi {member of the tribe of Daws, a branch of that of Aid), and sur-

named Abft Ruraira ((Ac man tcilh the kitten), was a contemporary of Muhammad and one of his most de-

voted followers. He bore the name or Abd Shams before his conversion. The surname ofAbd lluraira was

given him by his people because he brought them home one day, in the sleeve of his cloak, the young of a wild

cat which he had found whilst tending his flocks. Muhammad sometimes called him AbO Hirr ifAc man tcilh

the cat). It is related that bis mother resisted all his effort* to convert her to Istamism, on which he begged

of the Prophet to pray that her heart might be opened to the truth: the prayer was effectual; on reluming

home, be was informed by her that sho now acknowledged one only God and his apostle Muhammad. He

embraced islamism, A. H. 7, and died at Medina, A. Q. 87 (A. D. 676-7), at the age of 78.— (Star at-Sataf

Matthew's MithcAt al-MatAblh.)

(3) See page 867, note (1).

(4) The taibtr consists in the repetition of the frdn immediately before the prayer.

(8) This is a proof that he did not take any sleep during the interval; for, in that case, the ablution would

have becu necessary. He most probably passed the night in devotional exercises.

(6) There is here a grammatical quibble in the original text which disappears in the translation. Indeed on

examining the passage attentively, I think it may very well signify : May God reward him who retcards my

father! In which case his father's name should be pronounced Mutaiyab. for this word means rewarded. Ibn

Khallik&n's statement is confirmed, however, by the authoi of the TabalAt ai-I'okahA, who says that Said

was well pleased when he heard his father's namo pronounced Mutaiyib.

ABU ZAID AL-ANSARI.

Abu Zaid Said was son to Aus Ibn Thabit Ibn Zaid Ibn Kais Ibn Zaid Ibn

an-Noman Ibn Malik Ibn Thalaba Ibn Kaab Ibn al-Khazraj
;
but Muhammad Ibn

Saad says, in bis Tabakat
,
that Thabit, Abu Zaid’s grandfather, was the son of

Bashir Ibn Abi Zaid Thabit Ibn Zaid Ibn Kais; the former genealogy is given

by the Khattb in his History, and God knows which of the two is correct. Abu

Zaid, surnamed al-Ansari (1), was a native of Basra and a philologer; he held

the first rank among the literary men of that time, and devoted his attention

principally to the study of the philology of the Arabic language, its singular

terms and rare expressions. In his religious opinions he was a Kadarite (2),

but his authority as a correct transmitter of pieces preserved by tradition is
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admitted. Abu Othmitn al-Mazini related that he was once present when al-

Asmai went up to Abu Zaid who was then surrounded by his pupils, and after

kissing him on the head (3), sat down among them and said : “ Thou hast been our

“ lord and master for the last fifty years.’’ Ath-Thauri relates that lbn Muna-

dir said to him: “Shall I give you the characters of your pupils?—Al-As-

“ mai has the best-stocked memory of them all ; Abu Obaida surpasses them in

“ general information; and Abu Zaid al-Ansari is the surest authority in tra-

“ ditional knowledge.” An-Nadr lbn Shumail mentions that he, Abu Zaid

al-Ansari and Abu Muhammad al-Yazidi studied all three together in the

same book. The following anecdote is told by AbA Zaid, to whom it was re-

lated by Khalaf al-Ahmar (4) : “ 1 went to KAfa,” said Khalaf, “ to take down in

“ writing whatever pieces of
(
ancient

)
poetry the learned men of that city might

“ communicate to me {by oral tradition) ; but as they were very tenacious of

“ their information, I offered them forged pieces, and obtained from them

“ genuine ones in exchange. Some time after, I bad a severe sickness and

“ {repenting of my imposture

)

I said to them: ‘Alas, sirs! I have now turned

“ myself wholly to God, and I must confess that the verses which I gave you

“ were made by myself.’ They would not, however, believe me, and these

“ pieces still continue to be attributed to the Arabs of the desert.” Abu Zaid

composed a number of useful philological works, such as his treatises on the

bow and the shield, on camels, on the natural constitution of man, on springs

of water, on the dialects, on rare expressions, on the plural and dual,

on milk, on the tents of the Arabs, on the softened pronunciation of the hamza,

on the {shepherd’s) rod, on wild animals, on the difference {between the parts

of the human body and those of animals) (5), on the first and fourth forms of

certain verbs, on names rarely borne, on the hamza, on nouns of action (6),

etc. I have seen a fine work of his, a treatise on plants, which contained a

number of curious passages. It is related of Shoba lbn al-Hajjaj that, as he

was one day dictating Traditions to a circle of pupils, he got fatigued with his

occupation, and looking around, he. saw Abu Zaid al-Ansari in the last rank

of his auditors and called to him, saying: “0 Abu Zaid :

‘It is dumb, the dwelling of (my beloved) .Uaiya, and answers ns not I Could it

* speak, it would give us iicwb in abundance (7).’
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“Come here to me, Abu Zaid !” The disciple then drew near to his master,

and they began to converse together and recite poems, on which one of the

292 students who were learning the Traditions said to him : 0 Abu Bistam ! we

“ wear the skin off the backs of our camels in journeying hither, that we may

“ learn from your mouth the Traditions respecting the blessed Prophet, and

“ yet you neglect us and amuse yourself with poetry.” Shoba, on hearing

this reproach, flew into a rage and exclaimed :
“ I know best, fellow ! what is

“ fitted for me
;
and 1 swear by the one only God ! that 1 have a sounder know-

“ ledge of this {meaning poetrj') than of that [meaning the Traditions).” Abu

Zaid lived to a very advanced age, having nearly attained his hundredth year;

he died at Basra, A. H. 215 (A. D. 830-1), or by other accounts in 214 or 216;

aged, it is said, 93 years; some say 95 or 96.

(1) lie was so called because he drew his descent from the Ansdrt.

(2) Tho Kadarites held the heretical doctrine of man’s free-will. See Pocock’s Specimen and M. de Sacv’s

Expott de VBittaire des Unites, Introduction, page l, note.

(3) It must be recollected that the master and the scholars were seated on the ground.

(4) AbO Muhriz jsc* Khnlaf al-Ahmar Ibn HaiyAn was a descendant from one of the prisoners whom Ku-

taiba Ibn Muslim carried off from Khorasln on conquering that province. He was a poet of tome talent, and

made verses which he attributed to the Arabs of the desert ; he composed also a work treating of thorn and

containing poems descriptive of their manners.—(FfArest, fol. 66.) The year of his death is not given, but,

by what Ibn Khallik&n says, he must have lived in the latter half of the second century of the Hijra. In the

Hamdsa, p. 382, is a poem attributed to Taabbata Sharran, but in reality composed by Khalaf al-Ahmar.

(5) See the Handschriften, or catalogue of M. de Hammer's manuscripts, page SO.

(6) The greater part of these treatises were only collections of passages in prose and rersc, composed by

celebrated authors and selected by the compiler as applicable to his subject. M. de Hammer possesses a

volume of al-AsmAi's works containing sii pamphlets of this kind. See his Uandschriflen, No. 61.

(7) This is the beginning of some ancient poem.

AL-AKHFASH AL-AUSAT.

Abu ’1-Hasan Said Ibn Masada, sumamed al-Akhfash al-Ausat (or the second ),

was a client, by enfranchisement, to the tribe of Mujashi and a native of Balkh.

lie and al-Akhfash al-Akbar [Akhfash major) Abu ’1-Khatlab were both gram-

marians of the school of Basra : Abu '1-Khattab was a native of Ilajar (or Bah-

Digitised by Googl|
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rain) and a client to one of the tribes of that country
;
his real name was Abd

al-llamid Ihn Abd al-Majid, and he had Abu Obaida and Sibawaih among his

pupils. Al—Akhfash al-Ausat was one of the great Arabic grammarians
; though

older than Sibawaih, he had studied grammar under him, and he used to say:

“ Sibawaih did not insert a single passage in his Book[\) till he had submitted

“ it to my examination : he then showed that he understood the subject bet-

“ ter than I; now, however, I know it better than he.” The following anec-

dote was related by the family of Said Ihn Salim (2) to Abd ’1-Abbas Thalab,

by wliom it has been handed down : “ Said, having one dav received the visit

“ of al-Farra, said to us : ‘ Here is the chief of the philologers and of the

“ grammarians who is come to our house.’ To which al-Farra replied : * Not

“so, whilst al-Akhfash lives.’ It was this al-Akhfash who added a new mea-

sure, called al-khabab, to those already known in prosody
;

a circumstance

noticed by us in the life of al-Khalil [see page 494). He is the author of the

following works (3) : The Ausat, or medium treatise, on grammar; Explanation

of the figures of rhetoric employed in the Koran
;
on analogical deductions, a

grammatical work; on Derivation
;
on Prosody

;
on Rhyme

;
on the Thoughts

which usually occur in Poetry; the Book of Kings; a treatise on Interjections
;

the Great Collection of (
philological and grammatical) Questions; the Lesser

Collection of Questions, etc. He was [what the Arabs call
)
an ajld; that is,

one who cannot close his lips over his teeth. The word akhfash means having

little eyes and a bad sight. He died A.1I. 215 (A.l). 830), but some sav A. 11.

221. Tbe name of al-Akhfash al-Asghar (Akhfash minor) was given to him

till Ali Ihn Sulaiman, another Akhfash, came into notice; it was then changed

into al-Akhfash al-Ausat
(Akhfash medius).—Mujdshi lbn Da rim is a branch

of the tribe of Tamim.

(1) The celebrated treatise on Arabic grammar by Sibawaih is generally called the Book {Kildb).

(2) Said lbn SMim (or Salm according to the MS. No. 631) lbn Kutaiba lbn Muslim lbn Amr was a

resident in Kborasan, where he governed some rontons near Marw under the authority of the khalif. Hr

taught the Traditions in that province, to which he had gone during the reign of al-Mnmftn. lie was learned

in the grammar of the Arabic language and in the Traditions, but was very reserved in communicating his

information to others. (The Khatlb's Ilislory of Baghdad, fol. 108.)

(3) The works of the old philologers and grammarians formed two classes, the booh kulvb and the com-

posed books (kutub musannafa). Sco Introduction.
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SAID IBN AL-ML'BARAK AD-DAHHAN

Abu Muhammad Said Ibn al-Mubarak, a grammarian and native of Bagh-

dad, is generally known by the surname of Ibn ad-Dahhan. He descended from

Abil ’l-Yasar Kaab al-Ansari (1), as may be seen from the following genealogy:

Said Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Said Ibn Muhammad Ibn Nasr

Ibn Aasim Ibn Abbad Ibn Isam Ibn al-Fadl Ibn Zafar Ibn Ghall&b Ibn Hamd

Ibn Shakir Ibn Iyad Ibn Hisn Ibn Baja Ibn Ohai Ibn Shibl Ibn Abi ’1-Yasar Kaab

al-Ansari. Ibn ad-Dahhan learne<l the ’f'raditions from Abu ’1-Kasim Ilibat

Allah Ibn al-Hasin, Abu Ghalib Ahmad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Banna, and others;

by his knowledge of grammar he was the Sibawaih of that time, and he com-

posed on this subject many instructive works, amongst others, a commentary

25)5 in about forty-three volumes on the Iddh and Takmila (ofAbd Ali’l-Farisi);

a greater and a less work both entitled al-Fusdl (chapters); a large commen-

tary in two volumes on Ibn Jinni’s grammatical treatise, the Luma, and entitled

by him al-Ghurra (the bright star)-, this is the best of all the numerous com-

mentaries on the Luma which I have seen. His other works are : a treatise on

Prosody, in one volume; lectures on Grammar, in one volume likewise; the

Saidian epistle on the Kindian plagiarisms
,

in which he exposes the stolen

thoughts of al-Mutanabbi (al-Kindi ), in one volume ; a common-place book in

seven volumes entitled Zahr ar-Ridd [flowers of the meadows), the Kitdb

al-Ghunia [the abundant aid
,
an orthographical work) treating of the letters

d j* and s -k, the Okud (collars) on the long and short elifand on the letter r;

another Ghunia on those words which bear opposite significations, etc. When
Ibn ad-Dahhan was at Baghdad, a number of other grammarians, such as Ibn

al-Jawaliki, Ibn al-Khashshab, and Ibn as-Shajari (2), all of them great masters

in their art, were residing in that city, yet the public considered him as their

superior in talent. He afterwards left Baghdad and proceeded to Mosul with

the intention of visiting the vizir Jamal ad-din al-Isbahani, surnamed al-Jawwad

(whose life we intend to give), and being received by him with great favour, he

remained for a considerable period under his protection. The same year an

inundation of the river occurred at Baghdad, and as he had left his liooks be-

hind him in that city, he despatched a person thither to bring them to him, in
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case they had escaped injury. This collection, in the formation of which he had

passed his life, had been entirely submerged, but the greatest damage which it

had suffered was caused by the waters of a tanyard situated behind his house,

which overflowed at the same time and entered into the room where the hooks

were deposited. They were brought to him in that state, and being advised to

fumigate them and save as many as he could, he employed upwards of thirty

pounds weight of ladanum (3) for that purpose, hut the smoke affected his

head and eyes to such a degree that he lost his sight. Numbers have pro-

fited under his tuition, and I saw the people of Mosul and the neighbour-

ing countries study with great assiduity the works of which the titles have been

given above. He died at Mosul on a Sunday in the month of Shawwal, A. II.

569 (May, A. D. 1174), or 566 according to Ihn al-Mustawfi, and was buried

near the Maidan Gate, in the cemetery which is named after al-Moafa Ihn Imran.

He was horn on Thursday evening, the 26lh I\ajah, A. H. 494 (May, A. D.

1101), in a part of Baghdad called Nahr Tdbik. Some say, however, that his

birth took place on Friday. He composed some good poetry, of which we may

cite the following passages

:

Avoid levity of conduct—it discredits a man’s character; but gravity exalts him in

public estimation. Be not deceived by the smiles of princes; the cloud utters not its

thunder but when it smiles forth {the lightning-flash).

Think not, with your talent for poetry, to become our equals; the hen has feathers,

yet she cannot fly.

Think it not strange that I should dread the day of my separation from you; I, of

whom lions stand in dread. Did you never remark that a new garment cries aloud

when a piece is torn arniy and
)
separated from it?

The kutib Imad ad-din mentions him with commendation in the Kharida and

gives a (slight) sketch of his life (4). It is related hv Abu Saad as-Samani that

the hdfiz Ihn Asakir of Damascus told him that he had heard Said Ihn al-Muba- 2t>4

rak Ihn al-Dahhan sav :
“ 1 saw in a dream a person of my acquaintance who

“ seemed to address these lines to his beloved :

* 0 thou who deferrest to pay thy debt towards mol is this procrastination and delay

* to endure for ever? Soothe my heart with the most trifling favour ; a nothing from
• thee will suffice it.’
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“When I saw Ibn ad-Dahhan,” continues as-Samani, “I repeated to him

“ the circumstance, but it was quite unknown to him ; he might probably have

“ let it slip from his memory, for Ibn Asakir is a narrator of acknowledged

“ veracity.” Ibn al-Dahhan then asked as-Samani to dictate it to him, and

having written it down, he headed it with these words : 1 was informed by as-

Samani, on the authority of Ibn Asakir, who cited mine
,
that, etc. A rela-

tion thus given on the authority of two persons who therein cite that narrator’s

own, is a fact of great singularity. He had a son called Abii Zakariya Yahya

Ibn Said who cultivated literature and poetry; Abu Zakariy& was born at

Mosul towards the beginning of the year 569 (A. D. 1173), and died in the

same city, A. H. 616 (A. D. 1219-20). He was interred in his father’s tomb.

The following lines were composed by him

:

If I praise obscurity of life, those whose attention I have awkened wiil rush on be-

fore me to enjoy it. By it I was led to happiness, why should I point out the way to

others?

The following passage is attributed to him :

I remember that in the days of my youth, my stature was erect like the letter elif (I)

traced in a koran by the hand of Ibn Mukla (5). But now I am bent down and seem
as if I wore seeking in the dust for my lost youth.

(1) Aba T-Yasar Saab Ibn Amr, a member of the tribe of Khaxraj, and a native of Medina, was one of

the AnsArs. He was present at all the battles fought by Muhammad, and at that of Badr be took al-AbbAs

Ibn Abd al-Muttalib prisoner. Died at Medina, A. H. 55 (A. D. 874-5). — (Siar at-Salaf. Talkth.)

(3)

The lives of these three grammarians are given by Ibn KhallikAn.

(3) Ladaoum is a gum which exudes from a species of cistus.

(4) See Kharlda. Man. No. 4447, fol. 33 v.

(5) The life of Ibn Mukla, the celebrated penman, will be found in this work.

SOFYAN AT1I-THAURI.

Abu Abd Allah Sofyan ath-Thauri was the son of Said Ibn Masruk Ibn Habib

Ibn Raft Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Mauhiba Ibn Obai Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Munkid Ibn
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Nasr Ibn al-Hakam Ibn al-Harith Ibn Tbalaba Ibn Malkan Ibn Tbaur Ibn Abd

Manat Ibn Odd Ibn Tabikba Ibn al-Yas Ibn Modar Ibn Nizar Ibn Maadd Ibn

Adnan. Sofyan atb-Thauri was a native of Kufa and a master of tbe highest

authority in tbe Traditions and other sciences: bis piety, devotion, veracity,

and contempt for worldly goods were universally acknowledged, and as an

imam, he is counted among tbe Mujiahids. It is said that tbe shaikh Abu

’l-Kasim Junaid followed his system of doctrine; this, however, is a point on

which different opinions are held, as has been already mentioned {page 338).

Sofvan Ibn Oyaina declared that be did not know a man belter informed than

Sofvan atb-Thauri respecting what was permitted and what was forbidden by

the law. It was also said that Omar Ibn al-Khattab was tbe greatest man of tbe

age in which be lived
;

after him, Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas
;

next came ash-

Shabi, al-Aamash, and their contemporaries
;

then Sofyan ath-Thauri. This

doctor learned the Traditions from Abu Ishak as-Sahii, al-Aamash, and others

of the same eminence
; be taught tbe Traditions to al-Auzai, Ibn Juraij, Muham-

mad Ibn Ishak (1), and others of that class. Al-Masudi gives tbe following

anecdote in bis Muriij ad-Dahab, in the same terms as it was related to him by

al-Kakia Ibn Hakim :
“ I was one day at the court of al-Mahdi when Sofvan alh-

“ Thauri came in and addressed him with the common salutation which one

“ Muslim makes to another, and not with that to which be was entitled as kha-

“ lif : during ibis interview, (the vizir) ar Rabi [Ibn Yunus) was standing behind

“ tbe prince and leaning on bis sword, ready to execute whatever orders he might

“ receive. Al-Mahdi then turned with a smiling face towards Sofyan and said :

“ ‘ You are much mistaken in some of your ideas respecting me: you imagine

“ that if I wished to do vou ill, 1 could not execute my intention; but now, that

“ you are in my power, do you not fear that I may award you whatever punish-

“ merit my caprice may dictate ?’— * If you pass sentence on me,’ replied Sofyan,

“ * a powerful sovereign who knoweth right from wrong will pass sentence on

“ vou.’—'Commander of the faithful !’ exclaimed ar-Rabi, ‘shall ibis rude fellow

“ be allowed to address vou thus? Let me strike off his bead!*— ‘Nay, silence
!’

“ replied al-Mahdi, * be and the like of him would desire nothing better than

“ to die by our bands, so as to make us wretched (m the next life

)

whilst

“ they would enjov eternal happiness: draw up an act nominating him kadi of

“ Kufa and forbidding any person to control bis decisions.’ Tbe paper was

73
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“ written out immediately and handed to Sofyan, who withdrew, hut then flung

“
it into the Tigris and took to flight (2). An active search was made after

“ him in all the towns (of the empire), but without success.” The place was

then given to Sharik lbn Abd Allah an-Nakhai, and a poet said on the subject

:

SofyAn avoided temptation and saved his piety by flight, whilst Sharik lay in wait to

catch the dirhitns.

It is related of Abu Salih Shoaib lbn llarb al-Madaini (3), a hdjiz of the first

rank and a man of pre-eminent piety, that he said : “I imagine that Sofyan ath-

“ Thauri will be brought forth on the day of resurrection and placed by God

“ before his creatures to confound them ; it will then be said to them : * You

“ did not see the Prophet when in the world, but you saw Sofyan ath-Thauri;

“ why then did you not take him as a model?” Sofyin was born A. H. 95

(A. D. 713-4); other accounts place his birth in 96 or 97. He died A. H. 161

(A. D. 777-8), at Basra, where he had concealed himself from the civil autho-

rity (4), and was interred towards nightfall. He left no posterity.— Thauri

means descended from Thaur, son of Abd Manat. There is another Thauri

in the tribe of Tamim, and a third which is a branch of the tribe of Hamdan.

It has been staled by some that Sofyan died A. H. 162, hut the first is the true

date.

(1> The lives of all the doctors above-mentioned will be found in this work.

(2) Sec note (5), page 233.

(3- Shoaib lbn llarb learned the Traditions from Sakhr lbn Juwairira L ^ who had received them

from NAfl and others, tic died at nl-MaiUin, his native place.—{Tab. al-MuhadditAin.) The year of his

death is not mentioned, but wc know that bis master N'Afi died A. H. 19(1 (A. D. 811-21.

(4) It has been already mentioned that he concealed himself to avoid accepting the place of kidi.

SOFYAN IBN OYAINA.

Abu Muhammad Sofyan lbn Oyaina lbn Abi Imran Maimun al-Hilali was mawla

to a woman of the tribe of Hilal lbn Aamir, who belonged to the same family

as Maimuna (1), one of the Prophet’s wives
;

it is stated, however, that he was

mawla to the Banu Ilashim, or to ad-Dahhak lbn Muzahim (2), or to Misar lbn
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Kidarn (3). His parents dwelt at Kufa, where it is said he himself was born,

and whence he was taken by his father to Mekka.
(Muhammad

)

Ibn Saad

mentions him in the Tabakat and places him in the fifth class of the learned

men of Mekka. Sofyan was an imam, a man of learning, piety, and morti-

fied life, firm (in controlling bis passions), and unanimously appreciated for

the exactitude of the Traditions and other relations which he handed down. He

made the pilgrimage seventy times, and taught the Traditions on the authority

of (.Muhammad Ibn Muslim
) az-Zuhri, Abu Ishak as-Sabii, Amr Ibn Dinar (4),

Muhammad Ibn Munkadir (5), Abu ’z-Zinad (6) Aasim Ibn Abi ’1-Najud, al-

Aamash, Abd al—Malik Ibn Omair (7), and other learned men. His own autho-

rity as a Traditionist was cited by the imam as-Shafi, Shbba Ibn al-Hajjaj, Mu-

hammad Ibn Ishak, Ibn Juraij, az-Zubair Ibn Bakkar, Mu.sab Ibn Bakkar's

uncle (8), Abd ar-Razz&k Ibn Hammam as-Sanani (9), Yahya Ibn Akthain the

kadi (10), and a great number of others. I read in a collection of anecdotes that

Sofyan one day came out of his house to some persons who had come to learn

the Traditions from him, and exclaimed, in a fit of ill humour: “Is it not an

“ unfortunate case that I who sat with (and studied under) Damra Ibn Said,

“ which doctor sat with Abu Saad al-Khudri who sat with Obaid Ibn Dinar who

“ sat with Ibn Omar—that I who sat with az-Zuhri who sat with Ans Ibn Ma-

“ lik,”—naming many others,—“should now be obliged to sit with you (and

“ give you lessons)
?” On this, a youth who was in the assembly said to him .-

“Are you in earnest, Abu Muhammad ?”—r“ Yes.”—“Then the misfortune 2DU

“ which the disciples of Muhammad’s companions underwent in having you for

“ a pupil, was greater than yours in having us.” On this, Sofyan cast down

his eves and recited these lines of Abu Nuwas

:

Expose yourself to the aim of the archer, you may yet escape unharmed. (Fear most

your own longue I
)
better to die of the malady of silence than (lice with) the malady of

talking.

When the assembly broke up, they began to speak of the cleverness of the

lad, who was no other than Yahya Ibn Aktham at-Tamimi (11), and Sofyan

said : “This boy is well fitted for the company of those other people,” meaning

the persons high in rank and power. It was said by the imam as-Shafi that lie

never saw a person more capable than Sofyan of giving an opinion on a point

of law, nor one more averse lo doing so.—Abu Imran, Sofyan’s grandfather, was
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a native of Kufa and had been employed as an admit (12) by Kbalid Ibn Abd

Allah al-Kasri (13), but when the latter was deposed from the government of

Irak, his successor Yusuf Ibn Omar ath-Thakafi ordered all his admits to be

arrested, and Abu Imran then fled to Mckka, where he settled. Sofyan said

that he himself was hardly twenty years old when he went to (reside at) Kufa,

and that (on his arrival) Abu Ilanifa told his pupils and the people of the city

that a hdjiz who had known Amr Ibn Dinar was come among them. “On
“this,” said Sofyan, “I was visited by persons who wished to speak to me

“ about Ibn Dinar, and it was Abd Ilanifa who thus made of me a Tradilionist.

“ I once questioned Abu Ilanifa about Ibn Dinar and he answered :
* My son ! I

“ never learned but three Traditions from him, and have a very confused recol-

“ lection of them.’ ” Sofyan was born at Kufa on the 15th of Shaban, A. II.

107 (December, A. D. 725), and died at Mekka on Saturday, the last day of

the latter Jumada, A. H. 198 (February, A. D. 814); but some place his

death on the first of the month of ilajab. He was buried at al-IIajun, a hill

towards the upper part of Mekka, near which the inhabitants of that city arc

interred : it is often mentioned by poets in their verses.

(1) MaimAna, daughter of al-Harith Ibn al-lfain and member of the tribe of Ilitai. was married to MasAd

Ibn Omar ath-Thakafi in the time anterior to the announcement of Islamism. Divorced by her husband, she

became the wife of AbA Zuhm Abd al-Ona, and on hi* death she was espoused by the Prophet. A. II. 5.

She was the last of his wires. Her death look place A. H. 61, or 38 by another account.—(Talkth.)

(2) A bA ' l-KAsim ad-DahhAk Ibn MuzAhim, a member of the tribe of HilAI, a native of KAfa, and a relation

to Zainnb, one of the Prophet's wives, was a 77161 of the third class. He died A. U. 102 (A. D. 720-1).—

(JVujQm.)

(3) AhA Salama MisAr Ibn KidAm Ibn ZAhir a member of the tribe of HilAI and a natives of

KAfa, is known as a Ad/i; and a devout ascetic. He died A. H. 55 (A. D. 673'. — (iVu/ilm.i

(4) AbA Muhammad Amr Ibn DinAr was a matcla and a native of Mckka. He is counted among the

most eminent of the 77161* and considered as a Tradilionist of the very highest authority, ne was one of the

mujtahid imAms. Died A. H. 126 ;A. D. 743-4), aged 80 years.—(Ta6. al-Fokahd.)

(5) AbA Bakr Muhammad Ibn Alunkadir, a member of the tribe of Korcish and of the family of Taim Allah,

was a Tradilionist of good authority. He died A. H. 130 (A. D. 747-8), or 131.— [Tab. al-Muhadditkln.)

(6) AbA 'x-ZinAd Abd Allah Ibn ZikwAn 2, a native of Medina and a matcla to the tribe of Kuraisb,

was a doctor of the law and one of the Tdbts. His varied information, bis talents, and his veracity as a Ira-

ditionist entitled him to a high pre-eminence among the learned of that day. It is related by (Muhammad) Ibn

Saad that he saw AbA 'z-ZinAd enter into the mosque of the Prophet (al Medina), with as many followers as a

prince; some wishing to consult him on questions relative to inherited property, some on arithmetical ques-

tions, some on the meaning of obscure verses in the poems of the desert Arabs, some to learn traditions and
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some to have other difficulties solved. De died suddenly in the month of Ramadin, A. H. 130 (A. D. 748)

aged liity-sii years.— (Tab. al-Fokahd.)

(7) Abd Omar Abd al-Malik Ibn Omair, surnamed at-Kibli
g
k.aH, a member of the tribe of Koraish.or.

by another account, of that of Lakhni, was a Traditionist and a native of KOfa, where he succeeded at-Sbahi

in the post of kAdi. He died in or about the year 130 (A. D. 747-8.)—[Tab. al-Muhaddithln.)

(8) This doctor's life is given page 136, note (1).

(9) Abd ar-Ranik Ibn HammAm as-SanAni (native of the city ofSand in Yemen) al-Htmyari (member of the

tribe of Himyar) was one of the most celebrated Traditionists of the age. People travelled to Yemen from

all parts of the empire to study under him. He was a very learned man and composed some works. Died

A. U. 211 (A. D. 820-7).—(Al-YAff.)

(10} The lives of those doctors which have not been given in the preceding notes will be found in other

parts of this work.

(11) The life of the celebrated kAdi Yahya Ibn Aktham will be found in this work.

(12) See page 444, note (3).

(13) See his life, page 484

.

AS-SAIYIDA SUKAINA.

As-Saiyida (I) Sukairta, the daughter of al-IIusain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib, was

the first among the women of her time by birth, beauty, wit, and virtue. Left

a widow by Musab Ibn az-Zubair, she became the wife of Abd Allah Ibn Oth-

man Ibn AIkI Allah Ibn Hakim Ibn Hizam, to whom she bore a son named

Kurain. Her third husband, al-Asbagh Ibn Abd al-Aziz Ibn Marwan, divorced

her before the consummation of their marriage ; she was then espoused by Zaid

Ibn Amr Ibn Othman Ibn Aflan, who also was obliged to divorce her by (the

khalif) Sulaiman Ibd al-Malik. In another statement, the order of her suc-

cessive husbands differs from that which we have here given. It was after her

that the head-dress a la Sukaina was so called (2). Many amusing anecdotes

are related of her witty sallies and repartees to poets and other persons : meet-

ing one day with Orwa Ibn Ozaina (3), a man eminent for his learning and piety,

and author of some pretty poetry, she said to him :
“ Was it you who made

“ these verses

:

i

* When I feel in my heart the flames of love, I try to cool its ardour by draughts of

* water. Could I even succeed in cooling with water the exterior of my heart, how
* should 1 extinguish the fire which rages in its interior?’

”

On his answer that they were composed by him, she asked him again if he 207

was the author of the following piece :
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‘ When I revealed to her the secret of my love, she replied, “You used to desire
4 (secrecy and) concealment when with me; be veiled then (as to your passion): see you
4 not how many are around us?” To this I answered, “The love I bear you and the
4 (pains) I feel have already cast a veil over my sight.”

’

He admitted that these verses were also his, on which she said to the slave-

girls who were (standing) around her: “You are free if such verses ever came

“ from a heart wounded by love!”—Orwa had a brother called Abu Bakr, whose

death he lamented in the following lines :

Cares have come to visit me; 'tis thus with the cares of man. The Pleiades are

within a span's breadth of setting. I watch the stars as they culminate in the Milky

Way or travel on in their course. (/ cannot sleep) for the sadness of which I am the

constant companion ; my heart seems to contain a fire of burning coals. (My sorrow is)

for Bakr, my brother t Bakr has departed from met what life can now be pleasing

after (the loss of) Bakr?

When Sukaina heard these verses, she asked who was Bakr ? and on being

informed, she exclaimed: “What! that little blackamoor who used to run past

“ us? Why, every thing is pleasing after the loss of Bakr, even (the common
“ necessaries of life) bread and oil !”— It is related that a musician once sung

these verses to al-Walid Ibn Yazid theOmaiyide during a social party, and the

prince said, on learning from him that they were by Orwa Ibn Ozaina : “ TVhat

** life can be pleasing after the loss of Bakr? Why, the life we are now

“ leading. The poet has left us room enough to answer his question (4).”

—

Orwa was extremely moderate in his desires, and he composed poems on con-

tentment which have circulated widely. He once set olT from Hijaz with a num-

ber of other poets to visit (the court of) Hisham Ibn Al>d al-Malik in Syria.

When they were introduced, the khalif recognised Orwa and said to him : “ Are

“ you not the author of these lines

:

4
1 am not inclined to prodigality, and I know that He who is my purveyor will come

‘to my assistance. If I strive to attain his favours, my efforts fatigue me; and if

4
1 abstain from seeking them, I receive them without undergoing any toil?’

“ i do not see that you act in conformity to your words, for you have now

“ come from Ilijaz to Syria in search of favours.”— “ Commander of the faith—

“ ful!” replied Orwa, “ You have given me a good lesson and reminded me of

“ that which (he lapse of time had caused me to forget.” He then withdrew

immediately, and mounting his camel, set off for Ilijaz. During the re-
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.nainder of the day, llisham did not perceive his absence, but that night he

awoke from his sleep, and recollecting the poet, he said to himself :
“ That man

“ is a member of the tribe of Koraisb and his words are wisdom; he came to

“ see me, hut I repulsed him and refused to grant what he required; he is also

“ a poet and I shall be exposed to his satires.” The next morning, he asked

about him and learned that he had returned home, on which he exclaimed :

“ Well ! I shall show him that favours can find him out.” He then called one

of his rnawlas
,
and giving him two thousand dinars, he told him to bear them

to Orwa Ibn Ozaina. The poet had just entered his house when the mawla ar-

rived and knocked at the door; Orwa came out to him and said, on receiving the

money : “Give my salutation to the Commander of the faithful, and ask him

“ what he now thinks of my verses : I toiled for favours and was called a liar

;

“ 1 then returned home and they came to me.”—This anecdote has no connexion

with the present article, but having made mention of Orwa, we were induced to 21)8

insert it.—The idea contained in the verses composed by Orwa have been ex-

pressed in the following terms by Muhammad Ibn Idris, surnamed Marj Kohl, a

Spanish poet

:

The favours which you pursue are like your own shadow; follow them, you cannot

catch them; turn away from them, they will follow you.

Sukaina died at Medina on Thursday, the 5th of the first Rabi, A. II. 117

(April, A. D. 735). Some say that. Sukaina was a surname given to her by, her

mother ar-Rabab, daughter of Amro ’l-Kais Ibn Adi, and that her true name was

Aamina: but others say it was Omaina or Omaima. The genealogist Muham-

mad Ibn as-Saib al-Kalbi (5) relates as follows : “ I was asked by Abd Allah

“ Ibn al-IIasan Ibn al-IIasan Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib what was the real name

“ of Sukaina, the daughter of al-llusain Ibn Ali, and on my answering that

“ it was Omaima, he told me I was right.”—Marj Kohl died A. H. 034 (A. I).

1236-7), in his native place, the island of Shukr (Xucar) in Spain. He was

born A. H. 554 (A. D. 1159).

(1) The titles of Saiyid (lord) and Saiyida (lady) arc given to the descendants of Ali and FAtima, the

daughter of Muhammad. Saiyid has become Sidi or Si in the vulgar pronunciation, and Saiyida is usually

changed into Stdo or Sit.

(2) Sukaina was one of the most brilliant women of her epoch. Her rank, learning, wit, and good taste

entitled her to general admiration, and her judgment was consulted by the first poets of the day.
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(3) AbO Aamir Orwo Ibn Ornina. a member of the tribe of Lailb, a poet and a Traditionist, died A. U.

H8 (A. D. 736).— (<%t)n at-Tawdrlkh.)

(4) Literally: He has enclosed in a wide (extent of ground).

(5) Abfi 'n-Nadr Muhammad Ibn as-Salb, a member of the tribe of Kalb and one of the learned men of

Kflfa. was a genealogist, a historian, and an interpreter of the Koran. He composed works on these subjects,

and died at Kftfa, A. U. 146 (A. 0. 763-4). -(Fihreet. fol. 131.)

SULAIM AR-RAZI.

Abu ’1-Fath Sulaim Ibn Aiyub Ibn Sulaim ar-Razi, a doctor of the sect of as-

Shafi, was eminent by his learning and noted for his talents and piety. He

composed a great number of works, such as the Ishdra (indication) (1), an expla-

nation of the obscure terms occurring in the Traditions, and the Takrib [simpli-

fication) (2), which must not be confounded with a work bearing the same title,

cited by the imam al-IIaramain in his Nihdyal and by al-Ghazzali in his Basil

and fVasit

;

this latter being composed by al-Kasim Ibn al-Kaffal ash-Shashi.

Sulaim's Takrib is cited, however, in the Wasit, chap. II. of the section on

pledges and mortgages. He learned jurisprudence from Abu Hamid al-Isfaraini

and instructed Abu ’1-Fath Nasr al-Makdisi in that science. “ I entered Bagh-

“ dad when a mere youth,” says Sulaim, “ for the purpose of studying philo-

“ logy, and I used to go to a shaikh ’’—naming him—“ who taught there. One

“ morning I went to his house rather early, and was told that he had gone to

“ the bath. 1 directed my steps thither, but passing by the mosque where Abu

“ Hamid al-Isfaraini was giving his lessons, 1 went in and sat down among the

“ scholars. He was then explaining the laws on fasting and treating this ques-

“ tion: In one of the nights of Ramadan, a man embraces a woman, but ceases

“ before accomplishing his desires on perceiving that it is daybreak; has that

“ man broken the fast (3) ? Pleased with what I heard, 1 took down notes of

“ the lecture on a blank leaf of a book which I had with me, and on returning

“ to the house where I was stopping, I repeated the lesson to my fellow-lodgers,

“ and resolved on hearing the book of fasting explained to the end, and on noting

“ it down; I therefore went assiduously to Abu Hamid's course of lessons till I

“ had completed my task (4).” Sulaim never let an instant of time pass unem-
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ployed, and he therefore repeated a portion of the Koran or of the rosary when

mending his reed pens, when passing through the streets, and during those

moments which lie could not devote to study. Animated with the desire of

propagating knowledge and of communicating his information to others, he set-

tled at Sur
(
[Tyre), a city of Syria, but he made the remark that his reputation

fell at Sur whilst that of Abu ’l-IIasan al-Mahamili rose at Baghdad. He was

drowned in the Red Sea near Jidda, on the last day of the month of Safar,

A. H. 447 (May, A. D. 1055), on his return from the pilgrimage; he had then

passed his eightieth year. His body was interred in an island near al-Jar, not

far from the ferry established between the Arabic coast and Aizab (on the Egyp-

tian side).—Rdzi means native oj Itai, a large city in Dailcm between Kumis 2DD

and Persian Irak. This relative adjective receives the addition of the letter z, as

is the case with Marwazi (see page 7).—Al-Jar is a village on the coast of the

Red Sea at the distance of a day and night from Medina
;

this place gives its

name to the Jdrian wheat. Abu '1-Kasim az-Zamakhshari says, in his geogra-

phical dictionary under the letter shin (5), that that al-Jar is a village on the

sea-coast, at which the vessels (6) coming from Kolzum (Suez), Aizab, and the

sea of an-Naam (7) cast anchor. Ibn Haukai states, in his geography, that al-

Jar, the port of Medina, is situated on the sea-coast at the distance of three

stations from that city. Jidda is another port on the same sea.— Aim Said

Ibrahim, the son of Sulaim, died on Tuesday the 2Glh of Zu 'I-IIijja, A. II. 491

(November, A. D. 1098). He is spoken of by Ibn Asakir, in his History of

Damascus, who mentions that he learned the Traditions from a number of the

most eminent shaikhs

,

who also received some from him. His veracity (as a

Traditionist

)

is well established.

(1) This work is a development of (he principles of jurisprudence.

(2) This is also a treatise on llic secondary points of the law.

(3) During the fast of Ramadan, the Moslim must not only abstain from all nourishment during the interval

between daybreak and sunset, but also avoid intercourse with the other sei during the same period. It need

scarcely be observed that in the original Arabic this question is expressed in the crudest terms, the Muslim

law not allowing circumlocutions of any kind, but requiring that every action and every thing should be

designated by its right name.

(4) This passage Axes clearly the meaning of the word Ttlttka, which is the term employed here in the

original Arabic to designate those notes of which Sulaim speaks.

74
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(5) Az-Zamakhshari had the strange idea of placing under the letter sAIn a list of all the places between

Yaubrt and Mekka.

(6) Vessels
;
the ordinary signification of the word is beatIt of burden, but as it possesses the same

primitive signification as * ,* (1. beasts of burden, 2 ships), it may also bear the secondary one.

(7) This is extracted literally from the work of az-Zamakhshari, but the Sea of an-NaAm ys3
. it not

mentioned again by him, neither is it to be found in the works of other Arabic geographers; it is perhaps a

mistake of az-Zamakhshari, who might have intended to write jze3
.

tan of Oman, or the Indian

Ocean ; or else yx3 the sea of an-.Vamdn: an island bearing this name lies near the Arabian coast

at about one degree south of the gulf of Aila. See the charts of Niebuhr and Dcrghaus, and the French

translation of al-Edrlsi's Geography, tom. I. p. 332.

SULA1MAN IBN YASAR.

Aim Aiyub (or Aim Alxl ar-Rahman or Abu Abd Allah) Sulaiman 11m Yasar,

a mawla lo Maimuna (1), one of the Prophet’s wives, and brother to Ata Ibn

Yasar (2), *\vas one of the seven great jurisconsults of Medina, three of whom

have been already mentioned in this work. He was learned (in the law), a sure

authority (in the Traditions), devout, pious, and an example set up by God for

general imitation (3). Al-liasan Ibn Muhammad (4) said: “We consider Su-

“ laiman Ibn Yasar as more intelligent than Said Ibn al-Musaiyab;” but he did

not say that he was a more learned man or an abler jurisconsult. He taught the

Traditions on the authority of Ibn Abbas, Abd Huraira, and Omm Salama (5);

az-Zuhri and other great Traditionists taught Traditions on his authority. When
Said Ibn al-Musaiyab was asked for a jetwa, or opinion on a legal question, he

told the applicant to go to Sulaiman Ibn Yasar, whom he declared to be the most

learned (doctor) then living. It is related by Katada (Ibn Duuna) that on ar-

riving at Medina, he asked who was the most learned of the inhabitants without

exception, and received for answer: Sulaiman Ibn Yasar. He died at the age of

seventy-three, in the year 107 (A. D. 725), or, according to other statements, in

A. H. 100, or 94.

(1) See note (t), page 380.

(2) AtA Ibn Y'asAr, a matcla lo Alaimuna, wife of the Prophet, was a Ttlbl of the first class. His autho-

rity as a Tradilionist and jurisconsult is admitted by all the doctors. He died A. II. 04 (A. D. 712-3).—

(Toll. al-Fokahd.)—AI-YAfl places his death in the year 103.
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(3) The word means a convincing proof, a confutation. Pious men are so denominated because

God will bring them forward on the day of judgment to confute such sinners os pretend that they had no

person to set them the example of holiness. See page 878.

(4> Al-Ilasan Ibn Muhammad Ibu al-HanaGra, a native of Medina and a XVIM, is considered as a good au-

thority for Traditions. His pupils were very numerous. He died A. II. 100 (A. D. 718-9).—(Tot. al-

t'okahA.)

(S) Omm Salama Hind was daughter to AbO s-Salt Sahl. suruamed for his hospitality, ZAd ar-ltakb (the

provision of th« caravan), and a member of the tribe of MakhzOm. During the first persecutions against

Islamism. she and her husband Abft Salama fled to Abyssinia, where she bore him Salama. She became a

widow A. II. 4, and the same year the Prophet took her as a wife. She died at Medina, A. II. 89 <A. D.

078-9), and was interred iu the Bakl cemetery near that city.—(Talklh, MS. No. 031, fol. 7.)

al-Aamash.

Abo Muhammad Sulaiman Ibn Mihran, a native of Kufa and generally known

by the name of al-Aamash (the blear-eyed), was a mawla to the family of Kahil,

a branch of the tribe of Asad. This celebrated imam was gifted with superior

abilities; he was learned (in the law), and esteemed an exact and trustworthy

Traditionist. His father inhabited Dunbawend, from which he removed to

Kiifa, accompanied hy his wife who was then pregnant, and she was there deli-

vered of al-Aamash.— As-Samani observes that he was known, not as a native of

Dunhawend, hut as a native of Kufa. Al-Aamash and his contemporary az-

Ziihri were both in the province of Ilijaz at the same epoch
; he saw also Ans

Ibn Malik and conversed with him, but had not the good fortune to hear from

him any of the Traditions; those which he gave on the authority of AnS came

to him from the disciples of that imam, and he attributes them directly to Ans

without citing the names of those through whom they passed from Ans to him.

He has transmitted a single tradition from Ahd Allah Ibn Abi Aufa (1). He

had met and conversed with the most eminent among the Tdbts, and his autho-

rity was cited for Traditions by Sofvan atli-Thauri, Sboba Ibn al-llajjaj, Hafs

Ibn Ghiath (2), and a number of other great doctors. He possessed a subtle wit

and was inclined to pleasantry : some students having gone to him one day to

learn Traditions, he said to them on coming out of his house: “Were there not

“ in the house a person
”—(meaning his wife)— “ whom I detest more than I
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“ do you, l should not have come out to you.”—Having one day quarrelled

with his wife, he called in a man to effect a reconciliation, and this mediator

addressed the woman in the following terms : “ Do not mind his blear eyes and

“ his thin legs, but consider that he is an imam and that he is in high estima-

“ lion.” On this al-Aamash exclaimed: “God confound thee! thy sole inten-

300 “ lion is to point out my defects to her.”—Being asked by Dawud Ibn Omar

al-llaik (the tailor) if the prayer was valid at which a tailor presided as imam,

he replied :
“ That cannot invalidate the prayer if no ablution has been made

“ previously (3).” Dawud then asked him if the evidence of a tailor was re-

ceivable in a court of law and got this answer: “ It is receivable when accom-

“ panied with the testimony of two respectable witnesses(4).”—It is said that the

imam Abu Hanifa went to see him during a fit of illness, and having sat by

him for a long time, he said, when about to retire: “It seems to me that my

“ presence is irksome to you.”—“By Allah!” replied the other, “you are

“ irksome to me even when you are in your own house.” Another time, a

party of friends came to visit him and sal a long while with him ; he at length

lost patience, and takiug hold of his pillow, he rose up and exclaimed : “May
“ God restore to health one whom you have made sick by your wishes for his

“ recovery.”—It was one day mentioned in his presence that the Prophet said:

“ If a man oversleeps himself when he should have risen in the night (to

“ pray), it is because Satan has made water in his ear.” On this al-Aamash

observed that the soreness of his own eyes must have been produced by Satan’s

urine. Numerous other anecdotes of a similar kind are told of him. It is re-

lated by Abu Moawia ad-Darir that llisham Ibn Abd al-Malik wrote to al-Aa-

masb, requiring him to compose a book on the virtues of Othman and the

crimes of Ali. When al-Aamash read the letter, he put it into the mouth of a

sheep which cat it up (5), and he then said to the bearer : “Tell him that I an-

“ swer it thus.” On this, the messenger informed him that unless he brought

back a written answer, he should lose his life, the khalif having sworn to put

him to death if he returned without one: (finding, however, that al-Aamash

was inflexible), he begged of the doctor’s friends to interfere, and they at length

prevailed on him to send a written reply; it was worded in these terms: “ In

“ the name of God, the Merciful, the Clement!—Commander of the faithful!

“ had Othman possessed all the virtues in the world, they had been of no uti-
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“ lily to you; and if Ali committed all the crimes of which the human race were

“ guilty, they had done you no injury. Mind the qualities of your own little

“ self, and adieu !” Al-Aamash was born A. II. GO ; some say however that he came

into the world on the same day in which al-llusain was killed; this was the day

of Aashura (6), A. H. 61 (1 Oth October, A. I). 680). The father of al-Aamash

was present when al-Husain lost his life. Ibn Kutaiba, in his Kitdb al-Maarif

\

counts al-Aamash among those persons who were born two months before their

time. He died in the month of the first Rabi, A. 11. 148 (May, A. D. 7G5), hut

some accounts place his death in 147 or 149.— Zaida lbn Kudama (7) relates

that he one day followed al-Aamash and saw him enter the cemetery and lie down

in a newly made grave; he then came out of it, and shaking the earth olT his

head, he exclaimed: “0! how narrow a dwelling!”—Dunbawend is a place

situated in the province of Rai in Persian Irak. Some call it Demavend, but

incorrectly. We have already spoken of it ( page 513).

(1) Abft Ibrahim Abd Allah Ibn Abl Aufa surnamed Abd Moawia ad-I)arlr (the blind
)

al-Aslanii

was a Tradilionisl of great reputation, having known and conversed with Muhammad. He died at

Kufa, his native place, A. H.87 (A. D. 706) —(Tab. al-Muhad.)

(2) Abft Omar Hals Ibn GhIAlb, a member of the tribe of MakhAa and a native of Kflfa, in which place he

filled the duties of a kAdi, is known as a Traditionist. Born A If. 117 (A. 1). 738); died A. II. 106 (A. D.

811-2).—(Tab. al-Muhad.)

(3) Prayer is not valid unless preceded by an ablution. - From this it may be perceived that al-Aamash pre-

tended to consider the prayer invalid if the imAm was a tailor.

(4) To establish a point before the kAdi, the evidence of two respectable witnesses is necessary.

(Sj It may be perceived from this that the letter was written on papyrus.

(6) The tenth day of the month of Muharram is called the day of AashilrA. It is held sacred by the

Moslitns. For the manner in which this festival is celebrated in Egypt, sec Lane's Modern Egyptians,

vol. II. page 166.

(7) Abb 's-Salt /.Aida Ibn KudAma, a member of the tribe of Thaklf and a native of Kfifa, held an emi-

nent rank among the Traditionists. lie died in Asia Minor (AAm), A. It. 161 (A. D. 777-8). — (Tab. al-

Muhaddithln. Ibn al-Alhlr's Kdmil.)

ABU UAWUD AS-SIJISTANI.

Abu Dawud Sulaiman lbn al-Ashath lbn Ishak lbn Bashir Ibn Shaddad Ibn

Amr lbn Imran al-Azdi {of the tribe ofAzd), as-Sijistani, was a hdfiz learned
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in the Traditions and the sciences connected with them, skilful in discerning

those of feeble authority, and eminent for his piety and holy life. He travelled

to various countries to learn die Traditions, and he took them down in writing

from the mouths of the doctors in Irak, Khorasan, Syria, Egypt, and Mesopo-

tamia. He was one of the earliest authors who compiled a hook of Traditions

(Kitdb as-Sunan), and this work he presented to Ahmad Ibn Ilanbal, by whom

it was admired and approved : the shaikh Abii Ishak as-Shirazi, in his Tabnkdt

al-Fokahd
,
counts Abu Dawud among the disciples of that imam. When Abu

Dawud composed his Kildh as-Sunan, it was said by Ibrahim al-Harbi (1)

that the Traditions had been rendered easy to Abtl Dawiid as iron was ren-

dered soft to Dawiid (2). “ I wrote down,” says Abu Dawild, “ five hundred

“ thousand Traditions respecting the Prophet, from which I selected those, to

501 “ the number of four thousand eight hundred, which are contained in this

“ book (the Sunan). I have mentioned herein the authentic, those which seem

“ to he so (3), and those which are nearly so ; but of them all, a man only re-

“ quires four for his religious conduct : the first, those words of the Prophet

:

“ Deeds are to be judged by the intentions

;

the second, by the same: A proof

“ of a man’s sincerity in Islamism is his abstaining from what concerns him

“ not; the third, by the same: The believer is not truly a believer until he

“ desireth for his brother that which he desirethfor himself; and the fourth,

“ by the same : The Lawful is clear and the Unlawful is clear, but between

“ them are things doubtful, etc. (4).” Sahl Ibn Abd Allah at-Tustari went to

see Abu Dawud, who was highly pleased on learning his arrival, and made him

sit down. “I have a service to ask of you, Abu Dawud!’’ said Sahl.—“ Name

“ it,” replied the other.—“ Not till you promise to do it in case it be a thing

“ possible.”—“ If it lie possible, I shall grant it.”—“ Then put out that tongue

“ with which you related the Traditions concerning the blessed Prophet, so that

“I may kiss it.” Abu Dawud granted his request. He was born A. H. 202

(A. D. 817-8). After visiting Baghdad several times, he went down to Basra,

where he continued to reside till his death. He expired on Friday, the 15th of

Shawwal, A. H. 275 (February, A. D. 889).—His son Abu Bakr Abd Allah Ibn

Abi Dawud was a hdjiz of the first eminence at Baghdad, a man of acknowledged

superiority for learning, an imam and the son of an imam. He composed the

Kildb al-Masdbih (5), and studied in Egypt and Syria under the same masters
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as his father; he learned the Traditions in Baghdad, Khorasan, Ispahan, Sijistan,

and Shiraz. His death look place A. II. 31G (A.D. 928-9). The hdfiz Abu Ali

an-Naisaburi (6) and Ibn Hamza al-Isbahani (7) cite his authority (8).

—

Sifis-

tdni is derived from Sijistan, the name of a well known province; but some say

that (in the present case) it comes from Sijistdna, a village in the dependencies

of Basra.

(1) See page 40, note (5).

(2) According to the Moslints, DAw ad or David, the son of Solomon, made coals of mail, and by divine

favour the iron was wrought by him with as much ease as if it had been wax.

(3) In the Arabic text, read

(4) The rest of the Tradition is as follows: Which most men do not understand; and he who avoids the

things which are doubtful preserves his honour and his religion .—For the text of this Tradition, sec Mama-

ker's Wdkidi de Expugnatione Memphis, etc. p. 120, notes.

(5) The subject of this work was unknown to Hajji Khalifa.

(6) AbO Ali al-Husain Ibn Ali an-XaisAbOri native of Kaisdbilr), a hdfiz celebrated for the extent and

correctness of the information which he bad received from the most eminent Traditionisls of his time, was

equally illustrious for his piety and holy life. He inhabited Baghdad. Born A. H. 277 IA. D.1 890-1 ; died

in the mnnth of the first JumAda, A. H. 349 (A. D. 960).— (Ad-Dahabi's Annals, US. No. (146.)

<7} AbO Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Aluhammad Ibn lfnmra Ibn OmAra al-lsbahAni (native of Ispahan ) was a

hdfiz of great celebrity. He died A. 11. 333 (A. D. 964).—(Ad-Dahabi's Annals, No. 646.)

(8) The inability of the translator to ascertain what is meant in this phrase by the words . vw
obliges him to pass them over. The priuted Arabic text corresponds exactly with that of the auto-

graph US.

AL-HAMID THE GRAMMARIAN.

The grammarian Abu Musa Sulaiman Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ahmad, a native

of Baghdad and surnamed al-Hamid, is noted as one of those persons who

were versed in the system of grammar drawn up hy the learned men of Irak.

He had for master in that science Abu ’1-Abbas Thalah, and was the most emi-

nent of his pupils; he replaced him when absent and succeeded him on his

death. Some good works on philological subjects were composed by him, and

other information was obtained from him and handed down by Abd Omar

az-Zahid
(
al-Mutarriz) and by Niftawaih’s l»oy, Abu Jaafar al-Isbahani, sur-

named Barzawaih (1). Al-Hamid was a man of piety and virtue, and pre-emi-

nent by his knowledge of rhetoric, grammar, philology, and poetry. He
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had studied also under the grammarians of Basra, and combined their doc-

trines with those which he had learned from the Kufa grammarians, but he tes-

tified a strong prejudice against the former on the subject of the grammatical

doctrines which they had taught him. He copied books with great correctness,

and composed himself a number of works, such as (collections of passages in

prose and verse composed by the Arabs of the desert and relating to) the

human frame, bets and archery, plants, and wild animals ; he wrote also an

abridgement of grammar. He died at Raghdad on the eve of Thursday, the

23rd of Zu’l-Hijja, A. H. 305 (June, A. D. 918), and was interred in the ce-

metery outside the gate called the Bab al-Tin. He was surnamed al-Hdmid

(the sour) on account of his malignant disposition : on his death-bed, he left his

books to Abd Fatik al-Muktadiri (2) to prevent them from falling into the

hands of literary men, to whom they might have been serviceable.

(1) Tb« author of the Fihrttt, MS. No. 874. fol. 121, »ay* nothing more of Barzawaih than this: “Uanta-

waih Uj :
no mention is made of any works composed by him."

(2) This Abb '1-Fltik appears to have been a slave enfranchised by the khalif al-Mukudir.

ABU L-KAS1M AT-TABARANI.

502 Abu ’1-Kasim Sulaiman Ibn Ahmad Ibn A iy6b Ibn Mutair al-Lakhmi al-Taba-

rani was the chief hdfiz of his time. Having set out from Syria to collect Tra-

ditions relative to the Prophet, be spent thirty-three years in visiting Irak,

Hijaz, Yemen, Egypt, and the cities of Mesopotamia. The quantity of Tradi-

tions which he learned by oral transmission was very great, and the number of

persons from whom he received them amounted to one thousand. He wrote

some useful and curious books, replete with information, amongst the rest, his

large, small, and medium editions of the Mojam (alphabetical dictionary- of

Traditionists), which are the best known of his works. The hdfiz Abu iNoaim

and many others cited him as an authority. He was born at Tabariya (Tibe-

rias) in Syria, and having settled at Ispahan, he continued there till his death,

which took place on Saturday, the 28th of Zu ’1-Kaada, A. H. 360 (Septem-

ber, A. D. 971), at about the age of one hundred years. Some state, however,

that he died in the month of Shawwal. He was buried close to the grave of
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Humama ad-Dawsi (1), one of the Prophet’s companions.— Tabardni means

native of Tabariya ( Tiberias); as for Tabari, we have already mentioned

that it is derived from Tabaristdn.—Lakhmi means descended from Lakhm ,

whose real name was Malik Ibn Adi. (In page 148) we have related the origin

of his surname and that of his brother Judam.

(1) Humatna ad-Dawsi died at Ispahan, to which place he had accompanied Abft Musa ’1-Ashari on a

military expedition.—(Star at-Salaf.)

ABU L-WALID AL-BAJ1.

Abu T-Walid Sulaiman Ibn Khalaf Ibn Saad lbn Aiyub Ibn Warith al-Tujibi

al-Andalusi al-Baji was a member of the sect of Malik and one of the most emi-

nent men in Spain as a hdfiz and a learned scholar. He lived in the eastern part

of that peninsula, and travelled to the East about the year 426 (A. D. 1034-5),

when he stopped three years at Mekka with Abu ’d-Darr al-Harawi (1), and

made the pilgrimage four times. From thence he went to Baghdad, where he

resided for three years, during which time he studied jurisprudence, read the

Traditions, and made acquaintance with the learned men of the first rank,

such as Abu ’t-Taiyib at-Tabari, the Shafite doctor, and Abu Ishak ash-Shirazi,

the author of the Muhaddab. He passed a year at Mosul with Abu Jaafar as-

Simnani (2), and pursued his studies in jurisprudence under that doctor's tui-

tion. lie continued in the East nearly thirteen years. The khatib Abu Bakr

(<al-Baghdddi

)

is cited by him as an authority for some of his information, and

the same hdfiz has also cited the authority of al-Baji; thus, he says :
“ Al-Baji

“ recited to me these verses, composed by himself

:

‘Since I have learned for a certainty that the sum of mv life is but an hour, why
‘ should 1 not be sparing of it, and devote it to piety and virtue?'

He composed a great number of works, such as the Kitdb al-Muntaki (choice

selection
) (3), the Ihkdm al-Fosulfi-Ahkdm il-Osul (chapters of established

authority on the maxims of dogmatic theology), a Taadil wa Tajrih (4),

containing an inquiry inio the credibility of the Traditionists whose authority is

cited by al-Bukhari in his Sahfh, etc. He was one of the great Moslim imams.

75
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ll is mentioned by him that he heard Abu ’d-Darr Ahd Ibn Ahmad al-llarawi

say: “Were certificates of capacity valid, travelling in search of learning would

“ 1* useless.” On his return to Spain, he exercised the functions of a kadi; it

is even staled that he acted as such at Aleppo. He was horn at Batalyaus (Ba-

dajos) on Tuesday, the 15th of Zu M-Kaada, A. II. 403 (May, A. D. 1013), and

died at al-Mariya, A. II. 474, on the eve of Thursday, the 1 9lh of Rajah (Decem-

Iver, A. 1). 1081), between the first and second hours of prayer (5). lie was

interred at the Ribdt by the sea-side, and the funeral service was said over him

by his son Abu ’1- Kasim. Abu Omar Ibn Abd al-Rarr, the author of the Istidb,

.105 studied under him, and Abu Muhammad Ibn Ilazm as-Zahiri had with him some

conferences and discussions, the exposition of which would here occupy too

much space.—Baji means native of Baja (Beja), a city in the Spanish penin-

sula. There is another Baja in the province of Africa, and a village bearing

the same name lies near Ispahan.— Batalyaus shall he noticed hereafter; as

for al-Mariya (.Almeria), we have already spoken of it (page 43.)

(1) Abfl 'd-Darr Abd Ibn Abmad nl-Harawi (native of Herat, was a doctor of the sect of Malik and

shaikh of the Itaram, or sacred territory of Mekka. He learned the Traditions at Herat. Baghdad, Damas-

cus and other cities, and composed some works, such as Sahth, or collection of genuine Traditions, a

MAjam, or biographical dictionary of his own masters, etc. In points of belief he followed the doctrines of

al-Ashari, in which he had been instructed by the kldi Abd Itakr al-BJkilUni. He was a hdfiz, an ascetic,

and had been noted for his Sitfism; but he afterwards married an Arab wife and went to dwell among that

people in the desert. Born A. H. 336 (A. D. 967); died at Mekka. A. H. 433 (A. D 1041-2). - (Ikd at-Ta-

rnlrn, MS. No. 721, fol. 161.)

(2) The kAdi Abd Jaafar Muhammad Ibn Ahmad as-Simndni inhabited Baghdad and taught the Traditions

there. Ills veracity, learning, talents, and elegant language acquired him general favour. In religion he

was a Honatitc, and he composed some works on jurisprudence. Assemblies were regularly held by him at

his house, and in tbqsc meetings the jurisconsults and the theologians debated different questions in his pre-

sence. He was kidi of Mosul and remained there till his death, which happened in the month of the first

Rabl, A. H. 441 (July, A. D. 1032). HU birth took place iu the year 361 (A. D. 971-2).—Simndn is a town

In the province of Kdmis, hut Abd Jaafar drew his origin from a Simnin in Irak.— (A'q/m at-Mubtadi MS.

I'onds St-tiermain. No. 83. fol 93 Tabnkdt nl-flanafiya MS. Sl-Gcrmain, No. 132, fol. 161.)

(3) This work appears to have consisted in Traditions, serving as a basis to the legal doctrines of the sect

to which Abd 't-Walld belonged.

(4) Taadll tea Tajrlh signifies justification and impugning. Works bearing thU title treat of the credi-

bility of Tradilionists.

(8) The first time of prayer is the Mughrib, or sunset, the Muhammcdan day commencing at that moment

;

the second is the Asha, when the evening has closed and it is quite dark; the third is the Subh or Fajr.

daybreak ; the fourth the Duhr, a little after noon; the fifth the Asr, mid-time between noon and nightfall. -

See Lane'* Modern Egyptians, vol. I. page 82. ,

i
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ABU A1YUB AL-MURIYANI.

Abu Aivub Sulaiman Ibn Abi Sulaiman Makhlad (1) (dr Dawud) al-Muriyani

al-Khuzi was a vizir to Abu Jaafar al-Mansur, having succeeded lo Kha lid Ibn

Rarmak, the grandfather of the Barmekides. He enjoyed the highest favour

with the khalif by reason of a service which he had rendered him on a former

occasion. It was this : Sulaiman Ibn Hahib Ibn al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra

to whom Abu Aiytib acted as secretary previously to the khalifat of al-Mansur,

bad nominated that prince as his deputy in one of the cantons of Fars; but after-

wards, on suspicion of his having embezzled the public money, he had him se-

verely flogged and then obliged him to pay a heavy fine : it was even his inten-

tion to disgrace him publicly after having subjected him to bodily punishment,

but Abd Aiydb aided the prince to make his escape. Ai-Mansur, on his accession

to the khalifat, beheaded Sulaiman Ibn Habib and chose Abu Aiyub as his vizir

in gratitude for his conduct. At a later period, the khalif ’s feelings towards

his minister underwent an entire change; he reproached him with peculation,

and bad even some thoughts of making him feel the weight of his vengeance.

During the long period that this enmity subsisted, Abu Aiydb never went into

al-Mansur’s presence without apprehensions for his life
;
and as he always

withdrew unharmed, it was said that he had an ointment, prepared by a

magical operation, with which he rubbed his eyebrows before he entered. This

idea got such credence among the common people, that Abd Aiyub's ointment

became a current expression. One of his ingenious parables is thus related by

Khalid Ibn Yazid al-Arkat: “Abu Aiyub was one day holding a public sitting

“ to issue his commands and his prohibitions, when a messenger came to him

“ from al-Mansur. On seeing him, he turned pale, and when the man had

“ retired, we expressed our astonishment at his apprehensions. On this, he

“ repeated to us the following fable: ‘It is related that the falcon said to the

“
‘ cock : There is not on earth a more ungrateful animal than you are.—Why

“
‘ so? said the cock.—Because your masters took you when yet in the shell

“ ‘ and bad you hatched, bringing you thus into the world
; they fed you with

“ * their hands and you remained among them till you grew up; but now, not

“ * one of them can go near you without your flying to this side and that side
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“ ‘ and screaming out. As for me, I was taken from the mountains when already

“ * aged, and they instructed me and tamed me ; then they let me go, and I

“ ‘ catch game in the air which I bring to my master.—To this the cock an-

•* « swered : Had you seen as many falcons on the spit and ready for roasting

“ ‘ as I have seen cocks, you would he even more fearful than I.—And you,

‘‘ ‘ my friends,’ continued the vizir, ‘ did you know what I know, you would not

“ ‘ wonder at my being afraid even in the height of the favour which you see

“ ‘ me enjoy.’ ” Thekhalif’s vengeance fell at length upon Abu Aiyub in the

year 153 (A. D. 770); he was tortured, deprived of all his property, and he

died A. H. 154.—Muriydni means belonging to Muiiydn, a village in the pro-

vince of al-Ahwaz, or of Khuzestan, according to Ibn Nukta (2).

—

Khiizi means

belonging to Khuzistdn, a country between Basra and Far*. Some say, how-

ever, that this surname was given to him for his avarice, because he took up

his residence in the valley of al-Khuz (3) when at Mekka.

(1) This name should perhaps be pronounced Sluihallad.

(2) Tho life of Ibn Nukta will be found in this work.

<3) SMb al-KMz ( the valley ofal-Khbz) is the name of a place near Mekka. He perhaps chose this retired

place for his habitation, to avoid receiving company.

SULA1MAN IBN WAHB.

Abu Aiyub Sulaiman was the son of Wahb (1) Ibn Said Ibn Amr Ibn Hosain (2)

Ibn Kais Ibn Kilal (3). When Yazid Ibn Abi Sofyiin became governor of Syria,

3<M Kilal was employed by him as a secretary, and he afterwards served Moawia in

the same capacity ; Moawia passed him over to his son Yazid, and it was in the

reign of this khalif that he died. Kais, Kital’s son, was nominated by Yazid to

the vacant place, and having served successively Yazid, Marwan lbu al Hakam,

Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan and Ilisham Ibn Abd al-Malik, he died in the reigu of

the last. Hosain, the son of Kais, was then appointed secretary bv Ilisham, and
,

after him he served Marwan Ibn Muhammad al-Jaadi, the last of the Omaiyides

;

he was then employed by Yazid Ibn Omar Ibn llubaira, who, on joining the party
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of Abu Jaafar al-Mansur (4), procured for him a full pardon from the con-

queror. Hosain was then employed as a secretary by al-Mansur and by al-

Mahdi, m whose reign he died, on a journey to Ilai. Al-Mahdi then nomi-

nated Amr, Hosain’s son, to the vacant place. Amr passed subsequently into

tile service of Khalid Ibn Barmak, and died, leaving a son named Said, who

remained constantly with the Barmek family. Wahb, the son of Said, entered

into the service of Jaafar Ibn Yahya {the Barmekide), and afterwards passed

into that of al-Fadl Ibn Sahl, surnamed Zu ’r-Riasalain. Al-Fadl used to say

of him :
“ I wonder how any person can keep company with Wahb, and not

“ feel seriously affected at his own inferiority.” On the death of al-Fadl, his

brother al-Hasan took Wahb as his secretary, and confided to him the govern-

ment of Kirman and Fars, both which provinces prospered under his adminis-

tration. Wahb was drowned on his way from Famin as-Silh to Baghdad, whi-

ther he had been sent by al-Hasan with a letter for al-Mamun. Sulaiman, the

son of Wahb, was only fourteen years of age when he became secretary to al-

Mamun ; he afterwards entered into the service of Itakh (5), from which he

passed into that of Ashnas (6) ;
being then raised to the vizirat by al Muhtadi,

he was employed by al-Motamid in the same capacity. He has left a collection

of epistles. His brother al-Hasan Ibn Wahb was secretary to {the vizir) Mu-

hammad Ibn Abd al—Malik az-Zaiyat, and director of the chancery office (7). He

was an able poet and an elegant writer of epistles, a collection of which he pub-

lished. These two brothers were among the most distinguished men of the

time. We have already slated in the life of Abu Tammam {see page 351), that.

al-Hasan Ibn Wahb conferred on him the place of postmaster at Mosul, and that

he composed some elegiac lines on the poet’s death; these we have there inserted

{page 353).—1 cannot give a separate notice on al-Hasan in consequence of my

inability to discover the date of his death ; for, as I have already observed in my
preface, this book is solely intended as an obituary, and when 1 enter into the

particulars of any individual’s life, it is not because they are required by the

design of the work, but merely because they may furnish instruction and

amusement to the reader.— The principal poets of the time, such as Abu

Tammam, al-Bohtori, and others of the same class, composed poems in honour

of these two brothers : one of Abd Tammum’s finest passages is the following,

from a kasida addressed to Sulaiinan :
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Family of Wahb 1 I and every man of education shall follow the path in which you

tread. For you my heart
(
longeth ,) as the liver parched with thirst (longeth for icater

)

;

but for the tfest of men, my heart is as the hearts of others.

A man of great merit said, on hearing these lines, that it would have been

more appropriate to address them to the descendants of the Prophet, who alone

were worthy of being praised in such terms. Sulaiman Ihn Wahb died in pri-

son, on Sunday the 1 5th of Safar, A. II. 272 (August, A. D. 885), or by ano-

ther account in 271. At-Tabari says in his History that he died on Tuesday,

the 17th of the month, in the prison where he was confined by the order of

al-Muwaffak Talha, the father of the khalif al-Motadid. The poet al-Bohtori

composed the following verses on Sulaiman :

His resolutions are followed by a prompt execution, and his intelligence discovers

plainly to him all things hidden . That which is out of his sight is held present in his

mind, and when his eyes slumber, his mind is awake.

This idea has been frequently employed by poets
; it is thus that Aus Ihn Hajar

at-Tamimi (8), an ante-islamic poet, has said :

30i» When the man of penetration thinks of you, he may be said to see and to hear you.

The same idea has been thus variously expressed by different poets :

He foresees so well the results of an affair, that they might be thought to have al-

ready informed him [of their coming)

.

He foresees so well the results of an affair, that by his good judgment he might be

said to witness occurrences before they come to pass.

He knows so well the course of events, that he may be said to have his eye fixed upon
to-morrow.

When hearts hold secret converse, (you know what passes in them) as if you saw

them plainly.

The different manners of expressing this single idea would form a long chap-

ter, and we shall not expatiate farther on the subject.—Sulaiman Idled succes-

sively different places in the public offices of government, and was raised to the

vizirat, which he occupier! till the time of his imprisonment and death.— It is

related that the khalif al-Wathik once turned towards Ahmad Ihn al-khasib (9)

the kaiib, and recited to him these lines {of an ancient poet)

:
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Two persons, both of them rich, are my debtors, and had God so willed, they had
paid me before this. One of them, 0 my friends ! is Omni Amr; as for the other, ask

me not her name

.

Sulairnan, on being informed of -the circumstance, exclaimed :

li May God

“ protect me! by Omm Amr is meant Ahmad lbn al-Khasih, and bv the other

“ it is I who am designated.” And such was really the case, the khalif having

confiscated their property a few days afterwards (1 0). When Sulaiman was pro-

moted to the vizirat, (or by another account, when his son Obaid Allah was

raised to that post,) the following verses were written to him by Obaid Allah,

the son of Abd Allah lbn Tahir (whose life wdl be found farther on)

:

Fortune refused us her favours, but showed her kindness for us in granting them to

those whom we love and esteem. And I said to her: “Complete thy beneficence to-

“ wards them, and leave us in neglect; important business should be done first.'’

%

* / » < «

(1) The family of SulaimAn was originally Christian, but had embraced Islamism.—(Fakhr ad-dln. .Ms

No. 80S, fol. 228). The father of his ancestor KilAI bore the name of Malta {Matthew).

(2) This name is written with the vowel-points in the Fihrest. The beginning of this article to the words

U’e Aate already stated is copied verbatim from that work.

{3} The orthography and true pronunciation of this name are uncertain.

(4) Yatld lbn Omar lbn Ilubaira, governor of Irak for MarwAn lbn Muhammad, fought for bis master till

the last, and held out in WAsit eleven months against Abe Jaafar al-Mansflr. It was only on learning the

death of hit sovereign that he surrendered.— {Sec Price's Retrospect .)

(5) IlAkh, when a boy, wos a slave to SallAm al-Abrash, by whom he was employed as a cook, and who

sold him to al-Motasim in the year 100 (A. I). 814-5). Being possessed of great courage, he was raised to

places of the highest authority by that prince and by his successor al-WAthik. He was named commander of

the household troops LjjxJI at Sarr-mann-rAa, and it was by his hand and in his house that persons con-

demned to death by al-Motasim were executed. I'nder al-Mulawakkil be held the rank of commander-in-

chief, general of the Maghrihin and Turkish guard, grand-treasurer, postmaster-general, grand-chamberlain,

and governor of Baghdad; but a circumstance happened which inspired the khalif with the utmost dread of

his powerful favourite. They had been both drinking together, and al-Mulanakkil, heated with wine, in-

sulted IlAkh so grossly, that the offended officer threatened to take his life. The next morning the khalif

was reminded of the scene, and offered an apology for what had passed, but some time after, be procured a

person who suggested to llAsh the propriety of making the pilgrimage to Mekka. The permission of al-

Mutawakkil having been obtained, he left Baghdad preceded by all the troops, clothed in a pelisse of

honour, and authorised to exercise the supreme authority in every town through which he passed. On his

return, in tho month of ZO 'l-Kaada, A. H. 230 (July, A. I). 815), he was received with great honour at

Baghdad by lshak lbn Ibrahim, who had been nominated governor of that city In the interval, and who

now invited him, in the most pressing manner, to come and stop at bis palace. ItAkb hesitated, but

yielding at length to lbn Ibrahim's solicitations, he went in, and at the same moment the guard of four

hundred young slaves who always accompanied him were shut out. ItAkh was immediately cast into
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chains and deprived nf every nourishment till he expired, after which witnesses were brought in to examine

his body and depose that he had died a natural death.— (Ibn al-Athlr. lbn Shukr.) The latter historian

calls IlAkh the sirord of the khalifs vengeance »lalac^ y— ;
a title similar to that already

noticed, page 347, and which is now sufficiently explained by the observation of Ibn al-Albtrin the foregoing

extract. At the siege of AmmCiriya, A. U. 223, ItAkh commanded the right wing of the Moslim army, and

in the year 223 he was appointed governor of Yemen.— (Ibn al-Athlr.) His name is differently pointed in the

MSS., it Is found written Atydkh, ^bol ltdkh, and „ k,t. M. Hamakcr suggests, in bis work enti-

tled Expeditio advertut Dymyatham, p. 123, that the true reading may be Inakh, a word still employed by

the liibeks to signify prince or emir. In the autograph MS. it is written

(6) Ashnas, one of al-Motasim's generals, commanded the van of the Moslims at the siege of AmraOriya.

In the year 223, be married his daughter to Afshln, the general who conquered BAbek al-Khurrami. lie

died A. H. 230 (A. D. 844-3).— (Ibn al-Athlr.)—See also FreyUg’x Selecta ex Hhtoria Balebi, p. 84.

(7) See note (4), page 33.

{8} Aus Ibn Uajar was a contemporary of al-Iiulaiya and NAbigha al-Jaadi.

(8 Ahmad Ibn al-KhasIb became viiir to al-Munlasir, A. U.248 (A. D. 862-3).

(10) At that time the governors of the provinces confided to their kdlibt. or secretaries, the duty of collecting

the public revenue, and the enormous fortunes which some of them acquired in the exercise of this office ex-

cited, more than once, the avidity of the court of Baghdad. The peculators were then cast into prison,

put to the torture, and obliged to pay heavy sums before recovering tbeir liberty. An instance of this may

be found in the Annals of AbO 'I-Fed4 under the year 230. SulaimAn Ibn Wahb was one of the kdtibs impri-

soned that very year, and he had to pay four hundred thousand dinars for his deliverance. He was then in

the service of Itikh. His brother al-Hasan was confined with him. but obtained his liberty at a much

cheaper rate; fourteen thousand dinars were all he was obliged to refund. — (lbn al-Aihtr.) Sec also Ibn

Shukr, sol. VIII. p. 88.

SINJAR IBN MALAKSHAH.

Abu ’l-IIarith Sinjar Ibn Malakshah Ibn Alp-Arslan Ibn Dawud lbn Mikail

Ibn Saljuk Ibn Dakak was sultan of Khorasan, Ghazna, and Ma-wara-an-Nahr

(
Transoxiana

) ;
prayers were offered up for him from the pulpits of Arabian

and Persian Irak, Adarbijan, Arran, Armenia, Syria, Mosul, Diar Bakr, Diar

Rabia and the two sacred cities (Mekka and Medina) ;
money was struck in

his name from one extremity of the Moslim empire to the other, and the titles

of as-Sultan al-Aazam ((he powerful sultan
) Moizz ad-din (the exalter of the

faith) were conferred upon him. His noble spirit and his liberality ranked him

among the greatest of princes; it is said that, during five successive mornings.
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he launched into every species of beneficence and gave away seven hundred thou-

sand dinars (1), lx'sides horses, pelisses, and other valuable objects. His trea-

surer stated his conviction that the riches contained in his master’s treasury

surpassed what had ever been possessed by any of the Persian kings
(
Chosroes):

“ I one day told him,” said he, lf that among his stores were one thousand satin

dresses, and I requested him to look at them; taking his silence for a proof 3(Mt

“ of his consent, I displayed them all before him, saying : ‘Why not look at

“what belongs to you? why not praise Almighty God for the favours and

“ bounties he has conferred upon you?’ On this he extolled his Creator, and

“ observed that it would be disgraceful for a prince like him to have it said

“ [that he hoarded

)

riches on riches. He then gave orders to introduce his

“ emirs, and he shared all the dresses among them. He possessed also one

“ thousand and thirty pounds weight (rati) of precious stones; a thing un-

“ heard of in the history of any other prince.” The authority of Sinjar and his

good fortune kept constantly increasing till the year 548 (A. D. 1153-4), when

he was defeated and taken prisoner by theGhozz(2), a people of Turkish origin.

The history of this event is well known (3). It was then that the jurisconsult

Muhammad Ibn Yahya, whose life will he found in this work, fell a martyr.

The power of Sinjar was broken by these invaders; they tore his kingdom asun-

der, obtained possession of Naisapur and massacred a countless multitude of the

inhabitants. Sinjar remained with them a prisoner five years, and during the

interval, the kingdom of Khorasan was dissolved and the city of Marw fell into

the power of Khowarezm Shah (4). He at length effected his escape, and hav-

ing returned to Khorasan, he collected his partisans at Marw, and was on the

point of recovering his throne when the term prescribed to his life came to its

expiration. He was born on Friday, the 25th of Rajah, A. II. 470 (November,

A. D. 1086), in the environs of Sinjar, and it was on account of this circum-

stance that he received his name. His father, the sultan Malak Shah, happened

to stop at that city on his passage through l)iar Rabia, when he received intelli-

gence of the birth of a son ; on which he ordered him to be called Sinjar. In

the year 490 (A. D. 1097), Sinjar became the lieutenant of his brother Bark-

ydruk (see his life, page 251), and in 512 (A. I). 1 118-9) he obtained the sove-

reignly of the empire. Having escaped from his captivity among the Ghozz, he

died at Marw on Monday, the 14th of the first Rabi, A. H. 552 (April, A. D.

76
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H57) and was interred in that city. The Seljuk dynasty in Khorasan ceased

with his existence, and most of bis kingdom fell into the possession of Khowa-

rezm Shah Alsiz ILn Muhammad lbn Aniishtikin, the grandfather of Tukush

Khowarezm Shah.—lbn al-Azrak al-Fariki (native and historian of Maiyafd-

rikin) slates, in his History, that Sinjar died in the year 555 (A. D. \ ICO): God

knows best!

(1) The dinar of that time ntay posse** an intrinsic value of about nine or ten shillings.

(8) lbn Khallikin calls them the Aghazz; this is the singular of the word : Ghozz is the plural. Ibn Kbal-

,
dOn names them the Aghzdz, which word is the plural of the plural form ghozz.

|3) See Abd 'l-FeilJ's Annals, year 548.

<4} For the history of KhowArezm Shih Atsiz Ibn Muhammad Ibn Anushtikin, see Price’s Retrospect.

vol. II. page 390.

SAHL AT-TUSTAKI.

Abu Muhammad Sahl lbn Abd Allah Ibn Yunus lbn Isa lbn Abd Allah lbn

Rafi al-Tustari, a celebrated saint and gifted with miraculous powers, surpassed

all
(the $ufs) of his time in the practices (of mystic devotion). He became

acquainted with the shaikh Zu n-iNun (1) at Mekka. The mortifications

which he practised were excessive, and the command which he acquired
(
over

his passions and worldly inclinations) was extreme. From the following

relation, made by himself, it appears that it was his maternal uncle Muhammad

lbn Sawwar who was the cause of his entering on the path of the devout life •

“ My uucle said to me one day, ‘Why dost thou not call to mind God thy

“ creator?’—‘How,’ said I, ‘ must I call him to mind?’— ‘On rolling thyself

“ up in thy clothes (when going to sleep), say three times with thy heart

:

“ God is with me! God is looking on me! God is witnessing my conduct

!

“ and let not thy tongue move to pronounce these words.’ For some nights I

“ did as he told me and 1 then informed him of it. ‘ Repeal the words seven

“ times every night,’ was his answer. This I did and I informed him again.

“ ‘Repeat them eleven times every night,’ said he. I followed his advice, and

“ a sweetness fell into my heart. A year afterwards my uncle said to me

:
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“ ‘Keep in mind what I taught thee and persevere in it till thou enterest into

“ die grave; for it will profit thee in this world and in the next.’ During

“ some years I continued the practice and found therefrom a sweetness in my
“ inmost self. Then one day my uncle said to me: ‘0 Sahl I he with whom
“ God is, on whom God looketh, and whose conduct God witnesseth, is dis-307

“ obedient unto him ! beware of disobedience.' ” Such was the commence-^

raent of his devotional career. He dwelt for some time at Abbadan and also at

Basra, in which city he died in the month of Muharram, A. H. 283 (Fcbruary-

March, A.D. 806), or 203 by another account. Our shaikh Ibn al-Athir men-

tions, in his History, that Sahl was horn A. H. 200 (A.D. 815-6); others

say 201, at Tustar — Tustari means belonging to Tustar, which is a town of

the canton of al-Ahwaz in Khuzistan. This place, which is sometimes called

Shushtar, contains the tomb of al-BarA Ibn Malik (2).

(1) See his life, page 291.

\2) AI-BarJ Ibn Milik Ibn an-Nadry,ail!, (he brother of Anas Ibn MAlik, wa* camel-leader (hAdf) to the

Prophet, and extemporized to him scraps of poetry (rajas') when on his journeys and military eipeditions. Uo

fought at all his battles and signalized himself by his bravery, having killed, in single combat, during the

course of his life, one hundred infidel warriors. He fell a martyr to the cause of Islamism at a battle fought

near Tustar, A. II. 20-1.—(Abfl T-Mah&sin's Kujtim; Siar as-Salaf.)— Al-Bari was one of the ahl as-Su/ja.

—(See Abfi T-Fedi's Annals, year 11; Do Sacy's Hariri, p.328.|—The hddi ila.
,
or camel-drirer, encou-

*

rages them by his song, ond al-Bari had so sweet a voice that on passing through places where there were

women, the Prophet used to silence him, saying : Take fore of the glass pkiah, jSj I «_*) tj U

I

;
alluding

probably to the supposed frailty of the female sex.

ABU HATIM AS-SIJISTANI. ‘

Abu Halim Sabi Ibn Muhammad Ibn Othmnn Ibn Yazid al- Jushami as-Sijis-

tani, a grammarian, philologer, and reader of the Koran, was the most learned

man of Basra, in which city he had settled. Master of all the branches of

l>elles-leltres, he had for pupils Ibn Duraid, al-Mubarrad, and others, {who

were afterwards) the most eminent scholars of the age. He read twice through

Sibawaih’s Book, under the tuition of al-Akhfash ; this he mentioned to al-Mu-
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harrad, who declared that he heard him say so. Much of the oral information

which he communicated to his pupils had hcen received by him from Abu Zaid

al-Ansari, Abu Obaida, and al-Asmai. He was versed in philology aod poetry,

.skilled in prosody, and an able elucidator of obscure expressions. In the com-

position of poetry he displayed considerable talent, but his acuteness as a gram-

marian was so inferior that, whenever he met Abu Othman al-Mazini at the

house of Isa Ibn Jaafar al-Hashiiui, he either pretended business or hurried out

of the room to avoid answering any grammatical questions which the other

might propose to him. He led a chaste and holy life; every day he gave a

dinar in alms, and every week he read the Koran through. Some of his poeti-

cal pieces are very good, such, for instance, as the lines addressed by him to

Abii ’1-Abbas al-Mubarrad, who frequented his lessons and studied assiduously

under him. Al-Muburrad was then a youth of great beauty (1). Abu Hatim

said to his pupils: “If you wish to commit a secret to paper, write it down
ei with new milk

;
the words will appear when the hot ashes of burnt paper

“ are sprinkled over them. Or write with a solution of white zdj (sulphate of

“iron); the words will become visible when the paper is sprinkled with an

“ infusion of nutgalls. Or else write with the latter, and you may revive the

“ writing by means of the zdj” The following is a list of his works: The

Koran analysed grammatically; on the faulty expressions employed by the vul-

gar; on birds; on the genders; on plants; on the words terminated by a long

or by a short elif

;

on the difference between the names given to the members of

the human frame and those of animals (2) ; on the readings of the Koran ; a

508 work called al-Makdtt wa ’l-Mabadi (3) ; on elegance of expression
;
on the

date-tree
;
on those words which have contrary significations

;
on the bow,

arrow, and dart ; on the sword
;
on the spear; on the coat of mail; on the horse

;

on wild beasts ; on reptiles
; satirical pieces

; on the grain when growing up ; on

the human frame
; on the cases in which two letters must be united into one (4)

;

on biestings and new milk; on the vine; on winter and summer; on bees and

honey; on camels; on herbage; on abundance and sterility ; on the differences

which existed between the first copies of the Koran, etc. The following is a

specimen of his poetry :

They let that handsome face appear, and then blame those who are tempted. If

they wish us to be continent, let them veil that handsome face.
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He died in the month of Muharram (or of Rajah), A. II. 248 (March-April,

A. D. 862), at Basra, and was interred in the centre of the Musalla (5); .the

funeral service was said over him by Sulaiman Ibn Jaafar Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Ali

Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib al-llashimi, who was at that

time governor of the city.

—

Jushami is derived from Jushum

;

there are a

number of tribes bearing this name, and I do not know to which of them Abu

IlAtim belonged. * '

(t) The original text contains here some verses composed by Sahl on nt-Muburrad. They contain tbe ex-

pression or a strong platonic affection, but they cannot with propriety be translated.

<2i See page 572, note (fl).

(3) This title means itopt and commencements, ilajji Khalifa does not notice the work, and mere conjec-

tures respecting its subject would be useless.

(4) See M. de S,icy's Grammaire arabe, tom. I. pages 23 el 53, etc.

The Manilla
( place of prayer) is a place in the open air where public prnyecs ore said on the two great

Moslim festivals.—See M. deSacy's Chrettomalkie, tome 1, page 101 -

ABU L-FATH SAHL AL-ARGHIYANI.

Abu ’1-Falh Sahl Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ali al-Arghiyani, a doctor of the sect of

as^Shafi, highly respected for his learning and mortified life, studied jurispru-

dence at Marw under the shaikh Abu Ali ’s-Sinji (1), and then received lessons

from the kadi Husain al-Marwarrudi (2), with whose system of doctrine he be-

came so well acquainted, that his master declared that no one knew it better.

He then went to Naisapur and read over the principles of jurisprudence under

the tuition of the Im&m al-Haramain Abu T-Ma.il i T-Juwaini, at whose assem-

blies he maintained discussions with general approbation. Having then re-

turned to Arghiyan, he filled die place of kadi for some years, holding at the

same time a most exemplary conduct and walking in the path of righteousness.

He then made the pilgrimage and became acquainted with the great doctors of

Irak, Ilijaz, and al-Jibal (Persian Irak), from whom he received some Tradi-

tions and to whom he communicated others. On quitting Mekka, he went to

visit the Sufi (3) shaikh al-IIasan as-Simnani, by whom he was advised to
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discontinue the practice of discussing points of the law : he followed this coun-

sel, and having given up the place of kadi, he confined himself to his house and

lived in solitude. He then built with his own money a little Sufi convent, in

which he went to reside and where he remained, composing works and prac-

tising devotion till his death. He expired on the first day of Muharram, A. H.

499 (September, A. 1). 1 1 0a), as he was just awaking from one of his ecstacies (4).

He is the author of that collection of legal decisions which is called the Fatawa

Arghiyaniya (5). lie had heard the lessons of some eminent doctors,, such as

Abd Bake al-Baihaki (6), Nasir al-Marwazi (7), and Abd al-Ghafir Ismail al-

Farisi, the author of the Majma ’l-Ghardib, the supplement to the History of

Naisapur and other works .—Arghiydni means belonging to Arghiyan
,
which

is a tract of country in the dependencies of Naisapur, containing a number of

villages.

(11 See his life, page 410.

(2) See his life, page 418.

(3) The word adrif
v 'fs. {the knowing), here rendered by Safi, is a technical term of mystic theology.

It signifies one who has attained to the knowledge of the divine essence and attributes.—See the Vies des

Safit par Dj&rni, in the Solieet el Bxtrailt, tom. XII. p. 323.

(4 See the meaning of the word Adt esplained in note (4), page 100.

(8) See however what our author says on this subject in the life of Abb N’asr Muhammad al-Arghiy.ini.

(6) See bis life, page 57.

(7) Abb T-Falh NAsir Ibn al-Itusain al-Omari al-Marwazi, an eminent professor and doctor of the sect of

as-SbAfl, was a member of the tribe of Koraish, and a descendant from the khalif Omar Ibn nl-KhattAb. The

celebrated hdfiz al-Baihaki was one of his disciples. He himself had studied at Mnrw under al-KaflAI. and at

Naisapur under Abd 't-Taiyib as-Sdldkl. He was an excellent professor, mufii, and controverUst. He ter-

minated a life of modest poverty and virtue in the month of Zd 't-Knada, A. H. 441 {March, A. D. 1053'.

—

(Tab. a*-S/idfiyln.)

ABU T-TAIYIB SAHL AS-SOLUK1.

Abd ’t-Taiyib Sahl Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Muhammad Ibn Sttlai-

man as-Soldki, a doctor of the sect of as-Sliafi, was a native of Naisapur. We
shall give the life of his father and the rest of his genealogy under the letter M.

509 Abd ’t-Taiyib was mufti of Naisapur and son of the
{_
former) mufti of that

city
;
he studied jurisprudence under his father Abd Sahl as-Soluki, who was
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still living when he received the title of chief doctor of the law {imam). It is

universally allowed that for learning and the strict observance of religion he stood

without a rival. He received Traditions from his father, from Muhammad lbn

Yakub al-Asamm,from lbn Musatlir, and from others of the same class; he was

also a profound jurisconsult, a learned philologist, and an able dogmatic theo-

logian. • His disciples gained much instruction from the traditional learning

which he imparted to them, and it is said that when he made his course of

lectures, upwards of five hundred inkhorns were in service {the number of

those who took notes being so great). He was the most eminent professor and

imam (I) of the age, and it was from him that the doctors of Naisapur received

their information. His death took place in the month of Muharram, A. II. 387

(Jan.-Fcb. A.D. 997); it is stated, however, by Abu Yala al Khalili in his Irshad,

that he died in the beginning of the year 402 (2).
—“ SoUiki is derived from

Soluk''—such is the sole observation made on this word by as-Samani {in his

Ansab). It is related by Abd al-YVahid al-Lakhmi that a soreness having fallen

on Sahl’s eyes, his friends used to go and recite pieces of poetry and relate his-

torical anecdotes in his presence, a tiling customary in such cases, and that the

shaikh Alnl Abd ar-Rahman as-Sulami (3) said to him :
“ Imam! if your eyes

“ could sec your face, they would be healed (4).” With this compliment Sahl

was highly pleased, and observed that he had never received one more flattering.

On the death of his father Muhammad lbn Sulaiman, the following verses of

condolence were addressed to him by Abd ’n-NaSr lbn Abd al-Jahbar

:

AVho will bear from me, afflicted and lamenting, a message to one who, by his learn-

ing, is the first of all. [Tell him
)
that patience under affliction best becomes the man

whose legal decisions are (just) as the judgments of tiod.

(1) Sec page S3, note (1).

(2) AI-Yaft and al-Othm&ni place his death in A. H. 404.

(3) This person mutt not be confounded with a celebrated kor&n-rtader of the same name, nolired in the

life of A&sim lbn Abi Piujdd.—See vol. It. of this work. •

(4) This it somewhat analogous to the expression : A sight of you is good for sore eye*.
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SHAWAR.

Abu Slnijaa Shawar (1) as-Saadi (member ofthe tribe ofSaad) was the son of

Mujir Ibn Nizar Ibn Ashair Ibn Slias Ibn Mughith Ibn Habib Ibn al-Harith Ibn

Rabia Ibn Yakhnas (2) Ibn Abi Duwaib Abd Allah.— Ibn Abi Duwaib was the

father of Halima, who nursed the Prophet on the same milk with her daughter

as-Shaima. The father of as-Shaima was al-IIarilh Ibn Abd al-Ozza Ibn Rifaa

Ibn Malian : it was she who was carrying Muhammad in her arms when he bit

her, and she showed him the mark, (many years later,) when she went to see

him. Some say the real name of Ibn Abi Duwaib was Abd Allah Ibn al-Harith

Ihn Shih na Ibn Jabir Ibn Rizam Ibn Nasira Ibn Kusaiya Ibn Nasr Ibn Saad Ibn

Bakr Ibn Hawazin. The government of Upper Egypt had been confided to

Shawar by as -Salih Ibn Ruzzik, al-Aadid’s vizir, who, when wounded (3) and

on the point of death, reproached himself with three faults; the first, his no-

mination of Shawar; the second, his having built the mosque which bears his

own name, and is situated at the Zawila Gate
;
because it might be employed

with advantage in the defence of Cairo against a besieger; and the third, his

JtIO having led his troops as far as Bilbais, and returning back after spending up-

wards of two hundred thousand dinars upon them, instead of marching into

Syria, taking Jerusalem and eradicating the power of the Franks. Shawar

then established his authority in Upper Egypt, and as his ambition, noble spirit,

and bravery were equally conspicuous, Salih's last advice to his son
(
and suc-

cessor
)
al-Aadil Ruzzik was, that he should neither attempt to molest him nor

let any change appear in his conduct towards him; Shawar being a person whose

fidelity could not be trusted, and who might revolt when it was least expected.

It would be too long to relate how Salih’s apprehensions were justified; (we

shall merely state that
) Shawar left Upper Egypt, and traversing the Oasis and

the deserts, he appeared suddenly at Taruja, a village near Alexandria, whence

he marched to Cairo. He entered that city on Sunday, the 22nd of Muharram,

A. H. 558 (January, A.D. 1163), and having put al-Aadil to death, he look pos-

session of the vizirat which had thus become vacant, and got all the authority

into his own hands. Al-Aadil had fied from Cairo with his family on the 20th

of Muharram, during the night (but had been pursued and made prisoner.)
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The same year, in ihe month of Ramadan, Shawar proceeded to Syria with the

intention of soliciting succour from
(Nur ad-din

)
Mahmud Ibn Zinki, the sove-

reign of that country: he had been driven from Cairo by Abu ’1-Ashbal Dirgham

lbn Aamir Ibn Siwar al-Lakhmi al-Mundiri (4), surnamed Faris al-Muslimin

{the cavalier of the Moslims). This Arab, who was prefect of the palace (5), had

assembled a great number of adherents, and having attacked and defeated Sha-

war, he obliged him to fly from Cairo, and slew his son Tai. He then installed

himself in the vizirat; it having become the custom of Egypt that the victor should

take the place of the vanquished. It is well known that NAr ad-din sent the

emir Asad ad-din Shirkuh to assist Shawar; we need not therefore enter into

longer details on the subject (6), and it finally occurred that NAr ad-din after

having entered Egypt three times, as may be seen in his life, slew Shawar bn

Wednesday, the 17th or 18th of the latter Rabi, A. II. 564 (January, A. D. 1 169).

Shawar was interred in the funeral chapel erected over bis son Tai, and which is

situated in the lesser Karafa, near the tomb of al-Kadi ’1-Fadil. He fell by the

hand of the emir Izz ad-din Jurdik, an enfranchised slave of NAr ad-din's. Ar-

RAhi (7) states, in his Tuhfat al-Khulafd,
that he was slain by the sultan Salah

ad-din, who was then accompanying his uncle Asad ad-din, and that this event

took place on Saturday, the 15th of the first Jumada, in the year above men-

tioned; and Ibn Shaddad says in his Sirat Salah ad-din
[8): “When Shawar

“ rode forth with his suite to meet Asad ad-din, none dared to attack him

except Salah ad-din, who went up to him, and riding beside him, seized him

“ by the collar and ordered his men to fall on. The troops of Shawar took to

“ flight and their camp was plundered; as for himself, he was taken to an iso-

“ laled tent, and immediately after, there arrived a note in the hand writing

“ of the chief eunuch, by which the Egyptians demanded the prisoner’s head,

“ in conformity to their usual mode of treating fallen vizirs. His head was

“ therefore cut off and forwarded to them, on which they sent to Asad ad-din

“ the pelisse (investiture

)

of the vizirat. Having put it on, he entered the

“ city and was inaugurated as vizir. This passed on the 17th of the latter Rabi

“ of the same year.” The hdfiz Ibn Asakir says in his History : “ Shawar came

“ to solicit Nur ad din’s protection, and was received by him with high honour

“ and respect; that prince sent an army with him into Egypt, and by its aid

“ Shawar slew his rival {Dirgham)
;
he did not however fuld any of his engage-

77
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“ ments, and he subsequently sent to the king of the Franks, offering a sum of

“ money for assistance. The troops of Nur ad-din had now returned to Syria,

“ and the king of the Franks, animated with the secret hope of getting Egypt

into his power, marched as far as Bilhais, of which city he took possession in

his own name. Ntir ad-din having received intelligence of this event, dis-

“ patched {Asad ad-din Shirkuh with) an army into the country, and the enemy,

“ frustrated in their projects, retired on his approach. Shawar's perGdv now

“ became evident; he wrote to the enemy for assistance, and Shirkuh, struck

with the danger to which such perversity exposed him, pretended to be unwell,

“on which Shawar went to see him, hut was attacked and killed by Jurdik

511 “ and Burgush, both tnawlas to Nur ad-din. The death of Shawar was cer-

“ tainly planned by Salah ad-din ; it was he who first laid violent hands on

“ him. Asad ad-din then remained in undisputed possession of the supreme

“ authority; the doctrines of the sunna were again openly professed in Egypt,

“ and the khotba was made in the name of the Abbasides after a lapse of time

“ which precluded all hopes of its re-establishment.” The doctor Omara al-

Yatnani, whose life shall come later, composed some poems in honour of Sha-

war, and the following lines are taken from one of them :

Iron recoils from iron, but ShAwar never recoils from defending the religion of Mu-
hammad. Time made an oath to produce another man like ShAwar

;
thy oath is false,

O Time 1 expiate therefore thy perjury.

Omara relates that at the period of Shawar’s success and of the fall of the

Ruzzik family, a number of their former partisans and of those upon whom they

had heaped favours, were assembled around Shawar on one of the days in which

he held a public sitting to receive visiters, and that they attacked the character

of their former benefactors in the hopes of gaining their new master’s favour.

On this occasion, Omara, who was present and who had met with great kindness

from Salih Ibn Ruzzik and his son al-Aadil on his arrival in Egypt, recited to

Shawar the following verses

:

Thy reign has restored health to our feverish times, and the evils which excited the

complaints of the epoch have disappeared. The
(
brilliant) days of the Ruzzik family

have passed away; their praises are heard no longer, but blame ccascth not (to pursue

them). [It is note) as if the good and the just (9) of that family had never filled yonder
throne. Here are those who roused against them their evil fortune whilst it still slum-

bered—(and peace maketh leaves to grow on the talam tree) (10). We thought—and
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our thoughts are sometimes mistaken—that the troop of their partisans was invincible

;

hut when you darted upon them like a falcon (upon his guurry), that flock of vultures

betrayed them (and took to flight). Yet they were no despicable foes, but they were

overwhelmed by the toirent of your success. In exalting your enemies, I only mean to

exalt your own glory ; excuse me then, and blame me not. If I feel grateful to them

for their kindness in former days, it is because I remember what I experienced, not

because I had previously bound myself to praise them. Were I to open my mouth only

to blame them, thy magnanimity would shrink and oblige me to close it. God, in his

kindness, commands us to do good and to avoid saying evil of others.

Omara then proceeds to slate that Shawar and his two sons praised him

highly for his gratitude to the family of Ruzzik.—As for al-Malik al-Mansitr (the

victorious prince) Abu ’l-Ashbal Dirgham (the lion, father of the whelps) Ibn

Siwar al-Lakhmi, he left Cairo on the approach of Shawar with the troops from

Syria, and was slain on Friday, the 28th of the latter Jumada, or, by another

account, in the month of Rajah, A. H. 559 (May, A.D. 1 164). He fell near the

sepulchral chapel of as-Saiyida Nafisa (11), situated between Old and New Cairo.

His head was cut off and borne about on a lance, and his body lay there for three

days till it was partly devoured by dogs
; it was then interred near the Birkat

al-Fil(12), and a cupola was erected near it. This I have read in some histo-

rian, and there is still a cupola at the Birkat which I am inclined to think is that

very one.—The word FFdhdl (Oasis) serves to designate a long tract of country 512

lying parallel to Upper Egypt, and situated in the deserts which extend to Barka

and are crossed by the road leading to Maghrib.— Tanija is a village near

Alexandria; its principal produce is caraway.— Shawar’s descent, as it is given

at the beginning of this notice, was copied by me from a (genealogical) tree

which was communicated to me by one of his descendants.

(1) II appears from the autograph MS. that this name must be pronounced Shdwar . and not Shdicir, as I

hare hitherto written it. Indeed, William of Tyre calls him 5auar, and this should have prevented me from

falling into any mistake on the subject.

(2) The priuled leu has Mukhts, which is a fault.

(3) The autograph MS. has _ ; all the others hove
Cr ‘ Cr

(4) The titles al-Lakhmi al-Mundiri given to this Arab chief, prove that he drew his descent from the

ancient princes of Hlra.

(8) Prefect of the palace ; literally. Lieutenant of the door. This was one of the highest dignities under

the Fatimite* of Egypt. The officer who filled this place went to meet the foreign ambassadors and intro-

duced them to the kbalif.— 'Al-Makrlii, MS. St. Germain, No. 106, fol.343 p.)

(0) For these events consult the Annate of AbO '1-FedS, and M. Reinauds Extratte, etc.
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(7) The full names of this writer are Abft Abd Allah Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Aili ir-Rdhi. He

must have written his Tuhfat al-Khulafd (
pretent for khaUft) subsequently to A. H. 364. Another of his

works, the Bulghat az-Zurafd, is noticed in the Bib. Bodl. Catal.

(81 See Sehul ten's Saladini vita el ret getta, p. 34.

(9) There is here a play upon the names of Sdlih and Addil, which mean good and jutt.

(10) Such is the literal meaning of the original Arabic. There can be no mistake in the printed lest, at it

agrees exactly with the copy of the same poem contained in OniJra's an-.\ukat al-Atriyat, or historical anec-

dotes of the vliirs of Egypt, MS. of the Bib. du Roi, No 810, fol. 26, which manuscript has been corrected

by the author himself. The last word of the verse he has pointed so that it mutt be pronounced talam; yet

the autograph of Ibn Khallikkn writes it talim J-l, a word which does not eiist in Arabic. As the leaves

of the salam tree were used in dyeing, and were therefore frequently stripped off, we may suppose the poet to

mean, that as the salam tree, if left untouched, It covered with leaves and gives shade to the traveller, so the

Runlk family, had they enjoyed peace, might have flourished and protected all those who sought their

shelter.

(11) Her life will be found in this work.

(12) The Birkat al-FIl, or Elephant’s Pond, lay between Cairo and the citadel.—(4H-,V<Url:f.)

AL-AFDAL SHAHANSHAH.

Abii ’I-Kasim Shahanshah, surnamed al-Malik al-Afdal (the excellent prince),

was the son of Badr al-Jamali Amir al-Juyiush. His father Badr was of Arme-

nian extraction, and had been purchased as a slave by Jamal ad-Dawlat Ibn

Ammar (1), who brought him up and advanced him in the world. Badr’s pru-

dence, perspicacity, and energy of character ranked him among those men of

eminent abilities whose number is so few, and he was therefore named lieute-

nant-governor of Tyre, or perhaps of Acre, by al-Mustansir, the ruler of Egypt.

At the period in which the authority of that prince had been greatly enfeebled

and the affairs of the empire had fallen into disorder (2), a state of things which

we shall describe in his life, he heard of Badr al-Jamali’s merit and called him

to his assistance. It was then in the depth of winter, a period in which it is

not usual to make a voyage, but Badr embarked and arrived at Kairo on

the eve of Wednesday, the 28th of the first Jumada, some say of the second,

A. II. 466 (January, A. D. 1074), and received from al-Mustansir the direc-

tion of all the public affairs. By his presence the authority of the prince reco-

vered the respect which it had lost, and order was re-established in the state.
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Having been named vizir of the sword and the pen (chief of the civil and

military), kadi T-Kudat (chiefkadi) and president of the missionaries (3), he

displayed such talent in his administration, that his arrival in Egypt was gene-

rally said to he the commencement of al-Mustansir's good fortune and the end

of his abasement. He was surnamed Amir al-Juviush
(
commander in chief).

At the moment he first entered into al-Mustansir’s presence, a person was read-

ing the Koran to that prince and had just pronounced the words: slnd God has

now assisted you with Badr(4) but did not finish the verse
;
on which al-Mus-

tansir declared that had he finished it, he would have struck off his head (5).

Badr continued in power till upwards of eighty : his death took place in the

month of Zd ’1-Kaada, or of Zu ’l-Hijja, A. H. 438 (November, A . D. 1 095) (6).

It was he who built the great mosque situated in the Suk al-Attarin (Druggist

street) at Alexandria ; he finished its construction in the month of the first

Rabi, A. H. 479 (June-July, A. D. 1086). He built also the chapel of the

Head (7) at Ascalon. During his last illness he was replaced as vizir by his

son al-Afdal Shahanshah, whose conduct towards Nizar the son of al-Mustansir

and Iftikin the Afdalite, governor of Alexandria, is so well known
(8). Having

made them prisoners, he took them to Cairo, after which they were never more

heard of. This was in the year 488 (A. D. 1095), some time after al-Mustan-

sir’s death. He then placed on the throne Ahmad al-Mustali, that prince’s son,

and continued to act as vizir. As for Iftikin, he was executed publicly (9), and

as for Nizar, it is said that he was immured by his brother al-Mustali’s orders,

and that he thus perished. We have already spoken of him in the life of al-

Mustali (page 160). Iftikin was one of al-Afdal’s mamluks, and Nizar is the

person from whom the Ismailitc princes, the possessors of the fortress of al-

Alamut and other castles in Persia, claim their descent (10). Al-Afdal was an

able ruler and possessed a superior judgment ; it was he who, on the death of

al-Mustali, placed al-Aamir, that sovereign’s son, on the throne: he then took

the direction of public affairs into his own hands, and having conGned the prince

in his palace, he prevented him from indulging his passion for pleasure and

amusements. This treatment induced al-Aamir to plot against his vizir’s life,

and on the evening of Sunday, the 30th of Ramadan, A. H. 515 (December, 315

A. D. 1121 ), as al-Afdal rode forth from his habitation in the imperial palace

(which edifice is on the hank of the Nile and is now called the Ddr aUWa-
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kdla), he was attacked by the conspirators and slain whilst proceeding to-

wards the river. He was tlie father of Abu Ali Ahmad Ibn Shahanshah, of

whose conduct towards al-Haliz Abu '1-Maimun Alxi al-Hamid al-Ohaidi,

sovereign of Egypt, we shall make mention in the life of that prince. In

our notices on al-Mustali and Ortuk at-Turkoinani
(
page 171 ) we have

spoken of al-Afdal and mentioned that he took Jerusalem from Sokman and

il-Ghazi, the sons of Ortok.—Al-Afdal left after him such a quantity of wealth

as was never heard of before
; the author of the Dual aDMunkatia (11) stales

that it consisted of six hundred millions of dinars (12) ;
two hundred and fifty

bushels of dirhims, all of full weight and coined in Egypt ; seventy-five thou-

sand satin robes; thirty camel-loads of (perfume-) boxes in Irak gold; a gold

inkhorn mounted with a precious stone valued at twelve thousand dinars; one

hundred gold nails, each weighing one hundred dinars, ten of which were in each

of his ten sitting rooms
;
and on each nail w'as hung a turban ready folded and

embroidered in gold
;
each of these turbans was of a different colour, and he

selected from among them whichever he was inclined to wear; he possessed

licsides five hundred chests of clothing for the persons in his service, all of the

finest stuffs which Tennis and Damietta could produce : as for the horses, slaves,

mules, saddles, perfumes, ornaments for the person, and furniture which he left

after him, God alone knew their quantity. Besides all that, were cows, sheep,

and buffalos in such an incredible number that no person would dare to men-

tion it; their milk was farmed out, and in the year of his death it brought in

thirty thousand dinars. Among his effects were found two large trunks con-

taining gold needles for the use of the female slaves and the women.

(1) This w as probably Ab(i TAlib Ibn AmmAr, kAdi and governor of Tripoli*. who died A. H. 464. and w hose

nephew and successor, JalAl al-Mulk AbO'l-Hasan Ibn AmmAr, look an active pari against the first crusaders.

(2) See the Mtmoire sur la vie de Sloslantir in M. Quatremcre's Mcmoires tur I'Egypte.

(3) The Fatimites kept up till the last their establishment of missionaries, who secretly propagated the

Shiite doctrines in foreign countries and were their most active political agents.

(4) Koran, sural 3, verse 119.

(5) The rest of the verse is as follows : When you were despicable (to others)
; fear therefore God that ye

may peradventure be thankful. Had the reader gone farther, the first part of the verse would have been no

longer applicable to Badr, on account of the modification which the sense receives from the sequel. It

would then have meant: And God had already given you the victory atBedr; besides which, the eipression.

“when you were despicable,” would not have been flattering to the ears of the prince.
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(6) Most historians place Bailr's death in A. H. 487.

(7) It was at Ascalon that the head of al-Husaln, the grandson of Muhammad, was iuterred before its re-

moval to Egypt— iAbfl '1-FedJ's Anndlt, year 61.)

(85 See the history of this affair, page 160, note .7).

(9) Our author here contradicts what he has just said, a few lines above.

(10) See note i7), page 161, towards tho cud.

(11) See note (9), page 192.

(12) This is an absurd exaggeration: 600,000,000 dinars or 300,000,000 pounds sterling!

NUR AD-DAWLAT SHAHANSHAH.
*•

The emir Nur ad-Dawlat {light of the empire

)

Shahanshah Ibn Najm ad-din

Aiyub Ibn Shadi Ibn Marwan was the eldest brother of Salah ad-din, and the

father of the two princes, Izz ad-din Farrukh Shah and al-Malik al-Muzaffar

Taki ad-din Omar, the former of whom was father to al-Malik al-Amjad, prince

of Baalbek, and the latter was sovereign of Ilamat (1). We intend to give the life

of Taki ad-din. Shahanshah fell in an engagement with the Franks (2), who had

assembled to the number of, it is- said, seven hundred thousand men, horse and

foot, with the intention of invading all the Moslim countries. They advanced to

the gates of Damascus, but by the assistance of God, they were defeated. Shahan-

shah was slain in the month of the first Rabi, A.H. 543 (July-August, A.D. 1148).

His son Izz ad-din {glory of religion) Abu Said Farrukh Shah {fortunate king)

bore the title of al-Malik al-Mansur {the victorious prince) and was gifted with

a noble, generous, and lofty spirit. When the sultan Salah ad-din returned

to Egypt, he left Farrukh Shah as his lieutenant at Damascus, and that city

enjoyed great prosperity under the firm and able administration of its new go-

vernor. He died there in the year 578, towards the end of the first Jumada

(September, A. D. 1182); such is the statement made by the kdtib Imad ad-

din in the work entitled al-Bark ash-Shdmi, but Ibn Shaddad says, in his

History of Salah ad-din, that the sultan received intelligence of his nephew's

death in the month of Rajah, 577 (3); this, however, was a circumstance with

which Imad ad-dln must have been better acquainted than Ibn Shaddad. Sha-

hanshah had a daughter, named Azra, who founded the college at Damascus

which is called after her the Azrdwiyd: she died on the 10th of Muharram,
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A. H. 593 (December, A. D. 1196). As for al-Malik al-Amjad {the illustrious

prince) Majd ad-din
(
glory of religion

)
Abu M-Muzaflar Bahram Shah, the

son of Farrukh Shah, he possessed considerable abilities, and was allowed

514 by Salah ad-din to retain the government of Baalbek. He is the author of

some pieces of poetry which have been collected into a diwdn. When Baalbek

was taken from him by al-Ashraf Ibn al-Aadil (4), he proceeded to Damascus,

where he was murdered, in his own residence, by one of his mamluks, on the

eve ofWednesday, the 12th of Shawwal, A.H. 628 (August, A.D. 1231.)
i

,

i

(1) Taki ad-dln Onur was ancestor to Aba ’l-Fedft.

(2) See M. Reinaud's Extrnitt d’autcurt arabet relatift aux Croisadet, p. 93.

(3) See Schulten's Saladini vita et ret getter, pp. 48. 49.

(4) Al-Ashraf received the principality of Damascus. A. H. 626 (A. D. 1228) and then took possession of

Baalbek. -(Al-Yifl.)

SHAB1B IBN YAZ1D AL-KHAR1JI.

Abu d-Dahhak Shabib as-Shaibani was the son of Yazid Ibn Noaim ibn Kais

Ibn Amr Ibn as-Salt Ibn Kais Ibn Shar&hil Ibn Murra Ibn Hammam Ibn Dohl

ibn Shaiban Ibn Thalaba
; the remainder of the geneatogv is well known (1).

Shabib Ibn Yazid al-Khariji (the heretic rebel) revolted at Mosul in the reign of

Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwan whilst al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf ath-Thakafi was governor

of Irak. He slew successively five generals whom al-Hajjaj had sent against

him, and he then left Mosul with the intention of reaching Kufa and meeting

al-Hajjaj on his way from Basra to that city, but the latter arrived there with

his cavalry after a forced march and anticipated his antagonist. This was in

the year 77 (A. D. 696-7). He then fortified himself in the citadel (2) and, the

next morning, Shabib entered the city with his mother Jahiza and his wife

Ghazala. They immediately proceeded to the mosque accompanied by seventy

men, and Ghazala recited in it the morning prayer, and thus fulfilled a vow

which she made of saying a prayer of two rakas and of reading the surats of

the Cow and the Family of Imran (3) in that mosque, if ever she entered the

city. Her courage and bravery were extreme
; she fought in all her bro-

Digitized by Google
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ther’s battles, aud on one of these occasions al-IIajjaj himself fled before her, a

mark of cowardice for which a poet reproached him in these lines:

You arc a lion against me, but in battle an ostrich which spreads its wings and

hurries off on hearing the chirping of the sparrow. Why did you not go forth in the

conflict and fight with Ghazdla hand to hand ? But no 1 your heart fled from you (as if)

with the wings of a bird.

Jahiza, Sbabib's mother, was also very brave and fought in all his battles. He

himself had assumed the title of khalif and was long successful in resisting

al-Hajjaj, who was at length assisted by a powerful army, sent to him by

Abd al-Malik from Syria, under the orders of Sofyan Ibn al-Abrad al-Knlbi.

When these troops arrived at Kufa, al-IIajjaj went forth with them against

Shabib, who, overpowered bv numbers, took to flight after a combat in which

he lost his sister, his mother, and the bravest of his partisans. Pursued by

Sofyan at the bead of the Syrian troops, he was overtaken at al-Ahwaz, and

unable to resist, he fled before them to the river Dujail. On crossing the bridge,

his horse became unruly and threw him into the riverj l>orne down by the

weight of his coat of mail, helmet, and the rest of his armour, he yielded to his

fate, and answered to one of his companions who exclaimed: “How! Com-
“ mander of the faithful! is drowning to be your lot?"—“Yes; such is the

“ decision of the Mighty and the All-knowing.” His body having been after-

wards cast on shore by the river, it was conveyed by the post-horses to al-Haj-

jaj, who ordered it to be opened and the heart extracted. His commands were

obeyed and the heart was found to be as (
hard as) a stone, rebounding when

struck against the ground. Within it was discovered another heart, about the

size of a small ball, and this "contained the drop of congealed blood
(
out of

which each man is formed) (4).—An eye-witness relates as follows :
“ I saw

“ Shabib enter the mosque; he had on a cloak with a hood, spotted over from

“ drops of rain; he was tall and of an olive complexion
; his hair was curly

“ and of a black colour mixed with gray, and the mosque shook under his

“ weight.” He was born on the festival of the Sacrifice (1 0/h of Zu ’l-TIijja),

A. H. 26 (September, A. D. 647), and was drowned in the Dujail, as we have

said, A. H. 77 (A. D. 696-7). Some lime after his death, a Kharijite named

Itban Ibn W?

asila al-Haruri was brought before Abd al-Malik ;
this Itban be-

longed to the tribe of Shaiban and was one of the heretics (5) who revolted in

78
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Mesopotamia ; his mother, whose name was Asila or Wnsila, was of the tribe

518 of Mahlim. He had com|)osed a long kastda
,
which is inserted by al-Marzu-

hani in his Mojarn
,
(and which gave great offence to the khalif). Abd al-

Malik then addressed him in these terms: “Enemy of God ! was it not you who

said :

‘ If your family produced MarwAn and his son [Abd al-Malik), and Amr and Hashim
‘ and llabib, ours has given birth to Husain and al-Batin, and from us sprang Shablb,

‘ commander of the faithful’?”

To this Ilban made answer: “ Commander of the faithful! I did not say

“ so ; my words were: ‘and from us, sprang Shabib; Commander of the faith-

“ full’ ” The khalif was delighted with the answer and ordered him to be set

at liberty. His reply was certainly admirable, for if the word amir
(com-

mander

)

be pronounced amiro in the nominative case, it is Shabib who is de-

clared to be the commander of the faithful ; but if it be pronounced amira in

the accusative, the interjection 0 must be understood, and the verse will then

mean, 0 Commander of the faithful ! Shabib sprang from our family ,
and

nothing more.—The passage which follows is extracted from a collection of

biographical notices on persons generally known by their surnames
; this collec-

tion is contained in Ilm Asakir’s History of Damascus, towards the end of the

work :
“ Abu ’l-Minhal al-Khariji, a poet: he went to ask Abd al-Malik lbn

“ Marwan’s pardon for having addressed to him these verses:

‘ Bear a message to the Commander of the faithful—and a prudent counsellor, if

* sought for, is always to be found—Tell him that no peace can exist as long as an
* orator of the tribe of Thaklf mounts tho pulpits of our land. Give {that) satisfaction
* to the tribe of Bakr lbn WAil (6), or a fatal day shall await you in Jrak.’

”

(Then follow the two verses given above.) “ Abu Minhal was the surname

“ of Itban lbn Wasila, and by the orator of the tribe of Thakif he meant al-

“ Hajjaj.

—

Jahiza was the person whose silliness gave rise to the proverbial ex-

“ pression. More foolish than Jahiza . So says lbn as-Sikkit in that chapter of

“ the Kitdb Isldh al-Mantik which treats of words to which the vulgar give a

“ wrong application.— The father of Shabib was one of the Moslims who fled to

“ Kufa during the persecution against Muhammad and his parly. In the year

“ 25 (A. D. 645-6) he accompanied Sulaiihan lbn Rabia al-Bahili on a military

“ expedition iuto Syria, during which they ravaged part of that country and
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“ carried off spoil and prisoners. The father of Shahih bought one of the cap-

“ lives, a young girl of a rosy complexion, tall and handsome, and ordered her

“ to become a Moslim. On her refusal, he beat her, but she nevertheless would

“ not consent. He then made her his concubine, and in her pregnancy, when

“ the child quickened, she said that she felt something stirring within her.

“ This gave rise to the proverb of which we have spoken. She afterwards be-

“ came a convert to Islamism and brought forth Shabib, in the year 26, on the

“ festival of the Sacrifice. She told her master that before giving birth to the

“ child, she dreamt that she had been delivered of a hoy, and that a flame of

“ fire then issued from her and mounted up between the earth and the sky, after

*• which it fell into the water and was extinguished. ‘And,’ said she, ‘as the

“ ‘ day of his birth is a day of bloodshed, I hope my son will reach to eminence

“ and spill much blood.’ ”—The Dujail
(
little Tigris') is a large river in the

province of al-Ahwaz, having a number of towns and villages on its banks
;

it

takes its rise near Ispahan, and its bed was dug by Ardashir Ibn Babek, the first

of the Sasanite dynasty at al-Madain (
Ctesiphon). It must not he confounded

with the Dujail of Baghdad which branches ofT the Tigris opposite to al-Kadi-

siya, on the west side of the river, lietween Tikrit and Baghdad, and waters an

extensive territory.

—

f/aruri means belonging to Hariird
,
a village in the terri- 3l(t

tory of Kufa, where the Kliarijites first assembled ; it was for this reason, that

they were called the Ilaruriles. ,

(1) See Kiebhorn's Monamenta antiq. arabum. Tab. IX.

(2) Literally: The castle of the government (Kair al-Imlra.)

(3; Thcie arc the second and third suratt of the Koran.

(41 See Koran, sural 22. verse 8, and s. OS, v. 2.

(8) In the Arabic test, for gl^_ read gt^i.

(6} Bake Ibn Wiil was one of Shablb's ancestors. See Eicbborn, Tab. IX.

THE KADI SHURA III.

Abu Omaiya Shuraih Ibn al-IIarith Ibn Kais Ibn al-Jahm Ibn Moawia Ibn

Aamir Ibn ar-Raish Ibn al-IIarith Ibn Moawia Ibn Thaur Ibn Muratti (I) be-
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longed to the tribe of Kinda ( al-Kindi ). Thaur Ihn Muratti was the person

who l>ore the appellation of Kinda. Great differences subsist between the ge-

nealogies given as those of Shuraih, but the preceding is the most correct of any.

This eminent Tdbi came into the world before the promulgation of Islamism,

and was appointed kadi of Kufa by Omar Ibn al-Khatuib. He filled that post

seventy-five years, with only one interruption, at the period of Ibn az-Zubair’s

revolt, when he obtained the authorisation of al-IIajjaj Ibn Yusuf to discontinue

his services, and did not judge in any cause till three years after, on the death of

Ihn az-Zubair. Gifted with deep intelligence, penetration, knowledge, judg-

ment, and great skill in distinguishing right from wrong, he was the ablest

kadi of the age; it is even stated, by Ibn Abd al-Barr, that he possessed consi-

derable talent as a poet. He was one of the four pei-sons who were called (he

smooth-faced chiefs (as-Sdddt at-Tuls); the others were Abd Allah Ihn az-

Zubair, Kais Ihn Saad Ibn Obada (2) and al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais, he whose prudence

became proverbial (3). Shuraih was much inclined to pleasantry; Adi Ibn

Arta went to his house one day, and the following dialogue ensued: “Where
“ arc you, kadi? may God direct you!”—“I am between you and the wall.”

—“ Listen to me.”— “I can hear very well.”— “I am a native of Syria.”—“ It

** is a distant land.”— “And I have married a wife from your country.”—
“ May you live happily and have many children !”— “And I wanted to take her

“ on a journey.”—“Each man has the best right over his own family.”—“ But

“ I engaged not to remove her from her native place.”— “Engagements are

“ binding (4).” — “Judge then between us.” — “I have already done so.”

—

“And against whom have you given it?”—“Against your mother’s son.”

—

“On whose evidence?”—“On the evidence of your maternal aunt’s sister’s

“ son.”— It is related that ( the khalif) Ali Ihn Abi Talib went before the kadi

Shuraih with a tributary subject (5) who was his adverse party in a suit; when

he entered, Shuraih stood up (to salute him), on which he said : “This is the

“ first time you ever did wrong.” He then leant- his hack against the wall,

observing that if his adversary had been a Moslim, he would have sat down by

his side. It is also stated that Ali once convened a meeting of the koran-readers

in the court of the mosque; when they were assembled, he told them that he

should soon quit them, and began to question them on different points. Dur-

ing all the time, Shuraih kept silent, till Ali at length asked his opinion. When
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the consultation was over, AH addressed him in these terms: “Yon may go;

“ you are the most excellent or men or, hv another relation,— “ You are the

“ most excellent of the Arabs.”—Shura ih took a wife in the tribe of Tamim,

whose name was Zainah. Being once displeased with her, he beat her, hut

afterwards repented of his conduct and pronounced these verses

:

I have seen men beat their wives; may my right hand be dried up on the day in

which I again strike Zainab. Shall I strike her when she has committed no fault? it

would not be just in me to strike the guiltless, Zainab is the sun, and the rest of women
arc stars ; when she appears not one of them is seen.

Such is the manner in which this anecdote is related by (Ibn Jbd Rabbfh)

the author of the Ikd. It is related that Ziad Ibn Abih (6) wrote these words

to (the khalif
)
Moawia: “Commander of the faithful ! my left hand holds Irak

“ in submission unto you, and my right is unoccupied and waits to he employed

“ in your service
;
appoint me therefore governor of Hijaz.” This request hav-

ing reached the cars of Abd Allah Ibn Omar (7), who was residing at Mekka, 517

he exclaimed : “0 God! withhold from us the right hand of Ziad.” A pesti-

lential swelling immediately broke out on it, and the assembled physicians hav-

ing advised amputation, Ziad called in Shuraih and consulted him on the law-

fulness of such an operation; Shuraih returned this answer: “God’s bounty

“ towards you has a certain measure, and your life a fixed limit; if you arc to

“ live longer in this world, I should not wish to see you without a right

“ hand (8); and if the time of your death be now come, you will have to say,

“ when asked by thy Lord how you lost your hand : ‘It was through dislike of

“ ‘ meeting thee, and to avoid what thou hadst predestined.
4 ” Ziad died that

day, and his enemies having then reproached Shuraih with preventing his

hand from being cut off, they received from him this answer :
“ He asked counsel

“ from me, and he whose counsel is asked should act with sincerity
;
were it

“ not so, I should have wished his hand to he cut off one day, and his foot an-

“ other, and then every limb of his body, day by day.”—The kadi Shuraih died

A. H. 87 (A.D. 706); at the age of one hundred years; but other accounts

place his death in the years 82, 78, 80, 79, and 76, at the age of one hundred

and twenty years, or of one hundred and eight.

—

Kindi is the relative adjective

derived from Kinda

,

which was the surname of Thaur Ibn Muratti Ibn Malik
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Ibn Zaid Ibn Kahlan. Some say that Thaur was the son of Ofair Ibn al-JHarilb

I bn Morra Ibn Odad; he received the name of Kinda because he had been un-

grateful (kanada) for his father’s kindness (9).

(1) In my Di'irdn tl'Amro l-h'ais, page 1, this name is incorrectly transcribed ilorli'.

(2) Abb Abd Allah Kais Ibn Saad Ibn Ob&da Ibn Dailam was placed by his father in the service of the

Prophet, and merited, by his generous character and bravery, the honour of being admitted into his master's

familiarity and of hearing his standard in some of his campaigns. He was appointed governor of Egypt by

the khalif Ali, A. II. 37 (A. D. 637), but a few months afterwards he lost his place through the machinations

of Moawia [tee Abd 'l-Fedi’s Annals, year 36). He fought under Ali against the KhArijites at an-Nabra-

w&n, and against the Syrian troops commanded by Moawia, at SilTIn, In the year 41 he led the van of al-

Hasan Ibn Ali's army at al-MadAin,and when that prince acknowledged the authorilyof Moawia, he followed

his eiamplc and then returned to Medina, where ho finished his days, A. II. BO (A. D. 678-9.).—(Abd 'l-Ma-

hAsiu's A'uy'dm and al-Bahr az-Zdkhir.)

(3) The life of ad-DabhAk Ibn Kais, surnamed al-Ahnaf, will be found in this volume.

(4) This is a common proverb. See Freylag's Mtidani, tom. 1 p. 660.

<S) In Arabic zimmi; see page 266, note 2.

(6) See page 364, note (0).

l71 See note (I), page 367.

(8) Amputation of the hand was the punishment inflicted on thieves.

(0) The ifdmds says, that Kinda was so called because he had been ungrateful for his father's kindness

and went to live with his maternal uncles.

THE KADI SHARIK.

Abu Abd Allah Sharik an-Nakhai descended from an-Nakha by the following

line : he was the son of Ahd Allah Ibn Abi Sharik al-Harith Ihn Aus Ibn al-

Hariih Ihn al-Adhal Ibn Wabbil Ihn Saad Ihn Malik Ibn an-Nakha ; in the life of

Ibrahim an-Nakhai {page 5) will lie found ihe rest of the genealogy. Sharik

filled the place of kadi at Kufa under the reign of al-Mahdi, hut was deprived of

his situation by the khalif Musa al-IIadi. He was a man of learning and an

able jurisconsult, shrewd, acute, and intelligent. During a discussion which

he had with Mosab Ihn Ahd Allah az-Zubairi (1) in al-Mahdi’s presence, Mosab

reproached him with depreciating the khalifs Abu Bakr and Omar, and received

this answer : “ I do not depreciate your ancestor, and yet he was their inferior.”
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In the course of a conversation which passed at his house concerning (the khalif

)

Moawia lhn Abi Sofyan, some person said that he was a man of prudence; on

which Sharik observed that he who treated the just rights of others with con-

tempt, and waged war with Ali the son of Abd Ta lib, could not be held as such.

Another time, a number of students went to hear Traditions from him, and find-

ing that he smelt of wine (nabid), they observed that if such an odour came from

them, they should l>e ashamed of themselves, to which he replied : “ (You say

*• that
)
because you feel that you might be justly suspected.” Having one day

gone to sec al-Mahdi, that khalif said to him : “ t have three proposals to make

** to you, and I shall insist on your acceding to one of them; you must become

“ a kadi (2), or teach Traditions to my sons and instruct them, or eat a morsel

“ with me.” Sharik, who had not as yet acted as kadi, reflected for some time,

and then answered that of the three things, eating a morsel would be the easiest

on his conscience. Al-Mahdi then told him to sit down, and having called in

his cook, he ordered him to prepare a number of dishes and, amongst the rest,

marrow coagulated with sugar-candy and honey. When this collation was set

before Sharik, he partook of it, and when he had finished, the cook said to al-

Mahdi :
“ By Allah ! Commander of the faithful ! now that the shaikh has eaten

“ of that, he is undone.” And such was in fact the case,” said (the vizir)

al-I’adl lhn ar-Rabi, “ for after that, the shaikh instructed the khalif ’s sons, and

“ taught them the Traditions, and served undor the Abbasides in the capacity of

“ kadi.” Some time after, having received a draught on the (court) banker

for his services, he insisted on being paid in coin of full weight, and when

the other told him that, after all, (the difference) would not suffice to buy

him a suit of clothes, he answered :
“ And yet I gave for it something

“ better than a suit of clothes; 1 gave up for it my religious convictions.’

Al-Ifariri relates in his Durral al-Ghawwds
,
that Sharik was one day speak- 5!»

ing of Ali Ibn Abi Talib’s merits in the presence of a member of the Omaivide

family who used to frequent his society, and the latter said: “He was indeed

“ an excellent (nima)
man.” — “How,” exclaimed Sharik, “is it in speaking

“ of Ali that it should merely be said, He was an excellent man?' The

Omaivide remained silent till Sharik’s anger cooled and then said: “0 Abu

** Abd Allah ! did not God say, when speaking of himself, 4nd ire were able to

“ do this ; for it is we who are most (nima) powerful (3)? And did he
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“ not say of Job, ff
r
e found him a patient person ; how excellent (nima) a

“ servant was he! for he was one who frequently turned himself unto us (4)?

“ And of Solomon, And he gave unto David, Solomon ; how excellent (nima) a

“ servant

!

(5) Why then not he satisfied at Ali’s being spoken of in the same

“ terms which God was pleased to apply to himself and to his prophets ?'*

Sharik then perceived his mistake and conceived for the Omaiyide a higher

esteem than ever. As kadi, he judged with strict equity and was almost

always in the right. He had an answer ready on every occasiou : lieing asked

his opinion concerning a man who intended, at morning prayer, to say the ko-

niit (6) before making the rakas (7), hut who did not say it till after, he replied

:

“ That man intended to do wrong, hut did right.” He was horn at Bokhara,

A. II. 95 (A. I). 713-4); he filled the post of kadi at Kufa and afterwards at

al-Ahwaz, and died at the former place on Saturday, the first of Zu 'l-Kaada,

A. H. 177 (February, A. D. 794). Khalifa lhn Khaiyat mentions that his

death occurred in the year 177 or 178. Hariiu ar-Rashid was then at Hira,

and went to say the funeral service over him, hut finding on his arrival that it

had been already performed, he returned back. — “ Nakhdi is derived from

“ an-Nakhd
,
which is the name of a great branch of the tribe of Madhij;” so I

find it stated by lhn al-Kalbi in his Jamharat an-Nisab
,
and I have read in

another copy
(of the same work) that Ibn Ahi Sharik, Sharik's ancestor, was

named Aus, and that he was son to al-Harith lhn Dohl Ibn Wahbil (a genea-

logy differentfrom that given above) : God best knows the truth.

(1) See note (1), page ISC.

(2) The aversion of pious Moslims to fill the place of kidi has been already noticed, page 239. Sharik

had another motive for refuting such a post; it would have been necessary for blip to take the oath of alle-

giance to the Omaiyides, and to this, as a partisan of Alt's family, he could not conscientiously assent.

(3) Koran, sur. 77. v. 23.

(4) Ibid. sur. 38, v. 44.

{B> Ibid. sur. 38, v. 29.

(6) See page 347, note (21).

w) The form of prayer consists of a number of rokas or inclinations of the body, accompanied with

certain pious invocations.—See Lane's Modern Egyptians, vot. 1. p. 86, and D'Ohsson's Tab. gin. de I'Emp.

Oihom. tom. It p 82
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SHUHDA AL-KAT1BA, BINT AL-IBAR1.

Shuhda Binl
(
daughter of) Abi Nasr Ahmad Ibn al-Faraj Ibn Omar al-Ibari,

surnamed Fakhr an-Nisa {glory oj women) and al-Kdtiba {the female scribe),

sprang from a family established at Dinawar, but she herself was born and died

at Baghdad. By her learning she acquired an extensive reputation and ranked

among the first scholars of the age; she wrote a beautiful hand and instructed

great numbers in the Traditions, which she had received from the highest au-

thorities : thus connecting the tradilionists of the rising generation with those

of the past. She died on the afternoon of Sunday, the 13th of Muharram, A.H.

574 (July, A.D. 1178), aged upwards of ninety years, and was interred in the

cemetery outside the Abraz (1) Gate.

—

Ibari is derived from ibar, the plural of

ibra {needle), which is the name of the instrument used in sewing. The person

who bore this surname must have made or sold needles.

—

Dinawar is a town in

Jibal {Persian Irak), and Dinctwari, the surname derived from it has been borne

by many learned men. Abu ’s-Saad as-Samani says that this name is pronounced

Dainawar, but Dinawar is preferable (2). — Her father, Abu Nasr Ahmad

died at Baghdad on Saturday, the 23rd of the first Jumada, A. H. 506 (No-

vember, A. D. 1112), and was interred at the Ahraz Gate. Ibn an-Najjar says

in his History of Baghdad, speaking of Abu '1-IIasan Ali ibn Muhammad Ibn

Yahya ad-Duraini, who is better known by the name of Thikat ad-Dawlat (3)

al-Anbari : “ {Ad-Duraini) was a man of eminent rank and a favourite of

“ the khalif al-Muktafi {liamr Utah)
;
he possessed some instruction and had

“ a talent for poetry. He built a college for Shafites on the hank of the

“ Tigris, at the gate of al-Azj, and erected close by it a convent for Sufis; on

“ these two establishments he settled a handsome property. He studied the

“ Traditions, for as-Samani says that he served {as a domestic and pupil) Abu

“ Nasr Ahmad Ibn al-Faraj al-lbari and received from him his daughter Shuhda

“ al-Kdtiba in marriage. He then rose in the world till he became the favour-

“ ite of al-Muktafi. His birth took place A. H. 475 (A.D. 1082-3), and his

“ death A. H. 549, on Tuesday the 16th of Shaaban (October, A. D. 1154). 519

“ He was interred in {the court of) his house situated in the square before the

“ principal mosque, but on the death of his wife Shuhda, in the month of

79
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“ Muharram, A. H. 574, his body was removed to the Abzar cemetery, and

“ interred, with hers, close to the J'djija college."

(1) Id the autograph this name is wrilleDjJA
(2) AhO '1-FcdA pronounces this name Dainawar.

(3) Thikal ad-Pawlat is a title ofhonour, which might be translated: devoted to the dynasty.

SHIRKUH IBN 8HADI.

Abu ’1-Harith Shirkuh Ibn Shadi Ibn Marwan, surnamed al-Malik al-Mansur

(the victorious prince) Asad ad-din (the lion of the faith
)
was uncle to the sul-

tan Salah ad-din. Some particulars of his life have been already given in the

life of Shawar, who (as we have there said) went to Syria, A. H. 559 (A. D.

1163-4), to obtain Ndr ad-din’s assistance
(
against the Franks) (1). It is

stated however by Balia ad-din Ibn Shaddad, in his History of Salah ad-din (2),

that he proceeded to Syria, A. H. 558, and that they (Shirkuh and Shawar)

entered Egypt on the 2nd of the latter Jumada of the same year. Nur ad-din

sent with him a detachment of troops under the command of Asad ad-din Shir-

kuh, but on their arrival, Shawar acted with such duplicity and had faith, that

on the 7tli of Zu ’1-IIijja in the same year, they set out again for Damascus. In

the month of the first Rabi, 562 (January, A. D. 1167), Shirkuh proceeded a

second time to Egypt with the design, which he had already formed during his

first expedition, of getting that country into his own possession. lie followed the

road which leads through Wadi ’1-Ghizlan (3) and appeared before Atfih (4).

In this expedition lie fought the celebrated battle of al-Babain near Oshmu-

nain (5). Salah ad-din
(
who accompanied him) then entered Alexandria, where

he fortified himself, and had to sustain a siege against Shawar and die Egyptian

army. Asad ad-din Shirkdh, who had marched into Upper Egypt, then re-

turned and halted at Bilbais, where he made a peace with die Egyptians. Being

there joined by Salah ad-din, whom they escorted to him across the country,

he withdrew into Syria. In the year 564, the Franks took Bilbais and mas-
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sacred the inhabitants, on which the people of Egypt sent to Shirkuh for assist-

ance, promising to accept whatever conditions he might propose. Encouraged

by their favourable dispositions, he entered Egypt in the month of the first Rabi

of the above year (December, A. D. 1168) and delivered them from the Franks.

Shawar then formed the design of murdering Shirkuh and his principal officers,

but they anticipated his project by putting him to death, as we have already

related
(
page 009). Shirkuh was then raised to the vizirat on Wednesday, the

17th of the latter Rabi, A. H. 564; he filled that post two months and five

days, when he died suddenly at Cairo, on Saturday the 28th (or, according to

ar-Rauhi, on Sunday the 23rd) of the latter Jum&da, 564 (March, A. D. 1 169).

He was buried in that city, hut afterwards, his body was conveyed to Medina,

in pursuance to his last wishes. Salah ad-din was his successor. Ihn Shad-

dad says in his History (6): “Asad ad-din was a great eater, and extremely

“ fond of the coarsest kinds of animal food ; this subjected him to indigestions

“ and cholics, from which he did not recover without suffering severely ;
and he

“ died from a sharp attack of this kind which was followed by a violent quinsy.”

He left an only son named Nasir ad-din Muhammad, and surnamed al-Malik al-

Kahir (the powerful prince). In the month of Rajah which followed Shirkuh’s

death, his family were deprived of Emessa, which was taken from them by Niir

ad-din ;
but Salah ad-din, on obtaining possession of Syria, restored it to Nasir

ad-din, who continued to hold it till his death; which took place on the 9th of

ZO Hijja, A. H. 581 (March, A. D. 1 1 86). His body was taken to Damascus by his

wife and cousin, Sitt as-Sham, the daughter of Aiyub, who interred it near the

tomb of her brother Shams ad-Dawlat Ttiran Shah (whose life has been given,

page 284), in the funeral chapel erected by her in the college which she had 320

founded outside the city. The government of Emessa passed to his son [who

was named after his grandfather) Asad ad-din Shirkuh. This prince was born

A. II. 569 (A. D. 1173-4) and died at Emessa on Tuesday, the -f 9th of Rajah,

A. II. 637 (February, A. I). 1240) : he was interred in a funeral chapel within,

the city walls. Besides Emessa, he possessed Rahaba, Tadmor (Palmyra) and

Maksin in the province of al-Khabur (7). He left a number of children and was

succeeded by his son al-Malik al-Mansilr (the victorious prince) Nasir ad-din

(the champion of thefaith) Ibrahim, who remained in possession of the govern-

ment till his death, which took place at Nairab (8) in the Ghuta (9) of Damascus,
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on Friday, the 10th of Safar, A. II. 644 (June, A. D. 1246). His body was borne

to Emessa and interred in the mosque of al-Khidr (10), which is situated to the

south of the city. His son, al-Malik al-Ashraf (the most noble prince) Muzuflar

ad-Dawlat (the victor of the empire) Abu ’1-Fath Musa succeeded to the throne.

When I was in Damascus, towards the end of the year 661 (October, A. D. 1263),

this prince informed me that he was lx>rn in the year of the defeat sustained by

the Khowarezmites in the land of Hum (11), and that his father was returning

from it with the troops when he received intelligence of the birth of a son
;
that

battle was fought in the month of Ramadan, A.H. 627 (July-August, A. D. 1230),

as we have stated in the life of al-Malik al-Ashraf [Musa) Ibn al-Aadil, where

we have given some account of it. He related to me also that when his father

received this pleasing news, he said to al-Malik al-Ashraf Ibn at-Aadil :
“ My

“ lord (jra khand), the number of your slaves is increased by one.” On this,

the prince ordered the child to be called after himself. Al-Malik al-Ashraf

Musa, the son of al-Mansdr, died at Emessa on Friday, the 10th of Safar, A. H.

662 (December, A. D. 1263), and was interred near the tomb of his grandfather

Asad ad-din Slurkuh, inside the city: his birth may be placed by approximation

in the month of Shawwal, 627 ( August-Septembcr, A. D. 1230).

—

Slurkuh is

a Persian word, and signifies the lion of the mountain ; shir means lion, and

kith, mountain.—In the year 555 (A. D. 1160) Shirkuh set out from Damascus

for the pilgrimage to Mekka, and took the road leading through Taima and

Honain; that same year Zain ad-din Ali Ibn Baktikin set out with the same

intention, and proceeded thither by the road of the Irak pilgrim-caravan; the

two princes met at al-IIulaifa (12).

(1) Consult AbA 'l-Fcdft's Annals and Rcinaud's Extrails d'auteurs arabes relatifs aux Croisadts.

(2) Saladini vita tl res gesltt. p. 30.

(3) I have not been able to determine the precise position of Wadi '

I-Ghisldn, or Gazelle Valley. It lies

probably between Alflh and Suez.

(4) Alflh is situated on the Nile, above Cairo.

(8)

In this battle he defeated the combined army of the Franks and Egyptians.

<61 Saladini vita, p. 34.

(7) Al-Kh4bur is a river in Mesopotamia.

(8) Nairab is situated at half a parasang from Damascus, in the midst of gardens.—(Slardsid.)

(9) The GhOta is the name given to the cultivated country around Damascus.

(10) Khidr is considered by the Mosliuts as one of the ancient patriarchs and prophets. He is the tutelary
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Mint of traveller* on land, a* Elia* is of voyager*. These two meet once a year at Mokka during the pil-

grimage. See Reinaud's Monument Arabet. Pertant et Turn, tom. 1. p. 169.

(11) In A. H. 627 JalAI ad-dln, prince of KhonArevm, took the city of Khalit JsblLi., in which he committed

every excess ; but al-Mallk al*Ashraf, the former sovereign of the place, joined his troops to those of All ad-

din Kaikobld Ibn KaikhosrO, prince of ROm, and assisted by the Syrians under the command of SiwAsh, he

marched against the Khowarermiles, defeated them completely and retook the city.- (AbO l-Fedi's Annals.

Price's Retrospect, t II. p. 415. Abfi '1-Faraj, translation, p. 300. Al-Ylfl's Annals.)

(12) Hulaifa. or ZO Hulaifa, is a village six or seven miles from Medina. It may be seen that I read

AAjJiarl) and not as in the printed text and the manuscripts. This passage and

the history of Shlrkdh’s descendants is not to be found in the autograph MS.

ABU OMAR AL-JARMI.

Abu Omar S&lih Ibn Ishak al-Jarmi was a jurisconsult, a learned grammarian,

and a philologer. Having left Basra, his native place, he proceeded to Baghdad,

where he studied under al-Akhfash and others; he met there also Ytlnus lhn

Habib, hut did not see Sibawaih. In philology he had for masters Abu Ohaida,

Abu Zaid al-Ansari, al-Asmai and their contemporaries. He was religious,

devout, exemplary in his life, and orthodox in his belief. lie taught the tradi-

tions, and composed a good grammatical treatise, which was entitled al Farkh

(
the chicken

), liecause it was hatched from Sibawaih’s great work, the Kitdb.

When at Baghdad he had discussions with al-Farra. Abu ’1-Abbas al Mubarrad

relates as follows: “ Abu Omar
(
al-Jarmi) told me that he had read through the

“ Diwan of the Hudaililes under al-Asmai, who surpassed Abu Ohaida by his

“ superior acquaintance with that work; and he mentioned to me that on finish-

“ ing, al-Asmai said to him : ‘0, Abu Omar ! if a member of the tribe of Hudail

“ * happen to be neither a poet, nor an archer, nor a runner, there is no good in

“ ‘ him!’ Speaking also of this passage of the Koran: And follow not that

‘ * whereof thou hast no knowledge (1 ), he said to me : ‘ Say not I have heard
“ ‘ when you did not hear, or I have seen when you did not see, nor 7 have
“ ' known when you did not know; for the hearing, the sight, and the heart

“ ‘ shall all be subjects on which thou wilt have to answer before God !’ ” Al-

Mubarrad said also : “ None knew better than al-Jarmi the Kitdb of Sibawaih

;
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“ and it was under him that the great majority studied.” He was deeply learned

in philology, and knew by heart many illustrative passages on the subject;

he wrote also some works of an original cast, and he held a high rank as a tra-

ditionist and historian. He is the author of a fine work on the life of Muham-

321 mad
(
Kilab fi 's-Siar), a treatise on the forms of verbs and nouns (2), another

on prosody, an abridgment of grammar, and an explanation of the difficulties in

the verses quoted by Sibawaih (in his grammatical work, the Kil&b). The

hafiz Abu Noaim mentions him in the history of Ispahan. Al-Jarmi died A. H.

225 (A. D. 839-40).—The relative adjective Jamii is derived from Jarm; there

were a number of tribes so called, but I know not which of them it was that

gave its name to this Abu Omar. He did not belong to the tribe, but had dwelt

with them for a time, whence his appellation of al-Jarmi.—I have since found

in the Fihrisl (3), a work composed by Abu ’l-Faraj Muhammad Ibn Ishak, who

is generally known by the name of Ibn Abi Yakub al-Warrak
(
the copyist) an-

Nadim al-Baghdadi (the social companion from Baghdad), that Abu Omar

was a mawla to the tribe of Jarm Ibn Rabban
;
and as-Samani says in his genea-

logical work that Rabban was the son of Imran, the son of Alhaf, the son of

Kudaa, the progenitor of a well known tribe. It has been slated, however,

that Abu Omar was a mawla to the tribe of Bajila, a branch of which bears the

name of Jarm Ibn Alkama Ibn Anmar
;
God alone knoweth the truth. What a

well-turned satire Ziad al-Aajam (4) has directed against the tribe of Jarm,

where he says

:

Jarm forced me to give him some juice of the vine
; and who is Jarm ? and what is

that juice ? He never drank it when it was permitted
; never, as long as there was

a market (5), did it mount to his head. But when its use was forbidden by a divine

revelation, the man of that tribe is never sober.

In these verses he names the wine, metaphorically, the juice of the vine

,

for

a reason too long to be explained, but the sum of what the commentators say is,

that he called it so from its gliding smoothly (insidk) down the throat.

(1) Koran, sur. 17, v. 38.

(2) See Hajji Khalifa, No. 31.

(3) I hare giien a short account of this ancient and curious work in the Journal AtiaUqut for December.

1839, page S21.
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(4i The poel AbO AmJm* ZiAd Ibn Bultim, a maw/a lo the tribe of Abd Kris, and surnamed al-Aajani the

foreigner) on account of certain faults in his pronunciation of Arabic, accompanied Abb Musa 'l-Ashari to

the siege of Istakhar, which city was taken, according to ad-Dahahi, MS. No. 626, fol. 138, in the year 28

(A. Di 648-9). He was present at HishAm Ibn Abd al-Malik‘s death, which took place at RusAfa A. H. 123.

The year of his own death is not given.—(As-Sovdli’s Shark Shawdhid al-Moghni, MS. No- 1238, fol. 31.)

(8) The poel means that they preferred selling thrir wine to drinking it; or else that they were too avari-

cious to lay out their money on it.

SALIH IBN MIRDAS.

Abu Ali Salih Ibn Mirdas, surnamed Asad ad-Dawlal (lion of the empire),

belonged to the tribe of Kilab, his father Mirdas being the son of Idris Ibn Nasir

Ibn Huinaid Ibn Mudrik Ibn Shaddad Ibn Obaid Ibn Kais Ibn Rahia Ibn Kaah

Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn Kilab. Kilab was the son of Rabia Ibn Aamir

Ibn Sasa Ibn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn llawazin Ibn Mansur Ibn Ikrima Ibn Khasfa (
I

)

Ibn Kais Ghailan (2) Ibn Modar Ibn Nizar Ibn Maad Ibn Adnan.—Salih Ibn Mirdas

( the chief) of a nomadic tribe of Arabs, marched against Aleppo, which was then

governed by Murtada ’d-Dawlal Ibn Lulu al-Jarrahi, who had been a slave to

Abu '1-Fadail Ibn Saad ad-Dawlat Nasr Ibn Saif ad-I)awlat Ibn Hamdan, and

who now acted there as the lieutenant of the (Fatimile) sovereign of Egypt, az-

Zahir Ibn al-Hakim al-Obaidi. Intrepid, resolute, and powerfully supported by

the members of his family and tribe, Salih wrested Aleppo from the hands of

Murtada ’d-Dawlat on the 13th of Zu ’1-IIijja, A. II. 417 (January, A. D. 1027),

and fixed his residence in the city, where he established a regular administra-

tion. Az-Zahir then sent against him a numerous army under the command of

Amir al-Juyush (general in chief) Anushtikin, surnamed ad-Dizbiri after Dizbir

Ibn Ruwaitam (3) ad-Dailami, who was at that time his lieutenant at Damascus,

and had acquired a high distinction by his activity, courage, and skill in military

affairs. Salih, being informed of this general's approach, went forth to meet him,

and gave him battle at al-Oehuwana. lie lost his life in this engagement, which

took place in the month of the first Jiimada, A. II. 420 (May-June, A. D. 1029)

or 419 by another account. He was the first of the Mirdas dynasty, a scries of

princes who reigned at Aleppo (4). We shall make mention of his great-grand-
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son Nasr in the life of the poet Abu ’1-Fitvan Muhammad Ibn Haiyus.—Al-
322 Ochuwdna, a village of Syria, is situated in the government of Palestine, near

Tiberias. There is another village of the same name in Hijaz, which was the

residence of al-Harith Ibn Khalid Ihn al-Aasi Ibn Hisham Ibn al-Mughaira al-

Makhzumi (5), who composed on it these verses :

Tell him who asks where we reside, that Ochuwdna is onr abode and well it suits

us. We there enjoy a life of pure felicity, untroubled by calumny, and misfortune
afflicts us no longer.

(1) This it the true reading, and oot or as in the MSS.

(8) The autograph MS. has

(3) In the autograph this name is written Autlm.

(4) An abridged account of this dynasty, extracted from Kamil ad-dln's History of Aleppo, has been pub-

lished in Latin by M. J. J. Mueller, 1829. Bonn.

(5) Harith fils de Khalid Elmakhzoumi, poete distingue parmi les Coraychites, 4talt petit-fils de cet Eiassi.

qui, ayant perdu toute sa fortune au jeu centre Aboulahab, onr.le de Mahomet, avail ensuite jou< et perdu sa

liberie. Harith cultira prwque eiclusivemeot lc genre drotique. It florissait sous les Omeyades. et fut gouver-

neur de la Mckke pour ic calife Abdclmalik fils de Mcrwan. II Hail amoureui d'Aychl fille de Talha et la c<-

lebrait dans ses vers.— (Aghini, t. I. f. 200 »*>.)—M. Caussin de Perceval.

SAID THE PHILOLOGER.

Abu ’I-Ala Said Iba al-Hasan Ibn Isa ar-Rabai (1), a native of Baghdad and a

philologer, is the author of the work intitled Kitdb al-Fusils (Book of Mottoes

or Texts). Having made his studies in the East under Abu Said as-Sir&fi (see

page 377), Abu AIi ’I-Farisi (page 379), and Abu Sulaiman al-Khattabi (page

476), he passed into Spain about the year 380 (A. D, 990-1) in the reign of Hi-

sham
(
al-Muwaiyad

)

Ibn al-IIakam, whose minister al-Mansur Ibn Abi Aamir

then held the direction of the government. Said was born in the province of

Mosul, hut had removed from thence to Baghdad. He was learned in philology,

skilled in general literature and history, prompt in his repartees, an able poet,

and an agreeable and instructive companion. By these talents he captivated the
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attention of al-Mansur, and was treated by him with extreme favour and libe-

rality ; notwithstanding which, he always found good pretexts for asking more

money, and good reasons for obtaining it. He composed for al-Mansur the

work entitled al-Fusus

,

in which he adopted the plan followed by Abu Ali ’1-

Kali in his AmdU (2). He received from his patinn, in return, a recompense of

five thousand dinars, hut his hook was rejected by the public on account of the

false statements which it was suspected to contain. Having gone to the city of

Denia, he went to a public audience given by al-Muwafl’ak Mujahid al-Aamiri (3)

the governor
;
among the number present was a philologer named Rashshar, a

blind man, who ( being informed that Said was there) asked permission from

Mujahid to rally the new comer, and though the prince advised him not to attack

a person who was so prompt in his repartees, he would not renounce his pro-

ject, but cried out :
•* Abu ’1-Ala

!”—“ At your service,” replied Said.—“What
“ does the word jaranful signify in the dialect of the Desert Arabs?” Said,

who knew that he himself had invented the word and that it did not really exist

in the language, remained silent for some lime, and then replied, but without

any equivocation or periphrase :
“ The jaranful is one who has commerce with

“ blind men’s wives and not with other women
;
and the jaranful is no longer a

“ jaranful when he quits them for others (4).” Rashshar, on hearing this, was

covered with shame and confusion, whilst every person present burst into laugh-

ter. Mujahid then said to him : “ I mid you to abstain, hut you would not

take advice.”— Said died A. H. 417 (A. D. 1026-7) in Sicily (5). Al-Mansur

at length discovered the falsehood of Said as a transmitter of oral information,

and being told that all the contents of the Fusus were forged, he threw it into

the river, on which a contemporary poet said*

The FtMtla sinks in the sea and so does every thing heavy.

To which Said replied (in the same rhy me and measure) :

The Fusils has returned to its element ; it is from the bottom of the sea that pearls

( fusus) are taken.

To avoid prolixity, we shall abstain from relating any of the numerous anec-

dotes told of his ready wit in replying to questions calculated to embarrass him.

(t) Ar-Rabai means detrended from Rab la. but as a number of Arabic tribe* bore this name, t am unable

to Indicate that to which Slid belonged.

80
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(2) Sec page 212, Dole (1).

(SV Sec page 278, note S2>.

(4 ' Thi* it not very intelligible.

(31 According to al-Humaidi. cited by Ibn Ba«bkuwitt in his Silal, Sild had retired to Sicily during the

troubles In Spain.

SAIF AD-DAWLAT SADAKA AL-ASADI.

325 Abu’l-Hasan Sudaka an-Nashiri al-Asadi
(
member of the tribe ofN&shira, a

branch of that ofAsad), and stirnamed Saif ad-Dawlat Fakhr ad-din (sword of

the empire, glory of thefaith), was the son of Baba ad-Dawlat Abu Kamil Man-

sur Ibn Duhais Ibn Ali Ibn Mazyad. He was lord of al-Hilla as-Sailiya, and was

generally known by the denomination of the king of the Arabs. Powerful, en-

terprising, and formidable to the neighbouring princes, he dared to thwart the

projects of the Scljuk sultan Muhammad Ibn Malakshah Ibn Alp Arlsan; and his

resistance led to a war. The two armies met near an-Nomaniya (I) on Friday,

the 29th of the latter Jumada—some say on the 20th of Rajab—A. H. 501 (Feb.,

A.D. 1 108), and, in the action which ensued, Sadaka lost his life (2). Ilis head

was borne to Baghdad. Izz ad-din Ali Ibn al-Athir says, in his corrections on

as-Samani's work, the Ansdb

,

that Sadaka was slain in the year 500 : God knows

best the truth. It was for this prince that the sharifAbu Yala Muhammad Ibn

al-llabbariva, whose life will be found farther on, composed his metrical treatise

intitled as-Sadih wa 'l-Baghim.—His father, Abu Kamil Mansur, died towards

i he end of the first Rabi, A. H. 479 (beginning of July, A. D. 1086). His grand-

father, Abu ’1-Aazz Duhais, surnatned Nur ad-Dawlat (
light ofthe slate), died on

the eve of Sunday, the 10th of Shawwal, A. H. 473 (March, A. I). 1081 ), or

474, after a rule of sixtv-seven years : in the year 408, when he commenced his

reign, he was only fourteen years of age.—Ali Ibn Mazyad, Sadaka’s great-grand-

father, died A. H. 408 (A. I). 1 01 7-8). We have already given the life of Duliais,

the son of Sadaka
(
page 504).

—

Al-Hilla, a town in Irak, between Baghdad and

Kiifa, is situated on the Euphrates, in the territory of Kufa
;

it was founded in

the year 495 (A. D. 1101-2) by Saif ad-Dawlat Sadaka, whose life we have just

given, and was named as-Saifiya after him (3).

—

An-Nom&niya is a city lying

between al-Hilla and W&sit.
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;

(1) An-Nomtniy* lay half way between Wijlt and Baghdad, on the bank of the Tigris.—(.Merdjfd.;

<25 For a full account of these events, see the selections from Ibn al-Athlr in the first rol. of the Extrails

del Mstoriens arabes rclalift aux Crolsades

;

a collection now publishing by the Acadimie des Inscriptions

et Bellet-Ltttrei. See also Abh 'l-Fedi’s Annals, year SOI.

(3) There were a number of places in Irak which bore the name of Billa {station).

AL-AHNAF IBN KA1S.

Abu Ruhr ad-Dahhak Ibn Kais (I) 11m Moawia Ibn Husain Ibn Obada Ibn an- *

Nazal Ibn Murra Ibn Obaid Ibn al-Harith Ibn Amr Ibn Kaab Ibn Sand Ibn Zaid

Manat Ibn Tamim, surnamed at-Tamimi, was generally known by the appellation

of al-Ahnaf (club-foot) : it was he whose prudence became proverbial. Sonic

say that his real name was Sakhr. His ancestor al-Harith bore the sur-

name of Mukais. Al-Almaf was one of the principal Tdbis and had been a

contemporary of the Prophet, but did not serve under him. The heifiz Abu

Noaim mentions him in the History of Ispahan, and Ibn Kutaiba speaks of

him in the Kitdb al-Madrif in these terms : “ When the prophet went to the

“ tribe of Tamim, inviting them to embrace Islamism, al-Ahnaf was among them.

“ As they did not consent to become Muhammad’s followers, al-Ahnaf said to

“ them; ‘ He verily invites you to adopt what is honourable for the character,

‘ and forbids you what is disgraceful toil; become therefore Moslimsl’ He

“ then professed Islamism, but did not go to see the Prophet
;
however, he visited

“ afterwards the khalif Omar." From that time he held a high rank among the 524

Tdbis, being the chief of his tribe, and possessing a great reputation for intel-

ligence, acuteness, learning, and prudence. He related Traditions on the

authority of (the khalifs) Omar, Ol liman, and Ali, and his own authority was

cited for some Traditions by al-IIasan al-Basri. At the battle of SifFin he fought

on the side of Ali, but he staid away from the battle of the Camel and joined

neither party. In the reigns of Omar and Othman, he had been present at

some of the conquests made by the Muslims in Khorasan. When the authority

of Moawia was solidly established, al-Ahnaf went one day into his presence

:

“ By Allah!” said the khalif, “ never till the day of judgment shall I call to

Digitized by Google
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“ mind the bailie of Silfin, without feeling my heart glow with anger.” -

“ By Allah !” replied al-Ahnaf, “we have still in our bosoms those hearts

“ which detested you, and we still bear in our scabbards the swords with

“ which we fought you
;

if you advance an inch towards war, we shall ad-

“ vance a fool, and if you walk to ( give ns) battle, we shall run to meet

“ you!” He then rose up and withdrew. A sister of Moawia, who had

heard the conversation from behind the tapestry, then asked him who was the

person who had used such threatening language, and Moawia answered : “ That

is the man who, if angered, has one hundred thousand of the tribe of Tamim
“ to share his anger, without asking him the reason of it.”— It is related that

when this khalif declared his son Yazid as his successor, he sealed him in a

red (2) pavilion, and those who were present went up successively and saluted

Moawia, after which they bowed towards his son. One of them, having per-

formed this ceremony, turned again to Moawia, and said : “ Commander of the

“ faithful 1 I am well convinced that had you not confided to him the govern-

“ ment of the Moslims, you had ruined their affairs.” Moawia then addressed

al-Ahnaf who was seated in his presence: “ What is the matter with you, Abu

“ Bahr? you say nothing!”—“ I fear God too much to speak a falsehood,” replied

he, “ and I fear you too much to speak the truth.”—“ Well,” said Moawia,

“ may God reward you for your obedience towards him.” He then ordered a

present of several thousand (<dirhinis) to be given to (the other). When al-Ahnaf

was going out, the same man who had spoken to the khalif met him at the door,

and said : “ 0, Abu Bahr ! I am convinced that, of all God’s creatures, this man

“ and his son are the worst; but they keep their money under bolts and locks,

“ and there is no possible means of getting it out but by words such as you have

“ heard.”—“ Keep off!” replied al-Ahnaf, “ a double-faced man shall have no

“ favour in the sight of God.” - One of al-Ahnaf’s sayings was this: “ l have

“ followed three rules of conduct which I now mention merely that the man of

“ reflexion may profit by my example : I never interfered between two parties

“ unless invited by them to do so
;

I never went to the door of these people”

—

meaning princes— “ unless sent for by them
;
and 1 never rose from my place

“ to obtain a thing when all men were anxious to possess it.” Another of his

sayings was : “ Come ! I shall point out to you virtues which none can depre-

“ ciate (3): evenness of temper, and the avoiding of what is base. Come! I
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“ shall tell you what is the worst of maladies: a low mind and a foul tongue.”

He also said : “ The noble man never uses deceit; the wise man never tells a lie,

“ and the true believer never l>ackbites.—Better,” said he again, “ better than

“ the treasures which parents heap up for children, belter than the wealth

“ left by the dead to the living, is the gratitude of the good and the learned for

“ favours conferred upon them.”—“Excess in laughter,” he observed, “drives

“ away respect
;
excess in jesting drives away politeness, and the man is known

“ by the company he keeps.”—Hearing a person say one day that he cared

neither for praise nor blame, he observed to him :
“ You repose there, where

“ men of generous minds labour.”—He said again : “ In our assemblies avoid

“ the mention of women and of food
;

1 detest the man who is always speaking of

“ his belly and of his pleasures; and he who avoids food, even when he wishes

“ for it, proves, by that, the nobleness of his mind.” The following anecdote

is told by Hisham Ibn Okba, the brother of the celebrated poet Zu ’r-Rumma : “ I

“ saw al-Ahnaf go up to some persons who were in discussion about the price to

“ be paid for a man's blood who had been killed. He told them to stale the sum

“ they required, and they asked the double of that fixed by law (4). When
“ they had ceased talking, he said :

‘ I myself will give you what you ask, but

“ I shall make one observation : Almighty God has declared that the price of

“ blood shall be single (not double) and his Prophet also has done the same (5);

“ you are plaintiffs to-day, hut to-morrow, if you are defendants, I fear that

“ your adversaries may require from you the same price which you yourselves

“ have exacted !’— ‘Well !’ said they, ‘reduce it to the usual sum !’ On hear-

“ ing this, he praised God with thanks, and rode off.” Being asked what was

prudence, he replied that it consisted in humility joined to patience; and he

used to say, when persons were surprised at his mildness : “ I have the same

“ feelings as you, but I am patient.” He observed also that he had derived

more help from prudence than from the strength of men. **
It was Kais Ibn

“ Aasim al-Minkari," said he, “ who taught me mildness: one of his nephews

** killed a son of his, and the murderer was brought before him with his

“ hands tied behind his back. 4 Why frighten the youth?' said he. “ He
“ then turned towards him and spoke thus: 4

0, my son! evil is that which
44 ‘ thou hast wrought

;
thou hast lessened the number of thy family, weakened

“ 4 the strength of thy tribe, given joy to thy enemies, and done harm to thy
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“
‘ people! Let him go; and bear the price of blood to the mother of the victim,

“ ‘ for she is not of our tribe.’ The murderer then retired'; and all this while

Kais remained seated, and did not even change colour.” When Ziad Ibn Abih

was governor of Persian and Arabian Irak, he treated al-Ahnaf and Haritha Ibn

Bade al-Ghudani with great favour and attention ;
but the latter was so strongly

addicted to drinking, that the people of Basra complained of his conduct to

Ziad, whom they even reproached for admitting such a drunkard into his fami-

liarity. To this remonstrance Ziad replied: “ How, sirs, can I cast off a man

“ who, since I came to Irak, has always ridden by my side and yet never struck

“ his stirrup against mine? neither did he precede me, so as to have his back

“ turned towards me, nor did he remain behind, so that I had to look round

" after him ;
in summer, he never sat between me and the zephyr; in winter, he

“ never stood between me and the sun, and I never questioned him oh any sci-

“ ence without thinking it impossible for him to know another so well.”— I have

since met with this anecdote in az-Zamakhshari's Rabi ’L-Abrdr, in the chap-

ter intitled On Intercourse with Females

,

where it is given in precisely the same

terms. —As for al-Ahnaf, nothing could be said against his conduct. When

Ziad died, his son and successor, Obaid Allah, said to Haritha : “ You must

“either cease drinking or quit me.”— “You know,” replied Haritha, “on
“ what terms I lived with your father.”—“As for my father,” answered Obaid

* » •

Allah, “ he held a pre-eminence in which no reproach could reach him
;
but I

“ am a young man, and people will judge of me from those who have influence

“ over me: now you make long potations, and 1 am afraid that, when I bid you

“ sit near me, the smell of the wine may lie thought to come from myself.

“ Give it up then, and be the first of those to be admitted into my presence

“ and the last to quit it.” To this Haritha replied :
“ 1 should not give it up

“ for Him (Got/) who is able to do me evil and good; shall I then renounce

“ it to lie well with you ?”—“ Leave me then, but choose any government I have

“ it in my jniwer to give.”— “ Let me have Surrak, for its wine has been de-

“ scribed to me as good, and give me Ram-Hormuz besides.” Obaid Allah

granted the request, and Haritha proceeded to his government. Whilst they

escorted him to some distance on his way, the following lines were addressed to

him by Anas Ibn Abi Anas (6), or, according to another statement, by al-

Aswad ad-Duali

:
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Haritha, son of Badr, you now fill a place of authority; live in it like a rat, to wile

and thieve. Despise not the smallest sums that you may find ; recollect that your

share in the wealth of Irak consists in Surrak. Then rival the tribe of Tamfm in riches,

for riches give a longue to the most timid of men. All people then shall praise you

;

some of them liars, and speaking only to please you; the rest sincere in their words,

but knowing not what they say. and incapable of proving that what they utter is true.
t

As for al-Ahnaf, he lost Obaid Allah’s favour, and persons far inferior to him

obtained preference. About this time, Obaid Allah assembled the chief men

in Irak, and al-Ahnaf among the rest, and proceeded with them to Syria, for

the purpose of paying their salutations to ( the khalif) Moawia. On their

arrival, Obaid Allah went in to Moawia, and informed him that the head men 390

of Irak were come. “ Bring them in to me,” said the khalif, “one by one, and

“ according to the degree of estimation in which you hold them.” Obaid Allah

obeyed, and the last person whom he introduced was al-Ahnaf, Moawia, who

knew his merit, and always treated him with the utmost honour on account of

his pre-eminence and high authority as chief (ofthe tribe of Tamim), no sooner

saw him than he exclaimed :
“ Come here to me, Abu Bahr (7).” He then

made him sit down beside himself, on the same cushion, and having asked him

how he was, he entered into conversation with him and withdrew his attention

from the rest of the company. The members of the deputation then began to

extol Obaid Allah, and express their gratitude to the khalif forgiving them such

a governor, but al-Ahnaf remained silent. “ Why do you not speak, Abu Bahr?”

said Moawia.—“ If I speak,” replied al-Ahnaf, “ I must contradict them.” On

this Moawia said : “Bear ye witness that I depose your governor, Obaid Allah;

“ go now and find a fit person whom I may appoint in his stead ;
and at

“ the expiration of three days I shall expect your presence.” On retiring, some

hoped to obtain the government for themselves, and others for persons whom they

designated
;
they therefore applied secretly to the intimate friends of Moawia, in

order to procure, through their influence, the accomplishment of their respective

projects. When the three days were gone by, they and al-Ahnaf went to Moawia,

and by his directions they took their seats in the audience chamber, according

to their rank as before. The khalif then called al-Ahnaf over to him as usual,

and after conversing with him for some time, he asked the others the result of

their deliberation. Each of the deputies then proposed his candidate, and made a

long speech in his favour. This led to warm debates and a discussion, during which
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al-Ahnaf continued silent
;
he had not even spoken a word on the subject to any

person, the three preceding days. “And you, Abu Bahr,”said Moawia, “why
“ do you not speak.”—“ If you intend to nominate a member of your own

“ family,” replied al-Ahnaf, “you will not find one equal to Obaid Allah, or ca-

“ pable of replacing him
;
but if you mean to appoint another person, then do

“ as you please.” Whilst the sitting lasted, not one of those who had extolled

Obaid Allah at their first presentation, ever mentioned his name or asked to have

him sent back to them. Moawia, having listened to al-Ahnaf’s observations, said

to the assembly: “Bear witness that I restore Obaid Allah to his government.”

On this, they all repented having proposed any other candidate, and Moawia

perceived that, in thanking him for having given them such a governor as Obaid

Allah, they had not been actuated by any love for him, but that they merely

acted in the usual way men do when speaking of a person under w hose authority

they arc placed. The deputies having retired, Moawia took Obaid Allah in

private, and said to him: “How could you undervalue such a man as that?”

—

meaning al-Ahnaf—“ he has deposed you and reinstated you in your govern-

“ ment, although he never uttered a word
;
whilst those people whom you pre-

“ ferred to him, and on whom you placed your reliance, did not render you the

“ least service or even think of you when 1 authorised them to nominate your

“ successor. It is one like al-Ahnaf that a person should choose,when he wants a

“ good supporter and a precious friend.” On their return to Irak, Obaid Allah

treated al-Ahnaf with great respect, and made him his intimate and confidential

friend. It was thus that, in this well known circumstance, he was abandoned

by those in whom he had placed his trust and on whose support he relied,

whilst al-Ahnaf alone rendered him any service. Al-Ahnaf lived till the time of

Musab Ibn az-Zubair, and accompanied him to Kufa (8), in which city he died.

His death is commonly placed in the year 67 (A. D. 686-7), but other accounts

assign the years 71 , 77, and 68 as the date of that event. He was then seventy

years of age, but it is staled by some that he had reached a very advanced age (9).

He was interred at ath-Thawiya, near the tomb of Ziad (10). The following anec-

dote is related by Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Omara Ibn Okba Ibn Abi Muait: “ I at-

“ tended the funeral of al-Ahnaf, at Kufa, and was one of those who went down

“ into the vault. When I settled the body in its place, it seemed to me that the

“ tomb widened to as great an extent as my sight could reach (11): I spoke of
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“ this to my companions, but they saw not what I saw.” This story is men-

tioned by Ibn Yunus in his Biography of strangers who visited Egypt, in the

life of this same Abd ar-Rahman. Al-Ahnaf was one of those persons sur-

named at-Tids, whose names we have mentioned in the life of the kadi Shu-

raih {page 620). He was born natibus coharentibus, which rendered a sur-527

gical operation necessary. He was ahnuf of one foot, that is, he walked on the

wahshi (or instep) of it
;
whence his surname. He lost his eye at the taking of

Samarkand (12); but some say, by the small pox. His teeth were solidly united

together. His head was small, and his beard inclined to one side. His grand-

father, Moawia lbn Husain was slain by Antara Ibn Shaddad al-Absi, the

famous cavalier, on the day of al-Faruk, one of the celebrated combats of the

ancient Arabs (13).— In this article are some words which require explanation.

Ahnafmeans inclined ; the wahshi of the foot is the back (or upper part) of it.

Ghudani is derived from Ghuddn Ibn Yarbu, a branch of the tribe of Tamim.

Rdm-Hormuz is a place so well known that is not necessary to indicate the

pronunciation of its name : it lies in al-Ahwaz, a province of Khuzestan, situ-

ated between Basra and Ears

—

Surrak lies also in the province of al-Ahwaz.

—

Alh-Thawiya
,
pronounced also aih-Thuwaiya, is the name of a place outside

Kiifa; it contains the tombs of some of Muhammad's companions and of other

eminent persons: water is to be found there.— Al-Ahnaf had a son called Bahr,

and it was for this reason that he bore the surname of Abu Bahr ( the father of

Bahr). Bahr was a weak and indolent (14) boy
;
when asked why he did not

take example of his father, he replied :
“ From laziness.” With him died al-

Ahnaf’s posterity.

(1) This ad-DahhAk Ibn Kail is a different person from the ad-DahhAk Ibn Kais who fell at the battle of

Marj RAbit. They were contemporaries. See Reishe's note in the Anualt of Abd '1-FedA, tom. I. No. i(18.

in which it i» necessary, however, to rectify a double error. In place of de quo vid. ann. 127, gente Sehai-

banita, read de quo vtd. ann. 67. gente Tamimtta. Tamim, ad-DahhAk's ancestor, was son of Murr, son of

Odd, son of Tablkha and a descendant of Modar, but ShaibAn sprang from Rakr Ibn W'Ail, who descended

from Habla, Modar' s brother.

(2) Red was the colour of the Omaiyides. green that of the Alides, and black that of the Abbasidcs. Even

before the promulgation of Isiamism, red or scarlet tents indicated that their possessors were princes. Sec

my Ditrdn d Amro 't-h ai$. p 8.

(3; Here the Arabic test should run thus : h \f
81
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(4) The legal price of blood, in the c««e of murder without premeditation, it one hnndred camel*.

{5} See Mishkdt al-Matdblh. vol. II. p. 166.

(6) Abft Sulait U.l
f Anas Ibti Abi Anas, a member of the Bend NajjAr (a family of Medina), was one of

Muhammad's companions and fought on his side at the battle of Badr.—[Asmd ar-Rijdl, MS. No. 379 )

(7) The khalif here addresses him by his surname; a mark of intimacy and friendship.

(8) See Abfl '1-FedA's Annals, t.L : adnoiat. hist. p.96. Price's Retrospect. *. I. p. 440.

(91 In the autograph, Ihn KbaltikAn had originally written this passage as it stands in the other MSS. and

in the printed test; but having inserted afterwards in the margin that al-Ahnaf died at the age of seventy, he

was obliged to modify the nest phrase. In place of {and he) ho substituted X sJ) (and it it

taid Ihat he); but this correction has been neglected by succeeding copyists.

(10) According to AbO 'l-Mahisin, in his at-Bahr az-Zdkhir, Ziail Ibn Ablh died at alh-Thawiya.

(11) This was of course to be considered as a mark of divine favour to the dead man. Hay God make

thy grave tcide for thee was a common prayer of tbe ancient Arabs over the tomb of a departed friend.

(12) According to the Kliuldsat al-Akhbdr, cited in Price's Retrospect, Samarkand was taken by Obaid

Allah Ibn Zild in the year 84 D'Herbelot says that Catiba ben Moslcmat, meaning Kutaiba tbn Muslim,

took it in the reign of al-Walld Ibn Abd nl-MAlik, A. II. 88; hut al-Walid did not come to tbe throne till

the year 80. Ibn KhallikAn stales, in tbe life of Kutaiba, that this was the general who reduced Samarkand.

(13) Sec Rasmussen's nistoria Anteislamira, p 87.

(14) All the copies and the printed ten have but the autograph writes this word

TAWUS.

Abu Abd ar-Rahman Tawus Ibn Kaisan al-Kbaulani al-Hamdani al-Yamani, one

of tbe most eminent Tdbis
,
was of Persian extraction. lie received Tradilions

from Ibn Abbas and Abu Iluraira,and Traditions were given on his authority by

Mujahid and Amr Ibn Dinar. As a jurisconsult be held a high rank and pos-

sessed a great reputation. (On t/iis subject an anecdote) is related by Ibn Oyaina

:

“ I asked,” said be, “ Abd Allah Ibn Yazid ( 1 ) in what class he studied under

“ Ibn Abbas, and he replied with Ata and his condisciples. ‘ And Tawus ?’

—

“ said I.— ‘0,’ exclaimed he, ‘that is quite another tiling, he was admitted

“ with the chosen few.’ ” Amr Ibn Dinar said that he never saw the like of

Tawus. When Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz became khalif, Tawus wrote to him these

words : “If you wish your government to lie good in every way, confide the

“ places of authority to virtuous men;” on which Omar said :
“ After that,

“ every other recommendation is useless.” He died at Mekka whilst performing

the pilgrimage, on the day preceding that of the Tarwiya (8//1 of Zu ’l-Hijja),
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in the year 106 (April, A. D. 725), or, by another account, in 104. Funeral

prayers were said over him by Hisham Ibn Abd al-Malik. It is related by one

of the learned that on the death of Tawus at Mekka, it was impossible for the

funeral to set out on account of the crowd, and that the governor of Mckka,

Ibrahim Ibn Hisham al-Makhziimi, had to send the guard to clear the way.

“I saw,” says the same person, “ Abd Allah, the son of Hasan,
(
the son of

“ Hasan
) (2) the sou of Ali Ibn Talib, with his shoulder under the bier;

“ he had already lost the cap ofT his head and his cloak was lorn to pieces on

“ his back.”—1 saw at Balbck, within the town, a tomb to which pilgrimages

are made, and the natives pretend that it contains the body of Tawus; this,

however, is a mistake. Abu ’1-Faraj Ibn al-Jawzi says in his Kitdb al-Alkdb

[book of surnames)

:

“ Tawus was his surname and his real name was Zakwan.

“ He bore the surname of Tawus
(
peacock

)

because he was the peacock [chief)

“ of ti»e koran-readers.” The general opinion is that Tawus was his real name.

It is related that the khalif al-Mansur sent for Malik Ibn Auas and Abd Allah 328

the son of Tawus : when they entered into his presence, he reflected for a short

time and then said to Abd Allah : “ Relate to me some of the Traditions which

‘‘you learned from your father.” On this Abd Allah spoke as follows : “My
“ hither taught me this Tradition: ‘He shall be punished the most severely of

“ 4
all men on the day of resurrection, to whom God has confided a portion

“ ‘ of his authority and who allows injustice to enter into his judgments.’
”

Al-Mansur remained silent for a considerable time, and Malik, in relating the

fact afterwards, observed : “I lucked up my clothes lest some of his blood

“ might fall on them (3), but al-Mansur then said : ‘Hand me that ink-horn.’

“ He repeated the order three times, but Abd Allah did not obey.— ‘ Why
‘* do you not give it to me?’ asked die khalif. — * Because I fear that you may
“ use it in writing something contrary to God's law, and I should then be your

“accomplice.’ — ‘Up, both of you, and leave n:e!’ exclaimed al-Mansur.

—

“ ‘That is just what we desire to do,’ replied AIkI Allah.— From that day,”

said Malik, •* I have never ceased to acknowledge the eminent merit of the son

“ of Tawus.”

—

Khaulani means descended from Khauldn; Khaulan, whose

real name was Afkal Ibn Amr Ibn Malik, was the progenitor of a great tribe

which settled in Syria.—We have already spoken of Harnddni
(
4): Tawus was

affiliated to the tribe of Hamdan by enfranchisement.
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(1) Five persons bearing this name are noticed in the AtmA ar-Rijdt, MS. No. 379, and two in the Tabakdt

al-Muhadditktn.

(2) This addition is authorized by the autograph.

(3) lie imagined that al-Manshr would have struck ofT Abd Allah's head.

(4) This is a mistake ; he has hitherto said nothing or it. Bamddni —which must not be con-

founded with Bamaddni ^j! [native of Uamaddn) - means rprunj from Bamddn, the ancestor of a

great tribe of Yemenite Arabs and the fifth in descent from KalilAn. The surname of Ilamddni cutitled

TSwfls to that of al-Yamdni [native of Yemen), which he also bore.

ABU ’T-TAIYIB AT-TABARI.

Abu ’t-Taiyib Tahir Ibn Alxl Allah Ibn Tahir lbn Omar at-Tal>ari, a kadi and

a jurisconsult of the sect of as-Shiift, was a high and sure authority as a doc-

tor, veracious, learned, versed in the dogmas and secondary points of the law,

exact in his researches on the principles of jurisprudence, conscientious, vir-

tuous, and holy in his conduct. He composed poetry as good as might be ex-

pected from a jurisconsult : the hcifiz Abu Tahir as-Silafi, in his life of Abu ’1-

Ala ’1-Maarri, gives the following anecdote, which was handed down to him

through a series of Traditionists whose names he mentions, as having been re-

lated by Abu ’t-Taiyib at-Tabari : “When the celebrated scholar Abu ’1-Ala

’l-Maarri came to Baghdad and took up his residence in the Suwaikn Ghalib

“ ( the little bazar of Ghalib), I wrote to him these lines :

‘ What is that which furnishes a liquid not to be drunk by him who draws it, and yet

* its flesh is allowed. He who pleases may eat the flesh of it living or dead, but if he
4 attempts to drink its milk, he is an erring man. When its produce is full grown, its

‘ flesh is good, and he who eats thereof is considered by all the doctors of the law as not
‘ deserving any reprehension. But if its produce be eaten when still young, it is

* stringent, and no reasonable man would partake of it. The word of this enigma can
4 only be divined by a man of eminence, by one who knows the secrets of men’s hearts
4 and has acquired extensive knowledge

.

“ Abu ’l-Ala immediately dictated the following answer to my messenger :

4 Thy question admits of two solutions, both of them suitable ; some therefore may an-
4 swer it and yet be mistaken. He who thinks that tune is the word of the enigma is not
4 in the wrong, and ho who thinks that it is date-tree must not be called a fool. Their
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• flesh is the grape and the date; both may be lawfully eaten, but their milk is the de-

• licious tcine. However, the fruit of the palm-tree is bitter when green, and grapes
4
still green are gathered and eaten. Let the highly-respected k:\di require from me

‘ an answer to questions numerous as the stars,—nay, more lofty and more difficult to

4 reach,—and if I answer them not, I shall deserve never to know them : but the friend
4 who loves him will encounter every difficulty.’

“ To this I made the following answer: 35W

• One who could hardly find his equal in the world, a man of ample knowledge and
4 perfect every way, has excited me to reflection. His heart is a library' of all the sci-

4 ences, and his mind is active as an ardent fire. He understands equally well the
4 most obscure and the simplest ideas ; their difficulties arc for him plain and clear.

4 When he awakes a man’s heart to friendship, he leads him, though resisting, a pri-
4 soner, captivated by the beauty of his eloquence. He explains and exposes so well

4 every point, that it may be perceived and understood by even an inattentive mind.

• I admire his talent for composing verses so promptly and with so little hesitation.

‘He draws (his information) from (his mind which is) a sea (of knowledge), and his

4 merit exalts him even to the mansion of the planets. May the bounteous God in his

• morcy grant him the full enjoyment of his talents during a lengthened life!’

“On this, Abu *1- AI& dictated extempore these lines to the messenger:

4 You, O kadi 1 whose acuteness (in argument) is as a drawn sword to confound the

4 adversaries of the truth
;
your heart is the dwelling of science, and your merit, in

4 overy discussion, is admitted as superior. Though possessing little worldly wealth,

4 you are rich in treasured science. When you maintain a controversy, you are a
4 falcon and your opponents are as pigeons

;
you seem to speak with as-Shifl’s mouth,

4 and. prompt in replying, to draw your arguments from his mind. Who now can say
4 that the learning of (as-Shdfi) the son of Idris, has been lost, when you undertake to

4 light the ( path of true) direction. A’our kindness was so great, that I could not give

4 you sufficient thanks, and it had been better for me to abstain from replying. (Let

4 me hare) your pardon ; for 1 answered, confiding in your kindness ; human nature
4
is careless and reflects not. You also did wrong in sending me a note which should

4 have been my first and my last title of glory, but, preoccupied by the talents and the
4 kindness of your messenger, 1 had not time to learn it by heart. That note could have
4 justly claimed the merit of giving fresh perfume to musk, and of being deposited in

4 the most exalted place of honour. Let some poets depict themselves in their verses,

4 you depict yourself better than they in your learning and your poetry. The earth
4
is proud to bear you on its surface, and well may it be proud of a person such as

4 you.'
”

The following anecdote is related by as-Samani in his Zail, when giving the

life of Abu Ishak Ali Ibn Ahmad Ibn Mahmuyah al-Yazdi (!) : “ He ( Ibn

“ Mahmuyah) and his brother had but a single turban and a single shirt be-

“ tween them, so that when one of them went out, the other was obliged to

4 ‘ stay at home. 1 went to see him one day”—continues as-Samani—“and
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“ present him my respects, and I had with me Ali Ibn al-Husain al-Ghaznawi

“ the preacher, when, on entering his house, wc found him without any clothing

“ except an izdr (2) tied round his waist. He begged of us to excuse him for

“ appearing in that state, and added : ‘When we wash our clothes, we are as

“ ‘ the persons whom the kadi Abu ’t-Taiyib at-Tabari describes in this verse:

550 ‘ People who, when they wash the robes in which they deck themselves, take the

‘ house for a cloak till he that washes has done his task.’”

At-Tabari lived to the age of one hundred and two years, without any

alteration or decay of his mental faculties
;
he continued till his death to give

decisions on points of law, to correct the mistakes of other jurisconsults, to

fulfil the duties of kadi at Baghdad, and to attend the khalif when he went

out in state. He studied the law at Ainul under the tuition of Abu Ali’z-

Zujaji (3), the disciple of Ibn al-Kass, and he learned the reading of the Koran

at Jurjan from Abu Saad al-Ismaili (4) and Abu ’l-Kasim (Yusuf) Ibn Kajj (5).

He then proceeded to NaisapAr, where he met Abu ’1-IIasan
(
Muhampiad) al-

M:\sarjisi (6), under whom he studied jurisprudence for four years. From

thence he removed to Baghdad, where he followed the course of lectures given by

the shaikh Abu Hamid al-Isfaraini. Abu Ishak as-Shirazi was a pupil of al-Tabari’s

and he speaks of his master in these terms : “ Of all the men I ever saw, not one

“ surpassed him in conscientious efforts to clear up points of law (7); in his scru-

“ pulous verification of authorities, and in the justness of his views.” He com-

posed a commentary on al-Muzani’s Mukhtasar and on Abu Bakr Ibn al-Iladdad

al-Misri’s fini. He wrote also a great number of works on the dogmas of reli-

gion, on the doctrines of the Shafite sect, on the points of controversy between the

sects, and on dialectics. The shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi says: “ I followed his

“ lessons with assiduity for upwards of ten years, and I acted as a professor,

“ with his authorisation, for two years, during winch I instructed his scholars

“ in the mosque where he himself taught. He then confided to me the direc-

“ tion of his whole class.” He inhabited Baghdad and acted as kadi in the

suburb of Karkh on the decease of Abu Abd Allah as-Saimari
; this place he

continued to hold till his death. He was born at Arnul A. H. 348 (A. D. 959-60),

and died at Baghdad on Saturday, the 20th of the first Rabt, A. H. 450(May, A. U.

1 058)

;

the next morning, he was interred in the cemetery at theGate of Harb (Bah
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Harb). The funeral service was said over him in the mosque of al-Mansur.—

•

We have already mentioned (pope 370 ) that Tabari means belonging to

Tabarixtdn. Amid (written with a long A), is the name of a great city, the

metropolis of Tabaristan.

(1) The im&m Abil '1-Hasan - nol Add Ishak as tbe MSS. of Ibn KhallikAn have it—Ali Ibn Ahmad ibn

al-Husain Ibn Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Mahmfryah al-Vaidl (a native of Tazd in the province of Fars)

was an eminent doctor of the sect of as-Shifi and a koran-reader

.

He composed a number of works on the

law and the Traditions. His life was spent in the practice of devotion and self-mortification, and he died

A.H. 551 (A.D. 1156-7) at the age of seventy-eight. llis learning was equal to his piety. He had made his

studies at Ispahan.—(Taft. al-Fok. fol. 114. Tab. al-Kurrd, MS. No. 742, fol. 157, verso.)

(2) See page 4, note (4).

(3) The kAdi Abo Ali al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad ai-Zujlji, one of the great jurisconsults of Amul and an

eminent doctor of the sect of as-ShiO, was a native of TabarisUn. He composed tome works on jurispru-

dence and died between A. II. 370 {A. D. 080) and 400.— (Tab. as-Shdf. Tab. al-Fok.)

(4) AbO Saad Ismail al-Ismalli, the ton of AhO Bakr al-Ismalli, (see pays 8), studied under his father

and became shaikh of the Shafites in Jurj4n. By bis profound knowledge in jurisprudence, dogmatic theo-

logy, and the Arabic language, and by his skill in drawing up bonds, he ohtained the reputation of being the

imdm of bis time. He composed some works on law, and died A. H. 300 (A. D. 1005-6'. aged 63. — {Tab.

as-Shdf.)

(5) The life of Ibn Kajj is given by Ibn Khallikkn.

(6) The life of al-MAsarjisi will be found in this work.

(7) Literally: Notone was more perfect in ijlihdd (or, as a mujtahid). The meaning of this term has

been already explained, page 201, note (1).

IBN BABSIIAD THE GRAMMARIAN.

Abu ’1-Hasan Tahir Ibn Ahmad Ibn Babshad was the greatest grammarian of

his time in Egypt; it is said that his family belonged originally to Dailem.

He is the author of some instructive works, particularly the celebrated Mukad-

dama, or introduction to grammar, to which he joined a commentary. He

comjiosed also a commentar yon the Jamal of az-Zajjaji, and another on the Osill

of Ibn as-Sarraj (I ).• During his retirement from the world he compiled a copious

treatise on grammar (which, however, he left unpublished): it is said that a

fair copy of it it would have formed nearly fifteen volumes. The grammarians
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into whose hands it afterwards fell, called it the Taalik al-Ghurfa (2). It

passed first from him to his disciple Abtt Ahd Allah Muhammad lbn Barakat

as-Saadi the grammarian and philologer, who replaced him as a professor; it

passed then to lbn Barakal’s disciple and successor, the grammarian Abu Mu-

hammad Abd Allah lbn Bari, and from him to his pupil and successor the gram-

marian Abu ’l-Husain, who was generally known by the opprobrious surname of

Thall al-Fil (
elephant's dung). It is slated that each of these persons left it

to his disciple with the recommendation of keeping it carefully, and students

frequently endeavoured to obtain leave to copy it, but without success. By his

learning and writings, lbn Babshad was highly useful. He held a place at the

Chancery-ofliee, at Misr, and no paper went out of it without being submit-

ted to his examination ; if he perceived in it any fault of grammar or of style,

he had it rectified by the clerk who wrote it out; but if he found it correct, he

gave his approval to it and it was then sent off to its address. For this service

he received a salary from the treasury, which was paid to him monthly. He filled

this post for some time (but at length gave it up). It is said that he was induced

to do so from the following circumstance : Being one day on the roof of the

mosque at Old Cairo with some other persons, eating a collation, a cat went over

to them and they gave it a bit of meat. The animal took it into its mouth and

went off, but soon returned again, on which they threw another morsel to it.

551 This it carried off also, and it kept going and coming a great number of times,

at each of which it received from them another bit. Struck with this singu-

larity, and knowing that no single cat could eat all that they had given, they sus-

pected something extraordinary, and followed the animal. They then saw it

clamber over a wall on the roof and go down into an empty place like an aban-

doned room. There they found another cat, but blind, eating of the food which

had been brought to it and set before it by its companion. They were much

struck with this, and lbn Babshad said “ Since God has caused this dumb ani-

“ mal to be served and fed by another cat, and has not withheld from it its nou-

“ rishment, how could he let a human being such as I am perish of hunger?”

He immediately broke off all the tics which bound him to the world
;
he gave up his

place, renounced his salary and shut himself up in a chamber, where he pursued

his studies in the full confidence that God would provide for him. His friends

then took care of him and supported him till he died. His death took place
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on the evening of the third day of Rajab, A. H. 469 (January, A.D. 1077), in Old

Cairo, and he was interred in the greater Karafa cemetery. I have visited his

tomb and the date here given I took from the stone at the head of his grave. He

came by his death in the following manner : On quitting the world, he collected

his property and sold it all, except those articles which he absolutely required

;

he then took up his abode in an upper room
(
ghurfd

)

of the mosque of Amr Ibn

al-Aasi, or, as it is now called, al-Jumi'l-Atik (the Old Mosque), at Old Cain).

One night, he went out on the roof of the mosque and having stumbled on one

of the openings serving for the admission of light into the interior, he fell

through, and the next morning he was found dead .—Bdbshad is a Persian word

including the ideas of joy and happiness (3).

(1) The lives of Ibn avSnrrij and az-Zajj&ji will be found in this work.

(2,. This title means no let taken in the garret or attic. It will be seen farther on, that Ibn Bibsh&d took

up his residence in the attic story, or rather in a small room on the roof of the mosque of Amr.

(3) This derivation does not seem to be perfectly correct.

TAHIR IBN AL-IIUSAIN AL-KHUZAI.

Abu ’t-Taiyib Tahir Ibn al-llusain Ibn Musablbn Ruzaik Ibn Mahan—(or, as I

have read somewhere else : Ruzaik Ibn Asaad Ibn Raduyah, or, as I have found

it in another place : Asaad Ibn Zadan (some say, Musab) IbnTalha Ibn Ruzaik)

—

al-Khuzai, surnamed Zu ’1-Yaminain [ambidexter), was a member, by adoption,

of the tribe of Khuzaa : his grandfather Ruzaik Ibn Mahan having been a ma-

numitted slave ofTalhat at-Talhat al-Khuzai (I), him who was so highly cele-

brated for his nobleness of soul and his excessive liberality. Tahir was one of

al-Mamdn’s ablest supporters : when that prince was residing at Marw, the capital

of Khorasan, he revolted against his brother al-Amin and dispatched Tahir, with

an army, to attack him at Baghdad, an event of which the history is well known (2).

Abu Yahya Ali Ibn Isa Ibn Mahan was sent by al-Amin to repel Tahir, but, in

the battle which ensued, he lost his life. Ibn al-Azimi al-Halabi (the native of
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Aleppo) (3) says in his History that al-Amin sent Ali Ibn Isa Ibn Mahan against

Tahir Ibn al-Husain and that they encountered at Rai, where Ali was slain on the

seventh ofShaban, A. II. 195 (May, A. D. 811) ;
and at-Tabari, in his History, states

that the battle took place in the year 195, without marking in what month; but

he then says : “ Ali was slain in battle and Tahir sent a messenger to Marw with

“ the news. These two places are separated by an interval of about two hundred

“ and fifty parasangs; the express was on the way from the eve of Friday till Sun-

“day morning"—he does not mention the month— “and he arrived with the

“ dispatch on Sunday.”—Further on, he says : “Ali Ibn Isa went forth from

“ Baghdad on the seventh of Shaban, A. H. 195.” It is therefore manifest that

Ibn al-Azimi has confounded the date of Alt’s death with that of bis departure

from Baghdad. Al-Tabari then says :
* * The news of his death arrived at Baghdad

“ on Thursday the 1 5lh of Shawwal of the same year." It is therefore probable

that he lost his life on the seventh or niuth of Shawwal, and that the copyist

wrote the name of this month Shaban, by mistake; and, in that case, he may

552 have left Baghdad in Shaban as al-Tabari has said, and his death may have taken

place in the month of Shawwal or Ramadan ; but this, God knows best. Tahir

then marched towards Baghdad, taking possession of all the places through which

he passed, and having l>esieged al-Amin in that city, he slew him on Sunday

the 6lh (or the 4th) of Safar, A.H. 198 (October, A.D. 813). This is the account

given by at-Tabari, but another historian says : “Tahir sent to al-Mamun, re-

“ questing his permission to do as he pleased with al-Amin in case he took him

“ prisoner; but in reply, al-Mamun sent him a shirt with no opening in it for

“ the head : by this Tahir knew that he wished him to be put to death (4), and

“ he acted accordingly.” He sent al-Amin's head to Khorasan that it might be

presented to al-Mamun, who was then declared khalif. Al-Mamun treated Tahir

with great respect for the soundness of his counsels and the services which he

had rendered. When Tahir attained the height of his eminence, some one

said to him at Baghdad : “ May you well' enjoy the rank which you now hold

“ and which none of your rivals in Khorasan have ever reached!” To which he

replied: “That is what I am unable to enjoy, since I cannot see the aged females

“ of Bushanj climbing up to the roofs of their houses that they may get a sight

“ of me as I pass by." He said this because he was l>orn at Bushanj and had

passed his youth there; his grandfather Musab having been governor of that place
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and of Herat. Tahir was not only a brave soldier, but an elegant scholar (5).

As he was one day making an excursion in his barge (on the Tigris) at Baghdad,

the poet Mukaddis Ibn Saifi al-Khaluki went to meet him at the landing-place

and said : “ 0 emir ! will you be pleased to hear some verses of my composition ?”

—“ Let us have them,” said he. The poet then recited these lines :

I wonder how the bark of the son of al-Husnin can escape from sinking ;—and may
it never bo submerged 1 It is placed between two seas ; one of them (o sea of gene-

rosity) is upon it, and the other is beneath it. 1 wonder how its planks, on being

touched by his hand, do not shoot out leaves and flowers.

“ Give hirn three thousand dinars,” said Tahir.—“ Give me more,” said Ibn

Saifi, ‘‘and you shall have more verses.”—“ I have got enough," replied Tahir.

—Similar to this are the following well-turned verses addressed by a poet to a

man in high station who had set out on a voyage :

When he embarked on the sea, 1 implored God with humility and said: “O thou
“ whose bounty causeth the breezes to blow ! let generosity flow from bis hands

(
as

“ abundant ) as the waves of the ocean
;
preserve him from danger, and let the

“ waves of the ocean be
(
smooth

)
like his haud J”

When Tahir was besieging Baghdad, he found himself in want of money and

wrote for some to al-Mamun. The prince, in reply, sent him a letter addressed

to Khalid Ibn Jilawaih the Jtcirib, requesting him to lend the sum which Tahir

required; this, however, Khalid refused to do. On taking Baghdad, Tahir

caused Khalid to be brought before him and declared that he would make him

die by the worst of deaths. On this, Khalid offered a large sum to save his

life, but his proposal was rejected
;
he then said : “I have composed some verses;

“ hear them, and after that, do what you will.” Tahir, who was fond of poetry,

replied: “ Let us have them and Khalid recited these lines :

A falcon, they say, once met a sparrow of the plain, driven into danger by the de-
cree of fate. He darted on it and was striking it down with his wing, when it said

:

“ I am not a fit quarry for one like thee; even were I roasted I should be a despicable
“ morsel.” The haughty falcon, full of generous pride, contemned his prey, and the

sparrow then escaped.

Tahir approved the verses and pardoned him. He had but one eye, and this

induced Antr Ibn Bana, whose life shall be given later, to compose on him this

verse

:
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0 thou ambidexter ! thou hast an eye too little, and a hand loo much (6).

333 Ismail Ibn Jarir al-Bajali was assiduous in his praise of Tahir, and the latter,

having been told that the verses Ismail addressed to him were by some other

poet, resolved on putting his talent to the test, and said : “ Make a satire on me.”

This he refused to do, but being forced at length by Tahirs insisting, he wrote

down (7) and handed to him the following verses

:

1 see thee with but one eye, and that eye seclh but little. Since thou hast lost one,

thou shouldst find some person to answer for the safoty of the other; for I am certain

that thou wilt soon have to feel thy way.

Tahir, having read these lines, warned him not to repeat them and lore the

paper. When al-Mamun obtained the sovereign power on the death of his bro-

ther al-Amin, he wrote from Khorasan, where he was residing, to Tahir Ibn

al-Husain who was then at Baghdad. In his letter, he directed him to give up to

al-IIasan Ibn Sahl—the person of whom we have s|H>ken pagek08,—all the coun-

tries which he had subdued, namely : Arabian and Persian Irak, Fars, al-Ahwaz,

Hijaz, and Yemen, after which he was to proceed to ar-Rakka and assume the

government of Mosul, Mesopotamia, Syria, and the West ( Egypt and North

Africa). This happened towards the close of the year 198 (August, A. D. 814).

The particulars of Tahir’s proceedings arc very numerous (and may befound in

any of die works on general history). We shall give the life of his son Abd

Allah and of his grandson Obaid Allah. Tahir was born A. H. 159 (A. D. 775-6),

and died on Saturday, the 24th of the latter Jumada, A. H. 207 (November,

A. D. 822) at Marw. “ Al-Mamun had conferred on him the government of

“ Khorasan, where he arrived in the month of the latter Rabi, A. H. 206

“ (September A. D. 821 ), some say, 205. He chose for his lieutenant his son

“ Talha such are as-Salami’s (8) words in his History of the governors of

Khorasan. Another writer says : “ Tahir renounced his allegiance to al-Ma-

“ mdn, who learned the circumstance from letters forwarded to him by post

“ from Khorasan. This intelligence alarmed him exceedingly, but the next

“ day he received other dispatches, by which he was informed that Tahir fell

“ ill of a fever after his revolt and had been found dead in his bed.” Harun

Ibn al-Abbas Ibn al-Mamun relates the following circumstance in his History

:

“ Tahir went one day to ask some favour from al-Mamun
; the prince granted
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“ il and then wept till his eyes were drowned in tears. ‘ Commander ol the

“ faithful !’ said Tahir, ‘ why do you weep ? May God never cause you to

“ shed a tear! The universe obeys you, and you have obtained your utmost

*• wishes.’—‘ I weep not,’ replied the khalif, * from any humiliation which may

“ have befallen me, neither do I weep from grief, but my mind is never free from

**
cares.’ ” These words gave great uneasiness to Tahir, and (on retiring

)
he said

to Husain, the eunuch who waited at the door of the khalif’s private apartment:

“ I wish you to ask the Commander of the faithful why he wept on seeing me.”

lie then sent him one hundred thousand dirhims. Some time afterwards, when

al-Mamun was alone and in a good humour, Husain said to him : “ Why did

“ you weep when Tahir came to see you?”— “ What is that to you ? ’ replied

the prince.—“ It made me sad to see you weep,” answered the eunuch. “ 1 shall

“ tell you the reason, but if you ever allow it to pass your lips, 1 shall have your

head taken olf.”— “ 0, my master! did I ever disclose any of your secrets?”

— “I was thinking of my brother Muhammad (al-Amin said the khalif,

“ and of the misfortune which befel him, so that I was nearly choked with

“ weeping; but Tahir shall not escape me! I shall make him feel what he

“ will not like.” Husain related this to Tahir, who immediately rode off to

Ahmad Ibn Abi Khalid (9) and said to him : I am not parsimonious in my gra-

“ titude, and a service rendered to me is never lost; contrive to have me re-

“ moved away from al-Marm'm.”—“ I shall;” replied Ahmad; “ come to me

“ to-morrow-morning.” He then rode off to al-Mamtin and said : “ I was

“ not able to sleep last night.”—“ Why so?” said the khalif.— “ Because you

u have entrusted Ghassan (10) with the government of Khorasan, and his friends

are very few (11); and I fear that ruin awaits him.”—“ And whom do you

“ think a proper person for it?” said al-Mamun.—“ Tahir,” replied Ibn Abi

Khalid.— “ He is ambitious (12),” observed the khalif.—“ I will answer for his

“ conduct;” said the other. Al-Mamun then sent for Tahir, and named him go- 534

vernor of Khorasan on the spot ;
he made him also a present of a eunuch whom

he had brought up, and to whom he had just given orders to poison his new master

if he remarked any thing suspicious in his conduct. When Tahir was solidly

established in his government, he ceased making thvi khotba(for al-Mamun) ;

this event is related in the following terms by Kulthum Ibn Thabit, the director

of the post establishment in Khorasan : “ Tahir mounted the pulpit on Friday,
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“ and pronounced the khotba ; when he came to the part in which the khalifs

“ name should be mentioned, he stopped short. A despatch was immediately sent

“ off by express to inform al-Mamun of the circumstance, and the next morning,

“ Saturday, Tahir was found dead in his bed. A second despatch containing

“ this intelligence was forwarded to al-M&mun. On receiving the packet con-

“ taining the first dispatch, he called in Ahmad Ihn Abi Khalid, and said : ‘ Go
“ ‘ immediately, and bring him here as yon promised to do.' He even insisted

“ that he should set out that very day, and it was with great difficulty that he

“ consented to his remaining another night. The following day, the second

“ despatch arrived, bringing the news of Tahir’s death.” It is said that the

eunuch administered the poison to him in some sauce. On his death, his son

Talha was nominated by al-Mamun to the government of Khorasan ; but some

say that he was merely appointed to act as the lieutenant of his brother Abd Allah

Ibn Tahir (whose life wc intend to give). Talha died at Balkh, A. H. 213 (A. D.

823-9).—Different reasons have been assigned for the origin of Tahir’s surname

Zu 'l-Yaminain
(
ambidexter

)
,• some say that in the battle with Ali Ibn Mahan,

he smote a man with a sword which he wielded in his left hand, and cut him in

two. On this a poet said

:

t

When you strike a foe, each of your hands is a right hand

!

It was then that al-Mamun gave him this surname. His grandfather Musab

Ibn Ruzaik was secretary to Sulaiman Ibn Kathir al-Khuzai, the chief of the Abba-

side mission. He expressed his thoughts with great elegance, and one of his say-

ings was :
“ How indispensable for a kdtib is a mind by means of which he may

“ reach the highest rank, and a disposition which may lead him to the acquisition

“ of noble qualities, and a generous pride, which may preserve him from mean

“ desires and base behaviour.”

—

Bushanj is a town in Khorasan, seven para-

sangs from Herat.— Khaltiki means belonging to Khaltik or Khatiika, a well

known Arabian tribe (13).—Al-llusain Ibn Musab, Tahir’s father, died in Kho-

rasan, A. H. 199 (A. D. 814-5); al-Mamun attended his funeral, and sent a

message of consolation to Tahir, who was then in Irak.

1) ibn Khallik&n s|>caks again of Tathat at-Talhlit in the life of Abd Allah Ibn Tibir.

(2) See any of (he works on Muslim history under tbe year 195 of the Hijra.
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(3) See page 174, note (8). The historian Ibn al-Ailml must have written subsequently to A. II. 827. as

be mentions that Zinki attacked Damascus in that year— {Zubdat al flalab, MS. No. 728, f. 160, r I. ult.)

(4) A shirt w ilbout an opening for the head could not be of any use etcept to cover a body without a head.

(8) Correct the Arabic ten and read L_ol U.bx—
'
fsj.

(6) Meaning by this that he deserved to have his hand cut off for robbery.

(7) This be did lest the company might hear the verses.

(8) This historian's names are Abd T-IIusain Ali Ibn Ahmad as-Salimi.

l9) See page 20, note (9).

(10) Ghassin Ibn Abhld was appointed governor of Sind by al-MAmhn, A. H. 213,"— (Ibn el-Alhir )

(11) Literally: '* Be and his could eat up the head between them." See Frey tag’s Proverbs of al-Maidani,

tom. 1, p. 73, No. 189.

(12) Literally: “ He is hungry."

(13) Ibn Khallikkn might have mentioned from which of the great Arabian stems the tribe of KhalOka

branched off. That it was not trail inoicn, is proved by tbe silence of the best genealogists.

SAIF AL-ISLAM T0GHT1KIN.

Saif al-Islam (the sword of Islarnism ) Abu ’l-Fawaris Toghtikin, the son of

AiyAb Ibn Shadi Ibn Marwan 0), and surunmed al-Malik al-Aziz Zahlr ad-din

(the great prince, supporter ofthefaith), held the sovereignty of Yemen. When
his brother, the sultan al-Malik an-Nasir Salah ad-din became master of Egypt, he

sent his other brother Shams ad-Dawlat Tfltran Shah—him whose life has been

given, page 284,—to take possession of Yemen. That prince got the greater part

of the country into his power, but then returned from it, as we have already men-

tioned. In the year 577 (A.D. H81-2) the sultan sent thither Saif al Isl&m, who

was a man of courage and generosity, noted for his talents as an administrator

and his justice as a governor. His bounty and beueficence drew poets about

him from the most distant lands, and amongst the rest Ibn Onain of Damascus,

whose life will be found in this work, and who came to celebrate his praises in

some brilliant kasidas, which procured him rich rewards from the prince’s libe-

rality. The favour of his jiatron then enabled him to acquire a large fortune,

and he left Yemen with his riches : On arriving in Egypt, which was now under

(he rule of al-Malik al-Aziz Imad ad-din Olhman, the son of Salah ad-din, he 353

was obliged by the clerks of the Alms-Oflice to pay the legal alms (2) on all the
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merchandize which he had brought with him. This induced him to compose

the following verses :

All the persons named al-Aziz (the great
)
are not worthy of snch a title ; it is not

every thunder-cloud which brings with it a genial shower. How different is the con-

duct of the two Aziz—one bestows alms, the other takes them.

Saif al-Islam died on the 19th of Shaww&l, A. H. 593 (September, A. D. 1197)

at al-Mansura, a city founded by himself in Yemen. He was succeeded in his

government by al-Matik al-Moizz Fath ad-din Ismail, the prince for whom Abu ’I-

Ghanaim Musallam Ibn Mahmud Ibn Nima Ibn Arslan ash-Shaizari ( native of

Shaizar in Syria) composed his Ajdib aUAsfdr wa Ghardib al-Akhbar,

( wonders of travel and singular narratives), a work containing a copious

account of his travels and much information respecting [the eminent

)

men (whom

he had met). Al-Izz Ibn Asakir (3) says that Saif al-lslam died at Hamra (4),

a town in Yemen, and Abu’l-Ghanaim, the writer above mentioned, states in his

Jamharat al-Islam zdt an-Nathri wa 'n-Nizdm (5) ( collections respecting

Islamism—or Islam—containing pieces in prose and verse), that the death of

Saif al-Islam took place at Taizz (6), in the college of which town he was in-

terred. He then adds: “ His son Fath ad-din Abu ’1-Fida Ismail was slain in

“ the month of Rajab., A. H. 598 (April, A. D. 1202), at Aji, a place situated to

“ the north of Zabid (7). Fath ad-din was succeeded by his brother al-Malik

“ an-Nasir Aiyub (8).”—Abu ’1-Ghanaim, the author of this work, was versed

in polite literature and had a talent for poetry; he was still alive A. II. 617

(A. D. 1220-1), but he died in that same year or in one of the years ensuing.

His father Abu ’th-Thana Mahmud was a grammarian, and professed that art in

the Mosque (Jdmt) at Damascus. The hafiz Ibn Asakir maizes mention of him

in the great History {of Damascus), and Imad ad-din says in the Kharida that

he died A. II. 565 (A. D. 1 169-70). Sharaf ad-din Ibn Onain relates that this

Mahmud recited to him the following lines of his own composing :

They pretend that the k's requisite in winter are many (9), but it is not a falsehood

to say that there is only one. When you have the k of its
(
money-bag ), you have them

all ; in the wild ass is found every sort of game (10).

— Toghliktn is a Turkish name.
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(1) The life of Aiyilb has been already given, p. 243.

• (2) The legal alms arc a property tax of two and a half per cent.

{3., This is in the margin of the autograph and not in the author's hand. — For Asdkir i should read

al-Atkhr.

{4} The town of al-Hamra lay between Johla and Taizz.

(81 The last word of this title is written ,'Jai in the original manuscript and in the handwriting of Ibn

KhallikAn himself. All the other MSS. have tnaxm), which is manifestly a fault, as the first part of the

title should rhyme with the second. This work, which is not noticed by Hajji Khalifa, was perhaps a pane-

gyric on the prince Saif al- Islam.

(6} Tais:. as it it written in the .Word it'd, is the Taas of the gazetteers

(7 Zabtd is the same city as the Ztbid of the gazetteers.

(8) A fuller account of these princes will he found in Johaunscn's Uiitoria i’emana, p. 180 et seq.

This alludes to a couple of verses composed by Ibn Sukkara. and inserted by al-Harlri in his tw enty-

fifth .Uakdma. (See Dc Sacy's edition, p. 2C2..I Their meaning is nearly as follows: Winter is come and 1

have for it seven things requisite when wet weather keeps me within doors; they are: JUnti (shelter}, kit

(purse;, kdndm (stove), a kdt (cup) of wine, after some kabdb (roasted meat- sec Lane's Modern Egyptians,

v.I. p. 180', a plump kutt (girl), and a kind (warm covering). The kutt (nrvum genitals) was frequently

designated by the metonymy of the tixth kdf [Al-Kdf at-Sddita).

(10) The Arab hunters considered the flesh of the wild ass as preferable to that of all other animals, lie-

cause it had the taste and qualities of every sort of game. The expression itself is proverbially employed to

designate a single object which can replace a number of others.

AS-SALIH IBiN RUZZIK.

Abu ’l-Gharat Talai Ibn Ruzzik, surnamed al-Malik as-Salih ( the virtuous

prince), was a vizir of Egypt. He had been originally entrusted with the govern-

ment of Munya Bani Khasib, a place in the province of Upper Egypt {Said), but

on the assassination of az-Zafir Ismail (see his life, page 222), the officers of the

palace sent to request his assistance against Abbas and his son Nasr, the authors

of that crime. He immediately proceeded to Cairo at the head of an immense

multitude of Arabs from the 'desert. On his approach, Abbas and his son fieri

withtheir partisans, amongstwhom was Osama Ibn Murshid Ibn .Munkid, who had

been a sharer in their guilt (see his life, page 1 77). Salih then made his entry into

Cairo and being appointed vizir to {the khalif)
al-Faiz, he became the absolute

master of the slate and director of the government. This took place on the

19th of the first Rabi, A. H. 549 (June, A. D. 1154).—He was eminent by his

83
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personal merit, profuse in his donations, accessible to suitors, a generous patron

to men of talent, and a good poet. I have read his collected poetical works

forming two volumes, from which I took the following passages :

350 How often does time set before us its vicissitudes, that they may serve for our in-

struction ; yet we turn away and heed them not. We forget that the hour of death

must come, and we never think of it till our maladies remind us.

There was a youth whose slender form and pliant waist seemed, from their move-
ments to have acquired a portion of the intoxication which his eyes shed around. His

glances were so penetrating that, in the m^rn of battle, 1 might have drawn them from

their eyelids to serve me as a sword. “ The musk of that t'sdr,” I exclaimed, “ has

“ traced a double elif (I) on his cheek, and not a double lAm (J) (1). It is not

“ down which spreads over his cheeks, but the locks of his hair which have broken
“ loose." Behold with wonder a sultan whose justice is universal and who himself

suffers from the tyranny of love (2). By Allah 1 were it not that flight is a shameful

word and shameful in itself, I should have fled to him for protection against his own
cruelty (3).

The celebrated preacher and native of Damascus Abu ’l-Hasan Ali Ibn Ibrahim

Ibn Naja Ibn Ghanaim al-Ansari (descendedfrom one of the sfnsdrs), a member

of the Ilanbalitc sect, and suraamed Zain ad-din (the ornament ofreligion), but

generally known by the appellation of Ibn Nujaiva, gives the following verses as

the production of Talai Ibn Ruz/.ik, and mentions that, when he was in Egypt,

they were recited to him by their author

:

Your hoary age has cast off the dark tint of youth, and the white falcon has settled

in the nest of the crow (4). You slumber in apathy, but misfortune is awake and the

tooth of affliction will wound you and not be repelled. How can you preserve the

treasure of your life if you squander it away uncounted ?

The poet Abd Allah Ibn Asaad surnamed al-Muhaddab (5), a native of Mosul,

but an inhabitant ofEmessa, celebrated the praises of as-Salih Talai in a poem

rhyming in K, and beginning thus :

Will it not suffice you that I perish under your correction? You only punish me for

the excess of the love I bear you (6).

It is an excellent kasida and expresses in these lines the drift of the author :

Why then be angry if secret foes say I have forgotten thee? knowest thou not that

I can never forget thee? May thy friendship be withheld from me if what they say is

true, andmay my thirst be never quenched by the generosity of the son of Ruzzik 1
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Were I not afraid of lengthening this article too much, 1 should transcribe

here the entire poem, which is both long and instructive (7).—On the death of

al-Faiz, who was succeeded by al-Aadid, as-Salih not only continued to hold the

vizirat, but was treated by the new khalif with greater honour than ever : he

married his daughter to al-Aadid whom he held in complete subjection and a

prisoner (in the palace), and, seduced by long prosperity, he neglected the

precautions of prudence. Fatigued at length with his thraldom, the prince

devised a plan against his vizir’s life, and formed a conspiracy for that purpose

with the poition of the regular troops called the Aid(id ar-Rdt (the sons of the

shepherd)
(8). These men were to remain concealed in a part of the palace

which he indicated, and on the passage of as-S&lih, either by day or by night,

they were to kill him. They lay there in wait, and as the vizir was about leaving

the palace, they rose to attack him, but. the door through which they had to pass

was locked by the mistake of one of the band whilst endeavouring to open it,

and their design was thus frustrated for that night
;
God having had some motive

for allowing their intended victim to live a short time longer. Another day

they posted themselves in their place of concealment, and, when as-Saiih en-

tered the. palace, they sprung upon him and covered him with wounds, some

of them in the head. The alarm was immediately given, and the persons who

had accompanied as-Salih came in to his assistance and slew the murderers. He R37

was carried home, the blood flowing from his wounds, and he died the same
«

day, Monday, 19th Ramadan, A. H. 556 (September, A. D. 1161). His birth

was in the year 495 (A. D. 1101-2). The pelisses of investiture were then borne

to his son Abu Shuja al-Aadil Muhi ad-dln Ruzzik, him of whom we have spoken

in die life of Shawar, page 608. He thus became vizi!1

,
on Tuesday, the day

after his father’s death, and received the honorary title of al-Aadil an-i\'asir
(
the

just, the protector). The jurisconsult Omarat al- Yamani lamented the death of

as-Salih in a long kasida commencing thus :

Is there in that assembly a person well informed to whom I may apply 1 for the grief

I feel has troubled and expelled my reason. I have heard a rumour which makes me
envy the deaf, which shocks him who hears it and strikes dumb him who relates it.

Can ,1 have an answer to encourage my hopes and make the truth of this fatal news

appear less probable than its falsehood 1 The aspect of things only increases my fears

;

—I see the throne set out, but he who filled it is absent ! Has he retired (merely for a

time) and left his son to replace him, or has he departed never to return'? I see sad-

ness upon all faces such as shows that the faces {chiefs of the kingdom) are orphaned

by his loss.
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It contains also this passage :

Leave mel this is not the moment for weepingl Later our tears shall descend as the

dew and as the showers. Suspect not the sincerity of my grief; that shower (of gene-

rosity) in which I placed my hopes has been dissipated from over me. Why should we

not weep him and dcploro his loss, now that our children are orphaned and bereft?

After a life of beneficence he has vanished from our eyes ; 0 that I knew the fate which

God reserves for usl Shall your guest, the stranger whom you protected, find still an

honourable treatment and be induced to remain, or must his baggage be packed up

for a prompt departure?

Salih was interred at Cairo in the Palace of the Vizirat founded by al-Afdal

Shahanshah, whose life we have given, page 612 ;
but on the 19th of the month

of Safar, A. H. 557 (February, A. D. 1162), his son al-Aadil caused the body to

be taken up, and having placed it on a bier, he followed it to the cemetery of the

Greater Karafa and had it deposited in the tomb which is still called the Mauso-

leum of as-Salih. Omarat al-Yamani composed, on this subject, another good

kasida, containing the following passage relative to the bier
(
tdbiit

)
:

Like the ark
(
tabilt

)
of Moses, it contained dignity (9) and gravity.

He made also a number of other elegies on his death.—This was the Salih who

built the mosque outside the Gate of Zawila(10)atCairo. In the life of Shawar we

mentioned the flight of as-Salih’s son, al-Aadil Ibn Ruzzik, from Cairo, with the

date of that event (see page 608) ;
he took with him treasures to an immense

amount, and accompanied by his family and domestics, he put himself under

the protection of Sulaiman—some say, Yaktib—Ibn-an-NIs (11) al-Lakhmi, an

old friend of the vizir’s family and indebted to them for the ample fortune which

he then possessed. He received them in his house at Alfih (12), but immediately

went ofT to Shawar and informed him where they were. Shawar sent hack with

him a troop (ofsoldiers) who arrested al-Aadil and brought him to the door of

the palace, where he kept him waiting for a long time and then sent him to

prison.—He afterwards said to Ibn an-Nis : “ As-Salih reserved you for his son

358 “ as a precious treasure, and I shall reserve you for mine;” he then ordered him

to be strangled. Al-Aadil remained in prison for some time and was at length

put to death by Shawar’s orders
; his head was then brought forth to the great

officers of the empire. It is a singular coincidence that as-Salih was nominated

vizir on the nineteenth day of the month, that he was murdered ou the nineteenth
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day of the month, that his body was disinterred and that the authority of the

Ruzzik family ceased on days of a similar date.—Zain ad-din lbn Nujaiya, the

preacher above mentioned, was bom A. H. 508 (A. D. HI 4-5) at Damascus; he

passed his youth in that city and visited Baghdad a number of times
;
he married

Omm Abd al-Karim Fatima, the daughter of Abu ’l-Hasan Saad al-Khair lbn

Muhammad lbn Sahl lbn Saad, a descendant from one of the Ansars and a native

of Valencia in Spain (13). Before his death, he removed to Egypt and there

taught the Traditions. He died in that country on Wednesday, the 8lh of

Ramadan, A. H. 599 (May, A. D. 1203).

(J) See the observations in the Introduction to this volume.

(3) By the sultan, he means himself.

(3) I shall henceforward omit every piece similar to this, unless there be means of disguising its offensive

character.

(41 This means in simple language: Your gray hairs have taken the place of your black ones

(8) The life of ai-Muhaddab Abd Allah lbn ad-DahhAn will be found in the nest volume.

(6, Tbaword --v
,
an incorrect expression, is equivalent to The first comes from

the root and the second from
. 4b'.

(7) ImAd ad-dln gives this poem in his Kharlda; see MS. of the Bib. do Roi. No. 1414. fol. 177.

(8) lbn al-Athlr says in his Annals: “Among the Egyptian emirs, he who took the most active part in the

" murder of as-SAlih was the person named lbn ar-Rdl (the ion of the thephtrd).” Al-Makrtzi, in bis Khi-

tat, speaks of as-Sallh and gives a short account or his death ; according to him, he was attacked and wounded

by a Bd finite. An account nearly similar is given in the .Yu/dm.

(0) Dignily

;

in Arabic, laktna. Sec M. de Sacy's observations on this word in his Chreitomathie, tom. II.

page 77,

(10) According to al-Makrlzi, as-SMih built this mosque for the reception of the mortal remains ofal-Hu-

sain, the son of Ali, which were at that time interred at Ascalon and in constant danger of being profaned

by the Frank army.

(11) I here follow the reading of the autograph.

12) Atflh is situated on the east bank of the Nile, about forty miles above Cairo.

(13) AbO 'l-IInsan Saad al-Khair lbn Muhammad the Traditionist descended from a family of the Anitln

and was born at Valencia in Spain. He travelled tu the East and went nd far as Sin {China), for which rea-

son he was surnamed as-SIni al-Balantiyi. At Baghdad he studied tbe law under AhO HAmid al-IsfarAini

and learned the Traditions from AbO Abd Allah an-NiMi and other doctors. When in IspahAn he

took lessons from AbO Saad al-Mularriz, and it was in tbal city he got married: it was there also that his

daughter FAlima was born. His authority as a Ad/lx was cited by lbn AsAkir, AbO Saad as-SamAni, AbO

MOsa al-Madlni, and others. He died at Baghdad in the month of Muharram, A. 11.3(1 (A. D. 1140-7), and

tbe funeral prayers were said over hi* corpse by the Kddi 'l-Huddi az-Zainabi. He was interred near the

tomb of Abd Allah, tbe son of the imAm lbn Haubal — (Al-Makkari, .MS. No. 704, fol. 288.)
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ABU YAZID AL-BASTAMl.

Abu Yazid Taifur al-Bastami, the famous ascetic, was the son of Isa ibn Adam

lbn Isa Ibn Alt. His grandfather was a Magian, but became a convert to

Islumism, and his two brothers, Adam and Ali, were, like himself devout

ascetics, but in an inferior degree. Abu Yazid, being asked how he had acquired

his knowledge {of the spiritual world), answered that it was by means of a

hungry belly and a naked body. A person said to him : “ What is the greatest

“ suffering which you have undergone in the way ofGod?” to which he replied :

“ It cannot be described.” He was then asked what was the slightest morti-

fication which he had inflicted on himself (1)? and he said .-.“As for that

“ question, 1 can answer it : when I summoned myself to do an act pleasing

“ to God, if I replied not with a good will, I deprived myself of water for a year.”

He used to say: ‘‘ When you see a man possessing miraculous powers so as

“ even to mount into the air, let not that deceive you, but see if he observes

“ God's commands and prohibitions, if he keeps within the bounds imposed by

“ religion, and if he performs the duties which it prescribes.” His sayings are

very numerous, his works of mortification and devotion are highly celebrated

and his miraculous gifts were clear and evident. He died A. H. 261 (A.D. 874-5);

some say, 264 .—Busldmi means belonging to Bastdm, which is a well known

town in the province of Kumes (2); some persons state that it lies just within

the frontier of Khorasan, near the border of Irak.

\i) The word has been omitled by mistake in the Arabic text after - ( -i -

f2) This province lies towards the south-eastern extremity of the Caspian Sea.

ABU ’L-ASWAD AD-DUWALI.
i

Abu l-Aswad Zalim Ibn Amr Ibn Sofyan Ibn Jandal Ibn Yamar Ibn Hils Ibn

Nufatha Ibn Adi Ibn ad-Dil Ibn Bakr was surnamed ad-Dili or ad-Duwali, but a
i

l

!

.

i !

i i

i
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great diversity of opinions exists relative to his name, his genealogy and his sur-

name (1). He was one of the most eminent among the Tdbis, an inhabitant

of Basra, and a partisan of Ali Ibn Ali Talib, under whom he fought at the

battle of Siflin. In intelligence he was one of the most perfect of men and in

x-eason one of the most sagacious. He was the first who invented grammar : it

is said that Ali laid down for him this principle : the purls of speech are

three : the noun, the verb, and the particle
,

telling him to found a complete 550

treatise upon it. Others say that he was instructor to the children of Ziad

Ibn Abih, who was then governor of Arabian and Persian Irak, and that he

went to him one day and said :
“ Emir, may God direct thee ! 1 see that the

“ Aral>s have become mingled with these foi-eign nations and that their tongues

“ arc altered (.so that they speak incorrectly)-, wilt thou then authorize me to eom-

“ pose for the Arabs something which may enable them to know their language?"

— or, according to another relation, — “to use correctly their language?"

— Ziad refused permission, but some time afterwards, a man came to him and

said: “Emir! may God direct thee! tuwajfia abcina wa taraka bamin (2) (
mor-

“ tuus est patrem nostrum et reliquit Jilii) on this he sent for Abu ’1-Aswad

and told him to prepare for the public that which he had previously forbidden

him to compose.—It is related by others that as he entered his house on a certain

day, one of his daughters said to him :
“ Papa ! ma ahsanu ’s-samdi

?

(what

“ is most beautiful in the sky?)''— to which he answered: “Its stars;” hut she

replied: “Papa, I do not mean to say what is the most beautiful object in it;

“I was only expressing my admiration at its beauty.”—“ You must then say,”

he observed, “ ma ahsana ’s-samda ( how beautiful is the sky)." He then

invented the art of grammar. Abu Harb, ad-Dnwali’s son, related as follows

:

“ The first section (of the art ofgrammar) composed by my father was on the

“ verbs of admiration (3).” Ahii ’1-Aswad having been asked where he had

acquired the science of grammar, answered that he had learned the first points of

it from Ali Ibn Ali Talib. It is said that Abu ’1-Aswad never made known any

of the principles which he had 1'eceivcd from Ali, till Ziad sent to him the order

to compose something which might serve as a guide to the public and enable

them to understand the Book of God (
the Koran). He at first asked to lie dis-

pensed
( from such a task), but on hearing a man recite the following passage

out of the Koran : Anna'llahu bariyon mina l-mushrikina wa rasuluhu, which

Digitized by Google
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last word the reader pronounced ratulihi, he exclaimed : “l never thought that

“ things would have come to this (4).” He then returned to Ziad and said : “I

“ shall do what you ordered ; find me an intelligent (5) scribe who will fol-

“ low my directions.” On this a scribe belonging to the tribe of Abd al-Kais

was brought to him, hut did not give him satisfaction; another then came and

Abu ’l-Aswad said to him: “When you see me open
(fatah

)

my mouth in

“ pronouncing a letter, place a point over it; when I close
{
damm

)
my mouth,

“ place a point before (or, upon) the letter, and when I pucker up (feasor) my
“ mouth, place a point under the letter.” This the scribe did (6). The art (of

grammar) was called nahwu because Abd ’l-Aswad had said : “I asked per-

“ mission of Ali Ibn Ali Talib to compose in the same way
(
tiahwa

)

as he had

“ done.” God knows best, if this be trne (7).—Abu ’l-Aswad had a house in

Rasra, but as he was continually suffering from the maliciousness of a neighbour,

he sold it; and some person having said to him : “You have then sold your

“house?” he replied: “Say rather, I have sold my neighbour;” a saying

which became proverbial (8).—He went in one day to Obaid Allah Ibn Abi Rakra

Nukai (0) Ibn al-Harith Ibn Kalada ath-Thakafi, who, on seeing him clothed in a

a tattered cloak which he often wore, said to him: “Abu ’l-Aswad, are you not

“ tired of that cloak?" To which he received this answer: “There are tire-

“ some things which it is impossible to quit.” When Abd ’I-Aswad with-

drew, the other sent to him one hundred coats, on which he recited the lines

which follow
:
(some say, however, that it was between him and al-Mundir Ibn

al-Jarud that this passed)

:

>»

A generous brother, prompt to assist (ndsiru), clothed me when I asked it not, and

therefore do I praise him. If you arc grateful, that man best deserves your thanks who
makes you presents while your self-respect remains undiminished.

In this verse, the word ndsiru is sometimes read ydsiru

;

the meaning of the first

reading is clear, as it comes from nusra (assistance)

;

the second reading implies

pity and compassion ; thus they say :
“ Such a one has compassion (ydsiru) on

“ such a one.’*— Abu ’l-Aswad composed a great deal of poetry (10); one of his

pieces is as follows

:

t

It is not by wishes alone that you can procure your livelihood
;
you must send your

bucket down into the well with those of others : sometimes it will come up full, and

sometimes with mud and but little water.
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His poetical works have been collected into a volume. He is the author of 340

this verse:

Omaiya dyed our hands with blood, but Omaiya withheld from us their wealth (11).

It is related that Abu ’1-Aswad had an attack of the palsy, and that he used to

go to the market himself, although scarcely able to draw his leg after him, and

yet he was rich and possessed both male and female slaves : a person who knew this

accosted him one day and said :
“ God has dispensed you from the necessity of

“ moving about on your own business ; why do you not remain sealed at home?”

To which he replied : “No; I go in and out, and the eunuch says : ‘ He is

“ * coming,’ and the boy says: * He is coming,’ whereas, were I to continue sit-

“ ting in the house, the sheep might urine upon me without any person’s pre-

“ venting them.”—Khalifa Ibn Khaiyat states that when Abd Allah Ibn Abbas

governed Basra in llie name of Ali Ibn Talib (12), he had to make a journey to

Ilijaz, and left Abu ’1-Aswad to replace him
;
the latter corltinued in his post

from that time till the death of Ali.—He was notorious for his avarice, and he used

to say :
“ Ifwe listened to the demands made by the poor for our money, we should

“ soon be worse off than they.” He said also to his sons: Strive not to rival

“ Almighty God in generosity, for He is the most bountiful and the most glorious

;

“ had he pleased, he would have given ample wealth to all men ; so strive not to

“ be generous, lest you die of starvation.”—He once heard a person say : “Who
“ will give a supper to a hungry man?”—“ Let him come to me;” he replied.

When the supper was over, the man left the table and was going out, but his

host called after him : “Where are you going?”—“To my people ;” replied the

other.—“ That,” exclaimed Abu *1-Aswad, “ I shall by no means allow; when 1

“ gave you to sup, my sole motive was to prevent the true believers from l>eing

“ troubled by you for this night at least.” He then pul him in the stocks and

kept him in confinement till the next morning.—Abu '1-Aswad died at Basra

of the plague in the year 69 (A. I). 688-9), aged eighty-five years; some per-

sons mention, however, that he died of the palsy before the plague broke out

:

others again state that he died in the khalifat of Omar Ibn Abd al*Aziz; now

this prince came to the throne in the month of Safar, A. H. 99 (September-Octo-

ber, A.D. 717), and died at Dair-Saman (13) in the month of Rajab, A.H. 101

(February, A. D. 720). When Abu ’1-Aswad was on the point of dead), some

84
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one said to him : ‘‘Rejoice! God’s forgiveness awaits you to which he replied :

“ But where is the shame which I should feel if any of my deeds required for-

“ giveness?”— Dili and Duwali mean belonging to Duwil
,
which is a branch

of the tribe of Kinana. In forming the relative adjective from Duwil

,

they say

Duwali and not Duwili, so as to avoid a succession of kesras or fs : it is thus that

from JS amira, the name of another tribe, they form Namari

;

this is a general

rule. Duwal is the name of an animal between the weasel and the fox (14).

—

The true pronunciation of the word HUs is given by al-Wazir al-Maghribi in his

Kildb al-lnds (15); it is often written incorrectly, and I have found some dif-

ferences of opinion subsisting respecting it, but HUs is the right orthography.

(1) The autograph bai i_.

(2) The man should have said obilna, not abdna, and banfn, not banin.

O' Sec M. de Sacy’s Grammaire Arabe, and his edition of the Alfiya, page G6. The best published trea-

tise on this subject is contained in Ibn Akll’s commentary on tbe Alfiya printed at BAt&k, A. H. 1252; the

most satisfactory work on Arabic grammar which we possess. It can be only surpassed by Ibn Hish&m’s

Moghni 'l-labtb, a profound and truly philosophical treatise, but not yet printed.

(4) This passage is contained in the third Yerse or the uinth turat. If read correctly, it signifies “ This is a

“ declaration— that God fs clear of the idolatert, and hie Apostle also

;

but if the last word be pronounced

“ rasulihi, It means— that God is clear of the idolaters and of his apostle."
* r 0 0

(5) The autograph has Lit) in place of IL)
;
the sense is the same.

(6) These are the red points still found in some of the old KAfic MSS. of the Koran.

(7) The following particulars relative to the origin of Arabic grammar are taken from the notice on AbA T*

Aswad ad-Duwali in AbA T-Mah&sin's al-Bahr as Zdkhir, year 69.—“ I once went in," said AbA '1-Aswad,

to the khalif AH and found him In deep reflation, on which I said to him: ‘Commander of the faithful!

“ what arc you thinking of?' He answered : *1 heard in your town faults of language, and I wish to com-

“ pose a book on the principles of Arabic.’ I replied : ‘If you do so, you will give us new life.' Some days

" afterwards I went to him and he handed me his book i in which was this passage: The parts of

“ speech are the noun, the verb, and the particle; Ihe noun designates a thing which has a name, the verb

•' indicates the motion of the thing which hat a name, and the particle it that which is neither noun nor

“ verb. lie then told me to follow that up and add to it tbe observations which might come into my mind ; I

“ therefore collected many and submitted them to him. Anbasa learned grammar from ad-I)uwa!i, HaimAn

“ al-Akran ^j^ffrom Anbasa, Abd Allah Ibn Abi '1-Hasan al-Hadrami from MaimAn, Isa Ibn Omar from

" al-Hadrami, al-Khalll Ibn Ahmad, the inventor of prosody, from Isa, Slbawaih from al-Khaltl, al-Akhfish

•• Said Ibn Masada from Slbawaih, and the knowledge of it then spread among the public.”—(MS. No. 659 A.)

The author of the Fihrist says that Saad, a newly converted Persian, happened to walk past AbA T-

Aswad ad-Duwali and was asked by him why he went on foot? To which he replied : “Because my horse is

“ lame,” saying IsJLL ^!, instead of f ^1, Some persons present laughed at the mis-

take, but AbA '1-Aswad then conceived the project of rendering Arabic of easy acquisition to newly con-

verted Muslims from foreign countries, and he composed the chapter treating of the governing and the

governed parts of speech .— [Fihrist, fol. B5.)—The following eslracl from tbe
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Mine work provts (hat A Ini T-Aswad did really compote a treatise on grammar bearing th* title : it contains

some things not relating to the subject, but they are sufficiently curious to merit insertion:— " Muhammad

lbn ishak says: there was a man in the city of al-Hadllha whose name was Muhammad Ibn at-ilasan,

but who was generally known by the surname of Ibn Ahl Basra oyu. lie was a book-collector and pos-

sessed a library, the like of which I never saw for its extent, hi the division of Arabic hooks were trea-

tises on grammar, philology, and literature, with some old bonks besides. I met this man a number of

times, and he at length became intimate with me, though he was III general very reserved, and appreben-

hensive that the HamdAn family {Ike sovereigns of Aleppo) might seise on what he had. He then pulled out

a large trunk containing about three hundred pounds weight of parchments folded double, and of Egyptian

card paper (Aartds), Chinese paper (tcaraA sin t), paper of TehSma. and paper of Khorasan. These contained

passages of pure Arabic learned from the Arabs of the Desert, a few of their kasldas, and some uotes on

grammar: with anecdotes, historical relations, stories, genealogies, and other branches of knowledge preutiar

to that people. He told me that he had received them from a native of Kbfa, whose name I forget, and who

was an eager collector of ancient autographs (af-AAutdt al-kadima). This person, being on the point of death,

left these writings to him because he was a Shiite and bad thus obtained his friendship. I looked at the

documents 'said Muhammad) and was struck with admiration; they were all more or less injured by time,

but on each quire or roll was a series of certificates to the number of five or six. all in the handwriting of

men eminent for their learning, and each of them declaring the preceding to be really in the handwriting of

the person whose signature it bore. Among them I saw written: Koran in the handteriting of Khalid Ibn

Abi ‘l-Ualydj, one of Alt's partisans ; then followed these words: TAfs volume came into the possession of

AAd Abd Allah Ibn ifdni. Among these papers I remarked some in the handwriting of the iruAms al-Hasan

and al-Husain ; others contained protections and charters [OhAd) in the handwriting of the khalif All, etc.

Among the autographs of the grammarians and philologcrs, were those of Abb Amr Ibn al-AIA, Abb Amr

ash-ShaibAni, al-AsmAi, lbn al-AarAbi, Slbawaib, al FarrA. and al-KisAi. Among those of Tradilioniits

were some by SofyAn ibn Oyaina, SofyAn alb-Thauri, al-AbzAi, etc. And I discovered also in these papers

a proof that grammar was invented by Abb '1-Aswad; it was a document in four sheets, on Chinese paper I

believe, and bearing this title: Discourse on the governing and the governed parts of speech, by AbA 'l-As-

wad, in the handteriting of Yahyu Ibn Yamar"—one of Abb '1-Aswad‘s disciples, see Fihrist, f. 53-v.—

“ underneath were inscribed in old characters (bikhatt atlk

}

these words: This it the handteriting of such a

one the grammarian; then followed a note by an-Nadr Ibn Shumail. When the owner of these papers died,

the trunk and its contents disappeared and we never heard more of it.”—

(

Fihrist . fol. 34 et seq.)

(8) AI-YAft remarks that the proverb is this: I have sold my neighbour, not my house; and that a com-

mon saying is: Al-jdr kabl id-ddr, examine tbe neighbourhood before you buy the bouse.

(9) This is the reading of the autograph.

(10) In the Arabic text read ,Iju. I.

(11) Correct the Arabic text and read l»Lo. Ibn KhallikAn might have explained this verse and men-

tioned the fact to which it makes allusion. AI-YAfl says of it : This seems to mean : The Omaiyides sent

us to fight, but were too avaricious to recompense us.

(12) Al-Yin says in his Annals, A. H. 68, that Abb T-Aswad was kAdi of Basra.

(13) Dair SamAn lay in the neighbourhood of al-KhonAsara, a town at about two days' journey east of

Aleppo.

(14) Perhaps a species of ichneumon.

(13) See page 451.
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ZAFIR AL-IIADDAD.

AbA ’1-MansAr Zafir Ibn al-Kasim Ibn MansAr Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Khalaf Ibn

Abd al-Ghani al-Iskandarani (1), generally known by the surname of al-lladdad

(the blacksmith), was a poet of talent and celebrity. He celebrated the praises of

many eminent, persons in Egypt, and the greater part of his collected poetical

works is very line.—The hdfiz as-Silafi and other illustrious men (aught, with

his authorisation, some of the poems which he had composed. One of his best

known pieces is the following

:

Had he taken refuge in an exemplary patience, his tears had not gushed forth in

dews and showers. The troops of love ceased not to attack his heart till it was broken

and torn to pieces. His passion has not left him any remains of life, except the mere
principle of existence contained in the [sole) fragment of his heart (which still remains).

He who desires to live in safety should always avoid the languishing eyes of the fair.

Let not that languor deceive you; those glances wound your heart even when they give

it pleasure. Charming gazelle ! thou whose eyes lance arrows which pierce to the in*

most heart ! who arranged those pearls which shine in thy mouth ? who preparod the

intoxicating moisture in which those pearls are bathed? what artist gave such straight-

ness to the lance of thy figure? with what steel were pointed the arrows of thy glances?

Use thy body gently, lest it melt away ; I fear lest thy silken vest {soft as it is) may
hurt it. The magic effects of thy beauty surpass the enchantments of HArdt (2), yet he

is the ablest in that art; tell me (3) now who is his master? By Allah I if once a man
is captured by thy charms, all human art can scarcely set him free. Thou hast sent

love to attack the hearts of men, and they willingly submitted, for its victorious power
had already reduced them to the last extremity.

I knocked at every door which leads to fortune—I spared no efforts ; why then does

she always fly and shun me? Avoid the vain wishes hope inspires; the favourite of

fortune is (as wretched) as he whom she oppresses, and the man enriched by her favour

is still a beggar for more.

A poem (k) of Ibn Duraid gained him the hearts of men, when Baghdad, the place of

his dwelling, rejected him. Subdued by the charm of his verses, they hoped to retain

him among them, and that troop of foes whom he had prostrated by the power of his

talent—or rather the enemies who wished to tear him to pieces—dispersed and left

him unharmed (5). The Being who hath granted thee his richest favours cannot be

offended by thy spending them on others.

The kasida from which these extracts are taken is of the highest beauty
;
but 1

must here notice a singular circumstance : my professor Im&d ad-din Ibn Ba-

lish (6) has inserted these verses in his work intitled the Moghni ( sufficient ),
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which contains the explanation of the obscure passages met with in [Abu Jshak

as-Shfrdzi’s
) treatise on jurisprudence the Muhaddab

,
and gives a short account

of the persons whose names are mentioned in that work
;
he then comes to speak

of Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-IIaddad, a doctor of the sect of as-Shafi and a

native of Egypt, and after giving an account of him, he says: “ lie composed

“ some fine poetry, and a certain jurisconsult recited to me a number of verses

•* from a kasida which he attributed to him he then cites some of the verses,

and they are the same as those given above. But this is an error into which he

could only have been led from confounding Zafir al-IIaddad with the jurisconsult

Ibn al-IIaddad.—The following lines also are by Zafir

:

(
The family of my beloved) have departed, and did I not hope For their return, I

should die. By Allah ! it was not thcyi but my own heart from which I then was sepa-

rated.

lmad ad-din mentions these lines in his Kharida, but attributes them to al-

Aini (7), and then says : “ Al-Aini was an able officer and noted for his bravery;

“ he died A. II. 546 (A. D. 1151-2).” But the truth is, that they are by Zafir,

and lmad ad-din himself gives them again in the life of that person.—One of

this poet’s kasidas contains the following verse :

Lovers speak ill of the spies who beset them ; O that I was in such favour with my
mistress as to be in dread of spies I

He died in Egypt in the month of Muharram, A. II. 529 (October-Novembcr, 542

A. D. 1134).—We have already spoken of the surname of Judd/ni {page 148).

— The following lines on the weaver’s loom were composed by Zafir:

Look at the beauty of my products, admire my construction and the skill of him who
made me. I resemble the hands of two lovers, clasped in each other on the day of

separation, the fingers of one inserted between those of the other.

Ali Ibn Zafir Ibn Mansur praises him highly in his work entitled Baddi’I-

Badaya (8), and relates the following anecdote respecting him, on the authority

of the kadi Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn al-I!u$aiu al-Aamidi, who had

been acting for some time as deputy to the kadi of Alexandria :
“ I went," says

he, “ to see al-Amir as-Said (thefortunate emir) Ibn Zufar whilst he was go-

“ vernor of the city, and I found him putting some drops of oil upon his little

“ finger. Having asked him the reason, he answered that the tightness of hjs
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“ ring had caused his finger to swell, on which I observed that it would be best

to have the ring cut off before things grew worse. He then asked me who

“ would be a proper person to do it, and 1 sent for Abu ’1-Mansur Zafir Ibn al-

“ Kasim al-Iladdad, who cut the ring and extemporised these verses

:

‘The human race could not reckon all thy excellent qualities, even were their

‘ prose-writers and their poets copious in thy praises. A ring must be too small for

‘ the finger of him whose generous hand is as ample as the ocean (9).’

“ The emir was pleased with the lines, and gave the ring, which was of gold,

“ to their author. There was a tame gazelle lying at the emir’s feet with its

“ head on his lap, and Zafir exteni|>oriscd on it these lines

:

‘ I wondered at the courage of that gazelle and the boldness of its conduct. I mar-
• vel to see it crouching down; how can it pc tranquil near you who are a lion?’

“ The emir and the company present admired this piece even more than the

“ preceding, and Zafir, having then remarked a net placed before the door to

“ keep out the birds, recited as follows:

‘I saw a net at your exalted door, and that caused me some embarrassment; but
4 after reflecting in my mind, I said : The sea is the place for nets (10).’

“ He then retired and left us in admiration at the readiness of his wit and the

“ elegance of his talent.”

a

(1) The autograph has [native of Alexandria); moil of the other MSS. read jSLMr,

word bearing the same signification.

(3) HArfit and MArUt, two rebel angels, were rhained at Babel, where they taught men magic.

(3) The autograph has place of ^Cyi the sense is nearly the same.

(4) Literally: A poem rhymiog in d 3 [with a point). The autograph has iJo, which is no doubt the

true reading. The poet here rerals to mind the effects of a poem by Ibn Duraid rhyming in the same letter

as his own katlda. The fact to which Ibn al-IIaddAd alludes is not mentioned by Ibn KhallikAn in the life

of Ibn Duraid.

(3) I have been obliged to paraphrase a very obscure verse, in order to make its meaning intelligible.

(6) Sec page 187, note (8).

(7) See Khartda, MS. No. 1374, fT. 38 ef 76.

(8) This work is noticed by Hajjl Khalifa, who states that its author, the vizir Jamal addin Aba 'l-Hasan

Ali Ibn ZAfir.a member of the tribe of Aid and a native of Egypt, died A. II. 623 ;A. D. 1226;.

(9 Literally: To whom the sea is a hand.

(10) He calls the emir a sea for his vast generosity.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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Pagr 3, line ult. “1 put this work in order in the year 654." The autograph manuscript is dated 655,

but considerable alterations were afterwards made in the work by the author, who continued to correct and

improve it till the last years of his life.

P. 6, note (4). The reading of the printed Arabic ten is confirmed by the autograph MS.

P. 46, fine 27. For at-lbn Dobaithi read Ibn ad Dobailhi. and for ad-SamAni read as-Samdm.

P. 18, fines 7 and 9. For Muhdrik read Mukhdrik.

P. 20, note (5). For Aba 'l-Fadd read here and in seine of the following pages dfcil 'f- Fetid, or rather Aba

'l-Fidd.

Ibid., 4 ab imo. For Bahmdn read Bahman.

P. 22, fine 24. For Sdl-Tatln read Sul-Tiktn.

P.25, note (3). It appears from the Xujdm that Moslim Ibn al-Walld died A. H. 208.

P. 26. note (42). Suppress the words, This title, etc.

Ibid., 3 ab imo. For Orfa read Arafa.

P. 28, line 21. For Book of Dictates read Book of Dictations.

P. 33, note (2). Add : sec also a notice from the Fihrest on the Sabeans, Journal Asiatique, t. XII. p. 246.

P. 35, note (5). Add : I hare since discovered that the work of Abd sr-Rahmin al-Korashi merits no con-

fidence.

P. 36, note. My friend the Abbate Arri died at Turin on the 2nd of September, 4841, leaving his work

unfinished.

P. 37, lines 13 and 15. For Sukr read Shukr.

P. 38. nofa (8). Orwa Ibn IliiAm Ibn Muj&hir, an Islamic poet and a member of the tribe of Aira, com-

posed all his poems in praise of bis cousin Akrfl, the daughter of lkM Ibn Mujihir. Their love was mutual,

but Orwa’s poverty was an obstacle to his marriage, and AirS was forced by her fattier to become the wife of

another. The poet died of grief soon after, and his mistress survived him only a few days. - (As-SoyOti's

Shark Shatcdhid al-Moghni, MS. 1238. f. 97. verso.)

P. 44. line 11. For Doma read Domti.

P. 49, note (2). The works entitled Matcdklt contain astronomical tables, serving to determine the right

times of the five daily prayers from the position of the sun.

P. 81, 6 ab imo. For Banos read Konot.

Ibid., 5 ab imo. For Zahr read Zohr or Zuhr.

P. 87, 3 ab imo. For dictates read dictations.

P. 98. note (5). Add : the reading given in the printed test is In conformity with the autograph.

P. 100. nore(2). For Ad-Dakkdk read ad-Dahhdk-

P. 108. note (20). Read : Was generally known by the name of Iddn as-Sikd. an appellation which signi-

fies the sticks of the veater-bag, which were the implements necessary for carrying it conveniently ; he was. in

fact, a water-carrier, for which reason this poet was sometimes called Ibn Iddn or Ibn as-Sakkd (the son of

the slicks or the son of the ualer-carrier).
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P. 110, line 20. For Fadi Ibn Omaid read Fadl Ibn Amid.

P. 121, line 6. For the life giving brrexe read the parching gales, and in the printed Arabic text substitute

P. 131, line 7. For h'itdb al-lsmd fi'l-Atma read Kitab al-Asma fi
’! Asmd. The title is thus written in

the autograph MS. : «' ^
P. 142, note (13). Read : Sec note (4), page 80.

P. 147, line 1. For ax-man* al-lakmi read ax-xan* aL-lakujii

P. 131, line 18. For (after sunrise) read {after sunset)

P. 137. note (11. Addition: 1 here gire the genealogy of the BiUcaih family, after the autograph of ibn

KhalliUn

:

It may be seen that the difference between the genealogy giren in the autograph and that which I drew up

from other sources is rery slight.

P. 170, lines 1 and 3, and p. 171, note (1). For MaUaicfi read Muttau fi.

P. 178, line 22. For Hamid read Humaid.

P. 181, note (1). Add: According to the Moslim law, conquered provinces and cities taken by storm be-

rome the property of the state: therefore the imam or chiefof the empire alone can dispose of territories or

grounds situated in these places. It was a disputed point between the Shafites and the HaniOtcs. whether

Muhammad had taken Mekka by storm or by capitulation; the Shafites maintained the former opinion and

the Hanifitcs the latter. It was also taught by some doctors that Mekka was Cod's metropolis
,
and

that consequently houses in it could neither be let nor sold, as they were as much God's property as the

Temple itself.— (See Bitdb al-iflsdn, MS. No. 369, fol. 162 v.) Hence the discussion to which Ibn Khal-

likin alludes. I am now preparing for the press some observations on the laws relative to landed properly

situated in the countries subdued by the Moslim arms. In this essay I shall endeavour to prove that, in most

cases, tbc sovereign is not the proprietor of estates under cultivation.

P. 211, line 27. For Bdlt Kdla read Kdli Kata.

P. 218, fines 1 and 2. For Khalf read Bhalaf.

P. 221, note (3). The piece from which this verse is taken may be found in the volume of the Bitdb at-

Aghdni which belongs to the Asiatic Society of Paris, fol. 176. The poet’s name is there written:

^ C/ii' tj!

P. 223, line 17. The physician and historian AbO Jaafar Ibrahim ibn Abi Kh&lid, surnamed Ibn al-Jan4r.

was a native of Kairaw&n, where his father and bis paternal uncle Abu Bakr practised also the art of medi-

cine. He had studied in that city between A. Q. 300 and 320, uuder lsbak Ibn Sulaimin al-bratli, the phy-

sician to ZiAdal Allah Ibrahim tbc Aghlabite. As a teacher, a practitioner, aud an author, he attained a

high reputation, and disdained courting the favours of tbe great. The only man of rank whom he visited

was an old friend of his, AbO TAlib, uncle to the Falimilc prince al-Moiii, and him he went to sec every

Friday, He passed the days of summer, every year, in one of the ribdts or garrisons on the sea-coast.

According to Ibn Abi Osaibiya, he died, aged upwards of eighty. H»jji Khalifa, in his Bibliography.

The lirst it the reading of the autograph MS.

^ cr?
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No. 3000, places his death in A. U. 400, but ad-Dahabi conjectures that it took place before A. II. 330.

tie was a man of great information in various sciences. The list of his medical works is given by ad-Dahnbi

and Ibn Abi Osaibiya. and may be found in Wustenfold's Aralische Aersle. His Zd<i al-ilusdfir (
pro

•

visions for travellers ) has been translated into Hebrew. Greek, and Latin. His historical works are the

Taarlf Tashlh at-Tarikl, \the truth of historical statements), which is a short treatise ; and the Akhbtlr

ad-Daw'lat ( History of the present Umpire), containing an account of the rise and progress of the empire

founded by Obaid Allah al-Mahdi lie left a fortune of twenty-four thousand dinars and twenty- five hun-

dred weight [kinlar> of hooks on medicine and other subjects. - Ad-Dahabi’s Tdrlkh al-lsldm ; Ibn Abi

Osaibiya. This last author cites some verses from a poem composed by Kush&jim in praise of Ibn al-

Jazzilr.)

P 223, last line but rne For Ibn Abd at-Hukm read Ibn Abd al-Hukam The same fault occurs in other

parts of the .oltime.

1*. 223. line 4. For ISdfl who was read .Vdfl was; and line 0, for iros governor read who was governor.

P. 209. line 14. For Hamid Ibn Abd al-Hamld read throughout Hamad Ibn Abd al-Uamld.

P. 271. note (11;. Add: The autograph MS. also has ,yj.

P. 275. line 13. Note on the words Huln ad-dln A war. William of Tyre calls this person Enarius,

Ibid, note (2). Add : The Dame of Zandk was altered by the Arabs, who pronounced it Sanhdg and San-

hdj. This SanhAj was the progenitor of the SanhAjites or SunhAjile*.

P. 289, note (4). Add: But this is an error, for Muhammad Ibn Musa died A. H. 239, and al-Moladid

was proclaimed khalif, A. H. 279. He must have met al-Mutamid.

P.313, line 6. Fbr Ibn ar-Rahmdn read Ibn Abd ar-Rahmdn.

Ibid, note (4). It is noticed, however, by M. de Sacy, in his edition of al-IIarlri, p. 74, line 26.

P. 318, note (44 . For at- .4 mint read al-Amin.

P. 339, line 18. For "his [merits] are” read "his merits are.”

Ibid, note (IQ. In the autograph, the word referred to sliislirM, a feminine noun, which word the

author struck out and replaced by which is masculine; he forgot however to change into^jJI

as tic should have done.

P. 283. note '!}. I shall here give the genealogy of Tamtm after the autograph

:
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P. 340, note (11). For as-Sahraurdi read as-Suhrawardi.

P. 347, note i23). Add: See page 600.

P. 354, note 9. AbbAn al-IAhiki Ibn Abd *1- Hamid Ihn I.lbik lbn Ofair ar-Raklthi

(member of the tribe descended from Rokdsh. the daughter of Kail Ibn Thdlaba'.wtt a poet of considerable

reputation. He versified a number of prose works, and amongst other* the following t Kallla tea Dimna.

Sirat Anushirwdn, and (?). He composed also a bonk of epistles - (Fihritt, fol. 164.'

P. 338, note ill). Add: The autograph write* this word

P.377, line 4. For AW Taglab read AW Taghlib.

P. 398, line 27. For Haft Ibn Shdhtn read AW Haft lbn Shdhtn.

P. 300, note. Al-Jurjlni composed also a celebrated grammar, the Jumal. He died A. H. 471 A. It.

1078 9), or 474; not in 461 ilO88-0) or 464, as printed hy mistake in the note.

P. 402, lines 1 and 2. For si bit 'l-Jutcdi: read AW 'l-Jatcdiz

P. 439, line 8. For A.H. 589 (A. D- 1200->), read A H. 582 (A.D. 1186-7).- This historian it sometimes

cited under the name of ibn Kizoghli. This last word is Turkish and means son of the girl.

P. 453, line 3. For Ahalfreed Khalaf.

P. 476, line 17. For acb sct.AiMA* read abd •claimak.

P.477, note (1). The true reading is most certainly M. A number of the philological treatises

bear ibis title and contain the ciplanation of the Arabic words employed to designate tbe different sorts of

irounds. In that language, at in English, there eiisl particular terms to signify a scratch, a gash, a cut. a

stab, etc., and as uneducated persons thought them synonymous, the early philologert felt themselves obliged

to fix their real meaning, lbn Kutaiba, in his Adab al-Kdtib, hat a short chapter on this subject.

P. 486, fine 6. This Ilassin an-Nabati is spoken of by al-Masddi. He was revenue-collector in Irak un-

der the khalif al-Waltd Ibn Yaxtd. See Dr. Sprcnger's translation of tbe Murtij ad-Dahab, or Meadows of

Gold, vol. I. p. 255.

P. 492, lints 13, 14, and 28. For Uaiydt read Khaiydt.

P. 493, line 3. Read : al-Akhfash (Said Ibn Masada).

P. 493, line 10. For Bdlous read Bdldi.

P. 500, nota(l). For al-Efshtn read al-lfshln.

P. 505, tine 8. For rhyming in e, read rhyming in I.

P. 510, line 11. For Obaid Allah read Abd Allah and annul the ootc (9), p 511.

P. 516, line 14. For AH Shatcudl read AW SAauurdf.

P. 519, lines 10 and 12. Read: al-BOwaiti.

P. 525, line 1. For Me protecleth, suffiseth, direeteth, and healeth—from fire and flood, read is protected,

aided, directed, and preserved -from fire and flood, etc,

P 544. Sharaf ad-dtn Ahmad lbn Muhammad, surnamed Ibn at-HalAwi, was a native of Damascus. Hi*

abilities as a poet joined to his personal appearance and agreeable manners procured him the favour of the

princes whom be went to visit in different parts or the Motlira empire and whose praises he celebrated in his

kasldas. Badr ad din L6I0, prince of Mosul, received him at his court and conferred upon bim a rank In the

army. Ibn al-HalAwi died A.H. 657 (A. D. 1259), aged 53 years —{I'iujdm

;

Ibn Habib, M3. No 688; Abb

'l-Fcdi, etc

)

P. 555, line 10. For Bahd ad-din read Bahd ad-Dawlot.

P. 555, note (4) The alteration of the letter
j

into and of ^ into is very common in Arabic manu-

scripts, and was almost always caused by the very means which had been originally taken to guard against it.
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1 hus in words of doubtful pronunciation, when one or there letter* occurred they placed a ' or jatma over it

to depute that it was unpointed ; but subsequent copyists changed the jasma into a point fur the
,
and into

three point* for the —A* for the derivation of Ardathir given by Ibn Khalliktn, it is hardly necessary

to say that it is absurd.

P. 357, line <4. For u-sm read ar-raffa.

P. 567, tine 1 For into read in.

P. 56ft, note (2t . Add: I have here misunderstood the test of Ibu Kballik&n. and given a wrong sense to

the words and La>jc,. The first means, to learn by listening to the matter s instructions ; and the se-

cond, to repeat the tenons to the master echo make observations on it. A similar difference exist* between

the significations of the words Gjli and koran-reader. The first teaches the Koran by reading it

himself to his auditors; the second makes his disciples read it to him and corrects them when they go wrong.

P. SUP, note (5 1

, line ft. For tldsh read lldkh.

P t52 1. note (21. For Omaiyidet read Abbasides.
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INDEX TO THE FIRST VOLUME

PART L— PROPER NAMES.

N. II. The names preceded by an asterisk are those of persons or places particularly noticed in this volume.

The letter u placed after the number of the page indicates that the name occurs in a note. In consulting this

list, search for the name or surname by which the person was usually known, and neglect all preGzes. such

as Mb&, Ibn. etc.

A.

AAbir. MS.
al-AAdil Ibn as SAlih, tins.

al-Aajatn. ZiAd, 631 n.

'al-Aamash, 387.

al-AAmidi. Abb Ahd Allah Muham-
mad, 689.

al-Aatnir al-Obaidi, 613.

/bn al-.larAbi, liCO.

Ibn Abi 'I-Ail si, 133.
al-Aas.im al-Kirmiti, 3S7.

al-Aasha, 567 u.

Aashir, 5 IS. SAD n, DAO n.

Aasim, iiL

Aatika. daughter of Abd Allah Ibn
Abi SofvAn, 653.

\il-AAtis, 396.

Abbild Abb 'l-liasan, 516.

Ibn Abbild, the SAhib, 515.

Abb.tn Ibn AiyAsh, 316,

'AbbAn al-l.Ahiki. 331. 671 n.

'Ibn al-AhbAr. Abb Jaafar the
poet, 123,

AhhAs, the vizir. 555 . 631.
al-AbbAs Ibn Amr. 457.

al-AhbAs. son of al-MAmbm, 14,

al-AbbAs Ibn MujAhid al-AbbAsi,

530 n.

AhbAs Ihn Sahl. 334.

Ibn AbbAs, 3D n, 665,
al-AbbAsa, 300.

Abd Allah Ibn AAmir, 30 n,

Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ihn llanbal,

43 .

Abd Allah Ibn Ali ’1-AbbAsi, US.
Abd Allah Ibn HizAm, 361,
Ahd Allah Ibn Hasan, 643.

Abd Allah Ibn Khalaf, 316.

Ahd Allah Ibn Aloawia. 74.

Abd Allah Ibn Omar, 367 u,

Abd Allah Ibn Olba Ibn Atasbd.
StiS.

Ahd Allah Ibn SalAma, 26 n.

Ahd Allah Ihn TAwOs, 643.

Ahd Allah Ibn Yazld, 612.
Abi1 Abd Allah of Aleppo, the as-

tronomer. 531.

<450 Abd Allah, the son of al-Muh-
ladi, 55,

'.160 Ahd Allah the Shiite, 163.

Abd al-AzIm al-Mundiri, 60 ...

Abd al-AzIz Ibn al-Padl, 27.

Abd al-Az|i Ibn MarwAn. 337 n.

Abd al-AzIz Ihn an-NotuAn. 313.

Abd al-Azl< Ibn Abi 's-Sall. 530.

231,

Ahd al-Ghani al-Misri. 337.

'Abd aMIamld AbO Yahya al-Ma-
ghribi, 135.

Ahd al-Hamtd Ihn Abd al-Mujld,

573 n.

*Ahd al-Ilukin
(
al-Ilaknm

)

Ibn al-

Khatlh. 12.

Ibn Ahd al-JabbAr Muhammad, 67.

Ibn Ahd al-JahbAr AbO Kasr, 607.

Ibn Abd al-JabbAr SulaimAn, 256.

Abd al-KAhir Ibn Abd al-AzIz. 111.

Ibn Ahd al-Karlm al-WazrAn, 339.

Omm Abd al-Karlm KAtiina. 661.

Abd al-Malik Ihn Bahrant, 303.

Abd al-Malik Ibn Sakbr al-IIAshimi,

316 n.

Abd al Oita. AbO Zuhm, 366 n,
Ahn an-.Nabi Ibn al-Mahdi, 261.

Ibn Abdan-IHOr al-l.azu, 37,

i Ahd ar-BahmAn Ibn Ahmad the

Alide, ID n.

AbO Abd'ar-KahmAnas-Sulami, the

l Shaikh, G07.
. Abd ar-llarzAk as-SanAni, 3&1 n.
: 'Ibn Abd Habblh, 95.

j

Ahd al-WAhid al-l.akhmi. 607.

{

Ibn Ahd al-\YAhid al-BaghdAdi. 02.
1 Ahd as-Saml al AhbAsi. 344.

I i/tn Abd Jamal ad din.MahmOd, 303.

Abd Bani '1-llas'hAs Suhaitn, 21) u.

I Ahda (or Obda} ihn al-Tablh, 166 n.

!

Ahda, daughter of AbO ShanwAI.

|

316.
Ibn Abda al-AbbadAni, 33 n.

i
Ibn Abdal al-lsfarAini. 34.

! AbdAn al-JawAllki, 396 n,

Abdasl, 531.

‘Abdi. 62.

j

Ibn AbdOs, 23 n. 437.

Abek Mujlr ad-dln. 575.

Omm Aldda. 155.

‘al-Adawia. 313.

al-Adawi, 335.

Ibn Adham, 474 n.

Adi Ibn Arta, 933. 620.

Adi Ibn Zaid, ISit n
Ibn Adi AbO Abd Allah. 31,

Ibn al-Adlm KamAl ad-dln. 216.

Ihn AdlAn, 166.

Ibn AdlAn al-Mausili, 333.
: *al-Afdal ShAhanshAh, 617.

Afdali, 326.
ABah, 315.

Afshana, 116.

al-Afshln, 72 n. 6U0 n.

/Jaml ‘l-Aflas, 317 u.

al-Ahdab, 933.
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Ahmad lbn Abi Kb&lid al-Ahwal,

20 n, 633,
Ahmad thu ShAhanshAh, 614.

Ahmad lbn YOsuf lbn ad-DAia.
133 ti.

Ahmad lbn YOsuf lbn al-KAsim.
27 1 n.

'AbO Ahmad al-Askari, 382.

'al-Ahnaf lbn Kais, 30, 63a.
al-AhlA, 426 n, 430.

al-Ahwal. see Ahmad.
al-Ahwas lbn Muhammad al-Ansiri,

>^(> P .

al-AhwArl. Muhammad, 335.

Ibn al-Alizam. 98 m
lbn AidAn (read Ibn IdAn), 107 n,

al-Alka. 373 n.

Ain al-Tamar, 202, 212 m
Alni, 208.

al-Atni, 660.

AitAr Ibn Hulniya, 210 a.
• Ibn AiyAsh, AbO Bakr. 333.
'.460 AiyOb al-MuriyAui, 306. 393.
Ibn al-AjjAj. ROba, 327.

•Ajrad. 171.

Akabaial-lltislAn. 332 u.

Ibn Abi l-Akb. 211.

lbn al-AkfAni. 132.
'al-Akhfash al-Ausat, 372.

al-Aklifash al-Akhar. bit, -

• Ibn Akhi 'l-llm, 11,

• Ibn Akll al-lrball. 188.

Akra, 671.

al-AkrAn. 60S it.

Aksah, 1*7.

'Ak Sunkor al-Bursoki, 227.

'Ak Sunkor the HAjib, 22a.
al-Akta, 1M.
Aktham lbn as-Saifi. Ml n.

Mill 'l-AIA al-Maarri, 31. 126. OP.
Ibn Abi 'l-AIA, 217 a.
Ibn al-AIA Omar, 208 n.

"Alam ad-dln a«-Sha(Ani. 403.
al-Alawi AbO 'l-Hasan Muhammad,

I OS n.

al-Ala»i AbO T-llusain Ahmad. 136.

al-Alawi. Muslim, see AbO Jaafar.

All Ibn al-AarAbi, .-,60.

Ali Ibn AbITAlib. 063.

All Ibn Abd as SalAm. 277.

Ali Ibn Hamza, 30a.

Ali Ibn Hamza a'-lspahAni. 332.

Ali Ibn H*rOn as Sims,Ar, 332.
Ali Ibn Isa. o:m.

Ali Ibn Mufrij, 1 :s

,

Ali lbn Muhammad al-Misri. 86 m
Ali Ibn an-MomAn, 2 s

l

.

'AbO Ali 'M'Ariki, 376.
Mill Ali M-FIrisl. 103, 373,
'.lid Ali '1-lihassAni, 138.
Mill Ali'l-KAIi, 210.
Ait) Ali ’n-NaisApAri, 391 n.

Alla, 336 n.
• Ibn al-AIIAf, Abd Bakr, 39s.

Almariya (Almeria ), 13.

Alfth. m.

'Ibn AlOh, 170.

Ibn al-Ainld Abft ’l-Fadl, 110 m
a I—A midi. AbO ‘I KAsim, 331 n.

*al-Amln, 630.

Amir al-JuyOsh, 013.
AmmAr Ibn YAsir, 311.

Ibn AmmAr. 112. Oil it.

Amr Ibn al-Ilailham, 373.

Amr Ibn Husain. 397.

M&il Amr as-SbaibAni, 132.

Amro 'l-Kais, nl.
Amul. 617.

Anas Ibn Abi Anas. 612 n.

Anazi. 208
al-AnbAr, 133.

*al-AnbArl. Thikal ad-llawlal. 623.
Ibn al-AnbAri, AbO Bakr, 331.
Anbasa, 1 16 n, 066 n.

Andalus. 37.
Anez Tend Ancr) Multi ad-dln. 273,

673.

‘al-AnmiUi. 'AbO 't TAhir. 231

.

Ans (read Anas) Ibn MAlik, 23a m,
AnsAri, 218 n,
AnlAki. 1 17.

al-AniAki, Ali lbn SulaimAn, 337.
AnOshtikln, 631.

AnOjOr, 108 m
Omni al-Arab. 12,

al-Arbali, (see al-lrbili).

Ardashlr. 333.

al-Ardrblli, TAhir ad-dln, \r.
Ardumiisht, 106 m
'al-Arghiyani. 603.

'Ibn al-Arlf, 130.

al-Arkat, 393.

al-Arji, 267 n
Ibn al-Arkat, 393.

ArmanAzi, 277.

al ArrajAni. 134.

'ArslAn ShAh. tVOr ad-dln. 171.

Arlok.see Ortok.

'Asand al-MIhani, 189.

Asaad Ibn ShihAh, 360.

Asand ShihAb ad-dln. 463.

'Asad ad-dln Shirk Oh. 214. 676.

al-A<adi, Muhammad lbn Asad, 400
' Asbagh al-MAlikl, 224.

al-Asbagh Ibn Abd al-AzIz, 38 1 .

AshAb ar-IIAi. 318 m
AbO '1-AshbAI, 609.

'AshhAb al-Kaisi, 223.

'al-Ashahi, 38,

AbO '1-AshAir, 109 u.

Ibn al-AshAlh,Abd ar-Uahnian. 237
'/bn al-AsliAth, SulaimAn. so .

AshjA as-Sulami, 208 u.

'al-AshjAi, 28.
AshnAs. 660 m
Askar Mokram, 137.

Ibn Abi 't-Askar, 360.

al-Askari, 383, 391.

'al-Askari. AbO Ahmad. 382.

‘al Askari, AbO Muhammad al-Ha-
san.390,

'at-AskalAni, 386.

'al-AskalAni AhO 'l-Hnsan, 110.

AsmA Ibn KhArija, 363.

Mid T-Aswad ad-Uuwali, 662 .

AtA Ibn YasAr, 386 n.

'AbO 'l-Atahiya, 202.

al-Ataki, 313 "u.

lbn Aliya al-Alwi, 186 m
Alsiz, 662 m
Alsiz lbn Auk, 273.

AtlAba. 366.

Ibn Abi Aula. 389 m .

Aulad ir-KAi, 639,

AOn al-lbAdi. 316.

AOn ad-dln lbn Hubaira. 139 n,
Ibn AOn. AbO Abd Allah, 180 it.

Ibn Abi AOn. 137.

AOs Ibn Hajar, 666 m
'Avicena, 140.

Ibn al-A«Ani, 292.

al-AwAriji. 433 n.

AyAr lhn Hutaiva, 210 m
lbn Abi '1-AzAkir, 436.

AzAz. 277 n.

'Arbor Ibn as SammAn, 173.

Ibn Aztb, 93,

Ibn al-Aztmi, 171 m 649. 633. •

‘Arra bint ShAhanshAh, 613.

Ibn al-Azrak al-KArikl, 138.

B.

Ibn Abi Ilaara, 667 n.

llAb Dazlb. 213.
Ibn BAba al-KAbisi, I7:<.

'Ibn BAhsliAd, 1117.

BAdAm Ibn Abd Allah. 311,
'lladl az-ZnmAn al-IIamadAni. 112.
'BAdls Ibn al-MansOr. 218 .

'Bndr al-JamAh, 612.

Badr ad-dln al-Asadi, 246.

lladr ad-dln LOIO, lr.2. 163. 173.

'BadrAn, 303.

al-Radri. 461.

al-Baghani, AbO ’l-KAsim, 323 m
*al-Baghawi, AbO Muhammad al-

FarrA. 4 1 9.

Baghdad, old and new. 133.

llahA ad-Daulm lhn BOwaih. 333
HahA ad-dln. (he Kdlib, 312.

'BabA ad-dln as-SinjAri. 196.

nl-BAhili, 6 is.

Bahr lbn ad-DahhAk, 641,
Bahrain, 430.

al-liaidawi, AbO Abd Allah. II n,
al-lloidawi, AbO 'l-Khair, 1 1 u.
It 'disk, 37,

'al-Baihaki, 37.
alltiiyAsi, 217 n,
al-llajari, 632.

'al-RAji, 393.
'Ibn Bakiva al-Abdi, 82.

/in Abi Hakra, 664.

'al-BakkAi, 343 .

'BakkAr Ibn Kulaiba, 261.

'Ibn BakkAr. az-Zubair, 331.

'BakhtyAr, 23U.

Ibn BakhtyashO. 317.
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lUkrlbn Abd Allah ss-Santni, 517.

lib Bakr al-Khatlh, 190.

16b Rakr tbc jurisconsult, 903.

,16rt Bakra, 763 a.
al-Rakri, Abb Obaid. 319 n.

/bn Uaktikln, 330. 678,

Bikbba, 355 A
al-Balidori, 135 8
Bilbz, 193 n.

/bn Rina, 631.

/bn ai-Ranni, Abb Gbilib. 371.

al- Bari Ibn SI Alik. 603 n.

/bn al-Bari al-Abdi, 36 II.

/bn llarak.it as-Saadi, 648
'/bn B^rhbn al Osbli. 80,

*Al-B4ri, 439.

ibn Biri, 649.

'Barjawin, 933.

•RarkjArbk, 951.
al-Barmaki, 393 .

'al-Barmaki, Jaafar, 301.

Barzawaih, 391.

'nl-Ba$i»tri. 179.

Ilishin. 28
' Ibn Bashkuwil, 191.
Rashshir, 633.

•Rashshir Ibo B’jrd, 754.

il-Katri, 176.

Baalim, 669.

Ibn Baalim, 390.

'al-Bastimi. Abb Yaztd,668
al-Batiih, 153 A.
al-BaUibi, 153.

Bataljaus ( Badajot). 344.

Bilinitcs, 999.

Ibn BAtUh, 137 o
Ibn al-Batti, 191.

Begkem at-Turki, 499.

Belkin, 963 n.

Bihrbz, 913.
Blr Omm Mibad, 36Q.

al-BIra, 304.

Birkat al-FIl, 619.

•Biahr Ibn Ghiilh, 180.
'Biahr al—UAH . 937.

' Bi»hr Ibn al-Harilb, 957.

RUbr Ibn Mansbr, 319 n.

'Biihr al-Marlii. 960.

Ibn Bishrin, Omar. 531,
Ibna Bialim. 138.

al-Bohtori, 19.

Bolktn, 968 n.

'Bolukktn Ibn Zlri, 167. 398
Borujird. 351.
al-Bujairi. 361.
’ ltbrin, 988
Rurguah, 819-
’ Bbri, Tij al-Mulbk Ibn Toghtiktn,

974.

'Bbri, Taj al-Mulbk Ibn Aiybb, 179.

al-Burjumi, 390.

al-Burtoki. 998
'al-Buraoki ak-Sonkur, 198.

Buibanj, 654.

Bust, 117,
al-Buati, 447.

Rulhaina. 87, 331.

Ibn Butlin, 180 a,
Bunaih, 871.
Ibn Bbwaih, Bahi ad-ban lat. 333-

'lbn Bbwaih, Moizzad-Dawlat, 153.

*lbn Bbwaih Muwairad ad Dan lat,

915.
'Ibn Bbwaih Rukn ad-ban lat, 407.

Buzla, 198
Buzin, 993.

D.

‘ad-babbit, 461.

baduyah, 435.

Dablk, 963.

ad-bahabl, xxiv.

ad-bahhik ibn Kais, 811 n.

ad-bahhik Ibn Kaia, see al-Ahoaf.
ad-bahhik Ibn Okail, 308
'/bn ad-Dahhin, 374.

Ibn ad-biia. 155 8
Daighim. Abb Milik, 517.
bair al-Jamijlm, 568 n.

Dair al-Akbl, 105.

I)air Samin, 663.

Dakik. 971.
ad-bakka, 397 A,
Dilai an-Sijazi, 0 8
Ibn bilaj, 333.

Damra Ibn Said, 379.

Hab Dazlh, 115.
Ibn barm, 413.

'ad-birimi. 111.

Abb 'd-barr al-liarawi, 594 a,
'Ibn barrij al-KatUlli, IIP.

Dastamtsin, 511 n.

Dawsar, 399.

ad-Dawsarlra.398
ad Dawsi, Humama, 593 8
Diwbd Ibn Omar al-Hiik, 588
biwbd Ibn Sulaimin al-Muwaddib,

532,
biwbd al-Tai, 355 a.
'16b biwbd jm-SijistAni. 389.

Ibn Abi Diwbd, 588
'Demiwend, 313.

bla ad-dtn, IbeAd/b, 90 a,

Dla ad-dln Muhalhil, 560.
Dibij, 966 n.

•Dibil Ibn All I-Khuzii. 507.
Dihvi Ibn Muassab, 316 8
'ad-blti. Abb 'l-Aswad, 669.
Ibn Dlnir, Abd Allah, 10 a,
Ibn Dlnir, Amr, 580 n.

’Ibn Dlnir Obaid, 379.

Dtnawar, 693.

ad-DInauri, 153 n.

Dirghim, 609. 611.

ad-bizbari. 631.

"Dolaf aa-Shibli, 511,
Ibn bb»t, 114.

Doshl Maitin, 233.

'Ituhais Ibn All al-A*adi, 031.
'bubait Ibn Sadaka, 304. 340.

'DubaU, Nbr ad-Dawlat. 634.

ad-bubbi, 56 8

Omm ad-buhatra, 360. 361.

Dujail, 618
*I)ulaf aa-Shibli, 311.

Abd bulaf al-ljll, 68
'Aba bulima.531.
DumbAwend, 513. 389.

16b 'd-I)ann, 55.
Ibn Abi ’d-bunia, 531 a,
'ad-buraini. 613.

ad-Dbri, Ibn Sabbin, 101 8
burutl Ibn Hamza, 198
Ibn DuruitOra. 111.

Ibn Abi DOwid, 61.

Ibn Abi Diiwaib, 608
'ad-Duwali, AbO T-Asnad, 669.

Dnwln, 943. 947.

F.

Fadl Allah al-Hamdini. 403.

Fadl Ibn Samdbn, 977.

al-Fadl Ibn Yabra. 15U
16b 'l-Fadl al-Baghdidi, 191.

Fiid, 371 n. 498
Fiika. 311,

Fakhr ad-Dawlal Ibn Rukn ad-
bawlat. 918

•Fakhr al-kutUb, 418
Fakbr al-Mulbk, Hidnin. 974.

‘Ibn Falah, the vizir, 397,

Fam as-Silh, 178
al-Faradi, 491 8
'al-Farihldi, 497.

16b ’l-Faraj al-Ispahini, 378
'16b Faras al-Hamdini, 366.

al-Farghlni, 155 n, 990.

al-Firigha, 33Z.

'al-Firiki, Abb AH. 318
al-KAriki, Ibn al-Azrak, 138.

'Ibn FArls ar-Hizi, 108
al-Firlsi. 1388
"al-Firixi, Abb All, 103, 370.

al-FirisI Abd al-Ghafllr, 178
al-Firixi Abb T-lIusain, 117.

Farama, 48
'al-Farri al-Baghiwi, 419.

Farrbkh Shih, 946. 338
Fairbkh Sbib Izz ad-dln, 613.

Abb Farwa nl-HafTir, 391. 518
nl-Fasani. 473. 381 8
al-Plshini, 78
al-Fisi. 158
al-Fatlhi, 388
*Fath ad-dln Ismail. 658
'16b ’I-Falh al-Arghivini, 603.

*16b 'l-Fath Ali. son of Ibn al-Amld,
407.

Fitik Ibn Abi T-Jahl at-Asadi. 103,

1108
Fitik al-Majnbn. 1108
16b Fitik al-Mukladiri. >99.

Pitima al-Juzdamiya, 191.

Firbzibid, 11.

al-Fokkii. 5108
Frederic II, the emperor, 168
'Ibn al-Furit, Jaalar, 318
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Ibn al-FurAt. ALii 't-llasan Muham-
mad, ft6 n.

46b '1-FulOh al-Alani, 452.
•46a •|-KutOh at-ijli, 19L,

C.

Gaza, I

1

.

al-Ghadaiya, 130 n.

'al-Ghadanfcr, 403.

Ghadlr Khumm, 160.

Ibn GhailAu, 314 n.

Ghaith Ibn Ali. 277,
-46il ChAlih. Kakhr al-Mulk, 133 n.

too GhAlib al-TliyAni, ITS.
nl-Gbaitawi, 417.

Ghanim Ibn Ab! 'I-AIA. VI 7 ji

'Abb '1-GhanAim Ibn Kuna, iiS6-

Ghars an-.Mma Ibn HUM, 290.
GbassAn, 053.

al-GhassAnt. US.
*al-Ghassini, Abb Ali. ASS.

nl-Ghaznawi, Ali Ibn al-Husain, 316.
al-GhAzi. soil.

Ghana, 41.

'GbazzAla, 616.

*al-GhazzMi. TIL
al-Gbazzi, Ali Ibn Omar, 18 n.

al-Ghazzi, Abb Uhak Ibrahim nl-
Kalbi, S3.

al-Ghazzi, ShihAb ad-dln, xir.

Gbozz, 302 n,
al-GhudAni, 638. 611.
Ghtita, 618 D. ,

11 .

Ibn Habib, 410.
Ibn llablb, al-Halabi. v.

Ibn Habib al-Muballabi, 193.

al-liodbAni, 489.

’al-HaddAd al-Misri, 668.

Ibn al-HaddAd, 360.
al-Iladrami, Muhammad Ibn llArOn.

310.

al-Iladrami, Ibn Abi 'l-Htsan, 666 u.
al-HMiz at-Obaidi, 314.
Hafs Ibn GhaiAlh. 589 a.

Ibn Hart, Abb Ithak, 134.

460 'I-ilaija al-IlakkSri, 131.

'46b 'l-Haija Ibh HamdAn, ins,

‘Haii Bais as-Saifi, &S9.

Haiy.lj Ibn al-AIA as-Stilmi. 32.

UaiyAn Ibn Uarma. MS.
’Ibn HaiyAn, Abb MarwAn, 479.
Ibn HaiyAn, WAsil, SS3.

HAjir, 200 n, 210 n.

'al-HajjAj Ibn YOsuf, 919, 3S3
'Ibn al-HajjAj, the poet. 148.

al-IIajbn, S80
al-llakami. 394.

al-liaklki. Hathld, 343.

Hakr al-FahhAdln, ITS it,

'Ibn al-Halawi, 644. 674.

•al-HallAi. 423, 415.

6711

liallma, 60S.
al-llallmi, 410.
al-HamadAni, Ibn Abd al-Malik,

28b, 406.

'al liamadlni, Badl az-ZamAn, I II.

J6n HamdAn. Abd Allah, 408.

‘Ibn HamdAn, NAsir ad-JDawlat.
404

.

Ibn HamdAn, Saif ad-Dawlal, IQS.

al-HamdAni.642.
»1-HaindAni Abb FarAs, 366.

‘Ibn Hamdbn al-Andalusi, 396.

al-Uamdbni. Abb Sahl, 445 n.

‘al-HAmld the grammarian. S91.
HAmtd (Humaid) Ibn AbbAs, 42s.

439 n.

Hamid (Humaid) Ibn Abd al Ha-
mid. 217-

llamtd (Humaid) at-Tawll,lT3 n
’HammAd Ajrad.474.
'HammAd ar-RA«ia, 170.

'HammAd Ibn Abi Han1fa,439,
HammAd Ibn Salama, 131 n.

HammAd Ibn SAIini, 310.

llammAm ibn Omra, 367.

Ibn llammAm, Ali. SO,
al-llammAma, daughter of Isa, SIS.

al-Hamra, 657 n.

'Hamza Ibn Habib az-ZaiyAt,4T3.

Hamza al IspahAni. 197 ii.

Ibn Hamza al-lspahAni. 310. SOI n.

Ibn Hamza Samnbn, 423.

46b Hamza Muhammad Ibn Ibra-

him, Si 3.

'al-Hamzi, 43,
' Ibn Hanbal. Ahmad, 14.

' Ibn Abi Hanlfa, 469.

'al-Iiarawi, Ahmad Ibn Muham
mad, 78.

al-llarashi al-KAsim Ibn liabi, 233.

46b liarb adDili, 663.

Ibn Harb, S3 n,

Ibn llarbawaih, S3 n.

Harlm Ibn SinAn, 409 n, S4S n,
al-Hartri, Abb 'l-KhatlAb Ibn Aim.

111.

al-Harith al-Aawar. S46.

al-Harith Ibn al-Hazn.6S0 n,

al-Harith Ibn HiahAm, 103.

al-Harith Ibn KhAlid, 639 n.

al-Harith Ibn Kilda. 3S7.

HAritha Ibn Badr, 338.

'Harmala, 330.
‘Harmala Ibn ImrAn, 370
HarrAn, 989.

al-Harbn AS«.

HArbn ibn Abd Allah, 337 it,

IIArbn Ibn AbbAa. 0S2.

al-Harbrl, 310.
'al-liasan al Basri, 361, 370.
al-Hasan al-Kirraili, 327.

al-Hasan as-SimnAni, 60S.

al-Hasan Ibn JAbir, 390.

al-Hasan Ibn Sluhammad, 0S7 n.

'al-Hasan Ibn Sabi. 408. SO*. 662.

al-Hasan Ibn Wabb, 363. 597.

al-Hasan Ibn Zaid, 210 n,

46b ’I -Hasan Ali Ibn MAlik. 611.

46b M-Hasan at-Tamlmi, 61V.

al-UAshimi, SAlih Ibn Ali. 112.

al-HAshimi, Abb TAhir, 1 19.

al-HAsbimiya, 435, 618.

Ibn at llastn, S74.

HassAn Ibn Mufrij at Tai, 469.

HassAn an-.\abati, 486, 674.
'46b HAlim as-SijlslAni, 303,

Ibn Halim al HamdAni, 143 u.

al-HattAkh, 157.

al-llaulAn, 363 n,

Ibn HAzim al-BAhili, 269 .

ibn Haim az-ZAbiri, 99.

Ilazlra, 564,
'al-llazlri, Abb ’1-MaAli, 863.

HerAt, 78,

‘Hibal Allah al-AhwAzi, 133.

46b IlilTAn al-Muhatzimi, 13 it.

al-lIilAli, 241,
alHIIMi, Maimbn, 679.
al-Hilla, 334.

at-Illlla al Mazradiya, 604.

Hils, 666.

Sahib al-HimAr, 919, 221.

al-Hind, 372 n.

Hind, daughter of tn-XomAn, 364 n.

'Ibn HinzAba, 319.

Hlra, 189.486
al-HisAbi. Muhammad Ibn Ismail.

398,

HishAm Ibn Okba, 337.

46b HishAm ai UAhili, ITS.

/6n 46< ’1-HubAb, 480 il

H ubaira, S96. SOT n.

Ibn Hubaira, Omar. 379. 486.

‘Ibn al lludail alll.viali.S33.

Hudha Ibn Khashram, 333 n.

Zis-llulaifa, 329.

llulwAu, 478.

Ibn Humaida. 948 n.

HumAma ad-Davrsi, 393 n,

'Hunnin Ibn Ishak al-IbAdi, 47R.

46b Huraira, 370 n,

‘Ibn Abi Huraira, 376.

Husain, the eunuch. 3S3
'Husain, the kAdi, 418.

Husain Ibn Kais.693.

al-Husain Ibn Ali, 680: bis head
615 n.

al-llusain al-lkhshidi, 319. 341.

al-Husain Ibn ad-DahhAk, 447.

'al-llusain Ibn Jawbar. 263, 346.
al—Husain Ibn al-KAsim Ibn Wnbh.

433,
’al-Huaain Ibn MansOr. 423.

'al-llusain Ibn MusAb. 6S4-

al Husain Ibn Hbh, 439 n,

al Husain Ibn Salama, 361.

'al-Husain Ibn Shoaib as-Sinji

.

419.

al-liusaini, see Muslim.
al-Uusaini, SanA al-Mulk. 161,

Hushaim Ibn Uushair, 187 n.
'

Ml llusri, 34,

Ibn HusOI, 113.
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nl-llutaiya. 209 il

'Ibn al-llutaiya al-I.akhmi. 151

I

al IhAdi, 1S8.

al-lbAn. 825,

Ibrahim the Abbaside IQ7.

Ibrahim aj Harbi. 46 a.
'Ibrahim nl-Mau§ili, 22,

Ibrahim Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abi AAn.
•136

Ibrahim Ibn alllasan, 62 .

Ibrahim Ibn llishAm al-MakhiOini,

352. 043.

‘Ibrahim Ibn al-Mabdi. 16.
‘Ibrahim Ihn SAlih al IIAshimi. 346.
‘Ibrahim Ibn Sulaim ar-KAzi, 393

.

Ibrahim Ibn al-WAlid, 63?.
‘al mili.36.
Ifrlkiya, 35, 221.
Ifrlkusb, 35 n
Iflikln (Apikin), 161, 613.
‘al-Ijli, i3i .

Ik.ll Ibn MujAhir.6XJ,
al Ikhshldi, Ahmad Ibn All, 311.
nl-lkhihldi, AbO ‘l-Fath Ismail. 191.

al-lkhshldi, al-Husain. 319. ail.

al Ikh.liidi, ShainOI, 311.

Ikhshlditrs, 311 il

‘AbO ImrAii Maimhn al HilAli. 379.

Ibn Abi ImrAn. 53 il
‘al-lrAki. the khatlb, 11

al-lrAki, /.am ail-dln, tiii.

al-lrbili. Izz ad-dln, 461).

‘al-lrbili, Sharaf ad-dln. 430
al-lrbili, Zain ad-dln. 330.
‘al-lrbili, SalAb ad-dln, 167.

Isa river), 169 n, 556.
Ira Ibn Ali, 431.431.
Isa Ibn Jaafar al-Hatbimi, 604.

Isa Ibn Omar, 666 il

Isa Ibn Zaid, 107.
Islarain, 55.

‘al-lsfaraini, AbO HAmid. 53
‘al-lsfaraini, Abfl Ishak, 7.

Ishak Ibn Ibrahim, 610
‘Ishak Ibn Ibrahim al Mausili, 133
‘Ishak Ibn Ilunain, 167-

Uhblliya, 116.

Ismail ibn Ahd al Malik, 365.

Ismail Ibn Ali, 511.

Ismail Ibn Astral al RAjall, 536.
Ismail Ibn al-Fadl. 131 il

Ismail Ibn HammAd. 463.

Ismail Ibn Jarir al-HAjali. 6.M
Ismail an-.\aisApOri. jjl.

'Ismail Fath ad-dln. 666 .

I small the SOfi, 441).

al-lsmalli, Abfl Hakr. 6 n.

al-lsmalli. AbO Saad, 647 n.

IspahAn, 74.

al-lsralli, Ishak Ibn SulaimAn. 110.
671.

‘.ll-lslakhri. 374.

al-lstakhri AbO .Said, 448.

liAkli, 533 n.

'IlbAn Ibn Waslla, 618.
lyAd. 72,
‘al-IyAdi, 72.

al-lvAdi AbO 'l-IIasan Ali, uf Tunis,

33.

al-lyAdi Ibn Azlb.95.
"lyAs al-KAdi, 131.

Izz ad-dln FarrOkh Shah, 216.

Izz ad-dln, AbO 'l-KAsim al-lrbili,

489.

‘Izz ad-Davtlai HaklilyAr, 150.

J

Jaafar al-Afdali. 318.

•Jaafar tbc llarmckide, 30 1 .

'Jaafar as-SAdik, 300.

'Jaafar Ibn FalAh, 317.

‘Jaafar Ibn HamdAii al-Andalusi,
326.

AbH Jaafar al-Alawi, Muslim, 312 jl
341. 1 19 n.

.160 Jaafar al-l$pabAni, 39 1 .

'Jan bar, 313.

Ibn al-Jaad, All, 176 n.
JAbir Ibn llaiyAu. .mu.

al-JahdAmi, 131 n, 138 n.

al-JAhili, 109 il
Ibn Jahlr, SQL.

‘al-Jahlza. 617. 618.
Ibn al-Jabin al-Rarmaki. 63.
‘Jahza al-Rarinaki, IIS.

al-JaidOr. 334. 356 IL
-460 'l-Jaish az-ZiAdi, 361,
* nl-Jaiynni 439.

JaivAsli 361.

'Jakar. Naslr ad-dln, 313.
Ibn Jaklna, 171 n,

Ibn Jala, 148.

JalAI ad-dln, prince of Khowarezm,
619 n.

al-Jalls, 146 n,
al-JalOdi. 191.

JamAI ad-dln Ibn H0ri,273.
JamdAr. 112 n.

al-JAmi 1-Allk, 649.

‘Jamil, the poet, 331. —

*

JannAba, 430.

‘al-JannAbi, 126.
al-JAr. 591.

•Jarir, ibe poet, 234.

Ibn Jarir al-Ilajali, 631.

al-Jarmi. 619.

'al-Jarmi, Salih Ibn Ishak, 623.
‘al-Jarmi, AbO Omar. 622.
al-JarrAh al-llakami, 391.

Ibn al-JarrAh. Muhammad. 25 jl
Ibn al-JarrAh IVaki, 374 n.

al-JarrAr, 263.
JAsirn, 337.

al-Jawani, 360.
'160 '1-JawAiz, 401.
'Jawhar. iheAdld, 341).

aUawhari. Jl u
al-Jawhari, YOsuf, 409.

al-Janhari, Ibn ShAdAn, 263 n.

JaushAn, 142.

al-Janzi, 12,
Ibn al-Jawzi, tibt. 433 n, 67 4.

JAwili. 340.

al-JaziAr. 482 jl

Ibn al-Jazzar. AbO Jaafar, 672.
Jidda, 384.

‘JihArkas as-SAlihi, 347.

Ibn Jilnwaih. 631.
•JildAk ai-Takawi, 147. 1 48.

'al-Jlli, llida ad-dln, 21,
Jirjls. 36 jl

al-JirOni. 252 il
Jlza, 322.

‘al-JIzi, 310.

JoO. 126.

Juscelin, 340.

Jouua al-AAmiri, 157.

Ibn Juhair, 568.
al-Jubairi. AbO Abd Allah, 111.

JudAm. 148.

Julia ina, 545 jl

*aI-Juhani, 412.

al-Juhfa. 365 jl

‘JunAda, AbO OsAma, 337.
'al-Junaid, 338.

JOr. 248 n.

Jurdtk, 603.

al-JurjAni, Ahd al-KAhir. 332 jl
al-JuriAni. AbO '1-AbbAs, 273 il

al-JurjAni. Ali, Kil. •

al-JurjAni AbO Hakr, 72.
al-JurjAui AbO Obaid, 441.

al Jusbami, 625.
Juwain. 4 16 .

‘al-Juwaini, Fakhr al-KullAb, 416.

K.

Kaab Ibn Amr. 576 il

Knab Ibn Zuliair. 336 il

‘al-Kaabi, 419.

al-KAbisi, Ibn RAba, 173.

'The KAdi. Husain, 418.-

‘al KAdi ar-Uashld, AbO ‘l-llusain,

143.

al-KAdi ar-Rashtd, AbO Muhammad.
143.

•al-KAdi As-StrAli, 377 .

Ibn al-KAdisi, 19U.

al-Ka.lrA, 301.
Ibn KadOs. Muhammad. 1

4

3.

KafralOiha, 288
KAfOr. 104. 183. 341.
Ibn al-KabhAI, nil.

KAhil. 587.

KaikobAd Ibn KaikhosrO,6l9 n,

KaikobAd the Uailcmite. 227.
‘al-Kaini. 42.

al-KairawAn, 35.

al-Kaira«Ani, AbO Abd Allah, 389.

'al-Kairawani, Ibn Kashlk, 384.

al-KairanAni, Ibn Sharaf, 383.

Kais. 36L.

Kais Ibn AAsim, 166. 637.
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Kai* Ibn KitAI, :.twi.

Kais Ibn Sand Ibn ObA«a. G?i n
Kaish. 4.10.

Ain al-KaivAra, lit.

al-KakAu Ibn Hakim, 677.

fin Kakuyah. 445.

KalAl Jaabar, 511.

al-Kalbi,Ahmad Ibn Abdnr-RahmAn.
61.

*al-Kalbi. Ibrahim. 6
'al-Kalbi. Ibrahim al-0hairi, 3S.

'al-Kalbi Abb Thaur, 6
KAIi Kala. 2 1 1

'al-KAIi. AbO Ali, IIP.

KallOt. 143.

KalyOb, 381.

Ibn KAtnil, 183.

'Ah ii 'l-KAni, 150.

Ibn KAni, 374 n
Ibn al-KarAb, 86 n,

'al-KarAblsi, 416
KarAfa, 53 n.

KarAmat Ibn MatisOr. 249.

Karghawaih,368.
'al-Mri 'I-RaphdAdi, 3i8.

al-Karma, 483.

'Ibn Abi Karima, >60
Karnebia. »6.
'Zil l-Karnain Ibn HatndAn, 614.

KAsAn, IT.

al-KAsim Ibn Obaid Allah. 13. 188.

al-KAslm Ibn RabiA, >33.
lit) ‘l-KAsim Ali, the virir, 54
•4irt 'l-KAsim Ibn Abmad al-Anda-

lusi, 380.

.460 ’l-KAtim al-TabarAni, 59i.

KAshAn, 77.

KA»iOn, 549.

'Ibn al-KAss al-Tabari, 18.

KassAm al-AiyAr. 406.

Kasr as-SIda, >83.

al-Ka*rl. 488.

'al-Kasri. KhAlid, ASA
Kattalli, l».
al-KAtib ar-Rftmi, 340.

Katr an-Nada, 499. 500.

Kathlr Ibn Ahmad, 117 n,

'Ibn al-KaltAn, 31.

al-KawArlri, 339.

Kaiwln, so.

al-Kaiwtni, 330.

al-KazrOni, 377 n,

KhabarAn, 190.

al-Khabri, AbO Hakim, 421 n.
al-KhabOr, 628 n.

'Ibn KhafAja, 36.

al-KhafAji, 540.

al-KhafAji ad-DahliAk. 303.

al-Kha(Aji h'arrOkh ShAh, 330.

'Ibn al-Khaimi . 519.
Kh.iir an-.NassAj, 513 n
'Ibn KhairAn. AbO All. 417,
Ibn Abi Khaithanta, 494 .

Ibn al-KhnirAt, 128 .

Kalaf al-AInnar, 572 n.
'Ibn Khalaf as-Sarakusti. >18.
Ibn Khalf (Khalaf), the vizir, 455n

KhalAt, 128 n,

'Ibn KbAlawaih. 106. 456.

•al-Khall, 447,
’KhAlid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri. 484.

KhAlid Ibn Parmak, 305.

KhAlid Ibn Yazld.68.
KhAlid Ibn Yarld al-Arkat, 595.

KhAlid Ibn Yazid, the Omnlyide. 481.

Ibn Abi KhAlid. Ahmad. >0 n, 653.

'al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad. 193.

al-Khaltl Ibn Aibek, xiii.

'Khalifa Ibn KbaiyAt, 492,

al-Khallli. Ahfl Y’ala,53-n.

'al-KballAI, the vizir, 467.

al-KhallAI, the h&Az, 324 ii.

fin KhallikAn, vlii, 91, 544, Mi,
628,

al-KhalOki, 651.

Khamls Ibn Ali, 377 a.

’Ibn Khamls al-Mamili, 422.
al-KharAiti, 323 n.

'KhArija the jurisconsult, 481.

Omm KhArija, 43S n

.

al-Kbarkawi, 275.
Kharmailhen, 440.

Kharshana, 369.

Khartabirt, 128.

al-KhasIb, 392.
al-KhasIb Ibn Abd al-Ilamld, 41.

al-Khasth, AbO Nasr. 121.

fin al-Kbaslb, 600 n.

Khaslf, 565.

al-KhAsir, Salm, 22 n
nl-Khathami, TAhir, 5l>.

'al-Khallb al-BaghdAdi, 75.

*al-Khatlb al-IrAki. 12.

'Ibn al-Khallb, Abd al-llukm Fla-

kam), 12.
'al-Khatlr, 193, 196.

al-KhattAhi, 476.477.
KbAtOn Zumurrud, >74.

'al-KhaulAni Abb Abd ar-Rahman,
643,

'al-KhaulAni, AbO Jaafar. 126.

KhawAf, 79.

*al-KhawAfl, 79,
•fin al-Khazin, the poet. 131.

'/in al-KhAzin, the kAtlb, 464.

'al-KhazzAz, 339.

Khidr. 628 n,

'al-Khidr Ibn Akll al-lrbili, 488.

Khindif, 146 n.

al-KhirAji, 398.

KhosrOjerd, 5Z.

KbowArczm ShAh Ibn MAmOn, AA5n.
KhowArezm ShAh. Atsiz, 60>.

al-KhowArezmi, AbO Bakr the juris-

consult, 60 n.

al-Khudri, 5*9.

'KhtimArawnih. 498.

KburzAd Ibn BAris, 137.

KhOzestAn, 137,

fin Khuzaima, Abu TAhir. 61.

KhuzAk, 77,

al-KhOzi, 596.

al-Kibti, Ibn Omair, 531 n.

fin Kilda. >61.

al-Kindi, the philosopher, \xvii,

355 a.

'al-Kindi, Abu Omaiya. 619. till,

al-Kindi, .Muhammad Ibn YOsuf.

389 n.

'al-Kindi Taj ad-dln, 103, 541L

‘al-Kindi Za id Ibn al-llasan, 546.

Kinnisrln, 72 n,
nl-Kirmiti, 429.

al-Kirriya, 241.

'Ibn al-Kirriya. 236.
KirwAsh. 455 n.

KitAI. 596.

Kizogbli, 439 n, 674.
al-KonAsa. 554 ji,

Konbul, 28 n,
al-Kortubi, 94.

Kofi, 137 u.

Kostantlniya. 369.
al-Kolrusi, 148 n,

al-KudAi. Murlada ad-dln, 397.

'al-KudOii, 54, 59.
KuhAr KbAtOn, 506

.

KullhOrn Ibn ThAbil, 653,

Kumm, 375 n.

fin KunAsa. 473.

Kurain, 581.

'fin KurkOI, 43.

al-Kusbairi, Abd al-Mumin, 58 n,

'al-Kushairi, Ibn SAhik. 3>9.

KmhAjim, 301 n,

KutAma, 36 n.

Kutliniyr, 333.

L.

I.aith Ibn KinAna,388.
Ibn I.Ajln, Omar, 285.

I.akbm, 593.

I.akhm Abd al-YVAhid.OOT.

'al-Lakhmi, 147.

fin al-Lakhmi, 194.

al-I.aw/ishi, 406.

LAzOn Ibn Ismail, 64.

Liwa,25 n,

l.okk. 141.
I.okmAn. 146 n.

1.010, 104,

M.

Maad Ibn AdnAn, 529.
al-.MaAfiri, Muhammad Ibn AAsim,

AbO ‘l-M(Ali T-llamdAni, 368.

al-Maarri, 94, 97, 126, 614.

'A60 '1-Maasbar al-Raikhi, 3>5.

Omm MAbad, 361, 364,
MAbarsAm, 259 n.

al-MadAini. All, 438 a,

al-MndAini, Shoaib Ibn llarb, 578.

al- Maghrib, 76 n.

’al-Magbrlbi AbO ‘l-KAni, the Tizir,

459.
'al-MahAmili, 56.

8«
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/An MAhAn, 649. .

Ain't '1-MahAsin, liv.

al-Mahdiya, 131 a.
al-Mahjam, 360. 364 il

Ibn Mahmftyah, 617 il

‘al-MaidAm. Abft 'l-Padl. 130.
'al-MaidAni, Abft Saad. 131.

M*imftna, 380 il
MaisAn. 371 11.

al-MakAm. 193.

al-Makdigi, Abd al GhAni, 00 il

al-Makhzftmi, TAj ad-dln, xii.

Ihn Makki, 43a.
Ihn M.lkn, 435.

‘al-Malik al-Amjad, 516.

‘al-Malik al-A*hraf, 628.
nl-Malik al-Aztz, 655.

al -Malik al I’Aiz SAbik ad-dln, 168.

al-Mabk al-KAhir IlahA ad-dln, 167.

'al-Malik al-KAbir NAsir ad-dln,627,
'*1-Malik al-Mansftr, 617,
al-Malik al-Mnizz Ismail. 636.
al-Malik al-Mughilh. 167.

al-Mallk an-N'Asir, Aivfth. 637.
al-Malik an-N’Asir DAnftd, 342.

'al-Malik as-SAlih, 6u9.
'Malik an-N'uhAl, 383 .

‘A AO Malik Mammati, 193.

MAmar lbn al-AshAih. 138 il

MAmar lbn MubArak al AnaAri, 391.

MAmar al-Vamani, xxW.
A bil Maamar al-AnsAri. 464.

'lbn MammAli, 193.

al-MAmftn, the khalif, 970-

al-MAmAn. Abft ’l-KAsim, 35.

MArnOn lbn Muhammad, ill n.
al-MAmftni, 306 .

'lbn Mana al Irbili, 90.
‘al-ManAzi, 196.

Manazjird, <98-

'Mansftr al-Asidi. 634-

al Mansftr, Abd AAmir. 193 il
al-Maiisdr, lbn Bolukkhln, 918.
‘al-MaimOr lbn al-KAsim lbn al-

1

Mahdi, 918-

Mansftr, Zulzul, 18.

al-Mansftriya. 249.
lbn al-MArigha, 127.
Marianas, 189.

MArids, TL
nl-MAridAni, Abft Hakr, 800
MArik, liL

'al-MarlsI, 260 .

al-Mariva, 151 il

Marj Kohl, 583.

Mar] mbit, 100 n.

MarjAn, 361.

MarOf al-Karkbi. 556.

lbn Marftr, 370 zl

Marwan lbn Abi llalsa. 173
MarwAn lbn Abi JanOb, 67.

’lbn MarwAn al-Kurdi. 137.

'AAil Marwan lbn RashkuwAI. 492.

Marwarrfld.30.
Marw as ShahjAn, ,0.

‘al-Marwarrftdi. AbO HAmid, 19.

al-MarwarrOdi, Abft Jiafar, 219.

'al -Marwazi. AbO Isbak, 7. .

al-Marwazi. NAsir, 37.006 il

’lbn al-MarzubAn, 377.

MAsahadAn, 473 .

Ibn MAsada, Uumaid, 398.

•al-Mashlftb, 161.

•lbn al Mashlftb, 161.

al-Mastla, 326. 386 il

Band Maskln, 202.

/An MassAl, 161.

al-Mastawli, see al-MusUwfi.

Masrftr, the eunuch, 310.

Masftd lbn Bishr, 122 il

Masftd lzz ad-dln, 228,

Masftd as-Saklabi. 233.

al-Mathna al-Mutluinna, Ibn Mis-

{

wAr, 989, 181 1L

Matrftd Ibn Kaad al-KbuzAi, 11.

lbn Malrftk, 344.

Mamlftd, 127.

al-Mausili, AbO llafs Omar, 333,

'al-Maiisili, Ibrahim, 20.

MAzar, 384.

‘al-MAzini, Abft OthmAn, 264.

'/An Mazyad, 634
Mcrend, 120,

Meslhl, 116 il

Ibn Midrar al-Vasa, 163.

'al-MIhAui, 19ft.

/An MihrAn, Abft ltakr, 61.

'/An MihrAn, Abft Muhammad, 3S7.

/AnMikriAsa al Magbnbi, 196 n,
|

al MinhAI Ibn Amr. 368 n,

*AAO 1-MinhAl al KhAtiji, 618.
j

al-MinkAri, Kais Ibn Aasim, 106.!

637,

'lbn MirdAs, SAlih, 631,

MisAr Ibn KidAm, 380 il

Ibn Miskawaib, 161 n.

al-Misstsi, 112.

nl-MissUi, Muhammad. 111.

Moawria, 32 ft,

Moawia Ibn Husain, G4I.

Moawia Ibn hurra, 933. 493 n.

A Ail Moawia ad-l)nrtr, Abd Allah!

Ibn Abi Aftfa, 3S2 il
A Ail Moawia ad -llarlr, Muhammad

lbn KbAzim, 182 n,

al-Moghaira Ibn Shftba. 337,
'Moizz ad-Dawrlal lbn iluwraili, 133.

Mokirr Ibn HimAr, 911 n, 679.

Monastlr. 931 il

Mosliin Ibn al-Walld al-AnsAri, 13 a,

308.

'/An al-Muaddil, 334.

al-.MuAfa Ibn lmrAn,132iL
/An Abi Muail, 640.

AbO 'I-.MubArak al-Azdi, 12L
Ibn al-MubArak. 34.

/An al-MubArak Said. 371,

nl-Mufrij Ibn al JnrrAh, 406.

al-Muhaddab. Asaad, 638.

al-Mubaddab ad-dln Ibn al-I.akh ,

mi, 194.

Ibn al-MuhAjir al Rnjali, 468.

’al-Muhallabi, the vizir, 110 il 410.

1

al-Muhallabi, SulaimAn, 493. 323.
(

* Al-Muhallabi, Zuhair. 341.

Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn
Saad, 23.

‘Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-KahmAu
al-HAsbimi, 3)3.

Muhammad lbn Ahmad Ibn Abi
DuwAd, 70, 71.

Muhammad lbn Isa ai-Yainani.

146 n.

Muhammad Ibn Habib. 996. 363.

Muhammad lbn al-liajjAi, 363

.

Muhammad Ibn llamld at-TOsi.
333 n.

Muhammad lbn HArOn al-Hadrami.
390.

‘Muhammad Ibn Khali (Khalaf.,
327,

Muhammad lbn an-NomAn, 181 il
Muhammad Ibn OmAra Ibn llamTn

al-lspahAni, 310.
Muhammad Ibn SulaimAn ibn Ali,

173.

Muhammad Ibn YAkftb al- Asamm.
1317

.

Muhammad Ibn Zaid al-WAsili. 27.
A Aft Mubamtnad lbn Ahmad, 131.

‘al-MuhAsibi, 36.3.

MuhArik, 18,

al-Mubassad, 103.

al-Muhazzimi, 73 il
al-Mubdatha, 138.

Muhl ad-dln, Abft ShujA, 651).

Muliriz. 112.

Muln ad-dln, 275.

MujAhid Abft 'I Jaish, ITS il

MujAhid Ibn Jubair, 368.
al-MujAbid JamAI ad-l)awlat, 111.
Ibn MujAhid, 17 n,

‘al Mujalli, 173.

/An Mujalli, 361.

*al-Mujtd al AskalAni, 386.

Mujlr ad-dln Abek, 173,
Mukaddis Ibn Sail), 631.
al MukafTa, 433.

’Ibn al MukafTa, 43iz 41)3.

‘al-Mukauna, 436.

MukAtil al-Akki. 26 n,

MukAtil al-Rakri. 413.

MukhAnk, 109 il

Mukram Ibn al-AIA, 32,
Ibn MunAdir, 222 n.

Munabbih Ibn Nabll. 336.
Ihn al-Munajjlin, 178, 338.
al-Mundir the Oinaiyide. 23,

al-Mundiri, Abd al-AzIm, 82 il

Munya Rani Khasib, 637.
'Ibn Munir al-Tarabolusi, 138.

Mftnis, the eunuch, IS il

Ibn Munkadir, 380 il
Band Munkadir, 317.

Munial as-Saiyadln. 343.

Muuiat ShalkAn, 343 .

Muraath, 936.
al-MurAdi. 320.

Murhnf lbn OsAma. 116 il
'
al-MuriyAni. 306, 393.
‘Murshid, Abft OsAma, 1 80 .
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'Ibn Mtirshid, Uliini, 177.

‘al-Murlada as-Shaizari. 398.

Murtada ad-I)a\\lal al-JarrAbi, 621.

MOsa Ibn Isa al-AbbAsi. 317 n,

460 MOsa il-Atb)rl,

MusAb Ibn Abd Allah az-Zubairi,

IHti n.

MusAb Ibn Ituzaik, 630. 664.

*/6n al-Musaiyali, 368,
al-Musalla, 116 u.

Mnollani Ibn MahniOd. 636.

Ibn Musattir, 111 *.

Muslim, iilllusaini the Sharif. 344 il,

1 19 n.

Muslim Ibn al-Walld al-AniAri.4.5 ii.

ins.

Muslim Ibn MahmOd.jee Musallam.
al-Mustakli billah, 36 n.

*al-Mu$(Ali, 136,

al-Mustarshid, 366.

‘al -Mustawli, 170.

/6n al-Muslawfi, 10.

'Abt\ '1-MuUi at-Taghlibi. 214.

460 ‘l-Mulabbir ns-SaidalAni. 101.

al-Mulamamia, 326,
'al-Mulanabbi, 10-J. 671.

Ibn al-Mutbanna al-AstarahAdi.

nviii.

Mull Ibn IvAs, 133 u,

al-Mutlalib Ibn Abd Allah al-Kbu-
rAi/609.

al-MOwnlfek. Tallin. 131,
Mhwaffek ad-dln al-llanbali, 119 n.

Muwaivad ad-Oawlal Ibn Runaih.
*13.'

al-MuznlTnr al-ltnsii, 177.

Ibn al-MuialTar, 36 u,
Ibn MuzAhiin, 580 n.

Mu/aikiya. Amr, 310 n,
Muzaiiia. 545 n.

'al-Muzani. ?0Q.

N.

an-.Nabicha al-Jandi. 456.
an-Nadlrn al-BagtulAdi. 136.
‘Ibn an-Nadlm al-Mausili, 183.
Ibn an-i\adlm al-WnrrSk, 34,630.
nao, SS3.
'an NAfl* a I Lakhmi, 147.

*an-.NahbAs, si,

'an-NahrawAni, 4(il.

NahrOr as-ShoizAni. 312.
460 Nakslial at-TOsi, 333.
.Vairab, 62S n,

Nairabain, 356 u,

NaiaApOr. 01.
Ibn NajA, 638.

NajAh, 3«

l

.

Ibn an-NaijAr, LI n.
’Najm ad-dln AiyOb, 243, 84?.
Najm ad-dln nl-GtiAzi, 506-
an-NakhAi, Alkamn. 6 n.
an-NakbAi, al- Aswnd, 2 n.
*an-NakhAi, Ibrahim. 3
'an-NakbAi, Sharlk, 578, 644.

‘an-NAmi, 110.

NasA, 36,
au-Na$Ai. the Ad/Sa, 38,
nn-Nasawi, Ibn SofyAn, 461 n.

'an-NAshiri. 50G n.

*\Asir ad-Dawlat Ibn llamdAn.ilii

N'Asir al Marwnzi, 57, 666 o,

'N'aslh ad-dln nr-ArrajAni. 134.

Nasr Ibn AAsim, 339.

Nasr Ibn AbbAs, 4*4. 637.

Nasr Ibn HajjAj. 336.

Nasr al-Makdisi, 44 n,

‘an-Nasr al-Ibari. 045.

Nasr ad-dlnAbd al-Kabir, the kAdi.

136.

j

*466 Nasr al-Kurdi, 137.

un-NassAj. 313 n.

an-NAlili. 440.

an-NawAr, 341.

!
Nawkan, so
an-NazzAm al-Ralkhi, 130 n.

an-NiAli, 661 o,

j ‘Niflawaili, 46.

Niflaw aih's bor, 391.

an-NII, 116,
‘Ibn Nima. Abh '1-GbanAim, 636.

Ibn an-Ms, 660.

'NizAm al-Mulk the rizir, 413.

NizAr Ibn al Mustali, IBP.

NizAr Ibn SbAhanshAh, 613.
NizAr Ibn al-Mustansir, 613.
*460 NizAr ibn SA6.3S9,
*.460 Noaim al-lspaliAni, 71.

an-NomAn Ibn Rashlr. 68 n,

Ibn an-NomAn, 343 n.

nn-NomAni, Muhammad Ibn lbrn-

hlm. 136.
an-NomAniya, 634.

Ibn Nuhaklit. Ismail, 391.

an-NufAi, 463 n,
Nuhawcnd, 139.

Ibn Nuiniya, U58, 661 .

1 Ibn NuxAi, 60 1

.

*/i) 'n-NOn al-Mbri, 491 .

*Nur ad-l)a«lat. Dubais, 631.

*Nur ad-llawlal SliAhanshAh. 615
*N0r ad-dln ArslAn ShAb. L71.

Nnr ad-dln Ibn MalunOd, 514.

N'Or ad-dln llm Zinki. 4 73. 009.
*160 NuwAs Ibn llAni.361

0.

(Ibaid Ibn DlnAr, 579.

Ob,lid Ibn SofyAn al-Okli, 364.

Obnid Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abi
TAhir, 401 n,

Obaid Allah {Abd Allah) Ibn Kha-
1

lar, 516.
Obnid Allah Ibn SulaimAn IbnWahb,
49 n.

Obaid Allah Ibn ZiAd, 638.

160 Obaid al-Bakri. 310 n.
1 .460 Obaid ath-Thakali. 308.

Obaida, daughter of KallAb, 517 n,

OchuwAna, 632.

683

Oddat ad-Davslat, 105-

16n Abi Okail ath-Thakali, 357.

nl-Okaili, 456.

Ibn al-Okaimi. 5*0.

OkbA ibn A Amir. 3a.

OkbA Ibn NAO, 35 1L.

Olaiyn. daughter of al-Mahdi. 3l7n.

Ibn al-Omaid (til .Imld), 110 il

Ibn Omair al-Kibtl. 581 n.

'Omaiya Ibn Abi 's-Salt. 448 .

Ibn Omar,' the kAdi, 444,

Omar Ibn al-AIA, 408 n.

Omar Ibn IlishrAn, 534.

Omar Ibn liubnira, 370. 183.

Omar Ibn I.Ajln, 483,

Omar Ibn Shikla. 330
*460 Omar al-Jarmi. 640.

Ibn Omar atb-Thakali. 486.

OmAra al-Yamani. 610. 656.

AbO OmAra. Ibn SOI. 44.

al-Oinari, AbO ‘l-Kath. 58 il

al-Omari, AbO Jaafar. 439 il.

al-Omari. NAsir, 57,

Omni Ablda. 154.

Omni al-Arab, 14.

Omm ad-Duhaim, 360. 36 1.

Omni MAbad, 361.

al-Oinr, 310.

al-Ormawi. AbO llakr. 14 n.

Ibn A hi Oruba. iziv.

Orwa Ibn HIzAm, 38,651,

Orwa Ibn Ozaina, 581. 581.

Ibn Orwa, 589 o.

*Ortuk Ibn Aksab, 171 .

al-OrOdi. Ibrahim, lLL
Ibn Osaid ns-Sulami, 531 n.

’Osama Ibn Murshid, 177

.

657 .

Ibn Abi OsAma al-llalabi. Ill

*460 OsAma JunAda, 337

.

*al-OsfOri, 494.

al-OswAni, 145.

al-Otaki. ?S0.

OtbA. the beloved of AbO 'l-Ali-

liiya, 463.

Olba" Ibn OnzwAn, 116
Oilia Ibn ltabla, 482,
*460 OthmAn al-MAzini, 464 .

‘Ibn Oyaina. 378.

Ibn Oznima. Orwa, 581,684.

Ozra. 331.

R.

RabAh. daughter of Amr l-Kais 883.

‘ar-Rabl Ibn SulaimAn al-.MurAdi.

319.

*ar-Rabl Ibn VOnus, 54L
•ai-!tnbl al-JIzi, 520.

"Kalita ar-RAi, 517.

Kabla ar-Hakki, 336 n.

Rabla al-Adawla, 515-
ltabla Ibn Thaur al-Asadi, 383.
Ibn ltabla al-BAhili. 447.
‘Ibn Aid Rabblh, 94.

RadkAn, 413.

RalTA, 432 n.
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‘ar-RalTA al-AnmAli, 261,
"ar-RafTA as-Sari, 667.

Ibn ar-Knghiimi, lid il

llahabn Malik lbn Tawk, 77. 122 il

'Ibn KAhwaih, iso.

ar-RAI, 668.

HatdAn as-Saklnhi. 263. .

Hals .iil-dln al-ArrajAni, 134.

Raja, Abu 'I-A14, 136.

•RajA Ibn liaiyAt. 620.

‘Ibil 'r-Knkimak, 116.
’

ar-RakkAda, 3Hi. >»i-».

nr-HakkAshi, 318 il

ar-Rakniatain, 130 n.

Hama. 200 il

RarnAdal nl-Kftfa. 183 n.

Ramla. (he daughter of Zubair. 487.

Ibn RAniln, 1 1 n.

Rashid al-IInklki. 346.

RAshida, ISI.
' Ibn Rashlk al-KairawAni, 384.

ibn Rashlk al-KAtib, 386.

ar-ltass, 115.

'ar-Rassi, I II.

ar-llauhi, 612 il

RAwand, 22.

‘ar-HAvinndi, Abu 'l-Hnsain.76.

ar-RAzi, 100. 683.

"ar-RAzi, Ibn KAris, 100.

ar-RAzi, All, 66.

ar-RAzi. SAlim, 12 il

"ar-RAzi Sulaim. 684.

Razln Ibn SulaimAn, 316.

ar-RazzAz. A lift laalar, 176.

ar-RiAhi, Suhaim, 119 il
ar-Rida, 20 n.

RidwAn. Kakr al-Mulftk, 27 4.

Ibn RidwAn, 23? n.

‘Ibn ar-RifAi, 162.

'Rftba lbn al-AjjAj. 627.
ar-RftdbAri, Abft Abd Allah. 86 n.

ar-RftdbAri, Abft All. 86 il

"Rfth lbn HAtim. 569. 636, 639 n.

Rfth lbn ZinhA, 361 n.

Ibn Rfth, al-llusain, 139 n.

ar-Rfthi (Hnuhi), 612 n.

Zft'r-RukAl. 182.

'Rukn ad Danlat Ibn Ruwaih, 107
RusAfa, 46 n, 299.

RusAfiya. 316 jl

R ushd. 361.

ar-Rustami. Abil Said. 217 n.

ROyAn. 226
Ibn Ruzaik, 619.

Ibn Ruzzlk, SAlih, 610. 662.

S.

Saad al-Ashlra. 106.

Saad Ibn Abi WakkAs. 620 n.

Saad al-Kbair, 661 it,

Abft Saad al-Khtidri, 619,-

Abil Sand, the vizir. 260 il

Ibn Abi Saad the SOli, 76.

Saba as-Sulaihi, 614.

'as-SAbi, Abft Ishnk, 3L.

Sablii, 226.

Sabra, 249.

as-Sahti, Abft '1-AbbAs. 149.

'SAbftr lbn Ardasblr, (be vizir, 664.

Sadaka al liaddAd, 290.

•Sadaka al-Asadi. 631.

Sadaka Saif ad-Danlal, 227.

as-SadAl al-Tuls, 620.
as-Safadi, liii.

Ibn Saili. 661

as-Sa(TAr, Abft Ali, 476.

‘lbn SAIi, Abft MzAr.339.
as-Safia, 106.

as-SafrAwi, 90 n,

SahbAn. 112 n

'The SAhib lbn AbbAd, 212.

SAhib al-IIinzAr, 221 il
Sabi Ibn Harftn. (lie Adlib, ill il

Sahl. Abft 's-Sall, 682 n.

’Sabi al-Tuslari, 690. 602.

'Sahl al-ArghiyAni. 606.

‘Sahl as-Solftki, 606.

•Ibn Sahl the Adlib, 83.

as-Snhtni, 26 n.

Sahna, 414.

Ibn as-Saib. 681 n
Ibn SAId, the (diiluloger, 632.

Said Ibn al-AAsi, 60 n. 336 il

Said lbn Amr. 697.

'Said Ibn Jubair, 664.

‘Said Ibn al-.MubArak, 621.

'Said Ibn al-Musaiyab, 668.

Said Ibn Na«i. 210 a.
Said Ibn SAlim, 309. 623 il

Said al-Abwal, 360.

Said al-HamdAni, 368.

A f>0 Said al-lslakbri, 448.

‘.Ibtl Said al-JanuAbi, 427.

Abd Said as-SIrAli. 166.

as-SaidalAni, 191,

as-Saldi, 336.

‘Saif al-lslAm, 66a.

Saif ad-Oawlal Ibn HamdAn, 106.

Saif ad Dawlal Ibn Abd al-Malik,
611.

'Saif ad-Dawlat Ibn Sadaka. 2.‘7,

634.

Salk. 13 n.

as-Saiinari, G16.

as-SairAli, tee as-SIrAH.

"aa-Saiyida Sukaina, 681.

Abft 's-’Sai, 600 il

Ibn Abi s-SAj. 198, 600.

"as Sakali, 666,

Sakhr Ibn Amr, 383.

as-Sakhra, 160 n.

Ibn as-SakkA, 621.

as-SakkAi, slii.

lbn Saklab, 62,

as-Saklabi, 263.

Salah ad-llin, 609.

'Salam al-Adawi, 552.

as-SalAma. 106,
' Ab0 Sain ma al-KhallAI, 162.

Omm Salama, 687.

as SalAmi, £66 n.

‘SAlih Ibn Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. 45.

SAlih lbn DAsvftd, 266.
‘SAlih lbn ishnk al Jarmi, l>79.

SAlih Ibn al-Mansftr, 622.

SAlih Ibn Tarlf, 314.

‘as-SAlib ibn Ruzzlk, 608. 667.

SAlim Ibn Abd Allah lbn Oinar. 201,
SAlim ar-RAzi, 12 n,

SnIIAm aUhr.ish, 311. 699 n.

Sallamiyn, 16 u
Saint al KhAsir, 22 n.

SalmAn, 210.

Salman Ibn Rabla al-BAbili. 44*.

Abil 's-Salt, Sahl. 682 n.

Abd ’s Salt ath-Tbakali, 486.

SamAwa, 108.

SAmAni, 166.

>bn Saindftn as-Sftri, 2*6. 277.

* Ibn as SainniAn, 1*6.

Samnftn Ibn Hamza, 123,
SanA al-Mulk al-Husaiui, 161

.

SanhAjn, 249. 660 n
‘Saraliikln, 480, 490.

"as-Saraklishi Abft Muhammad al-

Hasan, 1U8.

as-Sarakhshl Ishnk Ibn Ibrahim.

292.

as-Sarakusti. ?I8.

as-Sarat. 318 n.

Ibn Abi Sarh, 36 n.

Sari lbn al-Hnkam, 611 n,

"as-Sari ar RalTA, 55*.

"Sari as-Saknli. 666.

Sari ‘IlihtvrAni, 26n.

Sari*, 49 .

Sarr man raa Saniarral, 19.

'lbn as SarrAj al-BaghdAdi, 323
Salih, 182,

SatlAra, 440.

lbn SawwAr, 602.

"ShabAb. 492,

Shabba Ibn IkAI at-Tamimi. 627
"Shablb Ibn Yazld al—KhAriji . 616.

lbn Sbabr. 429.

Ibn ShAdAn, 323,

Ibn ShAdAn. All, 413.

Ibn ShAdAn al-Jawhnri. 263 il

lbn SbaddAd as-SanhAji, 283 u
ShAdi lbn MarwAn, 243.

Ibn ShAdi, are Sblrkfth.

Aba 's-Sbaghb al-Absi, 186.

SliAh ZamAn, 260.

Ibn ShAh, 661

.

as-SliahAmi, 68 il.

"ShAliansliAh. al-Afdal, 012.

"SbAhanshAh. Nftr ad-Oawlal, £16.

as-ShabdiyAji. 651

.

Ibn ShAhln AbO llafs Omar, 324 n,

401 n.

lbn ns-Shahna, 266.

‘as-Shahruiftri. Baba ad-dln, Bin .

641.
"as-ShaibAni, £6.

The Shaikh, 418 il

as-Sbalma, 608.

"as-Shaizari al-Murlada. 398.

‘as-Shaiznri lbn Nima, 066.

'Ibn ShakAka. 330.
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”/f»i ‘s-Sbakhna. 931 n, 38G.

Ibn ShAkir, zili.

Shakla, 12.

Ibn Shakla, 1

8

.

'Ibn as-ShalmaghAni. 436.

Shams-ad-Da»l.il, AbO TAhir. A45ji

‘Shains-ad-I)Rwlat TOrAn ShAh. ?S4.

Shams al-KhilAfat, 396.
*
Ibn Shams al-Khilaf.it. 398.

Shams al-MulOk Ismail, 974.

Shams al-MulOk l)akAh,22L
Ibn Sbaraf al-KaimvAni, 385 .

Sharaf ad-dln al-Irbili. 190.

Sharaf khotOn, 500.

as-ShAri, Ail-

Ibn as-Sharld. 389.

'Sharlk an-.NakhAi, the KAdi, 578.

899.
as-Sharlli, AbO YakAb, 501 .

ShAtAn, 404.

‘as-ShAlani, 403.

as-ShaU, 25 jl

‘ShAwar, 608. 696.

'as-Shibli, 511.

Shibl ad-Dawlat KAfOr, 985.

ShihAb ad-dln, Asaad, 463.

ShiliAb ad-dln, MahmOd, 921.
ShihAb ad-dln al-Ghazzi, litr.

'Ibn Sbikla, Ibrahim, 12.

Ibn Shikla, Omar, 330.

as-Shli, 485
'Shikk al-KAhin, 482.

as-SblrAzi. AbO Ishak, 5
'ShlrkOh, 944, 609, 026,
'Ibn ShlrkOh, 697.

AbO VShls, 510.

Shoaib Ibn liarb al-MadAini. 578 n .

ShAba Ibn al-llajjAj, 572. 493 n.

Shubail Ibn Orwa, 521) n.

Ibn Shuburma, 539 jl
‘Shuhda bint al-lbari, 695.

AM ShujA, .M ii lil ad-dln, 059.
Ibn ShtikAi 'l-Bajali, 135.
Ibn Shukr, the vizir, 13, 196 jl
ShukrAn al-AAbid, 999.

Shunlzi, 339. 550.
'Shuraih, the KAdi,019
as-ShurOli Muhammad Ibn Ahmad,

59 .

Shushtar, 603.

Sibawaib, 523.
as-SIdn, 983.

as-Sidilli, 158.

SilTIn, 541.
'as-Silafi. 86.

SimAk. 93 n.

SimnAn, 594 jl

as-SimnAni, AbO Jaafar. 594 n.

as-SimnAni, al-liasan, the SOU, 605.
Ibn Slna, 440
Ibn SinAn, 539 jl
avSindi lhn ShAhik, 318 jl.

SinhAja, ire SanhAja.
as-SIni al-Uslansiyi, 001 jl
’Sinjar Ibn MalakshAh OOP.

'as-SinjAri, UabA ad-dln, 196.

SOhib Sinjar, 549.

<>Ho

‘ns-Sinji, 419.

‘as-SIrAfi, 322,
asSIrali AbO Said. 456.

‘as-SIrAfl al-KAdi, 377.

Ibn as-SIrafi, 953. 455
Silt as-ShAm, 985, 627.

Ibn SiwAr, 6i 1

SiwAsh.029 jl

SofyAn Ibn Moaviia al-.Muhallabi,

431.

‘SolyAn Ibn Oyaina, 578.

’SolyAn atb-Tbauri, 520.
SofyAn al Kalhi, 617.
Ibn SofYAn al-Okli, 369.

Sohaitn ar-RiAlii. 149 jl
SokmAn Ibn Ortuk, 160. 129
•as-SolOUl, 006,
SornaisAt. 501,

as SovOti, zriii.

as-Subki, TAj nd-tlln, xxviii.

as-Suhki, Taki ad-dln, xziz.

‘Sukaina, 581.

Ibn Sukkara al-llAsbimi, 403 jl.

as-Sukkari, 539.
SOI-Tiktn, 93.

'Ibn SOI, 94.

as Sulaihi, SabA Ibn Ahmad, 541.

as-Sulalbi, Ali Ibn Muhammad. 361.

’Sulaim Ibn Yasar, 586.

'Sulaim ar-RAzi. 584,
'SulaiuiAti Ibn al-AshAth, 389.

SidaimAn Ibn Abd al-J.ibb.4r. 290.
SulaimAn Ibn Ali 9 AbbAsi, 252 n,

439.

SulaimAn Ibn llabtb al-Muballabi
49 .4 . 693 .

SulaimAn Ibn Jaafar at-HAsbimi,
005

SulaimAn Ibn Knthlr al KltuzAi.054.

‘SulaimAn Ibn Muhammad id High
dAdi, ML,

SulaimAn Ibn Rabla al-RAbili, CI9.

‘SulaimAn Ibn Wahb. 590.
‘SulaimAn al IlAji, 593.

SidaimAn al-Rajali, 168.

A bit Sulait, 049 jl
"as-SOli, Ibrahim. 92.

as-SOli, Abd Allah, 93, 94.

*lbn SurA, 178.

'Ibn Suraij, 46.

as-Sftri, 927.

Surrak. 045.

Suwaida, 149 jl
Ibn as-Sunainlzn, 198.

SunbolAn, 508 jl

SunhAjn, 30 jl
SunhAji, 949. 550 1L.

‘ak Sunkor al-Ilursoki, 997.

'ak Sunkor nl-HAjib, 995,
*as-Sumairmi, 403.

T.

TaberAn, 80.
‘at-TabarAni, AbO 'l-KAsim, 599.

•al-Tabari, AbO Ali, 310,

‘at-Tabari AbO 't-Taiyib, 64 1 .

‘al-Tabari Ibn al-KAss, 48.
Taberestan, 49.
Ibn TabAtabA, AbO '1-Hasan, 115.

*/5n TabAtabA, AbO ’l-KAsim, lit.

Yu/.r TAbik, 525
alTAbisi, 106.102,
at-TalT. 509 jl

Tagldib, tOO.

‘al-Taghlibi, AbO 'l-MutA, 514.

TAhart, 550.
TaliA. 59.

‘al-TahAwi, 51,

'TAhirlbn nl-llusain al-KhozAi, 049.
Ibn 46i TAhlr, the h'dtih, 291 .

Ibn Abi TAhir, the vizir, 94 ji

Ibn Abi TAhir al-Azdi. 159.

AM TAbir ai-Kirmiti. 490.
AM TAbir Shams ad-Dawlat, 445 il
Tai Ibn ShAwar, non.

‘at-Tal, 35L
Ibn Abi 't Tai, 948 n.

al-TaiAlisi, 493.

TaiinA, 330 IL

*at-TaivAni, AbO GhAlib, 228.
'TAj ad-dln al-Kindi, 103. 546
TAki ad-dln Omar, 015
‘Takiya bint Ghaith, 276.

‘at-TalAi, 657.

at-TalakAni, 916.

Ibn TAlib al-Misri. 178.

Tall as-SulLAn, 290 jl

Tall Tauba, 406 jl

'Ibn ai-TAmaghA?, 519.

’AbO 't-TarnaiiAn al-Kaini, UL
‘Taniltn Ibn al-Moizz Ibn RAdls,

981.

‘Tamlm ibn al-Moizz Ibn al-Man-
sOr. 979.

‘AbO-TammAm nt-Tai, 66, 343.

TanOkh. 94, 97.

at-TanOkhi. AbO 'l-KAsim, 95.

at-TanOkbi, AbO Muhammad, 92
Torlfa. the divincress, 488.

TarQja, 349.008,
Tarsus, 49.
at-Tanhldi. AbO ‘1-HaivAn, 50 il

"TA»Os, 649.

Ibn TAwOs, 045
•ThAbil Ibn Knrra, 985
•'I habit Ibn SinAn, 989.

ThAIAb. the grammarian, 33,
‘alh-ThaAlabi an-NaisApOri, 08.

ath-Thakell, 305
Thaklf, 350,

Th.lt al-I'll, 645
AbO Thana MahmOd, 656.

ThaubAu al-Misri, 95
Thauri, 525
'Abo Thaur al-K.ilhi, 6.

Ibn Thaur al-Asadi, 385
Ibn ThawAba, 493.

Thawiya, 641.

'Thikat ad Ilawlal al-AnhAri. 69,'.

•at-Timdsi, 396, 398.

‘at-ToghrAi, 469 .

Toghtikln, AbO MansOr, 974.
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'Toghtihln. Saif al-UIAm. 699.

TokliaruslAn, 296.

at-Torldsi, 10.

Toster, 137. 60S.

al-Tuiiori, Sahl, 590.

Tri(»ili», 142.

al-Tngush, 278.

al-Tujlbi, .170 .

/hit TOldn. Ahmad. 163.

Bawl TOma, IAS.

Ibn TOmort, 883.

TOrAn, 787.

TOrAn SliAh, Shams ad-D.mlal.794 .

•it TurkomAni, Shims ad-dln, liv.

TO*. 80,

al-TOsi. so.

Tuslur, 137, 003.

'at-Tustori, Sahl, 890, (104,

at-Tutha, 896 .

'Tutush, 213.

'TOrOn, 992, 399.

U.

liwais at-Karani, 807 il.

V.

Valentin. 37.

W.

al-Waddili, loo n

WAdi 'd-Daum. 333.

WAdl T-Ghizlin. 628
WAdi '1-Kura. 336 n, 372 it,

Wafa Ibn Aiyis. 969.
AboU Wall al-JalOdi, ioi,

WAhAl, OU.
Wahb Ibn Said, 9117.

Ibn WabbOn, 109. a.

Waki Ibn al-JarrAh. 371 u.

•Ibn Waki al-TinnUi, 396.
al-Wakshi AhO T-Walid. 230.
Wala. 88 .

WAliba Ibn al-llubAb, 399 n
Wiiiba Ibn al-llarith. 961.
•AbO l-Walld al-Biji, 893.
"al-Wanni al-Karadi. 121

.

WaraklAn, 268 .

al-Wnrrak Ibn an-Nadlm, 32, wait

WAsil Ibu liaiyAn, 693.

'Ibn Waslla, GI8.

WAsil, 360.

*al-WAsUi, Abft ’1-JawAiz, 102.

/O ’1-WizAratain, 1 00. il.

'al-Wnrlr al-Maghrlbi. 190.

al-WazzAn. 699.

X.

Xucar. 37.

X.

Yahya Ibn Abd Allah, the Allte, 308 .

Yahya Ibn Aklham, 68,

Yahya. the Barmekide, 307

.

al-YaghisAni, MIL
*.il-Yahmadi, 197.

YakOb Ibn DAwOd, 297 n,

Ibn Abi YakOb an-Nadlm. al-War

rAk. 33, 630.

Abd Yala at-Mausili. 212 u,

Ibn Yamar, 607 u.

7 1) 'l-Yamlnain, 681.

al-Yamani, OinAra, 610 .

al-YamAni Muhammad Ibn Ua.

1 46 u.

AbO ’l-Yasar. 976 n.

YAsir, 312.

'al-Yazdi, 617.

Yazld Ibn HarOu, 371 n,

Yaild Ibn HAtim. 929.

Yazld Ibn al-Muhallab, 23,

Yazld Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira. 990.

AbO Yazld, 219, 221.
al-YazIdi, 266,

YOnus Ibn Habib, j28.

YOsuf Ibn Omar. alh-Thakali, 186.

YOsuf, the cunurh. 276.

YOsuf al-Jawhari, 109.

Z.

ZAd ar-Hakb, 987 n.

az-ZAfarAni. AbO Ali, 373
az-ZAfarAni. AhO 'l-KAsim. 217 n.

'ZAIir nl-HaddAd. 668.

'ZAIir Ibn al-KAsim, 668.

ZAIir Ibn al Mansur. 669.

Ibn ZAfir, Ali, 669.

ar-ZAIir al-Obaidi, 222.

ZAhir as-ShahAmi, 192 u.

ZAliir ad-dln al-.Yrdrhlli. i«.

'Zahlr ad-dln AbO Isbak, 19.

'az-ZAhiri. AbO SulaimAn DAwOd,
901.

ZabrA. 30 n.

Ibn ZahrA the SOU. 79.

Zaid Ibn Amr. 981.

'Zaid Ibn al-IIasan al-Kimli. 946.
Zaid Ibn al-KhattAb, 261 ji

Zaid Ibn iliAbil, 372U.
M60 Zaid al-AnsAri, »70.

ZAida Ibn KudAma. 989 n.

‘Ibn ZnidOn al-Andalusi, 123 ' "
'Ibn ZaidOn AbO Ilakr, 129.

Zain ad-dln al-lrblli, 330
'Zainah. daughter of as-ShAri. 991.

az-Zainabi. 661 u.

az-ZaiyAl. 178.

Ibn az-ZaiyAl, 69.

'as-ZnjjAj, 28.

'.460 Zakariva Ibn al-Mubarak. 976.

160 ZakkAr, 317
Ibn az ZakkAk. 13.

Zaki ad-dln al-Mundiri, 89 u.

'Zilim Ibn Amr, 06 *.

az-Zamakhshari, 917.
Zamzam (Zemzom', 146 u.

'Zand Ibn al-Jaun, 934.

Ibn az-ZarrAd nd-Dailami. 367.

Zawlla l8ilo, 660.

*Ziid Ibn Abd Allah al-ltakklr, 948.

ZIAd Ibn Abd ar-HahmAn. 111 .

ZiAd Ibn Ablh, 398, 361 n, 621.663.
ZiAd al-Aaiani. 631 n.

Ibn ZiAd Ohaitl Allah, 638.
ZOtda Ibn Ziad, 336.

ZiAdat Allah al-Aghlabi. 466.

ZibrikAn Ibn Badr, 209 n
.460 ’z-ZibrikAn, 394.

Abu 'z-Zinid, 880 n,
Ibn ZiubA, 361 n,

"Zlnki, TmAd ad-dln. 939.

Ziuki Ibn MandOd, 941.

Ibn Zinki. NOr ad-dln. 979, 609.

'Zlri Ibn Manad, 996.

'Zubcida, wife of ar-ltashld. 307,
932.

'Zufar Ibn al-lludail al-llanati. 933.

az-Zoztni, Muhammad. 29n.

Zubaida, wife of ar-Kashld, 307.

932.

Zubaida. daughter of NizAm al-

Mulk, 906.
'az-Zuhair Ibn IlakkAr. 831

.

'az.Zubairi AbO Abd Allah, 812.
'Zuhair al-Muhallabi. 842.

iz-/.ujAjl, 647 n.
Ibn ZOIAk al-Misri. 388,
Zulzul, 18.

az-Zumaili, 370.

Ibn Zurii, 103 n.
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A dmil, 141.141.
Day of Aashtira, 5S9.

sfdl JjU.. S3.

AhdAth 339.

Ahkdm 6

Alms, 160, 469.

A Iocs-wood, 73.

Alphabet, Arable, 16.

Ansdrs, 137. 118 n.

Amin, 763.

Ass, wild, 637 u.

Assemblies, 73.

Atdbek, 330.

w^'»
9i -

S' Si\j yW .655.

a ,1s
,
606 .

Uatinites, 218.

Bismillah, t, 317.

Black \ the colour of the Abbasides.
315.

ltlnck thief, 116.

Blood, price of, 617.

Book*, composed, 573.

Boots of Itunain, 531

.

Burial, Moslim, til. n;i.

Chancery ofllcc, 33.

Cheeks, softness of, IS, 116.
Christianity, Arab tribes nbirb pro-

fessed, 97.

Clatsics, 3S.

Cloak. sOfi, 5ol,

College, hrst Moslim. ixvii, a.

College, for the study of Traditions,
89.

Colorynth, 568.
Colours adopted by different dynas-

ties, Oil.

Companions, the twelve, 4?4
Correspondence, board of, 33,

I

Danek, 166.
Ddr al-llm, xxix, 337.
David, the son of Solomon, a worker

in iron, 591.

Dateat 'iy, 466.

Debating societies, &6.
Deserted dwellings. 36,
Dibs, 161 .

Dictations
(Amdli), 39.

Dihkdn, 77.

Dreams, true, 1G, 18 : image of the
beloved seen in, 134. 138,

Dual, usage of, by pools, 115.

Dubait. xxxr.

Hubb (desert lizard), 86 .

Durrda. t55.

^,395,

eloquence, Arabic, 735.

Kmir of the Arabs, 171.

Knallage of persons. 199,
executioner's carpet, 73,

Eye, evil, IPS.

Eyes, languishing, 18.

Farris h, 175
Eire of hospitality, inn.

*
3 -

njlj.271,
-r ’

Ghdlia, 159.
Grievances, court of, 73, 316.

461.

o
j

]y J|.Sj^I,50.

Hdfiz, xtii, 57.

Hair, dyed, 47, 175.

lldjib, 516,

Hdl JLa., 190.

llamadAn, the people of it stupid,

161.

Ilanifite doctors, meddled with

worldly matters, 418.

Ilashimitcs, 171.
Ilaudaj. 336.

Head with head aud^ U '

Hoods, green, 561.
House, people of the. 317.

Ilunaida, ?9S.

113.

, q 364.

jj .tv-* 1 ,
365.

‘ ~ '* 316.

107.

Jj». 440

e>?

I

3JLJLSC-

c-l2'-

Ibldites. lit.

Iddat, 316.

Ignorance, time of, 13.

Ihrdm, 98,

IjAza, 151.

Ikhlds, U.

Ikhshiditrs, 311
Imdms, the six, 493.

Imprecation, used to denote appro-
bation, 771.

Inquest into the character of wit-
nesses, 539.

Interior and Exterior, sciences of.

366.
Isndd, xxii.

I$pah<al4r, 118.
/idr, xxxvi, 4,36.

Jurisconsults, the year of the, 163
Jurisconsults, the seven, 164,
at-Jarh tea 'l-Tddlt, 147.
al-Jdml 'l-s/tik, 649.

Kadarites, 571.
K Adi, his great responsibility, 735,
The sixth lidf, 667.

K.ifOrilcs, 311.

Kdid at-Kuwicdd, 153.

Hardfa, 53
Kaslda, xxxir.

Kdtib, xxii, 16
Khalifs, the well-directed. 416
Kha zanat al-Bundd. 388.
Khotba, 174.

Kids 534.

Kibla, 37.

Koran, xvii, is eternal, merits result -

ing from the reading of it, 116.
Kushairi's epistle. 111.

33.

I*Li, 1 1.

JJ *«.

Ladanum. 576.

Land of the East. I3t.

Liberality, its emblem is humidilv.
184

Lightning, inspires joy, 464.

Liver, the seat of love, 1 16 .

f.itca, 15,

t.uzdm *•))}, 97.

Madrasa, ixvii.

Ifadrasat at-Kaid, 489.

ilaksura, 178,

Man of the Path, 159.

Alatbak a slate pffJont.lt.

116
Maualia. xxxr, 42.

Maala, 395.

Mihrdb, 37.
Mfnftar, 71.

its
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Mistreat, the poet's, 42, 96.

Moles on the face. 573.

Monk of the Koraish, 803.

Mortars, 900.

Mosque of al-Azhar, 349,

Mukbadram, 509. 479.

Mujlahid, xxiv, S, 701.

Mublasib

,

3*3.

Mujdicira, 388.

.Wunshi, 183.

Musalla, 116. COii.

Mu triad, 188. 393.

Mustawfi (not Maslaiep'., 171.

Muicakkit, 511.

Muirallad, 509.
Mutcaslisbaha, hit.

. ^

j

M
i
a kaddlt

Myrtle. the hair isso railed by poets,

981

Nabld, 3 1C.

Najd, 130.

Narrator of histories, 49.

Neophytes, 949.

Newrflz, 340.

74.

Oaths, eipialiou of false, 93,

Oaths, when required before justice,

963.

Offices of government, 878.

Omaiyide kbalifs, genealogy, 95.

Orthodoxy, the ancient, 31.

Orra. tribe of, 331.

Parlies, social, 187.

Path j]gf
539.

People of the House, 347-

Perfumes, forbidden to pilgrims,

98.

Philological treatises, 978.

Postmaster, 399.

Prayer, times of, 994.

Raba, 347,

Rdfidt. 145.

Rationalists, 6, 934.

Hat ^1\j t
xxvi, 934,

Raja: (a measure of |>rosody). xvi,

9981.

Halt, 318.

Raven, its cry furbodes the separa-
tion of friends, 94.

Readings, the seven, 195.

Registry Office, 575.
Resident agent, 175
Rlivihmical prose, xvi.

Ribdt, 199.

The Rida, 20.

dj’
" 9 -

.

!, .x3 I tUaljj
,
J9.

Saiijtd, Saiytda, 983.

Savings, ancient, 6, 371.

Schools of Basra and Kufa, xxii. 83.
379.

The science, 93.

Sciences of the ancients, 149, 531.
Scorpion's sting, 987.

Sentences, M,
Shunlzf, 339, 996.

ShurOt, 93.
Simdk, 98.

Sdfi doctrine, 456.

SuiiOfiya. college, 583 n.

s>“, « i0 -

944.

Lw ,
179.

4_)o:— ,
175.

iyL, 939,

LiJl, 176,

J* -^,73.

^ I 347. 609.

t-T*’
449,

Tdbi, 4,

Tabakdt, 48,

Tddll wa-Tajrlh, 992.

Taif al-Khidl, xxxvi. 1 16.

Tailesdn, 449, 505.

Tdllko, 93, 374. I

Tarwiya, day of, 428.

Taikiyat, 939.

Teeth compared to lightning, 38.

Thaghamn. plant, 115.

Thikat, 105
Tikka, 593.
Torrent, year of the. 304.
Traditions, xvii.

Tradltionists, 353.

Truffles, 539.

Truth LLj^l ,
men of the, 366.

Turkish guards, 178.

.

|
,
418 .

pi, 871, 673.

aJsjyOy 340.

foUl, 650.

Vnrle, 94,

Union 413.

Usldd, 893, 369.

Vision, science of, SO.

Vowel signs, 364 .

Wokf, 49.

Waxltght, 290.

Water of the face, 103.

Weepers.and chanters of the Koran,
205.

MVidraf, 468.

Works unwritten, ixiii,59.

Yondnites. 479.

ZShirites, 901.

Zajjajiya college, 210,

7-ephir, 190.

Zimmi, 566.

END OP VOL. X.
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